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Planniiui of Diplomatic Kiddie

T

Show

E

BETlllEtN FILMS

Dice Will Tell

Washington, Dec. 9.
confronts
protocol
In
over arrangements for
Miami, Dec. 9.
9th annual International Chil"If money' booking is a new
drens* Christmas broadcast. Custom
angle for Florida this winter, tha
ot having children of diplomats
fancy coin for certain talent applying it the gambling lid is oft.
send Christmas greetings to moppets
It not, and that's the big if,
throughout the world over NBC's
the talent will have to readjust
shortwavers has caused consternation
its salaries accordingly.
this year because of the war abroad
and the increasing touchiness displayed by foreign emissaries in
was bad
Situation
Washington.
enough last year, when a junior diplomat from the German embassy sat
next to a child from the Czechoslovakian Legation. The war abroad,
however, is really giving the WRCdepartment the jitters.
So far, no word has been received
from the German Embassy, concerning the attendance of youngsters ot
the embassy staff. Juvenile namecallings, flsticufts or- other complications are not beyond the realm of
Hollywood, Dec. 9.
possibility it a German child should
Paramount is burned up, and
meet face to face with small repreplenty, at a leak in New York legit
sentatives of the Polish, Czechoslothat resulted in the r evela- vakian^ JErench,—British nr Jinni.sh circles

Problem

WRC-WMALi
Its

Product Stacks Up Well, So
Theatra Owners Put the

Onus on

Distribs for Kill

ing Off Names, Series, Etc.,
by Releasing Same Players' Pictures Without Sufficient

Spacing

.

A ReGgious, As

Wellas'Escapist'

WMAL

Film Cycle Next

Tion'lThad boTTgKr'Famiiy JfbrtTa
which was on Broadway last year,

tt",'

governments.
Feelings of Japanese kids also must
considered but observers who
may be watching for an indication
ot Japan's attitude toward Russia
are likely to be disappointed. The
Soviet Embassy has not been repre
sented at the recent kid parties.
More than 30 sons and daughters
ot foreign representatives in Washington have been asked to the party
and most invitations have been ac

be

cepted. The program, which is be
ing sponsored by NBC in cooperation
with the Greater National Capital
Committee of the Washington Board
ot Trade, will be aired this year
from the Washington Hotel.

Cheap Phono-Radio

Boom

Stimulates Disks Also
The General

56
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SAME STARS TOO OFTEN

War Strains Haunt NBC in This Year s

CombinaHons'

6,

Electric Co.'s combi-

nation table-model phonograph and
radio set, price-tagged at $23 cash or
$24.45 on time-payments. Is credited with markedly booming the disk
business in the east.
Similar poppriced combo radio and talking machines all over the country have
mushroomed in sales as result ot the
signal
G.E.,
working
success
of
through the Consolidated Edison Co.
of N. Y., which did the merchandising, using the regular monthly electric bill for the bookkeeping.
Consolidated agreed to guarantee
50,000 sets but sales surpassed that
quota in the very first month so a
second 50,000 sets were ordered. Consolidated avers that the merchandising push will end with the 100,000
mark but the disk trade hears 150.000
in all are penciled In for the metMeanropolitan New York area.
time Arm added some 2,000 employes
to the G. E. plant in Bridgeport, Conn.

CITE EXAMPLES
Blame for the fact that business
has not improved in the picture theatres more is being laid by exhibitor
observers to the producers for failure to properly space the pictures of
various stars or personalities. Seeking reasons for the lack of action in
grosses, buyers and operators are of
the opinion that a part ot the solution might be found if the studios
exercised greater caution against
burning up their stars.
Whil e po int ing o u t that t he Qualit y
ot product compares very favorably
with other seasons, operators add
that there is something decidedly
wrong with the way many of these
pictures fail to live up to expectations. The feeling is strong that one
of the most important reasons af-

Cops Quell Audience Riot at Private
'Mulatto' Preview;
Radio's Audience

Ban in Force Again
Philadelphia, Dec. 5.
'Mulatto' did not go on as skedded
night (Monday) at the Walnut

last

CBS has circularized the advertising trade with O. H. Caldwell's estimate ot 9,000,000 new
radio sets sold during 1939. On
the basis ot experience that
never more than 50%

ot

any

is for replacements,
the conclusion is that over 4,000,000 new listening posts were
added to radio circulation.
The staggering total ot 45,000,000 home, auto, portable ' and
community radio sets is now proclaimed.

year's total

'Private Party

Gag May

theatre.
Nor does it seem as
though Philly will ever see it, for
Acting Mayor Connell's ban stands.
Following a special private show-

St.

Sunday night (3),
with around 1,000 invited guests, including Superintendent of Police
Hubbs and Assistant City Solicitor
James F. Ryan, representing the

ing at the theatre

Mayor, it was announced that Joseph
E. Becker, producer, had bowed to
the Mayor's edict and postponed the_
opening until after a second hearing
today (5) before Judge Curtis Bok,
also in the audience Sunday (3).
Late this afternoon (Tues) Judga
Bok denied Becker's application for
ar. injunction and stymied showing
ot the play.

When the curtain fell after the invitation performance, a spirited de-

Foil

Pennsy Curfew

bate broke out that

waxed

so furious

that .finally Superintendent Hubbs
had to bring in a squad of police
and order the lights oiit in order to
Prominent
disperse
the
crowd.

Nogro-lcadcrs-here.-including-sevcral—
ministers,

were

In

the

audience

which filled the lower floor. Mercedes Gilbert, leading woman ot
Pittsburgh, Dec. 5.
With the blackest New Year's Eve 'Mulatto,' made a plea for the play's
(Continued on page 55)
the
face,
them
in
since repeal staring
Pennsy nitery ops are trying to devise ways to salvage something out
fecting numerous films is the lack ot
running
without
tha wreckage
BasebaD Play-By-Piay
(Continued on page 12)
spacing of vehicles of various per- of
afoul the law. Officials ot the State
sonalities, or the pictures that are
Liquor Control Board announced
turned out in series.
Word-SIingers Organize
not swerve from their
What is believed to have partly they would
liquor
ot
sale
the
tabooing
stand in
caused this trouble, aside from the
In Cincy; Not Unionistic
on Sunday, Dec. 31. Only one loop(Continued on page 49)
hole is left. There is no law against
private parties being held, as long
Cincinnati, Dec. 5.
own
booze.
his
brings
everybody
as
New Orleans, Dec. 9.
Organization of the Major Leagues
3 Bands and Dinner For
With this as a ray ot hope, the
Sinclair Lewis, the novelist who
Baseball Broadcasters' Association
night spot nabobs are trying to get
has been budding as a playwright
pri- was perfected Sunday (3) at a meetorganize
customers
to
best
Customers
their
60c;
for several seasons, and who made
ing in the Netherlands Plaza, where
vate parlies and hire their clubs for
his debut on the stage last season,
the National Association of Profcs(Continued on page 55)
Just Don't Believe It
out of town, is said by intimates to
.sional Baseball Leagues is convenhave a strong yen to become a reguing this week. K. M. Landis, baseThat he loves to mime
lar actor.
ball commissioner, telephoned apBy BERNIE WOODS
HITS
was shown when he stepped into his
proval of the set-up from his ChiNew combo ballroom and restauAlplay, 'Angela Is 22,' on tour.
cago headquarters and was promptly
called
the
Fiesta
rant
in
New
York
though he was soon replaced by
named No. 1 honorary member.
Philip Merivale, the experience was Danccteria is apparently catching on
Promoter of the new group was
exhilarating to the writer and it is with the people who regularly atA. K. 'Rosey Rowswell,
and
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has gone WWSW, Pittsburgh, who was elected
linderstood he expects to appear on tend such spots and is drawing an
sheet sales
on
500,000-mark
over
the
well.
Spot
unas
crowd
older
Broadway.
president.
Francis Laux, KMOX,
setting
a
tunes,
successive
for
tsvo
weeks
ago,
about
two
shuttered
Author is sojourning in New OrSt.
Louis,
and Harry Hartman,
music
kind
in
its
record
of
10-ycar
hours
about
three
doors
opening
its
leans, where the activities of a little
WCPO, Cincy, are vice-presidents.
'South of the
theatre group has caught his inter- late and 10 minutes after workmen business. The sale on
Arch McDonald, WABC, New York,
He was asked to appear with completed sweeping up remnants of Border' Friday (1) exceeded the is secretary-treasurer.
est.
Executive
500,000 mark, while 'Beer Barrel committee includes Harry Heilman,
the community players and he as- construction.
its 10th month ot
in
which
is
Polka,'
Chinese
former
site
of
On
the
a
sented to go on without pay, as do
Michigan network; Bob Elson, WGN,
reached
already
publication,
has
and
BroaiJway
St.
42d
restaurant
at
Equity
the othcr.s. Lewis first asked
Chicago; Byrum Saam, Atlantic netcopies.
550.000
3,000-3,500
for
capacity
spot
has
a
received
an
whether it was okay and
work; Jack Graney, WCLE, CleveBoth songs are European imports, land, and Red Barber, who airs the
As he is a new on two floors. Upper story was
affirmative reply.
member ot the association, he added specially , for the dancery. 'Border' coming from England and Brooklyn Dodgers games on WOR.
been
wanted to make sure -that going lit- Added roof garden is built with a 'Beer Barrel' from what had
The association, according to
Czechoslovakia.
page
55)
on
(Continued
tle theatre is not a violation.
Rowswell, is fraternal and not
membership, sans
unionistic.
Its
voting power, will be extended to
sponsors and agency men with big
league broadcasts. There is no in-

for Cecil B. DeMille's
forthcoming 'Queen ot Queens.' Con
trary to the usual ballyhoo which
accompanies Hollywood acquisition
of a stage play. Par was attempting
to keep this a secret. Reason is that
as

a

basis

SINCLAIR LEWIS LOOKS

PLENTY STAGE-STRUCK

Some

TOP POP SONG

BOTH FROM EUROPE

KDKA

7th

ANNUAL

Radio Showmanship Survey
PAGES

19-23

tention, added Rowswell, of keeping former ball players from enterHa
ing, the ranks of broadcasters.
Heilman and
pointed
that
out
Graney, of the executive committee,

are ex-major leaguers.
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Vocal Sockers

Rumblings That a Voluntary Trade

Would Bunch Pix Stars on One Radio

.

Dec.

irollywood,

May Yet

Practice Code

i.

Pai-amounl's 'Golden Gloves'
sounds more like a .gabfest than
a knuckle tournament, with 28
featured names and 84 bit play-

Eventuate;

Show to Curb AD-Week B.O. Inroads

ers in the cast,

Each

Distrib

on

Own bidividually

Its

The trade practice code, or what
amounts to the code which the Department o( Justice killed last summer, may yet be put to use by the

Orr Vice Hirsch at

in

New

Theatres Cheering

LaGuardia'sMove
Vs.

Gum-Chewers

Campaign inaugurated

Casting Director
Hollywood, Dec.

5.

Fred Schue.<:sler, Selznick-Internation'al
casting director, joins the
outfit in a like capacity until S-I goes back into production next spring.
Hughes is preparing to put his picture into work about Feb. 1. Production personnel will be announced
this, week by Noah Dietrich, general
business manager of the Hughes en-

Howard Hughes

The important point involved is
that while the Department of Justice
knocked out the code, threatening
the distributors as a group for having evolved it In what is legally
called 'in concert' there should be
no reason why a distrib can't set up
his own sales policies strictly on his
own. If another distrib wants to do
the same, possibly with the policies
varying here and there on trade
practices involved, he Is supposedly
within his rights to do that
When the famous Thacher decree
was handed down 10 years ago, it
declared against the so-called Standard Exhibition Contract, embodying
compulsory arbitration, only because
the distribs were *in concert'. Result was that each distrib had to

terprises.

JULES RACHMAN'S 2D

PLEA FOR CLEMENCY
Lincoln, Dec, 3.
Rachman,
the
one-time

Jules

Omaha

exhib

business

who

partners,

killed his two
Harry and Sam

Goldberg, in 1932, came up (27) before the pardon board a second time
to try for clemency. He is serving a
15-year sentence, and with his good

drop the form of contracts all had time, whether thcboard acted favorused and make up their own individ- ably or not, would be eligible to reually. About the only difference as lea.<;e in 1941.
a consequence of the Thacher deRachman submitted a letter from
cision was slightly different wording Elmer Rhoden, Fox widwest head in
of clauses to cover the same things Kansas City, promising employment

nnd provisions for arbitration that
were to be voluntary rather than

last

week

by Mayor LaGuardia to curb the
chewing gum menace in New York
is something
that is close to the
hearts of all theatre men.
Sticky
wads are not only a major source
of annoyance, on pavements, in front
of film and legit houses it's these
outdoor gum-tossers that Hizzoner is
attempting to delete but inside theatres as well. Attaching chewedrout
chicle to the bottom of theatre seats'
is a time-honored practice, but compares as nothing with the the diffi-

if

released.

Rachman's plea was opposed by
Under the arbitration Ralph
Goldberg,
the
surviving
the exhibitor signed the brother of the murdered showman,
contract with the arbitration clause who said that the 15-year sentence
to govern, he also agreed to respect was too little even without time
off
the award made. Most of the distri- for good behavior.
buters continued such a clause while
The board, after hearing his' case,
others, notably RKO, has added one deferred action,
which means they
since the code blowup.
don't have. to make up their minds
Mistake to Sabmlt It
for three months,
'>'
and '"un-oits
<'"
indicates the
iiic
..
J *u.* :»

—

—

culties of getting it out of rugs after
several hundred pairs of shoes have

ground it in.
Expense to which theatres go to
remove the well-masticated Wrigleys is exemplified by the Capitol on
Broadway, which employs two porters who do nothing else. They work
in day and night shifts, using about
five gallons of an expensive chemical daily in scraping the stuff off the
sidewalk in front of the house.
Regular cleaners on the inside of

theatre spend a good part
their time in similar work.

the

of

if

mistake to submit the trade practices decish
code to the Department of Justice by
the distribs collectively, but since
FILM
that is past history now, there is no
reason why the majors cannot place

PROCESS SUIT

obtained

also

of

promi.<;e

several

manufacturers to print a warning
on tjie inside wrapper that it should
be saved for use when gum is completely masticated.

Stockholders

Squawk

j

Reilly,

as they

were when they began negotiations
on the trade practices pact. This is
exemplified by the action of. Warner Bros., Metro, Paramount and
20th-Fox, plus RKO so far as its
lengthy arbitration agreement, in
granting relief right on top of the
failure to get the code past the De-

partment of Justice. They didn't
have to do this, it is pointed out.
.Others which have not- granted an
Increased exclusion privilege or committed themselves on other points
Eucb as score charges, forcing of
chorls, etc., still do not have to do
anything except that 'what one company does a competitor will ultimately be forced to match,' it is ob-

Sherman Rides Again

:

Newman

Tilly Loscb.

P.

Lawler,

Paul

O'Brien, Dennis J. O'Brien, Mary
Pickford, Mary Pickford Co. and the
Film Treatizor Corp.
The plaintiffs seek an accounting
of profits they should have received
from a proper exploitation of their
product, which cleans film and is
non-inflammable. It is claimed that
Mary Pickford, by virtue of controlling two-thirds of the voting stock,
and by neglecting the corporation's
affairs, has almost put it out of business.
As stockholders, and officers
of the company, the plaintiffs feel
that this neglect has resulted in
severe losses to them.

St.

Louis

following in that order.

centage basis.

He said all they ask is proper clearance and an opportunity to buy product on a fairly competitive basis in
the open market.
Brandt's suggestion on radio is to
bunch the stars in one show weekly
so as to prevent a seven-day spread,
competing with their own picture.s.

NW

News

RKO

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Boris Ingster, former screen writer, signed as director for RKO, with
Before the Fact' his first chore.
For several years he had been a
scripter on the 20th-Fox lot

Schenck highlighted the latest Seand Exchange Commission

curities

report today (Tuesday) on market
operations of .film company insiders.
Rest of the picture transactions were
pretty minor.
In five batches, the 20th Century-

Fox board chairmen

let

Will Hays, who went to the Coast
early last week, is due back in New
York this week to make preparations
for the final quarterly meeting of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Ass'n board of directors.
Fourth quarterly session of the directorate is set for Dec. 13.

Pertaining to Pictures

Screen Guild show renewed
Radio reviews: Maureen O'Hara,

Noel

Page 12
Page 12
Page 24
Page 24

3,000

volved 1,300

for.

musical

ing radio appearance of screen stars
more effectively, president W. A.
Steffes and other Northwest Allied
leaders plan to file further protests
with heads of major distributing

companies.
Independents here claim that radio
is
becoming more severe opposition and that they're losing patrons
heavily during the nights when film
luminaries head ether program.s.
Special rental concessions will be
sought from the companies who.<!«
stars 'are the worst offenders,' ir»

other substantial
trading
voting trust certificates of
Universal Corp.
Nathan J. Blum-

indicated.

'

Brandt on Radio, Neely

in

berg added 800, raising his pile to
4,000, while William Freiday shifted

shares of Warner Bros, common;
"Thomas P. Loach of New York got
rid of 7 shares of Pathe common,
leaving him with 11; and Loew's acquired another 258 shares of Loew's

statement

showed

that

Louis, Dec.

St.

IS.

Another blast against the Neely
and the producers who permit
their stars to appear on radio programs was delivered here last week
by Harry Brandt, prez of the Independent Theati'e Owners of New
York, en route to the Coast where he
bill

will continue fight to bar radio engagements of film stars. Brandt told
members of the
of Eastern
Mi.ssouri and Southern Illinois that
pa.<:sage of the Neely bill probably
will create an artificial shortage of
screen fodder and. also will result
in an upping of rental charges.

MPTOA

,

Brandt asserted there is no genuine merit to the bill from the standpoint ot indie operators but ho

operators, the bill might slip through

stock in the company.

Congress,

'ANGELS'

DELAYED

JLMaiT,jm^ASKS77G
Los Angeles, Dec,

Screen

stars,

Brandt

said,

are losing their popularity because
of radio appearances and the theatre
operators
who pay high rental
prices for films in which these stars

IN

5.

appear are the losers. Brandt was
"voicing—the-sentimenls-of—the-localorganization which has long fought
the use ot screen stars on air programs. Fred Wehrenberg, prez of
the local MPTOA, was one of the
first exhibitors to
squawk to the
studios on this score.

Columbia filed a $77,359 suit
against the Arch-Rib Truss Co., Ltd.,
and the Smith Bros. Trucking Co.
for damages sustained through delay
in contracting a set for the picture^
'Only Angels Have Wings.'
Filmr
company charges that negligent operation of a boom wrecked part of
the set and held up production.
Listed among the added expenses
are $7,812 to Cary Grant for five exAl Jolson flew back to Hollywood
tra days, and $7,500 to Jean Arthur
for nine days. Largest item is $50,- Monday (4) after a weekend trip
000, estimated loss in delaying re- east to huddle with Vinton Freedley on his new stage musical.
lease of the picture nine days.
Looks likely that the mammysinger will do the show this spring.
Martin Freed, his mu.sical director,
U.S.
Indirectly

SPRING MUSICAL

Housing
Aid to Film Theatres

Washington, Dec. 5.
Film
theatre
construction
and
modernization has been stimulated
by the New Deal slum clearance program, although such properties are
aided only indirectly by ti>e Federal
Government, U. S. Housing Administrator Nathan Straus claims. Chekup on the aftermath of huge public

vaude

...Page 50
,

.

,'
,

accomped him both ways.

Kanin Producing Till
Leo McCarey Improves

Hollywood, Dec. 5,
Gar.<:on Kanin doubles as producer
and director on 'My Favorite Wife*
at RKO until Leo McCarey recovers
from his auto crackup injuries.
Picture two days late on the getmass away.

to provide low-cost
housing showed exhibitors anxious to
cash in on trade from new neighborhoods.
According to the survey, five new
houses worth $354,000 have been
erected in the vicinity of low-rent

projects.
In addition, outlays totaling $20,000 were made to dress up
four existing theatres.

L. .A.
F. Af:new
J.ours ('nlhtei>n'

Page 51
Page

51

at

RKO

Crewe

HefTina
Freil

FlnltollinfTQ

DavIO FranhllD
.lunn Unle

Vicki Baum,

Maureen O'Hara

gets the top ?pot.

U<>«iz

Ooeta
HowarU HnvvhR

Holman
Hulohlnmn

rtufutpl

Muriel

Hollywood, Dec, 5,
First
American production by
Eric- Pommer under his deal with
RKO is 'One of Six Girls,' a yarn by

N. Y.

r.^ulH

Tlyman

Orry Kelly
Alexniulor Korrta

Cheever Cowdln

wmiam

Pommer Bows

TO

Ntll
J.

Harry W.

Page 26
Page 37
Page 43

Otto Preminger sues Ruth Selwyn
colored

5.

Back from a Chicago conference
ways and means of fight-

to discuss

tickets.

Only

was

Coward-Maurice

Chevalier, Jack Buchanan, Al Pearce

tists

go

of his company's $1.50 pre«
ferred during October, the Federal
agency revealed. Pruned his wad to
15,284, in addition to 110,043 pieces of
common. Biggest deal, Oct. 26, in-

.shares

An

Hays Back East

American film firms revamp foreign production plan
Metro, Paramount to resume production in England. ..
New Aussie pix tax severe....

Oboler seeks Cagney
AGVA's basic agreement

Squawk

Minneapolis, Dec.

Washington, Dec, 3.
More slock peddling by Joseph M.

AL JOLSON READIES

Ingster Directs at

Hollywood-Broadway pact fomenting breach among dramaKennedy,

contacted some 750 theatre opera.i
tors in 15 cities, and the majority
.share his viewpoint on film buying.

Trading, S.E.C. Reports

outlays

Other

Cantor's

ARRIVALS
David Rose, Joseph

Unit's opening date will be Jan.
at the Circle, Indianapolis, with

Jr.,

leaders in
exhib politics, decried the action o(
Washington in bumping off the code,
the distributors are believed just as
nnxious to effect better relations be-

'

UP UNIT FOR VAUDE
Jane Withers is the late.st Hollywoodite lining up a personal appcarance tour. She'll personal with her

Interstate is al.so offering her its
Texas houses, but on strictly a per-

Application by defendants to dismiss a suit by James C. Richards,
Lester
Soman and Mildred

|

many

Hollywood, Dec. 25.
Vincent Sherman, who recently
piloted 'The Return of Dr. X,' drew
a new director contract at Warners.
Next job is 'Teddy Roosevelt and
His Rough Riders.'

U

He

Hugh G. Davis of New York, new warned that, unless continuous vigiMonogram board member, holds no lance is maintained by theatre

JANE WITHERS LINES

Akron, Youngstown and

,

Soman, as officers and directors ot
had to take the code, plus arbitra- Film Treatizor Corp., reveals an action filed in August in N. Y. supreme
tion, if wanting to buy pictures.
Defendants include Frank
In view of the fact that so many court.

served.

Biomberg, Freiday's

Belated

any more than an exhib

tween themselves and buyers

Joe Schenck Sold Fox,

Boston Theatres.

3,

1

exhibitors, including

features.

the N. Y. end

same Mary PIckford Venture Involved In

the provisions that the code
covered. If a system of arbitration
approaching that of the code is
edopted individually by distribs, the
exhibitor accounts stiU do not have
lines,

it

at

slated to handle

Is

from a holding company to his own
Among important theatre men who account 1,500 and grabbed another
have long taken a personal interest 100. Gives him 2,900.
in
schemes to eliminate careless
Report showed that H. P. Farrlnggum-tossing is Barney Balaban. He ton of New York unloaded 1,700
has at various times ..Itempted what shares of Trans-Lux Corp. common,
LaGuardia is now doing, starting an keeping 100; Robert W. Perkins of
educational campaign.
Mayor has New York picked' up his first 500

compulsory.

to agree to

Wong

.

producer

.

This might include

into effect, virtually along the

Boris Karloff starrer, 'Mr.
Headquarters.'

New

Orr, re-

Making Pix, Names

arbitration and provisions for the
handling of clearance, with some activity already begun in that direction.
Meantime, exhibitor leaders
nnd theatre owner organizations are
giving support to a move concerning
arbitration and clearance by openly
declaring themselves for it.

features,

Mono Producer

the Frankie Darro group and other

Hughes Back To

of other distributors, started the ball
rolling in that direction and that by
the time the 1940-41 sales season
rolls
around additional reforms

Hollywood, Dec. 5
Harry Brandt, ITO prexy, here to
talk with major studio execs on
a
concentrated radio program for the
Hollywood, Dec, 6,
Grant Withers lay^ aside his grease Industry. Has been on a nationpaint and becomes a full-time asso- wide tour to regiment sentiment
ciate director at Monogram with the among exhibitors against the Ncely
completion of his current role in the bill in the next session ot congress.

Withers

York.

U

new merchandising policy, followed by similar action on the part

one of the largest on
six months.

3.

Hir.'sch.

Succes!-or at
is Troy
cently with 20th-Fox.

lip a

is

the lot in

advertising manager at Uiiivcr.sal for five years,
checked out to be a stage producer

Albert

J.

the only way under which the reforms sought by the medium of the
code can be adopted in relations between exhibitor and distributor.
Hinted that the recent move on
the part of Warner Bros, in setting

effected.

U

Hollywood, Dec,

film business through voluntary action on the part of each distributor,
it is predicted.
This appears to be

may be

Hoster

Dick ^Inrvln
John Monkn
r>>uifi

rhiiiipif

Geo Palmer T'ulnam
David Rackln
Ceoree Uaft
Murray SMverfl<'n«
J.nu t'iinUh

Anna Stpn
Ornnn \VclI«

N. Y. to L. A.
Ru.<.iii:ll
<>.
II.

nirilwell

BllKKH

Hrynn
Afiiiiin
l>«vlrt

X'"oy
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MORE U.

VARIETY

HEART-TO-HEART

S.

Court Testfly Tells Adas Corp. s

New Schedules of Pix

Att y to Stop Stalling and Speed

Up RKO Reorg;

$3.50-3.75

TO

Share?

PIILIIVEII

Resume Powwows After

1—Other
go back to Atlas and tell
them I'm real angry', declared Fed-

HORRID LETTER

eral Judge William Bondy to Hamilton C. Rickaby, attorney representing the. Atlas Corp., in the N. Y. fedThe
eral court yesterday (Tues.).

Warners noesn't Like No. 2
Alphabet— All 'A' Fix

'You

Due

PIX

to Foreign B.O. Dip, Compels

Big Writeoffs in the First 8 Weeks

Jan.

Problems Had

Sidetracked Films for Sev- RADIO TENORS FOR FILMS
eral 'Months
Arnold's
Barry Wood and Dennis Day Getting
Hardboiled Attitude An
Celluloid Nod
other Factor
Two radioites set for Paramount
pictures are Barry Wood (Lucky

—

in the

Bryan Foy, chief of the low budget
occasion was a request by Rickaby production unit at Warner Bros.,
for a further two-week postpone- left for the Coast Friday (1) after
Strike 'Hit Parade') and Dennis Day,
ment of the submission by Atlas of two weeks of confabs in New York
Jack Benny's new tenor.
an underwriting agreement for the on future product.
Day is already in work with
new, RKO common stock.
policy
Foy declared the new
Benny on a film but a separate deal
Washington, Dec. 5.
Judge Bondy refused the two-week will eliminate B pix. It will make
for him is virtually set.
Resumption of talks between the
postponement and granted the At- moderate-budgeted A's instead, conU. S. Commerce Department and film
The judge sidering B a horrid letter.
las attorney one week.
Bill Jacobs, one of his associate industry is expected after the holihad been informed by counsel that
at the board of directors meeting on producers in the lower B class, went days, despite intimations the peace
Monday (4) George J. Schaefer, off the payroll last week. Gordon program has lost appeal for producpresident of RKO, had approved HoUingshead, in charge of special ers following the Justice Departmost of the steps being taken and short subjects, is slated to remain ment's scornful rejection of the trade
Studies of various
practice code.
much progress was being made. The with Foy under the new setup.
trade problems are said to be conjudge refused to listen to this artinuing, although no huddles have
gument. 'I've been getting many letoccurred for nearly six months and
ter from creditors," he said. 'There
none is scheduled for any definite
are many strenuous protests over
Despite trip of Sidney Kent and
time.
this delay. I think you have a record
Pressure of other business is cited Herman Wobber to the Coast, 20th
now as the oldest case in court. It is
as the chief reason why the Com- Century-Fox will lay no definite proup to me, and not the board, to demerce Department pacifiers have duction plans for 1940-41 until Janucide it the agreement is fair. You
made no further attempts to work ary or February. Company execs
tell Mr. Odium to submit his propout solutions to some of the indus- feel it would be an error to make
If I don't like it I
osition to me.
try's worst worries. At present, Prof, any decisions or announce any plans
-will then decide whether to dismiss
Atlanta, Dec. 9.
Willard Thorpe, head of Secretary at this time, claiming they want to
the entire proceedings or to give the
Continued Increase of industrial Hopkins' personal brain trust, is up wait until the last possible moment
company more time.'
activity in southeast is reflected in to his neck in armistice maneuvers in order to get a better picture of
Report Atlas Set to Go
roaring blast furnaces and humming involving the potash people and the what the European situation will be
It is felt at Fox that any budgetIt is understood that Atlas is really
cotton spindles as revealed in Octo- Justice Department, besides being
prepared to go ahead with its under- ber review of business conditions by loaded with chores for the Tem- making or story plans may have to
writing, but wished to stall at this Sixth Federal Reserve Bank District porary National Economic Commit- be revised continually throughout
proceeding until an application for last week.
When he the year of 1940, depending upon
tee (monopoly probers).
a writ of certiorari, which had been
Fat payrolls are putting money gets the fertilizer worries off his what breaks in Europe. Although
filed with the U. S. Supreme Court, into circulation and show business is mind he plans to pick up the film film business in England is now good
and the 50% coin restriction is not a
by H. Cassel St Co., and the Copia getting its fair share of this dough situation.
Realty & Fabian Operating Co., ap- in Georgia, Florida, Alabama, LouisUncompromising attitude of the terrific hardship, it is pointed out
pealing creditors, had been decided. iana,
Mississippi
and Tennessee, D.J., as reflected in Prof! Thurman that all plans would be upset with
Decision of the Supreme Court, states comprising Sixth District.
Arnold's snooty rejection of the self- a single bombing of London, resulting in theatres being shuttered, or by
whether or not to allow a hearing,
Steel mill activity in Birmingham regulation idea, is holding back the
Is due within two weeks.
area continues
high rate, report Commerce Department, it was indi a change in the currency quota.

SPREAD-THE-WEALTH

WB

WARY0F'4(M1

'

-

PROD.PLANS

SEE HAPPY B O.

DAYS IN DIXIE

However, Atlas Is now only allowed one week in its adjournment,
so that

it

Its offer

may be

Alabama

A

4.9%

(4)

—

—

soon.

last year.

The Dixie prosperity picture

The new underwriting agreement
was discussed and is reported to be
somewhat less favorable than the
one, which offered $4 a
The new
375,000 shares.

share on
one is understood to be somewhere

between

While the Hopkins aides

insist they're

still

not trying to lay the

$3.50

DICK POWELLS (JOAN

it

board meeting, erage of cotton consumption in the
Schaefer made a report on the Eu- same month exceeded previously
-ropean situation and—told— of—the- only-in-Febr-uar-y-and-Mar<;hr-1937.
economies that had been put into
Because farmers sold their crops
effect to stabilize the situation. The later this year than they did in 1938,
new conditions that arose as result they received nearly two and a half
of the war are not yet surmounted, times as much from marketing them
said the RKO president, but will be in September as they did in August

At Monday's

original

cated.

forced to submit

increase in Alabama, Georgia and groundwork for a consent decree,
knows what dis- Tennessee cotton mill operations for the adamant stand of the trustbe made on the appeals. October was reported, the daily av- busters is a notable obstacle. For

before

position will

at
stated, with all of the 18
blast furnaces in operation.

and

is

definitely rosy.

Another Full-Length
Inker by Fleischer

$3.75 a share.

BLONDELL)

HLM

IN 1
the industry people, harrassed with
the litigation started by Arnold's
-menrJeeL-they—hav-e-more-impottant.
liek— -Powell
and ^wife, Joanworries and are skeptical about the Blondell, will work together in a
accomplishments of the film for Edward Small early in the
possible
Commerce Department.
spring. Both are now without contracts to other producers. Powell Is
Justice Dept. Tough
There is little evidence, mean- in the final week of a p.a. tour in
while, that Arnold's sternness toward Milwaukee and returns to the Coast
labor unions will beneflt the fllm in- at the end of this week for huddles
dustry.
Or radio, either. It is in with Small.
Miss Blondell, who was recently
disputable that the D. J. prosecutors
look on the fllm majors as an eco- In New York with Powell, is curnomic ogre which must be forced to rently marking time in Hollywood.
reform, so they aren't disposed to
help the studios or exhibitors with
their union difficulties, beyond the
Par Execs
East
inquiry into 'racketeering' in Los
Angeles. From the D. J. viewpoint
After Studio Huddles
the major distributors and chain
exhibs are the worst offenders in
the field of restraining competition,
Hollywood, Dec. 3.
while there is no evidence at hand
Paramount's eastern execs train
that the unions are guilty of conduct back to New
York today ("Tuesday)
that can be termed a serious breach after budget
and production parleys
of the anti-trust statutes in the film at the studio. In the group are
Barfield.
ney Balaban, Stanton Griffis and
How the commerce interveners can Russell Holman. Neil Agnew planed
help the industry in its labor diffi- back last weekend, while John
The Hicks, Jr., reached New York yesculties is difficult to imagine.
National Labor Relations Board has terday (4).
exhibited no readiness to yield to
Homeoffice toppers are due back
curbs from other branches of the in January.
executive wing of the Government,
Holidays don't mean a thing to the
while the Commerce and Labor de- production heads at Paramount,
partments do not see eye-to-eye on which will have six features in work
many natters. If the parleys re- during Christmas week. PISn is to
sume, studio spokesmen may be able build a backlog of pictures for the
to focus attention on the recent Hol- early spring market.
lywood tug-of-war .but, aside from
In production now are 'Safari,'

— —

—

Back

WAR SCARE OVER, REP

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Max Fleischer is readying another
feature-length
cartoon
to
follow
'Gulliver's Travels' for Paramount
release.
Picture will be filmed at
.

HIRES BACK DROPEES

Miami

his

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
War scare is over as -far as Republic is concerned. Herbert Yates,
who ordered economies in September, is re-hiring old employes and
plans to go through with the original program of 52 features and four

another

signed Garret Fort to write the final
script for the next high-budgeter,
•The Lady from New Orleans.' Earl
Hurtze has been ordered to scout the
air lanes for more radio talent. 'National Barn Dance,' first of the features to use radioites, is slated to
roll tomorrow (Wed.),

Rogers' 2 for Col.
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Charles R. Rogers closed a deal to
make two pictures for Columbia release. First is to be a sequel to 'Our
Neighbors— the Carters,' which he
tf-cently made for Paramount.
Producer moves Into the Gower
street studio this week.
'

Writing

staff ar-

Full-Length Joker starts
with Luigi Luraschi,
cencorship editor, supervis-

week

this

studio

serials for 1939-40.

With Rep's $750,000 'Dark Command' before the cameras, Yates

studio,

rived from Florida to confer on the
story with Dave Fleischer, director,
who is here putting the finishing
touches to 'Gulliver.'
Spanish
version
of
'Gulliver'

Film

ing.

lo

is

be

entirely revoices and trans-

scored, using new
lated lyrics.
Revised edition is for Latin-American trade.

Ostrow Leaves Metro

it's
hard to
they will derive any bene-

moral encouragement,

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Lou. Ostrow, associate producer in
charge of Judge Hardy pictures at
Metro, turned in his resignatioa.

He plans a long vacation before
considering a new job.

'

THAT GOOD?
Hollywood, Dec.

Sneak preview of 'Mexican

5.

Spitto schedule three
co-starring
Lupe
Velez and Leon Errol.
General release of 'Spitfire' is
dated in two weeks.
fire'

induced

more

'

RKO

pictures

see
fits.

how

Amortization,

As has been pointed out

so
Deal attitude

often the general New
is that an industry which pays such
fat salaries to talent and executives
at the top can share the wealth more
generously.

The Commerce Department incidentally is waiting for more dope
about the effect of the war on fllm
.

trade.
So far only sketchy bits of
info have been picked up, while U. S.

attaches abroad have been too busy
with other subjects to give any comprehensive reports on- the theatre

'Buck Benny Rides Again,' 'At Good
Old Siwash' and 'The Way of All
Slated to start before the
Flesh.'
holidays are 'Golden Gloves' and 'A
Night at Earl Carroll's.'
business. Unofficial advices are that
the shock isn't as great as was
feared, although restrictions on withdrawal of money looks, liable to be
The latter proba general worry.
lem, however, is one that is most
likely to be tackled on a broad front,
rather than on behalf of particular
lines.

New schedules of fllm amortization either have been established or
shortly will be placed in effect because of the decline in revenue from
the foreign market.
First of these
drastically altered amortization setups appeared last week in Warner
Bros, annual statement, and similarly
changed slates for amortization will
flgure

in

film

company

financial

statements from now on, according
to best Wall Street flnancial opinion.

Growing tendency, prompted no
doubt

in recognition of the decline
foreign revenue during the last
months, has been to write off
costs in the flrst eight
weeks of a picture's release than
ever before in the past.
Basic , reason for
the changed
amortization alignment is that actual'
or anticipated decline in foreign income, accelerates writeoffs in earlier
stages of a film's release. In a nutshell, picture company officials flgure that greater writeoffs must be
made in early periods, and that after
a production has been out for 39
weeks, only a negligible portion of
film costs can be amortized.
For example, Warner Bros, cumulative percentage of film costs written-off rises to 87'/4% in the first 39
weeks after release, leaving only 9%
to be written off in the subsequent
13 weeks. In the new setup, a bare
of total picture costs is amortized in the last 13 weeks of the 65week amortization period.
Necessitates Big Rentals Early
All this means that the picture
company, with $100,000 gross the flrst
four weeks, would show less profit
in this period under the new amortizing arrangement unless there is a
real pickup in early ftrst-run incomfe.
For example, the Warner
Bros, table writes off 19%% in the
flrst four weeks instead of 15% as
heretofore. Without flguring in print
costs and advertising, a fllm comin

15

more negative

-

3%%

pany would show only $81,000 net
profit instead of $85,000 (under the
15% wr iteoff) if t h e picture con-

tinued

domg $100,000 in the first four
why plenty of
is on to get In(Continued on page 8)

weeks.
Which is
pressure currently

Trad* Mark Reglatered
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TALK 2 PIX A YEAR IN EAST, BY MAJORS,
IN LINE WITH LA GUARDIAS' N.Y. FILM YEN

Hollywood, Dec.

5.

Oiia Massen inked player pact with
Waller Wanger,

20th-F(|x handed writing ticket
Robert Hopkins.

Wb

I

—

of a quota of

two tures of a total of ei^ht plannod lor
the coming year. Arthur Leonard,

.S.

Warners renewed Humphrey Bo-

court decision splitting profits from

Monday

BLACKLISTS

YIDDISH PROD. GROUP

Scoppa's plan then got no-

it looks like it might
go through along somewhat different

lines though, basically, still for the
xise of as many producers as would
want to participate.

Several Factors

the leadership of the Rockefellers,
plus such additional factors as Floyd

deeply interOdium of Atlas,
ested in RKO; Cord-Meyer, realty
interests; Radio Corp. of America
Proposal
of a
others.
and possibly
quota annually of two pictures by
each producer to be made in the
made
by
been
to
have
east, is said

RKO,

is

Schaefer, presid ent of
in a discussion of the plan with

George'

J.

the mayor.

Agreement on such a quota, plus
Independent production in the east
end

much

interest

in

that

direC'

would give New York a sub
stantial amount of film production in

tion,

line with LaGuardia's

10%

ideas.

drawn 'The Man Who Came
for

.sale to

pictures and

to

is

Eon Raphaelson and Gertrude
rence participating.

Court to

Law

how much

1937, Pathe purcha.<:ed 21,000,000 feet of photographic film
with a base other than nitro-cellulose, and $60,000 is the amount sought
to be recovered here.

protiection

MRS. JOHNSON'S COL. FIX
0.«a

of

Johnson, accompanied by her
agent Clark Getts and press

busine.<:s

.doiii

ihe

Charles Carr, who
inquiry into the

is

the'

direct-

reported
'

L. A. to help ferret out all dciail!:.

Schench on Stand
Los Angeles. Dec. ,.
U. S. Grand Jury wound up it.^- investigation of income tax dodt^ing,
restraint of trade and l.nbor racketeering in the film industry, with its
findings still a secret.
Uiideiiildtjd
the official report will not be »i:ide
public for two weeks.
Chief witne.ss was Joseph M.
Schenck, president of Producers As-

presumably called to explain an item of $100,000 turned over
to Willie Bioff, who insi.sts that it
was 'a friendly loan,', since rep:iid.

sociation,

'

Schenck was

al.so reported lestityin
about the transfer of the old Fo.x interests by 20th Century.
William Dover, former 20lh-Fox
executive, and J, B. Codd. comptroller of the. company, spent hours
before the jury giving dtliiilt ol the

takeover.

While the investigation

i.«

closed,

Charles Carr, special assistant U. S.
attorney-general, declared it may be

reopened

the nccc^-iil.v cl
witnesses.

if he' feels

more

questioning

Chi CounsrI
Chicago, Dec.
Senator Abe Marovitz has

Blofl's

.1.

Slate

counsel for
Willie BioflC of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
who is now under threat of extradition from California to serve balances of sentence, on pandering conviction in 1922.

been

enli.sted as special

Attorney Marovitz has appealed to
Mark Larkin, arrived in N. Y.
week to shoot scenes at the Gov. Henry Horner of lllinoi.^ lor
American. .Museum, oi. ..jtiatura.II. hearing on the case be fore extraHistory which will wind up her fea' dition Is actually put nTroTrgh~*n
agent
last

ture for Columbia, 'I Married Ad
venture.' She wilt also huddle on retentatively
lea.se
date,
set
for

January.
Mrs. Johnson goes back to Africa
Whether Getts goes
isn't determined at the

Gov. Horner has granted request for such a hearing, and it is
likely that the Governor will li.-ten
to Marovitz's plea some time this
Bioff.

week.

in the spring.

along again

moment.

GARMES ON FENCE

,

Admits Higher Costs East, Bui May
Make 'Em In N. T. Afltr All

Mpk-St. Paul Indies

Now Plan

HoWywood, Dec. ^.
Lee Garmes may product two of

RKO

Figbting Metro's

Edw. Small, Rowland Lee
Combo Repeat on 'Cristo'

% Pix Demands

rehis three productions for
York. Although conlease in
ceding negative costs are higher in
the east, due to necessity of shiptiing
many players to N. Y., he believes

New

by Mayor La Gnardia
would more than offset Ihi,-- lijibilily.
First by Garmes, 'And So Goo(ll>.ve,'

concessions

Minneapolis, Dec.

5,

I

milled because they believed in the

'

Claiming « victory over Warner
Bros, in their fight against percent-

5.

'established policy^unk.'

While Warners was holding out for

originally intended for tasltrn
to the
tlit desired players to sleeper-jump, ntvofs

was

percentage contracts, the company production but was shifted
Edward Small signed Rowland V. age pictures, Twin City independent was the victim
of an unofficial and Coast when he couldn't get
direct 'The Son of Monte
subsequent-run exhibitors now are individual boycott as far as

Lee

to
Cristo,'

sequel

to

'The

Monte Cristo,' produced
the same combination.

Count

in

the Min-

of

planning an attack against Metro, the
lone company for which an exception
has been made up to this lime.

1934 by

Shooting starts as soon as Louis

Hayward,

slated for the tille role,
his current chore in 'My
Son.'

Northwest Allied States asserts that
hitherto the indies have bought four
M-G pictures on percentage each
season 'under the erroneous impresI

I

neapolis and St. Paul indie.s were
concerned.
Practically all of the
boys, however, are falling in line
now that they can buy flat.
few individual pictures, like
'Gulliver's Travel.s,' will be sold on
percentage to the indies 'or not at
all,' it's indicated.

A

that the percentage deal has
been an established policy of that
Schlaifer Bark, UA Set'
company throughout the U. S. LearnReturning yesterday (Tues.) from
ing that in 'numerous other spots' a lour of his western territory, L, J.
Metro has been selling flat to subse- (Jack) Schjaifer, v.p. ih charge of
quent-run indie nabe exhibitors, sales for
in that sector, anW. A. Sleffes,
Allied prez, now nounced the closing of five major
declares that, starling next season, circuit deals, completing chain nethe Minneapolis and St. Paul indies gotiations in his division.
'will buy M-G flat, or not 'at all, the.
Headed by the Balfban
Kalz
same as they buy other product"'
contract, covering 70 houses in the
Feeling here has been that Metro Chicago territory, closed
several
is able to enforce. its percentage deweeks ago, the circuits thql are commands on the Twin City indies be- mitted to
100% for 1939-40 incause it is the only company appa- clude Great Stales in Illinois and
rently strong enough to get away Indiana; Fublix Inlermounlain in the
with the policy. The impression in Salt Lake territory; the McNeilIhe trade has been that the indies Naify chain of 70 theatre: in north'couldn't
operate wilhout Metro,' ern California, and the Blumenfeld
But Sleffes claims that the boys sub
circuit, al.so In California.
sion'

NW

STARS AND STUFF

country.
,

Hively Fetches 'Anne'
Hollywood, Dec.
Jack Hively was handed a new
'

di-

rector ticket as result of hi} rtttnt

work on "Two Thoroughbreds.'
Windy

Next assignment is 'Anne
which has been on
ol

Poplars,'
off

the schedule several

two

years.

(iinei

tilXl

lor

UA

&

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Jane Bryan, newe.st star of ihe
Warners crop, shares lop billing with
Eddie Albert in 'Stuff of Heroes,' a
pictures with all-colored casts, has new.spaper yarn slated to roll early
as its president George Walbrldge, next month.
Ivan Goff and Al Martin did 1he
Com
2d, from the Social Register.
pany has quietly completed two pic screenplay.
Series of Colored Films

ing

,

—

however

Lenwal Productions, producers

again

quizzed

Bioff pay-off and the lax troubles of
Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl Zanuck,
et al. Murphy added that he has
sent two more tax division men to

December,

—

iov/n.

that he might be able to make
portion of 'Way' on the eastern coasl
and part of it in California.

FOR
DuPONT

chased 77,000.000 feet of 35niiTi. cinematographic positive nilro-cellulosc
raw film, it was charged at a rate of
Ic a foot, allegedly fur in excess of
the amount provided under Ihe contract.
The second cau.-^e of action
claims that from October. 1936, to

Washup

Harry M. Goetz who, with Max finishes
Gordon, produced 'Abiaham Lin Son, My
coin' for RKO and has 'The Amer
lean Way' yet to make, conferred
Closer to the Coin
with LaGuardia Friday afternoon (1)
to discuss filming of the picture in
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
the east. Goetz told the mayor that
Erne.ct L. Scanlon was upped to
while he would like to produce treasurer of _^Selznick-Inlernational
'American Way' in New York and after several years as assistjint treasthat
he
could
doubted
may do so, he
urer.
because of the necessity for space
He has been in pictures eight
to build sets representing an Ohio years starling as auditor at RKO.
asserted,

slate

When

arm-waving on the Co.i.st, Atloiney
General Frank Murphy CNpl.-iiiitd

sistant,

Palhe claims that under a contract
dating back to 1925. and still in force,
the defendant agreed to sell them all
the positive nitro-cellulo.<:e raw film
needed at a price not to exceed 30%
over co.st. In 1936, when Pathe pur-

is granted work based on literary
material in the public domain. Admitting there were parallels between
Felix Young's
the Barnes-Sheldon script and the
•Lynto n' treatment, Metro declared
that the basic lacts in_ t)Oth~wereLos Angeles, Dec. 9.
iaken from the same lource hisFelix M. Young, former operator of
torical records of trial of Madeline
the Trocodero, filed a long list of Smith which cannot
be sewed up.
Hollywood notables as creditors In Failure of the lower courts to limit
his personal bankruptcy petition, inthe applications of copyright laws
volving $142,910 in liabilities and no was termed
a major error, along
assets.
with the finding that 'Lady' conAmong the creditors are Louis B. tained original (material thefted by
Mayer, $13,500; George Goldenberg, the studio.
$20,000; Jed Harris, $11,900; Chas. K.
Feldman, $10,000; H. D. Cowan, $10,-

Din

Among those the mayor has talked
to during the past week is Benjamin
F. Glazer, producer, last with War
ner Bros.

The producer

guilty of deliberate plagiarism.

conunnn-

gettii.,.-

Ian place.

included, the first .-seeking $l.'i0,000
and the second $GO,000 as well as an
inspection of books,

Listed In

Hollywood, Dec.

to

e o r g e

player contract.

may do

Meantime, Harris has
it themsblves.
joined George Jessel and Ben Hecht
in an advisory capacity on pictures
Golden is reported
plan.
John
they
fancying the idea he would like to
make 'Skylark' in the east with Sam

G

Metro handed moppet contract to that his underlings are 'ninkiiig cvrtain that every tip is exhau.sted and
Michael James Gubatosi.
Harold Ros.son inked new camera- no stone unturned'. That was his
reply to a question whether he has
man ticket at Metro.
Universal signed Alice Ejland to heard anything from his special as-

PATHE

Questions due for answer are in
regard to the adequacy of the award
and the value of the studio's contributions to the flicker. Counsel for
the writers insist the lower court
erred in holding that Metro is entilled to 80% of the earnings. Challenge aimed at the accounting method, by which the studio is permitted to treat as expense the $922,141 paid the Louis B. Mayer- J. Robert Rubin combo, with the scribblers
holding that their cut was a disng agreement with March of Time, tribution of profits and not part of
but has never gotten around to deal- the produiAion cost! Mrs. Sheldon
ing with the regular newsreel com- and Barnes want all of the profltr,
panies.
Union is negotiating with arguing that the court below made
Maurice Schwartz, but as yet has a mistake in not holding that Metro's
reached no agreement with him re- contribution was little besides 'labor
garding his Yiddish film produc- and materials.'
The company had made another
tion.
strenuous efi'ort to get the Supreme

Show People

pact

Philip Epstein drew new writer
Sheldon scripting team, but simulpact at Warners.
taneously refused to change its
Jeffrey Lynn continues at Warners
stand in their claim that the studio's under a new deal.
'Letty Lynton' is a steal from their
20th-Fox contracted Travis Banton
designer.
as
•Dishonored Lady.'
Passing on two separate but related
appeals, the highest bench
LABS' SUIT
iigreed to scrutinize the formula under which the authors get only 20%
$210,000 VS.
of the film's profits. Studio lawyers
made no headway with new asserA $210,000 suit for alleged breach
tions that the lower judges erred in
of contract was filed in N. Y.. federal
construing the copyright statutes.
court la.n week by Pnthe LaboraFreviou.'ly the Supreme Court had
torie.<;.
Inc.- against DiiPont Film
sided with Mrs. Barnes and Sheldon,
Mfg. Corp. Two causes of action are
backing up the finding that Metro

Leellers Interested
In addition to the plans of numerous indies to use the east, formu
lated .since the mayor began his cam
000; Myron Selznick, $5,000; Jerome
paign, it is understood tlrat legit pro- Kern,
$5,000; Frank Orsatti, $2,500;
film
getting
arc
ducers-writers
George Jessel, $2,000; Carl Laemmle,
minded so far as New York produc Jr., $1,200, and Mervyn LeRoy,
$1,000.
George
S.
Kauf'
tion is concerned.
The spot, now dark will be rewith
together
pian and Moss Hart,
opened by John Steinberg, with Abe
Sam H. Harris, producer, have with Lyman's backing.
Tier'

latest

against several other outfits. In addition to Elite, the blacklist notice
sent by the Guild to its affiliate
unions also mentions Joseph Seiden.
president, and Ira Green, who is
said to be a principal investor in
the company. Members of the other
Four A's groups, including the Hebrew Actors Union, are barred from
working for the outfit.
SAG has contracts with virtually
all English language producing companies in the east and has a work-

Report is that if, there is a followthrough on the cinema city idea, the
project would be carried out under

who

review the

to

•

Hamtree Harrington. Ida
Carter,
.
Meantime, New Vorks mayor. F. James and Emmett Wallace. Entire
was flown to Jamaica.
H. LaGuardia, denies that there has company
filming
been any thought or discussion con- British West Indies, for the
cerning the conversion of present there.
World's Fair buildings into a studio
This report is also
development.
pooh-poohed by studio union leaders. S.A.G.
N.Y.
For one thing, the fair property
cannot be used lor commercial purposes at the end of the expo. The
property on which a so-called cinema
city would be built, vmder the presScreen Actors Guild, which has
ent proposal, is near the Fair site, been striving to organize the Yiddish
however, and will be available, the picture field in the east, has blackmayor has, indicated. Plans which listed Elite Productions and is tenMayor LaGuardia has seen and in tatively weighing similar moves

where but now

assured

Supreme

new

Edward Small

hoisted
Bruce's writer option.

tween Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
the Margaret Ayer Barnes-Edward

figure.

titio.ns.

when

handed

Hunter.

pha.se of copyright controversy be-

financing

having such a project built at the
Fair where producers could make
pictures and the public admitted to
watch filming from behind glass par

(-l)

Court agreed

'.

which he is interested were actually
drawn up about three years ago by
Sol J. Scoppa of Studio Mechanics,
Iiocal 52, who also was interested in

was

the U. S.

plagiarism

asserted

Metro

industry executives and Hollywodci
labor figures before the Federal

Grand Jury are

gart's player ticket.

Washington, Dec. 5.
Ruling on the fairness of the lower

>

Repeats Klurphy

Paramount contracted John Laird,

John Shelton Price penned player
Washington, Dt-c.
deal at Paramount.
Assurances that the Jus^tict DeUnivei'iial signed James Craig to partment is serious in dragging film

^

i

formerly with Warner Bios, tajsting
department on the Coasl, is v.p. in
charge of production.
It's a. N. Y. OuiAt
A snag in conection with the third
is leading to the strong possibility
ready to start and will
that financing will be arranged for film which is
Placid, it>
the building of a studio develop- be filmed entirely at Lake
Negro skater for
ment, costing perhaps $15,000,000. trouble in finding a
It will
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., and others one of the important parts.
be called 'White Trails'.
in the family, including Nelson, are
Second film just completed is "Pounderstood to be ready to talk busistarring Nina Mae Mcness on such a project, with outside conrlania,'
participation possibly to Kinney including among others Jack

Pix Labor Probe,

to

thesp contract.

Recommendation

On

actor,

|

picUaes annually in the east by each
major company, combined with the
interest aroused among independent
producers and financial factors to
turn out films on the Atlantic coast,

]<>.'{9

U. S. 'Serious'

Studio Contracts

Eastern Cinema City Discussions Continue Hot— ShcldOD-BanieS
Rockefellers and Others Mentioned Showmen
Rg-Review ID Their
Manifest Much Interest
lynton' Suit Vs. M-G

6,

UA

•

WB

RETIES WALSH
Hollywood, Deo.

Warners renewed Raoul

!•

Wi:l.-liE

contract for another .vt:ir.
Currently he is on an outside ji L'
Republic, handling 'Dark COminmul.
His next, assignment in Bui'bank
J»mts
is 'City of Conquest,' starring
director

Cagney.
Roy Rogers halts his crooning iiiid
takes over a heavy role for tlit t'>^^
time in 'Dark Command' >it i<'lj'
Story has a Civil War backgrouiid.

Wednesday, December

6,
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EXPOSE EXTRA JOB SALES—
—

»

iHammons Gives Up RFC Loan Ideas,

Seems Certain the Anti-Trust Suit
Will

Come to Bat Between Feb.-May;

A G FI RE

Film Cos. File Series of Questions
Actors to Pres^
Trial of the film .industry's most
litigation,
the tioveru-

Latest trouble

will be asked to decide.

Williams
for a Feb.

Is

is

in a

almost certain to ask
On the other hand

5.

Definite evidence of job sales to

extras has been uncovered by inves-

SAG

secretary, says former

by

the

executive

G-men

hired

have found several

Guild

cases of actual job purchases, in ad-

quandary.

dition to passing of gratuities with

1 trial.

such

rnajor&will ask for a June trial,
with the hope of delaying matters
Since Judge
until the fall of 1940.
Knox, as long ago a^ September declared in open court that he felt the
issues at stake should be decided as
coon as possible, it is likely that the
judge will grant the Government's
ttic

alperson back with

regularity

as

to

constitute

bribery.

skourAs as buyer

A

report

now

being readied by Ed-

win Atherton, -who made the San
Francisco graft expose, will be cited

by the actors in their demand for a
Edward Alperson, one of the or- general housecleaning at Central
prand National Pictures, Casting Corp. Expose also may in-

ganizers of

request, or at the outside, split the
The majors themselves
difference.
have not helped their position in an
attempt to delay further, by openly
declaring that the new Government
questions as rephrased and re-edited

now

tangled with 77B, has gone back

work

for National 'Theatres, the
Skouras Bros, outfit from which he
resigned about three years ago.
to

notice

the

difTerence

without a microscope.
After thorough research by
Cecil B. DeMille and his keeneyed staff, a lower-case w" was
promoted to upper-case. Release
title is 'North West Mounted Police.'

tigators for the Screen Actors Guild.

Kenneth Thomson,

volve casting offices of several studios

which have been making hun-

dreds of preferred calls independent
of Central.

tour

sion,

Earle

W. Hammons,

president of

Grand National, Indicated Monday
(4) that he will give up all attempLi
to salvage the company if he isn't
able to produce positive proof that

he has the necessary coin at a hearing before bankruptcy referee Peter
B. bincy in Federal C^ourt this afternoon (Wednesday). Hammons also
revealed on Monday that he is no
longer depending on the Reconstruction Finance Corp. to' come through
with the anticipated windfall, but
has turned to private bankers.

Hammons gave these indications
on the status of reviving the comat a meeting of a committee of
creditors at the Federation Bank,
N, Y. He was instructed by Referee
Oincy to report to the committee
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
meeting on Monday prior to the
Grand National studio may be hearing set for today, so that a rectaken over this week by ERPI as re- ommendation could be shaped up for
sult of a survey of the Santa Monica, presentation to the general body of
boulevard property by execs of Gen- creditors at today's (Wed.) session.
eral Service, subisidiary of ERPI, Latter is a continuation of that of
which holds $250,000 mortgage on the last Wednesday when It wSs voted to
Shift depends bn Earle W. give Hammons one mpre week to
lot.
Hammons' ability to re-Qnance the produce the money.

GN STUDIO TAKEOVER

BY ERPI IMMINENT

pany

GN

GN

outfit.

Fighting hard tq prevent the court
from tossing him out- as directing
head of GN and naming a perma-

Current revival of indie producfill General Service to its
capacity through next July, and the
plant would take care of the
overfiow. Deal has already been
studio
closed with Dick Pearl,
manager, to handle excess produc-

tion will

The SAG is trying to avoid a GN
Temporarily, Alperson is making a
scandal such as hit Central a few
of National's operating divi
years back. When the data is comGN
but later will be assigned as
plete it will be laid before Fred W.
head of the New York film buying
Beetson, president of Central, with tion on Lee Garmes' 'And So Gooddepartment.
the idea of giving the producers an bye,' now working on General Servopportunity to cooperate in cleaning ice sets. It the GN lot goes under
up the situation. It immediate ac- ERPI control it is likely to house
LEVENE'S INDIES
tion is not taken by the producers, Howard Hughes' next production,
the SAG will then proceed to clean
Ejc-GN Auailor Says He Has Finan.
up the situation in its own way.
clal Backing
In
Ring
38 Interrogatories
Simultaneous with this investigaHollywood, Dec. 5.
The U. S. plans to answer all of
advised the producers
Julius Levene, Grand National au- tion, the SAG
'Night Operator,' story of a small
the questions submitted by United ditor
a demand for a fiat 15% wage inuntil recent bankruptcy prois
Edgar Seltelephone
girl,
town
These were some 38 in ceedings against the company, is go- crease for extras was being subArtists.
number with various sub-divisions ing in for picture-making on his own mitted, as well as a request for gen- wyn's next production for Metro, foland deal mostly with an attempt to He has obtained backing from groups eral reclassification of all extra wage lowing completion of his current
Yarn
Fleecing.'
Golden
chore,
'The
secure the names of Government, interested in improved housing con. brackets. If the request is granted,
witnesses. Under the Federal rules,
earnings of extras will be increased is by Lucille Selk Edgerton.
ditions, and will turn out three or
'Fleecing' stars James Stewart.
Williams feels UA is entitled to the four full-length features. They will approximately $500,000 a year. The
information and will give it to them. be-^socially-signiflcant^without-shaw. reclassification would pro hibit atmoslowest bracket beThe balance of the majors with the" ing traces of propaganda, Levene de- phere players
ANNA StETS'TLAY YEN
exception of Columbia, and Universal
ing called for any work other than
Sten arrived east yesterday

can be answered in two months.
The Government feels it can answer all the questions of the majors
In the same time or less. Williams
is also expected to take advantage
of Judge William Bondy's order
granting him leave to answer just
those questions he can, allowing the
balance to ride until trial.

Bow

Unable to Land Coin

DeMille's Title Change

scarcely

OUT

Hollywood, Dec.

with 'Mama

If

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
'Northwest Mounted Policehas a new title but you would

VIC CLARKE

which became 'My Son,'
and bumped into Eddie Small's
'My Son, My Son.'
It
was
changed to 'Bad Boy,' which
happened several years too late.
Bad boys are numerous in literature.
Production goes on but
the Burbank title foundry is still

GN

in Anger's

Producer Spot

Ravioli,'

II

for

world's greatest linguists.

.

Knox

— Holman

ers
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Warners is having more trouble with titles than George M.
Pullman who invented the sleeping car and deluged the nation
with names that stumped the

Bankers; Says He

—^Ask 15%

Wage Raise for Day Work-

Title Tipsy

important

than February. On Friday (1), attorneys for the major film companies,
together with Paul Williams and
William Farnsworth, for the U. S.,
decided to postpone their arguments
over the starting date of the trial
before federal judge John C. Knox
During the interim,
until Dec. 15.
major counsel will attempt to get
together and reach a date agreeable
to all. That date will be submitted
to the Government for its approval.
Should both sides be too far apart
for arbitration among themselves,

^^^^
I

Out of

Demand

Housedeaning
ment anti-trust action, will begin no
later than May, 1940, and no earlier

—

-t

nent receiver to liquidate the business,
(4)

appe;>red

Monday

fore this afternoon.

No Hope ot BFC Aid
Hammond said he had given up
hope of getting an RFC loan in short
enough time to placate the creditors,
who have given him several postponements. For that reason, he indicated, he had turned to privata
banking sources and still had hopes
of bringing GI^ out of the voluntary
bankruptcy in which he placed it iu

Me

m

Hammons

with his attorney, Saul Rogers.

They pleaded before the committea
of six and its counsel, Joseph Danncnberg, that no vote be taken be-

,

October.

Pressed by Dannenberg and Pat
Shanahan, chairman of the commit-

"t«ej-toward-an-ultimatumr-Hammora-

gave the group what it considers alAnna'
clared.
most an agreement that he will asic
also filed their questions either last
mob or crowd scenes.
(Tues.) and is Interested in doing a for no further extensions after this
Current plan is to 'lake two of the
Friday or Monday (4). Most of the
Pay of dress extras would be tilted stage play, having several scripts afternoon, but will step out of the
and
the
addi
on
the
Coast,
films
majors sought the same information
from $16.50 to $19 day, with minimum under consideration.
affairs of GN.
(number
depends
tional
or
two
one
and in those cases here questions
check for extras goinn from $5.50 to
Dr. Eugen Frenke, her husband,
^^^^^^ ^^.^^
^^^^ ^j^^^^^g
were similar to UA's, it can be taken on how much is spent on first two)
here from the Coast.
(Continued on page 8)
In New. York.
(or several weeks, wailing to take
for grantSd they wiU be answered.
over the company as soon as tha
It is also understood that recent
pirocess
is completed, abbankruptcy
newspaper articles to the eflect that
solving the new owners of old debts,
official Washington was slowing up
is still waiting for Olney's final dethe suit, has caused a change in plans
^
0
Hanunons.
It will immecision
on
of the Department of Justice. Thurdiately make an offer to the receiver.
man Arnold is understood to have
Among members of this group are
informed Williams to get the trial goJerome
represents
who
Shanahan,
ing as soon as possible, and that
Maguire, president of the Federation
prosecutor gladly rose to the chance.
«
Bank, and Franklyn Warner, who is
Interrogatories submitted during
company
in
the
Interest
seeking an
the past few days by the major comas release for product of his Fine
panies propounded questions to the
Arts Pictures. Maguire and Warner
U. S. on every phase of the indushave been tied up In financing totry.
They seek to know, for exproduction,
gether before. There are also other
ample, if competition in
was
interests involved.
distribution
and exhibition
#•
0
started before the various corporaEmployes Out
tions were formed. From this it may
Grand National employes last
try
be deduced that the majors will
week were notified that the twoto show that they simply made the
in forthcoming
week suspensions under which they
having
enbest of a poor situation,
were laid oft could now be considtered a field in which they had to
ercd indefinite. If the company is
defend themselves against others
bought out at once, however, they
practicing the same tactics on them.
will be hired by th» new operators.
violations,
In respect to the alleged
At the hearing last week Rogers
the companies want to know the
attacked Dannenberg viciously, detime, name of each defendant indaring
opposition counsel
|

]

Top Money Pix

7

of ^39
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Best Qrossing Film Stars

Leading Directors
The Foreign Situash

7

i

j
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ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

34th

I

I

i

;

volved, how the company participated, and the names of each per-

i

son known to the U, S.
knowledge of the particaption.

!

'

The next question seeks the same
knowledge regarding the series of
understandings, and mutual agreements which led to the monopolistic
activities.

:

To

this subject

the

VMi^edi

Late in December

I

'

i

:

is

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY

asked.

Then

be

Identification of all docu-

mentary evidence on

Government

is

that the
forced an Involuntary bankruptcy on the company, which would

had

'

having

a.sked to

name each independent exhibitor,
who since 1933-34, has been unable
to operate his theatre successrully,
due to insufficient product. This
question, unabashed, seeks the names

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

West 46th

1708 No. Vine St.

154

St.

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

r

,

OFHCE
LONDON

8 St. Marlins

its

carcass.'

Rogers ended his plea for another
week by pointing out that creditors
whose claims run into- the thou-

I

!

;

PI.

i

;

!

(Continued on page 18)

have had its financing now, if this
had not been done.
'Dannenberg' acLrared Rogers, 'is
interested in throwing this company
into liquidation. It is probable that
lie hopes to pluck legal fees from

have agreed to the postponemeat. 'If the creditors can do belter,' orated the attorney, 'let them
We'll "be
bring In a better offer.
gind to accept.'

.sands
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4 St Louis Deluxers Slash 15c Each

New

To Combat New Nabe; Fear Price War

Wednesday, December

Oahn

$100,000

Theatres

Philadelphia, Dec.

6.

6,

1939

Against Pascal;

Other Picture Biz Litigations

The Wood theatre, Woodbury, N. J.,
operated by the Atlantic Theatres,
open Thursday (1). Chain
headed by Ben Amsterdam,

•

Inc., will

St. Louis.

Dec.

Rest for

9.

Rumbles of a possible war between
and the four deluxers here

Hopalong

'Edison' Start Delayed

Mid-State Theatre Corp. erecting

Hollywood, Dec.

5.

new house

in

Watsontown, Pa.

Hollywood, Dec.

Claim for a $100,000 cut on tha
of •Pygmalion' has been
profits
started against Gabriel Pascal, British producer, by Dr. Joseph Krlmsky, Brooklyn physician and father
of John Krimsky, director of amusements at the New York Wcrld'i
Fair.

5.

Shooting of the Spencer Tracy
The Astor, Allentown, shuttered
Harry Sherman winds up his 1939starrer, 'Edison the Man,' slated to
because of the recent night price 40 quota of Hopalong Cassidy west- Sunday.
Wilmer Si Vincent's new Penn, start Dec. 10, was postponed until
erns with 'Hold Your Hoi'ses,' slated
flash by the larger houses have been
to start this week at Paramount. Reading, skedded to open for Xmas after the first of the year.
heard in recent weeks and flim ex- Picture also washes up William holidays.
Metro switched production plans
change heads are fearful that the Boyd's current contract.
The Shore, new 1,450 - scaler, and ordered actor to. report for retakes on 'I Take "This Woman,' in
Outfit is due for a layoff until April opened in-Wildwood, N. J., last week.
smaller houses will ask rental conwhieh he co-stars with Hedy L«when it starts six more Hopalongs Operator is William C. Hunt.
cessions to equalize the losses they 1,
^
for the new season.
The new Tyson, northeastern sec- marr. W. S. Van Dyke directs.
claim they are suffering.
tion of Philly, .<ict to open this week.
Sever.nl weeks ago the Fanchon &
Owner is Leo Poscl.
Marco Fo.\, Ambassador and MisDefers Divvy Plan
Under
SAG,
Elhins' Jr. House
roiiri, and Loew's, Metro's first-runner here, simultaneously clipped 15c
Memphis, Dec.
Until After Jan. 1st;
One Roof Is First Step
frjm the 55c night admish scale the
Elkins Bro.<:. building new 600indies

-

Krimsky maintains that he entered
into -an agreement with Pascal in
Paris in January, 1933, which gave
him perpetual options to:

,

1.
Acquire a 50% interest in any
film made by Pascal by paying half
of the production costs.

U

AGMA^TA

Acquire a 50% interest

2.

."i.

day after the Esquire, a $300,000 de
liixe nabe, opened in the southwestern part of the city. The Esquire
is owned and operated by the Schuchard Investment Co., which also
owns and operates the Norside, another de luxe nabe. The larger of
the nabes operate on a 35c admish

In 'One Big Union'
Opening gun

suffer.

Several of the indie operators are
reported to have approached film exchange heads with the request they
bring pressure on the' larger houses
to restore the old price, but didn't
Indies are reget far as pacts.
ported to mulling the Idea of fighting
fire with fire by a Slashing of their
own admish prices. In the meantime
the giveaway b.o. shot in. the arm
goes merrily on, although numerous
it

have proved

Amer-

under one roof in New York if
being fired the end of this week,
when the- eastern offices of Screen
Actors Guild, the American Guild
of Musical Artists and the Theatre
Authority move Friday (8) into one
suite on Fifth avenue. While possiica

while the smaller indies in the
third and fourth-run class have a
15c and 20c price. The indies claini
that when the deluxers dropped to
within 5c on their scale their biz

efforts to stop

in consolidating all

of the union affiliates of the Associated Actors and Artistes of

ccale,

began to

Move

bly not concrete proof that the 'one
big imion' idea is on the immediate
horizon,

it's

another indication o[ the

collaboration

closer

of

the

talent

unions.

TA

not a union, but a body set
up by the various -actor groups to
is

control benefits and see to

fruit-

it

that

the unions' charity ends get a share
from any type of approved charity
show at which actors appear gratis.
It has Sam Scribner as its nominal
head, with Alan Corelli a director
and tiie active rep in New York, with
associates who function similarly in
Chicago and Los Angeles.
With the quartering of SAG and
on Fifth avenue near 45th
street, all of the important Four A's
affiliates will be within a radius of
two blocks. The American Guild ot
Variety Artists a few weeks ago
moved to West 45th street; the Four
A's offices also are on West 45th,

Jess.

Milwaukee's Slashes Rouse Trade
Milwaukee, Dec. 5.
Up in arms against two-for-ones
end slashed admission prices, a citywide meeting of exhibs has been
called for today (5) to see what they
can do about it Independents and
chains alike are aroused and both
the Fox and Warner-Saxe operators
will join with the indies to stamp
out cut-throat practices that some
theatre men have resorted to, with
no profit to themselves and a continuance of which will utterly demoralize the business. Free dishes,
i

AGMA

silverware and linens no longer a
lure, the offenders in some neighborhoods have gone to 10c admissions
two or three nights a week, and it
Is feared their next move will l>e
to jitney admissions.
Exchange men, too, are in the
fight, for rentals have been forced
lower and lower by the growing bad
practices and dollar-a-day rentals
for some films are by no means un-

while Actors Equity has its own
building on West 47th. Latter would

move

In with its union associates, but first wants to sell the
property it now inhabits.
also

Even if the 'one big union' does
not evolve, the idea of all ot the
unions taking office space together
would effect a huge saving for their
-treasiirip.';, pliic! also makin g it conneara ~o'f.
venient for those members who
double into various fields and hold
Equity, for
multiple union cards.
one, has a large overhead in maintaining Ita present quarters and
would like to economize. Another
lA
important factor making the 'one
office'
important is the research
Immediately following election of underway by a Four A's committee
cfficers for the coming year, held which may eventually result in an
Monday night (4) in New York, ex- interchangeability system for mem-

FILM EXCHANGE UNION

MEETS

ON NEW DEAL

.sentcr

at

Aberdeen,

Miss.,

to

be

They alas the Elkin, Jr.
ready operate the Elkin, town's deluxe showplace. New emporium due
for early spring premiere.

Em

.

l

.

verting

it

into

New

a

modern

house will seat
opening about May 1,

theatre.

450, ready for
1940.

3 Brotherhoods

Voted 10% Wage

-Ritz-^Carlton

—hotel.—-The—

r-a-ls-e-s-

go into effect immediately and obtain for a year. The increases apply

&

he

it,

j

I

slates,

however,

was when Metro

that

ac-

quired American distribution rights.
Krimsky maintains that his share ot
the film would have netted him at

and he is demanding
reimbursement to that extent.
Pascr.l completely denies and asks
thrown
least $100,000

that the entire proceeding be
'

the stock

first

was

issued.

No

out

action

was taken on the common shares,
but the directorate still has time

to make a special
this stock. This was

month

asked.

Preferred-distribution—is— payableDec. 20 to stock on record Dec. 11.

Reade claims breach of
agreement whereby he was

OK

.

above $12,000 yearly.
Sullivan's
answer is a general denial.

FILMS FINAUY OK'D
Lynchburg, Dec.

VSSV

to. share
equally \yith Sullivan's profits in the
operation of the theatre, over and

DANVILLE, YA, SUNDAY

Workers. The ArAerican Federation
of Musicians merely sat in and did

.

I

ercise his option.
Krimsky claims,

Pascal gave him no notification of
Pygmalion.' First he knew about

members

of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters
Chauffeurs, International Brotherhood of
Carpenters St. Joiners, and the International Brotherhood ot Electrical
to

.

I

market.
Regular Fox Pfd. Divvy
Directors of 20th-Fox last week
declared the usual quarterly dividend, covering the fourth quarter, on
the preferred stock. This maintains
the annual $1.50 rate in effect since

later this

New

I

cusftomary writeoffs in amortization,
because of the foreign situation, is
expected to cut into the final net
profit figure. U is following the accepted bookkeeping methods in figuring heavy amortization charge.<: because of possible losses in the foreign

Rcadc Vs. Joe Sullivan
Suit of Walter Reade against
Joseph T. P. Sullivan for an accounting of profits from the operation ot
the City theatre. East 14th Street,
declaration on
New York, was disclosed in the N.Y.
Atlantic City, Dec. 9.
done in December of previous years.
A 10% \yage increase to the three Company has paid $1 already this supreme court Friday (1) by an apbrotherhoods on the studio lots was year on the common. Divvy on the plication to examine the defendant
(Cancellation of Sulvoted late today (Tuesday) follow- common was passed at the previous before trial.
livan's lease on the theatre is also
ing a five-hour session here at the meeting al.so.

Increase in A.C.

huddles with the International AlUnion
liance of Theatrical Stage Employees
to discuss demands to be made upon
the distributors on a renewal of the
contract which expired Dec. 1.
Promising that an increase will be
with
sought,
together
probably
Under the old studio basic r.greebetterment in working conditions, summation of a new wage-hour mcnt, from which the lATSE has
the Film Exchange Employees be- agreement for the International Pho- withdrawn to negotiate separately
gin ne.i'iotiations with the distribs tographers union (newsreel' camera- with the film producers, the internatomorrow (Thurs.), with lATSE
tionals each year get together with
in.
De- men) in New York shortly. In hud- the studios to set terms and condirepresentatives
sitting
rnands may differ for various terri- dles held about a month ago the tions for the ensuing year.
The fivetories, depending on conditions, etc, matter of severance pay and insistyear agreement has ju.<;t one more
Lou Johnson, of Metro, president ence that the 10% wage hike be made year to go and is usually negotiated
ef the Exchange workers union, rep- retroactive
were
the
stumbling on annual renewals in the spring of
resents the New York, Boston, New blocks.
the year. The basic agreement exHaven and Buffalo branch terriThe newsreels are fairly well tends each year from April 1 to April
tories.
He was reelected pr^z by a agreed on a wagie increase and the 1, with result there is still considerunanimous vote Monday night (4), elimination of any„ interchange of
able time in which to weigh and diswhile Leo Braun of Paramount was prints. Exception to the latter stipcuss the renewal for. 1040, today's
similarly reelected v.p.
ulation is where government regula- huddle being preliminary to that.
tions forbid general coverage or
Producers represented at the Atwhere anything but joint handling of lantic City conference by N. M.
a story is physically impossible.
Schcnck, Loews; W. C. Michel, 20thPreview Gag Irks
Newsreel management felt that Fox; George J. Schaefcr, RKO; Leo
any 10% hike' should apply only
Indies on the Coast from $1-00. and that the cameramen Spitz, Universal attorney, Joseph H.
Hazen, WB; Leonard Picker, Colummaking $150 per week would be bia counsel; Austin C. Keough, Par
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
given only a $10 boost, based on the legal head; Harry Buckley, United
Surge of previewp to bolster pre- $100 scale. However, it wa.^ indi- Artists; and Pat Ca.scy and Fred PelYul« biz is being fought by the In- cated by union officials this week ton, labor contacts for the producers
dependent Theatre Owners here. that this point would be waived if Assn.
Moveover of films for continued first- the pay raise is made retroactive.
Internaitionals
under the basic
Spokesmen for the newsreels thus agreement were ropre.'ientcd by Josruns is also under attack.
Fox West Coast has been called far have been opposed to severance eph M. Weber, musicians; William
the greatest offender, with indies pay because of the large outlay it Hutcheson, carpenters; Daniel Tracy,
forced to follow suit to compete would impose oh each newsreel out- teamsters, and a rep for Daniel Tofit if changes ere made in the staff.s.
against the 'preview' flag.
bin, IBEW.

Due

any

3.

.

not figure in the increases.
Top film execs from New York
bers.
met with reps of the four internationals that are signatory to the socalled five-year studio basic agreeNewsreelers'
ment. The wage increases followed
on the heels of the 10% temporary
Agreement
for
increase voted the International AlArrival of 'imion negotiators from liance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
the Coast in the next week or 10 days now in effect on the Coast until
Feb. 15.
is expected to see the successful con-

ecutives of the Film Exchange
ployees union. Local 51-B, went into

in

film bought by Pascal by paying
Pascal half the purchase price.

2Cth-Fox's Dividend

Acquire distribution rights in
United States, Canada, Mexico and
Although Universal's board of di- Cuba to any picture bought or prorectors is scheduled to meet tomor- duced by Pascal. This right, accordrow (Thursday), it is. unlikely that ing to the complaint, may be exerthe plan for paying up arrears on cised independent of the options on
More Seals for I.. A.
the first preferred stock will be set buying in on pictures themselves.
Los ^ngeles, Dec. 5.
Krimsky claims that for these privuntil early next year. Universal offiAlready much over.seated, town got cials have had some proposition .call- ileges he advanced to Pascal, who
1,600 more pews last week with the ing for the partial payment of past was said to be broke at the time,
opening of two new theatres. Mel- due dividends under consideration $5,000 on
American distribution
van in Hollywood added 850 to the for some time.
ights to 'Le Loup Garou,' a Germanseating total and the Campus here
Directorate may get together on made film with French subtitle.<;,
pitched in with another 750. Both such a proposal at the first monthly which Pascal owned. Krimsky desubsequent runs.
meeting, next year so that it can be Clares that these rights weren't
Harry M. Popkin and Jack Y. Ber- submitted to the annual stockholder.s worth the $5,000 advance, but he was
man approved plans for new 850- meetmg in February. There was $56 helping Pascal out and they made
seater in East Los Angeles.
Con- due on this preference issue as of the option deal as partial recomstruction starts early next month.
Sept. 23 last.
pense.
So much progress has been made
Under the terms of the agreement,
C. H. Giles Bnlldinr
in getting out the annual statement Krimsky declares, Pascal was to let
the
for
fiscal
year
ending
last
Oct.
him know full particulars about any
Hudson, O., Dec. 5.
28
Universal
now
that
expects
lo
picture
he made, contemplated makC. H. Giles, Chagrin Falls exhibitor, has acquired a lease on the Buss have it available the first w^k in ing or -contemplated purchasing.
He
building, an old Hudson landmark, January, 1940. Usual heavy year-end did this on several films. It is said,
and is altering it preparatory to con- readjustments with more than the Krimsky each time declining to ex-

known

That Temple Suit Aeain
Los Angeles, Dec.

5.

Sunday films finally legalized In
Danville, Va.
Fleet Robinson, theatre manager who put on a Sunday
'benefit' show to test the ordinance,
was acquited by a Corporation Court
jury.
Robinson claimed a
of proceeds went to aid Battery B, 246th
Coa.'st Artillery.
Judge Henry C.
Leigh qun.c-hed warrant against Capt.
J.
W. Squire, commander of (he
company, who was arrested with

Suit

for

$500,000

against

5.

Shirley

Temple, filed by Jack Hays, producer, must go to trial under a rulin.!? by the District Court
of Appeals,
which denied a dismissal motion by
the moppet's parents, George and
Gertrude Temple.
Hays claims he di.scovered and
trained Shirley and asks $500,000 for
his labor.

Shift

WB

Suit

Frank L. Shaw, former mayor, had
Robinson.
Danville was last sizeiible Sabbath his $1,000,000 libel siiit against Warstronghold in state, with pop. of ners transferred from Federal to
superior
court.
nearly 30,000.
.

in

Hollywood, bee.

5.

He

will

al.so

with

represent Hollywood
no eastern connec-

tion-s.

New

agency

will be in

the Radio

City district.
'

JEAKNETTE XOPF HURT

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 5.
Jeannette Loff, 27, Chicago, former
picture actres.s, and six other persons suffered slight injuries in a
three-car auto crash here last week.
She was riding with her husband,
Burt Friedlob, 36, director of a
roller skating derby at £<lgerton
Park.
Accident resulted from liie blow-

out.

Man

Dares,' produced by Bryan Foy,
also named in the suit.

is

i

$20,000 Shortage .Laid
I

|

agencies

he was .slandered

the Warners picture, 'The

who

William B. Dover has split with
Frank Orsatti and" plans a general

agency in New York, handling talent
and material for pictures and radio.

Plaintiff asserts

Who

Dover's *^ery Shifts East

I

I

To

Circuit Accountant

Montreal, Dec. 5.
Alleged to be responsible for a
shortage in- the books of around
$20,000, Charles Edward Kibbey, accountant of Consolidated Theatres,
Ltd., which control five first-run theatres here (including His Majesty'.*
which also plays legit), was arrested
Friday afternoon (1) and later released on bail for hearing Dec. 1Charges of theft and forgery were
laid against the accused.
Kibbey disappeared Saturday (25>

from his home and it was stated that
he was suffering from amnesia. He
had been employed for a number of
years 'by Consolidated Theatres, Ltd.
and is well known in- theatrical ciicles here.

g

PICTURE GROSSES

Wcilnesday, December 6, 1939

(Subject to Change)

19G, Kyser's 2d

$11,1

'Destry' Rides to Yippee $38,000

Week

of December 7
Astor-'Mill on the F

'Fast'-Dead Enders Fme 21'/^G, Garho

Topnotchb

Runs on Broadway

First

Bad Weather. RO/s Crimp Chi B.0•y

VARIETY

I

o

On B'way; Bette Davis-AI Donahue

'

s i

(Standard) (4th wk.i.
Capitol— 'Secret of Dr. Kildare'
(M-G).
(Reviewed in Variitv, Nov. 22)

C r 1 1 e r I o n— 'That's Right,
You're Wrong' (RKO^ (2d wk.).
Globe 'Mutiny in the Big
House' (Mono) (9).

Neat

$40,000,

Muni 85G, Kyser IIG

—

Chicago, Dec. S.
Bad weather over the weekend
held down the take generally in the

Twentie.<!'

(WB)

(2d

(WB) and 'No Place Go'
wk.). Good $19,000. Last

week, profitable $24,000.
25-35-40)— 'FugiStrand
(2,870;
tive
Large'
(Col)
and 'Beware
Dropping to mild
the number of hold-overs In the Spooks' (Col).
downtown theatres, means quite a $4,000. Last week, "Torture Ship'
(Indie). and 'Sabotage' (Rep), good
drop from the total take of the pre- $6,500.
vious week.
Balaban Sc Katz, Chicago, which
last week soared into big coin with
combo of Dick Powell on the stage
and 'Drums Along the Mohawk,'
continues currently with only the
flicker as the attraction tied in with
a nameless vaude show. This means
a sliarp slide from the previous

and

loop,

this factor,

combined with

(Revleiued In Vahictv, Nov.

Are

li

Not

(2d wk.).

Herbert' (Par)

.

Victor

(6).

(Revletued in Vakieiv. Nov. 29i
Rlalto "Flying Deuces" tRKO)
(3d wk.).
RIvoH—'Destry Rides Again'
(U) (2d wk).
Roxy—'Barricade' (20th) (8).
Strand—Elizabeth and Essex'
(WB) (2d wk.).

—

Week

$17,500

—

of Dec. 14

'Remember?' (M-G).
(Reviewed in VARietv, Nov. 8)

Capitol

stanza's business.

Holdovers are nicking the take at
where the Kay Kyser
flicker, 'That's Right, You're Wrong,'
managed a snappy initial week.
'Mr. Smith' Is in its fourth week at
the Apollo and is rated to go up to
Christmas Day before giving way
to what is expected to be 'Gulliver's
Travels.'
Roosevelt holds 'Disputed

(WB)

Paramount —"Great

TOLIES-'RENC

RNE

Hall— 'We

Music
Alone'

Mnslc Hall— 'Balalaika' (M-G).

the Palace,

Paramonn

—

t
'Great Victor
Herbert' (Par) (2d wk.).
EUlto—'Tower, of London' (U).
(Reviewed in Variry, Nov. 22)
Blvolt 'Destry Rides Again'
(U) (3d wk.).

IN BUFF.

—

'

Gene

Krupa,

Buffalo, Dec,

9,

at

and

Buffalo,

Passage' for a second, and what 'Folies Bergere,' at 20th Century, are
out in front running, each getting
looks to be flnal, week.
Vaude is turning in another good excellent gro.wes.
'Folies,'
with
account of Itself in the State-Lake, 'Reno,' is drawing heavy stag trade
where the Dead. find Kids are head- at new 55c. top for this attraction,
lined. and in the Oriental, where while Krupa, with 'Day-Time Wife,'
the N.T.G. mob gets top billing. is proving a magnet for jive addicts.
Both houses are running ahead of
Gros.'^es
at the other spots are
last year and are managing to pile sticking to substantial
over-average

Roxy—'Barricade'
wk.).

Strand

WB)

(20th)

—

(2d

and Essex'

'Elizabeth
(3d wk.).

.

interesting grosses.

Garrick

is

currently trying a

Kyser,

(B&K)

Apollo

levels.

(1,200; 35-55-65-75)

(4th wk). Riding along in excellent fashion. Came
up with nitty $11,500 last week and
garner another satisfying
should
$9,000 currently.

(B&K)

(4,000;

35-55-75)—

'Drums Mohawk'

(20th)

and stage

Chicago

.

show.
-Second week for picture,
which, with Dick Powell on stage,
last week slashed through to beautiful $51,100.
Sliding currently with
non-name support to $25,000, light.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
First-run
'Secret Kildare' (M-G).
item will take good gross at $7,000.
Last week: 'Jamaica' (Par), in holdover, snagged all right $4,700.
Oriental (.Tones) (3,200; 25-40)—
'Rains Came'
(20th) and vaude.
N.T.G. gjing on stage aiding the
flicker, which is on repeat showing
In loop. Coming through with profitable take of $18,000.
Last week,
'Legion Flyers' (U) and vaude, okay
$14,900.

—ralace
"That's
.

Stage, Screen,

'

(RKO)
Wronri'

$7,000.

good enough.

Century

20th

week house has had under present
management.
Upper scale! should
brinet

over

week.

$17..';no,

'That's

excellent.

Wrong'

Last

(RKO) and

•Sued Libel' (RKO), okay, $9,000.

(HKCr)-"Hnd—'Mto=-

session at $21,500

solid

(Dipson-Basil)

35-55)— 'Reno* (RKO) and
Looks like heaviest

(3.000:

'Folies Bergere.'

in

oflfing for. house which has been
banging out great gro.sses week after
week: Last week, 'Grey Walls' (Col )
and vaude, walloped home mighty

the

Duals

2 Horror Pix

with satisfying $I1;000.

Another

Last week, sky

rockete(i 1o over $14,000. nifty.

(2 .500; 35-55-65-75)

Slate-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)—
Furious' (M-G) and vaude.
Dead End Kids headlining on stage.

to

OK 4G

Indianapolis, Dec.

5.

good b.o. last week, with
theatre managers planning to do
some heavy personal (Thristmas
spending, the wolf is at the door
again. Apollo
doing a little better
than average with two first-run horA(ter

i.<;

ror pictures. 'Return of Frog' and
'Demon Barber.' both foreign-made.

Both Circle and Indiana arc under
par. with former showing 'We Are
$19,800.
United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1.700; Not Alone' and 'Private Detective,'
35-55-65-75)
(M-G). and latter 'Destry Rides Again' and
'Ninotchka'
Garbo fons are out in force and 'Laugh It OIT.' Loew's has an aversending re.eister whirling to plenty age week with 'Ninotchka' and 'Call
Last week, '(Jircus' On Presidenl.' but under expectagood $19,000.
(M-G) wound up meek fortnight to tions after a big advance buildup.
in the chips
Lyric, however,
meagre $(>,900.
with Luni and Abncr and Shep
Fields ovch on stage.

—

lOVE' WITH/SONS' OK
$19,000 IN BROOKLYN
Brooklyn. Dec. 5.
Fabian Paramount continues to be
majop^ magnet '.among downtowners
with 'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' 'Five Little Peppers' in second
week. RKO Albee, with 'First Love'
and 'Three Sons.' and Fabian Fox.
with "Roaring Twenties' and 'No
Place To Go," also getting good biz.
Estimates for This Week,
25-35-50)— 'First
Albee
(3,274;
Love' '(U) and 'Three .Sons' (RKO).
Good $19,000. Last week, 'Drums

Mohawk' (20th) and 'Escape' (20th),
swell $22,000.
Met (3.018; 25-35-50)—'Eternally
Yours' (UAV and 'Dancing Co-ed'
(M-G). Hitting okay $18,500. Last
week. 'Babes Arms' (M-G) and 'Main
Lawyer' (Rep) (2d wk.), healthy
$18,000.

.FaramouDt

(4,126;

25-35-50)— 'Mr.

(Col) and 'Five Peppers'
(Col)
Bright $22,000.
(2d wk.).
Last week, magnificent $30,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)—'Ro a rl n

Smith'

RIvoll (2,092; 25 - 55 - 75 - 85 - 99)—
'Elizabeth and Essex,' at the Strand,
will hit a strong $40,000 or there- 'Destry
Rides'
(U)
week).
(2d
abouts. This picture has Al Dona- Starts holdover today (Wed.) are
hue on the stage as company. It also comin.g through handsomely to $38,holds,, as docs 'Destry' and 'That's 000 the initial seven days.
An unRight,' these two beginning their usuallv good ad campaign was put
second stanzas today (Wed.). Mar- on. In ahead, the final (3d) week
lene Dietrich in a western took the for 'First Love' (U) was $13,000,
Rivoli on its first seven days, end- o.k.
ing last night' (Tues.), to a smart
Roxy (5.836: 25-40-55-75)— 'House$38,000. Kay Kyser's picture, at the keeper's Daughter' (UA) and sUge
Criterion, is pulling nicely at $11,- show.
Zippy ad copy over which
000 the first week, most that this Joan Bennett complained not seemsecondary first run has done in a ingly of much help here; only about
good, long while, but the ad nut was $30,000 in si.ght, very disappointing.
quite heavy for the first week.
Last week 'Day-Time Wife' (20th),
'Housekeeper's Daughter,' on which around $35,000, fairish for the eight
clever teaser ad copy was written, days It remained. 'Barricade' (20th)
started oil poorly at the Roxy and opens Friday _(7).
never recovered, with result it will
State
35-55-75)— 'Jamalf a
(3,450;
be only about $30,000 on the week. Inri.' (Par) (2d run) and Don Red'Barricade' is being rushed In Fri- man orch, plus Jay C. Flippen on
day (8).
vaude bill. The going is a little slow
'The holdovers are doing satisfac- this week but
maybe $20,000, metory business with the exception of dium.
Last week 'Babes in Arms'
'Thin Man.' which is taking a dive (M-G)
(2d run) and Lennie Hayton,
to under $17,000 at the Capitol on
Beverly Roberts, others, in person,

$50,000

second and' concluding week.
Picture topped $40,000 on its first
seven days, going oft sharply after
its

that.

very good.
Strand (2,767; 25-50-55-75-85-99)—

$30,000,

'Elizabeth and Essex'

(WB) and AI

—

(U) (2d wk). Combination
winner in the initial week at Apollo, Indpls.,
$19,800 and will currently come up

'Fast

less

The Paramount wound up two Donahue band. Bette Davis, with
Boston, Dec. S.
weeks last night (Tues.) with 'Cat aid of Donahue band, pulling 'em
Kay Kyser Is the big noise in town and Canary,' plus Tony Martin and very well for a $40,000 first week.
Begins second Friday (7).
Last
this week, cramming the Keith-Bos- the Jan Savitt band, showing a neat
week, third for 'Roaring "Twenties*
ton with standees most of the time profit. First week was $54,000, while (WB) and Bob Crosby, $27,000, tha
the second was $38,000. House opens
after opening day (29) and forcing today (Wed.) with 'Victor Herbert' 21-day run meaning a lot of black.
extra shows (five and six daily)- with and, on stage. Mary Martin, Allan
the flnal shows breaking after mid- Jones and the Johnny Green band.
Lesser films that were held are
night.
Kyser Is playing in person also doing okay. Second (current)
Lafayette (Hayman) (3.300; 25-35) and In "That's Right You're Wrong' week for 'Flying Deuces' at the
Rialto will be about $8,200 and it
—'First Love' (,U) and 'Hero Day' on the screen at the same house.
goes a third. The final (3d) stanza
(U) (2d wk.).
Holdover getting
All houses did whammo biz on the

a

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-55-6575 )— 'Passage' (Par) (2d wk). Took
so-so $10,500 for initial session and
headed for mild $5,500 currently.

Smash

$17,000.

.Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 30-50)
—'Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Call President' (M-G) Okay and should see
nice $8,500.
Last week. 'Roaring
Twcntie.s' (WB) and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB), good $10,000.
Hipp
(Shea)
25-35)—
(2,100;
'Jamaica Inn' (Par) and 'Stop, Look'
(20th).
Heading for sturdy $8,500.
Last week. 'Pack Troubles' (20th)
and '20.000 Men' (20th), turned wobbly and ended, with soft $6,000.

senger'

was

On Hub

first

Estimates for This Week
run with 'Secret of Dr. Kildare,'
Buffalo (.Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
the United Artists yanked
'Marx Bros, at the Circus' and re- 'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and Gene
placed it Thursday (30) with 'Ni- Krupa 's orch on stage. Despite mild
notchka.'
which is evidently a start, is climbing up for probably
better than $19,000. good. Last week,
money-maker.
'Another Thin Man' (M-G), neat
Kstimates for This Week

while

—'Mr. Smith' (Col)

is

•

-

up

than three weeks brought in two good money-making
olT but so far there Is no particularly sessions of $54,000 (1st week) and
noticeable
effect
on
Broadway $38,000 (2d week).
grosses. Pictures that have draught
Radio City Music Hall (5.980; 40are doing all right, those that don't 60-84-99-$1.65)— 'We Are Not Alone'
are not getting anywhere the same (WB) and stage show. Not a smash
as at any other time of the year.
but doing very .satisfactorily at
'We Are Not Alone,' 'Destry Rides $85,000, and holds over. Last week,
Again,' 'Elizabeth and Essex' ancl third for 'Ninotchka' (M-G) $106,000,
Garbo pic'That's Right, You're Wrong,' all aided by Thanksgiving.
new, are finding nothing wfong with ture grossed a total of $314,000 on the
things. Only 'Housekeeper's Daugh- 21 days, huge nrofit.
Rlalto (750; 25-40-55)—"Flying
ter.' in its first week at the Roxy
and getting only the one week there, Deuces' (RKO) (2d week).
Doing
so well at a probable $8,200 this
is taking it on the chin.
The Muni starrer looks about week, thnt picture will be held a
The first seven days was
S85.000 for the Music Hall and hold.s, third.
while the other Warner picture, $12,000.

Christmas

.

THIN MAN'

for 'Beasts of Berlin' which goes out
'Another Thin Man' of the Globe a swell little moneyis very strong at the Orpheum and
maker Friday night (7), will be
State. 'Rulers of Sea' and 'Day-time about $6,500.
Wife' are running neck 'h' neck at
'Mill on Floss,' which must vacate
a fair gait at Met and Memorial, the Astor to make way for the
respectively.
'Gone with Wind' opening Dec. 19,
'Gone With The Wind' will open started its final (4th) lap here yeshere Dec. 21 under a policy never terday (Tues.)
Getting $10,000 on
before attempted in this city.
A the third week, up Monday, night
sort of road-snow plus, the schedule (4). 'Floss' will probably move to
calls for run-offs at the State and another house for a continuance of

holiday

(30).

Fenway (M&P)

(1..132;

25-35-40-

—

)

.

—

Scollay (M&P) (2,538: 25-3.')-40-50)
Average $9,000: under
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and 'Busy
expectations after heavy ad campaign. Last week. 'Thin Man' (M-G) Work' (20th) (both 3d run). Flirting
and 'Bad Ancel' (M-G), socko $14,- with $6,000, good. Last week, 'Roar(WB) and 'Have
ing Twenties'
000 in ei?ht days.
Lyric (Lyric) (1.900: 2.=i-30-40)— Music' (UA) (both 2nd run). $6,000.
SUle (Loew) (3.000: 25-35-40-55)—
'Man Montreal' fU) and Lum and
Abner and Shen Field."! orch on sta.ge. 'Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Winter CarVery nice SI3.000. Last week. 'Main nival' (UA). Aiming at $15,000. very
Last week, holdover of 'Mr.
St. Lawyer' (Rep) and Jack Haley, big.
Mary Carlisle and Jack Teagarden Smith' (Col) and 'Five Peppers'
orcli.

n.g. $8,500.

FRISCO,

$21,000

San Francisco, Dec. 5.
Looks like a big week for Myrna
orphEumrday^and-daterat-^sc^lTio- ^he Tnrr:
t: oy and wniiartr-PowllngHarTgltlrOrph will run three
$1.50 scale.
During the pa.st week tickets went little competition, 'Another Thin
shows daily and the State two-a-day, on sale for 'Wind' at the Astor. Man' should really get fat at tha
both with reserved seats at all shows. where the policy will be reserved Fox. Powell and Loy are favorites
scats,
twice daily, at a $2 top. here, and their earlier offerings in
Estimates for This Week
r3,200;
Boston (RKO)
40-65)— Within two hours after the sale be- the series did landoffice business at
gan, the Astor as well as the Capi- prices 15c higher. Though local re'That's Wrong" (RKO) and Kay Kytol opening the night of Dec. 19 viewers have not treated the curser unit on stage. Doing sensational
were sold out. Before the first day rent opus as kindly as its predeces*
biz to the tune of $50,000, breaking
on ticket orders was over, the New sors, the title stars look good foi
house record with turnaway biz Year's
eve showing at the Astor had hefty $21,000.
every day.
Last week, 'Escape' al.so been
sold.
"Tickets arc availNext best bet Is Garbo, who will
(20th) and 'Danger Flight' (Mono),
able further ahead of the four weeks garner a goodly $12,000 at the Parawith vaude, four days: and "Full on which the
advance sale originally mount, where she is laughing he)
Confession'
(RKO) and 'Bookies started.
Sale
is
reported extra way through the second week ol
Wept' (RKO) (both 2d run), double, heavy.
'Ninotchka'.
two days, satisfactory $7,800.

55)— 'Dress Parade' (WB) and 'Main
Lawyer' (Rep).
Okay for $5,500.
Last week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th)
and 'Busy Work' (20lh ». dual. .<5,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 2535-40-55)— "Day-time Wife' (20th)
i.s
and "20,000 Men' (20th).
Getting
medium trade. $15,300. L.ist week.
'Allegheny Uprising"
CRKO) and
Estimates for Thin Week
"Little Accident' CU), double, $16,000,
Apollo (Kat/.-Dollc) (1,100: 25-30- okay.
40) 'Return Frog' (Sel)and 'Demon
MetropollUn (M&Pi (4.3G7: 2.'>-35Barber' (Sel). Playing horror angle 40-55 )— "Rulers Sea' (Par) and "Chan
for above average $4,000 or better. Darkness' (20th).
Adequate $15,000
Last week. 'First Love' (U). held promised, with help of holiday hypo.
over after first showing at Circle, Last week, 'Not Alone' i.WB) and
faded to poor $1,400.
'Honeymoon's Over' (.20lh), $15,000.
Circle (Katz-Dollp) (2.600: 25-30- good.
40)— 'Not Alone' (WB) and 'Private
Orpheum (Loew) ^2.900; 2.')-35-40Detective' (WB). Muni starrer weak 55)— 'Thin Man' tM-G and 'Winter
Winning combo
(UA).
$5,500.
Last week. 'Dre.ss Parade' Carnival'
(WB) and Martha Raye heading headed for smash $20,000. Last week.
'Mr. Smith' (Col) and 'Five Peppers'
vaude. okay $11,000.
.Indiana (K.itz-Dolle) f3.100: 25- (Col), dandy $10,000 for second
30-40)— 'Destry' (U) and 'Laugh OIT' week.
Paramount (M&P) 0.797; 2.')-.35(V). Not ."JO good $6,500. Last week.
Wrnns' (RKO) and 'Dr. 40-55)— 'Dre-ss Parade' (WB) and
'That's
Okay for
Christian' (RKO), mild. $3,000 for 'Main Lawyer' (Rep).
around $8,000. Last week. 'Drums
eiglit days.
Loew's (Loew's) (2.400: 25-30-40) Mohawk' (20th) and 'Busy Work'
'Ninotchlca' (M-G) and 'C.ill Presi- (20th) (both 2d run>. dual. $8,000.
dent* (M-G).

OVER

IIGH

—

(Col), $10,500,

good

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1.012: 25-40-55-65)— 'Mill on
(Stand.)
(4th-final
week).
Forced to depart so that house can
be readied for 'Gone With Wind,"
opening Dec. 19. Third week for
'Floss,' ending Monday night (4) was
$10,000, o.k., as against $14,000 over
Thanksgiving the week prior.
F10S.S'

Capitol (4.520; 25-35-55-85-$!. 25)—
'Thin Man' (M-G) (2d-final week).
Went to over $40,000 last week (1st),
but dipping sharply to under $17,000
on the holdover, with 'Kildare' (MG.) replacing tomorrow (Thurs.).
Criterion O.0G2: 25-40-55)— 'That's
Begins
Right' (RKO) (2d week).
after
coming
second
lap
today
through to $11,000 the first seven
days, o.k.
Considerable in advertising was spent by the theatre and
RKO. reducing the net a lot. In
ahead. 'Dr. X' (WB) on 7'/i days did
well at nearly $10,000.
Globe (1.700; 25-35-55)
'Beasts
Berlin' (PDC) (3d-final week). Fine
profit-getter, this week (3d) looking
about $6,500, following weeks of

—

Estimates for This

Fox (F-WC)

(5,000;

Week
30-40)—'An.

other Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Henrj
Arizona' (M-G). Looks like grand
$21,000, which is way out iii front
of everything else in town.
iasi
week, 'Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Blut
Grass' (WB). fair $15,000.

Golden Gate (RKO)

(2,850; 35-55)

—'That's Wrong'. (RKO) and vaud«
(2d wk).
Looks for so-so $10,500.
Last week, nifty $17,800.

Orpheum (F&M)

(2.440;

30-40)—

'Mr. Smith' (Col) (6th week) and
'High Gray Wall.s' (Col) fmats only ).
Long and plenty sweet run wiU
probably end this week with tidy
take of $7,700.
Last week, nifty
$8,500.

Paramount (F-WC)

(2,740;

30-40)

—'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB) (2d wk).
Went over
expectations last week for very
sweet $20,000. This week looks for
$12,000, also okay.
St.

Francis (F-WC) (1.470; 30-40)

—'Ruler Sea' (Par) and 'Blue Grass*
(WB). Moved over from Fox and
looks for fair $5,000.
Last week,
Hou.sc'
'Cat Canary' (Par) and 'What Life'
Palace (1;700;
'First (Par),, warmish $6,500.
Love'" (U) (2d run) and 'Dr. ChrisUnited Artists (Cohen) (1,2()0; 35tian'
(RKO) (1st run).
Durbin 55-75) —. 'Housekeeper's Daughter*
draught means a probable $8,000. (UA). With plenty competish and
Last week 'Three Sons' (RKO) and only luke-warm notices still looks
'Little Accidcit* (U), both 1st run, to do fairly sweet $10,000. Last week
$7,700, okay.
.'Eternally Yours' (UA), none too
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-88-99) forte. $5,500.
'Victor Herbert' (Par) and, in perWarfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 30-40)—
son. Allan Jones, Mary Martin and 'Barricade' (20th) and 'Money Ring*
Johnny Green, constitute new show (WB).
Headed for fair $10,500.
opening this morning (Wednesday). Last week, 'Daytime Wife' (20th)
'Cat and Canary' (Par), with aid of and 'Pack Troubles' (20th) $12,500,
Tony Martin and Jan Savitt band, nice enough.

.S9,000

'Mutiny Big
and $13,000.
(Mono) opens Saturday (8).
25-35-55)—

EXPLOITATION
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SHOWMANSHIP
By John

C. Flinn

'Ecstasy'

Roach's mice' Gets

New Ad Agcy.; Result
Of Joan Bennett Huff
Uniled Artists' campaign on 'Mice

new

account, pa'sibly a western outfit, now
that J. Walter Thompson Isn't doing the Roach copy. The split oc-

manner

in

& Coe agency wa-s called
an emergency organization to
bridge the gap pro tern, and 'Mice
and Men' may see still another
Donahue

in as

setup.

BABIES'

There are, of course, half a dozen m.ijor attractions
soon to be relea.sed which were planned and in production long before Europe attempted a two-and-a-half
without a life net Impact of these films which will
reacb .the publid within the next few week."! .should
stfmulate interest generally in matters cinematic. "Gone
With the Wind' (S-I) is bound to kick up dust at its
premieres in Atlanta, New York, Bo.ston, Lo.» Anjieles,
Cincinnati, Harrisburg and Reading which have been
set during the week of Dec. IS.
Charles Laughton in RKO's new production of 'The
Hunchback of Notre Dame' is a pretentious undertaking which will be shown, for the first time during the
holidays. Another heavy co.st attraction is the Max

BANK ACQS.

BAUY

AS THIN MAN'

Pittsburgh, Dec. 5.
Capitalizing on the Nick Charles'

(William Powell and Myrna Loy)
born in 'Another Thin Man,'
Charlie Baron, Metro exploiteer in
this territory, is snaring some good
first

results

from

flock

of

managers on

baby bank accounts. Idea is simple.
Theatres that are going along agree
to start a savings book, first deposit
amount varying in different locababy boy born in that
particular town during first hour
or in some cases, first day of 'Thin
Man's' opening engagement. Physicians are asked to cooperate with
theatres in listing time of arrivals.
So far. Baron has lined up half a
dozen houses and flock of others are
coming in as picture's distribution
In the district widens.

—

Son,' latest Mickey Rooney, and 'Balalaika,'
a pretentious fllmusical. 'Ninotchka' currently in first
runs soon will be ready for subsequent showings.

Hardy and

MORE FOR THE XHAS

B.O.

STOCKING

Warner

Bros, is stressing 'Four Wives' as their Yuletide contribution, an alluring booking for family trade

hefty the advertising nppropri.ition
for national magazine or billboard campaigns by a
distributor, the fact remains in film operations that the
real selling job must always be the the.atreman's function.
It is he alone who controls the factors of time,
Distributor- campaigns lay
place and admission fee.
down -a barrage, but unless the cleanup job is competently done, the return of heavy advertising expenditures is jeopardized.
The very methods of distribution and exhibition put
upon the di.stributbr-advertiser a greater need for theatre cooperation than maintains in most'' industries
where merchandise remains for indefinite periods on
the shelves. Not so with films. Their exhibition dates
are specific. They play in only one theatre at a time
in a competitive area. The individual film is only one
of eight or nine new attractions shown weekly in the
community. To concentrate public interest in one, out
of so many, is a merchandising task which ordinury
salesmanship, does not accomplish.
That is why theatre managers as a class are" eager
and enthusiastic sponsors of their product, provided
they are adequately informed of the merits of what
they have to offer. The distributor that fails to support national campaigns with trade press followups
devoted to informative and helpful suggestions has
performed only half his job, and the lesser half at that.
As the newly shaped program of films moves from
Hollywood into general release there is an unusual
opportunity for every producer distributor to bring
his exhibitor customers into closer coopernlibn on the
important subject of salesmanship.
No other problem before the industry is demanding
more attention and discussion. Every a.ssociate producer, director and writer has an interest also in the
manner in which films are pre.sented to the buying
public by individual theatre operators.
A cohesive industry is a healthy industry.
The trend too frequently of late years is away from
well-planned campaigns which provide for film showmanship enterprise during the full life period of a
film's showing.
Too frequently there is a flash bally
for a few weeks of key city release, followed by silence
and. oblivion.
.

which supported 'Four Daughters' handsomely. 'The
Fighting 69th,' starring James Cagney, and 'A Child is
Born,' with Geraldine Fitzgerald, are also early Warner films.

Loew's, in St L, Ties

Sonja Henie will make her appearance in 'EveryC20th) and Darryl 2^nuck
promises 'Swanee River,' another Stephen Foster biog,
with Don Ameche, Andrea Leeds and Al Jolson. Universal will have 'Charlie McCarthy, Detective' as a
foUowup to 'Destry Rides Again,' starring Marlene
Dietrich and James Stewart, now in flr.st runs.
thing Happens at Night'

Thin Man'

St t«uis, Dec,

REAL SELLING UP TO THE THEATRE

.

5.

Combo

of co-op ads, color contest
kiddies and grownups, street
cuBo radio announcements and
bookshop window tieups were the
highlights of the efforts of manager
'Chick' Evans, p.a. Jimmy Harris, and
his aide, Wallie Heim, to make this
burg 'Another Thin Man' conscious.
The color contest was part of a fullpage co-op ad tieup with the StarTimes, p.m. rag. Before 'Thin Man'
eeun its seco nd week at Loew's
more than 3,000 entries were re
ceived in the color contest for which
three prizes, totaling $40 and 40 pairs
of ducats, were offered
Heim prompted several co-op ads
•with two of the largest downtown
department stores and this was noteworthy as the stores tighten up at
this time of the year to exploit their
'shop early Xmas' sales campaign.
Zenith Radio Co. kicked in with spot
snnouncements for the Powcll-Loy
opus.

for

Only Metro and Paramount of the larger companies
are making any fuss about special exploitation efforts
to give some of the new product impetus before the
Former is going heavily for newspaper display space in connection with premiere showings of
'Gone With the Wind,' and also has taken to the national magazines to tell the public that the newest
Andy Hardy film is 'as American as apple pie.'
Paramoui^t declares it has appropriated $250,000 in s
national advertising campaign for 'Gulliver's Travels.'

bally,

public.

—

,

nixed a counter-proposal for accumulative 44-hour week, with a
wage scale of approximately $1.78 an
hour.
They are insisting on. a 40hour week, with scale of $2 an hour
instead of their present rate of $1.70
un hour.

Job Sales
1

Ncw

Xmas

Carols

type of distributor good-will

exempjified by the free trailer for
Christmas which Warner Bros, has
made and is distributing to exhibitors.
It runs a little over two
Is

minutes,
available
Xmas week.

for

showing

Trailer offers the Lane sisters and
Gale Page doing Christmas carols.

Midwesco'B Wichita Orph
Wichita, Dec,

5.

Miller Amuse. Co., Inc., subsidiary
Fox-Midwest. Theatres, bought Or-

phem building and theatre here from
Orpheum Bldg. Operations Co. for
approximately $500,000.
Howard Jamcyson, district Foxto manage. Buildings to be remodelled.

Midwest manager,

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
'Bad Boy' is substitute tag for 'My
Son' at Warners.

'Showdown' is release title for
Harry Sherman's 'Gun Chores' at
Paramount.
'Oh, Johnny,- How You Can tave'
new monicker for "Road to Ronnance' at Universal. _
'Disraeli' became 'The Prime Minis

,

Warners.
Universal tossed aside 'Honeymoon
and re-dubbed it 'Double

ister' at

Pi-eferred'
Alibi.'

Gets 10 Days, Fine
Atlanta, Dec.

5.

ing:

'Due to

selfish

and contemptible

interests, we are temporarily restrained from showing 'Ecstasy.' We
will bring this picture to you pending a court decision.'
"The solicitor general, objecting to
language of the sign, then brought
Despite a
contempt proceedings.
statement by Carter that he had not
referred to the court or prosecutor

he was found

in his sign,

guilty.

MAYOR PUTS OFFICIAL
OK ON UNCOLN' PUY
Detroit, Dec.

Mayor

of this

town turned

8.

pre.«-s-

agent extraordinary when he i.«.«ued
a civic proclamation boosting Robert
E. Sherwood's 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' six days in advance of its opening yesterday (Monday) at Cass.
'In these troublesome times,' Mayor
Richard Reading told citizens of
strike-troubled town in official statement, 'this play, more than anything
demonstrates, visualizes and
else,
teaches the true spirit of American
democracy. It becomes a rar» instructor of American history and
patriotism.'

Par Ties In Synificates

On

'Gulliver's Travels'

Under a campaign that hat been
ou t with the country's news

laid

,

YfB's Cnffo

Overly

Ceorgia Court of Appeals Saturday
U.se of radio in the
public's desire for entertainment.
t2) decided J, H. Carter, operator of
national hookups has not been consistent and has Brookhaven, was in contempt of
operators
eve»i created some opposition from theatre
court in connectlbn with his efforts
wTio resent broadcasting of film material. Chief drawmonth.s ago.
back to the network tie-ins when the studios contribute to show 'Ecstasy' some
Appellate court sustained DeKalb
film personalities in a dramatic or musical sketch is
Superior court, which had found
derives
the
that the sponsor, rather than the picture,
contempt
and
Carter
in
sentenced
benefits from the listening audience.
him to 10 days in jail and fined him
It is a debatable subject the real value of commercial
hodkups, tie-ins and working arrangements with busi- $200.
.showing
Carter
booked
film
for
predicated
on
a
Reason for doubt is
ness concerns.
showmanship fundamental. The average seeker of May 13, but Solicitor General Roy
entertainment has a natural antipathy towards even Leatherwood took out a restraining
showing
of pic.
order
and
blocked
seekwhen
he
is
the rho.st subtle efforts to exploit him
Reason the siiiiie rule Carter then placed a sign in front
ing and paying for diversion.
of his theatre upon which was worddoes not work with radio is because radio is free.

No matter how

Fleischer feature-length cartoon, 'Gulliver's Travels,'
likewise down for Christmas release. Walter Disney's
'Pinocchio' will not be shown until February.
In addition to 'Wind' Metro also is releasing 'Judge

tions, to first

In Stores /On

.

Prediction that the film companies would have to
look to home pastures for increased business seems to
be fulfilled by the manner in which the film exchanges
are maneuvering their releases to catch the full benefit
of the season's best business period, starting with the
On*- th€
holidays and continuing into early spring.
merit of the films to be released over the next two
months, and on the showmanship and advertising assistance they receive will depend very largely the
success of the industry's program of production cost
retrenchment.

Ad

Ecstatic, Ga. Exhib

thrill at

licity staffs.

curred with 'Housekeeper's Daughwhich has been a bit of a
ter,'
storm center stemming from Joan
Bennett's objections to the
which she was exploited.

when

nouncements of coming releases. The Hollywood job,
so far as this season's program is concerned, is nearly
completed. From here in the distribution departments
of the major companies will be ruiining with the ball,
with blocking supplied by the adverli.sing and pub-

advertising

end Men'
agency handling the Hal Roach
will see a

that '100,000,000 readers will
great full-page, four-color Gulliver ads in the
Emphasis also is
leading magazines of the nation.'
placed on the fact that 100 manufacturers of commercial articles intend to spend heavily in advertising to
'put over merchandise of 'Gulliver's' novelties.'
Film advertising men apparently are finding it difficult to discover new channels of appi-oach to the

The announcement gays

the outbreak of the
European War cut otl substantial film rental revenues
the preiJsure of adjustment to cope with chani-ed market conditions has been on Hollywood and the managements of the. .studios. For better or wor.^e, the
results of the production nipups arc reflected in an-

Since early in the autumn

.Continued from pace S_

Pay of regular extras would
be rai.sed from $6.25 to $9.49.

$6.33.

Amortization
.Continued from page 3_

creased rentals

in

earlier

first-run

syndicateSTTaTaiflOTITrtr^tl rvai-li «
total of 60,000,000 readers on material covering 'Gulliver's Travels'
up to the time it Is released Christmas week. Syndicates, all of any
importance In the U. S., have already
carried considerable exclusive ma-

terial prepared for them.
engagements and extended run.s.
Tom Waller, of the Par h o.. Is in
First move in the proposed reWhile foreign revenue returns charge of the syndicate campaign on
If either request is turned down by
organization of the Academy of Mo- reputedly always are slow roming in,
'Gulliver,' all of which originates cut
the producers, the SAG will in.sist ",ion~ p7cVJre 'Arts' &'Yc7enVs"
with certain countries not beginning of New York. He made two trips 1o
that it be sent to arbitration.
taken this week when general elec to get extensive l>ooking.s for six
Miami on the cartoon and will make
Lou Anger has resigned as pro- lion was ordered for Dec. 12. New months after domestic release, the a third before the picture preems
ducer representative on the Pro- board selected at that time will im- new amortization alignment pro- there the middle of December.
ducer-SAG
Standing
Committee. mediately choo.se new officers to vides that only abo\it 15% of writethe
annual
achievement offs are counted upon as coming in
William S. Holman, former studio handle
hnunagcr for Columbia, was ap- awards banquet in February.
the final 29 weeks of the full amorKIDS' QUIZ
pointed to vacancy. In announcing
A li.st of SO candidates was nomi- tization period. Because the vast
his retirement, Anger stated:
nated from the various branches of bulk of foreign revenue comes in Mpld. Nsbe Ties In lltltb Local Bailio
Members will vote during this 29-week period, it can
'In
view of the many complex the indu.'ilry.
«Q Jove's I. Q.
problems confronting the Standing for 25, and the IS receiving the be readily' seen that the burden of
shifted
Committee, I feel that the producers' higher vole will be declared elected. film writeoffs has been
Minneapolis. Dec. S.
largely to the domestic, market
List of nominees follows:
representative henceforth should be
Newest thing in quizes is one for
in a position to devote all of his time
Brltalo'i Frcexc
John Aalberg; Sam Briskin, Berthe children being launched by Harto the work of the committee.
Be- nard Brown, Sidney Buchman, David
Freezing of currency In Great old Kaplan and Harold Field at
cause of the pressure of many other Butler, Frank Capra, Charles Co- Britain and threatened coin restric- their de luxe nabe, the St. l.ouis
activities, I am not in a position to do burn, Ronald Colman, George Cukor, tions in other nations,
coupled with Park, every Saturday afternoon bethis.'
Richard Day, C. B. DcMille, Walt a dip in foreign exchange and de- tween 2 and 3 p.m. Radio .station
Other members of the Standing Disiiey, Howard Estabrook, Douglas cline in bbxoffice receipts abroad, is WCCO is broadcasting the quiz directly from the theatre.
Committee are Murray Kinnell, rep- Fairbanks, Sr., May Robson, Mark held largely at fault for this shift.
Children from 6 to 16 are eligible
Majority of picture companies in
re.itenting the SAG, and Stewart Mc- Sandrich, Allan Scott David O. SelzKee,
chairman and
independent nick, Clark Gable, Fred Gage, James the past have figured that it requires to participate. Kids them.selvej. are
Cash
member. Committee is now making Hilton, Talbot Jennings.
39 we6ks to write off amortization invited to submit questions.
John Leroy Johnston, Henry King, costs in the domestic field. For the prizes are given for the beft ana study of the extra problem,
Fred Leahy, Mervin LeRoy, Frank distributor, counting on 70% of his swers. Eddie Gallahcr, WCCO anrroducers Drop Clarke
Lloyd, Gene Lockhart H. J. Mc- revenue from the domestic market nouncer; is 'Captain Kid,' handling
Victor H. Clarke is checking out of •Cord, John Meehan, Tom Moulton,
and 30% from the foreign, this is the quiz.
the Producers' Association within Jane Murfin, V. N. Polglase, Elmer
taken to mean that a small pernext 10 days. Retirement is in line Raguse,
Robert
Ri.skin,
Douglas centage of amortization writeoff is
with retrenchment policy of pro- Shearer,
Norma
Shearer,
Max left for the foreign market
ducers, many executives talking the Steiner,
Tinned Admish
James Stewart, Leopold
When the picture companies adjust
position that Pat Casey and Fred Stokowski, Hunt Stromberg, Norman
themselves to the changed condiPelton should be able to handle all Taiirog, Joseph Valentine, Walter
tions, produced by
the European
Reading, Pa., Dec. S.
labor negotiations.
Clarke for .sev- Wanger, Herbert Wilcox, Ray Wil- war, a
similar readjustment probTo
help
the Salvation Army in its
eral years has served as assistant to kin.son, Carey
Wilson, Sam Wood, ably will show up in forthcoming campaign for Xmas dinners for the
Ca.sey.
Prior to that he was studio William Wyler, Darryl Zanuck.
financial statements.
Bui in the poor, Graham Jeffrey, manager <'f
manager at Paramount
Independent studio
guilds
are meantime, this necessity for accel- the Strand, Warner-Stanley hou.-se,
Producers now have under con- banding for mutual protection, E^ch erating writeoffs to indicate probable gave a children's matinee, admission
sideration demands for wage in- group would retain autonomy but decreases in foreign revenue doubt- one can of food.
creases from Society of Motion Pic- would present a united front through lessly will produce substantial yearIn two hours the Strand 'can taker
ture Film Editor.s, Script Clerks establishment of committees similar end adjustments and losses in the took in 2,265 cans of tomatoe.s, b«anf.
Guild, Screen Set Designers and to the inter-talent council of actors, final 1939 quarter for many picture corn, sauerkraut, -milk,. ..fruit ..an*'
Screen Readers Guild,
Designers writers and directors.
companies.
other products.
•

^
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Palomar, but got moveover

Chrysler Strike Ends, But Yule Buying

to

VARIETY

Roose-

velt.

Week

Estimates for This

Bloe Moose (Hamrick -Evergreen)
27-42)—'Rulers Sea' (Par) and
(20th).
Moveover from

L A., Ritzes,

Pre-Yule Droop Smites

(850;

Stymies bnmediate Det. B.O. Upswing

'Stranger'

Orpheum

heading, for

fair

Last week, 'Drums Mohawk'
nine days, $3,400, big.

Coliseum

(Hamrick

-

$2,100.
(20th),

.

KYSER NIFTY lOG

moving.
over now and belief is
that after the famine comes the feast.
Everybody expects a big hypo and
amuiiement places expect to cash in
on general gaiety end of the big
strike will bring in.
Chrysler, four days after ending
of strike, announced a net profit of
$31,403,118, or $7.22 a common share
for first nine months of this year. It
gave general pay raise of 3c an hour
While it
to workers in all plants.
doesn't sound big, it means an annual wage increase of $5,000,000.
What's more, on Dec. 1 Brigg.<;
Mfg. Co. gave a- blanket raise of 3c
an hour to its 16,000 employees another annual boost of $1,000,000.
With orders piled up and what
looks like a big year in the automobile industry ahead, every place
from legit house, the Cass, to corner
beer gardens expects to share in the
all

it's

—

dollars

When

started

again.

rolling

to

on the upswing Detroit

it's

is

a free-spending town.

However, Xmas shopping rush has
started, militating against an immediate
b.p.
upswing for theatres.
Trend to stores started last week,
when, after a good weekend, biz
started falling off downtown and in
nabes.

While biz

downtown

in the doldrums for
pic
places,
managers
is

don't feel too bad about

it,

expecting

on ready cash back
in town.
Most held up under strike
well and feel that since Christmas
buying started early, trend back to

to cash in later

pic<

may come

Estimates for This

Week
30-40)—

(1,700;

Love' (U) (2d run) plus 'Rio'
Will get fair $4,500 on moveover of 'Love' from Fox. Last week,
'First

(U).

'Drums Mohawk'

(20th)

(2d)

and

Look' (20th), good $5,500.
(Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-4055)— 'Day-time Wife* (20th) and
—IShetlack JttcaiaesU2.(lthA.. JW^nOdo
better than $14,000, fair. Last week
'First Love' (U) and '20,000 Men'
'Stop,
F<Mt

(20th).

$21,000,

nice

considering

everything,

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)— 'Not Alone' (WB) and
Muni's draw
'Have Music' (UA).
here should hold it up to fair $11.000.
Last week, 'Elizabeth Essex'
(WBV and 'Bad Angel' (M-G), got
• little better, $12,500.
Falms-SUtc (United Detroit) (3.000:

30-40-55)

—

'Elizabeth

Essex'

(WB) (2d run) and 'Espionage
Agent' (WB). Will only do about
average $5,500.
Last week, o.k.
(Par),
with 'Rulers Sea'
$6,500
moved over after week at Michigan,
and 'Remember' (M-G), which did
two weeks on second run.
United Artbts (United Detroit)
30-40-55)—'Ninotchka' (M-(3).

(2.000;

Garbo seems to have what pic lure
there is in town and should do good
Probable h.o. House stayed
up there last week with $7,000 on
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) (2d wk).

$9,000.

PROV. LOOKS HEALTHY;

THIN MAN' nNE $17,000

Loew's State.

'Elizabeth and Essex' at Majestic,
and 'Rulers of Sea', at Strand, are
healthy.

Estimates for This

(RKO)

(2,300;

Muni Lonely

17G;

Girl.
Came'

(20th )i

Los Angeles, Dec. 3.
It's pi-obably due to pre-Chrislmaj
10-20-25)
'Married shopping, or continued unseasonabi*

fairish.

Town (Goldberg) (1.250;
—'Frontier Marshal' (20th),
Cop' (Rep), first-run, and 'Winter
Carnival' (UA), tripler, split with
'Texas Wildcats' (Cap), first-run;
'Allen Murder' (Par) and 'Music'
(UA), tripler. Average $1,100. Last
week, 'Konga' (Col), 'Woman Judges'
(Col) and 'Kansas Terrors' (Rep);
first-runs, tripler, split with 'Calling
Marines' (Rep), 'Desperate Trails'
(Rep), first-runs. !(nd 'Filth Girl'
(RKO),

weather, or something, but fact re-

mains that the

-

doing

are

but the

week

flrst-runs this

anything

but

lucrativa

A few spots will fare okay,

business.

new

arrivals are not doing

so well.

Hal Roach's 'The Housekeeper's
Daughter,' which has been playing to
satisfactory grosses in other western
spots, is an out-and-out bust as far
as Los Angeles interest is concerned,
and combined take at State-Chinese
will probably not reach $17,000. Paul
Muni's newest Warner epoch, 'We

tripler, $1,100, so-so.

CANTOR

$15,300

$1,000,

RENO'

Are Not

Alone,' will be lucky
ting $15,500 at the day-date

if

hit-

Down-

town and Hollywood, while Paramount, with the Ritz Brothers head'

socK$aooo,

ing stage show, will likely finish
with a poor $15,000.
Holdovers slipped substantially,
while couple of moveovers are doing
just so-so trade.

'Money

(WB),

Ring'

21-27-

(1,350:

Parade'

(WB)

and

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
27-42)— 'Another Thin Man'
and

(3,039;
8.

Holiday atmosphere, with down-

(M-G)
'Bad Angel' (M-G) (2d
wk). Looks like great $6,000, Last
week, same films, $12,000, stupen
.

dous.

CINCY

Estimates for This

Week

Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518: 30-4055-75)—'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and
City Darkness' (20th) (2d wk). Only
Another b.o. bulge this week, due reason for continued run is dearth of
mainly to Eddie Cantor's p. a. at the pictures. Will be lucky if reaching
biggie Albee, which is. racking up $1,200 on the week, after eking out
Cincinnati, Dec.

5.

weak

the town's tallest take since the pre-

$2,100 last stanza;

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
town stores sporting gala Xmas trimdepresh period.
Comic's screen
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 27-42)—
30-40-55-75) 'HoustKeepers Daughis 'Reno'.
mings and main stem blazing with 'Not Alone' (WB).
Moved from linking
Palace is having a fat week on ter' (UA) and 'Honeymoon's Over*
colored lights and evergreen roping, Palomar. Getting good $3,000 here.
Nothing hot, about $7,000.
'Thin Man', and 'Jamaica Inn' is hot (20th).
pulling plenty of people into the Last week (16-32) 'Angels Faces' stuff for the Shubert. Latter house Last week, "Thin Man' (M-G) and
(WB) and 'Bali' (Par) (2d run), is dropping stage shows until Xmas 'Heaven Fence" (20th), very good
zone, with good share flocking to the
$2,100, okay.
week. 'Cat and Canary' is a mildy $12,900.
flrst-runs.
All houses are reaping
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; for Keith's.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5516-32)—'Destiny' (WB) and 'Hotel
the beneHt,
Cincy is the baseball capital cur- 65)— 'Not Alone' (WB) and 'Private
'Another Thin Man,' at Loew's Women' (20th) (2d rim). Looks like rently, major and minor leagues Detective' (WB). Paul Muni opu3
State, is zooming for bumper gross fair $2,000.
Last week, 'Nurse Ca- holding annual powwows and draw- drawing just so-so with around
and will set a mark for the others to vell* (RKO) and 'Borrowed Time' ing 2,(>00 visitors, including owners $7,400 in sight. Holds over nevershoot at. Swell biz likewise across (M-G), terrible and pulled after managers,
players,
writers
and theless. Last week. 'Elizabeth Essex'
the street at the Rialto. where "That's four days with only $1,100.
(WB) on second week, fair
broadcasters.
$6..')00.
Right, You're Wrong,' on dual, is
Estimates for This Week
Four SUr (F-WC-UA)
packing 'em in. Other houses are
'InterAlbee (RKO) (3,300; 42-65)— 'Reno' mezzo' (UA) (4th wkl. Started slipcopping better than average biz, with
(RKO) and Eddie Cantor's stage ping badly and will be lucky to hit
no weak sisters in the bunch.
show. Latter pulling $29,000, burg's $2,100 currently. Third week brought
'Tobacco Road,' with John Barton
biggest take since l?ic golden era of $3,700. still profitable.
in lead, playing mat and night at Co
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55a decade back. Last week 'Ninotchlumbia Aude tomorrow (Wednesday)
ka'
(M-G), at regular 35-42-cent 65)— 'Not Alone' (WB) and 'Private
at $1.50 top. Roller Derby is at Jef
scale, a very good $14,500.
Straight Detective' (WB). Little interest In
ferson County Armory, but no apparpic policy interrupted for just this this one as $7,900 indicates, but h.o.s.
ent threat to downtown pic houses.
Last
week
to
accommodate
Cantor's
week, second stanza of 'ElizaEstimates for Tbis Week
beth Essex' (WB), okay $6,500.
show.
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
Capitol
Panlaecs (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
(RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
(1.000; 15-30-40)— 'Ninotchka (M-G)
'Ninotchka'
over 'First Love' (U) (2d wk) and 'Wit(M-G). Moved
Garbo
and 'Blonde Baby' (Col).
from All>ee'for second week. Fairly ness Vanishes' (U), dual. Bolstered
moveover from
plenty forte on
good $4,500. Last week. 'First Love' on holdover stanza by flock of preLoew's State. Keeping the wicket
views, with only $6,000 in sight. First
(U) (2d run), good $5,000.
Last
bu.sy to tune of fine $2,300.
seven days of 'Love' coupled with
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)
Omaha, Dec. 5.
week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) and
'Parents on Trial' (Col) and. 'One "Three Son.s' (RKO), good $13,000.
Thanksgiving
'weekend
hypoed Hour Live'
'Busy Work' (20th), copped okay
Paramount (Par) (3.505; 30-40-55)
(U), split with 'Lost
$2,000
theatre J>iz here and sent it soaring Flyers' (U) and 'City Darkness' —'Night of Nights'- (Par) and stage
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— after a month of doldrums. Product (20th). Dandy $2,300. Last week, show. Ritz Bros, on stage get credit
'Rains Came' (20th) and 'Under-Pup'
'Sabotage' (Rep) and 'Roving Tum- for bulk of draw, but counter attrac(U). .split wit h 'Five Peppers' (C ol) is largely -responsible for better biz,
-bleweeds— (RepV-split-with 'Playini tions and pre-Xmas shop ping holding
and 'U-Boat 29' (Col). Snaring oEiy exhibs say."
Dynamite' (WB) and 'Rio' (U), down take to very slim $15^000. La.st
'Another Thin Man' is due for exLast week, 'Star Midnight'
$1.600..
picked
in last half and hit $2,500, week. 'Ruleis Sea' (Par) with heavy
(RKO) and 'Lost Patrol' (RKO), me tra days at the Omaha at its present best forupsome time.
Thank.sgiving Day biz, finished with
pace.
Kay Kyser's 'That's Right.
dium $1,400.
Keith's (Lib-son) (1.500; 35-42)— $18,000.
You're Wrong' also possible holdLoew's State (Loew's) (3,100: 15
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55)— 'First Love'
•Cat Canary' (Par). N. s. h. $4,000.
30-40)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G). over at Brandeis.
'Secret Dr.
Kildare' (U) (2d wk) and 'One Hour to Live*
Last
week,
Cab Calloway on Paramount stage (M-G), very good
Going great guns as -single. With
(U).
Looks like satisfactory $6,800
$6,200.
eight days to pile up splendid figure, broke five-year opening-day record
on holdover after initial week's take
Lyric
(RKO) (1.400: 35-42)
should set bumper mark of $14,000. here for vaudfilm and getting fine
Accompanying feature
'That's Wrong' (RKO). Transferred of $12..500.
Last week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and figure for six days.
from Palace for second week. Pleas- was 'Three Son.";' (RKO).
'Blonde Baby' (Col), swell $9,000 and
Estimates for This Week
SUle
(Locw-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55ing $4,000. Last week, 'Drums Momoveover.
Avenne - Dundee - Military
hawk' (20th) (2d run), okay $4,200. 75) 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA)
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 15- berg) (800-600-950: 10-25) (Goldand 'Honeymoon's Over* (20th). Just
-Boys
Palace
35-42)
(RKO
(2,600;
.)0-401— 'Dress Parade' (WB). Dead
Town' (M-G) and 'Have Music' (UA),
Big $15,000. a bust as weak $9,800 indicates. Last
Man' (M-G).
End Kids attracting satisfactory pat- dual, split with 'Frontier Marshal' 'Thin
Last week. 'That's Wrong' (RKO), week. 'Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Heaven
ronage.
While opposish is plenty (20th), 'Winter Carnival' (UA) and excellent
Fence' (20th), ejccellent $17,200.
$14,000.
strong, result should still be pleas- 'Magnificent Fraud' (Par), tripler.
United ArlisU (F-WC) (2,100: 30Sbuberl (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—
Last week, Fairish $1,600.
ing at probably $3,500.
Last week, 'Rains 'Jamaica Inn' (Par). Great $7,000. 40-55)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G)
•Not Alone' (WB), fair $3,200.
Fair
Came' (20th) and 'Fifth Avenue Girl' Will hold for second week. Last and 'Heaven Fence' (20lh).
X4.300 on moveover.
Riallo (Fourth AvenUe) (3.000; 15- (RKO), dual, split with 'Unexpected
Last week,
30-40)— 'That's Wrong' (RKO) and Father' (U), 'l.sle of Lost Men' (Par) week, 'Little Accident' (U) and "Day-Time Wife' (20lh) and 'City in
band,
vaude
headed
by
Ted
Weems
Getting and 'Chicken Wagon Family" (20th),
'Doctor Christian' (RKO).
Darkne.ss' (20lh). noor $2,100.
at
scale,
fairly
40-60-cent
good
fine play from radio following of Kay tripler, same.
WILshlre (F-WC) (2.2.QB- :'.0-'<0-.')5$12,500. Hou.se recessing stage shows 65)—
particularly
younger set.
Kyser.
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,2.'>0: 10- until Dec. 29.
Push-over for swell $10,000, big for 25-35-40)— 'That's
"Heaven Fence' (20lh). Do"n<» fsiir
Wrong"
(RKO)
eight days.
Last week, 'Day-time and 'Espionage Agent' (FN). Will
on moveover with around .tO.OOO inLast week, holdover of
dicated.
Wife' (20th) and 'City Darkness' probably h.o. after great $6,000. Last 2 Lincoln Houses Shut;
'Drums' (20th) and 'Busy Work*
(20th), only fairish $6,500.
week, 'Not Alone' (WB) and 'Beware
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400 Spooks' (Col), dual, $4,000, disap*Dr. Kildare'
$2,700 (20th), okay $5,100.
15-30-40)— 'Barricade'
and pointing.
(20th)
Lincoln, Dec. 5.
•Flying Deuces' (RKO). Most of biz
Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
Two hou.se closings, the Lin- French Follies unit. First vaude In
going to Fourth street houses cur- 'Another Thin Man'
(M-G) and
rently, but this pair will catch some 'Heaven Fence' (20th ). Town's best coln and the Kiva, occupy spot- two years and plenty nude, with b.
overflow and should manage $3,400. with smash $11,500 for eight day.'!. light on theatre I'ow this week. o. fevered last half to $3,200, oke.
Both
Last week. 'Allegheny' Last week. 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) Kiva is a second-runner!
average.
Last week. 'Dust Destiny' (WB),
spots are closing for month of De(RKO),
and
Work'
and
from

—

—

Calloway-Turious'

Great 13G, Omaha,

—

—

—

—

Week

—

OK

I

'Sued Libel'

fair

'Night

(Par),

$7,000.

fairish.

Orpheum (Blank)

$8,000; Kyser,

$7,000, Strong in Seattle
Seattle, Dec. 5

25-35-50)—
Xmas shopping is well underway
•You're Wrong' (RKO) and 'Three and is beginning to cut into the
Sons' (RKO). Going right to town amu.sement dollar. Some heavy fall
with this one.
Pointing to swell rains have also affected biz, but the
$10,000 and looks like cinch for hold- rule continues to hold, i.e., that the
over.
Last week, 'Stranger' (20th) big ones do okay; the weaker ones
and 'Rio' (U), fair $5,000.
n.s.h.
'Ninotchka.' for instance, is
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 25-35- great at Fifth Avenue.
50)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Fast
'Another Thin Man' went to town
Furious' (M-G) (2d run).
Peppy opening week at Paramount and is
pace insures swell $6,000. Last week, holding up solidly. 'Rulers of Sea'
'Mr. Smith'
(Col) and 'Smuggled had enough on the ball to merit
Carsio' (Rep) (3d wk), hefty $4,000. move to Blue Mouse, with 'DayFay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)— time Wife* ditto to Music Box. 'We
'all Messenger' (U) and vaude. Will Are Not Alone' wasn't so forte at

Albee

'Rains

.

Falomar (Sterling)
37-42)^'Dress

Paramount
Louisville, Dec.

and

big.

plus vaude.
Good $5,000. Last week, 'Not Alone'
(WB), plus vaude, $4,500, fairish.

Providence, Dec. 5.
(RKO J
That's Right, You're Wrong' is $3,200,
helping RKO Albee to one of biggest weeks in month.
Also getting
heavy play is 'Another Thin Man,' Garbo,
at

(2,600; 27-42)—'That's Wrong' (RKO)
and 'Three Sons' (RKO). Anticipate

great $7,000. Last week, 'Cat Canary'
(Par) and 'Stranger' (20th), $6,600,

ASXMASUPS

'Daughter'Just

$15,000;

%Man;il|/2G

earlier, too.

Adams (Balaban)

Bad

9.

—

But

Ight' Red

Evergreen

do good $8,500. Last week, 'Mutiny (1,900; 21-32)—'Women' (M-G) (2d
House' (Mono) and vaude, fair $5,500. run) and 'Miracles Sale' (M-G) (1st
Bi^ grins on faces here these days
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)— run).
Indicate only $2,300. slow.
including widest ones on 60,000 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) and 'Private Last week, 'Rains Came' (20th) and
Heavy femme Night Work' (Par), $3,300, big.
Chrysler workers who went back to Detectives' (WB).
promises house nice $8,000.
Fifth
Avenne
(Hamrick - Everwork Nov. 30 with wage raised. It trade
Last week, 'Not Alone' (WB) and green) (2,349; 27-42)
'Ninotchka'.
was the end of the longest strike 'Kid Nightingale' (WB), disappoint- (M-G) and 'Dancing
Co-Ed' (M-G).
ill the history of automobile Indusing $5,000.
Big newspaper campaign for Garbo's
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— first here in two years. Heading for
try (54 days) and bad knocked ofT
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Grey big $8,000.
Last week, 'Day-time
biz by the millions.
Walls' (Col).
Heavy holiday trade Wife' (20th) and '20,000 Men' (20th),
Amusements were hard hit and and late shows packing them in for okay $6,400:
estimates run from 10-50% on what swell $17,000. Last week, 'NinotchLiberty (J-vH) (1,650; 21-27-42)—
ka' (M-G) and 'Fast Furious' (M-G),
•Mr.
Smith'
(C61) (5th wk). Paced
the dropoff meant during weeks of hefty $16,500.
for great $5,000.
Last week, same
the strike. Good pix held up downStrand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50)— film, wonderful
$6,000.
town houses to some degree but 'Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Covered
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(Rep).
Drawing steady
many nabes, niterles and even the Trailer'
Last week, "Our Neighbors' (850; 27-42)— 'Day-time Wife' (20th)
$7,000.
Moveover
It .tPar) and 'Law of Pampas' (Par), and '20,000 Men' (20th).
corner grocers were hard, hit,
from Fifth expects only $2,000, mild.
wasn't only the Chrysler boys who weak $4,500.
Last. week, 'Cat Canary' (Par) and
lacked cash, but thousands in con'Fast Furious' (M-G) second week,
six
days,
good $2,800.
tributing plants which supply parts
Orphenm
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
were laid off, and money wasn't
Detroit, Dec.

(3.000; 10-25-40)
Wife' (20th) and 'Rio'
(U). In for eicht days; $8,500, n.s.h.
Last week, 'Disputed Pa.s.sage' iPar)
and 'Pack Troubles' (20tli ), $8,000.

—'Day-Time

mediocre.

Paramount (Blank) (3.000: 15-3555)— 'Fast Furious' (M-G) plus Calj

cember, with Lincoln to be extensively remodelled.
'Day-time Wife', at Stuart, is in
pretty fair shape, while 'Secret Dr.
Kildare' is better than average at
the Nebraska- in five days.
Varsity
has changed policy, going to duals
and B stuff. Liberty is currently lasthalfing
with
vaude.
It's
Sollie
Child's 'French Follies' unit.
Estimates for This Week

Calloway and Cotton Club revue on
Best stage-film opening day
stage.
Colonial
.(NTI - Noble - Monroe)
in Omaha in five years and holding
up for solid $13,000 in six day.s. Last (750: 10-15)— 'Colorado Sunset' (Rep)
week. 'Busy Work' (20tli) plus Phil and 'Daughter Tong' (Metrop), split
Spitalny and all-fcmme .orch on with 'Parents Trial' (Col) and 'Fight(Crit).
plenty
ing
Mad'
Autry end making
latter
to
built
$14,000,
stage,
by
nice week at $900. Last week. 'Made
good.
State (Goldberg) (900: 10-20-25-.'?5) Spy' (RKO) and 'Honor West' (U).
(Atl) and
'Sky .spilt with 'Son Criminal'' (Col) and
—'Hell's Angels'
Giving 'Should Marry' (Mono). Okay $900.
(Atl)
(reissues).
Devils'
Liberty (NTI-Noble-Fedcrer) (1,house best since opened month nno:
Last week. 'Old Maid' 000; 10-15-25-35-55)- 'Fugitive Large'
$1,200, good.
(WB) and 'Old Chicago' (20th), split (Col) and 'U-Boat 29' (Col), split
flr.st-iun,
with
'Saint
Back'
(RKO) with
with 'Stop, Look' (20lh).

weak

Varsity,

ovi-r

I

$800.

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1.600; 1020-25-40)— 'Babes Arms' (MG). Held
over five days from Nebraska and
good $2,100. House closed (4). Last
week, 'City Darkness' (20th) and
Culver' (U) split with. 'Bad AnKel*
(M-G) and 'Heaven Fence' (20th),

!

fair $2,100.

Nebraska

(LTC-Cooper)

(1,236;

10-25-40) 'Secret Dr. Kildare' (M-G).
I

I

i

Five days for good $2,700, with 'Another Thin Man' (M-Cr) opening today (Tuesday). Last week. 'Babes
Arms' (M-G), sensational $4,300.
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900: 1025-35)— 'Daytime Wife' (20th). Very
nice $3,700.
Last week, 'Jamaica
Inn'

(Par),

yanked

fifth

day,

poor

$1,700.

Varsity

(NTI-Noble-Federer) (1.10-25-35)— "Woman Judge' (Col)
and 'Blondie Baby' (Col). Will get
$2,800. good.
Last week, 'AngeU
100:

Wash' (WB), nice

$2,500.

—

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

nvzzo'

(UA)

and

'Chan

(20th), n.g. $1,800.

Muni, 14G, Garbo's 2d, $1430,

Cinema, de Paris (France-Film)
(600; 25-50)— 'Entente Cordiale." This
looks like nice $2,500. Last week's
third h.o. of -L'Orage' down to $1,000.
S(,

Forte in Pbilly; Earle Shuttered

Denis (FrnncG-Film)

34)— 'Paradis

tie

Pcste.' Likely

down a

eight days.

$5,800.

$ll,m

NICE

UA

'Housekeeper's
bowed out after

third

IN

$17,000

WASH.
Washington, Dec.

5.

'Drum.<! Alon;! the Mohawk." at PalBoyd (WB) f2,350: 32-42-57-68)—
(M-G) (2d wk). Laugh- ace, and 'Janrwica Inn,' with Joe Cook
neck and
still hot enough for neat revue, at Earle, are battling
Opening canto brought neck for top position this week,
$14,200.
which saw three regularly first-run
forte $23,100.
Fox (WB) (2.423: 32-42-57-68)— spots bowing on same day (Friday)
'Intermezzo'
week.
time
first
in
for
quite
(Par).
Not
'Disputed Passage'
up to par with $14,000. Last week, and no-name vaude is weak third at
'Day-time Wife' (20lh), even worse Capitol.
Only .other new one. 'Tower of
Kay Kyser's "That's
for $13,600.
Right, You're Wrong,' (RKO) in London.' was tossed in Saturday (2)
on two (Jays' notice and drew surprisThursday (7).

'Ninotchka'
ing Garbo

—

(M-G).
Stanton (WB)

(1,457;

32-42-57)—

(RKO). Advance bal-

$18,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1.234; 25-40)—
(M-G) (2d run). Back down-

'Circus'

Factory' on stage, for which nostalgic-minded critics laid it on -thick,
fighting for top position with nice
$17,000.
Last week, 'Not Alone'
(WB) and Eddie I.eBaron orch, oke

-ISGINCLEVt
Cleveland, Dec.

Hardly any drop noticed

in

5.

gen

eral trade for first December sesh,
with Garbo cutting the most profit
able dividensd for State and snoW'
balling into a sure-fire h.o.
Bert
'Barricade,'
fortified
by
Wheeler and Inkspots on stage, got

smartest opening Palace has had in
several cycles, but fell off drastically after

good weekend.

Estimates for This

Week

$17T500-foi^ight^da.y,<;,

(RKO)

$14,

BALTO

—

La.st wefek.

'Covered Trailer'

(Rep).
000 for three days. Last
Boat 29' (Col) (2d run)
Fliers'
(U ), had plenty
steam, rating three extra

Fair

$1,-

week, 'U-

—

Happy

!

i

i

1

'

l

—

—

enough liked picture and

draw name

a

in this town.

L.-uighton
Will get

$5,800. Last week, 'Drums Mohawk' (20th) (2d wk), $3,800. mild,
after good $7,500 flrst week at State.
Es(iulre (Gillman) (290; 25-40)Given tre'Ballerina'
(French).
mendous advertising and exploitaHighly praised by
tion campaign.
reviewers, too. All of which is helping boxoffice and good $1,300 iiKlicated. Last week, 'Secrets StamboviT

good

(Indie), $600, poor.

Gopher

(Par-Singer)

'Cat Canary' (Par).

(998:

25)—

Going along

at

and thumbing nose at stageshow opposish. Bob Hope's ^reiil
(Continued on page 16)
fast clip

DIETRICH RIDES

FOR 8G INK. a
Kansas

City,

Total take of theatres

Dec.
is

I.

down

•

DENVER

—

—

Estimates tor This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)Fury'
(U)
and'
-Flying
Deuces' (RKO), dual flrsl-runs. .split
with^Sued Libel' (RKO) and 'One
Hour Live' (U), also dual first-runs.
Fair $1,400 In prospect. La.st week,
'Beware Spooks' (RKO) and 'Three
Sons' (RKO), dual flrst-nms. split
with "Tropic Fury' (U) and Flying
Deuces' (RKO), $1,700, good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-3,'i40)
'Jamaica Inn'
(Par).
Well
'Tropic

mONIMO' WHOOPS UP

trouble hitting $19,000, good.
Last
position with strong $17,000. Last week,
"Nurse Cavell' (RKO) and
Estimates for This Week
week. 'Babes Arms' (M-G) (2d wk), Shep
Fields-lnkspots, fell
off
in
Aladdin
(Fox)
25-40)—
(1,400:
swell $14,000.
stretch and finished at $20,000, fouc 'Day-time Wife'
(20th). after week at
gr,-;nd under original estimate.
Denver. Strong $4,500. Last week
Warner iWB) (2,000; 25-35-50)
plus 'Lost
lU). after week at
'First Love'
'Another Thin Man' (M-G). Moved Denver, strong $4,000.
of extra Yule Shopping Clipping
here r.fter big week at Penn. and still
days and
Broadway (Fox) (1.040: 25-35-40)
has enouph stuff left to clock at least
$2,900 for full week.
'Drums Mohawk' c20th). after
Montreal; Bette, 6G, Off S6.500.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)
plenty pood.
Last week, week at each the Denver, Aladdin
'Elizabeth Essex'
(WB).
Move•Elizabeth Es.scx' (WB). also on a h.o. and Rialto. Good $3,500. Last
week
over from Hipp slowing up a trifle
from
Penn.
not
bad,
either,
Montreal, Dec. 5.
at $5,300. 'Remember'
(M-G)
"Three
and
as result of mixed reviews, yet
Christmas window-shopoers are
Sons' (RKO). after week at Or
shade over ordinary, $4,500.
Last denting the theatre trade, 'Elizabeth
pheum, fair $2,500.
week, 'Drums' (20th), ditto.
and Essex' esnecially taking it on the Loy-Fowell
Denham (CocUrill) (1.750: 25-35
Circle (Marmorstcin) (1,900; 15- chin, while 'Drums Alon^ Mohawk'
40) 'Goronimo' (Par). Strong draw
35)— 'Chan Island' (20th) and 'Quich is pacing
for $8,000, good enough,
at $11,000 and hold.s. Last
'Cat
Millions' (20th).
Nicely mated duo but below hopes. Rest under aver$7,000 in Portland Canary' (Par), nice $7,100 week,
in second
looks for pleasant $3,000.
Last age.
week.
week, 'Have Music' (UA) (2d run)
Denver (Fox) (2..525: 25-35-40)—
Estimates for This Week
galloped oR with $3,400.
Portland, Ore.. Dec. 5.
'Eternally Your.s' (UA). plus one
Palace (CT)
25-45-55)—
(2,700;
He.iviesi winner is 'Another Thin
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
personal aDoearance last night (Mon—'First Love' (U). Smart matinee 'Lion Wings' (UA). Big ballyhoo on Msn'.rl Parker's UA and in line to day) by 'Dr. I. Q."
Verv
•Romember' also getting good Last week. 'Dav-time nice $13,500.
trade, but will have to depend upon patriotic lines, but will be lucky to hold.
Wife' (20th).
nifty first two days to make it hit get ,'air $7,000. Last week, 'Ninotch- coin at Broadwa.v.
above average S 1.1 .000.
(M-G)
faded
to
poor,
on
$4,000,
•Mr. Smith.' in second week at
the $10,000 mark, still okay,
Last''^^'
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600: 25-35-40)
P.-ram'.iml, is holding up to strong
week, 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB), over h.o.
—'That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Fast
tapllol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)— biz,
came tough start that built up surF(iriou.s' (M-G) (2d wk.). .split with
'Drums Mohawk' (20th).
Sighting
E«.(imalrs for This Week
prisingly to $11,500 in eight days.
'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Sued Libel'
Lake (Warner) (800; 15-25)— 'Full for best m town at $8,000. La.st week.
Broadway (Parker) (2,000: 30-35- (RKO). Latter
four days
^0)— 'Rpmcmber?' (M-G) and 'Fast and total will be plavina
Confession' (RKO) and "Busy Work' "U-Boaf (Col) h.o., poor $2,800.
cood $10,400. Last
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 30-40-60)— Furious' (M-G). Over
(20th). Former pic landed excellent
the ton for week,
'That's
Wrong' find 'Fast
(2d wk). (.'ood
notices and. spurting toward worth- 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB)
$6,500.
Last week. 'Serret Furious.' topped town with S14.000.
while $2,500. Last week, 'Bookies Around $6,000 will be best after dis- Kildare' (M-G) and 'Dancing CoParamount (Fox) (2,200: 25-40)—
appointing
$10,000
in
initial
week.
Wept' (RKO) with 'Money Ring'
Ed' <M-G ). okay $5,900.
'Pack Troubles' <2nth) and 'Escape'
Princess (CT) (2.300; 25-34-50)
(WB), mild $1,500.
Liberty
Hamrick-Evergreen) (20th).
Nice $4,500.
Last week.
Palaee (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55) 'Full Confession' (RKO) and 'Bookies (2.000: 30-35-40)— 'Cat Canary' (Par) 'Rio' (U) and 'Bright Bovs'
(U). nice
Best hope is so-.so and 'What Life' (Par),
with vaude. Wept' (RKO).
'Barricade'
(20lh)
Well re- $4,000.
Chief draws are Four Inkspots and $3,000. Last week, 'Dancing Co-Ed reived and pood nickings at S4.000.
Rialto (Fox) (878: 25-40)— 'First
Bert Wheeler, but celluloid weakie (M-G) and 'AH Out' (M-G), fair $3.- Last v/eek. 'That's Wrong' (RKO) Love" (U). after week at each the
chopping possibilities to good $14,500 500.
and 'Tnrce Sons' (RKO), got $3,700. Denver and Aladdin, and 'Tropic
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—
at best. Last week, 'Dress Parade'
M a y f a i r (Parker-Evergreen) Fury' (U). Good $2,500. La.st week.
(WB) and Andrews Sisters in unit, 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and (1.500: 30-35-40)—'Ninotchka' (M-G). 'Drums Mohawk' (20th). after
'Man Dared' (Par). Pacing for nice Movet^vf-r from UA good $3,000. Last at each Denver and AlsKldin, week
$13,000, average.
and
State (Loew s) (3,450; 30-35-42-55) $3,500. Last week, repeat of 'Inter- week, •EttrnalJy Yours' (UA) -and 'Busv Work' f20lh') nk«v .M nnn
(1,120: 10-20—'Missing (Printz)
Evidence'
(U)
and

In the face of this conipeli.sh,
straight films are encountering some
boxoffice difficulties.
That doesn't
apply at 'Cat and the Canary,' however, because the Bob Hope picture
is
really whamming 'cm at the
Gopher and heading for record gro.ss
at that house.

few notches from last week «'ith
several quic k chan ges In bo()k ingt
and openmg diys. Split ot noiidayfl
Kansas
Missouri
and
between
brought last-mlnute switch to sew.
bills to catch Kansas trade.
'Destry Rides Again' was brought
BIG $11,000 IN
Jn Thursday (30) at Uptown-Es(iuire
and Newman changed bills on
Wednesday. Double bill of 'On Dre.s.s
Denver, Dec. 5.
With second Thanksgiving also Parade' and 'The Carters' lan only
hypoing biz, all flrsl-runs are nappy six days, as Newman opened world
tonight
'Dr. I. Q.' on stage of Denver la.st preeni of 'Child Is Born'
'Ninotchka' look Mid(Tuesday).
night (Monday). drew great biz, giv
and
ing 'Eternally Yours' town^s best land back to Friday openings
making good showing on dual.
gross.
Is
Wrong*
'That's
Right,
You're
'Geronimo.' at Dcnham, is strong
holdover at the Orpheum. but pla.vs
enough to stay at least two weeks.

flrst

Alhambra

35)

ters.

'Another Thin Man' (M- opening session to $13,300.
a-lot-of-months- at-

G-)r best-here-jrr
$22,500.

(1,830;

Paree,' is giving the Minne.sola one
its biggest weeks since its reopening and, even without much screen
telp, will do plenty good. The scrap
has both using plenty of new.spaper
linage to shout their claims. .Scaled
at 40c. top, each of them spells entertainment bargain in capital let-

of

—

35-55)—
'Tower London' (U). Tossed in Sat
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-40)—
urday (2) on two days' notice, and 'Pack Troubles' (20th). Ritzes-Jane
looks to get satisfactory $7,000 for Withers comedy just something
to
six days.
Last week, 'That Wrong' keep house going, and
doesn't have
(RKO), dropped sharply and was much chance of raising its head
yanked with nice $11,500 for eight above $1,800. poor. Last week, 'Hitdays.
ler—Beast of Berlin* (Indie), not so
Met (WB) (1.600; 25-40)— 'Eliza- hot. either, barely hitting $2,000.
beth Essex' (WB) (2d run). Back
SUnley (WB)
25-40-60)—
on mainstenv after two nice stanzas 'Intermezzo' (UA) (3,600;
and Louella Parat Earle, and will see average $4,500. .sons unit.
Stage show getting a lot
Last week, 'Roaring Twenties' (WB) of space in all
the dailies and draw(2d run), nice $7,000 for eight days. ing a
lot of b.o.
via the
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 35-55)— Hollywood st.nrlets. attention
Should have no
'Drums Mohawk' (20th). Tied for
Keith's

with

.

lyhoo failing buoy this one up. Will town after oke week at Capitol for
hit about $4,900, under par for this average $5,000.
Last week, 'Real
hoijse.
Last week, 'Allegheny Up- Glory' (UA) (2d run), solid $5,200.
rising' (RKO), little better at $5,100.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
(Par) and vaude.
'Jamaica Inn'
Laughton plus Joe Cook's 'Laugh

GARBO GAUDY

week,

—

(1,066: 32-42-57-68)

—

•Edith Cavell'

Fir.st

LEAD

ingly good notices when it caught
'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) (2d critics, expecting just another horror
Moveover from Aldine isn't thriller, slightly off guard.
run).
Most interesting angle last week
hurting any with neat $5,100. Last
week, 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB), good was amazingly sudden drop 'That's
Right, You're Wrong' took at Keith's.
$5,400 for second-run showing.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 32-42-57-68)— Pic bowed smash, held for two days
'Jamaica Inn' (Par). Laughton's opus and then dived to cellar, causing
isn't setting any worlds afire with house to skip plans for holclover and
$4,200 here after a fair first run. Last pocket hefty take on strength of
week, second of 'First Love' (U) (2d eight days.
run), okay $3,400.
Estimates for This Week
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40^66)
—'Mr. Smith' (Col) (3d wk). Still
'Intermezzo' (UA) and vaude. Pic
going strong, with $10,000 for third getting Howard fans, but week won't
trip.
Second round was hefty $14,- lift above light $14,500. Last week.
900.
Will pull out Friday (8) to •Day-time Wife' (20th) and Everett
make way for 'Another Thin Man' Marshall-Harriet Hoctor revue, good

Karlton (WB)

$6,000.

Pitt.eburgh, Dec. 5.
:Television Spy' (Par), terrific $9,000.
Biz is dropping off some after big.
United ArtisU (Parker) (1,000: 30holiday stanza, but not enough to 35-40)—'Another .Thin Man' (M-G)
In and 'Little Terror' (U).
Natural
set the blues in motion again.
most ca."!es b.o.'s are holding firm, winner for this house, helping itself
week,
despite ijonie of the worst weather of to
great $7,000.
Last
the year, the usual shopping rush and •Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Little Accithe general slump that precedes dent' (U), second week, good $4,800.
Xma.-i.
So far, latter isn't being felt
importantly.
At Stanley. Louella Parsons and
her .starlets are getting credit for
moderately brisk trade on bill with
•Intermezzo.'
Alvin likewise has a
winner in 'Destry Rides Again,' cashing- in on not only the notices, but
also James Stewart's growing popularity via "Mr. Smith.'
Warner's
clockins nice week with 'Another
Thin Man." on a moveover from
Penn, and Fulton's doing well on
Flying Deuces'-'Meet Dr. Christian'
twinner. bol.'^tered by Willard-Dempsey fight pix. Only real disappointment is "Real Glory' at Penn, while
Baltimore. Dec. .1.
Pack Up Your Troubles' wasn't exBiz here is holding up fairly well
pected lo bfe more than just a filler
in spite of daytime concentration on
for Senator and isn't,
holiday shopping.
•Ninotchka,' at
Esljroales for This Week
Loew's Century, is setting town-leadAlvin fHarri.s) (1.850; 25-35-50)— ing pace, followed strongly by 'AlDestry' (U).
B.o. natural and hit- legheny Uprising'
coupled to new
ting the high spots for cinch $13,000.
Benny Davis' unit at the combo
Tliafs socko biz at this stand, and Hipp.
means that James Stewart is the difH. 0. of 'Elizabeth and Essex.' at
ference between just good and great Stanley, is not up to healthy going
coin.
Stays for second week. Last of initial round, but pleasing neverweek.
'Tower London'
(U) got theless.
enough fir.<;t couple of days to insure
Estimates for Thi.s Week
all right $8,500.
Century (Loew'.s-UA) i3.000; 15Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40) 25-40)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G \ Leading
—'Flying Deuces' (RKO). 'Dr. Chris- town with strong $14,000. Last week,
tian'
iRKO> and Dempsey-Willard •Thin Man' (M-(3). extra big $14,800.
pix.
Fight reel getting considerable
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.205:
attention, and no doubt helping ordi- 15-25-35-40-55-60 )
'Allegheny Upnary twinner keep above rut. Not rising' (RKO) plu.s Benny Davis'
bad at close lo $4,000. When current unit.
Holding good gait for okay
.'how runs its course, house will $13,000.
Last week. 'That'.s Wrong'
darken until Dee. 23, when 'Day-time (RKO) and vaude, big $15,700 for
Wife' (20th) comes in.
Last week, eight-day spread.
third of -First Love' (U), fell off
Keith's (Schanbergcr) (2,406: 15sharply to weak $3,400 after two 25-35-40)— 'Remember' (M-G). Openstandout .stanzas. Durbin hit clocked ing tomorrow (Wed.) after attempted
around $23,000 on run, very good.
revival of 'General Died at Dawn'
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 25-35-50) (Par) failed to click at $3,500.
—'Real Glory' (UA). Lot of newsNew (Mechanic) (1.581; 15-25-35paper praise for Gary Cojper ac- 55) 'Barricade" (20lhi.
Maintaintioneer. but femmes aren't going for ing moderate pace to possible $4,000.
it.
Picture was originally slated to Last week, 10-day r(ni of 'Day-Time
go into Stanley with a stage show, Wife' (20th). disappointed at $4,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40but Goldwyn vetoed any such bookEs.sex'
(WB) (2d
ing.
Will hardly get more than 55)— 'Elizabeth
$11,000 here, which is under average. wk). Getting fair $7,000 after rosy

IN

week with

fair $7,300.

.

GARBO,

(UA),

Daughter'
its

(WBi, moreover
Minneapolis, Dec 5
from Broadway, good enough $2,800.
There's terrific opposition all iilong
Orpheum (Orpheuin Co.) (1.800; the line currently, with two sings
20-30-40)— 'Covered Trailer' (Rep) shows, in particular, battling it out
and 'Outside Walls' (Col), plus The Orpheum and Minnesota have
Getting their guns trained on each other and
Blackstone the Magician.
good $5,5.00. Last week, 'Main St. neither is sparing any punches.
Lawyer' (Rep) with second week of
With Clyde McCoy's orch heading
Sally Rand unit, strong $5,800..
the stage show and 'Day at Circus'
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen) on the screen, the Orpheum, gelling
(3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) a head start on Thanksgiving Day
(2d wk.), and 'Blondie Baby' (Col). (30), seems to have the edge. HowStill
rating
heavy coin on the ever, the Marcus Show, •La Vie
'Espionage Agent'

'Smith';

COOK-'JAMAICA'

Big Mpls. Winners

little to $5,000,

NO DICE IN Pin

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-4255)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G).
Duplicating first chapter's hit with
runaway $7,000. Last week, 'Disputed Passage' (Par), okay $4,500.

'Paree', $11,000,

Satan' and 'Petite

'GLORY,'

Two holdovers,
'Mr. Smith,' are the sfronfiies, with
'We Are Not Alone," at Aldine, doing
good biz throush word-of-mouth
Earle, vaiidfilmer, is dark
biiiUUip.
this week, due, to squabble with Musicians Union after a near-record
$28 300 for last week's presentation
of Louella Parsons' 'Stars of 1940"
and 'Secret of Dr. Kildare.'
'Nurse Cavell' is failing to hold up
at the Stanton.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57-68)-^
Not Alone' (WB). Muni starrer is
ringing the bell with nice $14,000.
and will probably h.o. This house,
catering to the class trade, usually
product, but the manfeatures
agement figured this film was down
alley.
Last week,
the Aldine's

1939

6,

Xircus'-McCoy Orch, 13G, Marcus'

(2,300; 25-

good enough. Last week, 'Capltaine
Brnoit' and 'Chanson de I'Adieu,'

cam- good
—'Ninotchka' (M-G).
Philadelphia. iDec. 5..
paign, smash reviews and Garbo
Influx of hordes of out-of-towncrs
are magnetizing this satire up
here for the Army-Navy football name
$15,000 and a ride into
satisfactory
to
counting
is
classic over the weekend
Slillman. Last week, 'Another Thin
at downtown theatres this week.
Man' iM-G), smacked down last two
Borne of which are already beginning
years' house attendance records (at
to feel the pre-Christmas letdown.
prices) and got great $23,000 in
'Ninotchka' and pop
Terrific

Wednesday, December

Island'

i

—

only five days of second week, a»
house goes to Tuesday openings today for short spell preceding Chri.stmas.

Estimates for This

Wrck

Esquire-Uptown (Fox Midwe.st)
and 1,200; 10-25-40)— 'Destry*
Opening on Kansas Thanks-

(820
(U).

giving (30) and showing pleasing
returns at $7,800. Last week, 'DayTime Wife* (20th), eight days, $7,000,
fair.

Midland (Loew's) (3,573. 10-25-40)
—'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Call President' (M-G).
Garbo moved house
back to Friday opening and is going
strong behin(j heavy campaign on
laugh angles of picture. Big $11. .500
Last week, 'Another Thin Man'
(M-G), stayed eight days for bullish
$13,000.
Was one of few solo bills
here.

Newman (Paramount) ( 1.900; 1025-40)— 'Dress Parade' iWB) and
'The Carters' (Par).
Got sudden
Wednesday opening.
week to mild $5,000.

Plays

short

Out tonight

(Tuesday) for 'Child I.s Born' (WB).
Last week, 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB).
good at $7,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (I.liOO; 10-25-40)
'That's Wrong' (RKO) (2d wk ). Fi\ e
days of finale got good S4.000 following first week's big $10,000. 'Amazing Mr. Williams' (Col) moved in
today (Tuesday).
Unusual, as Columbia's regular outlet here is Mid-

I

land.

Tower (Joffee) (2,050; 10-25)—
'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep) with 'Hits
and Misses' stage unit. Biz improved
Last
over last week; fair $C.800.
week 'Laugh
of

Joy'

Whits

(U) film with 'Gobs
headed by Saniiny

Off'

unit

rr>\1A

itA

OnH
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Claude Rains
LYNN • EDDIE ALBERT
MAY ROBSON . FRANK McHOCH

JEFFREY

DICK FORAN
Til

.

HENRY O'NEILL

Cktrnltr ./ -Miclii) llijtn," tt Hi
CO "Ttur DMitilrn," il rtrlrrjli tf

StfiiU

JOHN GARFIELD
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CVKTIZ
•»* ""lip C. Eplltja tai
Pl>r Vr JuHw
<>l*> "S''""
Matiilu Hioline • Sudated kr
Muiic b/ Mii Stcian
b/ Fannie HucM
A Warner Br«.-rir»« Ni«i«n»l Piclun

Scrtcn

WARNER

'THE OLD

MWD' from WARNERSl 'OUST BE MY

DESTINY' /ro«, WARIlERS! 'THE

h

BROS., Producers

ROWING

'in from

WARNERSl

/rom WARNERS! 'WE ARE NOT ALONE' /rom WARNERS!
'THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH AND ESSEX'
from WARNERS! 'INVISIBLE STRIPES' /rom WARNERS!
'FOUR WIVES' /rom WARNERS! 'THE FIGHTING

m

'ACHILOISBORN'/romWARNERSl'BROTHERRATANOABABY'/romWARNERSl'YEARSWITHOUTDAYS'/rom WARNERSl

•VARIETY'S'
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New Aussie Pix Tax Hits U.S. Firms
Severely; $500,000 Annual Yield Seen
LIMIT 'OZ' KID

3.

AUD

Federal government has imposed
Britain Holds Fable May Terrify
e lax of one pence (1 l/3c at curChildren; Adults Must Accompany
rent rate ot exchange; formerly 2c)
per lineal loot on negatives printed
London, Dec. S.
in Australia, formerly duty free.

It

Although 'Wizard of Oz'

(M-G)

applies to all foreign companies. It was taken from the fable long popualso has "hiked the tax on positive lar with juvenile readers, film has
films brought into the country and
children in England
ready for exhibition,- from four been okayed for
pence to five pence, for all foreign only if they're accompanied by
firms.

American Film Cos. Revamping Plans

9.

The home secretary has abolished
the 6 p.m. cinema closing and all
West End theati'es may take turns

For British Prod, to Meet Quota Stay

remaining open until 11 p.m., subject to police regulations.
Legit attractions will stagger their
openings for shows nightly so they
will not evacuate their audiences si-

RUSS FILMS' DOWNBEAT

duty

'Amkino might

most U. S. major distributors, which
would be taxed on 12 pence duplicates here by each company for

GREECE IN MORE

pie.

The Motion

Piclvire

Distributors'

DRASTIC COIN

Association is appealing to secure a
reduction in the duties.

as well fold

up and

go home.'

Urge Sunday Pix

That was the comment Monday
ot a
films

exhibitor

leading

New

in

of

(4)

foreign

Amkino

York.

is

Soviet-controlled distrib of Russian
Grosses on the
pix in America.

For Canadians In

Russ films

in

precipitately

is

this country
following the

fell

off

Soviet-

September,
but
Reich
pact
in
dropped to virtually zero after the
invasion ot Finland last weekend.
It is estimated that there wjer* at
one time approximately 500 theatres
in the United States that occasionally
St John, N. B., Dec. 3,
Russian films. There were
A movement is afoot by naval, played
more than 100 in New York alone.
army and air force leaders that has This dropped to between five and
as its objective the opening of pic- 10 in September and is expected to

N.B. During

War

fall off still

ture theatres on Sundays in cities

more when current com-

CURBS

in

regard the new fees as
simply another handicap to mainincome.
foreign
present
taining
New money restrictions, effective
Preliminary estimates show the new
last Oct. 17, have been placed in opduties would add $460,000 to the
eration by Greece, according to word
cost of doing business annually in
received by Ne v York home,
just
Australia for the 10 American com-

—pawte5~Tir

ost

active

in

-tFi at

t errf--

tory.

Several foreign officials compare
the new duties to the excise tax proposed, but defeated, in Great Britain
early this year. Increase on positive film tax would hit U. S. distributors only on color prints because on other pictures only negatives are shipped in, with 12 copies
taken from them. Thus the greatest damage would be done via the
tax on printing of such black-andFigured that the
white features.
duty would be about $1,200 per feafure.

The single positive usually shipped
In on each feature is held in bond
for special showings and never released. Consequently, no tax would
be applicable to this type of print.

—

Whilp nirrency- restrictions
on a modified scale were in effect
in that country previously, new law
offices.

more drastic.
Not only does the latest statute
restrict the amount of rental coin

is

which can be exported

to

the U. S,

to $750 per picture, but it stipulates
that this amount must be divided
into installments spread over a 10month period starting April 1, 1940.
Law also permits the shipping to
America of rental coin only covering
the cost of prints on newsreels and
shorts.
It further provides that the only
money allowed immediately out of

the country can cover merely the
cost of the print in question. Balance is to be handled in bi-monthly
installments starting April 1 next.

ACT TO

PAR.

the current war.
Keeping the theatres open on Sundays would solve a vital problem
for the heads ot the war services.
This is the provision ot moral entertainment and diversion for the
uniformed men when they are not on
Complaints have formed a
duty.
deluge tha t the soldiers, sailors and
airmen are proving easy victims of
and inmates of quesoperators
the
houses and bootlegging
tionable
dives, through lack of decent enterparticularly apbeing
tainment, this
In Halifax, a
plicable, to Sundays.
wartime base for the British, Canadian and French navies, the problem
disturbing
one. Speha been a very
cifically, for the women and girls,
who are keeping indoors after dark.
The city is flooded with sailors from
the three navies, in addition to plenty
of soldiers and airmen. It is proposed that the film houses be opened
from 1 p.m. to 11 p.m., as a remedy
fo" the situation on Sundays.
In St. John the atmosphere Is
chiefly that of the soldiery, although
there are also airmen and sailors.
Including not only the naval men,
but the crews of the trans-Atlantic
merchant vessels ^which have St.
John as their home port in America
during the winter season, and Mon-

RESUME PROD.

biHnirAustralian-territory:

_theJ£ide_Ay«y,L which.
1938r wheTreby" the~ release" " of opened Thursday (1) at St. Martin's
For TVPG3rifish~ Post
rental coin would be tied up with
theatre, is an anemic farce with
the Nippon import ot a stipulated
In lining up its facilities to resume
dialog and an empty plot.
much
number of features.
picture-making in England under
It's rated little chance of success.
Under the 1938 pact, about $960,-'
the quota law, Metro is reported
000 was released for deposit in a
considering both Michael Balcon and
San Francisco bank to be held in
Victor Saville for the British proescrow there for three years in
duction job. Former did 'Yank At
American dollars) and approximateOxford' in England for Metro while
.Continued from page 1.
ly 200 features were thus permitted
Saville
produced
'Goodbye
Mr.
into Japan for distribution early this
the legit had gained considerable Chips.'
year.
There also Is a possibility that
animosity
from Catholic groups
through its characterization ot the Ben Goetz, formerly studio manVirgin Mary. Par, intending to re- ager and producer in England for
AUSSIE NITERIES
write it completely, fears the Cath- Metro, might be pressed into servolic onus may unjustly attach itself ice. He now is recuperating from a
BIZ DESPITE
to the screen version if it is known stomach ailment in New York.

m

Invasion of Finland,

Good Market, New
Blow

to U. S. Films

Invasion of Finland by the Soviet
Is regarded by American film companies as an additional blow to the
diminishing foreign market. Whether
Russia wins or not, regular distri
bution promises to be disrupted for
the next six months or longer.
If Stalin raiders

treal in the

Rose told officials that British
film people were doing everything
possible to continue production, but
thus far it was a question of being
assured a steady availability of technicians, facilities and talent

summer.

London Play N. G.
London, Dec.

9.

Mull Balcon, Savillc

!Giving.

Film Cycles

DO

OK

WAR

that

conquer the Finns

'Portrait'

is

mean another market handed
to the Red film monopoly, with

will

as in the Soviet, which furnishes no
revenue to U. S. distributors excepting on single-product deals about
once every seven years.
Finland Is rated as a good market
for American pictures considering
that the total population is only
around 4,000,000. Several foreign department executives of U. S. companies claim that it has proven as
fruitful as that of several South

American

countries.

Columbia Backs French
Pic; Duvivier Directs
Paris,

Nov.

25.

War has made

clubs, hotels and dancehalls continue
to secure patronage without any restrictions, unlike curbs in other British possessions close to the war zone.

The liquor law is still very strict.
Six p.m. is the deadline for its sale,
but anyone can order the stuff for
delivery to any night club for party
purposes prior to this time and consume until any hour.
Princes, Romanos and the Trocadero arc the leaders in local night
life, with the two former bidding
mostly for society play. Bands employed include The Weintraubs, Bert
Howell and Bob Lyon and his Serenade in Blue. Understood that plans
are afoot to introduce additional ace
clubs around the city early in 1940.
With huge wool and wheat proceeds flowing in here from the British Government, and with other coin
on tap from secondary products,
more hefty night life trade is anticipated shortly.

"Like Father, Like Son,' feature
which Julien Duvivier will direct,
goes before the cameras about Dec.
with Columbia underwriting.
10,
Cast includes Jean Gabin, Raimu,
Louis Jouvet, Gaby Morley, Fran-coise Rossay, Pierre Blancher and
Mex Production Up
Michele Morgan.
Mexico City, Dec. 5.
Story traces a French family
Pic production has taken an up
through three generations, .showing ward swing here after a long lull.
Six' features are in the making for
them on eve of three wars, 1870, 1914
release early next year.
and 1939.

Failure to do either
is forcing perhaps five out ot
the eight majors to realign their
production setups on the British
Isles.
Reported that five or six
U. S. majors have quota films yet
to be made before the second year
of the Quota Act runs out March

now

31.

American
will

distributors in Engl.nnd
their frozen film rental

put

money

to

work

Estimated

tion.

via quota producnow that smaller

majors will have around $1,500,000
while bigger distributors will have
approximately $3,000,000 frozen annually in England as a result of the

government

British

ruling.

Prefer Costly Pix
S.

companies
quality

would

prefer

pictures

co.sting

$500,000 or more because of triplecredits to be obtained under the
quota law and also because of the
nominally better prospect of world
revenue to be obtained on such
films.

—

to

'B'

films

that British theatres will be clamoring for a certain amount ot allBritish pictures.
And these would
fill In most localities.
Virtually all
financing for British production has
been by U. S. companies in the last
IS months.
Ch ief differe nce b e tween peacetime production on one side and th*
wartime currency restrictions and
the quota on the other is that U. S.
film companies would produce on
their own or directly supervise all
money
production,
putting
thus
frozen in England to work In hopes
ot getting some coin out of the

country.

France Bans 58 Films

For Duration of War;

Gay Pix Encouraged

the basis for the

story.
Sydney, Nov. 14.
Incidentally, 'Queens* is evidence
very little differAmerican product treated the same ence to Australian night life. Night of a recent trend in Hollywood toIt

over

tically modified.

JNiNGLANILJ

Press tor Jap Pact
American distributors will press
from now until the end of 1939 for

new picture-coin pact with Japan,
with indications that approximately
$920,000 of U. S. film money will be
tied up in Japanese territory by
Jan. 1. Distribs are still hopeful of
obtaining some agreement favorably
comparable to the one secured late

.

Until there is more definite assurance that production schedules
will not be interrupted in England,
U. S. producers doubtlessly will be
-force d tu limi t-theii^b udnt'ls.
tipcompanies have indicated they want
to go ahead with any costly pictures
if the outlay would be booi:'lcd beParamount Is going ahead with
cause, of delays caused by fnllur.
plans to produce pictures in Great
to get sufficient players, technicians,
Britain, seeking reasonable es.suretc.,
or by bombing raids.
This
ance that there will be no intermakes 'B' pictures costing $ns.000 to.
ruptions to production there, ac$200,000, most likely, to be produced,
cording to David E. Rose, Par's
not only from now until April, but
managing director in Great Britain,
also after that if the quota law rewho arrived in New York from Lon- mains
as Is. Uncertainty of getting
doy yesterday (Tuesday).
back costs in the European markets
Rose will discuss production plans
because ot the war militates against
with home office officials during his
costly films.
stay in the U. S. and will spend
Theatres Seek British Tllma
Christmas with his family, probably
Several companies are obtaining
in N. Y.
facts and figures on
costs,
He plans returning to England for British film-making.probable
They should
early next month. He indicated that
know more definitely what producthe British are anxious to go ahead
tions are to be turned out within
with production because they don't the next
two weeks.
want to lo.se the present gains obAnother angle which most likely
tained through the new quota law.
will attract interest
Is

Unless there is considerable revision of the new rate, or complete
elimination of the duty, it's predicted that U. S. distributors would
heavily reduce the number of feaMinor
tures shipped to Australia.
productions would be held in the
U. S., only the sure boxoffice hits
being sent Down Under. This is expected to push the decline ot double

a

of American
procUiclion
plans in Great Britain. Many mawere hopeful that the quota act
would be repealed or at least dras-

jors

making

until the troops arc demobilized after

New York

revamp

U.

of Dartmouth.

Another Handicap
Foreign department executives

decided on last week,

mitments are exhausted.

John and Halifax and tlie town
Such to prevail only

of St.

Continuance of the Brili.sh quota
in England until next March,
is bringing a

law
Anyihinr Smackinir of Vodka Not
Very Popular Now

multaneously.

adults.

Limited certificate was given beexpected to yield
$500,000 annually. Local .laboratory cause reviewing board held the film
and newsreel executives, who would contained scenes that might frighten
be among those most affected, say juveniles.
the new tax sounds the death knell
of industry here. Hard hit would be

New

every

fcble

6 P.M. Cinema Closing
Abolished in Britain
London, Dec.

Sydney, Dec.

Addrttm TARIKTT, I«NI>«N
TcUphons Temple Dor SC41-S042^

INTERNATIONAL

LONDON OFFICE

R Et. Mutdn'ii riHce, Triifalirar iSquar*

Paris in Wartime

ward

religious films.
Decision to
purchase it was preceded by 20thFox's buy of 'The Great Command
ment' for a remake. Pic was rC'
cently made by Cathedral Films
(indie) and Fox hired the latter's
whole production staff when it de^
cided on the picture.
Other religious stories on which
deals are now pending are 'Father
Malachy's Miracle,' which RKO is
'

interested in getting, and 'First Le
gion,' another for 20lh-Fox.
Story
editors have also been instructed to
watch for others.
Same cause that is making Holly,
wood demand frothy comedies is seen
by editors behind the religious
trend.
With the world in such a

tumultous state people not only want
escapist stuff, but also something to
peg their faith on, it is reasoned.
'Queen,' which was produced by
Cheryl Crawford in association with
Day Tuttle and Richard Skinner, was
an artistic success in New York but

Paris, Nov. 25.
Charles Trenet, the 'singing fool,'
and his military theatrical group
which travel by air and are known
as the ,'Alr Theatre,' did a charity
affair in Marseilles Nov. 19. Group,

Paris, Nov. 25.

Fifty-eight pix, many ranking as
the best French b.o. succe.s.ses of last
season, have been banned for the
duration of the war.
The war censors have taken Ihem
out of circulation for variou.s reasons. Since the start of the war the

watchword is light, gay films and
which includes Raimu, CharpinI, morose, tragic subjects are taboo.
Germaine Sablon, Jo Bouillon, Ali- Some films have been banned bebert, Noel Noel 'and Andres Oleo, cause they made light of the military
will then return to the front to en- forces and favored by the enemy.
The list is headed by Jean Cabin's
tertain the mobilized.
Mitty

Goldin

has

marching war-song
prizes, 10,000 and

two big hits of last season, 'La Bete
announced a Humaine' and 'Quai des Brumes.'
two War picts include 'Alcrle en Medi-

contest, with
5,000 francs,

respectively.
music-hall public
will be final arbiter after six judges
pick four best songs. Songs will be
done by French warblers at ABC's
next revue and two songs getting
most applause will win the prizes.

ABC

teranee,' 'Rappel Immediat,' 'Palrouille a I'Aube,' 'Paix Sur Ic Rhln,"
'Trois Artillerurs a I'Opera' and the
comedy, 'Ignace.'
Others include 'Lcs Bas-Fond.s',
'Le Dernlere Tournant', 'Hotel du
Nord', 'La Maison du Maltai.s', 'Le

Beau Gras', 'Le Train de 8 Heures
47', 'Ameck' and 'Club de Femnits'.
N. Z. GROUP
Also on the list are the American
Auckland, N. Z., Dec. 9.
'AH Quiet on the Western Front'
Stanley Craig, Paramounfs gen- and German pic 'Fraulein Doklor.'
lost considerable coin.
Inasmuch as eral manager in New Zealand, has
During the first two months of
there was little film interest in it been elected president of the Film the
war, regional censorships were
aside from DeMille's, and a complete Exchange Associalipn in New Zeal- imposed
but such abuses ensued Ihsit
rewrite job is needed. Par is under- and for the fourth successive year.
orders have been given to the dillii stood to have paid the very modest
He's the only one to have held the ent prefects to pass all pix <il;::.v<-<'
sum. of $10,000 for the play.
office for more than one year.
by the central censorship In P.iris.

CRAIG TOPS
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^^Picture

has

everything! .
says
Perfectly grand]
says

News^ Kate Cameron

.

Frank Nugent

in N. Y.

Times

"Happy
holiday-pieture!
says Creelman in N.Y,

91

Sun

"A knockout

UNIVERSAl'S

punch!"

Bang-up entertain
ment!''

Barnes

Pels wick,

Journal-American

MATCHES GREATEST

says
in

Herald -Tribune

BUSINESS RIVOLI
THEATRE

(N. Y.)

HAD

I.

^^You can^t miss

and

it

it!^^

New York film

— Boehnel^

World'Telegram

HAS

FIVE YEARS!

knocked the
critics

'WOWr cries
Coleman,

right on their ears!

in

N. Y. Mirror

Directed by George Marshall

CHARLES WINNINGER MISCHA AUER
IRENE HERVEY
BRIAN DONLEVY
ALLEN JENKINS
UNA MERKEL
•

Produced by Joe Pasternak

•

•

WARREN HYMER
SAMUEL

S.

HINDS

•

BILLY GILBERT

A JOE PASTERNAK

LILLIANYARBO

PRODUCTION

and JOE KING
:

/

bvfcUx cickscn, GcrlrudcPurccli

A

NEW

UNIVFRSAL PICTURE

.

.

FILM REVIEWS
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DESTRY RIDES AGAIN

Joe and Ethel Turp Call

On

(WITH SONGS)
•

release oC Joseph -Pasternak
Stars James Stewart, Mnrlene
Wlnnlnscr,
Chnrles
Dietrich;
features
Mlwhn. Auer, Ilrlnn Donlevy. Directed by
Adapted by Kellx
Joseph Pr.sternak.
Jnckson, Ilrnry Meyers, Gertrude Purcell,
from nnvol by Max Dmnd; songs by Fred*
erick Ifollandcr. Frnnk Loesser: camern
Hal Mohr. At nivoll, N. Y.. week Nov,

llnlveraal
vi-oJuctlon.

29,

nunnlns

'39.

I'^i-enchy

Trtni

.

Kent

.

'.

, .

Cyp Watson...

.

.,

, .

.

Sladc

,

Hymcr

Tom

F.Ttlden

.

.Samuel

S.

Hlmls

Tom

NonI

Janicd

l'.\i:ih

........Don Oo^tello
....Mtirlel Hutchison
..-.Jack Norton
Aldrlch Dowkor
Frederick Uurton

and

.

—

PRIVATE DETECTIVE

to

make

the next deepest impression,
while the comedy department comes
hi'hlv charged with the antics of
Mischa Aucr, as a widow's .second
constantly bombarded,

wiih the virtues of his predecessor.
Billv Gilbert, as a bartender and
Warren Hymer and Allen Jenkins, as
henchmen of Donlevy^ Latter exudes
the rifht amount of menace.
Another s'ick charactprization is turned
In bv Snmuel S. Hinds, as Donlevy's
mavor-licksoittle.
Una Merkel cuts herself a nice
.•slice of attention as Aiier's wife, who
In her determination to regain what
her husband hart last in a card game,
engages Miss Dietrich in a fight that
proves not only the hottest bit of
action in the film but thn outstandin"
drag-'-om-out item in 90 minutes of

superlative rowdyism. The director
has worked this scene for all its
worth and it will help much in the
.

Of

the three tunes' that Miss
Dietrich plies the one titled 'Little
Joe* imoresses as the catchiest. Her
slntilv' voice arid sinking stylp cets

each number over

solidly.

Odec.

£E0 PAIR AWAT
Hollywood, Dec. S.
RKO rolled two pictures yesterday
(Mon.) and has another on the starting line ready for the gun tomorrow
(Wed.).
In'

ESCAPE TO PARADISE
(WITH SONGS)

'Private Detective* (WB); First
of series replacing 'Torchy
Blane'i similar formula arid action meller. Dual fodder.

Ray

produc-

Ueobe,
Story and adaptation. Ford Reelie;
At Central, N, Y,
camera, Jerome Ash,
dual, week of Nov, 30, '3V. Running time.
SB MINS.
.Johnny Mack Brown
McLeod....
Hankln.
Dob Ilaker
Fuzzy Knight
Windy Day
Janet Rankin.
Anno Gwynno
JelT
'J'om

. .

.

James ninlne

t":cor«e Frnzler.

Hollywood, Dec.

1.

TtKO retenRe of >'rlnrl(iol 'Uarney Ilrl.ikln) production.
.Stars llubby llreen. Directed by Krhi C. Kcnlnn.
S<Tconidny by
Wcldon .Molick: original by net Hunter
and Herbert ('. J-cwIs: camera, Charles
.^clmrnliaum: editor. Arthur Hllt(m; nnnt.
director. John Sherwood:. inuHlcnl director,

W. Sanders..

J.

Robert Kortman

Sonny
Grimes.

KIok

t'harles

.Han-y Tenbrook

.

and the Texas Rangers

.

'Bad

Little

.

'

qaite-ci-igeFent-aie-due-

moiith-to-mouth touting.

^

standing.

'Joe and Ethel Turp Call on
(he President' (MG). Strong programer for general audience entertainment.

(WITH SONGS)
TTnlversal releaso of Albert

Stara Johnny Muck Urown; feature*
tion,
Bob Baker, Fuzzy Knight, Anne Cwynne
James Blaine, Robert Kortman, Charles
Directed by Ford
KInit, Harry Tenbrook,

'

to the nlavers' behavior and the flex
ible. skilled hand of director Joe
Pasternak. The flavor and color of
the old west when it reached that
borderline between the law and lawThere's
Ic.ssne.'^ are well preserved.
enough shooting and flst-Bghtin; to
keep the proceedings in the sort of
turmoil that tickles the western addict, and about the only element out
of the action formula that the film
passes up is the horse chase. Comedy
situations and gags are effectively interpolated and comprise the class of
homely humor that can't help but
pet a con.<!istent midsector respoa-se.
Same can't be said for some of the
dramatic situations. Some of these
arc .so far-fetched that they'll get the
horselaugh from even the kids.
This ganster fable with an earlv
West background revolves for the
most nart around the rowdy, gaudy
ginmill and dancchall which Brian
Donlevy operates in the frontier
town of Bottle Neck. With the aid
of his No. 1 entertainer. Miss tip on how to handle a broadcasting
Dietrich. Donlevy cuts a wide swath dictator from Joe:
'When he calls
cheating the tov/nsmen at cards and you a such-and-such on the phone,
working a watcrhole racket until he hang up and let him guess what
makes the mistake of appointing the you're going to do about it.' Walter
town rumoot the local sheriff. The Brennan is capital as the mailman,
latter, capitally played by Wirininger. with Mar.sha Hunt providing a standtakes the job seriously and he im- out performance as his sweetheart
ports as deouty the son of a replica through several decades.
Balance
"xst^Mat—MTrtthewson that— he—bad- of castns-okay;
served with and gloriously many
Despite its slow spots, 'Joe and
yeprs ago.
Ethel Turp Call on the President*
When the whilom bullet-eafer's has sufficient humor and wholeson, James Stewart, shows up Win- someness interblended to carry it
ninger is mortified. The youni»sler through a strong programmer. ExIs opposed to toting shooting-irons ploitation is a natural which may
and voices the conviction that law- carry it in many spots to surprislessness can be nut down by other ingly big grosses.
means.
His efforts at this, ta.sk
though successful, account for the
lone letdown in the uproariously fast
anrt rowdv pace of the film
Hollywood, Nov. 29.
Stewart's contribution has 9II the
Warner Bros, release of Bryan Foy proearmarks of a continuation of his duction.
Fc-itures Jane Wympn, Dick Foran.
•Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' Directed l»y Noel Smitli.
Screenplay by
characterization, but it's bound to Karle .Sncll an'd Raymond ,Schrock. from
Htory
by
Kay
Krause; dialog director,
kids
both
the
Te?ister strongly with
.Seymour: camera. Ted McCord; cdland the fcmmt; pustomers. Of the Harry
lor Harold McLernon; asst. director, Wil.seems

'

Many of the film lines hinge on
Biblical origin, which carefully avoid
being out of good taste, and yet become the root for most of the comedy. The Dorothy Yost scenario is
nicely done, and William Thiele's
Barn.
direction is okay.

(U),

,

are practically all cut from
stock patterns, so that the kudos for

is

Afain'

;

comedy and character
Her work as the hardened, ever-scrapping ginmill entertainer serves pretty much as the
teeter-board from which this picture
flips itself from the level of thie ordinary western into a class item.

mate who

Rides

.

talent for
delineation.

male contingent Winninger

Miniature Reviews
'Destry

Rowdily paced comedy western
makes the b.o. grade in a big
way. Dietrich performance out-

1939
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OKLA. FRONTIER

the

Is all

Competently made cowboy-andAneel'
(M-G).
cutthroat drama with some plains
Homespunner, featuring Virginia
I'arker
tinrpan-alley flavor for relief. 'Where
Mike O'Urlen
Weidler, especially
good for
Victor Young; songs by Nllo Mcnodcz and
iilshup JJunnun
Rdward t'herkoso. I'rcvlew at Hlllstreet. westerns sell, this oiie will not get
nabes and family trade.
Father Helcher
Al Slican
I..
llunnlng time, OU sour waiting for customers or audiA..
Dec. 1. '39.
ItuI
obt. Kmnictt U'Connur
I'at Donegan
'Escape to Paradise' (RKO).
.MINS.
ence approbation. Songs, of familiar
Clllt Clurk
tJurage Owner
Bobby Breen's contractual windRoberto
Bobby Brcen sort and okay as backgroiindl are
.ltusf:cll Hicks
Mr. tiraves
Fleming
Kent Taylor done by a group known as the Texas
I'aiil Everton
Senator.
up in weak filler for secondary duals. Juunlia
.Maria Shclton
Charles Trowbridge
Cabinet Menit>er
Rangers.
'No Place to Go' (WB). Folksy
lityco CtMnpton
Pcnelopo Carli'r
Don .Miguel
..I'cdro *l6 t.'ordoba
About the pioneering days, when
comedy-drama, with Fred Stone,
Here is a picture that has poten.Alexander Koinnc
Robert O. Davis the wheat flelds of Kansas and the
that makes okay dual fare.
Duenna
Itnsinn .iiallt
tialities because of its novelty and
Frank Yaconelll. forests of Oklahoma were, virgin
.Munuot
'Oklahoma Frontier* (U). Scnorii
unusual treatment in presentation to
]lnlnn.<t
Anna -Demrtrlo territory for settler and plunderer
Sturdy western, starring Johnny
lift
it
into upper half of dual
alike, 'Oklahoma Frontier' is picBiz can be
brackets in the keys.
Mack Brown, with good support
'Escape to Paradise' is Sol Le.sser's torially exciting (locations looking
accelerated by smart exploitation
'Heroes in lliue' (Mono), Pofinal
production
starring
Bobby authentic), heavily loaded with ackeyed to visit of ordinary citizens to
lice meller that will serve suitBreen.
Latter takes a stretch at tion and with some appropriate rothe White House, their crashing
ably as programmer if not
school, and at the same time will mance.
Ford Beebc, who also dithrough secretarial barriers and final
give his voice a chance to go through rected, knocked out the yarn and
pointed tod high.
gabfest with the President
the changing stage. Whether or not he his dialog is somewhat above aver'Heaven
With Barbed-wire
Damon Runyon's Turps, inhabiresumes in pictures depends entirely age. Story, however, is along faFence' (20th). Fair entertainer
tants ol Flatbush, have been focal
on
the
new.
pitch
and
quality
his miliar lines.
of
In piloting the film,
about youth on the road, best for
points of some sparkling writings by
pipes after the voice transition.
Becbe carefully maintains suspense,
Jean Rogers so far.
the columnist.
While a portion of
This one is a weak programmer creating numerous action situations.
'Overland Mail' (Mono). Jack
his expert dialog is retained in the
that will have to be satisfied with
The race of settler wagons for
Randall carries the mail and gets
film script much of it is lost along
support bookings in the secondary staking of claims when the Govhis
counterfeiters in western
houses.
Basic story is weak, with ernment opens Oklahoma to homethe way. But the story is a refreshing angle from general formula, and
script iloing nothing to lift it out of steaders has been admirably hanopus.
rut.
despite several dull passages, picture
Acting is static and forced, dled. Plot concerns the efforts of a
'The Phantom Stage* (U) Westwith director Kenton likely under group, with hired trigger-men, to
emerges as above par entertainment
ern of minor importance starring
for general audiences. Skillful perhandicap of shooting the picture stake out a designated claim before
Bob Baker.
formances by the cast add much to
through on a short schedule.
others who are rightly entitled to it
'Cowboys From Texas* (Rep).
audience factors.
Story has setting of South Amer- have been able to file.
Another in the 'Three Mesican seaport, where Kent Taylor
Runyon's story, although slightly
Johnny Mack Brown plays the
quiteer' series of hoss oprys, a
l ays over on .pleasure cruise through
_fantai
i.-d.ejdat.e
for mer U. S. marshal who upsets
'ikejy kid thriller on ine duals.
qiliiac "attracti o n for Murhr-Sheltonr this piatlTTrreimtime getting ro man iisual formula, and therein lies its
Bobby Breen, operating a motorcycle tically involved with Anne Gwynne.
freshness. When the veteran mail-'
'Danger Flight' (Mono). Tailtaxi,
guides
Taylor
around
town,
man in Brooklyn destroys a letter to
spin
Tommy flick, strongly
She tops the average plains heroine.
hooks him up romantically with the Bob Baker plays the girl's brother
shield his boyhood sweetheart, his
geared for: good juve reception
girl, and then
gets him into hot who's removed early in the prosuspension arouses the neighborhood.
and better than average take.
water by representing the American ceedings.
Tossed aside by local postal beads,
as a buyer of mate leaves from local
the Turps ride to Washington to see
Fuzzv Knight attends to the comFinish is obthe President about the matter. lionaire's murder, which points to plantation operators.
edy relief effectively, aided by lessCrashing the inner offices, the pair the Widow and her boy frientl as vious, with Taylor discovering a ors. Menace includes James Blaine
pour out their tale to. the Chief Ex- culprits. There's a huge trust fund fortune in mate exporting, and nat- and Robert Kortman.
ChnT.
urally
winning
the
senorita.
ecutive. Story of the mailman's love for a y>ungster, some conniving by
Bobby Breen sings several songs,
affair, and resultant shielding of a
a slick attorney, and final solution
wayward son, is told in series of cut- of the case by the gal sleuth after best tune being 'Tra-La-La' by Nilo
backs and overlayed dialog. There's an exciting chase and rough-and- Menendez and Edward Cherkose.
Monogram release of T. R. Williams proYoungster's
soprano warbling, is duct Ion.
contrast in amusement of the Presi- tumble battle.
Features Dick Purcell. Frank
dent over the continued bickerings dumb copper aide of Foran. Bal- shrill on the high notes, and indi- .^hcridan. Dcrnadene Hayes. Kdward Keane.
Directed by
Julie Warren, Lillian Klllol.
of the couple during the unwinding
Miss Wyman and Foran team nice-, cates reason Lesser wound up the William Wnt.'ion. Story. Charles t.'urrnn.
of the tale.
Through the interven- ly in the top spots, with Maxie series with this one. Exception was
II.
Williams, with adaptaiinn l>y Wiltion of the Turps, the mailman is Rosenbloom providing support as the recording of standard 'Ay, Ay, Ay,' liams: editor, Rruce .*^,-lio«nKarlh; camAi
the
t.'cntral, .\*.
era.
Harry
Neumann.
which
appears
tohave
been
pulled
restored to his post.
and
picance of support is adequate,
Running
dual, week of Nov. 30, '3!>.
Ann Sothern and William Gargan ture up to par for nominal budgeter. off the shelf for short rendition here. v..
lime. 60 MIN'ii.
Listening comparison tabs it as likely I'erryMurphy
are neatly cast as the 'dense, dem and
Dick Purcell
<'harii'.s QillKlcy
recorded at least a year ago, as shrill loe .Murphy
dose' couple from the Flatbush outUcrnadcnc IIa>t'H
and quavering tones of other songs l>alsy
lands.
Lewis Stone provides a retMward
Kcan*Moran.
Metro production' and release.
Features are not apparent.
servedly human characterization of
lullc Warnn
Kathl*>eii
I.lllinn Kllii,t
.Mrs. Murphy..
the President, who gets a valuable Virginia Weidler. Gene Reynolds, Guy Klb.

'Destry' should also do lots of complimentary things for Marlene DieIt does more
trich in particular.
than jack her back into primary
Hollywood constellation. It sets her
down as a trouper with a wealth of

characterizations

Marsha Jtunt

...

,

line.

plot,

Jou 'i'ui'i
Kitty Cruapcr

FreJ
Franclne IM ^'atlghn

This one can't miss doing big things
nroiind the neighborhoods, and it will
hypo many a boxoffice on the main
drags into much above average ac'Destry Rides Again" is anytivity.
thing but a super-western. It's just
plain, good entertainment, primed
with action and laughs and human
sentiment, with a cast that should
not only react well from the marquee
but ingratiate itself heartily all the
way up and down the family age

The
humor

J're^ident ......

Johnny (.'nispci'
Henry Cruciwr.

....... nilly Olllirrt
Jock Car.son

I.oiipKerou'

Jack Tyndall...

^Be stry' being

'I'lie

J Ml)

.Allen Jenkins

.\V.arren

l.pm ClngRCtt

Aim Sothern
Lewis stone
....Walter lircnnan
....Wllllum Uargun

iLthel 't'urp.

Una Mrrkol

l.lly rtcllo CMllnlian..
lliiKS Wntson

J.

Leoniird Sinllh; editor, tionc Kugglcro. Hrevlevveil «i We.itwood Village .Nov. :!!),' 3U.
Hunning time, '-0 MISS.

.'.....Mlscha .\uor
....Drian Donlevy
Irene Hervey

Jnnk-e Tynilnll

29.

Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer release o( Edgar
Sclwyn iM'udiictlon. Features Ann Sotherh.
Walter Brcnnan, Wlllluni
Lcivis Stone,
Uargan, .\l:ir.iha Hunt. Directed by Hubert
Screenplay by .Melville Uaker;
Sinclair.
ba$ed on story by Damon Itunyon; camera,.

.Marlene Dietrich
James Stewart
Charles Wlnnlngcr

.

D^^ntry

Wednesday, December
a sloppy, typesetting drunk,
script demands.

the President
Hollywood, Nov.

00 MINS.

time,

\Vn«h DlnindalC
Itorls Cnllohnn

llham

...

pxoducMon ere .'GIpmour Boy
.

No. 2* ant} 'Little Oivle.' Ready to
go Is 'Bill of Divorcement.'

HEROES

.

BAD LITTLE ANGEL

bee, Ian Hunter.
Directed by William
Thlele.
Screenplay, Dorothy Yost; story,
^iarearet Turnht^ll; score, Kdward Ward;
CAmem, John Selty.: edl,tor, Frnnk Sullivan.
At Lincoln, Lincoln, dual, Jtunnlng time,

72 MINS.
Patsy
Wllks.

Weidler
.Cene Reynolds
n'uy Klbbea

Virginia

Tommy

I.uthor Marvnl
Jim Crelghton

Tan Hunter.
Patterson

Mrs. Perkins

Edwards

^liKiilieth

(Valet)..

^Rod'-Wllks. j.T-.-.

.-.

Ellen Crelghton...

NO PLACE TO GO
T\'arnor Bros, rrtrnse fif Flif t
proilurllon.
F'^nturcs Krf-d

Morgnn
Terry

Gloria nirUwm.

Scrcnplny

Kfiufman;

Nov.
^

dliiInK

0(11 tor,

^''
2.1.

the script

Tllrdle

is

re

',19;

Hulda

<llr'*clor.

Knlz,

Frank Dcck-

Dcnjnmin

Edeson.
duol.

Piummcr
lertrudo Piummcr
Andrew Piummcr
Some may find 'Bad Little Angel' Tommy
a little too sticky, but to the family- Hcffernan
patronized theatres and the nabes, Mr. Bradford
Mrs. Bradford
as well as many subsequents, the film Pete Shaftcr
Harriet Shoflcr
will be on friendly ground and do a Frank Crowley
Spud
fair share of biz.
perioded,

I.

KrctI Nlbln. Jr. ; from
piny. 'MInIck,' by Kdna. Pprbf r nml C<"orsfl
S.

.Too

Petticoat

Dcnnln
by

Ilirrrti'il

by

Lnwrcnce KImblo,

wUh;
lleglnold Owen
.-:-Henry—Hull- -Arthur
.Lois Wilson

ftnrt

Mors*".

Nnlinnnl

rnniovn

Frank Sheridan

Mike Murp4iy

Romantic

melodrama

may

that

satisfy general family trade, 'Heroes

not quite strong enough
carry the burden singly, except
in lesser runs, or serve as the top
It's
feature on better double bills.
essentially a police story, centering
in Blue' is

to

I'o'c.
Urool ilyn. week around two brothers, one of whom
" :«INH. "Rets involved—with— gangsler-s, and"
" llme.Tiy
Running
rionnia Mor^ran should be spotted where audiences
<;lorln Dickson
relish that type of material.
Fred SI one
Yarn is no great shakes although
Sonny P.tipp
'.^Iflrich
novvkcr its plot provides a fair amount of

.M

—

—

'

Charles Hallon

Dialog

action.

Ororirin Oalne
Fronk Favlcn place
Dcnnie Moofe down
.\lon

Uridine

Jof* Devlin
tl'-rnlce
Pilot

(Irctn

Meyer

riirlslinn Rub
carved from Margaret Turnbull's fltlo S<-hlemmcr
AVrlcht Kramer
book, 'Looking After Sandy,' and is P.annlng
.Tiimcs ("onion
Ttlvers
about the era when Horatio Alger Lockvvood
Thonias Pnguc
wrote what little punks dreamed of
doing, and a high bicycle was as
Icqil
.show
Ad3pt<;d from
Ihe
fashionable as an unilerslung 16- authored by Edna Fei bcr ,ind George
cylinder job is today.
As such, it S. Kaufman, this patently is a reliam Kl.o-wll.
Prcvletvcd
In
Projection will bring a great many older people make.
The fable of the eltlei-ly
Room, Nov. 2S. "30.
Running 'lime, 67 into the theatre to salt their memfather, who is brought back from a
.MINS.
.Myriiu Wln."low
Jane Wyman" ory, and get juves in to give the .soldier's home, to be ensconced in
JIni Itickey
Dick Fonin eye to the days granddad thinks his son's home after the latter be.Mona J.annon
Gloria Dickson were good.
comes wealthy, is familiar screen
I'rody
Maxie Rosenbloom
It's primarily, from performance fare.
Story has Ihc recognizable
Donald Norton
John RidBCiy
Nat Flavin
Morxan Conway standpoint, a kid picture, the story ending where old dad decides he'll
.Millard TMnnon
Joim Eldrcd^o pinned on 'Virginia Weidler, an or- be happier back in an old man's
JIurpby
Joseph C'rehari phan who thinks .she's jinxed, but home,
iCvans..
William Davidson
has faith in her Bible, and Gene
Film has been entertainingly pro.'Manser
..selmar Jackson
.Mrs. Wlilnrr
Vera Lewis Reynolds, a baggage-lugging boot- duced but its length and cast make it
.Mnnn'a .Maid
Julio Stevens black, son of the village tirunk. She strictly suited for double bill setups
Ofllcer Dolan
.....Jack Mower scrams an orphanage and lands in a An ingratiating
performance by Fred
llobl>y Lannon
....Henry Blair
Stone, long in musical comedy, as
Justice or the Peace
BnrI Dwire strange town where Reynolds bC'
"alet
Willie Best friends her.
the grizzled war veteran and vet
Her adopted aunt (Elizabeth Pat wrestler, furnishes impetus to carry
Warners put the 'Torchy Blane' terson), just prior to her death, tells the vehicle over its more trying mo
series into the garage for ah over- her that in moments of trouble to .ments.
Some of these include 1
hauling and repaint job.
'Private pray and then open the Bible for coiiole of highlv burlesoucd episodes.
Detective' has a new finish,, but tin
guidance. About to be stowed for
Plot here depicts the unwanted
derneath it's plainly the 'Torchy' good in a kids' home, the youngster oldster trying to fit himself into his
formula, with wider cruising range opens the Good Book and slaps finger son's luxurious home even though
apparent than was the case in the on the passage which tells her to nearly every gesture annoys his son's
girl reporter series.
'fiee into Egypt.'
So she does— to young wife. The father Anally deNew faces are Jane Wyman and Egypt, N. J. She throws in with cides to seek out new-found cronies
Dick Foran as the roriiantic pair Reynolds, who leads her to Ian in an old man's select home. But not
ready to' get married but with fate Hunteir, an editor with convictions, before developing friendship with a
continually intervening.
Foran is about to run afoul of Guy Kibbee. street urchin and a rousing fight with
the familiar detective of the 'Torchy' the- town's skinflint.
Hunter and two toughles who' attempt to rob him
series who is continually u|}set by. his 'Wife, Lois Wilson, take her in,
Besides .Stone's neat acting con
interference from the girl friend in which leads to a flock of happenings tributlon, Gloria Dickson and Dennis
solving a crime, and then has to ad- of interest
Morgan, as the voung married couple
mit she uncovers the solution alone.
For little Miss Weidler, the film's who ask the old man into their home,
In Torchy,* the gal was a newspaper a cinch. With Reynolds, trying hard are satisfactory, especially the forreporter; here, in the first of a new to cope with a world which frowns mer. Sonny Bupp makes a likeable
series, she*s an operative for a pri- on hfm, it's also a pick-up pic, giv- street urchin, who figures In the only
ing him sturdier footing for parts exciting moments of the piece. Large
vate detective agency.
Plot unwinds according' to formula, with muscle., Kibbee's nickel-nurs- supporting east was picked with skill
but provides some actlOnful and sus- ing job is likewise easy, with Regi- from the Warner Bros, stock compenseful moments, although. the sit- nald Owen, his n)an' Friday, almost pany.
uations are obviously elemental and a bit, in for a few laugh's and comic
Trio of scrlpfers have made much
far-fetched. Miss Wyman and Foran pantomime.
Hunter, and Miss Wil- of the folksy play original, 'Old Man
get Involved in solution of a mil- son fill their bill, while Henry Hull, Mlnlck.'
Wear.
.

BLUE

IN

.

is

markedly common-

and has a tendency to hold
whatever merits the story
Editing sugpossesses.
gests discrimination.
Cast includes a capable roster of
Dick
featured players, including
Purcell as the ambitious-minded copper, and Julie Warren, a newcomer.

otherwise

They're the romantic interest. Others
are Frank Sheridan, an oldtimer, as
a watchman who gets himself in the
middle as a result of one of his son's
complications; Lillian Elliott, mother
of the two boys; Bernadene Hayes,

and Edward Keane.

A portion of the action is at a
racetrack, where a gangster murder
occurs. Although it takes place immediately after the last race, an inconsistency lies in the fact that people are conveniently absent, with
only a taxi-driver member of the
Char.
ring around as a witness

Heaven With Barbed
Wire Fence
Fea20lh-Fox production and release.
tures Jean lingers. Raymond Wniburn. .M.nrJorle llambeuu. Glenn Ford, .Nk^mlas C<uite.
.Scrienphiy,
Directed by RIcardo Cortcz.
Dalton Trumbo. Lconaril Hoffman. Den
Graumnn Kohn; story. Dniton Trumb";
camera, Edward Cronjagcr; editor, Normnn
(Colbert.
At the Lincoln, Lincoln, dual.

Running
Anita...
Professor

Mamie.
Joe

. ."

time,

fit

.MIN'M.

'..Jean

Bill

Roger*

Uaymond Walbuin
Marjoric Ramheau
Glenn Ford

;

Tony

..Nicholas

Come

....Eddie Collins

Ward Bond
Irving Bncnn
...Kay Llnakei"

Hunk;
.Sheriff

Nurse

Vehicle to show off some of the
20th-Fox young, 'Heaven With a
Barbed Wire Fence' Is a slightly
clouded title, with little possibility
of
propelling
many customers
through the front door. Fate of the
pic will be the duals, sure to disappoint at the b.o. if left standing
alone.
,

,

.

No hit story, it does manage to
maintain a fair shake of audience in(Continued on page 16)
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CHRISTMAS
BUSINESS!
HARDY

c«ci>.«PARKER
Christmas

is

laughing time — M-G-M

is

PiCTiyftf

iSHERE

fayHOLDEN

company

the one

NATIONAL AD CAMPAIGN
READERSHIP 27.985,612

that has the happy siioW* that's swell for the whole
family. Screen

that

it's

the

"JUDGE HARDY & SON" and

best

Full

you'll see

ing

pages in Saturday Even*
Post, yifOf

Collier'ti

of the series! Perfectly timed for profits!

Simultaneous holiday bookings are setting a

new

record!

NEW YEAR'S
BUSINESS!

New Year's

Hit

1938— "Rosalie." New Yearns Hit 1939—^

NATIONAL AD CAMPAIGN.

"Sweethearts."

New

^READERSHIP 50,411,083

M'G'M

that the

Full pages in Ladies' Home
Journal, Woman's Home
Cbmpanion, McCall's, Cosmo-

politan, American, Redbook},

knows

Year's Hit

1940-"BALALAIKA'^

New Year's

crowds want gayety,

music, laughter! There never has been a greater holiday
attraction than rousing, romantic

"BALALAIKA." No

company has available such a
celebration! It's booked nationwide

other

gala,
!

gorgeous screen

Watch!

—

.
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Pearson intro a new terp routine pt
which Lenox avenue will no doubt
see more; 'Sharpest Man in Town,'
another Harlem natural, and a
Herb.
torcher, 'Alone Again.'

Film Reviews
-Continued from pace 14.

Heaven With Barbed
Wire Fence

,

j

sei ios

by Million Dollnr Pictures

OVERLAND MAIL

this

season feHliivin;; the Brown Fnmily,
^fonof;i':nn pritiln.'Miin
a colored couiitorpart of the Hardys, Jack lt:in<l.'ill: ri-:iiiiii'.s,
.loiit'ses
and
other
film
family rorled liv Ituhcrt Mill.
groups.
With a good score and pl:ly. Itoberl Kliiiiii
tiulilfn;

the ncareit to a liberal f^'" "'jR''^-'''
^'^f
nl'-NcKi o e( or ts yet turned out.
PHrt for Jean Rogers since she was
Hollywood,
""-^
sprung from the cliff-hangers, and
and Nicholas:" Chief defect of the picture is that
gives Glenn Ford
it
runs 80 minutes when 60 would
Conle their first major billing.
Us about kids on the road. Miss hstve been ploniy to tell the story
The extra 20
Rogers, left homeless in Spain by Jn'fl sell the music.
the war. had gotten a job on .ship minutes are ovcrlong .scenes, too obwhich she jumped in New York, and viously padded, and slow the producIt also sutTers on technical
was lamming cross the continent to lion.
California.
Ford went for a veal counts, most flagrant offense being
estate pamphlet so hard, he took his Ihe freiiuent out-of-focus blurriness.
city-earned savings, shot the wad on' Lighting; too, is universally poor
en acreage, arid then lit out to got a'"i the pan shots as the camera
rich on it. Conte is discovered en- moves away from, toward or across
route, a bitter youngster with itchy a scene, are jerky,
Although 'One Dark Night' should
Miss Rogers, being an alien,
feet.
upon joining the two-lads-ifl-a-bo-x—^cei-lainly gel top grosses in colored
car, puts them all on the dodge from houses, it is doubtful that it could be
the law, so not a little of the pic sufficiently sold in standard spots for
hangs on perpetual flight from one the ofay trade. Far more entertaihboxcar to another, always west, ing than many Hollywood B's parTheir group is increased by dandy- ticularly if it were reedited it hasn't
tongued Raymond Walburn, one- a sufficient number of genuine sittime prof, who was put to flight byi ualion laughs or exploitative qualithe gaping mouths of his classes, and ties to make it hurdle the color-line,
became a bum by choice.
Manlan Moreland. formerly of the
Walburn, with an experience edge vaude team of Manten & Miller,
on the others, takes his frames easily, takes the top role, that of a shiftless
only approached by the film's other husband who for 23 years of married
veteran, Marjorie Rambeau, who life has alwavs had a deal in the
runs a joint where everybody orders oflfing which necessitated living on
two bottles—one to drink from and the work of his wife and children.
the other to conk with.
After being shamed out of his honie
Th«
D«„^,.o gal
»,i has
i„o v,»»ic
'The Rogers
been in muUihe discovers radium in the desert
quipkies and second or third femme
g,,,,
becomes rich, purchasing the
l«.resl.

ll-s
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riiineni.

AlVn.T. N. v..

X'liu-t*

Smry

nlnic thni',

'

.Sov.

l;i.

Ul'

kiti-imv
ItobiM t

.'iml

H,

M'.l.

.\t

llun-

.MIN.><.

.Tuck nnnil.tll
ViniM* Harnett

Jack
roivliy

lean Joyce
TilMtram folTIn

M.Ti-y
I'niliit

rurtcr

Cii'iirKO

t^levolanJ

(Hen

n.TW.«ion

Huko

StrjiiiKo

Oeiinls Miiorc
MrlNirinick
Mfirill
*....Joo tiarcla

Sipilnt

Mui'k

:..M.ixlne

llliinille

lames

Joe......

lx>8llo

.Shrrlilan

Hal Prlre
Hnrry .kernels

l.ui;*)

rnnrho
Rusty

Wonder Korso

Jack Randall rides again for Monogram in this new cactus-country
meller.
This time he's abetted by
redskins, two Federal sleuths, stagecoach, mail pony riders and a gang
of counterfeiters. It's lively fare for
spots where they go for westerns.
'Overland Mail' has about everything in it but first-rate romance.
The heart palpitations are taken
care of eventually, but obscured in
the tracking down of the counterfeiters.

|

:

A7

.Stars

|tiii-niMl.

o.llloi-.

I,iin;:enerkftr.

llfvt

cluiil.

rolonne.

anil

l I :

I

Despite

many

incongruities, this
western is fairly gripping for its
type.
Starts off as a tale about a
pony mail rider but interest in him
shifts as he joins a femme Federal
agent in rounding up the counter-

;

:

'

feiters.

Randall is improving in his emoting, but still clicks be.st when on
his pony or throwing punches. His
club owned by the villain of
^^.'^c ^
°v5- ^ir"'*»u-''°"r'"iKht
Although; the piece, Lawrence Criner, who is bronc. Rusty. lives up to the rep as
''r-P.'.-f"
fh"^ scnpters
being a skilled thesp.
Vince Barthe
sought;, to make her a
making advances to Mireland's nett makes considerable out of the
daughter. Josephine Pearson, a supporting role of Porchy, his buddy
^™oi-w"»if''f,,'I^"^/"i"i"'l'
f."''
woves-herself
to "the front for better
dancer there
in the mail service.
Jean Joyce, as
consideration. Ford doesn't have any
.n
-.u
generally
so-so
with
disguised
the
federal
agent
who falls
particular luster, but Conte shows ^ A*^''"!
Criner the only member of the cast for Randall, is only so-.so. Maxine
^jtay.
Ricardo Cortez directed capably. outsliinding. Miss Pearson is weak, Leslie, as Blondie, looks promising.
Best go for this one will be the ac- but she's attractive and makes an Standard western support is headed
appealing ingenue.
John Thomas, by George Cleveland.
tion houses, or the nabes.
Barn.
her vis-a-vis, is good. Betty TreadDialog is better than pa.ssable,
ville plays the family mother, Arthur while Bert Longenecker has taken
Ray the grandfather and Jessie the curse oft .so many pounding
Grayson the grandmother. In the horsehoofs with his customarily slick
(With Songs)
photography.
Weor.
Mickey Rooney part is Bob Simmons.
(ALL-NEGRO)
He has only a walk-on role, merely
Million nollar release o( Harry M. Pophin vrndiicilon. Features the Brown Kmn- being introduced so that future films
'Twinkle' to Lanfieid
l)y.
inverted by Leo C. Popkln.
can be built around him.
Bit he
Siorv.
Billle Mycin.
Songs, Porter anil I..an«:. At does is bad.
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
.Apollo. N. Y.. week Nov. H, 1939.
lliinSidney Lanfield moved in as di
Mu.sical portions are handled by
Blng time. 80 MINS.
Cam: Mantan Morelon^r Betty Treadville. Ruby LiOgan, who works in the man- rector of 'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Jlcnphlne Pearmn, John Thomaa. Arthur ner of Billie Holliday, but not with Star" at 20th-Fox, replacing Walter
Kay, .lesslo Grayson,
Bobby .Sinimoni'.
the same finesse, and The Four Lang, who has been shifted to anI.«wren(;e Criner, Monte Hawley. Alfred
Giflnt.
Ruby Logan,
Latter are other picture.
Guernsey
Mor- Tones, male quartet.
tcw, Herbert Skinner and The Four Tones. socko in their 'West of Harlem' num^
'Twinkle.' which gets the gun next
ber. Miss Logan does 'Shake It and
month, is Linda Darnell's first starAll-Negro film Is the first In a Break It,' to which Thomas and Miss
'

!

1

;

.
•

i

I

1

ONE DARK NIGHT

.

j

THE PHANTOM STAGE

.

1939

6.,

^'^h /resident Teddy RooseReclamation Act, which per(WITH SONGS)
mitted the homesteading ot wast*
Universal release of Trcm C'arr prudiir- western lands.
The Mesquiteers inlinn.
Stars Hob Baker: features Marjnrle ject themselves into the proceedings
IteynoltlH.
Directed by (George Wukkiut. when the homesteaders
are faced by
Story and adaptation. Joseph We)«t; phDtngraphy. Harry Neumann.
At Ari'na. .N, an unscrupulous group that threatv.,
dual, Dec. 1-3, '30.
Running time. ens to disrupt the Government-spontil MINK.
sored project
Hub
Rdl) Piiker
Generally, the yarn Is poorly moti-Mary
.Miirjorle Itryntddrt
vated, with a number of situations
Cilzzly
taiMirue (Mevi'liind
f.awson
i-'iirrest 'I'jiylor
left su.spended, but with the type
Denver.
Heed lliiwes audiences at which the picture is obRunt
'l>x Valmer
viously aimed there should be no
.-Jcott
..Mur<lu(-k Mac<)iiarrle
veil s

.

.

.

.

.

.

.'Jherirt

Olcnn .sirnnge
Jack Kirk

..

2>tage Driver.

A

stock western in the Bob Baker
.series, not too well made and far
less exciting than most.
O-stensibly
the picture was produced on a narrow budget. For the dates where
the weaker product gets a nod
Baker is not a strong enough' outdoors type to vie with others presently catching the attention of the
public but he might be stepped up
somewhat in Importance if assigned
better material than 'Phantom Stage.'

A

young fellow, he makes good impression singing songs of the prairie,
accompaiiying himself on occasion
with a quitar. Numbers are over average.
With him before, Marjorie Reynolds this time plays the owner of
a stagecoach line.
She looks more
the type that should still be doing
her home work on algebra, creating
little wonder why the stage she operates is being constantly relieved
of its gold cargo.
The story concerns the success of Baker in frustrating robberies that are effected
by a diminutive mugg who ships on
stage in a trunk, opening it en route
to get at the gold.
This particular
stage does not ever seem to carry
legitimate passengers. The trunk in
which the character cast as the runt
conceals himself appears to be air-

At least no one sees any air
holes or has any suspicions concerning the constant shipment of trunks
which, with their human contents,
wegih more than they should. It's
that kind of a story.
In the big shooting fray toward
the close, one of the guys that gets
shot, dies very clumsily, being slow
to hit the dust.
When the picture
was caught, someone yelled out in
the audience 'fall down, you rat.*
That's the only laugh the picture
produces.
Char.
tight.

DANGER FLIGHT
Monogram
duclion.

release of Paul

I'Valui-es

.lohn

Malvern uro-

Buwin
sound.

T,.

screenplay, Uyrun Mnrenn.

J'Arsons;

C.

John Myers:

i-iimer.i,

man,

Jr.; editor. K.(lw:>rd
Colniilnl
Lincoln,
dual.

rallspln

Tommy

l<'orreat;

Kri^d

.*«cbrniMlrr

ItuiiuinK

JockAt
time.

Jui.n Trent
Murjorl,, Kevmd.l..

rer.

Paul

Ual

story.

Mlllmrn

9,;,V.i.

Slone

!;.""'"

White?

murder in New Mexico.
The trio contribute okay perform-

for

unces, while Middleton, Ivan Miller

and Betty Conipson do as well as can
be- expected. It's a comeback try for
Miss Compson, now a brunet.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 10)
popularity here spelling dividends.
Clumbing toward big $5,500, a new
record for house.
Last week, 'On

(WB), $2,400, light.
MInneseta (Mpls. Co.)

.Toes'

(4,000;

20-

30-40)— 'Heroes Blue' (Mono) and
A. B. Marcus show, 'La Vie Paree.'
on stage. Unit a novelty here and
is clicking in a way to produce managerial smiles. Huge newspaper ads
threw down gauntlet at Orpheum
opposition, declaring:
'We lead
others follow nowhere in the Twin
Cities are you able to buy such diversified stage and screen entertainment at such low bargain prices.'
Headed for big $11,000 one of theatre's best weeks since reopening.
Last week, 'Tidal Wave' (Rep) and

—

—

vaude, headlining Hugh
with
latter
responsible

Herbert,
big

for

$10,500.

Orpheum

(Par-Singer)

(2,800; 25-

35-40)— 'Ciieus' CM-G) and stage
show topped by Clyde McCoy's orch.
Big show for 40c scale. Should wind
iiD
with big $13,000.
Last week.
•First Love' (U) (2d wk), okay $4,200
after big $10,000 first week.

.Mai lorje

'rreiil.

Reynolds, Mllburn Slune. Dlreeled bv llnivarjl llretherton:

i

question.
Carole Landls is properly decorative as the daughter of homesteader
Charles Middletown—despite an indiscriminately 1939 hair-do in a 1906
setting— and there's the barest suggestion of romance between her and
Livingston
But the call for advcnlure is greatest, and so the Mesquiteers' fading lines indicate that
Republic's next horse opry in the
series built around the trio will deal
with rescuing a pal unjustly jailed

tPar-Singcr)

State

40)— 'Rulers

25-3.')-

(2,300;

Muchly

of Sea' (Par).

but crowded out of
by stage show attractions.
En route to poor $4,000. Last week,
Elizabeth Essex' (WB), $6,200, pretty
prai.<!ed picture,

spotlight

good.

Uptown (Par) (1,100; 25-35)— 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) split with
'Destiny' tWB). First neighborhood
.showings.
Mild $2,000 indicated.
Last week, 'Old Maid' (WB), $3,000,
good.

""rry

i?^"""

ll:,rvev.

Jr.

Walter Wills

reaching for kid biz
«,m"Li''"'.i?
wiU
find in 'Danger Flight' a
betlerthan-average attraction because
doubly geared to juve interest. it's
Il's
about flying and model airplanes
S^^rt
Forrest's

f^^.*

'^°'"'<:

strip,

and
Hal

Tailspin Tommy.'
the
same token, it lends itself to By
multitude tieups by way of
newspapers
and toy shop.s. Suspen.se liberally
fans the pic, almost a three-part
clifThanger that'll get by on duals.

°"

SkS'^i

Jy. ,"'.terestinK him in model-

youngsters can give
rtic»«.*
2'S"ess signals, equivalent to
Boy
Scouts wig-wag, except that
model
planes are equipped to do
sky writing. It resulu in miniature
his beinc
a pile of publicity
f
u-^"?
^
which
turns the punk's head
Marjorie Reynolds and
MHhnpJ; "V^^
carnP«tJ?«*i"V*''/ ''^^ threesome,
°^ "'""'a attention
Etak/r
^e lr^^^ i commendable show-

because of lack
«>' the east.
Trent
nn^^«'i^
and
Stone''Z,'"^*'
take it half-measure, and
J.f^iiPT?,''*?^ ''^'P«<*

fc^-^ri^^eaXf^^^

w

Bam.

Cowboys From Texas
,

^

fiihii-hun^red

of

and twdve business year* are behind
S»ni|*5bn

and

Company and,

&$

it is

n ond i„7,'"''"n"'""''-' „r ivlns,ion^ ,1^;.
Dlre. ted
hi neoI« Sh.?,;;""" J^alrto.
•''•^recnplay,
hS.-5

Drake

WiniJ'n,

™""L
characters
^"

Oliver
created by
KrnesI

""cnonnid; camera,
Mm-."
Miller: editor.
Tony Marllnrlll;

score

William r.ava.

Previewed

'muska

In

Project

lime.".7'5hJ?S.^-

June.
Kiinsns Jones
Hello .Starkey
•I'""'"'"

j'J"""
JCd
lylcr

Ounian R.naldn
[;arnlA

I.andia

Charles MlddleL.n
it„|(y

Co,,,,,.,,,,,

Klh«n I.Hillaiv
Ysklina (.iinull
-Walter Wills
lidward c'assldy

The Three Mesquiteers characters
contribute their share of action for
their dualers audience.
Story this

time has an historical background
but it's generally stereoed and similar to other westerns.

'Cowboys From Texas' associates

Time'

'Waltz

(Foreign)

(revival),

$1,000, light.

LAUGHTON SURPRISES
IN MEMPHIS, $5,000

premise

thit most* ^
that
bad boys are more often
misuntJerstood
than
intentionally
evil
John Trent; in-thetme;^ as
Tommy, reclaims Tommy

„

World (Steltes) (350; 25-35-40-95).
—First Love' (U) (3d wk). Moved
here after two weeks at Orpheum.
Good $2,000 in prospect. Last week,

'Another
boxofTice

Powell-Loy
here,

Memphis. Dec. 6.
Thin Man' is another
bonanza
for
liOew's,
combo, ever popular

clicking the turnstiles at a
gate despite lukewarm press

is

merry
notices.

Surprise

picture

week

of

is

'Jamaica Inn,' however. Laughton,
never a great draw in these parts, is
doing as nice a business at the Warner as is Deanna Durbin's 'First
Love' around the corner at the
Malco. Laughton chiller is helped
by rave notices.

Orpheum lone vatide house, did
only fair for Johnny Perkins unit
and Metro's 'Bad Little Angel' In
four-day stay. Feature of the week
was fact that Tennessee observed the
old Thinksgiving instead of Roo.sevelt's and all the houses enjoyed b
health holiday turnout.
Estimates for This Week
Loew'B (Loew's (2,600; 10-30-40)—
'Another Thin Man' (M-G). Picture
opened strong on holiday rush and
going for swelegant $8,000.
Last
week, 'Day-time Wife' (20th), $4,000,
disappointing after good start.
Warner (Warner) (?,300; 10-30-40)
—'Jamaica Injl (Par). Turkey Day
trade, plus bmlish reviews, pushing
this to very good $5,000. Last week,
'Not Alone' (WB), $4,500, swell under circumstances.
Malco Palace (Lightman) (2,200;
10-30-40)— First Love' (U).
Doing
all right, $5,000.
Last week, 'Rulers
Sea' (Par), $4,000, sub-par.

Orpheum (CuUins-Evans) (2,800;
15-40-55)— 'Bad Angel,' (M-G), with

Johnny Perkins unit onstage,

Not

hotcha at $3,000 for four days.
Last week, 'All Come Out' (M-G),
and Ted Lewis band, $6,500, four
day.s, good.
Slrand (Lightman) (1,000; 10-20.so

30)— 'Coast Guard'
and 'Tropic Fury'

(U),
(U),

five

days,

two

day.s.

Will do better than usual at arountl
Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col
second-run, and 'Beware Spooks'
(Col), split, also $2,000, very good.
$2,000,

i
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GULLIVER'S

TRAVELS
A FUlClENOTH FCATURt CARTOON

•

PRODUCED BY MAX FLEISCHER

f«Teclmlco»«'
DIRECTED BY DAVE FLEISCHER

•

A FARAMOONT PICTURl

PICTURES
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I
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More Than

Combine

1,000 Theatres

'

No

5.

More than 1,000 theatres will this
week be guaranteeing their prospec-

|

|

action, taken this week,
official, P. J.
of Columbus, will go even fur-

The Ohio

according to

Wood,

Population

is 3,000.

;

Turns on Tues,
Columbus,. Dec.

Fighting

I

1

MPTOA

."i.

Directors of the Ohio ITO have
decided that theatre owners in the
stale can recover much of Tue.'sday
night business lost to the 'Pot of
Gold' radio program by fighting
According to tentafire with fire.
each theatre will pay
tive. plans
double the amount of the Turn's
pot in event the 'winner' is in the
house.
The campaign, headed by
ITO secretary P.« J. Wood, will be

An MPTOA committee has
ther.
been charged with the duty of immediately calling upon Warners and
RKO circuit heads in Ohio, to have
them join forces in the radio combat.
Rick Ricketson, biggie of Fox-.Intermountain, Denver, started all the
theatres under his guidance in the
Rocky Mountain area on the plan, open to all Ohio motion picture
and believes it to be the fanciest houses.
radio combat to come on the exhib
Financing of the project is to be
scene since air competish got so by an assessment on each theatre
heavy.
Wood said they hope
participating.
After three weeks of guaranteeing to get underway with the Dec. 12
his patronage against loss of the program.
$1,000 Tums Pot of Gold prize, if

its

the playing of bingo in Bahn Frei
Hall, the court holding the games
constituted gambling and were a
public nuisance.
The theatre men
took matters to court after they had
been singled out for attack for permitting bingo, banko and other forms
of promotion in their houses, conlending they had as much right to
spon.sor the.<:e pastimes as had the
operators of various private halls,

I

j

'

|

|

'

in his theatre, not at

home when

the

WillUms Reopens House

the

Dec.

advertised
boxoffice has crept

5.

—

guarantee.

So

and

Philadelphia

,

far, the Ralph Goldberg cirin Omaha; the J. M. Savage-

Montgomery

About

been made.

third

a

of

clusion,

,

|

strictions,
rentals, etc.

House

Slahl's 3d

Pittsburgh, Dec.

and

Elite in nearby Homestead, expects to build a
third there shortly.
Bondurant, manager of
H.
C.
Manos theatre in Ellwood City, Pa.,
won first prize in Manos circuit's
annual $1,500 Good Will contest for

i

j

'

the

imposing

managers.
George Kerr, Homer
City, and E. M. Dock, 'Vandegrift,
were runners-up, and other cash
awards went to Dick McCool, Latrobe; Harry Alberth, HoUiday.sburg;
V. L. Wadkins, Indiana; John Ward,
Blairsville, and Bill Bryan, Elkins,

W. Va.
Lease on Clay, in Claysville, Pa:,
held by Eugene DeFallo, terminated
last week, and owner has no plans
for future.
Understood house, now
dismantled, will be opened by A.
Zitiker, the owner, of Warren, O.
Flo£k of big remodeling jobs now

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

''Deshry Rides Again"

ERROL FlYNN
TTIi;

with

MARLENE DIETRICH
JAMES STEWART

PRIVATE MVE8 OF

UNITED

EUZABETH AND ESSEX

OMTt.

Broadway

PIVOT r
nIVUU

AHTIST8

In Terfion

Opu

at 4»lli

St.

MIDNITC SHOWt

»-3a A.M'.

AL DONAHUE & ORCH.
HELD

Paul Muni

"ANOTHER
THIN MAN"

Spectacular Stage Production*
Tliuri4>y,

Dte.

7(li

"THE

I.«w Ayr»«
lAo'iwk

BMrrymur«
\

SK€H»rr of
DK. KII.UARE"
"Tlle

,

GREAT
VICTOR
HERBERT"
A

kLOCW't
10
Ult Tlmtt Wed.

Starts Thiiri.,

MaU
'AT

liir

Dec. 7

Cllt< tS'

'JAMAICA INN'"
]ri

Tn

Jftnon

JiU'k

I'arainnDnt rlctlire

MARTIN
AIIhii

JONES
.Inliiiny

GREEN
and His Orch.

PARAMOUNT

TI.MRB

SUCAHF.

Broil.

rharl«)i T.aoKhtoii

Oea Redfflu 4 Orck
J. C. FIIPKo

in

"WE ARE NOT ALONE"

A.M.
Ult Tlnel Wed.

Hoove cp«n 10

Wm. POWELL
Myrna LOY

lvi.*'.-rt

Jtmii-y'

faces

Among

are

Bryant's New House
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. R.
has been awarded and
on the theatre which
R. £. Bryant will build at Rock Hill,
Will seat 700.
S. C, April ].

Contract

work

begtin

revenue,

activities,

Sult Against Balto Rxhibii

Baltimore, Dk. S.
The Frank H. Durkee and Louis
chains of local nobes were
'charged here this week with conspir!

ing to violate the anti-trust laws.
Suit entered in U. S. district tourt
by the Linden theatre, anolhei nabe,
chains with, tying up with
film distributors and producers lo
c eate
a monopoly and withhold
product. Complaining theatre claims
it does not have the right to bid in

List of Interrogatories charges
Revised
tories,

and

.some

re-edited interroga59 in number, were
.

served Monday (4) by the U. S. on
all corporate defendants.
The Government's
questions
covered six
branches of the film industry, organization, production, lending of
talent and production assets, distribution, exhibition and history.
The questions are similar In a
great many cases to those served
on the defendants several ..months
ago, but have been simplified, and reduced in so far as the number of
years are concerned, making an'

swering them

much

atres.

Coverage of

re-

for this Bclion.

Production
Production

film.« and can
play only after chains have first presented pix and they are ..ut of date.
Rome and Durkee are said lo conPart
trol 32 of the 78 local nabes.
of suit asks that defendants be enjoined from building any other the-

open competition for

War

easier.

The first pha-se. organization,
quests an exhaustive

."i.

identified with the local theatres for
the past 12 years, assistant to Chal
man, becomes chief.
Richard T. Betts, former ad sales
manager of Paramount's local branch
joins as a.ssistant to Mos.?.

same questions

Rome

i

HALL
OVEK

cVTrMUSIC

STRAND^Tt'h's'^:'*

'

film

the

Proportionate

the
nrjtl
heading asks for the names of eiich
theatre controlled or owned by il|e
defendants. They are asked the nature of their interest, seating capacity, admission prices, etc.
Each instance of a pooling arrangement, joint venture, or any
other control of a theatre exercised
by a major over a theatre not owned
The same quesis also requested.
tions are then asked rcgiirding each
of these theatres.

study of how
Orpheum. Clarion; Paramount, on each company got started, names,
North Side here: Manos in Indiana; places, and dates of each branch of
and the Manos-Lipsie in Vander- its offices. Some 26 citieti ere ingrift.
cluded in the questionnaire, which
will be regarded as a cro.<:s-section
CentraiizInt Mil waakec. Exchanges
of the country.
All stock transMilwaukee, Dec. 5.
actions are to be disclosed wi'h
RKO is .';pending approximately names of all officers, directors, and
$50,000 is fitting up its new home stockholders holding
(10,000 or more
in the growing new exchange colony
assets. Each defendant's gross inat W. SUte and N. Eighth and ex- of
pects to move in shortly after Jan. come from 1935-1938 is also sought.
1.
It adjoins the new Metro estab- It is understood that the Governlishment with Fox, Universal, Mono- ment will seek lo find out why en
gram and Film Service, Inc., already industry, who.se annual turnover is
its immediate neighbors, all in modin excess of $500,000,^00, shows such
ern new buildings. Paramount, Co- a small profit in
return.
Questions
lumbia and United Artists, now lo
dealing with each company's interest
caled in this block, as also is War
in subsidiaries, or other concerns are
ners which now is even further re
moved, so eventually the corner will also on the list. It is considered
be the absolute center of all film probable that here the U. S. will atdistribution in this territory.
tempt to show how major company
oflricial.'! hand out conlracLs lo rela:Jack Cbalman lipped
tives and friend.s, for work outside
San Antonio, Dec.
the industry, but essential to it, and
Interstate city manager E. E. Col
receive portions of the profits lor
lins m'-.?d Jack Chalman, {or six
themselve.<!.
The nuireroiis stockyear.s
,d of the advertising and
publicity office here, to the home holder actions in the past few years
office al Dallas.
Clarence H. Mo.ss. against the majors will be, the basis

new

which

in

asked.

from the various key centers are
identified by charts.

Gov't Files Its Re-Edited

'

in this territory.

harsh

5.

John Stahl, who already owns two
houses, the Stahl

houses getting

BETTE DAVIS

are

etc.

purF>ose of preventng an independent from securing
the services of that person. All details concerning any such transaction
are sought.
Jo.<;eph s.
The subject shifts to block bookHollywood. Lackawanna, will be
reopened by Dipson-Basil.
ing, and the earliest date when that
Bobby Albert!!, formerly operator practice was put into effect is sought.
of Alberts theatre, Lancaster, now Forcing
of shorts and newsreels,
with M-G locally.
compelling an independent to agree
The family of Richard Kemper,
manager of the 20lh Century, has on non-profitable days to play films,
imposing zoning or clearance removed to Buffalo.

under way

THERE'S

sbn,

building of oppu.^^ilion theatres, division of films among the majors,

Ted O'Shea, M-G district manager
and wife, spent the weekend here
visiting Rochester Sunday in order
to see Ted, Jr., play football with St.

I

County by the courts almost two
cuit
Crescent
Amus.
Nashville, years ago and appeals have been
Co..
Tenri.; and the Rivoli, Toledo, have taken to the State supreme court.
written him for permission to use So far no state-wide decision has
the idea,

Each company is given a li.st of five
pictures they distributed, and a.sked
to specify as to each of them.
In
reducing
independent to this case the majors are asked to
list separately all revenues received
second, or subsequent run, product
by each of the five from alfiliated
of the independent before they were
theatres,
and then non-alfiliatid
thus reduced, the run he had been
theatres for first and sub.^equenl
receiving,
accustomed
to
rental
runs.
Shorts and newsreels are
terms,- clearance and zoning, which
1936-37 .«eaare harsh or arbitrary, acquisition or listed, but only for the
preference, reserving of product, ex-

.*>.

j

to 84% of normal.
In. all fairness, Livingston does not
attribute this wholly to the success
of the insurance plan, but partly to
the returning good sense of people
who see the chances are about 10,000,000 to one against them winning,
even if they are home so why ple disgruntled at shutting oti of
bother. Livingston, by conver.sation their lucrative games, it is expected
in his lobby and check of employes, the complaints will come from these
does believe, however, that at least sources soon.
75% of the increase is due to the
Bingo and banko were nixed in

back up

lease date, total number of showings ia the U. S., and total film
rentals in the U. S.
Greatly reducing the amount of
work required, the Government then
names four cities. New York, Philadelphia, Kansas City and Atlanta.

to be

!

Operators of theatres in Delaware
County, the last stronghold for
b>"eo and bank nitc in this section
„^,;„„ the axe to
«/, fall
f,ii at
,» any
are expecting
moment following the order by the
District Attorney that games were
taboo in churches and American
Legion posls^ etc. The prosecutor's
mention
picture
ukase
did
not
theatres but the exhibs believe their
turn will come soon. The ops were
told privately that they could keep
the games running until some direct
complaint was made against them.
With legionnaires and church peo-

Under stimulus of the
guarantee,

Hit In rhilly

Philadelphia,

Simplifying It
Distribution activities constitute
the next step. Here all features distributed for the 1936-37 sea.soh are
asked for, with the title.s, name of
producer, names of stars, national re-

Buffalo, Dec.
director, technician, or any other
.Amherst (formerly Park) reported person having value in the producreopened by George Williams, tion of films, who was placed under
former manager of the Victoria.
contract for the

I

1

•

Games

made. Bob Livingston, Capitol manager, says the move has been
Averaging
a decided stimulant.
four weeks prior to the guarantee
to find his normal Tuesday night
orncc Livingston
T i„in%=Mn^^/hPrf
.m^.^
h
with
matched Tiit up
gross,
his Tuesdays since. Using 100% as
normal, or prior to the Pot of Gold
show's taking to the air, he found
the Tuesdays had gone down to 5S%.

group of questions.

Then the majors seek to know the asked to be
Exhibition
names of each star, featured player,

|

'

call is

mation Is requested as to the ffrst
borrowing by the companie.s, together with all casts since 1933. Both
lending and borrowing as to sound
stages or equipment concludes this

of every Witness that the Government will rely on. The next question

Milwaukee circiiit discontinue activities since IB33.
Each defendant who participated
Charles W. Trampe, owner of the in the monopoly is tp' be named,
Climax and Rainbow theatres, dis- with the location of names of each
ti'ibutor of Monogram Pictures, and of the theatres which constituted the
head of Film Service, Inc., as front monopoly. Each instance of how the
man for the theatre interests, re- monopoly originated and was concently obtained an injunction from tinued. is sought. This includes such
Judge Charles L. Aarons to prevent items as priority, rights to product,

i

i

.Continued from page 5_

drive

his

the decision of the
court.

tures.

people come to the theatre inthis being prompted by two

if

There'll be no double bills in
town's first picture house
Lea.^e
construction.
restricts bookings to single feathis

now under

MPTOA

recent winners having been in Ohio,
and Tuesday b.o. slumping badly.

Calif., Dec. 5.

,

j

home

stead,

Duals Here

Claremont,

|

los."! of the Turns
if they're not al
Some of
to receive the call.
the theatres, such as those who arc
in Ohio,
members of the
will guarantee to double the radio

(ive patron.s against

Pot of Gold $1,000

pot

Changes

City Personnel

Lincoln, Dec.

for

wide-open gambling houses seeks the same infQrmation concerning independent producers, who due
and horse-race bookie joints.
to the inaccessibility of an open mar.Appeal Wis. Bingo Ban
ket, decrea.sed or quit the producMilwaukee, Dec. S.
tion of independent films.
Bingo will be the attraction in the
The name of all theatres, their opWiscon.«in supreme court at Madison erators, and the period of time they
on Dec. 8, local theatre operators were blocked from securing product
liaving been advised that is the date is asked, regarding first run Metroset for arguments on the legality of politan houses which, because of
the game, as result of an appeal from non-affiliation, have been forced to
for

'

Key

County,

Deliiware

The county, particuafiainst bingo.
larly the city of Chester, is notorious
:

1939

Anti-Trust Suit Certain

Attorney

To Offset Turns Giveaway; More Bingo

6,

67

Newspapers have kidded District
W. B. McClenahan, of

'

:

Beefs;

Wednesday, December

counties ttill allow the
Karnes, but pressure against them
increases daily.
state's

activities,

Plenty Costly For

Yank Newsreels
Coverage of the present European
war is the most costly the newsreels
have encountered in years, exceeding the Sino-Japaneee confiict. the
Spanish civil war and the ItiloEthiopian campaign. The highest
items of expense are not for actual
footage or cameramen's pay, according to newsreel executives, but lor
expensive cables, tran.sportation by
couriers in warring zones, ncce.^sily
for developing and printing thch
clip for censorship in country of
origin, and the transportation bill for

getting footage across the Allanlic.
The American newsreels arc sboul
convinced that the surest method of
gelling newsreels over from Europe

by Clipper plane service. This is
a heavy expense— 1,000 feet co.'^lf
$100 or more. This charge alone i.«
is

.so prohibitive, but when ;idded
to
the costly earlier handling it
runs into big coin when d(>n€ weekly or twice per week.

not

Release Lensers
the

In Bmsselii
Brussels, Dec.

second

group, asks for films produced from
1930-1938 including the title, names
of stars and feature players, and the
Sympathy Strike Over
name of the distributor,
umber of
Ma.ssillon. O., Dec. 15.
sound stages and Iheir location,
Workers on the new Skirball number of shorts and newsreels
prohouse here, who were out on
duced, and the approximate numsympathy strike since Nov. 22, have
returned lo work, E. A. Weekly, ber of per.<;ons employed in producbusiness agent for the truckers, has tion are requested.
Lending of talent and production
announced. Workers were out here,
pending an agreement between the a.ssets, combined, make up the third
Common Laborers' Union of Slcu group. The origin of lending of talent
benville with the Johnson Lumber is sought by requesting the dale
*t Supply Co. there.
stars or featured players were first
loaned. AH cases since 1933 are to
Harper Relights
be listed. All particulars of each
Rochester, N. If., Dec. 5
deal including the names', date, pePlaza. 4U0-.sciit nabc, dark several

S.

The seven newsreel cameramen
who were jailed here when an 'invasion' of

Belgium was threatened,

have been released. Jailing of photographers was merely routine, t)ie
Belgians not wanting any ot their
pictures to get out of the country.
After
their
been
negative
had
grabbed, they were released win n
officials got around lo it. Since then,
a strict
new.srccl censorship
h\i>

been clamped on.
Life,
Time and Fortune pliotography setup, for covering the
European war, is conceded to be tlic
most elaborate of any. Correspondents here, who've been in every .--ee-

reopened by Earl Harper, riod of loan, name of producer to lor, claim that a representative of
former owner of the Hub.
Has whom the loan was made,, pictures in one of the three magazines has been
been renovated and entirely re connection with the loan, terms, etc., encountered in every key city visile
are a.vkrd. Exactly the same infor- in the belligerent area.
year!.-,

Inaugurated In 1933

FOREWORD
TKe Local ^rogYam
The heartbreak

tor often consists in this

:

his station

perous and no thanks to him
plans and

its

with anything he
this, the

;

is

direc-

sinfully pros-

worse than

may

doing or

is

management knows

it,

its

or nothing to do

little

He knows

do.

everybody knows

it.

It's

At

afternoons and the sustaining

more the mornings belong

to

(illers.

Procter

But more and

& Gamble

and

the afternoons to Sterling Products. Sustainers are
by the remote control death rays of network

de-

in,

I

jammed up

may

office,

is it

to

has.

more

Any smart

prestige.

something

The

station keeps a musical conductor

would give me the ha-ha. She doesn't want
she wants to meet Mickey Scopp.'

to

meet

this:

what

riie,

to have a fourth at bridge.

The program director can't ask, and doesn't ask,
It may sadden
showman to have studio C used for ping pong. He
may see the organ under a canvas shroud as a footnote to his own unhappy fate. But the boss looking

his boss to quibble with i)rosperity.

a

bank account thinks

at the
all

possible radio systems.

all is

well in the best of

And

its

hard to argue

with a yacht.

The dilemma

of the

program director reposes in
own zest for action and his

the contrast between his

When

one of the rare
personalities that doesn't want to keep all his eggs
in the network basket then perhaps there is some
boss' indifference.

the boss

is

scope for the creative yen.
directors

They mumbled
maybe it's all for

were

to

called

themselves

Inas they went, 'well,
stead of being kissed off the payroll the boss was
haven't
complaining
you
sympathetic. 'You've been

enough

to do,' said he.

10:45 p.m. Saturday

the best.'

'Well, we're setting aside

night for culture.

on you have an additional

litle:

From now

you're the educa-

tional director!'

'Say, that's a

is

he

all,

is

not be too serious like a radio program

show for the advertiser was an afterNor does the average affiliated station

work

artistic pretentions.

Afllliation with a net-

dircclor.

the program director of the rival station
play golf a lot in the afternoons. In the mornings
he is called in on a conference on where to put chain-

fill-in

programs through a

tele-

It's easy to be a bit besidc-the-pointish in this
matter of showmanship. Nevertheless many stathrown away or not valued their pro-

gram and

talent facilities.

So

that, ever

more

so,

there's a sarcastic telegram from Blackett-SampleHuniniert to answer. The P. D. vaguely wonders
will happen if the network should break down.
He's haunted for fear somcliody would grab the

the heavy daytime load, the unbalance of sheer talk
among the network programs, the national pressure

emergency

on local option time, the embarrassing lack of openings for tlic things the station often wants to do.

there ain't any chainbrcaks.

Or maybe

what

and

transcription off the pile to
it

fill

the

turn out to be 'Chandu the Magician.'

With pad and

pencil through the gray hours. be-

reckoning goes on— how
much, oh how much are we losing— on paper. And
me, says the P. D. to himself, with great ideas!
Sold out to the networks, bulging with daytime
Sluggishly tlie stream-of-consciousness
serials.

fore

cocktail

time

cre-^

because most broadcasters regard

themselves as simply sellers of time and are so quick
to alibi their lack of programming facilities, plana
or accomplishments that those stations that do carry

out something showmanly are likely to stand ouLf'
In the final essence showmanship means person-

1'.

and a radio station can personalize itself in|;
no more genuinely impressive way than in the preAt such|'
sentation of locally-produced programs.
moments a station ceases to be NBC, CBS or MBSi;;

the

throws up card rates, di-icc.unls, recapture clauses,
graduating scales, first 20 liour^, second 20 hours.
Gone are the glamorous da\ s— for the P. D.— when
the station did exciting thing.-, wired Batten Barton
Durstiiie & Osborn that here, at last, was a local
(i.-nc arc the civicprogram with everything,

and becomes,

they arc dependent on the networks.

like that.

And

they should.

in tlie realm of nightime radio the networks were
uniquely the instrumentality for big, pretentious
entertainments, the guarantee of the big national
audience, the assurance of prestige and importance
of all radio as
lar

The

local stations could not

way

It is the

that

many

is

doing

itself.
it

the hard way.

stations frankly duck.

them just duck and don't talk about it.
duck and rationalize llieir behavior as a
of

Some

Other3
realistic

f
ji'

f

adjustment to external pressures. Why, they say,!;
burst a neckband trying to do something— production
that will inevitably be a shoddy second best,

—

-•

that few national advertisers will encourage, that

merely eat up funds and drive up overhead.
They'll convince you in black and white with crushing quotes from the .auditor that they are right and
that the whole cnii)liasis upon local production is
will

'/

A
i
f

J,

silly

and pointless.

It

still

seems kinda

vital

to

Varietv.

One

an advertising medium and as a popu-

amusement form.

moments,

for a fcxv

Building local ])rc)giams

tions have

The networks
But whether it's smart
It's significant
for the stations is something else.
that the stations are beginning to complain about

first

program

ality

has, as a chief charm, the availability of a

central source of

He and

breaks when

u
of local

\'.

It is precisely

.

thought.

suffers^',

on the whole, an uncongenial attitude by top man-p.agement. All too connnonly the occasional half-^'
hearted excursion into 'showmanship' has beenj
spiritual kin to that dispirited Elmer Blurp char-i;
acter of Al Pearce who says ""you-wouldn't-think-ji
this-was-any-good-would-you?' Trifling risks dc-?i
manding magnificent and immediate response ontheiil
penalty of being cancelled in two weeks does not|;
represent an environment likely to foster much.

devoted to 'democracy.' Let's retain our nonchalance and our wholesoiiie respect for dollars and
Actually it has always to be remembered
cents.
that broadcasters did not go into broadcasting to
produce programs but to sell time. Any thought
of building the

today often

ation (other than one-time special events) reflects,?

race.
let's

title

member of the payroll.
The fairly persistent neglect

the Director of Educational

the plot up where you

But

has the

This is no flight of fancy but a reulistict:^
rendering of one clement of ownership attitude to-j;;
ward the program director. Too long and from too;
far back ownership has reserved the star boarder^
privileges for the salesman, who seemed tlien, as he
still
does, the most [)ractical and self-justifying

Just tunc in any time, any day and pick
left it— discouraged with the

life.

woman who

chimes.

Broadcasts exclamation point. What plots. HowMother O'Brien and her five adopted kids (from a
Jewish orphanage) paid oft' the mortgage. How
How the lady doctor operplain Jane got a job.
ated on her lover (and was she surprised) and saved
his

or

as lineal descendant of the original clerk with thel;

for radio?

phone patch-board.

'Oh/ said the program

man

Does a self-respecting program director have the
stomach nowadays to tune in his own station during the daylight hours? Those mush-brained continued stories threaten his confidence in democracy
and, after

him simplyi

with the program director oil

1;

—

•The network.'

•

game

have any

The program director brightened.
good idea who suggested it?"

of all

does the future hold for a local program director
who doesn't sing tenor or control a good gambling

human

During 1939 some program
into the front ofHce.

But the most unhappy thought

like that

many a local station. Originally the job was rated;
by management as the clerk in charge of chimes.t
First froni necessity and later from habit the job:'
was one of the least-paid berths on the staff. Tlipj'

ingenue

killed

contracts.

-

as the lad set to guard the postage stamps. It's been[

me?

radio kiddie in the most obscure advertising

agencj'

all right.

>
a well known fact that office boys, no matter'
how smart, often have to leave and collect their casht
reward elsewhere. The boss, even years later, still,

say to himself: 'Sure,

but what good

open!

It is

can't get out of the habit of thinking of

director

got a streamlined

The

many wide

hours to be filled. If the networks could jam it U£^
with, commercials that was dandy.
And now its'

code.

its

The program

used to be the mornings and the

least there

getting so bad sponsors are crowding

control and exploit but. as just so

manding local option time for their network shows.
Count on a big national advertiser to act just like a
Who wised them up?
big national advertiser.
Everybody wants what the station has got. Except

so he weeps on the bartender's shoulder.

T)ilemma

Director's

minded programs, the gay interviews with people
down in sewers and up on top of flagpoles.

that, its

prospects and the probabilities of

continuing contentment have

And

program

of the local radio

coniiiiciit

rather exhaustively

on the plaques: V.\RiETy

combed

compete with the nctwork.s or the big advertisers
on nightime stuff. But the daytime originally was

of finding an impiossivc

anybody's lime. It did not reach its present state
of cluttered dramatic inconsequence until -the last
year or two. Most of the stations seemingly saw
the davtiini' iK>t as something for thctnselves t'')

was much

in

?

5

final

the country in the

example

of

hope

showmanship
There

the specialized licid of educational radio.

during the year and
undoubtedly this fi>ini of radio is on the upbeat.
Ifuwever, nothing to warrant a p'".que was noted,

much

activity

rc|K)rtcd

to \ Aiur.rv"> legrct.

:
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Station Activity During 1939
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First of all: the main purpose of, beyond merely saying that an able
V/iRiETY Showmanship Survey program director is more desirable
and inexpert
its inception in 1933 to this than an inexperienced

..

the

from

present (seventh annual) report has one?
to focus attention upon and enWhy showmanship? Why energy?
ccurage interest in certain radio sta- Why anything?
tion management problems. To 'get
Showmanship is not myslerioiis
the point' here it is necessary to con- highbrow or theoretical. If it has to
ce<le as a preliminary truism that be related to salesmanship the link is
there has always been, and still is, clear.
Continitou.s- enhancement of
s type of radio station management the properly, deliberate exploitation
which is not to mince words— of all legitimate openings and a little
B.<;leep standing up.
Imagination pays dividends. Kven
Secondly: neither in the beginning, Washintgon politics are influenced

been

—

not in 1939, was there any intention
on Variety's part to praise mere
'stunting' or to identify the honorable designation of showmanship
with the swivel chair brainwaves of
the special events departments. A
Eood deal of sheer silliness was

palmed

showmanship

off as

by local showmanship when

intelli-

gently coordinated,

,

Showmanship

perhaps

shines

attracted
advertising
these indigenous features.
Station spread a tenacle into Deadopening
a studio
wood, nearby town,
During a state
in the hotel there.

siderable

through

American Legion convention KOBH
made a deal to broadcast from a
Main Street store window and became one of the big doings. It made
make-shift arrangements in the distant Black Hills to air-report a forest
fire.

cvitably there is iome element of
'social-mindedness' in truly broadgauge station operation. More and
in the years to come stations
are going to be (as they already are)
subject to increasingly penetrating
analysis. It, therefore, behooves staLuck may
tions to give thought
not forever protect the take-all-givenothing broadcaster. Among other
discerned developments these were
characteristic of 1939:

organizations in the preparation of programs,

A

the
this

community laces. There
were brought in an ex-army officer
tighten the

it raconteur, a lady exec to liaison
both clubwomen and children activi-

as

new staff music consultant, a
continuity editor, and, finally,
the organizer of the local council of
to conduct a

ties, a

new

Jews and Christians
station forum.

Local radio in the network town.
New York City, differs markedly
from the norm for the country at
large. There is no station anywhere

WOXR

else operated quite like
its frank catering to the

Fourthly: these surveys are critical

hard.

WNEW

cism of Vamety itself. That, again,
could hardly be otherwise. Because
they are critical Variety has to take
the blame and because they are out
epoken and finger-pointing none of,1
the persons among informed sponsor

^
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around

Stations in Oklahoma City seem
be keeping pace in the matter of
servicing the community with programs that are indigenou.s. Major
publicity in the market is hogged by
exploitation-minded. Change in management has tended to perk up things
at KOMA, whereas at
ideas
are in process of crystalizing and at

I
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traption.
In co-ordinating its promotional activities with network
commercials
has .set a smart
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pace, and a similar
KOMA's direction.
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aflilia

tion its audible personality was expressed solely in phonograph recordings interspersed with advertising

announcements.
important but its importance
taken for granted^ Stations are
expected to be beyond serious critiis still

is

in engineering.

Network con-

^hat

it is

but

often

Variety

taken together,

imporWhat significance does it have

in

,

.

were:
agement in small towns a long way
II
from any big ones.
WHEC, Rochester Clicks conslslStations
.sent
iiicreasinflli;
out
Variety makes awards of special luncheon speakers to tell tlie slorv en"y <>" "'1 cylinders whether it has
magic hypodermic of new and zestful
to do with civic, special events or
management Take a minor station plaques (see reduced facsimile on of radio sympatheiicaliy
sports
broadcasts.
'n a minor market and contemplate this page) within 12 classifications
Also applies «
in
the mathematical results of a little but Variety itself would not be
Mobile
nuits
increasingly
be- goodly a.ssortment of ingenuity in
building musical programs. Special
turpentine on a lazy nag in short showmanly if it rigidly limited itself cavie standard station equipment
bow
due
for
its *A Day at City Hall,"
take WQDM, St Albans, Vermont to fixed categories. Whenever in any
IV
In May, 1938, there was only one yearly survey manifestations of a
A considerable number of nin a 4.5-minutc demonstration in high
quarter hour a week sponsored, showmanly policy or flair are noted tioiis thot hadprei>iousli/''tonoTed fhe' -'^
°* '«<^'° operation with the
Every other cent of advertising reve a plaque may be designed to recog- outtuing zones began cultiuatino Die station s entire staff participatmg.
nue came from announcements. Then nize such enterprise.
Thus there farmcTS as the plow-jockeys loomed ^his idea is not broadcast,
new management came in, a former may, from time to time, be awards large as a circulation bontt.s in covWSYR, Syracuse— Continues to set
station sales rep who knew radio to sponsors, agencies, networks, even erage.
P*)*^*^ O" sp<}cial events and eduand had some imagination. Today, those outside the immediate confines
In Norfolk Station WTAR has .set cational program.s. Turns out a slick
18 months later, the station has 22 of commercial radio.
up a 'Program Planning Director PT<""Ot'<">al job. whether It involves
hours of programs.
between, national advertisers
But fundamentally the plaques arc who creates a pool of program ideas
In far-off places the .ipark of en- offered as tokens for the further en- from all available sources— such a.s '"""d local distributors or a local
terprise is fanned into flame in sun- couragement of station management trade papers, staff members, service.^. client of the station,
WGST,
Atlanta— It's Atlanta Civic
dry ways, often with a first rate, if for it is through the station manage- other sUtions. adapting and localizAs a
necessarily coin-shy, kind of show- ment of the 750-odd stations of the ing the ideas and creating a perinn- Chorus stanza rates plaudits.
manship. Take, as a small example, United States that the ultimate des- nent file.' This sums up pretty clear- csult of its successes with public
events
programs
and .station won the
KOBH, Rapid City, South Dakota. tiny of broadcasting under the so- ly and practically the ideal of station
^idmiration
department
of
leading
a
That is not a station often on the called American way will be deter- alertness to what is going on In the
tongues of national spot buyers, but mined.
realm of programming outside its store and the first contract that store
had ever made with radio.
it probably gets more than its share
All sorts of related matters are own zone'..
WGAUs Athens, Ga.—Though it'.s
of community word-of-moulh. Dur- loosely brought together under the
The same station manager. Camping the past year this station devel- convenient but partly-elusive term bell Arnoux, has also provided a been on the air only since 1938 this
oped a program filler of local interest '.showmanship.' Variety otiers for twist to the educational thing. Ha.= outlet has commendably carved out
in home town .softball games.
A those who prefer it the alternative a 'Public Service Advl.sory Coun- '» niche for itself in building strong
In- selor' whose responsibility is to assports announcer was hired and con- symbol, 'station personality.'
(Continued on page 22)
brightest when a previously dull and
sloppy station comes alive under the

'

—

.

—

'

i

.

1

1

'

i

.

.

i

the combination of arts

activities which,

we call showmanship
And why is showmanship
tant?

is

distinguishes one local sta-

from another today?

tion

believes

and

too,

due

Among .stations (and typical of
others) that showed evidences of being unusually alert enterprising and
endowed with a keen concept of
community
showmanship
values,

i

,

I

Today the quality of transmission

is

Oklahoma.

I

,

1

nod

makes

lots of use of Its
quota of musicians and injects much
keen thought in framing its educational interpolations. KOCY's strong
emphr.sis on sports indicates that it's
out to capture a particular segment
of listeners, while among KTOK's
topnotch bids for cerebral attention
is
its
Family Life Radio Forum
broadcast from the University of

i

cism

won't exactly parallel
competitive outlets.
only station in the

the

is

town with a mobile unit and it makes
plenty, and selective, use of the con-

j

nection is still important,
there again the importance
taken for granted.

intelligent attempt is beto develop a program jiol-

which

WKY

I

:>*S^Mr«^»S)<5«:<«.<««w.M<

what among

had no network

made

tho.se of its

'

j

radio
stations .scattered over the considerable surface of these federated com»nonwcalths. It's just a v^ee mite preeumptiQus. Don't accuse us. We admit it already.
However it's our pet eccentricity,
In the very early days of radio
kiroa<lca.sting the. key to the popularity of a radio station usually was
tts physical position or wave length
jlus the power, dependability and
clarity of the signal its engineering!
stall achieved.
Later the popularity of a station
derived largely from the network, or
central program source, it belonged
it it

station'.

I

1>

resentment at the mental picture of
« group of New Yorkers loosening
the perrl buttons on their waistcoats
•nd going into a conference on who's

and

mazuma
made na-

the

publjcalions
quite
bit,
a
probably got the worst kind
of publicity from year's beginning
to year's end,
did nicely under Herb Pettey,
continued to
be the town's most pretentious all-

WMCA

<«:3««W^f^(^A8d.:^ft|^^*^:*«t;.

thousht on showmanship, which is'
simply one approach to the problem
«f operating in 'the pubUc conventence, interest and necessity.'

to,

in

tional

|

the spotlighting of the subject in general, and particular case histories illustrativc thereof, to stimulate more

^
I
f

was much

during the year and also
>«M^:'.*«i«<!«w:p*trti«-:W:

manship practice among radio stations and to single out distinguished
examples of station operation and by

what's

books and music.

Refugee Hour with Sigmund Spaeth
as m.c. and it ballyhooed democracy

palter.

who and

with

highbrow

WEVD, of Soantecedents, is probably well
ahead of the most advanced in terms
of grappling with challenging issues
of the day.' It has a Free Speech
Formn conducted by an Episcopal
cleric.
It arranges three-party political debate instead of the sedate
and cautious common practice of
limiting each broadcast to one viewpoint and giving another time to the
rebuttal.
The station presented a
in

ciali.st

and cannot well be otherwise. They
have in the past stirred some criti-

may be some

person-

I
Some or all of what KQBH did Is
Educational director.'!, ti-fre <ip- summoned.
standard radio practice but in conStation KFPV, Spokane, by staff
nection with the size of the commu- pointed by stations, a few hired spenity it seems provocative evidence cially, most of them appoiuled /toii additions made in 1939 may be taken
as typical of what the more alert
of the nature of present-day man- anioii0 stajf memtjcrs.
stations were attempting to do to

like an X-ray to penetrate press
agentry and get at fact. One broadcast executive called the questionnaire 'as peremptory as a spitting
Which it probably was since
cat.'
the whole purpose was to get the
Ktations to give answers pertinent to
1939 and recent activity and not to
so into an old song and dance based
cn market data and engineering

Inevitably there

its

accident-chasers the station played a part in getting a new
municipal
ordinance
forbidding
wreckers, to go to an accident unless

questionnaire form
year has been set up

Fifthly: this annual survey is an
imperfect and an incomplete undertaking. Variety has tried to make It
better each year but is fully con(icious (more so naturally than anybody else) of its limitations. It cao
only be reiterated that it is an attempt to see the tendencies of show-

Impress

sponsible

in recent

organizations and among advertising
agencies (time buyers, etc.), to whom
V-AHiETY turns for expert corroboration and collaboration are willing to
be publicly identified. (The privilege of submitting the station's own
Btory was granted to the local broadcaster after the first three years in
order to nieet an objection that the
station should have a chance to speak
in its own right)

may

station

ality upon the public in unique
ways. KTSA, San Antonio, conducted a crusade against 'wrecker, cars'
which while rushing to accidents
themselves caused menace to life
and limb. Dramatizing these irre-

justification.

Thirdly:

mm

•

sist civic

more

years and there has been a regretuble confusion of thinking and termevery
Suffice that by
<lefinine.
means of blunt-speaking and heavy
black underscoring Variety has, in
1939, made it clear and unmistakable
that crazy stunts are belittled, not
played up, in this Survey and that
they are judged with a jaundiced
eye looking for their (the stunts')

employed

1939

6,

I

1

1

i

,

.
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CITED FOR SHOWMANSHIP
plaques annually awarded by Varii-ty in conjmiclion with its radio showmanship survey are

station

annomucd

WLW,

was given the network-managed designation.
Three of the 1939 plaque winners are repeats.
Cincinnati, has its third award, and WSM,
Nashville, its second. While the judges were not
without qualms that the 50.(X)0-watter, as such,
mightisecm to be running away with the awards it.
was im'possible to deny the crushing weight of solid

herewith. They include a special joint
award to Ihc Radio Corporation of America and its
subsidiary, the National Broadcasting Company,
for j)ioncerinp in the realm of television programs,
a largely thankless and wholly unprofitable undertaking which represents sheer investment, sheer
venture and, in its best sense, sheer showmanship.
Television today rtiay be very little like television
tomorrow. The rate of progress is suHicicnllv rapid
Nevertheless KC.\-XP.C has by
to suggest that.

WLW

performance.
since its forced return to 50
kw. has o])ened the valves and nothing comparable
to the campaign that followed has come to the attention of the Variety survey since its inccptidh in
1933.
had no trouble in demonstrating a

WSM

ments congenial

to

showmanship plaque

is

KMBC

WMC, Mem-

running. The final choice of
phis, will, in the east, secnv less surprising
than the duplicate award to- far-off
in the

mento.

There

reason, not

«

*

gineers.

'

WMC, Memphis

solid residue of ex-

;\.

perience and technique has now
been aiciimulated which will
not only i)encfit RCA-NBC in
the future development of television but will be an intangible
asset in the portfolio of all
other corporations or impresari
that may hereafter enter the

new

don,

Thomas Hutchinson.

to the radio stations hereto the company of
V.\rii;tv plaque winners it is
believed that all of the selec-

tions will appeal to informed
As
observers as plausible.
usual the task has been enormously diflicult. Perhaps the
difficulty

symbolically indi-

is

cated in the

decision to

final

accommodate the

.and in the

NATIONALLY-EXPLOITED STATION

WLW, Cincinnati

f
*
i
I
*
?
I

of

WSUN,

*

under admittedly uninspiring
handicaps (only three days a
week).
Because the fundamental wish of the Varif.ty
awards is to encourage and
stimulate that which is showmanly the
plaque
seems justified.
The sports
station award which has only
been given twice may be abolis
shed after this year (probably
in
favor of an educational
award) so that
Pittsburgh, may be the last winner.
-

COMMUNITY-EXPLOITED STATION

KTSA, San Antonio

J

WSUN

WWSW. Pittsburgh

j
|

£
+
5
J
j

WSUN,

jt

*

St.

.

"

Petersburg, Florida

*
*
*
4*

WWSW,

Its sports activities are varied

and

I
*

«
J

j

>J

PART-TIME STATION

*

FARM SERVICE STATION

KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa
WNAX, Yankton, S. D. WBT, Charlotte,
*

.^i

+
I
1

N. C.

*

A

SPECIAL

RCA-NBC

year ago Vakikty expressed

professional appreciation for
the showmanslii]) of
Lever
Brothers and Atlantic Refin-

CFCF, Montreal

American

smart.

stations foreshadows the probable abandonment of this category by V'ariety in 1940.
Mention of the 1939 si)onsor
])laque is reserved to the last.

CANADIAN STATION

|

fairly

As regards Canada, where
t
the rate of progress is necesI sarily slower, VARiiiTV skipped
i awards in 1937 and 1938, but
*
* CFCI'' seemed to be a 'best' for
* 1939. The absence of any award
* this year for foreign-language

SOCIAL SERVICE STATION

KOIN, Portland, Oregon

|
|
broadcasters, provide profes- 1
sional news to plow-jockeys. +
total

Portland,
Oregon,
as 'social service
be interpreted as
the judges' respect
for a iiice all-around home town
There wasn't much to
job.
choose in the part-time category but
St. Petersburg, Florida, made a case

may

station'

mirroring

methods and mcas- *

now generally employed.
outside source, the Agricultural Marketing Service of
the I'nitcd States Department
of Agriculture, reports that in
the past two years the number
of stations carrying croj> information has risen by 160 and
at present some 345, or nearly
llie

KOIN,

appelation

WRC-WMAL, Washington

pressure

An

half

KFBK, Sacramento
*

within the farm service cate- J
gory hy making three awards. +
There has been a great i'ficrease +
in the miniber of stations ap- -k
pealing to the rural audience *
itires

good example of showmanly

behavior under the happy auspices of a non-radio ownership. It accordingly was tagged
for a prestige- subsidiary token.

SPORTS STATION

As

by cleclcd

a

1939 and seemed on the w! ole
a

NETWORK-MANAGED STATION

art.

All of the persons who have
contributed to the advance of
television, as a future exteusion of radio broadcasting, cannot be individually credited
but it seems appropriate to
mention several men in authority: A. II. Morton, Max Gor-

has

WRV'A, Richmond, as an
alert and many-sided organization spread out competitively in

NEWSPAPER-OWNED STATION

communication and entertainment handed them by their en-

however,

sion.

WRVA, Richmond

Nashville

much is presumed
The Sacramento

station,

tightly integrated arrangement- between paper-station-,
public.
In this case the location of the station in a fairly
self-contained rich valley has
colored tlic picture with unique
values that made an impres-

PRESTIGE SUBSIDIARY STATION

WSM,

happen.

to

t Bee
i very

PROGRAM ORIGIISATim STATION
KMBC, Kansas City

Prom the beginning of the
New York World's Fair and
continuing thereafter on reguschedule the RCA-NBC i
lar
television program producers
have, with the expected num{
ber of errors among the many *
trials, steadfastly demonstrated
an ever-improving capacity for
handling the new medium of

Sacra-

ahVays the feeling that the west
coast is a strange zone of which
not much is heard and, for that

is

unques- i

tionably warranted.

perhaps

KFBK,

Plaques Awarded for 1939

I

with

For the newspaper-owned station award there
were quite a number of well-operated units seriously

and the art of television so
markedly during the year 1939
that in testimony of both the
efl'ort and the achievement a

A man

talent.

award.

advanced both / the day

itself

shows and

a non-theatrical background, Arthur Church, has
consistently stacked his chips on showmanship. It
has paid off handsomely. The trade in general will
hardly dispute the deservingncss of
to its

AWARDS
For Television

ing. The thinking behind \'aRiKTv's decision to expand recognition into the field of the
spon.sor
was not surprising
to those in the trade who remember that this publication
has steadfastly insisted that no
sponsor spending mijlions of
dollars on radio programs coiild
indefinitely continue to regard
liiniself as divorced from all
b ty

+
is one suggestive facet.
Program Pioneering
In several- cases stations that
|
previously did little in rusticity |
For Consistent
have fundamentally redesigned J
Sponsor Showmanship
Such a station
basic policv.
was WBT, Charlotte, North **************************************************************************
Carolina
and the activities
showmanly re.si)0 n s
claim to a place in the fastest comi^any. l^ecansc of
adopted there to make the S0,00O-watter mean more
the very important advantage of being able to
judges
The sponsor, not the advertising agency, must
in the lives of the farmers appealed to the
Life Insurance,
answer to the board.
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, and charge off to the parent. National
as showmanly.
lias
a
slatiun
child
the
the
some of the adventures of
The
con.sistency of I-iicky Strike radio programs
Yankton, South Dakota, which also receive
surprising range of showmanly activities. One or
Ik'C"
through the years and the continuance of this sucfarni awards have, more steadily than \V P.l
two of these seemed on the sTtly side to the judges cessful picking and supervising into 1939 (notably
Lach
identified notably with the outlying districts.
prevailed.
merit
of
accumulation
hut
the
the
of
in the Kay Kyser stanza; strongly focused the atstation seemed a well-balanced oxaniplar
In view of the fairly widespread neglect by stashrewd and the practical. KMA, a veteran, has the
tention of this survey upon the shownian-s])onsor,
tions of original program activities (as treated in
practiced hand of long experience and in its presiGeorge W, Hill of the .American Tobacco Co. Ilill
the preface to this survey under the caiUion 'The
personalauthentic
the
one
of
dent, I'.arl May, has
has been using radio shrewdly for a decade and alLocal Program Director's Dilemma") those few stadefinitely reities of farm broadcasting.
tions which comport themselves in the time-honinto
most never has purchased popularity with excesflects touches of the slick Cowlcs management
ored manner of showmen are not hard to distinguish
On the whole. Lucky
sively high-priced talent.
whose hands the station has pas.sed.
of broadcasters whose motto is 'so
WBT, in winning a farm service award under the in the throng
Kansas City, Strike shows have been moderate in cost, bespeakKMBC,
attitude
at
Whole
what?"
hisstation
management of Lincoln Dellar, repeals
union
cost
and results.
ing
showmanly
of
local
ciivironfew
industry's
the
of
one
produces
William Schudfs direction the

This

LUCKY STRIKE

i

WNAX,

,

WNAX

lorv.

While under

i I i
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We<lnestloy,

Station Activity During 1939
local

(Continued /rom page 20)
loyalties through svich pro-

!

quartets, trios and various other
many miles
from
combinations
around, while for the 'Our Church'
event it provides the music and radio
impromptu worshipping
for
sets
!;roups in country schoolhouses, etc.,
where pastors are not available every
Sunday.
Little

Rock— Is
of.

conftimed

especially

national and

.

.

KOMO-KJR, Seaftle^Merits a big
for the suslainer, 'Every Man's
a King,' which dramatizes the recreway.

The situation in Cincinnati often
the
most consistently
spotlighted radio competitive center
in the U. S. A. was amply described
in considerable detail in one of Ed
Grunwald's recent special articles
for Variety. It seems rather superfluous to dwell so soon theireafler on
the personalities and characteristics
of the market. The town now has a
second 50,000 waiter, WGKY, which

up

<«««»-

right

apart

from

its

Crosley

big

4-

SOMEWHAT
UNUSUAL

WTMJ has worked out the
play thoroughly and put it over in
form. Considering the
circumstance that the town is inevitably -somewhat of an outpost of
Chicago, 'WTMJ has ideas that would

WCCO has the past year especially
as a pointer-of-the-way in
transmuting hard-to-sell periods into
It introduced a genuine vagold.

figured

i

WTMJ

but

in either camp is
so alert and enterprising, that li.<!tening in the Minneapoli.s-St. Paul
area must be consistently full of surprises if not exciting. Ifs a rivalry
evidently of little lost motion, of
wits kept razor-sharp and of a desire to make themselves an integral
part of the community life and not
merely, channels for netwoyk commercials. The twosome prove to be
on their toes whether it has to' do
with .special events, educational or
civic features, straight entertiiinment
or self-promotion.

newspa-

little

from year to year, such as Milwauapparentkee, for example.
ly has the town to itself on the subject of community showmanship. Not
that WISN isn't in there trying,

touchdown

in 1939.

In the Minneapolis-St. Paul area
WCCO and
competition between
is so intense and determined,

per ownership. WSAI under Dewey
Long has done its very considerable
best to become an entity in its own

!

Some towns change very
'

and the command

has moved over from Covington, Ky.
necessarily in an 'inis
between' slate due to its prospective
to local

sentatives to establish coordination in atlractlnfr advertiser attention to home town programs.
Sonic stations do make a practice of preparin); folios of available local programs. There was.
scattered mentloc of creatine
participation programs at 'hard
(o sell' times of the day or niebt
at the surc«fiti'n of the sales rep
In N. y. or Chi.

KSTP

WKKC

CBS

1939 a<i between local stations
and (heir na.Uonal sales repre-

re-

purely local, has made
what seem.<! an intelligent and wellbalanced adjustment to its own poslimiCations) and the
land
sibilities
station is listed as one that perked

considered

from

promptly

WCPO,

ational facilities of the Pacific north-

transfer

WLW

year.

bow,

in a different

it.

vised its tactics, tightened up for a
socking bout to hold its preeminence
It has rechisagainst all comers,
tened itself 'The Nation's most merchandize-able station' and has been
displaying plenty of fight, ingenuity
The
and all-round showmanship.
sheer hydraulic pressure behind the
1939 readjustment .of WLW, the increased spread and sharpened impact of its respect-commanding maneuvers scarcely leave.= much roiom
for debate as' to 'it being the be;;!
nationally exploited station of the

Has an
itself.
employment program that hits the
bullseye and is on its toes at all
times in the matter of public events
and educational programs.

west and

lends a generous hand In giving a
local promotional push to network
commercials. As for publicity, the
edge is .still WTCN's, what with its
ownership by a coviple of the local
newspapers.
SIncalarly little was done in

which remains the

in 1939 tackled a toxigh probreorientation to 50,000 watts
after the experimental operation in
super-power ended. Once the FCC
and the courts made the ruling and

mer, patterned along the lines oX an
old-fashioned country sing, brings

KARK,

WLW,

hitter.

WLW

lem,

en

hot on promotion
local accounts and

brother,

heavy

grams as 'Our Community Sing' and
'Our Church of the Air.' The for-

do credit

to stations in
tant markets.

sports specialist in strong form, and
makes it pay added dividends by a
consistent barrage of the right kind
In other words, the
of promotion.
station has built itself a reputation
in one corner of the listener-bemusing field and it knows how to sell it.
No bet in merchandising co-op with
the advertiser is passed up.

than merely calling attention to the
by childish stunts
and occasionally by becoming a public nuisance.
Even so, two Philadelphia stations this year called atten-

—

WCAU, which has belter and more
complete facilities than ils local
rivals, continued to improve and increase those assets during 1939.
It
added another studio, bringing the

awarded

WHO,

its

Des Moines, stayed open

improved

taint in its special event tmdertak
ings, and the 'cutting room' slant it
gives its 'Tales of Two Citie.s' points
up the station's flair for editing and

-night to carry the papal coronalion

ceremonies.
WXYZ, Detroit, had 175 employees,
dramatic values. KSTP's allotment
-most of them on programs.
WMPS, Memphis, developed a high from the musicians union is sold to
singer,
Kay Starr, good a couple of commercials and has
school
enough to play dates with Bob been whipped into such shape as to
Crosby and Glen Miller.
be a welcome sustaining inning on
WCAE, Pittsburgh, had 50,000 the NBC red network.
resisttations for its Junior Crime
WCCO. KSTP and
each
•Prevention Bureau.
have mobile units and they're kept
WEEI, Boston, held a 'perfect lips' pretty much in use. WTCN puts
contest and also broadca.st the Doc- much time on sports coverage and
tors Symphony. Orchestra composed with the right sense of values. Like
entirely of M.D.'s.
the other two network outlets, it

WTCN

,

i

its

ways, employed another station supervisor, so one would be in
charge during all broadcast hours,
ncrcased its hour.s on the' air and

.several

WENR

and
further escape
greatly expanded its shortwave actagging as just network outlets by
tivities.
gives extensive covlending their facilities to covering
erage to sports, airing all the A's
the more important of local specicil
Phillies baseball game.s, Penn
events and the development ol stu- and
port:
football games and the usual
and
pro
dio programs that strike at com'In (lie past it was customary to
.i.s.<iortment of local sport events, for
give to the Red Cross, Comnimiili/ munity interest. The tie-ins include Philadelphia Is one of the mo.st imFund, etc., lS-iiitiiu(e spots, but we university roundtable.s, the Chicago portant sports town-s. Because of ils
Sound that few speakers could hold Historical Society, high schools and nearness to New York, the slut ion
an audience. Therefore, xue now give special civic celebrations. L,ocal pro(.Continued on page 23)
them a five-mintite period right in motion and publicity is well inthe middle of a good sustaininp or tegrated.
4-4-»-»»
participating prot/ram, and yind that
For
the local commercial
this gives the organization much bet- emphasis has been on sports proReporting Mobile Unit
ter re.<iuUs ^nnd doesn't lose listeners gram and it has done some pioneer- I
|
for us).'
ing work in developing a cash value
WJJD dominates in Chicago as the for Saturday morning spots. Its inKSTP. St. Paul.
station most closely identified with formative efforts are largely of the
WTCN, MlnnrHpoliH.
Wr.MJ, .MIlKHllkca.
Chicago community life. That qual
'Meet Chicago' and 'Know Your Job'
WUO.M, OhlcuRo.
ty is the very blood and marrow of type, with the broadcasts emanating
W.-KAK, <-hlrago.
the station. Though privately owned
V/XAg, Chlraiin.
from industrial plants, offices, etc.
WE.Nn, ChlcOKO.
it ranks in the true sense as a muThe station's rep for promotional coWt.s. Ohlcnco.
nicipal station.
operation with both web and local
W«N, i-hlraco.

NYA

all

kinds

various

-

WCAU

Smartest trick marked up for the
station is contained in its own re-

neapolis High School Radio Work
shop, while KSTP can take bows on
its "Tangled Lives,' a dramatic pre
sentation of the problems of today's
Radio Workshop
youth by the
KSTP studiously avoids the 'stunt

six
agricultural dept. to college students,
WFAA, Dallas, was key link of a
special web of 26 stations tor a regional sponsor (Dr. Pepper).
in

(the station is strong on
of audience shows >,
technical equipment in

total to 11

,

«««*

WBBM

WJ.IP, Chlcnsn.
WI.SO, ChlcHKO.
WKir,. l'hll«(l»Bhla.
^vr.K^].

|

okay signals

aided by its
milter (.50,000

is

local

CBS

own powerful
watts)

listeners

its

WCAU,
WHK. Clev«luml.
NVIIN.S, <'oliimbus.
WFAA, Dolhia.
WHIO.

Unytun.

K0^. Denver.

KFKL. Denver.
Htj'/t,

Drnver.

K.SO-KRNT, Dea Molnta.

WD AY,

Fni'ica.

KGKO,

Kt. Worth.
KFJ/.. Ft. Worth.
WHI'. HiirrluhuiK.

WDBC,

Hartford.

Wlllli:,

Incllan.ipnila.

KMIti'.

Kansaa

City.
City.

WHK, Kansaa

KN'X, I.oa .VnKCleii.
KFr, Lorn Angelen.
Los AnRclea.
K?l.l, Ixs AnRclen.

trans

KYW
NBC

U.-iltln<flr«-

•W.SAI, (.'Inclnnoil.
Olevelaiid.

holding

in

and

.fllanta.

WOU-WKBW, nutrnlo.
W.-iOf, Charlotte.
WVW, Cincinnati.

WCAU

Philadelphia.

helped by the fact thai

WAVE,

IJ)ui«vllle.

K<;t.o.

Mason

i:iiy.

KVO-KOO.

is

.S;in FianclBtO.Mcmpblg.

W.AIi-,

red

WIOI>, .Miami.

originating station, WEAF, is not
too clear in the Philadelphia area
But in every case it must be remembered that the three largest
Philadelphia" station.s, WCAU, WFIL
and KYW, mu.«t compete with their
own networks as well as with their

WSM.

local rivals.

W.I.SV. Waslllniiton.

'

Nantavllle.

KDIvA, PUtnburtch.
WMIIU, Itlrhmonil.

KDYL.
K.SU

Kalt Lake.

.Salt

Lake.

KOMO-KJR,

Seattle.

KFIIC, .San Francisco.
KM.<. Shenandoah.

KFrv, Spokane.
WSYll,

In showmanship, Philly broadcast
generally seem to
be coming of age.' That is, they're'

ers, as cl.sewhere,
,

sister station, retains its status as a

in

Akron.

%Vi:.><'r,

WKKII,

battle
tendency of somf
a
hometown dialers to tune in New
York direct That is particularly true
in the case of WFIL, which is af
filiated with NBC blue (WJZ) and
Mutual (WOR), both of which have

WFAA

WAOC,

W.SC.V, llll'mlnKham.

must

Tribune, with but an occasional
burst of extra-curricular fire.
caters handsomely to the live Stock
trade, and at odd moments plays
grand opera recordings and airs the
regular meetings of the Chicago
Council on Foreign Affairs,
WJJD doesn't slop with its bangem-up job on the educational and
special events front.
It fashions a
species of entertainment not to be
found on the other local outlets.
WJJD has materially stepped up its
scope of civic service by assigning a
sizeable staff to assist the 'radio
chairmen' of various organizations in
putting on their programs, with the
result that instead of public service
being the low spot on the day's
.schedule it has become the peak of
the day's entertainment WIND, its

PhllnOflvXiM.

'WKY. Oklnhomii.

WGN

Cincinnati,

antics in the latter

regard one by blocking traffic with
an o'utdoors loudspeaker for war
bulletins, the other by sponsoring
public dances that the police had to
There still remains the exstop.
ploitation executive's tendency to attach more importance to mention In
the news columns than to the station's- prime function of supplying
lislenable programs.

WBBM

WLW,

own

tion to their

WMAQ

months' scholarships

that good
concerned with pro-

is

station, frequently

of the sunrise species, which
goes on at 6 a.m. and runs for 45
Through its Saturday
minutes.
Opening House (9:15-10 a.m.) the
station paved the way to making
and customers remains splid.
The NBC m.o.'.s,
WADC, Ahron, established studios food merchants conscious of the WENR, have snapped out of their
WGN's chief claim for attention
in Cleveland for foreign language value of Saturday morning time as local sloth of recent years and now during 1939 is the. aid it gave Mutual
a reminder for housewives on the do far more than fill their unwritten
programs.
in getting the exclusive rights to the
KOB, Albuquerque, spent more verge of starting out for their week- requirements for the public weal, World Series broadcasts and in origend buying. It also worked out a WLS, always a model of showmanly inating the guessing
game, Musico,
than the entire national spot inSunday daytinie news package, an alertness, figuratively ignores the and when its studio was thrown
crease on trips by station manager.
item that can mean much to listen- inetropolis to gather the rural folk
WFBR, Baltimore, initialed uni- ers in times of major events since of the hinterland into the warmth open for a 7:30 a.m. (Good Morning)
program
600
persons
flocked to the
formed-guide tours through its plant. there's a long hiatus of printed news of its informative entertaining and
event
WBAL, Baltimore, exhibited a ra- once the Sunday paper (often at shopkeeping embrace.
finds
A pertinent factor in any e.stimate
dio news room in action and broad- 10 p.m. Saturday) is put to press.
time out of its welter of network
cast same from downtown store winBoth WCCO and KSTP are eon
and local commercials to keep its of showmanship in Philadelphia is
the city's proximity to New York
dow.
stantly on the qui vive to infu.se in
listeners in touch with important
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, reported terest and appeal in their educa special events, but none too imagi- All four network origination sta100,000 requests for brochure deal- tional and civic interludes. A WCCO natively, while
plods along,- tions are readily tuned in Philadelphia, so the local network outlets
ing with station staff.
winner in this department is its Min
rather smugly the mouthpiece of the
riety

(In 1939)

more and more

realizing

operation of the station, intelligent programming, participation
in local affairs and policies, ralher
ficient

pickups.

WMAQ

1939

• • •

.showmanship

During the past year WLS introduced the idea of farming out its
talent to other and smaller stations
for development. With a mobile unit
on the wing, this mouthpiece of the
farmer kept in touch with practically
every public event that might be of
interest to its li.stener clientele, and
this despite a heavy cash register
schedule. It has it,s sales promotion,
on both national and local accounts,
niftily co-ordinated, and has devised
the programs that it takes to ca.sh
in on what others might consider
hard-to-sell time.
WLS still keeps
clean of commercial usurpation that'
noon half-hour, the 'Dinnorbill Program.'
It's strictly for .service and
the station's idea of mealtime entertainment Its publicity director goes
along with the production per.sonnel.
all
outside-the-city
program
on

more impor-

6,

I

W.VYC.

KANS,

.Syr.TCUse.

Sf.vr Yuik.
Wichita.

jyiy.'*',;-?,'; .'"'lif'',"."'-,

koW.kj'r

'"seiiiTi"

Previous Winners of T^rIett Plaques
PROGRAM
PRESTIGE
SUBSIDIARY
STATION

WLW

WHAM

WHO

Rochester

Des Moines

Cincinnati

WHAS

WLS

Louisville

Chicago

ORIGIr

NATING

1936

FARM

STATION

SERVICE
STATION

NETWORK NEWSPAPER
OWNED
OWNED
STATION

KMOX
St.

1937

WOW

WXYZ

Omaha

Detroit

KSL

KMMJ
Grand

Island,

Neb.
Salt

Lake City

WDAY

Louis

STATION

WKY

WBT

LANGUAGE
STATION

WHB

WFAA

SOCIAL
SERVICE
STATION

ALLY
SPORTS
STATION

COMMUNITY

EXPLOITED EXPLOITED CANADIAN
STATION
STATION
STATION

WBNX

WEVD

WIND

WCK"Y

KFPY

CFRB

New York

New York

Gary, Ind.

Cincinnati

Spokane

Toronto

Kansas City

City

City

No
Award

Montreal

No
Award

No
Award

WDBJ
vloaribke,

N.C.

KHJ

FOREIGN

TIME'

Oklahoma
City

Charlotte,

NATIONPART-

STATION

KWK

KSTP
St Paul

'Va.

CKAC

New

Dallas

St.
.

WSMB
Orleans

Louis

WON

No
Award

Chicago

Fargo, N. Dak. Los Angeles

1938

WLW

WTIC

WSM

KNX

WWJ

Cinchnali

H;ii Iford

Nashville

Los A'ngeles

Detroit

No
Award

WOR

WOV

WHA

New York

Madi.son,

City

Wis.

No
Award

New York

KVOR

City

Colorado

WFBR

Springs,
Colo.

>

Baltimore

No
Award

Wcdnesdaj, December

6,
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LOCAL STATION IDEAS

Report for 1939

(Program Tieups, Attention-Getters)

VARIETY

(By Stations)

also able to add to its already
intensive war news broadcasts by

AN IDEA

ethering several interview."; with arrivals from Europe.
used its
mobile unit only once during the
year,
it does
its
share of filling
waslebaskets with expensive brochures.

FILE

WCAU

Various radio stations clip and paste on small cards suitable {or box
files the various program, civic gesture and novelty items as carried in
this department of Varietv. Point of having on idea file is that o
oood

KYW

possiWlitv for local adaptation is often not practical for a station at
the time the item is published, but thot later on it may be iisable.
Meontime Variety is always receptive to information of this character, all of tuhich contributes in the aggregate to better showmanship.
-f-^

WbBt'i RIeht with U.S.A.
St. Louis.

Cai'tin.S. French, advertising manin Easl St. Louis, is

aeer o(

WTMV

issuing a weekly rnimeograph bulletin tagged 'Good News of the Week,'

which comprises items from many
S., based on authenshowing the upswing in

parts of the U.
tic

data,

hir..

Bulletin is u.<!ed by French's sales
force and distributed additionally to
business men in the territory regardless of whether they are
clients.
Station reports that two recipients have asked permission to

WTMV

reproduce

it

for distribution to their

prospects.

represented by

and an-

slip,

nouncement 's made that a bottle of
the sponsor'i product will be dished
out cufTo t» the next 50 customers

who

visit tu'erns.

features Mary
Alcolt,
songbird, -^.ith 10-piece orch directed

Prosram

by RoUa Coughlin.

Open

I(<l|>hi(r

a Store

San Antonio.
helped open the remodeled
Karotklii Furniture Store here with
four special programs plus Karotkin's regular 'Man On the Street'

KTSA

consecutive

year.

Program

approximately 50,000

floats

on electric

flat

cars,

through

Putting on

For example, during the afternoon hours, when rival
were
carrying
stations
baseball
games,
concentrated on popu-

WDAS

Orleans.

New

Notable cases of stations perking up during 1939 in one

plan to increase

evening

its 6 to 7

is

WWL

way

or

KOB, Albuquerque,

WCPO,

WING, Dayton.

WNOE, New

WQDM,

WCCO's

St.

Orleans.

Albans, Vermont.

WTAG, Worcester.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
KFBK, Sacramento.
WNYC, New York City.
WMPS, Memphis.

a.m. audi-

ence.

WCCO

Tonight (21)
aired 'The
Sunrisers' at 9-9:30 p.m., telling its'
listeners that starting the next morning (22) at 6 to 6:45, that's the calibre entertainment they could expect
to hear d^ily.

Music Appreciation Tie-Up
San Antonio.

music

One of the local dailies is conducting a music appreciation campaign offering for a small sum a
complete album of master recordings

a half-hour broadcast the complete
program of Schubert was presented.

St.

At the Police Station

Louis.

KWK

gram tagged 'The Barrel Roll' that
has a sock merchandizing angle and
is packing 'em in at local taverns.

Detroit.

As

WXYZ

a

public

and

its

servlc*

state

web

program,
Inaugu-

Is

rdting a 13-week series of broadcasts
direct from Michigan state police

Every tavern in town is represented headquarters In Lansing, covering
by a number marked on slips kept various phases of organization. ProIn a locked barrel.
During every grams will be conducted by Howard
program, six nights weekly, the bar- Finch, special events chief at WJIM,
rel is spun around and 10 slips are Lansing, and Lieut. Harold Mulbar,
drawn. Name and address of tav- authority on lie detector.

•

-

and

KRNT

to

*

York, jumped in with
the flrst local all-night every-night
program and appeared to cash in diinsponsorship and
rectly with
directly through opening up a new
listening audience for itself. Station
also applied for a power increase
and added a number of physical extensions to its facilities. Continued
its record of liveliness and determination in keeping the station in the
local eye.

WPEN expanded its news coverage
and went in strongly for a complete
recorded library.

each night to
script

shows

Welch, KRT, Des Moines.

e

Crowds

F. Allison,

4

*

'We do not have a national
makes regular calls two or

KM8C,

Kansas City.

*

Our own sales director
times monthly on time buyers and'
executives of agencies in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago. And
during 1939 four dilTereht programs were devised for various agencies and'
out of the four, three were sold.'
—A. K. Redmond, WHP, Hurrisburg, Pa.
sales representative.
thriee

*

*

«

Geltlnr Into the Lah-de-dah

Homes

'Hartford has a large long-hair population among the wealthier bracket*
'hard to get into' homes go for our concert hour
hundreds of requests for schedule of repertory
the sponsor, an interior decorator,
.

.

,

.

.

,

,

,

—C.

catch the non-basebalL
during
Similarly,
the

WMCA, New

KRNT

on

were carrying juvenile

—Wavne

'About the time I entered radio, screwy special events as an indication
of showmanship were deflnitely on the wane in this part of The Bush.
Stations quit putting them on the air for the same reason the oil companies in the early days Anally stopped blowing the town Are siren every
time they brought in a gusher. It just naturally stopped drawing a crowd.'

*

*

G. DeLoney,

WTHT,

Hartford.

41

Must Please Mythical Mrs. Gluts

when

dramatic seriaKs are
over the networks, WDAS
pushed symphonic music through
recordings. Both policies drew ready
sponsorship. With iU foreign language following, WDAS also cashed
Bein on transatlantic war news.
cause of its limited resources, the
hours
heard

dolls.

and the Grlesedieck Bros.
Brewing Co. have cooked up a pro-

KSO

serve adult.j as both
during that period.'

is tickled.'

overflow.
.

•

built a light musical half-hour at 5:30 p.m.

.

•will

Beer-Tavern Stunt

*

Usine the Skull

'We

N. Mex.

Cincinnati.

Miitneapolis.

a criterion of station
listeners applaud si-

poor or uninteresting they dial elsewhere.'
—John T. Vorpe, WHK-WCLE, Clcueland.

lently, v/heii

—Milton

another:

WCCO,

Gaiiiiitoiis.
*

•

Stunla Slopped Drawing

Sparklers

Dawn Busters* consisting of works of several outSaturday morning two hour show standing authors together with a
be old clothes, broken toys, or portable phonograph which, can be
station must depend on. resourcefulattached to any radio.
Station will have toys repaired and
WOAI has tied up with campaign. ness and opportunism. It has had
therein.
clothes flxed up for distribution to Presented
the flrst In the series of an enviable record
poor on Christmas eve.
WIP, which is affiliated with
platters which are being offered. In

sion price to the

«

*

lar

New

— Enrl

They Applaud Silently
'We foel that mail should no longer- be considered
or program popularity.
When programs are good,

gram planning.

St.' Paul.
early morning show

it's

at 9 o'clock in the

Old Clothei f«r Admission

Beginning Saturday, Dec. 2 and
until Christmas, admis-

WCCO

Broadcasts are no longer scheduled simply becau.se they secure the participation of some school or £ivic group as siich. Nor are they scheduled for
a group whose appeal is purely local.
'Instead we are demanding that educational and welfare groups shall
demonstrate their ability to produce a worthwhile program and that the
idea they present shall have a regiorial rather than local appeal. In consequence such incidents as the state Parent-Teachers Association preparing to audition a program for WCCO's production department are how
the order in educational atTairs.'

pecially notable in the case of pro-

8:15 a.m., opening day,
progiiim director Bill Bryan conducted- inler'view o( the management
and employees in the store. At 10:15

downtown.

continuing

station ex-

Rducalional Groups Must Meet Test
'In the past year
has arrived at a new policy with regard to educational programs which, though it reduced the number of broadcasts each,
week, should result in an improvement in the station's service to education.

At

broad':ast.

draws

letters annual-

from kids.
With Larry Teich as m.c, show
embraces Santa Claus, 'Billie' and
Metik, the Eskimo, and traces their
adventures at the North Pole and
subsequent trip to Milwaukee. The
six-week series on WTMJ is climaxed by a mammoth parade, with

management

ups with various stores and sponsors.
Without any network or station
affiliation, WDAS again waged an
aggressive showmanship campaign,
particularly in adapting its policies
to local conditions.
This was es-

pre-Christmas program to promote ants their reasons for patronizing the
the toy department of Schuster's de- store.
partment stores, returned to. WTMJ
'Sunrise' Show at 9 P.M.
here Thursday (16) for Its eighth

ly

it.<i

WCAU. The

panded its facilities for handling
news and it hypoed its farm and
music broadcasts, besides capitalizing on Philadelphia's unusual symphonic music
libraries
and resources, as well as working out tie-

Jack Mitchell, production manager,
handled a 'Roving Microphone' job
among, customers for 30 minutes.
Milwaukee.
Brownie,' traditional 'Man On the Street' asked contest-

the

to show increa.sand enterprise since

continued

liveliness

separation from

tie-up with

Toy Show

Prie-Clirlslmas

'Billie

ing
its

:

erns,

Comment

Pointed Showmanship

.Continued from page 22.

was

BUILD

2S

'We have

adoptied a deflnite policy of, strange as

it

seem.s, considering

and always the listener, as exemplified by 'Mrs. Glutz,' a fictional
whose reactions are always considered by our staff In discussfeatures.
Tliis policy amounts, to putting, on the
air whatever makes good listening, rather than shows about which we can
talk.
We ace of the Opinion that talk is cheap but that listeners can be
proved and, therefore, by such proof, completely outweigh all other data
any station can ever accumulate.'
first

character,

ing

new programs and

—Kenyon
*

'Why Should

Douglass,

*

KTOK,

Olclahonui CitV-

«

Be «n the

It

Air'

'Instead of designing programs just to fill time KSTP tried to produce
programs that would have both significance and timeliness. For instance^
during the heat of the WPA strikes, which crowded all else off the front
pages of the local papers, KSTP put a staff to work to preseht all sides ot
the case.
That this procedure brought KSTP recognition is evidenced
by the fact that during the WPA trials, the local federal district court
ruled that KSTP was a legal source of public information, that the WPA's
directors notice over the station to striliers of the terms ot the new relief
bill constituted sufficient legal notice. ... In creating special events .<;how.<i
wa ask ourselves one question, 'Why should it go on the air?'. If it's
timely, informative and of human interest, it's carried. It it's just a stunt
for the sake of fleeting publicity, it's dropped.'
K. M. Hance, KSTP, St. Paul.
.

.

.

—

*

*

•

Creating Special Attention
'Adopted policy of advising either by postcard or telephone interested
groups when leaders in their fields spoke. .atl members of St. Louis Stock
Exchange, were telephoned when president of New York Stock Exchange

'

.

MIMEOGRAPH-THEY CALL
Last year Vakietv in it.s Sliowmanship Report pointed out how amateiirisli were mos.t
of the promotional brochures, booklets, leaflets and ntailinp pieces designed and sent out
by radio stations. Not much change \vas
noted this year (although fewer samples were
submitted to Variety), but this year tlie low
estate of tiic radio press agent in his own organization seems to warrant parenthetical
consideration.
Not to beat about the bush
the typical local radio station regards its
press agent as strictly a slcncil-cuttcr.
It is pretty clear that the press agent is seldom told to wear a clean collar the next day
because he may be invited into tiie front office.
With crushing condescension one station in Oregon reported: 'when the publicity
department is needed, the director is called
into conference.
There seems small tendency to believe that
the prcs.s agent has or should. have any right
to know what management is thinking about
or periiaps to contribute to management
thought.
lie or she is primarily expected
only to send out news releases as aiid when,
authorized (and the wording okayed) by
somebody important.^
This confirms a sus))icion that generally
ijjcaking the press agent is unaware of what's
'-

IT

PUBUCITY

spoke."

Rav Dady, KWK,
*

'We eliminated

going on. lie or she is apt to be withotit
prestige with the station, without authority
tOk^ct) without real participation in plainn'iig
or decision e.xcept to the extent that the press
agent is primarily sometliing else, as for example, program director, secretary to the general manager, sales director, etc. In only one
reported case was the station pul)licist on the
board of directors and in that case he was
the son of the owner.
The lack of standing of the press agent has
its natural consequences in the impractical
and largely thoughtless mimeograph so plentifully supplied the newspaper wa.-itcbaskets.
Unable to get any real news cleared through
the top execs and unwilling to risk individual
action without okays the publicity directors
turn to the trite and the unimportant in an
In some cases
cfl'ort to publicize the station.
the i)ublicily director, in desperation, attempts to Create occasions for station menlion by perpetrating more of llujsc looncy
'.itnnts' which aiccomplish litlle as a rule.
In some few cases tlie job of the station
press agent is not to go to town fur the station it.self or even to collaborate with advertising agencies but to further the |)(M-.<onal (in
politics, in society, etc) side of the boss'
private life.

air

*

St. Louis.

*

Must Dramatize Local 'Cause*'
speeches by local 'cause' leaders

Insisting.

.

.that all

be dramatized by local actors after careful preparation, rehearsal and
audition.'

James
*

C.

Hanrahan,

WMPS,

Me^nphis,

'

»

Out the Hotel Window
'KANS is. always present for a broadcast in connection with any public
gathering that occurs in its service area. To further expand the remote
This is a rather
facilities, a second relay broadcast station was added.
unique unit, iii that it is a complete 10-watt transmitter with its own cueing receiver built up in a form and size comparable to the usual remote
line amplifier.
With this transmitter, we can go into a hotel room and
interview a dignitary on five minutes' notice, simply by tossing an antenna
out of the window and picking the signal up at KANS for rebroadcast.
It is also useful in cueing the main mobile unit transmitter.'
Herb Hollister, KANS, Wichita.

Pause For Station

Identification

(Some Giggles From The Survey)
tragedy drew more cominent than any
'Our coverage of the
other single broadcast. We sent a man to the scene and he reported on
the radio before the true story ot the affair was reported in the dailies.'

in

'Our publicity director (new) is a young college graduate
Speech, Salesmanship, Journalism and Drama.'

who majored

'Saturday morning dances were scheduled until recently, when they were
stopped by the police.'
'Thousands gathered in the street each day. eager to hear the European
news via our special loudspeaker— greatly disrupting traffic conditions—
and occasional news flashes attracted people to their office windows within
a block-and-a-half's. hearing distance.'

TTedncsday, December 6, 1939
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GOVT

NO 2 IN
HARMONY, JOCKEY FOR SHORTWAVE

9 DIFFERENT

John Studebaker, of Office of Education, May Precipitate Showdown Through His Questionnaire
Much Behind-the-Scenes Politics in Washington
With An Eye to the Future
'

Education Commissioner, who also

'

is

Washington, Dec.

!

,0531 press corps.

,

'

I

5,

Radio news commentators have
climbed another rung toward parity
\\uth their chilly brethren ol the

'

|

While caste

lines

.

I

^/mpf

:

j

Juno
July

August
September

\

October

November

3,702,102
3,382,404
3.283.555
3.312:570
3.315.307
4,219.253
4,234.984

.$40,964,606

Total

now

are sure
of a chance to make their guesses for
at lea.^t one magazine poll of 'expert'
opinion.
e^ist, the spielers

|

'

|
I

in

3..'i60,984

May

the driving force of the almost-defunct Federal Radio Education Cornmittee, desires to 'bring the previou.':
Irked because only typewriter
data up to date.' Associates in his
.
,,
.i nr,™offices were of the opinion that the
^/"rRT
rht^ if hY
questionnaire was provoked by State ""^^^^' /^^^^
Herald inoune Dureau, com
Department curiosity, but no one in
plained to Look magazine about disauthority at the diplomat!, headcrimination in finding out what jourquarters admits any particular internalistic gentry feel about the danger
est. Execs of both Cultural Relations
Reply assured him that
war.
and International Communications of
henceforth the mag will take the
wings said they have no desire for
pulse ol regular microphone intersuch tabulation as Studebaker seems
preters.
.to have in mind, although both of;
these is generally interested in the
amount and type of programs sent
out to foreign nations,

the sovernment so far ?.s
shortwave radio is concerned that.
before replying to Studebaker. the
broadcasters may ask that the White
House decide who is— and who is not
—the right boy.
Studcbaker's questionnaire asked.
among other matters, about 'sponsWhich the radio trade interors.'
prets as a quick reaction to the first
and only shortwave advertiser.
The FREC, which has ocen slumUnited Fruit of Boston, which began bering for many monlh , also is unonly last Friday (11.
aware of the reasons for the inquirv.
(A review of the United Fruit Qne member, who has been in on

who

April

Commentators Should Be
Too, Warner Tells Look

rolleci,

1

DX

the report on
operations cannot
be learned, although it was said the

NBC

'

1956

1937

1938

1039
$4.033 900
3,748.695
4.170.852

January
February ...........

March

DEMANDS DEFERENCE
Radio

'

^Washington, Dec. 5.
John W. Studebaker, of the U. S,
Office ot Education, sent out an
elaborate questionnaire last week to
all the sliortwave broadcasters in the
United States. Westinphouse. Croslev General Electric. NBC. CBS, and
Walter Lemmon. of WIXAL. Boston.
This has had the immediate '^s'lH
of so confusing the i.'sue of who's

Chain Income from Time Sales

OFFICIALS,

$3,783,516
3,498,053
3,808,831
3,310,505
3,414,200
3.200,569
2.958,710
2,941,099
2.979,241
3,773,964
3,898.919

$3,541,999
3,295,782
3,614,283
3,277,837
3,214,819
3,003.287
2.707,450
2.784,977
2,850,581
3,339,739
3,381,346

$2.r.81.fil.'i

$37,575,607

$35,012,100

$30,tt6,'>,370

2.714,300
3.037,883
2.741,928
2.561,720
2.323,4.56

2.429,983
2,422,431
2.886,637
3,696,489
3,468,728

CBS
Jamiai v

2;925,684
2,854.026
3,097,484
2.860.180
2.311.953
2.341.638
2,563.132
3.366.654
3.456,323

$2,879,945
2.680,334
3,034,317
2,424,180
2,442,283
2,121,495
1,367,357
1,423,865
1,601,755
2,387,395
2,453,410

.$30,992,671

$24,816,336

$2,674,057

February

-March

.

2.541..')42
.. ..

.

-..

.ii.i

April

May
June
July

.

August
September

;

October

'

November
Total

193T

1938

1939

I9:te

$2,378,620
2,264,317
2,559,716
2,563,478
2,560,558
2,476,567
1,988,412
1.955,280
2,028,585
2,505,485
2,654,473

$1,901,023
1.909,146
1.172,382
1.950,939
1,749,517

$25,935,491

$10,454,899

•

1,.502,763

1,292,775
1,232,588
1,883,932
2,429,917
2.425,913

1

MUTUAL

!

KSTP PROTESTS

'

|

program

appears

in

this

week

virtually every session and parley
Variety.),
,.
.
J since the project begai a couple of
That shortwave radio is now and.ygg^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ was unaware the
hereafter will be entangled in poll
blanks had gone out. He was sure
tics, both the routine kind and the
there is nothing in' the wind as far
kind that overlaps the higher stratshort-wave for educational
egy.
.

is

,

^^^^^

cates of government ownership-op
eration of shortwave stations mention 'South -American relations' as
their motive. The joker invariably
is a proviso making it possible to
also use such international transmitters 'lor domestic programs or hookups.'- In other words, the international facade comes up to reveal native politics.
this
episode
apropos
Another

March

BAN ON

April

May

.

June

1

Augu.st

September

theoretically
co-ordinates
Council
Federal use of domestic stations, this
now hitched to the President's

outfit,

November

;

216.583
205,410
210,589
428,221
327.045
$3,012,083

$2,582,955

$213,748
231,286
247.421
200,134
154,633
117,388
101,4.S7

96.629
1.12,866

238.683
258,357

I

Minneapolis, Dec.

9.

i

I

KSTP has protested to the American Federation ot Musicians against
the latter's rule barring musical organizations from buying time to an-

had no knowledge of the survey and could not think of any rea- nounce their itineraries. The rule
son why such data is wanted. Gov- has been construed to apply to susernment outfits have few occasions taining groups which are booked

office,

-

October

1938
$269,894
253^250
232,877
189,545
194.201
402.412
167.108
164.626
200.342
347,771
360,929

i228,186

July

PUBUCITY

concerned.

While the Radio Division of the
now-abolished National Emergency

1939
$315,078
276,605
306,976
262,626
234,764

January
February

1

Habitually the advo-

clear.

AM

;

|

s

use DX plants, except for certain through a station's artists bureau.
Also to bands picked up from
theme was the drum-thumping by important speeches oii foreign policy,
similar spots.
Mayor LaGuardia of New York, who like the President's annual message hotels, cafes and
short-waved
recently urged the establishment of to Congress, which is
AFM's executive board Issued the
a shortwave non-commercial, net- overseas. For routine affairs, the doon the
work in the United States. LaGuar- mestic plants in the standard broad- ruling in dispute Sept. 15,
owned cast band serve all of the adn:inistra- ground that the practice Involved
dia,
through municipally
competition
WNYC, is interested in furthering tir .'s needs, although the State De- tended to create unfair
transmis- among members of the union. Those,
radio in the realm of education and partment is interested in
embassies and it held, who couldn't afford to adpublic enlightenment. His proposal sion of news to U^ S.
vertise and diSn't have such chan_was seen as close to the ideas long legations.
nels made available to them were at
espoused by Walter Lemmon, of
a huge disadvantage, and that the
Boston,
who is always closely
only solution for the dilemma was a

Total

$1,992,602

Columbia s November $3,456,323

to

Largest Month

NBC Red

h Radio History;
Grossed $3,277,529

'

watched by the trade.
An Old Wound
Confusion element, which has been
re-introduced by Studebaker's latest

move

to gain some implicit
authority for his Office of Education (which may one day be a secretariat of education in the cabirecalls
net!),
Vahiety's story of
May, 1039, apropos the need for and

tactical

quiet steps then reported being taken
to set up a booking office through
which all radio requests for time
.should be cleared. Nothing has since
been heard of this movement. Meantime, among others, at least nine
Washington personalities evince a

keen interest in shortwave
casting and more or less offer
and make suggestions. Such
Is uncoordinated with other
within the government and
fact,
•

Deutsch Goes West

Congressmen Bore Public

was

Town

Hall of Air Experience Is That Public Thinks
Senators Vague, Representatives Inarticulate

in

frequently hostile to the aspira-

tions of others.

Members of Congress are flops on
Leaders among those concerned
with shortwave radio are:
the radio so far as public reaction to
Robert. 1. Berger, connected with their appearance on NBC's 'Town
White
House
through
the
program is conLotuell Millet, an executive as- Hall of the Air'
cerned. Fan mail clearly bears this
sistant to the president
Frank McNinch, the former chair- out. Political type of oratory doesn't
man of the FCC, who is a somewhat click on the forums, apparently due
inscrutable factor, but understood to to the tendency of senators to be
be writing a report on shortwave evasive and vague and the limited
;

j

radio.

vocabularies of their brethren in the
Tom Burke, of the telecommunica- lower house. That this is more or
tions division of the State Departless the opinion of an audience genment, and
n... ri,i,-rr-;„^i^^
th^ i^i^- «i'ally estimated in the trade to average 8,000.000 every Thursday night,
Ami;\can"
d?v'ision
l^^own to be among the nation s
same department
Morse SalisbuTV of the Depart- ''^s' educated,^ U thought to be a
"letter of considerable social and poment of Agriculture.
!

oXl

I

•

Campana
Shows Renewed
CBS

!

significance,
Office-holders
have
been
noto'iously less straightforward and
frank
in their answers to questions
ference)
asl^ed
them,
large,
and
the
radio
auFCC
s
own
inof
the
Gerald Gross,
dience senses, this and finds fault
ternational division,
John W. Studebaker, of the Office with the pussyfoot altitude. On. several
occasions congressmen
have
of Education.

John Payne

of the electrical division of the Department of Commerce
(a delegate to the Cairo radio con-

'

i

;

1

.

provocative the Town Hall ever day afternoon.s, 1:35-2 o'clock.
Network also got a one-timer from
broadcast and it was the only time
where the working press actually Coty, which will cover Marcelle
stood up to fire questions at the DSnya, French concert singer, on a
.speakers.
Several
hookup next Tuesday
quiry remains shrouded, with all
reporters
got 24-station
hands disclaiming either responsibil- last year, when a New Jersey con- miffed at Gannett and quizzed him (12), with Mt. Holyoke college,
AH of which went out to Springfield, Mass.. the originating
ity or knowledge of his motives and gressman attached to the. Dies com- sharply.
Studebaker unavailable for explana- mittee, and little heard from .since, the 8.000.000 listeners from 88 NBC .spot. Mme. Denya is touring Amerexplained one of the committee's .stations, of which 28 a -e newspiaper
ican colleges to stir up an interest
tion.
in French music.
Just what ends will be served by investigators as being a case of 'sel- owned.

Mystery and confusion, tinged with
some jealousy, followed disclosure
that Studebaker was surveying shortwave operations. Purpose of the in-

ducked awkward questions by challenging the sincerity, or compslence
of the questioner, and the public has
considered this a cheap trick.
Most shu.ddering occasion
was

I

'

broadcast direct from
the
Arcadia tied up at her dock. Party
then went to WBZ studios lor breakfast with salesmanager Frank Bowes
the host. There followed a trip to
East Boston Airport from which the
whole gang was flown over Hull,

ting B crook to catch crooks.' OfMa.<>s., where the new WBZ transficials of NBC and Town Hall lost
mitter is being built.
Then lunch
five years* life expectancy in that one at the Harvard Club and a tour of
sinking moment Nothing happened the city in the afternoon.
afterward, but It was a bad sample
Visitors
included:
ifiom
New
of congressional platform work.
York). James V. McCvinell, Maurice
Cabinet officers have done much
M. Boyd, Gordon H. Mills, William
better on the 'Town Hall' series
O, Tilenlu.s, J. D. Van Amburgh.' W.
Harold Ickes. in particular, has been
Donald Roberts and Walter D. Scott.
1 iked
by the public. Solicitor-Genwere Griffith S.
Other guests
eral Robert E. Jackson also made a
Thompson of KYW. Philadelphia;
good impression. James Roosevelt,
Sherman D. Gregory, of KDKA,
then a White House secretary, also Pittsburgh,
and John Dodge of
registered favorably.
WRC-WMAL. Washington.
Thanks partly to the national pub
licity given him through several ap
pearances on 'Town Hall,' the utiliScreen Guild,
ties spokeman, Wendell t. Wilkie
has become something of a national
at
figure and is being boomed among
CBS last week got a renewal on
business men as a presidential can
His debate with the Screen Guild show from Gulf
didate lor 1940.
Jackson was a classic last: season and received a contract for the re
Debate between Secreary of the turn of 'Grand Hotel.' with Campana
Interior Ickes and Frank Gannett, as the repeat spon.sor. Latter, start
the publisher, was perhaps the .nost ing Jan. 7, will use 30 stations Sun

i
'

-

CuS-

ban on any form of itinerary

advertising.

broadadvice
advice
groups
is,

strict

Following a tough hospital seige
during the summer with pneumonia,
GrifAth B. Thompsoni sales man
Percy Deutsch. head of World ager of KYW, Philadelphia, has been
Broadcasting System, has ducked appointed assistant general manager,
the rigors of New York for the win- He will be in charge of the station
during the Illness of General Manter.
He left last T^eek.
ager, Leslie W. Joy.
Will rest in Phoenix, Ariz,

Network time billings last montlt
NBC DISCOVERS BOSTON
showed about the same pace that hat
Bit Week-End Under The Auspices prevailed since early spring. Coot SUtion WBZ
lumbia grossed $3,456,323 which wai
40.8% better than the total for NoBoston, Dec. B.
vember, 1938, while NBC did $4.234.<
WBZ execs Thursday t3d) night 984, which represents an Increase ol
sailed to New York on the Eastern 8.6%. On the first nine months ol
Steamship Arcadia and stayed over this year CBS is up 20.5% as compared with '38, and NBC's margin in
[Friday touring Radio City. Friday
night they returned on the Arcadia this respect is 9%. Mutual's $327,049
bringing .with them sundry NBC for November was 10.4% less than
it grossed during November of lart
spot salesmen and others as guests
year, but the network is ftill up
for the weekend in Boston.
16.6% on the annual comparison.
Boat arrived in Boston Harbor
Breakdown of the NBC's accumuSaturday a. m. and entertainment
lative figure for last month (Novemwas furnished on board by WBZ's
ber)
gives the red link $3,277,529 and
band.
Shindig was emceed by
the
blue link. $957,455. Comparativ*
WBZ's Fred Cole and the comboost is 11.1% for the red and 1.8%
plete. 'Breakfast in Bedlam' show
for the blue.

On the- basis of the above figures
and contracts on hand it is estimated
that Columbia will gross $34,400,000
for 1939, while NBC's tally for thif
year will come to around $44,500,000.
In 1938 CBS grossed $27,345,397 and
NBC,

$41,402,679.

CBS gross for November i.« th»
largest monthly tally of a web In
radio hiistory.

LARRY CLINTON OFF
SENSATION DEC. 28
Larry Clinton

fades out of his
spot for Sen.salion
cigarets on the blue link Dec. 28. H«
will have been on 26 weeks.
Cig's new policy will probably call
for the booking of a different talent
setup every 13 weeks.
Lennen St

Monday night

Mitchell

Is

Brown

the agency.

&

Williamson

Adds Another Half Hour
Brown

Sc

William.sor tobacco has

bought another half hour from NBC.
This one is on the blue link. Tuesday nights, 9:30 to 10 o'clock. Prostarting date have not been

gram and
set.

Also NBC Is reported to be on the
verge of closing with a commercial
for "The Green Hornet,' now a twice

weekly series on the blue as a lustainer.

'W'ediiesdaj,

December

6,
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FULL HOUR SHOWS WEAKEN
Coughlin Lost

yy WGBI and WTMJ

Seeks Copyright Delinitioii That Will
Protect Radio Merchandizing Plans

Contracts (Mostly Recent) Guarantee Priest Little
Interference for Year
Detroit, Dec.

Atlanta, Dec. S.
Atlanta federal penitentiary
cream of -the crop of
big-time crooks and con men.
The prisoners are so intelligent
that it is quite a job to select
radio programs suitable to their

-

'

Scranlon, Pa., and

gels the

WTMJ, Milwau-

I.

kee, Iciving 47 o£ the previous 49slatioti

hookup

Airca.sters

likelihood the pres-

would

network

many

in

the

prisons,

in-

mate.'; are allowed some voice in
the programs tuned in by the

agency pointed out that

management.

change

during the next 12 months,
since most of stations had requested
was worknew contracts while
in.:; out its code, aimed at Coughlin

Q.'s.

As

intact.

much

thera isn't
ent indie

Chase

Attention, C.A.B.

5.

Despite National Assn. of Broadcasters recent code, Father Coughlln
is experiencing no difAculty in maintaining number of outlets for his
Siinday afternoon broadcasts, it's reported here by Aircasters, Inc., which
handles prie.st's ether doings. Only
non-renewals thus far are WGBI,

radio

nuich

.

doesn't

Here

the

appear

best

good

enough.

NAB

broadcasting on controAlso reported that
severat .stations have written in recently slating that, since they weren't

and

otiicrs

Ruthrauff

&

Ryan Has

versial subjects.

X On

niembbrs of NAB as yet, they'd like
to sisn up for a year.
Priest's lalliTs recently have been
going out over both WJR and WJBK

Lifebuoy Niche;

Significance Not Clear
Under

s.

instructions from Sterling
Products, Inc., the Ruthrauff Si Ryan

&

Field Man's Crack
'

New

District

sales

manager

for

a

major soap manufacturer complained to the home office about
the poor coverage that one of the
company's programs was getting

When

the h.o. answered that it thought the facilities were adequate, the district
manager wisecracked back:
'You may think you're putting
on an advertising campaign out
here, but to me it has all th- earin his area.

CLOSE POINTS

Kenny

An

WBAL

WHBY

lime income.

They had considered

the hour show as the backbone of
night-time
schedule,
around
the

Alan Corelli, of the Theatre Auand Nick Kenny, radio columnist of the N. Y. Daily Mirror,
got themselves tangled up Sunday
night (3) at a benefit dinner and
show for the Israel Zion Hospital
at the Waldorf Astoria hotel. When

everything else was built.
Rise of radio as a major entertainment medium, they point out, dates
from the time that Standard Brands,
Maxwell House Coffee and Kraft
Cheese first became linked together
through three continuous hours on
the red network, Thursday nights.

thority,

Don Amcche and Dorothy Lamour
wind up on the Chase & Sanborn
show with the Dec. 31 broadcast.

beefsteak,
eye.

which

'

Argument stemmed from Corelli's
refusal to permit Mary Small, singer,
to appear in the show gratis "with
Kenny's radio 'Gang' (amateurs),
the TA rep pointing out that all the
other professionals present were being paid to appear. Corelli says he
told Kenny that he and his amateurs could play gratis, but not Miss

After that the cast will consist of
Edgar Bergen, Donald Dixon, 'Vera

Robert Ambruster and a
guest name from films.
Fleischmann Yeast, which is part
of "the same combine, folds the Rev.
William L. Stidger series Dec. 29.
This one is on the blue link mornings five times a week.
Vague,

Resume and Forecast

BENNY GOODMAN

Wander

is

now

Set Through

1940

a

Corelli says the kick was tha
that sent his blood pressure
Anyhow, his retaliatory meawere very effective and

up..
5.

sures

Kenny's

here has set contracts for renewal
of NBC red time through 1940 for
the Wander company's two shows,
'Little Orphan Annie' and 'Carters of

Elm

for

Ovaltine

product

and
1.

office, and the latter lined up
most nf the talent for the postbanquet performance at the WalActs included Harry HershWillie and Eugene Howard,
Molly Picon, Jack Durant,' Mary
Burton, Stump and Stumpy, Gary
Leon and Tut Mace.
Kenny claims he was solicited by
Kat/ to make an appearance with
his Gang iind that he was unaware

dorf.
Aeld,

.

.

.

.

.

the fact that the show was a
paid affair, otherwise he wouldn't
Mi.ss Small to

have prevailed upon

come
I

in forthcoming

!

j

arm act
Kenny also

in

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

34th

^

Monday

along.

Defau first conductor of
syinph while Toscahini takes

Denlra

Kenny

ogy

vaude.

Yesterday

(3>

did an open-letter apol-

to Corelli.

ROSF

NEAR RADIO DEAL

of "P^RiETY

First 13 programs of 'Abie's Irish
Rose' prepared by Anne Nichols
have been completed and sale of the
radio rights which she did not here-

|

To

(4)

sent a letter of apology to Corelli
but didn't apologize for failing to
know that Gorelli once did a strong-

'ABIE'S IRISH

NBC

no

of

WHO'S Xmas Bonus

his hiatus.

was

o-der

show and dinner was
played to an audience of 2,000 at
$100 per plate. Chairman was Dave
Katz, who operates Totem Lodge,
one of the topflight borscht circuit
spots booked by the William Mor-

Street.'

Both

contracts are effective as of Jan.

beefsteak

gag.
Israel Zion

I

New York.
playhouse.

Des Moines,. Dec. 5.
WHO, Des Moines, will bonus employees again for the third consecutive Xmas.
Ten per cent goes to
those with the station five years or
more. Nine per cent for four years,,
eight for three years, seven for two
years and five for one year.
WOR. N. Y., slipped Xmax bonuses
Into pay envelopes this week. One
week it over $50, two weeks If
under.

rep

thing

Chicago, Dec.

Commercial Upbeat

building.

CBS

TA

the

didn't.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency

Public Service Record

hour dance program called 1<et's
Dance' seven or eight years ago.
At that time Goodman was just
getting started and was working at
Rose's Music Hall in the Haramertheatre

whereupon,

Small,

claims. Kenny took a punch at him.
missed, but a followup kick
It

ris

National Biscuit Co. is reported on
the ver^e of contracting to take over
sponsorship of. Benny Goodman orchestra when the latter exits from
its Camel spot Dec. 30.
Goodman's
first air sponsor was the cracker
makers, who used him on a three-

Latter

knots were untied by neutral
Kenny ordered a lot of
which was. applied to his

the

parties,

Waterbury, Conn.

NATL. BISCUIT EYES

stein

Man

For Waldorf Workout

|

WABC's News

WATR,

6.

patent attorneys to make application
to the Federal authorities at Ottawa
for a decision as to whether formulas
for radio merchandizing plans may
Attorneys are of
be copyrighted.
opinion that radio merchandizing
plans may be designed, blue-printed
and patented in the same way as
mechanical or other devices.
Decision of Chase & Sanborn CofShould verdict from the patent
marks of a whispering camfee and Maxwell House Coffee to rebureau at Ottawa be favorab1«
paign.'
duce the running time of their shows
Ouellet intends to lease radio proon NBC to a half hour is regarded
gram ideas to sponsors in futura,
in ad agency circles as the precursor with Fred Allen for ninth place. retaining full ownership should adto a wholesale abandonment of the 'Good' News' seems doomed to yield vertisers switch accounts and prefull hour show.
Both C & S's Sun- its No. 12 rating to Bob Hope, who venting others from using his maday evening stanza and Maxwell's has but a half hour to himself. There terial.
Thursday night 'Good News' are are 14 one-hour shows on NBC and
slated to go 30-minutes with their Columbia, with but six of these rated
first broadcasts for 1940.
C & S has among the first 10 in the C.A.B. rej'
Nick
Selected
been in the same spot since Septem- ports.
<
ber, 1929,. going to a full hour in
Network officials declare that the
May 1931 with Eddie' Cantor. Max- trend away from the hour show is to
£x-Yaude Strong
well went into the hour classifica- be regretted, even though the replacetion in October, 1932.
ments will mean somewhat added

setup being necessitated by
broadcasts of Detroit Lions pro foot- agency has had CBS block out the
As the agency men, see it, the
ball games over WJR on Sunday Tuesday 8:30-8:55 p.m. period, which
economic justification for the full
Report in
ai'ternouns.
As result, Coughlin's Lifebuoy is vacating.
hour show, unless more than one
half-hour talks hit WJR just prior to agency circles last week was that product is plugged on it, has been
grid conlcsLs, via transcription, while R. Sc R. is slated to get an additional considerably on the wane for the
W.IBK carries the regular broadcast. piece of Sterling Products business past two years. The primary purFollowing is latest list of stations for this spot, but R. & R. Monday pose for going in for such expendicarryiii'.; priest's talks:
WABY, Al- (4) stated that it didn't know tures is to- get maximum audiences,'
whether a new account would go
biiny, WPG. Atlantic City,
and the underlying theory which
WCAO. Baltimore, WSNJ, into the spot or it would be used for stimulate the parade of hour shows
and
Bridgcton.
N.
J.,
WGR, Buffalo, Ironi/.ed Yeast, long on the R. & R. in the early 30's was that audiences
WCKY. Cincinnati, WGAR, Cleve- list, which was recently acquired by would be more inclined to settle
Sterling
Products.
land, WHO. DCS Moines, WJR, Dedown with a show that lasted 60
It WHS reported in the trade that
and
troit. V/I.KV, Erie, Pa.,
minutes than play' around with the
WTAG. Green Bay, Wis., WJEJ, the new piece of Sterling business dial at each 15-minute or half-hour
Ha^erslown. Md., WHIP, Hammond, would be a sort of reward lor R. & mark.
R.'s
cooperation
in
closing
the IronInd.,
WKBO, Harrisburgh, Pa.,
Recent study of the C.A.B. ratings,
Wise, Indianapolis, WKZO, Kalama- ized Yeast deal. Sterling has for say these agency men, has disclosed
zoo. Mich., WREN, Lawrence, Kan., years been handled exclusively by that the theory has become pretty
WIBA, Madison, Wis., KSTP, Minne- Blackiett-Sample-Hummert. Ironized much outmoded. For instance Chase
Yea.'Jt
currently
underwrites
"The
apolis,
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.,
Si Sanborn kept sticking to the full
WHBI, Newark, WTEL, Philadelphia, Good Will Hour' on a Mutual hook- hour routine, but the Jack Benny
WJAS. Pittsburgh, WRAW, Reading, up Sunday nights.
show, consuming half that time, kept
Pa., WSAY, Rochester, N. Y., KFEG,
staying within a few points of the
St. Joseph.
Mo., WEW, St Louis,
other programs, and now even gives
Strip
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; WWRL,
indication of catching up with it. Of
Woodside, Long Island, N.Y. WORC,
the leading IS network shows eight
WABC. N. Y., yesterday (Tuesday) of them are of the half-hour class.
Worce.<ter, Mass.; Colonial network;
WRDO. Augusta, Me., WLBZ, Ban- sold the 6 to 6:05 period acro.ss the Third and fourth ratings are held
gor,
Me., WAAB, Boston, WICC, board for newscasling purposes, with by Fibber Mc.Gee and Molly which
coffee
taking
Bridgeport, Conn., WSAR, Fall River, Yuban
Monday, is fifth and a half-hour program is
Ma.-is..
WHAl, Greenfield, Mass., Wednesday and Friday and Rem- but two and three points behind
WTHT. Hartford, Conn., WLNH, La- Rel getting the plug Tuesday, Thurs- them.
The Fitch Band Wagon, another
con ia, N. H.. WCOU, Leiston-Auburn, day and Saturday. Paul Parks will
half-hour stanza, is about a point beMe..
WFRA, Manchester. N. H., do the bulletin reading.
Joseph Katz handles the coffee ac- hind Major Bowes in seventh slot,
WNBH. New Bedford, Mass., WNLC,
New London, Conn., WBRK, Pitts- count and Campbell-Ewald the pro- and ahead of Kate Smith, while 'One
Man's Family' (30 minutes) is tied
fleld.
Mass.,
WEAN, Providence, prietary drug combination.
here,

Montreal, Dec.

Paul Ouellet, whose French-language radio merchandizing ideas
have received widespread attention
here for many years, has engaged

Sanborn and Max-

well House Both Cut Programs in Half as
Thinking. Challenges the
Costly Full Hour Program

he Published Late in December

tofore consider is reported virtually
Because of the classic comedy's
set.
tolerance anijle 'Abie' is regarded as
for
ethcrizin><
at this

opportune

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFFICE

ADVERTISING COPY

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

West 46th

1708 No. Vine St

154

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randojph

St.

8 St.

MarHns PL

time.

Herb

Ro.senth.il,

general

manager

of Columt)ia Artists bureau, is handling the deal.
Authoress is set as
producer with Ted Sills directing.

'The Voice of Labor,' Akron CIO
pro:iram formerly heard over

radii)

WJW,

is

now on WADC.
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HOPKINS,
MERCY'

'KATE

Program from NBC

OF

ANGEL

„

^

With Helen Lewis, Margaret MacDonald, Bud Collyer, Tcmplelon
Fox, Ned Weaver.

United Fruit Sponsors 1st Shortwave

Noel Coward and Chevalier Co-Emcee

Transcriptions
15 Mins.

Tun

N.Y., to Caribbean GENERAL FOODS

In France

Sbow Heard on BBC

Dally, 9:45 a.m.

KTSA, San Antonio.

By BOB LANDRT
(Reviewed jrom delayed

Fred Allen on

Critics

disc)

Starting last Friday (1) United
Fruit began a seven-nights-a-week
quarter hour out of New York Citybeamed southward via shortwave

Fred Allen brought up a moot
point on the subject of radio pro-

deals mostly in tropical fruit and, in
sending a f)X program' down to the
Caribbean zone, it certainly isn't trying to sell the Central Americans any
bananas.. Rather it is selling them a
dignified reminder of the company
whose ships are a standard white silhouette on the horizon down where
the skies are really blue.
Actually the rules of the Federal

Communications Commission, iiiider
which NBC made this inaugural deal,

.

•

division, is production man under the general supervision of Guy Hickok.
Because it was- the night of Dec. 1,
1939, there was a heavy studding of
Helsinki datelines.
"The program
comprises world news in general.

NBC's Spanish

a

severely

as

critics

treat

affirmative opinion,. Allen said
Whereas,
that he didn't agree.
he added, George Kaufman and.
Moss Hart might take a year to
which
runs
oh and
write a play
on, it is not to be expected that
any great amount of time will be
given to the preparation of a
program which lasts but a few
,

.i.e.

KNOW

tra
30 Mins.

WBT, CharJoUe,

from
program can't be heard BOND STREET TOBACCO
on New York City sets. Had to be Wednesday, 8:25 p.m.
reviewed from a special recording, WJZ-NBC, New York
(Milton Bioto)
an exception to Vabjety's fixed rule

Philip Morris has clipped off the
five minutes of its 8-8:30 seg-

final

Literature Talks
Sustaining
30 Mins.

Tuesday, 9:30 P.M.

ment on the blue, immediately following the Johnny Green show, for
a separate program plugging its
Bond Street smoking mixture. It's
apparently a device to get away

from using transcriptions.
From the viewpoint of entertain9:30-10 p.m.,
Tuesdays, is another 'public service ment this 'Pipe Dream* series seems
The cenfeature' through which NBC blue to miss on all cylinders.
is
catering to cultural-educational tral character of this curious charade
broadcasts.
Conductor being editor is tagged Willowby Fibbe, M. P.
Prevaricator),
and he's
of Atlantic Monthly (magazine is (Master
played
by Teddy Bergman in an acmentioned but not insistently), show
is class rather than mass appeal. cent
that suggests a mixture -of
However, it has moments of more Brooklynese and Piccadilly Circus.
popular interest; even bits intriguing This particular chip off the oldto youngsters— if they were out of Baron Muenchhausen block starts
bed. Examples of latter angle, in a off, for instance, with a lioast that
program whose format makes brief he once succeeded in crossing a
description difficult, were noted on a chicken with a parrot so that instead
salvo in which Bob Davis told of of cackling about 'laying an egg it
boyhood meetings, etc., with Sitting goes around saying, 'Where will I
TVJZ-NBC, New York
'Meet Mr. Weeks,'

.

lay

Bull.

a rambling program,

where

will I lay it?*
After that he recites some
it,

windy

farfetched tale, with every interruption of doubt by the interlocutor getting the refrain, 'That was the amazing part of it."
The figment that
Bergman used on the program
caught (15) was a lift of the Androcles and the Lion plot. Bergman
posed his grateful beast in the desert, but it was a bear instead of a
lion.
All the recital needed was the
dialect and 'Wass You Dere, Sharlie?'
to make it an echo of the Jack Pearl
New
routine.
Guests, who mike twice during
The plug, which emphasizes the
half-hour, too obviously read from smoothness and mildness .of the
scripts.
Jaco,
blend, is well put
Odec.
expository,
narrative, philosophical, anecdotal,
historical and letter reading (from
dialers).
By ordinary standards,
jointing Is not always smooth, pace
is leisurely, production is not pro
fessionalized.
Yet, program will
please certain listeners.
Unortho
doxy of style will make no differ'
ence, unless to heighten, its appeal
Weeks has cultured manto them.
ner and dry hiimor (he drew studio
laughs in
York).

true.*

fast-moving half hour.
'Have you any further personal
Weaknesses notable in earlier air- evidence?'
ings have been eliminated and the
'Yes, I think voodoo killed my
program speeded up.
wife's father.'
Chief asset of the program is Olga
(Applause from studio audience!)
Vernon, velvety vocalist billed as
'Soohisticated Lady of Song.' Miss
Maureen O'Hara guested on the
Vernon contributes three vocals on Chase & Sanborn program -last Sun
the show heard, all with plenty of day night (3) from the Coa.st, play
Her

mitter, this

sock in a luxurious contralto.
best contribution 'was novelty rendition of 'Ain'tcha Comin* Out Tonight?' done with the Lance Glee
Club. Charley Oliver, nvale vocal'
ist recently added to the show, delivered pleasingly In his one time
before the mike.
The second portion of the orogram
opens with a salute to two Southern
schools, .scheduled to meet on. the
football field the coming week-end,
from rival
telegrams
including
coaches stating prospects for game,
followed by medley of school songs.
In balance to the peppy college
Music,' in
in
salute is 'Reminiscing
which the band plays a three-song
medley of old-timers.
Band, which is an 11-piece combo
composed of four reeds, four brass,
and three rhythm instruments, plays
pleasinRly,
shuttling neatly from
sweet to swing. Lance Glee club is
one of standouts of show, contributine one novelty number on each

program.
Trafton
Robertson,
announcernroducer. Is stoo-watching.
Introduction and closing theme handled
okay by Miss Vernon, with only
drawback beinc similariiv to Jello
.oiirn.nture in snellinc out T-O-A-S-T-

C-H-E-E by

20.

First broadcast over the U. K. web
camp concert for troops in (he
front line, 'somewhere in France,'
Ramon Armengad, a newcomer had points of Interest as a link liewho has made a brace of appear- tween the khaki-clads and those reances with the Guy Lombardo or- maining on the home front, but also
chestra for Lady Esther powder had some darned good entertainment.
(which 'clings for four long happy A rollicking show (Sunday at 6:15
hours'), is a singer of style and p.m.) which gave Its stars generous
promise and. nice diction. His dis- air time (an hour) it presented as
play of 'Marcheta' was convincing well several excellent examples of
proof of having a chance to get army talent and only criticism was
that
British
places.
Broadcasting Corps
commentator butted in unnecessarily
Fels-Naplha program, 'Hobby and overlaid the performance with
Lobby,' is a clever hodge-podge of dull gab.
oddities and few perhaps will know
Coward and Chevalier rose eflecor care that some of the appearances tivcly to the occasion, and if former
have the odor of prearranged press- was at times slightly over the heads
agentry, with an element of invented of his audience with his cynical
rather than spontaneous 'hobbies.' satire,
notably
'Don't
put
your
Show holds together well and often, daughter on the stage, Mr.s. Worthas in the case of the piano-playing ington.' He also introduced nuances
dog Sunday (3), has been solid with which in peacetime would certainly
novelty. But
never be- permitted over the chaste
Sponsored radio programs are in BBC. As audience was partly comdubious harmony with public inter- posed of poilus, he raised many
est convenience and necessity when laughs by attempts to outline in
they give nourishment and impetus French the substance of songs he
to sheer superstition.
The pointless sang in English.
and meandering talk on 'voodoo' was
Chevalier's repertoire included both
an example of using a network to English and French numbers, among
foster the cheapest kind of thoughtthem the evergreen 'Louise' and
less pandering to the sub-zero of
Rhythm of the Raindrops,' latter behuman I. Q. Educators, among whom ing
demanded by the troops as an
are many of radio's critics, could
encore.
easily swoop down on an example
Both stars acted a's joint emcees,
like this. It actually tended to give
circulation and endorsement to the but amateur numbers included well
mumbo-jumbo of the most ignorant rendered baritone songs, a first rate
savages, who, as is well known, can- fiddle solo by one of the poiUis, and
not relate facts to consequences in a a concerted medley of songs from the
rational order. The man whom Dave war of 1914-18. Unrehearsed aside.s,
Elman brought in to discuss voodoo such as when the curtain failed to
spoke of a native who was told by a function, and enthusiasm of the fightjungle medicine man that he would ing lads added useful atmosphere to
die in 10 days. And sure enough he a show which swung briskly along.
did. Where, when, who, all the data Effect was to suggest there are comof science and authenticity were pensations about joining the army,
omitted. Again there was a mennie 3ecause program was way ahead of
who beat his wife. The wile's many presented on the home front.
brother fashioned a straw man and
beat the same as a hex and the
meanie staggered in after three days JACK
all bruised
and bloody from the With Margaret Eaves, John Walt,
sorcery.
Chorus, Orchestra
'But' said Elman. not to be too Songs and Gags
easily convinced, 'are these stories 30 Mins.
all true?'
Thursday, 8 p.m.
'Oh, yes,' vows the interviewee, 'all BBC, London
of a

balanced,

—

lUEET MR. WEEKS'

N. C.

Toastchce Time, WBTs first attempt at a fairly big-scale musical
program, is shaping up into a well-

and Colombians, on the northern receives two Philharmonic tickets,
coast of South America) will always book of opera librettos, etc. Other
get the news hot oft the A.P. griddle aspirants draw a book.
Both emcee and King handle their
in Manhattan every night, including
Sunday, at nine p.m. Sponsor and assignments well. Bob Browning's
broadcaster alike will watch the fan name is mentioned presumably he
Jaco,
mail. So, too, perhaps will the A.P., is producer.
which has made this special deal because of its cordial relations with the
PIPE DREAMS'
United Fruit radio system.
Teddy Bergman
Owing to the behavior of short' With
waves, which take a long skip at a Comedy Sketches
Mins.
sharp upward angle
the trans- 5

of getting 'em oft the air only.

London, Nov.

Follow-Up Comment

.

BUCHANAN

—Local

LANCE PACKING CO.
Wednesday, Thursday, 10-10:30 p.m.

'

literary,

.

her own work.
Episode caught dealt with the son
of Kate Hopkins, who has run away
from that small community to Chicago without telling his mother or
anyone. Through a friend his sweetheart finds out where he is staying.
She calls him long distance in the
middle of the night and tells the son
that she lovies him and that she
wants to help him in every way possible.
The son refuses her help beTHINK TOU
cause she is the daughter of the richAfter telling
est man in the town.
With Ted Colt, Leonard Llebllng, him that she plans to go to Chicago
John Reed King
in the morning and to be sure and
Sustaining
meet the train, she leaves for the
25 Mins.
station only to run into someone that
WABC-CBS, New York
she wants to avoid. Meanwhile Kate
'So You Think You Know Music?' is battling her way through great
is a Columbia 'Information Please' odds in her fight to become Superconfined to treble and bass. It's a visor of the Visilin.? Nurses group in
creditable Sunday afternoon sus- the community. Ain't it all exciting
tainer of the currentljr-emphasized and tense at 9:45 a.m.?
Brings to the
'educational' type.
In several scenes where Kate Hopmike four contestants for a quiz on kins is visiting with patients several
the classics and their composers. hints on the welfare and care of
Ted Cott is emcee; Critic Leonard babies can be gotten. Commercials
Andy.
Liebling is judge, and John Reed are, as expected, long.
King is announcer.
Its chief appeal naturally is to the
TOASTCHEE TIME'
musically initiated. However, may
Olga Vernon, Charley Oliver, Lance
be sufficiently entertaining to hold
Glee Club, Bob Sylvester Orches-

—

combining the

motivated by

who 'just can't get a start,' and second, a rapidly approaching crisis in

Items concerning South America are
purposely kept to a general and perconality sphere rather than a politiThere
cal or national selectivity.
was an item about Stokowski's possible symphonic orchestra tour of attention of some dialers outside that
Latin America. And a reference to class. An effort is made, and rather
a Chilean boxer going into training. successfully,
broadcasts
to
steer
This program is broadcast under away from atmosphere of rapt awe
the shadow of the unknown. Neither in which the masters and their
United Fruit nor NBC knows to works are too often considered.
what it may lead. It may be the Emcee was not above a certain flipstart of an important new type of pancy.
Nor were some contestants
international radio.
What follows
notably Harry Levant, Oscar's
may have terrific imisact in market- brother and pit leader for 'Too
ing, in politics, in inter-American
Girls,* who clicked with stuMany
cultural relationships. It is' curious dio audience on one sample heard.
to recall that United Fruit, which
Liebling is not usually ostentatious
has its own tropical radio system of
in his display of musical knowledge,
communications, was one of the
although on one airing he was a bit
original forces behind the establishment of the Radio Cirp. of America didactic arid over-technical. Emcee
called upon him somewhat too often
after the war.
Having no precedent to guide It for comment Contestants, who include critics of metropolitan dailies
In the sale of shortwave time, NBC
has established $25,000 a '"ear (for and publishers or editors of music
generally know
seven quarter hours a week) as and ballet papers,
their classics. - One round of quiz
scratch. "This means United Fruit
is on a series of best questions sub
Js gambling $500 a week in good-will.
mitted by a listener, with Harold
It means, too, that NBC is depending
strongly on 'the 'habit' factor. Cen- Barlow orchestra records offered as
Think'
tral Americans
(also Venezuelans a prize. Winner of 'So You

It is sort of

life is

an angel of mercy. It's good hoke.
Years ago, as the story goes, Kate
Hopkins' husband was killed in a
flre that swept Sleeping Elephant
Mountain. Suddenly finding herself
facing life with only her young son
by her side, Kate becomes a visiting
Now she is confronted with
nurse.
two problems. First, a young man

legiti-

mate shows.
After Kaplan had indicated an

wom^n whose

a desire to help other people.

week' item that Allen asked Ben
Kaplan, radio editor of the
Providence Journal and Bulletin,
whether he thought radio programs ought to be treated as

prohibit anything but the identification of the advertiser and the nature
of his product or business. United
Fruit (V/endell P. Collon agency)
doesn't even mention its ships.
Under the Spanish title, 'El Mund
Al Dia' (roughly 'The World Up to
Date' ), the quarter-hour onened with
hiinutes.
a bit of Latin music, 'Pas Doble,' and
then began a straight recital of A.P,
dispatches delivered in rich Spanish
TOU
'SO
syllables by a spieler with a midMUSIC?'
western-sounding name, John Alfred
Barrett, who was born in Puerto
Rico.
He has a clear, crisp, hemannish voice.
The words 'United Fruit' and the
capitals of the cities from whence
originate the news flashes are given
Charles Carvajal, of
in English.

Cofifee is presenting a fast moving
attention-getter in this dramatic bit.
Story centers around a visiting
nurse in a town called Forest Falls—

criticism during his broadcast of last Wednesday (29); It
was during the preliminary chitchat on the 'question of the

gram

(WNBI, 17780, and WRCA, 9670),
and consisting entirely of Associated
Press news in Spanish. United Fruit

'

(Benton & Bowles)
Supplementing its regular network
broadcasts with a daily series of
transcribed programs, Maxwell House

glee club.

Just.

Schenectady
(Net0ht6n & Nelson)
WGY's oldest continuous sponsor
brought in this trio from New York
City for early-morning salvos. Thus
a standard act replaces transcribed
dance music. Landts work with a
professional
smoothness and distinctive style seldom heard in this
neck of broadcasting woods. Program they are doing, however, could
probably be improved: tightened, ac-

rhyming, business and chatter that
do not stand up.

On sessions heard, there were few
new pops and swihgy stuff. Increased soloing, with pianist Curly

Performer invested It with gaiety
and spontaneity which forced the
listener to keep his ears pinned back

to get

got through the stint without mishap
but the material was somewhat
opaque and she was not a sufficiently
experienced trouper to pump dramatic interest into it. Titled 'Rendezvous with Tomorrow,' the piece
by Hilda Lawrence dealt with a girl
who's visited by her long-dead
sweetheart That kind of subject
matter seems to be a fetish with
radio scripters at the moment but it
has to be skillfully handled to reg
ister.

Arthur Treacher, al.so guesting on
the show, teamed with Rudy Vallee
in a faintly ludicrous skit about
swing music phraseology. The come
dian posed as a swing-crazy fan and
peppered Vallee with jive lingo. All
pretty determined and not too effective, particularly as a vehicle for

someone of Treacher's standing. Film
comic and Miss O'Hara later joined
Vallcfe,
Charlie McCarthy, Robert
Armbruster, Donald Dickson, etc., in
a burlesque of 'Jamaica Inn,' with
Vallee getting the best lines. McCarthy's usual session with Bergen
laughs-.

&

Chase

Sanborn's commercials, stressing
type of grinding, are now being
read by a new spieler, the idea apparently being to avoid the professional

announcer

flavor.

A! Pearce did the expected the
night'before Thanksgiving: he made
a Thanksgiving dinner the background for most of the occasion's
comedy pother. The effect on the
funny bone was from good to the
other extreme. Material petered out
badly toward the end, with Billy
House put to the dubiously comical
device of an outside telephone call
to disperse a mob from around the
dinner table so that he and Pearce
could have the turkey all to them
selves.
Another high point in
Pearce's script was the gag about
the boob that gets mixed up with
bank robbers and sells what he
thinks to be play $l,000-bills for a
nickel a piece until the cops nab
him.
'

.

Arlene Harris, as usual, came
through with a monolog that was
Mahy included, \t;ould help.
both bright and diverting. The plugs
Advertising, with
emphasis on for Dole were effectively interbargains,
is
whacked across by polated, even though Shakespeare at
Richard Gordon (nom de radio).
one point was sacrificed in the proJaco.

.some

to catch the full flavor.

,

celerated, diversified. Actually, half
hour is a rather long block for a
vocal threesome, especially every
day. Would be easier to make a
sock impression in 15 minutes. There
are evidences here of spreading
entertainment fare with bits of

of the experienced enterAll he was called on to put
over was half an liour of tunes from
of his musical comedy hits.

tainer.

Young Irish actress who- was recently brought to the U. S. by Charles
Laughton after making her filrh
debut in 'Jamaica Inn' in England

new

Dally, 8 a.m.

WGY,

nique

ing the lead in a romantic dramatic
sketch with a supernatural twist

was loaded with

LANDT TRIO
30 Mins. —^Local
BRESLAW BROS.

Never frequent on radio. Jack
Buchanan always brings to the mike
the assurance and suavity of tech-

cess.

Many BBC

wartime programs have
cidedly off-key, but
it's

if it

Buchanan back

something to

gone detook a war
mike,

at the

offset the

income

tax.

Musical comedy fans were able to
in dreams of days gone by,
with the star in good voice to recall
many of his principal successes not
forgetting the Lubitsch film "Monte

wallow

—

Carlo,'

In

which Margaret Eaves

sang the Jeannelte Macdonald hit, 'Beyond the Blue Horizon.' Gal was also the butt of gentle Impromptu gags from Buchanan,
who linked up the entire 30 mins.
with almost non-stop patter with
John Watt who emceed. Subject of
his jibes -was secrecy surrounding
location of BBC variety camp, and
he even denied both his own and
John Watt*s identity.
Also went
slightly off the record when he took
time out to sing a parodied version
of the new Noel Gav nonsen.se hit,
'Run. Rabbit Run,' substituting Adolf
Hitler for the furry creature.
Buchanan at this time is engaged
in serving up entertainment for the
.spiritedly

khaki-clads. If this was typical of
the fare, he'll have an impossible
task to get away from the camps
and that'll be a pity, because radio
could do -with-more. Maybe they'll
.sneak uo on him with a mike at on»
of his tent shows.
Jolo.

XAFF

'N'

With

Manrle

SWING'

Todd, Tony

Amsterdam,

Mabtl

Romano

30 Mins.; Local

Sustaining

Sunday, 9 p.m.

won,. New York
After 30 minutes of sell-identified

comedy

offered

by Mauriie Amster-

dam and Mabel Todd,

the

train

hadn't left the depot. Program previously aired on the Coast,, this being its first try East.
In the first
half Amsterdam made a short spiel
and finished it with a crack' that
could have easily been applied to
the laugh content of the entire half
hour. He said, 'that fills up 35 seconds.'

Mabel Todd vocals as well as decomedy lines that could
to advantage if they were
better written and more pointed.
She did an okay job on 'Gianin;i
Mia.'
Tony Romano handled "Oh
You Crazy Moon' in neat vocal fash-

livering

show her

ion as well as directing band.
An unfortunate start

.
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RiP OFF THE MASK!
and find triple proof of what a low- cost radio
program did for its sponsor in six months
. .

:
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ACTUAL STORE INVENTORIES
88%

show an

increase

EVERY obscuring detail

>vas

in

sales due to Radio -and Radio alone!

ripped away. The

program was put through the

stiffest cross-

how

perfect a pair of marketing research scales the

client picked

examination research could devise. The client asked
for it;

wanted to measure exactly the

of his

CBS program

efforts. It

do

it:

sales

impact

home

Retail

inventories,

this is

they did

Retail

506

*In this sponsor's

127,412

Sales\..M5,034,000

497

Retail Outlets'^

field.

And

All these were used by Crossley, Inc.

how

PopilatlOD

Sales^..M5,928,000

Retail 0otlets\

personal interviews and coincidental telephone
calls.

149,900

Population

took everything in the research book to

actual store inventories,

MARKET B

MARKET A

apart from all his other sales

And remember:

it:

all sales

and advertising

efforts of

the sponsor were identical in both markets except
biggest and tough-

for radio.

CBS alone made

the difference! Crossley

was an exact measurement of the impact

measured

this difference

by taking actual store

SLEUTHING
est job

at the counter

!

The

of this program at the dealer s counter.

made

it

possible

by choosing,

major markets in which

all

The

in

program

one market, not in the other. Here's

UNITS OF SALE PER WEEK

100

two

his sales factors were

exactly comparable except for radio; his

was heard

client

for Crossley,

""'^^

^^'^

^^^^

IN

IN

AVERAGE STORES

IN

inventories on the sponsor's product

week, for a
stores in

full

both

week

cities.

In enough stores to be repre-

sentative of all the stores in both cities.
is

after

month. In exactly the same type of

And

this

what Crossley found:

RADIO MARKET

NON-RAfiiO MARKET

Croesley found that average Mores in the radio market were
clling 188 onits of the sponsor's product, for every 100
units of sales in average stores in the non-radio market.

increase of

88%

due

CBS alone made the

lo

Am

CBS!

difference!
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...AMONG LISTENERS ONLY
sales are

81%

higher than the nearest competitor's

(but only

DOUBLE CHECK: Moving

in

from the

markets (where they found an
increase created

by radio)

88%

7%

higher

total
181 families ub« the sponior'* product,
for every 100 ubIiik the n'exl competing

Crossley's inves-

among

brand,

families

by coincidental telephone

comparable in every way except for
ing to this program.

And

famithese

100 families who

and

groups
listen-

100

107

USE

DSE

USE

SPONSOR'S

CO«PETING

for their use of

inventoried the pantry of each family they

unmasked

increase — dne alFor among

used the next brand, 107 used the sponsor's product — only a 7% increase.

the sponsor* s product! "When Crossley

tion

fcnoi«it (iitener* to this

81%

entirely to radio alone!

non-listeners, for every

calls

test

among

program. An
most

families

known to have heard the program, and
lies who never heard it. They found
by personal interviews: two

non-listeners)

sales-

tigators then checked the use of the product

in the radio market alone;

among

mm

BRAND

SPONSOR

100
USE

COMPETING

S

BRAND

BRAND

this striking competitive situa-

— due to radio alone.

KNOWN LISTENERS

(See chart, right)

NON-LISTENERS

AMONG REGULAR LISTENERS ONLY
336

sales are

236%

(and
S36

59%

than the nearest competitor's
higher

among occasional

listeners)

families use the sponsor** product,

for every 100 using the next competing
brand, vmong regular listener* to this

program. A 236% difference — created
by repealed radio impacts. Among occolional listeners, there'* a 59% differ,
encc in favor of the sponsor's product.

159

TRIPLE CHECK: During the personal interviews, each "listening" family told Crossley

whether it heard the program regularly or occa-

100

100
USE

SPONSOR

S

8SE

USE

USE

COMPETING

SPONSORS

COMPETING

BRAND

BRAND

sionally.

The use

of the sponsor's product was

then checked in these two groups of families

—exactly comparable in every way except for
listening regularly or occasionally.

REGULAR LISTENERS

OCCASIONAL LISTENERS

on

left

The

chart

shows what Crossley found.

c

MORE BETAILSi^
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MASK
It^s

IS OFF...

seldom that an advertising medium

is

subject to the

examination reported on the preceding pages. Not often

triplie

is

cross*

every ob«

scuring detail ripped so completely away. But radio, as you see, didu^t

mind

The

at all.

And now that

all

entire ambitious study

the (acts are in, there's only this to addt

was focussed on a CBS program on the

only six months prior to the

tests.

At no time did this program

**rate'*

ence for

its

more than an

air

average-sized audi-

type of show.

And its talent cost was below average.
The

results of this

nothing unique in

program were average, too

this

CBS

^^success-story^'

. . .

. . .

for radio. There*«

except for the care with

which the power of a program was isolated and measured for
Bor.

its

8pon<

The results were there^ whether *^measured** or not. And the results

continue, for the sponsor

is still

with us on the

air.

Who is the sponsor? Sorry, but hm asked us not to telL You

9

how clients are. When they lut
this, they* re

fully

f^'SS

knott

as successful a sales strategy p$

not prone to shout about U. So, while we*ve chuM*

unmasked, in every detail,

radio's.full sales-impact

we can*t

unmask our sponsor.

The Columbia Broadcasting System
48 5 MADISON AVENUE; • J^EW YORK CITY
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KANSAS
Kansas

City, Dec.

5.

mildly, Kapsas City

is the radio lawyer's ValFCC never got around
50,000-watter. Instead the FCC stuck in six
to assigning a
With
local.
this
unique assortment stirregionals and one
urban
center
of 620.000, it was inevitring up the foam in an
able that part of the competitive scrapping would be done in
Washington. Which is exactly what has happened, to the
great— and profitable—delight of Washington lawyers.
It was furthermore inevitable that six regional stations iii
a single market would sooner or later, get into a rate-card
That, too, has happened— generally with
tangle.
(owned by the Kansas City Star) piping the music for the
merry-go-round. For WDAF, located on the splendid 610 kc
Red, thinks that $35 is
band and affiliated with the
enough for a daytime quarter-hour. This price, with maxiSo the other
discounts, eventually gets down to $20.
stations, competitively laying their sights on WDAF, rig up
a rate structure in varying degrees of bargain-basement
Admittedly, the rates are sometimes all right, and
calibre.
sometimes disgracefully cheap all depending on how bravely
the individual operators think they can go into a scrap with

To put

it

For some reason or another, the

halla.

WDAF

.

NBC

mum

—

WDAF.
There's also another angle. Since six of the seven stations
are regionals, they are always tempted to shoot for network
affiliation and national spot business, while the local market
looms more as a last-stand desperation measure than anything else. That leaves the sole local station to do the bulk
But this local ^singleton
of the groundwork at home;
,(KCKN) is located in Kansas City, Kans., not in Kansas City,
Mo. So it's batting in a tough league right off.
The ramifications occasioned by these various situations
are a long, sad tale. Most of it by now is on the record books
of the FCC placed there during testimony in the endless
court battles. WREN, for instance, has been in Washington
who knows'how many times, periodically asking permission
to

move from Lawrence

to

Kansas City proper, once trying

to sell itself to the Star (this sale was vetoed), and occasionally harping about its 1,220 frequency (which is'the harmonic of WDAF's 610). Arthur Church has twiddled his

thumbs for months trying to get 5,000 watts nighttime for
KMBC. Don Davis and John Schilling for years clamored
for fulltime operation for WHB, failing which the station is
now pleading for 50,000 watts daytime only. And each of
these pleas, of course, is accompanied by an answering salvo
of protest from the competition.
As might be imagined from such a situation, the Kansas
City stations generate less profit than any comparable group
But, oddly enough, prolTt statements of small
in the U. S.
stature have been lio damper on showmanship here. In fact,
several of the Kansas City operators blithely proceed under
an overhead of such admirable dimensions that
see why the FCC has not treated them a

sible. to

it is

impos-

little better.

KMBC HAS 86 ON PAYROLL,
RECORD FOR STATION OF SIZE
Arthur Church (KMBC), for instance, with great pride
maintains the almost unbelievable payroll of 86 people, and
is spending around $150,000 annually on programming, which
so he says in promotion pieces is 'no hay.' That's a triumph of understatement. Most stations of his size could get'
along with $50,000 for programs.
WHB, meantime, hands out pay checks to 43 people also
no hay. And
the FCC's steadiest customer for new
technical facilities— instead of making a deal with a hotel for
cheap living quarters, a couple of years ago bought the
YMCA building in Lawrence, and now has a swimming pool
(dry) in the basement, and a fountain (wet) in the lobby.
Which gives you a rough idea.
What the whole thing sums up to is this: From the private
angle, owning a radio station in Kansas City is a man-sized
job; from the advertiser's angle, the city like Dallas and
Fort Worth— is a veritable Oriental bazaar of radio possibilities.
The area, furthermore, is grade-A radio territory.
Kansas City is a huge railroad center, and one of the nation's
biggest focal spots for the manufacture and distribution of
farm products. Parenthetically, it looks as if one of the recent local business drawbacks the stench from investigation
of the political machinery has blown away.
KMBC is the CBS affiliate, owned by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Church (the latter, who built his first radio station in 1915
end the present setup in 1921, also owns a radio-television
school and is a minority stockholder in KITE, another station
hooked to a television school).
operations, as previously mentioned, are on such a grand scale that the station,
considering its size, spends more coin in overhead than any
other outlet visited on this trip. This can easily be observed
from the following list of Church's executives: Karl Koerper,
vice-president; Carter Ringlep (previously with the Iowa
Network), sales service manager; Felix Adams (ex-WLW),
program director; Kenneth Krahl, studio director; P. Hans
FlaWi, musical director; Milt Allison (previously with Skelly

—

—

—

WREN—

—

—

—

KMBC

Oil), publicity and promotion director; .Jimmie McConnell,
artists bureau head; Mark Smith, research and merchandising; Bert Lane, assistant program director; Phil Evans (pre-

viously in the. livestock commission business), farm director;
Kenneth Graham,, educational director; Neal Kcehn, special
events; Erie Sniith, news editor.
currently is doing a very nice business, 10% of it
local and regional, 25% national spot, and 65% network.
single rate is maintained. Merchandising, consisting of preannouncements, direct mail, some newspaper ads, space on
the back of Yellow Cabs, etc., will soon be stepped up to include an' even wider scope. Plenty of talent including lotis
of hillbilly— is kept on hand, for Church puts all of his principal performers under five-year contracts; and the artists
bureau makes around 400 bookings annually. Programs of
all types are kept in a future file.
The big emphasis at
is on- service features, and- that
Includes a lot of rural stuff. Newscasts, of which five are
aired daily by Erie Smith and John Farmer, are a prominent item; ditto livestock and poultry market reports. Meantime a 'Food Scout' broadcast is aired mornings at 8:30 direct
from the Market Ass'n; Beulah Karney spiels a 'Happy
Kitchen', home economics .stanza at 9:30 a.m.; Joanne Taylor
gives fashion flashes; Walfe Lochman gabs sports in season

KMBC

A

—

KMBC

by Donald O'Brien) and gives daily sportscast at
when most stations are using web commercials;
and Margaret and Gordon Munroe have a chatter serial en(assisted

9;3()

p.m.

titled

'Across the Breakfast Table.'
is the 'Brush Creek Follies' Saturday

Another heavy item

A.

GRUNWALD

carried from time to time, but sustainers are not taken.
however, is careful not to let its store and newspaper
tie-ups result in any monkey-works.' For instaiice, drug and
similar accounts must be placed through an agency in a
bona fide way; and the newspaper tie-up is a true trade-out
deal, since the stock ownership is in the hands of the Journal
publisher personally.
The paper itself owns no stock in

KGMO,

'

WHB

KCMO.

Programming is typically urban. There are no hillbillies
and almost no farin fare. News is aired every hour on the
hour with Hal Mulligan at the helm. At 8:30 a.m. comes •
musical clock, wound by Bob Early At 11:15 a.m. is a
program of local city doings, and at 6:30 p.m. Lowell Law-

WHB

rence of the Journal gives a gossip roundup. Anne Hayes,
also of the Journal, spiels home economics. Wes Carr does
an inquiring-reporter at 1:15 p.m. Jim Coy runs a 'Melbdy
Ballroom' between 2 and 3 p.m. and a 'Bureau of Missing
Persons' in the evening—one of those heart-throb, audience
participation affairs. Transcribed music is liberally used, and
the programming all around is pretty well balanced. Wellknown members of the Journal steft are often used for ether

WHB

,
.
J
...
X
WHB operates und^r
three rates: a national, a regional,
and a local. Business is predominantly local, though there
an appreciable amofint of national spot. The dollar volume
divides up thus: 60% local, 10% regional, 10%. network, and
20% national spot. Merchandising is actively practiced, and
to make the proposition equitable to everyone, it is based
on a unit system-so many units per dollar of time purchased.
Meantime civic affairs and stunts come in for lots of atten,

.

.

is

„

.

—

EDGAR

night hillbilly variety show. It's currently coming from the
Masonic Temple, where admission is scaled to a 40c top.
KMBC^'s house band numbers 10 pieces, but is frequently
used in smaller units. Bonnie King is' the billed femme
vocalist
is the Mutual outlet, owned by the Cook Paint &
Varnish Co., and piloted by Don Davis (president and commercial manager) and John T. Schilling (vice-president and
general manager). This two-man front office is a happy
affair, for Davis has a penchant for showmanship of the colorful sort while Schilling quietly acU as opposite end of the
magnet.
acquired the one and only plaque issued by
Vahiett to a part-time station, and has been notable for two
kinds of programming: (1) a lusty, zippy sort; and (2) acrossthe-board schedules. The
production sheet is unique
in that all programs run virtually every day That's to drum
them into listeners' memories, and the idea is a cardinal point
^^^-^f^TT,

duties.

KITE, owned by First National Television, is piloted by
piug Kendrick (who also has a hand In WINN, Louisville),
Xhe-sUtion, almost to the exclusion of everything else, harps
on three angles: (1) hillbillies of whom there are 40 on the
^2) merchandising; and (3) getting mail. The last-named
item. is coming to pass with a bang, for in the last five months
some 135,000 letters have come in. The sUtion has a single
rate, and is well in the black. National spot business is being
cultivated, and sales arguments all center around buying

„

-

M. H. (Mouse) Straight is sales manager for Kansas City.
He's been here seven and a half years, previously heading
up continuity. Dick Smith, a
man six years after a
stretch at KMBC, is program director. Nelson Rupard coordinates programs and handles publicity, while Frank
Barhydt takes care of continuity. Virg Bingham, a blind
swing pianist, is musical director.
Also harping on certain service features,
is heavy
on wfeather and market reports. Regular news is aired five
times daily with Bob Caldwell, Jr., as featured newscaster,
Among WHB's older and better-known stanzas are: 'Good
Morning Girls,' a Sisters of the Skillet affair conducted by
Dick Smith at 9 a.m.; 'Today's Top Tunes' at 9:15 a.m., pop
music as unravelled from Vauiety's hit list; 'Story Behind
the Song,' giving the history of songs and orchestras; 'Judge's
Point of View,' talks direct from the municipal court; safety
messages; dramatized biographies of U. S. Presidents; a house
orchestra session at 11:30 a.m.. with John Wahlstedt warbling
tenor; Kenneth Kay's songs at 12:15; a second house orchestra
session with Les Jarvies emceeing; Jack Grogan's man-onr
the-street; a staff frolic -in which all major talent is showcased at 2:30 p.m.; 'Musical Milestones' wherein, at 3:30. the
Varietv Radio DinEcionY's cavalcade is put to life; an allcolored revue on Saturdays (Vine St Varieties); and a *Kiddies Revue' on Saturday morning, with Charles Lee steering.
Local big business is prominently saluted via a series of biogs
on the firms and their personnel.
WDAF, owned by the Star, is the NBC Red outlet, and a
money-maker of first rank despite its rigid policies which
bar (1) station merchandising; and (2) laxatives, beer, wine,

WHB

strips across-the-board.
kendrick, an oldtimer in radio and previously with WIRE,
holds all actual titles on the station staff. Gene Wyatt,' however, comes close to being called right-hand man, and Frank
Dent could be assigned the title of program director. Running from 4 a.m. to 2 a.m., the station comes near setting a
record, in hillbilly programming, ranging from out-and-out
corny to the smart Texas cowboy stuff. Four news periods
daily. Betty Paige's home economics, a couple of serials, and
a few transcriptions are about all the production not scraped
off a violin or sung through the nose.
KCKN, the one local station, is owned by the Kansan, a
Capper publication, and smartly run by Ellis Atteberry. For
37 consecutive months the dollar intake has been running
ahead of the same month in prio^ years. Business is practically all local, two-thirds coming from the Kansas side of
the river, and one-third from the Missouri side. The station
has a single rate, will not do any merchandising which might
be construed as rate-cutting, and does not accept beer or

WHB

liquors,

liquor advertising.
owne Balch, here two years after coming over from
Wichita, is commercial manager.
George Engelter

programming and

now

a

an expenditure

WDAF
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Dean Fitzer is WDAF top man, holding that niche iince
1925 (he was previously with the paper as reporter), V. S.
Batton is Fitzer's assistant Gardner Reames is sales manager, and Harry Kaufmann handles programs and music, also
directing the nine-piece house band. The staff overall numbers 29.
Through WDAF's heavy commercial schedule, civic and
service features shine through most noticeably -There's a
farm show at 6 a.m. with hillbilly music plus weather and
market reports. The Council of Churches gets a quarterhour daily Freddie Weingarth spiels football, being assisted
in sports duties by Ernie Mehl (from the Star). AP news _)s
daily, and flashes are liberally interspersed
Lines. to all important civic centers are
maintained,, and again with the conservative-civic Idea in
mind the station h'as a stanza explaining paintings in the art
gallery and has the house orchestra play light classics at
11 p.m. with Guy Runyon reading poetry.
WREN, the NBC Blue outlet, is located in Lawrence, Kans.,
1
. 1 . on
v-oncoo <";*»,
the transmitter is only 20 miles from Kansas City.

musical clock at 7 a.m. with Betty Sweeney

day edition of which features hit tunes as given by VAniErri );
John Drake's 'Penny Pinchers,* comprised of money-saving
household hints, at 2:30 p.m.; interviews with merchants to
plug nationally-advertised products; a review of Kansas City
entertainment bets broadcast by Don Macon; a 'Quizzer
court' broadcast from various theatres Under participating

servative.

XTTTkAl?

A

stanzas are:

and Olaf Soward; film news at 8:05 a.m.; a police court broadcast; Wreta Seaton's shopping hints, sold on a participating
basis, at 9:15 a.m.; a noon-hour clock of pop music (the Sun-

new

set of studios is being
of around $50,000. In
is ultra-conin general policies,

Right

(ex-

is program director, while Ruth Kendall handles puband continuity, and Ruth Royal is musical director,
Music and news are big program items. The former is
aired every hour, with Olaf Soward featured. Other strong

jicity

and even mixers used in making highballs, etc. The
and specializes in national spot and

finished, representing

KFH,

KRNT)

station has a single rate;

network business.
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some

sponsorship;

sports

news by Ralph Nelson;

^jth newspaper writers; and

lots of tietranscribed pop

lots of

music.
'

T'Uir
iflJCj r'TTCTTklLf'C'DC
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National and regional advertisers using the seven Kansaa
city stations are:
J^„,„|can

chWe

t Brownin,
hbd&o*

Badger

Amsrican crnnUrry ExchanKc
ArcUc ic« Cieam

;

—
^^i^'-r^/---:
ArmMrong

B«aumont & Hohmnn*
^^^^^

bbd»o

cork

Anacin

aired thrice

lackcti-Snmpie-Hummtrt

where necessary

American poultry journal
.

Anneiie i.anzeiie

Briiitoi-.Myer»

family owning the Jenny Wren Flour
currently is valiantly trying to get itaelf
moved into the metropolis proper. No attempt is made to
garner any Lawrence business whatsoever. Network and
national spot business are fair, but would naturally be much
1
,
..t
x*
^
Atimproved with a switch in location. One rate is the policy.
Merchandising is practiced along all standard lines letters,
ralU rfistribution
of caros,
cards etc
aiSiriDUUon oi
ew.
cans,
...
Veil Bratton, here since 1927 and once with KFWB, runs
(Bing Smith is actual manager and president
the station.
but he's now in Omaha running KOWH.) Ernest Pontius,
with the station since it started, is commercial manager.
John Bondeson handles programs, the bulk of which are NBC
sustainers or remotes from Kansas University (located in
Lawrence). All additional data on this station will have to
be given after the FCC decides whether or not it is to move,

nond stores

.

•

,

—

STEWART SPARK PLUGS THE
ATTENTION-GETTERS FOR KCMO
KCMO.
work,

is

intimately interested in the Transcontinental netnew management which is doing some rip-

under

Owned principally by the Crown Drug Co.,
*u« h-^^r
the Station also has a minority stock ownership in the hands
This double-header backof the publisher of the Journal.
And on top of it, Jack Stewart, the new
ground
an
asset
is
"
J _
1
iiriiMT >
sales and general manager (ex-WFIL), is wasting no time
going to town on promotion, stunts, and general live-wire
like
in St Louis— has the whistle
activities.
,
i-i
-Moi-i
,,
.L
-rJim
Coy, once with NBC and
tied down all the time.
,<!norting things.
iu
1
„i°

1

•

,

KCMO—

.

KXOK

,

Blackett-Samplc-Hummert, is program direcitor, while Bert
Riihrman hnnrllps musical chores
^"°','^^'
...
.
l?J,Tr^.,
has a national and a local trade, and its merchanKCMO
dising is a lucky natural- ads and space in the Journal, on
the one hand, and huge tie-ups with the 93 Crown drug
also
are
stores on the other. Mutual netwerk commercials

...

*

vandcrbic

wVi'-'i-'
Walter E.

,;
cronB JlHl Killer

.

,

Margulla

Rubens

l;au;no"7raboAlo;ie„.'.\\'.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\""H''w^^
Brown-wiiiiamiion Tobmto
nuaseii Ji. SeeHu

2"'"^

though

Owned by the same
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m. Maih«
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.i.
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•

&

crown Cork

Direct
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uenj.

.seal

Harry Atklnaon'
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.
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KCMO

Columbia's Lecture Bureau

Wednesday, December

Dramatic Dept.

I

I939

6,

Midnight Audition at Airport!

To Feed Transcontinent;
Kansas

'

Made Exec

Herbert Rosenthal

Also Setting Musical Dir.

Becker Also

V. P.

Upped

Kansas

City,

Dec.

5.

I

KCMO

Station
has appointed Belty
Painter as chief of the station's

Ann
Columbia Artists, Inc., is establishiiu I Ipctuie bureau, a new departure.
Details were worked out betweei\ Herb Rosenthal and Larry

Lowman.
Lecture bureau will work in harthe community booking
system ot CBS' other subsidiary, CoUnnbia Concerts,
CBS lecture roster will include
H. V. Kaltenborn, Ted Husing, Orson

mony with

Bob

Welle.s,

Elmer

Trout,

Davis,

of Colum- new dramatic department. She's exdubbed a v. p. pected to produce dramas originating
in this CBS subsid last week was its locally for the forthcoming Transbusiness manager, I. S. Becker.
continental net as well as other slaContinuing under the bureau's tion assignments. With Grayson Enmanajjemcnt are Audrey Marsh, Mi- loe, of the announcing staff, who has
chael Loring, Doris Rhodes, Barry had other dramatic experience, and
Wood, Buddy Clark, Genevieve Rowe Kenneth Hedy, new production head,
Deep River Boys, Nan Wynii, the station has nucleus for more extenFour Club Men and the Marlins. sive dramatic work.
Miss Wynn and Loring have sustain-

the title of cxcculive
bia Artists, Inc.
Also

1

ing assignmenis.

Howard Davis (no relation). Prof.
Deems Taylor, Bill Shirer, Ed
Murrow and Tom Grandin (when

three return from abroad),
Rolfe Kaltenborn and Ruth Brine
(Itii wife ', as a team, and others.
Isabel R. Schott, who had her own
Outstanding Artists, Inc., heads the
new CBS lecture department.

'

Richfield Seeks Hale
.
-.1
T«- vQ ij
Richfield ^1
Oil is negotiating with
.•

•

latter

Herbert Rosenthal has been given

j

i

Quiz.

j

•

v. p.

Mutual through Sherman K. Ellis &
network to carry the 'Confidentially Yours' stanza with Arthur Hale once a week.
Program has been originating from
WOR, Newark, for some time.

;

Miss Painter has lately handled
and KMBC
assignments on
New musical director is to be
appointed promptly.

WHB

here.

|
i

First

Christmas

tin\e

AFRA CLOSING

is

taking

vacation in five years.

her

SUNDRY PACTS

first

She leaves

tomorrow (WedCoast
the
ncsday) with the plan of sailing for
Hawaii, and laying off all serial
...
1, °»u
,
ine monui.
truing loi
(or

I

'

i

at

Phillips

Iri\a

'
'

Deti-oit, Dec. 5.

...

After several days of negotiations,
Miss Phillips has four daily serials American Federation ot Radio Artrunning on the networks, namely, ists expects to sign its first agreement
with
here ttiis week.
Life,'
'The Guiding Light,' 'Road o(
'Woman in White' and 'The Right to Major Holmes, who's representing
AFRA's national headquarters^ held
Happiness.'
an all-day session with George
Trendle and Allan Campbell, president and
general
manager last
Thur.sday and spent the week-end in
Chicago, returning to Detroit yesterday (4) to resume parleys.

Angeles, will stay on the
16 to help Salvalion Army and L. A. Times collect
coin for food and clothing piirchases
distribute

— Has

Four Serials

'

j
i

KNX, Los

to

Vavatlon In Five Years

i

air all night Dec.

|

3

IRNA PHILLIPS RESTS

j

,

!

I

|

Dec

,

\

Ci. for a

City,

Dick Marvin, of William Esty agency, took time between
planes
while Hying west, to audition Bonnie King and the Rhythm Riders
of
KMBC. With only 25 minutes between planes, Felix Adams and Ken
Krahl of the station set up temporary studio in the airport station
and
staged 15-minute show there.
Gal singer had to be recalled from a theatre date in nearby
town
where she had been booked by KMBC Artists Bureau and rushed here
for midnight tryout. Marvin has spot for torch sitigcr.

WXYZ

to

poor families.

Holmes, meanwhile, has called on
and W.IR with which he hopes
conclude pad.-; before Christmas.

WWJ
to

All negotiations are

V^'

we want

All

Is
is

"monicker"
"monickei^*

a

**«/

PRIMARY AREA

For our

aimed

at raising

eniployes wage.'; and setting up standard and mininuiin pay for all-length
programs.
One of chiot remaining points to
be settled in WXYZ-AFRA negotiations is treatment of WXYZ's Michigan web according lo its standing as
a network. Mosl ot 18 points listed
by Trendle as 'vague or in dispute'
were settled Monday and no serious
obstacle seen for reaching accord
by end of this week, according lo
Major James P. Holmes. AFRA's national field

representative.
Will lake coupla weeks for submi.?AFRA national board,

sion of pact to

THIS CONTEST FOR ADVERTISING

MEN ONLY

Okay by

final

WXYZ

officials

and

then final approval by Detroit local,
anticipated agreement not
operative before Christmas.
Pact
would be AFRA's first with a De-

making

.

troit station.

American Federation

CASH

$500!!2

for the

COULD

ask you to tear

Rover Boys

ask you

at Saskatchewan."

I

won't!

you to do

No,

we want

sir, all

Frankly,

we've beat our

brains

attended

every

the

seance in

wall,

town

of a suitable
area covered
So,

if

— and

still

HERI ARI THI RULES
1.

can't think

name for the primary
by The Cowles Stations.

you're an advertising
get busy, cook us

man

monicker
Basket," or

like

I.

.

Incidentally,

.

.

aw, heck, you

Bread

name

December

J.iOO.OO ca.th

will

31, 1939.

be paid for fie

name

that,

in tba opinion of tbc judftes, most accurately
and completely describes tbc combined market
primary area of atations WMT, KRNT,
KSO and WNAX. Entries will be judged for
orrginality, accuracy of description, and ap-

or

it!

we're paying $500.00
I.

for the best

open only to members of adrertisInK
and aalca and adverlisinf departmentt

Entries must 1>« iiibmitted on your firm lellerhcad. Submit aa many ^ames as you dcsira.
Ifail to Contest Editor, Tht Cowles Slalions,
Register and Tribune BUg., Des Moines, Iowa.
Entries must be postmarked not later tliaD
midiiiiht,

or

up a punchy

"America'*

Contc.tt
aiencic^i

of radio advertisers.
I.

A.

woman,

goats, hunting bears and hillmusicians, is the brand-new
crop ot tobacco grown for the first
time in the mountain area of western North Carolina. The crop is said
to be a big success and harbinger of
folding money in a country where
Confederate coins still circulate.
Outsider may not understand why.
but this is big excitement.
WBT
ples,
billy

minds.-

against

Does

Charlotte. N. C, Dec. 5.
Accepted here as an important future factor in many sections of the
south, heretofore producing only ap-

to take a load off our

is

In N. C.

Wt

ask you to eat CrunchieWunchies three times a day. But, by

we

Tobacco

Cause Some Excitement

could

golly,

coversigned
agree-

th«

oflF

We could

Both

(Tuesday).

hour, five-day
week.
Matter of
extra pay for commercial program
is left open for future negotiation.
Contracts are expected to be a'
model for subsequent deals for NBC's
other m. and o. stations.

MINN.

your back copies of "Tht

to send us

of Radio Arta contract Monday (41
for staff announcers, etc.,

set basic pay scales of $1G5 to
$192.50 a month and call for a 40-

mary Area off WMT, KRNT,
KSO and WNAX.

top of your radio.

NBC

ments

Territory Covered by the Pri-

We

signed

WGY, Schenectady. Pact
ing KYW, Philadelphia, was
yesterday

Name

For the Best

ists

with
at

name.

propriateness for use in advertising. T)o not
send elaborate entries. In cases of tics, duplicat*
princes will bt awarded.
Decision of the ivdges will be final, and all
ciilries become property of Tht Cowles Slations
for advertising or for any purpose tbey choose.

FACTS ON THIS RICH
MARKET TO HELP

YOU WIN
Situated in a rich farming district, the
area served by The Cowles Stations contains mor* than 1,500,000 families who
spend more than $1,500,000,000 annually
with retailers in this territory.

its farm editor, Grady Cole, and
he came back so excited station was
going to report to the Government,
but decided to inform Leon Iievine,

sent

of

CBS New York

stead

to arrange
broadcast pronto.

headquarters, ina

special

remota

The farms located in this area represent
10.7 per cent of the nation's total, yet have
an actual value of nearly 7

billion dollars,
20.5 per cent of the nation's total farm

with a proportionately high income.
One-third of the nation's hogs are raised
in this area
and 17.6% of the chickens.

value,

.

.

,

There are more than 1,364,000 radio
families in the 385 primary counties that
can be reached on the low combination
rate. The Cowles Stations, Des Moines,
will gladly send you any further information

.CrCi.
I

ASiliiUi will

/.ix::^.

THI BE6HTEK AND THIIUNt. Das Mrtmi,

Represented NtKionally by

Thb Katz Agbnct

l»w
•

-i

|

you

desire.

Contest Closes Dec. 31, 1939
... Mall Entry Now!

COLUMBUS.OHIO
ClUuoiiMufXn.

.MOudOfUcBLAIR

&CO.,Repr<>«iilai;v«
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"Information Please" has

IS

first radio

anniversary

N the swanky Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,
the NBC Blue Network, on November 14th, went

r

to a First Anniversary Party for "Information Please."

Here are shown some of the pictures taken during
the festivities. Note one thing in particular: Every-

body's happy.

The

principals of the "Information Please" program
Canada Dry executives and the agency men from
the Mathes Company ... are all happy because ihey
.

MfET THE "INFORMATION PLEASERS"

.

.the

turned down the advice of opinionated radio "experts"

who

them "Information Please" Avould never pay on the Blue Network
— and now have increased Canada Dry sales mightily, with a far smaller expenditure than would be required for any other network.
The NBC'ers pictured are happy because "Information Please" is another
in the long list of Blue successes— one more outstanding proof that you can
reach the important two-thirds of the country — the "Money Markets"— on
the Blue at lowest cost nationally! The facts Ave can show you will make
you a happy Blue booster! They're ypurs for a phone call!
told

Mounted on a chair, President Roy W. Moore
(';iiiH<]a Dry rears back to lei
lie Kirjt
Hirlhday candle on huge cake "have it." I'. S.
He blew it out! Congratulations, Mr. M!

cif

I

"The Blue Network!" mused John Klcrnn over a
glass of Canada Dry. "It's where l"ve been bearing
Bill Stern all fall. It must be tbe football network.'.

"It's

where

I

The happy smiles belong to J. ^r. Mathe.s. head of the Canada Dry Ad
Agency; Milton Cro.ts, NUC Announcer; Major Lenox Lohr, NBC President, and Roy W. Moore, Canada Dry President. The laughter, which

came just before the birthday cake was cut, !s the result of a sly remark
made by Mr. Cross aliout sweets. Later, Mr. Moore said to Major Ixihr:
"Speaking of swecls, Xeiiox, the Blue is the sweetest buy we ever mtidel*^

Major Lohr: "Roy Moore just told me that our program on the Blue has uppe<l Canada Dry sales far beyond his expecta-

In a chln-fest are Adlrector W. S. Brown of Canada Dry; Fred
Sales Rep. and Radio Director W. S. King of .Mathes.
While Mr. King's gaze followed the rustle of an evening gown, Mciisrs.
Brown and 'J'hrowor dis< N.sscd recent Blue Network technical changes that
havegrcal ly increased the net work's coverage. Said Mr. Thrower: " Ves, Bill

'Meet Mr. Weeks* on his program each

week,'' said F. P. A., taking his eyes off the micro-

phonc

in

an

effort to spear

a "pin point" ginger ale

bubble.

Oscnr Levant, rubfrom the piano top. "He's a

"It's TOSCailinPS Oatlef," stated

bing a

tell-tale circle

good musician, too!"

Said John Kleran to

tions." "Yes," agreed the Major.

"Ala

nal ional advertising cost far lower

than any other network's, Canada Dry reaches the markets with the spendmoney on the Blue." In case you're curious, we understand the gentleman on thft right— Jim I'arlcy, ^^or^;s for the U. S. Post Oflice Dept.

ing

Cau(hi here

M. Thrower, NBC

—and

llie

coverage

lias

been increased without iucreasing advertising

rules.'*

NBC BLUE NETWORK
"It's our netWOrit, too,

man. "Nice going.
your brilliance."

gentlemen," said Clifton Fadiclient ten bucks by

We save our

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

•

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
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Women's Pet Hate Remains Boxtops
But Otherwise N.A.

Code Seems

B.

Won

Have

to

Favorable Reaction
Washington, Dec. 5.
Absence of squawks and cooperative spirit turned last week's huddle

small factions interested in special
problems and having novel ideas,
that practically every organization of while a delegation will be invited to
any size wa-s represented and the sit in with the code committee at a
.spokesmen fronted for upwards of forthcoming" gct-tpficther foretiforce10,000.000 housewives, parents and mcnt discussion.
Admission that the knowledge as
Altogether 68 outfits had
teachers.
a chance to lay views before the in- to what children like and what kinds
dustry heads in the give and take of radio fare may be harmful is
wholly insufficient was one of the
which followed the luncheon.
One child psychologist
Dual effort to acquaint women highlights.
standards of put across the point that in too many

I

:

i

;

between, broadcasters and critical
women's groups into a mutual admiration society applauding the attempt to raise program standards via
the N.A.B. code.
Four-hour joint
meeting, following another intepreta- with the objectives and
tion session by the enforcement crew, the code as well as the best ways of
was chiefly educational, with both using and enjoying benefit from radio
In
sides explaining what is desired in was the chief accomplishment.
the_ way of better service to dial- response to request from Mrs. Harold
twisters.
V. Milligan, radio head of the GenConspicuous and significant devel- eral Federation of Women's Clubs,
opment was the small number of the N.A.B. promised to assume respecific complaints, noteworthy in sponsibility for widespread distribution of copies of the code and interpretations together with booklets
way to prepare
outlining
the
THE
speeches, and to huddle with small
groups in effort to devise novel
forms of entertainment and instruction for kid listeners. Mrs. Milligan
suggested the indiistt-y should send
out 'kits' to acquaint club leaders
with the objectives of the code movement.
R«rordlnr (or Blaebird and Victor
Concrete encouragement for advertisers who conform with the code
Listen to "Myrtle"
spirit and endeavor to raise program
on Bluebird and
calibre was one result of the session.
Several women promised they will
"The Little Red Fox"
urge their friends and neighbors to
give visible support to sponsors
on Victor with Hal Kemp
whose products are plugged by radio
j
'

!

;

I

I

SMOOTHIES

I

I

i

j

BABS-CHARLIE-LITTLE

Wednesday, Deceiiiber

entertainment of better grades and
who acquiesce in the voluntary curbs
laid down by N.A.B.
The cooperative efTort will include
a series of parleys with groups interested in the creative aspect of
Through committees
broadcasting.
the
attaches,
headquarters
and
N.A.B. intends to sit down with

:

'

I

!

!

I

6,
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World System Will Again Code-Attackers Duck
Deadhead Christmas Disc
Invitation to Speak;

'The Man Who Found Christmas,'
by Walter Pritchard Eaton, and 'Little Friend,' by Abby Farwell Brown,

Fonini Does Floppo

will become the two sides of a special holiday transcription donated to
radio stations by the World BroadRadio rights were
casting System.
brought through the estate of the author in each case.
direct
the
will
Atwell
Martha
Eaton story, with Ruth Russell, Parker Fennelly, Clayton Collyer, Gene

.

Washington, Dec 5
Both the Mutual Network and the

National Association of Broadcaslevs
were red-faced last week after th»
attempt to set an example by staging
an open-forum discussion of the new
N.A.B. code. Broadcast which was
designed to show how controversial
Leonard, John Anthony, ElTie Palmer
issues can be handled turned out to
Grimes,
Jack
actors.
and three boy
be a one-sided affair with everybody
Tom Donnelly and Ronald Liss, in applauding
the restraincrs, including
Nelson Case announces.
the cast.
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson.
This is the fifth year World has
Collapse of the opposition to tha
Christmas
disc to the
deadheaded
a
instances parents have been yelping
pact occasioned comment which reprogram
Gaines,
Charles
about what they dislike or deem in- stations.
sulted in disclosure that one of the
director, supervises.
jurious, rather than speaking from
attackers would not speak unless hii
factual observation.
She was Dr.
railroad fare was paid to WashingAlice Keliher, representing the Proton.
David Lawrence, editor of the
gressive Education Association, who
Fight Writing on Spec
U. S. News and vociferous foe of the
suggested both sides should make
J
limitations, wasn't interested in apmore conscientious attempts to find
pearing before the mike again; Elliot
5.
Dec.
Hollywood,
out how the kids feci and observed
Roosevelt
batted
the
invitation
The Radio Writers Guild is launch- around and then decided not to
the difficulty in measuring what kind
get
eliminate specuof production may be detrimental ing a campaign to
into the melee; and former Congress,
lative writing for the air shows.
to youthful knob-twiddlcrs.
man Sam Pettengill, the mouthpiece
reare
watching
Screen Writers
for Frank Gannett, after accepting
Boxtops Disliked
sults sympathetically.
the bid, declared at the last minute
The chief squawks were directed
he'd expect to be reimbursed for
more at merchandising methods
AT
expenses.
(chiefly boxtops, or going over the
Orleans, Dec. B.
New
parents' heads to kidsl than at the.
manassumed
Sumerville
W.
H.
type of entertainment dished up.
Friday (1 ), sucNone of the complaints were seri- agership of
ceeding Vincent Callahan, who reous, and names were mentioned only
to WBZ, Boston. Sumon two of three occasions. A nota- cently moved
manager of
formerly
merville
was
ble change from previous sessions
when the women, getting together WGST, Atlanta.
Post was filled temporarily by Alwithout broadcasters on hand, fired
auilitor, who
fred Cummings,.
at various individual head-lii'iers.
Concern was shown by various resumes old job.
women about the situation as far as
L. B. Wilson and wife to Miami.
non-NAB members are concerned.
.

SUMMERVnXE

WWL

WWL

WWL

Uv'SaiUmcie

While Neville Miller conceded the
body numerically represents only
percentage of the total stations,
he emphasized that members account for 92% of business volume
a

gets top
billing

UO ADVEETISING CAMPAIGN

IS

COMPLETE WITHOUT WSM

and include virtually all network
outlets.
He' added that some members own several stations but have
put only one or two into the association
for
reasons
economy.
of
Thought was expressed that NAB
will set an example which sponsors
and agencies will follow regardless
of what stations are used, so the
calibre of .non-meml>er programs is
bound to be lifted.
No vital rulings came from the
code enforcement sessions, which
was devoted to further discussion
about the 'conti^versial issues' problem.
Pressed by numerous members for interpretations of the political clauses,
the committee decided it lacks information to make
rulings
and
any
comprehensive
trended toward voluntary application of the code on a basis of state
laws and customs.
Zanesvllle Research

WBT

Zanesville, O., Dec.

"but give
it

12:30,

being bankrolled by. a grant of $165,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation

it's

suited

years ago, what was the Lest time of

day to talk to them ahout

was what

dirt.

"Around noon time,"

down

their answers hoiled

us a chance to eat

first."

to,

So "WBT made

and in the 450 broadcasts since then,

Three-way approach
to

everyone fine. Dirt gets "top billing" now, on WBT.

learn

of putting showmanship into soil

challenge, but

speaks on
iands.

was a

WBT isn't the Showmanship Station

of the Nation for nothing.

WBT,

When

a Farmer Prinkle

requests for his talk go into thou-

Farmer Hans Prinkle proved that

strip-

is

being

made

the effect on children
of six and 19 in
(2) a comparative study

(1)

between the ages
Zanesville,

The job

5.

Study of the effect of modern radio
on children is being made in Zanesville under the direction of Dr. I.
Keith Tyler, of the radio division of
the Bureau of Educational Research
of Ohio State university. Project is

asked Carolina farmers, 3

in smaller communities throughout
the country, and (3) special local
studies of educational programs, with
Cleveland as the center of this phase.
feature of the venture has been
the installation of radio receivers iq
classrooms of local schools.

—a

Carolina agriculture

billion-dollar industry

averages a bare six inches!
listener

(One

WBT

—

urban

wrote that she was so impressed she was

Litde Public Patience

With

lina farmers

who

visited— or were visited (in an

"on the farm" broadcast)

by— WBT

in this series.

WBT has made soil a major issue in the Carolinas.
It

can do the same job with your products. Write

WBT or

your nearest Radio Sales

office

and

we'll

start— right now.

WBT

|CHARLOTTE,N.C.

*

50,000

WATTS

operated hy

tlie Coliiiiibia

Represented by Radio Sales:
St. Louis, Cliarlolle,

N.

New

C.) I.03

BroadcaMing System.

York, Cliicago, Detroit,
Aiigrlcs,

San Francisco

Albert,

Cnrbs Speakers

"The National Joy Smoke".

In choosing their talent. Prince Albert

first

deter-

mined America's program preference. Research
disclosed that despite the mechanized sophistication of today America still has a heqrl of homespun.

WSM's

staff of

250 diversified artists are capable

on any type program for ony product
any audience. But talent is only one consideration. 50,000 Clear Channel Watts, plus olert
merchandising methods, are two other factors that
make WSM's shows a success ... a success determined only by a very definite sales increase.
May we show you facts and figures that will sell
of putting

or

Pittsburgh, Dec. 5.
has tabooed the 15-minute
quota for straight, talk programs of
a civic, educational or political nature. From now on the station will
allot speakers only six or seven minutes, and these speeches must be
spotted in the middle of established
sustainers that are basically musical.
Sherman D. Gregory,
manager, explained that what prompted
his policy was a survey which disclosed that there's little patience
among listeners for 15 minutes or
more of straight talk. The limitation, of course, won't apply to paid

KDKA

your product?

KDKA

political

Owned and

Millions of loyal listeners and many new friends
now hearing a part of WSM's Grand Ole'
Opry over 24 Southern NBC Stations. This program, a hali-hour show, is sponsored by the R. ]•
Reynolds Tobacco Company, makers oi Prince

are

Gab;

Straiglit

KDKA

going to terrace her backyard right away.) Farmer
Prinkle, of course, is only one of dozens of Caro-

PRINCE ALBERT

A

cropping, reforestration and terracing are no idle
terms, because the layer of top-soil that supports

WELCOME.

Dewey

programs.

Long,

general

manager,

and Archie Grinalds, s?les manager,
of WSAI, Cincy, are making a swing
of Eastern cities, visiting agencies.
First stop NYC.

National Representatives,

Edward Petry &

Co., Inc.

'
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NBC WOOING CLUBWOMEN
the expense and work. In the Genera! Federation' of Women's
program, 'Echoes of History,' which
goes on the blue network Wednesdays (.starling today) at 2:15 p.m.,
the continuity is the responsibility of
Mrs. Milligan.
NBC provides and

Oub

m[S

STEPS TO

pays any actors, announcers, produc-

UPPEIISE CfilTICS

lion,

of History' will
ten commandments for
of leading feminine perIdea is an offshoot of the

June Hynd's Finding::
June Hynd, the colleague of Mar-

|

I

garet Cuthbert, director of the Women s Activities Department at NBC,
will confine her 'Let's Talk It Over'
to Thursdays. It was formerly threea-week. Her 'Guest Book' show also
goes on. Miss Hynd has made some
significant discoveries apropos women's programs. Beauty and fashion
has little appeal to the ladies, or,
at any rate, fails to evoke any appreciable reaction. In the order of

:

I

'

i

'Echoes

etc.

include

tinues her olher program, 'The Brief
Case,' Fridays at 6;05 p.m.

|

|

principally concerned with kid programs. This is the rallying cry of

most

of their critici.<;m

cial radio.

They object

of

commer-

to

the cliff-

WHN SELLS

|

hanger stuff, to the 'abrupt scenes for
melodramatic effect' that have no
cohesion with the broad sweep of the
In

series.

the kid
all

and

fact,

the

TWO SHOWS

clubwomen say

programs have no sweep
that's

one thing

that's

al

,

wrong.

WHN,

N.Y., has sold two full hours
commercially. Polident, false tooth
cleaner, has taken over A. L. Alexander's Arbitration program FriSeattle, Dec. 5.
days at 9 p. m. Brown & Thomas
Dorothy Mason, local free iance. is the agency.
Also
Eight Clubwomen
Another NBC starter is Alma their interest to women, the most ef- has debutted 'The World of Women'
"The Bowery Mission' has been
of Its Kitchell's 'Streamline Journal,' which fective radio program themes appear under sponsorship of RyTak over sold to Restland Mernorial Park
Extending
KOL, in daily 15-minute sections. through the Hudson agency. It's on
be backed up by Irving Mellcr's to be:
Women's Activities Dept. will
Cliildrpji.
music and include .'sundry 'magaNo menus, no recipes, just keeping Sundays at 3.
zine'
including a
Mi.^.s
H((.>;bn?ici."!.
feature."!,
out of the kitchen with tomorrow's
fashions, today's problems, women in
Home life.
Gadabout, a Bright Idea Box and
Bob Reed now directing Basil
Hoio (o be fmppy.
the limelight, visiting femines, drama Haihbone's Sherlock Holmes series
'The Cover Lady' Ca twist on woman
Fundamentally the clubwomen are and the art of living.
of the week).
Miss Kitchell coninstead of Ted Hediger.

the

democracy

sonalities.

Network Exchanging Points
of View with Committee of

much-publicized credo enunciated by
Mrs. Herbert H. Lehman, wife of the
governor of New York.

—

i

I

!

|

'Bouquet of The

Week'

;

1

j

I

i

Scope

,

j
'

I

'

!

j

INVITING OPINIONS

i

\

'

i

meet and mollify club
women criticism of radio programs
ere being taken by the National
Steps to

^

i

Broadcasting Co. Several .symptomatic pccurances of the past fortright all unite to underline the direction of NBC planning.

One gesture is the creation of a
committee of eight clubwomen under
the chairmanship of Mrs. Harold 'V.
This creates a clearing
Milligan,
house for the exchange of points of
view between the women and the
network. Another recent act was the
bringing together al a luncheon of
such clubwomen leaders as MesRita
McFaddcn,
dames Dorothy
Hockheimer, Nathaniel Singer, Dorothy Gordon and Alice V. Keliher for
the purpose of meeting Mrs. Knox
Reeves, of the Minneapolis advertising agency of that name, which
has supervision over General Mills'
'Jack Armstrong' program.

Last week's session in Washington, D. C, when clubwomen fiung
questions at Neville Miller and Ed
Kirby, of the National Association of
Broadcasters, concerning the code, is
apropos of the whole development.

Meantime, the Women'.<! Activities
Department of NBC, which produces
some 400 programs a year, is extending its scope still further, adding new programs, revising old ones.
In particular, it is to tie-in with the
National Council of Women and the

General

Federation

Women's

of

Clubs.

Peggy

Peery Wood's Job
Wood, the legit

actress,

picture as paid (by
of 'the Quilting
which starts Dec. 20 in a tiewith the National Council of

Bleps

into

the

NBC) moderator
Bee,'

up

Women, which has designated Luella
as its liaison
with NBC.
'Quilting Bee' will consist of four
or five women talking problems over.
Representatives of organizations with
'.something to say' will be invited to
sit in as they apply.
Test of their
availability will be national character of the organization and national
importance.
And the soccer-style

Laudin

approach

to the ideas is expected to
inject a little liveliness into the pro-

grams.

prone

to

Organizational
be as dull as

.stuff

the

is

'other

on a phonograph record.

tide'

Relationship ot NBC to the coiponsoring organizations with which
It cooperates varies as to sharing of

4 NCrWOim HITSl
PAUL SULLIVAN

REVIEWS
THE NEWS
1

CBS Network-3» Station.
Every night
(or

biit

S.t.

U-U:15 E

ALL REOOiir

S.T.

RALEIGH CIGARCTTES

k MOST BUSINESS M HISTOSY, wA
^ MdST POWER—witb thm«w4iii(»^

UNCLEWALTER'S DOG HOUSE
NBC Rod Hotwork-65

.tatlon.

E.S.T.
Tu.tday night.-10:30-ll
for SI

TOBACCO
R WALTER WALEICH

AVALOM TIME
NBC Red N.tworti-71
E.S.T.
Wednetday iilEht.-8:30-9
for AVALON CICARETTES

better located, to ghre

.

mm

MOST COVERAgE WSAI HAS EVEIIIAI

PLANTATION PARTY
tt.tIon.
E.S.T.
Friday nlshtt-9-0 JO

NBC Blue Networh-76
ror

TOjACCOj
BUGLER CIGARETTE
trtuHUJ

h

BMOWNAWIUJAMSONTOBACMCOnP.
Ltulsvlll; Ktnluck)

S
|
"

NEW

WSAI ^GUuilH^^xMi OiAm BiciiMi

might a^^SIy
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m

f-t^t t t t

All Five

Daytime Only

Web

Starters on Texas

Now Have

time

full

C.

F.

C's

WASHINGTON DOCKET

MAJOR DECISIONS
was linndcd to Yuba-SuKor
on pica tor a new jilatlnn tu b(*
fip(|itcncy 1.120 kc with 250 wiui!»
(*i>inmldli ileclHlon aiul order whs precoded by the
injwtr.
cxf'oi^tlons to a previous ndverso niiditii;
iipidl<-;int ilIiiiK
and uMkinK the roi;ul:ilin« tit 'currocr tltclr views or rooiicii
thM imicpoJin^s.
Too!e the slant lhat tho KCC wns at fniilt
in JudtciiiK ilnunri:il evidrnre 'cunfuslriB and coniriLtllftory'
rmrtlruliuly when (lt:.9j0 In cai*h RlleRodly wns on dcpo.'»li
foi- roiiHirurtioii
of ihe proponi-ti trunsinlHer.
Culirtiniiit:

I-'iD.-il

rtritadrnMf^r^.

the

operation,

ui>ci-atctl

DM

(i(

liii*

nlxine

.\laryavill«.
rt'sioniil

Texas State regional web has all of
its 24 stations on full time schedules.At the time the web was organized
over a year ago five of the affiliate:,
had licenses for daytime operation
only.
One by one they have reBroadr'uxt cutnpauy iiho qunirelcd with the Coinnilsh over
ceived permission to add night time IX. rcliuko ro.Hpr<>ilnK appllr^inl's failure to prove that tlio
programs to their schedules.
use of a iDi'ril frcMuenry would not be ava-llnhle to render
Complained that no notice
to tlt4t Marysvllle arc.i.
KRRV will boost its power from HL'V.vIco
wHJi fiirnlahf^d that this (iiicsllon wa« to be placed In l9.-»uo
250 watts to 1000 watts and shift its nnd that, for the (.'(iiiniilsli to raise the quentlon In Its
frequfincy from 1310 kilocycles to pnipo.scil t1n<lin:;M. oonjirltittod taklnr; An unfair advantaee of
•

It due prAro.*<s,
Yuba-Sutter squawks were brusMuely replied to In the
ConoerntnK iJie reKlonal vs. local fretiuency con-

the iipplloaut and denying

8«0.

denial.
tention.

'Homely Companion'
San Antonio Dec.

Cotninlsh stn (od
'As the (ip|>liCHnt voluntarily ntloinpled to show that the
/i'('>|ucnf^lfH would not be available, the appllof lui
and not thp i.'otuinlssion enlarged the leaucs to Include
ihl.H
cpicsi ion. a nd
the con lent on that the applicant was
prejurtlccd thiuuKh the Commission's nndlngs on this subject

5.

u.ie

The Women's Homely Companion,*
ail
ii

:i 1

ciint

I

morning chin-up program,

early

starting on KTSA.
Lew Lacey, who comes
KYA. San Fraacisco, is
panion^^

without merit.'
Testinuiny resardlnj the allepcci cash deposit of the broadcast contpiiiiy niHde It 'lmi>u»aible for the Commission to llnd,
ns a deilnitp fact, that the applicant has to Its credit the
HUtn of $m.j)jO or any other sum', C'ninmlsh reiterated.
Applicant was t*epresenictl by Ben. S, FIshor, John W.
Kendall and Charles Wayland.
NVw .si at Ion for Vlncennrs received the goIntllunii:
ahead sli;nal over loud protestations of Samuel M. Emison,
is

here from

com-

the

Intervenor,
llrushioK aside complaints that the Communications Act
would be violated Iht-uu^h an agreement between the appllcant.and ihe trusiee. CoinmLih found 'substantial evidence In
the record' uphold ini; financial claims of Vlnccnnes NewsAlso, pointed out that conpa tiers. Inc., t)ie applicant.
Hlrucilon, opeiation and control of the proposed station
would not be in the trustee or bondholders, as claimed by
Bintson.
Deal gives BtiRcne C, Pulllam. prexy of WIRE. Indianapolis, another tran:>mltter to play with.
Central Newspapei's. Inc.,
parent company of the applicant la a Pulllam
orffanlzailon nnd the publisher-broadcaster also has a majority stock Interest In Vincenncs Newspapers, Inc.
Accordinff to Emiaon, the major ilablllty (1163.000) of
the applicant consists of a funded d.ebt represented by ^S*^
llrst niOrtgaRe bonds In connection with which the applicant did grant, bargain, sell, convey, assign, mortgage, pledge,
transfer, net over and conlirm* to a trustee (American Natlon.tl Tiank at Vlncenne:^) all of ll.s property, rights and

—

—

"COME ON

IN,

MY

AND

PtIINDS,

1939

privileges.

This

viiplaiUin
I'oninil.ih

ilie

he

arrangement,

protested,

constUuled

Join

Transcontinental;

a

l.tvv.

contention was that types of transfers which
iiro those InvolvhiK
of the station or
the ngtoratlons of a station by the transferee otany' pcr.soii other than the person who has been authorized
by liio (.'uinnii}<sion for such purposes.'
'NoUIkt the foreKOliiK provision nor any other provision In
Ihe Indenture would have this effect except In the event of
(letaiili (in ibo bond-s,' Commlsh decreed, and 'the CoiiinilsHlon
catinot asHMine that such default Is a lilcely contingency In
the fare oC ii;* findings with respect to the aj>pllcant's
piesput tlnn nr In
corulllion.'
No legal basis for the denial
of ihe rc'incsi foi- a lOQ-waltcr on 1120 kc, It concluded.
AiM>tlcii nt was represented by t^aul D. r. Spearman and
Frank I', l-'lotcher, with Ellot C. Lovctt appearing on behalf
S<'i'tlon :;I0 tbi was di^aignod lo pruhlbit
civiisiruciiMii,
operation .or niiilnlcnnnce
'('oiitrol

of

1

of

I'Jinlsnn.

I.oulHiiinnn-TenneHHfe: Juice-Jumps
for
WJBO. Bnton
Ituuge. and
Chattanooga, received a toiitailve olioy
on Kroun<ls of a greatly Improved aervico lo an Incruased
populalion.
While granting of both pleun will limit the
transmitter lo Its approximate 6.4 millivolt per
meter cunt our at night, W'APO will benefit by an Increase
of
over population now served, Commlsh pointed out.
and also will gain 3!t,G24 listeners within Its 10 m/v
nlghttln.e contour.
or a boost of 41.2%.
Daytime llstonor-increaso for W'.inO wus esllmaled at 4l,8C4, with an additional
2:t.:>0.H
peritons added lo the niRhltlmo audience.
Uaion Kouge .station will up power from 600 wall.-* to 1 kw.
If
the application Is finally okayed.
Change In freciuency
from ]4:'0 to l\20 (same ribbon as that occupied by W.IUO)
was HsUed by WAPO. plus a boost fronfi 100 watts nights,
250 walls days, to GOO watts nights and 1 kw days.
No
objpciionahle Interference would rcHult to outside trans-

WAPO

Tiinnessfr»

m

—

millers (hrough llio proposed changes, Cominl.sh declared.
Karl A. Sniilh ai>prared for WJ110, wllh Hen S. Fisher,
Charles V. Wayland and John W. Kendall pitching for ihe

Chaitanoo^a
WNcooHln:

station.

Ko-Juggling of slock Issues and board of
WJMS. Inc., has i>aved tho way for a station at
Ashland to be handled by present licensee of WJMS, Ironwood. ^rlch.
t'pon granting of Its application, the corporation will seek pcrmi.sylon to do business with the State of
AVisconsin and furnish the Commlsh with proof of this
authority and of Us ability to Issue tho proposed stock.

Stations that have

worked out

while Roy H. Holmes, who was also
with NBC, will have charge of
trafCic.

Adams letter read as follows: 'The
contract between you and the Transcontinental
Broadcasting
System
goes into effect upon Transcontinental giving you 30 days' notice of
Transcontinental's intention to commence operations. This is to notify
you that Transcontinental intends to
commence operations Jan. 1, 1940.'
Transcontinental has not as yet
disclosed its list of affiliated stations.

directors of

Capital stuck Issue of 2600 shares of common stock at a
par value of |10 per share was authorized under the original
articles' "of Incorporation, with 188:; shares Issued and paid
for.
The charter has since been amended to provide for a
capital stock authorization of 400 shares or an additional
K.OO shares of tho common stock.
Of the 2118 shares not
yet Issued. IDOO have been subscribed and the subscription
will be piild upon giant of the application.
Other changes^
In the
to the

set-up Include provision for two additional n^emhor.Hboard of directors and the upplng of N. C. Huddell.'
formerly appointed general manager nnU assistant secretory,
to

\\\m

post

of

vice

FLAMM,

president

WED.

ASKS FCC FOR

5KW

nnd

g.

m.

Question Bee Dies
No chang*
Uncle Jim's Question Bee, sponsored by G. Washington cofTee on
NBC, does its final broadcast Dec.
16.
No renewal.
Bill Slater, m.c, Joseph Bell, referee, and Jack Costello, announcer,
are affected.

policy.

in

prognmming

or

Beltn lervic* lo MetNew York including

ropolitan
lis

6,982,635 foreign

2^,,uu£^

fill

Mm MT M* Mn

citizans.

Ufnywiii
If DIIA TNI

Washineton, Dec. 9.
Considerable head-scratching and
tugging in connection with

political

recent application o£

ORTHACO\/$TIC
—
Sives transcribed

program* that

Live Talent Touch!

WMCA, New

York, for routine power jump to 5
kw. Because the plea was filed with
the ink hardly dry on the FCC's
thinly-veiled threat to conduct a
'general fitness' inquiry into the way
the Donald Flamm transmitter has
been operated over a period of
years.

can truthfully say that I have
never heard a transcription withany better quality than the new

You can give your recorded programs

Thesaurus transcriptions"

these Orthacoustics you'll think

**I

that Live Talent Touch by communicating with us today.

When you hear

you're right in the broadcast studio!

That's the way Merle Tucker, Manager of KSAL, Saltna, Kansas, described the

What Other

to

new RCA- NBC Orth-

NBC Thesaurus

Transcriptions
"as good as local studio pickup"
"considerably above anything we have ever

subscribers.

heard before".
"complete absence of surface noise"

And you'll agree with Mr. Tucker
when you hear these new Orth-

"ORTHACOUSTIC

acoustic Transcriptions. For they give

"lift."

new warmth and

color!

Orthacoustic Transaiptions
ally

ness of tone"

Words sparklewithlife. Music

takes on

sound

tortion

is

liter-

"absolutely

no

distortion"

NBC ORTHACOUSTIC

"the
Transaiptions are everything you promised"
"the quality is so far superior ... we are aiuc-

enough of them so we can
use nothing but
"have met with very fine approval from out
ious to receive

like live broadcasts. Dis-

reduced

records greatly inand natural-

crease the quality, brilliance

new

every transcribed program a

Users Think of

New RCA-NBC Orthacoustic

acoustic Transcriptions recently sent

— background

noise eliminated.

ORTHACOUSTIC

The request in conformity with
new regulations was docketed more
than two weeks ago but still has not
been passed on. One faction within

Commish which reluctantly
dropped the show-cause proceedings
in connection with the eaves-dropping on British and German war orders would like to use this as an
excuse for an inquiry whether
WMCA has been serving the public
Another bloc feels a hearinterest.
ing along such lines would be wholly
unfair and prefers to scrutinize the
station's record at a renewal license
the

hearing.

Pressure from politicians is reported being exerted on certain
figures so that the 5 kw
request will go through. Similar rewere heard before the Commish dropped its revocation threat,
with a warning to Flamm to toe the

Commish
ports

line

listeners"

.

ORTHACO\/5TIC TRANSCRIPTIONS
-thai
•

A Radio Corporation
RCA BIdg.,

from now

(Flamm has

on.

recently been holding

talks with a view to a possible sale
of
to a retired millionaire
interested in entering radio.)

WMCA

II

ElECTRICAl TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE

NATIONAL BROADCASTINO COMPANY
of America Service

Radio Cl»y, N. Y. • Marchandiu Mart, Chicago • Sun»t

Harold Peary doing a role on 'FibMcGee and Molly' show from

ber
ft

Vina, Hollywood

L, A.

COOKIE BOWERS
NEW VOICES -NEW CHARACTERS

prepared with

—AT—

LOEW'S STATE. NEW YORK
DECEMBER

7,

RADIO MATERIAL

FOR CONTINUED PROGRAMS AND GUEST
SHO TS—ALL RECO RDED

WITH SAME OLD SOCK
WEEK BEGINNING

at-

arrangements with the pronew network, the Transconli""
Mental Broadcasting System, wer»
advised' last week by John T. Adams
the TBS chairman, that the contracts
would become effective Jan. 1. The
TBS last week also for the first time
disclosed the names of some of its
execs. George J. Podeyn, who was
w ih NBC in the late 20's, will be
general manager; M. P. Wamboldt,
who did production for NBC and
Ti-ansamerican in Chicago, has the
title of 'head of the program unit,'
filiation

posed

TEST

NEWEST SOUND THArS FAR THE BEST"

THIS

|

6,

Podeyn,Wamboldt, Holmes

Adams Confirms Jan. Start

San Antonio, Dec. 5.
at Sherman-Denison

lo

Wednesday, Dccciiibor

*************** y * t t ********'************* f ********************* **

Time

Full

KRRV,

Willi

eoing

t

1939

60 West 87th

OPEN FOR REPRESENTATION
St.. New York
Phone:

SC. 4-8343

Wednesday, December

6,

RADIO

1939

MORE COMMENT
ON DAYTIME

Makes Arrangements Tbat 'Mother's
Album' Continues Always en WJK
Detroit, Dec.

5.

"Mother's Album,' 15-minule Sunwhich is just
starting its ninth year over
here, may be America's lone endowed broadcast. Duncan Moore,
station's special events man, is in
charge and reads poetry in front of
piano, violin and 'cello music.

WJR

Apropos last week's etory In
anent growing criticism
within the radio trade that an tmbalanced daytime schedule (all dramatic serials and weepers) was a
matter of concern to broadcasters
further comment is appended:

Program

is

endowed and person-

by George A. (Dick)
prez of WJR,
(Cleveland) and KMPC, Beverly
memory of his mother,
Mrs. Stella R. Richards, for 'mothers
The problem is one between everywhere.' Richards, who's been
Dir.
network and agencies. Too many convalescing for past two years in
script shows in any radio day will California, set aside sufficient sum
have tendency to cut audience ap- of money so that program will be
preciation over period of time. Al.so carried on indefinitely and to insure

WOW

JOHN GHUN,

•True, there is considerable talk
»bout too many script shows on the

of them sound so much
result is bound to narrow auis definitely poor pro-

many

to

Blilic

dience and
gramminc.

•Believe problem is to find program which wiU do as good a job

no great increase

at

scripts

e.'

ally paid for

that program wouldn't be cancelled
for any reason by his own station.
'Album' was repeated at midnight
last .spring on Richards' 50th birthday, Richards being in California.

in

WNAC

agree with you this looks

1

Neverlike poor program balance.
theless, on all surveys which wc
have made they all seem to have a
audience, a considerable portion
is lost usually when you
musical program followTherefore, it seems lisini; lhe.se.
tener.": want these serial dramas or
what have you.
There has been no particular recent increase in these on the red
network because for several yeais
they have used about all available
daytime hours for this type of

bifi

of

WGAR

Richards,

OBOLEE SEEKS CA6NEY

•While

3D,

which

go into a

Nag

Issue

Federal

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Dalton
Triimbo
war shocker,
'Johnny Get His Gun," is to be produced by Arch Oboler Dec. 16 for

NBC

sustaining.

James Cagney is wanted for the
lead since John Garfield had to pass
it

up due

to

Lux commitment.

What Ncxl

QuestiOfl:

i

5.

authorities

are still
passing around the hot potato
which represents question of
legality of radio station reports
on horse racing.
Neither the
Justice Department nor the FCC
seems willing to tackle the delicate question
whether flashes
on the results and pay off figures are 'in the public interest'
or part of a 'lottery.'
Sensitiveness is beginning to
be laughable.

FCC

Report Analyzed

S7

Tclc?

—

Washington, Dec.

Ex-

about the economic consequences.
The lawyers generally go along on
the idea that the effect of video operation on newspapers, magazines
and motion pictures should be measured more definitely before air curbs
are remove!.

5.

Next move in framing a licensing
and acceptable allocation plan
transmitters is up to
which generally appeared encouraged by the FCC committee's report recommending 'limited' commercial use of video facilities.
While agreeing that some of

for television
the industry,

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN
STRENGTHENS SEATTLE

111

Industry Seemingly
pected to Take Initiative

policy

Hills, Cal., in

cost.'

JOHN SHEPAED,

Sidestep

Washington, Dec.

day noon program,

•VABiEiy

VARIETY

DICK RICHARDS' SENTIMENT

Clarifying

Careful

analysis

of

the

report

the proposed rules and formulas tended to remove much of the bemight be improved, the commish wilderment caused by apparent ingroup is waiting for reaction and consistencies in the rules, especially
helpful criticism before pressing for on the matter of commercialization.
a decision on its numerous recomr Especially the remark that 'while no
Seattle, Dec. 5.
mendations for carrying the art into regulation constituting an artificial
second'
developmental
phase. barrier to natural economic processes
F. G. Mullins, vice-president of the its
Document is considered an implied can retard scientific progress for any
Izzard agency, has disposed of his ininvitation for experimeinters to come length of time, it (committee) Is of
terest in order to assume manage- forward
with any alternatives they the opinion that the public interest
ment of the Ruthrauff & Ryan agency may have, except on the matter of can best be served by eliminating
branch in Seattle. R & R is out to keeping restrictions against profit any television regulation which has
strengthen itself in Northwest and making.
any possibility of interference with
go after some larger accounts that
Even though the document did not proper business economic processes."
have developed in this area recently. agree with the position taken byMullins has been handling most of RCA on the matter of selling time,
John Bteston, research engine",
radio accounts with Izzard since he most parties were inclined to submoved in but has also developed scribe to the implication that the li- for WHO, Des Moines, tM. itlttKit^
handling of food, auto, perishable censees should not be entitled to a new electrical signalling deyiM lor
fruit and marketing while ih the make profits from their facilities the use of spotters in broadcasting
.

until

offices.

more

is

particularly football games.

knoNvn,

know the

Local advertisers

best

way

to cover focaf

markets. Their choice of a radio station points the

wpy for

who wont to cover the same

market.

AU. radio advertisers

show.*

HAERY

STONE,

WSM

•With 16 serials each day have
long since lost program balance.
While Ihink situation extremely
bad am nevertheless 'grateful for
sale of daytime periods and believe
public reaction which now is being
eventually correct situafelt will

1

lion."

BABY, GIVE'

'GIVE,

We knew that Boston advertisers prefer WEEI over eve^

BOUBTFUL TO NBC
NBC

other major station. In

week held up the

clearance of the tune, 'Give, Baby, Give,'
pending further study of the song's
lyrics and consideration of the title
itself.
Song is a current rider in
the Mills Music, Inc., catalog.
Later .scrutiny of the number's
verses led the network to the conclusion that there was nothing in
them that could be deemed objccr
last

an

extent of their preference,

effort to

determine the exact

we have made

The schedules of the three major Boston

station sign-on to midnight during the
15.

were

Denver, Dec.
Furniture Co.

Davis
ihtr

Spieler

local

week of October

Every spot announcement, every participation, each

minute of station time was listened to,

Own

SnoDsor
Frtd

stations

checked and tabulated ever/ minute of every day from

there was still the
question whether the title might
xtrikc some listeners as suggestive.
Gladys Shelly did the lyrics.

but

tionabic,

UtVfn

another of our

practical down-to-earth studies.

and again the

verdict

listed

and analyzed

was overwhelming. WEEI hodt

5.

has

34%

sponsorsiu'p of the

'Show of the Week.' Mutual network
co-op program.
Davis, head of the firm, will perMinally make the commercials.

MORE

local advertisers

THAN THE OTHER TWO MAJOR BOSTON STATIONS COMBINED

120%

MORE

local advertisers using

program time

THAN THE OTHER TWO MAJOR BOSTON STATIONS COMblNED

These advertisers

who know

Boston best bought

34%

0

MORE program

RADIO
only Ihc

but

/I'rtI

WWJ w»

it

ttation ia

h«t

not

Amcr-

BMinUiacd

on WEEI than on the other two major

Boston stations combined. Their overwhelming preference

STATION
Radio ttation

time

it<

mirrors WEEI't dominant popularity

among one

New Engbnd

in

stretch

radio families living

million

32 counties that

from the Canadian border to Cape Cod...a

|w«tion at Ih* litU tlotlon in

luluKr intemt
will

it

in

popularity built

Delroiliimc

citablithed,

—«

and held by

brilliant

CBS shows plus

fact

a

proven by every lurvcy that

roster of top-flight local programs.

has ever been nudel

The

we
(y

Oimtd

md Optraud hy

590 KIIOCYGIES

•

P.

a copy

for

be

off the press shortly. Shall

you?

5,000 WATTS (DAY)
Operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented by

Nof/en«( llepreienfaflvfi

6eo.

details of this study will

reserve

'ij^

HoUtn^bery Co.

/•w fit. CUc«t«, ]•« FrMtlM*. MtUit*

WEEMIOSTOI
.

.

1

RADIO SAIES:

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DHROIT • SAN

FRANCISCO • lOS ANGEIES

RADIO

VARIETY

38

WOAI

High School Band

Contest to

By

Be Sponsored

Liherty Mills in '40

San Antonio, Dec. S.
With WOAI's successful 'CommuiiIty Choir Contest' having run its
course,

Liberty

Mills,

|

]

the spohsor.

has okayed program to follow.

On

|

J

Jan. 7 and for 19 Sundays thereafter.

there will be an invitational high
school band radio competition [eslicompeting units from
val with
Weekly cash
neighboring cities.
prizes as well as a grand award..
•

Each week two bands

will

compete

against each other. These bands will
be judged by radio performance
alone.
The winner each week receives $30 and the loser $20.
Besides this a contest will be conducted at each school with students
writing a 250-word essay on 'What
I
Like About My ^Town' with the
winner being given $S and the winning essay read over the air during
Each
the period its band is heard.
band will pay all of its own expenses
Beto the contest at San Antonio.
sides mail vote three judges who are
active or have been active in army
band circles have been selected.

ALLOW BULOYA TO
RETAIN

WOV

TITLE

H. M. Mundlne promoted control
room supervisor at WOAI, San Antonio.

letter tags.

WOV

TEXAS SCHOOLS
TUNE IN CBS' SHOW
San Antonio, Dec.

Mor«

NBC

WTMJ,

Omaha;

HarUord;

Mayor LaGoardia

Harry
McCray,

Milwaukee;

WOW,

WTIC,

T. C.

Hal

On

Metzger,

WTAM, Cleveland; Harry Kaufman,
WDAF, Kansas City; Gayle Grubb,
WKY, Oklahoma City; Frank Tooke,

WOWO,

Wayne;

Ft.

WTCN,

Haven,

De-

Robert

South

1,800

participating

J

Texas
in

tha

'American School of the Air' pro.
gram heard over KTSA every Fi iday.
In addition schools from 13
South Texas towns so far have been
invited to send their students to
KTSA to take part in the progiami
by discussing the various subjects
treated over the air.

are R. L. Harlow, Yankee Network;
Clarence Moore, KOA, Denver; Russel Gohring, WSPD, Toledo; John
Tinnea, KWK, St. Louis; Puss Win-

Burke,

than
are

schools

chairmanship of Harold Kent, chief
of the Chicago Public Schools Radio
Council. Hostess of
confab is
Judith Waller at the Drake hotel.
Due in (all paying own expenses)

nie,

\

I939

6,

1,800

Chlcaco Pow-Wow With AHiliates
FayiD( to Send DeUcatei

Chicago, Dec. S.
Washington, Dec. 5,
Initial
NBC educators confab
Consolidation of the three Arde starts today (Tuesday) preceding
Bulova outlets In New York, giving the three-day national conference on
the watch magnate a full-time met- educational radio which is under
the

ropolitan plant, was ratified last week
with issuance of the old
call
letters for the new outlet that will
use the UOO kc channel with 5 kw.
Although thre«-letter calls are discouraged, the commish put the old
label on the new station because of
its 'good-will value,' noting that only
84 broadcasters now have three-

j

i

Wedacsdaj, December

NBC'S EDUCATIONAL RALLY

Insists

Solo Before Mike

Mayor LaGuardia,

of.

New

York

appear Dec. 8 on NBC's 'Yesterday's Children' program, but refused

-will

Minneapolis-St. Paul;

Woody Woods, WHO, Des Moines; to be interviewed by Mrs. Dorothy
Edward Lineham, KSO-KRNT, Des Gordon, the m.c. Hizzoner insisted
it being between himself and the
mike with no liaison.
Charles Warburton has replaced
Frank Dodge as the program's di-

on

Moines; Harry Stone, WSM, Nashville; S. b. Gregory, KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Expected from NBC in New York
are president Lenox Lohr alo(ig with
Walter G. Preston, Jr., Franklin
Dunham, William Webb, Earl MuUin
and Dr. James Angell who will preside at the afternoon session.

rector.

Hal Burnett to Boston
For BUly B. Van Show
Chicago, Dec. 5.
Hal Burnett, formerly with WBBM
here in charge of publicity and re-

Would-Be Schenectady

cently on promotion for WISN, Milwaukee, has joined the NcisserMeyerhoff agency here and goes lo
Boston to handle merchandizing and
promotion for new Wrigley regional

Station Incoi^rated;

Papers UninformaHve

show

in

downcast

territory.

Burness will supervise exploitation
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 5.
Van Curler Broadcasting Corp. and merchandizing for Billy Van
has been chartered with the state to show tagged 'Making New England
conduct a radio broadcasting busi- Famous.'
ness subject to FCC sanction in
Schenectady.
Authorized
capital
stock is $50,000 with shares of $100
par value. Directors, none of whom
is listed in incorporation papers as
u^t/i ^
SOUNPSYiUfA
a shareholder, are: Mayer L. Cramer.
Mason W. Hall and Frank Vanderpool, of Schenectady.
Subscribers,
You'll think there'll
a Santa ClauH
each owning one share, are: F. J.
around
somewhere
^^^^^
Knbrr, secretary of The Corporation
every time you an*
>J^^^^^
Trust Co.;- Herbert W. Burmaster
nounce your ehosr
M^^^^f
V^^^^^ through
WAIiD
and Grace L. GUliland, listed as lo-

mHV

John Htartoind, H«)en Trey, Eddia Dvnitedtcr, John Cent* and Morlho Moon—
talent on the CBS froBrom, "H Happened in Hollywood," for Hormel't SPAM.

'

^^^^^B^
^^^^^^a

cal
employees of the company.
Frank Scott, Washington, D. C, was

Mason W.
...and

it's

happening right across th« Counlryl Radio Advcrtitart... Stations. ..Agencies...

Composers

World— are

. . .

Artists

. . .

Theatre and Restaurant Ownars .

turning to the

HAMMOND

.

.

Leaders In the Entertainment

Nevacherd

Hall,

ono of directors,

WTRY

1109
<< |l4a

Tine Psymtnli

I

Clans for you.
your nam* and ad*
ctrci) In the margin and aend

Write
tlila

ad

for

FREE Seund

Syitem Cataloi

MONTGOMERY WARD &

Tydol Gas,

nKPT. BM-34
3

Third
Is

on
out.

Phomiripli

SpMkeri

Kind out why v> niany kucalMwmen are making
more money with a Ward
Sound 8)1lem—witr U ean
Iruly l>e a year-nfund SanU

which has for several years spon-

WGY sports program.

coes

•
a

reisrul

director.

director, Frank Vanderpool,
prietor of a garage.

that

yenr In and ye^v

MIcrophoM
Ampliner
Cinvanlant

other two wer« blocked out, alTrl-City appealed to the
courts. Hall is head of a local shoe
store and owner of an office building.
He has a son said to be ambitious to crash radio broadcasting.
district distributor of

And

flow.

your

.SKcblly. dcsltnod for llie ihow builnni.
.Simply pljg It to((ll>rr. connect wlili • e-roll
auto blllery or a 110-tolt cleclrlc limu ratrrnt.
Whfa you want (o more, like li •o»rl.
Mck It hito a trunk, end you're rwdy lo 191
No eiperlence needed

though

Is

Into

Inir

COHrLETI EQUIPMENT FOR

a license for a Schenectady station.
This was at about the time the TriCity group and Harry Wilder's Troy
Broadcasting Co. applied for permits.
In ths greenlighting by FCC of
(to b« located in Troy), the

sored a

For

aea
.

^Bi^HhI^^W
-JJ.' *

was in on Citizens Broadcasting Co.,
which sometime ago tried to obtain

M. L. Cramer, the second

Sound System.

I^^^^^^^^A crowds coinlncr
I^^^H^H^ft way, more caflh

filing attorney.

Great

Mall

Mere Than 600

CHICAGO,

Order
Retail

CO.
lu..

Housea
Slerea

pro-

George Nelson and Tiny Leighton,
of tha advertising agency bearing
their names have also filed for a
radio station in Schenectady.

Vick Shift

Pacific Serial

Vick's thrice weekly serial, 'Beyond Reasonable Doubt,' has been

NBC

shifted on the
Pacific blue from
6 to 9 p.m. EST.
Account figures to encounter less
competition for its program through
the move.

Add

the Novachord

ment

that's

— the

musical instru-

NEWS— to your euteruinment

music! Let the new, amazing
Hammond Novachord give you
the vast advantages oif a new
and wider versatility

a simple turn of Tone Selectors will add the
musical effects of violin, trumpet, 'cello, flute
—or dozens ofother faitliful tones

Try the Hammond Novachord

Novachord is played like a
piano— and itproduces beautifully
ITie

clear, piano-like tones.

Visit your

Hammond

write for

more information:

MnoMitmESiRnnns
EDWARD renor A ca^

KUTA, Salt Lake City, has added
Miss Bunty Fabian to program dept.

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

DOWT

dealer ...

MISS

PALMOLIVE'S

Hammond Idstrument Co., 2947
N. Western .4ve.,Chicago...0r go

Then, just

totheHammond Organ Studios—
In New YorJc: 50 W. 57th St.; In
Let ^ngrfes: 3328 Wilshire Blvd.

THE HAmImOND

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide Marston
Dadicatad to the women of America.
Thi •tory of a woman who must
chooss between lava and tha career
of raising other

women's children.

WABC-CBS:-10:30-10:45 A.M. E.S.T.
78 Stations Coast-to-Coast
Direction

It's

the

NEW

idea

in

Music ... by

tiie

malcers of

tite

Hammond Organ

BENTON & BOWLES, Inc.
RKO BUILDING, New

Manaaemanl ED WOLF,

York

Wednesday, Dt-ccmber
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Music Sellers

IS Best Sheet

(Week ending Dec.

1,

South o( the Border
Scatterbrain

BVC
Shapiro

Oh

Bobbins

Marks

Rancho Grande

Circle
Feist

Didn't

.....Feist

Know What Tim^

It

Was

('Too

Many

Girls').

Beer Barrel Polka

God

Bless

America

•filnittsicot.

Harry

Olman

Last Night

tProductioJi.

ByDe(;c.

11 ;

L.

Camden, N. J., Dec. 5;
Sommerer, former assist-

the Musicians
Triple Bromide
Because his appearance

Given Choice of 2 Contracts

.

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N.

Y.. are
so closely timed, Benny Goodman cannot take a curtail) call
for his part in 'Swingin' the
Dream' at the Center theatre.
N. Y. Leaves the show each night
with aljout five minu' s to gel
to his location stand at the hotel.

soimd recording department.

Saturday's schedule for Goodwhy bandis one reason
Starling at

tlce

upon the music publishers who

have not signed contracts with the
association that unless this was done
by Monday (U) the SPA would proceed to administer the mechanical
rights of

members who have

recently

placed manuscripts with such firms.
letter gave publish-

The ultimatum

accepting either of
two contract forms, namely, the one
negotiated by Metro-Robbins last
one
"that the Warner
the
or
week
Bros, group accepted Oct. 2.

ers the choice of

The SPA takes the position that
two contract form.<; are pretty
alike and doubts the belief expressed by publishers that the existence of two contract forms Will result in much industry confusion.

leaders go crazy.
2:30 p.m. it reads

Not Co-Maker

SHOTWELLPRO,

Music publishers' professional
men now have an excuse for refusing to endorse finance company notes for band leaders.

They can point

Number of leading publishers will
for the second time within a week
be f.aced with the question of supporting or opposing the Shotwell
copyright bill when the board of directors of the Music Publishers Protective Association meets this afternoon (Wednesday). After a bitter
barrage from the publisher faction
Ihe board of directors of the American Society of Composers, Authors

'other subterfuges.'

Willie Horowitz Buying

the

much

j

Joe Davis Catalog In
Partnership With Silver

the

Metro-Robbins publishing group
and the SPA last week got together
on their new standard writers' contract and the only thing remaining to
make it a binding arrangement are

Willie Horowitz and Abner Silver
have signatured contracts for the
purchase of the Joe Davis Music Co.,
and the deal will be consummated
the signatures of the SPA's special Friday (8) upon their delivery of a
committee,
all
of stipulated amount of additional cash.
administrative
whose members are on the Coast. Proposition includes the payment of
This contract, which was negotiated royalties to Davis on numbers he
between Julian T. Abele.s, Metro- owns outright or has written over a
Robbins counsel,, and John Schiil- period of years. Among the numbers
man, SPA lawyer, will be made in the catalog are 'Surposin,' 'Basin
available to other pubs who haven't Street Blues,' 'I Ain't Got Nobody,'
'.
already signed up \yith the SPA.
fter You've Gone' and 'Keepin'
The Abelcs-Schulijwin document Out of Mischief.' Davis will conmakes the second contribution to this tinue in business as the Georgia Mufield.
The Warner Bro.'. group ne- sic Co., and he may resume the busigotiated its own standard agreement ness use of his name after two and
with the SPA several months ago a half years.
and this same contract was later
Horowitz. was with Bobbins Music
signatured also by the Max Dreyfus Corp. for about 10 years, coming to
group and Mercer & Morris as well New York from Chicago a year and
as several firms whose owners are a half ago to handle the Miller catalikewise SPA members.
A lawyer log. Silver is the songwriter.
who represents several major indie
publishers declared Monday (4) that
Will Biadley.'s orchestra at Baker
he would advise his clients not to accept either of the available agree- Hotel's Mural Boom, Dallas.
ments, but to let him negotiate one

formerly used union musicians and
that these distribs have artfully
frustrated the musicians' protests by
picketing and by employing mem-

m.

bers of the IBEW's soundmen's division
to service the
machines.
this device, states the imion,
the distributors have availed themselves of a retort to the musicians'
plaint that the record machines are
putting them out of work. The distribs point out that they certainly
cannot be accused of anti-union behavior since a union man (a member of the IBEW) is emplo.yed on
every one of the machine placements
in hotels, taverns and private parlie.°.

—

Through

Mixed Orchestra Cuts
Special Discs in N. Y.

For English Swingophile
Leonard Feather, English swing
critic and writer now in this country,
has gathered a small mixed
combo of all-stars and signed 'em to
record for 'Victor.
Colored and
white personalities group includes
Hazel Scott, colored femme pianistThey cut four originals by
singer.
Feather Friday

According to the San Francisco
remuneration o( the IBEW

local, the

men on most of the placements is
20% of the machine's take. In some
such as hotels where the mandoes most of the coindepositing, the IBEW man gets e
flat nightly fee of $10 and tl extra
for each room to which loud.<:peaker
cases,

agement

equipment has been extended from

(l).

the master mechanism. While roost
of these assignments, .says the Frisco
local, rate as mere sidelines for the
IBEW members, the tieup between
them and the machine distributors
has sufficed to frustrate any counter
measures attempted 'by ihc mu-

Group includes Danny Polo, clarinetist-leader; Alfred Harrl."!, guitar;
Pete Barry, string ba.<:s; Pete Brown,
sax; Arthur Herbert, drums; and
Miss Scott, piano. Polo, Harris and
Barry recently relurjied from play-

ing wilh Ambrose's band in England
and are while. Polo plays wilh Joe
the Shotwell Sullivan's mixed band at Cafe Someeting lasted ciety, N. Y., cmrenlly, and Mi.ss

sicians.

interests strictly.

The

The argument over
bill

at

ASCAP

the

four hours. The enforcement was interpreted as conveying
ASCAP's belief that the bill constituted a substantial advance in the
theory of copyright protection in the

Scott sings there.

United States.

room, N. Y.

close

to

Band Parade

obligated
to
charge a minimum
royalty of 2c for phonograph records.
They are likewise barred from making a deal on special fees for discs

used in coin-machines, without
ing in the

heading

call-

SPA.

Johnny O'Connor, a.' KPnernl m;innger of Words & Music, Inc., accepted a contract from llie SPA last
Friday U ).
His wa.« the WarneiBros.' form.

in

34th

ON RCA-WNEW MOVE
U. S. circuit court of

appeal.';

New York Monday
cision

on

RCA

Pete

band
bert

Brown has his own small
Onyx Club, N. Y. Herdrummer for Coleman Hawnow at Arcadia Ball-

i

at the
is

kins'

Lou Diamond Scores

'

band

ASCAP

of

Lou Diamond, head of the Fijmoti?:
and Paramount Music Corps, appeared Monday (4) before Ihe' publishers availability committee of the
American Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishp'f to protest
against the ratings of the two firms.

IS/laestros

The

discussion developed into an exchange of personalities bclwtcn Diamond and Louis Bcrnsteir a nitm-

ber of the committee.
Diamond questioned the ability of
the committee's members to deter-

iorthcoming

mine the value of an old number
any better than he himself and bitterly scored the methods used by ihe
committee.

Decision on

his

npfAi-

wna

re-

To

WNEW

meanwhile
intervened,
and
.Whiteman remained the lone con-

The
appeal
being backed by the National As-

Billy

Moon Badly Hurt

Rochester, N. Y., D(-c.
William Moon, apparently
midwest orchestra Icarler, serioii."=ly injured here last week when his < iir
crashed into a tree. He w.n.s Ijktn
to Strong Memorial Hospital, whtit
his condition was reported critic::!,
[with probable fractures of the skull,
left arm, right leg, right wrhi .-,ii(l

he Piihlished Late in December

;.•

,

was the original defendant
in the restraining
suit brought by
Whiteman, but when the trial took
place the station put in no defense.
With the result that Victor, which
Ij^d

y^niETY

f>.

rec-

WNEW has

WNEW

Ratings Given

cation for rating increases
served.

already obtained a licen.se to broadcast these recordings, which,' it added, constituted
an' admi.ssion that
Victor controls such right.s.

lending parties.

of ^39

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

dismiss the appeal taken by WNEW,
N. Y., from a lower court decisi
restraining the station from using

"'cjation of BroBdcnster.t.

and IBEW are fc-liow
the American Federal i<jn

^

in

(4) reserved deVictor's motion to

Whiteman's phonosraph
Victor argued that

AFM

alTiliates of

of Labor.

Best Sellers of 1939

RESERVE DECISION

IS

a.

to

by Saul Bornstein, of Irving Berlin,
Inc;, who charged that the copyright
divisibility and copyright on creation phases of the bill are bound to
work out to the serious detriment of
the publishing business. Louis Bernstein, of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,
also voiced like fears, whereas Herman Starr, head of the Warner Bros,
group suggested that the publishers
permit the Society to go on record
as favoring the bill and if they
wanted to express publishing industry opposition they could do it
through their own. trade organization.
He stated that he couldn't see
anything inconsistent in voting for
something that he thought was good
(or ASCAP and Inter on opposing the
same principle when it came to publisher

AFM

Famous and Paramount

Under the terms o( the covenant
worked out by Abeles, lublishers are

ords.

!

local.

The west coast
locals' comr
plain that the coin-machine dislributors have succeeded in making
tremendous inroads on spots which

own.

of his

Paul

|

representation.s, has gathered,
data oh the situation, wilh the
most pertinent part of it coming
the federation's San Fnincisto

frorii

leaves 'Swingin' the
Dream' Jan. 1. That was his
original
agreement wilh Erik
Charell just four weeks.

endorsement at
board meeting was led

ASCAP

finishes at 2

'

much

Goodman

and Publishers last week voted to
support the bill.

The opposition

band

the

Mu.<;ici;ir).s

the

train

'Dream.'
Camel show airs 1010:30 p.m. and at 10:38 he has to
be back at 'Dream.' At 11 p., m.
he starts at the Waldorf, where

to

Endorsing the note of a plug
source could be interpreted as
coming within the purview of

a

time table. Thai hour the .show's
matinee begins and lasts till
4:45. At 5 there's a two-hour rehearsal for the Camel program.
Hour and half later, or 8:30, back
evening performance
of
for

CON WEIGHED

the contract
between the contactmen's union
and publishers which, in the unfair practices clause, taboos gifts,
loans or any 'other subterfuges.'

like

o(

the head:; of

nograph
record
machines.
The
coin-machine operators, it is charged,
have been able to extend thc-ir lield
to even private parties by' cutlinj^ in
IBEW members on the proceed.'; and
to confuse the issue at the same
lime by playing one group of organized labor against another. Joseph
N. Weber, AFM prez, who will make

man
Songwriters Protective Association
late yesterday (Tuesday) sewed no-,

week on

the International Brotherhoud
(>f
Electrical Workers to do something
about curbing the part that IBEW
members are playing on the west
coast in the wholesale replacement
of musicians by coin-operated pho-

the

show and subsequent date each
evening on the bandstand o( the

In 1930 Sommerer went as managing director of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. of Japan. When the
company was sold to a Nipponese
syndicate, he returned to Camden to
take charge of the motion picture

PubGshers to Sign

American Federation
will call this

A

RCA

Chappell
Shapiro
Berlin

S.P.A. Ultiinatums

Sommerer Promoted To
Declare Coin Machines Used in Hotels Are Serviced
Head All Victor Plants
by IBEW and 'Union Label* Then Used Against
ant to the executive v.p. of the RCAVictor, has been appointed manager
in charge of' manufacturing in all
plants.
veteran of 30 years
in RCA-Victpr employ, he will be
in charge of the plants at Camden,
Harrison, N. J., Hollywood and Indianapolis. HiF headquarters will be
here.

Chappell

Goody Good-Bye
fl

!

.•>• Famous

Room

OWN ENDS

FOSTERS MECHANIZATION FOR

Forster

Lilacs in the Rain...

EI

MUSICIANS ANGRILY ASSERT IBEW ORG.

Shapiro

Oh

Blue Orchids
In an Eighteenth Century Drawing
•Over the Rainbow ("Wizard •of On")
Good Morning ('Babes in Arms')

S9

1939)

My

Prayer
Johnny,

VARIETY

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OFHCE

ADVERTISING COPY

!

NEW YORK
154

West 46th SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

SL

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8 St. Martins PL

face and body cuts.
Deputies investigating the accidiDt
found a picture in the car labeled
"Billy Moon's orchestra' and records
of musicians. Driver's liccn.sc had n
Detroit address and car bore Mlcliigan plates. EITort was made Ic imct
relatives.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

40

Dec. 31 at

Sherman

for $1,500.

On

Upbeat

the

Network Plugs. 8 A.M.

Woody Herman goes into the
N. Y., and second private
Chicago, for four
before the International affair at Providence, R. I. Plays Sherman Hotel,
follows it with a
Fair and Expositions, in Junior Women's Club at Larchmont, weeks March 1,
Meadowbrook, Cedar
at
stretch
In. Y., Dec. 23 and opens at Ansley
then may play the
N.
J.,
and
Grove,
Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., for two v/ecks.
summer at Glen Island Casino, N. Y.
Jean Wald's femme group out of
Dee Orr has taken leader spot with
Pittsburgh at the Esquire Club in
Tony Pastor's new band beginning
Miami. Went there from Shawnee Andy Anderson band at Show Bar, to rehearse.
Forest Hills, L. I. Anderson died
hotel in Springfield, O.
1

I

Assn. of
Chicago.

I

I

Al Wasel into New Perin, Pillsburgh, for a two-week stay replacing
the Lee Barrett outfit.

24.

Lenny Hayton band now

at

Art Mooney orchestra now with
Leon Stan Zucker's new band agency.

&

Eddie's, N. Y.. signed to record for
U. S. Records' Varsity label.

Charlie Barnet is being attended
by a doctor and a nurse on his current date at the Apollo theatre,
Nelson Maple now at Hotel Henry,
Benny Goodman will have an
N.
Y.. due to an attack of grippe that
Checked
stay.
month's
for
Pittsburgh,
answer interview to Artie Shaw's
out of Pines, Pittsburgh, for new Saturday Evening Post story in the produced a fever of 102 Friday afternoon (1). Barnet's date at the Apollo
spot, Ray Euglert band replacing at New York World-Telegram soon.
is the first time a white band has
the Pines.
been used at the house for about five
Spud Murphy's new band to make
years and his was the last to work
Maurie Stein orchestra goes in as Bluebird records.
there.
jecond band at the Ch^z Paree, Chicago, on Dec. 11.
Teddy Powell orchestra goes to
Glen Gray and the
orRaymor Ballroom, Boston for two chestra booked into Casa Loma
Paramount theaHal Kemp plays two deb parties weeks Dec. 25.
tre, Los Angeles, for one week beginDec. 20-21. First is at Ritz-Carlton
ning Dec. 7.
Will Bradley shifts to Jung Hotel,
New Orleans, Dec. 21. Now at Baker
Ella Fitzgerald orchestra will folHotel, Dallas. Don Bcstor follows
'Yum jjO-i tUe /tooJzd !
low the Woody Herman band into
Bradley at the Baker and Del Courtthe Famous Door, N. Y., on an unney Jan. 19.
named date in January. Stand is the
first location date downtown for the
Nick PanI will in the future be the
since its eight weeks at the
name of Neck Pisani. His new outfit
Park Central Hotel, N. Y., about a
band is at tha Coronado Hotel, St.
!l
ALWAYS DREAM OF BILL
year ago. At that time it was Chick
Louis.
Webbs band with Miss Fitzgerald.
Herman went into the Door last
Vincent Travers' band stays on the
Tuesday night (28) and may stay a
Miiton Berle program 'Stop Me If
total of 13 weeks. Four Inkspots join
You've Heard This One' until after
him
there Dec. 12.
the -first of the year.

B

I

LY

L

'

DOES YOUR HEART
BEAT FOR ME?
"memory REMfNDERS

'

MY HONEY'S LOVIN' .i^RMS
WHO'S SORRY NOW
^
MARY LOU
.1^

\
ff

0

'

MlUS MuSJC,

1939

to 1 A.M.

FoIlou)iii£/ IS a totalization of tht combined pluflj o/ current tunes
on
JVBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS (WABC) computed Jot the week Jrom
Monday through Sunday (Nov. 27-Dec. 3). Total Tepresenfs accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 o.m. Symbol *

denotes film song,

t legit, all

others are pop.

Scatterbrain
Lilacs in the Rain
South of the Border
Speaking of Heaven
I Didn't Know What Time.

Can

I

Help

.tToo

Many

Girls.

.

Remick

It

.

Marks
Mercer
Crawford

.

Prayer
Honestly

Many Dreams Ago

!

Harms
Famous
Famous

Blue Orchids
Faithful Forever. .•Gulliver's Travels
.

Thought About You

Mercer

Hap-Hap-Happy Day.

.

.•Gulliver's Travels.. Fafnous

Wqnderful. .tMask and Wig Show

Spier

.

Day In— Day Out....
After All
All the Things You Are. ..tVery
Ciri Biri Bin
In an Old Dutch

29
28
27
23
23
22
20
20

.,

Chappell
Shapiro
Santly

My

It's

n

Chappell

.

Feist

a

32
32

Miller
.

Olman

Stop!

45
34

....

Bobbins
Shapiro

Goody Goodbye
El Rancho Grande
Make with the Kisses
Are You Havih' Any Fun? .tScandals
Good Morning. .. *Babes in Arms

It's

TOTAI,

BVC

Last Night

I

GRAND

PUBLISHER

TITLE

I

Nov.

6,

Eddie Lane orchestra opens at
Bossert Hotel, Brooklyn, Dec. 8.

Manle Sacks, of MCA, speaking on Hotel,

name bands

Wednesday, December

Hotel, Chicago

BVC
Warm

Sun
for May.. Chappell

Paramount

Harms

Garden

Oh, Johnny, Oh
At Least You Could Say Hello
Careless

Forster
Feist

Berlin

In the Mood
Shapiro
Moonlight Serenade
Bobbins
What's New
Witmark
Does Your Heart Beat for Me?
Mills
Tomorrow Night
Berlin
White Lies and Red Roses
ABC
Bluebirds in Ihe Moonlight. ..'Gulliver's Travels.. Famous
Shapiro
Little Street in Singapore
Paramount
Melancholy Lullaby
Piggy Wiggy Woo
Remick
Witmark
Who Told You I Cared? .. .'Kid Nightingale

'

Baby Me
ABC
Lawrence Welk at Dallas' Hotel You're a Lucky Guy. ..tCotton Club Parade
Witmark
Abe Lyman booked for the Strand,
Adolphus Century Room. With him Marcheta
Leeds
N. Y., for three weeks Dec. 22 folis Jayne Walton.
Hotel also is pre- You're Letting the Grass Grow Under Your Feet..Ager
lowing the current Al Donahue.
senting the dance team, Nanno and
Duke Elllneton plays fbiir single Stafford, and Ben Stein, single.
dates this month for more than
^ADIO
Dec. 9 at the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, for $1,100; 15, Pittsburgh Hospital shindig for $1,250; 29,
back to Blackstone for $1,000 and

$1,000.

OF

COMMnTEE

Jay Smith, Dallas radio tenor, has
joined Ray Herbeck's band, late of
Hotel Adolphus Century Room there.

Sonny Kendis, after almost four
years at the Stork Club, New York,
interspersed with engagement at
leading hotels, niteries, etc., leaves to
open Friday (8) at Detroit Athletic
Club.

11
11

10
10

YESTERDAY'S HIT

DUE TO REPORT

TODAY'S REQUEST

Board of directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers will most likely hold
final

Its

WANT

I

meeting of the year on Thurs-

day, Dec. 21, Instead of the regular

Will Osborne orchesf

featuring
and Dick Rogers, take
-a,

Barbara Bush
over the Cafe Rouge, Hotel Penn-

sylvania, N. Y., Friday night (8), succeeding Artie Shaw's orchestra, under direction of George Auld. Ralph
Rotgers holds over.

final

this

Thursday
time

falls

month, which
on Dec. 28. It is unof the

YOU FOR

derstood that the special radio committee will at this meeting turn in
its completed report as to the recommended policy and terms for the
new contract with the broadcasting

CHRISTMAS

industry.

Tommy Dorsey to guest on the
Royalty checks for the final quarAlec Templeton show Jan. 1 as sosans band.
It's
his second ter of this year will ba mailed out
loist,
in time for the ASCAP members to
guester on this series.
receive them two or three days beLee

Costaldo

Dorsey trumpet
Yank* Lawson.

joins the Tommy
section replacing

HARMS,
RCA

Building

INC.

New York

fore Christmas.

Russ Morgan, on one-nighter at
Minneapolis Aude Wednesday (29),
drew 6,000, a new attendance record
';fqr

that spot.

Erskine Hawkins Into

'Young

Man With

Horn'

Erskine Hawkins was signed late

week

for the legit show 'Young
Man With a Horn,' based on the life
of Bix Biederbecke.
He's to have
the same role originally intended for

last

Louis

Armstrong,

left

open when

DON'T MAKE
EDWARD

Armstrong went into 'Swinging the
Dream' with Benny Goodman. Hawkins will join rehearsals Dec. 12.
Ella Fitzgerald was recently set
for a singing and speaking part in
the same offering.

HARRY UNK,c...Prof..

m

GUBIRT, rwf.wy.

tW

BROAOWAY

Mills Music, Inc., has obtained the
score from Walter Wanger's production, 'House Across, the Bay.' Songs
are 'I'll Be a Fool Again' by Al
seigel, 'Chula Chihuahua' by Jule
Styne, Nick Castle and Sid Clare,
and 'A Hundred Kisses from Now'
by George R. Brown and Irving

Actman.

B.

MARKS

FRANK HENNIGS.

ME LAUGH

^^1'.'

RADIO CITY

7o^r^

Gcnoral Prolcssional Mer.

A SWELL SWEET SONG

HONESTLY
Getting Bigger and Bigger Day by Day
SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York

3 MEN ON a COTTON CLUB SCORE
remick
NORMAN

kolevforWITMARK

YOU'RE A LUCKY GUY

johnny white for

LOVE'S GOT

ME DOWN AGAIN

YOU'RE JUST

A NO ACCOUNT

mack cold man for

IT'S

18
18
17
17
17
17
17
16
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12

harms

MY TURN NOW

-

^^cdacsdaji

December

6,
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Own

Joan Edwards on

Bnishoff to Shaw's Satevepost Blast

Joan Edwards,

who wants

a

dance band business in last week's
Arlie Shaw's blast against the
Satevepost aroused little trade resentment among booking organizamusic publishers whom he likewise made his

expressed the view that the retired leader was just an overly wrought
up maestro, who just had to blow off steam.
The booking offices, which Shaw in his article rfefers as the 'Big
Indictment that a newcomer must contend
Four,' scouted as silly his
with' insuperable odds, pointing out that his own swift rise to the
general
lop refutes his own argument. As for the publishers, their
attitude is that Shaw had contributed little to their business but eccenon insolence, and that the old American
tric antics that nearly bordered
way of fighting to the; top must prevail in the band business, the same
BS any other field.
It has been denied that Shaw owns a piece of Lincoln Music Co.,
Ihrougb his attorney, Andy Weinberger.

A.F.M. Expected to Sidestep Ruling

EX-SHAW LADS

UNDER AULD
Inside Stuff-Music
Former Artie Shaw orchestra,
organization
cooperative
a
the leadership of Georgie
Auld, tenor sax, will be replaced at
the Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y., Friday (8) by Will Osborne's outfit
Auld shifts to the Roseland Ballroom, N. Y. Dec. 15 for four weeks
Osborne stays at the Perm until
•

Millon Berle wHo, two days previously, on. Thanksgiving night, had m.c.d
the Paul Whiteman anniversary party, pinch-hitled again, the ensuing
Saturday night when the maestro was called to Denver by the serious illness of his father, Wilberforce J. Whiteman, superintendent of music of
Being a Sat. nite and business extremely
the Denver public schools.
heavy, Ralph Hitz called on Berle to bridge the gap. Whiteman has since
returned, his father being in better shape.
Whiteman's 20th anniversary parly at the New Yorker Thanksgiving
right (F.D.R.'s)
Invitation,

which Hitz hosted, was a

turnawjaj'- proposition.

Chiefly

with the hostelry head doing the invTtmg, it was gayly paced
riot to lachrymosely keynoted as sometimes fealuces such

by Berle and

occasions.
A large easel

'

'

under

3.

.

.

.

Auld last week assigned the exShaw outfit to General Arhusement,
who handled it before. So far there

In Ofaerstein-MiUer Disc Dispute
Jivers' Spleen
Upper

bracket band leader
last year loaned a newcomer to
the maestro field $7,000. The debt
was paid several months later
but the loaner was dissatisfied.

He

told

Executive board of the' American
Federation of Musicians will most
likely refuse to intervene in the
contract controversy between Glenn
Miller and Eli Oberstein, general

manager
Corp.

Oberstein, who filed charges with
against Miller, claims that
the
he holds a contract which compels
the bandman to work for the U- S.
Victor also claims
Record Corp.
that it has Miller under commitment. Miller contends that he signatured a document that Oberstein
handed him in the belief that it Involved a Victor obligation.
Oberstein was formerly Victor recording

AFM

that he
of the

RCA

manager.
Ob'ersteln-Shaw Settle

The graduate from

the lendsought several

Suil against Artie Shaw by Ell
Oberstein, now at the head of U. S.
Records, was settled last week with
a cash consideration to Oberstein
and a retraction by Shaw of the

band has
times to try to develop a style
of his own, but on each occasion
he has been cautioned to stick
to

the original

instructions,

or

answer he had submitted

else.

cash and considerable advice
while he (Oberstein) was recording
director for Victor Records.
Shaw filed a retraction of his counter charges which was worded 'I,
Artie Shaw, publicly retract accusa-

OLD

ENCORES UNEXPECTEDLY

tions

in

'

,

:

;

j

!

Pre-Xmas Not So Forte

I

made

stein's suil...

to Eli Obersuit inspired
regret: .realize

in answer
answer to

impulse I
Oberstein did

by

now

.

not coerce me nor
compel me to enter into contract
with him,;. it was at my request he
rendered me invaluable services
which are basis of his suit. ..have

I

come to
him for

settlernent and compensated
his efforts by payment of

several thousands of dollars.'
Both siidcs have different versionj
of what the cash settlement amounted
to,
Oberstein has said that he lent
Shaw $6,000 in $1,000 installmentj
while Shaw was at the Lincoln Hotel,
N. Y. last year. Says the settlement
amounted to $8,000. On the other
hand, Shaw's side says the peace-

maker amounted to $2,000, payable
$500 down and $25 a week, latter to

,

it

Ober-

Shaw

TUCSON NETS

see

to

stein's charges.
Latter had claimed
in his suit that he had advanced

are

RUBINOFPS

a new light, and. take the attitude that the copyright owner alone can
have full control of any song material, and it doesn't rest well with them
to have the recording artist (who might also be in the music publishing
biz) getting it both ways.

of United States Record
that event the issue will
to the courts for adjudi-

cation.

band, but the other leader, who
had already begun to click, retorted that there was nothing
^doing. The lender shortly after- -tyards organized a
band around
one- of his own men and instructed him to copy the style
of the borrower's band and to
make sure that he played him
arrangement for arrangement.
er's

In

have to go

the borrower that he

was under the impression
was also to get a piece

commitments,
recording
no
though the group had been working 11-YEAR
PIANIST
Shaw's last platter for
for Victor.
Victor was released this week.
Changes made or to be made, in
the Auld bunch include a swap of
Cordoba, recently added ballroomologists. and Whiteman's own specialists femme vocalists with Benny Good'
Piqued at having her ability at the
—Joan Edwards, the Modernaires, Charlie Teagarden, Goldie, Roy Bargy, man. (See separate story). Ronny piano drowned out by the full NBC
Perry returns from Woody HerMike Pingatore, et al.
symphony orchestr.i, with which she
man's band.
was sitting in, an 11-year-old keyCurrent rage on the disks Is Johnny Messner's recording of 'She Had
tc Go and Lose It At the Astor,' by Don Raye and Hugh Prince who, as
board protege upset the whole eveRaye, Prince and Clark, have been doing this doggerel for four years in
ning's schedule at the musicians'
1-NIGHTER
the sawdust joints. Tune was accepted by Lou Levy, head of Leeds Music,
union benefit at Madison Square
18 months ago, and has been dormant since until Messner, making his
IN
first waxings for Eli Oberstein's new U. S. Record Co., turned out this
$700 Garden, New York, last week,, with
At this writing, it's sold 100,000
an unscheduled encore. Youngster,
ditty on the Varsity brand, a 35c disk.
Teresa Stern, finished the selection
and is headed for a 250,000 record sale, but orders are far behind due to
Tucson, Dec. 5.
the peculiar merchandizing arrangement whereby Varsity is tended
with the band, took her bows, then
Rubinoff, assisted by Jacques Fray turned to her keyboard and pounded
through some 40 franchised distributors:
Further highlighting the tune is an alleged squawk from the Hotel and Mario Braggiotti, played a one- out the unlooked-for solo to prove
Astor (N. Y.) management to which Oberstein and Leeds Music have nighter here tonight (5) in opposi- herself.
Upset things all the way
replied that there are any number of Astor hotels in the country, in addi- tion to Eve Li.3allienne and her down the line to the popular band
tion to one in London, and besides which the tune isn't bawdy or salacious, troupe, touring for Fortune Gallo out list and including radio broadcast
Both concert and schedules.
of New York.
unle.<:s the auditor wants to think that way,
'She Had to Go and Lose It At the Astor' pars the freak click of play did capacity, sold out well in
In order to partially make up for
'Old Man Mose,' another oldie, as done by Patricia Norman with Eddy advance.
the "time lost, concert cellist FeurDuchin (Brunswick) and more recently the manner in which Bonnie
Rubinoff did his stuff at the Uni- man was forced to confine his bit to
Bailey warbles 'Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, How You Can Love,' a tune versity of Arizona Auditorium at
one number instead of two. Incifirst copyrighted in 1917, but which she, with Orrin Tucker's band,- re$1.10 and $1.65 prices, sponsored by dent burned Frank Black, who was
vived on the Vocalion records into a big seller.
the Lions C^lub of Tucson. Rubinoff's directing the. band, plenty.
end was over $700 for the one-nightOn occasions such as this, with
The publishers are doing a not too quiet burnup by the growing ten- er. Fray and Braggiotti at the twin
some popular bands leaving local
dency among band leaders and also some vocal artists to own, control pianos filled the interludes.
location jobs to come in to play a set,
or have financial Interests in music publishing firms.
The established
Unlike 'Golden Boy,' which was a fairly strict time schedules have to
pubs see in this a hope that the coin-machines will prove a large source
flop here. Miss LeGallienne proved b' maintained, for obvious reasons.
of revenue, via the campaign long in work whereby the National Assosocko, sold out three days before her Crews going off and on and arriving
ciation of Performing Artists, as the interpreter, might have a particiappearance here.
at set times eliminates confuision and
pating interest in the wax works, and collect a regular source of revenue.
sends 'em back to their jobs as
While the pubs have been cooperative with NAPA, now they

over the bandstand, rigged up by Western Union, enlarged
the many congratulatory wires froni all parts of the country as they came
in to the dean of jazz, so that the customers read a who's who of names in
the arts and world aflairs who thus transmitted their greetings.
Nice touch of the evening was Whiteman's intro of his veteran musicians.
Otherwise the show ran off according to standard including Maurice and

.

now

Jan.

41

com-

mercial on her own, is leaving Paul
Whiteman's orchestra at the New
Yorker, and Clark Deniiis has already left. The maestro had wanted
Miss Edwards to fill in by playing
the piano between vocal solos.
Bob Crosby is being mentioned to
follow Whiteman into the Hitz hotel
after Jan. 4 where the latter has
been doing big business ever since
opening there.

lions or even among
reaction wasn't outright indifference or a 'so what?', it
target. It the

VARIETY

begin

when Shaw resumes work.

Messner Blames Song
Piuggers for Messin'
His Personal Welfare
Johnny Messner, ill with grippe'
that kept him off the stand last
Thursday (30) for the first time in

quickly as possible.
Youngster's
.spur-of-the-moment act jazzed up
the routine and forced radio stations

15 years, used the occasion to write
to all music publishers in New York
and blame their contact man for his

WQXR and WNEW to revise plans. condition. He complains that the
Pre-Chrislmas band bookings are Former aired NBC's lon{,hair outfit piuggers are continually bothering
Ben Cutler, maestro at the Rainbow Room, N. Y.. last week addressed behind the same period of former and latter picked up pop groups.
him, even at home, and asks that
another circular letter to publishers' contactmen, stating that he was sorry years in volume. Nonie of the agenthey re.strict their activities to Tueshis- suggestion about wearing evening toggery, when visiting
him at the cies can give a sound rea.son for
GIRL SINGERS SHIFT
day nights.
class nitery, had been misunderstood.
The letter stated that it had been buying being slower during the
Declaring that his illne.ss has him
merely a request and that officials of the contaclmen's union had assured month or two of hoarding before the Helen Forrest to Goodman, Barbara
feeling 'like hell,' the McAlpin mahim that there was nothing in it that wasn't acceptable to the union. The holidays.
Busb to Osborne, Olhcrs
estro wrote: 'It seems that from
suggestion about smoking cigars. Culler added, only applied to coming into
Fairly obvious rea.';on is the fact
Tuesday to Saturday and even Sunand leaving the Rainbow Room.
that most of the good bands hole up
Femme band vocalist situation days on occasion, the contact men
in some location job at a hotel, etc., underwent
a shakeup in the past two visit Ihe hotgl and with their con^
New band under Jimmy Mundy, former arranger for Benny Goodman, at this time.
weeks with a flock of changes and linual pounding and pressure have
Gene Krupa, et al., drew the ire of local 802 of the AFM anent traveling
one straight swap. Latter was shifl helped to wear me to a frazzle. Even
bands last week. Mundi's crew is composed of out of town men
and
of Helen Forrest from George Auld on my day off, Monday, a great
when he sought permission to do a one-nighler at Kelly's Stable.«, replacing
(ex-Artie Shaw) band to Benny many of the boys have telephoned
the Savoy Sultans, who were to fill a dale elsewhere,
Band Bookings
the union cracked
Goodman, while. Kay Foster, Good- me, although I think calling anyone
down and told him to get out of town.
man vocalist, came to Auld. Carol al his home is abusing the privilege.'
Kay replaced Mary Ann McCall with
Another old-timer that has been getting altention from dance band
Hal Kemp, Dec. 15, U. of MaryWoody Herman, Miss McCall shifting
leaders with the result that sheet buyers are beginning to ask
for it over land, College Park, Md.; 16, Rider to Charlie Barnet.
Judy Ellington, $3,000 CLAIM AGAINST
the counter is 'Ma, He's Making Eyes at Me.'
U was co-avi"..ored by Sid College, Trenton, N. J.
Barnet's ex, almost went over to
*-lare and the late Con Conrad.
Mills Music, Inc., has the copyright.
Shep Fields, 15; Paramount thea- Herman but instead joined Tommy
ELLA FITZGERALD ORG
|

|

1

|

j

i

!

\

[

i

.

y- S. Record is now recording at its own plant, the old Brunswick
whereas its Initial releases were done at the Muzak plant.

Music Notes
'»Ky

Gayles, contact man for
^ercer-Morris, knocked himself out
last week
when he ran into the
neavy glass door,
which is without
"."]?'J""es
visible) at

(making it almost inDonohue's Cedar Grove,

Soap for Phil Stewart

cific

network.
putfil al.'M spreads along the
Brenneman's 'Spelling
"Toin
Liner,' currently heard only on

^'""t converting his score KNX.
Paramount cartoon, 'GulJOE
a symphony
J'*''''^'
^'"'^^ and L. Wolfe Gilbert

picture,

the

SlgMond
scoring job

'My Son,

My

Edward
Son.'

completed

on 'Opened by Mistake'

Paramount

j

i

j

.

as profe.<:sional manager of Irving
Berlin, Inc., and his ,po.st wjll be
taken over by Charlie' Warren. The
latter holds a similar title with Mer-

& Morris, Inc.
)<
Murray WIzel, wh(.
will become
a.<:<iistant,
M.'s professional head.
ren's

.

'

cer

Krnmcold

Adams Reynolds

RaJ'mor

'

SANTLEY OFF BERLIN

Joe (Banjo) Santley has resigned

n
"man

8-16,

.

Soap

tf.^'**^^"
|or
the

cli^S

Dec.

,

Bee

four movements.

22,

with Larry "Taylor, another
Barnet ex,
Birmingham, Dec. 5.
Barbara Bush who had been with
Suit .seeifing $3,000 damages for
B., Boston.
Charlie Barnet for few days after
Cab Calloway, Jan'. 14. Che.^lnut Mary Ann McCall left, goes over to breach of contract has been filed,
McDavid III
Will O.sborne. Dorothy Claire joined here by Robert P.
Street Hall, Harrisburg, Pa.
the new Bobby Byrne oulllt, being against Ella Fitzgerald, the Negro
Al Donahue, Dec. 15, Valencia B.,
with Bob Crosby at one lime. Tommy singer and orchestra leader, and the
York, Pa.; 22, Astor Hotel, N. Y.; 25,
Dorsey recently dropped Edylhe cs'uitc of the late Chick Webb, leader.
Greenwich (Country Club, Green- Wright
named defendants are Moe
for Anita Boycr and II.tI AI.>;o
which, Conn.; Jan. 2, Allenlpwn, Pa.
Kemp in currently audilionin.n In re- Gale, Consolidated Radio Artist.';,
Claude Hopkins, Dec. 10, Roseland place Nan Wynn.
Inc., and the X Corp., operating the
B., Brooklyn, n! Y.; Jan. 1, YoungsIn making suchi changes a band Chick Webb Orchestra and the Ella
town, Ohio.
has to take cognizance of the key a.' Fitzgerald Orchestra.
Glenn Miller. Dec. 23, Mohawk prospective newcomer .lings in or
McDavid's complaint alleges that
Armory, Mohawk, N. Y.
arrangements. the Webb orchestra failed to appear
in
costly
changes
Mai Hallet, Dec. 17, County Cen- Would be neces.sary. Often it's the in Birminghani to 'fill a contracted
reason for a vocalist .'ioundin.ij good engagement June 17 after his death
ter, While Plains, N. Y.
Slim Gaillard, Dec. 8, Iwo weeks, with one outfit and bad with an- and that EUa Fitzgerald and the orother.
chc.<:lra failed to appear here Nov,
Joe's Casino, Newcastle, Pa.
24 tor a contracted engagement.
Jimmy Dorsey, Dec. 20, Louisville,
Irving Mills is publishing 'I'll Be
The complaint shows that Webb
Ky.; 25, Grand Rapids; 27, Para- a Fool Again,' by Al SIcgel, and was guaranteed $750 for the first apmount theitre, Anderson, Ind.
'Chula Chihuahua,' by Jules Slyne, pearance, of which $375 had been
Lonnie Mclntyre, Dec. 28, Country George R. Brown and Nick Ca.Mle. deposited, plus 50% of the receipts.
Club, Cleveland, Ohio.
for
Waller Guarantee for the Nov. 24 appearSongs were written
Will Osborne, Dec. 10, Worcesltr, Wanger's 'The House Acro.<.« the ance was $350, plus 50% of the rei:( '-ys
above $800.
Bay.'
Mass.

Dick Stabile,

Hollywood, Dec. fl.
Phil Stewart's 'Dealer in Dreams'
has been taken for sponsorship by
L. A. Soap Co.- Inspirational program goes ftVe time.-: a week in quarter-hour doses over Columbia's Pa-

coast

ini?f*
«"'t€
of

Springfield, Mass.;
theatre, Newark.
tre,

site,

.

WarM,

&
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MUIinder, Buck-Bubbles

WB's Vaude Exit in Philly Precipitates

YEARS AGO*

15

1939

ONLY 1 WINNER WHEN
BURLEY GODIVAS MEET

Unit for Brandt Houses
An

ffrom Varietv;

6,

all-colored unit, topped by
Lucky Milllnder'j orch and Buck
and Bubbles, has been set for two
weeks in tha Brandt New York
houses. Show opens Dec. 14 at the
Flatbush,' Brooklyn, with the Windsor, Bronx, immediately following.
,

Tooters Union Threat to Picket Houses

b.o.
only
on Broadway was the
new dog star, Peter the Great, playing at the Cap in 'The Silent AcValentino was at the Strand
cuser.'
in 'The Sainted Devil.'

Rudolph

Valentino's

competition

Philadelphia, Dec.

Warner

theatres here,

S.

which pre-

may be

picketed by the
musicians union as a result of the
circuit dropping vaudeville after fail-

dominate,

ing to come to terms with
on a new contract.
the £arle, its ace and
here, on Friday (I) and
show out of two nabcs,
gheny and Oxford,

WB

the tooters
shuttered

vaudfilmer
took stage
the Alle-

A meeting was scheduled this afternoon (Tuesday) by the general
membership of the musicians'
It is

local.

believed that picket lines will

Carmen Miranda,

To Double

at 2G,

Into Chi Nitery
Henry Miller severed connection
with 'The Magnolia Lady,' starring
Chicago, Dec.

5.

When

'Streets of Paris' opens here.
Carmen Miranda is all set to double
into the Colony Club for four weeks.
to be around Feb. 15, or
She'll receive $2,000 a
thereabouts.
week at the nitery.

Expected

Al Borde, of the local CBS ArtBureau, in association with Jack

ists

Bertcll, of

CBS

of the International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employes
back them up in what the union
termed 'a lockout by Warners.'

Thurman Arnold's ruling against the
union, on the grounds that it was
engaging in monopolistic practices in
its demand that Warners hire musicians in all theatres in which they
were engaged prior to the expiration of the contract. Warners seeks
to contract for musicians only at the
'

a

case

of

constant

straits

NITERY NOISE NO
TONIC TO

DRAMA

Pittsburgh, Dec.

S.

in

Berlin,

were

in

bad

with bankruptcies

has 44-inch, red tresses, came in to

TA

IN $1,000

the Gayety and found that Mary
Jane Reynolds, 21, who has shoul-

PREZ BALL
IN

der-length hair, was at rival burley.
National, imder the same blurb, 'The
Golden Godiva.' To add to the confusion,
Marlene found her rival

WASH.

bilied as 'Marlane.'

The Theatre Authority, through
Corelll, last week efTected a

Yelling 'copy-cat,' Marlene rushed
before Circuit Judge Theodore J.
Richter, who, being a guy who is up

Alan

with
the
President's
Birthday Ball Committee of Washington on coin due from last Janu-

on his legends, recalled that the ancient lady was cloaked by her long
esses on an historic ride. He didn't
c\ -in bother to let Miss Sloan take
down her long locks to bolster her
case, but handed her the decision.

and salary cuts on the hike. How- ary's charity alTaIrs in the capitol.
ever, Maria Jcrltza refused to ac- Amount agreed upon is $1,000, TA's
cept an opera cut, and so returned original request of $5,000 proving
to America.
overestimated.
Corelli met with the committee in
After a week at $11 top. Max Washington early last week. Sitting

tl

Mary Jane, of the more modern
bob, said she didn't even know who

Reinhardl's now repertory theatre, in were Carter Barron, of Loew's;
Threatened battle between man- the Comedle, Paris, -dropped its Hardie Meakin, of RKOrNelson Bell,
agement of Nixon theatre and owner scale to $0.50. The prices were still of the Washington Post, and James
of Nixon Cafe downstairs was.avcrt- too high for the small-cast farces Hagen, Commissioner of the District
ed last week when Tony Conforti, presented.
of Columbia. A check on the books

Lady Godiva was until she came to
Detroit and found her »lf billed under that name. Anyway, sle said,
she usually was billed as 'The Texas

.

operator of the nitery, agreed to
sound-proof his walls and ceiling
with cork compound. Harry Brown,
manager of legit house, claimed band
music from cafe was seeping up into
Ted Schlanger, zone head for the theatre during quiet shows and ruinchain, said he hadn't heard about the ing them for customers.
Arnold angle. He said the circuit
Said he had a flock of complaints
was still willing to employ musiand promised to take action with
cians in theatres pursuing a vaude
building owners to stop cafe from
policy,
having any dance music at all dur'The union says it doesn't matter ing progress of regular plays.
whether we need musicians or not,'
Conforti then agreed to soundhe said. 'We were told we'll have proof the place, but not until Nirto take the extra musicians, or the
dingler estate, which controls theatre
Earle won't get any. So we had to
building, had given him a new fiveclose.'
year lease on the cafe. His present
Schlanger said that for the last one runs out next May. Conforti has
few weeks musicians were paid at operated steadily at same spot since
the Fox and several of the nabes 1922.
without working.

Earle.

.

.

AFL convention in F.l Paso
adopted resolution favoring every
form of amusement on Sundays, excepting

legit,

Increasing
in

tea

inclusive of musicals.

number of dance

halls
operating as

Glamour

Girl' and liked that
While 'The Golden Godiva'

resulted in the $1,000 settlement.
'•V order to facilitate payments to
the TA, Corelli is now trying to affect a deal whereby the national
csmmittee of the President's Birthday Ball celebrations, rather than
the local groups separately, will kick
across.
He admits, however, that

Greenwich Village
rooms or cabarets were giving taere appears little chance
cops somewhat of a prob- w. maneuver going through.

Mary

Jane, court said

it

was

oke to
wanted

call herself 'Marlane'

If

^he

to.

Sets

More Units

Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 5.
T. D, Kemp, Jr., has set several
units for tours of southern
houses, chiefly
one and two-day
dates.
Isham Jones' band will begin a
10-day theatre tour at the Plaza, in
Asheville,
N. C, Dec,
10.
Joe

more

lem.

The Mutual burlesque wheel was

Tony Pastor on Own

entering its second leg of the season
with 34 shows and 33 weeks of bookThe circuit reported to have
ing.

averaged $4,500 weekly in gross.

Tony

phonist,

,

Clouer's 'Manhattan Revels' opened
Sunday (3) at the National, Richmond, on a route of seven weeks.
Ted and Art Miller will open 10week tour Dec. 13 at the same house.

Gerald Clark and his Calypsonians
slated for a series of recordings for
Eli Oberslein's U. S. Records.

1201

'"^I^OfStRVKS

^^^^^,CH0 com «

Records"

^'^'^

ST«
,EST 57

DOUKHUE=

«ist.«e

House

^

EVER SEEN
H^RTFORD H^S

AL DONAHUE

„E

VOCALION RECORDS

BteaesT

^^^^^^^^

^

,

AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

GURHENTLY — STRAND, NEW YORK
OPENING FRANK DAILEY'S MEADOWBROOK. CEDAR GROVE, NEW JERSEY,
NBC

better.
stuff is

out for

Kemp

of such

New York

Pastor, vocalist and saxowho recently withdrew
from what had been the Artie Shaw
George Pierce Baker, founder of unit, Is slated to head up his own
band
with
'47
Si Shribman doing the
Harvard,
sevworkshop
at
the
ered his connection with the John- financing.
The members of the ex-Shaw
The Earle was closed Friday after
Mack Gordon defied 'Who's the nies for Yale, where he was to head
getting, last week, one of its biggest Beau of the Belle of New York' for the new department of dramatic lit- group, which has gone cooperative,
grosses with a show headed by Lou- the 20th-Fox picture, 'Little Old New erature.
He had been at Harvard couldn't agree with Pastor on what
his share of the income should be.
ella Parsons' "Stars of 1940' troupe. York,' in five hours.
36 years.

Broke

5.

tl-

sittlement

managers

Dec.

did her strip

and rode a white charger through
streets of Coventry centuries ago,
she had long hair. This historic fact
Deal arranged by Jack Klotz of Nat was noted in court here
when two
Nazarro's ollice.
modern strippers came to legal blows
Other acts will be Berry Bros., over who was entitled to the billing
Tramp Band (8) and tha Edwards o "The Golden Godiva.' Trouble
Sisters.
started when Marlcnc Sloan, 21, who

SEHLEMENT

With the decline of the vaude
boom in Britain, players were increasingly turning to picture work.
Theatre

to

There are reports that Warners
would invoke Attorney General

Just
Shubert.
disagreement.

in N. Y., set the deal.

be thrown around all Warner houses
and resolutions passed asking the

members

Ruth Chatterton, which he produced
Ownership
at the Shubert, N. Y.
passed to Miss Chatterton and Lee

Detroit,

When Lady Godiva
act

JAN.

Isl,

Mutual .Network
General Amusement Corp.,

New

York

1940

,

,

^.^^^

Wedoesda^f Dejcember
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$2,400

Desire to Cooperate With Talent Unions

Stressed at N.Y. Agent

Mass Meeting

VARIETY

4S

SATURDAY

Wertchester
Band-Vande
Switched for One Week

Date

AGVA s

Bob Crosby and George Hall orchestras drew 3,700 patrons for a

Basic Agreement With

Vaude Houses CaOs

Wage

for

$2,400 gross at the Westchester County Center, White Plains, N. Y., Sat-

Artists Representatives Assn., the
new organization of New York theatrical agents, got underway last
Thursday (30) with a mass meeting
at the Edison hotel and a foUowup

executive comflKttee confab Monday
Around 80 agents and associ(4).
Thursday meeting,

ates attended the

with more than half immediately
pledging themselves to membership.
Meeting on Monday, in the offices
of Attorney I. Robert Broder, was
tor the purpose of outlining by-laws
and setting up a temporary schedule
of dues. Committee members chosen
at the mass meeting include Charles
J. Freeman, of Consolidated Radio
Artists; Miles Ingalls, of Music Corp.
of America; Jesse Kaye, of Fanchon
& Marco; Bill Liebling, Herman Citron, Herman Bernie, Billy Kent, Joe
Flaum, Mark Leddy, Phil Offin,
Harry Kilby and Bill Shilling.
Keynoting the Thursday meeting

was Bernie's warning

,

to the agents
present that if they don't organize
now for self-protection and preserwouldn't get
probably
they
vation
another opportunity. He pointed out
that every other branch of show biz
represented
by
some sort of
is now
association or union, while the New
York agents were still shifting by
Only
thernselves, come what may.
strong agents organization in. the
country at the present time is the
Coast group, which recently negotiated a deal with the Screen Actors'

urday

Bands are usually presented Sunday afternoon and eve-

Worcester Yande Try

nings, but use of the auditorium for
ar antique exhibition caused a switch
to the preceding night.
Only a night show was played and
Worcester, Dec. 5.
b.o. was under par.
Also on the
First attempt was made Sunday bill were Lorraine & Rognan, Lew
night (3) to bring name bands with Parker, Berry Bros., Bobby May,
Four
Comets
and
the Co-Eds.
supporting radio and vaude per-

formers here.

Musical Enterprises,

Hartford, Conn., has obtained

Inc., of

Municipal Auditorium,

city's largest

house, for three successive Sundays.

Bus Cos. Ask

With less than week's publicity,
b.o. was only a few hundred under
the nut. Bob Crosby and band headlined
bill,
supported
by Radio
Rogues, Nan Wynn and others. Dol
Brissette's WTAG band was in the

AGVAtoTag
'Em

pit.

Will Osborne's orch

Sunday

Is

was

It

also stressed

at the

mass

agents'

business.
That the
will be open to
talent representatives in all fields is
indicated by the membership of the
executive committee, as well as the
cross-section present at the 'Edison
hotel.
Liebling, for instance, is alfirst official

ARA

most strictly a legit agent and caster.
It had been presumed in the trade
that the agents association would be
restricted to the varieties.

Another general meeting has been
called for Friday (8) afternoon at
the Edison hotel hall, but this will
be restricted to only those agents
who have already pledged themselves' as members.
Latter, at that
time, will select board of governors
which will decide on a slate of officers and submit it for immediate
election.
Matter of dues and bylaws will also be determined at the

meeting.

1st Class

set for next

(10).

Chicago, Dec.

Gus Van,

Willie

Bus companies

Shore

Fined for Gratis

terpretation

Work

On Complaint from TA
Chicago, Dec.

Through

complaint

of

5.

Theatre

Authority, charges were entered by

Van,

now

at the

Hi-Hat Club, for ap-

pearing at a benefit without ah okay

from TA. ,
Both Van and Shore were fovmd
guilty and fined, but the fines were
suspended with a warning issued to
both performers.
Today (Tuesday) a hearing will be
held on complaint of the TA against

will

the

seek an inin the

bus

notably

Cleveland, Dec.

Ziegfeld Midnight Frolic

Brandt. Circuit officials who have
seen AGVA's proposed 'code of fair
practice' claim that it doesn't properly meet conditions in the vaude-

ners,

Up

Lining

Initial

Show;

berth

at

the

up..,.by

Ziegfeld

Frolic, nee the Paradise,
nitery,

when

it

view of

the sleeper busses which are now
regularly on service by most lines.

5.

Broadway

night, with seven-night stand
setting a new week's attendance record of 46,769 for Arena ice specfinal

Sonja Henie's skating revue
next booked for mid-January.

tacles.
is

in

AFRA

national board took up most
of its Monday (4) rnjeting with the
matter of constitutions for the locals.
It was decided to hold meetings of the locals (New York, Bos-

is auditioning what
he plans will be the top lookers, paying them up to $100 a week, and is
culling the girls from the Walter

Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco) during January, when
ton,

agencies.

Looks pretty well set for the re- proposed constitutions may be drawn
to have legal usage of up and
local boards
established.

named room

the Ziegfeld moniker, this detail being worked out at the -moment.

EMA

After that delegates for a national
convention may be chosen. At such
convention,
a
which may possibly not take place until November,

Slate Set

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Sonja Henie opens her ice skating
tour in Houston, Tex., Friday (8).
She's carrying a troupe of 100,
headed by Stewart Reburn and Harrison
Thompson, both Canadian
blade champs.
Skaters may pass up Hollywood
on the tour.

be

..

new

a

1940,

could

chosen

national board
by the member-

ship.

Questions of agency licensing Is
Jack Mazer, of the booking Arm of still hanging fire. AGVA's agency
committee has sent notices to the
Lipschutz & Mazer, appears certain
locals asking reports on suggested
to be elected prexy of the Entertain- agency licensing and regulation. But
ment Managers Assn. at elections to until those reports are received, no
be held next week to fill place left final plan of handling the agency
vacant by resignation last week of situation will be drafted. In the
Florence Bernard, who headed the meantime, the union will receive and
consider suggestions on the matter
group since its formation.
from its New Vork members, or from
Other pre.^ent officers are expected any agents who caie
to offer them.
to be re-elected.
They are: Roy
Problem of whether to take in
Cross, v.p.; Jim Smith, treasurer;
Madeline Woods, secretary, and Jo- non-performing circus and carnival
workers,
which
was
slated for deseph F. Hughes, chairman of the
cision last week by the international
board.
board of the Associated Actors &
Artistes of America, was temporarily
tabled and is now due for settlement
today (Wednesday). AGVA committee appointed to study the question has turned in its report to the
Four A's, but iis nature hasn't been
Philadelphia, Dec.

5.

of

Show

Business
ARMY-NAVY GAME HYPO
TO ALL PHILLY SPOTS

3 4th Anniversary Number
of

with

disclosed.

The Show Window

Texas

fami-li-ar

AGVA

Nicky Blair

j

Henie Blades

not

tors.
As for the claim that the prois not applicable to vaudeville conditions, the union asserts
that advertising executives made the
same objection to the
code,
but after it had been in practice admitted that it worked satisfactorily.

153.

Silver-blade
show,
topped
by
Evelyn Chandler and Bess Ehrhardt,
had a capacity house of 11,020 on

and must have been drawn

.someo.ne

preems with a new posed pact

Thornton and John Powers modeling

JANE (& JOE) McKENNA
HAS NARROW SQUEAK

Marco and

vaudeville. But the union's officials
band explain that the document was
Midnight drafted by its vaudeville committee,
which is composed of vaudeville ac-

themselves have not Seymour Felix revue Dec. 28. Harold
called upon to make any Adamson and Vernon Duke are writdecision on this matter, but it is ing the new score, and Jack Durant
likely that the Greyhound and other and Everett West most likely will
bus companies will be upheld in head up the floor show personnel.
their claim, particularly in

&

set for the

'

'

Loew, Fanchon

ville field

Leo Reisman Looks Set
Leo Reisman looks

offices

BREAKS
ARENA RECORD

'Ice Follies of 1940' broke the ice
at Al Sulphin's Arena last week,
hitting a smash pace through the run
and an approximate gross of $70,-

So tar the only company actually
approached is Paramount, but the
others will be contacted within a few
days. They will indude RKO, War-

the

Lines, have come up with
a di.<;proval of this interpretation and
are insisting that bus lines also rate
as first-class and have court decisions to back up their claims.

'ICE FOLLIES'

CLEVE.

in early next
spring for an indefinite engagement.

Greyhound

and Joan Woods, of the
606 Club, and Helen Morgan, Ada
Leonard, Slate Bros, and Stan Kavanaugh of the 'Moulin Rouge' road
Jane McKenna, of the comedy
show, for appearing without TA
team of Joe and Jane McKenna,
authorization at a neighborhood powhich wound up an engagement at
litical charity.
the Paramount, N. Y., last night
(Tuesday), narrowly escaped serious injury on Monday when her car
was overturned and completely dePantages, Birmingham,
molished near Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
Going to Yaudfilms Miss McKenna was driving from
the Par to her home in Teaneck,
N. J., with her sister and mother,
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 5.
when they were sideswiped. None
Pantage theatre, dark for eight of the three was injured beyond the
weeks, will reopen Dec. 24 under a requirement of first aid and the
vaudfilm policy. Opening stage show femme comic made her usual apfor house will be Karston's 'Follies pearance at the Par yesterday.
Unusual.' Other units to appear in
near future will be Evelyn Brent's
B.B.B.
(Bobby Burns Berman)
'Streets de
Paree,' and
'Shoolin' heads new floor show at Dinty's TerHish' with Oswald.
race Garden, Albany, with Palmer
House will be booked by T. D. and Forresta, the Five Bugs, the
Kemp, Jr., of Charlotte, N. C.
Texas Rockets and Art Manse's orch
Billy Carr

and his orchestra move

transportjition, but

companies,

Variety Art-

tracts

5.

clause

of

beginning negotiations for conwith vaudeville circuits, is
asking for a basic minimum rate of
$S0 a week for principals and $40 a
Hollywood, Dec. 5.
week for chorus members. It also
Assets of the Trocadero nitery
seeks to require three-way responsihave been bought by John Steinberg
bility on the part o£ employers by
and Abe Lyman for $22;500. Invenforcing the exhibitor, the independtory carried a value over $55,000.
ent contractor and the booker to
Steinberg is to operate the tavern
sign all contracts.
Understood the
under a 10-year - lease, opening set
union also hopes to obtain pay for
for Dec. 15.
rehearsals,
an innovation in the
Steinberg recently disposed of his
vaude field, but now the accepted
interests in the Victor Hugo. Lyman practice in legit, radio and pictures.
ists,

$22,500 for H'wood Troc

transportation for performers.
In
the past this has been inferred as

meaning railroad

American Guild of Variety Arand allied show business talent
AGVA
unions against Willie Shore and Gus yet been
tists

of

American Guild

Steinherg-Lyman Pay

American Guild of Variety Artists
contract which calls for first class

the

the

Giiild.

I

Via Son. Night Shows

.

meeting that the association of agents
was not for the purpose of 'fighting'
any of the talent unions, but rather
to cooperate under the terms of an
equitable agreement. The agency licence of the American Guild of Variety Artists was pointed out as one
of the examples of alleged inequitable union legislation. Broder, who
chairmanned the get-'.jgether, stated
that a confab with AGVA on a new
licensing agreement would be the

Minimums And Rehearsal

(2).

Philadelphia, Dec. 5.
Philadelphia niterics, hotels, restaurants and theatres reaped a golden harvest over the weekend as a
free-spending crowd, here for the

Army-Navy

l^RIETY

!

i

I

football

classic,

really

did the town.
Despite the rainy
weather, a record-breaking attendance of 104,000 was chalked up at
the big Municip.ll Stadium in South
Philly.

To

he published late in December

Before and after the game the
eateries, taprooms,
theatres and night spots, shelling out
about $1,000,000, according to veteran
hotelmen. It was the biggest Friday
and Saturday in th# amusement area

crowd thronged

I

since the grid classic was moved
here from Chicago six ears ago.
The Ritz Carlton hotel opened Its
Empire Room, one-time gathering
..

USUAL ADVpiTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY

Pauline Cooke HI
Pauline Cooke, agent who took
over the late Jenie Jacobs' office, is
In

Roosevelt

hospital.

New

York,

after being stricken Saturday morning (2) with a heart attack in her
office.

Yesterday (Tuesday), she was reported as resting comfortably.

NEW YORK
154

West

4601

St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

SL

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph SL

OmCE
LONDON

8

St Martins PL

place of the social register set in preP'Ohibition days, on Friday night
(1) just in time to get a chunk of th«

Army-Navy

biz.

The room

is

under-

the direction of Gregory, maltre
Murray Stewart's orch provides dance music. Fashion shows
will be staged by specialty shops
afternoon.
d'hotel.

every Friday

.
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Night Club Reviews
COTTON CLUB,

pense strong entertainment and hold

N. Y.

the show's b.o. reins. Their two duets
are with 'You're a Lucky Guy,'
original by. Sammy Cahn and Saul
Louis Armstrong Orcli, Maxine Chaplin that has good commercial
and later with 'You're
possibilities,
Aland
Sullivan, Stump and Stumpy,
and Anise, Bobby Eroiis, Kaloah, Just a No-Account.' For the latter
Sonny Woods, Vencssa Aiiimon, Miss Sullivan does a characterization
Chorvis il6) , Showgirls (6) Soccar- of a lazy shoe-shine boy. In her solo
Orch; music and lyrics by spot, the songstress gives out with
ra's

(6th

~

EDITION)

,

her standby
Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaplin; 'It's My Turn Now' and Armstrong's
dances, Clarence Robi7ison; orches- "Loch Lomond,' while
'Jeeptrations, Will H. Vodory; settings,! own session is taken up with
eis Creepers' and his own 'What Is
Francis Feist.
This Thing Qalled Swing,' vocally
They're unmistaktrumpeting.
and
SulLouis Armstrong and Maxine
able clicks.
livan may be swinging in a dream at
Another standout is the Stump and
the Center theatre in Radio City, but
they're topping a very wide-awake Stumpy team of comics and hoofers,
show at the Cotton Club. It's the who are an h.o. of the C.C.'s last vaThese kids are as
show.
latter's sixth edition since moving riety
down to Broadway from Harlem and whammo on a nitery floor as they
are on a stage, their takeoffs on Donpossibly its best.
espeC.C. had been marking time for ald Duck and Ted Lewis being
have an excepThey
strong.
cially
productions
between
weeks
several
with variety shows, sans chorines tionally fine comedy sense.
and showgirls, and was not altoOtherwise, the show's personnel is
Lack of production in the nature of specialties. These
gether happy.
Anise, mixed
told at the b.o., but this jive opiy include Aland and
should put the spot back on a well- hoofing team, who swing a minuet;
paying basis. Sunday night (3). four Bobby Evans, another h.o., who does
days after the show's Wednesday a solo song-dance session and leads
immediately
folmidnight opening,
the ensemble in a couple of numbers:
lowing the debut of ArmsU'ong and Kaloah, thigh-grinding, belly-rolling
'Swingin' the virtuoso; Vanessa Ammon, who's on
in
Sullivan
Miss
Dream' that same evening at the for brief Balinese terps in the effecCenter, the C.C. was jammed at the tive 'Bali Bali' production number,
dinner hour. 'Dream' curtails Arm- and Sonny Woods, vocalist with
strong's C.C. chores at the dinner Armstrong s band, who gets an inshows because of his early appear- ning with 'Night and Day' early in
ance at the Center, but doesn't af- the show.
fect Miss Sullivan.
Along with 'Lucky Guy,' Cahn and
Most notable thing about this pro- Chaplin have also contributed a song
duction, in comparison with previous called 'Hoy-Hoy-Hoy,' which is sung
Cotton Club shows, is its variety and by Stump and Stumpy. It's strictly
tapering-oflC from the spot's usual Harlem, however, and segues into
slam-bang hoofing and noisiness. It's the C. C.'s introduction of a new
politer and more palatable over a dance, the 'Shorty George,' which is
90-minute stretch. Other plus fac- little more than a slight variation of
tors are the costuming of the 16-girl the boogie woogie.
line and eight showgirls, and excelThere's no program credit for the
lent dressing up of the small stage show's producer, but whoever he is,
over the band platform.
he didn^t have a very bright Idea in
Armstrong and Miss Sullivan, in- the opening screen bit, which depicts
dividually and when together, dis- scenes from films in which Miss Sul,

j

i

i

|

'

I

Leon

&

—

'

'

VICTOR HUGO

—

OLDFIELD
with

Time sequence which

Is topped off
by Venuti thrusting out his jaw to
provide an amazingly good likeness
of Mussolini. Elmer Beachler, of the
band, does the M. of T. announcing,
while Don Darcy does most of the
specialties, which includes some neat
baritoning and a pit> of an imitation

of the palsied vocalizing of

Lombardo.
Ruth Sato

WARE

is

femme who does

AH

else Is incidental lest

ANOTHER

Nite Wits (New Acts) are mildly
funny, showing signs of still being in
the embryonic stage with Improvelikely.

Working

in association

with the experienced Eddie Davis
no doubt go a long way toward

STRAND, New York

aiding In this direction.

Just Finished a Sensational

Herb,

*

Ist)

Pancho orchesfro, Dinora,
Villa Dancers.

2 Additional Weelcs
Dec.8th-Dec. 15th

Yorl<

selves in this large hostelry.
Dinora is a holdover. She's a sort
of road company of Diosa Costello,
an attractive looking, paprika senorita with a hotcha maracas style to
break up her vocal interludes at the
mike. Also billed, but not seen at
this catching, are the Ralph DeVilla
conga dancers.
Abel.

to Harry Mayer

*

NEW CONGRESS CASINO

Ralph de

Pancho Is what is known as a class
maestro and the Park Central's Co
coanut Grove is by no means a class
room.
It's
no
humpty-dumpty
either, but it's not a Persian Room
or La Conga, the environments
usually associated with the South
American maestro. Pancho does
good enough dansapation job and, in
fact, seems to be drawing some of
his old crowd, but there's no doubt
the booking was a mental hurdle
first essayed.
Only the b.o.
barometer in weeks to come will
answer it.
Pancho knows how to mix up his
straight terp music with the congarhumba stuff. Prime idea of the
booking is to lure supper biz, and he
may do that too, since the poppriced dinners take care of them-

WM. SHILLING

Engagement

GLASS HAT

and Selected to Open the

when
Personal Direction

—Thanks

at the

Cocoanut Grove, N. Y.
(PARK CENTRAL HOTEL)

HELD OVER

P.S.

I

an Oriental-looking
a Chinese dance as

will

1560 Broadway, New

BLITZKRIEG

Carmen

'the' coming of the
First, in long mandarin
coat, is tn classic style, while the
coat Is shedded for the latter portion
tor a shim-sham in G-string and bra

MAY HAPPEN

(Week Dec.

is

Marines.'

ment

NOW

mention

before and after

presenting

ANYTHING

1939
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HAVANA-MADRID, N.Y.

SMASH HIT—

EMMETT
EDDIE

Wednesday, December

given to Garwood Van's orch, which
has built up quite a following with
Floor show
its smooth dance music.
on the alright side, but it's Valles
Sergio Orfo, Nano Rodrigo Orch, is
who gives it a lift with his showOrch,
Kosita
Rios,
Juanito Sanabria
manly touches.
Estela and Papo, Tapia and Maclovia,
Maine stein songer gives the payees
i4Tturo CoTtez, Elba Valladares. Pedrito antf Francisco, Getie Alvarez, ($1.50 cover) a good run for their
Maida Del Valle, Lolita Co7izatez, tabs, poking around In every turn
Scho.
Olpa Mender, Nona Monte;. Zi^dra de and exercising his tonsils on a half
Gay informality ot
la Conde, Rita Eliza, Vida Valdez, dozen numbers.
the evening's fun Is infectious and
The Santeras.
Eddie's, N. Y.
the convivials warm up fast.
No
Captioned 'A Night in Havana,' this sooner Is one turn oft than Vallee
and
shift props, move
the
others
Ruth
Burr,
Donald
Wits
(C),
Havanarevue
the
Nile
peppery
at
around pianos and deport with maniSato, Eddie Davis. Joe Vcnuti orch Madrid, on Broadway, is really a
mith Don Dnrcy and Eltner Beachler, cavalcade of everything Latin. Em- acal glee. It's all good for lau^h.i
Godoy Conoa orch (7), Lou Martin braces Brazilian, Argentinian, Cuban, and helps to humanize Vallee with
who may hav6 appraised hicn
0Tc)i (3)-, Line (10).
Mexican and Puerto Rican songs and those
as spoiled headllner.
dances, deftly blended and nicely
The Vallee repertoire of .songa
Leon & Eddie's, after 11 years, paced by Sergio Orla, a rotund little
tosses precedent under the bar and comic who affects tortoise-shell gog- hasn't changed much, his prime efchanges
this
fort
being
flock
'All Points West.' with
with
a
of
up
comes
gles and who 'is actually the brains
First off, it has taken to behind this floor show. He not only material aid by Elliott Daniel at the
season.
name bands unheard of before staged and produced it but nl.so de- novachord. He still affects. a deadRamona and Her Men of Music igned the authentic and intriguing pan seriousness In his singing, but
this gives away to unrestrained playstarted a six-week engagement at the costumes.
fulness when the mood of the evenspot beginning of October. She was
This is more than just the usual
Vic Hyde, one-man
followed for two weeks by Joe Spanish omelet of song and dance. ing lightens.
swing band, and Ames and Arno,
Venuti, with Lenhie Hayton in next.
potpourri
of
showmanly
a
It's
Precedent-smasher No. 2 is the ad- everything, mixing the class with the knockabout acrobats, are the rowdydowdies
and
score
handsomely.
There are
dition of a line of gals.
lesser. The eight girls are all lookHyde
manipulates four or five in10 of them, drilled by producer
ers and the specialiots effective all struments at one time and tosses in
Bobby Sanford. Special songs have the way.
a few hoof beats. A-A bang away at
been turned out for the show by
Estela and Papo. lor example, are cnch other, take hard falls and go
Kenneth Hecht and Sidney Bass.
in
the through other bruising routines. A
About the only two things that Afro-Cubana rhumbaists
Rosita Rios so- natural for this spot and a showhavenlt-becn changed at L & E's this hotcha manner.
year are L & E. Eddie Davis still iranos and leads the numbers well, stopper.
lolding
down her own solo spot.
makes up a major portion of the enFor straight singing there are the
Arturo
Cortez
is
an
above-par
waroriginal
patter
tertainment with his
Three Debutantes, lately with Ted
songs, seemingly never-ending, in bler. Cesar Tapia and Ruiz Maclovia Fio Rito, and the King's Men, oneresponse to demands of a faithful give out with the Spanish terps to time with Paul Whiteman. The malei
coterie of 52d streeters who appar- Bizet's 'Carmen' for musical back- have it all over the femmes. Frank
ground. Pedrito and Francisco are Cook harmonicas while accompanyently never tire of them.
Current show, when caught, ran the bongo players backing up the ing himself on the guitar, a neat
way overboard on length, some- rhumbaists and the Afro-Cuban stuff trick but not new hereabouts.
where around two hours. Curbing danced by The Sanleras. All the
Van's crew pldys the dances and a
of the encores by Davis, despite the other specialists likewi.se jell well crowded floor best attests to hia
demand, is almost a necessity in into a compact 45 minutes that make popularity with the Bevhills and picview of the long girly numbers and this $1.50 table d'hotery a bargain.
He's been around for
ture crowd.
Nano Rodrigo is a regular NBC years and delivers tuneful, tangy
a troupe of youngsters, the Nite
Wits (6), giving a half-hour of orig- maestro and Juanito Sanabria, alter- dansapation.
His rhumba numl>eri
inal skits in the manner of the gang nating maestro, is equally good. Leo are
Pofjgy
arresting.
especially
that was at the Village Vanguard, is the maitre, who knows his clien- Goodwin vocals nicely.
Helm.
N. Y.. and later at Radio City's Rain- tele, and the Angel Lopez-Ramon
Ferror management has one of the
bow Room.
standout
spots
along
the street. Abel.
Line opens the proceedings keynotNat Vincent and Nancy Morrison
ing 'It's Evening in Paris,' sung by
have placed .'In the Lilt of a Sweet
m.c. Donald Burr; Femmes are oke
Irish Song' with Sun Music Co. The
on looks, being particularly smootho
ballad had previously been tried out
around the gams. Routines are mod(BEVERLY HILLS, CAL.)
on the westcoast by the writers
erately simple as befits the limitathemselves.
tions of the locale. Burr's piping is
Beverly Hills, Cal., Nov. 29.
also satisfactory without being par
Rudy Vallee, Ames and Arno, Vic
ticularly outstanding.
Gals, at the
Hyde,
Frank
Cook,
Three
Debutantes,
close of the show, invite customers
King's
Men,
Peggy
Goodwin,
Carfrom their seats to teach 'em the
conga and other S. A. rhythm steps. wood Van Orch (11).
J9 wk. resldontlal rata at New Y<>rli'«
Ilotol
Eniplrfl
at the galew»y to
It's a nice stunt.
Times Square. Gtvea you a nne room
There's still plenty of magic to the
Joe Venuti's band adds to the
Hnd
lavatory
tiled
with prlvftte,
length of the performance by doing name of Rudy Vallee in this silktoilet, with private bathroom, tlD.^o.
.See Mlu Farrlsa, Aaat. Mki'., today.
a specialty which he has been using stocking precinct. His name in lights
CO. i-HOO.
for some years and which shows and ads are responsible for the surge
HOTRT.
EMrlKK
of
trade
to
this
swank
chophou'se.
signs of datedness. It's a March of
New T«rk
nrosdwar and SM Bt.
It's
livan and Armstrong appeared.
a slower-upper and doesn't establish
the names any more securely in the
audience's minds.
RobClarence
hand,
other
the
On
inson, who did the dances, assisted by
Al Richards, has come up with a
Socwell-trained line of 16 girls.
carras' Orch plays for dancing.

CONGRESS HOTEL. CHICAGO, DEC.
Thank*

to

Mr.

RALPH HITZ

and Mr.

My Manager

Sincerely

EDWARD RILEY

MARC BALLERO
To

All

21

CARL SNYDER

1560 B'wey, N. Y.

AFA Members Who Participated
AFA Death Benefit Fund:

in the

you have already rec^-ived a letter-and-ballot on llquidallngr the
DBF,. then please return letter properly marked to the AFA, K>60
Broadway, New York, hniiiedlately. (Ballots reaching the AFA
later than Jan. 10, 1940, cannot bo accepted.)

It

If

you have not received (he letter-and-ballot, then

ple;i9e wrlta

to the AFA .slating whether you are for or against abolishing the
AFA DBF. Your letter nnist reach the AFA, 1560 Broadway, New
Y'ork, before Jan. 10, 1940.

Don't Fail fo Attend the
3 p.m., at

AFA

Union Church

Membership Meeting, Friday, Dec.
W. 48th St., New York

15,

Holl, 229

THREE OXF-ORD 30 YS
"MUSICAL CARICATURISTS"

East:

JACK DAVIES
MILTON BERGER

Now
Partonal

Playing

Managamenti

STRAND, New York (Week Dec.
DAVID

P.'

O'M ALLEY,

140

No.

Dearborn

1st)
St,,

Chicago

Wast:

HARRY QREBEN

,

WedncsJay, December
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New Acts

Unit Reviews

NITE WITS
Comedy

LA VIE PAREE
(MINNESOTA, MPLS.)
Minneapolis, Dec. 2
A. B MuTcus itiiif, 'La Vie Paree'
with Leon Miller, Roberta Jonay,
Howard Boyd and Jigsaws (4), Ben
McAfee, Ha Cha San, Bernays,
Janada, Ruth Dunell, Bob White,
Singing
Bennett,
Sextet,
Floyd
Condy and Flower, Show Girls (24),
Jncic Malerich; 'Heroes in Blue'
(Mono).

This

4,000-."!eater

own m.

c, line

dispenses with its
orchestra

of girls,

and usual four vaude acts this week
in favor of the A. B. Marcus 'La Vie
Paree' unit.

The elaborately staged

and costumed revue, running mainly
to spectacle, seems just what the
doctor ordered, except for the intrusion of occasionally bluish gags,
stories and dialog plus one song that

seems in very poor taste. It's stuff
that's out of line in a house catering considerably to family trade.

singing sextet that handle its numbers neatly.
Roberta Jonay, announced as 'Mrs. Roose\?elt's protegee,' does a novel exotic peacock
dance.
Rest are so-so.
Janada
stands on her head.
Bob White is
a singer and Floyd Bennett a straight
man.
Ha Cha San is a 'bronzed
goddess' dancer. Condy and Flower,
man and woman, have a comedy act
and the Bernays are dancers. Everybody doubles at various times.
All in all, a lot of show— a real
bargain for the 40c top Near capacity at the first Saturday matinee
(2) performance.
Rees.
,

—

DAVE APOLLON
(PAR,

CO.

The Colstons

(2)

,

Ben

Bert,

Gene Bayliss, Malone, Moruin &
Malone, Gail Man7iers, 12 Glamour
GirU; 'Little Accident' (V).

Dave Apollon broke in his new
'Paree' seemingly is the most lavunit, 'Hitting High,' here Wednesday
of the
Pro- (29), before taking the road for a 10week tour of southwestern cities.
ducer has plenty of flash and the
Two-day
stand opened cold with
numbers,
while
they
may
production
Apollon virtually unknown here, but
not be artistic, arc bewilderingly imbuilt steadily to near-capacity at this
pressive. Garish costuming pirovides
colorful and dazzling
Marcus shows offered here.
ish,

a veritable riot of colors. And the
stage is densely populated much of
the time to create an impression of
bigness.

2,000-seater

for

the

Thursday

(30).

mediately

rebooked

weekend stand Dec.

New

show

final

Show
for

was
a

imreturn

9-10.

finds Apollon not sparing
With the orchestra overture elim- the horses on talent or expense.
Natives here, accustomed to semi-name
bands with one or two supporting
quest numbers on the Wurlitzor, and acts,
had never
anything like
The show the entertainmentseen
"he plays them well.
outlay presented
proper, which runs 70 minutes, starts
by the veteran maestro.
slowly with its parades of showgirls
Show opens with a number by the
in bizarre, colorful and revealing
line
followed by Apollon's
(12),
costumes and the stepping by the
standard 'Dark Eyes' medley with
chorines. It gains momentum gradhis Filipino Band.
Ben Beri, jugually, however, and quite properly,
gler,

unit

inated. Jack Malerich, house leader,
confines himself to playing pop re-

the classiest features are reserved
for the final portion, creating enthusiasm out front and sending customers away well-satisfied.

Best of the production numbers
has a group of chorines, swinging
from and disporting themselves on
trapezes.
Outstanding comedy is
the knockabout acros offered by
Howard Boyd and his Jig Saws,
Roland Romas, Art Stanley and
Sparky Kay. Their clowning, tumbling and stunts go over big.
Boys
.

figuring in the show's funniest skit,

a burlesque prizefight. Ben McAtee
is another comedian, most of whose
stuff is ancient, including an old
burlesque standby, the all-aces poker

game.
Meriting praise are the fine dancing of Leon Miller and the jive antics of the Six Jitterbugs, girls and
boys who liven up the proceedings
no little and are good for plenty of
laughs, too,
sings well.

gets over with speedy ball-andclub routine.
Line is back for a
number segueing into turn by the
tapster trio of

long routine.
the band are
downstage for a jam session with
Apollon.
Seven minutes of crosstalk nonsense
Gene Bayliss,
cellent timing

of

between Apollon and
comic follows.
Exmarks this youngster

as a-comer.

Heaviest accolade goes to Sue
Ryan, blonde comedienne, closing.
Opens with takeofTs on opera singers,
Ruth Dunell, prima, torch warblers. French chanteuses
There's also a mixed etc. Winds up with rocking rendition of 'Jumping Jive' which has pew
purchasers pounding their palms

LORD &
STEWART
TaUors of Today—

plenty.
Walk-on finale winds up
solid 60 minutes of surefire enter-

tainment.

Apollon himself works hard and is
onstage practically throughout. Engaging line of chatter does much to
build a heavy sendofT.

19 Albemarle Street

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW FORK:

HELD OVER!

4th

30 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. T.
Three boys and three gals thrown
together doing summer entertaining
on the borscht circuit, this sextet is
one of numerous similar groups

which have mushrooined recently.
Outstandingly successful bunch, and
the one which no doubt encouraged
others, was troupe which began at
the Village Vanguard, Greenwich
Village spot, and hurdled from there
to the Rainbow Room in Radio City

WEEK

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

PJL

TheJHEATRE

Sonfs
11 Mins.

Bar, Forest Hills, N. T.
wealth of radio warbling is paying
dividends to this attractive
thrush who rates as the best act to
play this nitery in several years.
Miss Marley, strictly a class number,
came in after 13 weeks with Al
Pearce and a guest shot on the Ford
Sunday Hour. Previously, she sustained on NBC for three years and
recently made 36 records for Victor.

A

160 WEST

J

H

.

.

ST.

NEW YORK

L U B

WEEK

SIDNEY

H.

N

PIERMONT

OOKINO MANAOEI

Saranac, N. Y., Dec.

3.

The 'Dual Thanksgiving' holiday
gave the gang a break in the Colony,
Those who missed their turkey on
Nov. 23rd, managed to gobble a mess
of the gobbler on the 30th.
Charlie Broom and Mrs. William

Scotland's

own JoHNN7£Wi^«^£R

Black Label plays to capacity

Jean Ryan, who ozoned here for
one year, got her final okay and left
for St. Louis, home.
Dr. Jack Ross, who came in from
N. Y., is the new Will Rogers house

business from

to

After three solid months of strictly
in bed; Forest Glenn gets O.K. to be
up for one meal a day and added

Broadway

Hollywood Boulevard!

AT lEADINO HOTILS, MSTAURANTS AND

mild exercise.'
Dr. George Wilson acting medicoin-chief of the Will Rogers, staged a
supper at the Lodge and 45 medicos

MRS

BORN

It's semiiletcstici

Canada Dry Ginger

ME R

E

L.

WEEK

PALACE THEATRE. CLEVELAND
1

HARRY CREBEN,

Chicago

.

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

Rosco Fox, formerly of. the Fox
Bros, hoofing act, hello'ing the gang.
Write to those you know who are

D e V A L.

1820

'""•-•"•"•^

with

Johnnie Walker

spot to have them broiled.

FLAV.tl

- -

I

aiNERAl MANAGER

Gilb.

Thanks to Dot Maxwell, Mrs. Ella
and James (Worcester GaLee for books, mags and

LOEW'S CAPITOL
WASHINGTON

1

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX

In addition to a flawless mike technique, she has excellent diction,
good range, precise attack and pleasant tone. The result is a solid click
in a spot where vocalists usually die.
When caught, she opened with
'Chatterbox'
(written
by Jimmy
Brainin, house band pianist) and followed with 'Beguine' for a hearty
salvo. She encored with 'Oh, Johnny'
in a duet with Dee Orr (house maestro) and 'Small Fry,' the former ber
ing especially well-interpreted in a

papers to this Colony.
Steve Gregory, local musician,
handing out venison steaks to any
and all of the Colony who can find a

RUTH CRAVEN

Direction:

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Show

zette)

NOW

STARS

BOOKING AGENCY

MADGE MARLET

special arrangement.

Saranac Lake

Band

.

Perry

NORTH £

they took to be hostility on the part
of the outsider. Idea behind the actor's appearance had been to bolster
the lagging fortunes of the Civic'*
occupant, but results are figured to

5.

attended.

LONDON, WEST-END

Dlrectlnn:

Portland, Me,, Dec.

Maine Civic theatres. Chamber of
Commerce - fostered vaude-legiter
here, closed Saturday night (2) 'for
reorganization' after dropping a re-

ported $2,800 on its first legit try, have been the reverse.
A vaude show, booked by A. & B.
'Of Mice and Men,' a Ben Stein production featuring Guy Robertson and Dow, of New York, was scheduled
Iris Adrian.
Attendance numbered for the coming week, but that'f off
now.
Like the others, members of this 225 on the opening night (4) and
crew provide all original material biz failed to pick up markedly as
and music. Principal writing is by week progressed.
Sylvia Marks, who wears a recentlyVeteran showmen here distributed Pardo Will Conduct 12
awarded Phi Beta Kappa key from blame for the bustup
failNYU. She's aided by Arthur Laur- ure of the managementbetween
Late Irv Rose
to organize
enls, who does lyrics, while Kieve
St Louis, Dec. 5.
audiences, the poor choice of an
Landis provides tunes and piano acTony di Pardo is planning to reopener,
and
unfavorability
of
the
companiment
Others are Sherle
organize
the
orch batoned by the
season
for
new
theatrical
enterHartt, Dorre Lyons and Mervyn Nellate Irving Rose and start with local
prises.
son.
Nite Wits, in their present state,
Robertson, the leadijig player in engagements. Pardo will start with
are extremely unpolished, both as 'Mice,' is credited w'th a major 12 footers who are rehearsing here.
He is expected to come to St Louit
to performance and writing, but pro- boner in having shown up 30 minvide a neat novelty as attested by utes late at a midweek Rotary lunch- within the next few weeks.
the undivided audience attention
eon, where he was scheduled to
they hold at Leon & Eddie's through
nine skits and seven momentary bits speak, and thence launching into a
of mimicry, running about 30 min- semi-bibulous defensef of John SteinButterworth to
beck's play against the 'charge' of
utes in all.
Majority of the satirically comic obscenity, remarking that the avCharles Butterworth Is to make
sketches are mild, running from erage radio and film production
utter corniness to extreme sophisti- might be legitimately to labelled. number of personal appearances in
cation.
Pulling in of sail on both Rotarians, none of whom had uttered the east, dates being arranged by
sides is needed.
There is also a a peep relative to the drama's moral Jack Curtis.
tendency to private jokes, really worth, responded In kind to what
Comic will work with Judy Starr.
funny to the few in know, but maybe
a mystery to the majority. One example is a 10-second bit by Miss
Marks who, all by herself, applauds
of the
vigorously,
then announces, 'I'm
Milton Berle's mother.'
Basic thread of the skits is that
they represent New York scenes.
Better ones include the group in
bathing caps going through routine
from Billy Rose's Aquacade; strip
tease bit by Miss Marks in which
she gets every innuendo in without
removing anything, and various
night clubs with Mervyn Nelson the
m,c. in each. 'Moon Over Flushing'
is best tune.
Herb.

dentist.

THIS

Fbt Try and About $2,800 in Red

earlier this season.

Chase, of New York, bed-siding relatives at the Rogers.

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
NOW ON

Portland Civic Theatre Folds After

(6)

By Happy Benway

And Tomorrow
LONDON:

Malone Marvin and

Malone, brief.
Gail Manners, semi-operatic songster, heavy on looks, leads off with
operatic selection, following with
'Over the Rainbow' and whamming 'em with a swing version of
'Chiribiribin.'
The Colstons, burlesque ballroom team, on next, could
stand slight cutting in their over-

Ten members

45

From

IND.)

Anderson, Ind., Dec. 1.
Apollon Orch. (14), Sue

Dave
Rl/an,

ANDERSON,

VARIETY

Ale, Inc., N'cw York, N.

Y„

Sole Importers

and D E] E
:

DEC. 8TH. CfflCAGO THEATRE,

CHICAGO

1

ROGER

E.

MURREL, New York

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

MUSIC HALL,

STATE,

(ormiiig the columii.s of the flankiug

N. Y.

(ountaln.s.

Grant and SanTord have two spots
which they fill with p'retty thin diaJay C. Flippcn, Fii'e Mn.vello.'!, Four
log. Grant the stralglitmaii and San- Franks, Vass Family, Jerry While,
Don Redvtan Orch, Alma Turner,
by Flor- ford the deadpan comic. Dorn and
ence Rogge; Rockettes' dance by Yosey contribute standard bits of Boolsie Garrison, Two Zephyrs, Rnby
Zwerling House Orch.; Vatuaira Inn'
Miirkert. Cast: June Forrest, Louise- acroliatic dancing.
Line and ."showgirl.-! work hard in (Par).
Fiinmca. Marie Grimaldi, Pauline

several

Rnl>ana
Hasburgh,
Dania attractive, sarb. makin.ij
Fccher's
Knii>fkn, Park and Clifford, Music changes during .show, joe
Show provides .solid entertainment
house brvh does a IhorouglV job in through a succession of capable acts,
B.illof, Glee Club. Rocfcetlcs;
although it's without a potent b.o,
'Wf Are Not Alone' (WB>, Tcvieu'ed the pit.
name. Jay C. Flippen ties up the
ill Varikty. Won. 15.
first half of the bill with amiable
m.c. chores and contributes an inCiii i'-ni stage effort goes back to
ning of amusing gags and a song.
thfl li.:;liiheartcd waltz era. possibly:
Don Redman and his colored crew
in :ui ilTori to counteract the highly
Miniicnjjolis. Dec. 2
lake over for the second half, offertragic windup of the Paul Muni,
Bennett
Orch
(13),
Clyde McCoii
ing several numbers and three acts.
.^l.irror. 'We Are Not Alone'
(WB). siJi/r.* (3i. W'uyiie Grepy, SiiHPSon Entire bill consists of more or less
fcalliery
(I'i
entertainment
and Himinneties (2V, 5elnia Marloio, Bob familiar turns.
iorve.* iLs purpose admirably
Williniii.'! villi Red Dii.'st, Masters and
Five MaxcUos, standard risley act
There's not much in the way of Rolliii.f; 'Mnr.i' Brothers at Circus' of three men and two girls,
open the
vaiieiy acts, but Nat Karson's out- (.M-C>.
show strongly. They perform diffiitaiidiiig scenic designing and the recult stuff with seeming ease, mainmarkable buildup that Russell MarThis show has every thins _that tain a lively pace and wind up with
ken ha., ,?|ven the Park and Clifford
Act
, «,eii., ounded, diversified a couple of real tough tricks.
acrobatic team, plus, of course^
Above all else, it has has been bolstering vaude bills for
bill.
usually great wmdup by he Rock- vaHcly
McCoy's music, nearly enough years and again comes through here.
ettos.
gives the production more ciyde
Foijr
Franks, another familiar
McCoy crew carries three
body than is obvious on the program. in'itielf.
sOnS.stcr-dancers. the Bennett turn, follows with the identical rougirl
Park and Clifford, in a vaude
Sisters, and a male warbler, Wayne tine it's been showing for a couple
house, are strictly an opening, or
of years.
Two boys and two girls
.
deuce spot turn, albeit a very good Gregg.
The McCov arrangements are the play saxes, hoof a couple of numbers,
one in its class.
Here, however,
solid foundation on which the show sing a little and interject the by-now
they're spotted in the centre of the
Maestro conducts, warbles, familiar skit burlesquing John Barbuilt.
3how. before a magnificent drop, and is
the
only
in
rymore
and
Garbo in 'Grand Hotel.'
and m.c.s. It's
mop up close to a showstop. Mar- trumpets
Whole act holds the audience, but
latter role that he bogs down.
kert has 'ein doing a bit of comedy at
Oi'cheslra gels the show going with the Franks should change their mathe opening, priort.to their fine handswing number that almost has terial.
to-hand balancing and lifts, and it's a fast
Vass Family, consisting of four
jive fans in the aisles. Then the
the
a swell hypo to their general imthree Bennets swing put on 'Don't young girls and a man. arc from
pres.<ion.
climaxing their vocal- radio and get across nicely in this
Otherwise, with the exception of Look Now.'
with an agreeable tap. The visual medium. They make ian atJune Forrest's singing of a medley izing
man and woman, skillfully tractive appearance, their songs are
from 'Waltz King,' by Johann Strauss, Simpsons,
manipulate their puppets in full view novel and agreeable, but they'll have
Jr..
in
the opening, the show is
audience. Noyel and particu- to work in more comedy if they inthe
of
strictly by the M. H.'s own entertainmagician puppet tends to stay in'vaudfllm work. Howment coro.s. the ballet, male glee club larly clever is a
various objects seem- ever, unit is'passable particularly beand the Rockettes. Ballet is spotted that produces
ingly out of empty space. A pair of cause, ot its ingratiating blend of
ill a ballroom scene that is the projitterbugs also reflect Simp- modesty and enthusiasm.
duction highlight of the show, with colored
After sandwiching the usual m.«.
son's artistry.
Louise
Fornaca, Marie Grimaldi,
Gregg, doe.s 'South of Border' and brand of clowning between the difPauline Kaye. Rabana Hasburgh and
his vocalizing strong- ferent acts, Flippen puts over a comDania KruDska getting brief solo 'Blue Orchids.'
edy .lersion of 'Small Fry' to good
suggesting that of Bing Crosby.
iiiniiias.
The glee club, as gobs, is ly Band
throu '• with a bang- effect. He also extracts laughs from
comes
on for a Gilbert-Sullivan medle.y.
arrangement and rendition of a few aged gags, then brings on an
With special lyrics by Albert Still- up
It's largely a brass eccentric stooge- for a natter stanza.
'Scatterbrain.'
man. and docs welTT
here's swing music that's The stooge, Jerry While, dances
Rockettes' closing flash is also outfit, but
played by the McCoys. briefly, does, an 'impersonation' and
given ultra production and entails sweet as
bass violinist 'get in winds up with the standard womcnthe military precision work which Drummer and
won the group the French Govern- some soloing and the fine balance taking-a-bath pantomime. Last is
brass helps to threadbare by now.
nienfs Grand Prix award at the between reeds and
Redman handles the stick as his
Pans expo in 1937. They'd imoress make the music especially listenable.
even the hardest bitten West Point After the four singers sock 'Mutiny outfit, consisting of five brasses, four
bigleague style, reeds, guitar, bass, drums and piano,
general, although the tight-'fitting in the Nursery' in
trumpet, does two warm numbers in distinccostumes would present a problem with McCoy soloing on a
neat tap tive, musicianly style. Alma Turner,
wlien it came to any medal-pinning. Selma Marlow contributes
a du.sky hoofer, sings a few lines to
Overture by the M. H. symph routines.
Boh Williams is personable and introduce her routine, which gets by.
under the direction of Erno Rapee
in Then Bootsie Garrison, who looks
k Eugene Zador's 'Csardas Rhap- demonstrates much showmanship
Dust
through very young in her grownup old rose
canine
Red
putting
the
SOilIS.
here, sev- gown and warbles a sobby interpreAlthough
seen
paces.
its
Biz opening night was fair.
Scho. eral times before, the dog still tation of 'Address Unknown' without
amazes by its muscle control. Us undue expression.
The orchestra
posing, rope jumping and balancing follows with a potent rhythm number.
'You
Ain't
land deserved heavy applause.
Nowhere,' that
bavey Gray, the band's drummer, shrieks of Harlem.
Winduo turn is the Two Zeohyr.s,
is clicky with his fast manipulation
Newark, N. J., Dec. 3.
.„ J »
of the .sticks during a red-hot 'Lime- with their sock jazz, dance and paniV.idc Rrtncli Scondals' luitlv
Jeanne
Johnny Masters and tomime routine. They start by beatBlues.'
Rnchelle Dom and Yosey, Hal Men- hoiRowena Rollins chalk up 12 minutes ing out rhythm on a washboard and
kni Ehie and Herman, Grant
and of laughter with their gags, stories, dishpan setup, follow with their
Sanford. Walter and Lee, Olive
clowning and dancing. Miss Rollins, punchy
crap-shooting melodrama
While. Line and Show Girls
(25), who bears a striking resemblance to oantomime. and close with a dance.
Joe Fecher House Orch (11); 'TorEleanor Roosevelt, is a loose-jointed It's all combustible stuff.
Hobe.
ture Ship' (PDC).
comic whose torso twisting adds to
Masters'
the occasion's merriment.
N. Y.
Although nudity in current oflter- dancing is okay. Band does 'Sugar
Kiii/ir.

<
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ORPHEUM, MPLS.
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ADAMS, NEWARK

ROXY,

Blues' for a fast Rnale.
confined to marquee
House nearly filled at the last matiand lobby display, a plethora of nee performance on the show's secfemininity helps the house veer from ond day, Friday (1).
Rees.
name bands and pic personalities to
what Is practically a girl show.
Despite misnomer of Allen Gill"S at

Adams

is

RIVERSIDE,

bert's

second venture here in three

MWKEE

'

weeks, biz

is brisk at b.o. and is a
Miluiaukee, Dec. 2.
cinch to top previous week's disapDick Poujell, Fallidy Troupe (7)
pointing gross with George Jessel Wilt and Gladys Ahem,
Ray Vaughn
and Will Osborne's orch.
Gene Sheldon, Lee Roth House Orch
On opening day (1) stage fare was (13); 'Coll a Messenger' (U).
Ion.g on production and short on material, the best of too few satisfying
Socko .show, headed by Dick Powperformances being turned in by
Jeanne Rochelle, Waller and Lee, Hal ell as the main lure, is bringing in
Menkin, Elsie and Herman and Olive the crowds in a big way.
Lee Roth augments his house crew
White.
with trombone and clarinet for this
Mi.<s Rochelle does a breath-taking
week's show, band going through- a
Job wilh her 'Bride of Frankenstein*
dance specialty, which she did at the couple of swell arrangements of pop
tunes, followed by acros of the FallNew York World's Fair. With its idy
troupe, six men and a gal. They
\ original music and soiuid effects, tall
and litian-haired gal creates more do a four-man pileup via teeterboard
li
that gets hefty applause, and again
a satisfactory- illusion as she
f. than
master the same trick with top man
.

struggles with the 'monster', which.
In reality, is composed of a
mask and
lengthy cloak cleverly attached to

her right shoulder.

Olive White's single, in which she
works In bits on the guitar, violin
and .sax. is good entertainment, and

Hal Menkin's variation of

Bill Robinson's .stairway tapping clicks.
Waller and Lee launch 10 minutes
of hilarious nonsense with male half
of duo quipping bis way up to what
apparently is to be a serious violin
solo.
As he begins playlngi house
lights are extinguished and silent
film of oddities and humorous situations is flashed on screen. Audience
howled through film at supper show
Friday (1) and, quite naturally, applauded loud and long when shot of
American flag appeared on screen as
violinist
concluded his selection.

blindfolded.

Ray Vaughn neatly plays 'Blue
Heaven* with his fingers on a marimbaphone and also knocks off 'Some
of These Days' with lighted mallets.
With assorted liquor bottles filled
with watei', he also gives out with
a couple of tunes and also does
shuffle steps that rate consid
erable plaudits.
Will Ahcarn and wife Gladys, cow
boy act, work with ropes, both sing
and Ahearn doubles as m.c. Clever
gag. 'Do your Christmas shopping

some

early, for
mas.', gets

tomorrow may be Christ-

a big laugh since two
turkey days were celebrated in this
state.

Gene Sheldon

on a nitwit act
banjo, argues with a frontrov*
piits

with a
stooge heckler, and,

all

in

all,

his

funning is satisfactory.
Feinme member of pair then appears
Powell maintains the same clicky
In box and rest of act is rapid-fire standard
of his earlier dates on his
dialog between two until the gal present tour. For getaway
he tenors
finally winds up on stage helping out 'South of
Bordei-', showing plenty
with song and dance.
personality and vocal ability. Then
Elsie and Herman score in adagio a medley of his old pix
songs, folthat's \>art of most effective produc- lowed by 'Lilacs in Rain' on
.sax and
tion number. Dancers work on small a comedy song about the
Hollywood
platform, which becomes center of guide to homes of film'ites.
display that includes fountains and
Biz SRO at second show Friday
colored
lights,
draped showgirls (1).
Yftber.

Walter Cassel, warbler, follows.
in either appearance
or style of piping from Lawrence
Tibbett.
he nevertheless fails to
mesh for any important response.
Vocalizing is technically proficient
biif' Casscl's stage manner is cold
and he doesn't sell his numbers.
Opens with 'South of Border,' following with 'Bcguine' and ending
with 'My Prayer,' which brings on
ballet production.
Included in latter is specialty by Lyda Sue, aero

Not dissimilar

Iml/ct Choreography,

M.ill

i

!

,

:

the final curtain would be stronger
it preceded by a roiitiiie emHerb.
ploying the full stage.

were

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN
Teddi/

Ruth

Pouiell

Goylord,

Orch

(17)
with
Bloir. Pot

Jimmy

Rooney. Betty Hullon, Joe Besser
and Lee Royce, Bryant, RaiiVs and
Young with Jaiiis Thompson; 'Tropic

&

I

Fury' (U.)

especially

of

the

type

coming

to see a costume film such as
'Elizabeth and Essex.'
Donahue is not exuberant, but still
good enough as batonist and m.c.
he unlimbers

Towards the finish
his
violin and also sings, leaving the impression that he could also be heard
from earlier.
Both of his vocalists are hangovers
from his band's sweeter days. i»hil

Brilo is the romantic tenor type,
despite a lumberjack stance at tiie
mike, with Paula Kelly of the same
order on the distaff side. In fact
both, sing tunes that sound very
much alike, such as Brito's delivery
of 'Last Night' and Miss Kelly's

warbling of

'I

Know

Now.*

They're

giving the band its few changes of
pace,: but there should be more contributions from the arranger to muffic those trumpets.
In going into the groove, Donahue
is also featuring a drummer, Charlie
Carroll.
As per the vogue set by
Gene Krupa.. Carroll is also talking
to himself while pounding the skins.
It's about as musical as a battery of
)2 inch guns in action.
Three outside acts are included in
the current show. Standout are the
three Oxford Boys, who vocally imitate bands.
Also clicking are Em-

mett Oldfield and his mixed team
Brandt spot presents assist Oldfield was formerly teamed
hour with, how- with Walter Dare Wahl and, after
Most glar- their break in Texas a few years
ago, went out on his own with the
ing one is Bryant, Rains nd Young
very same type of comedy aciobalic
as the opening turn following a act. It's a distinct copy, despite the
medley by the band of Teddy Powell- variation of Oldfield breaking in on
written tunes.
Consisting of ball- the so-called dance team of Eddie
Ware and Nina to go into the gag
room terps, a tap by Janis Thomp- routine. They get a lot of laughs,
son and acro-adagio later by the though not quite as smooth with
.some of the bits as Wahl is. Third
trio, the turn is poorly spotted. Ballroom stuff slows the opening to a turn is the solo Gloria Blake, young
coloratura soprano who hits all Hie
walk.
high notes, but can't get rid of a
Miss Thompson shows nothing ex- Squeak. She bowls over pop audiceptional in taps or full twists and ences, however, and Friday night (1)
handstands, etc. S.A. rating, too, is rang up a solid showstop, Donahue
not high. Adagio of the trio is flashy having fii Interrupt a band number
enough and fairly well executed.
to bring her back for more bows.
Powell's solid dansapation permeWith the screen fealure running
ates the offering, being turned on at long, the pit show is being held down
various points between acts. Medley to 47 minutes th!s lime, but it's fast
after the opening tune would sound only on the clock
Vocalizing from
much better if the two vocalists four different persons is quite •
would deliver all their numbers at slower-upper.
one walk-on instead of shuttling off
Biz fair.
Scho.
and on alternately. Both click later,
Ruth Gaylord getting solid response
with Powell's newest writing, 'Am I
Proud,' and Jimmy Blair with 'South

Fare at

this

a fairly entertaining

ever, several drawbacks.

.

SHEA'S BUFFALO

of the Border.'

Latter

is

a

sock ar-

rangement
Though Powell does little, directing the band and accompanying one

The Roxy departs from the usual Corner.' Band induces local jitterbugs to palm work in time,
week for a unique opening. appreciation at the bowoff. and solid
Another departure is In holding over
Working singly, Pat Rooney, Sr.,
from last week badminton players has the mob eating out of his hand
this

the moment he strolls from the
Hugh Forgie and Ken Davidson, from
wings. Runs through Rooney stand-

is easily explainable as the re- ards, beginning
with tap to 'Rosie
manner in which the boys O'Grady,^ another to 'Rosalie' and a
third smooth bit to 'Tea for Two.'
top the show for audience interest.
For the intro, curtain goes up on Lot of toe work for one who admits
to
50
years
on
the
stage (says he's
stage that's bare except for small
group in the middle that's supposed celebrating his golden anniversary),
to be members of production staff but it doesn't seem to hinder much
in conference (actually the Variety beyond slightly lalrored breathing.
Rooney works his way into the
Singers,
regular
Roxy warbling
crew). They are trying, to decide graces of his audience on his ability
what kind of show to put on, inas- alone, b^it manages extra response
much as the Roxy has done about with bits of patter, like his introduction for 'Rosie.' Says
's something
everything.
They finally hit on
opening with the week's No. 1 song, from civil war days.' Injects a bit
of modernism into terps, too, with a
'El Rancho Grande,' and assign various members to .design set, costumes trucking exit Joe Frisco imitation
the audience reluctant to let
and dance routines. Call is sent over finds
him off, and so he's back again for
public address system for chorus
finale with Betty Hutton.
gals,
who come trooping in ap- theMiss
Hutton is working on her
propriately garbed; 10-gallon hat
own
after being built up as the 'No
backdrop is lowered and the Variety
jitterbug'
while with Vincent
Singers do their stuff on 'Grande' 1
Lopez's orch. When she comes on
while line goes into formations. Idea
sanity seems to take a backseat. Gal
is pointed up, too, by nifty lighting
tees off with 'Where Has My Little
to cause shadows on backwalls, emDog Gone' and follows with 'Well,
phasizing bigness and emptiness of AUright*
and 'Ol' Man Mose Didn't
the stage.
Kick the Bucket,* a sequel to the
Scheme is dropped from there on, original.
In between, her antics,
the Arnolds following. They are two
squeals and shouts are out of this
men and a girl doing triple-decker world, as is her
manhandling of
shoulder stands. Not very unusual Powell, band
members and Rooney
except that they invariably clamber in the finale.
exudes so much
up on each other the hard way, good enthusiasm and She
energy that her stuff
for a few laughs and appreciable IS likable, and
at the end has early
audience response.
scoffers rooting for her.
Forgie and Davidson are in the
Joe Besser and Lee Royce go over
next spot, with Joe Tobin to explain solidly, too. Besser's
juve style of
the game and a pair of shapely- comedy produces
of giggles
gammed femmes to keep score, and earns a begoff.plenty
His stuff is rethere's some nice showmanship in freshingly different from
the usual
the badminton exhibition, particu- comedy act
Royce straights and
larly the stiff 'rally' necessary for goes over neatly later
with a vocal
the final triumph. Tobin's lengthy of '01' Man River.'
.

Al Donahue's orch (13) -with Phil
Brito, Paula Kelly, Charles CarrollOxjord Boys (3), Emmctt Oldfteld
Co., Gloria Blake; 'Elizabeth and Essex'
(WB), reviewed in ' Variety
Oft. 4, '39.

audiences,

puller.

Bob Dupont precedes anottier appearance of the line for the getaway.
Socko juggler does his standard
routine with balls and clubs, mixing
it with plenty of comedy, which is
aided by his natural physical shortcomings. Closes with his smash bit
of spining apple, plate and napkin
through the air, taking a bite of the
fruit each time it comes around, and
wiping his face with the napkin,
until the apple is consumed.
Line finale has the gals arrayed on
steps in two double columns. They
work with tremendous feather fans,
achieving neat designs as they fiourish their arms. It's a swell number,
but would be better for mid-show as

,

sult of the

1939

6,

N. Y.

Al Donahue ^appears to be experimenting with his band. It's hotter
and more emphatic, with extra
stress on the six-brass section. The
sum total may not seem to many
quite as listenable as when Donaterpcr.
Forte is one-hand spring hue employed a sweeter motif.
with a twist. Nicely costumed and a \There's too little relief now from the
looker,
fair
she's
a
palm-pattcr pounding jive for the adult night

of Blair's tunes with guitar-picking,
he's much smoother in that respect
Waller Cassel. The Arnolds (3), than heretofore. With excellent arHugh Forgie and Ken Davidson with rangements and several outstanding
Joe Tobin, Bob Dupont, Lyda Sue, soloists, the outfit gives out with exVariety Singers (7) Cae Foster Girls tremely satisfying dansapation and
(24), Paul Ash's House Orch; 'House- does a neat job of backing the other
keeper's Daughter' (UA), reuieujed acts.
Standout arrangements used
in Variety, Sept. 13.
here are 'Ciri Biri Bin,' 'Boogie
Woogie' and the finale 'Puss in the

which

STRAND,

play.

'Nhi,>toenth CeiHuTy,' produced hy
Mtnkcrt; settings by Nat

Rf<.«-'|(

K:ir.s-i)ii;

Wfdnesday, De<reiuber

introductory explanation niight be
curbed somewhat, also his enthusiasm as he announces play-by-

N. Y.

Buffalo, Dec. 3.
(13), Andrew.i
Jrene Daye, Deiin Afurphy,

Gene Krnpa's Orch
Si.sters.

Lniie Bros.;

'Day-Time Wife'

(20lh).

Gene Krupa's first Buffalo theatre
appearance finds him working vameasure up Fo the name
bands that have preceded him at this
liantly to

stand.

Regardless of his unit Krupa
qualifies as the drummer of drummers. There's a stir to his beating
that makes him worth watching and
listening to. As for the orch, while
it's chiefly a hot outfit, it does amazingly well on the sweet side also, and
as a band led, if at all, by a drummer, it is in itself a novelty, lending

some credence

to

Artie Shaw's point

that the average leader is somewhat
unnecessary. In straight instrumen-

Krupa gang is harmonious
and well rounded, with its jive outtation, the

standing.

Lane Bros., announced as English,
open the specialties with some novelty acrobatics. Irene Daye's vocals
are effectively delivered, assisted by
Corky Cornelius' solid sending on
the trumpet. Krupa, assisted by Sam
Donahue at the sax, then goes
through a striking heat session.
Dean Murphy is in for his fast

mike impersonations, some good,
some n.s.g.. but mostly okay. The
Andrews Sisters close with a standout offering. Their delivery of 'Oh.
Johnny,'
'Beguine,'
'Beer Barrel
Polka" and 'Chico' demonstrates tl>al
aside from their unique arrangements, their distinctive combination
of vocal timbre, enunciation and delivery also rings the bell for them.

They drew heavy salvos from the
Jive addicts at this catching.

All in
assisted

all,

by

a neat presentation, ably
Incidentally,

fine staging.

the continued repetition here: of,
bands,
with features added, all
grooved in practically the same routine, raises the obvious inquiry of
how long this type of act no matter
how smart or novel, can continue to
draw.
It's the same old curse of show
business. Given a successful idea, it
must be followed to an inevitable
final cliche.
Victor Moore summeti
it up 25 years ago with:
'Qhanfic
your act or back to the woods.'
Business fair opening day.

Burton.

'

Wedncsdajf December

6,

forever, but with fine showmanship
they nip their finale clean to boost

Washington, Dec. 3.
Robinson and Martin, Frank Paris,
Kiitit Craven, Carter and Holmes,
Larry Adler, 20 Rhythm Rockets,
Daraan & Guthrie and Mr. & Mrs.
Scoti'ie Fridetl, Sam Kaufman with
house orch; 'Intermezzo' (UA).
This is another parade of straight
vaude punctuated and atmosphered
by a line of gals. Although mouthorganist Larry Adler is taking top
honors, the publicity grabber
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a bit
of hometown enterprise, this time
having the gals doll up" in Indian
is

headgear and tear ofl something
labeled the 'Redskin Romp,' evolved
as nod to local pro grid team. Foot'

even showed up Monday
night (4) and went through some
gag hoofing with the line.
Sam Jack Kaufman, m.c. in this
house some seven years ago, is back

ball stars

for two weeks of guesting in same
presides over unusually
capacity,
well received classical overture and
does smootli job of introducing acts
Line launches show
via pit mike.
proper with fast rhythm tap in cute
white, orange and blue ensembles,
ott

STANLEY, PITT
.

.

1.

ParsoTis,

'

space for her act and plenty of free
deluxer. Not a
billing for the
bad turn she's assembled either and
No. star
over very nicely here.
names in the act, but the performers

WB

all been in enough pictures to
give 'cm some marquee pull, and
they deliver nicely, backed by the
inevitable Parsons buildup.
This
marks an improvement in the unit
since it tried out in San Francisco a
couple of weeks ago.
Hollywood's fabulous chronicler of
things cinematic gets her inning
chiefly in the trailer preceding her
appearance, wherein Deanna Durbin,

have

Fred Astaire, Tyrone Power, Eleanor
Powell. Sonja Henie.and Errol Flynn
all bid her good luck on her personal
foray, but she's also in evidence sufflciently to make it quite certain that
this

is

her

PARAMOUNT,

screen,

Arleen

is

Whelan,

solely,

masculine

it

still

has

in

|

abundance

strong

Charles Pamet's Orch (16), Mary
McCall, Charlie Harmon', FranBrock, Julio Gordiicr, Sundil
Burns, George
Wiltshire,
Vlniau
Harris, M'cCain and Ross, Maxie
Arnmrong, House Line il8); 'A
Woman Is Judge' (Col;.

Ann

Charles Burnet's band on stage instead of the customary colored crew
is
the big boxoffice draught this

for

Fanchon & Marcc 'ias the
Grier orch and several
other
acts,
including
the
Bilt
morettes. trio of clever femme acrobats; Walter and O'Rourke's puppets,
the house Fanchonettes and Ed
Morley and Julie Gibson of the
Grier entourage.
Orch opens with a hot overture
and then the Fanchonettes are on,
garbed in cowgirl attire for roping
and at manipulation routine as
prelude for the Biltmorettes. Latter
are proficient acrobats and score
heavily.

Decided novelty is puppet act of
Walton and O'Rourke, particularly
the strip-tease number and the skat
ing routine at the finish. Ed Morley
pipes 'South of the Border' lustily
and then does a number with the
Fanchonette.s. warbling 'You're
Lovely. Madame.' while femmes ex
ecute slow routine garbed entirely in
white.
Julie Gib.son Is typical of the
torchers
u.scd
name bands
by
throughout the country and- makes
quite a hit with the jitterbugs. Her
numbers are 'Having Any Fun,' 'Oh

slinky

Johnny' nnd 'fTomie.'

The 'Rit-^cs'. offering runs the
.eamul of nonsense, offered as only
they can dl.sh It out One of their
high srjnLs is a .scene from their picture. 'Kenlurky Moonshine,' satiriz
Ine 'Snow White.' which is good for
solid howls.
An opera bit, with
Harry at the mike, is another topnotfh rendition.
With their hokey chatter, song and
dance, brothers are surefire arid
should have no trouble building up
a substantial gross for town's principal stage-film house on current
Edwa.

week.

20TH CENTURY, BUFF
'Folic.s

accomplishment

Buffalo,. Dec. 2.
Bcrycre.' icith DiGrtntn7ios.

isn't a
and Lola, Fred
partee hits a brisk pace in mirth when exclusively, and they're followed by Tito Vnldc:. Harold
D. ,.„..>.
T,i«
redheaded Francetta Malloy heckles Marc B.nllero, impersonator who Sanborn, the
-A Vr ln';^p« 'l?Xn;
^<^'"'
him with songs and an acrobatic nut would be twice as .effecti-. with half CcoTfie Bnia
RKO;.
offers
more interruptions.
Silk- th,i act Youngster has a lot of talhatted, apple-munching Wheeler -so ent, but
much extraneous ma
.
„„, too
ingratiates himself with convulsed terial. Best of his lot is the impre.sThi.s Clifford C. Fischer unit Is a
clients that he went long over his sior of Joe E. Brown, and amazingly pretentious affair, hardly designed
allotted time at this show in his In- life-like. For the others, there's the for family trade though It packs a
timate curtain speech without hear- u.sual collection, Fred Allen, Roo.sc- carload of sophisticated entertaining one fidgity cough.
ment
Somewhat .'^hort on vocals,
Robinson,
Lionel
velt Edward G.
costumes and scenery— and frequentPreceding him ore the dusky Ink- Barrymore. et al.
spots, who are such musical .sockers
Adkins' overture this week Is a ly mi.a.sing Jirc through poor lighting
that anybody but Wheeler following medley
symphonized ballads, land faulty amplification at show
of
them would be dusted off. Although nicely
and
featuring caught It more than makes up for
arranged,
on their first visit here, their fast, pianist o:i 'Deep Purple' and trumpet the.se deterrents in talent and, what's
tricky songs catch on instantly, from on 'Lilacs in the Rain.'
more important for this type of
Jeepers' to their nifty 'If I Didn't
First show biz good, with full show, in the fulfilment of the promCare,' which skyrocketed them. Af- downstairs and half a balcony de
i.se of French saucincis.
tor that, they couW stay onstage spite rain,
Production shows the wear and
Cohen,
I

1

!

I

.

I

;

'

—

.1

.

.striving

to

library.

Change

is

okay

Indicated

as

—

by

mike for a jam session led by Barnet
'Trumpet in Spades,' .aside from the
classy arrangement, give Bob Burnett a chance to mop up with his
versatile trumpeting.
Mary Ann McC^all, new singer with
had. to beg off after three

crew,

when caught

.songs

Border'
Heaven,'

was

best,

which
She's

clicked.

who never

a-

Her 'South
although

of
'Slue

-was swung, also
talented warbler

sacrifices enunciation for

swingster gymnastics.

Of colored stage entertalnment. the
ballroom team of McCain and Ro.ss is
standout. They've been here before,
and are as popular as ever. Pair are
.slipning through ba'lroomology with the skill of many leading
ofay combos. They're using rhumba
and modernistic steps mostly to best

clever,

effect:

Leonard Harper deserves plaudits
Harlem street openwhich has his line of six girls

for staging the
ing,

and

six boys dressed in formal attire.
Six other femmes wear abbreviated
Same careful
street urchin garb.
staging is in evidence for the midway production number, a moonUght-and-silver affair.
Charlie
Harmon and Frances
Brock take care of ensemble song
numbers, with Julia Gardner playing her accordion and .singing 'Kind

lunatics,

Hou.se,

Is

terrific
business it was, virtually
standing room— .it last show Friday
(1). Barnet's crew is a likely choice
to start off hew policy.
He played
the same house several years ago, being the only -white aggregation at the
Apollo under present .setup.
No question but that Barnet is
drawing the crowds.
Otherwise,
there arV- few new faces to the customary Apollo layout. Band plays
behind a scrim on the stage for early
turns until spotted on its own during
Ihc last 3d minutes.
Output includes four trumpets, as
many saxes, three trombones, piano,
drummer, bass and guitarist besides
Barnet with his sax. 'Trumpet in
Soades' and 'Echoes of Harlem' are
the unit's topflight tunes, although
'Cherokee,' a fave with the band,
goes over heavily.
Last named
brings the four trumpeters to" the

LYRIC, INDPLS,

Jimmie

Management

week.

dale white name aggregations to pep
recently w.ining biz.
It's Barnet's
first local booking since a lire recently at the Palomar. Los .\ngeles, destroyed the band's instruments and

A.

..

N. Y.

cos

—

WB

Re-

and

what it takes for male word-ofmouth enthusiasm.
Ensemble numbers are specially

Fnnchonettes. Jimmie

silken
redhead
who gives 'em
Carmen Miranda's 'South American
Way' and manages to get away with
Clcueldnd. Dec. 2.
Five Herzogs, Sieve Evans. Deval. it very nicely. That clinging satin
ftown would .sell her anyway, every
Merle and Dee, 4 Inkspols, France'
Malloy, Bert Wliecler; 'Barricaav (hing else being unequal
Onlv male in party is Ronald Rea(20th).
featured player and a pergan.
sonable young man who makes him
Not
sclf generally u.seful, first in a scene
P;.lar^-, current
r„ri!„» edition
.H^f^l;^^^'„.^^i
Palaces
of ^ith oomphy Jane
is one
Wyman, which
those rare bills primed by real includes some
humorous references
troupers, each so excellent in timing
to their forthcoming marriage, and
and spotting that they earn many then
with Susan Hayward, in a short
honest laughs and encores.
antic sketch that's geared for laughs
Four Inkspots' radio and recording The Hayward
femme's
another
reps are doing the drawing; but it's looker who could easily capitalize
a
Bert Wheeler, whose name has little bit more on her DIetrichs. At the
b.b. appeal to natives, who delivers
finish they all come back in a change
tlie most riotous goods as the closer.
of wardrobe for a collective bow
Second show's thin crowd crimped with Lolly,
him but it was an education to sec
The Parsons act comes last, follow,
him smart-crack it out of its cold ing couple of extra turns.
For
lethargy. Act is snappier than one- opener, with Max Adkins m.c.ing
he had last year with Wheeler and from pit, 5 Jewels contribute a nice
stooge slinging swell gags at expense dlsDlay of juggling, proving that

Manager Ken Mean.

subsequent

merit solely. The heavy re
Grier Orch; 'Wight oi Nights' (Par). tiOn on
sponses speak well for the lineup.
Business hefty, with standees at
The Ritz Bros.— Harry, Al and
Jimmy are panicking the customers the opening supper show. Burton
at the Paramount They're snaking
their first local
age appearance.
Unfortunately their opening day de
yeloped tough opposition, a Pacific
coast conference football game be
Indianapoli.s, Dec. 1.
tween UCLA and Washington State
Lum and i4buer, Shep Fields Orch
at the Coliseum at night drawing
(14), Da«7it/ Gay, Claire Munn. Jerry
heavily of potential theatre patron
Stewart, Hal Darwin. Beverly Hull;
age.
As a background for the three 'Man from Montreal' (U).

act.

.

PALACE, CLEVE.

its

ever, it still retains
Gallic touch to distinguish it from
run-of-the-mill offerings of its type,
of which rely on a .spicy tille

many
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APOLLO,

at the Frisco
lour. Howa sufficient

originality.
Opening.
in
Beauty Factory' sets the atmosphere
the .proceedings, its slightly
cooch being a
sapolioed chorus
teaser and tipoff for what follows.
The 'Parisian Shop.' culminating iri
modified strip and blackout is
especially striking.
'Lace Wedding'
features the Di Gantanos in their
unique ballroom dancing, but the
decor of the number is badly showworn. The bareback painting ..stunt
is still a click with the girls forced to
use only their arms for breast coverings, although the comedy relief of
the scene tones down what might
Is what makes this unit stand out.
otherwise be objectionable.
Ky.>;er is aces oii adiib, skillful at
Tito Valdez does a breath-slopping,
handling sudden, upsets, embarrassed
seduction dance with an unnamed
participants and new situations. As
girl substituting for Corlnne. who
que.?tloh-.shooter and. m.c, the band
was
rushed to a local hospital for an
leader make."; the answerrguessers
show
before
the
look a lot smarter than they would appendectomy
Understudy shows
opened here.
h the hands of one le.ss deft. Winner
Harold and Lola's
talent and s.a.
of the quiz gets $5. second best $3
draws
and all contestants get guest tickets. smooth, effortless snake dance
Front half of the act is patterned a v/arm hand.
Comedy is headed by the vet Emil
along the lines of most band shows,
disadvantage with
giving groups and Individuals a Boreo. working to
on opening day. As
chance to .strut their stuff. Four vocal a bad mike
usual, he milks the crowd for the last
soloists are quite a quota for a band,
spatter of applause with his tunes.
but they all have a following. They
comedy xylophone
are CInny Simms. Harry Babbitt. Fred Sanborn's
substantial recognition in
Sully Mason and Ish Kablbble. Miss act draws
laughs and applause, both his clownSlmitis gives 'em 'St Louis' and
music being top items.
'What's New?'— and they want more ing and
their
contribute
Bryants
The
She returns with the others in the
standard, surefire tramp knockabout
finale for a daffy rendition of 'Three
which remains as fre.sh and funny as
Little Fi.shies.' Mason registers with
ever. The Shyretto Trio have an exScatterbrain' and Babbitt ballads
bicycle routine.
Blue Orchld.s' niftely. I.sh Kabibble cellent and unusual
(Merwyn Boque) is featured in the George Bruay m.c.s neatly, adding a
comic stuff connected with the class touch.
House has upped the admish to 5.5c.
Fi.shie.s' number and
encores with
for this engagement which may be
some sappy poetry.
Fox.
questionable as it conflicts with a
standard policy, but the show, even
in its present condition, is a bargain
L.
No programs availat the figure.
able, nor are there any stage announcements as to the identity of the
Lo."! Angeles, Nov. 30.
performers, which is deplorable from
Ritr Bro.s.. Woltoti and O'Rourke,
a showmanship viewpoint, but. means
Julie Gib.soii. Ed Morley, "The Bilt
that the Ulent must earn its recep.
jiioretrcs.

There's always a baby spot, on
Strenuous Lolly in the background while the
hoofery and slapstick.
challenge specialties get 'em off to twins are doing their stuff, and all
Kaufman introduces precede llreir specialty with a stop
pood hand.
Larry Adicr as 'truly a musical at the sanctum sanctorum to thank
fienius and a virtuoso of the har- La Parsons for all she's done for
After,
monica.' Chap walks on in tux and them through the column.
concert manner to tear off 'South wards, with Mecca Graliam sckking
America Way,' medley of 'Night and for her. she retails some current
Day' and Tiger Rag' and knocked Hollywood gossip, a few spot news
'em for a loop with long, spectacular items and answers a few questions,
arrangement of Liszt's 'Second Hun- a sort of behind-the-scenes glimpse
ork. Hardly
garian Rhapsody/
First encore is of a newspaper lady at
'some American folk tunes,' consist- very' novel, but she's enough of a
ing of 'Oh Susanna,' 'Swanee River,' name in these parts to get over the
'Pop Goes the Weasel' and 'Dixie.' usual.
Of her 'Starlets of 1940,' top honors
Three bows merit second encore,
'Scatterbrain,' drawn from audience go to June Preisser, who was a stage
verbal suggestions, and third is name (Cherry' and June Preisser)
before Metro took her west for
'South of Border.'
Kaufman drives pit band to drown 'Babes in Arms.' Film experience,
out applause as line troupes on in however, has given her more poise
feather headdress and abbreviated and she's twice, the surefire turn of
Indian garb to warble 'Hail to the a year ago. She whams over a song
Redskins,' theme song of local pro with plenty of personality to precede
gridders, and goes into something her spectacular whirling around the
akin to lindy hop, presented as 'Red- stage and had to come back to plant
skin Romp.' as pit guitarist does vo- a couple of kisses on the Parsons
Finale cheek before the crowd would let
cal reprisal on same tune.
finds young local pair, Ed Dargan her get away at this show,
Another
in-the-groove
Is
Joy
and Elizabeth Guthrie, doing jitterbug version of 'Romp' and middle- Hodges, likewise a stage personality
aged Baltimore couple, Mr. and Mrs. before films claimed her. Does only
Scottie Fridell, doing it 'like our one song, 'Bjue Skies,' but could
grandparents would have,' all adding hand out a couple more. Gal sells
well, has pipes to bolster the salesr
up to strong curtain.
manship and looks plenty scx-apBiz light.
Craig.
peallng.
Second vocalist, although
she's never done any of. it on the

of Theatre

Fair and

summer,

,

Pittsburgh, Dec.

Donald Reagan,
Joy Hodges, June Preisser, Jane
Wyiitan, Susan Hayward, Arlecn
Whelnii. Fii;e Jewels, Marc Ballero,
Mecca Graham, Max Adkins House
Orch; 'Intermezzo' (VA).
Loiiella

VARIETY

tear of the past

.

to

gal in white chiffon run through neat
acrobatic ballroom tap, plentifully
sprinkled with kicks, spins and cartwheels that win strong hand. Pair
follow with ballroom tap, successively working through waltz, tango,
fox trot and jitterbug rhumba motifs for another hefty reception.
Travelers close and stage goes dark
for baby spot which follows puppets
worked by Frank Paris. An acrobatic dancer, sepia rhumba hoofer,
Dopev the dwarf, jitterbug trucker
and ice-skater, all cleverly costumed
and strikingly natural in -movements,
build steadily for smash finish. Ruth
Craven, attractive blond in yellowcreen satin gown, next warbles for
nice hand.
Travelers open on full stage with
white columns against blue sky, 10
gals in tophats and ' (ails working
with 10 gals in white satin gowns for
adequate rhythm ballroom routine.
Curtains close as Carter and Holmes
move on for their nut acrobatic

KEITH'S BOSTON

Wheeler.
Herzogs, five trim gals, cut the
Boston, Nov. 29.
ice with smooth serial trapeze act
Kay Kyscr 'Orch (14), Ginnj/
combining iron jaw work with good
Simm's, Harry
Sully Mason,
humor. Stooge from audience con-, Ish Kabibblc: Babbitt,
'That's Right, You're
tributes comedy of a continental
Wrong' (RKO).
flavor while
clowning on flying
swing. Steve Evans, well liked here,
Long ago, Bo.<;ion went sour on
repeats his surefire Mussolini, Popeye and Hitler takeofls with his band show.«;. but the Kay Kyser unit
i;sual skill while corking charac- is drawing droves of his radio-dance
terization of a stewed, Polish fac- fans at tilted b.o. faves with his
tory-worker is. still uproarious as far bri.>;kly-paced unit.
On the merits of its playing alone,
as this polyglot town is concerned.
Third spot is held by Deval, Merle the Kyser outfit is one of the best to
and Dee, who freshen up the con- visit this town. Boys play solidly all
ventional satires on ballroom dance the way. Individually or collectively.
teams by doing as much slick air- Kyser, ns a leader, is neither mild
nor wild, but socks over a fresh,
to.ssipg as clowning.
personality with his College
First show's biz excellent but fell peppy
of Musical Knowledge turn.
Pullen.
off the rest of the day.
Pulllne six of the audience onto the
board."! for the musical quiz, which
comprises the second half of the act.

Pittsburgh's one of Louella Parsons'
show Robinson and
Martin seated on divan between two towns, via Hearst's afternoon Sunfloor lamps at rear. Guy in tails and Telegraph, which means a .flock of

melting

,

which alternates between

band and' vaude .shows, combined
both this week to good effect filling
the first 30 minutes of stage fare
with Shep Fields' orch. following
with 28 minutes of the Pine Ridge
rustics Lum and Abner with a local
aero turn sandwiched in between.
Fields' orch sticks to modern times
in its rippling rhythm style, with
some of the arrangements a little
too torrid for the elderly audience
attracted by the radio rubes. Band
consists of bass, guitar, drums, two
accordion, four sax, two
pianbs,
trumpets and trombone, sounding
okay on pops but with no outstandOpen with
ing sock to the turn.
'Apple for Teacher', with vocal by
follows
Accordionist
band trio.
with solo fligfit on 'Bumble Bee', detracting with mop of hair that would
not stay in place.
Claire Nunn scores heavily with
her vocaling of 'Gaily Star' and 'Oh
Johnny' with trio. Al.so does some
Hal Darwin sings
hot pianolng.
'What's New'/', and 'South of Border',
being cinch for miltslaps.
latter
Danny Gay provides a few hot licks
with his vocalizing and trumpeting
Jerry
of 'Sunny Side of Street'.
Stuart also performs In the .song de-

of Like You' and a swingy encore.
Anplejack Crip is on for a brief softshoe novelty. Maxie Armstrong is
better than average tapster, and
wows them with his two snappy

a

solos.

Sandy Bum.s, 'Vivian Harris and
George Wiltshire are teamed In two

comedy

skits,

both with burley ante-

cedents. Familiar stickun routine is
•followed by the orolonged. but comleal, 'get me long distance' .nhone

booth

Wear.

bit.

Playhouse, Winnipeg
Winnipeg, Dec. 3.
Barr and Estes, The Reddingtons
Henry Siemon, Wesley Whileand Dave Workman. Paul
Cadeaux, Don .Wrigirt House Orch.
(3),

house, Dot

Headed by Barr and

Estes,

bill

stacks up as good entertainment with
only one or two weak spots throughout the 70-minute show.
M.c.ing
is
Wesley Whitehouse.
Never glib to the point of being

boorish, he manages to get acts on
and off with little fanfare. During
partment offering 'My Prayer'. Band his own spot, at the halfway mark,
finishes on a scorching nole with, a he passes off some usual magic, but
medley of ragtime hits. Including through his manner makes the payRagtime Band', 'St ees like it Magical equipment con'Alexander's

Louis

Blue.s',

'12th

Street

Rag'.

sists

of

the

standard

bird

cages,

'Memphis Blues', Farewell Blues' cards, silk handkerchiefs, etc., and
and 'Tiger Rag'.
he's assisted by a couple of ushers.
A tenor, Paul Cadeaux follows the
used
The bowl of water effect
only once, which is an improvement band overture. He played this town
i.>:

over the repeated gurglings evident last year, at another house, and, sad
on band's previous dales here. Gar- to relate, he hasn't changed ereatly
backdrops are helpful while since. Opening with 'O Sole'Mio', he
l.sh
lighting on band members could be then tackles 'Irish Eyes Are Smiling.'
followed by 'Old Man River,' and
softened to relieve facial whitene.ss.
While set is being changed for finally 'Song of the 'Vagabonds.' In
his last selection he really goes
Lum and Abner appearance, Beverly over.
Hull, 13-year-old local moppet does
Dot and Dave Workman, udlizing
well with three minutes of contora variety of gadgets from which
tion dancing.
they
extract music, impress favorLum and Abner appear fi\-<t In
-makeup as proprietor.^ of their Pine ably out of sheer novelty if nothing
Ridge 'Jot Vm Down' store. They el.se. Among other thinj's they u.se
winegla.sses from which
stick rigidly to characters created partly filled
on radio, and niahncrisms familiar to come 'Blue Skies' and 'Sleep.' Also
'organ chimes.'
air audience provoke solid- giggle.s. included aris some
Material is somewhat moth-eaten, Boy sjn"?lcs' for an imitation of
trumpeting of "Hbt
Basse's
Henry
but it doesn't have lo be frcih for
musicians would
the rural trade thiiil packed the Lip.s' to which
probably mutter in their beard.s, but
house at show caught
After .speech by manager Vaughn the audience here demanded an enRichardson, thanking radio audience! core. Finale has boy and girl playwinding uo with a photofor support, they rclurii in street; ing bcll.s,
clothes to introduce their air char- finish race with the band.
Barr and Estes hold the hou.se
aotcrs.
Also use a feninie for a
Mixed bill was a pretty well in their palms with their
chaseoff finLsh.
dancing
comedy
and general burlesgood idea, a cinch for the oldens
with the rii.stics and Fiolfl-' orch cjiic. Barr carries best part of the
(Continued on page 49)
luring the young.stcrs.
-Kilcy.
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Bob Froodlcy Oro

NEXT WEEK
with

In connection

howt whether

ffirenlHr^

H

U'lilrllnv

Bercere Oro

Rddy Duchln Oro
Carolyn Horton

SfM'lf fy

<'i%ra

Loew

M^drann

Jod Stiilh'An Oro

8Ule

Capitol

Miller Ore

Rddltf Var7.6B
'•yvoy Niitu

i'UtU 18

(»)

Kf

3

C'.i:iynin
\Viliii:i .\i>v:ik

St
Koya
X'lii.v Ciirci It
f:r>n

.

llarrlelte
Itprnlece

riinfitni

Oro

Adili-.evvi

(j

I.uillle
'I'liekia

i'hfb (imiclio

Wayne GrecB

sr.w yoKK fiT¥
rnninionnt

M4ry

Red

Ore

lirceii

J>>ltnlty

Anient BrOH

Oriihram

Dead End' Kids

tVAUKERAN

(311)

(H

Ceneeee

Ore

Clyd-? Mfi'iiy
Beiiiielt Sin

only)

Dead End KIda

Rnoi-h Ll);ht Oro
Pecjcy Mann
'leorsA HInea

De Marcoa

Martha Raye Co

Stadlers 2

BOSTON

Memorial

Herzogs

S

(8-1.0)

PMMrtor's

& Rognan
& M

T.orralne

Bee

nATTON

Knnm

finid
(Aiii)iHHrtndur Hotel)

Ramon Kninon Ore
Inrt Dowanl

SAN FRANCISCO

Golden Oate
Blackatone

Eddie Cantor Co

Beaale Dudley

l.up**?'.

Fitmoue Ooor
WoAfly H'^niian Ore
Terry I^a wlor

ColonUI (I)
Ted Le^vl8 On*

(89)

Kay Kyxer Ore
CINCINNATI
AlbM (I)

Va)ero

Sr.

(;iian)l)a

Maria

(1)

Martha Raye Co

Johnny Downa
Robblna' Broa

DoiiiH
T.a

Olorla Belntonte

COLUMBIA

AlcardI

Roy Davia

M)t-H)le3

Si»le«l!id

Steve Evans
DeVal Merle &
4 Ink Spots
Bert Wheeler

Brno Rapee Symph
4

Kl Cliiro
Hufio Marian) Ore

(1)

Mild* BcKler
R'Kkettea
Corpn da Ballet

Kit Kilt Club
Connie McLean Ore
I'earl Balnea
Flaah & Vaoh
Velma Mlddleton
A JunAH Roya
Bob- Parrlah
Ida Jamea

Muri'ay

lOli'/.nh^th

(8)

K))n Bh)e)dn
Riiby Norton

Rn rbarl
Klia S)i»w

ArMiur Bchan
Kudy Mndlyon
A)»rioii

Mary

TOItK CITY
SInnd («)

WAflHIXGTON'
Earle
Gautlcr Co

Al Doiialiue Ore
Kininall OldAeld Co
3

White

Olive

Don Rice

PITTSIItRC.H

Chas Buttcrworth
Judy Starr

Maxellos

6

Stuoley (1)
I Jugcllng Jewels
^fan: Bolero
Louella Pai-uona U

Grey
o»ok
Snndra Lynde

Joiin

Al)»"»n

(1)

Kiixy

CITY

T«ennle

SliiMip

A Shore
» Kent
Slumpy

Haul

Ah'i

HniTia
All"il

Jnmi

B

Empire
RImaca

it:

Ore

Stuart

(8-9)'

l'i«ntury
Wil'<oii

Oria

4

(S-')

&

Norma

Boll Crosliy Ore

Rlveralila

KrHiii-i»s
V'ny*'
n.>llltt £' V'.nis

Broa
Wllbcrt

Arnau*

Loi»>llii

f.'o

.Ir

l*ri''?>on!i

Sditr
I.i^n/ii

TJ

(tn-13)

Oiipref

K'-

T.nrell Co
«iiin»;»:roRT
4

Isvrlr
D.'h..

R»>.>

A *

(H-IO)

.Mm

'

Blu-j

rr.'iiii{!>>

H»|pt

I.ewl.9

c.

GiMce Dftro

lay.

(ri-ty

Broa

O

,MH.«lera

H4»lf I

l.exlnj((on

Kinney Oro

IS:i>

'I'aiila

Simeon Karavaeft
NadIa MlrovQ

l.llllfltlll

Jan S.iviu Ore
llolfl

Naatia Pollakova
Michel MIchon

»l4-.%l|>ln

Minrha .IladonoT
\'o1odia- Katov Orc

M>!.HHnoi' .Ore
.1c:iiMi0 !> Arry

.T

New

Htilrl

Bills

Vitrkpr

i';uil

Wiiiipiii.'in

.ln:i)i

l<M\v;trdH

Or

,\liid<'ni:(ir'o.H

Curdobn

.M:tiiriiv

Biiriiej Cifilliinrt

Ann

St'

Don

RDlwrtR Welch
Bill/ i.'a.ncada

W*r»l

tf"'nrtnnr

Charles
Ollly

Bd

l*i*iiii\vlviiiiln

Shaw Ure

i:it)i)i

Pntiner

Dlirs- iiny

Bill BvrtolotU'*

.

&

i.((iiKei'!4

l':ini-)ii(

OiMi

Ori.'

AI|>lt(iii}4o

(fU*»

JCInff

Lnrramn

Spike Hnrrlj«on
Harold Wlllard

Ore

llolel ri«rk OntrnI
U'ni'njiiul iiruve)

Loretta .Uins

Ann White

Botvl*

9} h'fo Ore
Aiieelo'a Kh'inba

Dorothy ninhi*
Corlles

l^iiliner

IrenA Bati-laj

Holel

Ore

ricrro

Ditiiber
Kilif) ).evy
r.lt'liiinl

l*'rt»'l

fjiiu'ery

(;ili

Oali

Ous Wlcke

KDa

i>liUl.t<«

Dorothv Whllnf^:

'

;

MadRe STarUy
Ann Hudson
ICd

IIcMhI
Arll<?

CITY

NliDw Har
(Foreat Ullla)
Jerry Bralnin
I>pe Oi-r

DotiniH

C'lurltf^

Carter

Anne Gerard
KusMlan Kretchma
Gypyy Rita

iloil

lllllcl

I

NEW YOEK

Rainbow Room
Kddie IjoBaron Ore
Bfn Cutler Ore
Hetty Randall
SeiiHlor Ford

liill.m

>)>> utii

Michael

Lnis January
Raye & K&ldt

Ki-:ir>irea

Miiiilt'swa

l^u.^a

Paul pidpll n- 3
Floyd rhrl.'tiv
TonI MItrHplI
10 Lonersnn Cfs

Cabaret

.Marlynn

KdUnn

Unrrun Ore
Knmi'M Hnime

Mhi-i?!!)

Eddie iSlanlcv On

Kt.lZAIJKTK
l.tlirrly

Aitn Durflun

Foy'a (7)
Chppror Frodprli-i."

Co

l-'t-rrf-

.

Toy & '.VIng
Ted rinlre
Emerson Co

Havpl

(Oil" in nil)

r!lJi)r

llnlfl

'urijl*

HJ

i

Or

St lei

Stork Club
Sonny Kendia Ore
Monnhito Orr
VI16

Hedires

Tommy Lj'man
A) Lamb
Tuny

Htffh landers

Bob Dandors Jr Or

^!,»v.*

Gay Pareo
Ethel Itrowii

Charlie De Haven
Jack LauR:hlin

Eddie Emeraon
MIckle Asel
Bud & Florence
Jack O'Klefe

Harvey Charles Ore

Ji'rry

Moore
;

Sylvia Tucker

Mttvle'a

Rosen lilooin

Tomark
K B
Brandow

Sid
!

J.ewla

ft

Tuntnty Reilly Ore

Lola

<irant Pane
Lurllln Wilklna

Circle

Mary Down

Eddie Wilsons Ore
Grace Htiyes I<«dve
Neville Fleeson

Mil

Luana Woodn

Leonard Reed.

Ralph Cook
Betty Storey

SwanBeo Ina

Faiitur*a

HI Hut

Max

Miiry J^une
Kffttlow Gls
Alplionse Bi'i-ic

F.lol;4e

ft

Fldler Ore

Jimmy

McOreery Ore
Audrey

LeM

ft

(The Buttery)
Bn'ii

Ball

Irv Dorenfeld
Trudlo RuHaell

Karen Kain
Coed GJs
Harris Ore
Unr 6' MuhIc
Leon

lllockhawk
Don Pedro <*»rc
Joe. Sanders Ore
Adrlenno
ft

Bud

Roberlij
Roffers

Helen
Blackatone Hotel
(Unllnese

lim)

Arlsrnrrata. Oro
Dale Evans
Ore^oort H'ltel
(CryMnI Konin)
Annette Kennedy
Joe NarduDI
Gertrude Tobin

Bob

Ulillnea

liRMdihunt
Lydia Harris
Val Williams
Dot Carlson (tla
Bordlnc ft CttnoM
Jane Moran
Herb Rudolphs Ore

Cnve

o* U'lnilM

Bernio Green

Judy

Pah'e

Junnlta
Vivinn Vincent
Joaephine Kino
Art Weiss Ore
Criebrllj Club
J>lck

Ware

Shirley Chnndler

Marjorle Mansdl
Bert Lairerence Ore

l>iane Lee
Jieth Miller

Lewia

Mlaplrtona

Evans Gla
Chlnnluwn Bowery
Tex

Waifin^-r

ICalpli
i

Rio

r.

L.> r.dtiiiit

Or

Uth Altibam

RIU

ft

Sadii* ;i-ii)r«
Mec lla\-pn
Iternartl ft Hi-iirl«
Hernlp. Adli^r
Kffle Burton

PaLllctle l.a Pierre
*>Hve l.'nell Ore
'.>nroti|v n.ilc
Kil".\n UoiU Ore

Van

I'iiIh.v

Sny^liT
Mi(;4M

Little

ft

UiMin
Cm nay

J>>riinni|o

Dun Orhindu

A

Ja.rk

>

NTG U^vuw
Kve Ar<l»n

Vv(»lle Dar.»

Kddle Whlt>t
Frank Qnuioli Ore
tjli

(Deme>
James Hamilton
Kmplre Boys

Club

Jack

(Malaot N.

Oaye

XlUkl Nikolai
Betty Willlntns
Frankle Nciiluth
Walt Temple Oro
Club 13

Club
I-arry Forbes

Hnrand
Ruth JorTeo
Joan Baylor
Sulle

.

An.lrfrWB

Chhiard
Tiliion

McLaoghlloV

Lou Reynolds
Stan Rlttorr Ore

X

Mr.

Marlin

JuiiA B?nllcy
Louise Pow(>l|

Howard

Lee

ft

'J'hoMiiison

|)i>rla

Club Parntkcet
K>e>nity
Kracmer
Muaic Hall Gla

Burba ra Joan
Lillian Ruaao
^larit) Hollr.

Dot Sione
Irene Stokes
Sllrer Clond
Waliy Rand
Hetty Saxon
Ital ft Judy Stewart

Jane Patleiann
Pi-n Fay Ore
Jean NIlea
College Inn
Joe Stevens Ore
Norton Broa
Frankle RIchardaon
Loo 1\>mnacn. Jr
W*arner ft Val'.'iio

Jeasie Rnaella
Llla Murry
Ray Stelber Orb

2

Joyctlea

.lean

Lnmar

(iail«t

Arden

Louiae Ayres
CreMffni iMif Cabin
(GlouccHter Hghia,

NohU

FroidH Weliier
J'ea Doyle
Kay Wallace
Marie Cosicllo
eofl Club

("uunllsH

Sydney ft Ames
June KldrldVe

Tarr

Martrret Faber Gls
Cunnlft FanslKV

Cheater
Delmnnlcn'a

.V1aii<^iie

Kay Norre

Mne

]>aRmar
Marlon RoKera

Flurodora Gls
Madlu Lanff
Charita ft Carllon
Kddy Mori;an Ore

I'epopr
Hill Steele

VirRlnIa Proctor

Jnckaon ft Nedra
FlnnelU
Carrie
Ann Valentino
Taylor ft Alien

•

Gruber Hof Brau
Mario
Harris T*vera

Alabama Corlnne
Hobby Lyons
Greta LaMavr
Mary Joseph
HlldebramC*
Leslie Sis

Mai to
HiMy

ft

Thevese

Brill

Pete Hnya

Lydia WJillo
Blossom Gls

Abo

.Sherr

Al Vierra Ore

«lHrk I.yiich>

<H Walton Rvof^
Harry RIehman
'I'lielma Itoe

So Ho
Dick Huehoa

Barney Zeeiiian
Bob Russell
Glamour Gla (111
Hf-rb DulH-ow
Sally Laniarr

Klty Dorn

Marie Hollls

i'**p[if>ra

Ann

I.^Hler

G'^o

Cl'frord

Kmbnwiy

SundiKh TItomas
Gla

>lyde
•lam SesAloa

Holal %Vlitl6 Wa#
(Atco, N. J.)

Ketlei'man

ft

Sue
(,'arila

Pedro Blanco Ore
Kierj^rcen Cnalnn

Maureen

ft

Kay Alien

Nova

CooU, Jr
CounloNa Monorr
Ituth

HelMdman

Lenno Lfsllo
Helen Chuckles
Vee Atnoa Gla
Put Shcvlln Orr

Flo Whlimadi
l^ou

Itarhara Uradla^
I.ynwnod Barnes
Joaeph /la> ca Ora
I.exinrlon Caxla*
Katlterlne Beamy
'

Mob -White.
Clirford ft Jackson
Arile Nelson
Mike JafTree
T'CXineton S
Joitiiiiy

WaRoa

Lido Venlca
rrarmen Torrunlo

Dunny Monleomery
Jpuii

I.anler

IJIIIe

Balhakelleff

Andrewa

SI^

Ciaye

Dlx(m

Mualc

Tlnll

Boy4

Peter 31a
Jackie Mllea

Phyllis Men 111
Victor HiiRo Ore

Mclha
MiiDon Inn
Bob Ridley
Kdylh SuDodo
Fraitlr Cuneo <>r«
Dlnnnl Rochclle
3 Dcha"

Dec Dorce
NclBon'H Cata
Now Flrealdo

Citf*

Andy Ru.-'seil
Buck Calhoun

MiUii> Jeatrf^h
JliMiulo Solar

Joyoilt^H
Jean O'Neill

tfrlllr

Doris Slnurrer
Dapline SlnufT'^r
1

Or«
*

fjitlnter Clulb

Revctiy Fisher
'I'ommy M«»ni't»o

Madelyn Wallucc*
Flandcra

Hhat'on
MuticI Joacph
Itao Cnlllns

Renee

ft

Altmiller

Jamboree Oru
EatellB DuPrcsa

Jtn:

TliompKon'fl le Chili
Ray Revnoid.1
i SUn'rnn Ore

DuUour

<:unnlnk'hnin

r>oiothy Murphv
Mary Willlntns
Trudy Martin

George
Pops ft Lurlo
ButterbcnnH ft Sue
Nick Brooks Gla

Jolinny Cahlll

Katlterlne King

Kay Keeny

On*

Kraua Oru

Corrlne Hull
Jack's GrilU

Loulae linden
Sidney I>ny

Stephanie Snvder

Suxie

Al Hluuc
K'^llera
Jolitiny

Mlily Maplca
Dornlhy Allen
Edfih PlllMncr

Virrlnia Ucnaiill

ilarry Saix Ore

Johnny Bower, ut.%

Charlie Oalnea Or«

ft

Mltnt

Alleeii

M(f;non

O

Kreshmer
Jim Thorpe
Billy

Cashlu- Coslclli>

Hetty
Carlos

Curt W.tiler Ore
NIkko Niknl

Ann Da hi

Or«

NhII FonlntiiA

Herman

French Corsellerea

Fonl Crann

Ore

Cnrmoa

lilillRn

Don French

Paul Kane

Loula Willlama
Darlene Junes
Kl Chiro

Room)

Too

ft

Vincent Rlxzn Or«

Geo

3

Hose t la
LAui*a Lee
Bobelte Gls
DInnne
Rudy Carr Oro
Sleveua Hotel

Tap

Tip.

P^ffSy Eamea
Josej>hlne Boylo
.feanelle Idler

Bii(kln*aRathHkeller

PutsyDu Bra"

-

Ahhirt Pnf;K

.lacM'I'ne DeauvlMe
Frank I'ontl
Alia He'ymtld.i
\\».Un Wilson
.Icwfl Kilo
Irvlnfc Brualow Ore

Jerry MrK-nna
Tuni Baron

Nyra

Videll

ft

RuUi Wehh

Bowpry Gla

Wood.i

T.onjf
(iotihl

Onn

Mann

Nadliie

llonyn Alba

N. J.)

Warron

Joe Kraft Ore

Carol Lord
Alyso Sei't

Buddy Marino
Subway

Cornbre«(l

ft

Jnhny Baunr

-Maurice Belmont
>larry Holly
Bobby Lee Oro
Frances Claira
Hlldebraiid 3
Maricle Bow'ma
Hotel AOdphltt
Jack SimnKlei'
(llawallna Roof)
Col Bobby Leo Ore

Joey Conrad Ore
Silver Bar
Gofda Ynun^c
Mary O'Rourke
MarKO O'Nell

Davia

J.)

Procelll

Pi't

& While

Swlnfflniid

I::

"Phil

Odarwood Cabla

Carl Mai;^

Johnny

Ned Santrcy
litib
vans
Smiley Dooley
Kllen KIcnor
Andy Frecntnn
Chuck

Bernard Rich
Billy Hayes Ore
Cafe Meroney
Pen Fay's Ore

Jerry Glldden

Btllie

Pens

Auifthi Ore
tiruber*a Hot

'J'ed

Cadillacs

s

(Panther Room)
Connie Halnca
Gene Krupa Ore
Tommy Wilson

'Millie

Ktlteloita

GermuntowD Tavera

Aflrlunne

ft

Frank McChII
Marrone ft (iailo
Jack Nowloit

Thelhia Marlin
'JVxas Leo
Jerry Gerard
Red WllfOir Ore

Spencer
JohnMtm

McGrawa
1

Uii-

l»riiiP4

Piooaph

I

K

Mllli-r

.

Jtaaeala

Dot l^nily

Yvonne Nova

BuKble
M^lba Pas(iuay

<'nl'>Mlmos

Cadillac Titvero
4

K

Pete Hayea
Chic Wl!Mama Ore
Oi>haa ft SImnJ
May Joy

*

Cliff Hall
GloiHa Vanderbiit

Pow W«w

Ore

OIII*.
J.t'a

*

ft

Gay M'a

Km

Hellevuc-

i^tnifford)

Marion MIIIaf
Adele rilliis

I.imehniiae
Torre Ore

D

Hurffundy
'(H«»tei

KUIna Rabcy

Roberta

Red Norvo Or>
PoKKy McColl

Floronz Gla

I'aiil

Or

Kinjca of Swinir
P«K?gy McClond
.& Al Lano

Hotel Hod Fmaklla
tvnrUeB Terr«co

ttary Leon
Tur- Mare

Steve Stuleland 04*
Shermao Hotel
(Celtic Cafe)

Morrlsoncittt
Al Garboll

Davlea

Dolores Merrill

Ted

NInti VerallH
Gcorpii Oliver

Nick LnnR, Jr
Anita Boyer
Jack Jjeonard
Abbott Dancari
Phil Dooley Ore

Rhoda

Lorette-

itriMtda itlvt^re

Peppy OUa

Wiley

Elaine TOack

.

KliiK

Palmer Hooae
(Empire Knoni)
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Boh Neller
L Royce & Vnnya

Uls

Ray

iJcrnlce Hei-f
Fraticea Letiux

Bum

Vocalalrea
Evelyn Dncheaa
Vandnrbllta
Joe Fra!4)Htn Oro

George DeCuala

Frank Lftua

Liberty Inn

Davia

\Vi»!«lo.\

MolMe Manner

tlio

JI.ill

(vlorla

Co

Gunipy Comfort

Nad J a

(Continental

Kathleen Quinn

Hiinhlea Sholhy

Hoberta Koberls

Benny

Teny

Flhellod

MuhIc

Dli'i'O

Anc*iioraKe Slock
Nii'k Fraxettl

Les Descamps Ore

Orirr Wllllama

Jidin Howard
t>or(rln LoUcau
Jl.mnile O'Nell

Tu^'i^ff

Hfnneo

Lane

Mnnuel Rudy

i;arl

PHILADELPHIA
AnchorHfe
Braiirmda

Krdman

Palt KaG:ar Ore
Hotel I.A 9alle
(Hluf Front Room)
IJIiIf J Little Ore

M«i-y.

Leo Fi-inx Orr
Colony <'hih
Si.|»Itle Tnrkcr
Cro>a

Eddio Gorman.
Mel la. Arcn
tSlnrIa Lea

Vnletle

Club SpiinUh

Dolly

L Club

Dot Tillman

Hfliy .Hill
Alvlra Morion
Arr l-'Nchera Oi"
Del I'Niea
niiy

ft

Roma

niib MInitft
Inez Ganibel

.Toll

W

Entilo Bolognlnl Or

1<t*:^>iler

RcHiU

Ev4*n'

•Ivrt

L'Alglon
Kllpalrick

Don Qnlxote Ore

Dnn Danlela

linaa Bishop
Lillian Leo

Joiinny tirnff Ore

Colleen

Joan

tMiftl

Angela Lee

Sol J*ake Ore
Tripoli 3

Kni'uhlo <;onriah11

Arllne
'

Mitchell

SIS Club

.

Herble Ore
PiMldM'k <:hib

Billy

Ve Olde Cellar
Owens
Maty Beth
Robins Or«

Helena

Boon Burn^

.

Mtry

Al

Di'une

Snicnit
Alii'e

a

l>ov<ll

<*llif>

Dall.iti

lilll

Kuili

I

J«'an Cook
Torchy Far;:o

Wilson

VlrKlrila

Honore
I.I

DeMaUo

Chmk

Karl Wlllla Ore
Blllv Kent
Sandra T.ynn
Helen Hart

l*am Adair

Cm

le/.
r<(^oiiHi-(|

MDlIe

Welbtirn

Ar*»

Tamara
Paul Haakon

KdllH

ClteiiH

Art Kaasel Ore

Sis

K

Joe

Prlncesa NalOnta

B1;iiii«

Tanya

Lyman

Joe

H»tlen Sumner
Kay Decl.er
Koo Kno Klub

Blondle Gin

Chen Puree
Abe Lyman Ore

Rhumba O UoHo

LeMal.re

Cavaldy Ore

lY'nnlioe

-

Trace Ore
Holly. SwattHun
I

Vur
Cluiidia t:uialll

Hob Allen
Teaal>»

Rnniil Kanlruvr
Sally Sharrat
Swlaa Hill Billies

RoitiH

Kit Kni 4

A

Dolor»»ji Gr«*i»n
Gail Lawre*Tti.-a

Dixie Lea

Doriaa Witlich 6r«
Janlnn LaUoda

O Carrln^ion Ore

Kllnor Danlela
Haxc-I Zaiua
Silver Frollca
Harry Harris

Van

CHICAGO
H

(larvpy

WIIIIa Shore

June J>ay

Club

Jai-kle Allen

Doris Favo

Hoveler Gls
Hickory Inn
Pancho Villa Oro
Joan ft Eddie

WInonn Gardeo*
K>n Lerdle

Whiltf
SI

Evelyn Waters

F Ryck

Mlckt^y Co7.7ies Ore

Toiit

Oeoree

Don

ft

'

Chocolate Drops
Lovee Lane

AmbaeHndor Hotel
<Punip Room)

Kay

Three Talents
Donno Pace
Helen Veronica

Victor llufo

Sam KnkI Ore
Hwood Onyx Club

Carole Chaiielle
MnrrAlla Claire

MeMahon

Jan Garber Ore

Rudy Valleo Ore
While Klephunt
Ann Suiter

Peachen

Pat Rossi

]*auteLle

.ft

New York

Harr>**fl

(3uy Kentilt'
Silver Ore

Paul

Grand Terrace

Beachcombers
Red ft Curley

H^irry Hln-sland
Sallod Ore

Judy Hamlett

Thomas

I'alay

I

Kathleen Kny
Byron ft Wlitts

Old Heidelberg
Old Uoldelbcrg Co

Ireno

Wlillehorae Ina

A Warner
nilly Meyerjt
Jimmy Calllaon

KI0IM4 I<aiid

Hob

Murray Octett

Lfw

Joe Klah Oro

Oro

Jod NittI Ore

Bllliouette

Rarl Htnes Ore
Katherltto Perry
Noriorta

Somerset Hnuae
Charles Healy

Sport

tirnemere Hotel

(GlaM Houta Rro)
•Jack Ivett Ore
•

Luu

Calts Broa
Pat & Patsy Moran
Hawaiian Pnradlse

Barth

Alicia

Slttpi»y

& Murray

Frencb Casino

Matio Morln Ore
r.flrry

t! J

B McD

wU

Maxle

Bolen Borquin
Jennlnffs

Kddy Danders
Joe Kills Oro
Ray Conlln
Conauelo Flowerton
Ulwoarck Hotel
T.oii
WilllnniH
(Wnlnnt Rtwni)
.Mailaiyn White
Hadicy GIs
Wllhon. Lang
Geraldlne Rosa
Rainbow Orlll
Joey RearduM
Barry WInton Ore
Howard Urookn

1.l.iflteliH'a

Wt«

H:i

lillllan (;jhKi*n

Al Mclntyit
IC Bush
Wuartette

'i

)-(awa liana
Davis..

I'own Club
.\(arffle Dale
Kraukte Donta

Marlon Morrtiw

ft

VIb« GnrdoM
Marie McCleaiy
Culleite ft Gale
Anjcelo Llpperh
Kichnrd Deii/ier

itt

Deccft

Frank

Jaroa Sis

De Nova Twins
Ti>by Lee
Jeaale <>arwood

tira

Predorlcka
Molina a Oro

ft

Lucia Gilrcla

Leonard
Hob O Lei Gls
3

Gloria Glcnntoi'e

Aeden

%'llla
<.'arlos

Gonan

Inez

Mary

Gene Kcrwin Oro

Sid Scliapps

Mel PeieratMt

Girls Trio

-

Ditlrymple
ilneeo Mary

'l'«nii*r .Sl.t
I'ML-^y 1'>url;ttr
.le-nii

Jack Milfrlch Ore

5 St Jolin

Ofii-iipiWllJinn
I.inl.v n.'ichnra

T^t.i.-<

4

.

Duko Ormont
Byi-oii

Oro

/?0i»'OlJ«iM»

Mnjeallr (8-in
Darktftwn Prnnd:il.«;
PHIL.^nl^ll f HIA

Carmnn

(10)

.\l,ivl»

M

(i)

Costa

Club

cunnle Hntnea

(*i»iiiniiMlnre

Hulel Blllntvre

P.ITKRSOX

3

T>i'ii1i!i<i

H»l fl

WAG

Pool

(•liimalca)

Snmniy Knye Oru

Dlek Powell
Gene flheldon
Ahearn
Fallldy Tr

Rny Vau^rlin
MINNEAPOLIS
Mlnnr.mtn (I)
A B Marcua U

flil»pndriime (H)
Ntjlllrt
Fr.'.l C'r.i'ir,

Gallo

MILWAI'KKK

l>e

Farrell

Bill

Bobby J>ay Ore

llms McLi^An

State (8-12)
Pollloa Bercere

(1)

Vincent

l>fiya

nnllev SIm

HARTFORD

"^-iir.ng

Riiyiiion-1

(iloria

Rose Ann Slcvona

IllfOKI.YN
Vliilbn»1i

Snnrto Wi)ll(imR Ore
H*Ir1 Itelniiinl-lMau
,BaHll Knincen Orft

Treeport (7-IA)

Don Commlnga

Rli.'his

Dlfk Ku)in Ore

Phlinu.H

Ozzle Nelaon Oro
T'CS Ghezzln

To

Afllnr

Hiitet

rttHly T-lntlon
B"a-'Oi'

While

l*a\vren/>e

Martin

Rmery Deutacb Ore
Jaek WaldroD
Janla Andre
Helen Pammer
John Elliot
Plaeo Uleganle
Erneat Franz
Arthur Tubert

Fredericks

Gay 96*a
Oinper Woods

Danny Kannna

Beryl Wftliuee
Reginald Cralg
Igor & Tanya
Archie Bleyer Ore
Florentine Garden

Paradliie

Holrl AnibAHsndor.
Del Courtney Oro
MHrlHHa Kloren

I'-REKPORT

Oro

r.irter

&

Clayton

Itl'e

vv

Deba

.Wlnilmir (-)
T»iiMv rnvvi«ll Ore

J'tfi

ValladAren
Hlcknry Houa*
rrlma Oro

I.nulii

Bob King

Young

,^

J^B A EdiUe>
Hayton Ore
Lou Martin Oro
Eddie Davia
Donald Burr
Ruth Sato
H & H Abbott
Nlte Wile

A

Kent & Kaye
R & B Enellah
Nelson & Nel.'iiin
PALL RIVKR

(!l)

Gidety VIllaKO
Jdnniy Amoa

LEDDY

Raymond Ore Grace Hayes
Arthur *]'atiini
Don Marron Oro
Jerry Lester
Charlie Kvatta
Murray Harmon
Peter LInd Hayes
Tupwy'r
TIadale 3
.TetTrey Gill
Ann Franelne
Nlek Cochran Ore n Ryana
Frpderick ft Tvonne
RubBB Blea
Gay Ninetlea
Cleo Gold
Nan Blalcatone
Marguerlta Padula
Toi»syni;li«»a
NIckl

Graxlella Parraga

Bli^a

NKW VORK

Tonya
Buddy KIrby
Dick Conrad
Bob Tl.'ult-y Ore

Seven 9une

Susan Miller

MIekle r:*ogan

Havnnn-Madrld
Nano Rodrlffo Oro
Kflt*>)a
Pnpo
(3en)^, Alvarez
Pedr)lo &. <'hlnn
I'flpia Jt »;ii-)ovla

Independent

Helen Fox
Kay Karrol

Csiitdy Ac Coi'H
Gene Auytlit Ore

I

Mnrtlnlque
Dirk Gasparre Ore
0)>< ar de la Roaa O
Klvlra Rloa
DeAntelo & Porler
Georgle Tappa

Ro8)ta R)oa
Sei'Klo

Lambert
Johnny Woods
Four Hot Shots
Lela Moore

Pat Bcane

Caspar Reardon

Dolly Reck)eMn

Joe Cook Co
Cheater Hole Gla

'

Ulicltlea

Princeaa Cooley

Nlrska

Deal Arna7.
Teresita Osta'
Cellna & A)berto

Le Cog Rongo

CnHino
Cnndnlln Ore
Snivo Ore
Ju)<i?) di
Itllly de Wolte

Oxford Boya
Bl»h«

Oloi'la

New York

Gloria Reed

Steelman SI3

Rdd)e DavIa Oro
jAsepb Smith- Ore

Itobei'ffe

Olfott

Oreenwirh Vlllar*

(8)

.

RiiriU'i*

Tony Cnhot Oro

Fill

Flo Polua

Margie l^e
Leon Darrell Ore
M5 Club
Johnny Honnert
Senators Ore
Frnnke'a Caaino
Patsy I.ii Ralna
Mary Catnp
DInne Clifton

Rusty Wright

Darnell ]lownrd
Hollldny

Rcod
Lonnie Johnson
Tower Jnn

Manfred Gotiiielf
June St Cluire

Mllly

Mack

IVKBy Leonard

Helen Miller
CItUfk Henry Oro

J.

Mollle Malone
CeoH Maitnhiif
(trare

Parker

FriMldle

Namelena
Diane Henry
Karl Backus Oro
•Kildle Leon
Lauivllu De Boer
Kapi»o Gardens
Bobette Gla
Dorothy Hilt
Pauline Hiark
Dot ItOblniion
Jane I>avuttnt)
Annolte Arluo
Fnye HoRem
Ed Se1llnt,-s Oro
9700 Club
Rocky Elawortb
Paul Burkclte
Put Paige
Jnno Cllne
Uvelyn Campbell

Moileme

Baby Doddt
Charlea MuHrtde
Blllle

Bob \Vraya Ore

titoiida

Malty

CODf •
Garloa Molina Ore
Drifo Ore
DIOMa Coatello

larae

Win Ward

NEW

ItKiiryHint

Krif Maasey
Henry Motict

O

Kmll Coleman Oro
Adelaide MofTett

Frnticia
Ual<*3
Willie Huhir
Mnri'y Arniittronji'

(8)

Ken

M'rtlne/

(Sort

(•ulii

Palace

r>untiitti'

&

I>umpii

V.i

Morrison Hotel
(Butitnn Oyster
Hooae)

MUrgla Ktiikaid

Deuces

I'lireo

KIley

OeorR-e SInllcry

Mary Marshall

J?;

Marc'rite

Koote

Mailvtino Gardner
Solly Ayera

l.uula Hart
Luilnda
Ro^Ka

MARK

Viat

& O Hartman
Room)

Paul

J'JniiiKi

CLEVELAND

Mondelio

'Innta

'J"r

I'anl Gcrrits
Karl ft Jo Lenctr
VliKlnta Hayea
Harriet Smith Gla

Stan KlUolT Ore
Bob-O-Lyn Gla
Kntertnlnrre

LYDA SUE

iNeteher Ifenderaon

P.'iirli-ola

Ray Herbock Ore

Ka>

l^ily

Kay Kaloy Ore
rnrN Inn
Ha rdy
Waruir

NOW

Zlffcy Klntan
T,ou);'e 'rob)n

ItiicllU .loiinflon

riTV

Roxy,

(llcach M'alk)

Paul Kfiidall

Marcus

Day"

IK'Th

Grai'H ralnirr

Ed Anpulardo Oro

Hampton
Day

Lionel
Gloria

l<'ratiU I.lhiirio

Mnile Hell (7)
Edwiiia Rualla

J>y:«on

A*itorl«

Clyde >lnj:fr
M;(ni;pQn

Cha vez Or

l.lUle <'liib

Waller

Juiirt .Ioni a

Swan

Madrlguera
Earl Ci»rre1l
Ken Stevens
3 Lovely Sis
3 Nonchnlanta

Wayne King Oro
Ittirh

Hotel

t^arloH Ferituitde:&-'6
Arm Ida

l^^duardo

Km)

Martfrult

J»nhk« Hotel
(Gold Coiiat Room)

Paul Fralheratone.

Cnfe l4k Maie
Judy Starr
Hal Chan»lor Qro
Club B»ll
Georgo Toiint
Hruz Fletcher
Cocoanot Grove
Morton Downey
I^nrle

Cnnv»

|ji

Dorothy Braudnn
Cafo Calient*
Don Enqure Ore
Pahchlta
Don Manuel
KIrby & de Gage
Luis Banueloa

Russell

(Pompellaa
Irvlnic

Dliine Deiilce
Florlos
Kilsen'nter Beach

DIa na <>aylrt
Don Rulaiul Oro

'

N'Ht

Ort^
l>i<n
Mf(.{ rails
Ore
Krit y.) Schi^lT
llf'ni rivp I\ny
Cltilre Kcnit
MarKot ltt-:inder

Tom

VKW YOKK

RooMveii

J.ombnrdo Ore
Hotel Tan

Jlnmiy Cnstle
Danwells

6

Km)

(Pencwli

Hotel Walriort-

llnrM*nlinr

Si>Hle

.Vnlile

(16 only)

Cnngreaa Hotel
Hat Rra)

(iilaaa

Joe Vera

Marie Bryant
Dudley Dli-kft-aon
Snuwhall
.lohtitiy
Carter
Joaue Cryor
Cee pHtt Juhiiaan O
II Car*

Plato & Jewel
Consolo & Melba
3 V'B
Alfredo Rhumba Bd

Gl.i

Ked Saunders Oro

JiiHiiald

Ray Noble Oro
Blltmore Bowl
Chuck Foster Ore

(Kiuplre Room)
Brandwynne O
Benny (foodmnn Or

Vrt rt»*MHa

l>liMtloii(1

SPRINGFllEM)

Ofplieam

Gale-

Smith Howard
Urht Brigade

A i»tl rt'«s

vl.H

j*rliMM».«*H

(S-li)

Cab Callowny Ore

MINNK.APOI.IS

O

.siiitnpy

Aluicliie Sitlltvan

A

siorx riTV

Capitol

Dee

i.iNCtxr.N
Docntiir (II only)
Demi Knd -KMii

A

S)ii]iiii

(l!-I3)

Dead End KIda

Ore

Dav.'fl

Murjihy
Merle

J.mil!! AriiiHlt'Oiig
\k\h\\ Jtt AniMe

(«-»)
I\lda

Coronodn

Anireivy Sin
Joliiiity

rotiiHi ciiih

PEORIA

BOCKFORU

(8>

CTny

Curinen

tic)

Ovi\y.

l.ul.i

l>uat

Dead End

VHICAOO

ChluKii
D>*4ii
JO-iVal

.M:i)-i^

Rulllns

Palacr

MaHOn

Mdllsi«a

&

Maaters

Slmpaon Co

Alrti-lln

Haddon
Stewart

La Marr
Unrn

Hotel

Selma Marlow

(6)

Alia II jDiie.H

Nnrnh

Oro

Mrtliiila

.hiiiii

Re^ie

Dorothy I.ewla
H ^t J HeaHk-y
Mnrle d« Forent

nns

\

St.

(Irldlnm MiMint)

Dtaa Hauni Oro

I''i-:tnUln lly«»ie
(.ell-i

)^npa

ld)fi-a

lintel

: II I It

I

Jb-nU

Paramount

Oro

\»in.t Raye.
<l)rit

I'M ll:t(-|-lllKlon
.hi 114
> iiiililii

Sinclair Sla

DlHnch«

Hi»4el St. Alorlti

J^ifiiiMeiOD

W.\SHISCTO>

Jack Durant
Oharlca Carrer
World's Fall- 8

»l»tr (H)
ni>«iiri

l:l<ci)n

Aiitl>-

!e Rhythm Rockets.
Teil Mack

CI.KVKf.ANU

J^aiiiii

Cfi*

H«tty Bruce
J & J 3hlcK(-nna

D*Ainore

Fi-jtiiklyn

Uwlffht Flake

.({:iIm-ihI

Jimmy Dorsey Orp

('•>iih(o Howerji
Jack Ii^iiiiy Oi-o

Oro

Rnille Petti

Stanley <A)

(1)

Donna

Saror-PInu

Hfttel

'

Oro

Uii^A

ik

IMekena

.Tuite

^imlnrne

<'hH(fiiii

,

r;*iil

PITTSBl'KiiH

CITV

J-aittHk

Johnny Banga Oro

LOS ANGELES
Beverly H'lUliIre

NKW YOKK

Tup

Barbara Ji>ltiiHiin
Uurhara McDonald

Billy Danlein

Jack HolatiU Oro

Edna

Nnncy Dumont
itfrt McDowell

Marah

Jutio Harllit

Marlon Ahcrnalhy
Wcaley Lonir
Chippie Hill
S JUlerbugH
Jthytlini Will.'e

Genevieve Val
>lcCurdy

Hlllelone*

Frank Donia

Sam Thfard

Charh'S lanni

fion ATorria Ore
Klleoii MftTpili-a

Mary Parker
Hotel riax»

)*:irk<vr

K<li)l>)

\'nlero

Montana WrattKlera

Mnrle S))aulding'

week

or split

full

LiMi

Panchlto Orr
CroHM & DuntV

below indicate opening day of

bills

Laura Kelloi;g
Jayn Martin
Walter Jlaer
Klatue ft Harry

Mouale Unrnor
Prlnee & Clarke
Olenda Hope
Jane Wayne
Mabel Scott

(December 8)
(December 1)

WEEK

THIS
Numtralt

Club BaTla*
Dorlse Bradley

Vllluv*

Hoi' Scdley

V^arietyr Oills

Wednestlaj, December 6, 1939

Barn
Knward Wonda Ore

Troe

lob

Kyan

:i

New
F.ddio

licader
JnrvJjf

Dnvie Slelncr.
hf-lly

Moorn

Ctife

Oru

•

n

'

Wednesday, December

Arinatrong

I.uuitt

}|tHU-y

Open Door

&

Flt/.p«Ulfik

Vnul Lynrh

Dun Anton Oro
r<acock GHrdem

O

Sylvan K«rnian

Ann

Weber Sla
Norman Priest

Club Morocco
Harry Jarkcy
fa^arl
Bamiuell Ore
•

'

Morion

namnna

KIslo JiennlK^n
Dtine DarllnifH (6)
l.on<lon Chop Houh
Jolly Friars Ore

llay

Al Moure
Derby Wllflon
Jack A Johnny
Silver r.ake Ino

HflctI

Hnverno 4
I'ura Ueyea

(Cleiiifltitun)

GeorRlnnna Lee
Alice Lucey

Ncv/man

Jctry Dniniar Oro
Evelyn JteKHn
mine Berk
ITowartI Heynoid O
Johnny I.<?ary
J«Rn Starr

Marly n Mayi^es
Oscar

HnU

..Marie

l^oorKe

Boom

PIlIi'

I^e Kuhh Ore
Katherlne Smith

St Meln
KIton
Hal Thnin|i8on Ore
Middle FelluwM

HaVmnnn

'I't.i

Fay Ray

Alice An(ler:<on

Tanya Garth
Geo Marchettl Oro

Vance
Hobby Bretn

Klf/Jrernld

Grace O'Hwra

Vkkl PurkP
Hnlnbow Termre
(StralTord, Tn.)
Jjtn Znllo Oi-o

Mildred nnvom
Ralph RaatwcMtd
Red lAnn Inn
Dolly Day
>l Stfflt Oro
Kitty Smith

WiifTon Wlirel
T.orrnine Wiley
VVllHon
Joe '0'Sh*'R nie
A liastlan Oro

A

Jlodi*e
CarllL

Boh WlUon
Knlherln« Martin

rollKcum
Jack Kane Oro

Sv<] <iot4li>n
lliirl
St Julia

Ciimnimloro

llathp'r Khloradlane
Pitt Sulltviin
Bhncr Soil/er

Wllnon'e
.Too Hnneh. m.c.
-H Guardsmen

Marlon

Tommy

'i'exaa

Jnrdun

ik GrHCe
Clayton Johns4in

Ha fry Jnh nnon Ore
Geo Bakay
yniht Club

Judy <:uinmlngB
Feu Ravnionil

liarry

CLEViXAKD

RosttllamoH

Dorothy Frank

line

Aemmer

JMnricaret

AtaIod
Borron Oro

Hy

Cannon

Murlyn Brliinln

Kay

Pra-zJH

(3)

George Everett Hale

Covnlry Cluo
Shprdlna Walker O

CedHr Gnrdpfe*

Duke Melvin Oro

Fabian ft Marie
Deppe
T'Ola

MU/J

S|)li-/J

ft

iJlllan Yonnic
Mitzl Mitclull

Chateau
Chick Chalken Ore
Rohpt ta ItohiTts
Halph T«^vl}i
Krma MarKh
Del <;rey Mne
College Inn
Norman Itrlll Ore
Diike Fredericks

JacoltH
Roberta Gr#»en
Sill

Sammy

Iturlie

Marty
(>uyle

l<Rke Oro
Gaylord

Deane

SIh

Sammy

Uonita
Jerry Dale
Rila Delano
<ar«eowlcli Vlllago
Anion Cotton Oro

.

Plerro ft Chvria*
Marilonl ft <'u
Itumaiiy Three
Hotel StMtler

Snm

Maurice

Rytler Sl»

BUdle Barnes
€olden CU\w
Paul SImoneui Ore
Mary Lou
Glady« Delmar
Cnmllle
Ctoarniet, Club
B Roblngon Oro
Duncfl lluyn
JuleH d« Vurzon

Jack Webb

A

Wanda Wancn

CafllDo)

(Motor klur)
KdUJe Fritz ore

Bowery
Tlvoll flrcuB

Black livoH
Kenec BRt-tman
a *'lown5

•Avmand Delmur
Boweryetic!! (l:;)
Harvey Stone

Johnny KInK

^.'hRH Carlisle

Bonny R^sh Ore

Uluo Lantern
••ce Waltera Ore
:'emple ft Mnrl«
i.a

ComparnlU

'Bachelor Mother' arid
Girl,' both comedies.

Craig Bute

Another

(8)

relea.se is

Ki hp) Shire
Penrl Fern Co

Bennle Mllion

|

Gardner
Whith

-Ferrlp

SiewHrt

ClauUo llunKiuud O
Ohio VIIIh
Fredd ie Carlonc Or

Kennv

Kddlft MorrlH
(tcrnle l.iimhert

Tavern

Dave
J.'ick

Goodman

Eiifertalncrs

Forence

Club

Danny .Mu8on Ore

Shei-mn n

Evergreen tiardens
('oln Ore
Don Venture

Major A he]

J no

l.cnka Toldl

Ifarlem Casino
Sunset lloysl Ore.
tYnvhlno

Don Sh«rwon<1
E DeRoy Gin
CoranMMloro

Clnh
MprlHnne

ft
S\V(»»?rhf!lirtM

.Myrtle

Orlando

Kav
ft

ft

iSllvcr Vrlll)
Xelfinn Mnple Ore
Itav i.'aliy.une

Klla

Yvonne

IMIly

f>arry ft FrecklfM
C.loria .Miller
Dl'-k Havllland

HH/.o

(Gay SO'K)
Dorothy Ne.^bltt
lintel

i.<:

Regia

Brown

H<irel yVm Vrnn
(Cliatterliui)
.

Johnny T.nng Ore
Jack Edmnndyun
Helen Young

Koofevrll

.lobnny Fritz
Al

many

(Continental Bar)
Billy Catl^coiie
I til rry
Miiriln

Howily

Bnum

Or»

i

DiLernIa

New Peun
A

I

if,

Wnsel Ore
it JohuHon
Xavnrr«
I.aloy

.Maiy I.ou Savage

Nlion Cafe
Al .MHrsieo Oro
Carter

Il<ib

ft

/

RaVel
J)l

ituHKe))

ft

DuvMl

Boogy-Woogy
(.'harlle

Go.mell

I

HarkneNa

\*argo

Hetty Nylander
.Mabel Harolil

Dance DarlhiK"
Bill Douglas
Deiin

.Sa> re

Dick Smith
Orcliard

Jimmy Gamble
Jrv r.oring

Chuck

Miller

Fines

Ray

Bnil!;ht

fans have their favorites arid
for instance, 'Babes in Arms' is

Wood

.McG<T\van

Old Sliny Ciurdeni
Etzl CovHto Oro
Knvhido Okada

KUen

time,

hit

Henry Sie-

quist.

STATE,

HARTFORD
Hartford, Dec.

4.

i,arru Clinton OrcJi (15), tuith Ford
Leary, Terry Allen, Mary Dugan,
Edna Jdnis, Dick, Don
Dinah, Rufv

&

Davis, Beverly Roberts, Everett West,
Sam Kaplan Hotise Orch; 'Danaer

(Mono).

Flight'

blood and iron seemed like a member of the htiman race. His greeting to some of the widows was apparently from down deep.
The Embassy was showing Finnish
scenes (Par) with a question mark
caption that the day's developments
(la.st

Thursday) had made ironically

out of date even while foresighted.

As usual, it's apparent how little real
news the newsreels can get. from
Europe and' how late much of it is.
Mostly there are simple, innocuous
Much ado
after-the-event shots.
about the charred remnants of a
German plane brought down in a
French village (Fox) and talk of the
New Zealander (unnamed and unshown) who did the job. Pathe has
.<!ome German routine propaganda on
the air-raid drills of the Nazi soland Universal submits the
diers,
launching of a new Italian warship.
Then there's Winston Churchill calling Hitler a 'cornered maniac' (in
the newspapers three weeks agol).
'March of Time' is on the bill with
a $1,000,000 in free publicity for As-

Bad production, booking and pacIn this resume of
ing make this show suffer consider- sociated Press.
ably although individual turns are 1939, Time, by preparing in Novemokay and on paper bill looks strong. ber, jumped the gun on the newsreels which traditionally sum up the
Six vocalists and a specialty sim
ilar to one that played house last yepr just closing some weeks later.
Clin with an advertising tinge if
week provide the layout with too
much samenes.s. Show ran overtime the Macy Thanksgiving parade in
minutes oh
opening
day New York, more or le.ss always the
95
same and always sure of a big break
(Thursday) to hit the setup also.
Warblers find it difficult to keep because of its visual values to the
out of each other's hair. Three are news-starved, budget-haunted reels.
with band; others are Everett West, Aeroplane factories in the United
States burst out with a lot of celluBeverly Roberts and Rufe Davis.

—

—

Band
pieces
bass,

is on stage throughout, 14
consisting of traps, piano,
three trumpets, three

guitar,

loid attention.

Usual assorted sports clips comthe

olete

bill,

including

football,

trombones and four saxes. Unit does hockey and whatnot, plus a publicity
okay with mae.stro splitting his time stunt for a radio comedian .involving
between tromboning with the -crew a crocheting contest between males
and waving a stick. Might be a good an<l females.
Father Hubbard's Alaskan niounidea for band to introduce a zippy
novelty or two. At one junction a tpin climb was an engrossinf" travLnnd.
quartet of bass, piano, guitar and elog.
traps jams out for satisfactory returns.

Band's three vocalists are solid
with the mob. They are Terry Allen, Mary Dugan and Ford Leary.
First turn out is Edna Janis, tap
dancer, who gets by with two rou-

rhumba time. A strong act,
Don and Dinah should never

tines to

Dick,

booked

have been

A

week.

this

trio, two boys and a
gal, their slow, three-high mount is

comedy aero

too similar to that of the Three Arnolds on la.st week's bill, to stand up
so quickly on the heels of the latter.
Act, however, wins a strong hand

Using a huge
with difficult stuff.
rubberball as a springboard, the individual members of the trio also do
a series of

bouncing

flips.

Strongest vocalist and top apEverett
West.
plause^gatherer
is
from radio wallops with
'South American Way", 'When Irish
Eyes Are Srniline' and "Black Eye.s."
Following a short introductory
spiel
by West, Beverly Roberts
comes on stage with pianist-composer Al' Siegal, latter piano ac-

Tenor

•

compihg

film

actress

through

a

TOWER,

K. C.

Kansas City. Dec. 2.
Bornev Grant, Elmer Clene and
Co.. McMahon and Adelaide. Johnny
Bryant,

House

Payne. Glamour
Jack Wendover's
Creeper t'

Novaline

Girls (House Line)

Orch;

,

'Jeepers

tRcp).
'Hits

and

Mi.sses,'

tag for

thi.«

vaude

has more hits than misuses.
U.cual 50 minutes are started by gals
plunking toy pianos to a snappy arrangement of 'Chop Sticks' by the
Wendover band. Highly different
for the gals and pleases the crowd.
Barney Grant m.c.s from here to
bill,

McMahon and Adelaide.
has numerous punching
bags and exhibits unusual skill .sockintroduce

McMahon
ing

them.

considerable

Adelaide

inter.<^erses

contortional

be-

skill

tween her partner's bits. Each a
good performer in own right, but
two as combo make an ill-fitting act
Johnny Bryant, whistler, embellishes turn by personality, some ex-

.

-

l^uchantin

Klein

Dale

some

for

his Archie' prove somewhat
refreshing and entertaining. Material
is fairly good, although one or two
spots could stand revising for more clip at a home for kiddies.
laughs.
One of his most effective
Fox, incidentally, brings in some
glanced over the heads of the cus- footage showing Hitler at the funeral
tomers at this catching.
This is of victims of the Munich beer-hall
where Siemon repeats the alphabet explosion. It is perhaps newsworthy
with Archie cutting in after each that this, iat show caught, did not
letter.
Rest of ventro act is slow, evoke hissing as invariably the dicthough Siemon also presents better- tator's picture, does at the Embassy.
than-average pipes for a ventrilo- Here
was once that the advocate of

.

Dave Girrord
A Mercur

Jim

town

mon and

.

P:ilm;i

Nut House
Ted Blake Ore

.rue

haven't

this

i.<!,

CJaIr K.ny Gin
.Margie Noble

AngcIO

car patron.
Since ventriloquists

impression from attendance at this week's unspooling is
that the Queen of Engliand is the best
of all her people's representatives
and a powerful visual winner of sentiment.
As a gracious personality,
well-bred, dignified, unpretentious,
her address to the women afleclcd
by war is, with the interpolated
Paramount newsreel scenes illustrat-.
ing her remarks, a masterpiece of
heart-tug. She also is seen in a Fox

.

ft

Hnrry

'Vork, for in.stance,

N. Y.

Take-home

presently in a nabe subsequent run variety: of vocals that start with
against Mickey Rooney in 'Judge 'South of Border' and ends with a
Hardy,' on first run, one of the en- bit of flag-waving, a travel routine planation re whistling, and authentic
In
gagements is going to suffer, pre- urging see America-keep away from imitation of numerous birds.
sumably the first-run at higher ad- troubled Europe. Begs off and in- right spot as novelty and registers.
troes Siegal as the man responsible Line follows for a precision kicking
missions in most cases.
her singing accomplishments, routine.
for
Operator.s also point the finger at which he
Grant then steps out to do his hilland has been with a
producer-di.«tributors for such in- number of other femmes whom he's billy single.
Formerly member of
stances as the relea.se at the same coached.
Grant Family, but recently as hillNext to closing is Rufe Davl.s, billy solo, he's a click. Delivery set.>!
time last summer of 'Dodge City' and
"Union Pacific,' plus the release to- who wows 'em with hi.s rube char- up his material for good round of
gether of three African films earlier acterizations and one-man hillbilly laughs and adds piccolo playing and
sounds-effects department, Accomp- short dance to his routine.
Also
this .eea.son, 'Four Feathers,' Staning self on guitar, he does a couple m.c.s competently!
le.y
and Livingstone' and 'Beau of novelty tunes, 'Sawing a Woman
'Summertime' is singing contribuGesle.'
in Half and 'M.nma Don't 'I^ow No tion of Novaline Payne, done well to
Music..
Begs off after a couple of band's special arrangement.
It's
Eck.
encores.
questionable, though, as to whether

tieiio

Hotel firhenlry
I

New

twO Universal pictures with Bob Baker were
Riven secondary first-run engager
mcntF.
An arj<umcnt of the theatre is that

Irtl^'ra

>Ui/]K AVhIle
S

proximity of

Alice Faye in 'Hollywood

son.-ililie.s',

Jean Bohz
Buy,-/, A»ton
Joe Uilotio

Sam ShomberKcr

Rralton Oro
Club Iniperbil
Florenxa
k^d'tle

rntcrnallonnl

W(l.<M>n

Dewey Taylor
Hotel Henry

Karen" Stephnney
Kllen

Ave^

In the case of many lesser peras well as series such<as
the Chans, Nancy Drews, Jones Family, etc., plus the Dead End Kids,
these films come so often that operators are wondering if it isn't
about time a halt was called by
somebody for their (the theatres)
protection, as well as the producers.
In the western field, sometimes they
are ."o clo.se together as to be conDuring the past week in
fusing.

Town Club

I'at

Brown

llalph

Madeline Jones
Carolyn Wllilnm?'
Turner ft Burnelle

r.angrord

Hark Tlioniaa Oro
Corbtontn Tavern

l-^lton

Smith

Jel'lla

^5)

Four GrantlH

Mbby

H Gnrden

ft.

Dan Kellaney

.S'ltxa

Jerrroya

Cork and lloHle

Kllloii

T.ynn

Geo

H

Hp.tiley

KJ<t Parker
Doi'lfl

t'^Hmoufl l>mtr

Phil

Rnw

Club PciHe
Pete Ore

Piccolo
li-t-no

ICmll Velazeo
lleU*ne Gniy

O

I.a

Norma

Nlla

WrIhIi

r^ylle S(H

Hpflie

fJncoln Inn
Jack'H Swlng8iei*a
I'rlRon Inn
Mnl Noble Ore

Vera Frnncouer

Kat-^

Shayne ft Arinslr'g
Hnnaton ft Harden

Virginia

Blanoa

Silvia

Club CarllHle
Red Mitchell Ore
Club Carlton
Nell Brnnl
J>i 4;Hrmo

<*iti-n\voll

8outh«rn

(Mnrence Marcely
(MUckl r.aBelle
Gladys Martin

Kay HaiiNen

BlancliQ

Ted. .Mary Tafl

.Mlclicy

Kay's
Geo Wllman Ore
PeKgy Jucubs

Tommy

Arlington l^ge
Dale Somers- Oro
Kalconades
Ralph Allen Oro
Ulll Green's
DUk Barrle Ore

Ann Starr
Jppman

Arlcne Rice Ore
rjndany'e Sky-Club

Sammy

Calherine Brent

.Smith Ore
Parisian Divorcee?

Mughle Morion Ore
.Maynnrd Deane

Jonn Dal

l,4''y

ca.se of close

'Fifth

Mickey
on release Dec. 8.
Rooney was in 'Babes in Arms,' recently sent on release and in 'Judge
whjch
being
and
Son,'
is
Hardy
shoved out Christmas week, with
'some pre-release dates ahead of that.
is
causing
situationthat
Another^
considerable concern is the two feature carloon.s. Par's 'Gulliver's TravDisney-RKO's 'Pinocchio.'
els' and
'Gulliver' is down for Christmas
week release, -while the Disney carnow
expected around Feb. 15.
toon

PITTSBUSGH

Koherlifon
Uelie BvHus

Sammy

who made

Cavalcade,' released Oct. 13, and
'Barricade,' also with this star, which

Duke KImbnIl

Don

AoiJiorago

DETBOIT
- CaOllliic Hotel

<Boob

Joe Kudy Oro
Elaine -ft Barry

Ackerman Ore
Dave Ackerman

>fy

Arlf>ne iiuent

K<1dlr'a

T.llllan

Jack

Bill r.orkiMfln

Lee

Town A Country C

Tvena Hall
Vera Burnett

Coslello

4m:k

Rita

Spilt

l^y

(Miida

Richard none Oi'c
.Milton
UoukIhb
Grar« ft Nlku
Frnncea KroHt

Hh rry

ft

Club Irving
Ore
Antoine ft DuBarry
Pleri'H

WHtklns O
Luba Mallna

Ji>Hii)ie

Mildred

Mary Dorn
Madge Payne
.Marge ft Cunn'ham

Hotel Hollcndea

Tony Kmnia Oro
ft

Club CMiMlee-^
Royky Oro

T.f;on

Hotel Sterling

Peter XlKginn
i^pecU

McKay
'ft

EMBASSY,

certainly
not to be overlooked for her contribution, which includes some interesting dancing and being practically
a ringer for Loretta Young. Of the
many gags worked by Barr possibly
the best is the imitation of a street-

John Wright,

In the opinion of others, this same
policy should hold true for every
personality and star, so far as the
spacing could be controlled. Ginger
Rogers had two pictures right on top
of each other earlier this season,

Dowliiig

Stuart

in.

Ginger Rogers, Alice Fayc

Terrace Cnfe
Billy

Harry Howard
Don Crnnin

Zephyr
Bob Warner's O

Irving .lacobR
Norihern Fhushes

I'earl J)« I.ucr

Fmltlle*^ Cafe

Dave DeVore

SYRACUSE

Hotel Allerton
I

Hotel Cleveland
Rverelt BoaKland
Wale Bertfen Ore

Polflon

Jockey Wilson
.Kd Matheuri
EFther Ja^'obn

Sloppy Joe's
Red Maddock Ore

Dud

it

director,

goes

Pat l<y«n
A T.ci nor

C'<HlHr

Johnny Hud^lne

LeMar
.Marigold

Huth Parker

Gray

Silver

Carmen JanieMn

Thclma Slunn
Airway Club
Tioy SInKer Ore
Judy Black

Mnrche

Cec Hurfit Ore
MInneiMifn Terraco
Bob Chefter Oro

Robbitt Collins

Herman Plrehnur
Bank4irf

Joyce.

ft

Itetty

Club

Ileikell

.

'J'om Allen

.Sheldon

^ove

managing

a
deal for three 'Laughton pictures,
two of which he hap played, has intentionally spaced them about six
rnonths apart and has been purposely holding back the third' until 'Jamaica' is well o,ut of the way. He
believes that such a policy is liot
onl. protection to Laughton but also
to his theatre.

Preel<1eni

Wehto Oro

Al

the fact that lo^nouts

is

Rivoli for playing anytime the house

wants to
Riv's

Geo King Ore

Rev Olrten Ore

irnllnn's

Monte Cuthbert
Pust Cafe
Ted Ryan Oro

Jenn .Snrtell
Gulden Boys Oro

Curlyle
Fre.a

A

from page 47.

(NEWSBEELS)
act although Miss Fstes

starrer, "Partners of the Night,' made
in London and at the disposal of the

Stuart
M array Dancerit

Tray
Oscar-Bellman Ore

.Madelyn

Oro

it4M-n

Dolores O'Neill

Johnn Tbrrence

Joy Bpnnei
Tiny Crawford

Flying Rollerettes
Pearl Fern Co.
liOiiage Flerro

June Rollflle

Alpltifl VIUhko
Otto Thurn Ore
Fenwick J(e <*ook
Karl Ac Grelchen

Ulilttler Hotel
R4M1>h)

I

.Conliniicil

The Reddingtons, father, mother
and daughter, while presenting an
Another instance is James Stew- interesting act might appear to betart.
He has two pictures one on top ter advantage on a circus lot rather
of another and both on release at th« than a vaude stage with their acros
same time, 'Mr. Smith Goes to Wash- Audience participation is part of
ington' and 'Destry Rides Again.' thie layout. They do some neat flips.
Redressing the stage and a new arCharles Laughton's fllm, 'Jamaica
rangemient 'of the band on stage help
Irn,' will still be in release when
to make a better impression over
'Hunchback of Notre Dame,' also last week.
Film shorts complete
with Laughton, goes out Christmas the menu, full length pictures having
week. Then on top of that and ready been dropped last week.
Notvi.
for release now is a third Laughton

«aOll1 Cup
Guy Welch

Curly 'a
r<nren AIcNr bb Ore.
Jiniiny Bf^gg
Thelina Shirley
Cleo ft Tlnrold
ilcnry Gordlen
Golden's

Drake

CnrltR

Gr«^ii

Mnrcle Smith

Verne's

Golden Gate 3
c!hct Jans
Lee Gordon Ore

Ken Davenport Ore
A. MurfHy Dancers

Happy Hour
Gordle Bowen Ore

.MIml Sfewart
.lonn <.*orH:c

J^'an Snrcent

Xavler Cugat Ore
Raul ft Eva Reyes
ft Anner
Yvonne ft LaMurr
Roy ]<o<lon, Jr

^fortey

A

is

notable recent example having been
Bettt Davis. When there isn't enough
space between pictures of s*..rs like
this, operators are of the conviction
that the public gets fed up on them
0. will catch two Bet*,e Davis pictures a year, missing the rest because
tl- iy are so close together.
Stewart, Laugtat«n

Presnell

Al Alexander Oro
Stotler Hotel
(Termro R^Mim)

ST. PAUL
Edna Torrenee

(fi)

Sta

llowerj
.*^Kmmy Svvny Ore
Gene ft I'at Patton
TtuI Brnwii
Ja\*hle Starr

X'ali^rle

Fouisunto

Jack MosK
'IVd

Slim Galllard Oro
<;ibRon A nibpon

Buddy

A

M Wynno
i:i:4le

l>uuehlnn<l Hhythin
P^nrl WllllaiiiP

A.

La (iranUeur

(CiiinJra)

Donahue

Geo Kavanugh Ore
Sun Ulego

Im Delnnd
Harry Jrnkinn
Byron Richards

Teiirhon Bros

Flacro Oro
A inbaHsiidovN

War'ier

KcmlfKvoits
(Hotel Scnplor)
BHiu <iAll1nrd

Roman

Aoglcaey
Rddle nanue B-

llidel

1_

Because
conflict on releases'.
of the considerable amount of loans
made, the problem has to some extent gotten put of cont"- )1..
Certain of the stars are believed to
realize what is happening and from
lime to time have squawked, a

lONNEAFOLIS AKS

Al AdRin»
IVHrwkk

Rudy Mruder

Joe IJonsherty
Buddy Nugent

SV'nrren

SIb

from page

caii.<;e

J

.Pfilm llrnch
J Jti' A' Marllh

.lulcM

liunioiit.

big stars,

I

BariiPH

li

Bill

lludily I.wsler

I

Horb llagenor Ore
U'cl»M'« linf Hraa

t^nnnm Hniifie
Btchnrd Baoh

\

OlKa-Ray Jturke
l<i:o Conrry
Sjintmy St**rn Ore

S^rlln

MuRhes

WHrpfle Moaly

.

Oaaiv
Crahdyll Sis
.\loiia Devlne

Jcrrle

Conliiji^ed

Stars

policies of some studios in trying to
use their talent up fast, notably the

A

ft

Pal .Mam (C)

t»co

A T

2

Helene Carol

JunI ik Kiinl

I,yn

Friink

Marifo

Cnfe
K«nlon

E-itclle Sloan
.TInimy Na^Kra Ore

VlAin KIrIbs Oro
June Rice

re

Giovanni

dl

Ray Carlin Oro
Nordiwowl Inn.
Franlcle Connnra
Jack Campbell Ore
Modle & Lemaux
Clyde Monroe

Vlklfiff

O.iborne

Billy

A

Shando>'

Billy

Bella Ilclmont
Ueity .Mpaly

Mary

Tarmen

V«Dlce Orille

OAHsandra KowrII
DIvIe Cjuentin
Earl Denny Ore
Mildred Zuger
Bob Flinch
Purple Dcrliy

Ncblolo'a

Same

See

.Miller

Voeallanu

Adorables
4
Jeanette ft Carlo
Vul Setz
Armand ft Juliana

& D

Joan Hope

Phil SpKalny Oro

House Reviews

on

Suka

Hennlgen'

Xrtrelle
JanK, T<ynl.on

Ulllle

t'nloa Grill

HIvlera
Piener Ore

Playhouse, Winnipeg

Hemnn

Uammell Ore

bllHle

Shaunnn

Owen

curt WInehill
Velva Nally

Harry Jiirkey

yvuhettei«

lb

Sfttterneld
Kot»«niary .Shawn
fiiucrH & BofKlu

]}|i:k

Art Tagello
Frank Natale
MtkA Sandretto
UVbater Hull
MIchele Dertola

KoyaleiteH

<'aniplteli

.^lorocco
r:url

Don

I

Marion Manon
Delmontco ft Rlch'd

Dorothy Crocker

Don Washburn

Century
Conrad

Galente ft Leonardo
Giovanni

Alice Dawn
Nice. Florin

Wnde

.Mai-^n
Cralt:

$OII»

rblladelphluo
WarlliR l»erry

TVIIlle

&

Duck

)let'd

T.ce Lnniund
Stephanie &

IJnslcy SiH

<;rccchen

Jlros

Fuller Ore

Rcdford

Shy-Vao
Fran Elchler Oro

Club Royale
Danny Demetre Ore
Eddie Peabody

Itarry Vlncpnt
Jo Ann Mayllrt
Main Street Club
Frank Sidney Ore
Mayfair
Phil Olnen Ore

.Mickey Famllant Or

KnlhlRcn Mnye
liarr SIb
Mei'bcrt Dexter.

Don Pablo Oro
Powalan

I^w

49

Plain Cafo
Jimmy Peyton Oro

Dewey .Moon
Clarion Rohrkaste

Amod Jacobn

Nub Uruwn Ore

tiolden Gale Gla

T.llllan

Frank KInl
Monnle Drake
Tip Tup GIh (6)

Sid W«r<l
GlnRerettPfl C6)

Murray Parker
lierc Leuil.th Oro
4

jhuiuy noBHl

VARIETY

1939

Cafe

Htiinip'H

Cialg

Mador

>lRrl«

Uro

I'Hirlck

Alan Gale

Coolte

I.eonnril

bleiihanie
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Finds Film Biz

7-10% Behind Othe

^ increases over same week in 1938 as
follows: Automotive indu.stry, includColumbu.s, Dec. 5.
Study by Pete Wood, secretary of ing .sale of new cars, 45%; furniture,
Indepeiident
Theatre Owners
of 21%; radios and appliances .14%;
dhin, reveals that film theatres are jewelry and leather goods, 25','i; inlagging. from 7 to iO'/o behind the crease in all retail sales 17%.
During the .same period oC time adincrea.sc in general business that is
currently being registered by other mission lax receipts increa.^ed only
retail outlets.
Woods bases his esti- 10%. As 7.5% of these receipts ore
mate on tax figures issued by the from picture hou.<!es. Woods points
out that busine.<:.<! ix lat'i^infj al len!-t\
stale tieasuier.
Fijuies for weeh of Nov. 25 show 7% behind.

the Gershwin tune is appealing to
At this
the "Tower-type audience.
.show it met with varying response.
Decidedly different from Miss Payne'*

usual selections.

Closing act is Elmer Cleve Co.
with Profe.ssor Cheer and Mi.ss KelCleve plays straight and polind.s
xylophone. Cheer pantomimes on
squeeze box and Miss Keiler dances
and works in the cpmedy. Terp of
Miss Keller to racy arran.tement of
'William Tell' and a novel|-> Ut with
Cleve hammering out a t)Bc on
Cheer's skull are hits of jhls act.
Line winds up in short t»c ^{71.
ler.

.

.
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Dwight

with 'On Borrowed Time' for
Deere Wiman and repeats with
'Morning's at Seven.' New play has
not the dramatic element of first
is diverting and should

Plays on Broadway

Inside Stuff-Legit

named, but

be at least moderately succe.ssful.
Author, who sees no tragedy in
age, has peopled his play with human characters. The script should
have been more compact, for a shorter running time would liave en-

•

SWINGIN' THE

DREAM

ranging that med.'ey of pop parodies
'Darn That Dream,'
in the last act.
of the original songs by Jimmy Van
Heiisen and Eddie dc Lange, Is the
best, and 'Love's a Riddle' (arranged
by Alec Wilder), is susUined by Miss
Sullivan and the three Dandridge
The title song. is the least'
Sisters.
likely. Lyn Murray, who spotted the
choir herein, did the vocal arrangements, and Phil Wall, Herb Guigley,

production la two ftctii,
adaoclatlon with Jfan
]^) Iney;, aOupted by Gilbert Scldos and
Ohiivell. based on ShakeapeRre'a 'A Mldsumni.-''
NiRlit'a Dream,
atafied hy Charell:
f,*»turini; lleiiny Goodnuin, Louis Armstrong
and Maxine Sullivan; aongs, Jimmy Van
tit»u.ien. Kddlo Ucl<anff«: scenery after cart-tons l>y Walt Ulaney, designed by Herbert

Kiik

('liarell

flOenes,

tlirifa

(la

hanced the play's chances.
Locale is a small town, story unfolding in the bnckyaitis of Theodore
and Cora Swanson, and Carl and Ida
Bolton, whose homes adjoin. The old
Andrews and Walter Jagemnnn; dlatos,
Aaronetta Gibb.s. a
girls are sisters.
l*hlhii Loeb: dances. Agnes deMllle; coswith the
resides
sister,
spinster
Iiune^,
Merberl Andrews; Lyn Murray's
Ardon Cornwell and Fletcher Hen- Swansons, while down the street
2>vvinFr Choir; Herbert White's Jitterbugs;
derson t latter Goodman's orchestra- dwells a fourth former Gibbs, Esther
ntu^io.nt aupervlslon, Benny Goodman and
IMn ^'oorbei^s; muslctil director. Don \'oor- tor), are credited for the show's Crampton, whose husband David
'3il;
hee
.iponed at Center, N. V., Nov. 29,
dandy orchestrations.
had been a college professor.
lou.
Dialog is replete with such modOld boy Crampton forbids Esther
t'.m: Hennnn Green, Joseph Holland,
nuili Ford, caiheryn L.tughlln, George I,*ernisms as 'Peace, Brother" (also one to visit her kin; saying they are
S.iir.
Kleanor I.ynn, Thonms Coley, Boyd of the songsl; mikes that Insinuate morons. That may classify the peofi;i\vfrtiJ.
McOulre. NIcodcn\us,
:

I'J.'-'ll

l>Mrolhy

themselves atmospherically

Mabley. Gerald da la Fontaine,
Jii'kio
Q'nty 15: .^wn. t^scnr Polk, Louis Armstrong,
Allterl ]*erkins, itutterfly Mctjucen, Dand>'.i>n,>.

otvh

l.auile

The

(7),

Khylhemclteri

Pcrltln:', Cora Parks, .^nna Mnn
Deep River Boys (4). 21 Singers, 17

(Allierui
>^ltr.l.

D.meers.

Jtf

Jitterbugs, lU Chlldron.

'Swingin* the Dream' is more Cotton Club than the Bard. This hybrid
Shakespearean shageroo therefore
shapes up as an indecisive affair
There were moments when the staid
tlrstnigliters, at

the decorous Center

in Ratiio City, expected to see the
jitterbugs rugcutting in the aisles,
.

—

tions are when they get in their hot
licks, and the prime reason that
Goodman's sessions go for such extra-heavy returns is because he, unlike tl\e other two, is untrammeled
and unhampered by book, lines or
libretto.
He creeps into the pro-

1

.

.

'em every time. Once he tied it up
completely at the opening.
Alternating, across the proscenium
arch, in the right-hand stage box,
killer-dillers bounce 'em back
into their seats during the entr'actes.

libretto,

this

swing version of Shakespeare's 'A
Midsummer Night's Dream' is certainly fetching fare, at the 55c. to
$2.20 scale.
That alone may prolong it for a moderate run, but the
fulsomeness of the production militates against any clickful run or economic success.
Still, the legit theatre-goer and the
52d street alligators will And plenty
in 'Dream' to insure a fair money's
worth, around the $1.10 brackets. The
composite whole will disappoint but

there's
strong,

or less to all
Melodrama is a psychological secret is known more
regarded as trivial
by Noel Langley, presented but Cora, but is
the passing of time.
by Victor Payne-Jennings, in asso- what with is
playing
exceptional
There
ciation with Arthiur Hopkins. Once
strength In 'Seven,' with Eftie Shanmore the star chuckles through a non delight as Esther, and Dorothy
a
savory performance to inject draalso effective as Arrie. Comedy
Gish
matic interest and boxoffice life into
in the first act plants several charan obvious theatrical contrivance.
acters. That goes for Russell Collins
As the matriarch of a farming as Carl, who has done well enough
family on the South African veldt,
as a builder, but the fact that he
Misa Barrymore confuses the longdidn't become a dentist is a lifelong
past and the present, jabbering about regret.
.
the time she was taken to meet
Carl is given to 'spells,' a type of
the great Oom Paul and he was sit- sulking.
At such times he plants
ting on a gray horse, of how eight
his forehead against a wall or tree.
of her sons were killed in the Boer It's really laughable.
Jean Adair
war. not counting the two dead at and Kate McComb are well chosen
birth, of how she naps in the after- as the old girls who live next door
noons in her silk-lined coffin in the to each other. Thomas Chalmers and
attic and of her gray shawl and chair Herbert Yost, as the other husbands,
by the fire.
John Alexander, the bashful
ditto.
She's onstage through most of the Homer, and Enid Markey, of silent
play, which is just as well, for it films, as Myrtle, help considerably
falters painfully when she's not there in the comic going.
There seem to
to give it a nudge.
As the yarn be no cast weaknesses.
works through the second and third
'Seven' is hooked up with the Theacts, with son Isaac coming to a vio- atre Guild subscription system and
lent end and grandson Jan married this will help. Word of mouth rather
to Ihe timid girl from a neighboring than first-night concensus figures to
thriller

in the pit Armstrong
with his horn, and Miss Sullivan
with her pleasant swing-sing style,
complete the. jive niceties.
Thus
swing has at last grown up into legit
proportions, with Shakespeare to
touch it all off, no less.
Backgrounded by a highly imaginative and sumptuous production
that's a credit to all concerned, save
.

.

:

Cort.

Don Hoorhees.

cumbersome

.

I

Summe Cum

.Laude

for that

doesn't dis-

it

enough Goodman and Arm
and enough spec and flash in

the production to satiate the ear and
eye appeal alone.
Charell and Gilbert Seldes' adaptation shifts Shakespeare to New
Orleans about 1890 (identified as 'at
the birth of swing') with the gov-

summer residence the major
and a nearby voodoo wood to
background the Negro pranks of
Puck, Oberon and assorted pixies.
Slowing up this mixed cast presen-

ernor's
setting

"

Ibee.
farm, it appears that tft« demons favor the new entry.
that hive been riding the Gerart men
relentlessly through the generations
are going to bring back still another Waniers, Abbott Lease
harvest of tragedy and hate. But the
ancient Oiima. after frightening the
Adelpliia for 1 Year;
young bride into hysteria and the
audience half nut of its wits, takes a
shotgun off the wall and ties UD the
'Lawyer in At $1
plot-ends into a satisfying climax.
•

when

Top

Warners and George Abbott have
entered into a leasing arrangement
for the Adelphi, N. Y.. where 'See
tion tottering across the stage and
up and down the stairs, .shaking her My Lawyer,' in which they are
head, hustlins a laggard moment, jointly interested, was moved from
Latter
oausins to noint a line and always the Biltmore Monday (41.
bolstering the whole play into fasci- house is owned by them, Abbott said
nating thentrc.
Dean Jaggcr plays to have a quarter Interest. Adelphi

mus and

—

Tliiisbe,' completely .retards
Since the opening, more of the
hepcat stulT and. less of Shakespeare
obtained, the book being cut parIt.

ticularly.

Of the colored cast prominents. beArmstrong and Miss Sullivan, the
are Butterfly

sides

McQueen

Large portrait in the center of the backwall in the set of 'I Know What
which closed Saturday (2) at the Hudson, N. Y., was of Renee Carhatcheck girl at Sardi's and known in theatrical circles. Painting was
work of Don Freeman. Locale of the play was a 57th street art gallery.

I Like,'
roll,

the

'

are chiefly those moments
Looking even more like her brother
the ofays get verbose in the Lionel than ever. Miss Barrymore
Also, that second act ouera- Dlays the indomitable Ouma with
within-?n-opera, presenting 'Pyra- enormous relish, gusto and convic-

tation

As 79th birthday token to George D. Pyper, manager for 25 years of ll)«
old Salt Lake theatre, friends gave him a copy of his book 'The Romanca
of an Old Playhouse,' with special covers made of wood taken from tita
when the theatre was torn down, Utah house dating from 1862
was where Maiide Adams first trod.

floor joists

-

libretto.

there

Her contract, which expires Dei:.
longer receive coin from 'Children'.
31, calls for $500, play or pay, and as she left the cast at Barrymore'a
Insistence, her salary is payable for the term of the agreement.
Star's
contract stipulates that Miss Barrie's salary is deductablc from his share
of the takings. Understood that Barrymore had a guarantee of $1,000
weekly, plus a percentage of the profits, while ah arrangement was made
whereby the management assumed the payments to Miss Barrie. Last
week Barrymore became rca'cquainted with his daughter, Diana, whose
mother was Michael Strange. Young actress, who is 18, had not seen
her father since she was a tot. She is appearing in 'Outward Bound,'
quartered in the Harris, twin theatre to the Selwyn.

1

:

ceedings quietly and unostentatiousvia the left side box, and. whams

ly,

his

ple of the play, but

.

ECHOES

FARM OF

and there were others when even the
conservatives ielt that the Bard
Avon interfered with these
of
Jehovahs of Jive Maxine Sullivan,
Louis Armstrong and Benny .Goodman.
Certainly the most enjoyable por-

Bud Freeman and

the

—

woodland and voodoo forest back- qualify them from being amusing
stage folk. David resigned from the
college because, he said, its president
Esther, who
was a moron, too.
seems more level-headed than the
Chicago Tribune In Sunday's (3) issue carried an ad announcing tha
others, pays no attention to David's
orders, though he declares that she appearance of Katharine Cornell in 'No Time For Comedy' at the Davidwill have to live on the second floor soni Milwaiikee, the next first half (11-13) next week. Attraction played tha
of their house, he retiring to the first Loop recently to turnaway business and the announcement was to the
floor, if she ignores his command.
effect that those who desire to see the performance could do so by sending
There is a lot of talk about anorders to the Davidson.
other house 'uu on Sycamore street,'
Miss Cornell's tour was slated to end Feb. 10, but at least another four
which Carl built for his big lunk of
a son, Homer, who has been engaged weeks have. been added. Possible that 'Comedy' will play a repeat dale in
years.
iteven
Myrtle
for
Chicago in March.
to lame-brain
The comparatively young couple,
verging on 40, supply the love inter3
Capacity .of the Barrymore, N. Y., for the engagemtint of 'Key Largo'
An affair be- is somewhat less than when the house had 'The Women.' Front row was
est in a funny way.
Mi'lodrunia In tlire<> nets (dve scenes) by
tween them would seem almost im- removed because an orchestra is used in the pit and there
Noel I-anslsy: slirs Ktliel Barrymore; (catis a difference
but when
nrcs Dean .lacser. Mclvay Morris; staged possible from their actions,
in
the balcony ticket scale.
bv Arlliur Hopkins; selling. CIrker & nob- it is known that she is to have a
When it was selling out 'Women' got more than $22,000 weekly, whila
bins; pre.ionied by Vlvlor Payne-JennlnBs.
baby, a laughable curtain line is the
an^ocinilon with Arthur Hopkins, nt
In
Niew play with Paul
result. Another situation and laugh top coin for 'Largo' would be slightly over $21,000.
tort. N. Y.. opening Nov. 28, '30, »t 13.30
rather
a
finale
is
the
Muni
sold
oiit
night
during
the
first
with
close
to
at
Week,
the
line
matinees around
top ($1.40 opening).
El liel Barrymore howl.
Ouma Ciora
85% capacity.
..Ann Dere
r.lsha Gemri
For a time the marriage between
Dean Jngger
Jan Geran
to be oft
Arch Selwyn, who has been in New York preparing Frederick Lonsr
McKay Morris Homer and Myrtle seems the
Isjiac Gerart
SycaUduard Kr,inz and Cora gets a lease on
Saul Porlenaar
dale's
'Foreigners,'
marking
his
return
to
legit,
west
goes
this week after
Victor Esker more street place, wishing to move
Logenhoorrn
the premiere of the p\ay at the Belasco. Presentation is in association
Prlsclllx .Newton there so she can get rid of Arrie, who
.VaomI deMeer
Oylte Hesse
.AJohn Griggs
living with them for 40 with J. J. Shubert.
Nancy- Sheridan has been
Marie lLes9e.
iShowman
been
will
attend
have
the
debut
of
'The
Red
Bumble
Swansons
Bee,'
which brings
The
years.
It seorhs that when
Leo Carrillo back to the stage. 'Bee,' after a tryout at Santa Barbara,
Ethel Barrymore, last seen on wed SO years.
years opened at the Curran, San Francisco, Monday (4). Homer Curran and
Broadway two seasons ago as the she was in the hospital many
been c(ne indiscre- Luther Greene are associated with Selwyn in the production. Play is retyrannical crone in 'Whiteoaks," re- before there had
Arrie and 'Dore,' view d in this issue.
turns as a 97-year-old grandmother tion between
though never repeated. The family
in 'Farm of Three Echoes,' at the

grounds by risins from the fools in
the forms of snakes or camouflaged
tjora and fauna; ukes and hats that
look like watermelons: one of those
World's Fair electrical wheelchairs,
and kiiidred stuff are also in evidence.
Certain an Interesting experiment
However, unlike
to say the least.
the more wieldy swing versions of
Gilbert and Sullivan's .'Mikado,' this
appear!! too cumbersome for ultimate
Abel.
retrieving on the road.

Maxlna Sullivan. Sunny
(3),
.lunn Hern.indei:. Bill Bailey. Benny
Gthi>lni:in Sexiei. Bud Kreeinan and Sununa

r-Ji;i'

Cum

into,

There are some eight or nine set pseudo-ad libs in John Barryrnore's
play, 'My Dear .Children,' which the authors, Jerry Horwin.and Catherine
Turney, put into the script as regular libretto laughs. However, thesa
are all regarded— along with a few that really are extemporaneous Barry,
moreisms as on-the-spur stuff.
The gags usually quoted in the sundry layouts and publicity which
fiarrymore has gotten with the play out-of-town are the ones prescripted. Now in Its 28th Chicago week, it comes into New York Jan. 6.
The house may be the Belasco.
After this month, Elaine Barrie, estranged wife of Barrymore, will no

inarticulate.
emotion-twisted
crandson wjth forceful, reticent sin
ceritv. while Priscilla
Newton Is
skillfully believable as the shy, in

as

Puck, Juan Hernandez as Oberon,
Bill Bailey's socko dance specialties,
the zanyisms of Troy Brown, Oscar
Polk. Jackie Mabley, Nicodemus,
Gerald de la Fontaine, the Dandridge
,

tense

youns

wife.

Ann

Dere. as a

bitter daushter-in-law, and McKay
Morris, as her sadistic husbnnd. arc
effective.
Arthur Hopkins' direction
is sensitive, with obvious feeling for
Among the palefaces, Eleanor oictorial
values, and the Cirker Si
Lynn, on loanout from the Group
Robbins setting lends proper atmosTheatre. Is very effective (and sugphere.
gests Hollywood potentialities) as
'FDrm' is hardl.v pleasant entertainthe femme lead, with Joseph Hoi

deal Is tentatively lor one year, but
carries provision for cancellation
aft^r a four-week period.
tJpon moving the scale for 'Lawyer'

was dropped from

Preminger Soes Ruth

Selwyn for $7,830 Due

A suit by Otto L. Preminger, curMargin for Error,' on
Broadway, for $7,830 against Ruth
Selwyn was revealed in N. Y. supreme court by an application to examine her before trial. He claims
breach of contract whereby he was
rently in 'No

It

claim.

when

Ex-Champ

Bob

Come

MORNING'S AT SEVEN

'.

.

'

1

After

>

series

of

huddles,

tha

two years' agreement with tha
treasurers. Boxoffice people are to
get salary increases, though Bomewhat under their expectations. A
compromise was reached in the.
League of New York Theatres of-

atrical

S3.30 to $1.10.

is

larly

.

i

'

Broadway managers have signed a

hired Jan. 29. 1938, to act as director fice Friday (1), when it was agreed
of the play, 'The King With the Um- that both treasurers and assistants
brella.' He was to be paid $5,000, of are to receive $5 more this season
which $2,500 was to be given him -and another $5 boost next season.
when the play started its New York
New scales now are $80 for
rehearsals, and the balance after the 'treasurers and
$55 for assistanUs,
first night.
He claims that on re- while next season the pay will be
quest of Miss Selwyn he secured $85 and $G0, respectively.
Ticket
Francis Lcderer to play the lead and people sought an increase of $15
expended $2,830 doing so. The play weekly for both. Managers counnever went into rehearsal, and it is tered with a proposal that last' seaalleged that the defendant never had son's pay of $75 and $50 be conthe money to produce it and was tinued this season and a 10% boost
aware of ttiat fact when she hired apply for 1940-41. Treasurers rehim.
jected the idea. Producer-members
A general denial is Miss Sclwyn's of the League did not oppose payreply, and for an affirmative defense ing more to the boxoffice people, but
.she claims the contract of employtho.se operating theatres were hesiment was assigned to the incorpo- tant since the increases are paid by
rated play, which is still in existence. them. James J. Brennan, a v.p. of
They are responsible, not she, is the the International Alliance of The-

the second attraction to simimove into the same spot this
Xruise' Baits
fall and re-establish the top at one
First to do that stunt was
dollar.
Olin to
Along
the number two 'Abe Lincoln of Illinois.'
For a time 'Abe' did very
well there, but takings were comment, for it's a sort of-(ombination
'Carribean Cruise,' a mixed cast
Tobncco Road' and 'Beyond the paratively moderate and operating
(another looker). George LeSoir Horizon', but it grips attention, and costs too high for an extentied stay musical which has been in rehearsal
Thomas Coley, Boyd Crawford and its actio'i keen."! moving on a plan*? at that scale. When the show moved for some weeks, has propositioned
Dorothy McGuire figuring impor- of steadily ris'ng excitement. It It was announced that the attraction Bob Olin, former light-heavyweight
tantly.
Coley and Crawford, with could be adapted into a chill'P" pic- might be the fore-runner of a string boxing champ, to join the cast. Idea
Miss Lynn, dominate.
was inspired by the Coast studio and
ture.
Hote.
of shows at the same pop scale.
The 3win<;ology, dances, vocalizanight club appearances of Maxie
'Lawyer' is not costly to operate
tions and the basic spec entertainRosenbloom.
Latter dropped the
and the comedy is expected to stick
ment are 100% performed by the
title to Olin by means of a quesr
until well past the first of', the year.
Negro talent, all of it peppery
and
.
-Comedy In three n'^la by Paul Oaborn; Number of parties have been ar- tioned decision, but the latter did
arresting,' notably as regards the
presented by. Dwlght l>ccre Wiman; staged
not keep the crown long.
Agnes de Mille dance staging. The by Jnsliuu l.o}tnn; setting. Jo Mlel7.1ner; at ranged through Dccembtr. Milton
Olin is something of a hoofer and
Herbert Andrews-Walter Jagemann the r.oniiicre, N. Y., opening Nov. 30, '30; Bcrle heads the cast.
is said to have a college eduction.
decor rates No. 1 high-'ighting on U.3II f>p.
TJirtiulnre Pwnnson
Thomas Cttalmers
He is apparently through with the
production values. -Tbe Walt Disney CuVa Swansiin
Jean Adair
;
Marg, Tallichet Plus Ama
the fistic profession and has been
scener.v. based on his cartoons, was Anronetta Glblis
Dorothy Glsh
.....Kate McCnmb
Dallas. Dec. 5.
representing a whiskey concern,
designed by the above pair, and An- Ida Bollnn
IJolton
.Ttusscll Colllna
drews also did a standout job with Carl
Margaret Tallichet, HoUywoodite making promotional visits to midITomer Itolton
....John AleKnnder
the costumes.
Myrtle nrnwn
Knid Markey has returned to home pastures here town grills and taking orders.
Rffle .Shannon
Musically, Goodman and Voorhees, Kslher C'ramptf^ii
to take part In the Dallas Little
'Cruise' is under the direction of
Herbert
Toul
David
Crnmplon
entire
prothe
latter also conducting
Theatre's 'Accent on Youth.'
Donald Heywood. Money to guarduction from the pit contributed a
Local ams make up balance of the antee salaries of the ensemble is on
Paul Osborn has a flair for writing
nice supervising Job, from swinging
deposit at Equity, but no protection
ManrtolsRohn'a 'Snrlnff Sons' to ar- humorously about a.k.s. He did it cast.
Sisters (with their vocal specialties)

and Sunny Payne.

B'WAY B.O. MEN WIN
$5 BOOST IN SALARIES

Employees, sat in
agreement was finally

Stage
the

completed.
Boxoffice

men were of the TheManagers, Agents and Treasurers union, but withdrew last summer and obtained a charter from lA,
figuring they would stand a better
chance to get pay increases with
prostagehands' backing,
tested to the American Federation
of Labor that lA had invaded its
jurisdiction, but this matter has not
negotiated
been disposed of.
a three-year agreement with tha
managers and may not press the issue, as there is a feeling among the
general membership that because of
the diverse aims of the several
groups In the union, the setup could

atrical

TMAT

TMAT

hardly be beneficial to

all.

the cast Is reported to
been given the association.
for

hava

Olsen and Johnson were said to
taken an Interest, but the
comics" say that, other than a small
loan to the management, they are in
no way concerned with the show.

have
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nCKET CODE'S SHARP TEETH
Legit NoncoiHmital About N.Y. Fair s

2d Year;

New Regime More

Last season at this time there was
growing interest along Broadway in
the possibilities of the then coming
World's Fair, but currently there are
comparatively few compientaries one
way or another on the outlook for
Fhow business when the Fair resumes late next May. Those managers who were clipped during the

month of the exposition, when
grosses dived towards the vanishing
point, are hardly enthusiastic, while
other."!, who benefited during October, the Fair's final month, appear
unable to express definite opinions.
As for the second season of the
Fair, under a new controlling regime,
which took over during the final
months, there is a change of front.
Instead of the 'hard to get,' standoirish altitude of last winter, there
is a cordial atmosphere that is -bound
to win back the friendly co-operation that show business gave, before
the big show opened. Reversal of
form was first registered in the
Fair's altitude towards the press and
the department of public relations
has already won back the newspaper
people, who resented the treatment
originally accorded them.
Manaeers Fooled
One means of support which

hopeful

drawing Fair

and who took space in the
pamphlet, can hardly be expected
to be fooled again. Some of the atlinclions represented went oft the
boards soon after the. Fair started.
Cost ot space averaged around $350
visitors,

rnd some showmen also went for
tpace in out-of-town publication.s
through tourist connections. Show
business was not the only field that
w:is affected, for it is recalled that

(Continued on page 52)

IRVING BERLIN ANGLES

FOR MOORE, GAXTON

—

went dark, has been sold and will be
torn down next month to make way
:

lot.

House was

Arm

Mayer.

Later

it

of

was

by the

1911

built in

theatrical

Belasco

&

home

of

the

Henry Duffy and his stock company,
and last year it was occupied by the
local Federal Theatre Project

Alcazar's boards were trod by
many of the country's best known
'

stars.

Butterfly

McQueen

1st

Colored Pro to Achieve

NO APPEALS
With

'teeth'

in

the revised ticket

Be Fomenting Breach
Ranks of Dramatists Guild
Dramatists Guild meeting held recently at the Adelphi theatre, N. Y,
was rather sparsely attended, but »
proposal, which was soft-pedalled,
may have important repercussions in
the authors' organization. From the
floor there came a suggestion that
the associate membership might operate to better advantage if such
writers had their own organization,
rather than continue under the present setup.
Associate rhembers do
not have the privilege of voting.

CANTOR ANGELS NEGRO
MUSICAL ON COAST
Hollywood, Dec. .S.
Eddie Cantor is reported putting
up $50,000 for production costs of an
all-Negro

stage musical, with cast
be lined up by Clarence Muse.
Plan is to open the show in Los
Angeles and move to New York.
to

Among

the possible

members

of the

Owen Davis is said to have interposed with an observation that the
proposal sounded like a good idea.
Elmer Rice, the new head of the
Guild, was unprepared for such a
development during a session desiifned to better the craftsmanship
of younger authors. He tabbed the
idea as being at variance with Guild
purposes.
Later it was intimated
that Davis, who was instrumental in
placating the Guildites and producers when they were at odds three
years ago, might become leader of
the lesser known playwrights, but
sucl reports were discounted.

code agreed on by the League of cast are Paul Robeson, Bill Robinson,
New York Theatres and Equity, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson and
Ethel Waters.
expected to be
ticket control
is
lightened up along Broadway immediately. It is anticipated that a
number of agencies will either sus- 'Madam's' Postponement
pend or combine and, with such development, the number of tickets
Puzzles Legit Circles;
sold at excess rates should decline.
Some brokers, including several who
Pic Stymies
signed the code originally, say they
cannot 'afford' to sign the revised
Show circles vMre somewhat puzcode, since one infraction and a
heavy fine would force them out of zled over the action of the Playbusiness anyhow. Whether they can wrights' Co. in announcing Sir CedHardwick to follow George
survive outside the code by doing ric
hit and run theatre trade, and de- M, Cohan into
'Madam Will You
pending on other attractions, is a Walk,! then postponing the play vintil
guess.
Code is confined to legit next summer when it developed the
shows.
British star could not secure a reThe code was up for final con- lease from picture commitments. It
sideration by the managers Friday was stated that Hardwicke was the
(1), but was finally okayed on Mon- original selection for the play and
day. Stated that while there were that two other English players were
a limited number of showmen pres- considered, one being Claude Rains.
ent Friday, enough proxies were on
Explained by the Playwrights' that
hand to adopt the code.
the lead in 'Madam' is subject to two
Tuesday Equity finally okayed the interpretations. Part may be played
code and extended the basic agree- by an intellectual type, or by an
ment one year.
actor of unusual charm such as CoAn unusual, if not unique, proposal han. Latter preferred to withdraw,
has been outlined by some brokers. although the Playwrights' sought to
They say they would be willing to convince him that his characterizaobserve the code to the letter in re- tion was a deBnitely acceptable pergards to tickets regularly allotted to formance. Immediately upon his rethem, but should have extra privi- turn to the city after a two weeks
leges with any others that they may try-out of 'Madam,' Cohan revived
obtain
without code restrictions. plans for the presentation of 'MuSuch an idea is hardly po.ssible of sical Comedy Man,' which he set
receiving
consideration
by
the aside for 'Madam' and which is said
League or Equity, since the intent of to be biographical.
the code is to hold down premiums
Cast of 'Madam' expressed disto 75c for the lower floor and 50c upappointment over the postponement

Hardwicke

Equity Life Membership

.

First colored

come

a

life

professional

member

be-

to

Equity

of

is

McQueen, currently appearing In 'Swingin' the Dream,
Center, N. Y., who was in a couple
Butterfly

George Abbott shows, manager
She walked
and put
$180 on the line, requirement f<?r
life membership being payment of
of

casting her 'for luck.'

into the association's offices

10 years' dues in advance.

Formerly Equity did not proselyte
for colored members and attractions
such as colored revues I'ShuHle
Along' and others) operated outside
ot Equity regulations.
With the

coming

Green Pastures,'
Equity was asked by leading colored
of

"Tlie

players for recognition artd since
then all colored pros In B'way shows
are required to join.
'Dream' is
Depending on the future fate of completely Equilyite and so is 'Hot
'Leave Jt to Me,' Irving Berlin would Mikado,' while the forthcoming
'John
like to snag Victor Moore and Wil- Henry' has all colored
players with
liam Gaxton from that show, cur- one exception.
Latter attraction's
rently in Chicago, for his new mu- chorus, through the chorus
branch,
sical.
Meantime, Hildegarde alone received higher pay at the Music
is set
for the Berlin production, Hall, World's Fair, than the chorines
'Loiiisianna Purchase.'
in the Aquacade.
Although Equity
Another
forthcoming
musical, conditions apply on Broadway and
Harry Kaufman's (Shubcrts) 'Keep the road, colored shows in Harlem
Off the Grass,' is fraught with 'if are outside of Equity requirements.
possibilities.

and Impartial Trial
Board Can Impose Severe
Fines Managers Can Be
Put Out of Biz If Suspended
ity'

old

In

Penalties Agreed Upon,
But 'Enforcement Author-

theatre,

for a parking

Said to

No

San Francisco, Dec. 5.
which recently

Alcazar

H wood-B way Pact

Failure of

IIGENGIESTOQUIT

DATE WITH WRECKERS

Will,

be absent, however, is advertising in
the guide book. Managers of shows
of

who were

Friendly

ALCAZAR, FRISCO, HAS

.

first

E

:

pleased with the agreement there is
slim prospect that such results will
be obtained. Younger writers complain that they still cannot get their
scripts produced because of this,
with only one Coast company
Warners being active at present

.

stairs.

One radical regulation concerning
balcony tickets had been written into
the code, but stricken out at the sug-

Jimmy Durante and

(Continued on page 52)

—

Mfrs. Nix Agreemciit
Second development was the re>
(usal of the managers to okay the

amended agreement. No action was
taken Friday (1 ) when the League
(Continued on page 52)

PLAY TELECASTS

there was any
redress.
It was pointed out, however, that the case is merely one
Interfered
have
where
pictures
with. the stage.

and asked Equity

if

APPEAR BALKED
Telecasting of stage plays from
the Broadway boards appears to be
indefinitely off, although prior to the
season's start such broadcasts were
anticipated and expected to be a
valuable promotional stunt. Report
on a new scale ot pay for television

The Hartmans are set for it, but
Kaufman also has his eye on other
currently in other
which may or may not last.

lalent,

shows,

Legit in 1939
Grip Got

R«p

Co.

in forthcoming

Bros.'

34th

If

ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

of legit

televised

a single telecast, but such a prohibitory requirement will deflnitely be
dropped.

of

'^^lETY

!

I

I

'

To

'

he Published Late in December

i

I

!

Maurice de Kobra, French author,
recently came to the United
States, is currently working in New

I

who

If casts or portions thereof are
used in television studios and required to rehearse along the lines of
present telecasts, the rate of remuneration will probably exceed
that to be established on a per hour
basis. If the telecasts are made from
theatres and players are not required
to devote any additional time, the
rate will likely be the same as for
radio under similar conditions. For
latter, players receive one eighth of
3" week's additional pay.
Equity continues to retain juris-

diction

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
ADVERTISING COPY MAY BE SENT TO ANY VARIETY OITICE

'

' i world.

Equity

made no mention

and when plays are

from the stage the regulations and
added pay will be determined by a
three-way advisory board, made up
of people from Equity, Screen Actors Guild and American Federation
of Radio Artists. Equity still has a
rule calling for a full week's pay for

De Kobra's Dramatizations

York on a dramatization of 'Serenade to the Hangman,' novel which
he wrote about nine years ago.
Another of his books which he
diamatized since coming here several months ago, 'The Widow With'
Pink Gloves.' is to be produced on
Broadway. He has also completed
an original play, 'All Change For
Happiness.', dealing with the end of

actors, submitted to

last week,
telecasts.

FoMs

Minneapolis, Dec. 5.
repertory company,
jiltemplins t j put over a season of
old-lime mcllers at Alvin here, gave
up the ghost after six weeks because
of high operating costs. It was revealed that a single stagehand was
receiving as much as was paid to
three of the actors.
Occasionally,
management
explained, actors skipped pay entirely,
the enterprise being conducted somewhat along co-operative lines. Stagehands got $60 a week and extras.

Auser

work by

More Than 3

Actors, So

There is little doubt that the associate members are dissatisfied with
the new agreement adopted by the
Guild. They contend that the new,
or amended, pact was supposedly
designed to again attract Hollywood
coin as backing for legit production,
but with the film companies dis-

{

j

of

in

the

month,<-.

NEW YORK
West 46th Sl

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54

W. Randolph

St.

8 St. Martins

situation
At the

originally

as

for

at

least

six

end of that period
the sphere will be

Equity
rijihl to
conceded by (he other stage unions,
".s

154

television

claimed and there will be no change

I

{

PI.

u mcons to divide
witli the others- will be

01

jurisdiction

determined.

Telecasts of plays from the
studio «'mploy Icgitcrs alm.ist
clusively.

NBC
e^:-

Wednesday, December
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Films—B 'way

4 Shows Scram

Ticket Code Setup

which time
N. Y., Saturday
15-week
it will have completed a
Broadway run, which started at the
Alvin. Revue has done moderately
well and shows an operating profit.
Grosses went to around the $27,000
level and recently the takings approximated $20,000. Road is figured
(9), at

.Continued f rom paee SI.
gestion of the agency people. The
provision called for keeping all.
upper floor tickets from the brokers
until within 48 hours of performance;
It was. argued that such procedure
might encourage the sale of such
tickets at the boxoffice, but would
not keep such sales out of the hands
of diggers. Pointed out, too, that this
idea would likely be okay for the
hits,
but the moderate successes,
which need agency support, would
suffer. Brokers contended, too, that
their clientele prefers buying tickets
from them rather than direct, for
reasons of convenience, charge accounts and other accommodations.
Balcony, tickets priced less than ?1.G5
are not to .be handled by the
brokers.
One report had it that the Dramatists Guild had some criticism of the
code, but although a copy had been
sent the authors' heads, no written
reply had been received early this
week. Among the comments credited
to the Guildites was to the effect
that Equity has assumed too much
voice on matters pertaining to the
front of the house and was 'trying to

lun show

business.'

Possible Penalties

Under the code, the matter
was not agreed upon

of
so
has been relegated to the 'enforcemepf authority' and the impartial
It was not considered
trial, board.
'important that such a grant of power
be made. Without fixing a minimum
or maximum penalty the code provides that either the authority or
trial board can:
1. Order a manager or broker to
pay the League a sum, regardless of
whether a profit was made, in a
transaction ruled to have been an inpenalties

-

fraction.
2. Manager
or broker can be
ordered to pay a sum plus an ad'

amount to offset any advantage gained by any practice ruled
to have been a breach of the regu-

ditional

lations.

A

3.
manager may lose the right to
allotments to brokers for a particular attraction or attractions from
which the offense arose.
4. ..In the case of a broker, loss of
privilege to handle tickets for a particular attraction for a fixed period
«f time, or permanently.

make

A

5.
manager may be ruled out
as no longer entitled to the benefits
of the code for a fixed period, or
permanently.
(If
the latter, the
manager would be forced out of
business.
Same goes for a broker
who is ruled out permanently.)
Managers could be expelled
6.
from the League, membership concurring.
7.
Managers and brokers may be
required to suspend or discharge employes for violation of code provi-

installments are required at the
rate of 2 cents per ticket. Out of the
cents levy under the revised
3
code, 1 cent is to be placed in a
special account. League is to regulate Its enforcement budget and set
up a reserve fund so as not to in-

volve expenditures from the special
by
If
account, unless necessary.
Sept. 15, 1940, the budget shall not
be e.xceeded and there remains a
sum equal to, or in excess of the
reserve fund, accredited brokers are
to receive a proportionate amount
from the special account.
Authority's Authority
Enforcernent authority shall consist of four persons, two appointed
by the managers and two by Equity,
such board not necessarily being
Authority is to hear
permanent.
all complaints against brokers for
violations of the code, to hear complaints of brokers in the matter of
complaints
hear
allotments,
to
against managers before same shall
be submitted to the trial board, and
attempt to adjust the complaint to
the satisfaction of a majority of the
board..

Authority also may review the
allotment of tickets to brokers and
change such allotments to the extent
permitted under the rules; to issue a
direction or subpoena to compel attendance of parties to the code, their

to

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS
Opened Aug.

brokers

Thunder Rock' was taken

its

,

without

oft at

the Mansfield last Saturday (2) after
playing three weeks less one night.
Drama drew little coin, although accorded favorable follow-up press.

THUNDER ROCK'

the code.
Rules are set for the payment of
the League of all ticket levies
which are past due. Six monthly

ability for selling,

San Francisco, Dec.

5.

Romanllc di-ama by Robert L. Cralff. preacnieJ by Arch Sclwyn and Luther Greene;

feature!) Leo Carrlllo. Tamara Geva: aiaRed
by Clirtord Brooke: nt the Curran, San

openlns Dec.

l**rani;l!ii:o,

4,

'30.

Opened Nov.

14,

Robert

'39.

Ardley's fonrth play as produced
by the Group Theatre was vetoed by the critics, who found
the- author a 'promising playwright* who had yet to torn out

lacking in

humor and

dramatic highlights, it serves only to
emphasize Leo C^arrillo's proven
ability

in

Mexican badman

Tamara Geva

roles.

attractive but overunconvincing as Lola

is

dramatic and
Montez, whose romance with Murietta,

the bandit, was the

tiasis

either

move

Ciuild,

of the
that up-

Hollywood-Broadway
With
the
pact apparently cold so far as the
sought-for results are concerned, it
is
now hoped to reopen negotiations to iron out the points of difference. That Is hardly impossible, and
whether, a more acceptable arrangement can be worked out so that production would be stimulated this
season is problernatlcal. Only comment made by the League after the
pact was tabled was that It appeared
to be impractical. Present agreement
with the Guild was signatured by

with picture companies,
either as a separate organization, or
individually.
film firm is said to
business

A

have been offered a plan from such
a writer, latter saying he is willing
to resign from the Guild if the pic-

for

this play.

Set and costumes okay. Best support comes from Barlowe Borland, as
Lola's husband, and Albert Morin, as
Pablo. Speculation is rife as to why
Carrillo ever chose to appear in so
weak a carbon of the colorful

Gaieties.'
Whipple
(World-Telegram)
said,
'will
have to be ruthlessly revamped

'Garrick

to

win anquallfled recommendacom-

Variety
(Ibee)
mented, 'should get by.*

tion.'

Legit—Fair
.

Continued from pace 51.

hotels went into the red by boosting
rates and chasing permanent guests

Tourist agencies made elab
plans, but quickly curtailed
such activities.
Before the Fair opened it was
estimated that 50-60,000,000 would
attend, but the final count was
around 26,000,000 paid admissions
What with the coming of the war, no
estimates have been made for the
second Reason. Records show that
only one major exposition drew
more attendance the second year
than the first. That was the Paris
World's Fair, which had 24,000,000

away.
orate

visitors in 1899
30,000,000 in 1900.
According to

and increased to

Market Analysts,
which made a survey of the exhibiarea was the

most popular at the N. Y. Fair the

One out of every five
saw the Town of Tomor-

Initial season.

visitors

row,'

General Motors free exhibit.

total number of Fair visitors,
22% attended more than twice. One

Of the

out of every six was a
profession,

member

50% owned motor

and five-sevenths of the
incomes of more than

of a
cars

visitors

had

$2,000

per

Wharton-WUk

plan. They want the
right to withdraw from a deal it they
decide the legit show has little film
prospects.
That would amount to
having an option to purchase, rather

Shaw Prepping

by Morrow.

not face' similar difficulties, if possible.
Eva LeGallienne, in Ibsen
dramas, and 'Golden Boy' are easily
the most successful of the LTC attractions.

'Siesta'

Massey)—Cass, Detroit.
'Blossom Time'— Playhouse, Hollywood.

—

Colbonme- Jones (repertory ) Emthan an obli^tion to do so. That pire, Edmonton (4-6); Grand, Calhas been one of the points at issue gary (7-9).
from the beginning and the Guild has
Eva Le Galllenne (repertory)
steadfastly refused to make a con
Liberty Hall, El Paso (4); Temp..' ot
cession in the matter.
Music and Art, Tucson (5); Highschool
auditorium, Phoenix (6); City
The other point opposed by the
picture companies concerns the for- Auditorium, Long Beach (7); Philmula for closing a show, which the harm'^nlc auditorium, Los Angeles
studio executives claim is too se- (8-9).
'Foh.'s
Bergere'— El Capltan, Holvere. But while film company offi
clals regard the whole plan as un- lywood.
Hot. Mikado' (Bill Robinson)—
,.favorable to them, the Guild coun
Ford's
Baltimore.
cil members are said to feel that it
'I Married an Angel* (Dennis King)
is too favorable to the picture end.
-Auditorium, Dallas (4-5); AuditoElmer Rice, who recently succeeded
rium, Ft. Worth (6); Music Hall,
Robert E. Sherwood as Guild pres
Houston
Ident, is believed to be opposed to
(7); Auditorium, Beaumont
the plan, so if it isn't approved by (8); Paramount, Austin (9).
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' Royal
the signatory managers and put into
effect now, there's little chance of Alexandra, Toronto.
'Leave
It to Me' (Victor Moore,
It's being adopted at any other time.
The chance of concessions by the William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker)^—
Auditorium, Chicago.
Guild Is regarded as virtually non
'Mamba's
(Ethel
Daughters'
existent
That would appear to leave the Waters) Nixon, Pittsburgh.
'My Dear Children' (John Barrywhole situation as is until the presmore)
'Selwyn,
Chicago.
ent minimum basic agreement ex'No Time tor Comedy' (Katharine
pires in February, 1941.
Cornell)—Convention Hall, Tulsa
(4); Forum, Wichita (5); Municipal
auditorium, Kansas City, Mo. (6);
Technical Highschool, Omaha (7);
Shows in Rehearsal
Shrine auditorium, Des Moines (8);

—

—
—

The Unconqnered' ('We the
Living')—George Abbott.
'Christmas Eve*— Guthrie McCllntlc.

The Man Who Killed Lincoln*— Joseph W. Gaites.
•Billy (Tony) Draws a Horse'
W, A. Brady.
'Kindred'—Edward Choaite.
'The White Plume'— Shuberts.

—

.'Easy

Virtue'
(revival)— Aland Myers.
'John Henry*— Sam Byrd.

The Man Who Cama
Co.)— Sam

ner* (Chicago

to DinH, Har-

ris.

.

Pot

week be played,
regular salaries' apply for the performances given and 50% pay for the
dark nights.
Management agrees
that the tour will continue at least
that part' of that

Road

dri.ch

year.

Hollywood, Dec. 5.
Irwin
Shaw
is
dramatizing
Murietta. Possibilities are nil.
Charles Kaufman's novel, 'Siesta in
Arch Selwyn and Luther Greene
Manhattan,' for Broadway production
are presenting.
Following opening
tonight (Monday) at the Curran the- In March.
Book was published six months ago
atre here, tour of 10 weeks is scheduled.

LTC CLOSINGS
Legitimate Theatre Corp. again
asked Equity for concessions designed to aid the road engagements
of t\yo of its four attractions and this
time was more successful. Arthur
Oberfelder, who operates LTC with
Fortune Gallo, appeared before the
council in regards to 'What a Life'
and 'On Borrowed Time,' which, because of booking lapses, are forced
to suspend touring.
Oberfelder asked that his outfit be
permitted to close 'Life' five weeks
nstead of four, and that the layoiT
of 'Time' be for seven weeks. Council ruled okay with stipulations. Half
salaries are to be paid the cast of
Life' for the fifth week. In the event

ture people will finance his scripts.
Proposal was declined on the reputed
Current
Shows
grounds that the picture concern did
(Week of Dec. 4)
not wish to be charged with fostering unrest within the Guild.
Officials of the picture companies,
'A Night at the Moulin Rouge'—
led by J. Robert Rubin, of Metro, Grand Opera House, Chicago.
object to two phases of the so-called
'Abe Lincoln In nilnols' (Raymond

.

tions, the transportation

'Bumblebee' will not buzz long.
Historically inaccurate, slow, unimaginative,

2

four weeks after suspension.
As the layoff of the 'Time' company is within one week of the usual
eight-week
period,
after
which
closed attractions- may resume with
special requirements, there will be
producers individually. That would no salary liability.. However, LTC
Brown (Post)
a eooi play.
be required if the pact Is accepted, must post a definite closing notice
thought It 'silly and painfully
but any number of showmen and when the show stops in Syracuse
obvious.'
Watts (Tribune) decorporations which originally signed next week, thereby releasing all
scribed It as 'an honorable failhave dropped out of the legit field. players. Management, however, must
ure.' Variety (Kobe) said, 'slira
Agreement which was signed in 1936 e-engage all players who desire to
prospect for Brgiadway.'
has an expiration date of Feb. 1, reopen with the show and there shall
1941, and is subject to possible re- be no salary reductions.
vision prior to that date, as Indicated
LTC, in starting a new system of
'I Know What I Like' was yanked
by the apparently aborptlve efforts playing the smaller stands by means
from the Hudson Saturday (2) after to. revise the regulations cohcernihg
of guarantees, have faced a number
playing a tepid week and 'two production backed
by film money.
of problems, not all of which have
nights.
been solved. Major difficulty has
Dissatisfied Authors
been the sp(>tting of pic^re versions
1 KNOW WHAT I LIKE'
Some dissatisfied associate authors of the plays toured. Intention is to
in the Guild want to find an out play the road similarly next season,
Opened Nov. 24, '39. Thb
Justin Sturm comedy about a
so that they may withdraw and do but plays will be selected which will

RED BUMBLEBEE

members,
judgments

against, them which may be obtained
by persons attacking the validity of

consulting

other factions, as the
set the applecart.

.

on their proven

EQUITY OK'S
',

minute changes, made by the

well.'

.

.

for

Sea-

1939.

was accorded a

tepid reception. Mantle (News)
snid 'lists to the cheaper burlesque side.' Anderson (Journal)
said 'quietly old-fashioned.' Variety (Ibee) observed 'should do

In cases where the enforcement auAll signatories, whether managers
thority or trial board are used to
or brokers, agree, upon acceptance
settle such matters. The ability of
of the code, that the judgment of
brokers to sell for attractions not in
the authority or the trial board, in
the standout class is to be considered,
ordering the payment of penalties,
Brokers will be required to post
shall not be subsequently
ques a bond or cash with the League to
tloned or attacked. Decisions made
the amount of $500 to show faith in
pursuant to the code shall be anal signing the 'declaration
of cooperaand binding upon all parties signna- tion to adhere
to the code of fair
tory to the code.
practices'.
There are safeguards
Agencies will be required to pay against 'steering'
and pavement sales
the
League's
enforcement
fund, of tickets. Brokers also
must not
which will also receive penalty show favoritism for one
attraction
monies, 3 cents each on all tickets
against others.
sold at a premium (slightly less than
A number of other provisions are
last season).
.The money is to- be retained
from the first code. Tickets
used for policing and enforcement; sold
at cut rates are not covered by
cost of arbitrations and hearings;
the regulations.
cost of a central telephone information bureau; expenses of Equity in
conducting investigations for the
purpose of enforcing its own rules;
Oul-of-Town Play
any legal expenses incurred in
preparation and administering the
code; indemnity to the League, its

accredited

28,

son's flrsl musical

1939

'

this musical.

be a natural lor

51

New York

Theatres met for the
purpose of considering the pact and
none is likely in the near future.
people
who anticipated
Picture
favorable consideration by producers, state they are unable to understand the -managerial attitude. The
showmen, however, say that as the
film end has shown little interest
in the agreement, there is small reason why they should signify approval. Most of the picttire executives who negotiated over many
months with the Guild committee
and the managers regsird the last
of

employees, witnesses, the production
of books and records pertinent to the
inquiry or hearing. In cases where
the authority does not agree, the
complaint will be put up to the trial
board of three, one chosen by the
League, one by Equity and the third
...
to be agreed on by both.
If they fail to name the third member, same shall be selected by the
American Arbitration Association.
Upon notice, both the League and
Equity are to name their arbitrators.
Manager or broker against whom
sculptor was unfavorably recharges may be made can object to
garded by all critics with the expersons named to the trial board and
ception of Whipple (World-Telemay himself designate a siibstitute,
gram). Wlnchell (Mirror) said,
but that must be done within 48
'a bore with no action whatever.'
hours. Complaints against brokers
Whipple (World-Telegram) deshall be handled by the enforcement
clared, 'It has many moments of
authority, decisions of which cannot
Variety
(Ibee)
said,
charm.'
be appealed. Complaints against
comedy with'script Is dull .
managers not disposed of by the auout laughter.'
thbrity are those which are to be
considered by the trial board.
The manager shall determine the
'Straw Hat Revue* ^vas another
number of tickets to be alloted the
weekend fold, going oft at the_ Ambrokers, although at least 25% of the
bassador after 10 weeks. Show from
total capacity shall be kept in the
the sticks drew moderate grosses,boxoffice for direct sale. However,
but hardly bettered an even 'Break.
if it Is shown that any broker favored
by the manager is guilty of practices
contrary to the code, or has an ab'STRAW HAT REVUE*
normally large percentages of exOpened Sept. 29, '39. Opinion
changes or sales to other agencies
was divided on this Shubert
the allotment will be corrected and
strawhat Import, Mantle (News)
tickets
more 'equitably allotted'
heralded It as 'best Informal
Brokers are to receive tickets based
type of entertainment since the

sions or regulations.

members, Equity and

Continued from page

Scandals' closes at the Hollywood,

6,

'Once Cpon a Time*- Hal A.
Salzman.
'Carrlbeah

Heyward.

Cruise '—Donald

Orpheum, Davenport (9).
'Outward Bound' (Laiirette Taylor,
Florence Reed)— Harris, Chicago.
'Red Bumble Bee' (Leo Carlllo)—
Curran, San Francisco.
'Seventh Heaven' (Charles Farrell)
—Lyric, Richmond (4-6); Playhouse,

Wilmington

(7-8); Lyric, Allentowii,

Pa. (9).

'Springtime for Henry' (Edward
Everett Horton)— Erlanger, Chicago.
'Taming of the Shrew* (Alfred
Lunt,
Lynn Fontanne) Biltmore.
Los Angeles.
Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblln)
Plymouth, Boston.
Tobacco Road* (John Barton)

—

—

Community, Chattanooga (4-5); Oiphcum, Memphis (7-9).
Tonight We Dance* (Ruth Challerton)

—Locust,

Philai'.elphia.

'When We Are Married* (Alison
Skipworth)— Wilbur, Boston.
'White Steed*— National, Washington.

December

We«1ne6(laj,

W

Cbi Dips;

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

1939

6,

Down to $20,000, Henry'

13y2a 'Ontward'

$11,000, 'Moulin'

ENGAGEMENTS

8G

VARIETY

largo'

Betty Field, 'Two On an Island.'
Alan Fleming, 'Once Upon a

2flG.

53

Joins Top B'way B.O.s,

'Dinner'19y2G;Father'18y2G,*Skylarii*

Time.'

George

Houston, Eric Mattson,
JoHolland, Nina Olivette, Cornell Wilde, Douglas Leavitt, Edward
Roecker, Hope Emerson, 'The White
Plume.'

Ruby Mercer, Robert Chisholm,

.

Chicago, Dec.

9,

All houses were lighted and operaling last week but lor the first
finie since the start of the season
of the receipts were not so satisfying. 'Nifiht at the Moulin Rouge'
came into the Grand after a far we.'^t

'MamW

seph

Nice $16,000

In Indpls.

and Cincy

some

MacMahon,

Aline
Indianapolis, Dec.

Arthur

gerald;

5.

.

Barry FitzWallace

Shields,

and ran into meager trade,
Ethel Waters in 'Mamba's Daughquitting Saturday (2).
ters' fared well here last week at
Second week of 'Leave It to Me,' the English with three evening perAuditorium, formances and a Wednesday matinee.
mammoth
the
in
slipped considerably. However, show
'Leave It to Me' is set to open Dec.
will finish its scheduled three weeks 11, for three nights and matinee, at
this Saturday (9).
the English,
Second of the American Theatre
Estimate for Last Week
Society subscription shows, 'Out'Mamba's Daughters', English
ward Bound,' came into the Harris (1,500; $2.75). Nice $7,000 for four
Did fairly well consid- performances, better thaa usual take
laiit week.
coin
from
the
subbasicering that
of heavy dramas here.

Ford, Haila Stoddard, Aideen O'Connor Thomas Findlay, Harry "Young,
Charles Kennedy, Hale Norcross,

Ecription

ter Beck,

tour,

,

Self, Byron Russell^ Wauna
Paul, 'Kindred' (complete cast).

Lucian

Webb, Doris Dalton, Helen
Flint, Gerald Savory, Harry Mestayer, Joey Faye, Leonore Harris, H.
Dudley Hawley,. Barry SuHivan,
Clifton

Philip Faversham, Muriel Campbell,
Boyd Davis, Ethel Strickland, Wal-

.

was

$6,000.

Other two shows, now on runs,
'Mamba.' $9,000 In Cincy
held up well, with the John BarryCincinnati, Dec. 5.
more item continuing profitably
During the last half of last week
while the Edward Everett Horton Ethel Waters, in 'Mamba's Daughrevival
Henry'
for
'Springtime
ters,' did surprisingly good biz at the
slipped a bit from the excellent pace Taft, helped by Nesro catronaee.
of its initial two weeks.
Estimate tor Last Week
Esdmales tor Last Week
'Leave It To Me', Auditorium '2d
Mamba's Daughters,' Taft (2,500;
week) (4,000; $3,30). Slumped from $2.50) Four performances fetched
good initial session and came up nigh onto $9,000. Saturday matinee
around $20,000.
(2) was a sellout and that night
Dear Children', Selwyn C2gth brought near-capacity biz. Colored
week) U.OOO; $2.75). Purring along persons were seated in a rear secremarkably; $10,000.
tion of the orchestra after filling
Grand
.Moulin
Roiiee'.
at
'Niebi
balcony; unusual here.
Shuttered Saturday
(1.300; $2.7.'>)
(2) and will likely go into picture
houses as unit after first of the year.
'Kiss Boys' Gets
Around $8,000 for the week.
<lst
Harris
'Outward
Bound',
week) (1,000: $2.85). In for three
In D. C. Return Date
week.s, the first two of which are

'DuBarry'

to

Dinner'

Sod

ATS

.sub.-scription

managed

au.<ipiccs: as
ftist
lo

'Mikado'

stanza.

'Springtime for Henry', Eriiinger
week) 0,400; $2.75): Fine $13.-

l3d

500.
I

INHUBTRYOUT
Bo.ston, Dec.

5.

As Christmas nears, the bookings
taper oH. This week finds two holdOvers, 'Three After Three' (2d week)
and 'Tobacco Road' (3d week), plus
new entry, 'When
Are Married,'
which opened a try out last Monday.
Road' did relatively belter biz
than 'Tl^iree,' but the grosses do not
reflect it because the former is running at $1.65 top and the latter at

We

a

$3.30.

Estimates for Last Week
'Three After Three,' Shubert
'

(1st

drew best notices, while Simone
Simon and Mary Brian were given
?oliteIy pale treatment by reviewers,
allied $12,000 for initial frame.
'Tobacco Road,' Plymouth
(2d

week)

(1,480; $1.65).

better than

it

did

Clicking much
here last year.

Very good $9,500 and remains
one more week.

MASSEY-m'

for

new Shubert musical based on

EstimaU

(or I^st

Week

'KI.SS the Boys Goodbye,' National
only
one opening. 'Tonight We
Return engagement at Dance.' with Ruth Chatterton. at the
(1.698; $1.65).
pop prices drew critics' raves, both Locu.M.
Coiuedy is in for two
over show and low scale, which weeks.
shoved lake to approximately $12,000,
Next week brings two opienings.
good.
George Whites 'Scandals' comes to
the Forrest for two weeks and the
"John Henry,' with Paul
tryout,
Robeson, is skedded for the Erlanger.
Pitt Crix Pan Tonight',
If clicking, show may slay for three
weeks to get in Christmas-week
,

Chatterton;

Low 4G

trade.

Pitt.«;burgh, Dec. 5.
No excitement here last week over
Chatterton's first visit in 15 years,
and star's new play, 'Tonight

—

We

hit here

5.

Dance,' took it on the chin at Nixon.
the mats, usually a pushover
when a femme personality's in town,

$22,500.

were

off.

Cornell

'Dance' got away to a slow start
Lincoln in Illinois.' which crashed
through to nearly $23,000 last week and didn't have a chance when notices came out.
First time this seain this, his home town.
Only recent topper was Helen .<:on there was a unanimity of critical
Hayes in 'Victoria Regina.' here in opinion, all of the reviewers calling
November. '37, but to a slider scale it the poorest exhibit of season. They
although both were $3 lop at Ihe liked Miss Chatterton well enough,
1.541-seiilcr.
Miss Hayes did $27,000 though.
Nixon has 'Mamba's Daughters'
then.

Falters in Mpls. Split

Wk.

Minneapoli.s, Dec.

5.

Despite raves by critics and cusand Taylor Holmes
and supporting cast's acting, 'On
Borrowed Time' pulled only mildly

tomer.s over play,

lor two nights and Thanksgiving day
(30) matinee at Alvin la.st week.
II
was third legit show in succession to
falter at boxoffice here, others having been 'What a Life' and "1. Married
An Angel,' last-named at the Lyceum. However,. Katharine Cornell,
in for three performances, Dec. 15-16.
at Lyceum, is already a.^surcd of

turnaway

biz,

mail

orders

to

dale

having taken most ot seal.s.
Estimate for Last Week
'On
Borrowed Time,' Lyceum
fl,600; $2.75). Reviews and audience
comment superlatively favorable, but
empty seats in majority at two nights
and matinee. Stage play undoubtedly
badly hurt by fact that picture preceded it here.
Tough .symph and
other opposition also boxoffice handicaps. Light $1,800.

months with never i Icstill popular drania draw;
over $11,000.
'The PhiladelphU Story,' Shubert
(37th week) (C-1,367; $3.30)— Still
up with the be.st money-getters in
town though new clicks are getting
slightly more; last week quoted bl
$18,000.

'The

'.

I

I

Louis Season
Loui.s,

Dec.

5.

'No
Time For Comedy.' with
Katharine Cornell and Francis Ledshowing plenty of pulling
power ended week .stand at the
American Saturday <2) with theatre's be.«t biz of the season.
Crix
kickcid in with raves arid weather
was highly favorable. Hou.se dark
until Xmas night, when 'Abe Lincoln
in Illinois' move.'
in for a week.
'Leave It To Me' follows.
Estimate for Last Week
'No Time For Comedy,' American
copped
(1.707:
Comedy
$3.30).
$21,700 for

eight

peiformanof.«. cx-

cellent.

;

so far.

5G

in Cleveland

(8).

$8,000.

'Thunder Rock,' Mansfield- Taken
Saturday (2); despite acclaim
literati,, business did not im-

off

among

Raymond
for Dec. 12

is

City, Dec.

drew

'Tobacco

week)

Fair

'

i7th

Road,'

(C-1,107;

date;

(313th

Forre.st

com-

$1.65)— Has

sixth year; management intends keeping modest grosser on
well into winter; rated around $4,000.
'Too Many Girls,' Imperial (71h
week) (M-1,468; $4.40)— Present
musical leader again credited with
close to $30,000; season's stay indicated.
'Very Warm for May,' Alvin (4th
week) (M-1.355; $4.40)— Some pickwith
up; finished week strongly
gross around $14,000, fair for musical.

'Yokel Boy,' Maiestic
(R-1,107;

(23d

$3.30)— Expected

wetk)

to

stay

well into winter pe'rlod; has done
excellently after slow start; last week
around $19,000 indicated.

TOUES'

5TH WK.

15G,

L.A.;LUNTSBIGDRAW

Los Angeles, Dec. 5.
The Biltmore, after being dark for
week, relighted last night (Monday)
'Key Larjo,' Barrymore (2d week) with opening of two weeks booking
(D-1,096:
opinion by Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
$3.30)— Divided
did not hinder excellent initial week, in 'The Taming of the Shrew.' Prewhen the gro.ss approached $20,000; miere was $5.50 dre.ss-up affair.
player .strength (Paul Muni) should Forty extra chairs have been added
plant this one among the top.-;.
to main floor, bringing capacity near
'Ladies and Gentlemen,' Beck (8th 1,700.
play

(C-1.214;
into

well

with

profitable,

$3.30 )— Slated
to
winter; continues
pace, last
week

'Folies Bergere' is in final

El

'Life

week)
standees

with

Charlotte

week

at

Green-

tentatively scheduled lo fola new play, 'Chocolate Soldier' bowed out of Hollywood Play-

low

With

Father,' Empire (5th
(C-I,096; $3.30 j— Played
to

shows; over

Capitan

wood

over $16,000.

in.

house Sunday (3) and will be

re-

placed tonight (Tuesday) by repeat
of 'Blossom Time.'
Estimates for Last Week
I<augh
'Folies Bergere,' El Capitan, Hollyshould reap fortune: larger lower wood
week) (L560: $).J0).
(5th
Moor accounts for better coin than Grabbed another $15,000 with final
'Lite'; $19,500.
stanza to go.
for
'MRre:in
Error,'
Plymouth
Holl.vwood
'Chocolate
Soldier,'
CCth week) (D-1,0.36; $3.:f0)— Around Playhouse
week; 0.130:
(3d-final
last
week; would have $1.10) Lucrative $3,000.
$16,000
gros.sed more but for parties and disappointing Thursday (30) matinee.
'Morning's At Seven,' Longacre 'Mikado'
Advance,
all

Man Who Came

Box

—

$I8..500.

to Dinner,'

Music

(8th

week) (C-1,012: $3.30)
show over capacity and

week)

(C-1,019; $3..30)— Came in

.

should land

5.

in

Has Biff
drew moderate no- Balto; 'Crowley'

a laugh show
the- money.

Hollywood

(

15lh'

N.G..3G

:i|id

First musical here in

week)

(R-1.547; $3.30)— Final week; revue
cniild stay longer but figure mad
will be better; made monev hue;
"
around $20,000 average.
'See
Lawyer,' Adclphi
1 1th
week) iC-1,434; $11.10)— Moved up
from Biltmore; prices rcd(icc(l .-ind

Hot

I

,

i

|

:

$2.50).
liked,

Booth

pleted

•

1

Comedy'

I

olf.

Life,'

(CD-704; $3.30)— Plenty of
accorded comedy drama

which is faring very well to
around $12,000 claimed again.

Baltimore, Dec 5.
moons. 'The
currently at Ford'.v,
attracted a bullish mail cjdei i-m\
Three-day stand of "I Married An
advance. Skedded to follow is ;inAngel' ill the Music Hall last week
comparatively
mild
biz.
other mu.sical,- 'Three After Thrt i.'
La.st'wetk.
.'Cl for Ford's. Dec. 11.
Vivienne Segal-Dennis King-Karen
My
Herself, Mrs. Patrick Crowley.' drtw
Van Ryn company played four shows
caustic going-over by local cii« imd
and garnered $7,700 at $3.36 lop.
Jimmy Nixon, Music. Hall mana- should be okay; modcriite success very meagre trade,
•
Estimate for Last Week
ger, slates that the evening por- got $6..500 last week.
'Ilerself,' Mrs. Patrick
Crowley.'
i8lh
Week)
'.Skylark,'
Morosco
formance for Katharine Cornell's "No
tomorrow (C-961; $3.30)— Played one e.xtra Ford's (1,900; $2.22). Fell far .<.hnrt
Time for
(Wednesday) is a sellout as of la.^t matinee: like most others the 'douiile and drew less than $3,000. Folded
under Sr.iurdav (2).
Thank.<.giving' matlnct was
Saturday (2).

Kansas

5.

Mas.'-ey's 'Abe Lincoln'
terrific advance. Hanna

but orchestra scats away
$5,000.

week)

publicity

Garden

laic last we.ek;
tices; definitely

In 4 Shows, Kansas City

'While Sleed' didn't have enougb
.spted to outrace such tnigh rival.'.as Ballet Ru.csc. "Ice Follies' and
Community Fund last week.

dark current week.
Estimate for Last Week
'White Steed,' Hanna (1,435:
Nice balcony trade and well

prove enough.
'Time of Tour

'Hellzapopplb,' Winter.
(64th week) (R-1,671: $3.30)— Getting plenty of coin; last week's gross

'Scandal.s,'

Cleveland, Dec.

(Isl

de Sylva and Herbert Fields;
ADDED
by Cole Porter; highly re'Fins and Needles,' Windsor (10.5th
garded out of town; opens tonight week)
to
$1.65)— Liable
(R-961:
(Wednesday) at ?"r.70 top.
round out another season; well re'Farm of Three Echoes,' Cort garded new edition pepped up de(2d week) (CD— 1,0.')9; $3.30)— Drew mand for labor unionists levut.
mixed notices; with star. Ethel which got over $7i000, quite profitBarrymore, highly
able.
prai.sed:
fir.'^t
'She Gave HIra All She Had,' Unseven times around $7,000; indicates
moderate chance.
cle Sam's Music Hall; beer and
'Foreigners,' Belasco O.et week) pretzels, and liquor are adjuncts to
(C-1,000; $3.30)— Presented by the old-type meller in a former restaurant
on West 48th street; opened liist
Shuberts in association with Arch
Selwyn; written by Frederick Lons- week to weak press.
dale; opened last night (Tuesday).

(2d

•Angel' Mediocre $7,700
'Steed'

Brown,' Biltniore

'The World We Make,' Guild (3d
week) (D-914; $3.30)— Parties helped
somewhat last week but attendance
not up to
around
expectations;

by

week)

$2.75)

Woman

week) (D-991; $3.30)— Presented by
Margaret Hewes; written by Dorothy Cumming McNab; opens Friday

score

erer

Robinson

.^on

St.
St.

gets 'Kiss Boys Goodbye'
Monday (11) and then goes dark
week befdre Xmas for first time
since house launched season in September. Reopens Dec. 25 with Bill
in 'Hot Mikado.'
Estimate for Last Week
'Tonight We Dance,' Nixon (2.100;
Wound up behind the eightStar's been away too long,
ball.
Irom .screen as well as stage, to
mean much at b. o., and finished with
a weak $4,000, poorest gross of sea-

Comedy $21,700,

Tops

current,

'Borrowed Time' $1,800,

f:t

coin.

and biggest grosser Even

at the Royal Alexandra in two seasons was Raymond Mas.scy in 'Abe

bu.^iiie«'

pleted 10
ing week;

Estimates for Last Week
was quoted at $25,600; new edition
'PuBarry Was a. Ladv,' Forrest next week.
(1,800; $3.99)— Smash $35,000.
'I Know What I Like,' Hudson(2d-final Dropped out Saturday (2}; played
'Hot Mikado,'
Locust
Jumped to week and two days to very little
week) (1,500; $2.85)

$23,000

Toronto. Dec.

Smash

guessed wrong. A majority of the
midweek matinees were played on
Thursday (30), but there were not
enough patrons to go aro(md. Only
one attraction, 'The Man Who Came
to Dinner," played to standees.
'Life
With Father' played the u.^ual Wednesday afternoon (29) performance,

—

solidly throughout the week.
With the enforced postponement of
'Mulatto' opening at the Walnut
Street theatre, when Acting Mayor
Conncll impo.sed a second ban on
the show, last night (Monday) saw

'Cy

rano de Sergerac,' is skedded for
and "Three After Three,' for

Dec. 25,
Jan. 8.

OK

FOR SOCK TORONTO BIZ

Thursday of November.
Result proved that the managers

m/^

Mikado'

wetk)

(1,590; $3.30). Sour pre.-is and
moderately patronized. Mitzi Green

Thanksgiving, Thursday (30), was a
disappointment.
It was hoped that
celebrants on that day would invade
the metropolis, but just the opposite
happened. Many New Yorkers who
could join in the second celebration
went out of town, where the holiday
was marked on the traditional final

—

fine

•Straw Hat Revue,' AmbassadorClosed. Saturday (2); revue from
sticks got some money at slart, ihen
petered out.
'Streets of Paris,' Broadhursl <25lh
week) (R-1,116; $4.40)— Doing wtll:
off from early fall pace, but laugh
revue should extend
well
into
winter; $21,000.
'Swlnein' the Dream.' Center i2d
week) (M-3,427; $2.20)— Drew adverse press at mid-week debul; alter which attendance was fair; better line this week.
'The Little Foxes,' National i43d
week) (D-1,163; $3.30)— Has com-

.

—

but

$19,200 quoted.

At Pop

$11,000

THREE' NG 12G

expectations

i

$35,000, PhiUy;

12G

tinder
such,

'Story 18G, 'Margin'

sea.sonal Thanksgiving week
peak in grosses was missed along
Broadway this season. Attendance
on the new date set cfor the holiday
was fairly good, but the 'second'

when it drew standees.
La.st week's premiere fare was decidedly better than that of the previous week.
Another high gros.ser,
'Key Largo,' joined the list. Takings
at the Barrymore approached $20,000
despite divided opinion.
'Swingin'
the Dream,' Center, a midweek debut, received a doubtful press: 'Farm
of 3 Echoes' was farily well received
at the Cort and got $7,000 in seven
Philadelphia. Dec. 5.
Philadelphia was in gala holiday limes; 'Morning's at Seven,' a late enmood the la.st half of last week, cli- trant at the Longacre, is a laugh
maxing in the Army-Navy football show. Notices were fair.
Straight-show leaders are closely
game, and the two legit shows in
town soared to rousing biz. In fact, bunched, with 'Dinner.' $19,500; 'FaPrice Scale a couple
more houses could have ther,' $18,500; 'Skylark.' $19,200 (nine
times); 'Philadelphia Story,' $18,000,
fattened on the turnaways.
slightly
off, and "Largo," while 'MarStandout was '.DuBarry Was a
Washington, Dec. 5.
Lady,' B. G. deSylva musical booked gin for Error' is very good at $16,000.
Return engagement last week of for the single week at the Forrest.
'Too Many Girls' still leads the
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' which pre- Playing
with musicals- with takings close 10 $30 a
($3.99
$3.50 top
miered here last season, at $1.65 top taxes). 'DuBarry' galloped to $35,000. 000; 'Hellzapoppin,' $25,600: 'Streets
was promoted by National theatre Only vacancies and there weren't of Paris,' $21,000. with "Yokel Boy'
manager Eddie Plohn and critics as many were in the orchestra at the and 'Scandals' close behind. New
civic enterprise, columnists hailing it first few performances.
This was contender for top gro.ss honors is exas a worthwhile experiment in which first
time
this
season
and for pected to be 'Dubarry Was a Lady,'
theatre was meeting public more some time previous that a ishow which opens at the 46th Street tothan half-way in popular price con- ha.s' attempted a $3.50 top in Philly. night (Wednesday )7:- - troversy. Critics not only hammered Local management \yas frantic to
No openings next week, though a
a
second week, new edition of 'Hellz' is due at the
sliow
for
at price angle, but went to town re- hold
peatedly, insisting that cast and pro- especially as house is dark this week, Winter Garden.
'Scandals' leaves
duction was just as good if not bet- but show had to grab a New York the Hollywood for the road this
week. Withdra-. n last week .'Thunter than original. Week started okay house while grabbing was good.
and built steadily lo capacity from
'The Hot Mikado,' with a $2.iB5 top. der Rock,' Mansfield; 'I Know What
Thursday on.
boimced up to $22,500 in its second I Like,' Hud.son and 'Straw Hat ReCurrent i.s 'White Steed,' on local and final week at the Locust, getting vue.' Ambassac
American Theatre Society subscrip- much of its play from football game
Estimates for Last Week
tion list. Next week brings Bill Rob- visitors the last three days of the
'Dubarry
Was a Lady,' 46th
inson in 'Hot Mikado,' first all-Negro week who couldn't jam their way
Street (1st week) (M-1.375; $4.40)
show to play Cap's only legiter since into the Forrest.
However, 'Hot
—Presented by B. G. de Sylva: book
'Porgy and Bess.' 'The White Plume,'
sold all its cheaper seats

—

My

'Man Who Came

(Chicago company).

I,

The

'

'

Mikado,'

UTERATI
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Wednesday, December

Chilton Co., New York publishers,
died Dec. 1 in a Columbus hospital
of complications following ^n operaSurviving are widow, son,
tion.
daughter and four grandchildren.
Ralph Henry Graves, 61, head of
the newspaper syndicate bearing his

Literati

OBITUARIES

Are we to be
Christ precipitate?
Bronn Set By N. T. Post
MAX GRUBER
Heywood Broun, whose 'It Seems more 'Christian' than Christ? What name, and former newspaper, mag
Max Gruber, 62, long prominent in
To Me' column has appeared in the then are we waiting for— the revolu- and book editor, died Dec. 1 in Gar- outdoor circles as an animal trainer,
den City, L. I. Formerly city ediNew York World-Telegram and tion? Let's go!'
heart attack in Muskegon,
North declared that the editorial, .tor and Sunday editor of the N. Y. died of a
other Scripps-Howard dailies for the
Mich., Nov. 30. Six weeks before his
past eight years, will switch Dec. 15 which is also directed at Life mag as' Times, city editor of the N. Y. Evemanaging editor of death he contracted pneumonia and
Post,
to the New York Post. According to being a 'front' for Communists, is a ning
it's believed his seizure was a result
the columnist, a one-year verbal 'clear and unmistakable call to vio- World's Work and editor for Doubleday, Doran, he established his of his weakened condition.
agreement was okayed between him- lence and bloodshed.'
Born in Rumania, he was brought
newspaper syndicate in 1936.
self and publisher George Backer,
Charles F- Klnesley, 74, former up in the circus world, and possess'N.T. Times Group' Prevails
who recently bought the sheet from
Reputed efforts to wean direction Buffalo, N. Y., newspaper publisher, ing a flair for animal training, soon
J. David Stern. Broun has intimated
He devised an elephant act that toured
L..I,
for some time that his contract with of the American Press Society away died Dec. 1 ih Riverhead,
the Buffalo Eve- the world and appeared before the
the Telly wpuld not be renewed. from the so-called 'N.Y. Times group' was city editor of
before becoming owner crowned heads of Europe. AppearDifferences of opinion between him has failed to materialize, with re- ning News
Enquirer. ing at the London Coliseum in 1909,
and Roy Howard are said to account nomination of Oliver Holden and and editor of the Buffalo
O. D. Donaldson, both of the Times,, .Subsequently, he established the he was approached by Percy Wilfor the severance.
going to New liams, who offered him a 20-week
Broun's column has also been ap- for the posts of executive director Buffalo Review, later
Re- York where he was connected with contract to appear on his circuit. 'The
pearing in a number of papers out- and treasurer, respectively.
tantamount to the old New York Press and other booking led to many other engageside the Scripps-Howard chain, han- nomination is held
papers.
At the time ot his death ments, including 80 weeks on the
dled by the United Feature syndi- reelection.
anti-American he was engaged in the practice of Keith circuit. He had also appeared
of
an
Charges
Understood
cate, an S-H subsid.
of Holden law.
in vaude with an elephant and zebra
that the Post will syndicate the col- Newspaper Guild attitude
turn.
umn itself ih the future, although and Donaldson, together with N.Y.
CHATTER
Of his animals, best known were
some other deal on this point may Times 'bias' against the ANG, are
Likely that the said to have resulted in dissatisfacstill be worked out.
General Book Co. has been formed Minnie and Little Eva, both elephants.. The act toured in various
column title will go with the switch tion among a part of the member- by Franco Modigliani in N. Y.
as Broun has been using it since 1928, ship.
Coast offices of the Fawcett mags circuses and his last engagement was
Other APS nominees for 1940 are moved to a new location in Beverly with the Tom Mix show, whose livewhen he was with-the former World,
he
which was later to become the Robert A. Erwin, of the Washington Hills.
stock, principally the horses,
World-Telegram when the World Evening Star, for prez, and Paul
DuBose Hey ward named resident cared for. The original Minnie was
the Chicago
folded. Understood that in addition Scott Mowrer, editor of
sold to a Mexican circus in 1921 and
Dorothy Thompson, playwright of the Carolina Art As- Little Eva was relinquished when
to the six times weekly column, he Daily News;
sociation.
N.Y, Herald
will also contribute byline stories special writer for the
Margaret M. Mackay returning to Gruber and his wife, Adele Bono,
from the baseball training camps and Tribune; Guy V. Miller, foreign China, preferring to do her scrib- also a performer, retired in 1938.
Pittsburgh Press; Henry
also for other current news events. news editor,
Since 1915 they had maintained a
F. Burmester, Long Beach (Cal.) bling there.
home in Muskegon.
E. L. Bragdon, radio editor of the
Press Telegram, and Gary B. WilSurviving are two sons, Alfred, of
'Country Lawyer' Film Boy
mer, Jr., Atlanta Constitution, v.p.'s. N. Y. Sun, doing a book for Crowell New York city, and Maximilian, Jr.
'Country Lawyer,' by Bellam:^
television.
on
Mowrer is the present prez of the
Partridge, on which Paramount on
a
to
begin
set
Paassen
Pierre
van
Society.

Saturday (2) took a 90-day option,
has had distinction of heading national best-seller non-fiction

list

al-

it was published
It's
considered most
last August.
important non-fiction film buy since
Walter Wanger snapped up Vincent
Sheean's 'Personal History' some
years back.
Book had been under consideration by Par for some weeks and was
purchased by eastern story depart-

most since the day

ment

New

after call from. Russell Holman,
York studio rep, currently on

confabbing

Coast

chieftains.

Book

.

with

NEW PERIODICALS
Hobby Parade, mag for those with
hobbies, to appear quarterly. Published in New York. Albert O. Bas-

company suk

consists of series o£
Par figures on

cases around which

weaving a

Mull Fb. EdiUon of Mirror
Long favored by its «ditor. Jack
Lait, as an exploitation idea, the N.
Y. Mirror may run a Florida edition
this winter.
Heretofore the Mirror flew 300
dailies to Miami during the season.

story.

is

man

string.

Connolly Qnlts Hearst Post
Effects of his recent illness,

which

recently caused Joseph V. Connolly
to absent himself from his duties as
general manager of the Hearst organization for an extended period,
has caused him to quit the post. His
successor is J. D. Gortatowsky, his
former assistant, who was named the
new general manager at a meeting
ot the board of directors of the
Hearst Consolidated Publications in
San Francisco.
Connolly, who while general manager of the Hearst enterprises was
concurrently prez of King Features,
International News Service and International Photo Service, will actively resume that post.

^

editor,

with Fred S. Silver-:

associate editor.

True
story

Love

Affairs,

confessional

mag, added to the Munsey
AUie Lowe Miles editing, un-

der the supervision of Al Gibney.
Civil War Stories, mag devoted to
tales ot the war "between the states
only, which Fiction House is bringing out. New pub is under the editorial direction of Malcolm Reiss.
Publication will be quarterly.

lecture tour shortly after the stjirt
of the new year.
Andre Maurois has legally taken
Real tag of the scribthat name.
bler was Herzog.

Donald M. Bangs named

assistant

to Emil Hurja, new publisher of
Pathfinder Magazine.
Osa Johnson has delivered biog
of her late husband, Martin Johnson,
to Lippincott for publication.
Next year's annual convention of
the American Newspaper Guild will
be held in Memphis in June.
New book-publishing organization,
Midland House, has been organized
by Norman D. Froiland in-N. Y.
Rinehart getting out a
Farrar
book by Haldore Hanson, one of the
Associated Press correspondents in
China.
Paul Gallico, seriously ill for a
long time, now recuperating and doing a full length novel for Cosmo-

&

'

'incitement to riot' were at the New York home of his son,
made to the Post Office department Joseph Brainin, also a writer on
and Department of Justice by Joseph Jewish activities.
North, editor of the New Masses, on
Llewelyn Powys, 55, British ssi
Monday (4). Liberal sheet has re- thor, died in Switzerland Dec. 2 from
cently been running an alleged ex- a tubercular condition with which
pose series by John L. Spivak on the he had suffered for years^ '
Ernest S. Bates, 60, author, critic
Detroit priest.
Portion of the lead editorial 'Red and former literary editor, died unMud,' in current Social Justice, to expectedly Dec. 4 in his Bronx, New
which North objects, reads: 'Inaction York, home after a heart attack.
ia not necessarily a' Christian virtue. former college professor, he had reChrist, we recall, took the cord of his viewed books for the Saturday Regarment and physically lashed the view of Literature, the N.. Y. Times
mooey-changers out of the portico of and the N. Y. Herald Tribune.
Frederic C. Stevens, 61, v.p. of the
the sacred Temple in Jerusalem. Was
stituted

A

looking after the Star since the
exhib's last and fatal illness.
Widow two sons and a daughter
also survive.

known

Frances

Parsons, former
entertainer, to

show

WOW

in

Omaha

Bride

in
is

Simon Legree, died Nov. 30

WILLIAM (BILLY) CLARK
William (Billy) Clark, 64, oldtime
blackface comic in vaude and with
rbdd tabs, died Nov. 26 in Grand
Rapids, Mich. He had toured with
the Hammer and Fields Co., and was
also once in an act billed as

to Gunther LesLas Vegas, Nev., Nov. 25
a screen actress; he's attorin

A

sister

Edgar

,Mrs.

Delano,

B.

survives.

Maurice V. H. Johnson, 64, vet
Ohio ballroom operator, died Nov.
Canton, O,, after a long illHe had been a partner in the
Click Johnson Co., which operated
the Casino ballroom at Geneva on
in
ness.

26,

the

Lake

Widow and

for 22 years.

daughter survive.

JULES MASTBAUM
December

1926

7,

other stock
going to California to live several years ago, died
week.
last
in San Jose

played

with

several

companies prior

to

Lou Anlhonis, 29, saxophonist with
Gus Meyers' Connecticut Colonials,
studio band at WICC, Bridgeport,
died ot pneumonia Nov. 26 at New
Haven hospital.
John Perry Fielder, 72, pioneer
southern fair promoter, died Nov. 30
at his home in Spartanburg, S. C.
He had been secretary ot the Spartanburg Fair Association.
John P.

Gaskill,

52,

cellist,

who

played with orchestras in various Albany theatres for years, died Dec. 2
in the N. Y. state capitol.

Warren

C.

Ripley,

71,

ot

father

Fred R. Ripley, v.p. aiid general
manager of WSYR, Syracuse, died
Nov. 28

at his

home

in Cleveland.

Kate Hohcngarten, 72, mother ot
Carl Hohengarten, "CBS orch leader,
died recently of anemia in a St.
liOuis hospital.
vives.

Max

SIDNEY GOLDTREE

Kimble,

Husband

also sur-

father of
70,
to vaude agent
1 ia

At

Ed

Boston after

Mrs. Ella King Adams, 61, head ot
From 1920 to 1931 Goldtree was in
charge of productions at the Green Cecil B. DeMille's research departStreet theatre, Frisco, where he ment, died Nov. 26 in Hollywood.
staged several long-run plays. The

Frank S. Franklin, 84, father of
best known of these was 'Easy for
Zee-Zee,' which ran there 64 weeks. Clyde Franklin, New York actor,
For a time he was also associated died Nov. 28 in Newark, O.
with Eddie Mitchell in a booking
business.

He dropped dead on the street only
half a block from home and, having no identification, was taken to
the city

morgue where he was

identified

by

later

Fredericksburg, Va., Dec. 1.
Bride
is musical comedy and film player;
he's composer-conductor and on the
SIDNEY J. KENT
'Information, Please' radio program.
Sidney J. Kent, 85, father of SidAnn Carolyn Russell,
serney R. Kent, 20th-Fox president,
ial actress, to Bernard Scott Good
died in Pasadena, Cal., Dec. 2.
non-pro, in River Forest, 111., Dec. 3.
Also surviving are Larry Kent,
Alice Louise Vogel to Edward W.
head buyer for Fox West Coast, two
Hamlin, in St. -Louis, Dec. 1. He's
other sons and a sister.
commercial manager of KSD, St,
Louis.
.Louise Harker to John R. Boyer.in
relatives,

WMAQ

.

FRANK GUTTON

San Antonio, Nov. 30. He is announcer for KTSA, San Antonio.

Arm-

strong and Clark..

29.

ney for Walt Disney Productions.
June Gale to Oscar Levant

home

at

of his only daughter, Mrs. Clarence
N. Ferguson, in Coldwater, Mich,
His widow, Emma, also survives.

Soren

last

June Woodworth
sing,

Delbert S. Ward, 85, retired actor,
who claimed to have played every
role in 'Uncle Tom's (3abin' except

WOW

news department,
August, just revealed.
Peggy Hunter to Stanley Blackburn, owner of Mainstreet theatre,
Fremont, Neb., in Omaha Nov. 28.
Doris F. Schulman to Bernard L.
Schubert, in New York, Dec. 2. He's
sales contact for the Phil Lord office.
Munkhoff,

a doctor ar-

WARD

S.

Sidney Goldtree, 57, Coast legit Allen, assistant
producer and booker, died after a Sherman, died Dec.
heart attack in San Francisco Nov a long illness.

.

Carlo.
script

DELBERT

other children.

'

Reed, professionally
Sonia Orlova, to Serge B.
In New York, Nov. 23.
Both with Ballet Russe de Monte

his wife, Guyton
and collapsed.

ill

,dead before

Mother, 70, of Maxie Rosenbloom,
son was killed in a plafie crackup
several years ago.
He was the former light-heavyweight champion
brother-in-law of Charles Murray and more recently a film comedian
(Murray, and Mack) and Lew Ayres, and Hollywood nitery operator, died
film player, was a nephew. Widow in the Bronx, N. Y., Nov. 30. Also
surviving are her husband and five
survives.

EDWARD

Lou

He was
rived..

.

including The Miracle.'
Previously, he had been general
for Weber and Fields and
for a time was executive secretary
to the Producing Managers Association.
After leaving show business,
he embarked on building and realty
on Cape Cod but lost a fortune.
Oviatt moved to the Coast after his

PETER GORRIS

as
Ismailoff,

Accompanied by
suddenly became

manager

Sara Henderson Hay, who's with
Peter Gorris, 65, vet exhibitor In
book ot poems, the Pittsburgh area, died in a Mcpublished by Keesport, Pa., hospital last week after
My
LITERATI OBITS
Knopf.
Frank Curtis Gbnldlng, 69, adverNew Mrs. Raoul Herbert Fleisch"LEST WE FOKGET"
tising man and former newspaper
mann, wife of the publisher of The
and -mag exec, died Nov. 24 in New Yorker,- Is the former Dorothy
LeROY RICE
Brooklyn, N. Y. At the time of his
Our nAloveil Husband and Falhec
Munds.
Died December 1, 193S
death he was assistant sec of DoreFrank A. Munsey Co. will distrib
Mm. Emma L. Mice
mus & Co., advertising agency.
ana Mni. Haxle Rlc« Hall
Prize Comics, which the Maytair
Dr. Edward Elway Free, writer on
Publishing Co. gets under way In
science subjects, died Nov. 24 in New
January.
a long illness. Gorris went into the
York.
Owner and editor ot The
'Seven Faces Has Love,' by Adela business back in the old nickelodeon
Week's Science, a news service, he
Rogers St. John, series in Cosmopoli- days, opening in McKeesport and
also did special pieces for the N. Y.
said to be semi-autobio- later teaming with Frank Panotan,
is
Times. N. Y. Herald Tribune and
graphical.
polos in the operation of a chain of
the American Weekly.
Clair Kinney, on copy desk of houses. At one time, he controlled
Samuel E. Holly, 19, retired editor
Hearst's Sun-Telegraph, elected pres- a dozen theatres but financial reof the Erie (Pa.) Dispatch Herald,
ident of the Pittsburgh unit ot News- verses cost him many of his propdied Nov. 24 in that city.
paper Guild.
erties.
At the time of his death,
Charles B. Smith, 71, prominent
Walter H. Goan, who acquired the Gorris was running only the Star,
newspaperman for the past halt cenAsheville (N. C.) News from Harold Glassport, Pa. A brother John, formtury, died Nov. 28, in New York
erly an exhib himself, but in the
has
changed
its name to
H.
Thorns,
An editor ot the Encyclopedia
restaurant business now, has been
Americana at the time ot his death, Asheville Advertiser.

Betty

.

spectacles,

politan.

MARRIAGES

]

of the m3jor resort in St. Louis
County, died Nov. 30 in St. Louis
heart attack while driving
after a
his automobile.

Meta Maya Marsky, former leadWILLIAM OVIATT
ing lady for the old Barney Wolfe
William Oviatt, over 70, forjnerly Stock company, Wichita, who had
well known on Broadway, died in
California Nov. 30.
He wr$ general manager for Comstock & Gest
In Memory ot
over a period of years and was in
charge when the producers put on

Scribner's, has had a
Letter,'
'This,

Ribbing Mike Halloran
Minneapolis newspap.r gang got
quite a kick out of the Republic picture, 'Tidal Wave,' which showed at
the Minnesota theatre last week. One
of the film's characters, Mike Halloran, is a newspaper political writer
and he's referred to as 'writing the
usual tripe.'
The Mpls. Star-Journal actually
has a political \\ .'iter by the name ot
Mike Halloran, a veteran, capable he had been a former assistant manOf aging editor on the old N. Y. Eveand respected newspaperman.
course, he came in for much joshing ning World, Sunday editor of the
and plenty of telephone calls, but he Philadelphia North American and
managing editor of the original N.
took it all in good stead.
Y. Morning Telegraph. He had also
served on papers in Washington,
Dallas Dally Sold
Karl HobliUelle has sold to J. M. Knoxville, Tenn., and Macon, Ga.
Abraham Drucker Phillips, 88
West and) sons, Houston, his Dallas
Dispatch f Journal.
Daily's name veteran sportswriter, died Nov. 30 at
changed to the Journal. Same man the Mt. Vernon, N. Y., home of his
agement will be retained.
son-in-law, Nat Fleischer, editor and
Dispatch- Journal was formed some publisher of The Ring, fight mag, to
15 months ago by merger of old Dis- which he had contributed pieces for
patch, Scripps League, and Journal, the past 22 years.
Covering sports
afternoon outlet of The Dallas Morn- for a number ft New England paing News.
pers, Phillips had contributed to the
old Police Gazette before his afNew Masses Vs. Conghlin
filiation with The Ring;
Charges that an editorial in Father
Reuben Brainin, 77, Hebrew writer,
Coughlin's Social Justice mag con- editor and publisher, died Nov. 30

1939

6,

Frank Guyton, 67, prez of the
West Lake Park Amus. Co., operator

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Luigi LuraschI, son,
in tios Angeles, Nov. 26.. Father is'
head of Paramount's censorship division in Hollywood.
Mr, and Mrs.-Leonard Kapner, son.
In Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
Father's

manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Nate Tutts, son, Dec.
at Lawrence hospital, Pelham, N.

2,

Y.
Father is production man at
Ruthrauff Sc Ryan-agency.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Van Dyke, son,
in Santa Monica, Dec. 2. Father is

Metro

director.

Mr. and Mrs. Mort Lawrence, son,
Nov. 29. Father Is
PhiUy, gabber.

in Philadelphia,

WCAU,

)

'

'

VARIETY
ment, has postponed production of
any new shows until spring, when he
expects to proceed with 'Love's Old
Sweet Song,' new Saroyan play.
Meanwhile the. author has completed
still another new one for him.

Broadway
hew Cantor on from

the Coast.

Old Parody club becomes a sea

Herbert de Leon wed Natacha
Sokolova after getting divorce from
Erika Wilka.
Romney Brent playing one of leads
in George Formby's latest film, 'Let
George Do It.'
The Hugh Williamses (he's_ stage
and— film -actor),-divorced. Couple
Conttniied from page !_
were married in 1925,
fold back roof for starlight dancing
Arthur Graham, assistant managei:
the warm months.
of Beaconsfield Film studios, died unProject is the idea of Richard M. expectedly after heart attack.
Peggy O'Neil making comeback in
Decker, now operating, who has
been angling for a similar site for new play, 'Meet the Wife.' Malcolm
Keen and Lorraine Clews are her
the past four years. Op claims he support.
already has offers from several midIvy St. Helier substituting for
western keys to start like ballrooms Hermione Baddeley
(convalescing
backing. from an operation) in Farjeon's 'Little
with
a.s.sured
financial
With a high rental, cost of operation, Revue' at the Little.
'Alias the Bulldog,' is latest in the
including food, chefs, counterman,
Drununond series, which A.ssocialed
etc., talent and other expenses, such
British is doing, with Jack Buchanan
a spot is more of a hit or miss
title role and Greta Gynt in femitie
Under the in
proposition than most.
lead.
combo-eatery method it has to draw
'Billie' Houston, formerly of the
heavily in pidcr to. get olf the nut.
Houston Sisters team, married to
Door tap is 60c weekday evenings Paul Eve, an Australian journalist, in
and TSc Saturday, Sunday and London. He was Associated Press rep
Saturday here.
.Ther'e's
a
holidays.'
Alexander Onslow, who made a hit
Tap entitles ticket
matinee b1.«o.
in New York in the male lead' of
buyers to hop from 5.30 p. m. to 2 'Billeted,' sentenced to six months
a.
ni.
at evening sessions and. in hard labor for stealing old silver
addition gives 'em 60c worth of valued at $75.
food. Sandwiches run from 2Sc. to
Carroll Gibbons back from AmerMilk, coffee, tea priced at a ica, but not returning to the Savoy
50c.
dime. Beer" lonly alcholic sold) is hotel, whose management decided to
15c a gla.<:s. 25c a bottle, and 7Sc a operate with one band, using Geraldo.
smorgasbord Gibbons goes on vaudeville tour.
a
There's
pitcher.
Gaumont-British deluxe cinemas,,
table that entitles a patron to heap which abandoned vaudeville since
as much as he can on a plate in the war, are back again, but policy
one circuit which, with bread and will be less expensive acts.
Ann
butter, u.ses up his 60c ticket. If Davis, of the Arthur Jarratt office,
over the allowance patron pays is the booker.
Samuelson, one of the
G.
B.
the difference on the way out. Also
pioneers of British pictures, now
there's a soda fountain.
Three bands alternate on the Arith Beaconsfield Film studio.s. In
the old days he was in partnership
One upstairs and an- with
bandstands.
Sam Smith, who is head of the
other on the lower level and a studios and British Lion Films.

foodery.

Rosemary Lane flew back
Saturday

(2).

to

Coast
cold

.

•

;

'

back to the Coast

Warner Club is having a Christmas parly at the Warner Flatbusl)
Brooklyn.
Mike Connolly, of the Screen Actors Guild eastern office, back from
B month's stay in Miami.
O H. Briggs, president of Pathe
Films, to the Coast to finish negotiations fox new. lab facilities.
Charlje King (Bill's Gay 'SOs) bemoaning" loss of two valuable scrapbookis, good only to himself.
Glover and LaMae, dancers, shift
Into the Beverly-Wilshire's Florentine room, Beverly Hills, Dec. 7.
Harry Hartwell, tenor, reverting
to his family name, Baron Harold
studio,

von Oppenheiiiti, for concertizing.
Melvyn
(Mrs.
Helen Gahagan
looking for a legit play,
and has two in mind but nothing is
is

set.

David Gould, Metro's manager in
Puerto Rico, recuperating from abdominal operation at French hospital.

Jack Ellis, who got hitched a
couple of weeks ago, is stalling the
honeymoon until later when he goes
»oiith.

Julian Rifkin, g.m. of the Rifkin
circuit in Massachusetts, walks to
altar with Lee Adaskin, non-pro,
next spring.
Monte Proser back to the Coast
preparatory to opening his Beachcomber spot in tl>e Winter Garden

Cuban

third

outfit

.shifts

J.

Van Dyk,

contractor,

actor and indein

and De Vera stay

voluntary
1- -

until

middle of

Bunny Berigan replaced
January.
Powell for two days Nov. 30-Dec,
with
L Beri«an being replaced with
Dick Messner who was followed by
Phoenix, Ariz., last night (5),
George Hall.- Ben
current
probably spend the Christmas holi- the
days on the Coast.
Bernie comes in Thursday (6), then
Toots Shor's new restaurant build- Jack Jenney followed by Van Alexing, occupying two former brown- ander
stone houses on W, 51st, should be
Method of eating is self service,
completed after Jan. 1.
the Dance
Jean Muir, on two-week leave of from which is 'derived
absence from the AGVA office, to teria title. Patrons pick up a tray
guest-star
with Guy Palmerton's and utensils and carry it back to
flock at Salem, Mass., this week.
a table in any part of the house,
Metro home office messengers and Tables surround the dance floor
clerks have formed a basketball downstairs only, the hopping space
squad, hopeful of scheduling games being smaller than usual for ballwith other film company qumtets.
Upstairs is slightly larger,
rooms.
William C. Whites (Ruth Morri.s) Management reports difficulty in
Fcrammed up to Camp Intermission making. patrons believe that they're
at Saranac Lake, where the mi.ssus
entitled to food as well as dancing
will convalesce from a recent bit of
for the same price and have been
surgery.
dancing to three bands is
Joseph Linz has left RKO to join told that
his father's paper, Despatch-Journal, worth the price of admis.'sion alone
bemg handed back food
Dallas, in which Karl Hoblitzelle and while
Bob O'Donnell, Interstate opctators, checks.
have an interest
Claim an attendance of 28,000 in
Following injuries which he suf- fi''sl six days,
tered in an auto collision in Minnesota about. a month ago, Charles Burton, chief of Paramount's maintenance department, is back.
,
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Rav'joC.ton.
Johnston,, who
Ray

flew
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By Glenn
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to get liquor license

back

yet.

ington.

.

Nat Lefton, Variety Club's hew
chief barker, and other officers being
inducted at big shindig this week.

Gene Fowler and Leo McCarey
recovering from their rhotor crash

j

injuries.

!

Bobby Webb resigned as casting
Samuel Goldwyn after

director for
eight years.

William Guthrie resigned as presof Motion Picture Location
Managers' Assn.
Ruth Collier filed papers to change

^Private Party'
_Continae<I from page

I

ident

.1

the

the night. The clubs would be permitted to charge corkage and service
fee^ for ice, ginger ale and soda.

become

office

manager

Georgia Sothern cancelled out of
Casino this week on account of ill.

ne.<!s.

Harold Lund off for a two-week
southern trip with his boss, Harry

';

Ross.

staff to

member

cast,

customers.

the

-

They

just

Betty

their engagement.
Harry Klein in town, beating
drunts for Brock Pemberton's 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye.'
Tom Hune, of Ruth Chatter'ton
cast, is Tom Koehler of Carnegie
Tech dranna school.
Polly Rowles slated for lead in.
Playhouse's next show, Noel
Coward's 'Private Lives.'
Ida Henn back to work at Republic exchange after being laid up 10
mon(hs from auto accident
Margie Noble, of Clair Ray Girl.s,
Or-

took

of

was advised

a

the bells ring out.
"We can't repeal the calendar,'
third week in Shadyside
spending
rin A. DeMass, chairman of the,,.,
commish, told the boys, 'and a law'
James Stewarts parents came
i:i
a law and we have to enforce it
from Indiana, Pa., over weekend to
Michigan law rules out- the heavy see their pride and joy in 'Destry
liquor on the Sabbath and what's Rides Again' at the Alvhi.
more. State's Governor, Luren D.
Dickinson, is a prohil)itionist, so
(here won't be any fooling.
Louis
It is going to be legal to sell the

study.

m

Australia
By

War

Eric Gorrlck

not worrying boxoffices.

|

St

hard

stuff

from midnight

to 2

By Sam X. Hurst

a.m..'

closing time. DeMass said he couldn't
see any reason why public couldn't
pack celebration into those two
hours.

!

Ric'^-^ard Arvid^on, manager of the
MatKi.n. Mattoon, III., a benedict
Li
Sullivan, former Columbia
booker, now with National Theatre

CZarleton
.

the late Mayor Wilson, who
interfered with the local performances of a number of plays.
An odd sidelight to the situash was

than

^l^^
I

:

'

Theatre Managers,

l^)!

Agents and Treasurers union to Tom
to re
La Brum and Mort Schwartz
-t-

- ^
(he show besign as press ajients for
cause Becker .did not hire a union
manager for the theatre. This is the
secon(i lime Schwartz has been stymied while, ballyhooing 'Mulatto.'
He was the press agent for Mark
Linder when the latler tried to put
it on at the Locust In 1937.
.

in

Supply Co.
Lester Levy, booker for Monogram, called to Kansas City by death
of his father.

N. Y.

Tim

1

.

i

I

the

at

la.voff

P. O'Gorman, property man
Garrick theatre, back after
due to illness

Joel Dowdy now manager of the
Criterion, Poplar Bluffs, Mo,, a unit
of the I. W. Rodgers circuit

i

(

I

Grover LaRose,
escing in
I

-

1

I

1

convalhospital from

booker,

St Mary's

injuries .suffered in recent auto accident.

The Ballet Russe has been Inked
engagement with

for seventh annual

Symph.
,
^
as
bow
The Dec. 31 calendaring this year Swai'lhoul makes local 8-9.
so ojst with Symph Dec.
e..-j-„ _:«v,»
..•nK
charge.
a piobon a. Sunday
n.ght is io„
less of ,
Lohbeck, 22, pianist awaiting
William Marien, former publicity lem for New York than last year
g^^, „j j^e EurtJpean conflict to start
manager in Sydney for Williamsonwhen it fell on Saturday and or- hi« concert (our in France. Was in
Tait bowed out to joint the Sunday
dained a 2 a.m. curfew for Sunday Paris when hostilities broke out, so
Telegraph.
he hurried to his home here,
Mills Bros, set for a Sydnev .^ea.son morning,
Sid X. Hartman presented with
Encouraging for N. Y. are the
Recently comfor Tivoli theatres.
pleted a hit run in Melbourne for (he number of inquiries anent reserva- traveling bag, etc., uy employes of
same management.
however,
that Hotel Cha.se at farewell breakfa.st
indicating,
tions,
party
to.<:sed upon his resignation as
after
sinrier.
Olga Coelho, Spanish
they're shopping around, as bookHal

on a theatrical presentation and it
has been generally a.-^sumed that he
was much more liberal in his views

Shopping Around

Plotting the New Year's, reservations, price .scales and business exi-pectations is now occupying (he atlenlion of the niteries the country
over. All agree. that 'general conditions'.will be the determining factor,
these shifting so fast, in face of antics
abroad, that there's no telling. The
expected l>oom in the market cer
tainly hasn't happened and there
has been quite a lull in cafe biz
since early November, normally a

i

.

time that Actjng

all

tough sock from the State Liquor
'On Control Commission. Nitery, hotel
of
and restaurant owners are wearing
father's death while playing Alvin
engagement here, but had to go on long faces because New Year's Eve
They
for two Thank.'giving (30) perform- falls on Sunday this year.
ances, being unable to leave com- won't be serving anything stronger
pany because ol lack of under- than beer and light wine until after

Borrowed Time'

Flag-waving ideas creeping into
I.a.st week. Judge Bok. acting on a
stage presentations throughout Ausban issued by the late Mayor S. trail a.
following resignation of Gerald Davis Wilson imposed a year or more
Switzerland Ice Show will roadGoode, who was forced to step out ago, restrained Acting Mayor Con- show in New Zealand fur William
by TMAT ruling that the couldn't nell from interfering with the pro- soh-Tait
also handle the touring Monte Carlo
Bob L.von, U. S. danceband leader
duction,' but made it clear then that
ballet.
at the Trcjcaderd, Sydney, due to
Now that John Steinberg and Abe this action was taken on the Wilson stay here a year.
Lyman are set to manage the Troca- ban and that Mayor Connell had the
Jimmy Collins producing stage
dero, Hollywood, the deal whereby right to inllicl a second ban of his presentations successfully at State,
the former might have acquired the own. Reports made by those repre- Sydney, for Greater Union.
International Casino, on Broadway, senting him after- .seeing the 'pre'Four Feather.s" (UA; clicked in
which was offered him, is off.
for
for
Hoyts.
'Hotel
view' were of so lurid a nature that Sydney
Zeke Colvan, g.m. of the Muny Op Connell became quite emphatic in Women' (20th) also doing very well.
in St. Louis, has written a practical
Metro starting heav.v. exploitation
his announced intention of not rehandbook on the business of acting
for 'Wizard of Oz' on Yulelide debu(.
his former
inch
from
treating
an
which
McGraw-Hill
(Whittlesey
first

along

Saul Steinfeld, of RKO office, and
Goldstein have announced

Detroit, Dec. 5.

Nilery
proprietors
throughout
Michigan are having a tough time
keeping up that hearty greeting for

Mort Nathanson upped from assoto top p.a. of 'Life With Fa-

the

coming

one-nighters.

Blue Detroii

again.

Maude Raymond in from New
to replace. Wilma Francis as

Marcia Giles with "On Borrowed
Time' at Alvin here, latter having
been taken ill in Omaha and re-

ciate

is

gave Pittsburgh
houses of the

biggest

Morrone

Art

right at Meircy hospital following an
operation.
Muriel Caldwell now doing the

warbling with Sid Dickler on his

ther.'

This

Levant

Oscar

symph two
season.

|

Mayor Connell has taken any action

Kap Monahans' two
down with the chicken

pox.'

J.

,

position.

Todd

the

of

youngsters

.-.ide.

is

&

By Hal Cohen
One

1940.

.<!uc-

York

turning to Gotham.
Clyde Franklin,

Weber

S.

the idea of hiring busses to transport customers to either the Renault
Club, Atlantic City, or his club in
cuperating from appendectomy.
Gladys Swarthout .<:oloist with' Wildwood, N, J., both of which he
Minneapolis Symph for two concerts operated during the summer and
last week.
which are now shuttered.
Joe Fieldman. National Screen
Roaclhouses in South Jersey exsalesman, assisted by J. McFarland pect the biggest biz in their history
and Dave Bader of same office, put from thirsty Philly celebrants.. The
on show for Glen Lake Sanatorium Main Line social
set is expected en
tubercular children.
Larry Kline, RKO office manager, masse by Gotham spots to welcome

Stern withdrawn from sales

of Collier,

Fhilly Idea.

Lucille McCullum, of 20th-Fo)(, re-

A.

name

agency to Ruth Collier Co.

Pittsborgh

By Les Rces

'Mulatto'

another dittoing.

in the east.

I

Philadelphia, Dec.

left.

recovering

!

Frankie Palumbo, operator of a
club in South Philly, is toying with

.<:alesman,

from Manila for

Stock 'Our Town' still doing big throat treatments.
Edward Shellhorn recuperating
House on fifth stanza,
from eye operation.
Frank Sennes turning over bookJean .Parker filed suit for divorc«
to Marty Caine, temporarily, from George MacDonald.
while on honeymoon trip.
Skinnay Ennis laid up with cracked
Frederic
McConnell
acting
as ribs' after fall from a horse.
prexy for fall get-together of Chic's
Arthur Rankin giving up acting
university and little theatres.
(or writing on advice of his doctor.
Loui.c B. Mayer entertained MiliSammy Walsh back, m.c.ing for
Ohio Villa, which hasn't been able tary Affairs Committee from Wash-

One

ceesing Bill Crystal, who's

In

Frendling

from pneumonia.
Earl Johnson in from Manhattan
to gander studios.
Dorothy Lamour to hospital for

i

ing

|

Nearly 1,000 department heads and
empFoyees of Loew's home office and
Metro exchange will be guests at the
company's Xmas luncheon at the
Hotel Astor Dec. 22.
On Thanks'uving night, Loew's N. Y. theatre
'epartment had its party.
Eddie Dowling, with a stomach ail-

C. Piillcn

at Play

I

now

Charles

Ballet Russe playing annual visit
to civic aiuditorium.

Minneapolis

named North Dakota

Roth

J.

Erpi huddles.

Elmer Lupton recuperating after
appendectomy.

Cleveland

Clifford C. Fischer, whose 'Foliesl
U. S. band leader. Bob Lyon, scor.Continued from page 1Bergeres' reopens the Broadway as
ing at Trocadero, Sydney.
a legit spot, may take a lease on the moral values and the Rev. William
Hoyts planning additional nabe
house in association with the Shu
Steveniion, Negro pastor of local theatres in Sydney and Melbourne.
berK Latter meantime have' it.
Melbourne amusement biz tops,
Methcidist Church, ro.=e' to denounce
Abe Lastfogel, g. m. of William it.
Other unidentified volunteer with crowds in for the race carniMorris agency, playing the legit thespoke for and against the play val.
atre circuit catching up with shows, critics
Biz continues brightly in New
which
condebate
impromptu
in
the
many of 'em studded with his comZealand with British and U. S. stage
pany's clients. J. C. Stein (MCA) tinued for hours on the sidewalk out- fare.

bringing out soon under
title of 'Face the Footlights.'
When Frank (Algonquin) Case
opened his hotel lounge for a supper club; with Greta Keller, last
Wednesday, the bullish turnout
caught all unawares, with service
almost paralyzed by the strong biz.
Paramount tossed feed at Luchow's for the critics last night
'Tues,), with Johnny Green's orch
Allan Jones and Mary Martin, wh(i
open today at N. Y. Par, on hand
together with Walter Connolly, also

after surgery.

sary.

{

House)

operation.

Films Commission.

'

i

pix.

Williamson-Tait granted a pic
William Jacobs on two-week siesta
for Royal, Sydney, by the in Mexico.
Unit, however,
Jan Garber celebrated 20th year as
will stick' to legit, with, license kept band leader.
Ray Sebastian in serious condition
on ice just in case a change is neces-

license

between

.

s

I

.

upstairs
room is
the
Currently
closed for repairs to the dance -floor
here on Dec. 23,
Birdwell planed out of .<!0 the three outfits go on downRus.<;ell
New York for the Coast Monday (4 stairs in halt hour relays. Teddy
after confabs on 'Gone With the Powell, Joe Marsala and Antonio
Marsala
Wind' bally plans.
DeVera batids opened.

James
pendant

'

.

Jnd., for a spell.

.

,

•

.

icmorrow (Thursday).
Tommy Nip back In New York.
Had a dance school in Evansyille,

Douglas)

|

hunt.
managements.
Abcm Finkel back from Caribbean
Films Commission being asked by cruise.
leading exhibs to stop free pic shows
llona Massey east on three-week
stores this Yuletide.
Previously, holiday.
the stores made a biz bid by playing
Henry Schuster recovering from
short free sessions with 16

.

.

|
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HoHywood

!

Alec Hanlon.
Quite a few of the boys connected
Gary Cooper laid up with leg inwith the pic biz are taking a spell at
military service. Difference in paylJ^fyis being made up by the various', '"p"^ Lee back from N. Y. story

3 Bands, 60c.

,

Bob Weitman nursing a bad

and sinus attack.
Harry Blair has set up his own
publicity agency,
The Sol Lessers

was originally imported by Sir Ben
Fuller for a U. S. revue try through

London

and

Mike

Lu.<!tig

peak month.

I

St.

Louis

-

i

Jan. 5-7.

,

Gladys

,

in

.

<

.

]

j

i

1

j

.

'

|

-

j

short run for the Australian
Broadcasting Commi.':.';ion giving a
iieries of solo concerts in Sydney,
Norman B. Rydge. Charles Munro
a

i

ings are

still

slow.

head

man

Fir.'-'t

"

of

local

Chase Club, nitery."
showing of 'No More

Peace' will be by the Mummers of
Louis, Dec. 8-10.
Leads asOiiio's Headache
yifined (o Carlo Koenig, Gene Marand Dan Michaelove still in deep
Uhall, Blandford Jennings and Luhuddles concerning propo.scd deal
Columbus, Doc. S.
between Hoyts and (jrcatcr Union.
Ohio blue laws are also a hurdle cille William.son.
Ai.vets
of
George
Kilgen
Son?,
Ian Kei(h is doing good trade for here for the niteries New Year's Eve,
Dave Martin at the Minerva. Sydney, due to the awkward calendar date. Inc., clde.<!t organ concern in U.- S.,
brought $21,707 at auction. Eugene
in 'Dinner al Eight'
Will do other
The private party stunt has been R. Kilgen, grandson of founder, has
U. S. legit .shows, for .lamc manager.
talked about as a possible mcan.< to organized a new company to carry
Salici-'s Puppets begin a .veason in
on.
Melbourne for Tlvoll (hcalics. Acti circumvent the Sabbath hurdle.
;

I

'

I

.

!

'

I
'

:

I
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Screen Stars

Wednesdaj, December

6,

1939

use this soip with active lather
you'll find

it

works for YOU
1

OLLYWOOD STARS use Lux
li.Toilet Soap because its gentle

ACTIVE

lather does such a

thorough

job. It gives million-dollar complexions

protection they need to help
soft

them stay

and smooth.

You don't want to risk Cosmetic Skin
—the dullness, enlarged pores and little
blemishes that come when pores are
choked. Use cosmetics all you like. But
give your skin regular ACTIVE-lather
care. ACTIVE lather takes away every
trace of dust, dirt and stale cosmetics
from the skin leaves it soft and lovely.

—

Use Lux Toilet Soap when you renew
make-up — ALWAYS before you go to
&<

bed. You'll love the gentle care this fine
white soap gives your skin.

BEHE DAVIS
AND

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
IN

WARNER

BROS.*

"The Private Lives of
Elizabeth and Essex"
NOW SHOWING LOCALLY

9 out of 10 Screen

Stars use

Lux

Toilet

Soap

^niETY
I»iiM|tii.fJ
li:ii(t)i«a

\V.»^kl)r Ht 1S4
6dci>ii(J-cla»s

West

<filh

Street.
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Now

21,
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York. N. 7.. by Variety. Inc. Annual subscription. $10. .SI(ikI<»
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PAGES

LECTURERS' BULL MARKET
Claim

Thone Surveys No Accurate

Gauge on Ultra-Modem Radio Jive

Wwi year, the

time they've

first

s|)okon so optimistically of th«
situation in many a year.
The American p.sychology of
bcinit grateful that it's all happening over there seems to b«
interpreting itself already via
advance reservations for the big

or^anizat: )Ms.
They think that the only way
that an account or agency can obtain
a bona ltde count on a swing band's
•liilin;; power is by rcstriclinK the
coincidental
checkups strictly
to
.)lii)i\e calls, and to pass up the recall

pronram-chocking

llicse

—

—

to

the

managers and

Bankers'

most of the sponsored swinji
on Ihe air at an hour when
cliccUcrs have already ceased
their to-incidcntjl phone callinij for

% Idea

Anew for H'wood

evening and thorcfJie have to
di'pcnd on wliat they re told the next
luornin? for an insijjht into last evcI'ractically all
jun;'i late listening.
lliosc who answer the phone \n llie
niornini; are housewives and unless
they are of the younR matronly element it isn't likely that they will recall that the late evenins's lisleniit^
li id
included a swiny band or two,
b-'cauic the choice had undoubtedly
been that of the youni; people in the
family. Molhers. say the band reps,
may readily recall the sweet style of
a Ciuy Lombardo or Wayne King but
the ihances of her memory havinp
been impressed by the hot licks of
one of the latest jilterbuj idols are
tlie

In an effort lo uncover any reasonable new proposition, whereby production overhead in Hollyw'ood may
be reduced. Wall Street bankers
presently are toying with the idea of
to
companie.i
production
uri;ing
realign their star and feature player
salaries along percentage lines. The
French idea of paying screen players
on a |>ercentage basis is being ad-

vanced most
i

LuDts Let Hollywood
It

For Barging in Late

Late Arrivals
From Hollywood," with Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fonlanne wielding whips
of

the

of sarcasm. Tardy aristocrats from
the nim colony were greeted with
genlle chiding as they strutted down
the aisles, while the proletariat upstairs reveled in the chastising.
"^ilm players are people.
Some of
Ihem observe
the
amenities
of
civili7.ation and some insist on
musJging 24 hours a day. The muggers
are a pest to stage players and generally delay the ri.se of the curtain
until 9 o'clock, to give
them time to
strut.
Even then, the first net is
ruined by whispers as an ermine

wrap muscles

in

'

!

!

I

Antaxes and surtaxes.
other strong feature of the percentage plan is that it would prevent the burning up of talent and
eliminate the crowding of playdates
on films having the same stars.
Further advantage to the screen
player, as presently viewed, is that it
ment

In

walks Miss Mink and Mrs. Emeralds,
accompanied by oh's and ah's. and
I <e
drama goes on with a fiat tire.
U was popular stunt in
the old
udcville days, whittling
a quip at
expense of a late customer.
John

'e

darrymore has been
bearing down
them in his Chicago show,
and
'Jw come the
Lunts, sprinkling
(Continued on page 53)

his life in pictures.

NEW STRAUS OPERETTAS
t'rirbratinif

French Clllifnship with

One Ordlratcd

and tramples over a

lerd of bunions in
the third row.

|

.

Dec.

dedicated lo the Allies in celebration of his recently acquired Frcgch

to

sing,

was the

retort

of

organization.

Matter may come to a head at the
meeting this afternoon (Wednesday)

Four A's inlcrnational hoard,

on which Loeb is an Equity repreExpected that as chairsentative.
(Continucd on page 531

Harry Carey and Kids' Act

Chicago. Dec. 12.
Standard agencies, handling radio,
variety and orchestra talent, made
their biggest putsch into the fair
and outdoors field last week, putting
on a terrific drive for business and
bookings at the annual convention
of Fairs and Expositions here. Such
offices as Music Corp. of America,
William Morris, General Amusement

and Consolidated Radio Artists had
setups at the Sherman Hotel lo show
their wares and were buttonholing
fair secretaries lo get them lo signature for radio, orchestra and vaudc

i

I

|

|

j

j

talent for their grandstand showyi
instead of the traditional circus and
outdoors attractions.
Fair secretaries were ivit unresjjonsive, manifesting a decided leaning tow^ard the more publicized,
nationally-known variety talent as a
replacement for the rather nameless
circus acts with their strict emphasis
on acrobatics as entei lainmcnt.
and the Morris agency made

MCA

considerable progress in
(Continued on page

BERGEN

IN

snagging
5:j»

THE COIN

Opllom Have Hiked VentriloqulsCs
Saliry to Reported

SS.UOI)

Hollywood. Dec. 12.
Edgar Bergen's new option with J.
Waller Thompson for the Chase &
Sanborn program will net him
around $C.000 a week even though
the java show will have its running

Hollywood. Dec. 12.
H;irry Carey hits the road in two
his son Dobcy, 17. and his
(laughter Cappy. 15, in a stage skit
written by hmiscif,
T.iur opens in Dallas. Texas, and
carries throuuh the siiilh. midwest

time cut in half starling Jan. 7.
Understood another boo.<t in 1941
will put him in the top coin bracket
with Jack Benny.
Bergen will do his cu-;l irn ny two
sp.Tls with Charlie McCirlliy on the

and

;icw half hour setup.

east.

It

bination history ot the motion picture Industry and a biography of
David Wark Griffith is being written

by Lillian Gish and

GrifTith.
Miss
Gish declares that the director and
producer, now 60, will appear in the
film,

and that she may take

a role in

also.

it

Arrangements for production have
not been completed yet, according to
Miss Gish, but

it is possible that she
Griffith will be co-producers.
Distribution for the picture, to be
called 'Silver Glory," hasn't been de-

and

cided.

Work on

the screenplay

Is

about

half completed.
It was interrupted
when Miss Gish came east about a
month ago in connection with the
engagement of her sister, Dorothy,
for 'Mornings at Seven.' legiter currently on Broadway.
Writing will
be continued when Miss Gish returns to the Coast shortly. Myron
Brinig, pro scribbler, is aiding Miss
Gish and Griffith on the technical

end.

The former screenplayer declared

For Fair Dates

|

the revisions in the Four A's financial setup, particularly in regard to
Equity's relations with its parent

some new songs weeks with

has a
recently written operetta with a
theme opening soon in
militarv
Zurich and another debuting shortly

Bordeaux.

Equity has moved lo investigate its
parent union, the Associated Actors
While the
Artistes of America.
li
purpose of the action isn't disclosed,
Philip Loeb, chairman of the probe
committee, has informed Four A's
oflicials that Equity desires to study

of the

York,'

NamesinPutsch

Parent Union

12.

OsiMr Straus is planning an operetta wilh a milil.nry theme to be

in

'

least 50
tele-

have

Seldes said.

Admiralty

lo Allies

Paris.

citizenship.
He's also writin:;
for Allied soldiers

j

at

will

Radio and Band

Move To

Its

be

we

ter.

Investigate 4A's,

in

would prolong

of the British

Equity in

will

former Gotham Mayor James J.
Walker, who acted as toaslmas-

GOLDEN

Dorothy Thompson is causing manIn far
agers to tear their hair.
greater demand for rostrum appear(Contiiuied on page 55)

]

j

IT

[Both
ler, nephew of Herr Adolph.
of the latter are anti-Nazi in their
spiels!
With the business this season in
its biggest boom since pre-war days,

freely.

has been advanced before but never
viewed with much favor.
However, the ou' right percentage
arrangement is being advanced as
liein.i; a logical solution for both the
player and the producer. The plan
provides that a player's income is
largely spread over two years, thereby materially reducing the total
amount he must pay the Govern-

Lord

First

it

perfected,'

'About th« same time that
they'll ba making pictures in

Alfred DulT Cooper, military expert
George Fielding Eliot, and such exploitable names as Archduke Felix
of Austria and William Patrick Hit-

.'Vnother proposition taken out of
the mothballs is that of having the
tudio pay Government taxes on
with Ihe estimated
salaries
tar
.iniount of lax payable being taken
This idea
oil the \va!;e allotment.

I

Taming

'And

Serious trend of world events during the past few years, pointed up by
radio commentators, has catapulted
the platform lecture industry in the
United States lo boom proportions.
Shooting into top money brackets
are such insighters on affairs as foreign correspondent H. R. Knickerbocker, writer Thomas Mann, former

Stars; Economy

voiy slim.

'The

tertainment media.

New
By HERB

.In;

Los Angele.s, Dec. 12.
Opening of 'The Taming of the
Shrew" at the Biltmore turned into

pictures as they are difi'erent en-

years before

RADIO CAUSED

uiiiii '^o

Have

quet

vision

»l;oiU<.

First Niters

annual Variety Club banher* Sunday (10), said
television would never replace
fifth

—

h

Screenplay which will be a com-

Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
Gilbert Seldes, chief of television for CBS, speaking at th«

Too Busy

niijht.

iiK'tliod entirely.

.^crordins;

50 Years Off

in World Events
Catapults Platform Performers Into Their Top
Mrs. Longworth
Season
Eve
at $1,200 a Talk
Dorothy
Curie's $1,000
Thompson Refuses $3,000,

Interest

New York bonifaces look to
New Year's eve for a big killing

Cavalcade

By and With Them

Film.

GLIB GABBERS

Payoff on Peace

Manaiiers of tlaiice bnndj and their
.)i)jkiin; oCnces are of llie opinion
that the ratings ijivcn swing combinations
on conimcrcinls cannot
.institute a true index to their
liileiier popularity
because of the
very n.ilure of the system used by

Griffith-Ullian Gish

fINCy FEES FOR

that the history ot the industry, as
unreeled via the activity of Griffith,
will be handled in a much more serious vein than 20th Century-Fox employed in the recently-released 'Hollywood Cavalcade.' She said it will
start back with Griffith in his youth
in Kentucky, carrying him through
his first job as a mail-room helper
on his brother's newspaper, his work
reporter on the Louisville
a
Courier-Journal, and then his introduction to stock, by which path he
(Continued on page 14)

as

Paul Whiteman Orch

With Rooney-Garland

For M-€ Filmnsical
A

Metro fllmusical is in the brewing whereby Paul Whiteman and his
orchestra join Mickey Rooney and
Judy Garland as co-stars. Abe Lastfogel (William Morris agency) has
been handling the preliminaries.
Whiteman would take his entire
crew to the Coast including Joan Edwards and Bob Hannon, latter a new
tenor succeeding Clark Dennis.
The maestro's last major film work
w-as 'The King of Jazz,' a pioneer
fllmusical a decade or so ago far
Universal.

Warner Bros, has set Whiteman for
four weeks at the Broadway Strand
Feb. 5 in combination with 'The
Fighting 6Bth.' figuring en the two
to
offset
Lent.
The booking is
strictly with an eye to beat the preEaster inroads, counting on a full
Fnonth for both stage and piclurc.
Whiteman is set for other vaudfilmcrs right after Jan. 7 when the
band lays otT for 10 doays- following
the completion of its Hotel New
"Vorker, N. If., engagement.
Bob
Crosby succeeds at the Hitz hostelry.

.

KENT,

Universal Pictures Labor

lessy

WOBBER REVIEW

Washiniiton, Dec.

Metro Deal, Stage Tuner
John Monks,

I

holVe.

;

Investigators led

;

i

'

tmhealthy

Up

;

office

Washington, Dec. 12.
headache Involving

legal

aren't doing
at present.

problems

With Europe

Now at War,

ZaSu

j

what Leiserson referred to—

even what case he had in mind—
remained obscure as the New Deal

Propose

j
I

New

is

bw

\

;

Pitts (Woodall) in latest

dodge

to

Copyright

from

Basil outfit split oft
is

her

up,

Mile.

fir.st

it.

Speaking of the quota provisions,
said there will definitely be
(B. of
no change for six months.
recent ruling declared no change
is to be made, it at all, until April

Kennedy

.

deficiency

Heavy

(or the Americas

Selling

Campaign

relaxation is po.ssible after
that, he declared, but it will depend
entirely on how the war is going at
He said it is not at all
that time.
impossible that American film companies will be able to turn out their
required quantity of product In
Britain despite the war as the English government, he added, is doing

In U. S., Par's

move

assessments

Answer

To Foreign Shrinkage

everything in its power to niu.stcr
the necessary manpower from the
army and provide other facilities
Kennedy said
for picture-making.
that .several English companies now
working are not experiencing too
much difficulty, and as the operation
of running the war becomes more
routine, film production will be still

the

iRxl January, a proposed new domestic copyright bill will be introduced in the Senate under the
memorandum dealing with irregular- sponsorship of the Sholwell comities in administrative procedure.
Imiltee to^'cially called the Commiltce on Study of Copyright of the
•U. Case Smelled'
:

j

have nothing

'I

orandum

to

of July

add

to

my mem-

;

26 except to say

.

that I agree with your statement at
the conference Wednesday afternoon
that the Universal Pictures case
smelled,' Leiserson was revealed to
have written board chairman J. War-

'

'

j

^

Madden on July 26.
The reference could have been to
matters, but there was no
way of knowing since the interroga-

ren

>

reveral

tion did not get

around

to this docu-

ment snatched from board files by
committee sleuths. It was noted that

NLRB

Lei.serson did not join the
until nearly a year after the biggest
film case, that involving petition of
Screen Writers Guild for recognition
by major studios, was settled. No
single case against Universal could
spokesmen
be recalled, while
said it would require a lengthy
search of their records to discover
all possible instances which could

i

;

i

i

film labor matters will receive attention. For all files of the Los Angeles

complaints from Hollywood unions,
have been subpoenaed by undercover
men who also have been digging for
weeks into NLRB headquarters records.
Hearings on the West Coast
later in the winter have been tentatively scheduled, and more exhausis

POMMER TO COAST TO
START HIS 1ST RKO

He is a former film exec
and has been active from the start

sociation.

of hostilities in attempts to restore
normalcy to film exhibition and distribution in England.
Kennedy said he would retire from
public office when his present job
is done and, inasmuch as he has a

deep

nearly a year of work,

a

I

\

;

I

there were violent objections
(o certain points, so a large part of
the aereement was virtually to.s.sed
on the afh heap and had to be
taken up all over again by the committee.
Mo.st of the groups were
willing to let the draft go through
pretty much a.s it stood, but the film
and radio interests balked at whole-

en-.,

Sturgis'

Hollywood, Dec.

12.

Went McGinly'

hit cameras yesler
day (Monday).
Film also brings out Brian Don

bill

Erich Pommer, who has been In
for nearly a month looking over scripts and talent, left for .convention) into line and forming a
the Coast over the weekend to start standard
copyright
laws
set
of
Ihe fir.st production on his contract throughout the world.
With leadwith RKO.
iiig European countries at war, howPommer and Charles Lc^ughton. ever, that plan will have to be held
who are in partnership in Mayflower in abeyance for several years, so
P&oductions, their picture organiza- the idea Is now to work out a prac
tion in England, signatured separate ticnl agreement to cover copyright
producing and player pacts with relations between the North and
South American countries.
several weeks ago.

Laemmle

i

I

:

'

is

secured

bonds with

'

\

RKO

E. V. Durling.

Harry Edington.
David Fleischer.
Corey Ford.
Barney Gerard.

I

;

Executors were granted court permission to sell 450 shares of common
stock in five corporations at the current market price, about $20,000.
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nave Rose's quota plan
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Pnris stage into stride
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Other
,

Shift fo Au.sfie
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|
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H'wood's Chest Contrib
12.

Motion picture division of Community Chest campaign, headed by
Harry M. Warner, has turned in con-

may be made by

boom

.Page

British pi

.Page 24

.

..Page 24

.Page 24
.Page 37

October,

The

N. Y. to L. A.
Harr.v D. Buckley.
Pat Casey.

$17,500,000

maximum amount

ing film production, it was pointed
out this week by foreign department
govexecutives In N. Y. The British

ernment will make rulings, however,
on what dispensation may be made
of the money.
,

'

It is

the

Bennett Cerf.
Paul Graetz.

or
entirely possible that part
belonging to various

money

American majors, with official government okay, may be u.sed on cerdeals.
tain circuit and production

Crainger.

Mrs. Hal Home.
Osa Johnson.
Sol Lesser.

held responsible for
that 20th-Fox or

This angle

is

revival

talk

of

to

Metro, might resume negoliation.s
obtain control of Gauinont-Britiili,
which has extensive holdings in Eng;

Fred Pelton.

Pommer.

Jean Rogers.
Frank Swann.
Norbert Wilcox.

land.

Rep, Mono Coin Deals
Although not definitely set,

Danny Winkler.

probable

that

both

Republic

i

b.o.

to Genoa'* Isa

Miranda, Alexander Korda, Basil
Black (Rex).
Dec. 6 (Los Angeles to Sydney)
Monogram i.
last three years.
Tamara Toumanova, Tatiana Ria- '.the
,„.„„„„„4„j in
Great Britain o.v
represented
bouchlnska,
Paul Petroff, David
Republic
Pathe Pictures, Ltd., while
Li.schine, Nata.scha Sobinova, Alexas its reprc.se:'taandra Dcnisova, Ludmila Lvova, ha.s British Lion
I,orand
Andahazy, Boris Belsky, tive.
Antal Dorati, Alberto Alon/o, Anton
Vlassofl,
Serge
Ismailoff, . Tania
Orlova; Igor Sbhezoff, Max Gobermann (Mariposa).
Robert T. K«nc.'
1
I

•

I

i

.

.

.

.P&ge 49
.Page 49
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Is

and

m
tributing companies not included
govthe stipulation of the British
ernment on frozen money, will
avIhoir
able to withdraw half of
over
erage take from Great Britain

'.

Uppling
What's wrong with legit?
Call Equity 'unethical' on $50 minimum..,
Barrymore's

..Page 47

it

Monogram, the two independent jtis-

SAILINGS
(New York

shcirt

remaining frozen in England may be
used for various purpo.ses, includ-

Laurence Beilenson,

Dec. 14

considerably

is

withdrawal.

Jimmy McHugh.

15

.Page 15

in Australia

Phil Regan's $6,000 legit settlement

tributions of $108,037 to date.

Further subscriptions will be
turned over to the Chest as fast as
they are collected.

film

CBS's Hollywood package idea.
Ben Bernie renewed;
Chas. Boyer back on NBC
Songwriters' ultimatum

England after the

war problem. Al.so, it's an improvement over the earlier, dra.stic proposals of allowing only 20% net

Charles Leonard.
Fred Meyers.

Edmund

to

Coin Pact Viewed As OK
While the $17,500,000, maximum
amount the seven U. S. major companies can expect to take out of
Great Britain in the year starting
last

Estate Sued

by 19 U. S. Treasury
a face value of $230,000

not con-

of the full amount realized from distribution there, it's viewed as good
the
as could be expected considering

John W. Hicks, Jr.
Jack Hively.
Ru.sscll Holman.

Erich

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Metro gave Frank Borzage a new

I

Orson Welles.
Los Angele.s, Dec. 12.
Claim of $214,000, based on six
promi.s.sory notes, was filed again.st
the Carl Laemmle estate by the
Bank of America. Estate's execu
tors have approved the claim, which

is

holiday.s.

Cheever Cowdin.

James Roo.sevelt.
James Saphier.

levy as a star.

Original idea of the .sponsored new
was to modernize the domcstie
copvright situation, .so the U. S.
could join with foreign countries in
bringing the international copyright
agreements (known as the Berne

'

and will returiT

Claudette Colbert.

Stanton Griftis.
Edith Head.

Preston Sturgis bowed as a Para
mount writer-producer when 'Down

sale portions.

:

Par Deal

it

family grow up.' He is in the U. S.
to report to the President 'certain
things inconvenient to put in cables.'

Mickey Black.
Nate Blumberg.
Jack Cohn.
J.

inlere.st in films,

that he might be
tempted back into the industry. He
was vague about future plans, however, sayitig he expected to spend
the next five years 'watching my

sidered unlikely

TO

divorce became final.
In arguing that the Government's
complete draft was finally approved
construction of the law is unfair,
last summer by representatives ofcounsel for the actres.<! .said much of
all
interested elements in the inher income was used to pay GalI,
lery's expenses, while the couple lost
jraft was taken back to the various
money in enterprises he promoted.
groups, such as broadcasting compnnie,
companies, publisher.s.
After

New York

Hollywood, Dec.

I

'

due

before

Hays Greets Kennedy
The amba-ssador was met at Ihe
trans-Atlantic seaplane base, Port
Wa.shington, L. I., by Will Hays and
a delegation from the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors As-

.

then.

director contract
He takes a vacation
next assignment.

j

'

tive discussion of producers' difficul-

under the Wagner Act

|

i

i

have been meant.
With the Smith Committee due to
Kit for 10 days, it is expected various

ties

easier.
,

I

NLRB

A

1).

Hollywc d, Dec. 12.
the Board of Tax Appeals is reHeavy .selling campaign in the
quested by the comedienne, whose
convening of congress
offset the shrinkage of world
trouble dates back to her divorce U. S. to
Anpictiire markets was approved by
from Thomas S. Gallery, Los
geles sports promoter to whom she Paramount biggies at a meeting atmarried more than a decade.
tended by Barney Balaban, Stanton
the same as that
corinne Griffi.s, John Hicks, Jr., Russell Holj,,
^pp^^j
^^^^^^j^^,
Griffith Marshall, who lost out in a man, Y, Frank Freeman and William
American Committee on Intellectual move to .save pnoney via California's Le Baron.
Cooperation of League of Nations),
community property law.
'Experience has taught us,' Balaban
Committee members, representing
In the newest piece of film colony said, 'that newspaper and magazine
the various interests concerned with tax litigation, the highest court is
with incopyright, including authors, com- asked to rule whether an oral agree- advertising, in connection
com- ment to split earnings can supersede telligent exploitation, brings the bigpicture
poser.s.
publishers,
panies. broadcaster.?, recorders, etc.. a written pact under which each gest returns, both for the. studio and
subject.
particuthe
This
meeting
on
e.xhibitors.
is
have been
member of the family is given full for our
Two or three more will take place right to his own earnings. Mrs. larly true under, a 'newly adopted
Another Woodall had signed a property set- policy of coordinating advertising
before Congress gathers.
visited
Wash
group of industry reps
tlement in 1932, anticipating her and distribution. Under this policy
ington last week to huddle with divorce, providing that separate in- the showing of our pictures in suffiState Department officials,
comes were separate property, but cient key .spots in advance of general
idea is to reconcile as far as pos- later they agreed to put all earnings release enables us to judfie our product and inten.sify advertising behind
sible the viewpoints of the various into the same pot even though they
groups, then present the resulting were waiting for the decree to be- each picture for boxoffice results.'
Held that since she and
bill to the Senate with the approval come final.
Paramount prez also checked and
by all portions of the industry of her ex-husband were living apart, approved pian's under' way for con
jt lea.st some points in the draft, the money could not be lumped.
Lstruction of the new studios iniwest
Throwing out Uie individual re- los Angeles.
it is generally conceded that certain
clau.se; will be disputed by various turns in which combined earnings
_J
groups, but those can be taken up in were divvied, the Internal Revenue
Senate committee hearings and the Bureau demanded the actress pay an
L. A.
N. Y.
parts approved by all groups will be additional $11,531 for 1932 and $3,864
Barney
Balaban.
for that part of 1933 before the
theoretically ready for passage.
'ilh

grosses.

'Florian'

screen effort.

T.'s

topping $15,000.
Correctness of rulings by the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and

|

choice to .straighten out the NRLB
muddle opened the hearing in the
role of star witness and chief complainant. Attaches of the board professed to lack knowledge of the incident, denying they ever saw the

wound

on the doorstep of the

Review
U. S. Supreme Court
rulings by the 'Treasury and Board
of Tax Appeals was requested by

who

Composers, Authors and Publishers.

is

understood to have re-

simplify

of

took the seat formerly held b>
Donald Wakefield Smith, a one-time
counsel for American Society of

is

ceived overtures to join the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo if she doesn't
do any other pictures. She was with
the MOnte Carlo troupe before the de

Another
com^iced co„fedy scrip, but technique used by film couples to
any further work on it
their marital and monetary

\

communication was authored by Dr.
William Leiserson. newest appointee,

Just

Baronova

Prohlem for U.S. Court

tion lor their musical, "Finger in the
Pie.' for which Charles Gaynor sup
;,;--.-„
xhey have another
sjo,.e

i

'Florian'

after

Another Knotty Tax

the Band.'

,

re

The

a

Authors of 'Brother Rat' and
Brother Rat and the Baby' are also
cioUeiiiis for a Broadway produc-

by Representative

conditions.

for

tuner. "Slrike

terming the 'Universal Pictures case

Jr.,

ican film companies of as high as
of their current income is seen
by Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy
as po.sslble under the recent agreement he helped negotiate with Oliver
Hardy, president of the British Board
Kennedy told VAnm-rT
of Trade.
on his return to New York from
London last week that he based his
optimism on the fact that the 50%
removal permitted in the pact is figured not on current Income, but on
an average of what was taken out of
England during the past three years.
6n this basis, he declared, Amer-.
ican producers stand not only to
profit by the difference in exchange
value (about 20%), but also to suffer
as little as po.ssible on reduced

S. 85%

Irina Baronova, premiere ballerina
of Col. de Basil's Ballet Russe, is. not
accompanying the troupe on Its
Australian tour. Dancer is currently
working in Metro's 'Florian' on the

Up

,

Howard Smith of Virginia received
NLRB flics
6 memorandum from

Keeps Baronova in U.

who reuinied from

week

last

the Congressional

when

Removal from England by Amer-

Metro's Tlorian' Film

Next season's product won t be
and Fred Finkelin detail until the next Coast and could not sail with other
the Coast di.scu.ssed
after the first of the year.
members of the ballet last week. It
month's vacation, session
has previously been figured she'd
a
^viU probably fio back to Metro on
finish the picture In time to go with
40-wreck wriler-director deal wilh
the others.
Arlhiir Freed and Roger Edens, with ZaSu Pitts Brings
Now planning to stay in the U. S.
whom they did the lorthcoming

j

is

<.

explanation,

Finkelhoffe's

Monks and
j

in

on Ihe
Representchcdiile for Ihe Hou.'^e of
of the
lalivcs probe into enforcement
Wacner Act and operations of the
Board.
«u
i^aoor Relations
National Labor
mention of film matters
Initial
came Monday (11), without detailed

From England Under New Agreement

and

treasurer,

Charles E. McCarthy arrived at the
20th-Fox studio Monday (ID for
confabs with Darryl Zanuck- and
other execs on forthcoming producBluetions; roadshow plans for 'The
bird,; and releasing arrangements
'Little
for 'Grapes of Wrath' and
Old New York.'
u

Wagner Act-NLRB

12.

procedure

.<!liange

or

AiiinR

Hollywood labor problems

1939

Kennedy Sees 85% Coin Wididrawal

Hollywood, Dec. 11.
Herman Wobber,

Kent,
Towell,

Sidney

Sydney

In Probe of tbe

1,1,

20TH SELUNG PLANS

Before the House

Up

Case Comes

Wcdnesdaj, December
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LAWYERS' STAR SAURIES
Neely

w Not Single Pic Deals
On

the Upbeat in

Minneapolis, Dec. 12.
Major distributors here apparently
are jetting further and further away
from blockbooking, even without
Neely bill passage. Never before has

group.

president of ITOA of New York,
against the Neely bill at the recent
conference in Chicago failed to make
any impression on W. A. StelTes,
president of Northwest Allied, and
three other officials of the organization who attended the meeting.
With Northwest Allied already
'strongly' on record
in the bilVs
favor, there will be no further action
by the body at this time, StefTes be-

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Mannix, Metro studio

conferred today (Tuesday)
with heads of the three talent
Guilds on the necessity of their

General feeling among the indies
that they can afford to pay considerably more for outstanding films,
and are better off doing it, it they
don't have to buy the whole deal in
order to get the pictures in question.
Price set by Columbia for 'Smith' is
a new high for the company in the

Twin Cities. The exhibitor must pay
the largest
a sum equivalent to
amount that the most expensive release of any company has cost him.
The arguments of Harry Brandt,

Cities

in the producers'
fight
against the Neely bill.
Harry Brandt, prez of Independent Theatre Owners of New
York, who is visiting here, explained the Neely setup to the

Among those present were
Capra, repping Screen
Directors Guild; Kenneth Thomson, Screen Actors Guild; Ralph
Block, Screen Writers Guild,
Some plan of action will be
worked out, it was said, for a
united front to block passage of
the Neely measure at the next
session of Congress.
Frank

RELEASE BIOFF;
EXTRADITION

to 'dictate' how they
their theatres, their

should

admisand their rate of reand also trying to impose 'obnoxious' percentage terms on them.
Twin City independent exhibitors,
members of Northwest Allied, have
gone on record to refuse to buy
'Gone With the Wind.' Called together by president W. A. StefTes to
take a stand, they declared them-

sion

prices

turn,

'unalterably
opposed'
to
Metro's announced 'Gone' terms and
resolution unaniconditions.'
mously adopted stated that 'We,
individually, will refuse to play this
or any other picture, sold on similar

selves

A

STALLS
Los Angeles, Dec.

12.

The writ of habeas corpus oh Willie
wanted by the Illinois state

BiofT,

authorities on an old pandering
charge, was dismissed today (Tuesday) here by Judge Wilbur Curtis.
Failing to send on the necessary
papers from Springfield, 111., the local court freed the fllm labor leader.
He had been out on $1,000 bail since
hij arrest Nov. 23.

In their discussion, the indies contended that 'the next development'
may be an ultimatum from the distributors that return on their investments should be limited to 6%
and that high percentage pictures
would be the rule rather than exception 'if Metro gets away with this
'Gone With the Wind' demand.'
StefTes asserted that he would call
entire membership together after
Jan. 1 to join the Twin City section
In Its stand.

One of Brandt's Group
Buys WB Independently
In the midst of an attack uoon

Warner

sales

policies

by

Harry

Brandt, president of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn. of New York,
the

Former

Illinois

state

Marovitz, Chicago counsel for BiolT,
came here to represent him. Judge
Curtis ruled that, not having been
served with the necessary papers by
the State of Illinois, he must release
the union official.

State Senator Abe Marovitz, attorney for Willie BiofT in his fight
against extradition from California,
to serve the remainder of his six
months' prison sentence on a pandering conviction, is due back here this
week after a lightning trip to the

Coast to huddle with his client. The
reported purpose of his Coast trip
was to bring pressure on California
authorities to refuse extradition.
Before going to Hollywood, Marovitz had asked Governor Henry C.
Horner of Illinois for a hearing on
the BiofT matter before he signed the
order okaying the court's mandate
requesting the return of the union
representative to. serve the balance
It was at first
of his prison term.
understood the State's attorney's office feels that this hearing, set for
Dec. 19, can bring out no new evidence or altered circumstances that

Kaybern circuit has broken
away from Brandt and closed a deal would warrant holding up the order

WB

with
for the 1939-40 season.
Brandt, through ITOA buying power, has been handling the purchasing
of film for this circuit

.

up to now.
Kaybern chain, headed by Ben
Knoble and Joe Katsh, took the entire Warner lineup, including features, shorts and trailers.
Theatres
are Eagle, Park Lane, Schuyler, Decatur, Monroe, Bedford and Greenwich,

New

York; Liberty,
fouphkeepsie, and the Embassy, Mt.
all

in

Vernon, N. Y.

Ed Schnitzer, eastern district manager for Warner Bros., negotiated the

LEGAL BILL

legal bill, variously estimated at
between $6,000,000 and $8,000,000 will
be handed to the film industry as the

cost of defending the Government's
anti-trust action in the federal court
of the Southern District of New
York which is penciled in on the

for BiofT's extradition.
That is particularly the attitude in
view of BiofT's police record subse-

Prez of

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Nicholas M. Schenck arrived here
for 'Gone with the Wind' press preview tonight (Tuesday).
Studio confabs are also scheduled
before he returns east.

In a business where four figure
for weekly compensation for
directors and executives are
not unusual, the experience of paying top legal talent from' $2,500 to
$4,000 a day for court appearances
is likely to be a new thrill in the
entertainment field. When, as and
if Thurman Arnold, assistant U. S.
attorney-general, finally gets one of
his pet anti-trust actions before the
court he and the Department of Justice prosecutors will be opposed by

ROOSEVELT'S

SOLO SOON

stars,

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
James: Roosevelt was elected president of Samuel Goldwyn Studios,
Inc., in addition to his current job
as v.p. of Samuel Goldwyn Produce
tions, Inc. His option has been lifted
for

gality of present company activities
in the fields of production, distribution and exhibition, victory for the

one year.

Roosevelt refused to "comment on
the report that he intends to become
an indie producer, but Goldwyn is
known to be negotiating to bring
two more production units into the
Belief is that one of these
studio.
units will be Roosevelt's.
Elliott Roosevelt is not interested
in fllms.
He is merely coming here
in an endeavor to get the Warner
Bros, station to affiliate with his

—

Justification
topflight legal talent is found in the
Victory over the
issues at stake.
Government also is regarded as essential in view of the burden of
anti-trust and restraint of trade ac-

W.

E.

Clarence G. Stoll was elected presdeal with Katsh.
ident of Western Electric at yesterBrandt broadside against Warners,
meeting of the
(Tuesday)
day's
jakmg a strong stab at Grad Sears,
of directors, succeeding Edgar
board
•ihe company's
policies for '39-40 S. Bloom, who retires Dec. 31.
generally, and the forthcoming Sears
Stoll has been v.p. in charge of
"Sles drive, to begin
Dec. 25, is hint- operations since 1928 and has been
(Contlnued on page 16)
with W.E. for 36 years,

nounce

his
tions then.

new

production

affilia-

.

which, within the past year,
to a serious threat
against the industry. The New York
suit, although regarded as the most
important "because" of the breadth of
the bill of complaint, is only one of

YARN FOR

mounted

scores of actions pending throughout
the country.
The Department of Justice has filed
suits in several sections in which inoperators
are
circuit
dependent
named as co-defendants with the ma
jor film companies. Also there are
scores of actions instituted against
two or more film companies by inde-

nature of
defense will have been overlooked
or neglected by the fllm companies.
John W. Davis, Thomas D. Thacher
and Col.- William J. Donovan are
three of the trial lawyers, complete
list of whom is likely to reach 30 or
35, who will be retained on a daily
hearing,

nothing in

the

(Continued on page 54)

Monte

Cristo' to follow in

January or February. Stories haven't
even been selected beyond that, and
it is held unlikely that more than
one or two additional films will bt
turned out.
Loss of income due to the war In
Europe is said by the Small office
in New York to be responsible for
the cut in promised quantity. With
financing,
under the independent
producer setup of UA, made difficult
when domestic income can't be guaranteed to cover costs, slash is the
only thing possible except for the
richest of the indies.

Unless conditions in Europe change,
prospect of other UA producers following Small in whittling down
their promised turnout seems very
likely. A number of them are considerably behind schedule and unless
there's a sudden spurt in early spring
it will
be virtually impossible to

commitments.

fulfill

Seems

likely

that the total UA output will come
nearer 33 pictures for the scasoa
than the 39 promised from 11 producers. Latter figures mclude four
Laurel and Hnrdys to be made under
the Hal Roach banner.

How They

Line

Up

In almost equally behind-schedul*
state as Small is Alexander Korda
with flve promised and only one delivered,
'Lion Has Wings.'
He's
about to start another featuring the
fleet, however, and 'Thief of
Bagdad' will be completed In two

INDIE PIC

Howard Hawks planed last night
(Tuesday) for Florida, where he'll
huddle with Ernest Hemingway
about an original screen story the
latter has tentatively agreed to do,
It's an indie venture by Hawks.
During his week's stay in New
York the

thing

months, which won't put him in bad
condition considering difficulties of
working abroad. Sol Lesser-Ernst
Lubitsch unit have promised three
and only start work on 'Our Town'

(Continued on page 14)

director had several story

confabs with 6en Hecht.

No

con-

tracts were signed on the latter deal
and Hawks stated that the picture
might or might not be made in the
east, where Hecht and George Jes-

pendent theatres.
200 bays In Court?
sel are planning a film producing
Based upon similar suits brought setup.
by the Government against other inHawks has no future commitments
dustries, it is regarded as likely that at present, but hopes to get somethe New York proceedings will require at least 200 court days. The
documentary aspects of the trial will
be unique so far as any comparable
fllm industry action is concerned.
Since the complaint against the major companies was filed in the summer of 1938, the job of collecting
and assembling data in refutation of
the charges has been going on without interruption,
It is reliably reported that at the
present time there are approximately
150 trained investigators engaged in
obtaining affidavits and evidence to
meet conspiracy charges. Letter and
business flies of every fllm exchange
in, the country operated by the major companies have been searched
Scores of
for corroboratory data.

Studio is now at work on 'My Son,'
which will be completed shortly. It
is also shooting 'Kit Carson,' with

English

HAWKS' HEMINGWAY

tions

has

Commitment by Edward Small to
do six fllms foi: United Artists release on the 1939-40 calendar will
not be carried out, it was said this
week, a condition which seems likely
to prevail also with other UA producers.
At least one and perhaps
two films on the Small schedule will
be carried over to 1940-41.
Producer hasn't delivered any fllms for

'Son of

PREZ TITLE;

sums

Importance of the outcome of the
proceedings is said to justify the extensive efforts of the film companies
in building up high-powered legal
armaments to withstand the Government's complaint. As the main issue
of the proceedings will be the le

to Conditions

the current season as yet.

J.

docket for. trial some time between
February and May, next year.

quent to the pandering conviction
while he was still in Chicago, after
getting out of prison on appeal. This
appeal was later turned down, but
BiofT never was returned to prison
to serve the balance of his sentence. former employes of film exchanges
interviewed, and hunIt has never been disclosed just how .have been
dreds of fllm bookers and theatre
he avoided going back to jail.
managers have been questioned.
When the case flnally is brought for

Stoll

Schenck's Coast Visit

Government would mean divorce- network.
ment of theatre operations from
The Goldwyn Studios operating
consequence
other, functions
a
company handles studio rentals
which managements of every com- strictly and has nothing to
do with
pany, is determined to combat to the
production. He's due in New York
finish.
next week and will probably ansenator Abe
for the assembling of

terms and conditions.'
Judge Wilbur observed It eviThe independents reaffirmed a
stand to make no further exception, dences that the Illinois authorities
afler this season, of Metro in the are not interested
in extraditing
matter of four 40% percentage pic- BiofT, as was first presumed.
tures on the regular contracts, but
to buy product flat, the same as that
Stallinc Bioff's Extradition
of every other company or not at
Chicago, Dec. 12.
all.

$8,000,000

A

costly counsel.

No Like 'Wind' Terms
Charging that Metro 'is attempting

Than Promised Due

thing About Fancy Salaries
When Anti-Trust Suit in
N. Y. Comes to Bat

cooperation

lieves.

'run'

UA Unit Roster; Expect Fewer Films

FIGHT y. s.syiT
Film Biz Will Learn Some-

chief,

is

Twin

Small s Prod. Curtailment Keynotes

Guilds and Neely
Eddie

there been so much ofTering of individual pictures for sale. Independent neighborhood exhibitors in the
Cities can buy such pictures as
'Mr. Smith Goes to Washington' and
'Gulliver's Travels' singly; and while
top prices are being asked, the deals
nevertheless are being favorably received by the trade.

Twin

TO
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.44-45

Chatter

53
37-40

Dance Bands

Foreign Film Situation
December quarterly meeting of the
Hays office directorate is scheduled
for
the

next

Wed.

(20;.

It

will

be

first time directors of the Motion Picture Producers St Distributors have had a chance to give appraisal of the foreign situation since

Great Britain decided to freeze 50%
of net income collected annually by
distributors on the British Isles.- Unofficially the terms are regarded as
'good an could be expected under the
circumstances.'
Will Hays, head of MPPDA. arrived from the Coast the middle of
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Film Reviews
Film Showmanship
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House Reviews
International News
Inside Legit
Inside Music
Inside Pictures
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Literati

Legitimate

.

last

week.

20TH HOLDS POWER
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Tyrone Power was handed new
three-year contract by 20th-Fox.
His current picture is 'Dance With
,

the Devil.'

1

INDEX
Bills

Hays Meeting:

Inc.

City

SUBSCRIPTION

underway

after the holidays,
with the studio and releasing setup
to be decided later.
He'll plane to
Hollywood afler three of four days
in Florida.
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Another Postponement in the

ROACH HAS MEREDITH
C. J. Ryan,
FOR 2 FIX NEH YEAR

GN

$10M0 Fraud Suit

Court Mess;

Burgess

Take a Bow

Another pojlponemeni, this time
Friday tl5), was granted on

until

(11) to

Grand National

Earlc W.

Hammons,
Jiollywood, Dec.

prez. to produce the

Paramount has

SOCi of

its

unemployed contractees.

LEW BROWN ALSO
GETS N.Y. FILM YEN

ment had been granted Hammons
was held with creditors in U. S.
District Court, N. Y., last Wednesday

12.

contract players before the cameras,
either at home or on loanout to
other studios.
Only 12 are without workirjg
assignments, the year's low for

coin with which he has promised to
keep the company from falling into
the hands of a banltruptcy receiver.
It was also revealed at the hearing
that a $101000.000 action had been
filed against Hammons and others
by two Educational stockholders,
but, aside from some bickering, this
resulted in no change of coxu'se by
referee
bankruptcy
or
creditors
A previous
Peter B. Olney, Jr.
meeting, at which a third postpone-

Lew Brown, whose

'Yokel

hearing last Wednesday, musical is current at the Majestic,
Hammons declared that he had two New York, is the latest to put in his
men, Joe Sussowitz and Alexander bid to produce piclurea in New
Bergt4s, who were each willing to York in line with Mayor LaGuardia's
the

invest $250,000 in production. Nothing further was heard of these men
However, a
at the latest hearing.
new hope was produced in the person of Leo Bergcre, formerly with
Metro in Europe, and recently returned to the U. S. with an Eric Von
Stroheim picture. Through his attorney, Bergere indicated his wil'

drive

a deal.

Erpi Waitine tor

under his direction, a straight vaude

RFC
it

east.'

talked it over with the Mayor
yesterday (Tuesday).
Producer spent some time in
Hollywood and claims he has financing set for film production in the
His first film, if the thing
east.
eventuates, would be a celluloid
version of 'Yokel Boy.'
Brown last week al.'so stepped in
as producer of the Casa Manana,
operated by
last
cabaret-theatre
This spot's first show
Billy Rose.

Brown

lingness to put up $1,000,000 presumHe
ably for production purposes.
plans to get together with Hanmnon.s
immediately to attempt to work out

At the former hearing

Hollywood

'bring

to

was stated venture, bows

Electrical Research Products,
Inc., was waiting for the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make a
move, and vice versa. An attempt
was made to get all interested parlies together to see where the deal

in

Xmas

night (25).

that

Etood.

This

move

will be

made

this

Savo May Do His Stage
Role

in

U's 'Syracuse'

Another

failed.

Jimmy

week.

Revelation of the $10,000,000 stockholder action was made to the court,
Hammons declaring it was brought
by a stockholder 'holding $10 worth
of stock,' purchased in August. This
statement wa.<; characterized as 'another of the GN president's lies' by
the attorney for the suing stock-

Savo,

who opens

a stage

date at the Paramount, N, Y., next

Wednesday

(20), is

being sought by

Universal for a part with the Ritz
Bros, in the film version of 'The Boys

from Syracuse.'

Matter is still in
negotiation.
The comedian, played
one of the leads in the Rodgers-Hart
holder.
musical when George Abbott proPatrick
Shanahan, heading the duced it on Broadway last season.
creditors' committee, informed those
When he was first approached for

present that granting additional ad- the Paramount stage date, Savo was
journments no longer mattered, as asked by the agent to take a onethe GN cash was exhausted, and night date at Newburgh, N. Y., to
there was no way to pay the $4,000 'break in' the act. He's been in legit,
weekly loss.
A representative of vaude arid burlesque for many years.

Joseph Dannanberg, representing
the creditors' committee, then called
for liquidation. He was opposed by
most all present, and accused of various nefarious deeds. When the general bickering died down, the referee
repeated for the third time that if
something were not done soon he
would give consideration to an indemnity bond, which none is willing

Matters then stood adjourned to Friday, with a creditors'
meeting called for that day also.
Expect Bank Action
banks
and
other
Numerous
institutions
which hold
financial
stock in Educational are expected to
to put up.

in

the

action

for

which was
W. Hammons,.

damages

$10,000,000

against
president of
E<1ucationa1
and Grand National
Films, and 75 other individuals and
corporations which are alleged to
have been involved in fraudulent
deals with the company.
Claim, filed in N. Y. supreme court
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Monday (11), afteir service of papers
Heavy slash in shorts production
on most of the defendants, was for 1940-41
is indicated by the curbrought by two minor stockholders,
F. Regnault Fiairchild, of Philadel- rent glutted condition of the marphia,

New

and Sara Ruth Spewaek, of
They issued an invita-

York.

tion in their statement of claim for
other stockholders to join them.
'Gross mismanagement, breach of
fiduciary and other duties, duplicity,
fraud,
piracy
looting'
are
and
charged against the defendants in
the 35-page claim, one of the largest
and most sensational in •character
ever filed in N. Y. Twelve, separate
causes for the action are listed and
a demand is made for immeijiale appointment of a recejver to take over
the afl-airs of. the firm.
Defendants include Educational
and all its subuidiary companies (for
technical reiisonK only, as these are
(Continued cn page 16)
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Aide, Establishes H. Q. in Radio City

preparations for
a

Horn,* which

Vinlon Freedlcy will produce from

Dorothy Baker's dramatization of her
own book, has a verbal contract with
Hal Roach for two pictures next
summer. However, he has the okay
on the .scripts before he makes. either
Actor played the lead in
film.
Roach's forlhcqming 'Of Mice and
Men,'
Charles MacArlhur was signed last
week to stage 'Horn,' and the rest of
the cast is now being sought. Claudia Morgan is a possibility for the
femme lead opposite Meredith. Jed
Harris, who was considered as director of the show, returned to the
Coast a couple of weeks ago after

tirely dilYerent.
'Well, it. certainly
Nazi,' one exclaimed.
I

anti-

think

it

— that .should be a 'boost for euslern production.'

TAYGARNEH'S 'CRUISE'
PRODUCTION FOR U
Before

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
heading east, after con-

ferences

at

Cheever

Cowdin,

the

closed a deal with

Has a Cute Idea

was

they aimed 1o
anti-German but it
really turned out anti-Hollywood
•Yell,

make

failing to come to terms with Frecdley and the authoress. MacArthur is
understood revising the script.

Newark's Mayor

Renting of space in Radio City by
Clendennin J. Ryan, Jr., deputy in-

Anti-Everything
"Two exhibitors, commenting
on a war picture just screened,
oD'ered pointed appraisal, but en-

studio

with

spector of sanitation, who is handling
the details of Mayor F. H. LaGuar.
dia's drive to bring film production
to New york, is being interpreted
in
the trade as meaning the campaign
is getting close to home, from
the
viewpoint that the Rockefeller.'! are
figuring prominently in plans. Hynn
will make the mOve uptown toward
the end of the week, it is said.
While there has been no now developments with respect to a Cinema
City for N. Y., costing probably
around $15,000,000, it is believed that
determination of the Rockefellers
and other money interests may result in something concrete.
This, it
said, may be done even il ihe
major producers make no commitment to come east for a few pictures
is

in their yearly programs, since
the
mayor's offensive has aroii.scd wide

among others in using N. Y.
production ground.
H
Jesse L. Lasky is the latest recruit
this connection, having huddled

interest

J.

as a

Blumberg
Tay Garnett to

Nate

in

produce and direct hi.s yarn, 'World
Cruise,' based on his globe-girdling
yacht Junket. Lorettn Young gels

with LaGuardia for a day on eastern

production.
Suggestion of George J. Schaefer
that not only
but all m;ijors
the top role.
commit
themselves to a quota of two
BUimberg due back Jan. 8 for furpictures east, annually, has brought
ther discussions on next year's prodforth no producer comment excepting
uct.
that of Nicholas M. Schenck. who
saw the mayor Friday (7). Schenck
Newark, N. J. Dec. 12.
stated that as far as Metro is conCity Falher.T, worried over fate of Brennan,
cerned it could not pull stakes in
Pass
$1,S00,00(}
hangar vacated
when
Hollywood because of the millions
major airlines switched from Newinvested, but that it was perhaps
In Goldwyn-Zanuck
ark airport to North Beach, N, Y.,
feasible to produce a couple yearly
received this week a suggestion they
in the east, especially if stars of the
offer it to Hollywood for sound
New York stage who did not want
Hollywood, Dec, 12.
studio and po.ssible nucleus of eastWalter Brennan and Dana An- to go out to Hollywood, were in the
ern film plant
casts.
If Metro had a feasible .<:ub-'
drews are the latest chattels in the;
ject
to do, Schenck indicated there
definite
action,
but
Mayor
No
swapping orgy between Sam Gold^ieyer Ellenstein thinks i' might be wyn and Darryl Zanuck. Brennan would be no hesitation in turning it
There are
a good joke if Newark could lure moved to the 20th-Fox lot for a ipto film at New York.
Coast studios to Jersey instead of spot in 'Maryland,' and Andrews is rio present plans to make anything
east, however, he added.
N.w York.
slated for a role in 'The Sweetheart
Understood that Katharine HepMayor La Guardia. of New York, of Turret One.' which was recently burn, who owns
the film rights to
foe of Ellenstein in a bitter fight over turned over to Zanuck along with
'Philadelphia Story' in which she is
the airport matter, has announced Jon Hall.
currently starring in New York, may
he would attempt to re-establish the
Swapping began when Goldwyn produce it in the east.
film industry in New York.
loaned Zorina for the 20th-Fox picChristie and Skirball-WildbrrK
tiire, 'I Was An Adventuress.'
Slie
High early season hopes for easlreturns to the Goldwyn lot next
spring to co-slar with. Alice Faye in ern production, which nosedived to>
Richards, Other Par
zero during October, are slowly be-*"
'
'Natchez.'
ing revived under Mayor LaGuardia's prodding.
Partners in N. Y. Meets
At least two pro-

RKO

ToPayOfflaG.

Andrews

Swap

}

1

I

'

i

I

REPRISAL TO LAGUARDIA7
E. V. Richard."!, chief of the Saenger circuit in the south and the only
Paramount partner who is a member of the board of the company,
is
in New York conferring with

Coasl Defenders RraK About $9,000,000 Annual Prlnlini: BUI In N. Y.

By Hubby

filed

1,1,

LaGuardia's Fihn

—

black.

Earle

In

Jr.,

Hollywood. Dec. 12.
As a comeback against Mayor LaBarney Balaban and others. A session of the board is scheduled for Guardia's efforts to move part of the
Dec. 28, but doubted Richards will picture industry to New York, West
BILLY GRADY SCARED
Const industrial interests threaten to
remain for that
Mike Kincey (and Wilby), who move some $9,000,000 worth of anBui No Op. Necessary
Talenl
nual printing from Manhattan to
headquarters in Charlotte, is also in
Seoul's Views
Hollywood.
This sum is represented
for h.o. sessions.
by the yearly printing bill for exJohn J. Friedl, operator ot the ploitation
Bill Grady, talent scout for Metro,
and advertising, long cenplaned into New York last week and northwest for Par, and Earl Hudson, tralized in N. Y., due to the home
who is now in charge of the Detroit offices there.
departed back fast on Friday (7)
string, have returned to their reUniversal studio recently shifted
after being scared by doctors into spective territories.
its advertising headquarters to Calibelieving an operation was necesSam Pinanski, another Par part- fornia, and the Hollywood Chamber
sary for a kidney stone removal.
ner, is expected at the home office of Commerce is
mulling the idea of
He was reassured by other medical in a week
or so.' tte Comes down exerting pressure on the other film
advice and the date with the hosfrom Boston several limes every companies to do likewise.
pital was canceled.
year.
Grady stated that a number of
George Walsh, Par-Netco operator
phoneys in various towns had been
using his name to mulct mothers of upstate New York, tnd the Adams Gloria Stuart Air Program
embryo actresses in little theatre Bros, of Newark, together with others
in the Adams setup, were in h.o.
Art Sheekman
groups.
Metro regards such thea
tricals as the most important talent huddles Monday (11), coming in only
Gloria Stuart is starred in a fivesource and Grady is encouraging for the day.
a-week daytime serial, 'Hollywood
Nate
Goldstein,
Massachusetts op- Wife,' which is being auditioned
such ventures.
for
erator, and J, J. Rubens, operator of
prospective sponsors. Martin Gosch
the Great States circuit in Illinois
is producing it and the scripting
ia
Indiana are due, probably get- by
Extended Runs Knocking and
Arthur Sheekman, Miss Stuart's
ting in some time this week.
husband and a former film writer,
Off Shorts; Making Fewer
and Peggy Shane, former legit and

Producers Laboratories, creditors for
then offered four films to the
company for distribution, which he
insisted would turn the red ink to

$5,000,

join

currently

Boy'

(6).

At

Meredith,

New York for the
Man With

'Young

Against Hanunons, SkirbaU, Etc.

Monday

Wednesday, December

picture actress.

Barney Gerard East

Miss Stuart is also reading plays
for a possible Broadway appearance.
It would be her first stage try in the
Hollywood, Dec. 12,
east, although she was at the PasaBarney Gerard headed east Mon- dena playhouse
ket Two cases for the surplus are
before going into
the holdover engagements on many day (11) for his first visit in five films.
She and Sheekman recently
of the important full-length- features years.
returned from a round-the-world
He will negotiate several feature trip.
and the increased production of B
production deals there and may propictures by indie companie.s.
Studios producing 100 or more duce a musical revue, 'What Does
the Public Want?' on Broadway.
briefiies a year hat-e found that some
Gerard folr 20 years was an outLasky Has His Say
of them pay nice profits, but others
standing producer on the Columbia
fail to pay negative costs, owing to
and Empire burlesque wheels.
a shortage of playdates.
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Metro IS not joining the general
Je!!.se L. Lasky, in for a day from
IITVAK'S 'CONQUEST'
movement (o ctn-tail shorts, lake it
the east, planed back to New York
from Fred C. Quimby, head of the
Hollywood, Dec, 12.
today to attend a huddle on film prodepartment at Culver CHy. ReturnAnatole Litvak draws the direc- duction in Mayor LaGuardia's
bailiing from eastern conferences, Quim- torial chore on Wai'ner.s' 'City of Conwick.
by stressed the value of the short in quest,' slated to- roll early next
New York will never take the
balancing theatre programs. Metro month.
place of Hollywood, Lasky said, but
has completed 48 of its quota of 79
James Cagney stars in the play, it has possibilities for picture makfor 1939-40 delivery.
bfi.sed on Abcm Kandel's' novel.
ing.

I

ducers who during September were
planning to work at Astoria, L. I,
but were forced to call oft their
plans
when Electrical Research
Products, Inc., withdrew its financing,
appear to be set to shoot there. They
are Al Christie and the Jack Skirball-John Wildberg unit.
Neither of the outfits is dead certain of working east, but return of

ERPI

after talk

by the Mayor with

a pledge of financing 30% of production costs, large part of their difficulties have been eliminated. Christie now. has all of his money, Irving

Trust supplying

Palhc Lab-

50%,

oratories

20% and ERPI

He's

working on

still

his

rest
distribu-

the

Monogram, however,
plan being to make three films \ising
story properties owned by Mono.
tion deal with

Christie hasn't seen
yet,

hitch

and

it

may

is

on

the stories
point that e

all

this

develop.

'

SkirbaU and Wildberg also havt
their financing complete, but are being faced with casting difficulties.
Loretta Young for lead

Team wants

in 'Angela I.i 22,' which is first on'
the sked, but she wants to sec final
shooting script before saying yes or

no.

SkirbaU flew to the Coast Thursday (7) to attempt to ce.st 'For All
Our Lives,' by Ursula Parrolt,
which is No. 2 on the slate. 11 Is
thought this may be easier to cast
in which case it would be filmed
first.
Only difficulty is that 'Lives
is currently being cast by Wildberg
for a legit preem and it would be

of

i

-

necessary to hold the film on the
shelf if the play turned out successfully

and proved worth

tourinji.

,

j

\

;

.

|

j

Comes Wllkes-Barre,

Pa-

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Dec. 12.
Thi.s coal region town pi^ls in its
bid as a site for producing pictures
if Coast producers take Mayor LaGuardia's suggestion to come cast.

The Wilkes-Barre Record, in »n
editorial last week, pointed out lh»t
the old Black Diamond studios were
located at Forty Fort, a suburb. As
early as 1896 Lyman H. Lowe,
Wilkes-Barre theatrical man, was
producing and distributing

films

m

the east.
'Whs'
The
Record
observes,
Wilkes-Barre did before in ihe film
industry she can do again.'

j

m

PICTURES
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BAN ON STOCK SHOTS

Hollywood Scribes Miffed at Actors
For Ducking Theff Yams on Guild Show
Hollywood, Dec.

12.

Film writers are mildly miffed
their pet brain
over the treatment of
making
offspring by big name actors
Gulf-Screen
radio appearances for
Guild series. Writers were originaloriginals, to be defor
solicited
ly
veloped for radio by advertising
Of late film
agency scriveners.
writers have been given a discreet
I

'

Tlicy make no bones about
where the blame lies. It's the picfussy
ire stars who have become
lOut what literary company they
travel with.
go-by.

Recently

Too Many

lease.

Norma Shearer

is

due

to rethe Dec. 17

vive 'Smilin' Through' on
broadcast.
Originals from studio scribes liave

Also Throws Into Discard
Its Policy Requiring Producers to Issue Standby
Checks to Extras Where
Waivers Issued by Guild

Jean Arthur, Fred MacMurray and
Melvyn Douglas head the cast

Col.

DUMMIES OKAYED
Hollywood, Dec.

Not to FoUow WB,

Ban on the use

In Bankrolling Legits pix unions and
Columbia, which has been toying
for the past several months with the
idea of following Warner Bros, into
backing legit productions on Broadway, has dropped the plan for this
season.
D. A. Doran, special assistant to prez Harry Cohn, who was
sent east several weeks ago to o.o.
the situash and go ahead with production if he thought it feasible, declared Monday (11) it has been decided that it is too late in the season to go ahead with the plan.
Whether Col will enter the legit
field in the 1940-41 semester is very
vague, Doran said, although not beyond possibility. Doran, who stated
several weeks ago Col's only interest in legit would be as a means of

been frowned on by tlie name players. n>ey contend that since tliey're
doing the broadcast free gratis they
at least should be accorded tlxe
privilege of picking their own plays.
Although Young & Rubicam story
buyers say that the discrimination
against studio contributions docs not
add up to important expense, they
are trying to squelch the practice.
,Too many headaches in reaching the getting story properties for filming
author for clearance and the thing w'hicli it could get in no other way,
U spreading. The recent Tallulah said he has seen nothing since he
Bankhead publicity about 'these has been here that would fall in that
writers smell' didn't help matters category.
Limy.
Studio writers like the idea of
fubmitting synopses for the radio
credit angle and also the possibility
that it might be developed into a fllm
Every scribe has at least a
5arn.
ozen ideas for a play that never sees
It's not then a total loss
daylight.
when it's performed on the air even
a non-commercial venture.

He

"

M

will

remain

In

New York

to

develop material which wouldn't be

submitted in the regular course of
events, he said, and also to dig out
some new ideas, if possible, for a
b.o. pic off the well-trodden path.
Ha indicated that the company has
an interest in acquiring screen rights
to one or more current Broadway
legiters.

12.

A Cut of $1 Since Aug 3; Ae War!

guilds in

revamping

operating policies to confoi-m with
flve-point ruling of Thurman
B.
Arnold, special assistant U. S. attorney general on violations of Sherman anti-trust law by labor unions.

Majority of proposed changes are
based on Arnold's statement that it
is unlawful for labor unions to attempt to force an employer 'to pay
for or use more labor than he needs,'
Government's No. 1 trust-buster indicated that labor tops could be
prosecuted for conspiracy to violate

RKO

Picture

day, calls for the company to issue
500,000 shares of full paid, nonassessable common stock at $3 a
share to the. holders of unsecured
allowed claims and to Rockefeller
Center, Inc. This is a reduction of
$1 a share from the agreement of
Aug. 3, 1939, which was allowed to
expire.
'The new agreement provides that
no holder of unsecured allowed
claims is entitled to subscribe for
fractional shares, ond those shares
not subscribed to will be sold to Atlas
at $3 a share. The offer by
of
this stock must be made before Dec.
31, and must be picked up by 20 days
after the offer Is made.
Atlas also listed its compensation,
which is in two parts, and provides
for a sum equal to l-3c for each common share offere.d for each day the
oiTer is in existence.
This amounts
to $1,750 daily.
Atlas will also receive 25c a share
on each unsubscribed share of stock,
making the amount they have to pay

rolled

this
directing.

Allan Jones' 3-Montli

Concert Tour, Then Back

To Par for 2 Musicals

RKO

Allan Jones, currently at the Para-

mount, N. Y, in connection with the
showing of 'The Great Victor Herbert', will make a three-month concert tour, opening Jan. 9 in Montgomery, Ala., and calling for three
anti-trust laws.
dates a week.
When he winds up
Another important SAG rule to go his present engagement next Tuesinto tlie discard required film com- day (19) he'll plane to the Coast
panies to issue standby checks to with Irene Hervey (Mrs. Jones) to
extras in certain cases where waiv- spend Christmas with their children.
ers are issued by *he Guild.
This He goes to the Chicago theatre, Chiapplied particularly where waivers cago, for personal with 'Herbert' be- on those shares not subscribed to
were granted for use of football ginning Dec. 29.
$2.75.
After his concert tour, which Is
teams and other specialty actors.
Sleeper Clause
being handled by Charles L. Wag
Can Vse Dummies
A sleeper in the agreement dener, the singer is set for 'The Count
The actors are also dropping de- of Luxemburg,' slated to start April clares that if the U. S. Supreme
mand that companies use live talent 1. He's committed for two pictures Court grants a writ of certiorari now
before it (which refers to the apinstead of dummies in war scenes,
a year with Paramount. The second
etc. The SAG has alrtfady dropped
taken by stock and bondholdfor 1940 will probably be a modern peals
cancelled,
its protest on use of dummies by
musical, which is being written for ers), the agreement can be
Selznick-International
Since a dein
Atlanta Jones and Mary Martin.
if Atlas should so desire.
battle scenes for 'Gone With the
(Continued on page 55)
Miss Hervey has a two-pictures-aWind.'
Actors had insisted extras year deal with Universal, but has no
were entitled to standby checks for assignment at present, so she'll aceach dummy used and had filed claim company Jones on his tour until
with Producer-S.\G standing com- the studio schedules a production
(Continued on page 22)
lor her.

Stirn

Insure 42 Wks.

Work Yearly

For 34 years Variety has served show business
leading medium of its news and advertising.
Outstanding figures in whatever

field

manager, or agent
prominence first through

and

artist,
12.

Herbert Sorrell, business repreaentative of Motion Picture Paintors
Local 644, has submitted a plan to
Joseph M. Schenck which would call

^

tor producers to guarantee workers
weeks employment yearly. Tlie

mt2

occasional

— have
talent

as

of endeavor

scale. S-.rell asked
producers appoint a committee composed
Pat Casey,
of
Charles Boren and Fred Myers to
discuss the proposal. Schenck promised his full cooperation.
Sorrell meets with producers this
Week to discuss his demands for a
15% pay increase for the painters.
Society of Motion Picture Art Di-

10% above the

—

Washington, Dec.

listing both
rector anc^. ins associates.

the di-

«>.-•

the Guild

was

New

charier

installed

by Ray

5
I

I
f.

WEBB'S MONO KIDEES
Hollywood. Dec. 12.
Monogram signed Harry Wcbl) to
nandle production
of a new series of
^^'^ Randall sagebrushcrs.
,

asked a review of his complicated
with Atlas Corp. It's all

part of a long-raging feud which has
resulted in numerous intircate moves
ill

.\
;

I

:

;

state and Federal courts.
Stirn describes himself as a Class
stockholder and challenges the

Icsality of reorganization moves undcr which such securities were reduced in value and reclassified.
Squawked that Atlas, which had ho
legal standing at the outset of the
"financial house-cleaning, did

RKO

A

paper.
not recognize the
Claim was made that the amendmcnl.i to the certificate of incorporation 'purportedly adopted' Dec. 14,

Advertising forms closing soon for

1931,

were improper because

than 100% of

all

A

less

investors voted.

These amendments scaled down the
In the brief, the Supreme
Court is told that Stirn bought certificates for 1,234 shares at $33,5H0
between April, 1930, and. September,
1931, but experienced great difficulty
in having the actual securities transferred to his account.
Raising questions about both the
Maryland corporate statutes and
Federal bankruptcy laws, the Milwaukee investor Asserted the decision of the Second Circuit Court of

securities.

34th Anniversary Issue
ISl AL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

West 46(h

1708 No. Vine SI.

154

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
51

W. Rundolph

St.

8

SI.

'

Appeals

AdverlUing copy wmy be sent to nny Vuriety office

Gelstein, international organizer.

k

12.

reorgani-

litigation

Competition demands greater showmanship today than ever

The Screen Cartoonist Guild is
how an affiliate of tlic Brollierhood
of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America.

I

i

!

exploiting themselves to their professional associates.

before.

RKO

affairs were laid before the
Sunreme Court, Monday (11)
when Ernest W. Stirn of Milwaukee

second, by

ability;

of the tangled

Ct.

zation
U. S.

gained and held their

rectors

tome of them

More

as

that the

has submitted demands to
producers calling for a closed shop,
improved working conditions and
pay increases for low-salaried directors.
The art directors also are
seeking uniftcation of screen credits.
All but one of the major studios now
give the art directors screen credit,

To UJJ. Sup.

the

would receive

workers

Takes His

RKO Reorg Beef

SorrellsPlanTo

Hollywood, Dec.

of the
plan of reorganization, yester-

day (Tues.) submitted an underwriting agreement on the new RKO common for the purpose of giving the
company additional working capital.
The agreement, approved by the majority of the board of RKO yester-

Hollywood, Dec. 12,
Paramount postponed shooting of
'A Night at Earl Carroll's' for two
months. Carroll is busy organizing
two new stage shows for Christmas
opening, which activities would interfere with filming.

was to hav«
by week with Kurt Neuman

of stock shots in

The Atlas Corp., proponents

Carroll Pic Stalled

fllm production is being lifted
the Screen Actors Guild. Actors are
setting the pace for other Hollywood

At Least This Season,

with an Arthur Wing

Gertrude Lawrence
Pinero piece.
and Herbert MarsHall decided on
Samson Raphaelson's 'Accent on
Vouth,' and Charles Laughton demanded "The Beachcomber,' more to
get in a plug for a recent flhn re-

Husbands' Off

bia.

try drew a bid from tlie Guild he
'We Were
chose Noel Coward's
Dancing' as his vehicle. Later Helen

Hayes put in

Underwriting Plan-$3 Per Share,

Hollywood, Dec. 12,
Wesley Ruggles gave the gun yesterday (Mon.) to 'Too Many Husbands,' a Somerset Maugham play
scripted by Claude Binyon at Colum-

when Robert Montgom-

New RKO

SAG COIiFOlS TO >Atlas (Odium) Submits

Martin's PI.

in

one phase of his legal

feuding with Atlas conflicts with
both state and national court decisions.
Wants the highest tribunal
to stale, among other things, whether
lower courts erred in failing to limit
llic claims of Atlas and Rockefeller
Center, Inc., against the film company.

-

PICTURES

VARIETY

Douglas Fairbanks Dies In His

His 1st Act; 1st

Wcdnefiday, December 13, 1939

W6-Metro Pix Series Inspires Authors n

Fik

(From Tariely: Feb. 24, 1912)

DOUGLAS

Sleep Suddenly on Coast at 5S

CO.
'A

Hollywood, Dec.

that a star o£ legit

man who

FEUD

and vaude— the

perhaps caused more small

boys to leap from balconies onto the
necks of imaginary villains than any
other celluloid swashbuckler in the
history ot films—died quietly in hiis
bed at his home in Santa Monica

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Fred Allen and Jack Benny switch
their radio feud to the screen next

when Paramount shoots a picture co-starring the two comics as
themselves. Mark Sandrich gets the
producer-director job.
Sandrich finally persuaded Allen
to go into a film clinch with Benny
after a year of effort. His two previous screen start.": were ih Thanks

July,

He

early this morning (Tuesday).
•was 55.
Films' No. 1
.

b.o.

OUT ON FILM

IT

Don Juan and a top
draw from the day, in 1914, that

Million'

and

'Sally,"

Irene

and

stepped before a camera, un- Mary' at 20th-Fox.
til his last appearance in 1934, died
unexpectedly of what was thought
to be a slight heart attack— the first
he ever suftered— yesterday. (Monday).
Fairbanks' death came as a shock
to^all Hollywood, which regarded
the bronzed and physically fit former
Etar as a man who never grew old
and was watching with interest his
preparations to produce his first film
o his own. The story for the picture, 'The Californian,' had been
owned by Fairbanks for several
years and he was preparing to go
into production with it in the spring.
Douglas Fairbanks was the real orThe film would have been distributed
Artists Corp. With
by United Artists, of which Fair- ganizer of United
banks was one of the organizers and Hiram Abrams, the first UA presifive owners.
dent and general sales head, B. P.
Gathered at the Fairbanks' cottage Schulberg, and the ever-present legal
on the shores of the Pacific yesterF. O'Brien to
day were his wife of three years, guidance of Dennis
the former Lady Sylvia Ashley; his this day his counsel he conceived
eon, Douglas, Jr.; his brother, Rob
and formed UA in 1919. Mary Pick
ert, and Clarence Erickson, his man
ford, Charles Chaplin, D. W. Grifager.
Mary Pickford, the former fith and Fairbanks were the original
wife with whom he lived for nearly partners in the company.
14 years in what all the world reWith Allan Dwan, director, and the
garded as an idyllic, marriage, se John Emerson-Anita Loos directing
eluded herself in a Chicago hotel writing team, from legit, Fairbanks'
when informed of Fairbank's death pioneer film activities for Paramount
Only a few hours before he suc- and Artcraft catapulted him into
cumbed, Erickson said, they had dis' quick prominence as a silent screen
cussed plans for the forthcoming piC' star.
ture. On Saturday he had attended
In latter years Fairbanks was
the U.S.C.-U.C.L.A. football game and more of a producer than player. His
that night participated in a gay party last film, in which he co-starred with
with his wife and others.
Merle Oberon, was The Private Life
After the heart attack yesterday of Doii Juan,' made in association
morning, Erickson said 'They put with Alexander Korda in England in
him to bed, but he was the same old 1934, He was slated to produce 'The
Doug, laughing and joking as usual Californian' this season for UA re
He protested he was no invalid, but lease, and the company had an
they insisted on getting him a nurse, nounced it on its program.' Fairbanks
Along about 1 a.m. the nurse, who had owned the .property for several
was sitting by the window, staring years and had production -financing
out toward the ocean, heard ?. sound almost completed. Selznick lot was
She turned to the bed— and Doug under discussion as the scene of pro-

he

first

Fairbanks The

Real Organizer

Of

UA

in 1919

—

—

was

gone.'

duction, Doug,
possible star.

$2,0«e 'Fabnlons' In 1914

Fairbanks'

The

Griffith in
gained a

first

screen role

was

Jr.,

was spoken of

as

Gleasons Stay at Rep
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Options on the Gleason family,
James, Lucille and Russell, and on
Harry Davenport, were picked up

by Republic.
Quartet goes into another Hi;;gins
Family picture, 'Grandpa Goes to
Town," due to roll in February.

also an actress, is the mother of
justified in stretching a
Doug, Jr. They were married in 1907
secure Douglas.'
and divorced in 1919.
final film. Variety's reFairbanks was born in Denver,
viewer was not so kind, observing:
May 23. 1884. son of a New York
'Douglas Fairbanks in 'The Private
lawyer, who went west to see a minI..ife of. Don Juan' seems a nvstaken
ing properly.
At 17, young FairIdea. .That advance mlslmprcssion
banks returned east with his parents
that Fairbanks has possibly undertaken a role beyond his years is and became a bit player in the
Shakespearian
company
of Frederick
the film's primary economic shortHe won no bouquets for
a'ctuality,
comin);...ln
Fairbanks' Warde,
prime portrayal is as the antiquated himself, finally quitting after being
panned
badly
when
the
lead he was
knisht ra.k. to you) who is finally
arch-heait- understudying became ill and he
disillusioned
as
the
brcaker when he must bow to his took the part.
went
from
there
He
to Harvard
years and recognize his amorous
porch-c)imbing career is finis. .But where he was a special student of
the film holds more than that, and languages for five months before
returning
stage,
followed
to
the
by
director Korda gets ov.er the fact
th.nt the popular feminine conception a vagabond voyage to England via

have been
|>oint to

To

his

.

-

.

.

of. a groat lover lives irore vividly
in the mind's eye than in the actuality.'
In between the two films, Fair-

banks appeared

s

1

When Thomas A. Wise walked
on the stage, at the conclusion of
'A Regular Business Man.' patted
Douglas Fairbanks on the head
and said to the audience (after
the great volume of applause had
subsided), 'He's the greatest kid
in the world,' Mr. Wise could
have added with as much truth
perhaps, 'And he's one of the
best light comedians whoever
John
vaudeville.'
in
played
Stokes wrote the sketch, which
brings Mr. Faii;banks into the

•

varieties for the 'first time.
pithy with a humorous
It's
Idea for Mr, Fairbanks to work
out in- his own way, which he

does admirably.
star

It's

a

cattle

ship.

In 1912 Fairbanks turned to vaude
and made several highly successful
'

tours.

In 31 others,

Fairbanks' entire series of pictures
UA Execs WcNt
were romarjtic-adventure stuff, capHarry D. Buckley,' v. p. of United
Italizin,'; on the star's unique ability
Artists and an official of the United
af leaping from balconies, parapets Artists Theatre Circuit which is in
popularity no way affiliated with UA, planed to
His
hou.setops.
and
reached its height during the middle the Coast last night (Tuesday) folZOl and his salary soared to $1,000,- lowing word of death of Fairbanks.
000 a year.
He is Fairbanks' brother-in-law by
Wed 3 Times
marriage.
Norbert Wilcox, purchasing agent
On March 7, 1936, Fairbanks married Lady Ashley, the former Sylvia for UA, a half-brother of Fairbanks,
Hawkes, musical comedy actress. accompanied Buckley west. Murray
She was Fairbanks' third wife. His Silverstone, due cast, is remaining
on the Coast for the services.first, Ann Beth Sully, of Providence,

To Use Negotiator

and

50-50

for

EDINGTON PREPS

TWO

As a result of moves by 'V^arnera'
to make further use of
characters originated In work pui.
chased from a writer, the Authort
League of America and It* various
affiliates will probably adopt a pol>
icy of having all deals for the screen
rights to literary works go through
and Metro

FOR MARCH FUMING
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
l« preparing two

Harry Edington

pictures for shooting in March. First
is 'La Chienne,' a French legit play
starring Gary Grant, and second is
an untitled film with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the top spot.

a

Edington, as head of Famous
has a three-picture
with Universal for the 1939-40
gram. His first, 'Green Hell,'
into release early In January.

approval by this official, who could,
thus require clauses in each contract to prevent further use of the

ductions,
.

She

revolts at his neglect of
business and herself. About to
leave her fiancee and boss (who
oweis her four weeks' salary) the
lawyer gains an hour's grace to

Prodeal
progpes

story's characters.
Contracts such,
as Metro's new ones, giving the studio the continued right to such char-.
actcr.<:, would be specifically nixed
if the company
ceased its present
policy of paying extra for such use.
Idea of using a 'negotiator' to handle all flint deals was first suggested
two years ago by Fannie Hurst, i4i
her report as retiring president ot
the Authors Guild, League affiliate
covering writers in the book and

Screen Actors
Guild Asks

prove he is 'a regular business
man.' Durlne the time limit, he
procures $9,000 for an opportune
borrows $1,000 of the
client,
amount for himself, and secures
$50,000 guaranteed to him by an

Tilt for

15%

magazine field. Matter has been more
or less dormant since then, however,
because of lack of interest by the
membership, since tlie picture companies gave no indications of at-

Extras

uncle.

The legits coming Into the
variety field are getting some
sense in the assembling of a
supporting company. Mr, Fairbanks is not the first, although
he is one of the few to dsite.
Jean Murdoch is the stenographer, an excellent foil for
Fairbanks' airiness. Miss Hanchett. claying an elderly woman,
and Elmer Booth, also in a prinwhile not havini;
cipal
role,
vastly important parts, are sufficiently capable to retain the
atmosphere erected by the manuscriot, and thereby make the
oathway the more treadable for
the luminar.v. all tending towards
_

success, in this instance, wholly
and uiiequivocallv achieved for a

hieh-grade.

well-enacted,

and

thoroughly amusing comedy
appeared
Wise
.•sketch,
Mr,
earlier on the same program,
with a ."success of his own.
Sime.

(From 'Varklx,: Ocl.

/.

1915)

THE LAMB
Fine Arts Co. (Triangle) feature with Douglas Fairbanks in
the principal role, directed by
W. Christy Cabanne, supervised by David' W. Griffith.
After viewing 'The Lamb,' it
is no wonder the Triangle people
signed up Fairbanks for a period
of three years at any salary withreason.
They would even
justified in str«tching a point to secure Douglas.
registers on the screen as
well as any regular film actor
that has ever appeared in piclures and more strongly than
most of them.
'The Lamb's'
leading lady also photographs
well, and both of them are good
performers, which is an ace in
the hole to start with.
The casting of William E.
Lodcry for the character of a
Yaqui Indian chief is also
worthy
of
special
mention.
'The Lamb' Is a Willie Collier
type of play— only more so,

He

Hollywood, Deci

Ban

JOCK LAWRENCE INTO
PROD.;

policy.

.

GOLDWYN SHIFTS

Writers
paper work as special assistant to Screen
Guild
member!!,
Ralph Beaver Slrassburger, pub- thereby pushing the League's closed
(Pa.) shop aims that much nearer fulfillNorristown
of
the
lisher
Times-Herald and heavy stockholder ment.
and other
Although the uproar over further
in
the Philly Record
use of a .writer's characters was
Pennsy papers.
Jerry Dale, who was let out of the touched off recently by Warners In
Goldwyn press fold about a month the case of Fannie Hurst and by
ago in a disagreement with Storm, Metro with its new writer contract,
retiirns as assistant to Miles. Jock the situation really goes back some
Lawrence, who was promoted some time to the case brought by Booth
time ago from publicity chief to a Tarkington against Warners. At that
production post, is keeping a .su- time the novelist brought suit against
pervisory eye on the depar',ment, but the <itudio becau.<;e, after buying the
rights to all his stories, Warners
is slated to leave for a production
job at another studio In mid-Janu- made a picture, 'Penrod and His
Brother,' .v/hich u.sed his characters

ary,

but was not written by
Stein's

C. Stein is Goldwyn's new
eastern publicity representative.
Active in ncw.'paper work for the
past 12 years. Stein's last position
was managing editor of the Newark
Star-Eagle. Prior to that he was assistant managing editor of the N, 'Y,

MEET
TO CORRECT 'EVILS'

INDIES-CHAINS

Milwaukee, Dec. 12.
Independent theatre owners, in a
lengthy meeting to discuss gi'owing
list of 'evils' that are giving most

American; al.<io film critic and dramatic editor of the Paul Block Newspaper,':,
and wrote a syndicated
film column.

own living. He is engaged to Mary (Scona Owen),
but when she discovers he is a

Sam Kaplan Faces

Figlii

of them head.-iches, were hosts to .
a committee from the chains, which#
also have their share of grief. The
chain reps asked that a list of abuses
it is de.vired to remedy be drawn
up and they would co-operate fully

I

As 306 Board Candidate

•loward. she calls it off. Gerald
goes into training with a prizefighter and a jiu-jitsu wrestler
with the determination to make
'(ood in the eyes of his girl.
The girl goes to a ranch in Arizona and he follows. En route,
he leaves the train to buy some
trinkets and is left behind.
Hiring a machine to overtake
the train via a short cut, he is
knocked out by crooks, who lift
his bankroll. He is captured by
Yaquis and taken across the border into Mexico and held prisoner. The girl is also captured,

Petitioned by follower-members in
Local 30G, Moving Picture Machine
Operators of N. Y„ to run for prcsi-

puts
up a marvelous fight,
standing off the Indians with a
rapid-firing machine-gun.
The
operation of the gun by Fairbanks is a combination of thrills

the

troop-,

ers.

I

.

I

dent, Sam Kaplan, who was ousted
from the union some years a.qo, has
declined to go up against Joseph D.
Basson for that post but will run for
office as a member of the executive,
board.
The election for the year
1940 will be held Dec. 27.
It is conceded in informed operator
that Kaplan
circles
has a good
chance to get elected to the exec
boarfil in spite of his record and the
conviction on conspiracy charges
that landed him in jail but a hoi
campaign by opposing forces faces
him. He has a representative number of supporters in 30G v/ho have
from time to time stirred trouble
with other factions.
Virtually certain that Ba.'s.son will
be reelected president on his record.
Mike Bcrkovit-,^, operator at the
Capitol, N. Y,, is running against him
tor the top office.
Bert Popkin, on
the ticket again as business agent,
is

favored for reelection, as

Ruddock,

v,p.

is

Frank

bring about their elimination.
Not only are the indies up in arms
about 10c admissions, dish nites and
book nites, but they also want 'to
cut out the early admission prices,
with all houses to open at the prices
that are to continue through the evening, and not offering cut rates or
bargain prices to early comers.
Under Ihe plans proposed, the nabes,
instead of opening at 5:30, would
open their doors at (i o'clock, thus
cutting down the working time of
projectionists for an aggregate sub-"
to

i

i

and after a series of hairbreadth encounters he finally

hini.

Goldwyn Berth

Edwin

earn his

Jolo,

its

Boost Prices
Effect of setting up negotiator for
film deals of all written works is. figured likely to boo.st prices gradually
upward, since it the procedure used
by the Dramatists Guild is followed,
the negotiator must approve the
price as well as the other terms of

the sr.le.
However, the most important result would probably be
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
that the studios couldn't slip through
John Peere Miles has been upped any clauses considered objectionable
by Sam Goldwyn from the p.a. staff by the League. That might lead not
to director of publicity for the out- only to (he League regulating such
He succeeds Fred Storm, who thiiigs as screen credits, etc., biit
fit.
resigned last week after a less than would enable it to specify that all
six-month tenure to return to news- adaptation or. treatment be done byjl

with just the requisite
of lightness.
Gerald,
the Lamb (Fairbanks), is a rich
youn;' m?n who never hod to

derfully staged, brilliantly' acted
^nd humoroi;slv captioned,

recently qualified

certain extras through Central
Casting was imposed by producers to
curb favoritism.

amount

in

writer

is

for

part

Columns of praise would not
do complete justice to 'The
Lamb.' It is tne classiest kind
of melodramatic comedy, won-

up a hornet's nest In the
ranks and adoption of the
Fannie Hurst proposal, is viewed as
almost certain. However, Metro has

stirred

Reclassification of
also to be pressed.
against placing request calls

boost for extras.

which means that Fairbanks is
competent to invest the name

and comedy, culminating
pair's rescue by American

tempting tactics such as the recent
ones by Warners and Metro. But the
Warner and Metro moves have

2.

Screen Actors Guild on Monday
(11) night voted to ask a 15% wage

day workers

official.

various writing fields, would be required to submit all negotiations for

and author. In the comedy

Fairbanks is a young
lawyer, with nothing but debts
and a pretty stenographer. He's
engaged to be. married to the

League

League members, who include vir.
tually every ranking author in th«

playlet

girl:

for Story Deals

Man'

ne«

have been

itiade

vaude, was given the then fabulous
•alary of $2,000 a week and after the
film went on release the wage was
doubled. The film (Variety's origi
nal review appears herewith) was
of such b.o, strength that Variety
commented: 'No wonder the Tri'
angle people signed up 'Fairbanks
for a period of three years at any
salary within reason. They would

u

in

in

by David Wark
1914. The star, who had
reputation in legit and

Lamb,'

B

20 Mins.; Five (ORice)
Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

ALLEN AND BENNY TO

12.

Douglas Fairbanks, lor a quarter
ot a century a major figure in the
motion picture industry and before

FAIRBANKS

(3)

RcKUlar
(Comedy)

stantial saving.

the indies want
the practice of using

Another thing
eliminated

is

two A pictures simultaneou.sly in the
subsequent run houses. They feel
that one A and one B picture on the
.same show would give them more
of a chance for their

Hot

Stiiff for

Raft

Hollywood, Dec. 12,
Raffs next picture
'Torrid Zone,' in which
co-slar with Ann Sheridan.

George
Warners
he will

life.

is

PICTURE GROSSES

Vedncsdayt December 13. 1939

About Yule's

^Chi Pessimistic

First

Toll;

Runs on Broadway

'Victor Herbert'

(Subject to Clian^e)

Week

Bette-Andrews Sisters Fine

(M-G)

Detective'

(Reviewed

'Espionage'-Weeks Orch Good

—

Globe

Entry With Jones-"Martin-Green 55G,

(13).

current issue)
'City
of
Darkness*
i)i

'Destry'$28,0iBig2d;OtherPixNSG

(20th) (16).

(Reviewed

Most Tuneful B'way

of Dec, 14

Capitol—'Remember' (M-G ).
Criterion— 'Nick Carter, Master

$37,

VARIETY

in Varictv,

Nou.

22)

Music Hall— 'Balalaika' (M-G).
Chicago, Dec.

enough

12.

Week started okay, in spite of the
However,
nro.timily of Christmas.

theatre men are expecting a
the
dioD-olI towards the final days of
tlie'

Xmas shoppmg

when

««sioii

is

take a heavy box-offlce.

looked to

'''sund-out currently is the Chicago,
where the wicket whirls with compre-Xmas
nlete ignorance of the
Against all tradition that
iluinp.
house is zooming into bright figures
with 'Elizabeth and Essex' on the
headshow
stage
swing
screen and a
ed by the Andrews Sisters and
Johnny Davis' orch.. Theatre got
to a fine start and held to
snappv pace over the weekend, and
onlv a drastic slide-off in the last
keep it
tlirce days of the week can
liom hitting good $37,000.

away

Rest of the town hasn't as much
'Eternally Yours' is
.to brag about.
%lrictly a one-weeker in the Roose-

the David Niven-Loretta Young
failing to capture eitber atAlso disappointing
tention or coin.
of LonIs the combination of 'Tower
don' and 'Three Sons' in the Palace.
Limped from the start and will be
velt,

flicker

replaced

tomorrow (Wednesday) by

of 'Destry Rides Again' and
'Meet Dr. Christian,' which dual is

combo

rated to slick until Christmas, when
•Hunchback of Notre Dame' is slated
to take over.
'Mr. Smith' holds in fine shape at
the Apollo, as does 'Ninotchka' in
'Drums Along
the United Artists.
the Mohawk' Is trying a third loop
week in the Garrick after a mixed
forlnicht in the Chicago.
EsUmates for This Week

Apollo (BiK) (1,200: 35-55-C5-75)
Mr. Smith' (Col) (5th wk). Galloping along in splendid fashion, and
will stick to Christmas on pace.

—

Tucked away

fine $8,500 last

week,

and will not drop below excellent
$7,000 currently.-

(B&K)

Chicago

'Elizabeth-Essex'

(4,000;

35-55-75)—

(WB)

and

stage

Andrews Sisters and Johnny
Davis' orch on stage. Stage turning
In the coin currently, though DavisFlvnn combo is Okay for this ace
hou.'se.
Riding for good $37,000. Last
week 'Mohawk' (20th) and vaude,
wound up two-week date to meek
show.

earn flicker another week
it
moves to Scn.ntor
(14) to continue downtown
stanza, 'Destry' fell
strong start, finishing at
$10,500.

and

On opening

run.

o(T bit after

around

Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
Deuces' (RKO), 'Dr. Chris-

— Flying

(RKO) and Dempscy-Willard

tian'
light

Got two days

pix.

of second

week before house closed Sunday
night (10) for fortnight preceding
Xinas.
On brief h.o. did slightly
better than $1,000 to give bill around
$4,500 on niiic-duy run. Spot reopens
Dec. 23 with 'Day-Time Wife' (20th).
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)
'Ninotchka'
(M-G).
There's
never boon a b.o. reaction like this

—

Garbo

a

for

starrpr.

Star's

first

comedy

topping all her previous
tries
and geared for tremendous
$22,000 in eight days. Gets the extra
one becau.ie house switches to a
Saturday opening this week with
'We Are Not Alone' (WB) and sticks
to that inaugural until after the
holid.iys. 'Ninotchka' will move to

Wnrner when

barely

fB&K)

Garrick

(900;

35-55-65)—

(M-G\

fine $6,500.

OrienUI

(Jones)

Tack Troubles'

(3,200;

(20th)

25-40)

Senator

cy at $22,600.

In

bang-up $18,300 last week.

'GARBO,

$22,000,

CUCKOINPin
Biz

Is

Pittsburgh, Dec. 12
shooting upward again and

surprising, too, inasmuch as
beginning of Xmas shopping rush
usually produces general b.o, depresh
pretty

(3.600:

2.')-40-60)—

'Disputed Passage' (Par) and Jimmy
Dorsey's bond. Stage portion is being generally credited with excellent

Brackets. 'Destry Rides Again' holdnicely in second week at
Ai^
Aivin
and moves to Senator for its
uiird first-run stanza, while 'What a
^>le,_ on twinner
wiyi 'Kid NightinEjie,
credited with briskest trade
Warner has done in months with &
aual bill. Only
Senator is hitting
SKiOs, but
that was expected after
'Barricade' took from
.

—

'Elizabeth
(3d wk).

Week

and Essex'

of Dec, 21

Astor-^'Gone with the Wind'

(M-G)

(19).

—

Globe
'Cisco Kid and the
Lady' (20th) (23).
Music Hall— -Balalaika' ^M-G)
(2dwk).,

—

>

Paramo' unl

'Gulliver's

Travels' (Par) (2U).
Rtvoli
'Destry Rides

—

(U) (4th wk).
Roxy—'Swanee
(22).

Strand
(22).

— 'Four

Again'

River"

(20th)

Wives'

(WB)

and personals <>t Mary Martiii
and Allan Jones, who are in this picture, has meant heavy patronage
from the opening, with the' first
week's business away up in the

mains a

bert'

empyrean

at $55,000.
This is the
highest done by the Par under the
policy two weeks before Xmas when
business is ordinarily at its lowest
ebb. The second and final week begins today (Wed.), with the Par
bringing in its Chistmas show next

Wednesday
and,

ill

VAminv, Nov.

nice going, everything conIh.Tt's
sidered. Last week, Louella Parsons
unit and •Intermezzo' (UA), all right
at $19,200.

(WB)

Warner

(2,000:

25-40)—

What Life' (Par) and 'Kid Nightin(WB). Former picture gets the
nod for best biz spot has done in several months with a double feature.
Good for $5,400. Last week, 'Another
Thin Man' (M-G), moved here after
big week at Penn, fine $6,900.
gale'

CINCY ON SKDS;
'SEA'

WEAK

third.
With nu film franchises of. any kind, and having no
stage show lot extra piiU, the Rivoli.
where 'Destry' is current, is one of
the most fortunate of the town's
houses in advance of Xmas.
'Elizabeth' will be about $27,000 on
its second week at the Strand and
also holds again, with 'Four Wives'
to follow for the holidays.
At th«
Hall, 'We Are Not Alone" is not proving strong but gets out at $V0.OOO
satisfactorily, with 'Balalaika' to follow tomorrow iThurs.) for holdover

through Christmas.

HKO,

ceed $25,000.

its

distributor.

Estimates for This Week
The Rialto started out Monday (11)
Aslur (1,012; 75-$1.10-5H.65-$2.20)—
with one that appears to have something on the ball. Tower of London." 'Gone With Wind' (M-G) has its reserved seat opening here Tuesday
It should get a fancy $14,000.
Holdies include 'Destry,' 'We Are night (19;, following a press preview the night before. 'Mill on Floss'
(Stand.) closed a four weeks' run
Monday night (11), final stanza being
around $5,000. On 28-day engage-

22)

Vaude Smashes

in Cleveland

Glenn Miller Swinging 'Kildare' to Big $28,000;
Martha Raye Unit Fine $18,000
Cleveland. Dec.

courage at $23,000 on its second week
ending lasl night (Tues.), and re-

The second week for. 'That's Right*
pictures at the Roxy and
Capitol are sufTering terribly. 'Secret at $9,000, fairly good, following first
However, a
of Dr. Kildare' will be lucky to sec seven days ol $11,000.
$15,000 at the Cap, while 'Barricade' lot was dumped in advertising on
this film by both the theatre and
is weak at the Roxy, unlikely to ex-

ment showed

satisfactory profit.

—

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)
'Kildare' (M-G). Taking the bumps
badly, $15,000 tops. Last week, second for 'Thin Man' (M-G), around
$16,000, weak.
'Remember?' (M-G),

opening tomorrow (Thurs.) runs
through Monday 118), with 'Wind'
having a reserved seat preem the following night. After that the lioiisa
goes three-a-day, unreserved seats,
house, which rarely holds a pic at a scale ranging from 75c. to $1.05.
longer than one week.
Criterion (1,602; 25-40-55)— 'That's
'Ninotchka' rated a fourth week at Right' (RKO) (2d week). On conthe Mayfair and 'Another Thin Man' cluding week ending today (Wed),
is in its second successful stanza at $9,000, fair, after getting $11,000 tha
Parker's UA.
first seven days.
Estimates tor This Week
Globe (1,700; 25-35-85)— 'Mutiny
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35- Big House' (Mono). Doing fairly at
40) 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) $6,500. Last week, third for 'Beasts
and 'On Toes' (WB). Getting over of Berlin' (PDC), $5,500, o. k. after
nicely for okay $5,500.
Last week, two fine profit-getting weeks up
'Remember' (M-G) and 'Fast Furi- ahead of $9,000 and $13,000.
ou.s' (M-G), good $6,000.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'Drums
Liberty (Hamrick-Evergreen (2,- Mohawk' (20th) (2d run) and 'Kid
30-35-40)
000;
'Day-time Wife' Nightingale' (WB) (1st run), dou(20th) and '20,000 Men' (20th). Rated bled.
Indications point to no mora
about par for this house with $3,500. than $8,000, 'Drums' having been
Last week, 'Cat Canary' (Par) and milked at the Roxy.
Last week,
'What Life' (Par), eight days for fair 'First Love' (U) (2d run) and 'Dr.

12.

Pretty nice trade all around, with
one smash, considering how houses
are being laced by Heifetz and Alec
Templeton recitals, biglime hockey
games and George Rafl m.c.ing benefit show.
Glenn Miller's orch is holding the
ace-spot with 'Secret of Dr. Kildare,'
swinging away to l.igh figure at
Martha Raye. at Palace, is
State.
stiffening 'Day-Time Wife' for nice
figure, and Kay Kyser's pic is fine at
Hipp.
Estimates for This Week

—

—

Aihambra (Printz) (1.120; 10-2035)— 'Little Accident' (U), and 'Scandal Sheet' (Col). Amiable duo for

'

Christian' (RKO) (1st run), $8,500,
Last
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,- okay.
week, 'Missing Evidence' :(U) and 500; 30-35-40)— 'Ninotchka'
(M-G)
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-88-99)
'Covered Trailer' (Rep), fair $1,000 and 'Little Accident' (U) (4th wk.).
-'Victor Herbert' (Par) and, on
In three days.
Good enough for around $2,500. stage, Mary Martin, Allan Jones,
Allen (RKO) (3,000: 30-35-42-55)— Third week, $3,000, following two big
Johnny Green orchestra, others.
Moveover doing weeks at the UA.
'First Love' (U).
Pounding through powerfully oh the
average $3,000. Last week. 'ElizaOrpheum (Orpheum Co.) (1,800;
beth
moveover, 20-30-40)— 'Hidden Power' (Col) and first seven days to $55,000, this show
Essex'
(WB),
begins holdover stanza today (Wed.).
smarter $4,500.
"Exile Express' (GN), and vaude.
Nice job done in selling both picCircle (Marmorstein) (1.900; 15- Average $4,700.
Last week, 'Cov- ture and personals. Last week, sec35)— 'Love Affair'
(RKO)
and ered Trailer' (Rep) and 'Outside
'Bringing Baby' (RKO) (2d runs). Walls' (Col), with vaude, okay $5,300. ond for 'tiat and Canary' (Par) and
Tony Martin-Jan Savilt combination,
to
seconds
showing
Switchback
Paramount (Hamrick - Evergreen)
profit at $1,600 in four days.
Last (3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) $36,000, good.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980: 40week, 'Chan Island' (20th) plus and 'Blondie Baby' (Col) (3d wk.).
60-84-99-$1.65)— 'Not Alone'
(WB)
'Quick Millions' (20th), were cut to Unusual biz for this house, which
stage show
(2d-flnal
week).
rarely holds any pic.
four days, but $1,500 okay.
Good $4,800. and
Not a big business-getter but Muni
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; .iO-35-42.55) Second week, big $6,000.
item
a profit-grabber at $83,000 last
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30Kay
'That's
Wrong'
(RKO).
week
(1st)
or
close
this
and
$70,000
Kyscr's recent vaude bow here shot 35-40)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G)
week
holdover.
'Balalaika'
on
pic off to grand start, wilh enough and 'Little Terror' (U) (2d wk.j.
(M-G) opens tomorrow (Thurs.),
speed for excellent $l(i.OOO. or mebbe Strong $5,000, First week, big $6,playing through Christmas.
bigger. Last week, 'First Love' lU), 700.
$3,800.

this nabe, $1,400 in four days.

$8,501)

(20 ), 'Gulliver's Travels',
stage. Glen Cray's Casa
Jimmy Savo and others.

band,

Alone,' 'Elizabeth and Esse.<c'
'That's Right, You're Wrong."
Dietrich western is displaying good

New

,

(Reviewed

on

Loma

,

Cincinnati, Dec. 12.

So-so product and Yule shopping

have

pic biz in for a

deep slide from

week, when Eddie Cantor's p.a.
soared the Albee to a record high.
Only smiles currently are on
'Amazing Mr. Williams,' at Keith's,
and 'Another Thin Man,' which is
moveover at Capitol. Latter pic was
aided con.<:iderably Saturday (9) and
Sunday (10) by personaling of Ann
Rutherford, whom M-G dropped oil
here while she was en route to Atlanta for the 'Gone With the Wind'
premiere.
last

Albee is down under this week
with 'Rulers of the Sea.* and 'Alle-

gheny Uprising'

is

a

dud for the

'Day-time Wife' is a Palace
tamey.
Esllmales for This Week
Albee
(RKO) (3.300; 35-42)—
Rulers Sea' (Par). Floundering at
Last week, 'Reno' (RKO)
$8,500.
and Eddie Cantor's stage show at 4265-ccrit scale, $28,000 and town's tallLyric.

take in a decade.
(RKO) (2.000: 35-42)—
Capitol
'Another Thin Man' (M-G). Moved
over from Palace for second week
and helped plenty Saturday (9) and
Sunday (10) by personal appearance
est

of

Ann

Ruthcilor.d.

Socko

$8,500.

'Ninotchka' (M-G)
run), six days, lair $3,800.

Last week,

(2d

Ditto last week
$2,200.
(Col) and 'One
011 'Parents Trial'
Hour Live' (U), split with 'Lost Flyers' (U) and 'City Darkness' (20th).
KcUb's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
''Amazing Williams' (Col)." Good $5,-

Okay

(U).

300.

—

1

RIalto

pleasant $10,200.

Lake (Warner)

(800:

(RKO) and

'Bu.sy

(RKO)

Work'

Last "week. 'Barricade' I20;h) wilh
Bert Wheeler and Inkspots, okay
$15,500.

State (Loew's) (3.450: 30-3.')-42-55)
—'Secret Kildare' (M-C) with Glenn
Miller's band on stayc. Nothing like
it

this

sea.son;

and no letdown

standee.-;
in sight.

from start
Probable

$28,000 should knoclc over record."!
of Judy Garland and Eleanor Powell
h.ere.

Last week, 'Ninotchka' IM-G),

Wrong

to

Work.'
Estimates for This Week
(3,274; 25-35-50)—'Day -Time

Albee

Wife' (20th) and 'Busy Work' (20th).
No.sediving to weak $14,000. Last

week,

Sllllman (Loew'sl '1.072; 30-.'!5-42.
For a
(M-G).
'Ninotchka'
moveover, second round is working
up smiling $5,000. Last week, 'An(M-Gi, second,
other Thin. Man'
stanza, bit in deeper. $0,000.

$17,000.

55)

'First Love' (U) and .'Sons'
(RKO), healthy $19,000.
Met (3.618: 25-35-50)
'Circus'
(M-G) and 'Intermezzo' (UA). Fair

—

—

La.st

week, 'Eternally "Yours'

(UA) and 'Dancing Co-ed- (M-G),

run), fair $4,000.

(11)

25-40-55 J— Tower of
Opened sensationally

and should have a big

week of around $14,000, kickolT being.
This is the biggest Monday
$2,300.
(his .small-seatcr has ever had, which
is all the more remarkable in view
of the time of the year il's done.
House ran 10 full shows, grinding a
Three weeks of
total of 21 hours.
'Flying Deuces' (RKO) very remunerative, final five days being $0,500.

—

25-55-7r)-8.'")-99 )
Rivoli
(2,092;
'Destry' (U) (3d week). Begins third
lap today (Wed.), after nabbing potent $35,000 the first seven days and
$28,000 second week, ending last
night (Tues.). May be held through
Christmas. 'Light that Failed,' bought
from Par, follows in any event.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)— 'Barricade' (20th) and stage show. Lightweight film starring Alice Faye and
Warner Baxter not getting anywhere; doubted if will -each a poor
$25,000 and will be replaced Friday
(15) with 'Everything Happens at
Night' (20th).
Last week 'House-keeper's Daughter' (UA), also mediocre at the b.o., under $30,000.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)— 'At Circus*

(M-G) (2(1 run) and, on vaude bill,
(4,126; 25-35-50)— 'Mr. Franklyn D'Amore, Cookie Bowers
(Col) and 'Five Poppers' and Jack Jcnncy band. Wheels turn-'
(3d wk). Excellent $18,000. ing slowly here, around $18,000. Last
La.st week, bright $22,000.
week 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) (2d run),
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— 'Cat Canary' together with Don Redman orch and
(Par) and 'Dr. X' (WB). Opened Jay C. Flippen, under $20,000.
.yesterday (Mon.). Last week, 'RoarStrand (2,767; 25-?0-55-75-85-99)—
nice $18,500.

-

Paramount

Smith'

'Daughter,' $5,500, Nitie
Lyric (RKO) (1.400: 35-42) -'Allc
ghcny Uprising' (RKO). Very poor
In Port.; H.O.s Hold Up
'That's

Metropolitan, showing 'At the Circus'
and 'Intermezzo.'
Fabian
Fox opened yesterday
(Mon.) with 'Cat and Canary' and
'Return df Dr. X.' RKO Albee down
with 'Dair-Time Wife' and 'Too Busy

$14,500, satisfactory.

Last week, 'Cat Canary' (Par),

Last week,

FAIR 17G IN BROOKLYN

i20lh), n.g.

(3.200: 30-3.5-42-55)

Brooklyn. Dec. 12.
-'Day-Time Wife' (20lh) wilh MarWith Glenn Miller
tha Raye unit.
Third and last week of 'Mr. Smith
at nextdoor Palace. .M.nrtha Raye is Goes to W.nshlngton' at Fabian Pararunning into toush oppusish. but mount in downtown .sector is excelmanaging to get very good $10,000. lent. Ne.Trest competitor is Loew'.s-

nice $4,800.

$3,000,

Monday

'CIRCUS'-'INTERMEZZO'

$1,700.

Palace

(750;

London' (U).

15-25)— 'City

Darkness' (20th) and 'Reno' (RKO).
Good thriller bill, but no more than
Last week. 'Full Confession'
$2,000.

Portland. Ore., Dec'

12.

(Col)

(RKO) (2d
'Housekeeper's Daughter' is the ing' Twenties' (WB) and 'No Place
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)— 'Dayweek in the Go' (WB) (3d wk), nice $12,000.
N.s.g. $10,()00. only major new pic this
time Wife' (20th).
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'Road to
and it's doing well at the
Last week, 'Thin Man' (M-G), big biirg
Broadway. 'Mr. Smith" remains a Glory' (20th) (reissue) and 'TeleEstimates for This Week
sensation at the Paramount, vision Soy' (Par). Poor $3,500. Last
(2.150; 35-42)--'Ja- b.o
(RKO)
*^ShSberl
"
(Harris)
25-35-50)—
\1,850;
'nr.
Capra pic for a third week. 'Fugitive I,arnc' (Col) and
Rides Again' (U) (2d wk), maica Inn' (2d week). Sad $3,000. which has the
week, almost a record Cor that big 'Beware Spooks' (Col ), fairish $4,000.
neaded for around
$6,500 at least, Lasl week (Isl), okay $8,500,
crfx

'

Strand

CWB)

Not
and

Paced for around $20,000 and

trade.

Ace

.Biggest draft Is going to 'NInot
cnka at Pcnn, and Jimmy Dorsey's
uand on stage is pushing 'Disputed
«ssage' at Stanley into higher

Night' (20th) (15).

getting

15-25)—
(1,000;
Family (RKO)
attractions, however, are
(RKO) and 'Sued
pringlng *em in and current session 'Every thing's Ice'
(RKO), split wilh Torture
}s right
up among fall and winter Libel' (PDC)
and 'Missing Evidence
Ship'
leaders.
here.

—

Paramount is copping the winnings
on Broadway this week, while most
of the rest of the street staggers under the blow dealt by pre-Christmas
apathy. Combination of 'Victor Her-

(1,750;

(20th).

over $1,000.
Stanley (WB)

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
(U) and 'Sons'
(RKO).- Failing to interest fans and
will go out after single session and
Last week
di.sappointing
$9,000.

United Artlsii (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
J5-55-8S-75)— 'Ninotchka* (M-G) (2d
wk). Keeping good pace and indicates $12,000 currently after turning

—

Baxter co-starrer doesn't
have a chance. Maybe $1,400, but
thafs doubtful. Last week, 'Pack
Troubles' (20lh) also in doghouse,
being ynnked after five days to bit

—'Tower London'

Weeks' orch headlining. Riding to
latisfactory $14,500. Last week 'Furious' (M-G) and vaude, smashed all
fross and attendance records for pol-

Nov. 221
RIvoll
"Destry Rides Again
(U) (3d wk).
Boxy Everything Happens at

Warncr

Sliding oft from previous week to
Last^ek-'Rairts
$14,000. all right.
Came' (20lh) and vaude, good $15,500.

scrammed after a mild fortnight and
meek $5,000 tor last seven days.
Stale-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-40)—
•Espionage' (WB) and vaude. Anson

(U)

25-40)—
FayeAlice

(Harris)

Barricade'

—

In for a one-week session. Dragging
at $8,000. Last week 'Passage' (Par)

Victor

$10,000.

and vaude.

That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Messenger' (U), second, satisfactory $11,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)—'Eternally Yours* (UA). Only

'Great

— 'Tower of London'

RIalto

(11).
(Reuitfuied in' V.\rietv,

it

Pcnn. La.>:t
big disappointment,

—

Herbert' (Par) (2d wk).

winds up at
week. 'Real Glory' (UA),

the

$2:).800.

I'Moliawk' (20th). Moved here from
Chi. but not much in the offing at
$4,00n.
Last week 'Secret Kildare'

Paramount

to

anyway

Thursday

'Elizabeth'

(WB) and Al Donahue

band (2d week).

May

get around

$27,000, fairish, on the holdover, after
hitting $38,000 the first week, and
remains a third. Four Wives' is (et
for Christmas week, startiiig Friday
(22),

.

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY

8

Strong Film Product

GWTW

Anay on Tap

Preem

Chatter

Atlanta-,

For the Xmas-New Year s Fortni^t
Headed by 'Gone With the Wind'
end 'Gullivers Travels,* theatre

Girl Critics'

buyers are looking
forward to a belter Chrislmas-New
Year's, holiday break on film than
operators

and

last year,

and possibly for any year

Ft.

'Wind' will not get into a representative number of dates in time for

but 'Gulliver' and
others that will be available on «
widespread scale will still provide
material which is being judged as
age.

•

This

of all their corsage worries
when they got to Atlanta— at
pi-ices ranging from $2.50 to $10.

them

killing,

much more draughty
is

than the aver-

based, in part, on pic-

12.

None of the film critics of
these precincts was invited to
the world premiere of 'Gone
With the Wind* in Atlanta. But
the hinterland reviewers (mostly gals) heard from C. C. Green,
Atlanta florist, early this week.
He wrote offering to relieve

to date.

a holiday

Angle

Worth, Dec.

In Giveaways Via

Long

on

ca.sh in

'GWTW' preem

Lucas

&

rectly

acro.ss

Angeles, Dec. 12.
Auto giveaways and various types
of cash night in Fox-West Coa.st
L.0.S

theatres throughout Southern California have opened new avenues for
showmanship in the territory, with
majority of the managers in all operating districts participating.
Car giveaways, which are being
profusely resorted to during the preChristmas season, have paved the
way for exploitation ideas and stunts
that hitherto have not been utilized
over the far west's principal theatre
circuit.
Lavish use of long distance
telephone, by which six to 26 houseg
in a given district are hooked up on
giveaway nights, has resulted in
widespread interest in the drawings.
Hookups in some instances cover
areas ranging from IS to 30 miles and

more.

Angeles proper, CuUen
manager, tied 'in 28
Lou
theatres for these giveaways.
Christ. Arizona operatbr for F-WC
hooked up Phoenix, Tucson and
Globe, Ariz., and in Northern California Nick Spier, operating the San
Joaquin valley district, has tied in
several towns for football rallys
through
means of long-distance

Los

In

Espy,

festivities.

Jenkins' 4,400-seat Fox, distreet

from Georgian

Terrace Hotel, 'Wind' headquarters,
where stars wil stop, has built a
that

front

is

of

replica

fictional

'Tara.' home of 'Scarlett,' and marquee blazes forth glitering 'welcome

district

wires.

been

declared state holiday by Gov. E. D.
Rivers.
Margaret Mitchell, .<:hy Atlanta ex-

who

'GuBiyer' Getting Early

Juve Buildups In Det.
Detroit, Dec. 12.
•Gulliver's

Travels'

L&J's Fox has moved up booking
on Kay Kyser's "That's Right, You're
Wrong,' to cash in on Kyser's appearance here as maestro and emcee at Junior League costume ball
night before preem. Kyser and crew
will al.so play for public dance, sponsored by Atlanta Journal, night of
premiere to give folks who can't get
into Grand a place to go.
Big Bethel Colored Church Choir
will sing spirituals on platform in
front of Grand before preem and 30
Wesleyan Collegie alumnae will serve
as official hoste.sses in theatre lobby.
P.a. system will carry story of ar-

and hospital connections.
to charity plans for
being pitched into consciousness of highschool students.
United Theatres is running a contest
among all highschool editors to see
who can write best ad on the pic.
Writers will get cash prizes.

In

film,

addition
is

it

as $100 apiece for ducats to

district

for cash night giveaway, and B. V.

On

1

.

i

'

'

>

'

RKO's

Please'

RKO releasing 'Hunchback
Family Roband 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois'
only about a month apart, starting
with 'Hunchback' on Dec. 29, S.
Barret McCormick's advertising-exploitation department is putting out
posters on each picture tor use in
.schools and libraries throughout the
With

(RKO).

inison'

,

On

'Information

Please,'

Gauld

U.

S.

RKO

plugs.
called in the paint shop boys to make
siKns for the back of all Canada Dry
trucks in town, and al.so rush window
End counter displays for key stores.

Atlanta.

Twelve

of Notre Dame,' 'Swiss

held special screening for press

!

will have 6,000 of these socalled re.searth exhibits on each of
the three pictures, with the liter-

festival surrounding the world
premiere of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer'j

release
ot.
Selznick-Inlernalional's
picturization of 'Gone
With the
Wind,' Margaret Mitchell's best seller

Loew's Grand Friday (15).
Stores have put up false fronts and
Atlanta has taken on the appearance
of the small town it was in (he days

at

befo* de wah. Men are .seen In Iht
colorlul attire of the 60s and
lanta's beautiful girls, tor whom this"
Old South city is famous, are wear<
ing flowing crinoline, complete with
petticoats,
pantalette.s,
bu.«tles
'n'

AU

everything.

Sue Reade and Storrr,
Charge Mismanagement

fire

during Battle of Atlanta.

company has piped
H.

Frieder,

fuel

Gas

to

hi.storic

th

keep

old light and has agreed
and burning from now on.

Henry

It

William Grossman filed suit in the
Chartered plane bearing Clark
N. Y. supreme court Monday (11) Gable, Vivien Leigh, Olivia deHavil.
against Walter Reade, Rende Hudson land, Claudette Colbert,
Laurenc*
Amusements, Inc., Birch Holding Olivier and others ot Hollywood conCorp. of Hudson, R. J. Service Corp., tingent, is skedded to arrive
i|
and the estate of Frank V. Storrs Municipal Airport at noon Thursday,
charging waste and mismanagement They will be met by officials
and
in the handling of theatres in Hudparaded through center of citv to
son.
The removal of Reade, ap- Georgian Terrace Hotel. 'GWTW
pointment of a receiver, an account- headquarters, where they
will be
met

damages are fought

ing and

Tha three plaintiffs claim, that
prior to May, 1937, they owned the
leaseholds on the Hudson Playhouse,
Rialto,

Star,

Park and Community

by Gov. E. D. Rivers, Mayor William
B. Hartsfleld, six Confederate vets
and six Confederate widows, on •
platform.
2.'>0

A

press parly,

to

which

newspaper folk have been

in-

vited, will follow.

'Junior League costume b.ill tor
charity at 6,000-seat City Aude, will
climax Thursday's activitie.s. with
music by Kay Ky.ser 'and ork, who
will play this date for expenses only.
Every ticket to this event has been
sold out for two weeks. Maj. Clark
Howell, ed and publisher ot Atlanta
fceen completed, the deal included its Constitution, will preside over in*
completion at
cost not to exceed troduction of stars at ball.
Stars will not appear on stage it.
$160,000. It ia charged the final figure was over $100,000 above that preem, due to contract provisOT
sum. Reade is also charged with against personals.
However, they
having removed the plaintiffs from will ba introed from their ceatA
the management of the company's Scaled at $10 per leat, all proceed]
affairs, wasted corporate assets, and go to Atlanta Community
iChest)
Bled improper income taxes,
Fund. It's been a sellout for weeks.
I

much

Manager

He

Atlanta, Dec. 12
With the Stars and Bars of the be.
loved Confederacy flying from every
vantage point, an excited, jittery At,
lanta—from cab driver to Junioi
Leaguer— awaits the starting gun
Thursday (14) that will signal a fouri

Celebration will get imder way
Thursday when Atlanta's 'pcrpetujj
light' will be lit
This is an old Ml
lamp standard, standing in center ot
to'wn, which was battered by cannon

Owners

N. J. Theatre

Four-day

come

F&M-IATSE

Stales

governors of
be present

will

Southern
for

the

premiere.

St

la.sl

week

in

December

12.

to

make il eligible for an Academy
award.
ary and educational angle stres.sed
Studio chiefs decided on the shift
Educational division of the. Hays of- 'I after watching Robert Montgomery's
work in « sneak at Pasadena.
fice collaborated in the framing.

Festival'

Sunday afternoon

will

with
at

b«

greatest ievent in history of. this (own,

which, it must ba remembered, is i
Dixie metropolis of nome 500,000
population and not a village which
can ba easily organized /or £iK-h *n
event. It is safe to say that no psit
premiere has had as much eflort—
or

money—poured

into

splurged on this S-I

it

as

M-G hM

pic.

-

of huddles for a

Ml

new contract

were blown up on Oct.
1 when F&M, despite protests from
the union, transferred projectionists

TWO WISCONSIN TOWNS

negotiations

from one house to another without
approval or knowledge of the local's
execs. When F&M refu.sed to recede
from its stand picketing began at six
nabes and later spread to the Fox
and Amba.ssador, downtown dcluxers.

Then
suit

in

F&M

brought an injunction
Clayton, St. Louis County,

and the decision has been under advisement for several weeks after a
Uial lasting 8 days.
The contract
expired Sept 1. The local's execs
insist it alone has the right to assign projectionisU and until this
point is settled there seerns small
likelihood of the mess being cleaned
.

FIGHT FOR 'PASSAGE'
Milwaukee, Dec. 12.
Rivalry Is bitter between ^vo
Wisconsin towns tor premiere ol
Metro's 'Northwest jPassage.' Ripoj
has put in Its bid on the strength
of Spencer Tracy being a former
student of Ripon College, which 1»
to award him a degree, and academlo
and civic leaders think it would b*
fine to have the picture shown firtl
in that community. Prairie de Chien,
however, has a different idea. 'Th''
historic town on the Mississippi I'
prominent in the locale of the Kenneth Roberts' story.

The Metro exchange

in

Milwaukee

has been deluged with letters from

up.

The Missouri supreme court last churches, schools, clubs, poliliciai"
week nixed a plan of William F. and civic leaders requesting the first
Canavan and several other members showing, but all communicalioM
of Local No. 143 for a writ of prohibition to restrain Circuit Judge
Ernest F. Oakley from approving the

payment ot

bills

connection with the picketing of

receivers appointed by Judge Oakley
after John F. Nick and Clyde A.
Weston were ousted from control of
the union.
Canavan and his a.ssociates intervened on behalf ot Nick,
in his appeal from the ouster, which
was recently tran.sferred by the supreme court to the St Louis court
of appeals because of lack of juri.sdiction.

have been turned over
utive offices In
mate decision.

to the execfor ulti-

New York

from union funds

F&M's theatres.
The local has been operating under

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Relea.>:e date on Metro's 'The Earl
of Chicii.no' was moved from Jan. 5
the

Louis, Dec.

'GWTW

to close

annual Christmas civic pageant
City Aude.
All-in-all, 'Wind's' premiere will

SL Louis

Although there has been no decision
handed down in the suit
brought by Fanchon it Marco to enjoin members of lATSE, Local No.
143, from picketing the 5,000-seater
Fox and nabes of the St Louis Amns.
Co.,
operated under contract by
F&M, there has been a resumption

in

Oh, You Oscar

to

in

Huddfing Despite Suit

'

was 'Information

J

due day

not

theatres in Hudson County, N. J.
Threatened by Reade, they declare,
they sold him a half interest in their
holdings.
The complaint alleges
Reade was about to build opposition
theatres. The plaintiffs, by virtue of
two weeks all three rags have car- their deal, no longer secured product
ried a cla.ssified adv offering $150 for from Soteros Coca is.
four $10 box seats to Junior League
As the Community theatre had not
ball.
Similar ads have offered as

rival of stars to thousands expected
to jam area in front of Grand.
All three local papers. Constitution,
Journal and Georgian, will issue special 'GWTW' editions Friday.
For

'

end members .of local Safety Bureau
on 'Drunk Driving,' with result that
Bureau, sponsored short and papers
went for editorials. Also placed truck
on streets carrying wrecked car and
heralding short, all of which was
provided by local trucking concern..
Radio stations also went for free

is

here for weeks, but the pic is already getting a buildup through arrangements for showing to youngsters through all of American Legion, Federation ot Women's Clubs

Henry

hoo.

ALBANY MGR.
AP ON TIME RELEASE

'

Hlfind';

Premiere Becomes a 4-Day Civic Fest

authored

'Wind,' recuperating from attack of
flu, plans, to attend preem if health
Sale of book, hypoed by
permits.
premiere ballyhoo, has increased and
on local best seller list once
it's
rnore.
Paramount will exploit its forthcoriiing "Gulliver's Travels,* due for
Christmas release, by a street bally-

Dick Dickson has theatres in his preem.
from widely separated areas
Special Edltionn
Ann Rutherford, 'Carreen' Jn
Sturvidant hooked up houses in 'Wind,' will be first player to arrive
Pasadena, Glendale, Van Nuys and on scene. She has been visiting relaNorth Hollywood for his prosperity tives in Lexington, Ky., and is exclub nights and auto giveaways.
pected here today (Wed.). She reHall Baetz made lavish use of the cently visited
Greenville,
S. C,
TIES IN
telephone in linking his hou.ses in where she was honorary queen of
San Bernardino, Redlands, Riverside, National Cotton Festival. She will
Ontario and Pomona, while George return to Hollywood from here to
Bowser linked up, similarly,' with appear in '40 Little Mothers' with
Compton, Long Beach, Wilmington Eddie Cantor.
Albany, Dec. 12.
Rearrangement of studio producFor screening at the Palace on and San Pedro.
In using long distance phone serv- tion schedule will permit Olivia
March of Time*s 'Newsfronts of War
Ifl40,'
which utilized New York ice on these various giveaways, plan CMelanie') de Havilland to be here
Associated Press headquarters to il- is to ring in outlying nouses first and for preem and attendant festivities.
lustrate world-wide
collection
of finally hook them all in for the thea- She will fly jn with Coast contingent
Laura Hope Crews, 'Aunt Pittypat,'
news and pictures, the association's tre at which drawing takes place.
and Ona Munsoh, 'Belle Watling,'
Albany bureau and Gannett's Knickwill train in Thursday.
erbocker New.s have arranged a
A special
welcome is being prepared for Evelobby display. It includes a teletype Nabe
Cashes
lyn Keyes, Cecil B. DeMille protege,
In action and an exhibit of AP wire
who is an Atlanta gal and plays part
photos.
A wire loop run into the
In
Premiere
Poor
of 'Suellen.'
Fabian theatre connects up to one of
E. B. Coleman, southern division
the automatic printers by which AP
p.a. chief for Metro, rates orchids for
news is di.<;seminated on the trunk
Detroit, Dec. 12.
line between New York and KanUnlike most theatre managers his work as bo.ss of 'Wind' headquarsas City. Theatre patrons thus are who hush up anything with an un- ters, set up three weeks ago. He has
able to see news of the day printed favorable sound, Joe LaRose, man- had able assistance from William Hebefore their eyes, exactly as it goes ager o( town's new nabe, New Har- berl, out of N. Y., Todd Ferguson, of
over the wires to AP member pa- per, cashed in on the unpleasant. Memphis, and James Thames, of this
pers east of the Mississippi.
Hou.se 's gala opening (Dec. 1 ) wasn't sector. The boys have really put out.
Twenty-one bands ylllbe stationed
Albany AP men and their wives so hot. Poor weather kept the fans
along the line of march of the pawere gu?sls of manager Alex Styles, away by the hundreds.
Undaunted, La Rose called up the rade of 'Wind' stars through the city
a former local newspaperman, at
a preview of the March of Time editors of the newspapers, said the Thursday, and 750 R.O.T.C. students.
opening din't go over so big, so he National Guardsmen and police will
i.<;,Mie.
was doing it all over again. On Fri- try to hold back the crowd.?. Fifty
day (Dec. 2) there would be another patrolmen have been- assigned to
gala affair, seardjlights and fire- keep everybody except pass holders
Plugging Shorts
work."!. He didn't want to disappoint out of Georgian Terrace Hotel, where
A special troop of
the fans who missed the original Ftars will slay.
opening, he said.
His originality Georgia National Guard Cavalrymen
Winnipeg, Dec. 12.
will also be on duty to protect the
Don Gauld, of the Metropolitan, copped space.
luminarie.s.
turned his exploitation battery on
Mayor William B. Hartsfleld will
the short features when the main
present Hollywood contingent with
picture lacked anything of note on
Triple-Play
Wedgewood china tea and coffee sets
One was
two occasions recently.
bearing pictures of historic sights In
'Drunk Driving* (M-G) and other

—

Gone Completely

Atlanta's

19,19

12.

Fleming, who directed; Nicholas M.
Sehenek, Louis B. Mayer. Howard
Dietz, J. Robert Rubin, Thomas J.
Connors, southern sales mgr.; Oscar
A. Doob, Jaseph A. Vogel. William R.
Ferguson and William F. Rodgcrs,
general sales mgr.
Opposition theatres are working to

newspaperwoman

Distance Phone CaUs

etc.

In addition to the pictures actually
on release schedules for Christmas
or New Year weeks, certiin films are
expected to be obtained on prerelease by the larger buyer.s. This is
usually done, where possible, so that
both the theatre and distributor can
cash in on holiday business through
advance dating. Pictures completed
and number of prints available in
such cases dictate the extent to
which pre-release engagements may
be arranged.
Films that are definitely on release and will be available for
holiday playdate.<:, besides 'Gulliver'
and 'Wind,' include 'A Call on the
President,' 'Judge Hardy and Son,'
Everything Happens at Night,' 'Four
Wives,' 'Send Another Coffin,' 'Reno,'
'Balalaika,' 'Great Victor Herbert,'
'Hunchback of Notre Dame,' 'Destry
Rides Again,' 'Raffles,' 'The Earl of
Chicago.' 'Swanee River,' 'A Child is
Born,' 'His Girl Friday,' 'Cisco Kid
and Lady' and 'Geronimo.* Some of
these have had some pre-release
dates, in addition to a number of
pictures which, while on release
schedules for dates ahead of Xmas
and New Year's, have not yet been
played extensively. In this group
would fall 'Elizabeth and Essex,' 'We
Are Not Alone,' 'Another Thin Man,'
•Cat and Canary,' That's Right,
You're Wrong,' 'Secret of Dr. Kildare,' "Remember?*, 'Mutiny in Big
House,' 'At the Circus,' 'House
keeper's Daughter' and others.

Dec.

Topranking bigwigs of Selznick
and Metro who will be here for
world premiere of 'Gone With the
Wind' at Loew's Grand Friday (15)
include: David O. Selznick, Victor

to Gable, Leigh, Colbert, et al.'
Friday, d:iy of premiere, has

Coast Houses Linked

tures that have been seen b^ some of
the buyers and in other cases oh the
reports obtained, reviews that have
been written, studio inter-oflice into,

Wednesday^ December 13,

Move 'Em and Hold 'Em
Hollywood, Dec.

12.

Harry Sherman moved his troupe
fhooi
into Grand National studio to
interiors on 'Hold Your Horses,' las*
ot his 1939-40 Hopalonfi Cassitly features for Paramount relea.«e. Sb)»
was caused by overcrowding of General Service lot

,

Shooting started yesterday <MV"-.
and moves to Kiernville for exteriur'
later in the week.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, December 13, 1939

'Ninotchka' m-H) and 'Fast Furious*
(M-G) (2d run), hefty $5,000.
Fay'« (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
•Return Dr. X' (WB) and vaude.
House can bank on certain number
of regular customers to keep gross to

Only Makes Thh^s Toi^her
In Mpls.;

Garbo Pretty Good

$7,500

at least fair $5,500.

Messenger'

(U)

VARIETY

$lUt

Kyser Nifty

$6,500.

Minneapolis, Dec, 12.
influence
doing
Pre- Christmas
nlenty of dirty work here and malcThings
ine a bad situation worse.
wera sad enough before this latest
(lump, which aggravates a depres-

unloosened its
hasn't
that
cion
stranglehold materially, except in a
few comparatively isolated' instances,
for a considerable period.
For a change there's only a single
jlage show, the usual one at the
MInne.sola and that minus its usual
The single outstanding
strength.
screen newcomer probably is 'Ninotchka,' holding forth at the State,
that's Right, Your Wrong.' 'Barri'20,000
Men a Year,' other
cade' and

film attractions, lack the punch necessary to make much of an imprestion under present conditions.
.

Key

Gross

Week

This

(Ba.'ied

$1.4gM0*

on 26

181 thearwis, (iicludinff

cities,

tres, chiefly first

N.Y.)
Total Gro.is Same Week
Last Year
$1.248,00«
(Based on 24 cities, .158 theatres)

one around
Last week, 'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Grey
Walls' (Col), grand $16,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Amazing Mr. Williams' (Col) and
'Miracle

House

15-20-'25),

clo.sed.

Main

Street'

Paced

(Col).

Last week, 'Rulers

$6,500.

Sea' (Par) and 'Covered
(Rep), nice $7,500.

Daughter Not
So Good, $8,000

—

.

Varsity

•Nurse Cavell' (RKO) (2d run). Did
trade first-run and not exciting any too much interest here,
although highly praised. Light $700
Last week, 'Ballerina'
^ia prospect.
(French), $1,000, very disappointing
considering big advertising and exJight

GARBO

day.

some attention from Kyser fans,
but not enough to make much coin
ln\pre.ssion.
Headed for light $5,000.
Last week, 'At Circus' (M-G) and
Clyde McCoy's orch, big $12,700.
SUte (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35ting

Indianapolis, Dec. 12.

Throngs of Christmas shoppers
crowding the downtown streets are
passing the boxoffices of the film
houses this week as if the lobby displays were small pox signs. Lyric,
with Ted Weems' orch on stage to
pull 'em in, is the only house that
looks okay.
Loew's is out front in the. pix
house race, but still under par with
'Housekeeper's Daughter' and 'Henry

Goes Arizona.'

Circle

n.g.

is

dual-

ling 'Eternally Yours' and 'Reno.'
In(liana is very dull with 'Day-Time
Wife' and 'City in Darkness.'

BREEZE IN

campaign.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—
20,000 Men' (20th).
No names to
overcome seasonal and other handicaps.
Having tough sledding and
will, be lucky to reach mild $2,600.
last week, 'Cat Canary' (Par), $5,200,
very big, breaking house record.
Got light $400 for one additional
ploitation

Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4,000; 2080-40)— 'Girl Rio' (Rep) and stage
Wally Vernon.
including
ow,
)thing on stage or screen that spells
xoCnce here.
Poor $4,800 indiLast week, 'Heroes Blue'
cated.
(Mono) and A. B. Marcus' 'La Vic
Paree' unit, big $11,000, with Marcus
show entirely responsible.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 2585-40)— 'That's Wrong' (RKO). Gel-

$6,500,

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-3040) 'Beasts of Berlin' (Indie) and
'Big Guy' (U). Better than secondrun figures to which house is accustomed, but still not so hot at
Last week, 'Return Frog'
$3,S00i
(Sel) and 'Demon Barber' (Sel). slid
after good opening to so-so $2,900.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-3040)
'Eternally Yours' (UA) and

MEMPHIS
Memphis, Dee.
'Ninotchka'
Main Street

12.

letting a merry
pace at Loew'a this
ii

.

week and Garbo's switch

to comedy
attracting business nigh onto double previous grosses for the Swedish
sphinx. Picture is no record-breaker,
but is topping everything else in
sight for the week.
Local reviewers are calling it
is

—

'Reno' (RKO). Under expectations
with mild $5,500. Last week, 'Not
Alone' (WB) and 'Private Detective'

(WB), we^ $4,200.
Indtana (Katz-Dolle) (3.100; 2530-40)— 'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and
Darkness' (20th).
Room to
hunt buffalo in town's biggest de
Poor $4,000,
Last week,

'City

luxer.

'Melvyn Douglas Week.' He's mo- 'Destry' (U) and 'Laugh Off' (U),
nopolizing two major screens, Loew's, n.g. $6,500.
In 'Ninotchka,' and the Malco Palace,
- Loew'a (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
in 'Amazing Mr. Williams.'
Latter 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and
Is also getting a nice turnout.
'Henry Arizona' (M-G). Lavish ads,
Indie Orpheum dropped its screen but under average $8,000. Last week,
this week for a four-day return en- 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Call Presigagement of 'Tobacco Road.' House dent' (M-G), fair $8,500.
closed Monday through Wednesday,
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
with Evelyn Brent headlining new '20,000 Men' (20th) and Ted Weems*
stage show starting Thursday (14).
orch. Profitable $11,500. Last week,
'Man Montreal' (U) and Shep Fields'
Estimates for This Week
and Abner on stage,
Loe.w's (Loew) (2,600: 10-30-40)— orch and Lum
'Ninotchka' (M-G). Garbo breezing built through rustics' radio plugs to
along toward fine $6,5(K) on rave no- lusty $15,700.
lerrific.

Uptown (Par)

(WB)

Destiny'

(1,100;
split

25-35)— 'Du.st
with

Warner (Warner)

—'First Love' (U) (2d wk).
Doing
very well here after two weeks at
Orpheum. Satisfactory $1,800 indi--vled.
Last week big $2,600, after
i« $10,000 in first and light $4,200

Ml

second

to

week

at

(2.300; 10-30-40)

'Babes —'Child Is Born* (WB). Maternity
drama no great shakes in pre-Christnias atmosphere.
Lucky to get $3,000.
Last week 'Jamaica Inn' (Par),
$4,400, good.

Arms' (M-G). First nabe showings.
Big $3,000 in prospect. Last week.
'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) split
with 'Destiny' (WB). mild $2,000.
World (Steflfes) (350; 25-35-40-55)

Orpheum.

Malco PaUce

(Lightman)

,

stage, four days, $3,100, n.s.g.

Boosting Other Houses
.

.

Lincoln, Dec.

,

12.

,,.WColn,

(Lightman)

Strand

10-20-

(1,000;

30)— "Fugitive Large'

(Col), 'Neigh-

bors. Carters' (Par)
(U), split.
to Live'

and 'One Hour

Good

$2,000.

skedded for closing (3), Last week "Coast Guard' (U) and
«
a week and shuttered (10),
Wing into a month's remodelling, "Tropic Fury" (U), $1,800, okay.
jnakes two dark spots on the
™w. This IS helping the other houses
"wmtam an even keel in spite of the
Yule Sloughing Prov.;
lied

Christmas spending.
aJ^I- Smith Goes to Washington'
i?i"8.

n'"y

$4,200,

or

is

'Dr.

more at the

'ndications being it'll go
the holidays,
Esllnaates for This Week
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe)
(750:

uiifi
"ntil

X'-Yaude Fair 5iG

/i:

NlBhi'

M.M

ni,
t"^;

(Rett\ ,

snd 'Exciting

"^"^

"°"se slowing

to $700.

iL^""^' 'Colorado Sunset'

gauchter Tong' (Metrop).
«Plit ufi?u
*Ehth,i''J^5r«"ts Trial' (Col) and
iivJd 'rif ^""^ <Crit). Autry portion
'0-25-35-55)

Las
'na 'u'w^'

Saint

.

still

good for season.
Kstlmales for This

Albee
'You're

(RKO)
Wrong'

(2,300:

Week

.S'^'?'

-

BEHE

'Sons'

$,?50,40»

—

and

'Hollywood

Cavalcade'

(20th).
Fairish $1,000.
Last week,
'Hells Angels' (Atl) and 'Sky Devils'
(Atl)," $1,100, fair.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Death Valley' (Rep), 'Girl Rio'
(Mono) and 'Stunt Pilot' (Mono),
first-run triplet", split with 'Death
Rides Range^ (Cap), 'Escape' (20th),
first-runs, and 'Rains Came' (20th),

Good $1,200. Last week.
'Frontier Marshall' (20th).. 'Married
Cop' (Rep), first-run, and 'Winter
Carnival' (UA), tripler. split with
'Texas Wildcats' (Cap), first-run,
'Allen Case' (Par) and 'Have Music'
tripler.

(UA),

LIGHT 7G

BLAH OMAHA
Omaha, Dec.

Xmas
pic

shopping season

12.

putting

is

downward

a

into

b.o.'s

spin.

'Amazing Mr. Williams,' at Brandeis,
best of a sorry week.
New form of competLsh is the ice
rink at Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum, which
has about two pro hockey games
per week and open rest of time for
individual skating. Games are drawing an average of 4,000 customers.
is

Esllmalos for This

Week

(GoldAvenue-Dondee-Mliitary
10-25)— 'Holly(800-600-950:

berg)

wood Cavalcade'

(20th)

and

'Dust'

with 'Hawaiian
Nights' (U) and 'Came Out' (M-G),
Last week, 'Boys
fairish $1,600.
Town' (M-G) and 'Have Music'
'Frontier Marsplit
with
(UA), dual,
shall (20lh), 'Winter Carnival' (UA)
and 'Fraud' (Par), tripler, $1,600,

(WB),

dual,

split

nine days, $7,000, swell.
Omaha (Blank) (2.000: 10-25-40)—
'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) and 'Blue
Grass' (WB).. Getting light $7,000
Last week. "Another
in six days.

Fence'

Man'

(M-G)

(20th),

eight

and
days.

'Heaven
$11,000,

great.

Orpheum (Blank) (3.000: 10-25-40)
'Bad
and
(M-G)
Last
N. g. $7,500.
Angel' (M-G).
week, 'D.iy-Tlme Wife' (20lh) and
'Rio' (U), fairish $8,000 in eight day^.
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-25—'Remember'

Warners day-

daters are holding over Paul Muni
opus, 'We Are Not Alone,' for second

week

despite mild $15,800 combined
on initial seven days.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 30-4055-75)
'Housekeeper's Daughter'

—

(UA)

Good on moveover

for $2,100

through Saturday

holds

$7,000.
(1,800; 30-40-55-

'Privata

Detective (WB).' dualed (2d wk).
over despite fairly weak first stanza.
Current looks like $4,500, on top ot
$7,70() first

Fonr
mezzo'

IN

$14,500

(16).

Last week, 'Day-Time Wife' (20th)
and 'City Darkness' (20th), wound
up on moveover with $1,200.
Chinese (Graum.an-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and
'Bad Angel' (M-G), dual. Hitting for
lucrative $12,5(H). Last week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and 'Honeymoon's Over' (20th), pretty dismal

Downtown (WB)

DESTRY' FRISKY

Over'

'Honeymoon's

and

(20th).

and

65)— 'Not Alone' (WB) and

more
good

week

seven days.

(F-WC-UA)

Star

(UA)

(5th

wk).

— 'InterHas two

stanzas to go. Current week
for another $1,600 after last
ground out $2,200, still profit-

able.

Hollywood (WB)

WASH.

65)— 'Not Alone'
Detective'
(WB)

(2.756; 30-40-55-

(WB) and
(dual

'Private
(2d wk).

like around $4,900 on holdover after so-so first week of $8,100.

Looks
Washington, Dec. 12.
'Destry Rides Again' looks to be in
front this week, putting Keith's off'
the-mainstem straight pixer in front
of the two big vaude spots. 'Rulers
of the Sea' and Charlie Butlerworth
p.a.
at
Earle
slightly
topping
'Eternally Yours' and vaude at Cap
itol.
'Housekeeper's Daughter' is last
among the newcomers.
With Keith's only house really
pleased, other boys are howling
plenty that the pre-Christmas slump
is taking over.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
'Eternally Yours' (UA) and vaude.
Ted Mack revue can't battle Butterworth p.a. at opposition and won't
get over light $13,000. Last week,
'Intermezzo' (UA) and vaude, diS'
appointing $14,000.

—

'

Pantaees (Pan)

(2d run), fair $4,000.

(2.812;

30-40-55)—

"That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Scandal
Sheet' (Col), dual. Arousing interest
for good $8,500 and holds three additional (lays.
Last week, second
stanza 'First Love' (U) and 'Witness
Vanishes' (U), okay $6,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.595; 30-40-55)
'Tower London' (U) and stage
show. Nothing to get excited about
at around $15,000. House dark for
seven days after current stanza to
permit remodeling. Last week, 'Night
of Nights' (Par), and Ritz Bros, on
stage, disappointing $15,000.
30-40-55)
(2,872;
That's
Wrong' (RKO) and 'Scandal Sheet'
(Col), dual. Kay Kyser opus bringing good $9,200 and holds three extra
days.
Last
week,
good
$6,900
garnered on second week of 'First
Love' (U) and 'Hour Live' (U).
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-5575)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Bad
Angel' (M-G). Town's best grosser
an<i good for excellent $14,500. Not
terrific, however. Last week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and 'Honey-

—

—

RKO

Third week downtown after two sock
stanzas at Palace aiming at big $6,000
for eight days. Last week, 'Circus' moon's

Over'

(20th),

washout

at

$9,800.

Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
United Artists (F-WC) (2.100: .30'Rulers Sea' (Par) and vaude. All 40-55)
'Housekeeper'.s Daughter'
ads carrying slug-line 'not a war pic- (UA)
Over*
and
'Honeymoon's
ture.' but it isn't drawing.
Hefty (20th). Just so-so $2..500 on movecredit goes to Charlie Butterworth over. Last week. 'Another Thin Man'
p.a. for pa.ssable $14,000. Last week,
(M-G) and 'Heaven Fence' (20th),
"Jamaica Inn' (Par) and Joe Cook sati.sfactory $4,400 on moveover.
headlining, ju.st fair $14,000.
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296: .'50-40-55Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— 65)— 'Another Thin 'Man' (M-C) and
'Destry' (U).
Sock long-term bally 'Heaven Fence' (20tli) (2d wk).
and rave reviews paying off to. tune Should add another $4,100 on current
of beautiful $14,500.
Last week, stanza after profitable $0,100 last
'Tower London' (U), oke $7,000.
week.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)— 'Dr. X'
Occasional first run spot
(WB).
shoultl snag nice $5,500. Last week,
very good $6,000 after excellent
for
Essex' (WB) (2d run),

—

•

'Elizabeth

$10,000 last week.

solid $5,300.

Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—
'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA). Nice
notices and word of mouth seem unable to lift it over fair $12,500. Last
week. 'Drurhs Mohawk' (20th), oke
$14,.500.

'Dawn' Comes

Up With

so-so.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250: 1025-35-40)— 'Amazing Williams' (Col)
and 'Sons" (RKO). dual: Very nice
Last week. 'That's Wrong'
S5,000.
(RKO) and 'Espionage Agent' (WB),

just hitting fair pace.

tripler, $1,100, fairish.

(M-G)

IN

25-35-50)— Thin

(RKO) and

(RKO) (2d wkV Though pace generally slow, still good for nice $5,400.
'Mr.
Smith' Last week, swell $9,700.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35W.200. Will h.o.
Large' (Col) 50)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
, ^o!iP'"^e
'Col), four days. 'Grey Walls' (Col) (2d run). HoldBack' (RKO) and
'French ing up for nice $4,000. Last week.

"lay; nice
$900.
ff, ?.
'
(NTI-Noble-Federer)
(1 oil.
ffJ X. „

(Cin?'

Providence. Dec. 12.
Main spots are in the grip of the
pre-holiday blues, with most Xmas
shoppers Intent on the business at
hand and ignoring theatres.
Bl7.
dropped all around, though

is

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—
Arms' (M-G) (2d run).

(2,200;

15-40-55 )— House dropped pix lor
(6ur-day roadshow stand of 'TobacRoad.'
Last week 'Bad. Angel'
(M-G) with Johnny Perkins unit on

co

Two Lincoln Closings

lent $27,000.

'Babes

10-.30-40)— 'Amazing Williams' (Col).

Blondell-Douglas team making neat
impression for maybe $5,500. Last
week 'First Love" lU), $5,300, about
as expected.
Orpheum (Culllns-Evans) (2,800;

man's Chinese

Mediocre $5,000 in six days. Last
week, 'Fast Furious' (M-G) plus Calj
Calloway orch, solid $13,000 in six
days.
State (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-2535) 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep), first-

run

at Loew's State-Grauis heading for excelState, with big $14,500,
town's solo leader also.
Kay Kyser's film debut is quite encouraging at the RKO and Pantagea
and will get three extra days. Paramount has U's 'Tower ot London'
with Casa Loma orch on stage and is

'Ninotchka'

Same Week

(Based on 12 theatres^

—

40)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G). Easily the
town's ace attraction, but Garbo had
slipped here as a magnet and her
long absence hasn't helped, appar•ntly.
Picture has had considerable
publicity and is being praised by
critics
and customers, so takings
should reach pretty good $7,500. tices and word of mouth. Last week
Last week, 'Rulers Sea* (Par), $3,300. •Another Thin Man' (M-G), $10,500,
poor.

Total Gross
Last Year

40)— 'Another Thin Man' (M-G).
Moveover from Omaha, and 'DayTime Wife' (20th), from Orpheum.

In(lpls.WayOif;

Plus

Greta Garbo is the big noise in
town currently and day-date run of

Estimated Total Gross
This Week...
...$301,309
(Based on 12 theatres^

Trailer'

'Henry

is

Tower

L(>s Angeles, Dec. 12.

Broadway Grosses

keep

will

average $11,000.

$27,000;

Casa Loma, ISG, 'Alone 2d OK 9|^G

Little interest being
this

Spooks' (Col).

shown

at fair
Follies' unit on stage, three days.
Latter grossed swell $2,300, making
week hit $3,200, good.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-

Arizona' (M-G) and 'White Room'
holding over at the (U). five days to closing (10), so-so.
World for a fourth week. Its third $1,300. Previous week, 'Babes Arms'
(M-G). movcovcr from Nebraska for
week was surprisingly big.
six days, nice $2,300.
Estimates for This Week
Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 10^iler (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)— 2->-4p)—
'Another Thin Man' (M-G).
(Par) and 'Busy
•Television Spy'
Work' (20lh), dual first-runSi In for Geltin.? $3,000, extraordinary conGood enough $1,500 indi- sidering season. Holds four extra
(Ix days.
La.>it
week, "Secret Kildare'
cated. Last week, 'Tropic Fury' (U) days.
(M-G),
Ave days, nice $2,000.
and 'Flying Deuces' (RKO), dual
with 'Sued Libel'
Sluart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10first-runs, split
'Remember' (M-G). Light
(RKO) and 'One Hour Live' (U), 25-35)
Last week, 'Day-time Wife'
$2,500.
dual Arst-runs, $1,200, mild.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25- (20lh), okay $3,700.
(NTI-Noble-Monroe)
|5-40)— 'Barricade' (20th). Warner
Baxter no longer a draw here. Looks (1,100: 10-20-25)— 'On Toes' (WB)
Last week, 'Ja- and 'Ware Case' (GB). Slow, $1,000.
like light $3,500.
maica Inn' (Par), big $C,300 for seven Last week, 'Woman Judge' (Col) and
^ays and mild $700 for two additional 'Blondie Baby' (Col), good $2,600.
cantos, making nine days in all.
Esquire (Gillman) (290; 25-40)---

Love'

'First

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and 'HornHeaded for
(20lh).
good $7,000. Last week, 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) and 'Private Detectives' (WB), swell $8,000.
SUte (Loew) (3.200; 25-35-50)—
'Eternally Yours' (UA) and 'Beware

leigh Vacation'

City Grosses

Esll mated Total

L A.s Dish,

Garbo's Laugh

Last week, 'Call
and vaude, nice

Good $7,500

in

Montreal

Montreal, Dec.

Looks

like a

12.

mediocre week cur-

repeats.
with coupl.e
of
rently,
Christmas shopping and 'Ice Vanities'
at the

Forum

Dawn

I

into grosses.

cutting
Best outlook is at Capitol on 'Each
Die.*

Capitol (CT) (2,700: 25-45-55)—
This will be
'Each Dawn' (WB).
tops currently, with good $7,500 in
sight.
Last week. 'Drums Mohawk*
(20lh), faded after good start to- only
fair $5,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 30-40-60)—
Rulers of Sea' (Par). Best in sight
Is $5,000. poor.
Last week, repeat ot
'Elizabeth E.sscx' (WB), disappointing $3,500.
Princess (CT) (2.300; 25-34-50)—
'20,000 Men' (20th) and 'Little AcciLast
dent' (U).
Just fair $3,000.
week. 'Full Confc^.ssion! (RKd) and
'Bookies Wept' (RKO). poor $2,800.
Orpheum (Ind) (1.100: 25-40-50)—

'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and
'Man Dared' (Par) (2d wkl. Middling

$2,200

after

good $3,500

last

week.

Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
Estimates for This Week
(600; 25-50)— 'Entente Cordiale' (2d
Pacing for nice $1,500 after
His Majesty's (CT) (I.6OO'; 30-.50)— wk).
'Fighting Navy' (Emp-Brit), Tuesday good $2,200 last week.
Lucky to get
St. Denis (France-Film) (2.300; 25(5) to Monday (11).
Pic hurt by 'Lion Wings' 34) 'Maison de Malpais' and 'Adieu
$2,000.
Vienne.* Sighting fair $4,000. La?t
(UA) at Palace,
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)— week. 'Paradis Satan' and 'Petite
'Lion Wings' (UA) (2d wk). In line Peste,' good $5,000.

—

.

-

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Thin Man' Very Hefty

PhOly Biz Bullish; Horror Dual Big

$12,000

$4200 in Arty: Loy-PowellFmelSG
12.

Tlie power of the press is proving
mvth here with the hefty b.o. being
turned in by 'Another Thin Man' at
Though the picture
the Stanley.

views,

treaied kindly by the pic reof William Powell and

names

the marquees are
potent enough to register nice $18,000 for the week.'
Surprising are the crowds at the
tiny, arty Studio waiting in line to
see the twin horrors 'Return of the
Fi-og' and 'Demon Barber of Fleet
St.,' set to hang up a near record for

Myrna Loy on

this

downtown

Smith*~ and
the

'

big $15,000.

week, big $11,000.

j

Denver

'Houisekeeper's

two

latter

(Fo.\)

&

'Elizabeth

playing

EstimaUs for This Week
Aldine tWB) (1,303; 32-42-57-C8)—
'Not Alone' (WB) l2d wk.). Muni
starrer still strong on the holdover,
with nice $9,000 for the second trip.
Opener brought profitable $13,600.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 32-42-57-68)—

(M-G) (3d wk.). Three
becoming a habit at the Boyd

BUFF

B. 0.

GARBO

SOUR;

BEST

Garbo's comedy getting nice
$10,000 for this round, following
lately.

Yours'

(M-G) opens tomorrow (Wed).
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-57-68)—

(2.525:

Essex'

25-35-40)—

Orpheum iRKO)

(WB).

(Fcix)

Sing.'

BufFalo, Dec. 12.

TOPBALTOUG

not too formidable. 'Eternally Yours,'
at the Lakes, is only fair.
Estimates (or This Week
Baltimore, Dec. 12.
..Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
Owing it all to p.a. of Louella
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)—
•Ninotchka' (M-G). Best in town, but Parsons and her collection of picture
•Mr. Smith' (Col) (2d run). Movenothing to brag about at around personalities, 'Three Sons,' at the
over from the Stanley hasn't bothLast week, 'Day-Time Wi(e' combo Hipp, is leading the current
ered the Capra classic. Socko $6,100 $12,000.
(20th) and Gene Krupa on stage,
een.
L,ast
week, 'Edith Cavell' built brilliantly and came home with parade to .standout biz. Bolstered by
considerable publicity and advance
(RKO), so-so $4,800.
over $23,000.
ballyhoo in the local Hearst NewsStndio (Goldberg) (398; 32-42-57)
Great
Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50) Post, and squeezing in extra per^'Return Fr.og* (Sel) and 'Demon
Barber' (Sel).
This dual spookie —'Eternally Yours* (UA) and 'Secret formances on the weekend, total
looks like near record $4,200 for this Kildare* (M-G).. Slightly on the up figure should reach bullish proarty, built up by good horror ex- side and should get neat $8,000. Last portions.
Rest of town is rather mild, with
week, 'Rulers Sea' (Par), tapered off
ploitation.
'We Are Not Alone' attracting some
to fair $7,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: 25-35)— 'Barri fairish action at the big Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
cade* (20th) and 'No Place Go* (WB).
.

BESTINDUU
BOSTON

•

30-401— 'An-

(5,000:

other Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Henry
Arizona' (M-G) (2d wk).
Coing
great guns in second week al-$15 000
hefty for holdover.
Last week'i
opening session even belter than expected nt $22,000.

Gate (RKO)
—Golden
'Allegheny Uprising'

(2.850:

.'ISvIS)

(RKOl

pliu

Blackstone, m.-teician.
Set to do
which is plenty good con.
sidering the competition. Last wei
"That's Wrong* (RKO) plus vaiule,
so-so $10,500 in second week.
$15,500,

$14,000

Orpheum (F&M)

(2,440: JO-tO)—
Love' (U) and 'Beware Spooks'
Deanna Durbin, very popular
song-loving Frisco, should draw
nifty $14,000. Last week, 'Mr. Smith'
(Col) closed graiid six-week run to
tune of $7,200.
Companion piece
(mats only) during flnal two weeks
was 'High Gray Walls' (Col).

'First

Dec.

Detroit,

i2.

Santa Claos Isn't Santa Clnus to
pic houses here.
He. is pulling the
biz In huge droves into the stores,
where buying rush started a week
ago with the end of Chrysler's big
strike.

Product in town Is'nt any too hot,
either, although 'Ninotchka' should
in second week, and 'Real
Cjlory' Is luring some from stores.

do well

Estlmutes for Thli

Adams (Balaban)
First Love'

(U)

Week

30-40)—
wk, 2d run)

(1,700;

(2d

plus 'Day-time Wife' (20th) (2d run).
Latter pic moved over after week
at Fox.
Nothing better than $4,000,
n.g. Last week, 'First Love'
'Rio' (U), indifferent $4,500.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)
55)

—'Barricade'

Baby'

(Col).

(20lh)

(U) and

(5,000: 30-40-

and 'Blondie

Following

the

local

and down to $11,000. Last week,
'Day-time Wife' (20lh) and 'Sherlock Holmes' (20th), fair $13,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-55)— 'Real Glory' (UA) and
'Night Nights' (Par). Probably $14,Last week, 'Not Alone'
000, good.
(WB) and 'Have Music' (UA), $10,skid

(Col).

In

(F-WC)
—Paramonpt
'Not Alone' (WB)

30-40)

(2.740:

and

Ikiiven

Fence* (20th). Muni will draw neat
Lost
week,
'Ninotchka*
(M-G) and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB),
second -week, $10,500, okny.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1.470: 30-40)

$15,000.

—'Ninotchka' (M-G) and "Kid Night,
ingale' (WB). Moved over after two
weeks at the Paramount. Should do
nice $5,500. Lost week, 'Ruler Sea'
(Par) and 'Blue Grass' (WB). $5,500.
United ArUsts (Cohen) (1.'200: 33'Housekeeper's Daughtei*

55-75)

—

(UA)

(2d

$7,000.
$10,000.

wk). Heading for okay
Last -week, fairly sweet

Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 30-40)'Dress Parade* (WB) and 'On TotV
(WB). Looks like pretty neat $11,000,
Last week, 'Barricade' (20th) end
'Money Ring* (WB), poor $8,500.

500.

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,000; 30-40-55)— Not Alone'
(WB)
(2d run) and 'Mutiny Big House'
(Mono). Former moved over after
stanza at Michigan.
Should see
around $5,500 same as last week with
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 15- 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) (2d run) and
Bumpy at around $7,000. Last week, 25-35)
'Espionage Agent' (WB).
'Housekeeper's Daughter'
'Jamaica Inn* (Par) and 'Stop, Look'
United Artlsta (United Detroit)
(UA). Rather mild- reaction, with
(20th), $7,200, not bad.
$7,000 most looked for. Last week, (2,000: 30-40-55) 'Ninotchka' (M-G)
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 25-35) 'Ninotchka'
(M-G),
town-leading (2d wk). Garbo continues draw okay
—'Mikado' (U) and 'One Hour Live* $13,400,
House stayed up there last
$5,000.
(U). Getting quick brush-off, $4,500,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205; week, considering all. with $8,000.
poor. Last week, 'First Love' (U) 15-25-35-40-55-66) -'Three Sons'
and 'Hero Day' (U) (2d wk), sur- (RKO) and p.a. of Louella Parsons
prisingly strong $8,000,
and her Hollywood troupe. Latter
2bth Century (Dipson-Basil) (3,000; drawing one of biggest takes in Hughes After 20tli Outlet
25-35)
'Main Lawyer* (Rep) and months. On strength of extra per'On Toes* (WB). Business dipping formances on weekend, and consistbadly. Probably $5,000, very tame. ent draw day and night, should reach
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Last week (35-55), 'Reno* (RKO) and rosy $17,000. Last week, 'Allegheny
Howard Hughes is huddling with
Uprising* (RKO) plus Benny Davis*
'Folies Bergere* unit, hefty $19,000.
Danyl Zanuck on a plan to release
unit, fair $11,900.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15- his indie productions through 20th25-35-40)— 'The Carters' (U). Open- Fox.
ing tomorrow (Wed.) after rather
BORN'
Flying producer resumes picture
halting
response
to
'Remember' making about Feb. 1.

—

12.

and Essex' is aiming for
top money this week,
although
there's no smash biz anywhere in
town.
Combination of Tower of
London' and 'Amazing Mr. Williams'
'Elizabeth

Is better than average at the Memorial.
Slight let-down all around after
boom of last week, hypoed by holiday. Kay Kyser tallied just under
$50,000 at the Boston last week.
Esllmates (or This Week

XHILD

BOUNCING

$8,500 IN

KANSAS CIH

(M-G)

New

at

$4,500.

(Mechanic)

(1,581;

15-25-35-

55)— 'Cisco Kid Lady' (20th). Not
going far; possible $3,500. Last week,
Kansas City, Dec. 12.
World preem of 'Child Is Born* 'Barricade' (20th), no click at $3,700.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40at Newman last Tuesady night (5)
55)— 'Not Alone' (WB). Fairish pace
took the theatre spotlight.
Film
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-35-40)— showed to two capacities Tuesday to indicated $11,000. Last week,
'Grey Walls' (Col) (2d run) and and went Into regular run
Wednes- second of 'Elizabeth Essex* (WB),
•Miracle Main St.* (Col) (1st run), day. Returns are in
added
ok.iy $7,700 to bullish opener
upper bracket
dual, with vaude headed bv Johnny and extended run
at-$13,400.
is probable.
Downs for five days; and 'Cavell'
Christmas shopping is taking its
(RKO) and 'Underpup' (U) tboth 2d toll.
rim), two days.
Headed for so-so
Estimates for Tbts Week
DESTRY' RIDING HIGH
$7,500.
Last week. That's Wrong*
Esquire-Uptown
(Fox-Midwest)
(RKO) with Kay Kyser on stage, set (820,
1,200; 10-5J5-40 )— 'Destry
(U)
IN SEATTLE
new house record at 4()-65 scale, $49,- (2d
$7,500
wk). Looks good for $5,800 curFiguring in the tax, the grand
800.
rently after first week's very cheery
gross was $53,000.
Next full-week $9,000.
Seattle, Dec. 12.
stage show
here is Clifford- C.
Pre-Xmas blues' are here and
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
Fischer's 'Folics Parisienne,' starting
—'Housekeeper's Daughter*
(UA) most houses are trailing along with
Dec. 28.
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40- and 'Henry Arizona' (M-G). Indi- h. 0. or moveover product. 'Nin55)— 'At Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad An- cate breezy $10,200, good. Last week, otchkr* is in a none too forte second
at Fifih; 'Mr. Smith' is sUU
gel' (M-G), dual.
On the tepid side, 'Ninotchka* (M-G) and 'Call Presi- stanza
good in sixth week at Liberty' and
dent'
(M-G),
big
$11,500.
around $4,500. Last week, 'Dress PaNewman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- That's Right, You're Wrong' got secrade'
(WB) and 'Main Lawyer'
25-40)— 'Child Born' (WB) and 'Kid ond week at Blue Mouse. Only the
(Rep), dual, $5,500.
Paramount and Palomar
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25- Nightingale' (WB).
Opened last Orpheum,
have new bills.
35-40-55)— 'Tower London' (U) and Tuesday
(5).
Favorable
attenEstimates for This Week
'Amazing Williams' (Col). Satisfac- tion from ferns and good mats boostBlue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
tory duo taking about $15,500. Last ing to happy $8,500.
Last week,
27-42)—
(050;
'Thats Wrong' (RKO)
week, 'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and 'Dress Parade' (WB) and 'The Carand 'Sons' (RKO). MOveover from
ters' (Par), six days, mild $5,000.
'20.000 Men* (20th), okay $16,000.

AT

*

(M&P)

GOOD

12.

Ot

'DAUGHTER'

INimLE,

—

$18,

Boston, Dec.

'GLORY'

(25-40)— 'Inter-

ting the biggest gross of the week
with pretty $18,000 and sure to h.o.
Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col),. a sweet
$10,200 in third week.

(4,367; 25-35-

40-55)— "Elizabeth & Essex* (WB)
and
'Private
Detective'
(WB).
Open slowly, but picking up and indicating good $18,000.
Last week,
'Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Chan Dark$15,000.
(2,900; 25-35-40-

55)— 'Another Thin Man* (M-G) and
•Winter Carnival* (UA) (2d wk).
Slowing up slightly after smash first
week. Second stanza will hit $14,000.
Initial week very big $20,000.

Paramount (M&P)

is

Dec.

This week should see a thn-e-waT
tie for top business between 'a/
other Thin Man,' In second week >»
Fox, 'We Are Not Alone.' at Para
mount, and 'Allegheny Uprising' niu,
Blackstone on stage nt the Golden
Gate. 'First Love,' at Orpheiim is
"
also okay.
Of the seven houses, none ni e sensational and none will be v(M-y bad
which should add up to a quite salisi
factory average.
Estimates for This Wrrk

Fox (F-WC)

$10,000.

"Pack Trouble.i* (20th) and 'Escape'
(20th). nice $4,500.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Daytime Wife' (20lh), after week at
each Denver and Aladdin, and 'Beware, Spooks' (Col).
Pulling nice
$2,000.
Last week, 'First Love' (U),

PARSONS-'SONS'

Orpheiim (Loew)

it

Good

—

medium

Now

DET. SHOPPING;

(2.600; 25-35-40)

Wrong' (RKO). Better-thanThe annual pre-holiday season lull
average $15,200.
Last week 'Disappears to have struck most of the after week at each Denver and
puted Passage' (Par), fair $14,400.
Ki^rlton (WB) (1,006; 32-42-57-68) downtown boxoflices the current Aladdin, and Tropic Fury' (U), very
Daughter'
(UA) stanza, and the type of film fare be- good $2,500.
'Housekeeper's
Still plenty on
(2d run) (2d wk.).
ing offered isn't helping much. Also,
the ball with fat $4,700, on top of
this week sees the stages devoid enbullish $5,800 last week.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 32-42-5''-68)— tirely of vaude after stiff competition
'Secret Kildare' (M-G) (2d run). between two houses last week. It's
Palid $3,100.
Last week, 'Jamaica either feast or famine here and the
Inn' (Par), under par with $4,100, public gets it in big doses, or not at
second run.
all.
Ninotchka' is topping the field at
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)
—'Another Thin Man' (M-G). Get- the Buffalo, although the figure is
"That's

ness* (20th),

'Russian

wa.i

it

Community Sing.'
'Gypsy Community

—'Another Thin Man (M-G) and
'Dr. Christian' (RKO).
Getting big
La.<;t
week, 'Ninotchka'
$12,000.
iM-G) and 'Sued Libel* (RKO), nice

Paramount

AT $12,000

hefty $14,800 for second. 'Remember'

Metropolitan

bia short.
Originally

mezzo' (UA) and 'Kid Nightingale'
(WB).
Good $3,500. Last week,

'Ninotchka'

BETTE.

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Invasion of Finland and th«
resultant
wave of sentiment
against Russia, caused a sudden
change in the. title of a Colum-

week,
'Eternally
Last
(UA). .strong $13,500.

$9,000.

I

moveovers.

trips is

San Francisco,

Just for That

I

Other Alms showing strength are
Kyser's Thai's Right, You're
Wrong,'' "Not Alone,' 'Ninotchka,'
Daughter,'

Durbin. $14,000. Frisco Cficks

|

indie.

Kay
'Mr.

151/26,

get h.o.

.'Geronimu,* tn second week at
Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad An- Denham, is still good.
Fair $6,500 promised.
gel' (M-G).
Estimates for This Week
Last week, 'Dress Parade' (WB) and
25-40)—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400;
•Main St. Lawyer' (Rep), $7,500, 'Eternally 'Yours' (UA), after week
benefitting from Kay Kyser over- at Denver, Fair $3,000. Last week,
flow.
'Day-time Wife'
i20th),
good at
_t_Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50) $4,500, after week at Denver.
"Disputed Passage" (Par) and 'Cat
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25-35-40)
Canary' (Par) (both 2d run). Will —'Ninotchka'
(M-G) and 'Sued
take around $5,000, fair. Last week, Libel' (RKO), after week at Or'Drums Mohawk* (20th) and 'Busy pheum.
Fair $2,000.
Last week,
Work' (20th) (both 3rd run), $6,000, 'Drums Mohawk' i20th), nice $3,5dO,
good.
after week at each Denver, Aladdin
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)— and Rialtd.
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and 'WinDcnbam (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35ter Carnival* (UA) (2d wk). Headed 40)— "Geionimo"
(Par)
(2d
wk).
First week Holding up foi* okny $5,000.
for $9,000. satisfactory.'
Last

55)— 'At

B

\va.<:n"t

Muni $15,000, 'Allegheny -Blacbtone,

Denver

Denver, Dec. 12,
'Another Tliin Man' is turning In
bang-up biz at the Orpheum and

may
Philadelphia, Dec,

in Forte

TTcdncsday, December 13; I9;i9

(1,797; 25-35-40-

Orpheum (RKO)

(1,500;

10-25-40)

—'Amazing Mr. Williams' (Col) and
'Meet Dr. Christian' (WB). Finished

week Monday

(11) for light $4,700
'That's Wrong' (RKO)

Last week,
and 'Money Ring' (WB), second
week, five days, pleasing $4,000.
'Not Alone' (WB) and 'Blue Grass'
(WB) opened today (Tuesday).
Touer (Joffee) (2,050; 10-25)—
'Honeymoon's
Over'
(20th)
and
vaude. Maintaining average pace at
$6,500.
Last week, 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep) and vaude, good $7,000.

$2,000.

Coli.scum

(Hamrick - Evergreen)
21-32)— "Thundei:
Afloat'
<M-G) (2d run) for full week, with
'Blackmail' (M-G), 'Glamour Girls"
(M-G) i2d run) splitting the halves.
Good $2,900 indicated for mixed up
booking. La.M week, 'Women' (M-G)
(2d run) and 'Mirrcles Sale' (M-G)
(1,900;

$2,200. n. g.

Fifth

green)

Avrnue
(2,349;

(2d

week).
Anticipate only mild
Last week, same films, big

Liberty (J-vH)

(1,650;

21-27-42)—

'Mr. Smith' (Col) (Olh week), hanging on fOT $3,800, okay. Last week,

Louisville, Dec.

12.

Bulk of the downtown trade

go-

ing to 'Housekeeper's Daughter' on
dual at Loew's State. If pace holds
for balance of week, should easily

wrap up swell

,

$9,000.

London, paired at Strand,
good, but biz otherwise

Tower

ol

al.so looki
is

on

tht

light side.

Downtown streets are jammed
with shoppers, and stores are getting a big play. Mild weather, with
temperature around the 60's, also
isn't helping theatres.
EsUmates for This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
15-30-40)
(1,000;
'Another Thin
Man' (M-G). Doing fairly well on
lili*
moveover,
although
looks
Loew's State on initial eight daya
milked the biz pretty thoroughly.
Probably $1,800, fair.
weekI..ast

—

'Ninotchka'
(M-G) and "Blondii
film, sweet $4,800.
Baby' (Col), fine $2,300.
Mnsio Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Kentucky (Swltow) (900: 15-2.'>)(850; 27-42)— 'Another Thin Man' 'Golden Boy' (Col) and 'Fifth Girl'
(M-G) and 'Bad Angel' (M-G). (RKO). Picking up some biz from
Moveover from Paramount. Going crowds on main stem, but general
places for big $3,000.
Last week, pace slow. Aiming for mild $1,400.
"Day-time Wife' (20th) and "20,000 Last week 'Rains Came' (20th) and
Men' (20th), mild $1,900.
'Under-Pup' (U), split with 'Fivt
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen) Peppers' (Col) and 'U-Boat 29" 'Col),
(2,600; 27-42)— 'Allegheny Uprising' okay
$1,600.
(RKO) and 'Sued Libel' (RKO). ExLoew's State (Loew's) (3.100: 15pect only $4,000, slow. Last week. 30-40)
Daughter'Housekeeper"s
'That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Sons'
(UA) and 'Henry Arizona" (M-G).
(RKO), swell $7,200.
Oflf to a zippy start and pacing fc
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350: 21-27- town's best take, probably $9.<"l'l;
37-42)— 'Dr. X.' (WB) and 'Covered flne.
Last week 'Another Thin Man
Trailer'
(Rep), dual, plus vaude. (M-G). singly, came through lor
Sees good $5,500. Laist week. 'Dress socko $14,000 and moveover.
Parade' (WB) and 'Money Ring"
Mary Anderson (Libson) 1.000;
(WB), big $6,300.
15-30-40)— 'Dr. X' (WB). Beginning
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen) to feel the pinch of Xmas shopping,
(3,039; 27-42)— 'Dcstiy' (U) and 'Dr
and hardly enough potency to rate
Christian' (RKO).
Very big $7,500 big money. Light $2,500. La.st wceK
in sight, plus h.o.
Last week, 'An- 'Dress Parade' (WB), pleasinc $3,500.
Last other Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Bad
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.000: 15and Angel' (M-G), second week, very 30-40)— 'Ruleri
Sea' (Par) and 'Car-

Orpheum indicates good $2,500.
week,
'Rulers
Sea'
(Par)
'Stranger'
(20th), from Orpheum.
okay

(M-G) and 'Dancing Co-Ed' (M-G)
$4,300.
$8,200.

$9,000

(Hamrick - Ever27-42)— 'Ninotchka'

same

"

—

.

(

nice $6,100.
Roosevelt (Sterling (800; 27-42)—
Dress Parade' (WB) and 'Money
Ring' (WB), dual. Moved from Palomar. Hitting nifty pace at $3,300.
Last week, 'Not Alone' (WB), second
week, $2,500, slow.

Top

jdst

rated
(Rep).
so by crix, but 'Carters' pickrd Bf
Trade
best in town by reviewer.^.
ters'

on

pic

Laslight side, $4,000. we.nk.
"That's Wrong' (RKO> and 'Di'

week

(RKO), bumper $10,000.
Strahd (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; 1530-40)— 'Tower London' (U) an''
'Main Street Lawyer' (U). Indica
tions are returns will be above e.v
pectations, probably oke $3,700. I.;
Destiny' (WB) and 'Hotel Women' week 'Barricade' (20lh) and 'Fl.'^
(20th), (2d run), $2,600, big.Deuces' (RKO), managed oke ^M'j'-

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 1632)— 'All Quiet' (U) (revival) and
'On Toes' (WB) (2d run). Anticipated okay $2,500. Last week. 'Dust

Chriiiti.in*

December

V(Mliiesday,

Hollywood, Dec.
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one. measures up to the high
jtandaid of the 'Hardy' series, both
in enleilainment factors and boxThi-s

office

ell'ectiveness.
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BARRICADE

Henry Hull
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FILM REVIEWS

1939
the comedy premises, while his timing of comedy punches adds much to
the entertainment factors. Supporting cast fills in story stretches for the
antics of Miss Velez and £rrol, and
is above par for a programer.

Unusually fine script is provided
by Joseph A. Fields and Charles E.
L«wl«: camem, I^.sler Roberts, with director Leslie GoodWe-ilwood VIIIbbo.
wins polishing it off with deft direction
to highlight every comedy moLew s Stone
MioK'y "«"«>• ment.
Goodwins' tempo keeps the
picture in line and aims for its defi'FfiV """lo"
Ann Uuthorforil nite conclusion without inclusion of
rSara Hndcn slow spots en route.

:

»

?

11.

Fealuros Lowlu Stone.

...Mhiciloii.

Original
Seltr.
nli' loil by (Seonfe
w ivrnplBy, Corey WItoon: bjucU
«
rm leo. crcnted by Auranl» Rou;

*•

'"

13,

An^ Son

Judge Hardy

It's

filled

with

Xam.ily wholesomeness,
humor and dramatic pas!«-

youthful
ages characterizing the scries' predeces-sors..

indicates,

Mickey

Hollywood, Dec.

Oi<»lury-Pi«
relenne
of
I'Mwiird
Kuufniiin inudnrlion, Slurii Alice F«ye nnd
Waviior Haxlcr: leaturee Charlos W(nclnRi'r, Ai '.hur 'J'reaulier, Keye l.ukr. Willie
fuiiB.
Directed' by Ureicory n.iloff. Sloiy
and ai'reenplny by Gninvlllo Wiilker; camnra, Karl Fi-eund; editor, .Tack lienniM, J'rPviewed at Alexander, niendale, Dec. 8, 10X9.
liunnlnir time, 71 MIN8.
2<)lh

Kmmy
Hank

Jordnii

Alice Faye
liuxler

'.

Warner

Tohplnif

.Snniiiel

J.

Oady

i.luirles

Ward

llplon
Veil

i,.. Willie

.Mnioiil

wholesale gi^l problems while manipulating to win the cash prize of
an eiisay contest. The judge is an
interesting spectator of both proceedings from his sideline vantage point,
eventually stepping in' to give his

Olsen

Hayden

bouncing

been

rooms for several
months. It finally emerges as a weak
programer, which will have to depend on marqtiee strength of Alice
Faye and Warner Baxter to attract
moderate biz in the regular runs.
Proper slot is dual supporter.
Story of a beseiged American con-

son some sage advice on finances before settling the obligations while sulate in the Chinese interior is long
his romantic over- on action, but lacks clarity.
Tugsulpply.
ging and straining, with little aAStory swings into stronger dra- sistance on the directing side, -it
matics than previous episodes when winds up as an inconclusive melopneustricken
with
the n»other is
drama that arou.ses little audience
monia, and the family's close bonds interest in the proceedings.
Basic
are again displayed in the crisis premise is that of 'Indians storm the
generated. Finish finds the mother stockade,' with Chinese bandits subhappily
convalescent and Andy's stituted for the redskins.
financial and girl problems safe beOutlaw uprising sends Americans
l»ind him. On the ^ide. Judge Hardy into the con.sulate compound for
saves an old couple from losing their protection. Alice Faye, an American
home, and provides much sound ad- dance hall girl, is fleeing from a
who
vice to the wealthy daughter
murder charge; Warner Baxter is a
discredited war correspondent; and
had neglected them.
In addition to Rooney and Stone, Charles Winninger is the veteran
the other members of Hardy family consul. There's a romance generated
are in for familiar portrayals. Ann between Miss Faye and Baxter, and
Rutherford tightens her hold on eventual regeneration of both, while
Andy'.'! affections, while June Preis- the Mongol bandits have the comser, blonde baby-talk vamp opposite pound under siege.' Baxter and the
Rooney in 'Babes in Arms,' is intro- girl sneak through the lines to teleduced into the Hardy group in a graph storv to the Shanghai news
similar role, with indications she will bureaii, which brings the Chinese
continue as heckler of the Rooney- national army to the rescue in the
Ruthei ford romance. The young and nick of time.
Characters are unconvincing, and
charming Miss Preisser's on-themake approach to Rooney sets picture carries many obscure and inup excellent comedy situations here consistent passages. Baxter and Miss
and for the future. Maria Ouspens- Faye are handicapped by stilted dialog
and situations, while Winninger
early
brief
scene
kaya is in for a
and then disappears. Supporting cast gets most of audience attention as
the kindly and understanding conIs of high calibre.
After lapse of one picture of the sul.
'Barricade' was launched as an A,
series. George B. Seitz resumes direction of the 'Hai-dys' for excellent but winds up as a B release that will
Seitz' direction is synony- have to groove generally in the supresults.
nious with the Hardy adventures and porting spots.
high standard" of general audience
well
Is
Picture
entertainment.
Nick Carter, Master
mounted in all technical departments.

—

Andy untangles

.

.

..

,

Detective

MEXICAN SPITFIRE
Hollywood, Dec.

RKO

release

of

Cllft

Reld

6.

production.
Leon Krnil,

Siiis I.iiiHi Velez: features
I^lleahoth
Wiinda,
l.lnda Hayes,
Donnlil
Directed by LosRIadiin, Teill KellHway.
lie
(Goodwins.
Serenplay by Joseph A.
Fields and charlea K, Roberts; story by
fields: cBmera, Jack MacKenale: editor.
Desmund Marquelte. Previewed nt Alexander, Cleiidale, Dec. t, '30. Running time,
•1 MINS.
CiriiielltH
Lupe Velez
IJni'te Malt
)
Txir.1 Kpplng)
I>eiiiilH

Kllznbeth
Aunt Delia
CblMnley
Butler

Leon F.rrol
Donald Woods
Linda Hayes
Kllanlicth RIadnn
t?wll Kellawny
t:barle3 Colemiiii

Hollywood, Dec.

S.

Mi^irO'Ooldwyn-Mnyer release of I.urlen
Mubbai'd production. Features Walter PldUIra .lohnann, Dli-ected by Jarquea
Tournour.
.'Sireenplay
by Bertram MH1hsiiser, based on story by Mlllliau.ser and
:Harold Huckley; camera, Obsriea Idwton;
editor, Kliiio Veron,
Previewed at Westceon,

wood

ViliHge.

Dec,

MIN8.
NlckCaner

t,

'Sa.

Running

time,

S7

\

Robert Ctislmera)

Lou Fnriisby
.lohn A. Keller
Dr. Kranklon

Hnrtholomew
HIrain Slreeler
Lester >lainiiill

J.

Davo Krcbs
Olio King
I'ele

.

.

.

;

Waller PIdgeon
Rita Johnson
Henry Hull
.Stanley C. Rldgps
Donald Meek
Addison Ripharda
-Henry VIclor
Mllburn Stone
Martin Kosleck
Krank Faylen

Holloway
flilt rar.soiia
Wally Muher
Kdgar Dearing
This is a slick package of laugh Denny
entertainment, crammed with broad
Three decades ago, Nick Carter
comedy and slapstick situations, that
will give a good account of itself as sleuthed through the pages of dime
supporter in the key duals, and carry novels as a master detective who
through the subsequents on its laugh solved every crime that came his
America's Sherlock Holmes
content. In solo houses where Lupe way.
Velez has nominal marquee values, was more fearless and spectacular. in
picture will swing through on its daring and deeds than his British
prototype. Some months back, Metro
merits.
acquired
rights to titles, character
concoc'Mexican Spitfire' is a neat
tion of comedy situations; running aiid material of the 1,251 Carter
through many old, but still ^ood. stories, and 'Nick Carter, Master
Mack Sennett routines in a zippy Detective' is first of a proposed
and zestful unwinding. Even custard series.
pies and mushy pastries are tossed
The super-sleuth has been modernaround with abandon for a rousing ized and, in the process, proceeds to.
climax and a roaring reception.
attack his problem with dignified
Story is inconsequential, and only reserve and confident deductions
framework on which to build com- in the same manner as current
edy episodes on top of each other. It fictional and film hawkshaws operconcerns a young ousiness man who ate.. Gone is the Constant personal
elopes with a Mexican entertainer, risk and jeopardy to the sleuth that
and the attempts of his ex-fiancee to created hair-raising episodes through
break up the marriage. There's an the pages of his adventurous' novels.
eccentric Englishman who arrives to Dramatic technique of the first of
coticlude a deal with the husband; the series is not sufficiently different
?nd an impersonation of the Brit- from competing detective mellers to
isher by the boy's uncle.
After a give impetus to the Carter pictures
orief sequence in Mexico, the bride for more than average program supreturns to stage a pie-tossing contest port on the lower brackets of the
With the ex-fiancee to end things duals.
happily,
Story provided for the initialer re
Lupe Velez occupies the starring volves around plan-stealing spy ring
spot as the spontaneously effer- in a plane factory, with Carter as
vescing bride, but attention Is fo- signed to uncover the culprits. After
cused on Leon Errol's dual portrayal nonchalantly tabbing the foreign
pt the uncle and British
lord. He is agents, he goes on a merry chase
provided with meaty material, and along the water front and in a plane
acltvers it in great fashion. Errol's to finally corral the entire gang.
"iipcrsonation backgrounds much of
Walter Pidgeon is introduced in
.

nee-i;»ii-ber

.•storllng

Miniature Reviews

tious

girl

others.

'Mexican
Spitfire'
(RKO).
Lupe Velez and Leon Errol in

program comedy for

excellent

general audiences.
'Barricade' (20th).

Alice Faye

and Warner Baxter must carryinadequate and confusing programer for dual support.
'Nick Carter, Master Detective'
(M-G). Nick Carter modernized,
just another screen sleuth. Pro-

gram

fare for dual support.
'Reno' (RKO). Strong dualer;
romantic story against a backdrop of the. divorce capital's history.

'Henry Goes Arizona' (M-G).
Frank Morgan transplanted to
sagebrush makes a stumbling
western comedy.
Thou Shalt Not Kill' (Rep).
Slow and uninteresting, at. best
filler

fodder.

the rival attorney's
of the latter portions

might easily have been .allowed

to

grow maudlin, but the divorce lawand re-

yer's own divorce, its causes
sults are all believable.

.

'South of the Border' (Rep).
westerner built around
song, with Gene Autry.

title

An'FiKbUng Mad' (Crit):
other Renfrew, starring James
Newill, generally poor mountie

is

Compton are acceptable.
John Farrow has given

the piece
deft, sure and expressive direction,
with a welcome sense of movement

and the production

is adequate withHobe.
out being over-elaborate.

Henry Goes Arizona

Henry Conroy
-Molly.

Judge

Another

(Amkino).

Frank Morgan
Weldler

Vli-glnla

,

Cny KIbbre
Slim

Sunimervllle
DouglOfl Fowley
Davis, Jr.

Sheriff.
Kicky. ...,,,,.'

Owen

Itegan
It's

a

little

difficult

to

halt

the

ponderous. Metro strides long enough
to get into swing of things and turn
out a good western, so 'Henry Goes
Arizona' is only fair, and will see its

and

best takes in the nabes, the action

camera, with new story slant.
'Derniere Jeunesse' (Frenchmade). Raimu starrer that has
little chance in France because
of its morbidity and less abroad.

bracket,
the
Generally, the cast gives impression of feeling slightly out of place,

garian).

Good

direction, cast

and

country dates.

and Frank Morgan comes

SOUTH OF BORDER
(WITH SONGS)
of A\'llllain Ucil;-^ prori'atiii-»-i
flene
Autry:
Directed by ticoi-Kc SlicrIJetty HurbrldKe. tlcrry
Geraghly, from original by Doi-rell iiiid
Stuart McGownn: camera, \Vllll,-im .Nolnes:
editor. Lester Orlobeck; songs. An ^^'cn7.el,
Michael Carr, Jimmy IConncdy. .Tnhnny
Mnrviii, Gene Autry. Fred Uiise. H. CJ.
Nelson. .Previewed In Projection' lioom.
N. Y., Dec. 7, '3ii. Ituniilng. time. 71 SII.N.S.

Republic

release

Stars

du<-iioii,

Uiiilley Ituriietle,
niali.
Scrcenplrty,

.

(fcne..
Kroff

.Gene

.'

off luckiest,

.\iilry

i;urncti8

.-.Snilley

...lun'e Slorey
....Luplln 'J'ovnr

Lois
Dolores

^1.1

ry

Lea

Duncan Rennldo
Frank Relclier
Alan ]-;d wants

.Saunders

Weldler, Guy Kibbee, .Slim iiummervllle,
)>oug1as Fowley,
Directed by ICdwIn J..
Marin, Screenplay, Florence Kyerson, Milton Merlin; story, W. ('. Tutile; score,
David Snell: camera, Lester White. Sidney Wouner; editor, ("onrsd A. Nervlg.
At the Lincoln, Lincoln,' dual.
Running
time, 60 .MIN8.

'A Window in London' (Gl^D).
Excellent British production that
should have good returns in the
home country and U. S.

romantic interest.

Patsy
Andreo
J^on Diego

Metro-Ooldwvn-Mayer production and reFeatures Frank Morgan. Virginia

story, for juves only.

Soviet revolution filrh; only for
where Russian pix go today.
'A Minlszter Bavatja* (Hun-

Cast is handicapped by material
provided, and stilted direction that
of no assistance, Charles Bickford
the minister, Owen Davis, Jr„ the
wayward youth, and Doris Day the
is

gives a sincere, vital, properly reticent
and thoroughly convincing
performance. Gail Patrick is enormously persuasive as his wife. Anita
Louise is somewhat stilted as the
headstrong daughter and Paul Cavanagh is unable to inject credibility
into the inconsistently-written part
of the 'other man.' But Astrid Allwyn gives attractive animation to a
perennial divorcee and Laura Hope
Crews clicks neatly in a vivid bit
Louis Jean Heydt, Hobart. Cavanaugh, Charles Halton and Joyce

11

the minister discovers the real culprit when he takes the confessional
of the latter in absence of ,a Catholio
priest; From there on, it's the problem of the priest to get the confessor
to tell the true story to the police.

As the lawyer-lead, Richard Dix

lease.

Tepid

'Sbors'

in

Some

office.

'Jaigt Hardy and Son' (M-G).
Another in Hardy series that
compares very favorably with

Ahn

I'hillp

Jonalhnn Kiile
.-Harry

,

'

yung

Oorls Uoyd
..........Klly Malyon
Joan Carol
I,eonlil Snesoff

Wai.l
Mm. Mille,,.;
Winifred...
.Mia,

major
V

Wlnnlnger

Arthur Treacher
,.Keye I.uke

l.lnic

the
UUH3lan tMtiHiil
A:!
Rooiiey and Lewis Stone carry the I'ol. Will KaiiK
of Slale
portion of the footage in AuM. Sec. Kdllnr
Manaitlnfc
and decidedly interesting Telegraph MuiiaKOi
typical
father-son relations and intimate
associations. Andy gets tangled in a
.'Barricade'
has
mess of financial obligations and around the cutting
title

8,

VARIETY
romance of the young lawyer
from the east and the pretty, ambithe

Dueonna

Du

Clntrc

lii-cy

Dick Jlollller
Willlnm )'\'irnoni
Sclmer Jnck.soa

Pablo..

Padre
f'onsul

Roslla

Sheila Diircy

Rex Lease

Flint

And

the Clieckerlioard itHiid,

'South of the Border,' as a song;
may be the fave of two continents,
but as a film built somewhat around
this

its lyrics,

B

Gene Autry

strictly

is

fodder.

The Michael Carr-Jimmy Kennedy
the most distinctive feature of the pic, and its frequent reprises make for notable listening.
Though Autry's singing of it also
lends an able assist, it's insufficient
to lift the picture through the shallowness caused by dependence of the
story's romance on. the lyrics.
Otherwise, the yarn deals with
Autry and his perennial sidekick.
Smiley Burnette, as U. S. agents detailed to snag a Mexican revolution.
Autry and Burnette handle, their
roles well, the former doing his singBurnette
ing in standard manner.
supplies some tepid comedy which
could have been more with better
lines while, support is headed by
June Storey, Lupita Tovar. Mary Lee
title

song

is

because that's the way he's supposed
to feel and play it.
Morgan is a room-rent beating
vaudevillian, who runs out on a trick
the title spot, and carries through shooting act because he can't stand
with as much vigor and aggressive- firearms, even those loaded with
ness as script and direction allows blanks, then finds he has inherited a
Donald Meeks ties on to Pidgeon as heavily-debted ranch in Arizona. His and Duncan Renaldo. Paring is frea self-appointed assistant, and pro- half brother, who left it to him, was quently slow.
vides comedy relief in several spots. murdered, which is no cure for MorRita Johnson, as a plane stewardess gan's case of jumpy uneasiness. Trio,
and nurse, is mainly in for romantic Porter Hall (banker), Doug Fowley,
interest dpposite the sleuth. Sup- and
Gordon Jones
(wranglers),
porting players are okay in re- wants the ranch, so try and make it
(wrrH SONGS)
spective roles.
hot for Morgan to scare him off.
release
Plilllln
rrllerlon
Pictures
of
Picture was produced as a modVirginia
Weidler,
waif be- Krasne production. Features James Newill.
a
erate budgeter, and aimed as sup- friended by Morgan's half-brother Sally Blane. Benny Hubln. Dave O'ISrien.
by Sam Newdeld. Story. Laiii-I*
porting fare in the duals. Subsequent when he was alive, goes with the Directed
Yorke Ersklne: ucreenplay. George Ruseiier,
releases of the series will have to ranch to Morgan, and her regard for John Rathmell: comei-a. Jack Grecniialgli:
have stronger and more thrilling the 'uncle' who inherited her along songs. Jack Brooks, Betty Laldiuw. Robert
At rolonlnl,
content, if (barter's screen life is to with the other dubious assets, yanks Lively: editor, Roy Luby.
Lincoln, dual. Running time. 5tMlNS,
carry along for any length of time, him from his jelly-spined rut and Renfrew....',
James Newill
makes of him an accidental hero. Ann
.^nlly Blniio
Benny Rubin
Miss Weidler does a good job in a J^nny
Kelly
Dave O'Brien
role easy for her.
Cardigan
Milburii .^lone
Guy Kibbee, with a glib tongue Frenchy
Waller Long
RKO release of Robert .Slsk production. and a thirst which needs
frequent Trigger
Warner Richmond
Gall Patrick; featurea
.<!tai-s Rli-hard DIx.
Leon
;.Ted Adams
Anita ].oulse. Paul Cavanagh, lAUra Hope lubrication at a nearby swineing- Indian
(.'iiief Tliundercloud
Crews. Dlrei'ted by John Farrow, Screen- doored 'filling station,' and Slim Sum- Joe
Ole ONon
play, Jolm TWlsL from story by Ellis St.
merville, the village sheriff, cut out Smith.
.'.Horace Muipby
Joseph; musical director, Roy Webb; camcomic character studies catching
era, J, Roy Hunt; special efTe<>ts, Vernon
laugh
missed
tidbits
along
the
Suggested
by
the
Laurie
way
Yorke
Walker: editor, Harry Marker; reviewed In
Prolecilon Room, N. Y., Dec, 8, '30; run- by Morgan.
Doug Fowley's toughie Erskine story, 'Renfrew Rides Again,'
ning lime,
MIN.S.
is convincing, and the Gordon Jones- the screen tag for this quickie is
Bill Stiear
Richard Dix Porter Hall performances (unbilled), 'Fighting Mad,' which is flagrant
Gall Patrick
Jessie Ulbbs
Anita Louise are up to par. Owen Davis, Jr., does over-statement, considering its lukeMrs. Ryder
.Tohn Uanton
Paul Cavanagli the bare-faced kid accused of mur- warm action content. A kid picture.
Laura Hope (""rews der, a very incidental part
Mi-s. Gardner
As has been the case in the other
Irfiulse Jean Heydt
Judge Howard
Film misses frequently, being of films of the Renfrew series, James,
Abe Compass
Hobart Oavanaugh
It goes strong on Mor- Newill carries the principal role, that
Charles Hallon split effect.
Welch
the amorous mountie, whose
Flora McKenz.ie
Aslrld Allwyn gan, which jerks it away from its of
Joyce Compton western
Bonnie
background, so will be heart tells him no lies (he knows the
Frank Faylen slightly disappointing to the hoss pic gal is innocent), but
Hea7,y Brlggs
it gets him in
George Fields
Wllllaiii Haade
fans. On the other hand, those who spots where he is about to doubt the
go for the Morgan comedy will find old pump's judgment.
This is the third picture of the it cut up by too much of the old ac
Sally Blane, Benny Rubin and Milsame title and by far the best. How- tion stuff. It is really not a bad little burn Stone freight the large, portion
ever, it's no masterpiece; merely a show, but biz will be very spotty of the story, with Newill, who sings
capable handling of an interesting For the duals.
a couple of' times, the major camera
Barn.
story against a colorful background.
magnet.
Hardly rates as a single-biller, or
Story involves Sally 3lane with a
possibly even the top feature on
gang of trans-border looters, who
Shalt Not Kill
duals, but packs plenty of wallop as
carried her and the swag into Cana supporting item. Has an able cast
Hollywood, Dec. 7.
ada.
She's afraid of the cops, and
Republic
release of Robert N'vrlti pi-odiic
and should satisfy as entertainment.
afraid of the gang, but hides the
tliin.
Directed by John M. Auer. S-reenCJoldwyn first produced a picture liliiy
by Robert Presnell: original by George money, which makes her sought by
called 'Reno' in 1923 and Warners t'Mrlelon Brown: camera,. Jack Murta; edi- both groups.
Newill hunches that
followed with another, but with a tor. Finest Nlina. I"i-evl<>wed nt Fiirum, she's an okay guy, plays it, and
Running lliiie, 61 MIN'ti.
totally different story, in 1930. First Dec, T,
after some chin knuckling, proves
linrlcH Bickford
was an 'expose' of the evils of con- Rev. Chris
his point.
Owen Davis, Jr.
flicting divorce laws in the viairious Allen Stevens
Benny Rubin, who transfers Bronx
Mary Olsen...
Doris Day
states, while the second was just a (iurdon Mavis
......Taul (lullfoyle method to fur trading, and yens to
lurid melodrama with plenty of -Mr, Miller;
lirnnvUle Bales be a junior mountie, is moderately
Clinlles tValdron
courtroom hokum. RKO's present Father O'Reilly
funny.
Print is dark and spotty,
Shellu .Bromley
version is based largely on the story Julie
technical departments either
Johnny
Ceoi-ge Clinndler with
of Reno itself, of its growth as a min- Lnr.s 0IS..I1..
careless, or with too much speed.
t'hni-le^ MIddlelon
l-lmmcll \'ogan
ing town, of its virtual abandonment DislrMrt Ail(irni'>
Barn.
Leonii Roberts
when the silver deposits gave out Mrs, .Stevens
.

—

—

FIGHTING

MAP

RENO

'.

.*.

.

H

Thou

.

l

'

its rebound to greater prosperity
than ever as a divorce mill.
Against that moving canvas the
picture relates the story of the lawyer who sensed the opportunity in

and

.

the Nevada divorce- law, whose aggressive legal methods led the way
in the town's roaring upswing and
who was finally disbarred and driven
to operate a gambling hall when thehypocritical town fathers had a sud-

den twinge of
the entire yarn

Almost
civic virtue.
is told as a flashback

when the gambler's daughter comes
to Reno from the east to get a divorce, is prevented from it by her
unrecognized father, recognizes him
at last, and then goes back with him
to her husband.
It has the seeds of more hoke
heartthrob, but all that is wisely restrained and the story never slops
over into claptrap. The earlier porshowing the beginnings of
tions,

Reno, with its crude people and uncouth ways, is expertly handled, both
as to its broad background and to

Mrs. Olsen

Kthi-I

Dr. .Holmes
iliyi.

.May Hulls

(•:.lmund Klton

Krun

lOlsle

Prcscoit

A Window

In

London

(BEITISH-MADE)
London, Dec. 1.
to combine
Film Dlsiributors* release of O.
preachments and & Gen.'nil
S: Kllni.
Stars Michael Redgrave: feaphilosophies with dramatic motiva- tures Sally Gray,' Paul Lukas, Directed by
tion, similar to that of 'American Herbert Mason.
Slory, Herbert t Murei;
Republic

some

attempted

religious

Tragedy,' but fails in both purposes.
Result is a mediocre offering, handicapped b^ poor script, dialog and.
direction, which makes it filler fodder for the secondary houses.
Picture is slow, draggy and uninteresting for major portion of its
unreeling, and by the tim'e dramatic
"

Inn D.ilrymple, B. Cooper: earnGlen McWIlllnins,
At .\"e\v* Gallery,
Running time, TT .HINH.
Michael Ri-dgr.iva

scenario,
ers.

Ix>ndon,

Pcler

Vivienno
i^oltlni

Max

Pre.itrm

Pat

Andrea
Telephonist

:>allv

Cray

Paul' Luka.ii

Hartley Pimcr
Patricia

);oo
-..Glen .Myn
t;crlrii.'le Mus'<rovi«

r:eori,-% Carney
suspense is injected, there's little Nightwntchmnn
Ceotge Men lit
audience interest remaining. Script Manager
is filled with unimportant situations
A Left Bank lyric set to Engli.sh
in planting foundation for the finish,
and then, swings into episodes that rhythm. That's the anomaly of firstrate suspense melodrama flowing not
stretch the imagination.
always smoothly, but offering enough
Story is a strange concoction of
plot-twists to satisfy the hungriest
the influence 'of a minister on a
thrill fan.
Subject is unusually enyouth who faces a murder charge, tertaining in theme
and treatment;
after attempting to go straight. As
(Continued on page 52)
the youth is convicted of the charge,
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Shared With Enemy

Korda's Britidi Propaganda Pic Set

London, Dec. 2.
Sidelight on the odd war between Britain and Germany is
provided by a recent radio hookup between the British Broadcasting Corp, and the Helsinki

For 3,500 Spots; Gov't Curbs Rentak
London, Dec. 2.
'The Lion Has Wings,' propaganda
pic made by Alexander Korda with
cooperation of the British govern-

under an arrangement In
which the latter and Korda share
profits, has been lined up in the
biggest booking arrangement ever
made by United Artists under a

ment,

RIVIERA PRIMPING
.

French Resort Readies for Winter
Toarlsis Despite

All's

made by Korda in years, and Already has releasing dates in 3,500
spots.
These comprise GaumontBritish, Deutsch, Paramount, Alex
King, Bernstein and Hyman Bros,
circuits, plus a string of indies. Only
circuit that's turned down the picest

ture

is

Associated British,

owned by

John Maxwell.
Government has

insisted that exhibs be charged a minimum of 25%,
Instead of the usual 33%, and in some
instances 50%, as is customary.'
Meanwhile, there, is plenty ire
aroused among those who have
helped make the picture. These in^

week

of

closed

outbreak

the

Rome

Night Life Biz

and

allowing

certain

amusement

spots to remain open 'mtil

1

a.m.,

instead of the midnight closer previ-

ously eflective.

When

the ban on dancing

became

effective at the time the big fracas
started, nb stepping was allowed any-

where. Change of law is not only
proving a lifesaver for the dancehalls but it has served as a new

comeon

for the classier joints.

Dance-

cinemas, theatres and the like
still have to pull down the shutter at
restaurants,
class
midnight,
but
halls,

London, Dec. 12.
The seven outstanding film hits joints, cafes and their kind can rein England are headed by main open until 1 a.m. "Then, again,
cinemas are suffering from the
•Goodbye, Mr. Chips.'
Other toppers are 'Nazi Spy' (WB), dancehall decree as many of the
•Four Feathers' (UA), 'Gunga Din' younger amusement seekers now hit
(RKO), 'Jamaica Inn' (Par), "Three for the stepping floors.
Smart Girls Grown Up' (U), 'Dark
Fact that there is still a curb on
Victory' (WB).
automobiles is still pinching the
spots as the inclination to dp the
rounds is not nearly as prevalent
Mixed Receptions For
when it is hard to find taxis (due to
rationed gasoline) and busses stop

now

2 New London Plays

same minute

the

closings are effec-

tive.

.London, Dec. 12.
Two new plays, opening in the
West End during the past week were
given mixed receptions.
At the Whitehall, 'Who's Taking
Liberty,' premiered Wednesday night
(6), is a topical' musical 'satire paraphrasing the Cinderella story. It was
well received but showed no appeal
/or the U. S.
The other opening, at the New,

Co.'s

Italian

houses, according to Pearson's reand Polish theatres in the possession of persons of (jerman origin
will be permitted to continue operation by present owners.
About
80 cinemas in East Upper Silesia and
60 in the Corridor district will re-

Paris,

Film

Josephine Baker

N. Y. Bankruptcy

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe in

ENGLISH QUOTA FOR

IHAD DOG OF EUROPE'

main under present management, he

Ital-

injured in car crash.

ian features in the U. S.

Fernand

WiU Mahoney Writes
Antip

but 'in the greater number of
cases' Nazi commissioners will be installed to operate the theatres until

War Tune; New

Flag-Wavers Sought

ownership is settled.
Only film fare at present available

Sydney, Nov. 20.
Local Tinpan AUeyites are working
comprises features supplied to reovertime to write a (lag-waving war
opened Polish houses by German melody. So far, a U. S. vauder. Will
distribs, the report stated. These pix
Mahoney, in collaboration with his
are German filnvs already, released
Bob Geraghty, is the only

manager.
in
Germany. Propaganda shorts, one to have had published a timely
showing 'social and political developopus tiUed 'It's Up to You.'
ments in-Germany/ also are popular
Current craze with the lads in
with the distributors.
khaki is 'Siegfried Line.' Most popuPearson also informed the Comlar number spotted at community
merce Department that Czechoslovak concerts, however, is 'There'll Almotion picture productions which
ways Be An England.' Still, music
have been approved by the Nazi publishers are vainly searching for
Film Advisory Board will be granted another 'Tipperary' and 'Over There.'
a subsidy of about $8,000.
One of the most popular local hits

—

UA

Fernandel and Saint-Grnnier to
head next group of French entertainers to the front.

Maurice Chevalier to do 15-minule
broadcast Friday nights, singin.; English to French troops and French to
British troops.

'La Famille Duration' ('The Duration Family'), first French pic to be
preemed in war zone. Film, directed
by Christian Steingel, with Jules

Berry and Carette

up on 'Rebecca.'

It will

shut

for at least three

months

after that,

problematical.
ised,

five

prom-

has delivered 'Winter Carnival,'

AI Rosen, former Hollywood agent, originally carded
for last season,
has been mulling a 'Mad Dog and 'Eternally
Yours.'
He has
'Send Another Coffin, in the cut-

DANES VERY NEUTRAL
IN THEIR PICK OF PIX

Montreal, Dec.

Fdm

to Canada since outbreak of
war are trying to build native lan-

eral

French

from

local radio.

'

.

Mexico City, Dec. 12.
Heaviest taxation yet afflicting
most branches of the Mexican
amusement industry is in the offing
with the presentation to congress by
President Lazaro Cardenas of an excess profits impost, nick of 20-45%
on annual gross intakes of more
than $21,000.
While general show biz is pretty
much counted o.ut of this tax; as the
theatre in Mexico is faring rather
poorly, impresarios of big cinemas
would take most of the sock, for
their trade his been very good of

fighting

Government

film

men

producing.

'

late.

McCdnviile's Itinerary
Of.

A. McConville, Columbia's forNew York for

manager, left
Buenos Aires Friday
eign

(8) to hold con-

the fleet.

Special attention

Korda

said no decision has been
reached on possibility of his working
in Hollywood, future depending on
turn of events in Europe.

Make 'Em

In

Hollywood?

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
After conferring with banking inhere on production of British

terests

propaganda pictures in Hollywood,
should his government give him
such a commission, Alexander Korda
planed east.
He plans to stop over In Lima,
If propaganda '{lictures are made
Cristobal, and Santiago, clip'pering to here,
they
would be released
those cities from Miami, and expects through United Artists, current outto be back in N. Y. by Dec. 25.
let of his London Films.
fabs there, with company managers
from Brazil, Peru, Chile and Argentina.

is

being given to

-

language

performers

Aboaf Reps U Abroad
Americo Aboaf, formerly manager
for Paramount, this week
was appointed special representative
in Europe for Universal.
Appointment was made' by Joe Seidelman,
in Italy

v.p.. over foreign sales.
Aboaf, who has been in New York
abput a month since returning

U's

.

the

12.

Flock of French legit performers

coming

guage theatre here under direction of
Henri Letondal. In association with
Washington, Dec. 12.
J. A. DcSeve (France Film) a comis being pany
is
producing shows at the
observed in Danish motion picture Arcade, which is in east end of the
theatres, according to a report last city.
week to the Department of ComCompany Is also bolstered by sev-

A

Work

as

shown

Policy of strict neutrality

while 'House Across
Judy,' by Max has signed with Joe McConville, for- ting room,
Hal
Tuesday night (5). It eign head of Columbia, to make the the Bay' is in production.
Roach, slated for five, has released
be unlikely.
picture abroad in England as a quota
'Housekeep.^r's Daughter' and has merce filed by Trade Commissioner
production, but with an eye to world'Mice and Men' finished. Laurel and E. Humes, of Copenhagen. Not only
wide
distribution.
It's an original by
French Filmers Suing
Hardy have delivered one of theirs are pix chosen so that they will not
Rosen (Nesor is the nom-de-plume),
have another in work. Charlie 'in any conceivable way offend the
In N. Y. Court for $18,737 screen script by Herman J. Mankie- and
Chaplin, whose single completes the sensibilities of any of the belligerenf
Jacques Haik and Les Films wicz and Lin Root
UA lineup, is well along in produc- nations' but at every performance in
Rosen sails for London in a couple tion.
Denmark a notice is flashed on the
Crystal filed suit Monday. (11) In
screen 'requesting the audience to
N. Y. supreme sourt against Seymour of weeks to start production.
Korda's 2d Propaganda
refrain from giving expression to
Nebenzahl
and
Chronos
Films,
either feelings of sympathy or ancharging breach of contract. Amount
Pic,
U-Boat
Subject
tipathy toward any foreign personsought to be recovered, is $18,737.
Canada
Starts
Alexander Korda, who leaves for alities or events that are shown in
The complaint alleges that the deLondon tomorrow (Thursday), will newsreels or features.'
fendants in February, 1939 told the
be abroad about two months, returnOn Propaganda
plaintiffs they possessed the rights to
Imports of films have recently been
ing at the end of that time with made subject to permits issued by
a novel by Pierre Bendoit entitled
prints of 'Hunting of the U-Boaf and the Danish Exchange Control Board
*Les Compagnos D'Ulysee,' which
Montreal, Dec. 12,
they intended to produce as 'La
Government last week put into 'Thief of Bagdad. Originally skedded as part of its program of conserving
Passionata.'
The plaintiffs were production film entitled 'Canada At to clipper home today (Wednesday), foreign exchange, Humes disclosed.
promised exclusive distribution War,' which deals with country's na- he cancelled the reservation in fa- But, as the Government takes in apvor of ship travel.
rights. As a result of the agreement tional mobilization.
proximately 12,000,000 crowns ($3,In England he'll start at once on 000,000) annually from the picture
50,000 francs in cash and 100,000 in
Film, scheduled for completion in
notes were advanced. It later devel- February, concerns vast economic re- the U-Boat film which, like "The industry, local exhibs. believe the
Lion Has Wings', will be made in co- board will go out ot its way to find
oped, the complaint states, that the sources of the Dominion. It
stresses
operation with the British Govern- the 2,000.000 crowns ($400,000) the
defendants did not own the rights.
vital importance of industry and
ment.
It will feature activities of importers need each year.
agriculture as contributing towards
itself to

much

cast,

'Deuxieme Bureau,' released late
last season and relating the exploits

French Emigres Push Own
Language liCgit in Canada

down

however, and whether it will get out
one or two additional pictures is

of Europe' film story for twq,years,

as

in

near Bar-lerDuc.

'

who

forces.

mobilized in a
as nurse and

Curtailment

Walter Wanger,' with

victory

Gravet

hcspital at Tours
stretcher-bearer.

of France's intelligence service, will
be shown to soldiers Sunday mornings at the Aubert Palace, Paris, for
three franc (7c) admission.
of the last war was 'A;N.Z.A.C.,'
Next war film to go on lot is 'Jean
written by the late Tommy Armstrong, a vaude performer of the old Francais, Ouvrier de France' ('Jean
Francais, Worker of France'), with
Fuller days.
.Continued from page 3_
Presently, war songs are not being Maurice de Camagne directing and
Madeleine Soria as femme lead.
in January.
Another showing no given a great deal ot play over the
sign yet of delivering promised out- radio or in the vaude-revue houses.
East Anglia, Royal Air Force staput is David L. Loew.
Douglas Strange as this may seem, there's a tion, has converted a hangar into
Fairbanks, who died suddenly yes- real yen for sentimental fare similar
U. S. swing a theatre capable of seating 5,000. It
terday (Tues.) on the Coast, was to 'Little Sir Echo.'
tunes are also hitting appeal in the is being used to entertain troops.
slated for one.
Sam Goldwyn appears to be in night spots, with war material taboo.
Performing. Right Society has conAny locally-made war song will
best
condition,
having delivered
tributed $500 to the Red Cross War
'Shall Have Music' and 'Real Glory' have to be top-grade to mean anyMusic pub- Fund.
of four promised, with another, thing in this centre.
'Raffles,' completed.*^ Selznlck-Inter- lishers aver that*the old war melonational, skedded for four, has de- dies will eventually swing back into
livered 'Intermezzo' and is winding popular favor.

Catto, debuted

Heavy Mex Tax

25,

New York Thursday (7) approved a
Pressman returning from front rereport of referee Oscar W. vealed that one
final
of the commanders
Ehrhorn and closed out the bank- nixed French cancan girls.
ruptcy of Nuovo Mondo Motion
Cothpany had an InPictures, Inc.
All
Paris
present
bankruptcy
at gala given at
voluntary petition of
the Opera for army benefit, with the
filed against it in 1937,
All that is left of the estate Is Lebruns, the Windsors and British
$1,587 with some $50,000 in claims Ambassador Campbell heading bvilActresses Josephine
filed, of which $16,038 were allowed liant audience.
and $1,570 are preferred claims. Baker, Sylvia BaUille, Germaine
Nothing is left, after payment of ex- Aussey, Mary Marquet and others
Over 1,800 paid to
penses, for priority claims, or gen- sold programs.
see an allrstar show headed by
eral unsecured creditors.
The pictures on hand, .some 24 Serge Lifar.
features, 21 trailers, and 35 shorts
have been turned over to the ItalVet war correspendent. Col Bill
ian government.
Sweeney, is first American newspaThe bankrupt company had been perman casualty of the war, being

said,

was 'Punch Without
showed

Nov.

made honorary

corporal of one of the regiments she
entertained' while at the front.

port,

New

PLAYING IN ENGLAND

Wash Up

have been lifted, are still the Department of Commerce was
Paul
by military authorities. informed through Commissioner
Lovers of winter sports and others H. Pearson, of Berlin.
Nazi film interests, 'cooperating
with the gambling instinct are sure
with the military and civil authorito head for these regions as soon as
ties,'
are seeking to reopen the in the business of distributing
the restrictions are lifted.

enforced

Laws

PK

POLAND

tourists
were to

producers (actually,
artists,
Improves With
were four) and technicians,
took extensive slices in salary,
Easing Curbs
cases as high as 70%,- on
being told film was purely propa'
ganda, and not meant for profit.
Rome, Dec. 1.
Now they feel things have been miS'
Rome's night life -s on the up
represented, with some of them intending to ask that portion of the again following a gang of new deprofits goes to some war charity.
crees lifting the bar. on dancehalls

HEADS B O.

IN

Washington, Dec. 12.
Reshuffling of motion picture theaMost of the hotels and showcases
tres in devastated Poland already
are getting set for winter season
being undertaken by Germany,
although restrictions, which is

some

'CHIPS'

CINEMAS

the

of

war.

who

'Lion' Set for Canada
While 'The Lion' is set for distribution in Canada, propaganda ahgie
is the only thing standing in .the. way
in the U. S. Howdistribution
of its
ever, indications are that it will be
released in this country.

NAZIS REGIMENTING

Monte Carlo,

Casino,

the

since

elude
there
in

German network!

iera, as indicated

.

cheap-

Restrictions

Cannes, Dec. 12.
seemingly well on the Rivby the opening last

-

one-fllm deal.
Picture cost $150,000, the

War

station in Finland.
BBC took a program of Finnish national music only to discover later the same transmis-'
sion was being played over the

for

from

Italy, sails for

Rome tomorrow

(Thursday). He will be assigned tfte
of coordinating sales activities
neutral European markets with
headquarters In Rome.

work
In

Griffith'Gish
.Continued from, page

1.

propaganda films by the British,
French and German studios, Hume reached films. Story will conclude
pointed out, and therefore it is be- in the year 1030.
Griffith was responsible for Miss
lieved that Danish managers will be
'more than ever dependent' on Amer- Gish> early film success. She had
ican pictures.
Hope has been ex- the top role in 'Birth of a Nation,'
pressed that nothing will affect the which she made in 1915 and whicli
market, from the viewpoint of deliv- was her first starring vehicle.
transport problems, entry permits or exchange transfers to Interfere with U. S. imports.
Domestic, producers are expected
to expand under the present war situation, but local producers will remain largely dependent on the U. S.
and on. Germany for supplies of raw
film, Humes added.
eries,

Vaude 'Cavalcade' Flo
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
'Cavalcade of Vaudeville,' dating
back to Keith and Albee, is being
mulled by Universal.
Script is by George (Red) McKay
(and Ardlne), former vaude performer, noyr In pictures.

TAniETlf'B'
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YANK FILM BOOM
Paris Stage

Amusements

Into

Stride; Pic Industry Still Flounders

-

IS

IN AUSSIE

British

f OREIGN PIC LAG

TABIRTT, LONDOM

T«mple Bar 6011-0012

Monetary Quota Plan Sought

By David E. Rose; Par Setting Prod.

Paris, Nov. 29.
rected from World War 1, and loParamount will make five or six
U. S. LEADS IN
While the French picture industry cated in a basement in the Mont- British Blackout of Producfeatures in England next year, possihas been getting the attention and martre quarter, fits in well with the
Films of 8 Majors Are Most Imported bly two of them for 1939-40 quota
tion Would Give U. S. Cos.
publicity o£ a debutante during the present epoch of underground sheU
of All Forelen Cos.
credits, David E. Rose, general manpast several months, legit, music hall ters. It opened recently with 'Eve
Virtually
Marquee
ager in Britain for the company, reand other forms of amusement have est ne a I'Abri' ('Eve Is Born in
Dec. 1.
Representation
Un- The eight majorBudapest,
a
Shelter').
The Etoile Palace,
quietly left the cinema far behind.
U. S. companies vealed this week in N. Y. Rose left
Five legits, 10 music halls with Folies 39, Tyrol, the Coucou and sevder One Snag to Upped distributing pictures in Hungary lead for the Coast last night (Tuesday)
revue, and variety shows, a circus, eral minor theatres are functioning
other nations shipping Alms into
after huddling with Barney Balaban
Revenue
Be Getting all
(government) with typical French variety and
subventioned
this
country.
Paramount, Metro,
four
singing acts. The Cirque Medrano,
He
Coin Out
theatres, one. symphony orchestra
Universal, Warner Bros, and 20th- regarding production matters.
Fox, which maintain branches here, will stay in Hollywood until the first
and more than a score of cabarets, on the Place Pigalle, has been playthis
together with distributors ot Colum- of the year, checking available story
night clubs and bars have gone a ing to a big trade since early
properties and talent, and will sail
month with a half circus, half
bia, United Artists and RKO product,
long way toward putting back some
music hall revue, 'Spectacle des
have released about '550 features in from N. Y. for London on Jan. 15.
of the gay in 'Gay Paree.' In addiAllies.'
Suggestion that the British quota
Hungary in the last five years while
tion, six legits, four music halls, sevCate-Vande Competlsh
Sydney, Nov. 20.
other foreign companies show about be placed on a monetary, rather than
eral symphony orchestras and a score
Most of the hot spots are putting
A healthy increase in reveniie for 365 plus 170 listed for Germany.
of niteries have announced openings
the present footage basis, was made
on floor shows which vie with some Hollywood product throughout the
before the end of the year.
Frozen money situation is not re- by Rose. He would have the amount
of the variety spectacles. They, too,
Even should the future unshutter- are bound by the 11 p.m. closing. Commonwealth is forecast for next garded as bad. About $200,000 re- of business done by each American
year by U. S. distributor representa- mains tied up hero as U. S. comIngs materialize, the .situation will The
company used for figuring. quota propopular bars, like
usually
Bound by Harry's and the old landmark, Chez tives here. Thus far, however, they panies await permission to transfer. duction in England. Credits woiild
still be far frorh normal.
have
refused
admit
to
whether
or
the same audience restrictions as Maxim's, also are functioning. The
be allotted in proportion to the
showcases, legit and music hall pro- Pasdeloup Symphony ushered in the not new film rentals will be Inamount of coin invested in making
creased.
ducers complain they cannot give concert season Nov. 12 at the Opera
quota pix.
Any considerable blackout of proA-1 performances with grosses sorely Comique. The Conservatoire, LamPrincipal strong point of this production
England,
in
if
only
for
sevlimited by small audiences, reduced moureux and Orchestre Symphonic
posal would be that U. S. distribu-'
eral
months,
probably
would
give
admission tolls and higher taxes.
tors, putting heavy coin into quota
do Paris are due for early openings. American distributors 100% marquee
They further complain that limited
pictures, either because ot delays or
The legits with imminent reopen- representation in Australia and New
buses stop running ings are the Methurins, with a play
transit, service
added expenditures, would receiva
Zealand. U. S. films, since the war,
at 8:30 p. m..—jnd the blackout, with by Mme. Ludmilla Pitoefl; the Amfull credit.
Footage arrangement
have been in increasing demand
its unlighled "marquees, keep peodoes not give a producer a break it
bassadeurs, with 'Elvire,' by Henry Down Under since the British prople at home and discourage them Bernstein;
he goes extensively overboard on
Bouffes-Parisiene, duction
the
due
to
the
war.
Dearth
lag
from making the rounds.
production costs.
with Michel Duran's 'Nous ne Somme of British and other .foreign product
Progress Enormous
Rose claimed he advanced this
pas Maries' ('We Are Not Married'), is likely to mean the eventual elimiplan in .London before leaving for
Despite the complaints, the prog- film start Pierre Blachar topping nation ot the 25% right ot rejecthe U. S., distributors there indicating
ress has been enormous and the cast, and the Michodiere, with one- tion granted exhibs.
This restricthey were in favoir of it. The quota
Sydney, Nov. 20,
ground recovered rates far better act plays by Yves Mirande, latter and tion, naturally, has affected U. S. disAustralian studios, largely inactive law is up for changes in March,
than that of the cinema'. For one, Colette to star. Louis Jouvet has tribs most.
these to become effective April 1,
the government showed the way by announced that he will open the
[British distribs In Australia deny for more than a year, may be placed
reopening the Comcdie Francaise Athenee next month with a yet un- that there will be a product short- at the disposal ot British producers. when the third year of the quota law
during the first week of October, and named play, while Jean Cocteau age next year, thus forcing the rule It has been unofficially suggested gets under way. Rose thinks this alfollowed with the Odeon unshutter- says he may put on his greatly dis- calling for 15% compulsory screening that if production should be forced tered setup should be made at that
ing less than a month later, both puted 'Les Parents Terribles' of last of British product to be cast aside by to a complete standstill in England, time.
Business is off only 10-15% in Enggiving the usual run of classical season at the Theatre de Paris.
exhibitors in New South Wales.. arrangements may be made for BritA familiar touch will be added Syd Grcsham, of Associated Talk- ish units, comprising men released land at the present time, according
plays. Consistency held through in
the musical domain with the Opera to the old town with the reopen- ing Pictures, for one, states that from military service, to start pro- to Rose, who viewed this as highly
Comique reopening the second week ing of the Casino, de Paris before the British authorities wish to keep their duction in New South Wales under encouraging. Blackouts were not
hurting cinemas with strong product,
in October, giving the Royal Opera year-end with a new revue headed studios operating as far as possible. an agreement with local studios.
he said.
repertory as well as its own. The by dusky Josephine Baker and Mau- Gresham pointed out that the British
Because picture plants here are
It was pointed out that 'French
Hoyal Opera, which closed in the rice Chevalier. The Michel starts have gained greatly in Australia re- fully equipped, British producers
midst of a Wagner program at the Dec. 20 with a revue by Rip and cently with .their quality product, then only would have to settle the Without Tears,' made as a Par quota
outbreak of war, reopened for regu- Albert Willametz, 'En Attendant and that any breakdown would re- question of importing suitable man- picture on a comparatively modest
budget, undoubtedly would enter the
lar biz Nov. 18 with 'Alceste.' It's Mieux' ('While Waiting for Better'). quire years to rebuild].
power and talent.
American market with all negative
giving three performances weekly,
Coin Transfer Snae
Idea is supported by the fact that costs returned from business enwith audience limited to 1,100.
One snag, however, is the transfer there's a close trade agreement cur- joyed in Great Britain alone.
France's brightest theatrical lu- 3 Resign Gov't Film Jobs
ot revenue to the U. S. without some rently between
the British and AusUA Set On Quota
minary, Sacha Guitry, who led the
exchange loss. Certain restrictions tralian governments covering prilegit pack Oct. 24, with the capital's
United Artists is set on all Its
In France After Industry are operating in connection with the mary products. It's believed that British quota productions
first theatrical performance of the
until the
flow ot coin to foreign countries, and Australian authorities would be willsecond-year of the act expires next
war season at the Madeleine, a scries
it's believed that early next year will
Flays Propaganda Group see further imposts applied by the ing to aid the British film industry March 31, it was announced yesterof one-act plays, on Nov. IC followed
it any move to this field was officialday (Tuesday) by Arthur W. Kelly,
with his second progra..., 'Florence,'
federal authorities because of preLocal producers
ly contemplated.
v.p. in charge of UA foreign distrithree-act play, with himself and ElParis, Nov. 29.
vailing conditions.
naturally would welcome any colvire Popesco heading the cast. Inbution. 'Over the Moon' and 'Thief
In the wake of the film industry's
A major headache Is the slip in laboration
of this sort
ot Bagdad,' two forthcoming Alexcluded in the program is an original attack on the Information Bureau, the pound-to-dollar rate of exchange.
ander Korda productions, will easily
film showing a number o.* 'Ccux do particularly its director, Jean There is some talk that the Menzies
cover quota obligations from now
Chez Nous' ('Those from Here'), Giraudoux, three officials of the government, because ot large puruntil that date.
made for Guitry in 1913 of such bureau's cinema section have quit. chases of airplanes and the like from HICKS,
French wcU-knowns as Sarah Bern- They are Yves Chataigneau, the the U. S., will endeavor to bring
Korda, who arrived in New York
hardt, Lucien Guitry, Rodin, Claude unit's head, and assistants Pierre about a more equitable payment
SOLDIERS this week from the Coast, sails toMarechal and Benoit-Levy. No rea- plan in respect to exchange conMonet, Anatole France, etc.
morrow (Thursday) for London,
son given for their resignations.
ditiqi:
on the Arncrican dollar. It
where he will prepare for production
Other Openings
2.
London,
Dec.
can
be
assumed
that
the
governindustry
reto
resumption in England early next
Inability of the
The Dannou opsned during the
The Gracie Fields concerts in yfear.
ment alone would benefit under a
first week ot November with 'La habilitate itself since the start of the
three-act war precipitated the attack some revised exchange rate, and that ordi- France have met with such success
Cicatrice'
Scar'),
('The
propaganda nary traders in the entertainment that Entertainments National Servthe
on
ago
play by Andre Birabcau, wilh Fran- weeks
RKO's rrod. Abroad
more
exlaying
ice
Association
is
the
field
would
not
•
for
be
included
in
any
blamed
The Oeuvre group, which was
coise Fosay storred.
Hollywood, Dec. ^12.
government scheme covering the ex- tended plans for entertaining the
followed a week later with 'Je Vi- snag.
Early resumption of British prosoldiers.
While dissatisfaction persists in the change question.
vrai Avec ce Grand Amour' CI Will
duction by RKO is indicated by the
the
Extension
sub-committee
of
of
the
war
means
inSeymour
Companies headed by
Live With This Great Love'), written bureau, the
report that William Sistrom is due to
Chamber
creased
been
the
taxation
for
all
businesses
Hicks and Leslie Henson have
by Steve Masseur, Jany Holt head- Minister of Finance in
clipper to England Jan. 2. He made
ing
The Palais-Royale of Deputies has approved Deputy operating in the comrnonwealth. organized. With Hicks are Claire 'The Saint in London' over there
the
cast.
started with Pierre Vcber's farce. Leon Archimbaud's suggestion that Opinion is held that the amusement Luce. Deveen, Tom Webster, Doro- last January.
•Le Venus de I'llot' ('The Venus of all the censorship propaganda ser- industry will thus be hit to the hilt. thy Ward and the Three Ascots.
unified.
The
government
inbe
Avenues
open
to
the
France
Loraihe,
Binnic
Henson has Violet
the Isle') Nov. 22. The Charles dc vices in
Rochefort opened Nov. 17 with Noel deputy strongly criticized the pres- clude extra taxation on imported Hale and the Debroy Somcrs Quinent lack ot coordination between the film footage, printing materials and tet.
Hoyts Takeover Would
Coward's 'Weekend.'
Another party will be Ralph
With the Concert Mayol the first cinema, radio and press censorship profits.
Next
Year
Problem
Bureau.
Information
Reader's gang, composed entirely of
among the music halls to open, the services in the
Exit Par as Antip Exhib
Although Chataigneau's successor
U. S. distribs see a big problem male performers. Will Hay will also
ABC and European followed with
the
nonyear!
Despite
name
next
the
face
selected,
to
have a 'crazy' gang show presented
a double opening Oct. 27. The Mayol has not yet been
Deputy commital attitude ot the distribs, by George Black.
Melbourne, Nov. 20.
For Christmas
offering, 'Paris. .40,' .was classed as most mentioned is that of
film
possibility
that
a
appointed
to
still
is
there
week the entire 'Me and My Girl'
the rawest and most ribald nudi.st Henri Clerc, recently
Deal is reported in the offing beshow the capital has had to offer in head a committee to stimulate film rentals may be increased to equal conipany will do its stuff. In most tween Hoyts circuit and Paramount
taken
on
be
would
individual
that
loss
any
instances performances will be twice
some time. AH three houses arc production by studying
for a takeover of the latter's CapiSuch a move, nat- nightly.
cases and proposing government aid. the exchange.
showing second editions.
Any
urally, would bring heavy protests
tol theatre here next year.
During early November other mu- in needy cases.
from exhibs. But, with a contemwhereby
arrangement
proposed
sic halls followed suit.
The NouAustralia
best
to
the
U.
S.
would
be
and
pix,
British
plated scarcity ot
veautes came through with 'Revue
Hoyts would operate the Capitol Is
exhibs to buy U. S. handled by investing in governdes Revues,' with an all-French cast French Fibers' U.S. Ideas the necessity for
taken to mean the disappearance of
war
mental
or
loan
until
the
bonds
theatres
their
fare in order to keep
headed by Jean Aubort. The Humor
Par from exhibition in the commonopen, any such increase, because ot end of hostilities. Their coin would
followed with a timely revue based
wealth.
Trek of three French picture pro- conditions beyond the control ot dis- be perfectly safe in cold storage, but
on current events, 'Montmartre en
Par has deal with Dan Carroll
believed in cer- such a position may not be too acBleu* ('Montmartre in Blue')— re- ducers to the* Coast over the week- tribs, would, so it's
whereby his house is used as the
need
producers
in
ceptable
to
U.
S.
Any
ferring to. the blue paint applied on end looms as a forerunner of foreign tain quarters, be fully justified.
show window in Sydney.
company's
production
for
advanced
of
finance
it
all windows to keep the light from
independent film production in Hol- upping iH footage would also make
of the Capitol would. leav«
Bowout
from
any
curb
on
schedules.
Apart
essential to increase rentals to home
getting out.
Song hit is a French lywood and possibly in the east.
coin flowage, there still remains the only Metro, of U. S. .firms, actively
translation ot *Ma, I'm Having Lots
Paul Praetz, Raphael and Robert exhibs.
the theatre field, with
engaged
in
overcome,
plus
to
exchange
problem
Distrib execs figure that any furol Fun,' popular with the Tommies. Hakim, French producers, all have
seven theatres in key spots.
ther curb on the flow of coin from increased taxation.
The Abri ('The Shelter' ), resur- U. S. ideas.
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Dixie Indie Group,

Ughtman

Formed

NET LOSS, $233,612
Columbia Pictures showed a net

can't lick

loss o( $104,7S1 in the first quarter of
the new fiscal year ending Sept. 30,

'em. Join 'em,'
for

was one member's explanation

last,

I

as

against net loss of $233,612

this year.

Neely or Not

Theatres'

ranlis

Implication
of group have destart.

fight

Lightman and

came when

Jaclt

Rhodes, of the Crittenden theatre,

West Memphis, resigned as president.
Bhodes explained that suddenly acquired oil interests would prevent
his serving as leader. Said he would
continue to be a

member

if

organiza-

ter.

Bettered financial showing made
possible in the face of $500,000 bank
loans paid as of last Sept. 30, according to a letter sent stockholders by
Harry Cohn, president. He pointed
out that these loans were due to mature between Dec. 21 and Feb. 7.

ihe ball.

Cohn

cites

the

of

New

York, carried his fight against

_

'

week declared a dividend of
on the company's 7%
preferred,
convertible
cumulative
paying it out of operating surplus as
has been done on other recent
last

STllTWYCK FREED

$3.50 per share

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Barbara Stanwyck was granted refrom her contract to star in the declarations on these shares. Divvy
Richard A. Rowland production, is payable Dec. 22 to stock on record
"Three Cheers for Miss Bishop,' for Dec. 18.
Dividend covers the two quarters
United Artists.
Picture was originally slated to ending March 31 and June 30, 1937.
start Jan. 4, but delays caused it to Company is in arrears on divvy
be postponed a month. Shift in the payments in later periods from the

lease

would have jeopardized 1937 date.
Loew's,
Miss Stanwyck's other commitments.
starling date

Inc.,

made

its

total

pay

Inside Stuff-Pictures

man

NO HOLIDAY LETUP AT

Hefty whack at 'dramatic schools' operated in conjunction with straw
hats is taken by Sinclair Lewis in new novel, 'Bethel Meriday,' which will
be published sliortly. Story of a gal who would be an actress draws upon
Lewis' experience during the past year touring in 'Angela Is 22.'

RKO, 8 FIX IN

WORK

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Shooting at RKO continues withOne showman, who had to visit France on biz. was asked $160 premium
for two days on $10,000 worth of insurance, if going via the Atlantic out a letup during the holiday seaClipper. A film star was asked nearly as much for a like period for $15,000 son, with two new pictures slated to
roll
late
this
month.
Newcomers are
worth of insurance, on the trip from France to New York.
'Tom Brown's School Day.s' and an
George
O'Brien
Biograph Studios, Inc., New York, has made a name change to Motion untitled
saddle
Picture Studios, Inc., while Actinograph Corp., New York, made a change drama.
Already
in
work
are
'The Primto Biograph Studio Corp. Papers to this efTect have been filed with the
rose Path,' 'Irene,' 'A Bill of Divorcesecretary of state in Albany by Herljert C. Mason.
ment,' 'My Favorite Wife,* 'Little
Short that is virtually a trailer for RKO's 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' is Orvie' and 'Glamour Boy No. 2.'
being distributed by Metro. Tagged 'Failure at 50,' it traces the early
hardships in the life of the Emancipator, showing he achieved no success

whatsoever until past

Myron

50.

Mills and Kurt Foerkel, students- at Union College, have a deal
General Electric's shortwave radio stations in Schenectady, N. Y., to
broadcast film reviews and comment beamed on Great Britain.

C.

possible profits of a

made by Educ with Fox

for distribu-

tion of shorts produced by the Hammons' company. Siphoning of profits
into the closely-held Skibo firm is
claimed to have cost Educ stockholders about $300,000, which they
ask be restored to them. It is claimed
Educ property, services and good
will vyere employed without adequate compensation.
This is followed with an allegation
that in September, 19.38. when the
Fox contract had virtually expired,

Geo.

Brown

in the

Middle

year.

During the negotiations with Felt,
is said, Hammons issued to Felt
to Uhlmann
Co., brokers, a
false financial statement so that the

it

&

and

market price of Educ,

'inimically' to
the interest of stockholders, went up
slightly so as to make possible dumping of stock on the market and also
'to obtain additional funds for continued misappropriation by officers
and directors, particularly Hammon.s.'. EfTect of this, it is claimed,
was to destroy financial credit standing of Educ and cause stock to become practically worthless. Its p"urpose is alleged to have been to de-

fraud stockholders and deprive

them

of voting control and freeze Hammons and other officers and directors
into jobs 'at substantial salaries not

merited by their

acts.'

About January, 1937, the sixth
cause states, officers and directors of
Educ presented a plan of reorganization to stockholders for purpose of
the defendants sold the assets of
'benefltinB' them by means of conSkibo to Educ for $142,000. It is said
version of their holdings of preferred
this money was paid over in cash
to new common, on which a dividend
without full knowledge of Educ
.

stockholders.
Inasmuch as Educ
didn't have this much money, it is
alleged, the coin was borrowed
along with the loan charges on it
and assets of Educ were pledged to
repay it.
It is claimed, that the

dough was divided among Hammons,
Skirball and others.
Stockholders

demand return
that

of this coin.

—

—

,

Detroit, Toronto, Milwaukee, Chicago and Cincinnati.
He will be
ager on Jan. 1, has concluded confabs in New York with S-I eastern execs back in New York for Christmas.
preparatory to his leaving. He will begin chinfests later this week on a
new connection. Ginsberg has been in New York since Dec. 2 and expects
to remain another weelc
as Selznick-International general

Norman

L-ibdratorics;

Nicholson, Educational attorney and
director; George Blake, attorney and
Theodore R. Williams, former
Educ treasurer; John R. Munn, director; Hugh M. Kahler, director; 20
individuals listed as John Doe and
20 John Doe corporations.

Second cause of action declares
most of the same people involved
above mainly
Hammons,
Skirball,
relatives
and
attorney
Nicholson formed Arcadia Pictures
with part of the money received
from the Skirbo deal. Arcadia, it is
said, produced three or more pix in
Educ studios and used all its facilities
and services without proper
change manager,
negotiated
the compensation. All a.ssets of Arcadia
are claimed by the plaintiffs. Assets
Northio deal.
Another 1939-40 deal clo.sed by are understood to include one pic
in hands of Columbia for reKKO is with Co-Operative Theatres now
lease and two others still on shelf
of Michigan, a buying combine of
awaiting distribution.
around 80 houses.
Tienp Not Clear
RKO has also closed with Paramount's Netco circuit of 20 theatres
Third cause maintains that profits
in New York state, operated by made by Atlantic Pictures Corp., a
George Walsh and Eugene Levy. Ne- subsid of Educ, went to Hammons,
gotiations were carried out by Andy Astor Picture Corp. and Savini, inSmith and Bob Wolff for RKO.
stead of to Educational. Astor is a
distrib of which Savini is prez. Claim
Mono's Deals
Before leaving on a lour of ex- doesn't make clear the tieup, but the
changes, George W. Weeks, Mono- stockholders' attorney, it is undergram's general sales manager, an- stood, will attempt to prove that
nounced the following circuit deals: Astor was set up by Hammons, and
Savini was more or leiis of an emJ. Mathiew,
Boston; Comerford-

Publix; Warner Bros, in the Albany
zcne; R. E. Griffith circuit in Texas;
Affiliated Theatres of Indiana; WilNew York reviewers have been informed by Major Edward Bowes, man- lis Houck, New Orleans; Skouras ciraging director of the Capitol, on Broadway, that the regular press passes cuit in the east; Golden State-T. &
to the theatre will not be honored the night of Dec. 19 when 'Gone Wifh D., Jr., circuit in Californltt.
the Wind' opens there. Formal letters were written the crix in order to
On his swing around branches.
cave them possible embarrassment.
Weeks will visit Buffalo, Cleveland,

Henry Ginsberg, who winds up

DcLuxe
officer;

First claim is that Skibo wa.s orBrandt's Spiel West
ganized in 1933 by Hammons, SkirLos Angeles, Nov. 12.
ball, certain of their relatives and
Harry Brandt, proxy of the Indeofficers of Educ, to deprive Educ of
Ais.'sociation
Owners
pendent Theatre
five-year deal

the Neely bill and existing evils of
company's strong the industry to Southern California
working capital position, with net the past week and enlisted at least
Next loss was Steve Stein, of Jackquick assets on Sept. 30 of more than the moral support of a number of
ton, Tenn., secretary of the openly
$11,000,000. He said the ratio of cur- independent theatre operators folStein
anti-Lightman cooperative.
rent assets to current liabilities is lowing a round-table luncheon-conhad little to say about his resignation
ference at the Victor Hugo restaurant
more than 6.2 to one.
except that he had worked out an
Although exhibiin Beverly Hills.
Columbia hedged its future reagreement with Lightman 'whereby
took no official action on
tors
ceipts in sterling from Great Britain
all the theatres in Jackson can conplea for concerted fight
Brandt's
to a substantial degree by arranging
tinue to operate.'
against the industry ills most of those
which
Lee W. Moffitt, of Owensboro, Ky., loans in London in sterling
attending' the pow-wow were at least
converted into dollars in
sparkplug of the original movement, were then
if not persuaded.
New York during the summer when enlightenied,
has been strangely silent since the
Brandt roundly attacked the Neely
outbreak of European war apboys began to troop out on him. the
bill as the most pernicious IcKi.shition
imminent, Cohn stated. ComTrade is watching with interest to peared
ever directed against the industry,
pany claimed important economics in
se whether he will try to rally his
and predicted that its passage by the
New York and Hollywood.
co-op group and continue the fight
House of Representatives at the
Company's quarterly report listed
or let it slide now that two leaders
forthcoming session of congress
this Great Britain loan as being
have been weaned away.
would see a lifetime of constructive
being carried as a liability.
Group came into being two months $936,125,
effort pushed into the discard.
This was described as the proceeds
Neely bill, Brandt stated, was not
ago with public blast against 'Lighta bank loan of 200,000 English
the remedy for cleaning up the film
man domination' of exhibition of
pounds used to purchase $936,125.
industry. On the contrary, he inthroughout this territory. Lightman
These funds were held by the bank
sisted, passage of it 'would put you
struck back verbally, dubbing the
to be released at the rate of approxi
and me out of business.'
leaders 'soreheads' and denying any
mately $4.68 per pound, the purchase
unfair practices, further citing his
price, as payments are made on the
RKO's Deals
record during years as president
loan.
both of tri-state exhibitors and
RKO has closed product deals for
Columbia recently paid 34%c.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of dividend on the preferred instead of 1939-40 with Saxe Amus. Co. (WisAmerica. Matter simmered for sev- the usual quarterly rate of 68%c. No consin), and Northio Theatres, a
considerable stock or cash divvy recently has Paramount subsidiary, operating in
eral
weeks,
with
maneuvering vn either side, and gen- been paid on the common.
Ohio and Kentucky. A. M. Schmitz,
eral feeling on Film Row here now
branch manager, set the Saxe conK-A-O's $3.50 Divvy
Is that the movement has done a
tract, while Andy Smith, eastern
Directors of Keith-Albee-Orpheum sales head, and
fadeout.
S. C. Jacques, extion fuMctioned, but couldn't carry

.Continued from paie 4_

the companies which stand to profit several months of the above,' the
Loew's usual quarterly was de- if suit is successful), Grand National fifth cause of action states, Educ and
clared on the preferred last month. and Its subsidiaries, Hammons, Mrs. GN entered into a deal with Felt &
Quarterly dividend of 40c a share, Hammons, Jack Skirball, Skibo Pro- Co. under which it was proposed to
payable Dec. 28 to stoclcholdcrs of ductions, Arcadia Productions, Astbr give Felt 150,000 shares of common
record as of Dec. 20, was declared by Pictures Corp., Roger and Doris stock of GN, together with voting
Ham- control thereof, in return for serTechnicolor, Inc., at a meeting of the Keene, nephew and niece of
Last mons; William N., Harry, Grace and vices in obtaining additional moneys
board yesterday (Tuesday).
brothers and sisters to recapitalize 'the wholly unprofitdivvy, made in October, was 25c a Mildred Skirball,
of Jack Skirball; Bruno Weycrs, vice able and losing venture.' Deal also
share.
prez of Educational; Harold Saxe, stipulated, the claim says, that Hamand mons must be retained as president
Educational
of
comptroller
Grand National; Robert Marion at $10,000' per year plus 15% of net
Savini; Allen Friedman, prez of profits, total not to exceed $75,000 a

common

in corresponding quarter last yean
.Continued from puKC 3_
Groiw income of corporation totalled
$4,860,707, with company pointing to
Warner quarters as a
such recent releases as 'Mr. Smith ed at in some
play oall ^Yith the
driving home a
Goes to Washington* as indicating probable means of
Memphis showman who controls 80 that income might increase from the bargain for Warner product for this
is at present on tlie
houses in (pur states of mid-South.
Brandt
year.
domestic market in the second quarFirst departure from Independent
Coast.

flourishing
was that several
cided they can't
accordingly will

after

Postponement of GN Mess

meeting of directors last Friday (8).
Latest distribution is payable Dec.
30 to stoclc on record Dec. 12. Com-

pany had previously paid $2 on the

COL'S 1ST QUARTER

apparently folded.

you

Combat

s Domination , Does a Fade

Memphis, Dec. 12.
Independent Theatres, Inc., co-op
indie exhibitor group formed in October for avowed purpose of combi.ting M. A. Lightman 'domination'
of exhibition field in mid-Dixie, has
'If

to
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ment on the common shares $2,50 for
1939 by declaring 50c. dividend at the

of between $1.25 to $1.50 was promised as possible. This was approved,

but no dividends have ever been
paid, the claim states, 'Educational
losing money all the time, although
officers have gotten exorbitant salaries and derived revenue' from such
acts as listed.
During this

reorganization, it la
alleged that Hammons, Skirball. Savini and others sold Educ. stock short
They
reputedly
bought
it
at
from $2 to $3.50 on the market and
from private sources and sold it,
subject to advance commitment, to
the company's treasury for aliout
$57.50 per share, and on the market
at $7.50 a share.

Complaint concerning high salaries
constitutes the seventh cause.
Notwithstanding that their acts caused
Educ.
to
borrow approximately
$1,500,000 at excessive interest rate.i
from January, 1933, to the present,
the bill states, officers and directors
authorized drawing of 'unconscionable' sums from the treasury as sala-

incomes, expenses and revenues.
said Skirball received $450 a
plus $125 expenses,
while
got 'upwards' of $1,250 a
week for salary alone.
Succeeding four causes of action
each list reasons why the defendants
should be forced ao pay over damages to the extent of $10,000,000.
They charge conspiracy, negligence,
ries,
It

is

week,

Hammons

imprudence, mismanagement, breach
ploye of Hammon.-;.
All a.ssets of of fiduciary and other
duties, breach
Astor are claimed by the Educ stock- of trust, duplicity,
fraud, etc.
holders.
Final cause maintains that in or
Fourth action claims that in Au- about October, 1939, the officers and
gu.st or September, 1938, defendant directors failed to call regular anofficers and directors, 'at the sugges- nual stockholders' meeting of Edution and instigation of Hammons,' cational for the transaction of necentered into a deal, without full essary corporate business, in violaknowledge of stockholders, with tion of law and the company's byLloyd Wright and Edward Alperson, laws.
trustees in reorganization proceedings of Grand National Films, Inc.,
and Grand National Studios, Inc.
Transaction provided for purchase of
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
'purported assets' of two latter corHarry Siegel sold film and Etage
porations for $400,000, which, it is
rights to his play, 'Heaven Can
said, Educ and its subsids were unWait,'
to
Lewis
Milestone and Jed
able to pay.
In order to raise the coin, claim- Harris.
20th-Fox
purchased
William
ants allege, Educ studios were mortBrent's Satevepost story 'Yesterday's
gaged to Electrical Research Prod- Heroes.'
ucts, Inc., for $200,000.
Out of this
Metro lifted its option on 'Golden
$50,000 was paid to trustees and Educ Fleecing' by Lynn Root and Frank
obligated itself for the other $350,000. Fenton.
Paramount acquired 'Country LawThen substantially all of the assets
of Educ, it is said, were conveyed to yer,' by Bellamy Partridge.
Universal bought 'The Son of
a new corporation known as Grand
Mama Posita,' a radio skit by MaxNational
Pictures
(original
was well Aley.
Grand National Films). Educ reA. J. Cronin sold a skeleton of his
tained only 16 mm. rights and the forthcoming novel, "The Doctor of
mortgaged studios.
the Glen,' to Columbia.
In return for this conveyance Educ
Paramount purchased 'Sunrise in
received 83% of the stock in the new My Pocket,* by Edwin Justus Mayer.
Metro bought film rights to Rudolf
company. Some of the other 17% of
operetta,
'The Vagabond
the stock is alleged to have gone to Friml's
'

Alperson, who was placed on GN's
payroll at a salary of $1,000 per week
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Hiring of George Brown, recent and expense.s. The balance of the
publicity director at Columbia, by coin obtained from ERPI, $150,000,
American I. G. Chemical Corp. of Delaware has changed its name to Bob Taplinger at Warners drew fire was turned over to GN as working
General Aniline & Film Corp. Breed, Abbott Si Morgan filed the papers from the Screen Publicists Guild.
capital
and
'lasted
about
two
with the Secretary of State in Albany.
Brown is standing by while the months.
matter is being cleared up at a meetWall St. Angles
Out of the westerns field a couple of years, WarneT Bros, plans reissuing ing this week. SPG claims Tap'In pursuance of a further scheme
»ix horse operas starring John Wayne, who is now Ijelter known than when linger should have first consulted the to deprive and
defraud Educational
<>is films were first made.
Guild's unemployed list.
and its stockholders of assets, within

STORY BUYS

.

•King,'

from Paramount.

\N'ith

SWADN'S FILM BBEAK
Frank Swann, who was used in
a fashion short by 20th-Fox several
months ago, after his discovery in
stock during the summer, was inked
to a termer by 20th yesterday (Tuesday). Planes for Coast today.
Maynard Morris, of Leland Hay-

ward, set the deal.
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PARAMOUNT,

overboard on singing within a 20N. Y.
minulc running time.
Jenney's orch and specialties' are
further reviewed under Now Acts, as
Allan Joues, Mary AJdrliii. Joliiiiii;
dcucing Rita and Ted Oehman,
icilli
(17)
Jack is the:
Crceii oTclxeslra
mixed .wii.e 'n' dance team. RemainSmith. ATutnil Bros.. i2l, Melissa
ing three acts are all so .standard
Mason; 'The Crvat VIclor Herbcn' here it looks
like old-home week,
(Pnr),
in Vaiuf.tv Dec. 6.

ABC, PARIS
PtiTi.'!,

:

rerleiccd

but they're clicko nevertheless.
Show's .standout is the ncxl-lo-

2S.

Kelly, Jack
Tliomp.ton's

'

In person as woU ;is on Ihe screen
in 'Great Victor Herbert' (Par) for a

double sock and draw, Allan Jones
and Mary Martin head one of the

|

clo.'-injj

delincalion.s.

notably

the

man

bit entailing a
eating an apple
and trying to give direction to the
World's Fair site at the same time.
Not far behind this in finc.s.sc of exe-

best stage shows ycl at this theatre
since it adopted the present pit-band
policy.
With them, in addition to cution and laugh response is Bowtwo other acts, is the Johnny Green ers' mimicry of two fcmmcs dipping
orchestra, which has come along themselves in
a Coney Island pool.
with remarkable strides in a few There's a lot of showman.ship in
years. The band played this hoiise Bowers' turn, not the least of which
in the first year of its present policy
is his brief flay, leaving the audifour years ago when not as well ence begging for more.
known and seasoned' as now. OrGwynne. the magician, and Frankchestra has been on radio mostly.
lyn D'Amore, topflight acrobat, are
Together with the Jones-Martin also farniliar faces at the Stale.
team, phis the picture and word-of- Gwynne opens and his illusions and
mouth, the house can't fail to hit tricks are neatly put over by his fine
home strongly. The whole booking stage presence. His top trick, as
attests to the flne .showmanship that usual, is the goldfish bowl routine.
exists in the operation of this thea- The
Oehman.s
him
space
and
tre, pioneer in the so-called pit band D'Amore. who's also in the novelty
policy, so well established by Bob line.
D'Amore is working with a
Weitman, managing director: Harry shapely, good-looking blonde, but in
Kalcheim and aides, that it's been the early part she's disguised as a
widely adapted since.
man and brought on all folded up
Miss Martin, making her ftrat ap- in a laundry bag. She's as neat as
pearance on the screen in 'Great the topj-mounter in the hand-to-hand
Victor Herbert,' also makes her bow balancing as she is in looks, with
as a picture-house stage perj^onality. D'Amore's difficult b.nck-bend lift
She played the .Rainbow Room after over a chair still plenty pinichy as
clicking in
the act's finale.
last year"
"lieave
It
to Me,' legit musical, while .she reShow remains within a 60-minute
cently was the victim of another running tirne and that's very fast for
musical's closing on the road, Larry a combination band-vaudeville laySchwab's 'Nice Goin,' withdrawn out. Biz opening night (Tlun-.sday)
Bfte.- its Boston tryout.
was fair.
Scho.
|

I

1

I

'

The 'My Heart Belongs

to Daddy,'

gal socks across here with the

same

number, done under somewhat

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

dif-

ferent circumstances. Her others are
'Havin' Any Fun,' 'My Prayer,' 'Care
Minneapolis, Dec. 8.
Nome' (swung) and a Victor Herbert
Clyde Snyder, 12 Minnesota Coduet with Jones.
She has a little
difficulty with the coloratura open- Eds, 7 Great Faladas, Stevens Bros.
Big Boy (4), Fetch <fr Deuuille,
ing of the 'Care. Nome' aria but that
i2).
Wallv Vernon
Co.
Jack
is of relatively minor importance
since it's the swing rendition that Malerich House Orch (18); 'Girl
.

.

&

from

counts.

&

Rio' (Mono).

Allen Jones (New Acts) registers
handily.
A standard on stage and Current show is under the theatre's
screen,
he's
new to presention par in quality, but still affords conhouses but obviously a draw on his siderable entertainment at the 40c
film rep.
top. Dance production numbers, utiThe close of the show offers a lizing the 12-girl line and Glyde Snyunique twist, Jones and Miss Martin der, dancing m.c, are stressed and
doing "Thine Alone' (Victor Her-, for the first time the orchestra plays
bert), starting it legit, then as Jones the house show from the pit instead
continues singing the number of on stdge. The 'nathe' headliner,
straight Miss Martin begins swinging Wally Vernon, is apparently of little
it
or no boxoffice value in this spot.
Two other acts on the show are
Jack Malerich conducts his 18Melissa Mason, comedy dancer remipiece orchestra in a showy, stirring
niscent of the Charlotte Greenwood
performance of the 'II Guaranay'
style, and the Arnaut Bros.
Miss overture.
Then he illustrates' the
Mason registers nicely in her two various
possible on the Wurnumbers, while the Arnauts thunder litzer, effects
down the stretch in their familiar
Snyder, producer also, employs a
routine.
They are doing the same
circus
idea
at the outset. In a bigact they, or others of the family,
setting,
top
the
12 girls trot out as
did 30 years ago, including the violin
acrobatics opening and the love-bird prancing ponies while he cracks the
sequence closing. The Variety files whip as ringmaster. There are indiof Aug. 13, 1910, show they were first vidual solo bits by the choristers.
caught as a new act under the bill- This paves the way for two more ciring of Arnaud Bros., then making cus acts. The first is the Seven Great
their first appearance in America. Faladas, six men and a woman, who
The notice indicated that the catapult each other around via tee
Arnauds did acrobatic work, includ- terboard, and perform some thrilling
ing tumbling, while playing musical and difficult balancing. They work
instruments, and also a whistling bit. fast and efficiently, finishing sensa
Comment concerning latter, which no tionally with one completely-blinded
doubt developed into the clickful member propelled from the teeter'
love-bird flirtation, was that it could board to the high perch created by
be cut. Arnauts at that time dressed tour of the men atop each other's
as clowns, while now they wear tails shoulders.
Another act with a circus tinge is
for the opening violining, doing the
bird thing in feathery costumes to that of Big Bov, trained bear, with
There's mild
suit.
The turn they now do is sub- the Stevens Bros.
stantially the same, although about amusement created by three stooges
10 years ago they changed the act and the trainer who wrestle with the
somewhat adding their sister Nellie animal, but the fun seems forced
and putting her in a bird-cage for and the offering too slow and long.
'Inviting kiddies from the audience
production buildup.
Green's orchestra, in. itself a good for a ride on the bear's back may be
show band, cracks through power- all right for the youngsters, but adult
fully when artists are not out in customers find little enjoyment in
front of it The band numbers 17, this.
larger than most featuring vocalist
The Co-Eds, In flimsy dresses.
Jack Smith, who figures in 'I Didn't plea.se with a semi-ballet number,
Know What Time It Was." He has and then Snyder, as an old broadway
a .<;oft-toned but pleasing voice.
and 42d street dance-.shoe cobbler,
Emphasizing the brass a little at reminisce.s about famous dancers.
times. Green's orchestra is notable for This gives individual choristers a
its
lilting swing and painstaking chance for impressions of such notaorchestrations. There is fine coordi- bles ss the Dolly Sisters, Eleanor
nation among the various sections, Powell, Gilda Gray and Ann Penone of which includes four violins. nington.
It's moderately
effective,
medley of Green's own coinposi- with the girls performing on a raised
tions, with the maestro at the piano, backstage behind a scrim, but could
including, of course, his 'Body and be improved by the elimination of
Soul, is standout.
For a jam ses- most of Snyder's explanatory patter.
5i(5n. with eight of the orchmen,
the
Fetch and Deauville are a man and
oldtime 'Sheik of Araby' is included. woman who
do well at tapping and
ChoT.
acrobatics.
Their cartwheels, somersaults and handsprings are difficult
and well executed, but" the act lacks
N. Y. the showmanly touches and direction

A

.

LOEWS STATE,

Allhmiyh lacking the variety and

Cookie Bowers and his funny

character

j

;

!

;

among

items

all-around caliber of the opening
.show, this .second
offering ot
the sca.son has some brightness in a
spolly program.

ABC

'Oh, Johnny' is used by Mi.ss Knapp
as a come-on for the Foster girl.s, this
time in.high hats and tails for a routine that is suitable but not to be

remembered.
Production number Charles Bulterworth with Jiid); Sltirr
serves as backgrounding for Uarri.s and Eddie Kane, Five Ma.wUus, Don
and Shore, who.se ballroom and Rice; 'Ruler of the Seas' (Pari.
adagio burlesquing Is rather effecMiss Shore contributes all of

With spot's regular line not due
back from six-week vacation until
next week, this one is straiglu v;ui(le
tied together by an m.c. and stooges.

tive.

the act's comedy.
'Voung colored

Highlight is hcftily ballicd pcisdnjii
of Charles Butlerworth, whose act
with vocalist Judy Starr and .stmighi.
is a miniature revue in itself, but not slrong cnDugh
to force the Five Maxcllos out ol Ihe
wind-up spot traditionally reserved
for the acrobats.

man Eddie Kane

'

foreign talent. Po.ssibly thi.s is going
to be one of the chief characteristics
French music-hnll entertainment
during the war, and may go a long

way towards developing more home
talent

Jack Wilson.

Biiti.sh

.some bi-lin,^ual singing

warbler, docs

and

is

so-so.

hit 'We're Going" to Hang Our
V/ashing on the Siegfried Line' is
in two languages and, as is to
be expected, garners a harvest of
applause.

The

stretches all the

way

Exemplifying

acro.ss the large

his

'

Pittsbiiroh. Due.
Ji»i.»!/
'--

O'Connell,
mWI.

Joc

*

House

Orch;

Max Adkins

'Disputed

Harris & Sylvia Shore,
Stumpy. Allen & Kent. Du
Margie Knapp. Cue Foster Girls,
Paul Ash House Orch.; 'Barricade'
(20th). reviewed in current issue of

Val.

Variety.

Fanchon & Marco has been putting
on the cautiously-budgeted shows for
a long time here and they seldom
vary from a set production routine.
Thi.s week's contribution is no exception, and while it pas.ses muster
for the Roxy trade, it is without any
particular punch. Settings are standard, while there's one that's too
springtime to be accepted at the moment, one with a cottage plus the
girls

in

tumes.

their airy, Easter-like cos-

and

havin.;;

'ecild

j-

carrying J'''P
hod.s.

'"'-'

''I'''''

slag,;;er-

,-

.

other in elevators and, Anally, one
'worker' getting beaned by load ot
cement bags. Latter brings on trainer,
who leads canines through ambu-

Pu.ssnnc'

'

(Pnr).

•

I

I

ROXY,

r

Eberle. Bclt„
Eberle,
Bcltw Bn/eell^""'
Bruce.-

I

&

lo

8.

i

Boh
Bob

•

Worman

ma-in-law

Dorsey
(15i. HeU
Helen
y Orch "(IS
..
^''T'

Jnne McKenna.

presence as yet however, due to inexperience. She does five numbers,
..
Jimmy T>
Dorsey s crew has been
with 'J'Attendrai' ('I'll Wait'). 'Serenade Sans Expoir' ('lIopele.«s Ser- steadily on the rise during the last
enade'), and "Les Ro.ses de Mantille' couple of seasons, recent replace
('The Roses of Mantilla') the best ments are working out handsomely
heard around here in many moons. and Dorsey himself is learning that
They're the rage all over the coun- it takes more than musical wizardry
to establish a name batoneer.
try.
He's
Crowding Miss Kelty for top relaxing more than ever before and
honors is the old trouper. Franconay, generally ingratiating him.self with
who sings and mimic.sv.French stage the jive public.
In the past he's been recognized
notables excellently.
She not only
impersonates Elvire Popcsco, Lys merely as a sax artist with a good
Gauty,
Mistinguett,
Raimu
and band; now he stands a real chance of
into a definite per.sonalothers but puts the act to bed with developing
_r^,
"
•
the
an imitation of Maurice Chevalier ity, Even
orch s ab.sorbing .some
of his new unbending, and lea(jcr
mimicing a Russian singer.
Thompson and his dogs. Bill and and his men seem to have something
in
common
instead of just an emArno, wind up the program on a
dull, it patriotic, tone.
'The animals ploye-employer relationship
It's essentially a swing outfit but
are handsome but fall below th«
average intelligence of stage canines. Dorsey's smart enough to keep his
Asked to imitate Chamberlain and arrangements sufficiently modified
Hitler, one picks up an umbrella so that it doesn't take a Sigmund
and others sits up and snarls. With Spaeth to isolate the melody. With
such an atmosphere created, the or- five saxes, his own included, three
chestra plays some patriotic airs and trombones, three trumpets, guitar,
all go home generally pleased.
piano, bass and drums emphasis is
The first half of the program isn't naturally on the brass but that topup to the satisfactory second-half heavy section never gels out of hand.
standard. Crockett leads off with a Unit carries a crack drummer in
juggling act and goes over the quota Buddy Schutz. and that's important
of misses allowed professional.s. Billy these days in the modern dance
Say follows with dance imitations of idiom. "Two other assets are vocaFred Astaire, Eleanor Powell and lists Helen O'Connell, .sex-appealing
with
bettcr-than-averagc
other Americans.
There is no re- blonde
proaching her taps but her act is pipes, and Bob Eberle, a good-lookbadly presented. She sounds timid ing lad who knows what to do with
and amateurish, but this should be a pop ballad, and does plenty.
remedied in time.
Opening sends band right into the
Jane Stick, vet hot-spot songster, middle of a hot version ot 'Shine on
shows little voice but plenty ot put- Harvest Moon,' and it follows with a
over in a number of racy airs a'bout crack novelty in 'John Silver.' Mi.ssi
boulevard girls. Romeo Carles sings O'Connell then gives "em ''You Be
and shouts plenty of witticisms in a long to Me,' 'My Mother Told Me,'
raucous voice, and they catch on. backgrounded by vocal obligato from
Stello. Montmartre singer of another stand; 'All of Me' (her
best) and
era, sings about drinking and eating 'Especially for You.' Her
exit brings
to win a lukewarm reception. Nadia down one of Dorsey's
trumpeters
Dauty closes the first half, singing with some blazing tones on somemuch the same songs she has been thing called 'Shoot the Matzos to
doing for a long time. Audience likes Me, Pete Boy' and a lot
of tooting
them, however, as she puts them fireworks on a solo of
'Honeysuckle
over in her Opera Comique-trained Ro.se.' Unbilled,
he's a young whiz
voice, which is weakened, however, with
a horn.
by too much tremolo.
Ratio.
Next spot reserved for Betty
Bruce, dancing star last season of
Broadway's 'Boys from Syracuse.'
N. Y.
Gal has plenty on the bail, style,
ability
and
an
exotic
appear-

Slump

.swin.::

.shoulder and tongue'
Acts get under way with Gautier's
Bricklayers, revitalized dog revue
with complex, full-stage .set' ot Iwostory building under constnielion.

STANLEY, PITT

'

Heading the program is Rina
Kclty, French radio singer. .She h.ns
as fine a voice as has been turned
in .some time as far as the
lighter sliifT goes.
A repijrtory of
topnotch, catchy tunes also .sets her
high with the house. She lacks sta.ge

house's

elaborate overtures.
l)f;;un
rostrum.
Singing of 'America' by more
recent installation of shining
Miss Knapp leads the girls into a with
number to the patriotic sti'ains in pit, show begins with pop medUy
which they maneuver them.selves featuring a liouse fiddler and nut
around on top of balls, red, white and votal of 'Scatterbrain' by a trumpeter.
Don Rice bounces out in tux
blue. Line does, admirably, but having the girls on top of the rolling to begin m.c.ing with cracks .'iboiit
spheres is getting prett.v olH stuff 'the picture I made in Hollywood for
the F.B.I.' and going to dinner wiih
around here.
Chnr.

done

out here

13,

Washington, Dor. 8.
Gautier's Bricklayers, Olinc While

boys. Stump and
Stumpy, go in for a lot of clowning.
Act does have some fairly amusing
The show's chief fault is too much moments, notably the Donald Duck
impression
and
some
of their hoofing.
singing, with .seven out of 11 acts
turned over to songstcr.s. Some are Shorter of the two lads appears to
good, others very good and some have more on the ball.
An over-stres.sed flag-waving finpoor.
With one exception, the four
ish is the closing scene, in which the
remaining vaude acts fall down.
It's mostly a French .show,
with routine of the Foster line is topped
only two of the 11 acts including by an. unfurled flag upstage that

of

December

EARLE, WASH.

his

tricks.

Nov.

Wilson, Frnncoiiuy,
Crockett,
Doff."!.
Bill]/ Suy, June Stick, StcUo, Nudia
Duuly.

Rinn

rWcdiiesdtty,

holds are unique

and weeping-widow

i.ince

ga-.;.

Fla.>:h

finish has dogs leaping from window
lo swinging platform, then to second
platform, followed by another leap
It getv pasp.<:,
to opposite window.
laughs and sock applau.se.
Rice is then out for more incidental patter and introduction of
Olive White. Pleasant brunet in d.nrk
blue ruffled gown, sings and ;;uilars
effectively through 'South Anierir;m
Way,' warbles 'When Mi.sehn Ptn.vs
his Violin' and fiddles 'Play CJvp.^v
Play,' finishing strong with vocal <if
'It's the Rhythm In Me'
Rice then
takes it for .so-.so gagging with
stooges scattered through the .nidience and turns show over to Butlerworth, brought on as "that fanious

Butlcrwdi th
.speaker.'
smart binles<iuc
into
beginning with 'fellow Roand gets howls with every
repetition of 'real peppy fellows' and
'fellows
with both feet on
the
ground.'
Eddie Kane, dolled up a.s
super - Hollywood
writer,
script
strides on for amusing herc's-lhe-

after-(iinner
goes right

speech,

tarians,'

script-for-your-act
busine.'-s.
Left
alone again, Butterworlh piek.s up
phone, asks 'Is there a convention in
town?', thus gets Judy Starr and invites her on. Cute jitterbug warbler
wa.stes time tearing up $20 bill wilh
Butlerworth, but wows 'cm with
'Apple for the Teacher,' with Bnlterworth simultaneously doing pantomime of artist .sketching her. Pair
"^^^^ together lo r( jk
Pnoney film mags, 'which drag.'^ but
"

*

^"1'

il"?*^;.

^"'^^

'"^^

smash hand.
Rice

Trying

follows
to

make

with his speei.-illy,
audience Iweel like

the birdies and getting a squirt in the

eye via prop telephone

when he

asks

for 'Spitalny' falls pretty flat, but his
whirlwind imitations a la 'We the
People* of Ned Sparks. Al Smith.
Landon, F.D.R., Mussolini, Hitler and
Chamberlain sock. Five Maxellos,

three youngish guys and two .surprisingly attractive gals, appear in

trim grey pants and waistcoaU for
smart risley workout, lop stunt finding two flipping together from feetto-feet joined by third and trio flipping to floor.
Rice, after comic
session
with Maxellos. does neat
ance, and brings the mob sharply to
thank-you speech lb strong aoplause
attention
with
her
ballet-edged
Cruiii.
tapping. It's strictly high-cla.s.s, may- as curtain closes.
be a bit too- high-class for the usual
deluxe film house presentation, and
she might drop something a bit more
commonplace into the middle of her
smarter stuff. For cafe society and
Bob Crosby's Orch with Bobliv
Broadway, it's great as is, but she's
taking chances with the unruly type Haggart, Jess Stacy, Ray Beaiutiie,
of audiences that seem lo inhabit the Eddie Miller, The Bobcats. Nappy
deluxers in the afternoons these Lamare, Kitty Lane: Frances FuyeRai/mond Wilbert, Marion Belelt &
days.
'Cherokee' is a bit of a letdown for English Bros.; 'Stunt Pilot' (Mono).
Dorsey,, and show's sole soft .spot; he
should ;go right into Schut/.'s sock
Though Bob Crosby's orch and asdrum specially after Mi.ss Bruce. .sorled specialists are the marquee
Drummer cleans up and so does lure here this week, it remains for
Eberle, who follows with first-rale one of the lesser acts lo garner the
'South of Border,' 'My Prayer' and major laurels. Frances Faye, hefty,
'Night and Day.'
Dorsey gets an bouncing and plenty jivei'oo. is the
Inning next with his neat sax play- outstanciing sock on this generally
ing on 'Flight of Bumblebee,' which neat program, a nifty mixture ot
he's presenting showily nowadays, variety, outstanding band arrangewith a baby spot from the fools ments and comedy.
throwing his shadow on the backBand still remains one of the

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

Acts include Norman Harris and
Sylvia Shore, who have danced at the
needed to make it click strongly.
swank Rainbow Room, Rockefeller
Vernon, more recently from pic- Center; Stump and
Gwi/nne, Rita and Ed Oehman,
Stumpy, doubling
tures, clowns, dances and .spills some in here from
the nearby Cotton ClubFranklyn D'Amore, Cookie Bowers
gags and storie.s. He cleans up the
Jiicjc Jenney's Orch with
Meredith story of an 81-year-old man who Allen and Kent, with papa and'
mamma, an oldtime vau(Je turn, and wall. It's Joe and Jane McKenna
Blake, Frank Bond, Ga Iherine
West- married a 17-year-old girl and, upon Du
Val, sleight-of-hand artist. Mar- next-to-closing, and niche is a pushgeld, The Tune Twisters (3),
Rubi; being awakened after the pill treatgie Knapp, singer, is used for pro- over for standard boy-girl knockZwcTling's House Orch; 'At the Cirment asked if it was time to go to duction numbers.
about dancing team.
cus' (M-G).
Everything
.school.
The yarn's still out of place
The Gae Foster line opens to pro- they do is surefire, from Joe's drunk
in a theatre catering to family trade vide
atmosphere and backing for the routine to his hoke adagio wilh sisJack Jenney, his trombone and his
such as this.
Vernon's
nonchalant Allen and Kent act Youthful team ter Jane, so surefire, in fact that it's
orchestra, but with very little develdancing is fair enough, and his bur- figures in modern
opment as a stage personality, is the le.sque
buck and other a shame male 'half of team has to
of a strin-tease artist a nifty. types of dancing,
lail-end support of this variety show
while the folks strike up even an occasional acHis 70-ycar-old dad, remarkably contrast with
Latter is a reprise of a frequent foroldtime styles in the quaintance wilh an off-eolor anecal.-in
is brought on for some
hardshoe line, all winding up big- dote. He emphatically doesn't need
mula at the State when the band is apile.
niffy hoofing.
appling. A satisfactory audience act
not of name calibre, i. e., a four-act
For a finale, Snvder introduces his that's typically
layout played by Ruby Zwcrling's
vaudeville.
For finl.sh, band does a sizzling ardancing gals in abbreviated attire for
Du Val follows with his silk han- rangement of 'I've
sterling pit crew, with the booked-in
Got Rhythm,'
a lively militarv marching number to
kies and other implements of the Dorsey taking
band as the closing fla.sh. It's usually the .strains
the lead
of 'I Love a Parade.'
legerdemaih trade, going, ever okay. plenty with it Overtureand doing
an entertaining idea and doesn't miss
by Max
Busine.ss light iii the opening Fri- Using
hi.s fist as n pipe and getting Adkins'
this time, though Jenney
.„
hou.se crew polishes
end is way day matinee.
pu.isnes off
on the
Rees
smoke into a gla.ss which an as.si.stnnt bill. Biz at opening fine
Cohen,
'

''s

.smartest sweet-swing oulflts in

the

fronted by the unassuming
Crosby, who at times is completely
shrouded by the splendid musiciiuibiz,

ship of his bandsmen, collectively, as
soloists, or in groups. There are, lor
instance, the Bobcats, assorted instrumentalists, who're in one number, and the quartet of Eddie Miller,
sax; Jess Stacy, piano; Ray Bcaudiie,

drums, and Bob Haggart ba.s.s,
whp're on for a spell after being in-'
troed by the rilacstro as Paul Whileman's selections for his all-Ameriean
band.
His new vocalist is Kitty
Lane, neat to look at but .sli.v on
vocal ability, a factor that's partieu-

(Continued on page
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FILM B OOKING CHART

ANTI-SMOKING
BILL SIGNED

.

WEEK

OF
RELEASE

A

forbidding smokins in

bill

New
lO/G/39

theatres, excepting under
conditions; was signed last
by Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,

York City

week

amendment
suggesting
an
which would enable smaller houses
enjoy the same smoking privias it now
Under
measure
Irges.
the
stands, smaller theatres with no second or balcony floors cannot permit 10/13/39

after

1o

patrons to smoke.
Bill allows theatres having boxes,
mezzanines and balconies to permit

smoking after certain flre-retarding
work is taken care of on the raised
floors.
At it now stands, there is
no provision for theatres with all
seals on the orchestra level.
LaGuardia's suggested amendment
which he asked be adopted would
give the flre commissioner authority
to approve a section of the main
floor for .smoking if all the necessary
profeclion

fire

provided.

is

i n /nn /on
>^»/^/^<>

'

•

I

in
707 /og
-^w/isr/oa
,

Cal. Tax Idea
Sacramento, Dec. 12.
New 3% admission tax on amusements is being -mulled by the state
finance department in an effort to

the state out of the red.
To date Gov. Olson has not appioved the idea.
gt-t

11/3/39

and 52 had

slight dele-

11/10/39

receiving their seals.
1.5%, is appreciably
lower then the average set up by
previous boards.
Among the films that recently received okays, while being banned
elsewhere, were: 'Hitler Beast of
Berlin' and the French-made picture,

—

•Harvest.'

11/17/39

Three new

inspectors were apthe board by Governor
James last week. They were: Mrs.
Marian Austin, Corry, Pa.; Edith
Sturgis, Philadelphia, and Myrtle
Applebaugh, Easton.

OK

12/H
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25
11/11
10/18
11/22

10/25
12/6
11/1
11/22
10/18
10/18
10/25
9/13
11/1
10/25
11/1

11/8

12/6
11/1
11/18
11/22

rejects,

pointed

9/20
0/29
10/18
9/6
11/8
10/4
9/13
10/18

10/11
11/22
12/13
10/11

12.

T^he new Pennsylvania Board of
Censors has. only rejected four feature films of the 271 reviewed in the
past six months, a report by the
board showed last week. Of those
okayed, 215 were passed without any

The

11/8
12/6
11/1
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
10/4
11/15
11/15

to'

9/20
11/22
11/15
10/18
11/1
11/1

'Nail Spy' in So. Africa

Cape Town, Oct

TITLE

20.

'Confessions of a Na2i Spy' is now
okay for South Africa.
South African government has issued permission to African Con-

11/24/39

11/22

I

I

i

solidated Theatres to screen 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy' (WB) here.

Change over from the banning by
the Censor Board is due to Sonth 12/1/39
Africa now being at war with Germany. Public opinion was against
the banning.
Pic started showing

WHAT A

LIFE

11/8
11/22
11/15
11/29
11/15

C

(Par)

CRASHING THRU (Mono)
THE KANSAS TERRORS (Rep)

12/6

1

|

Empire, Johannesburg, Oct.
17, with the theatre packed to capacity. Film got a big ovation. Advance booking phenomenal.
the

-

12/6
11/29
12/13
11/22
10/25
11/29

Reelect

Same

WB

Board

12/6/39

11/15

i

12/13

At a meeting of preferred stockholders of Warner Bros. Monday
(11) in Wilmington, Del., where all
euch meetings are held, H. M. War-

12/13

Jack Warner, Albert Warner,
Joseph Bcrnhard, Waddill Catch
ings and Robert W. Perkins were
ner,

12/6

12 /1.'5 39

reelected to the board.
A mcciing will be held shortly in
New York for the purpose of electing officers for the coming year.

12/13

,

.

11/22
12/13
11/22

Stewarts East and We«t
Hollywood, Dec, 12.
12/22/39
Stewart Stewart, for seven years
with the Harry Edington-Frank Vincent agency here, is, leaving to join

C
C

(ZOIh)

\V

M
C
I)

D
n
RU
D
D
C
CD
C

W

CD
W
D
C

W
CIV

M

M

GUY

WRONG

<2«th)

(U)

WE ARE NOT ALONE

(WB)

12/13

:

his

sister,
field,'

(18).

Rosalie,

who

in

is

switch effective

the

Monday

The firm from that date on

11/22

known

as the Stewart agency.
Miss Stewart, eldest of the three .sisters in the family, was formerly with
HKO. out here.
Lee Stewart, another brother, recently set up his own agency in N.
Y. and represents Rosalie on that
end.
will be

i

.„ „l*/*i'/»9
11/29

.

12/6

MANHriNG'S

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Bruce Manning inked a double
contract with Universal as producer

1/5/40

writer.

Currently he
screenplay for
the same lot

Is

writing an untitled

Deanna

Durbiii

NIGHT OF NIGHTS

(Par)

RENO (RKO)
CITY IN DARKNESS (2«Ui)
INSP. HORNLEIGH ON HOLIDAY
LAUGH IT OFF (U)
RETURN OF DR. X (WB)
FUGITIVE AT LARGE (Col)
TAMING OF THE WEST (Col)
HENRY GOF.S ARIZONA (M-G)
LUCKY TEXAN (Mono)
THE LLANO KID (Par)
TWO THOROUGHBREDS (RKO)
BARRICADE (::o;^>
MAN FROM MONTREAL (U)

on
|
'

S(cwart-J. Arthur-C'. Rainn
Marx Bros.-K. Itaker-F. Rlrc

D

who worked on
screenplay, are

M. Brown-n. Il»ker-F. Knight
R. Reagan-M. Stevenson

y.t

Productions for $20,000 balance assertedly due on purchase of her
novel.
Aliened that Small bought
the yarn for $25,000 and so far paid
only $5,000.

Brown-M. Carlisle
V. Weidler-G. Reynolds-R.
C. Bickford-B. Macl^aiie
J. E.

Bennet(-A. Men jou-W^ Gargan
"
H. Herberl-B. Snndy-F. f ire
Cagney-H. Bogart-P. Lane
Weaver Bros.-R. Rogers'

M
C

Blondell-M. Douglait
L. Ayres-L. Barryniore-L.

D
W
CD
CD
D
D
CD
CD
W
D
W
CD

Tex

J.

W

M

EMERGENCY SQUAD (Par)
LEGION OF LAWLESS (KO)
SWANEE RIVER (201b)
FRAMED (U)
A CHILD IS BORN (WB)

CD

W
.

c

RD

W

RD
C
RD

What Is Wrong With the Picwhich was leliu iied with a notation that it was not wortli while.

82
CO
72
72

ity

!IK

tures,

103
84
61

lOG
JOl
58
$)6
•12
(;:<

63
G4

62

80
83

Day

83
511

71

78
112
69

Downs-C. Moore
60

66

Kibbcc

Dunn-A. Mowbray

6»

Lydon-J. Kerrigan

.'Vbadie chiUKP-"!

7«

Wyman-D, Foran

filed a

scenario,

Deny Par Examination
Application by H;ie Na.solT, minorstockholder of Paramount PicInc.,

to

examine

Adolph

Zukor, Stanton Griffis, Duncan G.
Harris, Barney Balnban, Harvey D.
Gibson, Percy H. Johnston and John
E. Otlcrson, before trial, was denied
completely Saturday i9) by N. Y.
supreme court Ju.sllce William T.
The plaintiff is seeking
Collins.
$20,000,000 dama.ue.s, claiming waste

and mismanagement.
In denying the application Justice
Collins declared, 'Tlie items are too
prolix and manifold.
The person.s
sought to be examined are loo numerous, the subject matter too embracing, the books and reports ."sought
to be in.spccted constitute all the
book's and records of the corpora'

lion.
To grant this examination
would not be in con.sonance with justice.
Motion denied in all respect.':,
withoul prejudice to renewal, on

papers

in

conformity to the

pvactice.<!

and principals of examinations before

trial.'

Over 90 questions had been

listed,

with the subject matter dealing with
the years 1935 to date during which
period it is claimed Paramount lost
$8,000,000 for its stockholders.
$74,046 Legal Bill
action
for
$T4,04G

against

Inc., Metro Pictures Corp.,
Metro Distributing Corp., and Culver Export Co: was revealed Thursday (7) in N. Y. supreme court,
when Justice John E. McGcchan set
the suit for trial. Plaintiff is Walter
H. Pollak. an attorney, who seek.s

Loew's,

payment

J. Allen, Jr.-J.

Cagney-V. Dale
G. Aatry-S. Rurnet(c-J. Storey

59

entered a general denial, and claim
to have paid Pollak $il,7.')7 in full
payment of all owed to him.

S. Erwin-M. Wenvcr-P. Knowlea
P. Fos(er-I. Hervev
M. Novara-L. Atw'ill-C. Nagel

C9
64

F.

Lawton-H. Sinclair-A.

for

.services

ren-

.subsidiaries

have

alleged

dered,

W. Pldgeon-R. Johnson-II. Hull
'

he

57

J.

D

RD

ture,'

Alice Fayc-W. Baxter- A. Trraeher
R. Arlen-A. Devine

M

D

~

last yc.-ir.

•Find

64
58

Holt-P. Ellis
Bill Elliott
F. Morgan-V. Weldler-G.

J.

in

.studio's

6:<

H. Bogarl-J. Litcl-R. Lane

T. Guizar-A.

'Heroes
the

in

director, yucd by
n;;ents.
for $5,000

61
Kl

John Wayne

D

yarn,

hi.s

pir;itcd
T..udwi,!;,

Berg-Allcnbei);,
comnlis.-ions allogodly due on a $50,000 studio contract.
Par Sued Over Idea
Suit for $25,000 was filed here
against Paramount by A. C. Abadie,
who claim.s his irtc;i of audience participation was pii-.itcd by the studio
in its short, 'Find Whafs Wrong,'

An

D

W
n
w

6.1

J.

C-"

MIT

57

C. Rcynolds-.T. King
71
I. Newill-L. Staniey-D. O'Brien
R. LIvlngston-R. lIa((on-D. Renaldo 57
P. O'Brlen-O. Bradna-R, Young
85
R. Dlx-G. Palrlck-A. Louise
73
S. Toler-L. Bari-R. Clarke
72
G. Harker- A. Sim-L. Tra vers
96

W
Cn
W
W

MU

C7
111

A. Solhern-W. Gargan-L. Stone
C. Grant- R. Russell-R. Bellamy

M
M
C
M
M

RD
CD

6<J

Lowe

K. Kyser-A. Menjou-E. E. Horton
T. Powcr-L. Darnell- W. William
V. McLaglen-J. Cooper
P. Mnnl-J. Bryan- F. Robson

was

Edward

Bitter

F.Baintcr-F. Craven-E.

alleges

Hell,'

'Bl.nckmnil.'

k:<

J.

MU

M

who

6,%

Cast
D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. Lock wood
B. Ra4hbone-B. Karioff
J. Gleason-L. Gleason-T. Rvan
J. Hersholt-D. Lovetl-P. Lee
J. Prouty-S. Byington-K. Howell
Dead End Kids-J. Litcl

C

D
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
RD

Metro is named in n $•10,000 d.\>nage action instituted by Don Mikie

H!)

No

'

RAFFLES (UA)
TWO-FISTED RANGERS (Cbl)
THE EARL OF CHICAGO (M-G)

Wyman

M. Loy-W. Powell-C. A. Smith
W.Lawson-S. Hale

C

W
D
M

Payne- J.

Edward Small

Kl

xu

P. Singlelon-A. Lake-L. Sims
C. Slarre(t-L. Gray-D. Cnrlis
G. Garbo-M. Douglas-I. Claire
Jack Randall
J. Newlll-S. Blane
S. Laurel-O. IlarOy-J. Parker
George O'Brien
J. Rogers-R. Walburn-M. Rambeaii
B. Arlcn- A. Nngel-A. Dcvine
B. Halop-H. Hall-M. Carlisle

the adaptation and
siiin.i;

«4

lOK

I>

JUDGE HARDV AM* ,VON (M-G)
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS (Par)
MONEY TO BURN (Rep)
MARRIED AND IN LOVE (RKO)
HAPPENS AT NIGHT (241th)
CHARLIE McCarthy, detectivf (U)
FOUR WIVES <WB)
SEND ANOTHER COFFIN (UA)
BALALAIKA <M-G)
GREAT VICTOR HERBE^TT (Par)
WOMAN WHO DARED (Sep)
DAYS OF JESSE JAMES (Rep)
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME (RKO)
LEGION OF LAWLESS (RKO)
CISCO KID AND LADY (20th)
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (It)

.

ei

6S
77

J.

D

(Col)

Owen

J.

M

SOUTH Or^ '>HE ri«>'^OKK IVr.v)
THE HONEYMOON'S OVER (2«(h)
MISSING EVIDENCE (U)
THE MAD EMPRESS (WB)

courts.
Erikii Mann, who .-iiithored 'School
for Barbarians,' :in(l four writers

5K

D
D

W
RD

20th-Fox, producer.
Suit involves
10<;o of $199,541, which Brown will
earn under n four-year contract
negotiated by the a.?cncy.
Case goes to trial in superior court
as soon as a dnle can be set.
Picture people :ire involved in
three kuits on niu in downtown

ftr>

J.
J.

M

PRIVATE DETECTIVK (WE)
NICK CARTER. flE ECTIVE (M-G)
FOUR JUST MEN (Mono)
WESTBOUND STAGE (Mono)
ALL WOMEN HAVE SECRETS (Par)

12.

Myron Selznick turned down an
Oder of $5,850 to settle his $49,954
agency suit against Harry Joe Brown,

Ilcnry-J. Barrct(-W. Collier, Sr.
G. Ficlds-S. Howard
Withers-Rllz Bros.

W.

RD

(2»lh)

126

J.

B. Taylor-G. Garson-L. Ayers
D. Parcell- U. Hayes
B. Hope-PauIcKe Goddard- J. Bral
E. Ellis-A. Louise-R. Baldwin
J. Wayne-C. Trevor-C. .Sanders
C. Celbert-H. Fonda-E. M. Oliver
D. Darbin-R. Stack
D. Nolan-C. Blckford- J. Litcl
B. Dayls-E..FIynn

M

INVISIBLE STRIPES (WB)

DOUBLE

.

and

A C.\LL ON THE PRESIDENT (M-G)
CAFE HOSTESS (Col)
GENTLEMAN FROM ARIZONA (Mono)
YUKON FLIGHT (Mono)
COWBOYS FROM TEXAS (Rep)

»!»

Zorlna-E. Albert

J.

RD

•16

70
-»0
»i

C

D
D

(RKO)

67

Garland-M. Rooney-G. KIbbee

C. Laufhton-M. O'Hara
E. Ellis- V. Vale-W. Gargan
A. Fayc-D- Amechc-Si Ei win

D

M
M
.

C. Farrcll-J. Wells
J.

R. Scotl-P. Foster-M. Lindsay

D

ALLEGHENY UPRISING (RKO)
DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK (2«th)
FIRST LOVE (U)
ONE HOUR TO LIVE (U)
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX (WB)
ANOTHER THIN MAN (M-G)
THE PHANTOM STRIKES (Mono)
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND (Mono)
RULERS OF THE SEA (Par)
TOWER OF LONDON (U)
THE COVERED TRAILER (Rep)
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN (RKO)
TOO BUSY TO WORK (2«(fa)
ON DRESS PARADE (WB)
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS (Col)
SECRET OF DR. KILDARE (M-G)
BOLL, WAGONS, ROLL (Mono)
OCR NEIGHBORS (Par)

65
6S

Ldmour-TamiroiT-Howard
K. Taylor-L. Ilaycs-R. Lane

D

CALL A MESSENGER (U)
KID NIGHTINGALE (WB)
BEMEMBERT (M-G)
HEROES IN BLUE (Mono)
CAT AND CANARY (Par)
MAIN STREET LAWYER (Rep)

58
lie

Yoone-D. Nivcn

L.

A. Lonise-D. Faran
E. Fcllows-J. McCallion

J.Trenl-M. Rcynolds-M. Slohc

CD

(Rep)

FIGHTING MEN (Mono)
THE FLYING DEUCES (RKO)
MARSHALL OF MESA CITY (RKO)
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE (20(h)
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS (U)

BIG

K. Rlchmond-A. Duff

RD
C
D

BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABY (Ccl)
STRANGER FROM TEXAS (Col)
NINOTCHKA (M-G)
OVERLAND MAIL (Mono)

DAY-TIME WIFE

D

D

PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES (20(h)
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER (11)
SMASHING MONEY RING (WB)
BEWARE SPOOKS (Col)
BAD LITTLE ANGEL (M-G)
MUTlitlY IN BIG HOUSE (Mono)
DANGER FLIGHT (Mono)
DISPUTED PASSAGE (Par)
SUED FOR LIBEL (RKO)
20,000 MEN A YEAR <20lh)
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER (UA)
LITTLE ACCIDENT (U)
THE ROARING TWENTIES (WB)

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'RE

C.t

M

AT THE CIRCUS (M-G)
TELEVISION SPY (Par)

JEEPERS CREEPERS

HZ
67

MU
MU

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE (20(h)
ON YOUR TOES (WB)
SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON (Col)

Los Angeles, Dec.
75

Ficltl

Newlll-W. Hull-M. Slone
Three MesqulteerK

L Dare-E. Ellis- V. Vale

CD
CD
CD
CD

FLIGHT TO FAME (Col)
BABES IN ARMS (M-G)
JAMAICA INN (Par)
THREE SONS (RKO)

Cooper-B.

J.
J.

C

RD

PRiDE OF BLUE GRASS (WB)

HIS GIRL FRIDAY

1

same

SETTLEMENT

R.T.

U

W

EVERXTRING'S ON ICE (RKO)
THE ESCAPE (30th)
ETERNALLY YOURS (UA)
HERO FOR A DAY (U)

;

nt

TALENT

TYPE

AND COMPANX

SHIPYARD SALLY

New

eliminations,
tions before

In

NIXES BROWN'S

_

Var.

11/1
12/6
11/22

I

Pa. Censors Liberal
Philadelphia, Dec.

lUv.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

IN N. Y.

ceitain

SELZNICK AG'CY

a cojiiplefe chart of feature r«I*o»«» of
(For infOTmntion of theatre and film exchange bookers Vafiety presents
Date of
qtinrterlu period.
alt the American distributino coiiipaiiies for the current
reuiewj os oiueii in Vahiety and tl»e runniiio time of prints are included.;
COrVHKillT. IDIK. ItV VAKIOTJf. INC. AIX KKillTS tlESKKVKI>
_ _
H. T.— Knnalns Tim
Kry to Tyixi Alibre»li«tloii»
Tar.— RMlewtd In Variety
•T !• Mclodnmia;
ItrHmit;
Mt MMrfral
Romanllx
Itrnma;
RO
Wmtern;
l>
C Conirily CH r«ni»<Iy-l»roni«: W
M

Loew's and

I.«e

Tex Rider

its

Nugent Would Rather

C. Grant-R. Russell
L. Sione-M. Rooncy-C. Parker

*8

Be Actor Than Director

Cartoon
Gleason-L. Gleason-T; Ryan
A. Marshall-B. Read-H. Vinson
S.Kenle-R. Milland-R. Cummlngs
J.

E.Bcrgen-R. Cummings
Lane-Sls(ers-G. Pagc-E. Albert
R- Terry-B. Cra.wtord-E. Arnold

60

Hollywood, Dec.
1I«

N. Eddyrl. Massey-C. Ruggles
M. Marlin-A. Jones-W. Conholiv
C. Bicktord-O. Davis, Jr.-D.

Breaker,'

84

Day

R.Rogers-G. Hayes-D. Barry
Laughton-M.
C.

O'Hara

G. O'Brien-V. Vale
C. Romero-M. Weaver-C. P. Martin
M. Dietrlch-J. Stewart-M. Auer
G. Raft-J. Bryan
D. NIvcn-O. de Ilaviland-D. DIgges
C. Starrc(t-I. Meredith

at

Paramount.

Nugent asked release from his picture commitment to appear in his
stage play, 'The Male Animal,' now
in preparation tor a Broadway opening.

96

.

R. Montgomcry-E. Arnold-R. Owen
W. Henry-L. C.ampbell-R. Denning
G. O'Brien-V. Vale
D. Amcohe-A. Leeds- A. JolNon
C.Moore-F. Albertson-R. AroiMreng
G. Fitzgerald- J. Lynn

12.

George Mar.5hall replaces Elliott
Nugent as director of the Bob HopcPaulette Goddavd picture, 'The Gho.sl

MORROS' 'PEOPLE' PIC
Stating he Ikis plans for lour additional features, Boris Morros is
near the closing tor the .:creen righl.-^
of the radio program, "We the People,'

Morros

Is

other week.

remaining

in

east

an-

VARIETY
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'THE OLD MAID'- Votf
'DUST BE

MY

DESTINY' - you JI/££D CAGNEY'S

'THE ROARING TWENTIES'-

FLYNN

in

A/S^D

'ELIZABETH and ESSEX'-

y^^r^^F^

PARADE' ('DEAD END' KIDS) - ^OU

ARE NOT ALONE'

in

'THE FIGHTING 69TH'-

Raft, Jane Bryan, William

BRENT

'INVISIBLE STRIPES' (George
in

W££D FLYNN in 'VIRGINIA CITY'

(Miriam Hopkins, Randolph Scott) -

(Garfield,

O'BRIEN,

mAttn^-Soti tV££D OBERON and BRENT

'WE SHALL MEET AGAIN'- Sou

(Geraldine

- )foifAf££D

Sou l[/££D CAGNEY,

Sou N££D

N

'DRESS

MUNI'S 'WE

(by the author of 'Mr. Chips')

'THE RETURN OF DR. X'-

\

Sou IV££D DAVIS and

Sou Af££D

'A

CHILD

IS

BORN'

Fitzgerald) - Souty££D YEARS WITHOUT DAYS'
O'Brien, Ann Sheridan) - Sot4i\f££D 'BROTHER

RAT AND A BABY'

(Priscilla Lane, Jane Bryan, Eddie
Albert,

Wayne Morris)- Sou

N££D ROBINSON in
'DR. EHRLICH'

^"w:'fXf-f,y:'m;//i

"fi",'":'f-'''-'P

C

iP'i

'>'/}, f/',,.

PICTURES

VARIETY
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imsuccessfiil attempt as a
newsreel house, and shot in new.s.shorts policy, renamed it NewsreelPalace and house has been clicking
East Liberty site will be
nicely.
called the Newsi-eel-Family.
Sliovlage of product, together with

made an

lliomas Reafigns

b

wiA Mono

as Pard

3 Exchanges: Personnel Switches

pre-holiday
Shea-Hyde Fulton,

usual

shut

lull,

.

i

llrst-run downon Sunday (10), for twostretch. Spot relights Dec. 23.
Although legit house closings right
before Xmas are expected, this is
here a film site has ever
lir.st lime
(lone it.

town

Ctal by which. Harry H. Thomas by a host of local exhibs on the ochimself with Mono- casion of the opening of his new
Woodbury, N. J.,
last week makes him a partner theatre, the Wood,
with the company in operation ot its Thursday night 17).
Pa.,
Grand, in nearby Corry,
The Allied Independent Theatre
exchanges in New York, Philadelclo.sed many year.s expected to rephia and Washington. He is imder- Owners ot Eastern Pennsylvania open within next couple of months.
and
membership
annual
its
holds
outfit
into
the
etioed to have put coin
the entire Blatt Bros., also operating Rex in
to ac<|uire his interest in the ex- election Jan. 9. Believed
same town, run it.
changes and will share in whatever present board will be reelected withPool in Kitanning, Pa., between
out any serious opposition.

gram

pcoAts they show.
Thonias, in addition, will act as
$18,000 Theatre Fire
g.m. of the branches in a supervisory
Mrlakoft, Tex., Dec. 12.
capacity, with Harry Chapman, who
lias Jong been associated with him.
The Dodd demolished by a fire,
as his assistant. There will be no whicli al.so damaged two other buildFelJoe
estimated at $18,000.
with
Damage
however,
ings.
intei-lerence,
.^er, who handles the New York ex- Fire's origin is unknown.
change territory, or any of the other
WB'» Albany Farty
personnel in the three offices, it was
Albany, N..Y., Dec. 12.
More than 300 persons, including
Original Mono franchi.se-holder in
New York and Philly. Thomas has delegations from all Albany ex'b««n associated with W. Ray Johns changes, executives of rival chains,
companies
various
exhibitors,
attended the banquet
prez,
in
t«n, Mono
and
met 1920. For a time he ran his and ball of the Warner Club in the
«-wB distribution setup. First Divi- Hendrick Hudson Hotel Saturday
sion, and more recently was con- night (9). Max Friedman, chief Warnected' with John E. Otterson in Tri- ner booker upstate, was general
Kational. Latter organization; it is chairman.
said, will be dis.<:olved shortly, although Thomas has been out ot it for

Mine months.
York, Philly and Washington
exchanges were the only ones Mono
operated itself, all the others being
The three offices
franchised out.
represent about 2.5% of Mono's business in the United States.
Johnston completed the Thomas
deal before leaving for Phoenix last
Wednesday (7) for preem of 'Gentleman from Arizona,' which- was
made in Arizona with native capital
will
handle.
and which Mono
Johnston continued to the Coast from

New

Phoenix and

remain

will

in

produc

tlen confab until about Dec. 20.

Nikitas

In Watcrvllel, N. Y.

Watervliet, N. Y., Dec. 12.
The Empire, situated near a bridge
leading to Troy, reopened under the

management

new

of

Yowachak

&

Monti-

picture business.
House, which has been refurbished.
vtas unused for several years except
-on auspices shows of Ukrainian,
Italian and other foreign films.
Watervliet, experiencing a boom
due to heavy employment at the
v. S. Arsenal, has three other theatres, Grand, in northern part of the
City, Family in center, and Strand
cup,

lit

to

the

southern sector.

Philly
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
The shuttered Nixon-Grand theati-e
in North Philly will be de
molished in the near future to make
-way for a group of stores.
group ot South Jersey distribs
flanning to build a new house in

Government

position.

Reopen AValerlown Savoy
Milwaukee, Dec. 12.
Fox-Wisconsin Amus. Corp. has Theatres, Inc.
reopened the Savoy, Watertown
Hansen claims the operators have
Wis., on a four-day-a-week basis, Edfailed to live up to' the terms ot the
ward Kuenzi manager. Circuit also lease, which include $500 monthly
operates the Classic there.
rental and graduated percentages
Philip Trianno named assistant based on receipts.
manager ot the Capitcl, Madison,
New Tower opens in Fresno Thurs
Wis., succeeding Louis Worth, re
day (14) as link in Fox-West Coast
signed.
L. Roy

chain; 900-seatcr.

downtown

after remodeling. North Hollywood
hou.se has been dark for two month.s.

Pierce, manager ot the
theatres here for Fox, has
taken over duties of late Charles
Lowenberg, who was circuit's ad
vertising manager.

Up 2 Haoseit
Lincoln, Dec. 12.
closings here this week, the
Lincoln, a J. H. Cooper spot, which
will be spruced up with new seats,
rugs and general equipment, and the
Kiva, a Nebraska Theatres, Inc.
spot which will relight, Jan. 1.
Liberty, a 1,000-seater, is giving
vaude a test this week, the Nebraska
Theatres, Inc. spot being the first
with a live show here in nearly two
years.
York, York, Neb., has reopened
after being dark a year and a half

Two

Runs half-weeks, according

to

man

ager Carl Rose,

Fox-West

Coast

reopens

Valley

Ivan Hansen signed new 12-year
lease as operator of Cairo, subsequent run hou.se.

Harry Denny moved to San Francisco to open new branch exchange
for Majestic Pictures, indie distributing outfit.

yVB RelingulslilDg One

Pittsburgh, Dec. 12.
by success ot their
newsreel theatre venture downtown,
Harris circuit is converting another
hou.se, nal>e Family in East Liberty.
Spot has been a twin-bill subsequent

Encouraged

Seitz
lease

Amus.

Co.,

when

expires Jan.
house remains WB.

1.

Warner
The other

the

Vppinc Tlvoli Winnipeg

Chaliares Acqolres t
Columbus, Dec. 12.
Theatres,
Springfield,
'

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

HRI.D

Mary

Elizabeth and Essex*'
IN PERSON
STRAND
B'wair4 47

MARTIN

GREAT

in

"THE FBIVATE LIVES OF

AL DONAHUE

OVKR

"THE

BETTE DAVIS

ERROL FLYNN

Allan

VICTOR

JONES

HERBERT'*

GREEN

A

I'aniiniiiiBt

Pirturc

and His Orch.

PARAMOUNT

TrMKn
8«)UARB

"Destry Rides Again"
with

MARLENE DIETRICH
JAMES STEWART
Hmadffay
DTVrkTT
WVOLI
AK'MSrS
at 4««h Bt.
UNITED

Dam

Oatn g:30 A.M.

acquired the
in St. Marys.

nnUn

""Cnniiti

"The Secret of Dr. Eildare"
Lew AVHKH • I.loDCl HAHKYMORK
Stills Tliurf.,
RtlMit Taylir,

DM. I4lh— '<REMEM8ER7'
firw GulM, Liw Asirti

Thomson, SAG execannounces 100%
compliance by film agents in applying for licenses under the franchise
agreement between the actors and
the Artists Managers Guild.
License No. 1 goes to M. C. Levee,
prexy of the AMG, with No. 2 issued to the Berg-AIlcnberg agency
secretary,

"BALALAIKA"
Spactacular Stag* Praduetiona

Guild and the Screen Writers Guild.
also has gone on record as
being opposed to writers signing

The

I

resolution on spec writing:
'That no member of the Radio
Writers Guild shall write ordered or
synopses, scripts or any
written material gratis. He shall be
P'""'*! "P°" delivery at least one-half
the broadcast fee set prior to 1h*
writing and mutually agreed to by
writer and purchaser and, when any
part or all of the script is broadcast,
full fee shall be paid.
Any deviation from this procedure shall ba
requested of the Guild Council by
the purchaser. Any writer who deviates irom this procedure shall be
subject to censure or di.scipline from
in.;

:

'

which negotiated the agreement with

solicited

the actors.
Others licen.<;es will be
issued as rapidly as possible in the
order in which applications were received.
Only the first two i.-ssued

!

employed
well as Cen-

in the

staff of the SAG, as
tral Casting Corp., is certain to fol-

SAG

investigation

ot

RWG

away all rights to story material.
The RWG has adopted the follow,

as a courtesy to Bert Allenberg, who
was chairman of the committee

job

Report of inquiry Is now
being prepared and Will shortly be
submitted to producers with a demand that the situation be cleaned

the Council.'

up.

Regent

and

Following reports Ihnt Central
Peace with Publirists '
might be closed or the use ot extras
Producers have announced thai all
limited by elimination of scenes call- differences with the Screen Publiing for atmosphere players, the S.\G cists Guild have been ironed out and
issued the following statement:
that working agreement will be
'Reports have been circulated In signed this week.
will reFla'
Hollywood that producers plan to ceive back pay under pact which If
close the Central Casting Bureau retroactive to Oct. 9.
Following a
and cut down or eliminate the use conference with producer committee
of extras.
composed of Joseph M. Schenck, E. J.
'Kenneth Thom.son, executive sec- Mannix and Y. Frank Freeman, tha
retary ot the Screen Actors Guild, Publicists handed out the following,
informed the Guild executive com- statement:
mittee that he had been informed by
'The Screen Publicists Guild exthe Association ot Motion Picture ecutive committee met today with a
Producers that such reports are un- committee representing the protrue and were not authorized by ducers and reached an agreement on

AMPP.

the final

Broad

'In defense ot the extras, the Guild
executive committee, makes the following statement:
Squash Closing Report
'The reports that extras' pay
checks are going to be slaughtered
have no more basis in fact than the
Scot father's story to his children on
House manager Bill Ingram is prexy Christmas Eve that Santa Claus had
of the new corporation, Ethel Ches. been
murdered. These reports have
brough Miles, circuit boss, is score
taken two forms:
tary-treasurer.
'That the producers were seriou.sly
John and Frances Robinson bought
the Bremen at .sheriff's sale, and re- considering closing down Central
modeling the 300-seater for Xmas Casting Bureau, because the extra
opening. The Robinsons operate a problem is a sore .spot: that prochain ot small Ohio houses. Grand
opening of the new 'Vinton theatre,
McArthur. likewise set for the holiday. W. C. Smith is owner of the

Owner Tom Broad

is

kare.s,

NC

400-seater.

Boucber's Pramotion
N. Y., Dec.

Glover.sville.

form of

a contract.

manager

for

Warner

'The Guild wishes to express its
gratitude to president Joseph M.
Schenck, of the Association ot Motion
Picture Producers for his important
contribution in bringing about the
agreement and for his sympathetic
understanding throughout the negotiations.'

Statement was sighed by Bill Edwards, Norman Rivkin, Jack Cooper,
Ted Taylor, Leslie Mason, Linn
Unkefer, Don King, Lou Harris, John
Woolfenden.

TNE

REMeVAL

12.

Bros.

of

tfcr

HOUSE

of

building at <J3

Minneapolis, Dec. 12.
A. J. Stern has returned from the
sales staff to his former post as
office manager here.
He replaces
Larry Kline who. again becomes a
salesman, rbplacing Bill Crystal, resigned to join Maiestic Films.
Joe LoeflFler, city salesman, will
cover the southern Minnesota district
which Stern had been handling. No

HKO

new
yet.

city

salesman has been named

The lamc

liberal

SIMPSON
West 42nd

lo its

new

Strtet

and confidential loaA tctvlcct that

have been identiAcd with

R.

Simpson and Company tincc

1837 will continue to be the basic of each transaction.

R.

th«

draft of the contract for signature.

special home
office representative for Schine Enterprises, Inc.. in the upstate territory, has been promoted to booker
and. divisional manager of the Washington, Maryland, and Delaware territory on the circuit He leaves foi"
Washington this week, where he will
be permanently stationed, fte came
to Gloversville from Baltimore last

February.
Prior to joining Schine he was v.p.
and g.m. of the Linden, Baltimore,
and previously Maryland district

Attor-

neys were instructed to prepare

Frank M. Boucher,

MIDNITE SHOWt

RADIO
em
MUSIC HALL

If

.

from the

SUrn At Old BerUi

In
Dr.
iMsl danitrtn
rfvtntur«l

Thomson Reporls
Kenneth

utive

field.
Phil Cha
president of the circuit, an
nounces remodeling both houses
prior to opening under the chain's
banner.
The Empres.s, Che-sbrough chain,
incorporated separately for $17,500.

retiring

Johnny

SI.

Air scripters have started a move
lo ban speculative writing in radio.
successful, the campaign, is certain to be extended to the film industry, because of the close working
alliance between the Radio Writers

operations.

I

Hamm

v. E.
has opened Roxy,
Electra, Tex. Besides his new hou.se
he also operates three hou.ses in
Wichita Fulls and one in Vernon.

Chakares

THERE'S

—

payoffs.
12.

chair at the Tivoli, effective with
the change.
Will be replaced at
the Uptown by E. A. Retalick.

York Theatres

j

low the

IntcrsUte's Addition
San Antonio, Dec.

Interstate Circuit opened the new
Wichita in Whichita Falls, Tex., last

Winnipeg. Dec. 12.
for years and goes into Trans-Lux
A
Frank Kershaw, ot Western Theapolicy this week for month's trial.
ennsgrove, N. J.
Just a few weeks ago, Harrises tres, Ltd., announces that effective
Ben Am.sterdam, former Chief took small-seat Palace in downtown Christmas Day the Tivoll will be
Barker ot the 'Variety Club, honored sector, which 10 years before had boosted to the top nabe ot the chain.
Leno Turoldo, manager of the class
nabe Uptown, boosted to manager's

New

'

Sandusky, O., Dec. 12.
will be numbered.
The Plaza, operated by Warners,
A general shakeup
will be taken over by the Alden

week.

PiU Newsrcelcr Clicks

T* Raze Nixon-Grand,

'

Coast House Embreilcd
Los Angeles, Dec. 12.
Suit to terminate a sublease on the
Marcal theatre was filed by Mark M.
Hansen against Galston St Sutton

Sprucing

Reopen

|

and State there, and C. F. Dcrry's
iiycec Corp., which owns Columbia,
has just been arranged. Elective
this moiith and will have Andy Gibson, associated wilh Dip.son; as bookng head and C. F. Dcrry as resident
manager of three spots.
At MG exchange, John Freinstein
has been upped from clerk to assistant booker and Tony Semplicc moves
nto his spot from advertising-poster
department. Marjorie Kintner has
joined booking oftice at 20th-Fox,
succeeding Margaret Schlareth, resigned to take

to cut dou n or
eliminate use of extras who nredcit
no 'skill or experience,' and who.<:e
usefulness was the .same as an.v migrant field workers.'
'The Association of Motion Picture
SAG leaders stale
general's office.
they are dcsirou.s ot providing all Producers has informed the Screen
the work possible for both Class A Actors Guild that neither statement
And the Screen .Actors
and Class B members, but that is true.
neither the board ot diroclors nor Guild now serves notice that its Clfl.«s
the membership desires to violate B members, the extras, are not 'the
any of the laws governing operation same as migrant field workers." To
."!o classify them is to store up
of labor organizations.
Grapes
Elimination ot stock .shoLs will re- of Wrath,
'In the statistical department ot
suit in a big saving in both tinie
and money for producers. Hereto- the Guild are more than 1,000 ela.s.<:|.
fore when a racetrack scene was flcations.of extras neccs.sary because
shot for a special prodiiction it the producers themselves recognized
could not be used in another pic- the need tor skilled and experienced
ture. Now, the.se shots will be tiled extras. Good motion pictures always
in a .special library and worked into will need extras^extras with skill
and experience.
any pictures where they will fit.
•The Screen Actors Guild is emPix Unions started taking stock
of setup when Arnold stated that barked on a long-range program lo
under certain circumstances threats increase the economic securily ot
ot labor lops to caU strikes, where the extra and to assure the producer
the iiisues were not clearly defined competent extra players. False stateor did not involve wages, hours or ments do not contribute to the soconditions,
would place them in lution of the recognized problem.'
The SAG is now drafting demands
jeopardy ot conspiracy. Rulings of
Arnold are being studied by other for 15% pay hike for extras and repix unions to ascertain what, if any, classification of all extra wage brack-,,
changes should be made in their et:.
!

who runs Lyceum

Dip.<!on,

ronUniied from pace S_

been withdrawn ducers were planning

Other SAG by-laws and rules are
being checked to a.scertain if they
conflict with ruling.s of attorney-

site,

week

re-assoeiated

Ban

Lift Stock Shots
miltee. Protest has
'since Arnold's blast.

down

SIMPSON *

133 Weal 43n<l Sircct,

CO., In*.
l^w York

Cily

'

HE GREATEST

NEW
IN

YEAR'S ATTRACTION

THE HISTORY OF
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Another Kate Smith

NBC Runs Television Ball Providing
Talent

,

Cameras, Debs and Gass
Adds Agent's

HCA-NBC has the valves tied
to make a big whoopdedoo ol
the Television Ball in New York
City this Friday (15). Clay Morgan

down

masterminding the exploitation
with the several involved NBC departments coordinated and extra
ballyhooers especially engaged. The

lather cr a mother. Last week
Art Linklctter, emcee of Roma's

the Goddard Neighborhood CenUe.
Mrs. Gordon RenLschler, related to
the National'City Bank, is the chairwoman of the ball.
NBC is handling the ball all the
licity,

class.

talent,

$4.50

the pub-,

DISC SERIAL

Waldorf-Astoria's main ballroom on
the gala occasion. Guests will not
be telecast but can see themselves on screens nearby.

TOPSDAHIME

rtily

Baker

Vocalist, Bonnie

SURVEY

Tucker

Orrin

the

According

|

to latest

C

E.

Hooper

i

i

plugs

TUX-WEARING
STUDENTS
AT NBC

P&G

Oxydol.

Agency men are mystified by the
sharp drop in contest and boxtop returns which daytime serials have
been experiencing during the past
several weeks. The top rating shows
have been maintaining a fairly satisfactory level in this respect but the
general run of daytime dramatic innings are reported as feeling the decline in mail response in a hi^ way.
With the exception of the few
leaders, the drop has ranged from
30 to

50<*o.

NBC DENIES

NBC Artists Service, is currently dean of a training course for
young men who will hereafter be
absorbed into the organization. All
of the students, 13 in number, are
employed as pages, guides or in
other capacities at NBC. On their
first day in school recently, the stu-

Goyernor of Ohio To

Kroger Prez Presiding

transcription firm as of Dec. 31.
Under the arrangement between
them Fox did the research work
on any numbers that
had
slated for recording.
library is composed exThe
clusively of compositions that are in
the public domain.

On

MiHer Tape From MBS

L&W

Taken Off NBC Line

Lifebnoy's

CBS Spot

Ironized Yea.st takes over the half

hour on CBS Tuesday nights vacated
by Lifebuoy and the Walter O'Keefe

Hookup

is

'Court'

was

Ruthrauff

61 stations.
tested

hookup emanting from

Waive Commission

&

Profit

A. H. Morton, Nellie RevelL

regional
Chi-

DUPONT 'CAVALCADE'

Chicago, Dec. 12.
Chief spieler at last week's NBC by Bill Lewis, CBS program head,
gabfest on educational radio was Dr. to'go in heavily for the building of
James Rowland Angell who dis- package shows in Hollywood,
While these programs will be cencussed general ether education situation and particularly stressed the im- tered around screen personalities, the
portance of the scheduled Dupont bookings are to be carried out in
commercial
show, 'Cavalcade
of close co-operation with the celebs'
America' as an im'portant step to* r'egular agents.
Indications have
wards the combination of sponsored been given that the network will
time with education values.
waive the splitting of commissions
At the Radio Council Conference, with such agents and instead look
the bulk of time was devoted to for its profit on the sale of the enactual demonstration ot utilizing,; tire package \f> an advertiser.
Murray Brbphy is the executive
Murn
radio in classroom work, with the
local public scnooU putting on sev- v.p. of the California subsid, while
cral demonstration periods to point Rudy Polk, another v.p., heads up
up Chi method of using radio to aid the picture department of the butear.hera in da-isrooms.
feau.
;

'

|

'

^

'

—^Take

on Entire Deal

George Rosenberg leaves the staff
of
Edington - Vincent,
Hollywood
agents, Dec. 31 to specialize in picture name representation for Columbia Management of California,
Inc., a CBS subsid. Rosenberg's entry
jj part of a general plan worked out

ANGELL POINTS TO

O'Keefe Handles Dennis;
Joan Edwards Staying On
F. C.

Whiteman.
Arrangements with O'Keefe will
not affect Dennis' contract with the
Artists Service.

weeks.

|

^

-a recorded proKyser's KoUege ol Mu-

day

In Radio
Ft.

WIRE

Sets

12.

Nine Fort Worth high schools ina. course ot study in radio

riculum.
Covers script writing,
newscastlng, sports announcing, radio
drama, radio censorship, advertising,
management and even a smattering
ot technical operation. Mary Sweet
ot the schools, G. L. Ansmus end
Elbert Holing hatching.
Station
launches a .<:eries of
weekly Saturday morning broadcast!
Jan. 13 which later will serve ai
laboratory tor the student bi oadcartcrs.
Each high school gets a Saturday in turn to put on a 30-minuie
program prepared, produced and presented by the students themselves.
Open forums, debates, quiz and
musical programs already are in
prospect Whether these student pro-

tape takeoff for the past 16 weeks.

TRANSAMERK'S STAFF

WLW

HUDDLES

EXECS

KGKO

Cincinnati, Dec. 12.

Members

of Tian.samerican's Chi-

cago and New York staffs were here
over the weekend for a biz huddle
with execs of WLW, lor which they
are sales reps. Two-day session was
toppeci off with an excursion Sun(10)
to Kentucky with Jim
Shouse, general manager, and Bob
Dunville, sales manager, of Crosley's
50,000 watter as guides.
Eight ot WLW's men were in Chicago last week. Joe Hies, educational director, and Wilfred Guenther, coordinator of television and
shortwave activities, attended the
Broadcasting
conference.
School

day

gram managers

will be allowed to
go out and get a sponsor for themselves hasn't been determined ytt
Getting one (a sponsor) might be
good practice, too.

CHARLES BOYER

-

BACK ON NBC

Jack Bell, booker of rural entertain-

ment

was at the Fair Manpowwow. John Merrifield, di-

JAN. 3

features,

agers'

rector

Charles Boyer,

who was

recently
released from service in the Fienrti
army, returns to Woodbury'.'; NBC
Wednesday program Jan. 3. His contract will keep him in the spot until

the station's

agricultural
department, handled daily broadcasts from the International Livestock Exposition.
He was assisted
ot

by Ed Mason, farm announcer, and
Morton Emmcrt and Charles Chrisham, contact men, with Bob Booth,

Boyer was scheduled to resume
November, but at the ou'.brcr.k
war he enlisted.
Lennen St Mitchell, agency on the
account, has worked out a settlement deal with Jim Ameche find

July.
last

ot

engineer, caring for the technical as-

who have filled the period since Boyer's retirement from it
last summer, and the indications are
Gale Page,

Satevepost Using Spots

that the agency will soon have anSaturday Evening Po.>;t is putting
other program for them. It not, thty
on a spot announcement test in eight
will have the .Woodbury assignment
markets. It will be nine announcenext summer.
ments a week for 13 weeks. Mag
heretofore used the spot announce-

mentioned

stretch.

in

particular

New Rep

Chicago, Dec.

rep

sections

Ben Bemie Renewed

in a current issue's arti-

The new campaign

will be naand plug the issue

Ben Bernle has been renewed ty

&

Halt-and-Halt (American Tobi.cco
DuPont
Co.) for another 13 weeks effective
plementing its 'Cavalcade of Amer- Jan. 7. It's the second 13 and bl»
Show,' which opens the NBC- second season,
fnr blue Jan. 2, with chainbrcak an•ri^'s on CBS Sunday aflcrncce*
nouncements but this idea is now with Lew Lchr, Buddy Ch.rk, Mm?
out
Small and the Bailey Si^.f*.
generally. B.B.D.

O. is the agency.
had been figuring on sup-

12.

George Hollingb(»ry company ap
exclusive
sales
Indianapolis.
Effective es of Jan. 1.

How, What
Worth. Dec.

stitute

nights.

tional in character

WIRE,

Might Be Part of Course

"Thursday nights starling the first or
in January. It may do
the same thing in behalf of some
Pennsylvania stations. The recording
job is by the Miller tape method and
the source is the live version which
clears over the NBC-red Wednes-

Second week

cle.

pointed

Trying to Get Sponsor

(Lucky Strike), to
Colonial network

'

'

i

Kay

Previous high was ment device

I

skyrocket-

in

I

Joan Edwards is remaining with
Whiteman. Her 65 weeks on Chesterfield is something of a record for
a femme singer.
Kay Thompson's 52-week

Lewis-Howe con-

listener policy.
Its .latest
C.A.B. rating is over 20. a record of
for a weekday program
its kind
that has been on the air only 10

(Corky) O'Keefe has taken pects.

over the personal management of
Clark Denni.<:, who was. formerly on
the Chesterfield show with Paul

NBC

the

The program has been
ing

WBBM,

cago.
Ironized Yeast will continue
also its 'Good Will Hour' on Mutual
Sunday nights.

to Regular Agents

in

tract.

which has been carrying the Miller
on

clause

a

The Colonial Network will get the technique at the beginning of the
spring semester in February. First
Ryan program at the same time that it's of its kind to go into the local curbeing aired over WOR, Newark,

CBS' HoOywood Package Plan

Will

denied Monday
a .<^trong
^ ^ad asked the Lewis.
(Tums),
through its
Stack-Goble, to substitute
program for 'The Pot O'
Gold.' Report also had it that the
agency had turned down such a request: on the ground that it was unThe network
fair
and baseless.
pointed out that if It wanted 'The
Pot' removed from its schedule it
would go off immediately, as this
protective angle is amply covered by
^^^^
Co.

agency,
another

Mutual will feed
gram,

sical Knowledge
Its affiliate the

Ironized Yeast Takes

UH

NBC

^.^p^^.^

Howe

L&W

Up

have own alma mater song, class
and honorary co-eds) have
included John Royal, Edgar Kobak,

j

FOX NOT
LANGLOIS-WENTWORTH

in tuxedoes.

colors

i

New York City for Dr. Charles
M. Courbin^ the conccrt organist, but
decided this was too expensive a setSERVICING
Account has neccr
this time.
at
up
been an advertiser.
Following the WB.\L test there is
markets may be
other
possibility
a
Harry Fox, agent and trustee added, but probably not over six in
within the Music Publishers Protec- all.
tive A.<^<:ociation, has advised Langlois & Wentworth that he will cease
his musical checking service for this
Kyser to Colonial

Cincinnati, Dec. 12,
showed
Same agency has picked up its opEngels favored the
WLW, Cincinnati, will receive its tion
on the Milton Berle 'Stop-Metux as being a case ol getting used Variety showmanship plaque next
If- You've Heard' show (NBC, Saturto their future uniforms, as many Tuesday (19) at a banquet in the
day
nights) for Quaker Puffed Oats,
Presentaof the boys will be talent managers. Netherlands-Plaza hotel
effective Jan. 6.
Course, which will run about six tion will be made to Powel Crosley,
months, will span all of show busi- Jr., by Gov. John W. Brinker of Ohio
ness and not be limited merely to in the presence of Senator Taft, SecClaire Trevor Deal
radio and concert. Group went en retary of State Earl Griffith, James
masse to the Metropolitan opera last Stewart and C. O. Sherill, mayor
week under Engels' guidance and and city manager respectively of
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
hung around backstage to get the Cincy, and some 200 guests.
Parliament ciggies has deal pend
operatic flavor. On a previous sesAlbert Morrill, president of Kroger Ing with Claire Trevor to head new
sion the Met's managing director, grocery chain, will be toastmaster.
radio dramatic show.
Edward Johnson, did a guest lecture
(Joe Kolling, the ballet lover, will
She'll go to Chicago after finish
and was surprised by a stunt framed make
public
appearance
In Ing her Republic picture to talk
a
by Engels, wherein Johnson's sing- tuxedo.)
terms.
ing of the tenor role in 'Girl of the
Golden We.st' was revived via a recording.
Amplified by a loudspeaker, it had Johnson asking,
•who's that?'
Personages doing a schoolinaster
routine for Engels' scholars (who
dents, by mutual agreement,

CHANGE

ing to

Missing Heirs.'
is the agency.

Present 'Variety' Plaque;

ASKING TUMS

catalog.

revue. Yeast will sponsor a probate
ring-round-rosie called 'Court of

charge of

the

up

Several days later the agency recommended to the account's board of
directors certain drastic changes in its radio economic structure. 'The board
readily accepted the recommendation. The timely action sufficed to keep the
whole account, which runs into millions annually, from being, placed in
serious jeopardy as far as that agency was concerned.

and his vocalist,
Bonnie Baker, will be tested as a
COURBOIN TOO COSTLY
Lucky
program
by
commercial
Strike, if and when a deal now be- National Brewing Takes Loral Necro
between Lord &
ing negotiated
Choir Instead
Thomas and the Music Corp. of
America is clo<;cd. The test will take
Baltimore, Dec. 12.
place over a Mutual hookup, congroup of 74 Negro singers organA
si.sting, for the sUirt. of WOR. Newized by Lelewellyn Wilson here will
ark, and WGN, Chicago, as hapsponsored over WBAL by the Nabe
pened in the ca.<:e of Kay Kyser.
Latter biews a
tional Brewing Co.
Tucker and Miss Baker were cut
fairly expensive brand of beer and
in on the "Hit Parade' from Texas
its disThe twosome has been gradually extending
last Saturday night.
scattered meLopolitan
tribution
into
garnered heaps of attention remarkets.
cently through their recording of
radio for
mulling
been
Sponsor
ha^
'Oh, Johnny, Oh Johnny,' an oldie in
some time. Recently con.sidercd go
Forster

j

in

trip.

Orrin Tucker and His

survey the top daytime serial is not
thing else'has halted for the ball,
NBC talent for the entettainment one on the networks but a tranend of the ball will include Jane jcribed show, 'Judy and Jane,' which
Froman, Fairfax the magician, Peter j^^^ ^^^^
j^e air since 1930. The
de Rose, the Hartmans, Arthur jj^^g^ .j^j. consistently underWhiting, ^^.^.jjj^j^
Murray dancers, Jack
Folger coflfee, is curGrace McDonald, Hiram Sherman, j.g„j,y
js stations in the middle
Imogene Cocoa, John Hoysradt and a west. With the Hooper survey
Frank Black orchestra.
'Judy and Jane' rates 10.8, while the
Burke Crotty, Edward Padula, top daytimer on the networks is 'Ma
Harold See and Ray Meredith will Perkins' with a rating of 10.3. Lord
be among the engineering crew with & Thomas is the agency on Folger.
plenty ol worries.
•Perkin.i:'
is
on the. NBC-red and

v.p.

WOR Test

Sidelight on the peculiarity of advertiser-agency relations was rcnected
which preceded a sudden change In the radio setup of
an important network account. The advertising agency had no inkling
that anything was amiss until at a suggestion from the sponsor end it got
together with a couple of the account's v.p.s for lunch.
During the table chatter one of the accoimt's v.p.'s remarked that the
combine's board of directors had been doing some heavy thinking about
radio and he outlined some of the courses that these thoughts had taken.
The account v. p. then suddenly switched the conversation to another subject, but not before the agency oflicials present got the full sense ot the
In recent Incident

.

the society editors and the
Has guaranteed that the tele-

George Engels,

May

Luckies

Fair

representing Linkletter's regular 15% commission
to his radio agent, Renzo Cesana.
extra

vision cameramen will wear dinner
jackets when televizing from the

As part of the campaign NBC has
been pointing its publicity cameras
at nearly every debutante In town.
The first deb has yet to. run away
from the lens. A special telecast
preview of the' fashion parade was
cmceed by Esme O'Brien. Every-

Voting & Riibicani is still discussing with Bill Bacher the idea ol doing another 'Movie Night,' on Kate
Smith's .<:how iCBS) Dec. 29. Bacher
wont bock to L. A. last week.
The production would be 20thCeiitury-Fox's 'Swanee.'

Party,' qualifled
and promptly sent a bill to J. B.
Cella, President of Roma.
The bill was for $34.50— the

•World's

affair is for charity, the social register, better television set sales and

way, including the-

%

San Francisco, Dec. 12.
Honia Wine Co. awardis $30 to
each employee who becomes a

is

Friend at Court Saved Account

Tie-Up for Bacher?

ica

^

Wctliiostlay,

December

13,

1939
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DOOMED

LIBRARIES SEEM
Don Ross

Open Doors

Will

for His

Same Actors Double From Tamily

I.P.M. STRIITEG!

Own Saleswomen to Sell Cosmetics
Don

has acquired the U.

Jioss

distiibution rights for

S.

over a series
of smaller eastern stations to plug
Similar wrinkles have been
tales.
notably
before,
by Billy Van
woi ked
with a make of toilet soap, but it's

will bankroll himself

not

common

practice.

Starling about Jan. 15 in Hartford,
Ross will do f\ve 15-minute stanzas
a week for a couple of weeks, then
move on to another town, leaving
a hai\dful of fcmmes on hand to
follow up sales pulled in by the proBaritone will stress romantic
grain.

songs aiid use a sugary spiel aimed
directly at each housefrau listener
along the line of you-were-so-wonderful-last-iiight-darling. Only other
talent on the show will be a local
organist and cut-in announcer to dish
out the -free scientific treatment in

your own home'
following
a straight

After

Nun* Give Pledga

Jeanne Fouline, and

cosmetics

Parisian

chet,

offer.

foundationing

Washington, Deo.

WJSV, which

liave

remained in each

is

from

Queried by station on selecorphanage sisters were
unable to understand meaning

BOARD MEETS

JAN. 14

last

children would sing no obscene

in

There was much trade speculation

week among musical conductors

operated by

KIRO ANTI-WAR

BLAST VERY

is

blow

clamp on

also

and, in Los Angeles, Standard. These
have been a source of fairly steady
recording sessions to sundry musicians for the past six years. While
there was no final evidence that the
American Federation of Musicians or

RADIO STUNT
PUTS DRIVERS

Mountaineers, with four instruments
end three vocalists, and Lark Taylor
(Uncle Jim), Lionel Ricau
(Old
Black Joe), Louie Buck (Armour
salesman).
Jack Harris prodiiccs.
C. P. Clark,. Inc., is the agency.
Selling

it

has in 'One Man's

Fam-

ily.'

In the course of the years the players in 'Family' have for millions of
listeners developed to the status of
almost real characters, ai.d to hear
these same voices romping around in
an adventure story is something
to tend to break the illusion for
the 'Family's' fans. Whereas in the
latter show they're character.';, the
same set of. players become merely
actors when allied with 'I Love a
Mystery." The situation beco es par-

pointed on a Wednesday
evening when over the same netticularly

the

same players

Carlton E. Morse writes both programs. 'Family' plugs C & S Ten-

Co.,

which

Finest,'

NBC

for

halt

the

'One

carries

hour

12.

derleaf Tea and 'Mystery,' FleischYeast. J. Walter Thompson
is the agency.

Gordon Baking mann's
cerial,

hookup, got themselves

of

the

over an

jammed

up with the Toledo police last week
when they undertook to exploit the
show by wearing policemen's uniforms on their delivery rounds. Only
item missing in their getup was the

'One

Man

s Family'

To

Sundays

8:30 Spot

For Standard Brands

badge.

Standard Brands will continue to
Toledo Police Department pulled
occupy the Sunday 8 to 9 p.m. spot
in the drivers on a charge of imThe union's point of contention personating officers, but they were even though the Chase & Sanborn
was the empty spaces of wax that released after several hours in the show goes a half hour Jan. 7. The
separate each musical selection on clink. The drivers were later per- second half of this hour will go to
the library platters
mitted to continue wearing the garb 'One Man's Family,' currently on at
Finally there were two or more with the proviso that they change 8 o'clock Thursday night.s.
When
'Family' moves 'Those We Love'
(Continued on page 30)
their brass buttons to black ones.
(also Standard Brands) will move
forward a half hour from its present Thursday 8:30-9 p.m. period.

Outstanding figures in whatever

manager, or agent
prominence first through

— have
talent

as

of endeavor

field

the

—

as

gained and held their

and

The vacancy made by 'Love' will
then be filled by a serial owned by
another victual processor. General
Foods. Latter show is 'The Aldrich
Family,' now on the blue link Tuesday nights (8-8:30). The main opposition according to the present
schedule is Lever Bros.' 'Big Town,'
while under the Thursday night setup it will have as competitors Joe
Penner (Ward Bread) and Colgate's
'Strange As It May Seem.'

second, by

ability;

exploiting themselves to their professional associates-

JOHN BACON TO WGR
SUCCEEDING AVERY

Competittou demands greater showmanship today than ever
Buffalo, Dec. 12.

before.

John A. Bacon has been named
sales director of

WGR-WKBW, Buf—

falo, effective Jan. J.

cross-roads store where

is

has

property

first
heard in 'Mystery' at
o'clock and then again in
'One Man's Family' at 3-8:30 o'clock,

Toledo, Dec.

Drivers

For 34 years Variety has served show business
leading medium of its news and advertising.

Advertising forms closing soon for

Uncle Jim dispenses homespun philosophy and assorted products.

WSM

The dou-

selection recorded.

artist,

Armour Fertilizer works. Talent is
WSM's Smilin' Jack and his Missouri

series.

7:15-7:30

the library end of the transcription
business.

make war

understood that Maxwell execs

The first commercial transcriptions
out of Nashville will be released over
a group of southern stations this
month. The program, 'Uncle Jim's
Cross-Roads Store,* Is produced for

Love a Mystery'

bling, it is felt, puts the food combine
in the position of possibly jeopardizing the highly valuat>le piece of

work (NBC-red)

were none

Nashville, Dec. 12.

being heard
about Standard

is

trade

the

Brands' practice of using the cast of
'One Man's Family' also for its 'I

are

IN JAIL

succeeding—KIRO

agency on the account yesterday from the east. Believed that many
("Tuesday.).
Agency denied the re- stations have received similar antiport that the account may be stayed war material.
from going 30 minutes because of its
Patrick Hamilton's hit thriller. 'Gas
long-term commitments to the proLight,' aired with Barbara Burnham
gram's talent. This report was further refuted by the agency's action producing.
In asking the show's performers and
writers for an additional week's leeway in picking up options.

WSM TRANSCRIPTIONS
USED BY ARMOUR

may

restrictions.

NBC, World, Associated

horrible
There were two threads apparent
program last week. One was the thread of
director Tommy Thomas may have the known facts, the other the thread
also set something of a radio and of the unknown fears. It was diffiUncertain; Half Hour
propaganda high in sheer gruesome cult to keep them separated. Among
description of what happens to the the known facts were these:
Audition Poses Task bodies of soldiers when colliding
802 was refusing to ratify conwith bullets, explosives, gas and
Reggie Childs was
tractor's papers.
Maxwell House Coffee division- of general military exposure. Morbid halted at ani NBC session and proGenerat Foods has not come to a de- broadca.st drew so many comments ceeded under the threat that NBC
cision on whether or when it will re- the script was mimeographed for might later have to pay off on the
duca its Good News show on NBC mailing to those who wanted copies. basis of a full 13-minuta transcripUnderstood here Thomas employed
Thursday nights to a half hour, it
tion fee for every single musical
was stated by Benton & Bowles, descriptive material supplied him

too impressed with mi audition of the show as compressed to
30 minutes.

at

platter rriakers fear

Canada, their best market,

Local 802, New York, were irrevocably decided to impose conditions tantamount to a death sentence,
trade talk mentioned that -jvhat now
seems to be union policy would, if
confirmed by the AFM Board, doom

GRUESOME
Seattle, Dec. 12.

It Is

Hollywood

New York City concerning the
possible extinction in the near future of the waxed library services

songs.'

Setting out to

'non-essentials'

Aussie stations would be
permitted to buy matrices but
not American pressings.
discs.

WJSV

—and

Hollywood, Deo. 12.
U. S. transcription producers
are faced with the loss of the
Australian market because of
the war.
New monetary control legislation against purchases
of

of 'music clearance.'
Good ladies haughtily informed
that station could 'be sure the

locality.

Maxwell Curtaibent

Much comment
around

New

product

the

Another Blow

—

tions,

in various towns, Ross figures ultimately to ether his program over an
eastern network, passing on the sales
leads to his representatives who will

See Destruction of Character Values

Transcription 'Companies See
Fate Sealed by Claim
Existing Rules 'Misunderstood'
Believe It's Part of
Union Pressure on
Live Contracts for Industry

12.

carrying a selocal orphanages, hospitals, old folks' home as plugs
for community chest drive, had
one scheduled from Catholic orphanage where little tots, age
three and four, were to sing
simple songs.
ries

Saleswomen

up the leads will work on
35% comihission basis.

To lystery' and Trade Dopesters

He comes from

the Buffalo Times where he has been
an advertising executive for the past
seven years.
Lew Avery, the stations' present
sales head, is joining Free & Peters
in Chicago.

made many transcripsome network, to be

tions of shows,

presented over station at later time.

Birthday Plans Outlined;

Kate Smith
CBS

will

dkscussion

Pm.

carry

a

Saturday

in

34th Anniversary Issue

Huddle

quarter

hour

at

10:45

(16)

Washington Will Return
Question Bee Next Month

'5

This, however, is first commercial
series tran.scribed locally for other
stations.

l!Sir.\L

ADVKRTISIiNG K.VIKS IMtKVAlL

Uncle Jim's Question Bee which
goes off NBC this Saturday (18) will
return some time in January under
same sponsor, G. Washington coffee.
Cecil & Prcsby is the agency.

HERB CAEN SPONSORED

of

the plans set up for this
year's celebration of the President's
birthday on behalf of the Infantile
Paralysis Foundation.
Event itself
takes place Jan. 30.

Keith Morgan, Kate Smith, Bill
Goruin and Bob Trout will be heard
On program arranged by Fredericka
Millet, radio director of the celeIjralion.

San Francisco, Dec.

4dverlising copy

may

.NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

134 V/ral *6ih St.

1708 No. vine St.

sfiit

lo

any Vnru'ly

W. Randolph

St.

12.

Herb Caen, gossip columnist of the
Chronicle, sponsored over KPO. for
a series of

CHICAGO
54

offire

weekly quarter-hours by

Regal Amber Beer. Caen assisted
by NBC annoimcer Larry Keating.
Deal .set by Larry Allen of Consolidated Radio Artists through E.
M. Harlan Agency.
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DES MOINES:
By
Des Moines, Dec. 12.
Des Moines is the nation's No. 2 radio town just as emphatically as Cincinnati is the No. 1 kingpin. From every
ungle— revenue, management, location, talent, alertne.ss— this
dot on the agricultuiral terrain of Iowa is comparable to a
physical featherweight packing the wallop of a Joe Louis.
Of ItseU barely able to boast of 150,000 population Des
Moines annually knocks down> over $1,100,000 in net radio
revenue, and does such a gigantic volume of national spot
business that only New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cmeinnati, Detroit and St. Louis hold an edge.
.

Partially this amazing amount of revenue is due to Des
Moines' choice location; but full credit must be given the
three stations— WHO, KRNT, KSO— for a bang-up job of
And
sifting the pay dirt. Nobody has missed a bet here.
while the various operators have widely divergent policies,
they have shrewdly framed them with diversification and a
high rate of dollar return in mind. RosuIUntly, the Des
Moines trio is virtually impregnable. Should the FCC ever
stick more stations into the city, the senior group now in
operation wouldn't have to bat an eyelash. But the newcomers would be sledding on gravel. .
From the angle of location, the Des Moines outlets are
*ortunate in that their home town is running nip and, tuck
with Washington, D. C, as the nation's richest city. Per
capita spendable income here is miles, above the average.
Likewise the rural population is in a comparative soft spot.
Ih scores of agricultural commodities, Iowa is the foremost
producer and revenue-maker in the U. S..

are a great
. It is a fact, of course, that WHO's
advertisement for the town as a national spot center, and
undoubtedly have lured many an account. But wattage notidentifying
in
yeomen
job
done
a
has
withstanding,
Most of the staff has had plenty of
Itself with the farmers.
dealing with the rustics, directly or indirectly, and, pamperfar as to
gone
farmer,
has
so
ing and coddling the'
make it a rule that hillbilly music hereinafter shall be referred to as 'American folk music' Offhand this gilding the
that the
the
fact
is
gag,
but
earmarks
of
a
lily has all the
And why not?
station takes the farmers that seriously.
Over $600,000 in national spot business (the 1937 Des Moines
quota) in part depend on it.
KRNT-KSO, both owned by the Register Sc Tribune
(Cowles), meantime have as potent an ally in their parent
Tribune
has in its wattage. The Register
paper as
is by how virtually a state institution, having long since outgrown a mere city circulation. It blankets Iowa like a tent,
and KRNT-KSO take full advantage of this cut-to-order
publicity opportunity. The paper's radio columnist is on the
payroll of the stations, which means plenty of plugging.
But so well has this chatter been handled that surveys show
the radio, column outranks the sports departmient as an
attention-getter. KRNT-KSO furthermore lay down a barrage of plugging and promotion, some of it stunty, some
50,000

they go on, are mythically located in 'Sunset Corners'; (3)
on the contention that farmers like to hear their own kind,
lots of farmers are invited to gab on the station, but this
gabbing must be spotted in a production and should not
exceed five minutes at a whack; (4) to keep the station in
touch with listeners, a program-criticizing committee has
been appointed, with which the staff meets frequently.
broadcasts seven news periods per day, spieled by
H. R. Gross (chief of the news department), Jack Shelley,
Bob Burlingame, and Herb Plambake. Bill Brown does the
football play-by-play and baseball resumes. Market news is
Since most of the other programs are
aired twice daily.
sponsored currently, mention of many of Ihem—wilL be
omitted. Of the remainder, the following are' noteworthy:
.'May I Suggest,' a participating stanza on Saturday mornings spieled by Helen Watts Schrciber and ba^^

WHO

^^^^^'Tnj:rio^riS^TTUJ!:L^tS^
Jerry Smith (Yodeling Cowboy), the Songfellows, and the
Melody Maids; and the 'Saturday Night Barn Dance'— a huge
th^ S^^^^^^^
visual-ether show staged
4,500) at two-bits admission. Almost 100 people take part in
this frolic, produced by SUn Widney, and blocks of time are
sold tb various sponsors. Right now there's a waiting list for
sponsors until next May. By way of public-interest proof special events), the station has a
grams (aside
from lots
..
.
,
.
±
tr^
series of church broadcasts, and produces an elaborate 'Cornbelt Farm Hour' on Saturdays under Herb Plambake's direction.
once ran an artists bureau, but recently dropped
it on the grounds that county fair bookings were putting the
sUtion in the circus business.

,

On several other scores, the city has outstanding radio advantages: all major and one regional network have outlets
here; there is a good differentiation in wattage, with
in the clear channel realm, and KRNT-KSO on regional
bands; and the rates show plenty of separation, being
pegged at $425, $200, and $160. Tliat gives everybody a chance
to peddle different wares.

WHO

".

WHO

THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS FOR
THE STAFF OF WHO, DES MOINES

WHO is the oldest outlet here, affiliated with the basic
WHO harps much on staff loyalty. Primarily owned

Red.
by CoL- B.

Palmer—president

of the Palmer School of
Chiropractic, the Palmer Clinic, and WOC, Davenport— the
station has from time to time given its employees bonuses
so that they might buy
stock, and additionally awards
5% to 10% bonuses as Xmas presents. It's a station that has
J.

WHO

inspired— and gotten— staff loyalty.
Operating on a single rate, the station is currently carrying less than 17o local business. And it's a big mail puller,
hitting as high as 118,000 letters per month. Merchandisingpromotion are worked two ways. First of all, the station
does most of the standard things accompanies salesmen,
sends out bulletins, distributes a limited amount of counter-

—

makes small surveys,

program
schedules monthly through food stores, and runs two pages
in the weekly Des Moines Dispatch. But just as important
is the farm promotion.
In the past three years, between 70
and 80 towns have been saluted. The station also stages a
'Radio Corn Show' with $200 in prizes; a 'Tall Corn Sweepstakes' with $250 in awards; and the 'Cornbelt Plowing Match'
with $500 in premiums. The latter contest draws about -15,000
cards,

distributes

300,000

WHO

spectators. In the near future
expects to supplement
this stuff by razing a half a block and building elaborate
new studios.
J. O. (Joe) Maland is vice-president, manager and a stock-

Once with the Dakota Farmer (farm paper) he became farm program director of WLAG (now WCCO) in 1923
inasmuch as the paper owned a piece of it; in 1928 he became
commercial manager of WLS; then sales manager of the CBS
Farm Network in 1930; and WHO manager in 1931. Hale
Bondurant is sales manager; Hugh Feeley, recently with
holder.

Free

Sc Peters, is regional sales manager; Harold Fair, once
production manager in Chicago, an agency man with
Bozell & Jacobs, and onetime arranger for Jean Goldkfette,
handles programming; Herb Plambake, ex-county agent and
newspaperman, handles farm programs; Harold Fulton is
merchandising director; Lyle Flanagan heads up continuity;
Don Hovey is musical director; and publicity is taken care
of by Woody Woods, once KSO program director and before
that in the show business.
About 26% of WHO'S total schedule Is comprised of local

CBS

Bostonians

Go

to

Concord

For Air-Ballyed Dance
Boston, Dec.

Boston

&

Maine

railroad

swamped with unexpected

12.

.

is

rising

•

KRNT-KSO PROGRAAfS SOLD WITH
PLENTY REGISTER & TRIBUNE ART
General manager of the duo

is Luther Hill, here since 1935
the investment banking business.
Craig Lawrence, once with the Merchants' Trade journal, is
commercial manager. Ted Ens has been national sales manager since last February (previously he ^was with CramerKrasselt for six years).
Program director Is Ed Linehan,
who has been with the station over five years. Wayne Welch
has a similar stretch behind him as merchandising and pro-

when he came over from

motion director.

Dick Teela

is

musical director.

And Mary

Little handles publicity, bridging over in this capacity to
duties on the newspapers as radio columnist. Her black and
white stint is noUble in that the papers really put some production behind it, and allow the use of lots of photos.

Particularly strong on merchandising-promotion, KRNTmaintain a department of five persons to handle these
chores. One of these men Spends his entire time calling on
the retail trade and making contacts. Other features include:
billboard posters; trailers in 12 theatres; cards on street cars;
lobby wmdow displays; bulletin mailings to 300 drug stores;
mailings to grocers; mailings of cards (with gaggy, attentiongetting copy) to retailers; much newspaper space; checks on

KSO

and a hou.se organ 'Dial Tones' mailed
11'
1.1,4i
o
M
Some saluting
local firms.
of neighboring

retail distribution;
41-1

A

i

•

•

monthly to 800
towns has been carried on from time to time, but stuff of
this kind is usually entrusted to the magnetic powers of the
parent papers. Also by way of a tie-in, the stations maintain
a line with KMA, Shenandoah. The latter trades out the
cost of the wire for a listing of its programs in the Register-

KRNT, which keeps its eye peeled for the farmers, opens
the day with a hillbilly variety show 'Tall Corn Time.' Running from 5:30-6:30 a.m., the stanza is sold on a participation
basis.
Talent is comprised of Uncle Twid, Betty Jean &
Freddie (sweetheart act). Red Scobce and Chuck Davis (instrumental«U). Between 7 and 9 a.m. comes a series of
recorded shows sold to sponsors in blocks of 15 minutes
across the board. At 9:45 a.m. Marian Shissel has a 'Mrs.
Santa Claus stanza for- Sears, Roebuck (Xmas stories).
Tommy Thompson gives out hillbilly songs and guitar-twanging at 12:15 p.m. Between 5:45-6 p.m. there's another participation stanza a variety show labeled "Fifteen Minutes to
Go,' featuring a five-piece band. Eileen Grinnel and Dick
Hyde, singers, and Bill Baldwin's sports slants. By way of
contests, there's a 'Memories of You' stanza at 10:30 pm.
batoned by Dick Teela and containing a musical contest
hitch
KRNT ties in with high schools, the public library,
etc.,4or stanzas and has a due share of special events. Gene
Shumate is sportscaster, while Glen Law and Wayne Ackley
o*.;..! 1^4^ ^^„\^
spiei
me news.

—

has a lively, varied schedule, and is
strong on special events (handled by Dale Morgan ). It has
nine daily newscasts, as against KRNT's seven. Although
aimed more directly at the metrop61ilan audience, the station
currently does carry one hillbilly show, but principally because KRNT hasn't room to give it a' proper time slot.
.

Bloomington

Chicago, Dec.

city station,

12.

with WOR's 920 club. A barn dance
Frank McGivern has left WGN
at Concord, New Hampshire, had here to join WJBC, Bloomington
been publicized over the air as a (111.) as announcer and chief of the
trial balloon. Railroad set aside two comrtiercial copy department.
cars to carry extra traffic, had to add
McGivern had been in, the WGN
a third almost immediately and hast- mail depai tment.

FULLER BRUSH MAN
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KSO, the

broadcast at 5:15);
at 4:30;

,j,
considerable amount of sports
.play-byplay. spiked by Gene Shumate and Paul Miner.

Cownin'

bring in two more cars from
Lowell.
On the return from Concord the
barn dance excursion was spilling
over with six special cars.
to

at 2:15 p.m. (she also has a woman's news
Cheerful Charlie Flagler's song and patter
and Marian Shisscl dramatizing the
(sustaining); Shumate's sports slants at
recorded request show from midnight at 1

orescent CravWor li. M»n,..„\
frown fork & Sou
j^Mn .smdloa

ily

McGlvcrn

'

three times as big as national spot, but the latter
...
1 i1
»
I, »u
-1
rapidly. Both stations operate on a single-rate.

—

—

was

excursion

traffic as the result of its radio tie-up

other stanzas include: recorded shows (similar to th«
series) from 6:30-9 a.m.; a five-minute 'Club Calendar'
9.30 a.ni. wherein the doings of local clubs are unspooled;
Cwen McCleary's daily column on Iowa's geography, people,
odditie.";, gossip, etc., at 9:45 a.m. (sponsored by Ford dealers);
a 'Doin' the Town' entertainment guide at 11:45 a.m., ?old participaling and partially given to the theatres who show
KRNT-KSO's trailers; Dale Morgan's inquiring mike at 1:13
(joid to Inland Milling); 'Sum Fun' at 1:45 p.m., a mufip
ca\ number contest writtpn and emceed by Gene Loffler,
which is the biggest mail pliller on either station (sustaining);
Priscilla Wayne's alTaiis-of-the-heart column for Flynh Dairy

KRNT (affiliated with CBS) and KSO (NBC Blue and
Mutual) divide on a more or less flexible basis the urban
and rural angles between themselve.s. KRNT taking the
farmers and KSO the city-dwellers. They also belong to
regional network composed of the Register & Tribune's four
stations-that is, KRNT-KSO, WMT, Cedar Rapids, and
WNAX, Yankton. Less 'conservative' than WHO, the Cowles
crowd does a zippy, well-balanced job and business is hefty.
Right now local dollar volume on the two stations is about

,

i

four years old.

It's

kRNT

m

WHO

statistical.

Labeled 'Hawkeye Dinner Time,' this stanza (participating)
has Uncle Twid, emcee, the Northwesterners, a five-piece
string band, Betty Jean and Freddie St Tommy Thompson,

To keep these moving, the station spends
around $100,000 annually, musicians alone getting $36,000.
Since the majority of the programs are farm programs, the
up a code covering them: (1) hillbillies are
'cowboys' and their music is "American folk music'; (2) all
farm musical-variety shows, regardless of where or when
live talent shows.

\Xratts

&

FOLK MUSIC

GRUNWALD

A.

station has set

WHO

WHO
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expanded

WTIC

and Yankee
Hollywood Four Fly
network, show emanating from Bos(The Original) Has Pel Radio Pro- ton. This fall Hadcl moved series
Seattle;
Arranged
to WMCA, New York, and had
gram «n WTIC
Seattle, Dec. 12.
Prexy A. C- Fuller of brush company as air guest a few weeks ago.
Four players from Hollywood,
Bridgeport, Dec. 12.
Hluller's enthusiasm for show's rec- Martha Mears, John Conte, Helen
Herbert Hadel's 'Let's Go to Work,'
ord in putting people back to private
jobhuntcrs' interview session, started
Troy and Wayne Griffin, come here
work led. to WTIC contract.
new term. Sunday (3) at WTIC,
parHadel is Herbert A. De Lima, by aeroplane this weekend to
Hartford,
under
sponsorship
ticipate in a Seattle Chri.stmas cfinrof formerly with
Crosby Gaig^ office.
Fuller Brush Co., which advertised
ity fete arranged by KIRO and the
it was presenting program 'in pubSeattle Times.
Lionel
Gamlln,
radio
variety
lic interest.'
It further cements the new friendProgram preemed a year and a emcee, shifted by BBC to do over- liness between the previous riidiohalf ago at WICC, Bridgeport, and seds announcing for duration of war.
scorning Times and the stations bci e.
later

to

To

KIRO

.

.
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NEW WEB

Transcontinental Starts Jan.

10:00

PhiUips*

'Stella Dallas'

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45-12

Lyon's

•Backstage Wife'

Bayer

'Widder Brown'

Mulsifled

&

Syrup

o( Figs

Sponsor Not Set

—

'Front Page Murphy'

AFTEBNOON

2:00
2:15

Aerowax

2:30

Shinola

2:45
3:00

Phillips

8:15
3:30

Sponsor not set

Transcontinental Broadcasting
System, which is slated to debut
Jan. 2, the latter will broadcast a
number of daytime serials before the
'Doc Barclay'
(or another show) same shows are heard over NBC and
Columbia.
•John's Other Wife'
With the exception of
'Amanda of Honeymoon
one, Emerson Radio, all accounts

Cream &

Cal-aspirin

B^-O
Sponsor not set
Double Bubble

Gum
EVENING

Dr. Lyons Topthpowder

7:45-8 (M-F)
8- 8:15 (M-F)
8:15-8:30 (Tu)

(M-F)
9- 9:15 (T-W-Th)
9:15-9:30 (M-Th)

"8:30-8:45

Bayer's Aspirin
PhiUips Milk of Magnesia
Emerson Radio

Anacin
Bisodol

The
Sallna.

WTMO.
Kn:RM,

WSLI.

Ocnln.
BnkcMflrld.

WCOV,
WJMH.
WJBK,
KDRO.

WJBJ. UnRerstown.
\VMi;X. Uomon.
Kl'"OX,

Lone Beach.

K.VOK,

Si.

Louis;

KCMO. Kansas

City.

WHDF, Cnlunid.
WMCA, New York.
Kb'KU, Columl>la. Ma.
WJW, Akron.
WC.TM, Wilson.

KUCU. Mnndan.
WB.VY,

WUGY,
WRAU
WARY,

Jackson.
Montsoinory.
Ironwood.
))etroit.

Sedalla.

MInnenpolIa.
Raleigh.
Albany.

WCPO. Cincinnati.'
KOCY. OklahoniH City.
KUMC, Jamestown.
KOMK. Tulsa.
WTOL, Toledo.
WSP.V. SpartnnsblirK.

liunalo.
WI.N'G, Dayton.

WCOS.
WSAU,

KDL.R, Dovlls Lake.

Columbia. S. C.
Wau.iau.
Mllwaukea.

KI''I>A, Amarlllo.

WEMP.

\VGH.

KTJZ, Kort Worlh.
Kl''RO. Long View.

Nortolk.

KBST, niK S|>rlnr.
K.VOW. Aualln.

W'.VYX, Maycruss.
W.MI'J. Daytona Beach.
KSCJ, Sioux City.

M'SUP, Superior.
KXY/., Hnuaton.

WFOr. St. AuKUSlln,.
KWCf. Stockton.
WIND. ChlcBBO.

KPAC,

Port. Arthur.

Hill' listed by the web so far emanate
from the B-S-H agency.
Warren
'Ben, the Boy Detective'
LightfODt, public relations > counsel
•Bruce Scott to the Rescue' .for Emerson, declared yesterday that
his firm is positively not sponsoring
Elliott Roosevelt on Trancontinental,
Commentator
nor has it any such intentions. RooseSerial not set
velt is the TBS prez.
'Waltz Time'
Mutual last week advised its staElliott Roosevelt
tions in a memo as to the supposed
'Easy Aces'
block-time selling methods under
'Mr. keen'
which Transcontinental is operating.
According to Mutual, the new network is offering 117 stations on the
basis of five 15-minutc periods a
week for a lump annual sum of $107,000. Mutual's price for the same setadds the memo, would be
up,
KC.VO. Dodge City.
$220,000.

Affiliated Stations
\VJBW, New Orleans.
KFJU, .Mai-ahalltown.
\VO-\i;, Athens.
WCn.'<. SprlUKllelil.
KKWB. Los Angeles.

KPUK, Sacmniento.
Ktilll, I.lttls Uock.
WJJl). Chicago.
K.'i.XL,

W'nws, Champulgn,

the

'Just Plain Bill'

Kolynos

3:45-4
5:15-5:30
5:30-6

WCUM, Baltimore.
KY-V. San Frnnclaco.
WKAT, Miami.

KOH. Reno.
KFOR, Lincoln.
KDCIK. Fergus

Falls,

KW.NO, Winona.

KATE,

Albert Lea.

wni:0. Maniuetle.

KLPF, Mlnot,
KQV, Pittsburgh.

WGN'C, C.astonla-Clinrlolte
W MDO, Auburn.
stances.
KOVC, Valley City.

WFTC,

Klnston,

K.\BR, Aberdeen.
KUTwV. Salt Lake

WKJX,

Racine.

KRBC,

Abilene.

It

AFRA

Pact Near

Oalvesiotu

Kl''YO, Lubbock.
KABC, San Antonio.

KCMC, Texnrkana.
WACO. Waco.
KC.KO; San Angelo.
KTI;M. Temple.

KVNC,

KVWC,

Vernon.
Logon.

KPLT,

I'arls,

General terms for a network
have tentatively been

contract

agreed to by the new Transcontinental Broadcasting System
and the American Federation of
Dieal,
Radio Artists.
closely
.

KRRV, Sherman.
KGKB, Tyler.

paralleling

with

KWIIU, Hutchinson.

NBC

the

union's

pacts

and CBS, is being put
form and may be

signed within the next few days.
It will cover both sustaining and
commercial programs.
Somewhat unusual relationship
amounting to a space lease on

Inside Stuff-Radio

studios

some

George A. (Dick) Richards'

offer to sell his Detroit Lions pro football
team, made last Saturday (9) just prior to the New York Giant-Green Bay
Packers championship game in Milwaukee, doesn't portend any changes in
Richards' radio setup, sources here declare. Richards announced his offer
to sell the Lions with the statement that his doctors advised him against
the excitement brought on by owning the Lions.

who has been

for coupla years, has spent most of the time
coach of the
Los Angeles Bulldogs, in charge of the Lions this fall but the club finished
In third place.
In California recuperating.

ill

He put Gus Henderson, former

When

Richards went to Coast to recup, he relieved himself of practically
work in connection with operations of WJR, Detroit; WGAR,
Cleveland, and KMPC, Beverly Hills, Calif,, raising Leo Fitzpatrick, g.m
of WJR, to executive vice-president of ether enterprises.
all

.

active

nouncers.

day) that the operators of Transcontinental were still trying to close a
Wall Street connection. One of the
houses purported to have been approached was Kuhn, Loeb St Co.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt is
slated to talk on the inaugural hookup. 9:30-10 p, m,
Robert C. Wilson, from Maxon
agency and Ralph Nordberg. from
WOR, Newark, have joined TransA, F,

staff.

Adams

the comptroller and Dorothea
Henninger, purchasing agent. Meetings were held in Chicago over the
weekend with affiliates from the
middle west. The list of outlets as
released by Transcontinental contain
one CBS station, seven NBC affiliates
and 23 Mu'ual as.soclates. with practically all of the latter in Roosevelt's
Texas State Network.
James W. Baldwin, formerly managing director of the National A.ssn,
of Broadcasters, has been appointed
is

director of station relations of the
For being the first NBC plant to win the Variety showmanship award Transcontinental Broadca.sting Sysfor network-owned stations, department heads at WRC-WMAL, Washing- tem.
ton, had a chance to feast at NBC's (not Vakikty's) expense last week.
Until recently he. was a majority
Exchange of cbmpliments and pointing with pride at each other occurred stockholder ot WGH, Newport News,
Saturday (10) at one of D.C.'s leading hostclrics with several big bosses
throwing the posies.
Skelton

Avalon Dropping

With local v.p. Frank M. Russell ho.sting, a score of slafters heard praise
Chicago, Dec, 12,
from Niles Trammell, NBC top v.p, Frank Mullen and Edward McGrady
Rod Skelton is being dropped from
also present. Decorations included red and blue carnations.
the Avalon Time program as of Dec.
,21,

George Nelson and Winslow Leighton were mentioned in a story from
Schenectady last week that they had applied for a 100-watt radio station
there, making the second such plea now before FCC,
Both young men,
now partners In a local advertising agency were long with WGY. William
G. Avery,
Schenectady banker, is backing the proposed Leighton &
Nelson station.

than the attack. Dameron made
point that advertising as such
of products
who use toothpaste only because advertising pressured them to do so), and was an essential lubricant to keep goods in
motion. It was a narrow view, he
implied, to think of advertising solely as an added cost to an individual
purchase.
The American economic
system is hot confined to supplying
merely the absolute bare necessities
of existence. Advertising by opening up new demands and new uses of
products has a very real social usenical

Anent

thie

widened the general use

WMCA's Jam With FCC
Washington, Dec.

November
arrived

issue of Radio
In the United

(cited the millions

12.

Mentor
States

fulness.

At

following a steady decrease in
'

.audience rating for the show.

outset,

advertising

Meantime note has been taken

that
a so-called German Library of Information
is
openly distributing
printed
propaganda (in English)
from 17 Battery Place, New York
city.
That's the address also of the
German consulate,

Warne
and

'trained baritones.'

emotional

.its

jibed at radio
delivery
by

He

bleeding'

alluded to 'the
quarter

every

hour, and .the claims made for 'six
kinds of gasoline, a dozen ways to
romance, and cures for almost every
human ill.' He declared advertising
'is becoming the supreme agency for
French Bureau of Information bewildering the consumer.'
Alis due to be established on this side though $45,000,000 is spent annually
in the near future, it is also under- on cigaret advertising, the head of
stood.
Consumers' Union stated there is little opportunity for evaluating the
selling points of various brands.
'Truth is by nature modest, and no
Holfiway Gives Hizzoner
scientist would care to compete with
the Listerine copy writers,' was another of Warne's remarks.

A

The Air-Not on KECA

Breakfast Foods, Etc.

Los Angeles, Dec. 12.
Harrison Holliway tossed Mayor

WMCA

of
will affect
clauses, notably as to an-

continental's sales

Lux division of the Lever Bros, setup in. Boston is reported to be severely peeved at CBS because of the alleged stringing along it got
from the network in connection with the placement of the 'Dr. Susan'
serial, which folds Dec. 29.
It is claimed that when the serial.was brought
to CBS last January CBS induced the'account to take the 2:15-2:30 spot
with the understanding that room would in due time be arranged for it
between 11 and 12 a.m. When time within thi.<! latter sequence did become
available it went to Campbell Soup, which was responsible for bringing
Amos 'n' Andy over from NBC. Campbell occupies the 11 to 11:30 stretch,
with Lanny Ross for the first quarter hour and the 'Brenda Curtis' serial
following. Lux feels that 'Dr. Susan's' chances of high rating would have
been considerably enhanced by an a.m. schedule.

on he tossed phew-bombs.
The rebuttal delivered by Dr. Kenneth Dameron, professor of marketing at Ohio State, was less pyrotech-

Berlin Radio Magazine

has

broadcast a

WGY

mediate future.

Spotlights Story

(10),

blistering denunciation of the claims,
standards and social usefulness of
'competitive advertising.'
Specific
accounts were named over the air in
a blast (discharged by Dr. Colston
Warne, associate professor of economics at Amherst College and
president of Consumers' Union. The
latter first 'congratulated'
for
allowing 'the consumer's viewpoint'
to be ventilated and from that point

in the entire issue.

was reported yesterday (Tues-

City.

K.\ND, Cor^lcana.

KEUF.

A

WGY, on Sunday

from Berlin. A technical magazine
devoted to equipment and sets, interest attaches to this issue by virtue of
a red arrow on page 470 (with a
The majority of the shows oh front page attention-caller) reporting
Transcontinental's opening schedule the recent complaint made by the
are now running on either NBC or FCC against WMCA, New York.
Columbia. It is understood that the Translation proved news item was
serials are to originate from the stu- strictly factual but it appeared to
dios of WMCA, N.Y., in most In- be the only item of this kind of news

into final draft

Richards,

a standard, minimum
basic contract nationally with
leading advertising agencies is a
secret in New York. Staled at
the Guild headquarters that no
such confabs are going on in the
east and, as far as is known in
New York, there is no such
move oh foot in Chicago, either.
Emphasized that while the organization intends ultimately to
huddle with the agencies and
networks regarding standardization of writer contracts, nothing
definite is planned for the im-

Under the schedule which Blackett-Sample-Hummert has set Up for

12.

WGY

stration that radio free speech does
exist,
however imperfectly faultfinders may claim it operates from
time to time.
radio station which
draws its life-blood from advertising,

tiating

•Our Gal Sunday'
•Crystal Collins"
Script show not set
'Lorenzo Jones'

Schenectady, Dec.
Radio listeners to SO,000-watt

were given a rather graphic demon-

Reports from the Coast that
the Radio Writers Guild is nego-

EMERSON DENIES

Anacin

Caldwells

Writers* Mystery

2 With Presidential Address
Wall Street Negotiations Still on

'David Harum'
'Helen Trent'
'Orphans of Divorce'
Script Show Not Set

Bab-O
Haley's
Dr. Clapps

Noon

—

WGY

194»

MORNING

Except
Sat. & Sun.

•

2,

Afl Advertising

Consumers Union Head in
Debate Rebuttal
Stresses Economic Usefulness of Advertising

uieb.)

BEGINNING JAN.

Bombs

SET.

the schedule of accounts about to be announced bv the

is

new TTanscontinental

tl

SERIAL LOADED

$2,400,000 In Billings
(The iolXowbig

VARIETY

He also referred to radio's plugging breakfast food with Tom Mix,
to alkalize with Alka-Seltzer, elimination of b. o. with Life Buoy, and
of course refresh with Coca-Cola.

Fletcher Bowron off KECA the
other night when perusal of his
script revealed that it was loaded
with explosive matter on the pinball
question, to be ballotted on today
(Tues.).
Hizzoner got the time for

Admitted advertising had brought
such good things as symphony concerts, but saw no reason why purchasers of automobiles should have
to pay, for these radio concerts, or
buyers of gasoline or headache pills
pay to hear the news.
Warne thought a radio tax (as in
England) would be better way to
finance the cost. He would prefer it
to hearing 'Mr. Ford's unctuous Mr.
Cameron.'
While conceding that
'some advertising is excellent,' he in,sistcd that altogether too often advertising emphasizes the 'inconsequential value,' The fact that 'one
Hollywood star used a given type of i
automobile or toothpaste' is not im- f
portant to the consumer.
Rather, \
what effect the product or article
will have on the human body.
He
suggested cultivation'Of an 'oh yeah'

free so Holliway insisted that he refrain from controversial issues.

Town's headman said he couldn't
get the script rewritten in time and
took a powder. Local sheets made a
big to-do about it.
Mayor no like
the pinball games, which he prefery
to call a racket.

A few years ago Holliway gave
the same treatment to a Roosevelt
speech carried nationwide over NBC.
He

inisisted

FDR

was campaigning

a candidate for re-election and
should pay for the time.
as

HELEN BEHLKE'S TITLE
Worth Secretary Carries on Regionally

Elliott Roosevelt's Ft,

attitude
Ft. Worth, Dec. 12,
Helen Jane Behlke, secretary to
Roosevelt since last March,
this week became production and
program manager of his 24.station
Texas State Network.
Roosevelt
hired Miss Behlke in Chicago last
March and brought her to Fort

toward advertising.

One audience question, dealing
with 'Good Housekeeping' and 'other
Hearst magazines,' contained an adJ active, that a station, under ordinary
circumstances, would delete in a

Elliott

'

|

Although Dr. Dixon Ryan
Fox, Union president and moderator

script.

!

i

°f the debate, demurred to such
specific
reference,
he permitted
as his secretary.
When his new tran.scontinental Warne to answer. The Amherst probroadcasting venture began to keepjfessor replied that Federal Governhim and other TSN executives in ment had brought action against
New York more than in Fort Worth, Good Housekeeping (advertising seal
he put Miss Behlke in charge .hcrt of approval) and that hearing of case

Worth

i

i

'

would determine the soundness or
M. Seeds agency is now
Gordon McCUIn is now doing a unsoundness of charges. He thought
several comedy replacements for the Avalon stanza and has three-way job for CKPR, Port Ar- that Good Housekeeping was 'about
signatured Cliff Arquette, who will thur. He's news editor, commenta- ;the same level as that of other pubtor and p.B,
lications in the same'class,'
work with whichever comic Is. set.
^
RuBsel
studying

;

\

i

:

'

W

VARIETY
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RADIO
'
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Ijiwrcnca Broadcasting Corp., Ogdennburg, granted new atatlon to be operated on 1370 kc with 360 watts.
Cnmllnii: WIIKY, Hickory, granted changes In
.Vnrtli
and Inrrraso In night i)Ower from 100 to 260

MAJOR DECISIONS
New

equipment

stnllon nsplratlons ot V. C. Tcese, P!ioetilx
were slnted for fuliUhnont In n prupusotl

wiitts; WMKIl,
liorarily to Jan.

Insuruncft man,
Kansas City, Dec. 12.
nnding In wlilcli the Comnllsll act Aslilo stiimwks from
Municipal court broadcast on KTAH »nd KOY— exiBllnB trrin?niltlcr3 itnillnlpil wllli ilie
has been taken off the air iol- NDO Bnrt CBS networks, reRpocilvcly. In u lonR ciinoluKCC hinted
lowing protest ot the Missouri Bar slon, studded with excerpt from court dcrlslnns.
facts In support
oC

I

nights, to unlimited.
I'ennio'lvuniu: Wil*, riilladclphia, grnntpd insiallalinn of
directional antenna systcni, move transmitter .<itA locally.
Install new ctiulpinent and jutni> juice from I to 6 kw,
using dircctlonni antenna all times.
^^'^Itt),
Itliode Island:
rrovldcnce, granted changes In
equipment and directional nntottna system, niuht poWer
jumi) from 1 to 6 kw, using directional antenna all limes.

'.i

UP FOR SENSATION

broadcast 300 or more times.
Applicant was represented by n. S. Stanford and Frank
Paul M. Sccal and Oeorpo S. Smith iinRtollenwerck.
poared for KT.\n, with Philip G. I,oucl<s, Arthur W. Schurfeld and J. K. Zlas representing KOY.
Keofuchy: l<'lnal turndown on the npidlcatlon of the Galeway Broadcasting Co., of I.o'ilsvlllc. was delivered last week,
Request for n new station. Involving tho use of OSO kr.
With 600 watts, would not be In accordance with the proper
allocation of regional frequency and good engineering pracEntire metropolitan district of Louistice, FCC, declared,
ville would not be served by tho proposed transmitter under
this assignment and no weight to tho applicant's 'main
grievance' that notice and opportunity to bo heard on the
Issue upon which Us application was proposed to be denied
was not affordetl.
Paul M. Segal appeared on behalf of tho applicant and

.

.Siiulli Carolina:
WIS. Columbia, granted voluntary assignment of license to tilo Liberty l.lfn Insurance Co.
.Soulli Ciirolina:
WCDS, Columbia, granted night power
juhip from lOO to 260 watts.
I'rnnessee:
WltOL, S. K. Adcock and P. E. Adcoclc, Administrator ot Estato ot Iluth Adcock, deceased, Knoxvllle,
granted authority to transfer control of Stuart Broadcast
Corp. (ilcensco of WllOL) to S. E. Adcock.
I'rnnessre: WHtjn, M. I,. Medley. Cookevllle. granted Installation of vertical radiator and new equipment and night,

-

power Increase from 100 to 250 w.-itts.
Texas: K'rnC: Atistin, granted voluntary assignment
.llcenso from State Caiiltol Broadcasting Associalinn (It.
'

Choice of a successor to Larry WAVE.
Clinton on the Sensation program
(NBC) has been pared down to three
DECISIONS
orchestras,
namely, Al Donahue,
Alakania: WHMA, Harry M. Ayers, Annlston, granted
Sammy Kaye and Bobby Byrne. changes
In equipment and power boost from 100 to ^50 watts.
-Alankfl; -KFQD. Anchorage,
present license further exClient (Lorillard) will pick: the finalist either today (Wednesday) or to- tended" temporarily only, to Jan. 1, pending determination

Aiiderson, president)
tion,

KCRJ. Jerome and KWJB, Sims Broadcasting
.

^enc^val application.

Off Pepsodent Jan. 7

Arkansas: Charles Leo Llntzenlch, niythevllle, granted
assignment of license to Fred O. Grlmwood;
KFPW, Southwestern Hotel Co., Fort Smith, present license
extended on temporary basis only to Jan, 1, pending determination on renewal application.
California: KHSL, Chlco, granted Installation ot dlrec.tlonal antenna system and night boost from 1 to 6 kw, using
antenna day and night; KGB, Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Diego, granted Installation- of new equipment and
vertical radiator, juice-jump from 1 to 6 kw, ond consent
to move transmitter alte locally; KRKD, Radio Broadcasters, Inc., Los Angeles, granted -night power boost from 600
watts to 1 kw. ,
California: K.4BM, George Harm, Fresno, granted changes
In equipment and power boost from 100 to 3:o watts; KMPC.
Station of the Stara, Inc., Beverly Hills, granted Installation
ot new equipment, power jump from 600 watts to 1 kw nights,
6 kw days, and change In hours ot operation from limited to
'
voluntary

Attorney'

District

being

is

itself as gratified with the show's
listener results.
Explanation given
for its action is that its budget will
not allow for two network programs

during

1940.

Other show

Bob

is

Hope's.

Program scored over NBC's bluepenciler in a tifl involving a gag in
unlimited,
last Sunday's (10) script One male
Colorailo: KLZ, Deliver, granted installation of directional
character in the. continuity
re- antenna system and night juice-jump from 1 to 6 kw, using
marked, 'and supposing I was going directional antenna all times,
Connecticut: WBRY, Waterbury, present license extended
to have a baby?,* and the district
on temporary basis only, pending receipt ot and action upon
attorney wisecracked, 'you'd wind up renewal
application, but In no event later t|ian Jan. I.
as an exhibit at the Smithsonian InConnecticut: WDRC, Hartford, granted Installation ot
stitute.'
NBC's script scrutinzer de- directional antenna system and night power-jump from 1
leted the gag as out of place on the to 5 kw, using directional antenna night and day.
District of Columbia; .WMAL, Washington, granted inair, but the .agency on the account.
stallation- ot new equipment and directional antenna system
Lord Sc Thomas, assailed this viewr- and boost power troin 260 watts nights, 600 watts days, to
point as Mrs. Grundyish and fought 5 kw..all -times, using OA -system all times:
Idaho: KFXD, Trank E. Kurt, Nampa, present license
.for its retention.
The gag stayed temporarily
extended to Jan. r, pending receipt ot and
us is.
determination, upon renewal application (also granted modlncallon of license to increaso night power from 100 to 250

Wisconsin: WLBL, Board of negenis, fnlverslty of Wisconsin, granted voluntary assignment of license to Stale of
Wisconsin, Department ot Agriculture.
Hjnmlng: KVIt."?, Rock Springs, gronled night power
boost from 100 to 260 walla

NEW APPLICATIONS
California:

Redding,
to

move

to

stimulate

purchase of the Pacific blue network

smong

regional

advertisers is the
proposed adoption of a dollar volume discount for such clients. The
rate structure for the westcoast link
as it now stands does not provide any
special inducements for buying multiple outlets in this group.
It has also been decided at NBC
to turn over the national representation of both the red and blue Pacific
networks to its subsid. Spot Sales,
Inc., with the latter designated to
concentrate on the- blue link. The
exact discount brackets applying' to
the Pacific- blue will be released to
the trade within the coming week.
,

Illinois:
WGIL, Galesburg, granted Increased tim* ot
operation from d»y» only to unlimited, with 250 watts.
Indinnn: WIRE, Indianapolis, granted night juice-jump
from 1 to 5 kw; WHBU, Leo M. Kennctt, Anderson, granted
transfer ot control ot Anderson Broadcasting Corp., to Roy

E.

Uloseom and

I.eo

M. Kenneth,

Iowa: K!?CJ, Sioux City Journal, Sioux City, granted Installation directional antenna system and night juice-jump
from 1 to 6 kw, using
system for night opernllnn.
Iowa: KTRI, Sioux City, granted night power boost from
100 to 260 walls.

DA

Kansas: KVGB, Helen Townsley, Great Bend, granted
changes In equipment and power Increase from 100 to 230
watts.

Kenlacky: Peducah Broadcasting Co.. Inc.. Hopklnsvllle,
new station to be operated on 1500 he with 230 watts.
MnsanchUKtts: WMEX. Chelsea, griinied night power Increase from 100 to 260 watts.
Minnesota; KSTP, Pt. Paul, granted special temporary
authority to operate dayllmes, using 60 kw, while taking
Held intensity data, for a period not to exceed 30 days
(balance' of- operation to be conducted with 1 kw),
.Monlnoa: KGIR, Butte, granted night juice-junip from 1
to 5

kw.

KDRO, Sedalla, granted night Dower increase
to 250 watts.
.Missouri:
KSD. St, Ix)uls, granted motion to accept
to application to change appllfatlon for power
Increase from 1 kw to 5 kw, using directional antenna.
.Michigan: WICZO, Kalamazoo, granted changes In directional antenna system and Increase In night power from
250 watts to 1 kwi using directional antenna system for

5,000 W, Okayed

Kansas City, Dec. 12.
application of
for 5,000 watts at night came

Okay from FCC on

KMBC
last

,

week, and Arthur Church,

sta-

tion prexy, ordered immediate construction of directional antenna required.
Hopes to inaugurate the new.
1.
jStation now
operates on 5,000 days and 1,000
nights. New allocation will make it
only station in Kansas City with
more than 1,000 watts night
Announcement of the FCC action
came same day Church was notified
was winner of Variety showmanship plaque for program origi-

nating station.

Thomas Conrad Sawyer

Omaha,

granted

now

do-

ot

new

KEX

New

Vork;

^QXR, New

York

new equipment and increase

in

West Canada Show

granted InslnllnHon of
juice from 1 to 6 liw; St.
City,

,

power from 1 to 6 kw,
i:inh:
KtiTA, Utah Broadcasting Co., .Salt Lake
equipment and power boost from 100 to 260 waits.

SET FOR

Percey Harvey's 'Song of Emover to Monday from its
Friday -spot, at 10:30 p.in. C.S.T,,

being' followed, by .another change
ing quarter-hour 'Word Dramas' when Arthur Benjamin's 'Immortal
.over Mutual from KBJ, Los An- Music' classical s^ow takes over reSeles.
placing 'Stag Party.'
'Classics for

Cltv,

new

,

a

Dept. Store on Air
Montreal, Dec.

Buddy

12:30 a.m.

not yet constructed.
J.

C. Maland, of WHO, Des Moine.s,
first to hit the trail, expressed
in
directors ond said

NAB

conndence

would 'get every benefit
reduced ASCAP fees.'
Miller wouldn't give out list of

his station

back

in

subscribing station.s, asserting that
some contracts could not be finally
signed until after owners of some
approved contract signa-

stations
tures.

Discussion over the
impending
contract veered toward a resopulling lOlh district 'stations

AFM

lulion

on record aS;Opposing any jncicase in
AFM allotments, but no such 'resolution emerged, the eventual consensus
being that a watchful, waiting policy

was advisable,
Rev. W. A. Burk of
-

WEW,

St.

Louis; Miller, and Don Scarle, g.m.
of Central States Broadcasting and a

ot NAB code compliance
committee, went to thie mat on the
free speech provision of the NAB
code.
Burk said he planned to ob-

member

code because

ject to the

the American
speech.

it

principles

violates
free

of

Scnrle extracted from group a 4to-1 vote in favpr of what he termed
a liberal interpretation ot the code.

Show

ot hands also indicated preference for enforcement of code.
Day's session ended with cocktail
party with WOW, KOIL and KOWH,

Omaha,

as hosts.

Broadcast Mu.<;ic, Inc., pi-ospcclive
competitor to ASCAP, is having difficulty finding a radio man to act (is
its agent in sale of stock in Negjn. and
braska. John Gillin,
district director of National Assn. of
Broadcasters was listed as Nebraska

WOW

when

the organization sought
authority from the state securities
bureau to sell 7,000 shares of common stock at $5 a share to broad-

agent

casting stations in Nebraska. Gillin
declined because his station is prevented- from buying any stock by
state laws

companies

which prevent insurance
from .purchasing non-

profit stocks.

Don Searle
Bing

Sinith,

of

KOIL, 'Omaha, and
manager, have

KOWH

both been oftered the agent job, but
both have said no.

BOSTON PLEDGES FOR

BROADCAST MUSIC
Boston, Dec. 12.
Approval ot the NAB's plan lo
up an independent source of
popular music was voted at a meetset

New

ing last week of 29
England
broadcasters.
Stock in Broadcast
Musij, Inc., was sub.'scribcd by 16
station men present, while the others
cither pledged subscriptions or .oaid
that they would recommend subscriptions to the owners of their stations.

Paul Morency, ot WTIC, Hartford,
director on the
board, representing the New England district,
presided at the meeting.

CRANEY NOT PLEDGED
Miller

Gets

21

of

23

at

Denver

Meeting

"

12.

T. Eaton Co. is first department
Smith and Harry store here to go radio with regular
Pryce's
musikers.
Another new program.
Starting oft this week
show slips in after 'Stag Party' when with a series of broadcasts over CaAndrew Allan's 'Theatre Time' bows. nadian Marconi station Ci'CF. Is
Mart Kenney's Western Gentle- sponsoring a Music Center idea with
men, penciled in for a late, dance local talent.
spot from the Hotel Vancouver at
Built a jstudio in the store especial-

Hovey,

stations in the district, including four

among

NAB

HEAMNG

Cnnneetlrul: iTarold Thomas. Bridgeport, new stntlnn
to
be operated on 1420 kc with 260 watt.s,
^'^^^'y- Ptlumwa, new station lo he operated
on ''lo',".'
-1210 kc with 100 walls,
Maryland: WSAL, Frank M. Stearns, Rallahurv, Commlsh
designated for hearing before Comml.wloni r 'rhud H, Urown
the matter ot tho order ot revocation ot license.
Montana: E.
Krohnbach. Miles Cllv, new station lo he
operated on 1310 kc with 100 waCta nlRht.-r, 230 watts days;
'^'"""•^
-'Allies City, new station lo be operated on
vivl
1310 kc with 260 walls.
Kortii Ctu-oiinn: Ralph M. Lambeth. Green.vboro,
new station to to operated on 1370 kc with 250 walls.
^' "'^ "lamps, Dallas, now station lo be opernlcd
on'"rjIT",
1.170 kc with 250 watts; Chillon Radio
corp., Dallas, new
-station to be operated on 1370 kc with 260 watts.

Shifts Today' another concert show is
new one tor Tuesday at 11:30 p.m.

end.

change corporate name

Inc.

Winnipeg, Dec. 12.
'Stag Party',' variety show, will
Several more changes in network move into the 11 o'clock spot on
This includes Dick
programs of the Canadian Broadcast- Wednesday.
Diespecker, Alan Young, Charles
ing Corp. affecting the Vancouver
pire' shifts

is

installation

watts.
>>«v .Mexico: KGFL, Roswel), granted change in hours
of operation from spoclfled to unlimited.
Xow .Mexico: KOU, Albuquerque, granted change In hoursr
ot operation from simultaneous days, sharing wlth
Portland. Ore., nights, to unlimited.
New York: Water.town Broadcasting Corp., Waterlown,
granted petition to change fi'equency application from 1420
to 1210 )<c.

power about Feb.

KMBC

WOW,

wK.ST,

watts
1 kw, use antenna described In lonslrucllon permit
«s mndincd, and move transmitter locally.
Tennessee: Kingsport Broadcasting tin., Klngsport, new
sl;ilion to be operated on 1370 l;c with 5r,o waits.
Teins: KFJto, I.ongview, Install new transmitter and boost

Missouri:

night operation.

KMBC

to

Castle,

Rliode Island: WPItO, Providence, u.<:e oltV 'tv. E. 353 E-1
triinsmltler as an auxiliary, increasa night power from 600
to

from 100

Nebrasbu:

Co.,

Henry Joseph Wnlczalc, Sprlngneld;. new

WKST, New

I'ennsylvanlai

Omaha, Dec. 12.
President Neville Miller of NAB
obtained 13 promises for NAB's new
Broadcast Music, Inc., at a special
meeting here of 10th district stations.
After closed session the pledges were
reported 35% of stations in the lowaMissouri-Nebraska district.
Representatives of 28 stations attended the ipecting. There are 51

all

Broadcnsilng

inltter locally.

amendment

equlpinent and night power jump from 1 to 5 kw.
Nebraska: KHAS, Hastings, granted installation of vcrllcal radiator and increaso in night power from 100 to ito

Empire

mitter locally.
Missouri: WIIB. Kansas City, inslnll new. transmitter and
antenna, boost power from 1 to 60 kw and move truiismltter locally.
New Jencr: North Jersey Broadcasting Co., Inc., Taterson, new station to be opei-alcd, days only, on HOO kc with
kw.
1
New Mexico: KOB, Albuquerque, change lime from limited
to unlimited (contingent on KEX, Porllund, Ore., appllcnllon
for lICO kc),
Oiilo:
The Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, nbw television broadcast station to be oi>eratcd on 60000-5ii000 kc with 1 kw.
A-3
and A-5 emission; WHIG. Jllami Valley liioadca.-llng Corp..
Dayton, make changes in antenna and transmitter, jump
night juice from 1 to 6 kw and move transmitter locally.
KEX, I'ortland, change frequency from IISO lo
11C0 kc, hours of operation from simultaneous with KOU,
Albuquerque, N. Mcx., to unlimited, Inslnll new transmlili-r
and directional antenna for all-timo use and move Irans-

waits).

Coast Bine NBC Makes
Further ChaneCB

Golden

transmitter and jump power from lot}
Pacldc Agrlcullurai Foundation, Ltd.,

television station to bo operated on 1(50 ke with 250 watts,
special emission.
Mississippi:
WCCM, WGCIL-Inc, Gulfport. new sntennn,
night power boost from 100 to 260 waits and movo trans-

.

latest

KQW,

MossnehDsells:

'

-

NBC's

KVCV,
new

Install

walls;

Georgia: Gainesville llroadcaslers. Gainesville, neV station to bo operated on 1110 kc with 230 watt.i.'
Illinois:
Balaban tc Kotx Corp.. Chicago, new television
slnilon to be operated on CC000.7200O kc with 1 kw, A-3 and
A-5 emission; Helen I* Walton & Walter Ilcllaill, .lacksonvllle, new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 250 watts.

,

T» Hyp*

230

Ran Jose, Increaso night power from 1 to 6 kw, using directional antenna nights; K.M.r, llcClatchy Broadcasting <;o.,
Fresno, boost night power from 1 to 6 kw; K'l'nit, 'I'homns
H. McTnmmany & William II. Bates, .1r.. Xlortesto, change
hours ot operation from days to llmi|c<l to Wsit. .MInnta,
ntove transmitter locally and boost i)0\vcr from 250 watts
to 1 kw; Chester K'. Williams, Orlnda, new itatlon to be
operated to 1170 kc with 1 kw.

.

DOLLAR DISCOUNT

-

Haymond,

E.

.

Mr.

dropped by Pepsodent Jan. 7 even
though the, account has expressed

•

Utah: KLO, Ogdcn, granted night power boost from 1 to
> kw.
Waahlngton: KVOS, Belllngham, granted changes in composite equipment and power boost from 100 to 260 watts, on
condition that grant will not be construed as a llndlng for
renewal ot llcen.ve nor upon application of IJclllnghain
Broadcasting Co., nOr u|>on any of the Issues Involved In these
cases; KIRO, Queen City Droadcastlhg Co.. Inc.. Seattle,
granted change of frequency from 660 to 710 kc and power
boost from 260 wait's, llmlled, to 1 kw unlimited; K.\10, KMO,
Inc., Tacoma, granted voluntary assignment ot license to Carl

Co., South of Globe, present licenses extended temporarily
to Jan. 1, lOiO, pending receipt of and det^milnallon upon

'Mr. District Attorney'

It,

Itroadrustlng Associa-

watts.

2,'iO

boost from 100 to 260 w.itts.

'

Arl^Dn:

to

Tciat: KPDN, n, l\ Holies. Pampn. granted Increase In
hours of operation from days to unlimited, using present
frequency ot 1310 kc and power ot 100 walls; KTR.M, Trl
State Broadcasting Co., Inc., El Paso, granted night power

un renewal application.
.Alaska: KGUU, Ketchikan, present license further extended on temporary basis only to Jan. 1, lOtO, pending
determination on renewal application,

25.

to State Capitol

of

K.MAC, S^n Antonio, granted night power boost

Inc.;

from 100

MINOR

morrow.

1.

Klcx.,

',4

DONAHUE, KAYE, BYRNE

ternapplication for

to 6 kw.
OklationiB; KOME, Tulsn, present license extended on a
temporary basis until. Jan, 1, pending rcccliit tit niitl action
on renewal ai>i>llcatlon.
Oregcm: IvE.V. I'orlland, granli'd fhiiiice in frequency
from ISO to lliiO kc. nnti cliango In hotirs of oiicrntion front
simultaneous days, sitnring with KOU,. .Mbtiqucrque, N.

.

of midnight tipplers.

extended

1

.

As long ago as 1923 WHB had a
one per week blast from night court
first court broadcast in K. C, but
had to cancel it because of hazard

llfen.'io

<;nlumbu3, granted neWlilgh frequency
brundr:ist station to be operated on 43000 with 260 wntt.^,
Biieclal emission for frciiuciicy modulntlnn, iinllinlted time,
Oiiki: W.»!l'l), 'roledo. granted install.illhu ot dircotlnnal
nnlcnnn system for night operation un.d power boost from

some months ago at a St, Joseph seriously damnce their business. Oomnilsh duty Is to pro-.
meeting by a delegation from the lect exIstlnR stations from Improper activities of compclltors, Jt was pointed out, but 'competition Is not an ImNegro chamber of commerce, and proper
.actlvlly.'
was followed by protests from
Applicant Is well qunlinod In all ways to construct and
within the group.. Objections were operate the proposed til, 000 station. It was found, with
contract of cmployinont
made on grounds of discrediting total assets of fil.lOl, of which his.Society
ot Phoenix wns
with the First National Dcncnt
Negro race and also of tending valued
Ileeso expects to pay out t2,ino a month
at JSO.OOO.
toward levity in the courtroom.
In opcrallni; expenses and raho In approxinmtoly S3. 000 per
hour;
Broadcast was on a six time.<! month. Rates proposed arc IIS per hour; $16 per
houTi
for livo minutes; $3 for 100-word anweekly schedule from 10 to 10:30 110 per
ChnrKes
nottnccmcnls and 12 for 50-word announcements.
a.m. in court of Judge Thomas Hol- will be subject to discounts ranging from 30;i, for. proErains
land.

pre.>icnt

.

newal, until Feb,
Ohio: Wn.ss.

would

Ktatlnn

(ho

I'oint,

renewal;

produce

that the Interveners hnd
their contention that construction ot

was entered

fulled to

High

1, ponding dotcrmlnallon on
WSOC, Charlotte, license extended temporarily
pending recehit ot and determination on application for r«-

.

WHB

Clinton fades Dec.

35% PLEDGE
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Association.

Wednesday, December 13, 1939
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ly for this purpose.

Denver, Dec.

12.

Some 21 of the 23 stations represented at the N.A.B. 14th district
convention here pledged to subscribe for stock and to support
Broadcast Music, Inc. The two stations not committing themselves are
KGIR, Butte, and KPFA, Helena.
Both were represented at the meeting by E. B. Craney.
Other subjects discussed (but no
action taken) included musicions'
union contract, ASCAP, and the coije
of ethics. The 23 delegates present
represented 23 stations in Colorado,
Wyoming, Idaho,- Utah, and Montana.
In attendance were Neville Miller,
prexy NAB, and Paul Peter,
director of research, who headed east
to attend other regional conferences.

NAB

.
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LESS 'POLICY' IN CANADA?
Europe-Summed Up

UGHT MUSIC

Rome, Nov.

26.

Radio broadcasting in a war-torn Europe Is a nightmare of scareheads, propaganda, news bulletins, (full of colored information but not
of news) pep talks to keep the populace's chin up, innumerable pro-

AS IS-BBC
"=

Aussie Radio

Man Heard

67 Concerts

Home

Exec

Xmas

He had expected to leave Friday (15)
for Vancouver on the first leg of his
trip home, but this week received instructions to remain here at least
until after Christmas.
Having left Australia last. May,
James spent some time in New York,
went to Europe for awhile and then
returned to the U. S. a few weeks
ego.
During his two stops in New
York he has heard 67 concerts, as
well as numerous private auditions.
Australian Broadcasting is Interested
only, in big concert names, for touring
and radio there. James has recommended several names, but no contracts have been signed.
There's some uncertainty about the
possible effect of the war on Australian concert business, but James
believes that there'll be little change,
at least for some time.
The Australian concert season extends from
May until October and artists
brought over from the U. S. usually
appear on the concert platform and
also via the air.
Some criticism has been heard

commercial concert interests
against the government booking art-

•from

through

Australian Broadthe familiar
ground that it is using taxpayers'
•money to compete with private in-'
dustry, but James asserts that in
general the government and. commercial concert interests get along
amicably.
casting

its

Company on

MM »»« M «««»»««»»««

«« 4

::
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South of the Border
Mexico, City, Dec.

12.'

XEFO and XEUZ, mouthpieces of
the Parly of the Mexican Revolution,
the country's most powerful political organization, are equipping themselves with the latest U. S. mechanical devices so as to gel the maximum
of coverage.
Party of Ihe Revolution is demandIng that all slate governments not
only establish their own. radio sta,

•

but provide community radio
sets .so that the programs can be
heard in the hinterlands.
fions,

According to national census figthe Federal district which
comprises Mexico City and its 1,residents, has 136,000 radio
sets, or one to every 12 inhabitans.

ures,

300,000

Title

Montreal, Dec. 12.
Waller S. 'Thompson, director of
censorship for Canada, has been
Riven post of Director of Public Information.
Censorship Co-Ordination
Committee will take over
Thompson's department, with Col.
M. A. Pope, of the National Defence
Department In charge.
Thompson's new job will be to tell
about Canada's war effort.

BBC

broadcast 'From the Touring
Shephard's

ineatrc,' excerpts Firth

new musical 'Shephard's

Pie.'

Show,

starring Sydney Howard and
Arthur
K'scoe, is breaking in
befort
ing to

com-

London

is criticism that
light orchestras have been ditched as
result of the war.
Listeners, they
claim, are regularly hearing a very

.

Facilities
(Vic George) and
Whitehall Broadcasting (Bert Hall)
has been upped to chief of production for both French and English
shows at All-Canada.
Charland has been given executive
status as result of production of
Grande Soeur (Big Sister-Rinso) and
other French programs.

dio

AFRA's Montreal Dance

Montreal, Dec. 12.
Montreal local of the American
Federation of Radio Artists is throwing annual ball at the Windsor hotel
Feb. 6. Proceeds to be used for the
benefit of needy radio artists.

Flavius Daniel and Pierre Ranger
ballyhooing event.

•OtheUo."

Press Conference, with Sir Stephen
Tallenls in the chair, was. held at

Broadcasting House, London, Nov. 28,
when J. Beresford Clark, assistant
controller overseas service, and other
officials

described the BBC's

work

in

that sphere.

Canadian Radio Editors Prefer Yank
Ways To Publicity From Own Country
NORM

CHA.HBERLAIN
and American publicity is frequency
By
of mailing. American (Offices bomWinnipeg, Dec. 12.
bard, with a veritable snowstorm of
'At the present time American net- copy while the publicity offices of
work and station publicity is far the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
superior to Canadian both from the shoot everything out in one weekly
point of material supplied and serv- lump. This is done, it is explained,
ice rendered.'
And that. It would purely for economical reasons. The
appear, is the considered opinion of minieographed release includes the
the majority of Canada's radio edi- weekly program schedule for the
tors,
following a canvass of the closest CBC transmitter (or netDominion, by this Varibtt rep.
work) and also program notes or
Asked to express their opinion on annotations for the listed week.
the output of' the AmeiScan and This CBC plan is probably modeled
Canadian publicity mills ^anadian after the British Broadcasting Corp.
radio eds presented views as'widely which issues a similar bulletin, only
different as the two styles of pub- in printed form.
.

(Whereas Americans seem

Gladstone Murray apes BBC in
nearly everything. Another difference is that whereas the American
chains have two main publicity outany type.)
lets. New York and Chicago, the
While the majority voted in favor Canadian network mails from four
of the American type, in one way or points. Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg
another, some felt it only fair to and Vancouver, these four offices
point out that U. S. press offices covering five time zones against four
have reached their present stage of time zones for the U. S. Meantime
perfection only after years of ex- private station publicity in Canada
perience, while, in comparison, Ca- seems still of the futjre, current
rating a zero from
nadian radio publicists are still in efforts practically
'
rompers. With a few :.d' ancing the radio editors.
thought that an ideal service would
One point about which the radio
be a reasonable combination of both boys are particularly incensed is the
types, practically all agreed that matter of special events. Here, they
while Americans could be occas- maintain, Ihey are often not advised
sionally accused o.' sending too much, of a special event broadcast until
Ca nadians can be equally accused of the last minute, it then being 'too
doinf; the exact opposite.
late^ for^ inclusion in the column,
another group maintained either as a listing or story. Listeners
Still
there was no basis for comparison. hear
about
the
program
from
Harold O. Hogan.spn. of the Halifax friends, who caught it purely by acChronicle and Daily Star, was of this cident, after the show is over and
group saying. 'American networks more rabid fans get on the phone
are able to publicize personalties be- and squawk about 'no listing in the
cause they control headliners of the radio column.' Oh the other hand,
stage and screen, whereas Canadian say the eds, they are advised immestations must rely on the program diately, via telegram by the Ameriitself, Wilf J. Woodill, of the Sud- ca
chains of any last minute special
bury (Ont.) Star, sums up this point: e\ ent broadcasts on their nets and
'There is no 'star material' in Canada hence are protected frogi that side.
and a build-up would only mean a Then begins a lengthy process of
let down for the radio columnist and checking the local stations if he has
time to see if they too will be carhis readers.'
rying it with the answer being
Canadian Publiclly Dull
either 'We don't know,' or 'Sure, we
Chief complaint of Canadian eds knew about that yesterday.' When
as regards the domestic product is the former answer is given they
that it lacks color, punch, news value usually call back to confirm the
and at times is inclined to be tardy, query just as the paper ir, rolling,
the latter referring mainly to correcinvestigation having proven sometions.
time
difference between Caiiadlan body knew about it all the
licity.

to

prefer publicizing personalities, Canadians stick pretty close ia straight
program copy, sans superlatives of

.

New

RATES A BREAK

She was formerly a television announcer there.

Lee Ephralm is to be the star of
BBC's next 'Showmen of England'
program, scheduled for Dec. 15.
Ephraim brought to England 'Rose
Marie', 'The Desert Song', 'Gay Dihigh percentage of combos that were vorce',
'Rio Rita', 'On Your Toes'
tops before the outbreak, and follow(and some flops) and in this proing list is quoted as proof:
gram many of these old tunes with
Mantovani; Fred Hartley, with some of, the original stars will be
Brian Lawrence; Troise; Richard used. Program is being written by
Crean, Falkman, Wynford Reynolds; Howard Thomas.
Scries of programs to promote A. J. Powell's banjos, Harry Davidgoodwill for the Polish cause has son, Palladium ork; Campoli; AlEddie Pola doing mid-day broadbeen bought by the Polish Army phas.
casting once weekly lor BBC.
Remote broadcasts have been
Veterans' Assoc.
(vets of
World
War) on WHOM, New York. All picked up from Hotel Victoria, LewKomney Brcnl playing the lead
shows are in English and go on for isham Hippodrome, Chiswick Em- in the radio version of 'The Thin
half hour each Sunday at 7 p.m., pire (Harry Fryer), Kilburn State Man.'
(Alfred van Dam ), Savoy Hotel (Arstarting with one last Sunday.
Dr. Arthur Coleman, professor of thur Salisbury), 'Claridge's (Geiger),
BBC has now started a daily news
history and Slav languages at Co- EastboyrQe Grand Hotel (Tom Jenbulletin in Turkish, which, in addi
lumbia U, was on initial broadcast. kins).
BB asserts, while its activities may tion to English, Welsh and Afrikaans,
be curbed in some directions by de- makes 13 foreign languages.
CHARLAin) FBOMOTED
fence regulations, light music is not
Sir John Martin barvey to play
one of 'em.
Montreal, Dec. 12.
lead in 'The Passing of the Third
Wilfrid Charland, French-language
Floor Back' and Henry Ainley in
radio producer for All-Canada Ra-

•

Censor's

mm m

Ottawa Reports Some Cabinet
Ministers Now Tend to See
Canadian Broadcasting's
Growth Hampered by Too
Many Rules and Genuflection to

BBC

PROMOTED ON WHOM

William James, federal controller
of music for the Australian Broadcasting Convpany, is currently in
New York looking over the U. S.
radio industry's policies in regard to
music and lining up artists for next
summer's Australian concert season.

ists

London, Nov. 24.
refuted by
British

Indignantly
Broadcasting Corp.

'

CAUSE OF POLES

in U. S. A.;

After

DEA

come an announcer.

nouncements from priests, ministers, military experts, political prophSeason this diet with lots of
ets and harangues by the big shots.
phonograph records and you have radio on this continent at this
moment.
Tune in any country (and good sets roam Europe) and no matter
what language the tuner speaks there is a program for him— propaganda.

London Calling
Elizabeth Cowcll relinquishing her
wartime job as chauffeuse to the Air
Ministry, to return to the BBC to be-

Main

.

and had either forgotten or not
thought about it: When the latter
answer is forthcoming the press
boys start burning and usually crack
back.
In the matter of correction services Canadians felt that while the
Americans most definitely still held
the lead, domestic stations and netr
works had greatly 'improved within
recent years. Some felt fault with
the editors, some leaving corrections
(the backbone of any radio column)
to the office boy or somebody else
who doesn't know what it is all
about.
C. C. Jenkins, of Ihe Toronto
Globe and Mail, is one radio ed with
a bone to pick over correction
methods of the large networks. Says
Jenkins,
'Last
minute switching
about of programs, often with no
apparent reason other than confusion, is the
cause of by far
the greater percentage of error
in our listings.' Citing Columbia as
one example Jenkins added, 'Columbia sends its weekly pro,,'ram almost
a month in advance, printed closely
on tiny sheets of pap.r. In some
cases, half to one-third of the listings thereon are changed o" switched
some of them two or three times
before the so-called 'last minutes'
arrive.
The curses radio editors
have put on those cramped CBS
schedule sheets with their lack of

—

licity is good.'

(CBS press department, in N. Y.
points out the '/olio' evidently referred to in the above story is primarily intended /or station, not radio
editor, use but has been mailed to
eds tncidentadt/.)
Canadian radio eds, like their
American eousins v?s reported in
VAniETT, Nov. 1), have lonis been
howling, with no apparent effect,
about those commercial program
listings by stations and networks.
by publishers that even the
faintest stench of commercialism is
strictly out the scissors and paste

Told

boys spend

many weary hours

in^ to think

try-

up ways and means of

programs so that listeners and readers won't be raising the roof the next morning with
listing th^se'
'

Ottawa, Dec.

Opinion

is

reported

12.

crystalizing

among Canadian government cabinet
ministers on the question of radio
which, since the outbreak of war, has
been subject to more than the usual
amount of .'policy.' The view is gaining that what's wrong with governr
ment radio in the Dominion is too
much of this 'policy' and not enough
attention to well-balanced, progressive programming that can hold' its
own against American comparisons
and in attracting its share of American advertising.
Great store is now being placed in
the appointment of a successor to Ii.
W. Brockington, the Winnipeg barrister who some months ago quit the
chairmanship of the Canadian Broadcasting Co. It is now denied .lat the
job will go to Brig. Gen. Victor Odium of Vancouver. Rene Morin, the
vice chairman, is meantime functioning pro tem.
Cabinet ministers have apparently
decided that the chairman should
hereafter be more important, more
sympathetic to the problems of
broadcasting, as such, and less a rubber stamp for Gladstone- Murray, the
CBC general manager. More and
more the latter is seen as a lavish
glorifler of the policies and attitudes
of British Broadcasting Corp., where
he was trained. The vast terrain of
Canada as a costly coverage problem
by itself makes financial contributions from sponsorship a necessity.
Murray's seeming aversion to the
American model, in many people's
opinion far more practical for Canada than the snooty the-blazes-withthe-public policies of the English radio monopoly, is presumably in need
of a stand-off or neutralizing influence in the shape of a chairman who
will be without sentimental bias.
What part in all this reputed shift
of sentiment of cabinet members may
have been influenced by complaints
from private broadcasters cannot, ot
course, be known.
Private broadcasters have for years nursed a susstained steady flame ot ire where
Gladstone Murray is concerned. First
•

they complained he was inscrutable,
refusing to be frank or to reveal his
(Continued on page 32)
claims that their favorite program
either wasn't shown or was incorrectly listed:
When a star is well-

known

'

j

.

margin and space between items,
seems to have no effect on CBS
which goes serenely on its way. On
the other hand, CBS news and pub-

DEFEAT NEWS BAN

!

i

little trouble is experienced
but the headaches come with such
as the Filch
Bandwagon,
artists change from week to
week.
If
they make too many
changes in the column they get
climbed on by those upstairs in the'
composing room, hence they have to
try and devise some /title that will
stay through the sedson.
And it's
then that the call for aspirins goes

shows
where

out.

Tax Kills Press Mats
One strong squawk was heard
from north of the border when the
subject of Canadian Import Duty
was broached. (American publicity
mats coming

to

Canada

cost

one-

half cent per square inch for Import Duty.) Practically every editor quizzed admitted he had stopped
using American mats principally for
this reason and as a result was dependent upon the local product,
which, it is claimed, is a long way
from being good. Jenkins, of the
Globe and Mail (Toronto/, summed
the whole thing up by s&ying, 'We
had to quit battling with the Canadian Customs. It wasted too much
needed time. We just cut off the picture and mat service, which became
useless through delay.'

•

RADIO

VARIETY

80

Wax

.

tween union ofHciaU ani transcrip]

tion execs and the whole matter is in
abeyance until Jan. 14' when the
board will take up the issue

AFM
in

Rule won't be en-

York.

forced until then.
In the realm of speculation there
is the expressed fear o£ the concerned parties that the union strateto eliminate waxed lialtogether in the belief it
would strengthen the case for live
musicians. It is no secret that one
bloc within unionism has always
held that preserved music is the inThis
evitable rival of live music.
reverts to the continuous fight on

gists

want

braries

mechanization.

Conductors and recording companies were ambiguously informed

by union spokesmen last week that
there had been a 'misunderstanding'
of existing transcription regulations
and that the Musicians Union had
not, until now, realized the nature
of transcription library selections as
distinct from regular quarter hour
waxes. The need to 'readjust'-unidn
rules sounded simple enough except
that insiders found it hard to believe the
was no', already intimately expert in every phase of

AFM

music

recording.
Despite the inscrutable politeness of the unionists.
It all. sounded like

preliminary spade
•work for a funeral to many of the
Involved personalities.
They still
won'; know until Jan. 14.
If

the union, declare disa

manu-

Football Slightly Off

Selections Vs. Sessions

Continued from page 25.

meetings, the last on Monday, be-

New

Doomed?

Libraries

Veduesday, December

concerted moveiment In tha Industry
to negotiate another one.

facturers, persist in enforcing- latest
'interpretation,' wages for recording
musicians will be increased by at
least 500%, which will leave the
transcription companies but two alternatives, namely, either go out of
business or take huge losses on their

Network football this year averaged 33.9 In listener popularity according to C.A.B. figures.
This was tmder 1938, when the
average was 35. C.A.B. tabula-

Tha clause which has caused the
uproar in the transcription field pertains to the nature of recording that
a musician nvay do during a quarterhour session for which he collects
According to the AFM, such
$18.
recording must be for a single, inte-

tions were as
son:
Oct. 7
Oct, 21

grated program and not consist of
various selections separated from
intermispresent contracts with stattoli oper- one another by gaps or

follows this sea-

tion
2.1.6

37.3

13,

I939

transcription recordings made
b,
them, the time consumed and
th»
amount received for the engagement*
The report must show whether
tht
selections for each 15-mlnute
session
were used for a single, integrated
program or distributed on more
than
one side of a record.
There Is not much the transcrln

companies can do

if

the unjoJ

clouds up and rains all over them
They do not even know how lo get

a'

Nov. 4
Nov. 18

3.S.7

3R.2

sympathetic hearing for their
point
of view.
There is very little col-

laboration between the several
sions in the platter. The union also
3C.0
Dec. 2
competitivc services.
The- demands that if music is recorded
Representatives of the
show the transcripMusicians union expre.sses no peev«
saurus, the World Broadcasting Sys- for a dramatic
during thai 15- would be no other way out but to toward the usual sponsored trantem and Associates Music Publishers, tion company must
scription, which is played once,
minute session coiifine the orchestra quit business.
exInc., have sought during the past
nothing
The new status of affairs was dra- actly like a live broadcast, and then
week to discuss the situation with to music for tliat show and
matically brought l\ome to trans- discarded. It is the library .service
prez, but the else.
Joseph N. Weber,
But it is the ban on gaps or breaks cription companies last week when comprising in some cases 2,500 musi.!
latter is temporarily, under orders of
musicians union (Lo- cal numbers (periodically weeded
his doctor, refraining from goinR to in the transcription that chiefly con- the New York
They have cal 802) stepped in on a session for out), that seems to occasion the
his office or answering phone calls. cerns the transcribers.
One of Weber's aides declared Mon- been accustomed to recording sev- which Reggie Childs' band had been frowns on the theory that this is
or at least superficially seems to be'
day (11) that the transcription men eral separate selections during the scheduled by the NBC Thesaurus.
were advised two months ago that 15-minute session and distributing Childs was suddenly informed that part of that technological tendency
to mechanization in music which the
they were violating the intent of the such selections over two or more he couldn't do the job, because the
Under this setup the sta- local had not ratified his contract, union consistently opposes.
agreement and that he wasn't at all sides.
Libraries are important adjuncts
concerned with the economic hard- tion client is able to cull his se- and that there was a question as to
to the transcription companies, which,
ships that his construction of the lections from various records to whether the union would okay any
on the whole, do not get enough orprovision in question -would bring make up what he considers a diver- such library engagements until the
upon their industry. He added that sified program of music. The exist- transcribers started 'living up' to the ders for transcriptions from advertisers to build fixed income to a,
he didn't care whether it led to an ence of gaps also is essential for the AFM's rule on confining each record•
end of the transcription library busi- insertion of local spot announce- ing session to a single 15-minute pro- profitable level. Rules limiting the
gram. Childs went through with the libraries, or attempting to prescribe
ness, .since he considered the latter ments.
had assured him that how stations may use waxed music,
Under the procedure now demand- date after
was responsible for the unemployment of many thousands of musi- ed by the union, say the transcrip- it would settle for the amount even- would probably mean curtains.
Some library discs are heavy on
He de- tion makers, each tune between gaps tually denwnded by the union. If
cians all over the country.
stands by its position, the hillbillies. But others employ standnied, hovv^ever, that the enforcement would have to run 15 minutes, which the
ot the union's interpretation of the would serve to multiply their costs payroll for this date may come to ard music names, among them Ray
contract provision was a preliminary by four or five times. Even if the $4,000", or four times as much as the Bloch, Dick Hlmber, Harry Horlick,
Joe Rines, Glen Gray. It is the pracmove in the federation's campaign to increase, they state, ainounted to 50% price originally contracted for.
force the broadcasting industry to the profit factor would be eliminated,
Acting under. Instructions from the tice of wax companies, to suprenew its general employmenl agree- and since they could not expect to international, Local 802 is now re- ply mimeographed continuities lo asment with the AFM. Pre.sent cove- get the stations to pay that much quiring its member.<i to submit each sist stations in the use of the library,
distribute
publicity
nant expires Jan. 17, and there is no more for their library services, there week to the union a report of all and also to
photographs of the musical units for
local purposes.
ators.

NBC

AFM

NBC

AFM

Lawyers Told

OKLAHOMA CITYS

Herring Not

FCC s

Favorite

Washington, Dec. 12.
Good-natured chiding was handed
lawyers by FCC Chairman

radio

L, Fly, crusading for more
directness and honesty on the part
of industry fronts, at the annual Federal Communications Bar Association dinner Friday (1). While tem-

•

James

pering rebukes with

and

|

many

good-humored

facetious
interpolations,

Fly in effect admonished the practitioners to

pay closer attention

to

the rules of procedure, slick to the
and stop striving for forensla
They'd do much better telling an unvarnished story, givlni
prompt and factual answers to questions, instead of winding up for ora-

facts,

effect.

torical demonstrations.

In pleading for better cooperation
barristers, Fly conceded
that the Commish is not abovt
criticism but promised that under
his direction attempts will be made

from the

to improve the operating methods.
More thorough study of the rules
and the decisions will show that
effort Is being made, he implied, to
straighten out some of the difficulties, end confusion, and bring about

greater uniformity.

Charles Eatough and Arthur Weaver make the latest additions to ths
sales staff of KLZ, Denver. Former
comes from the Rocky Mountain
News, while Weaver was with th'
Denver Packing Co.
_

WKY-ADVERTISED FOR
• Yellow Cab's

first

was presented

in

broadcast over

1930.

By

WKY

early

1939,

Yellow Cab had grown to the position

WKY's

biggest local sponsor ...

ously enough, Yellow

All this

happened

and

curi-

Cab has become

biggest selling gasoline in
in a

Oklahoma

of

tha

exception. In face of such conditions Yel-

line

it is

prices for standard grade.

more than a coincidence that

Yellow Cab's climb to top position among
gasolines in

in

those having radios prefer
station

B

is

among 803

preferred

out of each ten

May, 1939, estab-

seven out of ten of

by

WKY... that
less

than two

home*

Listeners in the
like

in

Oklahoma

City,

Oklahoma City market

WKY's vitalized typ«of programming

They show

their appreciation with

the

kind of applause a sponsor Itkea to hear.

WKY

the city's biggest selling gaso-

and at top

Yet

lishes the fact that

market that has

price wars are the rule rather than the

is

survey

cross-section

Oklahoma City homes

YEARS

City.

always been highly competitive... where

low Cab

For a

10

its

market has accompanied

a constantly increasing use of

WKY time.

NBC AFFILIATE *

900

KILOCYCLES

OwNBO AND OpcRATn) BY The Okuihoma Publishino Companyi

* Th« Daily Oklahomah

OkI;Ahoma City Times* The Fabmef-Stocbman *Mi3rLiioE Express

*KVOR. Coloiwdo Sntmoe

KLZ, Denver (Under AHIIimlad Manmttmfnt) * Rspresbntcd NATIONALLY By The
Katz Aobncy. Ino.
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itv'BatiUnoUt'
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BRMLEY
IMPROVES RELATIONS
WPTF

Instead of Coffee

Columbia Shifts Station Managers
Nashville, Dec. 11.

WLAC's

Broadcasting Doctors (Baker
Also Involved) Reported survey which showed

Ready to Jeopardize WOR,
WGN, WJR and Other
Yankee Wavelengths

MEXICANS STALL
Washington, Dec.

that 31.7% of

newspaper readers interviewed stated
they found the radio columns useful.
Through the letter-and-questionnaire process the station in due time
found out what materials the papers
in its broadcast area would use if
WPTF furnished them gratis.

Views'

'Air Traveler Airs His

only special events program in country where an announcer goes into passenger
compartment of sleeper plane to
greet
or
passengers,
asleep
awake. Tim Sanders, interviewing passengers on their business,
is

hobby or profession, has, in two
never been 'stumped' or
to chat on any subject.
The locally sponsored plane
broadcast attracts hundreds of
years,

unable

Howard Meighan New
Inc.

—

^Jocelyn to

Sales Mgr. of Radio Sales,

WBT,

Columbia has reshuffled its stamanagement and Radio Sales,

tion

Inc.,

staffs.

manager
manager

of
of

A.

E.

Joseclyn,

Radio Sales,

is

sales

becoming

WBT, Charlotte, relieving Lincoln Dellar, who leaves CBS
to take over the privately owned
station, KSFO, San Francisco.

visitors to airport, hoping to see
and hear celebrities over public

CBS

address system.

Sales' N. Y. staff,

Howard

S.

Meighan,

now on Radio

moves

into Josce-

Dellar to Frisco

lyn's spot.
Bill Schudt, who up
until recently managed
steps
into a newly created post, sales

WKRC,

manager of the transcription division
of the Columbia Phonograph Corp.
Frisco move affects Phil Lasky,
has managed KSFO for its owners during the past five years.. Lasky
has a stock interest in KROW, Oakland, and hoId3 the title of v.p. and

who

general manager.

12.

Threatened invasion of American
by Mexican borCanadian headaches) alarmed and perplexed Fed-

MELODY GROVE—featur-

radio wavelengths
der stations (now

ing William Stocsa Singer*
and Sylvia Rhodes in bril'
liant vocal arrangemcnta of
popular music*

authorities this week
North
the
that
hopie
continued
American radio agreement eventually will win ratification below the
channels
Use of two
Rio Grande.
earmarked for United States plants
has been reported unolTicially as under study by the Mexicans, who have
been very dilatory about carrying
out pledges given at Havana two
years back.

despite

eral

SI

COUP REPORTED

Finds Out What Local Newspapers Will Print

Raleigh, N. C, Dec. 12.
WPTF estimates that it boosted its
list of co-operative
newspapers by
350% as the result of a scries of letters and a questionnaire that it addressed to these sources. In the first
letter WPTF cited the recent Fortune

VARIETY

There was no information available here to confirm the report, but
wheels were set in motion to check
the Mexicans are liable to
muscle in on one or more of four
stripes earmarked for Class I and II
Both the
outlets in this country.
tips that

FCC and

the Stale Department dis-

played interest, particularly since
latest diplomatic reports were that
the outlook for Mexican adherence
has improved in recent months.
The alarming report was that
XERA, Dr. John Brinkley's juice
giant at Villa Acuna, and the Norman Baker plant, KENT, at Neuvo
Laredo are to be shifted. At present these use 840 and 910 kc. respectively.
Gossip is that the Mexican
BUtkorities are ogling 710; 720, 750

ana

thus

1170,

endangering

KMPC,

KIRO,

WGN,

WLW

WOR.

WJR

—

—

Why they should muscle
on any of the four U. S. stripes is
beyond imagination.
Unfounded Optimism?
If the report about prospective
shifts for the super-power border
plants is correct, the optimism— even
though it has been diminished with
lAssage of time about eventual ratiwithouut
fication
wholly
seems
foundation.
For the Mexican delegation at Havana gave this country

H

Director Jocef Chcrni'avcky.

Producer Harold Carr and
SongitrcM Sylvia Rhodes rehearsing a WLW commercial

network origination,

MARATHON

outlets.

With the highest standard in programming over three quarters of a
million dollars is being spent on local

—

—WLW

alw^ays enprograms in 1939
deavors to give listeners the best
whether it is a service of informa-

Baker and Brinkley have pulled
some wires to get Mexico City
authorities thinking about allowing
them to use the U. S. ribbons, the
situation is far worse than had been

tion to farmers, a report of the news
or a show purely for entertainment.

feared.

The following stripes were tagged
Mexican Use in the treaty:

toT

I-A— 730,

WLW's own originations, programs

800, 900, 1050. 1220

1570.

I-B— 940,
and 1550.
11—810 and

1000,

1060,

like

1090,

Paul

Law

Joined

1110.

BOREE,

KFRU, Columbia,

Mutual shows, have made

ville.

f

1^

!*JOI'«.RIPM$[HIMIWS

ON THE

WLW

a

part of the daily Hves of a community of over 27,000,000 consumers.

IN
's

TRULY AlvIERICAN,
NBC Red-Blue, and

plus the best of

Mo., as newscaster, vice Ernie Rea
Who departed to Join WHAS, Louis-

n

EVERYBODY'S FARM

HOUR, BOONE CXDUNTY JAM-

1140, 1190

Class

envi-

keeps attuned to the lives and
times of WLW-Land.

If

Class

its

it

pretty strong assurance that the borderites would not be protected and
that Mexico would use the ribbons
assigned to it for its own nationals

Class

and holds

able place in the minds and hearts
its millions of listeners because

of

—

•nd

ZvlBLODlES.

WLW has built

In

I

ATTUNED

TO THE TIMES

and

WCAU.
Mystiflcation resulted when the
grapevine dispatch reached here.
For the Havana formula gave the
presumably
Mexicans 15 ribbons
enough considering their population
and industrial status for Glass I and

IS

NBC RED NETWORK

WLW

THE NATION'S
mo^i "Merchandise-Able*'

STATION

RADIO

VARIETY

SI
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WSB^Adanta (With

Flashes From Boston

Journal), Sold

Boston,
R.ndio

To James Cox, Stays With NBC

man

ha.s

Dec.

mada the

AlKOnquin Club.
lows of WEEI.

Hc'.i

From

12.

,

WSB

properties.
has filed an application with the Federal Communications Commission for permission
Price lor
to make the transfers.
the Journal's newspaper and radio
properties is S.1.000.000.

Order

WQXR

I

Labor Vote

I

I

Washington, Dec. 12.
CoUeclivp bargaining poll has been
sdiodiilod
at

for

I

Crane, formerly engineer
a'. WNBC, New Britain, Conn., is Llie
new control room engineer at WBZ.
He replaces Dick Plammond, who
resigned to become chief engineer nt
Charles Phelan's WESX, Salem,
Bailey Axton, tenor, is
staff'.
addition to

IN

WQXR, New York

City.

i

Ihe latest

must take place within 30 days, the land last week
National Labor Relations Board said tion."
i

*4^*4-^^^

.

Stella Unger has new aide. Gertrude Michaelove.
.Pic and Pal jigjf
contract via Ed Wolfe. Were on Alka-Scltzer Barn Dance Satiuday
Johnny Canlwell and Rita Walker, who date way back In vaude, are
skcddcd for 'Horse and Buggy Days' on WJZ tonight CWed.)
Radio City's skating pond being made twice as large
Geraldine Favrar
.

new

.

for his 'siuiimer vaca-

were presented
Monday (11) in trying to reconcile
conflicting claims of rival unions :Over WBZ-WBZA during week of
Cox is 3l-:o buying the Hearst which want to speak for operators, Nov. 19-25. A record which does not
include
repeats.
engineers, and technicians:
Geoi jian and Sunday American.
Jimmy Lunceford a;)peared on
Agent for. the help will b« deby majority vote received WORL's 920 Club last Thursday (7)
WSB is affiliated with NBC and termined
by Local 913 Radio Broadcast Tech- as commentator when his own rethe latiifr network is covered by a
cordings
were played.
nicians and Engineers Union, charcontract which has seven years to
Bill Kostka, NBC press manager,
tered by the International Brothergo.
hood of Electrical Workers, and to WBZ for lookeroo.
Summerville and William
Robert
American Communications As.sociaCARNATION STRL IN BLOOM tion, the CIO unit. Will be the third J. Hyland, Jr., of CBS, visited WEEI,
Traffic manager Gordon Swan of
application of the Wagner Act to the
Chicago, Dec. 12.
WBZ,
who
began as an announcer,
radio industry.
Carnation, through Erwin-Wasey
is back doing daily stints while conagency here, has renewed for continuing with his present job.
Dorothy Rockwell has joined the
tinuation of its Monday night 30Jack Beauvais, of WEEI sales promiruite show, starting Jan. 1. Show staff of WQXR, New York, as Wash- motion department, who has been atington correspondent and will han- tending Boston University, has recontinues over the NBC red web.
Program has been on the air with- dle daily reports and news programs ceived his sixth intercollegiate adfrom the Capitol.
vertising award.
out interruption since Jan., 1932.

.

make some discs at World Broadcasting last week
Margaret Cuthberl was NBC's observer at the N.A.B. clubwomen rally in WashI
ington
Gordon Nugent, NBC script writer, will be married Christmas
eve to Marion Reamer, non-pro.
.

.

San> Slater, of Phil Lord office, thought
'By Kathleen Norris,' to slop out of that

1

Some

crrv

aided a friend

WBZ sports commentator-announcer Bob Evans w^nt to Cleve-

Election

NEW YORK

.

I

WAAB

technicians employed

*********************

>-M"»-»-f-»-f-f4-«-f

Truman

Atlanta, Dec. 12.
WSB, 50,000-watter and WEGG. a
portable relay unit used by the station, are slated to pass to James M.
Cox, Dayton and Miami publisher
and station operator, as part o( the
deal made for the Atlanta Journal

the Production Centres

exclusive

Harold Fel-

278 people

it cute for. Arline Blackburn,
of
'tlrst plane' at the North Beach
and kiss Mayor La Guardia.
.Joe Sullivan's whilc-and-black
hotcha orch from Cafe Society now heard on WNEW. .. .Liberty maga^tins
has taken over the handling of the patriotic cartoon contest initialed by
Town Hall and is coughing up $1,800 for cash pri7.es. ...
Illustrator Arthur William Brown made. his first radio gueslea with
George V. Denny, Jr., finally got that gold mike awarded
George Jesscl
him in 1938 by the Women's National Radio Committee.

airport

i

'

,

i

j

.

.

.

.

.

Cyril Armbrister is with the New York production staff of Benton Sc
Bowles. He comes from Hollywood. Addi.son Smith, who produced for
B & B on the Coast, has also been transferred to the N. Y. office. .Bernard
L. Schubert, of the Phil Lord office, is honeymooning in Florida and
Havana. Due back after New Years.. New Jersey Telephone Co. will
give its annual afternoon time off to olfice employees of Newark branch
to enable them to sing Christmas carols over WOR, N. Y., Dec. 22.... Joe
Koehler, now radio rep for Lord Dun.-iany. .. .Arnold Moss replaced Raymond E. Johnson on "Valiant Lady.'
The Day, largest English-Yiddish newspaper in America, has switched
its program from WBBC to WARD which shares time on the same wavelength (1400 k.c.) because the latter has bettered its signal with new transmitter.
Sholem Asch and Maijrice Schwartz are. frequent guests on thij
scries.-. .Keith Higgins, director of NBC's blue link, has been namedchairman of the radio committee for the American Legion's New York
slate department. .. .Reggie Scheubcl will vcontinue as radio exec .of the
Biow agency after her marriage to .lohn H. Ballard. Bulova Watch Co. prer.
Red River Dave of WOR, N. Y., took his Texas Cowboys into the Village
Barn, N. Y., last week for a stand until Dec. 21. Gets three midday air
shots per week
Gracie Barrie Hies in each week from Boston to do
"Listen America' broadcast over WOR-Mutual.
.

.

;

Policy In

m

Canada

.Continued from page 29_
true designs. Gradually his policies
convinced the private broadcasters
that as and when and if he thought
he could accomplish the switchover

Murray would be foimd advocating
the extinction of the private stations
and the adoption of a government
monopoly a la BBC, That Murray
several times brilliantly outsmarted
the somewhat timid and over-trusting private licensees did not increase tha general manager's popularity.
The whole question is infinitely Involved in Canadian politics and flnancial-publication-industrial alignments.

MONTREAL

News Ban Thwarted
Meantime the latest attempt by
newspaper and magazine publishers
to get the Canadian Government to
ban sponsored broadcasts, this time
as a war measure, has flivved due to
timely Intervention of broadcasters.
Reports that the Canadian authorities were to ban commercial sponsorship of news, under the emergency powers of the War Measures

WATTS THAT DO THE WORK OF 50,000
and at

5000

Watt Rates!

Four important
sions of the

CBS

factors contribute to the reniarkaltle dimen-

WiNAX primary

Listening Area studies).

Frequency of 570 kc
other 570 stations.

2.

3.

But,

buy.

iiiilTION
Studios-WNAX

is

lakes buying

Here are more

power

attempt having flopped a little
over a year ago. New movement,
launched several weeks ago under
cover of a war measure, reached a
last

WNAX. Among

Columbia

WNAX m
Orpheum

stations

WNAX

is

3,136,320
3,837,323
750,530
879,625
$891,566,000
.

ON THE DIAL
Building, Sioux City

a good buy.

It

tliiU broaitoiivt H<)vertl9lii^ !>
Cnnnriu'ff .Helrnpulltun lunrkAt oiin be

ddtie ninnt ^ronmnh^lljr
fully Oimuyh CFCl".

Understanding is that a regulation
banning sponsored news had actually
been framed and would have been
incorporated into the CBC rules but

can help

OKOF
'

Eaton Company of Toronto went
radio with a commercial newscast
which clicked so strongly that the
department store reduced Its copy in
the dailies.

fiucoP.Hi'

nnil

Short WftTe

CFOK

own^d and opernled b/

CANADIAN MARCONI

COMPANY

for the protest filed by broadcasters.
Representetives of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters, supported

following submission of a brief
to the Financial Committee of the
CBC then in session.
Financial Committee and management of the CBC then if&vised
broadcasters that commercial news
sponsorship would not be tampered
with.
Further assurances to this
affect were given by Hon. C. D.
Howe, Minister of Transport.
Understanding is that fuel was
added to flames recently when the

and

rF('F"n renewnU tlirniiglinut (he ye>»n
nr« the twIlinoiilrtU Ihui reHll^ 4«iint.

spon-

by the Association of Canadian Advertisers, Canadian Association of
Advertising Agencies, and news services such as Transradio and B.U.P.
interviewed the general manager

.

is

to

<

provon

sored newscasts shortly.

make

all

would be an end

y T T T T
Nntlonal AHvfrtUorfl return to rt<*<;F
y«ur bonMUM experleno« hM

.vttar iifleT

point where several magazine publishers had been definitely advised
that there

a radio station a good
important reasons why your program
to

With its 5,000 Watt rales, WNAX
you sell your products profitably.

Building, Yankton -

Fori Worth, Texas.

..

it

here at Ottawa.

ers

Absence of competitive radio service. .WNAX is tha
only CBS station between Minneapolis and Denver
between Omaha and Canada.

Rural Population
Sixth in Total Population
Seventh in Radio Families
Fifth in Passenger Cars
.
Ninth in Retail Sales

CBS

Represented by

Nearest

MARKET

priate representations to the authori-

Newspaper and magazine publishhave been trying to get the
government to ban commercial sponsorship of news for many years now, ^

from

widening band of soil of A-1 conductivity which acts
as a natural path for the WNAX signal.

First in

5000 Walls L. S.
1000 Walls Night

The Kals Agency

excellent separation

A

should be on
Station

—and

TANADAS
RICHEST

Persistent rumors finally led the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters to investigate and make approties

1.

A Cowles

area (as outlined in the 1938
Here they arei

Act, were first mentioned by three
different
advertising
agencies
as
reasons for turning down an otherwise suitable program submitted by
local radio stations.

Nnc

Airiiiiii*

Htpraacntallvoi:
CAN'.\1>A
U.S.A.
All

Cantdt Radii FtcllllUi

W»d 4

Cariipiny

CF CF
Bl

LINGUAL

iXDDIENCE

1.000.000

Wodiiosduy,

December

13.

1939

VARIETY

SHOWMANSHIP AWARD
for
HBC

1939

......

WRC-WMAL

NETWORK-MANAGED STATIONS

E

RADIO REVIEWS

VARIETY

Si

'THE SHADOW OF
TIKA'

Follow-Up Comment

Wednesday, Doceiubcr 13, 1939

THE SWAS-

The Winnah-Wheaties

Unnamed Cast
Uocumentary

Kre-niel dessert (which comes imniedialcly aCler Minute Tapioca oi\
CBS) had its 'Society Girl' ud in
the Adii'ondacks as one o[ the pioA
f;ranVs shifting glamour locales.
laiidsome
ski
.instructor
from

Switzerland has been hard-hearted
behind

to

the

who

the

e>>'l

hotel

desk,

also
from overseas,' and
over the ski kid. Tlie fiat
thinks it's because the debutante has
been doing some rcconnoitering that
her hot Swiss has cooled olT. So she
heads for the cliffs to commit suicide
is

cur-a7.y

and society girl after her.
and tune in tomorrow to

Be sure
find out

what happened.
It's all

Vlrehiia Hayes, singing in the coniparative chill of an NBC organ
studio, nils in an open interlude
early in the blue's afternoon. They
call her 'one of the younger stars'
and say 'she'll be heard again in the
new future.' Which means Miss
Hayes is one to fill and given radio's
most thankless assignment.
Inevitably
singers
under such
handicaps never do themselves any
good, as it is almost impossil^le to
tinguished,

first

quarter hour fades down so that stations can join or leave the network,
and the second quarter then blares in
anew as if it was an entirely dilTcr-

program.

cnl

The announcements
that

fast

ai'e

made

so

the ear hardly gets them,

and the program quite subordinates
Fort Wayne as a city and the station
as such. This seems a showmanship
mulV. Otherwise tlie liillbillies give
out in lively style good smalltime
radio fare.

Memory Contest with
Musical
Irvine Dcakin is in third year on
N. y. and aimed at station's
classical mu.''ic following. It's a skillfully tailored session, with an absence of hokoy production doodads,
and it should continue to hold its
specialized audience.
Using questions contributed by
listeners, the stanza bring.s five members of the studio audience (and
from the .sound of the applause,
there can't be many more than that

WQXR,

good tabloidiana.

sound even

The

by Happy Herb Hayward.

key, much less di.swith only an organ to
in

fiuide.

BBC, London

Tlie pro football championship playolT (10), accoVding to the account
via WOR, N. Y., was Anally and decisively won, not by the beet trust
fLon\ Green Bay, but by a bowl of Wheaties. Gencral.Mills, the .sponapparently played quarterback, end and tackle, and accounted for
What went on out on the field was a mere sideline to
all the scoring.

This story of the Nazis niakivsgood
Brili.sh Broadradio melodrama.
casting Corp. is running the yarn as
a series, giving it i key spot Friday

sor,

nights, and aiming to make it an 'objective' recital of authenticated facl.s.

Wheie commentary

is

the blue-and-gold package with its crisp, crunchy contents which conmore heat units than a cooked breakfast food and which— yum-yun\
and boy-oh-boy is the regular diet of champions. Few sporting cvenLt
of tliis or any other seaSon have been plugged fiill of such hefty and
violent advertising.

introduced,

tain

in dramatic presentation of incident, events are naturally colored
to give an anti-Hitler propaganda
slant, but otherwise it is a .straight
.show, treated much on Columbia

and

Workshop

,

»

—

As for the game itself. Red Barber (WOR), Dick Fishell (WHN) and.
Harry Wismer (WJR) did the gabbing, with Barber having the heaviest
ciiores.
It was a good, workmanlike job and
when compared with
newsiJaper statistics in retrospect above-average in accuracy.
Too
bad the boys had to perform in this swell manner while handicapped
with a mouth full of Wheaties.

lines.

An intriguing touch is ooncealing
the players behind a veil of aiVonymity, and while certain familiar voices
from the BBC repertory line-up can
be spotted, other central character.s,
particularly that of Hillcr himself,
are appai'cntly handled by complete

—

—

'WOMAN'S RADIO DIGEST'

Cupid; Club Notes and At Your
With Beth Lockerbie, Ken Murray
Leisure. Editorial dealt with current
appeal of Canadian Red Cro.ss. this
CJRC, Winnipeg
Originated and scripted entirely by being handled by Murray. The Dan
Beth Lockerbie" (using the name of Cupid section concerned marital
Television Review
Elizabeth Holman) this show rides relations and what has been uninto hon\es at probably the best time covered by eminent authorities on
of Ihe Winnipeg day, the local tea the subject. Miss Lockerbie makes
hour, just before the kids iitart tear- no pretense at being another Dorothy
HOLr.Ywoon television
With Lee Cooley, Jean Market, Owen ing the place apart after school. Di.\-, she just lays the slulT out and
Jensen, Jimmy Titlrotl, Celeste (C'ahadian kids are unsliacklcd at there you are— take it or leave it.
Club Notes were just items rclaliuH
Rush Players, D. ¥.. Roiida, Clenr 4:00 p.m.)
Show is presented in the mann^ to various meetings, tea.s, etc., of
Howard, Bud Kelly and Jean
of a magazine with each 'page' being interest to women, these being read
Marlow
devoted to difTerent subject matter over a musical background of piano
One hour
and .separated by a musical bridge. music, latter coming up full for th«
Tuesday, 8 p.m.
No characterization is attempted bridge, Last named section was a
Don Lee, W6XAO, Los Anfclci
To showcase .,iAs recent switch to other than the part of Miss Holman satirical .poem on men read over an-

^-f

unknowns.

on hand) to identify selections and
their
composers and to answer
queries as to background facts, etc.
Sticks mostly to standard works, but
.sonic of the questions are stumpers
and the average knowledge of the
contestants is inclined to be high.
Deakin, who conducts the series,
avoids too much gab, confining himself almost entirely to the straight
business at hand, with just enough
comment to ease the entries and
season the questions and answers.
On show caught (9) he completed 441

Percy Faith, from Canada. continues, over Mutual, to come through
the curtain of obscurity like an acrobat through a paper hoop. His musical set-up is probably the- tops
among the shows crossing the inter-'
Rational line. Sooner or later something ought to happen to and for eight
'innings,'
or
40.
questions,
Faith. Rather a pity nobody is be- which, with the preliminaries and
hind hint to push.
windup, is. plenty of action for a 30minute program. Prizes of cash and
WOWO, Fort Wayne, supplies to Martinson's coffee (one of the stathe NBC blue an early afternoon ex- tion's major sponsors) went to all
ercise in musical energy called 'The the contestants and question-conHoosier Hoppers' and presided over tributors.
'

60 Mins.
Frlday.s

-

lines, the standard favored b.v
and the Radio Manufacturers Ass'n, the Harry Lubcke unit,
sole custodian of television experimentation out here, jelled an hour's
variety and telecast it at 8 p.m. Tuesday. It included moments of promising clarity and intervals of blur

RCA-NBC

and shimmer blamed on diathermy,
inevitable villain.
Close-ups
often good, longshots often
otherwise. Reception was nine miles
from the studio.
Entertainment comprised divergent

(Lockerbie)i" who is supposedly the other light" type of musical backeditor of the da'ily journal.
Ken ground.
Music for program is inlelligcnlly
station announcer, works
from
straight and handles part of show selected
the
transcription
him.selt, the balance of the time library .showing good musical testa
working back and forth with Miss with light concci'l and pop tunes being mixed. Half hour is a worthy
Lockerbie.
On show caught program was di- example of hometown radio showvided into four part.s, editorial; Dan manship.
Norm.

Murray,

the

were

routines, running front
artist to a fashion show.
ket,

an escape
.lean

Mar-

who'paraded the models, seemed

a distinct personality for television.
D. E. Ronda gave the iconoscope a
workout in freeing himself on the
floor from various police restraints.
Owen Jensen gave a demonstration
in tattooing, explaining the process
while he wielded the electric needle.

weamms'

Jimmy

Talcott caricatured Emcee
Lee Copley, and the Celeste Rush
Players projected a comedy drama in
three parts, which gave an indication of what may be expected in future aired dramatics from theatre

MOST POWERFUL:
On November
power

W-I-R-E Increased

IS,

5000 Watts,

to

stages.
Gene Howard. Bud Kelly
and Jean Marlow gagged, warbled
and played instruments.
Ray (ioflfin, who books talent for
Its

nlghttlm*

becoming Indiana's most

powerful FULL-TIME station,

NEW

these telecasts, seeks diversity more
for the experiment than the entertainment quality. It's no great trick
to get picture talent down to the
studio for Interviews.
They're all
eager to know how they'll fit into the
scheme of the newest art.
Helm.

By

JANE

WEST

,NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR
FAMILY BRINGS

_AUGHTER JeARS a^o
Presented by Ivory Soap

YOU MORE
ART-THROBS

|-|

99"

ioo°

c

pure

||CTC||TWICE DAILY
NBC

Rod Notwork, 12:15

nir.

MGT. ED

to 12:30 P. M.

EST

COAST TO COAST

IN.-.

COMPTOM ADVERTISlNO AGENCT

WOLF— RKO

BLDG..

NEW YORK

r

CITY

STUDIOS:

W-I-R-E will soon announce the formal dedication
of

new

studios

and

offices

on the ninth

floor of the

Claypool Hotel in downtown Indianapolis.
these

new

facilities,

W-I-R-E will hav« on«

With
of the

most modern and complete broadcasting establishments in the Middle West.

THE RIGHT COMBINATION:
Aggressive local programming, intensive coverage
of local

special events, local

community service

PLUS a full roster of N. B. C. Red* Network
shows are the reasons why Central Indiana keeps
tuned

to

W-I-R-E.

The combination

of

ranking N.

B.

complete local programming makes
for

W-I-R-E

C.
it

shows with
,

unnecessary

listeners to turn to out-of-state stations

for service.

* W-I-R-E

is

the only Basic

Red

Station in Indiana

CFCF Is proud of this signal honour!
feel that Canadian Marconi ComStation CFCF has contributed towards
tho iireslige of Canadian radio In general, because
"VARIETY" has found a "Best" Canadian sUlion for the first
time since 1936.

.

We

pany's

CFCF, selected the "Best" Canadian station lor 1939 In "VARIETY'S"
Annual Showmanship Survey, is YOUR "Best" Balen producer to
reach a bilingual market of over ONE MILLION PEOPLE.

CFCF and Short Wave CFCX
MONTREAL
NBC AFFILIATE
Representatives:

IT.

S.

A.—WEED & CO.

CANADA:

All

Canada Radio

Faoilllies

.

RADIO REVIEWS

WeJntMluy, Decfiiibfr 13, 1939
'MV CHILDREN'

SKV BLAZERS
Col.

Kosroe Turner, Gene
H. Lord

Austin,

r'hlllips

Rogers, Lclah McNaIr,
Grace Holtby.
Serial
IS MIns.

prsma, Talk

Max

West,

35

of the station, and are presented under the direction of Frank

'HOME TOWN,
RATED*

Stewart.

With Virginia Verrill, Wayne Van Local, 15 Mins.
Dyne, Marlin Hurt, CHIT Soubler, BERGER-BAIRD

Each

—Regional

VARIETY

editor

epi.sode is based on actual
accidents with a slight fiction
touch added.
Each deals with a
tlifferent traffic menace such as reckless driving, drunken driving, fault-

Bob Trendler'a
Rowen

IININCORPO- BIG NAMES OF KANSAS CITY'
Visits to Industrial Plants

Sunday,

ENGRAVING CO.

81 MIns.

WONDKR BREAD

SPERRY WHEATIIEARTS

Saturday, 7:S0 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New York

Mills)
Daily, 8:4R a.m.

Radio time is being used by this
engraving house to garner prestige
KSFO-CBS, San Francisco
ily
equipped
autos,' jaywalking, Sunday, 9:30 p.m.
(Westco)
and to influence buyers rather than
speeding,
to obey traffic regu- WBAP-NBC, Fort Worth
A five-a-week dramatic .skit of the lations andfailure
Uses
to secure orders immediately.
the like. Episode caught
(Rtisset M. Seeds)
family type, with the family in dealt with the
In the interests of Raleigh cigar- the method of bragging about the
bicycle rider, of
plenty trouble during episode caught which there are a great
many in tjiis ettes this program originates in the other fellow, not neccs.<iarily a pros(8) Mr. and Mrs. Gilman
(Mary city.
Andy.Chicago NBC studios and is fed to a pect.
Parker and Sydney Rogers), are havgroup of 19
Southern
station;;.
Station sends out its mobile imit
ing financial trouble because of a
Fictional locale of the broadcasts is
to visit larger commercial organizaphoney stock investment. Opening RECESS TIME'
a hamlet with a population of 498
tions in town (title of program reaction takes place in auto as she With Mildred Chambers, Birice PeU persons.
Each Sunday night the fers to companies, not individuals).
erson, Harry Bolwick
drives the breadwinner to work, all
townspeople gather at the local hotel
particular trip handled by Jack
the time persuading him not to do Kid Show
where a 'shindig' is prepared for This
announcer, was at Allies
anything rash.- The man responsible 30 Mins. Local
them by the hotel's owner, Capt. Grogan,
Motors, Inc., local Chrysler distrib.
for the bum stock is a high exec in Saturday, 10:30 A.M^
Barney Barnett, played by
Cliff
Covered new cars, repairs, parts,
his company and may have him fired WCSH, Portland, Me.
Soubier.
used
cars, finance department and
if he doesn't soft pedal his vituperaOne of the few non-web, non-platShow is fast moving,, full of music, various
other aspects of auto busition, she tells him.
ter radio shows in this era.
(Com- hokey comedy, tidbits of drama.
Next scene, the office. An argu- bines spelling bee, community sing, Commercials happily are in.serted at ness via platter for delayed broadment between Gilman and Singleton, juvenile amateurs and- (entering its the beginning and end, with only a cast.
Material was on the dry side; it
(Max West). Episode ends with Gil- third year) is a business builder for short dramatized commercial in the
man being flred, leaving everything the State theatre from the stage of show proper which is easy to take. should locally find a following.
looking very, very black indeed for which it emanates and a goodwill (Commercials stress the fact that Scene or two of diramatization were
there is a coupon in every pack of not carried off as well as might be,
the parents of 'My , Children' arid stunt for WCSH.
and program suffers in lack of
the bewildered oflspring. But comes
Backbone of program is the spell- Raleighs with a premium value.)
then the announcer with a ray of ing conte.st, with cash handed out
Show caught t3) opened with pacing and speaking ability which it
hope; 'Will Mr. Gilman lose his job? after each successful try, plus the theme signature sung by the chorus necessarily encounters among the
This
Can Singleton fire him? What will tendering of 'consolation' prizes in that there is a silver lining in the business execs interviewed.
happen tomorrow? Be sure to lis- the form of roller skates and foot- dark clouds of doubt and care. Or- fault is a virtue, however, in sponQuin.
chestra then tossed off 'Beautiful taneity and authenticity.
ten.'
balls to kids who happen to be at the
Bob Ballantine wove in a hot
Script, written by C. C. Thomas of
mike when a prop alarm clock Ohio.'
Knox-Reeves agency seems sounds. In addition, house has tie- harmonica solo. Warm, too, was THAT
the
YEAR. ..1908'
plausible additions to an already- up with eight local business outfits band's guitarist with 'Little Rock
With Hoyt Andres, Carruih Palmer,
crowded day of radio weepers.
whereby a bicycle is given away to Getaway.'
Emilia Caccres orchestra
The show's comedy is handled by
Outstanding, and most unusual for holder of lucky ticket.
30 Mins.— Local
Marlin
Hurt,
who
doubles
as
Lucifer
Agency
the
surshow, is
a Westco
Besides opportunity for participat- Hicks and Beulah, maid of all work. SAN ANTONIO PUBLIC SERVICE
prising briefness of the commercials;
COMPANY
only about two minutes for both. ing in an innocent fling at wheel of It's not literary comedy.
Romantic touch is added by Monday, 9:3« P.M.
Also comment-inspiring was the su- fortune, kids may excercise their
WOAL San Antonio
perior acting of Mary Parker in the tonsils, listen to the organ, see what Virginia Verrill (the new .school
like, and teacher)
Seeking a new program formula to
and Wayne Van Dyne.
role, of Mrs. Gilman, around whom a theatre manager looks
the .show revolves. The Gilman chil- thereaftere, if. so disposed, settle These two also carry the modern revitalize its air campaign, the San
dren, of whom there are three, were down for three or four hours of film touch with their songs of today. Best Antonio utility company has dipped
was Miss Verrill with 'I Can Dream, into the book of memory.' Dwight
not included in this episode. Pro- entertainment.
Can't
I?'
and
with
Bourn's
scripts exploit the 'rememDyne
the
chorus
not
An
elephant
gun
is
perhaps
the
is
organ
duction is smooth, as
signaber when?' sort of thing. What was
ture music, played by KSFO orch correct weapon for this sparrow, but culling 'em from 'Hit the Deck.'
Louis Rowen handles the spiels as new, hot or popular in the year 1908
it might be pointed out that Parentleader Dick Aurandt,
This show is evidence that Fri.sco Teachers groups and other protect- well as bringing in the refreshments was the theme of the first of the
radio dramatic talent, which was ors of the young usually frown on for the townfolks with the compli- series.
Most of the way the atmosphere is
once high in quality and quantity, is juvenile participation in games of ments of the Brown & Williamson
Andy.
chance ."!o an occasional 'essay con- Tobacco Co.
provided by the simple production
still okay in quality.

(.Benton

&

Bowles)

H. Lord (Seth Parker),
did no small job in makine
conscious,
the kid listeners cangsler
has now turned his office's attention toward imbuing the same genefor the
admiration
an
with
ration
Phillips

who

men- and

women who have done

daring things in aviation.
troductory in.slallment (9)

The
had

in.

all

the earmarks of a carbon "Howie
Wing.' Lord's version has but one

over
its
advantage
many predecessors and that is the
personality he has oickcd to m.c. the
series, namely Col. Roscoe Turner,
figures
in
greatest
America's
one of

ouUtanding

aviation.

After a few broadcasUs Col. Roscoe may ease up and harness himelf in the Uncle Don requirements
of the medium. He'll have to exude
a thicker oil if he's going to continue dishing the plug. The colonel
serves not only as the show's interlocutor but it's his job to tell the
kiddies that Wonder Bread is the
one best bread there is, even if he
say so himself, and he
doesn't
wouldn't say so, if he hadn't eaten
This iddy-biddy (low
himself.
it

must have brought a chuckle from
EOme of the colonel's fellow birdmen and choked the colonel himBut that's radio. To be held
self.
up as an idol or model isn't sufficient.
The idol must gush over the product.

traffic

(General

30 Mins.

Louis

Orchestra,

1:45 p.m.

WHB, Kansas

—Regional

City

BROWN & WILLIAMSON

—

The subject of the initial program's exploit recital was Gene Austin, an ex-stunt man in films and
a parachute jumper. Col. Turner's
Interview with the stunt pilot was
frequently interpolated with dramatized bits of his most exciting exThe writing, acting and proploits.
duction of these dramatized sequences didn't account for much sustained excitement.
There was a cute moment or two TRAFFIC TRAGEDIES'
after the adventure recital was over With Charles Shaw, Frank Slewart,
when Col. Turner interviewed AuJack Mitchell
Just before 15 Min.s. Local
stin's five-year-old son.
the fadeout a couple of voices vie Sustaining
With each other in speeding through Tuesday, 9 p.m.
a list of definitions of aviation KTSA, San Antonio
terms.
co-operation with the local
In
Lord's part on the program was Junior Chamber of Commerce station
limited to introducing Col. Turner KTSA is offering this dramatization
and injecting a little hoopla toward of fatal traffic accidents in this
of
vicinity in the endless fight to teach
the end. Latter was the reading
to
the the public Safely First. The series
telegrams
congratulatory
Odcc.
colonel.
is written by Charles C. Shaw, news

—

or the fu-esentation of a set of
encyclopedias to the school who.se
representatives most frequently win

test'

in the spelling duels might air-condition a more safely 'wholesome' at-

mosphere.
Musical items

in

show caught were

of good daytime standard but didn't
.seem to belong in kid program.
'Lamp Is Low' type of ballad, drippingly rendered, creates a weird effect when sung in early a.m. to be-

rompered audience.
Harry Botwick, house manager,
handles the m.c. chore well. Don.

'RADIO

THAT HITLER FEARS'

Dramatic Serial

FORD PILLS
Twice-Weekly
IS Mins.
2 UE, Sydney

Enacted by an unnamed

cast, serial

DX

is built around the secret
station operating so strongly against the
Producer, also unHitler regime.
named, makes it a gripping story. At
this time it should sell a lot of pills.
From fade-in to fade-out the pace
Riclc.
is swift.
>

device of captions.' Each name is
supDosed.to be a mental stimulant.
I.<:adore Duncan, Eddie Foy, Mischa
Elman— they spell 1908. Then the
.songs that were sung. Utility seemed
to mi.ss a swell bet in not getting
Jack Norworth, in town at the time,
to appear on the getaway. Probably
wouldn't pony up. Utility adverti.sing budgets are invariably rigid,
which handicaps the showmanship.
On the whole the pattern serves
.sati.«facforily to tie together the elements of a WOAI studio production.

Andy.

^^^^^^^^^

THROUGHOUT THE YEARS AHEAD
The De
Radio

is

I.ime Cnpthart Automatic Phonographacknowledged to be the worlil'H finrst in-

for musical re production. No other inslruno pe rfeclly reproduces the music you want . .
you (vant it. The Cipehart brings you both

iilriinicnt

mrnt
ii/irii

fiindamrnt.'ils

and harmonics of the musical scale

and shadings. Truly, it Is a lifetime gift of inspiring music. Cabinets are authentic
period designs. Shown below is the Adam at 1>1045.*
in all their color

The

Capehat-t has the only record-changer that lurns
rerorJs over. It plays 20 records continuously, on both
giving you a program of your
lelection lasting more than three hours ix'uhoat
atlenllon! The Capchart also includes a superlative
(idea. or either side

.

.

.

own

radio that receives domestic and foreign broadcasts. It
is also equipped for television soimd. Illustrated at the
left is the Hepplewhite design at $595.* De Luxe Capeharts, In authentic period cabinetry, in either
or walnut, range from $595* to };2500.»

The Capehart-Panamusc

is a

mahogany

new automatic phonograph-

radio designed by Capchart sound-engineers and built to
Capehart standards— priced from $159.50* to $299.50.*
automatic record-changer offers nearly an hour of

Its

the music of your

own

choice,

.^bove

is

the Sheraton

design at $179.50.* Both the Captluirt and llie Cape/iartPanamuse may be purchased <wUh a modest iiiilial down
payment and terms to suit your convenience. Visit your
.
.
Capehart dealer or write for illustrated booklets.
Division, Farnsworlh Television k Radio
.

The Capehart

Corporation, Fort

Wayne, Indiana.

.

't'fiw ilw^th htnhtf cn /he
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CHRISTMAS

Jury Awards

—

Communications Commission and for
A jury In Circuit Judge Williams' acting as 'radio pastor' for Ave years
court last week returne< a verdict of and $1,875 for commi.<si6ns on the
Dec.

12.

I

I

'

lavor of John Calvin Leonard,
Chicago, in his $3C,87S suit against
Elation WIL. In two counts Leonard
sought $35,000 for services allegedly

$r>00 in

sale of radio time.
The verdict for $500
latter claim.

I

I

was on the

Energine's Quizzer

rendered in assisting the station in
obtaining full time from the Federal

Hollywood, Dec. 12.
'What Would
Vou Have DoneV which has been
kicking around here for years, goes
under Energine sponsorship over
NBC bhie network starting Jan. 29.
Stack-Cioble bought it from Music

Audience

TOPSIM

quizzer,

Winona, Mmn., Dec. 12.
Christmas is being sold big over
Opci\cd with Santa
st.-tion KWN'O.
Claus interviewed on Main street.
Three times a day, a half hour each
time, station broadcasts Christmas
music piovidea by church choirs, orPrograms are
ganists and schools.
amplified over p. a. system and fed
to public direct in shopping district.
w-11
be broadcarols
Community
Co-'. from local Ihcalre and with the
aid of a new mobile unit st.Ttion will
Christmas
mass
midnight
pick up
joining
nental system.

tlie

is

Still

Washington, Dec. 12.
another addition to the WJSV

announcing

staff.

Lincoln,
Minneapolis.

Neb.,

and

WTCN,

Musical

Mood Wrong

Before

WDAS

Anthem
12.

Winding up its late program of
symphonic recordings with the 'Star
Banner"
has
brought
Spangled
squawks from WD.\S listeners. The

Fixit'

on

PROMISES STOPPED
Kansas City, has resulted
agreement by the company that
Inc.,

Interven*
to
Ri^hl
Seekn
Kcononiic Injury Allegation

respondcnce

WIL

ice to this

San Antonio, Dec.

on

for his

the right to participate in the liearing scheduled on the
application of KMAC, local seeking
a regional assignment, has filed In
Washington, D. C., asking the District
of Columbia Federal Court to enjoin
the Federal Communications Commission from holding the hearing
until KTSA has been permitted to
participate and offer evidence on
economic injury lines.
application was to liavc

Washington, Dec.

1

'

"The

Little

Red Fox"

on Victor with Hal

Kemp

'

j

I

12.

Final adjudication of the 'economic
Interference' Issue troubling broadcasters and the FCC was assured this

week by

the

Supreme Court while

the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals simultaneously entertained
another appeal from a regulator's
decision which was challenged as

which

community.'

14

Lottridge at
.".

WKBB,

Dubuque,

la,.

Is

The significant Sanders case goes
up on petition of the commish, which
was defeated in an attempt in the
lower court to put over the doctrine
of 'damnum absque inuria' by maintaining that economic harm Aoe^ not
provide an appealable interest. Sanders Bros.,

owner

of

WKBB,

failed

keep the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald from getting papers

WOC

_

February of

last year.

added competition.
This tiff will have

far-reaching
consequences, particularly in view of
the strict way in which the FCC now
is applying the rule on intervention
in its own proceedings.
In seeking
a review, the commish. with Solicitor
General Robert M. Jackson signing
the documents, said the Court of Appeals erred in holding the decision
'arbitrary and capricious' as well as
n taking jurisdiction.
Should the
highest bench agree that cases of
this sort are not appealable, opportunity of fighting rivals will be
greatly minimized.
Although the
whole appeal turns on the Jurisdictional point, the 'economic interfer-

the Troy case, wliers Justice
Miller discussed past opinions on the
Interference Issue before siding with
the commish attorneys. Sutton was
attorney for petitioners In each In-

Ohio OU Co. Extends
Cherniavsky From
Dec.

WOKO

programs including outstanding
.news events, championship contests in sports, and tlie finest
offerings of stage and screen.

For the
will bring

first

time Television

on Friday night of

week, one of the top

Present outlets are WSPD, Toledo;
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.: WENR;
Chicago; WCBF, Evansville, Ind.;
WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind.; KWK, St.
Louis;

KTOK,

Oklahoma

City;

KGKO,
KGBX;

Fort
Worth,
Tex.,
and
Springfield, Mo.
Program has Josef Chemiavsky's
WLW orchestra, with Sylvia Rhodes

as vocalist.
Listeners receive cash
prizes for submitting tune titles used
in

making up sentences

for audience

participation.

Account handled by the Byer
agency, Columbus.

Bowman

&

WHN
TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICE
1940

ROAOWAT,

N. Y. C.

Myanl t.7Me

the Waldorf-Astoria

flight

— one

end

of which has been converted into
a

mammoth

television studio—',

be telecast all the glamour
and excitement of the first Tele-

will

vision Ball. This social event

it

sponsored by the Goddard
Neighborhood Centre for th»
tain

its social

service work.

Through the

12.

Ohio Oil Company's Friday night
30-minute program, Marathon Melodies, originating on WLW, extended
from five to 10 stations last week.

and

Adirondack Broadcasting Co.,
fighting a grant to the Troy Broadcasting Co., but agreed to look over
the argument between parties in
Jacksonville.
Ths most important
cxDosition of. the Jiii isLs'- views was

themagicoftclevisionhasflashed
to audiences a wide variety of

purpose of raising funds to maia-

WLW

Cincinnati,

demonstrate that the public also will
be hurt by more competition. Two
opinions by Associate Justice Justin
Miller further cleared up the con-

peals dismissed the appeals of

During the past seven months

society events of the year.
From the grand ballroom of

was being prom-

and
former
commish
barrister
George O. Sutton each a victory the
District of Columbia Court of Ap-

HIGH-

The intermediate court has hold
that appeal is possible—despite the
contentions of the FCC— where the
action of the regulators will 'destroy' an existing station but not
where the latter's interests are affected
'only
incidentally,'
Justice
Miller explained. Decisions are invulnerable, he added, if the FCC
made proper findings that no damage
to the public will result.

ised, the intermediate court said in
effect it will not protect pocketbooks
of industry members unless they

fused situation, showing how present
license holders can fight rivals and
charting a course mid-way between
two previous decisions which seemed
in many respects contradictory.
Giving both FCC general counsel

TELEVISION

GOES

this

Doesn't Count

this airing

This Sunday evening seriei

uses 40 stations. Sponsor is Gospel
Broadcasting Assn.
Gospel event has been on this network since Sept., 1930.

stance.

ence' issue is due to be settled, for
the Government attorneys declared
at length that competition is the
'very foundation of the radio broadcast industry' under the 1934 statute.

Owner

gram.

SOCIETY!

In

initially to

for a new transmitter but won a
reversal In the Court of Appeals,
which sent the entire proceedings
back for findings on the matter of
loss to an existing licensee from

Gospel Ass'n Renews
Mutual, has received another 52.
week contract for its religious commercial, Old-fashioned Revival pro-

but has been

Des Moines, Dec. 12.
Bury] Lottridge has been named

tion, in

seeking to stave off competition and
the intermediate bench took jurisdiction over the tiff between WMBR,
Jacksonville, and a newcomer, but
declined to ogle a similar argument
nvolving WOKO, Albany, Adirondack Broadcasting Co., and Troy
Broadcasting Co.

While

it

and

School agreed to quit stipulating
in its ads that students are virtually
assured jobs as radio engineers when
they finish their course. Also must
stop repre.senting that the sole purpose of the school is to help sludenlj

postponed.

manager of WOC, Davenport. He
had been with the sales department
'valuable serv- o: WHO, another B. J. Palmer sta-

Improper and liable to injur* public
interest. In a series of important legal moves within a few hours of each
other, th« U. S. Supreme Court
agreed to review the Sanders case,
in

radio

KMAC

been heard on Nov.

BABS-CHARLIE-LinLE
i

in

12.

'Economic Injury' Issue Nearer To
SMOOTHIES Final Supreme Court Determination
Listen to •'Myrtle"
on Bluebird and

courses

television.

THE

R«cordlDc (or Blutblrd and Victor

In

will discontinue 'misleading' advertising.
It gives residence and
cor'

KTSA. denied

the
soothing
Gunnar Back, program director of dial-twisters clain\
WJNC, West Palm Beach, will re- symphs put them to sleep and they
place Warren Sweeney who recently liave to awake suddenly to rise lor
packed his bag for th» New York the national anthem.
But if the station slops playing the
office of CBS.
Back is a former professor of Eng- anthem It faces charges of being unlish
who taught at University of patriotic.
Wisconsin, Has an M.A. and B.A.
SI. Louls' Board of Aldermen Inst
after jiis name, fn addition to call letter experience with WXYZ, Detroit; week resolved Ray C. Schioeder, 'Mr.

KFAR,

'

19.'{9

Crackdown by the Federal Trad*
Commish on Midland Television.

KTSA SUES FCC
,

1.1,

TELEVISION JOB

Boston, Dec. 12.
Sinc« Nan Howard, account
executive at WEEI, moved to the
artist colony on T- Wharf, she has
dispensed with alarm clocks.
"The captain of a boat making
daily trips by licr .studio windows blows a whistle every
morning and waits for her wave
of greeting before he puts on full
steam.

Transconti-

Philadelphia, Dec.

GUNNAR BACK AT WJSV

OHIO

New York

make more money.

eve.
r ation

Corporation.

CENTRAL

Not Like

MlnitesoU Town's E phasb on Holiday Via Radio

John C. Leonard Had Sued WIL, St, Louis, for
$36,875 For Various Alleged Services
St. Louis,

Wednesday, Deeenibcr

WINONA

IN

coojjeration of

NBC, RCA and ROAM the fashion and floor

show

will be put on
the air in sight-and-sound ovef

W2XBS

from

11 to

midnight

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY
Tho World's Great»tt
Broadcasting System
A IMDIO CORPOMTIOH OF AMERICA

SERVICI

)

Wf«lnrB«luy.

December
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PRIDE HURTS
Why

Publishers Die

Young

{Publishers

Publishers and 'interpretive' artists
last week moved another step toward
an alliance between them on the
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
proposal to co-administer the collecEddie Janies, West Coast representative of the Irving Berlin Music tion of special fees on phonograph
records used in cOin-operated maCo.. resigned after three years.

Janies Leaves Berlin

BoxofFice Advantages
Possessed by Rivals Considered No Better Musi-

City.

Have been wondering about the peculiar odor aroimd my office.
Now that your wire regarding the smelling of a lime has definitely
cleaved up this mystery I am sendin;' you back post haste one 'Blank'
which, you so aptly pointed out, stinks. Sincerely,
BIdiilc

and Recor£ng Artists May

Co-Administer Coin Machine Fees
Orchestras Fail to Distinguish

New York

cally

Maestro.

— Want Same

He

Price
in

is

New

up new connection

lining

York.

MPPA AVOIDS
Short-sightedness of band leaders,

complain the booking

Leading Publishers Chose Warner Contract Mostly
In Preference to Other Document

is

re-

sponsible not only for driving more
and more dancehall owners out of
business but for appreciably diminishing their own annual income. The
average band's only yardstick as to
its own boxoffice vdlue is what some
Louis Morris, 77, Dies
other band got on the same date.
The leader isn't interested in his
I.ouis (Cully) Morris, 71, one of comparative drawing power. All he
the five brothers who organized the knows is that so-and-so got so much
former Joe Morris Music Co., died in and certainly his band is as good as
Miami Dec. 6. He was secretary the other fellow and there's no reaand treasurer of the firm but devoted son why he should not get the same
himself exclusively to the brothers' amount.
jobbing division in Philadelphia.
This line of reasoning and action,
The only brother now surviving is
the band agents, has developed
Other say
Joe, who resides in Florida.
a species of high-pressure tactics
brothers were Hymie, Sol and Mark.
that is bound in due time to curtail
Surviving also is his widow and
seriously the amount of one-nighteil^
Bill Jacobs, of Sam
a daughter.
work. A band hears that its office
Fox's sales staff, ij the latter's hushas booked another orchestra into
band.
Burial was in Philadelphia
a traveling engagement for a guarMonday (U).
antee of $750 or $1,000 as against
60% of the night's take and it demands the same terms or it won't
got out. As the result of this situation the average promoter is in
the red after a few name band
importations and he gambles along
until his bankroll runs out or until
he runs out of loan sources.

Uiulir Ihe pressure of an ullistl for last Monday (11) the
majorily of publishers have entered
info agreements for a new standard
contract with the Songwritor>'
writers Prolcrlive Association. With
two forms of contracts to choose
from, most of the pubs accepted the
one that the Warner Bros, group had
nenotiated with the SPA last OcIndications are that every
tober.
major publisher will have his contract on (lie with the association by
the end of this week.

.

Reason thai most of the publishers
prererred (he
form to the one
that Julian T. Abelcs had negotiated
recently in behalf of the MetroRobbins (troup
was because the
lorihec form contained a provision
which states that should the SPA
make a contract granting more favorable terms to another publisher
the signator of Form No. 1 will be
entitled to the same favorable terms.
Both forms of agreement are only
enforceable until May 1, 1940. The
publisher may at that time either
ask that the instrument be rewritten
or pick up his option on the same
agreement for another seven years.

WB

NOT OPPOSING

SHOTWELL BILL
Board

directors of the Music
Publishers" Protective Association last
Among tho.«e that had accepted the week went on record as offering no
Warner Bros, form by yesterday opposition to the SholwcU copyright
were Sliapiro, Bernstein bill as it now stands. The board
^TlleKday
& Co., Mill.'; Music. Inc., Irving Berlin, meeting did question whfether it
Inc., Aacr, Ycllcn & Bornstein, Olman
would be good judgment at this time
Music Co.. E. B. Marks, the Max for the United States to bccotne a
Dreyfii.s group, and Mercer & Morri.":. party to the Berne copyright convencontracts tion, not merely because of present
The Berlin and A,
were not approved by the SPA be- international relations but because
cause each contained a rider clarify- membership would require drastic
ing the
clause readjustment in the U. S. law. Di'favored nations'
which had been attached by the rectors o£ the American Society of
firms' cour).scl. Krancis Gilbert.
The Composers, Authors and Publishers
SPA look the position that the had the week before voted its apriiler's verbiage was too involved for
proval of the Sho'.well measure,
the association and that it \ypuld
meeting EdAt the same
prefer to have its counsel issue let- win
K. (Buddy) Morris was reters covering the same subject.
elected president, Lester Santly was
Publishers which took the Abeles named v. p., Jack Mills, secretary,
form,
included
Santly-Joy-Selcct, and Jack Bregman, treasurer.

There was a time, recall the
agents, when a band up on the crest
or near it would bs. content with
$150 or $200 a night, if it could be
assured of an almost unbroken tour,
but now the units in the No. 2 and 3
ranks hold out for the $750 or $1,000
which some toprater had recently received in the same .spot, even though
they realize that the price means
a loss for the dancehall operator.

of

»

The

Y&B

MPPA

I

|

Southern Music Co., Schuster
Miller and Lccd.? Music Co. The
more important point"; that distinguished the two forms of agreement were as follows:
1.
Under the WB form there can

,

Inc.,
te

,

DR. WILLY GROSZ DIES

same

conditions, stale the
to the theatre field.
Some operators with several houses
decided to try out a name' band
policy.
He starts off with the orchestra
in
the upper popularity
brackets and does a nice business.
It is when he turns to the orchestras in the nether levels that his
headaches really matcriali/.e.
The
latter units want to know what the
booking office got for the initial
batch and it is by these top figures
that they pitch their demands. The
circuit operator p.nys but it isn't
long before he starts losing money,
and in a few weeks he has chucked
his band policy, altogether.

bookers apply

I

r

offices,

[

WHILE PLAYING PIANO

^

no bulk deals for any rights!
outside of sheet music.
Dr. Wilhelm (Willv) Crosz wht.,
The Abelc.s
form requires that .such deals may as the Anglicized 'Hugh Williams"
be made with the written consent of
(his name translated, and rever.^ed
Ihe .SPA.
wrote .several international son;;
2.
Under the provision dealing hits from London, died suddenly of
.

and other rights not
known now, the Warner form states

a heart attack at the
in Forest Hills, N.

that no

urday night

such license can be granted
without the consent of the writer.
The Abeles form says that it can't
he done without the written consent
the SPA in behalf of the writer
"> each in.'Jlance.
The Abelcs form declares that
'he
publisher .«hall
not grant a
phonograph license for less than the
statutory rale
(2c) without the conof the SPA.
The
version
S'lenl on the subject.

«

WB
.

(S")T

home

'Me"

of friends

suburb, Sat-

was

Danny Collins has given up agent'"8 on his own to
rejoin the General
Amusement Corp. This time it is in
•he band
department.
c-nM^i"'"^
couple
yc.irs ago.

iiiX'^'*/

booking

office

a

composing, violin

in the appeal on the RCA VictorPaul Whiteman case which is currently before the U. S. circuit court
of appeals, N. Y. Decision not to take
any part in the test suit over the
right to broadcast phonograph records, at least for the time being, was
made at a meeting of the MPPA's
board. Julian T. Abeles, counsel for
the Metro-Robbins group, has declared his intention to file a brief in
behalf of his client, but so fat he
hasn't done anything in that direc-

'

U.S.

MUSIC PUBS

IN DUTCH'

tion.

ON

Victor last week failed in its efWNEW, N. Y., as a
party to the appeal. The disc manufactur had asked the circuit court to
dismiss WNEW's application as an
appellant but the court took the
view that the issues were so complicated that it would be best to hear
Method of protecting musical
the arguments of all sides of the case.
piracy in the NethThe appellants have until Dec. 21 to copyrights from
file their records and the chances are erlands is being sought by publishers
that oral arguments won't be heard here as the result of recent high
until February.
court rulings in The Hague that
works of United States writers are
not covered there by reciprocal
CO.
agreements.
fort to eliminate

SONG THEFTS

mm

GENERALLY

$ioo,ooo.suiT

Shapiro-Bernstein, in collaborawith the Music Publishers Pro-

tion

tective Association, has assigned its
The Sam Fox Publishing Co., filed counsel, Alfred Beekman, of House,
Hemley, to
a general denial in N. Y. federal Grossman, Vorhaus
court Wednesday (6) to the $100,000 study the possibilities for gaining
action against them by Frank J. Pall- protection in Holland. Latter is not
but
major
market,
considered
a
ma, Jr., and Stanley Warner. A
fears to allow alleged piracy
counter-action for $3,568 was also
no matfiled, based on alleged non-payment to take place in any country,
basis
may
It
ter how minor, on the
of a promissory note.
The first suit claims that the plain- lead to bad precedent in other countries.
tiff sold their Pallma Music PublishThey
ing Co., of Chicago, to Fox,
Upsetting Shapiro-Berhsleirt is the
seek payment of royalties on for- recent ruling of a Dutch tribunal
eign rights, mechanical reproduction against 20th Century-Fox Film on
rights, film rights and radio rights. 'Daddy Long Legs,' which was made
Book publishing royalties, failure to into a Dutch picture without permislist the plaintiffs' songs in the mu- sion.
Court held that any work to
defendant;:, ba considered piracy-proof under
of the
sical
catalog
failure to pay certain debts, and the Berne pact, basic international
failure to keep special accounts take copyright treaty, must actually be
up the balance of the action.
published in a country signatory lo
the agreement. United States is not
Merely issuing the work in the country or distributing it through a iinlive firm is not enough, court held,
but the actual physical work of
printing must be (l-Dne there to make
the copyright valid under the reciprocal arrangement concerning the
for
Berne treaty which U. S. has with

&

MPPA

Net
Wants Facts on Whether Bandleaders Pay
Wires and $3 Union Tax From Own Pockets

A refugee Austrian, he went to
England shortly after Hilltr's ri.st
Indications were given at a mtelWith Jimmy Kennedy, for ing of Local 802"s executive board
in 1033.
the Peter Maurice Co., he composed yc.-terday (Tuesday) that the union
'Isle of Capri.' 'Red Sails in the "Sunsef and 'Harbor Lights." which be-

hits following. their
London.
in
publication
al.so did the scores of several
foreign films and a fortnight ago
signed with Warner Bros, lo write

came world-wide
original

Grosz

While spending a musical evening
home of Werner Liebman, on
Irene
Saturday, he accompanied

at the

Jcssncr, of the Melropolitan Opera.

will

soon embark on

a

wholesale

in-

vestigation of the remote broadcast
line situation in New York City.
Under the proposed inquiry band
leaders who have network or station
lines emanating from their current
spots would be called before the
board to tell whether they are payfor the lines themselves and
ln.!j
whether the $3 broadcast tax for each
man in the unit is coming out of
U is anticipated
their own pockets.

They had that the majority of such bands will
Hansi and Ilosi
iust reached the final words of the give an affirmative answer.
The local'.'; probe will be actuated
final trio from 'Der Rosenkavalicr,"
and at the words, 'In Goel's Name,' not by one of its own rc.^ulatlons, but
Dr. Rrosz fell backward into the a rule handed down by the executive board of the American Federaarms of his friend.s.
Mu'-icians last summer which
His mother, widow *nd two chil- tion of
helrl lh.it it was unfair eompclition
dren survive.
Book.

Music Publishers ProlectivCjAsso
ciation will not attempt to intervene

Holland.

45.

tunes.

Danny Collins to General

Lawyers representing sev-

major publishers met at the
Music Publishers Protective Association's offices and voicc^ the opinion
that such' amalgamation of mterested
parties would be legal and practical.
The next move will be to settle the
question as to how the proceeds are
to be shared. The interpretive artists
have suggested making it 50-50, but
it is understood that the writers will
insist that they be considered separately and that the split be made an
equal third for them, the publishers
and the interpretive artists. Under
the new contract between publishers
and the Songwriters Protective Association the former are required to
consult the SPA or their writers on
any deals excepting sheet music.

Investigating Radio Lines

i

with television

DISC TANGLE

SAM FOX

j

chines.

eral

HURTING TOURS

Songwriters Ultimatum Got Action

malum

37

ONE-NIGMRS

BldTifc Mnrslro, New York City
Dear Blank; One can almost smell a hit, and I have one without
It's definitely the first big smash hit of .1940 and the
fxaticeration.
title is 'Blank.' Would you be kind enoutih to program it as quickly
I will genuinely appreciale it.
Kind personal
us possible tor me?
Joe Publisher.
regards.

Joe Piiblii/ioT,

VARIETY

for

any

member

on the radio.

to advertise himself

The

AFM

board took

the position that the circumstance
that a band was able to advertise
over the air constituted an unfair advantage over others that could not
afford to do the same thing.

Ft Wayne Udiod Elects
Ft.

Wayne, Dec.

12.

H. James Flack, attorney, has been
elected president of the Fort Wayne
Musicians Union for the sixth conW. M. Sayer was
secutive year.
elected v.p. and Robert A. Jcllison,
secretary-treasurer.
C. G. Bchmcr, Perry A. Shober,
Leo Stucky, and P. T. Weaver were
named members of the executive
board.
.

TREHY

MAIDEN' SONG

SUIT VS. BILLY ROSE
Another action involving the 'Floradora Sextet' song, 'Tell Me Pretty
Maiden," was filed in the N. Y. supreme court Friday (3) by April
Productions, Inc. (Shuberts), against
Billy
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
In<;.
Action wa.s di.sclosed by an application to examine Ro.se before
trial.

Suit seeks $23,000 damages and an
injunction, and claims the unauthorized use of the sextet in Rose's night
club. A general denial is the greater
part of the answer, with an affirmative dcfen.se, claiming the sextet has
been in the public domain since 1927,
when the copyright ran out.

MUSIC-DANCE BANDS

VARIETY
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Weduesdaf, December 13, I939

Dec. 31 on Sunday

Performance Boost Unlikely

in

Canada

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Meyer Davis

Clips

(Week

Philadelphia, Dec. 12,
Add New Year's Eve casualties;
For the first time in 20 years
Radio Fees
Claim That
Meyer Davis, the nation's leadingdebutante orchestra maestro, finds
Gets Little
himself without his personal pet
booking for Dec. 31.
12.
Moiitical. Dl-c.
For the past decade Davis has been
EXPLOITATION
VICTOR'S
Rights
playing at the swanky New Year's
Canadian P e r £ o r 111 n c;
Eve ball of Mrs. Evelyn Walsh
Society is making anolher bid fov into Paint Trademark On
Bands
Wants
br.oadradio
('Hope Diamond) McLean, in Washcreased royalties from
Bie Drums
This year the event, the
ington.
casting lor 1940, submiltin.:; briefs to
most lavish in the Capital, was called
the Copyright Appeal Board which
is prevailVictor
exploitation
at
As
meeling
off because the date falls on Sunday
holding its annual
is
its bands to paint the
all
upon
ing
tariffs
GPRS
the
night.
Ottawa to consider
bass drums. Hal
The loss to Davis: $5,000.
on copyright musical works, but in- Victor trademark on
done it and Larry
dications are not very favorable lor Kemp already has
Sammy Kaye, Glenn Miller,
a higher rale. Canadian Association Clinton,
followare
others,
and
and
Gordon
Gray
(independent!
o£ Broadcasters
American Record
)ld
Corporaing.
Broadcasting
the Canadian

Canadian

Are Too Low
Encouragement

Puppet Opera show now at the
American Music Hall, New York,
partially subsidized by Victor for the
advertising derived, goes out on a

unless CPRS had new proof to submit there was no need for repetition
of previous argument.
Attorneys for the .broadcasters said
that present rate of eight cents per
set was adequate compensation for
use of copyright musical material
and that nothing had entered into
the picture during the past year to
warrant a higher royalty basis.
Objections were also made by the
Musical Protective Association of
Canada against proposal of the CPRS
that fairs and exhibitions be compelled to pay part of royalty fees
about 15 days in advance.
thought they could see possibility
that a ruling of this kind might
eventually lead to advance payment
of royalties by every use of music,
Musical Protective Association of
Canada also moved to protect roving
film exhibs, who put on picture shows
in tiny hamlets, from proposed licenEe of $10 for machine operated
less than six months and $20 for machines used from six months to a
claimed that travelling
year.
exhibitors maks such small profits
that license would work a hardship

Show makes

midwestern keys and
ada in the spring.

Precedent

I

that a fee of $7 per annum should be
levied on
coin - operated
gramophones. RCA-Victor protested that
since they manufactured these machines in Canada, company should
not be penalized because of imported
coin machines.

WORTH AREA ACTIVE

for the holiday season (Dec. 15 to
Jan. 2) at Lake Worth Casino.

Blackstone Hotel opens its Venetian room for the first time this
season Dec. 22 with Hyman Waldorchestra.
is

New

at the Hotel
Year's.

Texas

•Over
•Good

Can

Help

Many

Girls').

Chappell
Feist

.Chappell

Rcmick

It?..

Shapiro
"Berlin
Feist
Circle

Room

•Filmusieal. tProdiictiori.

To

Network Plugs, 8

iM.

to 1 A.M.

.

»

'

.

.

'

.

Blue Orchids
Does Your Heart Beat for Mc?
I

Music Notes
Jimmy McHuffh checked

off

the

MY DREAMS

Famous

14

.Mills

13

Mercer

Thought About You

3

ABC
White Lies and Red Roses.
Robbins
Smarty Pants
Bluebirds in the Moonlight. ..Gulliver s Travels.. Famous
Paramount
Ciri Biri Bin
Little Red Fox. .'That's Right— You're Wrong.. Feist
Feist
You're
Wrong..
Fit to Be Tied. .•Tliat's Right—
Shapiro
Little Street in Singapore
Robbins
Moonlight Serenade
...Berlin
Tomorrow Night
Witmark
What's New

j3

jj
\\

11

]'

.

Paramount lot after writing four
songs for 'Buck Benny Rides Again.'
Eddie Clierkose sold Republic two
songs for use in 'Village Barn Dance.'
Ditties are 'Howdy Neighbor' and
'Hail to Lyndale.'

.

j"

f
10

Inside Stuff-Music
David Graves George, who
thorship of "The

I

Max

IRVING BERLIN, Inc., 799 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
CHARLIE WARREN, Prof. Mgr.

After obtaining new counsel, George last week took 'The Wreck' case to
the U. S. supreme court for the third time. His new lawyer applied for
permission to present a petition asking that the case be reopened on the
ground that the top court had, in its decision favoring Victor, made a
mistake in the law,
George drew another disappointment Monday (11) when, the U. S. Supreme Court gave him the cold shoulder for the second Uutc in a monlh.

Stelner gets the scoring jobs

on 'The Life of Dr. Ehrlich' and

At its opening at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York, last Friday (7), the
Will Osborne orchestra sprung a novelty tune, written by vocalist Dick
Rogers but sung by Dale Jones, that was snapped up for publication the
same evening by Jack Bregman. Tabbed 'Wouldst I Could But Kiss Tliy
Hand, Oh Babe,' Rogers had been working on it for several years.
Band played it for the first time at rehearsal the afternoon of the

'Vir-

ginia City' at Warners.

ANNOUNCEMENT

opening.

;

WARREN
CHARLES
NOW

I

!

j

CHARGE OF PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
799 Seventh Ave..

ha.<; been litigating with Victor over the auof the 97' since 1927, will likely find himself in b

litigation.

Juggy Gayles shifted to Irving
Berlin Music with Charley Warren
when the latter switched from
Mercer-Morris.
Both recently left
Witmark to join M-M.

'

Wreck

dilemma, even if the higher court upholds a judgment of $11,000 that he
had obtained against Time magazine in a libel action. The Victor Co.
has filed an attachment against this money to cover a judgment it got in i
Camden, N. J., court, in connection with 'court costs over 'The Wieclc'

Consists of semi-classical music.

IRVING BERLIN, INC.

I

It

FoIIotoiTij; it a totaIt;afibn of the co77ibitied pluos of cnrrcnl tunes on
senting part of the Herbert J. Yates
NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS (WABC) computed for the week from
interests, has decided to appeal the
Total represents accmiiulafed
decision which N. Y. supreme court Mondav through Sunday (Dec. 4-10).
Justice Pecora handed down sev- pcr/ornio)icej on t/i« tioo major )ic(u'orl;s from 8 a.m. fo 1 a.m. Symbol''
eral weeks ago on a preliminary modenotes film song, t legit, oil odiers nre pop.
tion in connection with the Crawr.RA\S
ford Music Corp.'s $195,000 suit
PUBLISHER
TOT.IL
TITLE
against the former disc manufacturer. Crawford is suing to recover All the Things You Are. . tVevy Warm for May..Chappell.
39
....Remick
3J
royalty alleged
due on licenses Can I Help It.
...Feist
34
granted before the ARC was pur- Last Night.........
.Shapiro
33
South of the Border...;
chased by CBS.
Robbins
Lilacs in the Rain
Justice Pecora refused to grant the Oh, Johnny, Oh
Forster
arc's request that Crawford be Stop! It's Wonderful... t Mask and Wig Show
Spier
ordered to state a separate cause of Scatterbrain
,
BVC
action for each license agreement I Didn't Know What Time. .tToo Many Girls. .Chappell
Shapiro
involved, which task would require My Prayer.
Marks
a ream of filing papers. Counsel for El Rancho Grande
Santly
•.•
Honestly
other music publishers were on the
22
Harms
an Old Dutch Garden
verge of bringing separate suits In
Olman
22
Goody Goodbye
against the ARC in behalf of their In the Mood
Shapiro
20
own clients on similar grounds until Who Told You I Cared?. ..*Kid NiMhtinwle
Witmark
20
taking
Crawford
18
ARC announced that it was
Are You Havin" Any Fun?. ..tScandals
IB
Famous
the preliminary issue to the ap- Faithful Forever. ..'Gulliver's Travels
Sun
17
All
After
pellate division.
publishers'
The
Chappell
17
counsel have decided to defer filing Good Morning.
17
Witmark...
until the latter court has acted on Indian Summer
17
Miller
Speaking of Heaven
the appeal. The other pubs that pro16
Berlin
Careless
pose to sue are the Metro-Robbins Many Dreams Ago. .•
16
Harms
group, the Warner Bros, group and You're a Lucky Guy. VrtColton Club Parade
16
Witmark
15
Mills Music, Inc.
It's a Hap-Hap-Happy Day .. .'Gulliver's Travels.. Famous

!

IN

Famous
Marks

Know What Time

Beer Barrel Polka
God Bless America
Last Night .;
In an Eighteenth Century Drawing

Jack Bobbins has released the tune
'Thank Your Stars' to Willie Horowitz and Abner Silver who last week
acquired the Joe Davis catalog. The
WABC'S STARK IN GRAVY
song had been turned in to Robbins
Program of 'Old Fashioned Melo- several weeks ago by Silver, Walter
dies' conducted by Charles Stark will Kent and Harold Adamson.
be backed by Oxo boullion cubes locally on ^ABC, New York, beginSlgmund Krumfold scoring 'Openning Jan. 18. Airs daily except Suned By Mistake' at Paramount.
day at 8:15 a.m.

LiniE SHEPHERD OF

Robbins

V,'m ( Too
the Rainbow ('Wizard of Oz')
Morning ('Babes iii .\rms')

11 Didn't

.

as far as con-

declared its intention not to sign
with the union is Red Star.
At a meeting of the union's ex
ecutive council last week Ben Cutler,
the Rainbow Room (N. Y.) maestro,
was cleared of any 'aritagonism'
toward contactmen. The council, by
resolution, took the position that
there was nothing wrong or anything
that reflected unfavorably on contactmen in the letter which Cutler
had addressed to the publishing
trade. Cutler's letter had suggested
that contactmen, when calling on
him, wear evening clothes and also
refrain from smoking when passing
in and out of the Rainbow Room.
Resolution was proposed by George
Mario, the union's prez.

Worth. Dec. 12.
Johnny Burkarth's orchestra plays

Shapiro
Forster

,

Biz

Contracts
tactmen are concerned.
between publishers and the contact'
men's union were formally exchanged last Friday (8). It makes
the first industry matter in years
that has beisn carried through without considerable cross-action, re
crimination, etc:, according to com
ments heard within the trade the
past week.
All major firms have turned in
their agreements and the only one
among the small concerns that has

Ft.

until

for

Shapiro

BVC

Prayer
Johnny. Oh
Lilacs in the Rain
Blue Orchids
El Rancho Grande

Oh

.

Music publishing industry has be

come 100% unionized

Argument was also heard from
RCA-Victor against proposal of the
Canadian Performing Rights Society

Larry Kent

and
Can-

Completely Sans Strife;

on them.

Den

shifts to

1939)

American Record Corp., as repre

Contacbnen Unionized

MPAC

mans

a tour of eastern

Decides

8,

My

Fight Pecora Decision

iamino Gigli, Galli Curci, and others.

MPAC

FT.

(Yates)

road tour this month, opening at Indianapolis Dec. 18. Puppet action is
synchronized to songs on Victor
records by Laurence Tibbett, Giovanni Marlinelli, Lily Pons, Bcn-

Dec.

Scatterbraiji

i

tion (government) naturally oppose
higher fees for musical works.
Broadcasters last year kicked in
with eight cents for each radio receiving set in Canada with CPRS
this year trying to get royalty o£ 14
cents per set used in Canada. Counsel for the Canadian Performing
Rights Society chargeH that Canada
was the only country in the world
Where composers are underpaid.
Justice MacLean, chairman of the
Copyright Appeal Board, said that

etidiiiff

South of th« Border....

New

I

'Please Leave My Butter Alone,' a new song number, is expected to win
immediate popularity in England^ although rationing system does not
effective until Jan. 8. So Edward R. Murrow, CBS European rep,
said in a broadcast from London. On another recent CBS transatlantic, re
said that there were now more dance bands playing in West End spots
than during the month preceding outbreak of conflict

become

United States Record Corporation has increased its capital stock fionj
at
$110,000 to $115,000. Former setup consisted of 2,000 shares preferred
tlio
$50 par value, and 10,000 common at $1 par value. Preferred remains

York. N. Y.

same, but the

common

has been hiked to 15,000.

Mortimer

S.

Gordon was

flling attorney,

oAtmOUncing

.

.

.

ORR\N TUCKER'S NEWEST NOVELTY HIT/

WOULD JA MIND
MILLER MUSIC,

Inc.

•

1629 Broadway,

New

York

.

LON MOONEY, Gen.

Prof. Mgr.

December

Weilnesdny,

13,

VARIETY
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Bob Freedley Or*
Roy Sedley

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK
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Hardy
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X
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Slan
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Bob Wrays Oro w
Angela ttC*
Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
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i^B
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& Al Lano

Ted
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OnrdeB Terraca
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Red Norvo Oro
PeftBy McUall
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Ula

Here
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liMtlon witril

Howard Wood* Ore

feiMlKe*
Berber* Or*

M

i9
Ban

Laura Kellugi
Jay* Martin
Walter Baer
Blaine ft Barry

Uousla Garner
Pflnce ft Clark*
Glcnda Hope
Jane Wayn*
Uabel Scott

(December 8)
(December 1)

•heW( wheth«^

VIUa««

Johnny I^onc Oro

OUnui
'

Zitrgftem Cablnn
liaureen & Kova
Kay Allen
Joo Cook, Jr

DIICIUCOO

""'•LYWOOD

•

,

Peter Sis
Jackie Miles
Phylll* McriDI
Victor Hugo Ora

Haaoa las
Bob Ridley
Kdyth Sallad*
Frank Cuneo Or*
Dlannl RoclielU

DADCb

LONDON

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

40

On

Upbeat

the

Geortie Aold orchestra rehearsing Albany,

N.

Y.

by

Placed

Stan

Zucker.

New

Johnny Duffy, Pittsburgh swing
change contemplated. Henry Adler organist who recently closed long
takes over drums, Ronny Perry, sax; stay there at Nixon Cafe, into the
Jimmie Morreale, trumpet, and Blackhawk in Chicago for a run.
George Horvath takes string bass
spot.
Frank Pelera, with Jane Erin vocalist, has opened an engagement at
Pittsburgh, reGlenn Garr replaces Bobby Parks Bill Green's Casino,
band at the Syracuse Hotel Jan. 5 placing Dick Barrie outat.
.

i

for four weeks' with four net wires
per.

Bobby Byrne renewed

at

with Larry Nixon,
collaboration
McBride will pubtravel writer.
lish the work which will be tabbed
'How to Lead an Orchestra' and is
set as part of the firm's series on
how to do various chores. Goodman's
first writing was done in collaboration with Irving Kolodin, music critic
of the N. Y. Sun.
Nixon recently finished collaborating with Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker
on 'How to Become An Aviator,' taking over after George Dawes, who
started as Rickenbacker's partner,

(Oiily fh« unusual reufeuied henceforth.

17.

Vincent Lopei into the Palace hotel,

plays County Center, White Plains, N. Y., this Sunday

San Francisco.

violin, sax and trum- ularity. It's backed with 'J'AttendraL"
Smith vocals with choral another distinctive French number
background. Reverse in slow tempo in foxtrot form. 'Rhythm Unnnished'
unappealing, with neat violin is basically Schubert's Symphony No
is
8 and 'I Got Rhythm,' of course li
touch.
by the Gershwins. All done with
Fred Steeli
Ella Fllxgerald (Decca) 'What Can distinction and eclat.
I Say Dear After I Sny I'm Sorry'— vocally featured.

pet bits.

"Baby,

died.

Chase BIckle how in

Show

What

Else

Can

I

do.'

Two

Former is an arrangesides.
Tommy Dorsey (Victor) 'AH h
a lift with sax standout Fun' 'Heaven in My Arms.' Both
and smart backgrounding for smooth sides fairly good.
'Heaven' seems
flowing vocal by Miss Fitzgerald. strongest material and is smoothW
Standard tune with smart touch. Re- sung by Anita Boyer.
Nice sax
verse is slower giving singer's voice team work. 'Fun' isn't much but ii
Occupies most of side. smoothly arranged with good earlj
full play.
Swell.
trombone piece. Miss Boyer also
fine

—

ment with

MIKE NIDORF STAYS

WITH ROCKWELL FIRM

Jimmy Dorsey

bad.)

with standout

Brook- Can Love'

lyn Roseland Ballroom until Jan.

Includinj the unxisvally

Stuff Smith (Varsity) 'My Blue class disks for Liberty Music Shom
Heaven'— "My Thoughts.' Arrange- one of them, 'Ca Fait_ BoumI' i
ment gives 'Heaven' nice bounce French waltz destined for wide pod.

.

Louis Chlco's orchestra signed for
Universal's 'Oh, Johnny, How You

13, I939

Disc Reviews

Benny Goodman will soon start
work on a second book, this one in

,

all this week for its opening Friday
York Roseland. Four
(7) at the
new men set with a fifth tenor sax

Wednesday, December

Larry Nixon WiU Collab
With Benny Goodman

vocals.

Glen Miller (Bluebird) 'Who's
Smart
Sorry Now'— 'Blue Rain."
Gene Krupa (Columbia) 'On tha
treatment of standard and current Beam'
'Hodge Podge.'
Speedy
Arrangement gives lift to tempoed oiriginal tune serves neatly.
pop.
'Sorry' and rings in good brass and Features good sax team and sharp
sax work. Reverse is typical Miller Diano and trumpet solos. Reverse b
with interesting background for Ray less speedy but plenty rhythmic.,
Ebcrle vocal. He also does first.
with smart sax and trumpet Interpol
Two good sides.
lations.
Mercer Ellington band, under
organized and helped finance.
Eddy Duchin (Columbia) 'It's a
Duke Ellington's son, did one-night
Hear
'I
a
Hap,
Happy
Day'—
Hap,
Jimmy Dorsey (Decca) 'My Prayer*
with
Dorsey
is
slated
to
break
Hotel
McJohnny Messner and his
Job at Golden Gate Ballroom, N. Y.,
Dream.' Two tunes from worthcom'You're
the Greatest Discovery,'
John
Gluskin,
his
personal
manager,
waxed
have
Alpin (N. Y.) orchestra
Sunday (10).
Duchin's Both sides good, but 'Prayer' is best
ing 'Gulliver's Travels.'
a sequel for Varsity records to their Jan. 1.
treatment makes 'em both listenable. via what's probably the best ar'She Had to Go andl-ose It At the
First is neat ensemble stuff with rangement of it yet made.
Organ
Jimmie Johnson, swing pianist and Astor,' titled 'She Really Meant to
Three Earbcnders* vocal and occa- and other instrumental effects make
Bessie
for
accompanist
former
Re- it a striking platter.
sional sax and piano breaks.
Keep It.' It's in line with a current
Bob Eberle
Band Reviews
Smith, conducting, regular Monday vogue on the waxers for tunes like
verse is only average vocal by Carol vocal keeps pace.
Reverse is neat
night jam sessions at Cafe Society, 'Oh, Johnny, Oh,' et al.
Horton but leader's piano gives its arrangement with good Helen O'Con.
the needed touch.
N. Y. Roving bandmen sit in.
nell vocal and sock sax lick.
CHAKLES MURRAY ORCH (7)
Stork Club, N. Y.
Bob Crosby's Bobcats (Decca) 'Till
Charles Murray, sax-vocalist con- We Meet Again' 'The Love Nest.'
Skeeter Palmer returned to the
WILLIAM SMITH'S JAM
BIG
ductor of his own smooth septet, Both good.
First is a punchy arSeneca Hotel, Rochester, N. Y., for
knows how to dispense the class type rangement of standard ballad with
its third consecuti've season.
of dansapation that clicks with the brass, sax. drums and piano stand- Can't Book Sans License or Gel
IN
License Sans AFM
choosey Stork Club customers. Mur- out breaks.
Reverse is similarly
ray 'Is following tough competition tempoed with neat clarinet, trumpet
Jules AlbertI band went into Show
Success of Charlie Barnet's orches- in Sonny Kendis. long a fave here, and sax pieces and always those
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
Bar, Forest Hills, L. I., last night
tra at the Apollo theatre. New York, now shifted to the Detroit Athletic solid drums of Ray Bauduc,
United
Orchestra Service, band
(Tuesday) replacing Dee prr.
week ending last Thursday (7) may Club, but seemingly is in the proper
and act booking agency, faces shutgroove.
Bob Chester (Bluebird) 'Don't tering unless it can get the American
open up a new source of revenue in summer For two years he alternated
and winter at the Seagirt
George King goes into Henry colored theatre bookings for some Yacht Club (N. J.) and Mon Paris Make Laugh' 'I Thought About Federation of Musicians to rescind
First tune is fair material,
white bands.
In on a percentage (N. Y.), shifting into the Stork from You.'
Grady Hotel, Atlanta, Dec. 23.
license. William
nicely arranged and played with the revocation of its
and guarantee arrangement, Barnet the latter assignment.
good sax break early.
Record is Smith, head of the service, must first
played to virtual capacity at the
Murray's
music is smooth, his own smoother and surer than new band's get straightened out with the AFM
Buddy Breeze, former vocalist with
Apollo and came out with over $6,- sax leading a snappy pace. He has first tries.
settle
his
jam with tha
before
he
can
Vocal
here
though,
by
Irving Aaronson and Nat BrusilofI,
000 as his end, and as a result has a vocal trio and. as Sherman Bil- Dolores O'Neill, doesn't keep pace. State Department of Labor and Inrehearsing a band of his own.
been booked into the Howard, Wash- lingsley, the Stork's host avers, he's Reverse has swingy punch with neat dustry. He's scheduled to appear at
one of the few Amedcan bands that trumpet solo and
ington, another colored stand, week
better vocal by AFM headquarters in New York thil
can play congas with native eclat.
Dick Barrie and orchestra, just of Jan. 5. There are similar houses Monchito's Latins, however, continue same singer.
Saturday (16).
finished at Bill Green's in Pitts- in almost^xB^U eastern and midwest- as the alternate orchestra.
The state department threatened to
Abel.
Duke Ellington (Columbia) 'Lady
burgh, will open at the Top Hat, ern keys, some of which, however,
booking acts within Blue'
'Little Posey.'
Good sides. prosecute him for
are currently closed. Bunny BeriUnion City, N. J.
Typically
Ellington
and at his out a license but when he applied
gan's crew is set to open at the DEE ORR ORCH (6)
Saturday
(10) for a license he wal
smoothest.
First is easy flowing
Show Bar, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Apollo Friday (15).
would
have
to make peac*
with
told
that
trumpet
sax,
and
piano
breaks.
Gray Gordon goes into Stanley
This is a newly-organized unit of Reverse is speedier and packs punch with the musicians union. Latter re.
One of the reasons for the introtheatre, Pittsburgh, for week on Friduction of white bands into these piano, drums, bass, trumpet (doub- with muted brass and saxes riding voked his license on the ground that
day (15). Placed by Joe Hiller for
and Hammond organ. high.
spots (Barnet is the only one ever ing sax),
he
booked
local
band
on tour beCRA.
Ancil Sweet,' recently of Internato play the Apollo having worked it
low scale.
tional Casino, is at the electric keyHildeearde
(Decca Album 77)
once before, about five years ago)
board, replacing the late Andy An- Noel Coward medley.
The Hotel
Duke Ellington one-nights In is the dearth of good, powerful b.o. derson, who died suddenly shortly Savoy-Plaza (N. Y.) chanteuse, long
There are only a after the band opened here.
Pittsburgh Friday (15) for one of big colored bands.
a disciple of the Coward style of
It was hard at first for the cus- ballad, does a complete album with
society charity events of season, handful of those and they can't be
Noah's Ark ball for Shadyside hosp, repeated at a house too often for tomers here to become accustomed Ray Sinatra's expert orchestral aS'
obvious reasons, forcing use of to a dance band with an organ, per- sistance. Selections are 'I'll See You
at Willi.am Penn hotel.
mediocre crews. Inasmuch as the haps because the volume of the Again.' 'Room With a View,' 'Some
bands booked are the main draw, Hammond was not well-adjusted to Day I'll Find You,' 'Dance Little
Tommy Carlyn's band out of Pitts- films being second rate, it's under- blend with the other instruments. Lady,' 'Zigeuner' and 'I'll Follow My
burgh opened indefinite engagement standable why the theatres have After some experimenting, however, Secret Heart." A past mistresss in
the unit settled down into a well- Cowardian
interpretations,
Hilde.
Tuesday (12) at Club Edgewood in opened bookings to white bands.
rounded unit and the terpers gave garde has perpetuated all of their
the music a play.
charm on these waxes.
This crew works without a front
man, except for such times as
Eddie LeBaron (Decca Album 63)
drummer-leader Dee Orr takes vo- This tiptop conga album of five disks,
(17).

at

Boat,

Mike Nidorf, a v.p. in General
Amusement Corp., denied Monday
Jimmy Joy tn at Plantation, Dallas, (11) that he was accepting a perAl Kavelln does four days at Shalisonal management proposition from
mar, Newark, opening today (Wed- replacing Gus Arnheim.
Tommy Dorsey. Latter had offered
nesday). Hal Kemp follows.
Ike Lawrence now at* Club Lido, him a substantial salary plus a cut
on this bands- which Dorsey has
Dallas.
Dallas.

—

—

.

—

SUCE

BARNET'S

•

COLORED HOUSE

—

—

YESTERDAY'S HIT

TODAY'S REQUEST

WILLIE HOROWITZ
Announces the acquisition of the complete
copyrights and business of

JOE DAVIS MUSIC CO.
New Catalog

Also Introducing a

Thank Your Stars
By Harold Adamson, Abner

Silver

and Walter Kent

(Tbanks to Jack Bobbins)

Burn Firewood Burn
By Abner

and Manrlce SIgler

Silver

Twilight Troubadour
By Mack

JOE DAVIS,

David,

Manny Kurti and Abner

INC., 1619

disadvantag: of this ar- 10 sides, is the last word in the
rangement being that the fronting modern idiom by Eddie LeBaron, No,
of Orr weakens the rhythm section 1 Latin music giver-outer at the
by silencing the drums. His war- Rainbow Room, N. Y. The compos!
bling, incidentally, is best on fast tions are by Lecuona, Grenet, Ortir
tunes, with 'Well, All Right' espe- and the rest of the ultra-modern
cially good.
standout composers of this new
Pianist Jerry Brainin is featured tempo.
LeBaron's interpretations
and lends solid support to the group. are tops.
He's composed three ditties, including 'Chatterbox,' current plug tune
Joseph nines (Liberty 270-1), 'Ca
in Kay Kyser's film, TTiat's Right, Fait Bourn!' 'J'Attendrai': 'Rhythm
You're Wrong.'
Unfinished'- 'I Got Rhythm.'
The
A lot of Music on a small budget Hotel St. Regis' Viennese Roof
Is the main asset of this setup.
Un- maestro. Joe Rines, has made four
fortunately, it is not a satisfactory
substitute for a real dance outfit embracing foiir saxes, almost an essenFIRST BIG
tial for modern dance arrangements,
but Orr's orchestra should keep busy
in the more subdued niterles and
cals,

the

THE

ii

Gilb.

hotels.

Silver

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Jimmy

Dorsey,

Dec.
24,

23,

Featured
Film,

tha

in

Paramount

THE GREAT VICTOR

HERBERT,

with Allan JonM

and Mary Martin.

WITMARK & SONS

M.

RCA

Building

Castle

Graystone

New

York

HIT FOR 1940

CARELESS

IRVING BERLIN, Inc., 799 Seventh Ave., New York,
CHARLIE WABREN, Vrot. Mgr.

Band Bookings

Farms, Cincinnati;

Thine
ALONE

N. Y.

ANOTHER "MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE"

B.,

Detroit.

Al Donahue,

Dec. 22, WaldorfAstoria Hotel, N. Y.; 25, Ritz B.,
Bridgeport, Conn.; Jan. 31, Hotel
Pennsylvania, N. Y.

Joe

Venuti,
Dec.
31-Jan.
Peabody Hotel, Memphis; Dec.
Bellmeade C. C„ Nashville.

don't make me laugh
EDWARD

B.

MARKS

^^1'^'

FRANK HENNICS. Gintr

.il

RADIO CITY

Proli". iion.il

M K'

?o^^

ABC MUSIC

CORP., 799 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
DAVE BERNIK, Prof. M»r.

29,

Lonnie Mclntyre, Dec. 17, three
Palm Gardens, Milwaukee,

weeks.
Wis.

Fats Waller, Dec. 31, week. Colonial theatre, Detroit
Bill Carlsen, Dec. 15-17,
theatre, Davenport, Iowa.

WHITE LIES AND RED ROSES

29,

Orpheum

THE HOT GAVOTTE
Hear the Modernairet Decca Record

to

Be Released Dec. 20th

IRVING BERLIN, Inc., 799 Seventh Ave.. New York. NCHARLIE WARREN, Prof. Mgr.

V-

VAUDE-NIGHT CLUBS

VeJnesday, December 13, 1939

Citron's 'Crazy

Vaude At Lowest Level After

PiliDy

Carman Drops Shows;
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
Vaude In Pliilly, already on its last
]»« with the shuttering of Warner's
another wallop Friday
Earle, took

Opens Dec. 25

War

Privifege

eration of

Musicians, failed to agree
new contract.

Reported

when they refused to grant, his request that his contract be cut to 40
weeks, instead of the 52-week stipulation ill the termer which expired

The union, as in the
week.
Warner squabble, stood pat on its
demand that the conditions of the
last

run vaude during the summer months last year. 'I have; been
running vaudeville for 12 years and
have always lost heavily in the summer,' Graves said;
'Now I'm getting to the bottom
and I can't stand
of my bankroll
I asked for 40
any more losses.
weeks, which is the regular vaudeIf business warranted
ville season.
I might have kept musicians on for
All I wanted
49 or even 50 weeks.
was to be the arbiter of my own des.

tiny.'

No-Rcply

INS.A.
An

arrangement whereby. American vaude units and legit shows
would play South America, the former under a guarantee of eight
weeks with options, has been made
between Charles H. Allen, New York
agent, and Harry Werber, Buenos
.

Aires showman, presently in-N. Y.
Where the vaude units are conWerber is prepared to place
the eight-week guarantees in escrow,
plus paying round-trip transporta-

Graves also said he'd been, shunted
between the New York and local
offices of the AFM, each passing the
tion.
buck.
'The Philadelphia office of
Idea is for the units to open in
Ihe union said I would have to get
Bueno.s Aires, then play countries
the okay of the national body, while
other than the Argentine in S. A.
they told me in New York that each
The first unit is being sent down in
local had autonomy and dealt with
February and each will comprise
these matters individually.
I asked
Possible nitery and
Joe Weber (Joseph N. Weber, na- about 15 people.
tional president of AFM)
they radio dates are also included in the
if
would give me some help to tide me contracts, with units spaced to follow
over the summer.
Either to let me each other every four to six weeks
have a couple of weeks oft or else from N. Y.
On legit, the idea is to secure
allow me to use less men, but I
scripts
musicals and
haven't even been given the cour- American
comedies would be favored and
Icijy of a reply.'
Graves said he was satisfied with then build productions around native
with occasionally an
}nt
scale and working condition.s. performers,
The Carman employed a crew of 10 American name, such as, for exmen, led by Dino Cortese.
The ample, Lupe Velcz, who would be
scale was $50-a-week per man; $70 able to fit in the Latin setting.
for the leader; $3 additional for an

The house is being picketed along
the Earle and six Warner
which dropped musicians
when the Warner-AFIJ termer finished.
Warners took space in all

N.Y. AGENTS GET

THEIR

will
be a
vaude affair, time being too
him to prepare a producby Xmas. He states Haring it
Blumenthal are financing the venNew York agents' new organiza- ture, with Brown in complete charge
of .shows and production. Casa Mation on Friday (8), in a second meetnana tag is being retained.
ing at the Edison hotel annex
On Dec. 28, Nicky Blair will unveil
adopted by-laws.'set Up a ischedule of
dues and' appointed a governing the Ziegfeld Midnight Fi-blic, new
board of 10 to select and elect- a slate tag for the taradise" Restaurant,
with .Seymour Felix staging the show
of officers.
of and Harold Adamson and Vernon
board
consists
Governing

commencing
policy
in addition to its

band

Christmas

Day,

Charles

J.

Freeman

Duke

(Consolidated

Radio Artists), Herman Bernie,

Bill

I

Host Ben Blue

of

Harry Pincus, Bill Shilling,
Maurice Golden and Roger Murrell.
Up to yesterday (Tuesday) they had
not decided on a slate of officers,
but latter are expected to be chosen
by the end of this week.
Dues are low and admittedly only
temporary until there's some line on

son doing the sets. Russ Morgan's
orch and a band headed by Brooks
Steele are set for this spot, along
with Gene Snyder, of the Radio City

ARA. Tar-

Not exactly in the line of a nitery,
but stemming from the cabarets. Is
Clifford C. Fischer's 'Folies Bergere,'
which debuts Xmas night (25) at
the old B. S. Moss' Broadway, latterly the Cine-Roma.
Policy at this
theatre date will be two-a-night and

Rene Racover staging and Nat Kar-

At N.Y. Get-Together

the cost of operating the

Music Hall, as dance

stager. The International's policy will include a
no-tipping service, along with other
niceties to please the customers.

First Friars

affair

(9)

this

one matinee, 'Folios' playing as a
legit revue. The two-a-night idea is
a copy of a popular legit policy in

—

London.
Takeover of the Casa Manana by
puts an end to individual neby
Earl
Carroll
and
George White for the spot. Both

Brown

gotiations

wanted

it

as a

theatre-

50th street and Seventh avenue site,
but certain store and office leases in
force restrained that move.
Since
then Haring & Blumenthal had been

looking for someone lo reopen the

Closing of the Carman left Fay's,
West Philly, as the only house
vnude here. This is the
vaude has ever fallen in this

—

Outstanding figures in whatever

lowest
town.

artist,

UNCOIN SHOWS AN

exploiting themselves to their professional associates.

APPETITE FOR VAUDE
Lincoln, Dec. 12.
Turnout for Sollle Childs' unit,
French Follies, which ran up $2,300
In three days
at the Liberty, a very
good gross for this town, has HowMd Federer, general manager of the
Nebraska Theatres, Inc., very much
In vaude
mood. Unit was offered
•um lor $300 daily flat, but he was
Mutious and took 50-50 deal, which
wst him more.
-

This won't be Brown's first theatre
cabaret venture.
He also followed
Rose at the Casino de Paree, which,
with Yermi Stern as operator, turned
in a huge profit for a time during
the
closing
days of prohibition.
Later, it faded into the red and

For 34 years Variety has served show bu.siness as the
leading medium of its news and advertising.

showing

field of endeavor
as
manager, or agent
have gained and held their
prominence first through talent and ability; second, by

—

folded.

EVANS STAGING ICE

SHOW FOR ARENA TOUR
Chicago, Dec.

Competition demands greater showmanship today than ever

Fred
Paree,

before.

_

Natives

operate

wreckers, with a taxpayer structure
substituting for the theatre on th»

spot.

read.

.

to

The Casa a couple of
months ago appeared headed for the

cabaret.

its

'We are ready to reopen the Earle
«s soon as the Musicians Union will
sUow us to hire musicians', the ad

In

writing the score.
Dec. 21 will mark the reopening
the International Casino with

(Fanchon &
Kent, Sam Shayon
Herman Citron, Harry
Marco),
Kilby,

I

regular picture fare.

Friars

short for
tion

a few mutteired exclamations on the
hike of prices at restaurants, are being heard.
Picture theatres ..>re going 'great
guns, and Mitchell Wolfson, co-ownWometco chain and
er of the
Miami Beach city Councilman, states
that every indication points toward
a big winter.
His chain's Biscayne Plaza, which
is the second-largest, theatre in the
Greater Miami area and situated at
Miami Beach, will be devoted to a

name

.straight

nabes,

week explaining

Wednesday

Blumenthal, own-

for the initial show.
Brown's debut try

UNDERWAY

with

the dailies last
position.

signed

&

Brown, whose 'Yokel Boy' musical is
current at the Majestic, N^ Y., has
Veloz and Yolanda, Eddie Garr,
Frazee Sisters, Owen McGiveney,
Larry Adler and Jerry Cooper set

ASSN.

iff is $15 for an agency and $5 for
Club Saturday Night associates, with the latter not having
year had Ben Blue voting privileges.
as guest-of-the-rib and drew a sellAround 60 agents have already
out crowd of .300 to the Edison hotel. joined the ARA, while many others
New York. Jay C. Flippen was stated they would join in the imFriday's meeting,
toastmaster.
mediate future.
Dais-sitters included Milton- Berle, however, was. closed to those agents
club's Abbott; Maxie Rosenbloom, who did not pay dues.
Ken Kling, Ted Lewis, Bill Brandell,
A negotiating committee will
Benny Baker, Senator Ford and Ben probably be chosen within the next
Bernie. Romo Vincent, Coast singer; few days to contact the American
Eddie Miller and Eddie Davis de- Guild of Variety Artists on a working agreement as well as equitable
livered the vocals.
Blue closed Saturday night in licensing. It was this union's drive
Walter Powell's orch has been George White's 'Scandals' at the 51st to license the talent reps that
picked to .wing for the N. Y. World's Street (Hollywood) and the Friars spurred the agents' organization.
Fair execs' luncheon at Sherry's Fri- gave him a ribbing sendoff for his
Robert Broder is counsel for
I.
day (15).
road lour.
the Artists Representatives Assn.

—

extra Saturday show.
Graves said
he would probably institute a double
feature policy at the Carman as soon
as he could line up his product.

would probably have its greatest
season this winter are being fulfilled.
Each day thousands arrive by automobile, train, bus and plane, while
the harbor is rapidly assuming- the
appearance of a crowded yacht basin.
Miami Beach hotels are, in the
main, already filled with a comfortable crowd, while reservations for
the. remainder of the season have
been booked long ago. Already com-

with Haring

ers of the property, and will reopen
it Dec. 25 with virtually the same
theatre-cabaret policy it had under
Billy
Rose's
banner.
Thus far

12.

Miami

plaints on the raising of the tariff
at hotels and apartments, along with

cei-ned.

—

that

.

forced to

:

predictions

Brown

theatre.
(6)

FOR UNITS

contract be renewed.

Lew Brown Leases Casa Manana

dium.'

Early

8-WEEK DEAL

.Graves contended that he suffered
loss of more than $20,000 by being

UNDERWAY
Miami, Dec.

'arbitrary

being

old

IS

been
opening

Xmas

Cafe Openings

Broadway will break out in a rash
of deluxe nitery openings during
Xmas week. Three spots will debut:
one with a new show and mode of
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
Masquers Club is putting on a 10- operation, another with a new tag
and more lavish production and,
act vaude show, titled "A Night at the
thirdly, a new venture in an old
Palace Theatre,' Thursday (14), to
spot.
entertain the British United Service
New venture will be Lew Brown's
Club.
operation of the Casa Manana, nee
Britons entertained the Masquers
the French Casino, and Earl Carroll
last year with 'A Night at the Palla-

already
tour,

4f

Masquers Tarn

It's

MIAMI INFLUX

hostilities.

they've
Graves, operator of the
signed for • vaud*
Carman accused union officials of in
Blackpool.
and short-sighted'
George

B way Deluxe

Wk.;

showgirls.

Kimberly and Page, after B voyage
Carman, North Philly across oh a Dutch
(8) when the
boat, have arrived
stage shows and blos- in
indie, dropped
London. American team, belomed out as a straight filmer. Car- cause of business holdings in Engman stage shows were cancelled land, are among the very few U. S.
the
2,200when the management of
nationals to get pasisportt Into the
American Fedseater and Local 77,
war zone lince the outbreak of
on terms for a

3

in Buff

A 'Crazy Show' unit has been put
together by Herman Citron for
vaude house appearances. It will
open Dec. 25 at Shea's, Toronto.
Topped by the Three Sailors; unit
includes Goodrich and Nelson, Don
Rice, Frank Mazonl 8i Go. and 10

WB Picketed

VARIETY

Show'

were

i
.

Advertising forms closing soon for

anxious for a
look at a stage
show, something the
•own hasn't had for over two years,
mey even paid 35c-55c price.s, a full

I

so

I
I

'.

wc higher than the town has asked
™f a theatre bill in seven years.
'Merer says he's ready to book any
"nel^all units
of size
this territory.

and quality

to

,

\

34th Anniversary Issue

Evan.s,
is

now

12.

producer at the Chez
staging the ice

show

imported by Arthur Wirtz and associates for a nation-wide tour starting on Chri.stmas Day.
Tagged the
'European All-Star Ice Revue', show
will open in the Stadium, Indianapoii.s, and play 10 weeks of key
arenas throughout the country.
Will play the sume arenas as the
Sonja Henie Ice Show, which is also
presented under the Wirtz auspices.
Show is in rehearsal in the Chicago Stadium here, which- is also
controlled by the Wirtz interests,
Miss Honie and her troupe play the
Stadium for 10 days starling Christmas Day.

i

I

Chi Congress Casino

Reopening Dec. 21
Benefit for

atrV
of

"'6'^*

Dec. 12.
act in the city

has signified intentions
^'"^ the Leon Harvey benefit

lX.3^"day
ot H,
ine
'

Leon Harvey

Columbus,

.

shnT.

USUAL ADVKRTISING RATES PREVAIL

f
top

night (15) at the Knick-

Harvey, enoe one

m.c's In .the. midwest, lost
in an auto
accident last sum-

He's been
« trouper for 25 years.-

Adverlising copy

ISi

W»kI 46th

he

nitty

si'til

St.

1708 No. Vine

St.

lo

uny

Vitrii-ly

54

W. Randolph

offue.

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

St.

I SI. Martin's PI.

Chicago, Dec. 12.
Floor show reopening the Congress
hotel Casino Dec. 21 includes Marc
Ballcro, Candy Candino, Carol King,
Frank Flynn, Vickie Allen, Pat
Travcrs and Tito Coral.
Ted FioRilo's orch will hold the
bandstand. Casino relights Dec. 21
after having been dark more than a
year.

«
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Del Asking

Questions on

Why

Wednesday, December

DID IT
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Lupidus llecomes'IIyman Leonard-

YEARS AGO^ CARROLL. AGVA

Can't Take It

There's

No Vaude

Detroit, Dec. 12.

Town

In the

Curfew Hits Waukesha

Ot late Detroiters have started
wi itiag into tlie newspaper letterbox

Co. (Wise.) Nileries

(From

VABiEiy.)

Detroit, Dec. 12.

Lapidus does not think
Lou Uollz is funny. In fact, Mr.
Lapidus went into court here to escape front Iloltz's humor.
'I tell people my name and they
laugh right in my face,' Lapidus said.
'I want my name changed to Hyman

Hcrninn

Along Broadway there was

'

Leonard.'
why there is no vaude'Why let it bother you?'. Judge
More than a year ago
Joseph Murphy said. 'I got a friend
Milwaukee, Dec. 12.
the Michigan and Fox theatres
Night life got a terrific jolt this named Charlie McCai'thy.'
'I'll bet he gets called a dummy
switched over to double bi!h, leaving week when the Waukcsl>a county
plenty,' Lapidus said.
board clamped on a curfew lid that's
this town's stages darlc.
'Why not cash in on your name?'
When
to spoil a lot of fun.
Nobody said anything then. Re- going
Milwaukee a few years ago decreed the judge suggested. 'Advertise as
cently there has been a healthy stir that music must stop in public places 'The One and Only Lapidus'.'
'Why should I be a joke?' Lapidus
In Detroit's newspaper columns about at 1 a.m. weekdays and 2 a.m. Suncountered.
what has happened to keep vaude- days, Sam Pick with his Club Madrid
Lapidus is now Leonard.
pioneered a movement that resulted
ville shows out of town. One newsin scores of late spots being opened
paper even wrote an editorial anup just across the line, where the sky
swer when the controversy began, was the limit on anything anyone Jersey
Paving
explaining that houses found it more wanted to go for.
profitable to run two pics and blamed
The Waukesha territory includes a
for Escape
the lack of stage variety in town on widespread- lake resort region, where
the lack of public support. But news- hundreds of Milwaukeans havie sumPhilly
Year's Eye
papers keep running the questions, mer homes, and they gave the subexplanations and growing murmur as urban niteries a great play. When
good, controversial material.
the lights went out in the city they
Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
Although none of the former major went on in the roadhouses.
Three South Jersey towns, through
vaudfllm houses have made any stir
Now comes the new law not their officials, Saturday (9) invited
to change the present status, the only halting all music after 1 a.m., Philly. celebrants to ring in the New
Colonial, second-run house started to but also slapping on extra license Year in the traditional style that'll
move in on this ripe interest. Ray fees for- all places having music of be taboo in the Quaker City due to
Schreiber, head of the Mid-West any kind, even taverns with phono- New Year's Eve falling on Sunday.
Theatres, Inc., which operates the graphs.
The municipalities,. Camden, GlouColonial, announcing .that the public
cester and Clayton, passed special
was vaudeville hungry, booked a
ordinances allowing the sale ot lishow as an experiment. It held Rita
quor all night Sunday and Monday
PITT.
Rio's femme orch, Toby Wing, Faith
so that whoopee shall reign unreBacon, Maud Hilton and Dell, and
strained New Year's Eve and day.
Sylvia and Clemence.
Since these towns are all within a
Schreiber has also lined up for the
short drive from Philly, it is exImmediate future Fats Waller's orch,
pected that the 75 niteries and tapPitUburgh, Dec. 12.
Frankie Darro and Ina Ray Hutton's
rooms in the three places will do
orch.
Senator theatre, one of Harris record business.
Meanwhile there was a growing
company's two downtown houses, is
sentiment among Philly night spot
set to tee-o(T with^ vaudfilm policy
ops to get together and defy the law
in the Automat
Xmas week. It will mark first time in order to cash in on the one
big
in several years that Stanley,
night in the year.
Year's Eve Ahnost
Operators of big clubs and hotels
deluxer, will have stage competish,
are
loath
to
lake
this
chance
of
although two houses are hardly
For Charity rated as opposition, former being a running afoul the law because of
their huge investments, but smaller
4,000-seatcr, while Senator can acclubs
that
have
been
losing
money
Plan for a very socialite New commodate only 1,750.
feel they've got nothing to lose. A
Year's eve party in the Automat on
Spot, the old Aldine which Harris
Broadway at 4Gth street was turned took over year ago last month, orig- big New Year's would put them in
down last week by Horn & Hardart inally played vaude, but, after a velvet, they claim, and it they're
executives. Scheme was put to them disastrous opening, dropped shows forced to shutter on that night they
by Bill Sykes, perhaps New York's except for couple of scattered weeks. may as well fold up. anyway.
Some clubs have already been
only press agent whosje name ap- Of late, shuttling between singles,
pears in the Social Register.
He duals and holdovers from sister contracted for by by private organwanted to promote the shindig and Alvin, house has been doing only izations, who are allowed to hold
Sunday
affairs under the law. These
was guaranteed attendance by a. host fair, losing weeks overbalancing the
groups are selling tickets to outot his blue book cronies.
winning ones.
Liquor will be bought in
Sykes* idea, as presented to the
Senator plans to use units exclu- siders.
advance
and ticket-holders will be
nickel-in-the-slot proprietors, was to sively with slufT pix.
Deals with
run the whole affair for charity. unions are now being worked out, allowed a certain number of drinks.
Liquor
Board officials,
acting
There would be an admish charge of return to stage shows being conunder
orders
of Governor James,
per
person.
In
addition,
because
tingent
on
satisfactory
concessions,
$.5
ot the charity angle and because al- with Jerry Mayhall slated to go in reiterated their intention of enforcmost all restaurants boost pjices on as house orch maestro when and if. ing the law, which forbids the sale
of intoxicants from midnight Saturthe big night. Sykes planned to sell
day until 7 A.M. Monday morning.
food only for slugs instead of nickels,
Ga. Spot Reopens

editors asking

ville in town.

differ-

Towns

Way

From

New

,

WILL

AGAIN TRY YAUDFILM

Whoopee

WB

New

Happened—

the slugs to be purchased at the rate
ot four for a quarter.
was pretty much sold on
H
publicity value to their restaurant
chain ot such an event, but feared
It 'undignified.'
It also objected to
the necessity for obtaining a liquor
license, this being against standing

& H

policy.

Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 12.
Capitol, dark since June, reopened
Sunday (10) with a vaudfilm policy.
First unit to play house is 'Water
Follies,' with cast of 35.
Dari Fitche's 'Pleasures of Paris'
is also set for early showing.
Shows
are being booked by T. D. Kemp, Jr.,
of Charlotte, N. C.

DANCER KILLED

IN

ALA. AUTO CRASH
Montgomery,

Ala., Dec. 12.

Mrs. B. C. Hightower, femme half
of the dance team ot London and
Eloyce, died here today (Tuesday)
as result ot injuries sustained Sunday night (10) in an auto accident six
miles south ot here. Her husband
and dance partner was not seriously

Senator C. C.

was pushing

Dill, ot

the

Dill

of the

STARS

CHORINES

Washington,
bill,

which

Hollywood, Dec.

granted to broadcasters the free use
of copyright music.

12

Earl Carroll is trying to get
to.
gether with the American Guild
Variety Artists on a wage scale
fn
chorines In his new show opcnini
here Christmas night (25).
iij;
hearsals are being held up pendini
agreement, new contract calling to,
Pearl While was set to star in n $40 week for seven performances.
French revue, in Barcelona, followCarroll is figuring on closing hii
ing the sh6w's wind-up at the Cigale, nite spot on Sundays and wants
Paris.
deduct one-seventh ot weekly
pjf

Dame

Sybil Thorndike, the British
player, leased the Regent, London,
and was to revive Shaw's "St. Joan.'

li

AGVA,

Increasing number ot benefits were
believed to be hurting vaude houses
in the U. S.

The Shuberts signed

Willie

however,

ard to start in a new musical on
Broadway. Brother Eugene was also
to be in the show.
A number ot
managers had been dickering for
their services.

Irene Dunne, the prima who followed Peggy Wood in 'The Clinging
Vine,' was featured in a vaude tab
operetta, 'Lady, ot the Orchids.'
It
was her debut in variety.

willing to gi«
out «(

is

him only five free Sundays
Compromise is expected
26.

at

(«.

(Tuesday) sesh.

day's

How-

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., Dec. 12.
Thrills of the Actors Colony: 'O^

way that Tudor Cameron has In.
proved during his 12 weeks ot ozoD'
ing and added pound weekly; Dub

Huntington's musical gifts to thi
gang, a bi-weekly recording wlB
timely numbers; the Worcester Ev*
ning Gazette oil file shot in via Jame
With Harold Lloyd pulling away Lee; ozoner Chris Hagedorn puttiiu
from Pathe, Harry Langdon was to himself out lifting mental worri«
replace the goggle-eyed comedian. from others that are not so luck;
Langdon was from the Mack Scnnett Joseph 'lATSE' McCarthy's weeklj
walks from cottage to cottage haail
two-reel comedies.
ing out books and mags; Jen;
The strength bt Benny Leonard's Vogcl's holiday gifts to the gang. Hi
gets mad as o March hare if one paeastern vaude debut was Herman
tient is missed; wise-cracking of Be
Timberg, latter supplying the comSchafter, Jack Edwards and Rus
edy highlights in their headline' act
Kelly, always good for a pound i
at the N. Y. Hipp.
'cure'; good reports handed out bj
Dr. George Wilson that will enaM
Seven members of the Minsky many to go home for the Yule holi
Bros., burley troupe at the Apollo, day;
Manny Kay, ex-ozoner, hen
N. Y., were arrested for an 'indecent' celebrating
his second year as a stod
performance.
burlesque comic; new offspring
the Rudy (orch leader) Houlf's txing named Will Rogers HoufI; tribuk
paid to this colony by Johnni
ST. L.
Grimes,
Syracuse
Post-Standari
rep; dedication ot 'We Met Ead
Other In a Dream,' by Smiling li
McConnell to this Colony; e.xpr«s
Scheduled vaudfilm policy at Fan- sion on an ozoner's face when fh
medico says, 'You are okay and ca
chon & Marco's St. Louis theatre, St.
go home.'
Louis, has been called off because of
Mrs. Frank MacDonald bcd-sidini
stagehand and musiciaii union difTi- her daughter, Gracie, at the Rogen
Fire department rushed to the Wilculties.
House was due to start Jan.
liam
Morris
Camp IntermissiM
5 with A. B. Marcus' 'Moulin Rouge'
where chimney was afire. After i
revue and Jane Withers' unit had two-hour wait, fire
company No. 1
.

it

VAUDE
STYMIED BY UNIONS

F.&M.

been tentatively lined up for week
of Jan. 2G.

Fox, F.&M.'s ace St. Louis house',
played its last stage show last week,
ending Thursday (7), with Dave
Apollon's unit. There had been some
union trouble there also, the house
having been picketed up until it

went straight pictures. Fox matter,
however, was purely a jurisdictional
dispute between unions.

Stanley Jabin Goes

-

TheJHEATRE

DICKER ON

ence ot opinion as to wisdom ot cutrates for legit, but fact remains there
were 33 shows at the bargain prices.

.

SENATOR,

13, I939

On Own

in Cleveland

.

'

rushed to the camp, thinking thati
serious fire was in session, only ts
find the No. 1

company

sitting arouni

the Morris family table enjoyinj
and dunking doughnuts, wili
Mrs. Morris acting as hostess aivJ
telling the fire-eaters about the success of Ruth (White) Morris' recenl
coffee

operation.

Eddie McDonald, who staged la
okay comeback at the Rogers, Is oik
year older and in'£ood health.
The Day Nursery, which years
cost thousands ot dollars and
financed by funds collected by William Morris, was sold for $150 fM
firewood.

Cleveland, Dec. 12.
Stanley Jabin, who walked out of
Stanley_Club's rnanagership after a
hurt-in the -crash. —
"fight- oveV policy with its angel, is
Couple were reportedly en route to
on his own again. Took over deWest Palm Beach, Florida.
funct Empire Cafe, formerly known
as Paddock, renamed it Stanley's
Club, and is now battling his old
Annual Benefit Skeded
backer for low-priced acts.

Write to those

who

are

ill.

—

Latter, a real estate

By NVA
NVA

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46^"

ST.

NEW YORK

.

H

.

LU B

GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY

H.

scheduled its annual
benefit show for Feb. 4, again at the
Alvin, New York.

George M. Cohan

is

chairman

f

the entertainment committee, with
Olsen and Johnson, current in 'Hellzapoppin' at the Winter Garden, set
to stage the show.

Head

Atlanta Conservatory

I

N

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

4

has

Leide Picked to

9'7S0O

J

in N. Y. Feb.

Atlanta, Dec. 12.
Enrico Leide, notable figure in Atlanta musical circles for past 20
years, last week was named director
of the Conservatory of Music at
Brenau College, Gainesville, Ga., succeeding late Prof. E. B, Michaelis.
Leide, between engagements as
maestro ot Lucas
Jenkins' local
Capitol theatre's standby band, has
been teaching foreign languages at
Oglethorpe University here. He has
headed several important orchestras
in Atlanta.

&

man, changed

his spot's name to the Famous Door
when Jabin refused to allow him to

use the former trade-title.

After Slate's No.

I

LONDON;

—Named

rroducl

Milwaukee, Dec. 12.
Pasadena has its Rose Bowl, Miami
Orange Bowl, New Orleans its
Sugar Bowl,.and now Milwaukee has
Its

—ot

all things for this bailiwick ot
big brevveries— a Dairy Bowl. It is
situated "in Slate Fair Park and was
formally christened Sunday with a
bottle of milk at the pro champ grid
battle between the New York Giants
and the Green Bay Packers.

Opposish to Dairy Bowl said
name was sissy and urged that in

the
this

town
the
playing
field
should
properly be called the Beer Bowl,
but Gov. Heil .(Julius the Just) said
nix; the property was owned by the
state, so its football field must be

named
product.

for

a

Tailors of

—

Today

And Tomorrow

BOWL

WIS.' DAIRY

Brewery Town's Anomaly

LORD &
STEWART

more representative

19

Albemarle

Street

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENDB

NEW rOBK:

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY

INN

Leicester Squara

LONDON, WEST- END
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where he
and scares

Night Club Reviews
LA MARTINIQUE,

N. Y.

George Tapps, Etviro Rios.
Gasparre
Deinoelo and Porter, Djck
Dario,

Fa«sto_Carbelo orchs

fl2) orid

and Dario

Rcnita)

(and

Ramon

(7).

ballroomolo(and Diane), topflieht
wlien active, have made their

gists

original La Conga
La Martinique, the
site,

out
also

a quick cliclc. since flrst statting
Proving that performers Can
be good business men although,

considering their long experience in
of the Atclass cafes on both sides
the
lantic, it's not surprising that

know all the answers by now.
Medranno and Donnn, now at the
Room, teed off as the first
dance team, that being a smart idea,
boys

Persian

thus eliminating the thought that
the tcrping bonifaces would showOnly
case themselves exclusively.
recently, Hamon and Rcnita decided
to do their sturt professionally but
he's out through pneumonia, resulting in booking of De Angelo and
Porter, neat ballroomologisls, just
closed at Chez Parec. Chicago. This
is the pair's first N. Y. bookir \ since
.

.

the Hotel BiHmore two and a half
They're a personable
years ago.
team, doing their sequence of waltz,
fox and fast finale in suave and ef-

manner.

fective

George Tapps whams 'em with his
stepping. He has a new conga taps
routine that tops his tango tap conSince his Hollywood -soception.
journ in a couple of fllmusicals the
young hoofer manifests considerable
polish and improvement, particularly

PENTHOUSE,

.

by

carries a

gal

named Genevieve

business.

vocalist,

Entertainment

and incidental

Orch

also
billed simply as

itself.

She also works on the! floor.
Ralph Brown m.c.s and is a clever
tapster, too, who polishes off a brace
of slick routines with an okay impression of Bill Robinson going to

town.

str.night tcrping.

and

Room

is in the French Colonial
suggested by the island of
Martinique. Marachino at the door
is garbel as a Friench admiral and
the waiters are in picturesque Martinique mariner getup. Jimmy Vernon, of the Dancing Vernons, is the
>iew manager. Darion and/or Ramon
alternate as hosts and emcees.
Abel.

Best bets on
Frances '(New

bill

are Earle

Acts),

WALTON ROOF
PHILA.)

flashy

who

7.

LE RUBAN BLEU,

(George sion of dips and spins. Bill also
Charlie Adier)
with includes Myrtle Wilson, with plenty
Benny Kendall, Berry Bros. (3) of s,a., who comes up with an exotic
Frank Gab]/ with Joe Kototik, Bob bumping-weaving session that's the

&

ringsider's delight,
lor,

and Dewey Tay-

mouth organist who makes the

Helen Heath, Mona Reed, Sally instrument talk.
The night show was caught, Ethel
LaMarr, Herb Dubrow, Bennv KenWaters and 'Mamba's Daughters'
dall.
troupe were guests-of-honor, and
.George Kelly and Charlie Adler customers got an extra show for
good
make their bow as a duo after the (Gilly rheasure. with Willie Bryant
Bluton in the show), a former
break-up of the old Yacht Boys quar- Harlem bandleader and m.c, taking
tet, and though their act is still in charge of the cxtra-curricu)ar acti
Cohen.
the rough, they have the makings of vilies.
a sock team.
With an alinost inexhaustible supply of their original
wacky numbers, they were forced to
encore three times in their opening
(BROOKLYN, ILL.)
show (Thursday, dinner). Their best

Over Hill and
Has Gone and

Brookli/n, III., Dec. 8.
Walsh, Anita Jdkobi, Mc
& Ross, Three Randall SisHal. Lewi."!, -Broofcli/tiettes, Joe
Winter Orch t7).

Sammy

gave out with

eight numbers before
leave rat" tha'opencr; A"

Donald

they could
short dance

Team

is

Although the casino section of

this
cast side spot is in total eclipse bC'

dall at

the piano.
Heal dicky is the ventriloquist act
of Frank Gaby.
Working with a
dummy, Mickey Finn, and midget
Joe Kotolik, Gaby has plenty of
funny gags with the woodenhead
ribbing the deadpan midget. He also
uses the midget for a blockhead turn.
Don French and Kitty Dom, winners of recent local jitterbug contest
are

holdovers.

The

pair,

making

their pro

debut at
^ Jack Lynch
^ this
are snapVy"but" need'a couple
novelties to make their act big-

«P0t,
<>I

time.

The Qusky Berry Bros, draw a big
but make the mi.sUke of
"ying to cover too much ground,
over-running the stage and making
me ringside diners nervous.
Their
oancing, though,
is smooth. Bob RusiVi '"•S'5^ 3"'' baritones capably, but
saiyo.

0' h's lyrics supplementing 'Oh.
t„7*
Johnny'
are in bad taste, being too
'!il5^e" for Lynch's patrons.

svelte

looker;

eye-filling

two

costumes, do

fP«ctacuiar
numbers.
Neil
plays for
dan".iL !25'»'"«'s
aancmg
anS
" autumpanies
accompanfes ''the''acrs',
me acis.
Yniin»
has gained poise
slnP6lr'l"^''°here
two
months ago,
wLi
B?i-°«omps the girl numbers.
LaMar? Kfath. Mona Reed and Sally
^'^"dbys here, ping in the
cockh,»'
'^ftn„
'Sor.../

Dubroi'''?'";u*«°'"Pa"ied
UUls

*

P'="°'

%y Herb
the
Shot.

<l"«"lnc

Graziclla Paraga,

Cuban

songstress

to ' self-guitar accompaniment; is a
The senorita has been
She has a nice
around before.
brunet personality and plucks a
mean pizzicato on the oversized ukc,
while chantiiig her rhumba rhythms.
Cliff Allen and Billic Holiday, unadulterated Harlem, despite their

neat starter.

accompanied by Benny Ken-

i

cause of grand jury action, and midweek biz has dipped accordingly,
management continues to book strong
shows despite the subsequent loss in
revenue. Current unit, with Sammy
Walsh m.c.ing, tops anything in this
neck of the woods.
Walsh, clowning, gagging, warbling
and terping, does enough to constitute a dandy one-man show. However, he has some swell supporting
acts, among them being Anita Jakobi
a blonde looker, who scores with an
acro-tap. Scouted by Dave Apollon
since opening here, she's been inked
for his vaudc unit, opening with it
in Memphis, Dec. 29.
McDonald and Ross turn in Swell
novelty terps that are a combo of
ballroomology, aero and tapping,
plus plenty of knockabout the girl
getting the punishment. The Three
Randall Sisters arc o.k. as they trill
'Jumping Jive,' but n.s.g. as they
gang up for 'The Old Apple Tree.'
Hal Lewis, who saxes with the orch.
does 'Happy Birthday Tonight' and
'South of Border' with eclat ^
Show gets under way with the
Brooklynettes (4), house line, doing
a costume number in flimsy gray
gowns that reveal Shapely gams.
Gals are showing improvement with
each show. Walsh lures Joe Winter
into fiddling 'Roses of Picardy,' then
sneaks into an adjoining room,
.

girls.

and well liked, and their
stay here should put the room back
on its feet. Maestro, who composed
'Sweet Leilani' and scads of other
island ditties, keeps himself and his
music well restrained.
He sticks
strictly to native harmonic;; but tempoed for terping. Hawaiians in the
band are in minority.
before

.

FRENCH FOLLIES
(LIBERTY, LINCOLN)
Joe Kelso

&

Lincoln, Dec. 6.
Co. iShirley Lee),

Jean O'Brien, Maxine Marshall, Jean

&

Sliarpe, Woolsei/.
Clair, Missing
Bros.; Eleanore King, Donley Sisters,
Al Rags, Wells Bros., Van Horn
Carlos, Jean Moore, Annette De
Boise, Harry Shannon, Jr., Orch;
'Saint Strikes Back' (RKO).

&

Providing this burg with its first
Grass-skirted trio of hula dancers
are easy on the eyes and do their stage show in more than 26 months,
hip waving without a suggestion of
'French Follies' looks like a b.o.
the vulgar. They keep it on a high
plane and go through their soft, winner in smaller towns. It's taking
.

in money unequalled herie in many
minimum of effort.' Alvin Kaleo- a moon. First place, the wicket dehani is the native vocalist and Kenny
is 35-55C, highest at a downAllen
tenors
alternately.
Owens mand
takes up the muted trumpet occas- town theatre in seven years.
First show here ran 67 minutes,
ionally.
Room has three CBS wires a week, after which the squeeze was applied
two cross country and one along the to get it down to 59 minutes. For
Coast.
Owens is in for six weeks unopened territory, the title and the
but Hull says he can stay as long nudity will bring in the customers.
However, in spite of this, the show
as he wants.
Helm.
Koes all the way down to the last
10 minutes before the first possible
affront to family trade shows, up.
Only two turns hint at disturbing
the Carrie Nations.
They are the
Detroit, Dec. S.
Eddie Pecbody, Alice Dawn, I^tce, Van Horn and Carlos turn and AnVan Horn and
Florio and Alice, Dorothy Crookcr, nette De Boise.
Royalettes
Demetry's Carlos (he was the Ritz Bros, foil in
(6), -Danny
Orch with Preston Lambert, Ann 'Gorilla,' wearing the monkey suit)
do one of those beauty-and-beast
Bolen, Chet Everhardt.
routines, with the gal shedding trapDings prior to an over-shoulder carry
This spot, steadily building its enby the gotilla down through the
atertainmertt, hits its top on show
house.
De Boise femme is in an
expendituire with this bill.
Formerly the Chalet, which got ordinary under-gauze, no-bra walk
for the baldies.
Both are off
some bad jiress during the gambling that's
base, belonging in hurley..
hulabaloo in Michigan, it has been
The
chorus
sports 10 girls, and does
given a neat do-over.
three numbers, an opening Paris!Eddie Peabody, helped by a warm
enne,
kiddie
a
rope-hoo
and a Cuban
house, seems to have all it takes for
bit, in addition to a parade session
nitery work.
His enthusiasm culls
finale.
The rope number is
up plenty of din as he m.c.s the show near
weakest, probably because "Three
before bringing. himself on.

swaying movements with verve and

CLUB ROYALE, DET.

'

.

,

.

In his spot, Peabody's on 'South of
Border' and impromptu jigs get a big
hand, but he seems to score best
when he fiddles 'I Cried for You,'
with plenty of hot breaks, and "Listen
They kept
to the Mocking Bird.'
bringing him back at this show, and
he wound up with his 'two banjos'
.

effect.

Alice Dawn, who warbles with
plenty of gusto, sells easily and clicks
best with a slick arrangement of
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' Dorothy
Crooker, control dancer, also goes
over. Nice, Florio and Alice knock
themselves out with their roughhouse, and the Royalettes go into
smaller units to present styles of
.

Burlesk Review

has run itself out.
Jean O'Brien,. Maxine Marshall
and Jean Sharpe sidle up to the mike

Little Fishes'

in the 'Fishes' turn, second girl
routine, and vocal bits of the chorus.
Miss O'Brien gets away best with

the

baby-talk.

the

.

rhumba,

toss.

Joe Kelso and Shirley Lee split
their act, doing first a- magic stretch,
and later JCelso, imitating Chaplin,
goes through his okay juggling. Contortions are Woolsey and Clair, who
do near dislocations. It's a, slowmover, but with a fair share of
laughs. Missing Bros, are balancers
an J comedy aero wor'.ers.
They
take a long time settling down, but
when they do, they handle themselves expertly. Soft shoe number,
and .smoothly done, is by the. Donley
Sisters.

Neat novelty

is

Al Rags, who.

In

one. 'paints' pictures with old hunks
of cloth, pieced together. He's fol-

lowed by the sock Well Bros., a
circusy turn, even to the clO\.-n member.
Jean Moore, sei>arating the
two nudes, reaches for the high ones
in a couple of tunes, most always

making it
Harry Shannon, Jr., has the band,
and Shannon. Sr., is the company
manager.
Unit is Mexico Citybound, booked there for a month.

Show

TROC, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Dec.

In

Eleanore King is featured, fronting
the line with a heel grind and hip-

is

A SoUie Childs unit.

Bam.

SHOOTING HIGH
8.

(BROADWAY, CHARLOTTE,

N, C.)

strings.

tCTi!,

by Adler could easily be eliminated.

a perfect setting for

Hawaiians and his
They've been around

dancing

'Barrel of Fun' unit with Wauneta
Thnrston,
Peggy
Bates,
Leonie
Charlotte. N. C, Dec. 7.
McAllister,
'Shorty'
Boughton.
Oswald (Tony LabrioUi), Carl
Caspar Reardon, swing harpist, is 'Slinky' Fields, Aileeti Dale, Georoe Freed Harmonica Lads, Jan Murray,
another new wrinkle for the Ruban Reynolds, Denny Lyons, Patricia Junior Mel Ody, Marie Louise,
Bleu. He cuts \ip with original and Cornell, Lew Power.?, Line (16), Mer
Madamoiselle Marvel, Line
(8);
'St Louis Blues' type tunes on the rick Valinote's Orch (8).
'Stop, Look and Love' (20th).

BROOKLYN CLUB

are 'Spain,' 'Riding
Dale' and 'My Wife
Left Me.'
The pair

It's

Owens' Royal

lineup brings two new faces to this
spot.
Nan Blakstone. a seasoned
comedienne, now blondined, is more
52d street than Ruban Bleu. However, her indigo stuff goes heavily
distinction
being that
the
here,
it's forthright and obvious as against
some of the more literate but equally
paprika innuendoes heretofore dished
forth in the Dwight Fiske manner.

i

,

N. Y.

dominate.

Herbert Jacoby. Craziella Paraga,
Allen & Billte Holiday. Caspar famous dancing men.
Reardon, Natl Blakstone.
Since Danny Demetry's band plays
soft music and can make easy switch
This coiinterpart of Le Bouef sur to rhumba, which has the town nuts,
le Toit and Le Ruban Bleu, Paris both Pejbody with 'South of Border'
which
Herbert
Jacoby
boites, with
and Miss Dawn, encoring with 'South
has been identified, is one of the con- American Way,' cue into the current
sistent after-theatre drop-in spots. craze. Durins orch interludes, Ann
Sans couvert, but to a $1.50 and Bolen. with Chet Everhardt as pian$2.50 minimum, it's an intime room ist, is providing blues which get
Preston Lamof some 50-75 capacity, when jam- plenty of attention.
oacked, with strictly no dancing. bert, an occasional m.c. at Ihis. spot,
There are quick reprises of intimate also ballads effectively during the
Pool.
divertissement, in frequent succes- lulls.
Steinpianists,
twin
at
sion, and two
ways, who plug the gaps.
Jacoby hosts and emcees. His new

Boys

Dom, Glamour
Russell, French
Girls (12), Weil Fontaine's orch (12),

which

Unit Reviews

full.

Tavern has been made over to conform with the coaster's idea of what
Hawaiian decor might represent.
Straw hats and leis naturally pre-

Cliff

ond

Kellv

is

.

raced and overlooking. Central Park;
and the main hall, a bit below the
penthouse view, more clubby, with a
huge fireplace at one end. and the
bar at the other. It's a different sort
of- an environment in many respects,
and gets an unusual selective patron
age. Robert itiaitres skillfully.
Abel.

could fit in well anywhere. Vocal part of layout, aside
from Fro.^hine's contribution, is confined to Jillie Smith, heavy-set baritone who goes in for the usual sepia
chants, 'Old Man River', 'That's Why
Darkies Were Born,' etc. He's more
shouter than singer, however, and
cacophony of sounds he produces
doesn't almost make for eat-ease.
Somewhere there's a voice, but it
needs development and restraint.
Casino's usmg a local team of jitterbugs, Faye and Jimmy, and kids
are in the groove. They're garbed
a la collegiate, jive style, and unload
a bag of tricks in a whirlwind seshoofers

motif,

informal

casual,
to the cuisine,

quite ultra but not too fancy In
Ann Beasley is a socialite
songstress who fits deftly into the atmosphere; Eli Spivak gives out with
Russki vocals to self-guitar accomp;
and Paul Taubman, at the pianoorgan, is unobtrusive with his tunes.
Room is in two portions, one teris

scale.

Froshine, a cute looker with pipes
that are sweet and clearly-defined.

NBC

Club

little

almost a show in

Dick Gasparre's dansapation is sond,
team of 12 doing .marathon sets.
maestroed
by
Alternate
combo,
Fausto Carbelo, is also unusual with
Gasparre plays for
its Latin rhythms.
t°.e show as handily as he does for

Philadelphia, Dec.

a

Glover, who wears male attire and
has considerable rhythm in her
lithe frame.
Watching her weave,
writhe and stomp with the music .is

his

Vncht

Between gags and introducing the
acts Walsh lights ciggies for femme
ringsiders, yells to the maitre to 'put

up the ropes to keep this mob in,'
and then organizes a glee club with
six of the footers and a busboy. This
Pittsbutgh, Dec. 7.
develops into a lot of zany stuff, with
Sunset Royal band (14), Genevieve not a voice in the outfit, outside of
Glover, Froshine, Ralph Brown, Jillie Walsh, as they sing 'Thanks for
Smith, Earle & Frances, Myrtle Wil- Everything.'
Using a busboy as a
son, Faye & Jimmy, Dewey Taylor.
stooge and a mike as an electric
razor, with the trumpeter supplying
Snappiest all-colored floor show the 'buzz,' Walsh also gives the busthis burg has seen since swank Show boy's face a going-over.
Boat's hey-day when it went sepia
Walsh's burlesk of Ted Lewis warbwith Fletcher Henderson's band and ling 'When My Baby Smiles At Me'
George Dewey Washington,
That is sock. His rendition of Three Litwas almost a decade ago.
Since tle Fishies,' in phoney French, and
then, colored entertainment here- 'Old Man River" precedes his own
abouts has been* pretty so-so. Har- okay tap routine. Brooklynettes relem Casino's been closed for a year, turn for the closing with a tap, being
through booze violations and. rent garbed in top hats and white satin,
bickering, and is under entirely new abbreviated tails costume, making a
management now. Formerly oper- pretty picture. Winter's footers play
ated by Lew Mercur, it's now being softly and are a swell inducement for
run by one of leading figures in customer dancing. Management disPittsburgh's
Little
Harlem,
Gus courages jitterbugging.
Sahu.
Greenlee, well-known sportsman and
long-time manager of John Henry
Lewis,
former
light-heavyweight
Y.
N.
boxing champion.
Greenlee's giving -the town
a
Paul Tawbman, £Ii Spivak, Ann
lively,
well-run spot for mixed
crowds, and he has also installed a Beasley.
revue that should get his spot a lot
The Penthouse Club (nee La Creof word-of-mouth.
Price is right,
too, with food and drinks both mod- maillere) on Central Park South is a
erately scaled and no cover or mini- different sort of restaurant-nitery,
mum, except on Saturday and holi- operated by socialite Ted Stone, Jr.,
and wife, who seemingly give it conday nites.
Having
Sunset Royal band of 14 pieces is stant personal attention.
a brassy, blaring swing outfit that taken over the entire building, when
occasionally plays music, but the the Cremailler^ ^restaurant moved
emphasis is with those who like over to an east side' location. Stone
their dansapation hot and low-down. automatically inherited this spot,
Crew can take a sweet melody in whereupon he decided tojnstall some
of his pet ideas in an intime eatery
its stride as well but doesn't bother
much with that. It's presided over of this type. Thus he came into the

a softer hairdross that's less
severe than the traditional sleekstreamlining.
Elvira Rios with an unique manner
at the mike, doing Cuban vocals, is a
holdover, and worthily so. Misis Rios
has been on. the Coast and is curair buildup.
rently getting an

The

room was three-quarters

turns.

HARLEM CASINO, PITT

in

(WALTON HOTEL,

Winter

clatters aluminum trays Harry Owens to put It Over.
Reup, enough racket to stop sults have been heartening. Caught
cold for tepidly amusing re- on a Sunday night, the town's blight,

impeccable forma! getup, are a killer
pianology team, she doing the vocals
up front. Allen straighting at the
ivories,
Miss Holiday is a standard
i

I

'"^
values,

and sells their lyric
'I'm
rhythm, heavily.

disks
in

Gonna Give You Something Tonight
Baby'

is

a standout in their routine.
Abel.

Hawaiian Blossom

Room

(ROOSEVELT, H'WOOD)
Holliyuiood, Dec. 6.
Odetta lolani, Kahala Maparar^a,
Leilani Kahoofcahi, Alvin Kaleolani,
Kenny Allen, Harry Owens Orch.
(12).

Hollywood's first hot spot has been
an open-and-shut affair since it
blossomed some 15 years ago. Prospering in the early days, it incubated .several name bands and drew
most of the name crews that came
west. In the past five years it has
fallen on lean days and has been
pretty much of an albino pachyderm
Tommy Hull, chain
to its owners.
hotel' operator, decided to give it
another chance and put it up to

This Izzy Hirst unit was still in
the process of being" to'Ssed "together
The strippers are all
cau.ght.
looks, do their doffing acceptedly and work pretty much as
far as the conservative law in Philly
allows, which is about the same as
New York in this respect
Wauneta Bates is standout for
looks and fprm but she's off in a (lash
soon as she gets down to the Gstring.
Pe.agy Boughton 's figure is
neat and the boys demand more.
Leonie Thurston, always a favc here,
is a flashy redhead who bumps and
grinds. aplentv while peeling.
'Shorty' McAllister and '.Stinky'
along with straight man
Field.',
George Reynolds and Aileen Dale,
talking femme, get plenty of laughs
with the .slapstifk and rough-house.
Best bits are the standard hurley
courtroom and tatlor-shop scenes.
Others wallow in the blue and arc
Quartet are best in the
tiresome.
rough-and-tumble biz and are right
in the groove for Troc patrons.
Patricia Cornell, who plays an accordion solo, also plays a concertina
while dancing with the line in a
She scores nicely.
ballet number.
Denny Lyons does the warbling with
the girlie numbers and a brief venJust fair.
Lew
triloquist .turn.
Powers, oldtime comic, is sad in his
effort to be funny.
Chorines are
Production is nil.
above average for burley shows in
Valinote's
looks, but lack rhythm.
band plays loud, and that's all.
Shal.
Biz g'ood.

when

okay on

.

•

Ex-stooge for Ken Murray, all Oswald 'appears' to require Is a" straight
to feed him the lines to score heavHe gives the customers the pat-

ily.

ter they expect, and then surprises
most of them with a nifty, showman^.
like turn on- the accordion, enabling
him to score heavily.
Junior Mel Ody, juggler, opens
show with run-of-mill turn set off by
.

neat novelty with Japanese parasol
ring. Act is spotty, but bobbles
are offset by comedy bits.
Carl
Freed's Harmonica Lads furnish top
entertainment with fast, presentation
of harmonica novelties, accentuated
by- comedy between Freed and one.
of the instrumentalists.
Harmonica
Lads also double as eight-piece stage
band. Freed's spoon-clicking rhythm
novelty with band clicks, but capers
and corny clarineting drags and

and

mi.sses fire.

Marie Louise gets so-so reception
for her acro-contortion turn, doing
the customary stuff. Line of eight
girls dances passably in three tries,
scoring heaviest with military revue
in patriotic costume done as flag-

waving flrtale, with marching soldiers filmed on backdrop.
Line is
composed of young lookers and
shown to good advantage also in ballroom number.
Jan Murray m.c.s acceptably and
straights for Oswald pleasingly. Madamoiselle Marvel furnishes hiptwitching as scenery for one of Oswald's gags.
Biz fair at show caught (ThursJu.ll
day).

.

.

.
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VARIETY
1^ Buban Ulen

Nan BlakHlono

Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

connection with

In

Caspar Ueardun
Graxiella I'nrraga
Leon A Kddle's

T^nnle Hayion Ore
Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis

U

Mon

Ov<

Mary Coimn

^

*

PNrndl»«e

.

Emery Dontsch Ore

Provincial

Loew

Week

WASHINGTON

ClTiStnte <M)
•WellB'* * Pays
E^telle Ta>lor

(IS)

Caiiltnl

Ted Macl!

Pill,

Peg I^K

nu

l,>

Jnnie.i

Pnul Reiuos <*o
Dnrton

rynda Olcnii
Frankly" D'Amora

Rhnuc3

Rliinldo

.ShiikeH|M*Hr4«

1>I'M>K.K
l*iilnce
t'o
ti Hiilliein

'

Trolse

Martin

KlfEiinle
Eriic:«i
I'Vanz
Arthur Tubet-l

Talbot (i Farroll
T.lly Morris
Itritnsl.y Wllllunis

Jijtles

Harry Tale
Albert Whelan.
June

Ada & Kddle Uaros neiC'Harte

Vincent

T^ou

Cabaret

KEW YORK

Norma

ITY

«

raramount

Gallo

ltM''l''A1.0
Iluffiiki
(15)

(13)

Allan Jones
llary Martin

NEW YORK

Cab t'alloway Ore

iohnny Green Ore
lellesa Mason

Irene Jttirclay

1

Carter

Pon Cammlnes

Sylvio Qrc

(14-17)

tlaslc Hall (14)

£reat Panzlnl
aon- Foktne

Kenato^ Murphy
Honey Fant
(•|,EVf»,AND

Carlof Peterson

VrI Gueral
Hilda Krkler

Toung

raliirr

(13)

Ciinteuu Modern*

Paul Bass Oro
Angela Velez
Gabriel

Andy

Ylvlao Smith

Robblna Bros. Co

Alma Leo
fitadlers

Roy Davia
Nan Rae Co

Antaleka

Gr Oretonaa

ftockettea

Cnrpa de Ballet
XSrno Rnpee Symph

Memorial

Johnny Downa

Wllma Novak

Martha Have Co

DAYTON
Colonial

(6-10)

4 Alrcardl
HavlB
Lorraine X: Kognan

Ka7

(B>

Moulin Roufire Rev

SAN FRANCISCO
r.olden Onta

I^endletoo

Club 1»
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jane Reynolds
Ruth Clayton

(8)

BOSTON

.

Geo KlxoD

LEDDY

J.

»0*e

Stephen liiles
Cnfo Societj
Joe Sullivan Oro

NOW

MARK

Ga7

Gua WIcke
Hurry Donnelly

ALLEN AND KENT
ADE DUVAL
ROXY, NEW YORK
Via:

Blll'a

Chariea KingEthel Gilbert
Billy Lorraine
Spike Harrison
Harold Wlllard

(14)

Gnye Dixon
Frankle Hyers
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boya
Vlnce Curt an
Geo Clirrord
G Andrews Ore
Club Oaucho

Fred Lowery

Blackstone

Gabriel ft Giraida
Los Caballeros

NEW YORK

CITY

StroDd (ID)
K\ Donahue Oro
.

Bmmett

Oldfleld

Co

A Oxford Boya
Gloria Ulake

Karle (15)
Gae Foaier Ola
Arnolds

Charles Butterworth
Judy Starr
Gautler Co

WhiU

Olive

(8)

Ore

1)or.ocy

Don

Kvans

ft

(9)

& D

Deval. Merle

Noble

Plorro

8t

Nash

Betiy Bruce

StJisle

Ore
Ore

McGrano

Patrlcola

CITY

4

Geo Prentice
Variety

Siii*Tcrfl

Gne Foster

(Jls

Ore
Pnul
Centnry (15-17)
Jerry RIahic Ore

Bob Crosby Ore
Prances Fnyo
i:n'- Droa
Bclott

KRKEl»ORT

Hinkf (13-1I»
T.uncoford

Jimmy

JIILIVAI-KEE

Lucky Mllllnder Or^
Buck &. Hubbies

Add

Jl'.-own

(17-SO)

Eddie SInnlcy Co
Pnul PctK
(One to till)

Bud

(1-l-IC)
Cai-lcll fz

Ro^a

linrbara

UlpiMMlroiKt* (in)

Al Trenton
Horton Spurr

nKii»Gj:roKT
Lyric (17)

ReVfi

Dancers

LeVnn

BoIIcn

I^loyd -Wvadn Co
Garner & Wilson
(2

to All)

KLI/ABKTn
Liberty (liI-17)
Delta & Raye Rev
Great Huber
Foster & Bafto
Grace Doro
Virginia

ft

MeirifT Ore
Roy Palsc*

S.:

Wynn

2

Dolly Bell
Jtusier Itrowns

Gua

FATX RIVKR

EmpJr* (IS-M)
Bachaet Carlny

Belty Atklupon
Lee MnHon
T.pnnard

Satnn

8

.

MIVNRAI'OLIS
MinnesotR

(K)

Wally Vernon Co
Fetch
7

TVnuvllle

St

I'^nlujly.s

Stevens Hro Co

Jack

Mnli>ri<-I)

Ore

rATKRSON
MuJoHtir (lU-21)
« Marvelettes

Chewier & Kayden
Jack fiwyjtne Co
(2

to All)

(lS-18)

Ted

Al

John.Hon
(3

Lane

Fam

Fnr'a (14)
3 St

Shaw

Arthur Uehiin
Rudy Madison

Win Ward
Marjon' lloberge
Mary Olcott
Grrenwicli Vllliige
Cnslno

Val Vollane
Jules de Salvo 4
nnviinn-AlHdrld
Nano Kndrlgo Ore
Juanlto Sanabria Or
lloslta Klos
Sergio Oria
Estela ft 1'apo
(>ene Alvarez

Pedrlto

ft Chino
Tnpia ft Mnclovia
Elba Valladarea
Hickory Houae
Louis Prima Oro

Hotel AmbRHsador
Del Courtney Oro
Marlssa Florea

John Bros

Lawrence White
Hotel Autor

Dick Kuhn Oro
Sande Williams Ore

•

Maalors ft Rolllna
16 Loneri:an GIs
Dolores Shaw

Igor

Howard

Light Brigade
Hotel- WHldorK
Astorlu

—

(Emplrp Room)
Xat Brandwynne O
Benny Goodman Or
Lionel
Gloria
^'Iggy

Hnmplon
Day
Elman

Emil Coleman Ore
Adelaide MoftoU

De

^larcos

Kit Kid Club
Connie McLean Ore

Pearl Balnc}*
Flash ft J>ush

Velma Mlddluton
Jones Boya
Bob Parrish
Ida James
Bessie Dudley
Conga
3

Carlos Molina Ore

Drlgo Ore
DIo'sa Costello
Deal Arnnsf
Tereslta Osta
Cellna ft Alberto
La Mn'rtlnlnue
Dick Gntfparro Ore
Oscar de-la Rosa O
Elvira RIos
DsAngelo ft Porter
Georgle Tapps

Larue
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
!<•

Coq Boafa
Raymond Oro

H'tel Belmont-Plaza
Basil Fomeea Oro

Nlckl

Gloria Daye
Bailey Hin

Murray Harmon

Rose McLean

Ann FranclDs

Don Marton Ore

Tlsdale S

Marff*rlle

Jennings ft Murray
B McD Highlanders
French Cnslno
Jack Laughlln
Eddie Wilsons Ore
(irHce Httyes Lodge
Neville Fleoson
GrKce Hayes
Jerry Ticster
Peter LInd Hayes

Cochran

Ore

Nineties

Marguerlta Padula
Caita Bros
Pat ft Patsy Moran
•

Paradise

Hiiwalinn

Luana Woods

Sam KoU Ore
Hwood Onjx Club
TjOvee

Jimmy
Betty

Lane

Bob Danderu

Hay Pare*
Ethel Brown
Sylvia Tucker
Harvey Charles Ore
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Rn)
Jack Ivett Ore

SnmerAel Honse
Charles Healy
Margaret Harris
H.irry Kln^lnnd

'^on

ft

Audrey-LeM

(The Buttery)
LeMatro- Bhumba

Graad

Topsy's
Frederick ft Yvonne
Dolores Gay
Topsynettes
Paul ft Paulette

Jan Garber Ore

Kay

Judy Pago

Joe

Lyman

Leon Cheus•

Rlsniarck

Hotel

(Wnlnot Room)
Hadiey GIs

Club

Lawrence

Ullllngs

Brcwdmuul
Lydla Harris
Val WiUlams
Dot Carlson GIs
Bordlne ft Carroll
Jans Moran
Herb Rudolphs Ore

Clipz Puree

Abe Lyman Ore
Rose Blane
Jos K Lewis
Stapletons

Tamara
Paul Hankon

Sadio ;tiore

Dee Haven
Bernard ft Henrle
Bernls Adler
Enie Burton
Paullette La Pierre
Dave Unell Oro
'

Oorotby Dal*
Edole Roth Ore

Hut

Gua Van
Mary Lane

DeCosla
King

t^eorgft

I^s Descamps Oro

Palmer Houna
(Kmpire |t<»oni)
Dorstty Ore.

Hot I^ndy
& Adrlcnna
J I

Rnierald Sis
liiMinle

LetuiHi'd

Ua b»*y
Stuieland

Or

Mkkl

Doris -I'linmpaoa
Hurry Holly
Wances Claira

KrupH Or*

1'oiiiiny Wilson
lr**nc Dav^

P.obertn

ft

WhlU
Club

SIllHMictle

Kenny

Forbes

Sutie

Harand

RutU
Joan

Jla>'lf»r

Joey Conrad Oro
Silver Bar
Gorda Young
Mai'V

O'ltoMi'k*

Marge O'Nell
MIIIIa

liavi:<

Blllie llowHid
Evelyn Waters

Doris Fay*
Dot Si one
Irene Stokes

't

Silver Cloud
Wally Rand
Belly Saxon
Hal ft Judy Siewarl
Jessie.-. Rose 11 a
Llla Murry
Ray Sieiber Ore
I'^linnr
\ia7.K'\

Kretlow GIs
Alphonse Berg
Jimmy Cassidy Ore
I van ho*
Kit Kat 4
A Trace Ore
I

Daniels
Zulus

Joyettea

Jean Lamar
tialle Arden
T«ou1sa Ayrea

Joa' Kratt Ore
Sydney £ Ames
Innn RIdrldge
'

Kill

Helen Sumner
Kay rJeckor
Koa Koo Klub

Margret Faher GIs
Cnnulo Fanslav
Kay NOrre
Carol Lord
Alyse Serf

ft

Steels

Helen Wilson
Jewel Ello
Irving Braalow Ore
Peppt^ra

Wllllamr

Ann

Jean Cook
Torcliy P'aripo

Tripoli

L'Alglon
Kllpatrick
Euseblo Concinldl

So Ho
Dick Hughes
Jerry McKenna
Toul Baron
Rosetia
Laura Lee
Bobetle GIs

Mary

W

.

Hotel Lo Salle
(Bine Front Boomt
J Little Ore
Kathleen Quinn
Liberty In a
Dot Tillman
Boina
Little

EmlHi8*7

Mlinl

Hotel

Grirr.

Room)

Williams Ore

Buddy Marino
Subway

Sundigh Tliomas

Frank LItus

Morrlsonelte Qls
Al Garbell

Peppy Oils

Uua

Kellernian

Hilly Maples
Dorothy Allan
Rdlth Plllsner

Rudy Carr Oro
Steven*

&

(.'arloa'& Carlta

Dlanne
(ConllneutuI

I<eater

Betty

/

i

lintel Adelplila

Jack l.yacira
<H Wnllaa Roal)
Taclit Boys
Don French
Vincent Rlzica Or*
Barney Zeaiuan

Dob Russell
Glamour Ols (11)
Herb Dubroar
Sally Lamarr
Berry Bros
Noll

Fonoln* Or*

Mona Reed
Jimmy Blake

Jom-Sesshja
Dllly

Kreslinier

O

Jim Thorpe
Hotel Wlilte
{\U-o, N.

War
J.)

Johnny Qnllfnyla
Miriam Brou'n

Buth Wolib
Johnny Cahlll
DuBour & Keuaa
Peggy Eame(»

Oeo CIKTnrd
Johnny Parrlah

Don Quixote Ore
Ennio Bologhlnl Or
L ft L Club
Eddie Gorman
Bella Aren
Gloria Lea
Manuel Kudy
Patt Nagar Ore

UlldebranU

(Hnwnlinn Roof)
Al Vl«rra Ore

Corrlne Hall
Jark'* arlll*

Carrie FJnnells

3

Tharaaa

Lydla Whlla
Blossnm Gls
Aba Bbsrr
Maurice Belmont
Bobby .i.ea Ora

Dulkln'altailiakeUer
Jacq'lina Ti«auvlll*
Frank PontI
Ada Iteynolds

Uarlena Jones
Kl Chlc«

Nedia

It

Brill

Pete Baya

Joliniiy

Ann.Valentinn
Taylor ft Allen
Boots Burn<i
Joan Wguda
Hnl l/ake Ore

Llta

»

O

lint Drau

Kddy Morgan Oro

T.nuls

Virginia Pjocior

Mrinya Alba

C ruber

W.ally Wangor Ola
Kadle Lang
Charila & Carlton

S

Daitmar
Marlon Rogers
JnckRun

Chestar

MacPepiier

Billy C:arr

VIdall

Nadhto

Frank flaby

'

Delinniilco'a

Harry Harris
Riinia Noble
Frelda Weinpr
Las Doyle
Fay WTllace
Marie Costello
606 Club

Mann «

KIty Dorn
Lydla Sue

Rraarent T<oc Cabin
«itoaceat«r Hglita,
N.
Warren Counttss

Mai-lene

Princess Natoina

Diane Le«
Beth Miller
Ace Welhurn
Earl Willis Ore
Blllv Kent
Sandra Lynn
Helen Hart
Honore
Pam Adair

Kramer

lillllnn

B?ntley
Powell

Ciennnntowa Tavam
Ted Austin Ore
Grubar'a Hof <lma
Joliny Bauer

Matto

Music Hall ais
Barbara Joan
Russo
Marls Holiz
Jane PatteraoB
.Pen Fay Ore
Jean Nlles
Collaiie Ina
Joe Hlevens Oro
N'lirlon Bros
Krankle BIchardson
l.nu Tomasco, Jr
Wrinier & Valeria

Jifd'ee

Juii«i

Mci'ail
Millnr

Gny M'a

Billy

Margla Dawmna
Jack Spangler
Cul Bobby Lee Ore
Club rnrrakMl

Marx

PegKy

D & K

Peta Hayes
Chic Wi:'lams Ora
Ethel I'Vay
May Jov
Kthelenn
Peas & Cornbresd

Hllilrbrnnd'a
Lsslls ais

T^a

Sc

Qr

.Bobby LyouM
Grata I,aM:irr
Mary Joneph

Club 18
Marlln

SfiliiK

Hotel Ik-n Vninklla
(inrdrn Tarraca
Re»l .N<irvrt Oro

Harris Tarara

X

Mr;

Lenox

Alabama Curluna

Walt Temple Oro

(Panther Room)
Connie Haines

Carl

Nikolai

Boys

Jerry Gllddeii

I'^rauces

SInrlo

rrocelll

Betty Williams
Krankia Schluth

llanilltoa

Kiiipire

tt«)ne

Cnfa MoronoT
Pen Fay*a Ore
CcifnrtTooil CnhlD
(Mlllngn. N. J.)
Pl.t

Jaiuj Sis
(l>ome)

James

Illcll

Hayes Ora

Billy

Wow

l*(iw

Stewart

Hcni^nl

Altlmit DnncfiJ
Phil Donley Oro

Iter*:

Kings of

'rank Milton
Newlon

Jack'

Jaek

tils

liny

iJi-riflce

Peggy Mrt'lnud
Ted & Al Lane

Itascnls

NIek Long, JiAniia lIo>er

Klaint)
Slovtf

Ola

Rm

TnTera

Cuilllliir
A

Bur)bloH Shelby

Elaine Iilack
Lorene Rhodn
Dolores Mt^rrill

(Hntrl HellavueStrafford)
<'IIIT Hall
LilorIa Vandtrbllt

Sliver Frolic*

Holly Swanson

Oeraldlne Ross
Joey Reardoii
Evans Gls
Howard brooks
Art KasscI Ore
ChlnUtown Bovrery
Itlnckhnwk
Tex VVagmer
Tanya Cortez
Don Pedro Ore
Edna Leonard
Jog Sanders Ore
Millie DeMnko
Adrlenne
81s ft Bud Roberls Chdck Wilson
Virginia Dovell
Helen Rogers
Blarkstone Hotel
nu« Al
(UnHnri>e Km)
Bill Daltnn
R.uth Deane
Aristocrats Oro
-Suzan Ke>'sler
Dale Evans
Alice Roard
Brevoort Hotel
Eve Evoa
tCrystal Boom)
Ralph Lyndena Or
Annette Kennedy
Club.AlnbHm
Joe Nardulli
Gertrude Tobln
Rio ft Rita

Bob

-Rddle

'ft

Ore

Willie Sliore

Blondie GJs

Eddy Danders
Ray Conliu

Villa

ill

Kiiin

Marjorle Manaell
Bert Lawerence Ore
Dolores Green
Gall

Inn

Pancho
Joa n

Vincent

Art Weiss Ore

Shirley Cliandler

Miisle

.

Tom darvey

Celebrity

o'

Hickory

Juntilta

Peaches
Dick Ware

Bar

•

Veronlea

Jfelen

llovcler GIs

iTV Dorenfeld
Trudle Rusuell

Coed GIs
Harris Ore

F Ryrk

ft

Three Talenis
Dcone Pnge

.

NadJa

IjoiiJ«*p

Beachcombers
Red ft Curley
Grant Page

Mickey Cozzies Ore

Vivian

Karen Katn

Nori«n4

Belly Storey

Gibson

Jo.HC-phlne

O

Jvatherlne Perry

Lucille Wllklns
Leonard Reed
Hnrry's New York
Ralph Cook

yirtor Hugo
Rudy Vallee Ore
White Klephant

Cave o* Winds
BenUe Gjcen^ _.

I#eon

.T.arty

Terrai**

Earl Hines Ore

Ryans

UiiU

Bitll

Thomas

Patsy

Lou Sallee Ore

CHICAGO
AmbnSNiidor Hotel
(Pum;» Room)
H MccVeery Ore'

Barth

Alicia

John Hale
Peppy ft Peanuts
Teddy Kline Ore

Marie Bryant
Dudley DIckerson

Kln'renr.

ItufKondx

lACUst
Terrv

Fthclind

Music Hall

Tnl Mnco
Musical Ualda

CnllHen
Mollis Manner

Cla.

Hhcvlln Ora
Kladelyn Wallace
Mlllln Jeslrnh

(Sloria

ntc

Piinl

l.i'Hile

Ames

1.13S

Puchess

liary

Lun*

Gene KHrwIn Or*

Garwoofl
Jr Or

Jessie

Kvelyn

Co

Bum

llpnnr llie
Voralalres

Krdman

(Cellle Cafe)

De Nova Twins
Toby Lee

Brondow

P.:»t

Htoclc

HelOi'lniAn

Helen Cliurkles
^*ea

Pnddork Clab
Flo Polus

Shernma Hotel

Sid Schapps

& I^wls
Tommy Rellly Oro

Lillian

Anteji

Fredericks

Gay ftO's
Ginger Woods

Moore

8

Ore

Gloria Reed

Great Revel
Maxle Rosenbloom
Sid Toniacktft R B
Jerry

TiJisley

Herbis' Ore

Gnlcly Village

.Quartette
SlaiKty Moxle'a
Loralne de Woods

Jeffrey Gill

Gay

Bob

E Bush

Ruth
Lotme

Oro

Hennco- DIcco
Itnberta Hoberta

nen Perry*
Pcgana

Bob Ntttler
I. Bojce ft Vanya

Dick Conrad

Hr.wk fihaw
Mel Peterson
Lillian Gibson
Al Mclntyre

-

Ocl'eil

Tommy

Itublps Ora
]>aniels
ItnsH BiHhop
Lillian l^tt

Pan

PHILADEIPHIA

,

l.'^.w

I'het

Aarhoraga

Vnnderhllls
.T«.a FraMoito Oro
Jlrenda nivera

Caini»

Cellar

Mary Heih

llrniirortla

Janft ChiiH
Kvelyii Cainplteli

ft

Oro

('t.ralll

V« Oldr

Arllii6"6\\''ens

Land

.lutinny OrulT.

Pali;**

Aeden

ClaiiOIrt

Town Clab
Mhrgle Dale
Frankle Ponia
Elolse

Kaoril Knntrow
Sully ShnrrnI
Swiss Hill Billies

Buddy KIrby

Danny Kaanna

Flor'tlne C.n Follies

Dorothy Mill
I'uuImiu Blaek
Dot Hobin.siin

Jane Lavouiio
Annette Arlue
l''ayt« Rogers
Ed Senings Ore
Club
Rocky Elaworlh
I'anI BurUetie

Murray

Tonya

Del Porter and His
Feulher Meri-hnnta
Seven Sens

Nappo Gardens

Mllly

I.entla
l>iiy

Ulxlo I.ee

Yar

Madeline Gardner

Helen Fox
Kay Karrol

Sardl's

l.nllnila

Raymonds

Rilchles

.

\Vliil:h

Janinn

Kon

Leonard 2
Boh O Lot Gls
3 Hawhilnns
Frank Davis Oro

Solly Ayers
Stun Rlttoft

Diane CllCton

Henry Monet
Helen Miller

Loon

Nk-k Krazelti
Oumpy Comfort

Mary

Eric Massey

Dnriss

Marion Morrow
GeorgA Slaltevy
Bob Wrays Ore
Old Heldellwrr
Old Heidelberg Co

Rnterlalnors

Ken Henryson

June

Gonan
Mary Grunt
Fill Dceca

Anchorage

Grace Mack
Peggy Leonard
Margie Lee
Leon Darrell Oro
885 Club
Johnny Honnerk
Senators Ore
Franke'a Cnslno
Patsy Lu Rains

Chuck Henry Oro

Freddie Reed
Lonnle John«on
TotTpr Inn
.

nitbulte Glit

I'at

I'aliinnn

Wliuina linrdeat

Iner.

Lauretta De Boer

Ina

Al WnKniMlUlly MOM-rs

Jimmy

1>arnell Howsid
Blllie llolllday

Karl Bavkus Oro
Kildlu

Heiizlsr

U'lillrliitrna

Charles ^Icllride

Name lens

(tjllg

Ll|>i>e('li

Joe Klah Ore

Three Hmre*
Baby J>odds

Gloria 'Gleniuoi-tf

Mollio .Malone
Cecil Manning

M'rtlnoz

ft

G'errlta

Oro
Bob-O-Lyn GIs

I.lllle Club
Walter Dyson
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Grace Palmer
Marcus I>aly
Rhythm Rascals
Paris Inn
Lowell ft Randolph
Mavis Minns
Luctnda ft Roslta
Dominic

Archie Bleyer Oro
Plorenline Garden
Pat I^ane

Nick

O

Carlos Fernandez O
A mild a
Kduardo Chavez Or

Tanya

ft

I'aul

Karl ft Jo Leacb
Virginia Hayes
Harriet Smith GIs
Herb Foots
El Dumpo
Mary Mnrahall

Diana Gayle

l

Peggy Mann
George illnes

Louise Tobln
iMetcher Henderson
Tnoib Mondello
Paul ft G Hartman
(Sert Roona)

Lea Barbarl
Jilta

llolH KcKMievelt
Guy I.nmbnrdo Ore
Hotel THft
Enoch Light Ore

.

to nil)

PIIILADKLPHIA
Romano Broa
Bob Eaaton
Rdna De6

Ore

Geo Renard Ore
ToMi Hardy
Anne Cnmby

Rex Weber
T>eo

Iff^rmaii

Inkspota
Gidd R(»om

i^l)lelds
O Ella
Ruby Norton

(ft)

Buddy Green

UALTIMORK

Taylor

Benny
Kep

FiVmTitiH OcHir

La Marr

Thekia Horn
Norah Gale

Siiiitli

Gloria Bclmonle

4

4

8 Herry liroa
Kdvvnrdfl SI**

Tramp Band
StHt**

KlverflMe

Oilnnllla
Maria ' Loiiez

l.a

(AmbusHHdor Hotel)
Ramon. Ramos Ore
Jdc Howard

Se.

•

Idlers

Lucille

Elizabeth Murray
Kl ChIrO
Hugo Marlnnl Ore
Soledad iMImlles
Dorlta ft Valero

Woody

Ifolles
a

Hne
IIARTFOK1».

Bnll.ird

IIROOKI.YN
(14)

&

LeA'an

DeVoI Dnnci^i
Hod Ropers

Bnyiiiond "Wllbert
J-'hitUush

^ Hoa
Rayo Kev

l^rofl
Sr.

FreeiKtrt (ll-l"»)_
Adrian Rollh/l n

(14)

IVInilHor

Howe

ft

Aicnrdls

Delta

W

Loyjil Co
M«rJoi:le._.nnv(;

Al8
.

Carroll

Marcy

3

Hurrletle Haddon
Bernleco Stewart

Willie .Solar

(ir.)

Ka>
Glen Poi>e

B ft J Heasley
Marie de Forest

Francis
Bales

Harry Armstrong

Boxy

Jordan

ft

Chas Baum Oro
Dorothy Lewis

M:in(;can Tr
Lucille Johnson
l*ulu

KEW YORK

Fawn

Hotel St. Regis
(Irldtam Hotun)

Mareot Brander
Frank Libuse

Emmn

Borrah MInovltch

Hotel 61. Horlta
Eddia Varzos Oro

Claire Scott

Clyde Haffer

Maxellos

Donna

Hotel Siivoy-PlHxn
Enille Pflltl Ore

Frllzl Scbeff
})eatrlce Kay

Tom

Don Rice
S

ft

.

Dwight Flake

Dlumond Horseshoe Gypsy Nina
Veinta

Milt Herth ^

Gray Gordon Ore

Jimmy

J McKenna
\VASHIN<iTON

<15)

Bead End Kids

Medrano

O

Bobby Evans
Stump ft Stumpy
Maxine Sullivan
Avis Andrews
Princess Vanessa

&

Ross

riTTsnt'RoH
6taiU«7

J

Carolyn Horton

Hotel

(Ueavh Walk)
Ray Herbeck Ore

Mayta

Wallace
Reginald Craig
Ber.v

Jane Pickens

Cotton Club
Louis Armstrong
Alan ft Anise

Florlos

Jotinny

ft

Paul Fealherston*

Moore

I<ela

Eddy Ducbin Oro

Marie del Carmen
Luis Ortiz

Hruke Hotel
(Gold Cuast Hoiiro)

Wayne King Oro
Day

Diane Denlce

Don Roland Ore
1^ Conga

Su.oan Miller

Georgle Harris
Hotel PInzn

Rm)

Kdgewnter Beach

Snowl>nll

Four Hot Shots

Gall Gall
Ella Shields

-

Los ArfrentlDoa

Nedra Madera

Km)

Ituth

JuanaJd Carter
J^sso Cryor
Cee Pee Johnson
It Cafe

Johnny Woods

Diane Henry

&

Angola
Itlrhiiril

;

St i'lairu

Juiitf

(Pompellim

Merreilea

Vine (innleaa
Mnrln Mr('li>ary
Uollcite

Genevltive Val
Marsli M< Curdy

.

-Shundera Oro
Congress Hotel

Irving MurgrafC

Whirling To(i

.

Katberlne AVestneld
P & J Hubert
Eton Boys

Bdwlna EustU

Alice

Ann White

GIj

Kdiia Ulley

Allen

.

MlllHlunes

(Glass

(IVucm-k
Joe \'era

Itttrbara .Johnson

.

Jsom

Pfit^-'Nc

Hat Km)
Johnny Oanga Oro

Geo Morris Ore
Klleen

Chairlrv

nob

Nyra I<ou
Sharon
Muriel Joseph
Rao Collins
Patay Du Bra*

Morrison Motel
(HoHlon <Kvf«ler
Honse)
Manfred Got heir

Willie

(

SI riub
Jackie Allen

.

'

Iteil

LOS ANGELES

BeveriT WlUhlre
Hotel Edlbon
Arthur Murray;
Dangers
Blue Barron Ore
Hay Noble Ore
Hotel Uaai'X- Hous^.
Hlllmors Howl
Frankle Mastera O
Chuck Poster Oro
Marian Frances
JInnny Castle
Jay Matthewa
6- DanwellH
Buss Dillon
Plato ft Jewel
Hotel Lexington
Consolo ft Melba
3 D's
Ray Kinney Oro
Alfre<lo Khumba Bd
Me>mo Holt
Dorothy Brandon
Hotel Lincoln
Cafe Cnlleate
Jan Savltt Ore
Don Enrl<iue Ore
Panchltn
Hiitel MrAlpln
Don. Manuel
J Messner Orc^
KIrby ft do Gag*
Jeanne D'Arcy
Luis Banuelou
Hotel N«ir Yorker
Cafe La Max*
Paul Whlleman Or Hal Chanslor Oro
Joan Edwards
Club Ball
Clarke Dennis
Modernalres
George Vouni
Maurice & Cordoba
Bruz Fletcher
Hotel PennsylvnnU
CoGonntit GroTo
Artie Shnw Ore
Horace Heldt Ore
Ralph Rotgers Ore
and Kntertalnera
Hotel Furk Central
Earl Carroll
(CoeotMiut Grove)
Ken Stevens
Pancho Ore
Ralph de Villa Dcra 3 Lovely Sis
3 Non'chalania
Dlnora
Angulardo Oro
Ed
Hotel Pierre
Richard Hlmber Or Nirsha
LambertI
Ethel Levy

Dorothy, BInLne
Corlles & Palilier
Loretta I^na

Rhylhm

Barbara McDonald.

Rh'mba Ed Jean Blair
Vera Fern
Ann Durson

Roberta Welch
Billy Cascade
Bory' Cooper

KobblDs Bros Co

NuMI

ft

Frank Donla
June Harlin
Jack UolHnd Oro

Brn<lley

(»

Montana Wranglers

Januitrv

I.iiis

Uayo

Senator Ford
Anne Gerard
RuHsInn Krelchnm

Durise

Chippie Hill
Jitterbugs

Vlllnge Ititrn

Gypsy RUa

Tanner Sis
Tiitsy Parker

Dill Evrtolutd'a

Angclo's

>'KW YORK CITY

Bachelors

4

Don

Itlllniore.

Geu Olsen Oro

Bowl*

ft

McGraws.

Mcljtuglilln's

Marlon Aberiinthy
Wesley Long

Ho.ward Woods Ore
Laura Kellogg
Jtivo Marltn
Waller Maer
Klainc ft Barry
Lou Valero

CiiCler (.>rc
Uaiultill

Al Johiis-.>»

Lou Reynolds
Sian Ulttonr Oro

13, I935

I'heJma Marlln
Helena
Texas Lee
TcHHie Mlirhaii
Jerry Gerard
C CarrlnKloii Ort
lied WIlHon Oro
213 Club
Swlnflaikl
Anf«la T.ea
Johnny Long Oro
Nancy
Dumont
George Gould
Bei-t Mi-Oowell
Pops ft I^urle
Marcla Klnkulcl
Jtuuerboans ft Sue
Nick Brooks GIs
VIIU DIoilanM
Thompson** 16 Club Parljer i I'rederlcV,
Carlos Alollnas Ora
Bay Reynolds
Tony Cftl.ot Ora
4
ifhurps Oro
Uicla C:irela
Flo Whitman

Speiii'er

J.ea

Jack Tllsnn
I

Sam Theard

Marie Spalding

Betty

Van Tun» Oro
l.lltl* Club
OIIU Biit;l)lo
M^lba l*H<'i|Uiiy

Fra nk-- t^iia rel Ore
Prunaph t^la
Club DpIlMa
i

Dunn

cri»s.i ft

Suxle, *Q*

.

Kathleen Kay
Byron «b Willi,
Dob White
Joa Nlttl Oro

Tvonno Nova

I'liurk An.lrewa
I'lill Ciiiiiard

Print's
Itev.ue

NTG

Eve Arden

Vrnu«lllps

\Villlam>i

.

Ben

Kaye Oro

Hutvil

Nellie Pnley

MAKION

Palace <1« noly)
Smiley Burnett Co

Gliszzis

Samni>

Ann Palmer

.

Pranks
Harry James Ore

(15)

Czzle Xelson Ore
Boss Ann Stevens

CITY

Hotel Cuntmudore

Biirue^ Ciullaat'a

CIilrnKo <1S>
Tito Gulr.ar

ATLANTA

Pamniount

rllK-A4iO

.

Bills

.

f.lmehoas*

Andy Freeman

V.vells l^ire
I'MdIe While

Bergere Oro
Panehlio On*

Madnlyii White
WIIhou LniiK
Rnlnhtiw «irlll
Barry W'lniun Oro
Marlyiiii ft Michael
Kiilnbovv Kmtni
Rddie I.elt:u*on Ore

Paramount

Jack

M

l-'lowertoii

.lithn lluwurd
Georgia 'lrf»lte.tu
JImtnle O'Nell
Earl Wiley Ore

Kllon Klenur

CuloHlmos

l;l.^sl

Ovi

r^llls

Mary Davlea

Ned^ .Sanirey
Dunn
Fernando Canny Or )luh lOvans
Sinlley Dooley
Don t>rlando Oro

Garner
Prhire ft iMarUe
Glcnda Hups
Jane Wayne
Mabel Scntt
Jerri WUliee

Queen Mitry
Consiiolo

Fran'/'

Marlon Miller
Adcle FlUps
Mlgnon
Ann Dahl
Harry Bali Oro

Valerie

Cni.HH ft

.Miiusie

Karrell

Itlll

Joe

Oro
Colony Club
Sophie Tucker
Leo

Bob Fividley Oro
Roy Sedl*y

'

Cosia

'e

I

WcHley Duvis
PaiHV Snyiler
Dolly Moss

TrcK"

i*liic«

IJVKKPOOJ.

Tlvoll

Kveifit Wesl

Troy &

Johnny Tucker

MeMahun

Liiri-.\

Splvak

Ell

December 4

of

AIIKKUKKN

Club Spnnlsh

Ciirolo iMuipelte
Mnrcellfi Claire

Penlliouhfl

Paul I'aubniun

NKW YORK

Betty Hill

Tony Pastor's
Mario Merln Oro

Jack Waldrpn
Jiinis A iuire
Helen V:Mnmer
John ICIllnl

Gambol

Ah Ira Morion

Hills)

I'urN

Siry

I».-irry

week

full or split

Art FlsclieiM Ore
Del E^'tes

•I

NIte WIlB

below indicate opening day of

bill*

•how, whether

Nastia PuUakova
Michel MIchon
Mischa I'sdonoT
VolodiR Kutov Ore
Hliow Har

n Abholt

ft

Ine?.

(Forest
Jules Alberll Ore
Dehutanle.N
Carol Sheldon
Grace J»eVltA
Stork 4-|ub
Charlie Murray Ore
MoiU'hilo Ore

Donald Burr
Buth Sain

(December 15)
(December 8)

December

Wt»Jnes»lujr,
Club Minuet

Tanta
Simeon Kara\aell
Nadla MIrova

Louise Hagcn
Sidney Hay
Alleen <*unnlngham
t^urt

Woller Oro

N'Ikka NIkol
Vlrrlnla Itenault

Kay Keeny

Stephanie Snyder
Dorothy Murp'hy

Mary Williams
Trudy Martin
Pedro Blanco Ora
RrergTcni Cnalno
Maureon & No^'a

Kuy Allen
Jos Cook, Jr
Countess MonofT

Kellers

Kraus Oro

Josephine ni<yla
Jeaiielte Idler

Paul Kane
Geo AltniJIIer Or*
Lallmrr Club
Beverly Fisher
Tommy Mtmi-"*
Barbara Bradinf

Lynwood

Ilariies

Joseph Hayes Ora
Lezlngtoo Caila*
Elaine Marlln

Bob White
Clirrord & Jnck«a
Artie Nelson
Coshia ('oaiella
Helen Wilson

Johnny Wawea

Charlie Calncs OtJ

Lido Venir*
Barbara Joiiea

Danny MoiUbomiuiI'
Virginia Lea
Katharine King
Eatelle

DuPr.'M

lOdltll Sallaile

Jamboree Ore
IJttI*

Itathskaller

Gaya Dixon
Music Hall Boya
Djtgmar
Jackie Miles
Phyllis Merrill

'

'

December

^TeJncsday,

Roman

HiiEO Oro

victor

13,

noh

Wilson
Kulherlne Martin

Ion

jtliinim

SlHiloIii'a

&

Paul

i'liyllls

Uob Ityan

Uoro9
poreo & "l<l"'y
Flri-dltle C«f*

Bturli

Dpi)

Judy t:tinimlnga
Ituddy. Green

Margie

Jean 'O'Neill

Greon

lloni-y

I'.itrlck

Bliimir* Cute
Murray I'arker
Uert LeinlHh Oro
4 cidden Gale Gla

I'li.Mnrr

Itaiiuina Itny

AL Moure

Oralg

Jc

nab." A
Jimmy nossl

I'oth

0}*car
'Marie

rHiDnibd'*
nolhnni. Gla
Vul Miir

Stephanie

Herbert DuNler
Jerry Dolniar Oro

&

l'>llow8

Splialny Oro
Venice Vrllle

I'UII

Fay nay

•

Smith

tirclchen IJav'niunn
6 Graces
•raasandra Kowall
.

rihlDc rnfa
niiiy KiMiton
Pusilnes'

Alice Anderfori
nivie Cluenlln

Jimmy Naegra Oro

Earl Denny Oro
Mildred Znger
Hob Flinch
rurplr Derliy

JerrJe"

Osborne

'Willie
Itella

.hinl

Grace

Dunn

>IUKheB

llilly

Ore

Jean Lamarr
I.yn

iVKrwIvk llutel

MarKle Mealy
Vh-Ul Parks

Terrnre

Rnlntlow

Herb llagenor Oro
Wc'lier'a lint Hruo
(C'limdrn)

(.StnilTurd, I'm.)

Rudy

I^n Zollo Oro
Mildred noROrs
Italph Eastwood
Red Lion Ion

Oro
Kitty Smith
A

I

Strelt

Elmer

OrirrH

Grai-^

8

Guardsmen

Marlon
Toxns Tommy
Jonlon & Grace

Joe DotiRheriy

nuddy Nugent
Donahue

rlayton .Tohnpon
Harry Johnson Ore

Bill

RendcBVOD*

Rhythm

IVarl Williams
Slim Ralllnrd Ore
Glbxnn A Gibson

Ynclit rinb
MIml S'ev.art
.Ifinn

<.'oraz

Carlca
Rollplle
Harry Ituvq Oro

.Ivne

Warren & Uodee

MILWAUKEE
Karl RatKcli's

Club
Hal Munro Oro
Chet & Marcia
Atliletlo

lllati ralin

Lorna Lane
CanllnnI Club
Jay Uurt Ore
ClialCBO Club
Btan Jacobson Ore
Mag'.ey Gls
Joh.nny Puat

Thelma Ward

DcU>hlna

Clover Club
JIng Drynd Oro

Faye Iloberla
Klary Knye

&

cif!o
nuth
S Coeds

Virginia Grey

Berdlne Dlckaon
Helen Ksve
Vera Welsh
Ulckey Goldman
Club Madrid
Cookie Harding Oi
Arluro & K:v(:lyo
Rdna Enrico
Ellen Knys'
-

& Kuih

Cleo

l.amonl

Blue

Room *3

Seelhy
Bernlce' Banis

Mtlflred

rindy'a
Prl8<^llla

I'alsy

Italns

Kdtlie

Curry

Bert Bailey Oro
SnouUs llartiiian
Old Heidelberg
EiUho 7.1 pp Oro

Doima LuPati
Nunio Murrlvcin

Dale

BttbMe Itae
Toininy ONeal

Ray Van Day

Brown .t Lyons
Hunky Brown
Buitdy Tcniur
Jukers

Reno
BlaUe Ore

niff

Crialana llurkner.

Monard Gay pre
Hhip

S'" foe Ore
"Klph Lewis
I.ouls Strecicr

Allen

Dunn
««trow & Wells
Bevlnes Eiiglrs.
P.""'!!"''* Ore
Martin
"Ob Garrlty Ore

uit
llob

4

Gale

Snyder
Mamie's Grotto
Cus IJrhley Oro
iinlel Rrhnirder
Empire R.mm)
I

su-ve .«w»dlsh
.f'nee,

Miuk

I'aCsy

Saiulrn l.yiin

Vivian MolttT
HuHiy Banks

Morion Iipown

oria

Sireeier

T.ouIji

Phinlalluii a

Congo Club
Randolph & n
Christine Maybe-ry
Irma Wagner
ivonne Hrnadnny

niek

Selandia
irace Drysdale

Marl«

&'Spltzl
LllUnn Younf?
Mlt2l Mitchell

KrniA Harsh
Del Oroy Lln«

Or

Poison Gardner
Pita White
Harold Simpson
AluDiico's Cafe

Wilson
Jacoba

Ted. ^lary Taft

Freddle'ff Ciife

Tony Emma Oro
Velva Nalley
Jackie Cornell
Kddle Barnes
Pearl Mat'lcy Line
Golden <«low

Ann Crt'KK
Alma WIIKams
Helen

<'lalre

Il'imlllnn

.lean

llnmona llruwiivlli
llul. Whllo
*

8riiler's

Tony Bauer Ore
<ieiHwlevc Wodils
(lordon Wnllei'u
..lesHle 1^ Viola
Blnif Burdltk
BoDin (.'nstello
Dolores l.niiiar
Nuiicy O'Blen
;00 Club

T/O.i? Cornwall
Harry Ferris
Jeanne Stewart
Claude HoaKiand
Ohio Villa
Freddie Carlone Or
Mickey Kntz

Mary Lou
Gladys Delinar

Sammy Walsh
Shayne & ArniAtr'K
Houston & Harden

Cainille

Lytle Sis

Paul Slmonettl Ore

Gourmet Club
B Robinson Oro
lilll Lockman

Emil Vcla^ieo
Uelene Gray
Famous Door

Hanna Grille
Mona Marll

Jack Elliott
Beebe sin-rman
Major Abel

DETEOIT
Book-Ciidlllnc irotcl

(Hook

(Motor Uar)
Eddie Frlt2 Oro

Phil

Spot

ft

GeraUUne ltop>B
Eileen Whitney
Gus >roward
Jack Campbell Ore

Ben Omar
Renee Hartman
Julia Oerlia

Berdun Jitterbugs
Boweryettes (12)
''has Carllale

Benny Resh Ore
Maurice & Amire

Blark Bros
Neslle

Marie

ft

Kthcl DeRoy Gl9
I.ee Walters Ore
Coninioilore Club
Peter HIggins
Gregory ft Raymond
r^nska Sis

Carlos

&

Collins

Anita

Togo

Mary J Chaddock
Orlantio
Ellen K'ny

Hnvllnnd
Eddie U'raltun Ore
Club Imperial
GIngerettes
Pepper Garrett

Kedfnrd Inn
Ore

Don

Miller
Vui-allana

Club Koyale
Eddie Peabody

-

Danny Demetry Ore
t>akn
I

Mage ft Carr
Pol MorH (B)
Gcorgo Kavanagh O
San Diego
l^ndon Cliflv> House Gardner Gin (4)
Billy ft Kitty (.:arol
Jolly Fralra Ore
Vnl Setz
Jo Ann Maylln
tieorgo Presnell
llavcnf^ro
Al Alexander Ore
I'ura Reyes
Staller llot«'l
Carlos Esplno
(Trrrnee Kouni)
Main SInTt Club
Xavler Cugat Orr
Frank Sidney Ore
Haul ft Evu Rocs
Mayfalr

Nub Brown Ore

-4

ft

l.uona

Kay

ft

Vernt'ti

Carr
Martin

Dt-1 Gray GIs
Herb Lclpslg
Hctle Dudley
Lee Gordon Ore

4

llalrd

Vlnce Markee
Itinev

1

Vi'Stor

Phil OlHcn
n

Ore

AVItltller Jlolel

(Gold Cup Itoiim)
Wcli'h

Slorocoo
Crnndall Sis

•Guv'

Jim Deland

Anne Lro
.frn\n Hope
Waiiry

Harry Jenkins
U^run Richards

JarUcy

MINNEAPOLIS AND

ST.

McXnUh Ore

B

(()

Ixircn

La Ornndeur

Sis

Thelma

Eddie I.nltue
Bros

3

Jhnrny llegK

CullNcuin

Jack Kane Oro

Commodore
Ken Davenport Ore
A.

PAUL

Curly's

AnglcHey
I'earson

Murray Dancers

Dance Darlings
Bill Douglas
Dean Sayre
Dick Smith

I.enka Toldl
Eileen Kane

Orchard

Sunset Royal Oro
Froshlne

Jimmy Gamble Ore

Smith

Jay I.orlng

Ralph Brown
"enevleve Glover

&

PInra

Frances

Dewey Taylor
Hotel Henry
Nelson Maple Ore
Kay Catlzone
lllziso

Sam Shomberger
(fiay

Doroihy
Iinlel

OO'i.)

Ne:ibitt

Roosevelt

Idlers
lintel

Sclienley

(Meo

Chicago, Dec.

Kl

12.

Continued drive of authorities
gambling in Chicago has

against

now come down

to the dice game
of bingo as played in the nite spots.

shuttled through all the
kill

the' bing

game

for

the lime being, with the result that
the only dice game left in the joints
is the standard 26-game, which apparently has oiTicial okay.
Anti-gambling drive has hurt the
niteries in other ways also, particularly by its effect upon the be."!!
customers the niteries have, or had.
By closing down the wire service to
the horse books, many of the latter
have either folded, or laid off a flocl<
of help, while .bookmakers themselves have gone into personal retrenchment policies, With the bookies

and employees crimped for

coin;

they are staying away from the nite
spots, where they were the 'best'
This has resulted in an
patrons.
abnormal pre-holiday drop ih trade
throughout the town's nocturnal
hangouts.

Harold

Henry Gordlcn
Golden'a

Ifiipiiy

Hour

Oordlo Ilowcn Ore
Madelyn Joyce
Drake A Marclie
Flvlng Hnllerotlea
Pearl Fern Co

.Mike Levy's Comeback
Chicago, Dec.

cue the rhythm.
When he announces, he seems to try to get it
-over with-as quickly as- possible, -with
the result that much of what he has
to say is said unintelligibly.
Also,
he rarely smiles.

-

shouldn't have any trouble fitting in
neatly wherever they're paged. Team
looks class and their tap dancing is
in the same key. Boy and girl are
both dressed alike, in white top hat
and tails, and are half over on appearance before making a move:
What they do earns them the other
half

hands down.

They are first-rate hardwood
rhythmsters, their unison stuff is
eye-filling and they can pound out a
tattoo, either individually or collectively that has both eye and ear
appeal. They make an unusually attractive couple.
Only suggestion for improvement
would be something on the ballroom
tap style to contrast the strictly
hoofing numbers, with femme wear-

12.

Mike Levy, former vaude
returning to the biz here.
locate in Al Borde's office
I-Ic"ll
and will handle both vaude and
nitery bookings.
agent,

is

Cohen.

pace,

Songs

JAI-LETA

Queens Terrace, Woodside, N. Y.

Shirley

Jean Sartpll
Uohli'ii Boys Oro

PATSY SHAW
7 Min.1.

to

,

ing something feminine for change of

CRIMPING CHI NITERIES

niteries

—

too much like a leader who suggests
that a maestro' is unnecessary. When
he isn't blowing his trombone he
merely stands in front of the orch.
and just shakes his head slightly to

.

ANTI-GAMBUNG DRIVE

Word was

Leader acts too much- like a musician fresh oft the bandstand and

At this catchin'g the band was held
to 20 minutes, which, because it has
lour specialty acts, did not' give' it

—

Ilowdy n.'iunl Oro
Jean Itoa'z
U»y.-i Aston
Joe Blloito

tromborie augmenting the
So, it's all up to

brass to seven.

Jenney.

regulaition

dialectic

Ray Englerl Ore

Myrllo Wilson

own

his

ballroom .much time to fully display its musiduo and their two routines follow cal prowess. What it did play, howthe usual patterns. They work with ever, was done very well. Its style
assurance and finesse and have a is sweet-swing and very listenable:
strong closing in some fast spins, the Previous dates were at the Ritz, Bosman holding the girl under the waist ton, and the Famous Door, New
with one arm. OK for this grade York, so it also has dance experience.
nitery.
Specialists are Meredith Blake,
Both are the Latin type, but taller cute femme singer who gets one inthan average.
They demonstrated ning on the chorus of Artie Shaw's
persuasive personalities when they •Moon Ray'; Frank Bond, who is of
succeeded in getting nearly 90 diners the romantic tenor idiom and sings
on the circular dance floor for some 'Day In, Day Out'; Catherine Westmass instruction in la conga. Only field, fair puppeteer, and The Tune
one or two rudimentary steps are Twisters, three harmony boys who
taught, the customers moving slowly are given two songs and acquit
Miss Westfleld
arounti the floor in several hands- themselves nicely.
on-shoulder queues, but the stunt works three dolls, the first one a
went over for a strong salvo, when takeoff on Cesar Romero doing the
rhumba.
Romero probably would
Gtlb,
caught.
not like to see himself depicted with
such a deeo tan; other dolls include
a Negro dancer, which looks whiter
RITA & ED OEHMAN
than the Romero takeoff, and a DonSinglnp-Dancing
ald Duck on roller skates.
11 Mins.; One
Loew's State, N. T.
Three singing specialties with a
This mixed team has everything band act put too much emphasis on
This is one
in its favor except a good routine, the vocal acrobatics.
The
They're- young, good looking, can thing Jenney should change.
hoof and the girl has a singing voice, other, of course, would entail a
but she's not using it to the best trade-in of a worried look for a
5cho.
smile.
possible advantages and her jitterbug costuming is sillily smalltimey
for one with big-time possibilities.
EARLE A FRANCES
Their opening is a hard-shoe waltz Dancing
duet with a mixture of acrobatics. R Mins.
It makes 'em look like 100 other filler Harlem Casino, Pitt.
acts. Following this, the girl steps
Mixed team of colored hoofers
out on the pit platform lor a straight
the

is

delivery of 'When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling' and segues into a
riaza Cute
swing version of the same tune. The
Jimmy Peyton Oro first is dated and the second is a
Dewey Moon
mistake,
but
not as big an error as
Marlon Rohrkaste
her wacky delivery of 'Three Little
Marlon MasonDelmonlco & RIch'd Fishies,' -not only dated but also irRIvlern
revocably stamping her as a pantyOwen Plener Oro
waist. Their windup is a duet, on
Sky-Vu«
'Freddie the Freshman' and a clog
Marty Gregor Ore
dance, mixing jitterbuggery with the
I'nion Grill
Hibernian. It doesn't jell.
Art Vagello
Girl rates smarter dressing and
Frank Nalale
Mike Sandretto
handling also classier routining for
Webster Hull
both. What they're doing now isn't
Mlchele Dcrlola
going to ever get them out. of the
deuce-act class, nor does it rate
booking in a first-rate theatre or
nitery.
Scho.

& Jimmy

illly

LUCINDA

trombonists in the pop-band
field, but he isn't quite ripe as a
If and when he
stage personality.
finds a proper fooUight demeanor
and can impress thus as well as he
does as a musician, he should find a
wide and well-paved road ahead of
him. He's got a crew of crackerjatik
musicians behind him, in sections of
six. brass, four reed and four rhythm,
best

-

Chuck Miller

Dorothy Crooktr
Rovaletlos

Jean Rus.scll
Diana

Mayo

Club

Danny Mason Ore
Evergreen tinrdens
Joe Colo Oro

:arle

Glftord

Al Mercur
Dale Harkness
Pat McGowan
Old Sliny Gardens
Etzl Covato Oro
Kashldo Okada
Ellen Vargo
Betty Nylander
Mabel Harold

Denize

ft

Trudy Cliandler
jin-y Wyle

Priest

Boogy- Woogy

Dave

Jack Davis

Faye

Ravel

Charlie Gosnell

Bernle Lambert
Dave JefTreys
Cork and Buttle

Jellla

Ray Gls

Nut House
Ted Blake Oro

Ed<lle Morris

Entertainer*

&

Clair

Dawn

Alice

Ward

Kid

I'ctlle

Piccolo Pete Oro
Mildred Segal
Gloria Lamarr
Flo Parker

Kldlor Ore

Domnr

Di<^k

Norinnn

Tip Top GiM a)
AmoH J a robs
Dun Pablo Oro
rowatiin
Giovanni
Calcnte ft T^onardo

Lew

Langford

ft

Norman

ft

Monnle Drake

(^ompnr.sita

r<lbby

lieaek

Tnlin

niue l4intcrn
Jitterbugs

Club

Nixon Ciife
Maraico Oro

NItza

Margie Noble
Angelo Dl I'ulma
Russell & DuvHl

Norman

and

Loew's State, N. Y.
Jack Jenney rates as one of the

'

I'enn

Bub Carter

(Silver drill)

Four Coqueiles
Pallma
Ken Conroy
Sammy Sitrn Ore

Johnny King

Temple

OohIs

Buddy Letter

"larvcy Stone

frone (irlt^RS

Parmenlcr

Yvonne

ft

Carlin Ore
Nortlixvood Inn

Spec

Nen

Harlem Casino

T

Ray

llowerj
Tullah & yuy
Fruni'Ifl Renuult

I*a

Ore

Keblolu's

Dl Giovanni
Torro 2 and

NIta

Gliar.

field

20 Mins^; Full (Special)

.

Al Wasel Ore
Gene Navarre
Harry Latoy
Mary Lou Savage

Don Venture

BammeM

Earl

Ciislno)

Joe Sudy Ore
Elaine di Unrry

(one & I'nl Pallon
B4'liiviirtz
Ted Urnivn
Dodo Ratchman Or Jauklo
Starr
Hay Wirk
8Ui(e Gardrns
Earl nigg Ore
Irene Bchrank
Anlltt Allen

Ference

Vlrfflnln

Lenny Colyer
Kvelyn Dlet^
Pete Zunia

Bnhhy Mnynard Or
iluwery
Cab Morvalh
Teddy Copp
Sammy Swny Oro

CInudo

Tavern

Gonthern

(Continental Rar)
Billy Catlzone

Harry Martin
Johnny Frlta

I

result-is:uni(jue;

This

Al DlLernla

A

a personal, at a theatre

11 Mins.
>
Queens Terra'ce, Woodside, N. T.

(Chatterbox)

Club Itelmoiit
Eddie Si'hnerrer Or
Marly Miller
lean Martin
Edith Morgan
Jack Lecke
Club Carlisle
Red Mllclien Oro
Club Cnrlton
Nell Urant
01 Ciirmo

where the jitterbugs gather,

Dances
\Vn Penn

-Hotel

Ureen'i

On

RAMON

Johnny Long Ore
Jack Edmundsun
Helen Young

Frank Petera Ore
June Krln

vitality.

like this,

Brown

pirrSBUEGH

Rill

HkyClub

Garden

DIvSvoees
Regis

Vera FrancoUer

Aocliomge
Morion Ore

{^tarr

MiidsiiT**

MnthewB

VZiX

Tommy
Silvia

lluglile

Arlone Rice Ore

1)

Town Club
Don Smith Ore

PhrMan

Arlington i^tdge
Dale Somers Oro

Ann

&

Dan Kellaney

I.py

vena Hall
Vera Burnett
Arlene Gueat

Maynard Deane

Sammy Llppmnn

Oro

Geo

Grecn\Hcli Village

Anton Cotton Ore

pnlronadea
Bart Jtodgers Oro

Sammy Burke
Jocltey

Rita Delano

*JiIda

'

IJnroln Inn
Jack's Swinh'siers
rrlKon Inn
Mnl Noble Ore

DuDarry

Jit

eny Dale

Edillc'e

A

Juck

Blanca

Club Irving
Ore

Atitolno
Itunltu

Lillian Robertson
Uotie- Ex-^ns

Diiko Fredericks
Sid Jacobs
Itobcrta Creen

-Esther

^

Costcllo

Joan Dal

Colless lun

milckl I.aUclle
Gladys Mariln

Kay Hansen

Francos Ernst

Sam

ItnlpU. Ix^wls

Brill

ft

Myrua

Clmteiia

Chick ChnDien Ore
Koberta Roberta

I'ayne

Plorl's

Hotel 8tHtler
Richard Bone Ore
Dorothy Stone
Charles Collins

Steppe

3

June Hurley
Edith nae

Coriiirs

&

Ueppe

\Mls

Hark Thomas Ore
Corktown Tiivcrn

Kestln

•lean Itcnard

Co
Romany Three

Johnny Davis Oro

Mary Webb

Mona ITondersun
Ethel Warren

&

Mnrdnnl

Helen Kveri-tl
I'eKKy Goary
(^ene Emerald

.

Club Terria
Cordon Gcnsch Ore

&

Baker

Bert Bnlley Oro

Arnold Siein

Dale

Stambaugh

lloli«'rla

rinntalloii Club

Kay & Wally

Jhll

Tweeds

Mliiml Club
GreCyln GcNt

Sally

Joyce
Wally Johl

"Mainta"""'
IMcrre
trherlse

Johnny Huil^lns
Fabinn

Cosicllo

Randolph' Conjurer
Hotel llollendcn
Sammy Walklns^ O
T.Iiba

Cediir GitrUrnii
Dulto Melvin Oro

Marie Kei'ky

Oasis

nick & Snyder
Club Forrst

-

Billy

^ylv'ter

'

&

Brahn

Lakoln**
Bobby Stuart
Julllanne D«^Mmond

KianieM Parker

liSurene Novell
Barney Starr
>Iata Monteria
y^M\K &..Todd

Andre

Keller Oro

Wllllo
Irinu

Gurden

Paul Meeker Ore

Uomonn

JVaHteT-O

Slicrdlna.

.

Hotel Stcrlliiv

Marty I'ake Oro
(>uyle Gaylord

Country Cluo

Cc4liir

Geo Hakny

(Hotel Senator)
Bllm Gnlllard
f:out]ilRnd

Seltzer

Wlison'a
Joe Ifongh. nl.o.

Frank Dumont'
Bonsom llous*
nichnrd Bach

Walt UeiKen Uro

(3)

Juily Ulach

llruiler

Jules Klaccu Oro
Jack .Moss
Syd Golden
ICIsle Hart
Ted A Julia
Itaths'r Kldoradlans

Pay

Polly

O'.llnra

WiiKOii Wheel
t.orraine Wiley
Al Wilson
mo
.ine O'.^hca
Al Uastinn Oro
Itarncs Sis
Al Adams

Mary FitzRCrnld
VInIa Klnlaa

PrnvA'a

AlnviiT Club
Troy SlRRor Oro

Kiiy'i

Geo AVIlman Oro
Peggy Jacobs
Clarence Marcely

& Cunn'ham

MurKO

With Meredith Blake, Frank Bond,
Tune Twisters (3), Catherine West*

he need not get hot to register with
his audience. He socks through with
them just the same.
Jones opens with 'All the Things
You Are,' later doing the catchy
'Cosi Cosa.' 'Donkey Serenade' which
he introduced in 'Firefly' (Metro)
two seasons back clicks and for a
closer he turns to Victor Herbert's
'Thine Alone.'
Giving it different
treatment, Jones and Mary Martin
open the duet straight, then Miss
Martin starts' swinging it while Jones
goes along legit with the piece. The

Catherine Brent

Dorn

Alary

MadKe

Hotel Clevflnntl
Everett lloa gland

Mnrlyn nrlttnin

Nornmn

."•'erlln

Itehnout

<;inKer

^.Knnl
Vance

Fanchon

-

Pat Ryan
Al Lerncr

Oro

& Cannon

ll.-inkorr

Club CaiMlee
Iloyky Oro
rvlUK JacobH
Northern Klauhes
.eon

Allrrton

Iloti-I

.Mlt/.l

& Marco
Tanya Gnrtli
Goo .MarchettI Oro

Sliandor

BnrRla

Kuhn Ore

Kathrrlne

Ml Thompson Ore

.MId'gle

nosenmry Shawn

Eniers

Klinn

llillle

Room

Meln—

Slrannon'-^i

line

A Villon
B.'irron

(Cy

S7BAGUSE

Caimen Jameson

Dorothy Frank

Thclma Slonn
Craig

fllK Conrad
Vvouetles

I

Martha Perry
Dirk Salierlleld

Grelchen

.lli

KernnntI Trio
LlnMley Sla
liillailelphinn

&

Century

20III
.

O

Itowaril llcynold l>on and Juan

^

Allen

Sheldon Gray
Jny Bennett
Tiny Crawford

lItit(on*fl Club
Fred lleihell
Robbie Collins
lluth Parker

Alpln« Vllluff«
Oito .Thurn Oro
I'VnwIcU & Cook

Cfeorpo Everett Hklfr.

lli'i'd

l.iiniond

l.ro

rrcsldvnt

Wchie Ore

Al

Tom

JACK JENNET'S ORCH

10 Mins.

Paramount, N. T.
Appearing at the N. Y. Par with
Town ft Country C the playdate of 'Great Victor Herlly Ackerman Ore.
bert' in which he co-stars, Allan
Dave Ackerman
Jones gives his audience, at least oh
Craig Bule
this particular engagement, a whole
Zephyr
lot of his voice, but when caught
Boh Warner's O (t) they could have stood more. Appeal
Kdiel Shire
is strongly to the women on perPearl Fern Co
Duke Kimball
sonality, besides which he has a
Bonnie Milton
voice of good range, clarity and

roHt Cuf«
Ted Ryan Oro

rteguette

Acts

ALLAN JONES

Don Cronin
Smart & Lee

Murray Dancers
Monte Cuthbert

Lclghiou

l<ee

McKay

Itilly

Harry Howard

Stuart

1

New

Dowllntr

Dolores O'Neill

GLEVELAKB

Kuy

llola

CeorKO

Evelyn UcKan
Dime Heck

Maxine

Bud

Johnn Torrence

-

'

Burke

Irene

Shandor and Margu

Johnny Irfary

Began A Mann

Larry Powell

MarRiirct Aeniiner
lloimuii Plruhner

.Uuc«.>y
.N<-v.'miin lirofl
.MnrJ.v'n Mayncs

Jay Oro

U'lKcunnln Hoot
Fran Meekln Oro
Lucas Oro
Town and Country* Clyde
Tom Sheridan
Club
Cappy IaswIs
Benny Skorch Oro
Arnold Dupre

Silver l.nke inn
(CJemelitun)
Mickey Fomlliinl Or
'Alli'o

l<*exer

.Maureen Ilosay

Martin & Marvel
Jay Jason
Jano .Mathewa
Jackie Green

Ivur)

Vaul f.ynrli

Fulnrlstlo

Schweitzer Ore

Bill

Jack
Vallte

Cross

Jack & Johnny

Kilxliulrlrk

Don Anion Ore
rcncork flitrdrni
fiylvun Ilermnn O
Ann Heed

I.<e

Wilson

)erby

JlHiliT

ilarlo

Miirlun

l.lllhin

llunr

Co'olie

I.eoiinril
jjtliel

Ore-

Alan Gale

nrlty Mnora
Hone Olllcn

Steplmnle

Siiillli

(Mil Ire.

I^Hclvr Cnfe
Eildl* Jarvls Oro
Davie Stolner

Kew

Fflgcy
Opeii

naymond

I'cn

Jlussoll
Uui'li Cnllioiin
3 Jiiyeilex

Leslie

Harriet

Parker

tVlrth'a

45

Tray
Oscar Bellman Ore
Sloppy Juc'a
Red Meddock Oro
Dave DoVore
Terrace Cafe
Geo King Oro
Silver

Betty LeMar
Marigold
Ceo Ilurat Oro
Minnesoca Terrnce
Bob Chester Oro
Edna Torrence

Ray Wencll
Gail

Top Tap-

Tlo

Lounre FIcrr*
Sev Olsen Oro

Eve Even

Jean JacQues
Jack & Jill

Ken

Clob

Mary Vnchon

»w

Amiy

Helen Savage
Jack Farrcll

Joey Feldstein Ore

Uol'S

3

Eddie Kub*
Flo Bell
Betty Lane

Doris Stauffer
Dniilino StaulTer

Franh Ciinuo Oro
Ulaniil Bocholl*
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Grill

This auburn-tressed coon-shouter

Dances
<i

Mins.

numbers with fair tonal
but little attempt at interpretation.
The first is 'Darktown
Strutters Ball' which segues into
'Basin St. Blues.' The first note explodes like a bomb and the volume
sings two'

Queens Terrace, Woodside, N. Y.
A routine rhumba is brightened
by torrid bumps and some bandana
play that waxes sexy, done in an
attractive costume of brassiere and
flowered skirt, abbreviated in front.
is maintained throughout.
The second stanza is an interpreAn effort on the second number, tation of a deb smoking her first
'Jumoin' Jive,' to induce the audi- reefer and hits a questionable high
ence to clap hands brings only mild in abandon, although a sock sequence
returns and the act closes to aver- with the crowd when caught. For
age applause.
this number, the tall and shapely
This vocalist has sacrificed loo blonde wears a form-fitting sequin
many elements for volume with the evening gown and fur jacket. The
result that after the first blast her payoff, after numerous suqgestive
effort

-

'

listeners

lose

interest

in

the

She could do better with more
terpretation, saving
for the endings,
in black velvet.

^he

din.
in-

the fortissimo
dresses neatly
Gilb.

EDNA THOMPSON

gyrations, is a strip to a G-string.
honky-tonk, and 52d in
Strictly
Gilb.
speed.

Tomasco Makes Good

Dances

On Rubber Checks

6 Mins.

Queens Terrace, Woodside, N. Y.
Inappropriate costuming overem
height of this tapper
who opens in black chiffon pajamas
for a regulation routine, ending with
some fast spins and featuring high
phasizcs the

Philadelphia, Dec. 12.

Lou Tomasco, operator of the College Inn, was exonerated Saturday
(10)

by Magistrate George Williams

the charge of giving worthless
checks to his performers when he
redeemed the paper totalling $100.
Charges were .brought by Tom
Kelly, biz agent of the United 'EnterThis turn is done to 'Ridin'
line.
Assn.,
Charles
tainers
aiid
E.
Hif^h' and likewise ends with fast
Sharkey, agent of the State Depart.spins, but done with neat taps in
ment of Labor and Industry.
Gilb.
tempo.

kicks.

A second number, in black velvet
overalls and cerise-colored blouse
gives her an almost spider-like ap
pearance, because of the high waist-

of

.

,
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CHICAGO, CHI

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

keep the show movinc. particiiUirly
stirred
iC the house is l\lled with vcU
by nostalRic nieinorics. Working on
Cliiraao. Dec. '9.
a plalforni fronting the stage, he gets
Aiidrems Si.s/er.<! (3), Dcnti MurolY 'Let's Have a Party,' 'Keep on
Dec. Johimy
Smilln;.' -iNo wonder' the' Waves>re phy, DeVal, Merle &
Orch with Bill Ouieii,
Wild.' "iC You Knew Susie.' closing CScal') Davis
.

(CoiUinued from page 18)

,?''ut%'rr
Haggart.
Now.' wrillen by
There's also a duo session o£ Hag.

i
I

with 'Cioodbye.'
garl and Beauduc in a number called
The house has booked PUinkett
•Bi? Noise from Winetka,' but which, with wlid cntcrlainment. including
'.
to ill the locale, is introduced as
Ing.n Nelson, who heads the support.
from Flatbush.'
„
Nelson, assisted by Ben Smith,
Mi.ss
Fir.sl ot the variety turns is the
works in Swedish dialect for some
wiioei
of Raymond Wilbert,
ird ot
old standard
songs, demonstrating fair
^a^^^^^^
bike-rim trickster who's excellent
down to warshort
but
manipulations,
the
,
with
it's mainly
•

.

.

i

,

on the

patter.

ever, he
siderably,

doubtedly

At

this

how

tricks .conbut that's i factor unerased with his acclima-

was missing

tion to the house.
Following this turn the band resumes, with Crosby taking a try at
the mike for his only solo. He s only
fair with the pipes, showing a slight
vocal similarity, to brother Bing.
Then comes another harmless effort
by three boys from the band in
which they do a take off on Sally
mildly
that's
Rand's fandancing
amusing.
^.
Then Miss Faye, who goes right
gymnastics with
Into her tonsil
accomping
self
Do,'
Whatcha
'Taint
Here she smartly
on the piano.
mixes it up with the soft 'Over the
Tlainbow,' but gets right back into
the groove with 'Well. AUright;
Shes
•which she collaborated on.
plenty okay on the comedy, too, as
evidenced with a novelty number, and
click
it there's any doubts as to her
f 6w
a
off,
get
to
ready
when she's
interpolated Yiddish lyrics dispel
that with this predominantly Yiddish audience. She's show-wise. too.
as evidenced by her glib handUng of
the paritywaist hecklers, a bane to

^

sc iously. However,

on 'Um

Does fantasies'
and 'Hold Tight' with
'Over the Rainbow' straight. Smith
blendiiig in on the last chorus o£

a kibitz, act.
brella Man'

'Rainbow.'
Miller and Reading hold their own
with tumbling that brings them back
for an encore. Ernest Haitt reminds
strongly of the old vaudeville days
with his novelty songs and comedy.
His tiining is something the kids in
show business could well heed for an
object lessoti.
.
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PALACE, CLEVE.

the air, with the
house in darkness. One ot the men,
working as a comic, is more of an

through

torches

asset

when

straight.

Clerelaitd, Dec.

9.

Bobbins Bros, and Marge supply
Lazanders, Senor Wejices, Gracella
Jack Willinnis, Afarlha
the closing excitement with their Dnnccr.s,
showmanly routine ot fast aero dan- Raye, Bert linger Orch; "Dui/.Time
Marge's solo high-kick acros Wife' (20lh).
Jidic Slicnu'in; '£lirnl)etli and Essex' cing.
are a good breather between the two
IWB).
sessions ot exhausting rapid spins
Familiarity with Martha Raye's
Fo.v.
ha.s and leaps by the boy.'i.
fiagship
Katz
Balaban &.
act is neutralized by her heavy, local
enough name value and solid enterfollowing and g(X)d- support. First
tainment to total a highly worthy
brigade.

.,

LYRIC, INDPLS.

.

After several false slarU. the Anfinally arc working al
theatre, and at show caught
scored a dynamite click. This smash
scoring, however, almost hurt 'em al
the last show Friday (8). when they
stayed on and oiv, though in actual
response to heartening applause..
Should have .scrammed while the
mob out front still wanted more.
However, they warble solidly;
this

working

hard

earnestly.

and

Slammed home four songs for their
regular turn when reviewed, and
then came back for two encores,

Jones and Dale combine music and winding up with the middle sister
dancing to good effect. Tcrps are of almost tiring the audience with some
That wardrobe
the comedy nature, with Jones, for- Suzi-Q business;

Indianapolis. Dec.
I'c'd

er,

Wfcms

orch

ti'ilh

ferry Como, Red

was

day's trade

ing

drews Sisters

8.

she's

Haltering, consider'.

getting

tough opposition

from Glerih

Miller's, orchestra al next
IjOCw's Stale, which is copping
a hefty quota ot jitterbugs that would

•

Elmo Ton- door

Ingle, Martiet

JWaxtcell. Ornioiid Doions, Paul Wi7iBrodericlr. Patsy
Arren
chell,
Marr; '20,000 Men a Yeor' (20th;.

&

With the plentiful supply ot indiidual performers in Ted Wecms'
orch, plus three added acts, 59 minutes of stage fare is pleasing and a
0. lure this week.
Orch opens with 'Gamblers Blues,'
with Ormond Downs going out of
.

normally

go

fo.r

Miss. Rayc's

jive

antics,

Film comedienne gets oft' on right
foot as result ot Jack Williams' smart
buildup and her. own exuberant yodcling of 'I Want the Waiter.' Volatility and her ability to get down to
the level of the allcycats with a bit
of nutty

byplay puts over her
however,
bit,

oldies.

Nose-picking
in
this world on the skins. Patsy Marr
taste and was toned
follows with nice military tap and questionable
management after first
novelty handstand on platform with down by
mer local boy. also pl.nying guitar also is not headline stuff.
Band then takes' show. Edge is taken off it by her
tap on top of hat.
mimic.
finale.
lopnotch
Dance'
is
a
sock
'I
Can't
Dean Murphy
and clarinet, both good, Harrison
Elmo
over' for about 20 minutes.
Williams looks .like a comer. His
and Carroll, introduced as from Hoi He has distinction, polish and an ex- Tanner whistles
Orchids,'
'Blue
lywood. are hard working, person pressive pan, but also almost suffers ScatteFbr.ain' and the inevitable rangy -l^gs- snap-o'ff-some- finely arclosing
able youngsters who do straight from being on-tbo-l6iig. His
Nola/ Red Ingle and Elmo Tanner ranged, original steps in flawless
dancing. They al-so contribute imi- impersonation of the President is then join forces for some giggles on rhythm. Music box polka is a darb,
of which add up to satisfactory, but far too long-winded, burlesque of 'Old 97.'
all
tations,
although he makes it seem too easy.
especially in his border-line political
healthy applause.
Ingle goes it alone for imitation of
Senor Wenccs' ventriloqviisms are
Don Wright's stage band, house comments. For a performer, espe- Ted Lewis playing 'When My Baby well liked, with 'dummy,' made out
the
.standby, and short features round cially a clowii, to venture into
Smiles at Me' and follows with fiddle ot his painted left hand, being maout the lineup, which is enhanced by politico stuff, williout fiat inlro that novelty, 'Phantom of E String.' For nipulated by his fingers.
Another
possible
li!thting.
court
is
to
fun,
and
dressing
all
in
it's
efTeclive stage
an encore. Ingle does 'Heebie Jeebies' dummy is his prop head In. n box,
JVoriii.
audience disfavor. Also in questionn jive talk; Marvel Maxwell, fcmme turn being novel enough to overcome
able taste is his comedy speech-olT vocalist.- follows with 'You're Lucky
any Charlie McCarthy complexes.
with its play on the word. 'hell.'
.show
poorly
did
at
which
she
Guy.'
turn of .zippy acroThe burlesque .ballroom trio ot caught, forgetting lyrics. However, The Lazanders'
IceSonja
batics mixed with nuisical .slapstick
acts working here.
De'Val, Merld and Dee. Iwo-mcn and
she' goes into the groove on "T'ain't is okay tor an opener.
Gracella
(COLISEUM, HOUSTON)
For the finisher, there's the knocka woman; is loaded with laughs con
Whatcha Do.' following with 'Oh troupe ot adagio twirlers fills the
about of Marion Belett and the Engtaining some extremely funny knock- Johnny' to good hand.
particularly Doadmir.ably.
middle
but
laughs
for
Scored
anywhere.
good
Bros.,
lish
about. Can play
Houston Dec. 10.
Paul Winchell and dummy Jerry lore.s' spectacular spins when thrown
strictly anti-cliinax after the smash
when
caught.
cleanly
Sonja Henie; staged by
Stars
put on nicely-timed venlro act. but
good thrill.
of Miss Faye.
Johnnie 'Scat' Davis' orch has just voice pitcher could restrain his facial acro.ss halt the stage tor a
Harru Losee: iiuisical director,' Jncfc
Piillcn.
Biz good Friday night (8).
come off a fine build-up. over WGN- reactions for better effect when
Pfeifjer; produclion by RalpH Good
Mutual from the Blackhawk cafe, dummy is supposed to be doing the
acre; opened Dec. 8, '39.
Chicago, and .so rates as something ot emoting. 'Top laugh winner of turn
N. Y.
name locally. Davis him.selt. howvocal rendition of 'Hold
dummy's
Sonja Henie brought her -Holly- a
aiiy real ability to enter
(NEWSREELS)
Tichl.' Does sneeze bit for encore.
wood Ice Revue of 1940, including ever, lackssuffers
brutally when he
tain and
Perry Como. band's romantic bari65 silver streakers, a 28-piece band
Newark, N. J., Dec. 10.
Although i-ecent reports indicated
follows the Andrews Si.slers. Warbtone, scores heavily with 'That Old somewhat of a lag in activity on the
Britton, and an ice production as lavish as
Sherry
Roycc,
Rosita
ling trio should be the finale. Davis
'Over Rainbow" western front, material here this
of Mine,'
Bediiii & Londers, Gciie Marvey, anything she has ever done for its attempted two numbers after 'em but Gang
The only
Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now week has enough action to hold interAbbott & Robev, Jack Kirkland, world premiere here.
was working to the audience's backs
Gleim Forest's Orcli (12), Joe Fecher thing missing were enough cus- by that time at this show. His band 'South of Border' ihd 'To You. est. Showing heavy assaults by Nazis
nights
Arren and Broderick are heaviest on Allied lines, these scenes have a
hou.te orch (U), Line and Shotcgirls tomers. but the show has eight
is on stage thi-oughoul and plays the
scorers in laugh section with goofy
to run and should pick up
Judged by
(25>; 'Hidden Power* (Col).
show; Earlier in the performance, body-tossing by femme as she war double-edged interest.
rethe
sections,
two
in
Presented
this program, it doesn't take much
the band instrumentalizes through a hies novelty songs. Opens in oper
Rosita Royce, with doves, and vue runs through 18 acts, with couple of pop tunes, with Davis him
imagination to picture what inSherry Britton, without doves, top emphasis on ballet, danced on ice self getting a few licks on the cornet. atic fashion, then litLs skirts to re creased activity would mean to the
veal skates and rolls off. Returns to same locations. The. reels have also
But despite the
sock show this week.
for the first time.
two excellent singers. Julie
He
has
No slow spots in 70-minute pro- buildup for ballet, the standard sock Sherwin clicks with her straight do 'Ella the Dancing Girl.' in harem corraled several boat sinkings and
duction.
Good acts reinforce fast- of last year's show, the tango, skated forward warbling, and impresses outfit, and sings a goot number later, dramatized the library matter they
moving girl show and astute ex- in pair by Miss Henie and Stewart especially with her Hawaiian song Broderick has a spot at the piano, pos.scssed on Finland.
Sum is a
ploitation is packing 'em in.
Reburn, was the largest applause- a fine novelty that should remain a where he opens -the lid to strum series of warlike pictures, accentuIt's a tossup whether house goes getter.
He makes ah excellent part- mark of recognition for her. Girl ''World Waiting for Sunrise' on the ated by March ot Time's 'New.stronlj
strings.
more for Miss Royce and her New ner for her,
of War— 1940.'
also comes up with a new screwy
Biz good at third .show Friday (8)
York World's Fair dove routine or
the
number
is
production
shoes
Top
twist by singing williout her
Half-submerged sweeper which cn'
Kiley.
Miss Britton and her Oriental dance finale, 'Christmas in a Candy Shop, on. She dispenses with the footgear
roimtercd a n'line in t1ie North Sea
Both femmes turn in which replaces last year's 'Alice in for the Hawaiian, number, which Is
Insinuations.
is the contribution by News of Day
finished performances and justify Wonderland' cl6.se.
To a musical No. 2 on her routine, and for her
Same reel
K. C.
to lead off the program.
their billing.
background of 'Over the Rainbow,' other numbers that follow works
other sinkings, while
also
treats
Miss Britton outstrips Miss Royce the skaters come on dres.sed as fairy- while holding her shoes in her hands
Pathe brings home the tragedy of
on one point, appearing in a costume tale characters— three little pigs, the Bill Owen is the male singer and
Kansas City, Dec. 9.
these mine blasts with an interview
that would hardly inspire anyone to monkeys. Donald Duck and a host of
O'Connors,
Barney
Grant,
The
On*
goes over with wholesome pipes, an
of a Simon Bolivar survivor.
complain she's working under wraps. others. Miss Henie is carried in on easy delivery and fine appearance.
Mile. DeBarrie, The Novellos,
Scandinavian describes his experiShe employs no strip technique, terp- a huge candy box toted by 12 skaters
JVovaliiie Payne, House Line, Jack
Gold
Biz excellent.
ences, winding up with a forlorn
ing from start to finish without any dressed as peppermint candy sticks.
Wendover's House Orch; 'The statement that his wife and daughter
impedimenta above the beltline.
Honeymoon's Over' (20th).
The number is a feast for the eyes
also
Universal
still
are
missing.
Miss Royce's offering is fascinating, on its color array.
handles mine sinkings.
'even from the standpoint of a birdName value of acts is being imUnique on ice is the ballet
Review of Czech soldiers now in
Iwer. Her well-trained doves flutter For the first time, an entire ballet is
proved here with Donald O'Connor,
Boston. Dec. 7.
glimpses ot the
the
French
army,
to. their mistress from the wings, and presented, and the illusion is so comof films, being headlined in 'Follies
Johnny Doiuiis, Four Aicardis, Roy ot the Day.' Barney Grant stays front lines in France, blasted Nazi
their convolutions through her dance plete it is often difficult to realize
seem as synchronized to the music as that it all takes place not in the Davis, Lorraine & Rognan. Robbtns on as m.c. and show maintains planes and shell-lorn Satir building.i
her steps. Artistic peeling climaxes conventional manner.
Three num- Bros. & Marge (3). Larry Flint' usual 50 minutes running time and are other evidences of activity.
House Orch.; 'High Grey Walls' favorable entertainment quota.
Three battleships, formerly in Pothe act.
bers in ?ll are u.sed. with 'Les
Jack Kirkland'S stunts on his Sylphides,' music by Chopin, most (Col), dual.
House line's leadoff is a toe rou- land's nav,v, are shown in Scottish
naval yards, both Paramount and
ladder. Bedini and I,«nders' gag prominent. Again Miss Henie dances,
tine, and Mile. DeBarrie gets call
After a week ot solid biz, this as opening act with her trained Movietone covering.
mind-i'cading bit and plate juggling this time with Harrison Thomsen, a
and Abbott and Robey's nonsense graceful glider, who lifts, pirouettes house quiets again to revert to for- birds. Flock ot mackaws perform
A giant mine wa.shed up on 'the
provide balance for the show.
and whirls her all over the ice. The mer policy ot split-week vaude. Cur- intricate tricks atop a special run- beach and the balloon barrage set
Gene Marvey, personable tenor, two other ballet numbers are rent lineup deals out a good hour of. way table, climaxed by one bird up near the Firth ot Forth are capalso received hearty reception open- Enesco's "Roumanian Rhapsody' and entertainment. Johnny Downs, from specializing in counting stunt. Good tured by Movietone. Paramount and
Equipped with the Rimsky - Korsakov's 'Scheherazade films, adequately handles m.c. and novelty.
ing day (7).
Pathe did nice selecting from the
physiqije of anybody's football hero, Suite.'
featured spot.
M.c. strums guitar accompaniment library to dramatize Finland's plight.
Marvey also has a neat voice. AudiNext - to - closing. Downs vocals to his own song 'Swinging Down in Universal also gels U. S. Ambas.sndor
For variety, the heavy numbers
ence went for his 'Victor Herbert are broken up with swift novelty 'Minuet in G,' 'Last Night' and a Nursery Land', works his chatter Joseph P. Kennedy's landing in U, S.
medley, at this show.
routines, each averaging about five medley of numbers to remind the around to inlro for Novaline Payne atler Clipper flight from Europe.
Eight 'Allen GilbertjCJirls' and line minutes. Many of these contain the customers of lus past pictures.. He and accompanies vocal of 'I -Need
Paramount does a swell job show^;
open sKow with standard routine set necessary comedy to keep the show sells all the time, making up in per- Lovin'. Song is fortunate selection, ing how navy blimps can be emto 'A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody,' from going too highbrow. To demon- sonality what he lacks in singing with combo ot Wendover's band the ployed in rescues al sea.
News of
and are spotted in several solid pro- strate her versatility in the dance. ability. He closes with some' hot tune and Grant's strumming nicely Dav offers a closcup of glum Fritz.
duction numbers. As jitterbug girls, Miss Henie closes the first half with soft-shoe hooting which eclipses his backgrounding.
Some special bill- Kuhn going up the river. Universal
clad in red, white and blue, they grab a trio of dances from south ol! the vocal efforUs and earns him an en- ing of the line's number is deserving is in the. lead with novel material,
beaucoup applause.
border— a carioca, rhumba and core—a short soft-shoe- novelty called here. Grant spiels to its 'Evolution ncludihg unusual scenes at Chicago's
On stage is Glenn Forrest's orch conga.
'Spook Town Blues.' marked by ot the Dance', showing route from iv.estock show, Albanians drilling for
Outside of his polka and Primrose sottshoe to the the
(12), winner of the first of 13 weekly
weight-lifting
Special mention for novelty goes shivers and shakes.
Italian
army,
amateur shows being presented in to the masked dance number, where Hollywood
patter,
which
fkids. susie Q and the shag.
Thomas
Greeted champs and hat styles.
and a furniture two boys and two girls come out Downs avoids the conventional, fatal strongly by patrons.
tieup with
Dewey's opening gun in his camcompany. Band is spotted midway masked, even to their skates, which pattern of the usual film personals.
Aero turn is furnished by the No- paign for the Republican presidenthrough regular show, and does look alike front and back, and glide
Roy Davis, deuced, gives out with vello twosome. Gal performs on tial nomination is from Movietone,
creditable, if nervous, job.
for five minutes, without the audi- a novelty,, a portable phonograph rings
strung from her partner's which also takes its cameras into the
ence once ever determining whether churning out vocals over a stage shoulder as he balances atop a 10- Dies committee hearing. Lew Lahr,
mike while he muggs and gestures rung ladder.
they were going frontwards or back
Male furnishes the for the same reel, clicks with his
to mimic the singer.
Effect is en- high-spot, solo balancing on the lad- gagging about Texas goats.
wards.
Playhouse, Winnipeg.
The entire show Is paced fast, run hanced because ot his excellent tim- der and pogoing it about stage. Dog
Award of the Heisman trophy to
ing.
Stunt is so unique that his climbs ladder and is balanced atop Nile Kinnick, Jr., of Iowa Univerning 2<A hours, with a 30-minute in
Winnipeg, Dec. 8.
termission for re-icing.. Staged by opening number gets bewildered re- his master's head for close.
Gal's sity, is given a neat boost by ParaAl Plunkett, Inga Nelson & Ben Harry Losee, Hollywood producer, .sponse, but as he kids around with chassis enhances the turn.mount as its Bill Slater al.so awards
Reading, Ernest it shows plenty of preparation. The an Andrews recording and then a
Sinilli.; : Miller
O'Connor family takes it from him this ncwsrecl's scroll as top
Haitt; Jones & Dale, Harrison. & Car- troupe came to Houston Tuesday and Cyril Smith comedy platter, the final here. Act has played house several player picked atler viewing 250.00(1
roll, Don Wright House Orch.
worked out every dav until the Fri- result is a smash response.
times, the last without Donald, who feet of grid film.
Shots of Kinnick
day opening.
Jeanne Lorraine and Roy Rognan, gets. chief billing this time. Jack and in actinri enhance the award cereThis is old-home week for the
Miss Henie naturally dominates, trey, get good response on their com- Bill open and go into 'Small Fry,' monies.
Tulane-LSU battle «ct.s
Playhouse, with Al Plunkett, star of her graciousness and willingness to edy patter and harmonica duet, also' .scene with Donald (from the Bing .slick coverage from Movietone. That
the former Dumbells company; head- encore getting her sock applause in clicking big with their da'fly ballroom Crosby pic, 'Sing You Sinners', in disputed field goal in the Gianlsing the bill. (The Dumbells were a each number.
Works in only five turn in which Miss Lorraine has most which Donald played), who follows Wnshington crucial battle is not setsoldier concert troupe formed in numbers; but the show moves fast of the lunny biz. Rognan has a nifty with his dance routine from 'On tled by Paramount's coverage, the
France and which toured Jhe. Do- enough so that she is never missing solo, spiced with real and phoney Your Toes.' Little Pat.sy, nine-year pigskin fading out of the cameras
minion for 14 seasons during the for long.
aero dancing. They could do with old of the gang, gets her turn vo- upper riange.
However, this newsshow
Tlie
could
use
post-war years.)
more more comedy patter and a replace- caling 'When Irish Eyes Are Smil reel depicts the fierceness of the
Plunkett has always been a strong comedy as contrast to the heavy ment for the love-making scene. The ing' and dancing.
Foursome goes struggle, cameraman showing parfavorite locally, and this, his first numbers, but' it's a definite click.
opening bit ot wearing a live dog as into a line of chatter and comedy ticularly the terrific driving power
night
First
house was weak with a fur-piece by Miss Lorraine is still a and windup with taps. As previously of the New York eleven.
local appearance since the Dumbells
U aLso
era. has been no exception, with biz not more than 25% of the 12,000 seats, pip.
welcome here is hearty.
shows the excitement caused in the
occupied. Opening night gross was
excellent at this catching.
Aical-di troupe opens with run-dfDonald is oiit for couple weeks Washington ranks over the no-goai
Plunkett demonstrates his ability $9,894, at from $1J20 to $3.60. U the mill club tossing, score belter in fast more of vaude before returning to decision.
Clem McCarthy makes
to swing an audience with his easy- 78-degree heat that Houston has had four-corner disc and club juggling the Coast, while Jack. Bill and Pathe's handling of an Australian
going banter and wartime songs, the last few days persists, the house and register best in the finale when Patsy are .set for Australia dates.
hor.se race more exciting than Ji
Weor.
ccasionally it's tough foe him to is t>ouad to pick up.
shoot ,nln9 • flaming. >
i Sfdo,
. ,tb«, three .men
' < < < •
Qtiin,
really Is.
• , .
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Swinging Tinafore'

Call Eqinty 'Unethical'

Indie Ticket

Chicago, Dec.

Minimmn Wage

In Upping

Swing

to

Freedley, Jr., Authors

the balance of the season, carrying
with it a basic pact that Equity will
not change rules during that period.
Because of that the actors were
criticized, though the increase will
not become effective until next seaton.

The managers huddled, but nothing could be done "about the Equity

Harvard's

eeriously-

-

affect-

-

production

was

since

there

problematical,

deemed

managerial ways to equalize
whatever amount the boost in the

are

may

be.

Equity responded to reaction following the move by saying that the
managers knew there was a committee working on the plan ever since
It' was proposed from the floor at the
last quarterly meeting.. Original proposal was to raise the minirhum' to
$75 weekly, so Equity argues that the
$50 level is a compromise figure.
While negotiations on the code were
on, the proposal to up the pay was
.kept in abeyance, because it might
have confused the issue arid it was
nat believed that the matter would

.

emerge from committee
In the season,

if

until later

then.

some leaders

In Equity
opposed disturbing the minimum on
the ground that any number of play-

that

'Swing Dream's' Fold

of year.

80G

War Nicks Pay

Boston, Dec. 12.
time in recent years

fir.st

Report that the Rockefellers inin 'Swingin' the Dream,'
which was withdrawn from the
Center, N. Y., Saturday (9) after a
week and four days, is denied. Jean
Rodney, who was associated with
vested

Of U.S. Actors

Erik Charell in the production, is
believed to have supplied the prinlife.
cipal financing, presumably with the
Cast of nearly 200, music, 'mass
aid of her father, a Wall Strecler.
rhythmic movement' and an archi'Dream' cost around $80,000.
tectural framework to 'integrate the
war
The
has
causedan
unusual
24 scenes' are among the attractions.
Student Freedley has also been situation for American actors approminent in Hasty Pudding produc- pearing in Canada, because the rate
tions at Harvard for the past two
of exchange is 10% under the value
years.
'Too Late to Laugh' is the
of the American dollar and salaries
59th presentation of the Harvard
Dramatic Club and will run three are actually that much less than conToronto, Dec. 12.
consecutive nights.
tracts call for.
Under Equity rules,
High admission scales are holding
salaries are payable in legal tender
back the legitimate theatre today as
of
.whatever
country
played,
and
last
$6,000
Saturday (9), when 'Kiss the Boys' $3 top is bey^d the mfeans of the

Surprise Vote

Known

By Denying Equity's Participation

Cost Jean Rodney

the .Harvard Dramatic Club will
present a show conceived entirely
by students, when 'Too Late to
Laugh' opens Thursday (14) at Sanders theatre, Cambridge.
Vinton
Freedley, Jr. ('40) is the author, of
the play-with-music about modern

was

it

Attacks Code; DuHzell Surprises

While the ticket code was revised
with enforcement regulations to th«
satisfaction of Equity and the managerial League of New York Theatres,

For the

unethical, but
whether boosting the minimum will
the opinion that

verf.ion of a

New Show

Playing Canada

Some showmen expressed New York

action.

p.iyroll

first

Bookers Counsel

12.

second Gilbert
St Sullivan operetta, 'H.M.S. Pinafore,' Is being readied here under
the general aegis of Bo Hebert and
the Negro Light Opera. Co.
Show has been In rehearsal for
some time end is figured to open in
the Great Northern shortly after

Not Expected to Hurt Production
Equity pulled a fast one last week
when its council adopted a rule upping the minimum pay. In legit from
$40 to $50. Move came immediately
after the ticket code was okayed for

VARIETY

MASSEY SAYS $3 TOP
TOO HIGH FOR DRAMA

REGAN TAKES

was in Toronto, the cast received average active or potential theatreCanada's coin of the realm, which goer; that is the declaration of Raymeant only 90c on the dollar.
mond Massey, touring with 'Lincoln
Equity
explained that nothing in Illinois.' With the average procould be done about it and that the duction unable to exist without a
show management is not liable for minimum gross .of $12,000 a week, he
the difference. It is likely that next says, the only solution is to build

FOR 'DUBARRr PACT
Phil Regan is reported to have accepted $6,000 in settlement of his
run-of-the-play contract with 'Du
Barry Was a Lady,' which opened at
the 46th Street. N. Y., last week. His
.<:alary was $000 weekly, and under
the rules might have collected that
sum weekly while the show, plays.
Settlement represents pay for 10
weeks, Regan being free to accept

season's contracts will make provision for such discrepancies, though
the association has not heretofore
considered the rate of exchange for

appearance

other land.s. Usually
contracts for foreign appearances
Intermediate salaries any other engagements.
getting
ers
Amount specify the amount of salaries In
would be offered lesser amounts to paid him will be charged to added whatever legal tender is used, any
make up for the increase to the low- production outlay by B. G. De Sylva, differences in exchange being equalThe vote who produced 'Du Barry.'
people.
est-bracketed
ized by negotiation prior to signing.
favoring the boost was therefore surRegan, former Brooklyn cop, who
As Canadian playing time is reprising. There were 23 members of warbled his way to attention In Hol- stricted, little attention was given to
council present, or nearly 50 percent lywood, was given the term contract the exchange rate. Before the war,
of that body's whole membership, evidently without being heard in a actors benefited by exchange rate.
and although the voting in favor of theatre. When the show opened in
Only stage unions said to cover the
the re.solution was not Unanimous, New Haven it was discovered that Canadian situation is for company
the tally was not far from that re- his voice did not carry far enough managers and agents
and stagehands,
sult.
back in the house, and Ronald Gra- whose contracts provide for pay in
The probable result of the in- ham was sent in to replace. It was the coin of the. realm, but to an
creased minimum will be that actors realized that Regan used
a micro- amount equal in American coin. In
who have been getting $60, $70 and phone for vaudeville appearances. addition to the 10% nick for legit
up to $100, will be paid salaries While there is amplification for cer- shows, management is required to
closer to the $50 mark, if not reduced tain parts
of 'Du Barry,' the
deduct for social security and must
Some producers are on the level of the stage andmikes
to that amount.
only pay state compensation insurance
have rarely contracted people at the used to emphasize the tap dancing
despite the fact that the perform$40 rate, even for the smallest parts, numbers.
ances are across the border.'
not caring to be known among the
professionals, for using the mi imum
in

,

He is opposed to state subsidies,
and believes that the legit theatre
must exist by public support. He
credited the British theatre with
splendid finesse in drawing-ioom
comedy, but accused British playwrights of being sterile in the art of
creating those novelties and surprises in the drama which give the
New York plays such a basic high
'

'Legality' Doubted
There were two conferences In
which the tlcketmen sat in, and it
was their understanding that the
final revisions would be submitted to
the brokers before formal adoption.
Gerber wrote that since' this course
was not pursued, It would seem that
the brokers were made 'strangers to

rating for vitality.

Mutr
12.

Jean Muir, film player now in legit
stock, as one of several guests at a
theatrical luncheon of the Advertising Club of Boston last week (5) declared that lower b.o. scales and
lower salaries (including the stagehands,

if

could

necessary)

salvation of legitimate

drama

U. S.

the discussions,' and expressed "serious doubt' as to the 'legality and
be the propriety of the methods used' by
in the the managers and Equity. It was the
latter's suggestion that the code be

explained to the brokers, who tay
that only two minor changes were

privilege.

Claimed that one reason for the
Increase Is the tendency of some
managements to engage a growing
(Continued on page 50)

SELWYN MAY WASH
UP N. Y. TEMPORARILY
Fast folding of Toreigner.s' at the
Bclasco, N. Y., Saturday (9) may
terminate Arch Selwyn's legit plans
in the east for the time being.
Frederick Lonsdale play drew a
weak press and was yanked after
seven performances. Boxoffice drew
little coin, but it was proposed to
keep the play on at least three weeks

because of possible

picture

rights.

made

,

For 34 years Variety has served show business
leading medium of its news and advertising.

as

the

(Continued on page 50)

—

Outstanding figures in wliatever field of endeavor
as
artist, manager, or agent
have gained and held their

—

prominence

through talent and

first

ability;

TYSON'S vs. McBRlDE'S

FOR

second, by

before.

Harry Kaufman)

Advertising forms closing soon for

now

operating 17

mands.
In ticket circles

It

is

questionable

whether hotel stands are profitable

and Carrillo was presented
with a medal from the mayor, which
helped on the publicity end.
Star
makes his stage entrance on a white
Arabian horse, with a golden saddle.
With associates, Selwyn plans try-

,

34th Anniversary Issue
USUAL

Hull Set for 'Name'
Henry Hull, currently working in
Edward Small's 'My Son, My .Son.'
will return to legit immediately upon

the g.m. of the Theatre Guild.
Plan is to produce the play 'on the
Coast and tour it prior to a New
York opening.

is

in hotel lobbies, McBride's
retaining seven, having given up
.some because of upped rental de-

.stands

Frisco

M

HOTEL STANDS

are more or less united In regarding
the code, as .impractical, .there is a
.<:ide contest between McBride's and
Tyson's, two of the major agencie.s
over hotel stands. Latter agency has
been absorbing such outlets by bidding up the price of rentals. The
Tyson outfit (William Sullivan and

Competition demands greater showmanship today than ever

over 'Red Bumble Bee' In
yhich he is interested and which
will be on tour for at least three
months. Play, which stars Leo Carrillo,
drew a favorable press, in

completion of the film.
He'll coProduce and star in 'By Any Other
Name,' by Warren Munsell, Jr., son

N. Y.

While Broadway's ticket brokem

exploiting theniselvcs to their professional associates.

look

tive.

at their Instance.

Brokers' attorney expressed the
opinion that there is no doubt that
Equity and the League acted In concert to 'put our people out of business.'
He declared that the code as
devised Is arbitrary and coercive,'

Sclwyn had on arrangement whereby he was to produce several plays,
backed by J. J. Shubert.
Selwyh went to San Francisco to

ing out several plays on the Coast,
with Broadway the ultimate objec-

from

Generally known, however, that.
Dullzell signed the basic pact which
accoiTipanies the code Friday (8),
at which time Reilly signed for tha
managers.
Altitude of Equity was further
confusing, because the code specifiically provides that the actors shall
have two representatives on the enforcement board of four, or may
name two persons to so act. Dullzell's reply is said to have riled the
ticket people and Is interpreted as
a move that might be an out for
Equity in the event that court action
is taken against invoking the code.

scale.

Boston, Dec.

fire

-

theatres seating 3,000 and lower the

Ditto Jean

has drawn sharp

it

the ticket brokers. There is distinct
it will be signed by them
unless the agency people are given
the opportunity to effect changes in
rigid
rules
of procedure, which
the
they declare are impractical.
Tuesday morning only one agency
had signed up. League heads discounted the squawks from the
Thursday the managers
brokers.
may listen to what the ticket men
have to say but refusal to sign the
code may result in allotments of
tickets
being -withheld- from the
hold-outs.
In no uncertain terms. Gu.stav A.
Gerber, counsel for the A.^sociated
Theatre Ticket Agencies, the independent brokers not inclusive of the
three major offices, sent vigorous
protests to Paul Dullzcll, of Equity,
and James F. Reilly, executive secretary of the League.
Former remitted a surprising- response, said to
be to the effect tha't Equity is not a
party to nor signatory of, the code,
and therefore is not giving consideration to the ATTA remonstrance.

doubt that
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ventures, especially since the code is
believed to have stopped
overcharging in the open. Known that
when high prices were obtainable
.strategy of lobby stands depended
more on the cla.ss of guests rather
than the size of the hotels.
Formerly McBride's had but two hotel
stands, but when the Bascom aqency
was ab.sorbed some years ago, a
.string of hotel stands was involved
in the deal, that agency specializing
on such outlets.
Last week McBride's reliqui.shed
the .stand at the Commodore hotel,
Tyson's taking over.
Annual rent
was bid UP to $12,000, with McBride's
deciding the stand could -not operate
profitably with such overhead. Hotel
ticket stands are said to depend on
business during only ix months of
the year.
•
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score for the first version, is .i click,
but all are passable. Holvcver, one

Plays on Broadway

Hill,

Here,'

as
as

coincily I"
N.
411111 sireol.

•

iltD

r

<«'<>

V..

lyrics.
is another of the comedy
'Friendship.' with the two stars n>
action, is ft comedy corny 'Oiit'ne
Miss
that proved a show-stopped, and

head

a Lady
l>:>i'ls

Nov-

iiii'siiil.'l

U.

Merman's 'When Love Beckoned on
52d Street* are more of the likeable songs from the crack com-

lU'Svlvn; score by Colo rorior: Ixi'ik
bv Hrti iipii I'Mflds Ana Ue Sylva; shmoil liy
I'Mcm- Maf IJitKor; inncps by Ui'bc-it

B
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I.nlir
DiiTlols;
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Miss
with
During the
started with
has, but he
dance solo.
po.ser

Uoiiiiy

high

loi).

Hub'li CimUTini
ChiirlOS Willlcii
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H:«riy N'rtrlon
Alltt Ballon

..Belly

l.rftiile

Hai'olil

f'liii-lMii

c'i-tMiiPi-
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Grable and Wallers are
Did You Ever.
tryouts Johnny Barnes
much more than he now
does very well with a

THE WOMAN BROWN
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for his parting performance on the
Coast as the lion in The Wizard of

B. G. (Buddy) De Sylva debuts as
• producer with the second major Oz' IM-G) was outstanding enough
musical of the fall period. He earned to win him plenty of pic work whenIbee.
again.
bows from an array of be-furred. ever he wants it
dinner-jacketed flrst-nighters, who
know all the words, and there was
Hellzapoppin
only a small percentage, of dissentR<»vue In iwo ftotn <2!( ncenes) preaenUd
ers.
Desfiite over-touting from out l>v Old Olsen Hnfl Clilu Johnson In flsaotirtBook by Olaon nnA
ilon with the ShubPitH.
ol town, 'Du Barry' looks to be .Tohnsnii: nui.-iic nnrt lyrics mostly by Sammy
Kain and fliarleu TohlaH; slaKed by Kdward
definitely in the inoney.
Durvpa l>owMni;: (lances by Gne Fosier
Ethel Merman and Bert Lahr are At iliA Winter Gui-den, N. T., Dec. 11. '3*
the main fun-makers, she with her ?;t.30 loi».
manner of handling ditties, he with
Ch.^I: OlH^n And Johnflon, Barto & Mann,
a type ot low comedy antics which, nhnrlM Withers, RoJIu, jloRUes (3). Hal
Wnlier Nlllson. Tho Charioteer:^
though familiar through 'many sea- SherinHn.
Betiyintte and Beverly CrHne. Theo
sons, has new variations and is as Harrteen. The StiirUngB (2), Reed, EKien
surefire as ever. They are rightly Jt Heed, Shirley Wayne, Berjcti A; Moore,
starred. Both have had their fling Stephen Olsen, Roberta, Billy Adama.
in Hollywood and the same goes for
Betty Grable and Benny Baker, who
Nearly 14 months since they first
are featured. De Sylva was a Coast completely upset 90% of the New
fixture for a period that seems to York critics, Olsen and Johnson
have been too long.
come up with a. new edition of
Tlie libretto idea of a 'ladies maid 'Hellzapoppin.' The personnel is vir
In a gents' room' speaks for itself. tually the same; the shooting sounds
Lahr is the towel boy, first shown in just as loud; it still appears like a
a newereel clip as a $75,000 sweep- nuthouse loose at $3.30 top, though
stakes winner.
He gets a yen for most of the bits have been changed
Miss Merman, top warbler at a night and the chorus and stage have been
spot, but she has her mind on a dressed up in a degree at least par*,
better looking guy. To get the fel- tially commensurate with the show's
low out of the way Lahr slips a pow- earnings.
der into a shot of booze, forgets
First halt ot the revue is almost
-which glass he fixed up and is
entirely new in comparison with the
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really calamitous. It's
trite, repetitiou-s attenuated, maudlin and terribly dull— one of the
worst plays of the season. It's obviously a speedy flop and, after such
a dire Broadway snowing, is even

This one
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Merman and Lahr make an

4iinusual stage duo. Comic's repeat
on the stage is especially interesting,
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mCikc* '»>' ft>Hlti*i*; setUnjC.
In-oyj*:
rh-wt's,
inoii.l Si.vi'v; profiMilptl by M;xr«:ucl

'Well,

Second act seems best and cutting
on Snllor
the first portion would i>inke
iiry lii'nwii,
iiUroin-.iM i>inlth.
•DuBarry' more compart. However,
Mtipn*
ebullient proceeding
it
is a flashy,
IQ Hi-ow'it
with aboiit everything a musical
Chilli
Urn
Charley
comedy should, have. Costuming Mrs. Mlirtuni'ic.
FtHir Iniei'nnllonfilM—
oiirt I'^ilUM". .....
looks like it cost a fortune, with
liouRlas Hawkins, Peter Hollld-iy. Ruben
CMffk
l^epuly
as
abounding,
.satins
HeirliiK. Carl Nicholas.
and
silks
tlnt ney Ooin*r;il.
.Audrey I'nliiii-i' fashioned by Raoul Pene DuBois and
Ci>«>4ile
iuIk"
Jack Slniiliin
made by Brooks. Not to be over- Sir I';iii-i\Itoy
Pl^iiK
Carl Xieluihis
looked in the repatriates from Holly- Soi'ffoaiil
finli-iiiHn..;
nry lMHi»inHii ....
Waller Arnilii wood in the setup is Ed.gar MacD.ii-leuf Mkliel
hiiphiiu
Johnny Barnes
Henri
sGregor. who staged the book, his rnrU'r
Siaileia ot llie Club I'ellie
first sla.ije assignment on Broadway
Kipnnaii
.Geroldlne Sprerkles
Ann 1*odd.
..lieliy .vili-n
»|.>lly Wlnror..,
in several years. He has not lost his Slipiirr
ninre

l.-iuls

M.iy

Ity

IVanrlskii
rpfll

Ki'lili-JolniHtrtn.

(.'itllii

atono.H)

oris (I.'t
foHturea

l«o

In

Mi>ln.li-:M)iii

Philadelphia, Dec. 11.
»
Hi .mm.

19.t9

body else aroiind, but who Anally
;he south's 'Black
met his Waterloo in the

JOHN HENRY

ic/io.

(jrelly fair .sale.

Was

DuBarry
Mifii-il

Plays Out of

Don George and
'We Won't Let It Happen
sung by the Charioteers,
though 11 may have o

song by

patriotic

Teddy
sounds

Deeeiiilier 13,

William WnoKolk
l>c Will SlK-ncoi-

River' country.
In making this change from legend
radford has had to change the charShe, in the
acter oC Julie Anne.
original, was always a little beyond
John Henry's reach, not because she
didn't love him but because she

understand the giant while
she could comprehend 'a man named
Sam.' Latter character is the 'menace' of the tale and is not perhaps
as effective in the breaking down of
the legendary aspcct.>;.
'John Henry.' with its expensive
production and Anthony Brown's
iscriminate staging, is hardly likely
to be a half-wayer. Here's a vote that,
failed to

despite the highbrow qualities of
the score nnd the change from the
author's original, it is going to be a
it.

In addition to Robeson's grand appearance, sonorous voice and effecTo tlie stage's more or less mod- tive acting, there are top-rate conern contribution to the lilvrnture of
ibutions by Ruby Elzv. soprano, as
the colored race must now be added Julie Anne; Joe Attics, as the 'man
this drama with music which Roark named
Sam': Musa Williams, as
Bradford and Jacques Wolfe have Ruby, the vainp. and Minto-Cuto,. as
concocted fronv-the former's story, Aunt Dinah. The one while part in
John Henry.'
the show is played by Alexander
Sam Byrd has given the play a Gray, whose well-known baritona
handsome, imaginative and easy- doesn't have enough opportunity,
flowing (save for a couple of natural
Wiitcr*.
first-night .stage waits) production
and Paul Robeson is a truly magnificent figure, both dramatically and
vocally, as the tocal point ot the
Cleveland, Dec. 8..
Bradford yarn. The supporting cast
ri>m>>dy In Ihrpa. ncl.s (elRhl ac.eiii*,^) by
Di>volhy l*Hxloii; j*l.i);oil liy Ttiiw.pnii .Woodtip to the mark in every sense
am JolllfTt^; pt-p'snnlpd by ftHiiin L*lAyer«;
and visually the proceedings are ex-

BETTER

FO'

TO SING

unless
material
picture
revised and then disguised behind a new, title.
llrooka ihcalre. CIt'Veland.
Yarn might almost be a satire on cellent.
except
tear-jerkers,
old-fashioned
Al the opening performance here
Port
that it's written and played straight. there was a divided opinion.
Gilpin Players, claiming to be tha
Even so, some ot its more hokey mo- ot that division came from the ex- oldest Negro repertory company In
ments drew' snickers from the flrst- pectation among those who are not the country,., with 19 sea.sons behind
nighters. Meller deals with the for- acquainted with the music ot Jacques it, pulled in some of town's carriageeign-born wife of a drunken bully in Wolfe and
who expected 'John trade by trying out this new one la
an English village, ot how she falls Henry' to be filled wifi individual the smart Brooks the^tl-e, which th*
in love with the foreman ot the ship- arias of the 'Old Man River' type.
Play House lent them after they
yard where she works and, after she But from the word 'go' 'John Henry' were burned out of their own Karaunwittingly poisons her sick hus- is not a musical comedy; it is nearer mu. That, plus fact that it's x'ritten
band, is convicted of murder and grand opera or the more modern by Dorothy Paxton, op of the Play
hanged.
manifestations ot grand opera. There House's fave actresses, added a dash
Such stories are inclined to be are no individual songs programmed of importance to a rather unimpormorbid at best, but 'The Woman and only one, or perhaps two, that tant comedy about Negro lite along
Brown' deals with a humdrum set of can be singled out from the almost the Mississippi.
score
musical
Wolfe
Caucasian dramatist knows her
continuous
commonpainfully
is
characters and
?lace in its viewpoint and writing which, for- the most part, proceeds in deep South, shows it in richly dea kind of recitative or rhythmic tailed background ot a '-mall levee
t s boring all through the long first
Just-as there are vir
town and in amusingly earthy diaact, but really hits bottom in the blank verse.
second. Most of the latter is a court- tually no set vocal pieces, there is log. But there's no plot to. speak of.
room scene, in which the majority of also comparatively little straight Not enough, in fact, for, more than
one act. Gilpiners are expert in givthe lines are merely a sodden rehash prose dialog.
The other complaint, not so widely ing it warmth: yet. the Negro charof the events of the first act, and the
remainder is a flock of irrelevant heard, is that 'John Henry,' on the acters are more childishly naive In
stage, is not the Negro legend of the emotions than Uncle Tom.
babble of formal court procedure
do
could
strong
man
who
over-the-back-fenca
mythical
It's
simple
from
brought
Gaal,
Franciska
than stuff about a fat. philosophic mammy,
Hollywood to pliy the title part, is almost any physical feat belter
mickeyed himself.
other man, but who was illusive, who .scoffs at religion, and her hymnwhich premiered miscast. Colin Keith-Johnston seems any
That's the cue for the mugg to original version,
wooden, buf is hampered unobtainable and finally met defeat singing friend next door whose gadsomewhat
46th Street thea
the
1938,
at
Sept.
22,
pass out and dream that he is King
ding daughter is not troubled by
by bad writing and direction as well al the hands ot the steam age. it
Louis of France, with Miss Merman tre, though Charles Withers' Opry is
Is
As far as the first criticism,
morsK Wench has a tooth knocked
as by Miss Gaal's lack ot vitality:
his DuBarry. Most of the show is the only new act. This great vaude
the time out by her lover, so she returns
Cecil Humphreys imbues a few mo- more than likely that by
located in and around Versailles, ville turn fits this production like a
ments of the courtroom scene with 'John Henry' gets to Broadway, its home to take it out on her no-good
afTording the opportunity for elabo- glove, furbishing the peg upon which
general
charand
reputation
history,
husband. He gels in a hold-up jam
conviction and Helen Trenholme is
rate dressing and powdered wigs, Olsen and Johnson are able to hang
acteristics will have preceded it so trying to steal money for her, ironjealous
the
acid
as
expressively
which makes for a curious mixture a lot of corny bits and make them
Daisy Belmore and Jessa- that first-night audiences will know ically has it filched by he neighbor
nurse.
ot regal surroundings and Broad-, look and sound very funny. Withers'
also register as vil- what to expect. Here is a new and after she helps him e.scape and
Newcombe
mine
J.
own
routine
is subordinated, O.
way. Louis is no more successful in
while Dickie striking excursion into a modern everybody winds up getting religion
making the grade as an emperor than utilizing the opry house stage most lage scandal-mongers,
juvenile pre- field ot musical combosition that has at one ot those typical, hosannahhe was as the night club punk. He of the time, while Withers handles Van Patten avoids
impelling,
deeply - ingrained shouting prayei- meeting.s.
Browns' son (he an
snaps out of it to learn that when the olio and props from the loft. The cociousness as the
Satire is generally .as unsophistialternates in the role with Ronald power.
the tax collector ..gets his share oT few bits ot his that have been re
As tar as the second criticism, one cated as the yarn, but it's hoked up
Reiss).
latned are still strong laughs,
the winnings, he's a bum again.
might say that it will depend on the with .sentimental competence by
Woman Brown' was tried out last number of Bradford readers to be Irene Ree.se. Minnie Gentry, Lloyd
Second half is much quieter than
Perhaps the funniest scene comes
and
Provincetown,
Mass.,
when Lahr is supposed to have an the first, but the new 'Surprise summer at
found among 'Henry' audiences. And Gentry. William Day .and Lillian
arrow planted in his rear. He lays Party' bit of giveaways to the audi- was well regarded. At the urging of right here attention should be called Hinnant. Not much of a future for
upon a table while the doctor ence is one ot the show's top com- Bette. Davis, who attended a tryout to the fact that, unlike his 'The it except in Negro little theatres.
examines him for everything except edy stanzas. Ticket stubs are picked, performance, Warners bought the Green Pactures,' Bradford has here Might have a brighter chance it Miss
the puncture. The arrow is alluded out of a keg by the Crane Sisters picture rights and also agreed to give made his own dramatization.
Paxton added more southern songs,
to as an aerial, among other things, and 'gifts' are handed those holding it a Broadway production. However,
The depiction of 'John Henry' as a
musiand Baker, who is the Dauphin- the corresponding seat numbers. it appears that the authoress held out straight legend would have lost for turning it into a dark-skinned
Pullcii.
marksman, tries to ring it with little Opening night, Mrs. Alfred E. Smith for complete authority on editing it a maximum of dramatic effect cal comedy.
hoops. Another comic scene between received a corsage as the first gift and staging, for the play hasn't been
There is still a deflnite amount of
them is in the washroom, when Lahr and an unidentified customer got a revised since the tryout.
the mythical in the presentation of
breaks in Baker, the new boy. That bottle of booze as the second, but
Film company has given it a lavish six-foot John Henry, who could lay
Play Ai>road
Interlude isn't exactly delicate, nor from there on the fun began. Billy production and generally a capable
Rose and Eleanor Holm, newlyweds, cast, but it's all tossed away on a rails and roll cotton better than' any
•re Lahr's requests tor nickels.
Betty Grable is something of a won a baby's potty chair; Bob Bench- hopeless script and antiquated direcrevelation as a new soubrette. It is ley received a live hen; Jimmy Mc- tion. After such a dire flop on the
her first time on Broadway, but she Hugh. the songwriter, got a ladder; stage, there may be some doubt that eternally fascinate a playwright but
performs like a thorou.chbred. Not Mark Barron (Associated Press) and the studio will now do it as a pic- are remote from the rest of us.
London. Dec. I.
60 blonde as pictured, Miss, Grable his wifie, Erin O'Brien Moore, were ture. Having already taken a beatBut the theme of 'No Time for
Hevufl In
wo purl a |)i'K^iMUe>I by
Is a lovely little trick who' knows delivered a large bag of flour, and a
ing on the piece, Warners may sim- Comedy' .seems to have been fairly Rni|ili-o:4, J. Id., In riHsoclalion with Ceoiva
lll.lck; aluKcd .by Ki>beil
.Si^ablll; 4anceH,
her stuff in both songs and dances. stoope had a cake of ice planted in ply jettison the whole works and universal after all—or at least un'
Most ot the hoofing is with Charles his lap. This scene winds up with a cross it off to eperience, particularly versal for successful writers ot suave Weinly Tnyp; nnisic, Han-c IMrf-Davlpa;
ak<!l('hea. CSoorRe Black, .Mary Dinin, Doll*Walters and they make a scoring reprise of the first show's amateur in view' of the year's similarities to comedy. For now Frederick Lons
|aa
Kuibpr; fi^nuliAH Vli: Oliver. Uonm
team. Miss Grable has appeared in hour still very funny.
the studio's recent 'We Are Not dale; who clicked with such deft Uenunionl, Iris I.nckwond. Cai'Olo T./ynna.
vaude units, but it is probably the
drawing-room trifles as 'The Last ot J*Ht KIrkWAud. Teddy nrown. AIlco I.loyd,
Barto and Mann, male comedy Alone.'
Hobe.
Loyd. Cyril .Snillli, .Mux and Harry
careful training as a kid that stands team; Hal Sherman, comedy dancer;
Mrs. Cheyney,' 'The Distaff Side' and l.nuisA
.'^esblll,
I'ba
DrPdwhiM, l.el^h SlalTord,
her in good stead now.
'Once Is Enough,' is struggling to Conca Dnncpra. A I if Innodrnnie, I,oiidon.
Waller
NiUson,
unicyclist;
Billy
There may be some question Adams, sock colored hoofer: Crane
turn his comic giCLs to the realistic
whether Cole Porter's score is as at- Sisters, cute dancers; The Starlings
pre.sent.
He's turned out a satiric
Look« like George Black has put
tractive as some of his other con- (Cyrel Roodney and June Winters),
of comedy about nationalistic
f'onu'ily In llirce acts liy I'l-oicrick Tiniis- sort
tributions, but to the average on- classy harmonizers; Mel and Bonnie
duli';
ftinrur,*M
Ulcliiird
Alilley.
Marllia and racial prejudice, which he calls, over another hit at the Hippodrome.
There is much to commend It In
looker he seems to have delivered a Reed, hotcha singers; Hardeen, the Srnlt; i*(nK4>d hy ltH(;lnald HArh; AeMlnR.H, succinctly, 'Foreigners.'
And like
whole bag of good things. The magician; Shirley Wayne, comedy Walson UarrHtl: pienenled by tlio Sbubprl^, Behrman's playwright in 'Comedy, artistic production. Color schemes
nxi^nrlallnn wllh Art-h Selwyo. Ml. llclii:iand lighting are effectively utilized,
melody standout is 'Do I Love A'ou,' flddler, and the Radio Rogues (3), In
nu. N. v.. UxL'. S, '30: ('J.3V lap ($1.10 oi>rn- he's become tangled in his own ser"
handled by Miss Merman and Ronald mimics, plus all the funny audience IliKI.
ous intentions.
For a writer of but actually the whole show is little
more
than vaudeville augmented by
Graham, who stepped in to replace and box stooges, repeat their former William
Hui'obJ de Rorker
Lonsdale's reputation, it's a pretty
iifon Janiio.v
(?coi'K(*
blue sketches.
Phil Regan. As DuBarry's lover, he routines, but in nicer settings.
embarrassing sight.
('Hptain
.J, Malcolm Dunn
looks the dashing hero and totes a
Cast is fairly competent, with a
Simnlni-il
(iecn-gc llelmn. Ji',
The theme ot 'Foreigner.s' is perti
It's the better dressing that makes
He came to at- this
few outstanding personalities. Forefirst class baritone.
Hp.rnslpy
Ulcliavd .\liilpy nent enough, certainly.
Taking
show look more like a click than (Icnnnli
most is Vic Oliver, who seems to
tention last season in 'Boys trom
tjOor;fe Macrpady
group of various nationalities—
did the first one on its opening night. Ainpi lcan
.Ijerlram Tbdrn
Syracuse.'
have found a neat niche for himself
Ivan 1'rlpsaull Spaniard, German, American, RuS'
Something very different is the At that time the scenery and cos- nus!«lMn
As compere and principal
l<'r(Hu-l.iman
Uuy De Vp.sIcI sian. Frenchman, Italian, Irishman, here.
the Morning, No.' as- tuming were shoddy, but it's just the Uallan
ditty 'But
-.'•lido:* C'arlo.f dP l.eon
Englishman and a Japanese, and also comic he's the pivot for the entire
opposite now. -Chorus of 20, plus six
rishniiin
signed to Miss Merman and Lahr.
.Untninn OT'lynn
company.
To replace Frances Day,
a Jew the author places them first on
boys, is also better trained than in Kn^llslunHM
.Klibei'l
Ci'MCpn
who was in the previous Black revue
the number being typically Porter in
a ship out of Australia and theri on
.Th I)
its initial appearance,
"S'n<.hKv;ii-;i
as
co-star
with Oliver, the managea raccy mood. 'DuBarry Was a ter (from the Roxy) with Gae Fos- r.lil
...Marlba Siolt an uninhabited island, where the
being credited
They
ment
Lady' is okay In Miss Merman's now with
has
several tcmmcs.
Dulcll C'a[>lHlll.
.John
I'lipi'ry
Jew
outwits
the others and seizes
staging the dances.
hands, but hardly a successor to
adequately.
the only firearms to maintain a kind hardly replace Miss Day
Another of this new version's good
'Eadie Was a Lady.' She has a better
There are two outstanding variety
In 'No Time tor Comedy' last sea- of benevolent dictatorship and pro
number in 'Give Him the Oo-La-La,' party bits is the audience-participaturns, Teddy Brown, heavyvireight
tect a girl stowaway. Amid a welter
son
S.
N.
Behrman
tion
in
the
was
concerned
'Boomps-a-Daisy'
dance
It being more to her unique style.
xylophonist, who handles his lines
ot accents, Lonsdale has som« witty
Again late iii the show she scores in the flrst half. Chorus girls and with a successful playwright whose observations
well, .and The Bredwin.s, comedy
with 'Katie Went to Haiti.' It is boys dance with the customers in talent for suave drawing-room com- ance and raceto make about intoler acrobats, who earn considerable aphatred. But the writAlice
spotted back in the night club with the aisles in a posterior-bumping edy seemed to him callously trivial
plause with, their nitty act.
ensemble evolutions which seem to routine. Ex-Governor Al Smith and in a grim world. Observers inter- ing is full of holes and the plot con- Lloyd is also wnrmly received wilh
trivances keep poking into view. The
an imitation of her late sisler. Mane.
be the best ot Robert .Alton's dance McHugh participated opening night, preted the play as an expression of first act situation
is passably done,
direction, his other work also being the former guv shaking a pretty good the author's own personal dilemma
Stafford and Louise have a good
but
then
the
piece
falls slowly apart.
tamale with a cute wren.
and of his solution. Some of them
of hiijh order.
dancing routine.
None ot the tunes by Sammy Fain gave it something ot a brushoft as And somehow, although the play
Lahr's number, 'It Ain't Etiquette,'
Show looks set for a pro.sperou.s
(Continued on page SO)
Jolo.
early in the show with Jean Moore- and Charles Tobias, who also did the merely one of those subjects that
lengthy run.
|
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Barrymore s B. 0. Tippling

Add: What's Wrong With Legit

Form New Prod. Firm
number of reports about the conduct and «d libting of John Barrymore in 'My Dear Children,* which has played 30
weeks at the Selwyn, Chicago, the N. Y. Daily News assigned John
Chapman to cover the actor, who is called 'the great lover' in the Loop.
As a result a double-truck story, headed 'Chicago Wants Its Barrymore Drunk,' appeaired in Sunday's (10) edition of the tabloid.
Chapman spent an evening or two with the star, visiting backstage
After hearing any

Beatrice Kaufman, wife of the
playwright, is entering legit production in association with Charles
Friedman and they have already selected a starting attraction.
Friedman wrote sketches for 'Sing Out the
News,' in which Geo^e S. Kaufman
was interested, and the duo were
again associated in fashioning 'From
Vienna,' the refugee revue which
played the Music Box last summer.
Incoirporation papers filed for them

and going the rounds of night spots with him. It is revealed that Barrymore imbibes very sparingly. While there is no doubt that playgoers
have been attending in the hope that he is stewed, fact is that he consumes but two highballs of Scotch during the performance, u.sing just
enough booze to flavor the water. Same goes when he visits the clubs
later, for the 57-year-old actor knows that hard stuff is not good lor him
nd his health has been rather delicate.
Audiences insist on believing that liquor Inspires Barrymore's asides,
which are sometimes ribald, but the long run in Chicago is directly attributed to the ad libbing. 'Children' was in such doubttul status before opening in Chicago that Aldrich & Myers had virtually decided to
According to the News story, Capt. Pierce Powerclose the show.
Waterj put up $1,500 of his own coin to move the show from Davenport, la., to the Selwyn. Waters is the show's company manager and
with
credited
doing much to ke6p the star and attraction going.
he is
Broadway is due to get Barrymore and 'Children' shortly after the
flrst of the year and show circles are guessing whether New Yorkers
will take to the star's stunts, referred to by Ashton Stevens, dean of
the Loop's critics, as 'hamming and hawing.

Looms; N.Y. Suit

Seen Setting Off Spark
A

impends

battle

between

the

Managers, Agents and
Treasurers union and the Treasurers
and Ticket Sellers union. Latter is

League Putting Up $2,S00 to 'Organize

the boxoffice group which withdrew

May Do 'Mulatto' Just Over

in a

body from

TMAT

last

summer

and secured a charter from the

Audiences Per Paul Turner s Idea

In-

ternational Alliance of Stage Employees, the stagehands' organization.
First sign of the contest came after
Jerome Flynn applied to the courts
last week for an injunction .against
from barring' him from membership rights, also asking for damages because of employment denied
him. Louis F. Werba, secretary and
treasurer of "TMAT, was personally

Pennsy Tour

Philly City Line After

Wallsten, Geiger

TMAT

Philadelphia, Dec. 13.
Philadelphians may be able to see
•Mulatto' after

all, If

Majestic, Ft. Worth,

they are willing
The road
It.

Getting a Face-Lift

to travel a bit to reach

named.
Flynn

Langston Hughes
rights
to. the
Fort Worth, Dec. 12.
drama of miscegnation, which was
Majestic theatre, oldest" deluxe
drama of miscegenation, which was house in Fort Worth, will close down
been acquired by Joseph Becker, for remodeling the middle of Februwho was to have presented the piece ary. For sentiment's sake, architecat the Walnut.

ture and interior finishing will re-

Becker plans to take 'Mulatto' on
tour through the upstate cities of
He is also hoping
Pennsylvania'.
although this hasn't been otTicially
arranged to present the show in the
near vicinity of Philly, where, it can
reap the advance of all the publicity
on the banning. Camden, although.
It hasn't played legit in a long time,

main the same as when the theatre
opened on Labor Day, 1910.
Haven of vaudeville in its heydey,

—

of course, an ideal possibility,
with Norristown also considered, but
farther away and having no house
entirely suitable.

Is,

It has also been sugge.sted that
•Mulatto' might ba booked in one of
the larger film houses in the 69th

treet (Southwest) section, which

is

across the city line. Several of them/
have, at one time or another, had'

tage show

policies.

Mr. Becker, who is in the real
estate business but has also been
lessee and manngcr of the .Walnut
for a number of years, paid the entire 'Mulatto' company two weeks'
salaries although they only gave the
'preview,'
one
invitation
performance.

Judge Curtis Bok. after upholding
the ban la.st week (12), openly stated
after the stormy hearing that he did
not agree with Mayor Connell. The
Judge, who had previously granted
an injunction against the continuance of the ban by the late Mayor S.
Davis Wilson, expre.s.<!ed the personal
opinion
that he
'disagreed
with

Mayor

Connell.'

Equity Orders Extra Coin

Second

ban

atuiinst

'Mulatto'

by

Philadelphia authorities caused .something of a mix-up oyer the amoiihts
due the ciist. Although no public
performance was plHyed, the players will receive two weeks' salary,
plus other money.
Half of the
salaries due were sent to Philly by
Equity so that Hie c;ist could pay
'

their hotel bills.

Cast went there for the final
week's rehear.sal and, iiUhough the
first

but

TMAT

-

ARMITAGE BANKRUPTCY

HOOKS LTC FOR

ha.t

under a

rental, failed

Stevens,

'The

ly

more than

'

New

Union Threat?

Vincent Donehue,
John Gage,
'Christmas Eve.'
Morris Carnovsky, Elia Kazan,
Night Music'
Erskine Hawkins, Ella Fitzgerald,
Young Man With a Horn.'
Shirley Ross, Marta Eggert, Leif
Erickson (untitled Wiman-RogersHart musical ).
Luther Adier, Frank Kelly, Martha
Hodge, Earl MacDonald, Whitner
Bissell,.

Howard

daSilva,

Fred

ller-

yck, Clara Lang.sner. Mary Michael,
Ann Thomas, Adele Loiigmire, 'Two
on an Island.'

ous stage unions. Latest of the latter groups to contact the showmen
is that representing the stationary
Latter are recognized
engineer!!.
individually, but now desire group
Whether this preludea
recognition.

demands
working

for changed pay scales

conditions

was

not

and
in-

dicated.

a dozen

thea-

There are around
which operate their own heating
and some make their own

tres

plants

o£ the Jatter's play, 'Soothe the Savage Beast,' will probably result in
agitation by the Dramatists Guild for
new teeth in the minimum basic
agreement when the pact comes up
for renewal in February, 1941. Authors will undoubtedly seek to have
the agreement extended to cover
plays by writers employed under salary. Present pact doesn't effect .^uch
instances.

The firm of Carly Wharton and
Martin Gubel has expre?.scd an indoing 'Beast.', but the
terest in
rights could not be cleared. Recent
court decision ruled that the controversy doesn't come under the
minimum basic agreement, so it will
have to go to the courts for settlement. That will*take several months
at least, so the script probably can't
be produced this season. It the matter had been ruled as coming under
the minimum basic agreement a decision could have been obtained in a
few weeks, as the pact calls for com-

current for lighting, with
most theatres being supplied with
heat from a steam services plant.
pul.-iory arbitration of disputes.
Those with individual plants are reWhole situation Is a new wrinkle
quired to employ an engineer and
that was never thought of when the
fireman, former being paid $55.50
minimum basic agreement
pie.sent
weekly and the latter gelling $49.
electric

association's
participation
In
the
ticket code, has a radical provision.
for the League of Niew York
Theatres to set aside $2,500 for the
purpose of 'organizing audiences,' an
idea conceived by Paul M. Turner,
Equity attorney. It was only when
the showmen conceded the grant and
inserted stringent rules to enforce
ticket control, that Equity agreed to
extend the code.
Just how the organizing of audiences is to be accomplished has not
been clearly outlined, but Turner's
theory concerns the distribution ot
tickets which are on sale 'dtfectly at
the boxoffices. Rules call for at least
257o of the theatre's total capacity
to be held in the boxoffice for direct sale. In the cases of hits there
is no question about the possibility
of selling most of the available tickets, but the problem is to keep them
from diggers and the ultimate hands
-

Cleveland, Dec.

12.

Robert Wallsten, New York actorplaywright, and Milton Geiger, radio
dramatist, dropped in to take bows
at

pfeems
week.

of their

new

plays here

this

It calls

Wallsten is co-author of 'Eight
o'clock Tuesday',' new m.urder mystery play, which had tryout opening
at Play House yesterday (12). Melodrama is based on 'Fair Weather,'
novel by Mignon Eberhart, who collabed on stage version. Actor-author
was last seen here a couple of months
ago in Ruth Chatterton'.s 'Tonight We
Dance,' at which time he got direcFrederic McConnell of Play
tor
House interested in manuscript.
Geiger, a home-towner, is having
four of his radio playlets staged lor
(14) by Ida E.
first time tomorow
Caldwell's rep company at their
Jonas of gyp.s.
'Mr.
Stage' Door theatre.
Changes His Mind' is one which he
Block Ticket Sale*
It is proposed that a bureau be
and Gilbert Seldes prepared for n
television program. Other three arc formed to contact organizations in
tagged 'Sentence for Life,' 'Qualily residential sections, suburban comof Mercy' and 'A Skull in Flanders,' munities and large commercial establi.'hments.
Offers of blocks of tickdone before on air.
ets to such groups will be made, it
being argued that with this type of
distribution, if arranged for in adYiddish Play for London vance, would eliminate diggers, .since
the boxoffices would be cleaned out.
Those not fully sold on the idea
'Clinton Street,' Artef Players' Yidargue that such distribution would
dish production at the Mercury, New
York, will be done by Joseph L. partially defeat the purpose of direct
public sale. Plan would hardly benein
London
producer,
English
Sachs,
Play is an fit the succe.s.ses, but if block .sales
this season, in Yiddish.
for intermediate atractions are fo
adaptation by Louis Miller from
made, it is believed the syslem would
Chaver Paver's novel.
through be considerably exp'andcd. UnderSachs
was
set
with
Deal
stood that the coin for audience orCharles H. All€n.
ganizing will be devoted in part to
advertising the idea.
.

Whether

Guild will do to meet the problem,
a suggestion being a rule specifically
giving playwrights ownership of all
scripts turned out while they're employed by a producer, \mle.ss they're
hired especially to write that particular play.

minimum ba.^ic
the
Although
agreement still has nearly 14 months
that question is one of a number that have arisen for possible future consideration. Possible revision
of the present regulations governing
Hollywood financing will undoubtThe
edly come up for discussion.
film companies are figured sure to
bring pressure through certain managers for modification of the rules;
while a substantial group of dramatists is known to favor making the
regulations £ven more stringent than
at present.
Fact that the so-called
Wharton-Wilk plan has apparently
been tossed into the limbo virtually
guarantees that the entiie filmfinancing question will come up for
plenty of discussion.
Producers are also expected Io try
to obtain a bigger .slice of the slock
to run,

(Continued on page 50)

the

money

come

will

from the League's general fund, or
be diverted from the levy of 3 cents
per ticket paid by a.i^encies, is not
definite.

Di.spute between the Shuberts and was drawn up and signed by the
Guild and the producers.
Edwin Gilbert regarding ownership Dramatists
There's some question of what the

$6,000.

one thing, it's another
If it
between the managers and the vari-

Uncon-

The basic agreement, in which
Equity agrees not to change policy

Bow

this season, which was the impelling
in Cleveland reason why the.manageTs..sought the

Agitation for Tougher Basic Pact

to

give a performance Friday and Saturday (8-9) because the manager
was unable to pay the show's share,
which was a guarantee, most of the
tickets having been sold in advance.
There was but one performance of
Lo.>«.lo
'Boy' two weeks previous.
LTC on the two attractions Is slight-

isn't

Engagements

With Plays

Shuberts vs. Gilbert Dispute Cues

tvyo days were free, were enio subsistence pay at $5 per
plus reheari^al coin at the rate
weekly or pro rata.

Onslow

company manager and

found him.self not in good
standing with TMAT. When he offered to pay back dues to qualify
for the job, his money was not accepted and he could not accept the
job.
He figured that cost him at
least three weeks' work at $125
weekly.
leaders said that Flynn,
like others in the lA affiliate, had
been suspended because of' 'undedisputes'
bejurisdictional
cided
tween the two unions. That means
that around 300 boxoffice people, including out-of-towners, are similarly
regarded by TMAT, which has appealed to the American Federation
of Labor, charging that lA invaded
its jurisdiction.
Matter may be decided next month by the executive
Auditorium Christmas Day.
council of the AFL.
Gustav A. Gerber, attorney for
TMAT, said that the walk-out of
treasurers la regarded as 'treasonable,' and that whether they paid
dues or not they would not be rec$6,000 ognized as qualified to accept comFeeling bepany managerships.
tween the two unions has been
The Legitimate Theatre Corp. con- smoldering for some time and the
tinues to find IjOs Angeles its most
court action was the spark that fired
troublous booking spot. Outfit was
TMAT people to speak their mind
informed that Merle Armitage, Coast about the boxoftice group.
Proshowman with whom there was a ceedings by TMAT may not await
jam over 'Golden Boy,' has filed e the ruling on jurisdictional rights.
voluntary petition of bankruptcy,
Underlisting liabilities of $12,000.
stood that a major item is money
due LTC. Latter claims that $2,900
is owed on that .<;how, Armitage paying but $250.
Eva LeGallienne, who was booked
into the Philharmonic, which Arm-

of $20

quered.'

a

TMAT

titled
•lay,

is

treasurer, about SO in either
or the treasurers union having the
same rating. 'He was to have handled 'Herself Mrs. Patrick Crowley,'
a legiter which tried out recently,

the Majestic has been a second-run
picture house since 1932 except on
the special occasion of road shows.
Stars of road shows vastly prefer it
to the bigger, newer Municipal AudiThey've been gradually
torium.
weaned over to the Auditorium,
though, since Helen Hayes played
'Victoria Regina' and gave "the big,
mike-equipped house the recommendation of big takings.
Katherine Cornell still holds out
for the Majestic, though, and will
(play there in 'No Time for Comedy,'
Feb. 1. The Lunts who specified the
Majestic last winter have consented
to play Taming of the Shrew' in the

itage

always a potential source of

Maxwell Anderson's 'Key Largo.'
Talking by the usher.s, running up and downstairs and kicking the
iron railings by the coatroom attendants, noisy opening and closing of
doors into the lobby or boxoftice (incidentally letting light shine into
the darkened auditorium) are all distracting to the audience, especially
during the intense moments of the second act.
'Largo' is not only a serious drama about a subject of vital timely
interest, but it is ari expression of the deepest convictions of one of the
leading playwrights of this generation. Anderson probably has been
turning the play over in his rnind for years, and doubtless he was at
least six months completing it. The Playwrights' Co. must have spent
from $25,000 to $36,000 on the production and Paul Muni was brought
from Hollywood to play the leading part. Yet with all the thought,
sacrifice, work and money that have gone into the effort, its effectiveness is being ruined by the callousness or, at the least, thoughtlessness
of the house staff.
That more or less similar .conditions exist in jnany .other theatres
magnifies rather than lessens the evil.

Ys. Treasurers

Battle

staff,

as

E. Reinheimer indicates
their activities will also
include
radio.

Theatrical

Becker

Disturbing noises by the house

irritation in legit theatres, are currently so annoying at the Ethel Barrymore, N. Y., that they actually mar the effectiveness of the play.
Such a condition would be true at any. kind of a show, but are particuls^rly so in the case of an intellectual drama of such quiet intensity

by Howard

TMAT

49

Code

sets

forth

in

detail

(hat the ticket money is to be used
for enforcement, the building of a
reserve fund and establishment of a
special fund which may be rebated
to the agencies next fall.
Should
.euch money be used for the Turner
plan, the brokers are sure to protest.
Organizing of audiences emanates
from the American Theatre Council.
That rather nebulous body has not
been heard from since the legit theatre convention last year, but the
manasers, in securing a continuation
of the basic pact,- more or less as."•ented to furthering the aims of the
council, general aim of which ir lor
the welfare of the stage.

MAY IRWIN LEFT
J176,997 ESTATE
Syracuse, Dec.

May

12.

famed stage comedienne, who died Oct. 2, 1938, left an
estate which has been apprai.sed at
$176,997 gross by Jefferson County
Treasiu'cr Orsen S. Pickard. Deductions bring the net down to $167,012:
Her .son, Harry C. Irwin, will receive half the residuary, and husband, Kurt Eisfeld, will receive the
.same amount.
The sum of $10,000
Koes to Mr.s. Ethel Irwin, a daughterin-law.
Irwin,

'
1

.
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Shows

On Broadway

Plays

carbon-copy

In an assortment ,oI
caricatures there isn't a single believable part, so the cast is hog-tied
from the start. Richard Ainley, s in
ot the London' actor, Henry Ainley,
makes his American debut in the
leading part of the Jew, but he
doesn't do anything to grab even its
Apparently
meagre opportunities.
trying to express the humor in the
character, he smirks through the
part and thereby manages to dull the
edge of some of the play's few sharp
'

lines.

of her numbers are in a familiar
mold, she at least gives them more
bile than they've had in other hands.
A single outright fault in her work
may lie that her program is too long,
running nearly three bOurs, which is

too

much

for a solo presentation.

On

Sunday's bill, several of the
might have been comnre.ssed. or. one' Or two might profitably been omitted.; On the other
hand, her in-character curtain calls
last

numbers

are virtually a

show

Inside Stuff-Legit

Island*— Play-

'The Male Animal'— Herman
Shumlin,
George
'The Unconqurred'
Abbott.
Guthno
'Christmas .Eve'.
McClintic.

—
—

Martha Scott, who drew attention
as the inRcnue in 'Our Town' two
seasons ago, is featured as the girl
She's pretty and plays
stowaway.
with unaffected sincerity, but is sty.Continued from pas*
mied by the part. George Macre.-'.dy
Is as believable as the role of the
and, instead ot framing the regulaGerman allows, and J. Malcolm Dunn
reason, force has been suban acceptable captain, but the tions by
Is
Consequences may be
others are ineffective in transparent stituted.
parts.
Watson Barratt!s_settings are tragic,- he- wrote,, feeling- that, the
brokers will be 'bludgeoned' into
fairly realistic, but .look as if he'd
been cramped by the budget. Regi- compliance.
>
nald Bach's direction has the aroma
Code is also referred to as a weapHobe.
of rural stock.
on, as indicated by the rules for ad(.Withdrawn Saturday (9) after
Gerministration or enforcement.
tevcn performances; printed for the
bcr demands a resumption of discusrecord.)
sions in which the ticket men would
the
if
He asked why,
participate.
intent was not to equitably agree on
the regulations, his clients were
called into conference.
^
All brokers appear to believe that
the code Is 'impossible* to follow,
what with triplicates of orders and
Angna Enters, the mime who once other transactions. They object to
wanted to be a schoolmarm, opened many of the rules -and. In particular,
her season Sunday night (10) with a
to that which permits managers or
recital at the Alvin theatre, New
York. She drew about a three-- Equity people to -inspect, their. jec=.
quarters house at a $2.75 top. which Olds, when even the federal authoriIs pretty tasty biz for a solo per- ties cannot do so without due legal
former using only a piano accompa- process.
nist and a single stagehand. But she's
Question Shuberts' Influence
been on the upbeat as a draw ever
In show circles it was speculated
since she first presented her. unique
upon whether the Shuberts will not
dance-mime performance 10 years
dominate the ticket situation, because
ago.
Previously, she was a legit
actr^s for a short time and before they have more theatres on Broad-

Dance Review

Draws » Horse'—Lee
W. A. Brady.

'Billy

Sliubcrt,

Man Who

Lin-

Killed
•The
coln'— Jos.. W..CaitC3.

The Man Who tame
Co.>— Sam

ner' tChicago
ris.

*Once Upon a Time*
Salzman.
,

to. I>ln-

H. Har-

—

^^Hal

A.

(levivaO- Al.Virtue*
•Easy
drich Si Myer.s.
Donald
'Caribbean Cruise*

—

Hay ward.-

ZIEGFELD GIRLS WILL

REPRISE BENEFIT BALL

attended
Wisconsin.
that

For her

a normal school in way than any other management,
and therefore pay more dues to the
Sunday' bill, Miss League. Doubt was expressed that

last

Enters offered three -preeins among
her 13 numbers.
They included
'Wiener Blut— Vienna, 1939.* a
pathetic sketch about a Viennese
student caught in the Nazi grab; 'End
ot a World' (one of >whose four parts
was a repeat), dealing with women
end the last war, and 'Crackpot
Americana,' pointing a finger at
certain unsavory conditions of U. S.

such a result would eventuate,
being pointed out that in nearly
instances

where

their theatres

it

all

have

attractions- of other producers, the
latter have control of the ticket al-

lotments.

Pointed out, however, that a Shubert lawyer, Milton R. Weinberger,
is also counsel ot the League, and
hardly be expected to be imAmong the repeats were 'American could
partial in cases which might Involve
Ballet— 1914-1916,' satirizing ballroomology of that period; the threes the Shuberts in code matters. There
part 'Vienna Provincial 1910.' a is a supposed check on any one management
tragicomic portrait of a timid girl;
dominating the League or
'Balletomane-Connoisseur.' accurate- code, because only one vote Is perly sub-billed 'Riviera, Stay Away mitted each. In the case of the Shufrom My Door'; 'Oh, the Pain of It,' berts. the vote is for the Select
Thewhich lambasts the Martha Graham atres Corp..
which they operate; and
tradition; 'Mme. Pompadour Soliits solo vote may be cast for that
taire, 1900.' kind of a strip-tease-inreverse; 'Grand Inquisitor,' setting composite enterprise, whether by
Lee
or
J.
J.
oft the sadism of religious persecuIn the opinion of some showmen
tion: 'Boy Cardinal,' a bitter commentary on 16th cenjury Spain; and ticket brokers, there may be
'Aphrodisiac* a merciless etching of other angles for the Shuberts so far
a Paris prostitute; 'Odalisaue,' a as the ticket situation
goes. For many
voluptuous view of harem life, and years the firm
has had agency con'Artist's Life,' a ludicrous burlesque
tacts, 'which probably applies curof amateur painters.
rently.
Pre,<!cnce
of
Equity
In the enMiss Enters has an extraordinary
talent for limning her subjects in forcement setup may be another
vividl.v graphic terms,
frequently check, however, against any dominablending the comic and pathetic tion ot the ticket matter.
moods. She rarely falls Into the
error of overemi)hasis. but usually
Jabs across, her point by the subletest
If
ot expressions or movements.
rural

the latter turned back lts international charter in 1919 tp the American
Federation ot Labor, the franchise went to Equity, which at the time virtul
ally constituted bU there was to the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America.
.

'

life member of the White Rats
or
American Artists, which followed it and which wai
would be given the same membership rating in Equity

An agreement was made whereby any
the Federation ot
1929,

iipon request. Aboul 30 were listed on a verified list as being entitled to
Fact that Whyte did not make apjoin, about half becoming Equityites.
plication until after a long lapse did not disqualify him and council granted

him the desired membership.
Whyte sought the Equity afTiliation as an aid in joining the American
Federation of Radio Artists. Life members of Equity, like others, may
join th<N radio union by pnyment of half the initiation fee and .50% ot the
dues. Whyte has been writing radio material and figures membership in

AFRA

to be advantageous.

Betty Grablc made her Broadway debut in 'Du Barry Was a Lady,' 46lh
Street, N. Y., but it is not her first appearance in legit. First stage assignment of the. kind was in 'Tattle Tales,' the Frank Fay-Barbara Stanwyck
revue, which was presented in 1933. She did not come east with the show,
however, leaving it in San Francisco, where she was seen by Ted Fio Rito,
who engaged her. to appear with his band. 'Tales' was played at the Broadhuist when it came to the metropolis, going into the red for more than
$100,000.

Demand

—

-

-

for 'Du Barry' is indicated by a continuous line at the box
and the readine.ss with which tickets have been disposed ot. Third
performance was a benefit aftair for the Irvington House, which turned
in. the 'Follies' and other Ziegfeld
back $1,500 worth of tickets, with a top ot $12.50 (regular scale is $4.40
musicals, and which rai;;es coin for
top).' Box office had no trouble in disposing ot the entire amount which
aid of needy members, will again
had been the organization turned back.
It
hold a bcneru ball.
'Du Barry' involves a production outlay of more than $100,000. Most ot
reported that a performajice of 'The
Women' would supplant that fixture. the coin, if not all, was invested by B. G. (Buddy) De Sylva, it being his

The

Ball

Club,

Ziegfcld

is

an organiza-

who formerly appeared

tion of girls

dated for April. 6 at the StapAstoria, New
, Waldorf

office

first eflprt

as a producer.'

RObf,

light

•

ANGNA ENTERS

Gordon Whyle, formerly of the stage and one-time trade paper reporter
has been made a life member of Equity without financial obligation, under
an arrangement which dates back to the eclipse of the White Rats. When

abandoned in

'Kindred'- Edward Choale.
The White Plume*— Shubcrls.

in themselves.

Madeleine Marshall played the ofTpiano accompaniments. Miss

stage
Enters will offer a din"eren,t program
at the same house next Sunday night
(17) and matinee performances Dec.
2C and 28. She'll then leave on her
Hooe.
usual nationwide tour.

Tix Code Lashed

-

13, 19,19

wrights.

some

FOREIGNERS
talks aboul nearly everythins under
the sun, it nes-er seems to get anything said.

Rehearsal

in

On An

'Two

.Continued Irom paje 48_

WcJncsduy, Dccciiibcr

start of "The Woman Brown,' at the Biltmore. N. Y., last Friday
inspired an unusual crop ot sarcastic cracks by the first-nighters.
Glancing at the program before the curtain rose, playgoers saw listed a
bit player with the same name as Jack Gould, nicmber of the New York
Times dramatic stafT, who was present. That kept Gould busy with explanations.
Adricnne Ames, who bowed out of the cast a week before it opened, got
a' better all-around break than anyone connected with the show.
Her
picture was used In the previous Sunday papers and when she went to
the Biltmore, N. Y., to attend tlie preem she received a bouquet and a batch
Then Richard Watts, jr.. Herald
of opening-night wires from friends.
Tribune, wrote next morning that because she had withdrawn from the
cast Miss Ames was the only one to be congratulated on the play.
And
in the early editions of the Sun her picture was used with Richard Lockr
ridge's review.

Dismal

York.

The Zieggy beauts

have a

will

dif-

ferent type of floor .show this season,
instead of the costume and specialty
event which was formerly featured.
Most of the girls proudly point out
th.at they have retained_tlicir_figjiies,
but when the club met at the apart-

ment

of Gladys Feldman Braham,
president, they decided that
the
customers should get a change of
pace.

2 Quick Flops
Another brace of fast flops went
Broadway's
off
last
week.
list
'

'Swingin' the Dream.* with colored
performers principally, slopped" at
the Center Saturday (9) after one
week and our days, one ot the season*s most costly failures so far.
Takings, around $12,000, were puny
in large house and evidently w^as the
reaction to a weak press.

(B)

Nick Holde is now company manager of 'Yokel Boy,' succeeding Leon
who resigned to rejoin the Sam H. Harris outfit and who will
handle, the Chicago company of 'The Man Who Canie to Dinner,* which
opens in BulTalo next week. Spachner toured back with 'You Can't Take
It With You' for the same management.
Hplde has been adviser to Lew Brown, who produced 'Yokel.' since before the show was produced and he passed on the booking contract when
the Majestic was chosen for the show. He did not accept the company

Spachner,

managership because ot handling Norman Bel Gcddes' 'Crystal Lassies' at
the World's Fair, Spachner was given a portable radio by the 'Yokel'
.
company.

life.

—

—

'SWINGIN' THE
Opened Nov. 29,

DREAM
'39.

Most

flrst-strlngers opined this musiversion
'Midsummer
cal
of

NIehl's Dream' was an excellent
poorly
executed.
Idea,
but

Lockridee
(Sun)
said,
'lacks
imagination which would have
turned it from a conglomeration
Into a fantasy.* Atkinson (Times)
pointed out

It

was a 'good Idea

indlflerentlr exploited.' Variety
(Abel) declared It an 'interesl-

Inf experiment.'

'

'Foreigners' stopped same night
at the Belasco after playing seven
performances. It, too, failed to get

the nod of the critics and, after the
premiere, little coin showed at the

FOREIGNERS

HARRIS
and

ot players at $40.
Equity
has a check on that because duplicates of contracts are filed there, but
the percentage of the lowest paid

people in proportion to the total engaged has not been computed lately.
Stated by the average actor, however, that most engagements are contracted for more than $50 and that

SHORE
NOW
ROXY. NEW YORK
p. S. —Harris and Shore are
now under tha personal man-'
agement ot

JACK CURTIS
LEO MORRISON OFFICE
New York and Hollywood

move will benefit
new performer.

error.

5, "39.

Frederick

Critics all

Lonsdale's

comedy as an obvious
Watts (Tribune) said It

was 'mere earnest than effective.'
Whipple (World-Telegram) declared,

about

tion

*I

Its

have

grave

doubts

success.'

became known, there were some

Equityiles

who

figured that a small

the less gifted,

group had engineered the move, but
the preponderance in favor dispelled

Producers' Angles
Contended, too. that most of the
$40 people are bit players, therefore
not usually important In performance. It is expected that producers,
when considering plays calling jfor
five or six bit parts, will delete two
or three from the script, or suggest
that to the author when revisions arc

that reckoning.
Some still believe
that Equity's council system is outmoded. A quorum consists of seven,
despite the size ot the body. When
the 'Actors Forum' was active a couple of seasons ago, the militant members would watch for sessions when
few councillors were present and

the

or

SYLVIA

Opened Dec.
stamped
satirical

number

NORMAN

made.
General argument among proponents of the increase is that actors
should get as much, if not more than
stagehands.
That
contention
is
viewed as somewhat fallacious, It being pointed out that men in the crew
have a fixed wage scale, while there
is no limit to salaries which may be
earned by actors. Ha may receive
$40 this season, but it is possible that
he may earn $500, or more, a season
or so hence.

When

the lifted

minimum

resolu-

William T. Blair, manager of the Playgoers, a local subscription group
Cleveland which patronizes legit attractions, was in New York last
to bolster bookings to the stand.
The situation concerning relief
measures appears to be distorted in most of the press accounts dale-lined
from Ihere. Understood that the real difficulty consists of dilTcrenccs of
opinion between the mayor and the state administration.
Blair stated that employment in Cleveland is steadily increasing with
an upturn in business,' and that the amount of new building is also steadily
in

week

going up.

boxoffice.

Call Equity

.Continued from page 4T_

Katharine Hepburn sufTcred what her physician diagnosed as an apShe didn't miss any performances of 'Tlie
pendicitis attack last week.
Philadelphia Story,' at the Shubert, N. Y.. but her understudy was in the
wings during the Tuesday night (5) performance, ready to go on at a
moment's notice. Actress felt fully recovered next day, however, and has
been all right since.
'Story' will lay off after Saturday night (16), resuming Dec. 28. Most
members of the cast will use the vacation for trips out of iown and Misi
Hepburn will go to her home in Hartford, Conn.

were then able to jam through resolutions which may not have usually
been adopted, since a mere majority
vote

is

required.

Since

managers

the

basic

will be

pact

with

the

he was employed by Select. The
Shuberts assert that under the employment
contract
li
the
play

Shuherts-Gilbert

theirs.
The
tion through

.Continued from page 49_

author sought arbitrathe Dramaiisls Guild
'

tlie Authors League of America,
which appointed one arbitrator, the
manager another, both agreeing on a
third.
Justice Wasservogel decided

of

rights ot plays produced on Broadway, since in recent seasons this has
been revealed as a juicy source of

income. At present the managerial
end shares In the stock rights for that the Guild's rules were not aponly three years, after which the au- plicable In this case.
thor gets it all. Dramatists, on the
other hand, are expected to seek.
ti.qhter restrictions on the importation
of foreign plays (with the added possibility that by the time the pact is
up for negotiation the Guild will
have cemented ties with the French
and English playwrights). Another
possible Guild objective would be a
change requiring all authorship royalties to be paid to the Guild and an
extension of the Guild's right to require managers to post bonds.
Gilbert's Suit

N. Y.

supreme court Justice

Isidor'!

Wasservogel has denied an application by Edwin Gill>ert, playrlght,
for arbitration of his dispute with
the Select Operating Corp. (Shu-

|

changed for 194041, it will be necessary for Equity
to serve notice of cancellation by bcrts). Gilbert was employed in NoMarch 1 next, since 90 days notice vember of 193B to July, 1939, by'
of discontinuance is required by Select at $50 weekly to write litereither side. That would automatically ary material. During the period of
take Equity out ot the ticket code his employment he wrote' a play
setup, but In the interim there may tilled 'Soothe the Savage Beast'
developments to satisfy both
t>e
It is claimed by Gilbert that the
sides.
play was written outside the time

I

'

,

,
'

;

wr

i

ivTrr''C¥A
WANTED:

IS dramiillc actor*

„„d

..tr«.s«r..

»»

typsii; llvliiv In t'lilraito or vklnlt>:
muKt have Hlaie and raillo
fncft only thoM of nnfMrlttr nblllt.v
n«fd apply. Give full niinllfli'"*'''"'

In Irtter, aire,
earloiie pliolo;
tial.

dolph

B«K H«,
St.,

hrlflit,

weight

;

aluo
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LEGITIMATE GROSSES

WedneBday, December 13, 1939

W

Chi Believes in Santa;

Corrent Road Shows

Hot 28G

(Week

Wt $12,000

In Fmale; 'Children 30th

week.

last

Also getting,

new

life

last

excellent gross.- Will stick past the
first of the year and will give way
to

'Hot Mikado' Jives

another Aldrich and Myers show,

•Easy Virtue,' skeddcd for the Selwyii Jan. 8.
'Springtime for Henry' slipped a
at the Erlanger, but came up
with a satisfying take. Will play till
Christmas at the Erlanger and then
shift to the Grand for another fortnight slay. Switches to make room
for George White's 'Scandals.'
little

•Outward Bound' slumped from its
week at 'the Harris. Will go
one more session and then blow,
with No. 2 company of 'Man Who
Came to Dinner' arriving Christmas
Day, being figured for a long run at
necbnd

.

In

to

Baltimore, Dec. 12.
sale, 'Three

good advance

Three,' at Ford's, is first booking here this year to attempt a $3.30
Ibp.
Last week 'The Hot Mikado,'
at the same house, attracted a steady,
profitable gross at $2.22.
On the calendar is George Ab.

bott's

pre-Broadway

effort

Ayn

of

Rand's drama; 'The Unconquered,'
with Eugenie Leonlovich heading the
the Maryland Dec. 25,
and 'Outward Bound,' due at Ford's
Jan. 1 as the third of six plays
promised under the American Theatre Society-'Theatre Guild subscripcast, slated for

system inaugurated here

tion

this

year.

EsUmalcs
'Leave

for Last

On

shot upwards an4 finished
last of three good weeks to bright
Ballet Russe arrives at$28,000.
houfe Dec. 26. staying till Jiln. 4.
•My Dear Chliaren,' Sclwyn (30th

Scampered up
(1.000; $2.75).
last week and snagged brilliant $12,000.
set to close Chi
week)
again

Now

6.

Bound,'
Harris
(Sd
•Outward
week) tl.OOO; $2.75). With aid of
Arnerican Theatre Society subscriptions, held to okay $9,000 last week.
Sprlnetime for Henry,' Erlanger

Edward
(4th week) 0,400; $2.75).
Everett Horton revival has caught
on and did neat $12,000 last week.

PHIUY SLOW; "TONlGHr
SCANT

$9,000,

BUT

by

•Leave It to Me' (William Gaxton,
Victor Moore< Sophie Tucker)—
English, Indianapolis (11-13); Hart-

man, Columbus (14-16).
•Mamba's Daughter

—

more) Selwyn, Chicago.
'No Time for Comedy' (Katharine

week.
Last night's newcomers were the
Sremiere of 'John Henry,' with Paul
obeson, at the Erlanger and George
'Scandals,' at the Forrest.
'Scandals' is in for two weeks with
• not-too-inspiring advance.
Estimate for Last Week

White's

TsDicbt Wc Dance,' Locust (l.>:t
week) (1.500: $2.85). Notices EO-so
except lor stor. and ' biz about the
same, Sc:mt $9,000.

—

Davidson, Milwaukee (10Parkway, Madison (14); Lyceum,

Minneapolis (15-16).
•Outward Bound' (Laurelte Taylor,
Florence Reed) Harris, Chicago.
'Red Bumble Bee' (Leo CarriUo)
Curran, San' Francisco.

—

LUNTSSOCKO
lOOOINLA.

6G, N. H.

last

week with

in

limited

the orchestra to take care of the
boiled-shirt contingent at the opening.

Clifford C. Fischer's 'Folies Bergere'
at El Capitan, Hollywod,
Sunday (10) after six prosperous
weeks, and heads for New York
where the Shuberts are to present it.
Repeat of 'Blossom Time' at

—

Lunt, Lynn
Fontanne) Biltmore,
Angeles.
•Three
After
Tliree'
(Simone
Simon, Mary Brian, Milzi Green)
Ford's, Baltimore.
'Tobacco Road' (Slim Timblin)
Plymouth, Boston.
"Tobacco Road' (John Barton)
Orpheum, Marion, HI. (11); Marlow,
Herrin, 111. (12); Marlow. Murphysboro,

III.

(14);

Granada, Mt. Vernon.

(13); Illinois, Centralia, III.
111. (15);

Jacksonville, 111. (16).
'Toniebt MVe Dance' (Ruth Chatterton)— Locust, Philadelphia.
'When. We Are Married' (Alison
Skipworth) Wilbur, Boston.
Illinois,

—

CRIX,

MAYOR'S RAVES UP

'ABF TO $25,800 IN DET.

for nifty $19,000.

'Bloasam Time,' Playhouse. Hollywood (.Ul week) (1,130; $1.10). Repeat of this operetta developing

Detroit. Dec.

Dark

12.

week, Cass reopened
strength at boxoffice. First stan^.a here Dec. 4 wilh 'Abe Lincoln in
of two weeks booking brought neat Illinois' and did sellout business.
With town only newly recovering
$2,000.
from longest strike in automotive
history, show could have done a big
.second week with Raymond Massey.
but future commitments nixed extra
stay.
Even the balcony was gone
days in advance of the opening.
IN
NIFTY $16,000
Funny sidelight on play came out
for

a

prn

Pitt-sburgh. Dec. 12.
Ethel Walerj!' 'Mamba's Davighlers'
returned the Nixon to its winning
habits last week afler a disastrous
session .with the Ruth Chattcrton

Set to follow are 'White Plume,"
'Three After Three.' 'My Dear Children' and 'Tobacco Road' for 'stcenth
lime.

Estimate, (or I>aKt

Week

'Mamba's Daughters.' Nixon (2.100:
Corking $16,000 for Ethel

Waters
straight

show,

very

drama and

big here (or
particularly a

To

'KisB Boys'

wie

'Vork critics selection as
best foreign-authored
play, couldn't pull it into the really
big coin.
Hou.-^e
Current is 'Hot Mikado.'

it

as

last

SYzG, Toronto
Toronto, Dec.

^

M«
Close

12.

New

sea.son's

goes dark next week and rclisshls
Christmas night with 'The White

^°y^ Goodbye' grossed
Jo $9,500, very satisfactory, at Plume.'
'^

Royal

Alexandra,

here last week.

Top was

$2.50.

1,541-seater.

decline

sharply

as

as

usual

Estimate for Last Week
•The While Steed.' National

$2.75).

Approximately

1

$12,500.

1,698:

Story.' $17,500: 'Margin for Error.'
$15,000:
'Ladies
and Gentlemen'
(leaving after the holidays), $14,000;
'Little Foxes.' $10,500; 'Time of Your
Life,'
$11,000:
'Farm
of
Three
.

Echoes.' S8.500,
Seven,' $8,000.

and

No new shows
week:

'Billy

house; 'Once
Stage,

and

'Morning's

At

drama making slirti
York but plenty on

profit

in

New

tour; Will Geer
replaced .lames D. Barton as lead on

Monday

(11).

'Too Many Girls,' Imperial (8th,
(M-lj468; $4.40).
Has been'
leading the list in gross; now has
contender
in
'Du Barry'; again

week)

quoted as approximating $30,000.
'Very Warm for May,' Alvinn (5th

•Hanlet,' 44th Street, full length
version back for five-week repeat;
started fairly

well; $13,000 at $2.75

top.

•Pins

and Needles,' Windsor {106th

week)
this

Draws
Uoon
'Steel,'

week.

Next

a Horse.' PlayTime.' Labor

a

(R-96I;
$1.65).
Steadily
profitable; costs little to operate and
admission top is modest; should go
right along into the spring; $7,000

Provincetown and

better.

•She Gave Him All She Had,' Uncle
Sam's Music Hall.
Cafe meller,
Estimates, for Last Week
'DuBarry Was a Lady,' 46th Street burlesqued; hardly clashes with legit
presentations.
(2d week) (M-1,375; $4.40). Looks
like Broadway's new ieader; over

Playhouse.

,

$25,000 in first six times; figured to
top $30,000 this week and may belter
that pace.
'Farm of Three Ecboies,' Cort (3d
week) (CD-1,059; $3.30). Lagged for
a time, then perked and turned in
clo.se to $8,500 first full week; ap-

pears to have moderate chances.
'Foreigners,'
Belasco.
Doubtful
press; taken off Saturday (9) after
seven performances.

Winter

•Hcllzapoppin,'
Garden
(65th week) (R-1.671; $3.30). New
edition went on Monday (11) and
fresh laughs ought to improve business, which has been holding to fine

money;

last

week

$24,000.

in Detroit's conservative mayor
ing overboard for 'Abe' and recomroad in January; business still profitmending that everybody see the able though
eased off in past four
play, which includes Lincoln's adweeks- $14,000 estimated.
vocacy of rieht to strike. (Act III.
'Life with Father,' Empire (6th
Scene IX). Press raves also helped week)
(C-1.096; $3.30).
Vies with
mishtily.
•

after

New Haven, Dec. 12.
colored show.
San Carlo Opera troupe stopped oflf
the Shubert for four weekend
(8-10). doing four different 'Steed' Gallops
operas to good shelf biz but only
tepid lower-floor response. Perform$12,500 in Capital
ances drew high critical praise and
Washington, Dec. 12.
stand would probably have resulted
m better gro.>:s had it not been for 'The While Steed,' backed up by
the usual pre-Xmas letdown.
American Theatre Society subscribup one ' of its best
chalked
ers,
Estimate for Last Week
stanzas of its. post-Broadway tour
„ ??" Carlo Opera Co„ Shubert la.'st week at the Cap's only legiler.
.'1,600; $2.75).
Four shows CAida,' but good notices and hefty bally on
gar-

not

'Key Largo,' Barrymore (3d week)
(D-1,096; $3.30). Lower-priced tickets
sold out into February, indicating
.that winter stay is likely; rated at
$17,000 last week, plenty okay.
'Ladies and Gentlemen' Beck (9th
go- week) (C-1,214;
Slated for
$3.30).

ETHEL WATERS-mMBA'

at

'TraviaU,' 'Trovatore')
nered fair $6,000.

Woman Brown' is rated having little
chance at the Biltmore. Repeat date
of 'Hamlet,' however, shows life at
the 44th Street. It topped $13,000 its
first week at $2.75 top and the advance indicates much belter grosses
for the five-week engagement.
The legits got few breaks from the
dual Thanksgiving but business did

—

Rim opened Los

a $5.50 premiere and

virtual sellouts have marked each
performance to date. Manager Peter
Ermatinger had to add 40 chairs in

shows

Faust,'

.

..

'

Shrew' at the Biltmore

two-week engagement.

$2.75).

Op

quoted at $10,500 and figured to stay
well into the winter.
•The Philadelphia Story,' Shubert
cording to indications. It drew a (38th week) (C-1,367; $3.30).
Exstrong press generally and in the pected to play through winter;
first six performances takings were
somewhat affected by newer sucover $25,000. Estimated capacity of cesses but with $17,500 grossed last
the house is $33,000. Demand for week, .still in big money.
tickets in the agencies and the long
'The Woman Brown,' Biltmore (2d
boxoffice line point to big money. week) (D-g91; $3.30). Opened Fri'Tgio Many Girls' has been topping
day (8); drew heavy panning.
the list, approaching $30,000. New
•The World We Make,' GUild (4th
edition
of
'Hcllzapoppin,'
which week) (D-914; $3.30). Extra-space
opened Monday (11), figures t<j be ads for drama, which has drawn
well up in the going.
mildly to date; around $8,000.
Except 'DuBarry.' premieres of the
'Time of Your Life,' Booth (8th
past two weeks unfolded little suste- week) (CD-704; $3.30).
Commands
nance.
'Swingin' the Dream' was profitable attendance, and likely to
taken off Saturday (9) after showing play irilo the spring; rated around
less than two weeks at the Center. $11,000.
'Foreigners' was yanked from the
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest
(314th
-Belasco
after seven- times.
!The week) -(C-1.107; $1.65). .-Record-run

—

We Dance.' Broad"Mamba's Dautrhter.s' opened at the
hit got away to slow start but
Cass la.st night (Monday).
rave reviews for star's perEsUmate (or Last Week
formance hit the streets, biz picked
'Abe Lincoln in Illlnoiii,' Ca.<^s
up sharply. House had two of llic (L.-iOO; $3.30). Big
$25,800 for eight
Stronia: $6,500, Memphis biggest mats in some time, stiuidees
pc;fo)m<:nce.';..
even extending to gallery;
Memphi.o, Dec. 12.
Nixon has 'Kiss Boys Goodbye'
Tobacco Ro:;d' comuany with John
week
Barton gro.>:scd s'lrong $6,500 for six currently, then darkens next
Pemberton Enlarging
performances in lour days at local except for Mask and Wig Club (U. of
Xmr.s
until
one-nighter.
Orpheum, last week. Same troupe Penn.)
iiiss Boys' Road Tour
played there l:;sl ycr.r to less money, night, when 'Hot Mikado' comes in.

San Carlo

Looks Up, While Leaders Hold Pace
'DuBarry Was a Lady,* which
opened at the 46th Street, last week,
is Broadway's new gross leader, ac-

•Scandals'
(Willie- and
Eugene
Forrest, Philadelphia.
'Seventh Heaven' (Charles Farrell)

How-rd)

way

result of press criticism pointing to
removal of naughty verbiage.
With the works back this time, and
the crix so saying, audience reaction
at the b.o. had a proportional cITecl.

W

during the first week of December. week)
(M-1,355;
$i.m..
SUrled
The long stayers are mostly affected sloSvly but management confident of
but there is n generous number 6£ belterment; rated bit over -$13,000;
attractions getting important money
Technical Highschool, Kingston, and the. leaders are not figured to quite light for major musical.
•Yokel Boy,' Majestic (24th week)
Ont. (11); His Majesty's, Montreal drop materially.
(R-1.107; $3.30). Has been somewhat
(12-16).
Top straight shows: 'Man Who affected but still bettering even
Los Angeles, Dec. 12.
'Springtime for Henry' (Edward Came to Dinnei-,' $19,500: 'Life with break with la.st week's takings estiAlfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
Father.' $18,500: '.Skylark. $18,000: mated at
around $17,000.
are pulling heavy trade with their Everett Horton) — Erlanger, Chicago. 'Key Largo.'
$17,000; 'Philadelphia
•Taming of the Shrew' (Alfred
version of "Tjie Taming of the
ADDED

show. 'Tonight

John Barton 'Road* Co.

New

'

The Forre.'Jt and the Erlanger were wood (6th-final week) (1,560: $1.10).
both dark, which left only 'Tonight Extra dav (10) added to final week

We Dance.' at the Locust, to represent legit. The show got tepid notices
with Ruth Chatterlon, the star, getting mo.>!t of the favorable attention.
Up until mid-week, there was talk
of cutting cnnagement down to a
single week, but a Inst-minute decision held it for its allotted second

$25,000;

.

(Ethel

s'

Cornell)

'Folies Bercerc,' El Capitan. Holly-

licity.

Phila-

Boys Goodbyie'—Nixon,

Built to sellout late in the week.

Thanksgiving and Hollywood Playhouse is profiling..
the Army-Navy football game, PhilaEstlmate.B for Last Week
last
week and
delphia
lapsed
'Taminr et the Sbrew.' Biltmore
even the one house didn't do well.
The final banning of 'Mulatto,' after (1st week) (1,700; $3.50). Swank
B court hearing, nixed what appeared opening piled up around $3,300 and
to be excellent chances for real coin rest brought take to $20,000, big. One
at the Walnut following all the pub- more stanza to go.
spurred

biz,

Henry'— Erlanger's,

•John

delphia.
'Kiss the
Pittsburgh.

Waters)- Cass, Detroit.
'My Dear Children' (John Barry-

H.O. wound up

Philadelphia, Dec. 12.
After two weeks' of glowing legit

Washington.

tional,

'I Married an Angel'- (Dennis King)
—Texas, San Antonio (U-12); Plaza,
El Paso (14); Rialto, Tucson (15);
Orpheum, Phoenix (16).

Estimate for Last' Week
'Hot Mikado,' Ford's (1,900; $2,22).
First musical to stop here in .some
time attracted satisfactory $15,700.

Week

It to Me,' Auditorium (3dfinale
(4,000; $3.30).

week)

run Jan.

White, Fresno (13); City Auditorium,
Oakland (15); SUte. San Jose (16).
'Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson )— Na-

13);

notice,

Times

Victoria, Victoria (15'-16).

the house.

final

First 6

Time'—Playhouse, Holly-

Eva Le Gallienne (Repertory)—
in Balto Civic
Auditorium, Pasadena (11);

To $15,700

week After

was the John Barrymore show, 'My
Dear Children,' which climbed to an

(11);

wood.
Colbourne - Jones (Repertory)
Empress, Vancouver (11-14); Royal

12.

Going Into pre-Xmas finds only
Ihree houses operating, but with the
coming of Christmas, the town will
have plenty of legit
The final week of 'Leave It to Me'
wound up its three-week stay in the
big Auditorium with its best take

Toledo

SI

New B way Leader,

(Raymond

Illinois'

Hanna, Cleveland (12-16).
'Blossom

Chicago, Dec.

DuBarry Seen

of Dec. 11)

'Abe Lincoln In

Massey)— Paramount,

VARIETY

'MA' Neat

lOG, Sticks

For Rud; Sknoiie Show

OK

$17,000, Paces Hob
Boston, Dec.

12.

'Tob.icco Road,' originally booked
for two weeks, will stay indefinitely,
moving over from the Plymouth to
the Majestic Christmas Night. 'Three
After Three' shaped up as a better
possibility during its second and
final stanza here last week.
Bob
Alton has been called in to insert
some new dance routines and the
chorus is being augmented in Baltimore this week.
'When We Are Married' got cool
press and a pallid gross on its initial

week

here:
Night will see three
openings:- "Tonight We Dance',

Christmas

Hub

with Ruth Chatlerton: 'Slrawhat Revue' (revised), with Phil Baker, and
'Mamba's Daughters', with Ethel
Wiitcr.s.
'Young Man with a Horn'
is penciled in for Jan. 22 opening at

new comedies and only hou.se
limits
weekly takings from the Colonial.
equaling gros.s of any straight show;
EsOmateii for Last Week
$18,500; claims advance .sale over
•Three Afler Three', Shubert (2d$83,000; average mail .orders quoted final v.'neb) (1,.W0; $3.30)— Improved
at 483 daily.
sound equipment gives Simone Si'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Music mon a chpnce to project, and reBo:: (9lh week) (C-1.012: $3.30). Sock vi.sions make this musical look much
laugh f\mw is (he str.-iight play better th;'n on oDcnin:; night. Final
lender with around $19..'>00; Chicago week's 17.000 encouraging.
comp.Tny. bein? readied, opens in
'Tobacco
Road',
Plymouth (3d
best of
size

BufTalo nc>:t week.
week) (1.480; $1.65)—On a small nut
•Margin for F.rror,' Plvmouth (7(h this one looks like a winner. Wordweek)
Definite of-mouth comment on .Slim Timblin,
<D-1.0.36;
$3.30).
stayer; appeal is not limited to sects IcaUircd, is one reason, and the
anti-Nazi
laugh
meller
is popular-priced
and
.scale
is
another.
flourishing; approached .^15.000; e;:- Moves over to the Majestic Dec. 25,
ccllont in prt-Xmas ofli-sh going.
probably at $1.10 top. Third weak
'Mornlns's At Seven,' Longacrc (3d dandy $10,000. best relative biz in
road all season.
When .-^how has week) (C-1.019; $3.30).
Another town. This is the second touring
played the few key spots neither new laugh show lh.it sh3uld make company of 'Road.' the other featouring company visited la.st year, the grade: helped by Theatre Guild turing John Barton.
he said 'Boys' nii.<{ht go to Chicago sub.'-cription; over $8,000 last week,
'When We Are Married', Wilbur
(1st week) 11.227; $2.75— Attracting
and try to get a run there at $1 top. okay.
'See My Lawyer,' Adelphi (12lh Ihin patrona;(e after poor reception
No. 2 troupe was in Chicago for four
week) (C-1.434: $1.10). Moved here by the reviewers.
Cast changes
months last .sea.son.
For road dales in keys. 'Boy.'!' is from the Biltmore, and wilh top re- rumored. Around $5,000 for initial
duced, got around $6,000. profitable; stanza.
Boston, Philadelgetting $2 scale.
may stay through winter.
phia and Pittsburgh were the only
•Skylark,'
Morosco (9th week)
three big cities show didn't ploy (C-961; $3.30). Few shows sold out
is
Present company
year ago.
nil performances last week; but this
headed by Lucia Lull, as Cindy Lou. hit drew solcndid takings not far
and has all but three members of from $18,000.
•Streets of Pari.s;' Broadhnrst (2e:h
the original Broadway cast.
Has been
Klein also said Pemberton may week) (R-1.116: $4.40).
Davenport. la.. Dec. 12.
hold up production of Paul Horgan's easini; nff along with most run atLa.st week's one nighters through
'Death Mr. President' until wave of tractions but .still turning an opcrating
oroni: $19,000.
the
midwest for 'No Time for
LIncolniana, which will get a new
Pittsburgh, Dec.

12.

Marry Klein, general manager for
Brock Pcmbertnn, here ahead of
l<is.«! Boys Goodbye' last week, snid
producer might make an clVort to
keep Clare Boot he comedy on the

'mm* GREAT 34G
IN 6

impetus by .screen version of 'Abe
Lincoln in Jllinoi.s' (RKO) shortly,
Th.nt probably
has subsided a bil.
moons 'Nutmeg Tree' will be his
next .show, depending upon Gladys
f!rnr;v'>; r'v.iilability.

MIDWEST STANDS

'Swingin'
the
Dream,'
Center. Comedy.' .starring Katharine Cornell
Taken off Saturday (fl); played week and fc.ntiu-iny Franci? Lederer, drew
and four days: flr.st full wee):,. around n sma.' h $34,600. Show wound up at
S12.000. resulted in decision to clo.so. the Orpheum hero Saturday (9).
'The Little Foxes.' National (44th
Other .•nots plrycd were 'Tulsa,
week) (D-l.inS: S3.30). Not off as Wichita. Kan.sa.>. CHy, Omaha r-^--.
much i.s mo.sl others Inst week: Det- Moines.

'
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New Daily's Plans Delayed
That the projected new tab for
York, reputedly to be called
P. M., will not be realized for some
time is Indicated in the action of
Edward Stanley, principal fifiiuc in
the enterprise, in taking chaise of
the Washington, D. C, headquaitcrs

New

Stanley will handle all'
publicity for the candidate from the
national capital.
Announced recently by Stanley
that he was taking a leave of absence
from the organization set up to work
out plans for the proposed paper
since he's not needed for the time

V. McNutt.

Fllmcr's

Short Stories

His second book of short stories
has just been published by Lewis

who recently made his
debut in Universal's 'First
Love.' Volume is tabbed 'Portraits'
and, like its predecessor, 'Talos and
Sketches,' was privately published
being. Understood that the contem- for the player by his father, wealthy
plated paper is hot yet in desirable New York attorney.
Shape, and lack of sufficient financHoward has been slated into new
ing as yet is also reported.
Deanha Durbin at U, and left for
Quarters in which the planned pa- the Coast last Wednesday i7) after
per is being mulled are still being several weeks east.
maintained in the Time building,
with no reduction in personnel.

New Type
number

of

of

Howard,
screen

Tab

former members of

Acquires 2d Sheet
Lincoln O'Brien, exec editor of the
Boston Evisning Transcript befot-e its
financial reorganization some months
ago, at the same time directing the
Athol (Mass.) Daily News, which he
owns, has acquired another paper,
the Claremont (N. H; ) Daily Eagle.
O'Brien will make his home in the

the editorial staff of Time mag are
planning a new type of newspaper,
in tab siz and produced in offset
in
lithographyi to be published
Hartford, Conn., shortly after the
It's to be
New Hampshire city, in active
start of the new year.
known as the Hartford Newsdaily, charge of his new publishing property. He continues to retain possesand is to sell for a nickel.
Sponsors of daily are Bice Clemow sion of the Athol paper.
(^HATTER
formerly press editor of Time, and
No Conjunctions
also a former picture editor of the
The Corliss 'Lamonts have a new
who will be
'Forgive Us Our Trespasses,' novel daughter.Press,
Associated
editor; Arthur G. Newmyer, Jr.; by Lloyd C. Douglas, takes a vigorPeter B. Kyne overhis long illness,
Francis G. Smith,. Jr.; Jonathan Kil- ous rap at. newspaper syndicates. and scribbling again.
bourn; Clarence Grand Taylor, and It's said to be due to the author's
Educational Book Co. formed by
bitter experience with a syndicate in
Ellsworth Grant
John J. Crawley in N. Y.
Content of the publication will be connection with an earlier novel.
Story which contains the rap is
Dorothy Hurst named publisher of
about evenly divided between reading and pictorial matter, with all now being offerfed by King Features Congratulations Magazine.
news to be rewritten and depart- for newspaper serialization.
Everywoman's Magazine to sell for
«)entalized.
3c, makes initial appearance Jan. 5.

NEW PEBIODICALS

Jerome Beatty doing a book from
mag on data he collected on his round-thepublished in New York;- Pe- world tour.
Brace of the U. S. publication rights riodical is to carry interpretative arGavin Holt, whose 'The Theme Is
to the -works of the French scribbler, ticles on films, together wifh reviews
Georges Simenon, American read- and production items. Will sell Murder' is just out, is really tagged
Charles Rodda.
ers will finally get a glimpse of the for 10c.

Whattaman SImenon
With the acquisition by Harcourt,

Film Survey, arty monthly

pix,

writings of perhaps the most prolific author since Edgar Wallace.

.

Illustrative
Sirtienon's
huge
of
output, Harcourt has merely taken
25 of the Frenchman's novels for the
time being. Because of the 20 or
so pseudonyms used by Simenon, it's
really not known just how many
novels he's written. Some estimates
place It at nearly 300, and he's still
turning them out as fast as ever.
To get the Simenon novels before
the public within reasonable periods,
Harcourt plans to publish two of
them Jo a volume. Like the late
Edgar Wallace, Simenon is best
known for his whodunits. He has,
however,, written a number of serious books, too.

Everyone's Magazine, monthly periodical of fiction, fact, poetry, gags,
etc., is now in the making, with its
initial issue to appear early in the

new

year.
John Meyers is editor,
and publication offices are in New

LITERATI OBITS
69,

one of the best

of New York newspapermen,
died Dec. 8 after a long illness which

known

had kept him. away from his desk on

,

under Walter WincheU and
flrst-stri^g vaude

paper folded, whereupon he went to
the Sun. Prior to coming to N. Y,
he worked on the old St. Louis Re

tritic.

Besides these chores, and also plus

public.

Mortimer

stint,

Is also covering the Broadway beat
for the Mirror's city desk.

Heap Big Wampum Claim
Application to dismiss a $100,000
action in th. N. Y. supreme
court reveals an action by Robert
Redwing against the N. Y. Daily
News. The Indian, who is known in
N. Y. for his efforts to produce shorts
libel

based on American Indian life,
charges libel in the Oct. 7 issue of
the News.
Damages of $100,000 are sought by
the Chief, who claims the News as,
serted he was not an Indian.

Broun Plans to Keep Nutoieg
Heywood Broun has no intention
Of giving up his Broun's Nutmeg
when he takes his column from the
N. Y. World Telegram to the N. ,Y,
Post.
As a means of raising addir
tional

funds, .he

utilized

his

birthday as the occasion for an

51st
e.\-

hibition and sale of his paintings in
Stamford, Conn,, the proceeds to go
into the Nutmeg's treasury.
Reported that some $300 was real
Ized. Paintings went mostl,v to mem
bers of the literary colony in and

about Stamford, where Broun lives

and where the Nutmeg

is

published

_ , _ Storm's New Po.sl
.Jf^i^Stwm one-time Wa.shington
correspondent for United Press and
recently resigned from publicity di
rectorship of Samuel Goldwyn Pictures, has been named to the post of
special assistant to Ralph Strassburger, publisher of tlie Norristown
(Pa.) Times-Herald and heavy stock-

Joy Davidson sold her first novel,
Cookeh's Wife,' to MacMillan for
spring publication.

:

where they still go for Soviet screen
product. Chatiged sentiment towards
is the cliief hindrance to boxeven in such theatres.
Ukraine's struggle for national
freedom in the bitter civil war starting in 1917 many times previously
has supplied motivation for Soviet
film productions.
Dovzhcnko, responsible for other Russian screen
successes, makes a moving melodrama of the self-same background
and events. As with so many foreign pictures, the producer never
knows where to end his subject
Resulting final two reels here consequently mar distinguished earlier

Russia
ollice'

.

work.

There

such

are

propagaii

Istic

lilies as 'show your bravery and class
hatred'; 'love the revolution with
your life'; and a particul.irly bitter

scene where, a revolutionary commander curses the wealthy residents
of Kiev. He shouts his demands for
money, for food and clothes while
aiming a machine gun -at the as-

sembled plutocrats in a theatre.
Revolutionary chief describes the
rich audience as 'villains.'
E. Samoilov, OS Nikolai Shors. the
.

A

Musical -score by A. Kabalcvisky

('the Minlster'ii Friend*)

and music supplied by the Ukrainian

(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

Symphony provides

Budapest. Nov.
L'

n-l

nio.

I'rnnl.-i
0.^

.Tolin

tlicnli-ea,

considerable

to the production, helping
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Jack

Lait, N. Y. Mirror editor, on
the Coast until the Rose Bowl game,
which he will cover.

one of the largest film importers, has made an excellent proIbiusz,

duction start with 'Minister's Friend.'
Victor Banky has directed it smartly

and photography is good.
Story has an amusing ironic slant
on the popular career plot. John,
unable to get a job on the strength

of his university degree in chemistry,
Telegram sports- staff, has a bride, keeps it secret so as to get employment as a clerk in a drugstore bethe former Muriel Hastings Barnard.
longing to a chemical firm. He's on
Elaine Keiffer, of the editorial the point of being sacked and is in
staff
of Life, wed to Mortimer despair when he finds a ticket to a
Howell Cobb, associated editor of ritzy social function in the pocket
of a dress suit he's borrowed.
He
Cue.
goes, is accidentally sriapped by a
Ben Lucien Burman has had
press photographer with the Minister
light on the Mississippi named for
of Commerce's arm apparently round
him.
His scribblings are mostly his shoulders
and makes a giddy
about the river.
career on the strength of being 'the
Whit Burnett and Martha Foley minister's friend.'
changing publishers for their Story
All doors are open to him, he
Press Books, going from Harper's to saves the firm from ruin and on the
minister's recommendation he's proJ. B.. Lippincott.
John Martin, the N. Y. Times moted to managership. Of cour.'sc,
dance editor, has had a new book on he marries the girl who was at the
same party also on' false pretenses,
'

the art, 'Introduction to the Dance,
published by Norton.
Horace W. Stokes is the new prez
of the book-publishing house bearing his name, succeeding the late
Frederick A. Stokes.
Now Brooklyn (N. Y.) tab, the
Daily Express, which was to have

Jarom'lr R. Psenka, G5, editor-in
chief of Svornost, Chicago Czech
language daily paper, died Nov. 29 in
that city following an operation
Author of many Czech books and
plays, he joined Svornost as editor
38 years
ago.
Survived by his
widow, daughter of the late August made its bow. last week, delayed due
to mechanical facilities.
Geringer, who founded the paper.
New finances have been acquired
Jack Joseph, 62,. one of the earl ies
trade paper publishers on the Coast; by William Kozlenko, and he's re
suming
publication of his One-.\ct
died Nov. 29, in Hollywood.
Sur
Play
Magazine in N. Y.
viving is his widow.
Leon B. Bloch is the new editor of
George W. Behse, 70, retired news
Living
Age
Magazine. Ruth Norden,
paper cartoonist, committed suicide
Dec. 2 in Burbank, Cal., because of Lucy Cores and Lamar Middleton
ill health.
He was political cartoon continue as associate eds.
ist on the old N. Y. Evening Mail^
Nunnally Johnson back in New
and later worked as a cartoonist on York after more than a six-year
the old N. y. Morning World.
stretch in Hollywood.
He's scrib
Benjamin Wallace Douglass, 57, bling for the slicks again.
who turned from physician to author
Doubleday has commissioned Ir
with much success, died Dec. G at his ying Kolodin, associate music crick
home near Morgantown, Ind.
of the N. Y. Sun, to do a volume as
E. Munsey Slack, 61, prez of the a guide to recorded music.
Bristol Publishing Corp., publisher
C. V. R. Thompson, the British
of the Bristol (Va.-Tenn.) Herald newspaper correspondent and book
Courier and Bristol News Bulletin, writer, telling assembled audiences
died Dec. 7 in Abingdon, Va.
how he lost his English, accent
William Peterfleld Trent, 77, auDryden Press is a new book
thor and editor of many biogs, lit- publishing house in N. Y., headed
erary studies' and criticisms, died by C. K. Dryden Herbst, Stanley
Dec. 7 in Hopewell, N. J.
Burnshaw and Donald Ambler.
William M. Ilerschell, G6. on the
Charles Francis 'Socker' Coe. who
editorial staff of the Indianapolis foreswore scribbling for the pracNews for 37 years, died at his home tice of law, has done a book, 'Law
in that city Dec. 2 after a lone ill- and the Profits,' which appears
soon.
ness.
He specialized in verses, and
Gannett. Co., Inc., operator of the
his 'Songs of the Streets and By- Rochester
(N.
Y.)
Democrat
ways' was a Saturday feature of the Chronicle and Times-Union, again
News.
Four books of his poems will distribute a 10% wage dividend

were published.
Mrs. Anna RIechman Bosse, GG,
publisher of the EvansviUe tind)
Courier, died Dec. 6 in that city. She

vehicles.
suitable for houses

.are adequate along Red commander, offers a vigorous,
with Redgrave. Smaller parts and workmanlike portrayal despite some
direction are satisfactory.
George absurd episodes. I. Skuratov. cast
Carney makes much of a couple of as the comical pebsant-soldier leader
small scenes and Kimberly and Page, who beconies' a brigadier, also is exAmerican vaude team, jjroject their cellept. He is particularly effective
amusing talent in a brief music hall in his Interpretation of the likeable
scene.- "Production is excellent; Jolo. warrior" who
suddenly -Is griefstricken on learning his wife hxi
been shot as a spy. Remaining cast
is considerably above standard.
Miniszter Baratja

•

Martin Green,

London

numerous previous Russo

Roc and Gray

Donald R. Brann has joined the
monthly mag to conFawcett mags. He was formerly
Action and articles,
with the N. Y. World-Telegram.
National Publications will
Julian Green off lor Italy, to
bring out in February. Pub will be
Christmas with a sister in Genoa.
pocket-sized, but is not to use re
Goes to France after the holidays.
prints.
H. B. Lieberman editing.
Dave Camerer, of the N. Y. World-

which

Bob Coleman, and

Sunday Mirror

inuuw
A Window

Inspiration,
tain general

the N. Y. Sun for nearly a year. A
Lee Mortimer's Job
N. Y. newspaperman for 43 years.
Lee .Mortimer, for seven years do- Green gained his reputation on the
ing but one story for the N. Y. Sun- old Evening World to which the late
is being put to work by
Charles Chapin, its noted city editor,
that tab.
He's been designated as had lured him from the then Mern
second-string film critic under Bland ing Journal. Green was with the
Johanneson,
third - string
drama World for 31 years, or until that

his

'I

-Continued from pagt 11.

York.

day Mirror,

_critic.

Film Reviews

III buiiuuii.
In
It. VT
the paper in 1905, sold it in 1913.
Dr. I^awrence Mason, 57, dr:uiia
and music crick of the Toronto Globe debiU are on the technical and proand Mail, died Dec. 9 in that city. A duction end. Sharper editing would
pacing ai\d restore
brother of Julian S. Mason, former eliminate sporadic
much of story's power lost in the
editor-in-chief of the N. Y. Post. Dr.
Should entertain both here
script.
Mason joined the Globe and Mail in and in the U. S.
1924.
He also wrote on various
Story deals with a girl-w'fe, Paphases of English literature, and tricia Roc, workinp nii;hts to help
edited 'Julius Caesar' and 'Othello' the purse, a disillusioning routine for
for the Yale Shakespeare Scries.
spouse Michael Redgrave. Apparent
Frank,
V;p.
of
Frlti John
G8, exec
stabbing act seen from a balcony
the Chilton Co., rhag publisher.-!, died window crashes him in on Paul
wife-pariiier,
Dec. 8 in Mount Kisco, N. Y. He was Lukas and his young
Saliy Gray, but pair were only realso a director of the Robbins Pubhearsing former's illusion act, now
Publishers
Business
lishing
Co.,
passe through his insane jealousy
International Corp„ and Distribution and temperament.
Then follows a
and Warehousing Publications.
series of events that includes the
Georee Gerhard, 49, the N. Y. iirowing attachment between Miss
Evening World's last film- critic, who Gray and Redgrave, a fight between
which latter
in
latter
and
Lukas
subsequently was a member of the
departments of United seemingly plunges to death from the
publicity
bridge and Redgrave faced with a
Artists, Radio City Music Hall and
gay wifeAvho has now secured a day
RKO, died at his home in Cos Cob, job to clinch their marital bliss. SavSurviving is his ing of Lukas. by river, police howConn., Dec. 8.
widow," Inez Sebastian, short story ever, averts tragic denouement and
writer and novelist, who under the takes up again with his wife, with a
pseudonym of Virgina Vale, writes a new slant- on things.
syndicated radio and film column.
Lukas' playing is compelling. Miss

contract.

of the presidential campaign of Paul

A

Wcduosday, December 13, I939

paper,
holder in the Philly Record and directed publication of the
morning daily, for the past 17 years,
other Pennsy papers.
BenStorm's stipend is said to be con- since the death of her husband,
Bosse.
jamin
from
drew
he
the
coin
siderably over
Ceoree B. Bnyne, who founded the
Goldwyh and, in addition, he was
died Dec. 6 in
World,
(Okla.>
Tulsa
tn
the
of
stock
gift
given an outright
Bayne, who established
publications for signing a 10-year Clinton.'Ill.

from 1939

profits.

Amount

for five

year employes was in excess of two
weeks salary last year and '39 profits
are reportedly higher.

with the minister himself proposing

Dlrrrtort hy Aftt
S'rotmrlo nnj 4lln1i>c.--f'l:ini C^'I-'lrth(*rty from his novel, 'Mr. Clllmoloy.*
)»in.
«liir<*rt In rincPIUn. Uonic.
.^c Ih* olvnipls,
r.-irla.
niinnlng timo, 83 >II^'^4.
I'len-e Urnn.seur. Tranicl.
^rti.tsn.

Liam O'Flaherty's novel, 'Mr. Cilhooley,' has given birth to a strange
which is saved from being
by another of Raimu's ex-

film,

total flop

performances'.
Despite the
heroic work, the pic can be
catalogued as a B production at best
cellent

star's

and

Is

doomed

to early, failure be-

cause the tragic story is at odds
with the type of films French atidU
cnccs are demanding since the outbreak of the war.' Chances abroad
are nil.

Raimu,

as

a

middle-aged

ex-

colonial, well-off but bored and lone.<!ome,
falls
in love
with young
Jacqueline Delubac, whose lover has

scampered off to Canada with
another wench.
He takes her In
finds her cold, hungrv and
homeless.
Warned by Tramel, a
dowij in the heel artist, who reveals

just

when he

wedding dinner.
that he was fleeced during a similar
fairly good, although one' experience, Rain^u, ncvertholoss. de-

the toast at the

Cast

is

grows tired of seeing Antal Pacer cides to go ahead and have his fiing.
making a career for himself so fre- He calls it his second, or last, childquently

pix.
Julia
as the little
poses as a baroness.
in

charming

who

Komar

is

manicurist
Jacobi.

SHORS

who. hangs around Raimu for his
money. After long and miserable

(With Music)

(RIISSIAN-MADE)
.\ml,-:no rolcasa of Kiev Film prnducllon.
I'Vulin-cs E. .<!iiniollov.
Dlroclcil liv Alex-

.nnUcr Doviihenko.
Slory by l)0V7.hf nkn;
ninslp hy A. Kabalevnky; mimlMl backKrounil by Uknilnlan Rlnlo !4yinpliony orHiosii-.-i; Mmei-B. Y. Kkoltblk.
At r«nieo.
'*'

?! siixs"''
Nikolai .thoi-s.;
Hozhi-Mko

F. .«!nmn|lov
Skiiraiov
I.
A. Khvllla

^'vko
I

'tro

K. TKhpnko

>»»ll><t1\a

Woman.;

N. Nikltlna
A. Borlsojlcbskaya

(In Russian; with English Titles)
The Soviets are fighting another
revolution in 'Shors, Red Comman-

der

of

the

Ukraine,'

hood.
Grateful at first. Miss Delubac
cannot eventually restrain her true,
cruel, wanton-like character from
revealing itself, and she takes up
with Pierre Brasseur, a panderer

this

import

from Russia being director Alexander Dovzhenko's conception of
Ukraine's struggle^ for freedom in
1917-19. But somehow the historical

suffering,

Raimu trounces Brasseur

and chokes Miss Delubac to death
during a rage produced by an old
sickness contracted in the colonies.

He then suicides.
The story is banal and

oft-re-

peated, bearing striking resemblance
to many other French picts of recent
vintage.
Raimu s violence
brought on by colonial sicklies.'! Is
closely related to Jean Cabin's mo-

ments ot hereditary paroxysm In
'La Bete Humaine.
Both stories
flow on to similarly tragic finales.
Like other French picts adapted
from foreign novels and trans|)Osed
against a native background, it bears
little resemblance
to the original
tale.
O'Flaherty's novel is an alcoholic whole placed in a misty Dublin setting while 'Derniere Jeuncs.se
is merely a French adventure with

a Rouen background.
The result Is
an unconvincing production with
developments, especially the referlong, irritable lap.ses.
ence to Poli.sh landed gentry, the
Raimu is admirably fitted for his
brutal capitalists and reference to
role
he has turned in far
German troops, doesn't sway the au- betteralthough
performances.
It he hasnt
ditors as former Soviet epics did at
done better, the fault is not his. The
this house.
first half of the pic tends towards
This perhaps is attributable to the comedy,
the second half to tragedy,
changed setup in Europe during the with the star equally at home m
present confiict, with the Russian both parts.
Miss Delubac. Sasha
forces invading Poland and siding GuitiTs ex, has
a long road to trod
with Nazi Germany. Because the before she can rate. Her attempt
production has feeen put together at dramatics are at times pitiable.
with considerable skill and possesses Brasseur and Tramel turn in excel-

several strong acting contributions,
it
grips one's interest more than

lent Jobs,

Photography

is

averafio.

Ravo.

CHATTER
tions

Broadway

New
Sir

likewise

operate

Ben

Fuller

Comedy Harmonists
Ben Piazza

in

New

town.

Bamon (and ReniUi)

in

Zealand centres.

the

for

doublc-pncumonia.
Frank Gillmore' now living in suburban Long Island.
John McCarron resting «l home
after serious operation.
Lucy Finkel, .sisler-in-Iaw of Paul
Muni, to be a radio talent agent.
Add rcpalriates: Sammy Ledner,
stage mai^ager of 'DuBarry Was a
Lady.'

graphical picture, now being shot.
Semmclwei.<.s
\ias
a
Hungarian
doctor.
Theodore U ray act.? the

London

dickering with
season

Musical combo, has
or the Australian
Broadcasting
Commission
and will domicile here.

Stars under contract to entertain
troops receive $25 per week.
Will Fyffe arranging to go to
France to entertain the soldiers de-

Shortly to be relea.^ed: 'Deadly
Spring,' screen adaptation of Lajos
Zilahy's novel, produced by himself,
and 'Groceries and Delicatessen,'
picture version of Kalman Csalho's

:

stage play.

had

contest

fall.

Henry Fonda

Mexico

to

Cil.v.

on

i

I

The first jitterbug
was held in London Nov. 20
to

Tito Guizar east on concert tour.
Eric von Stroheim in from Europe.
Victor Sutker broke an arm in a

Ivacash.
Mitzi Haynes suing Dave Gould for
divorce.
Eddie Collins recovering from ap-

\

It

By Joe Ravotlo

Hollywood

title part.

Gabriel Pa.scal to Devonshire for
vacation.

spite film offers.

Paris

5S

.

in

Zealand.

up with been highly successful

laid

VARIETY

ace

come.

:

I

I

St. Louis
pcndectomy.
at Paramount's dancehall.
^
George Brown joined Warners
Gilbert Miller to and back from
By Sam X. Hurst
Terence Ratligan, author of 'French
publicity' staff.
London.
Without Tears,' is a decoder of mesActor Charles Vanel married, with sages at the Foreign Office.
Dick .Turgens' orch held over al
1^1^^" baking his ncu. ilis
,
Jean Miirat a witne.ss.
The pre-release of 'Juarez' (WB) Ch,se Club, west end nilery.
^'^D^c^X^Lam'-our recuperating from
Racing season begins Dec. 31, with at \yarner's in Leicester Square is
Helen Robm.son succeeded' Sid X. (hroat infection
trotting races at Vincenne.s.
Hartman as manager of Chase Club,
doing nearly capacity business.
Howard Wilson joined Paramount
Paderewski may soon be made an
a sound mixer.
Leria Goriella granted an inter- nitery.
honorary citizen of France.
L. fiarl Stephenson is prez of the]
Astrid Allwyn granted divorce
•locutory divorce decree from her
Sacha Guitry admits that despite hu.sband, Nat Gonella, the band recently organized Missouri Theatre from Robert Kent.
Corp. of St. Joseph, Mo.
the war he's still ogling Hollywood. leader.
Joe E. Brown recovering from cuts
Director Jacques Constant and
Barney Rosenthal, co-manager of susjajned in a motor crash.
Harry Tate, in Scotland during the
actress Mary Glory posted marriage air riaids, is
Home m from Manhattan for
suffering from heart Republic Pictures, back from a biz L
huddles with Walt Disney.
banns.
trouble, but may be up and around trip throughout this territory.
Warners changed Andrew Mc'Wuthering Heights' in its ninth shortly.
Newly elected execs of St. Loui
"^me to David Bruce.
straight month in Champs Elysees de
Stanley. Lupino opens his new Vnrietv (?l.ih win h» in.riiuVr°"=l?
Gloria Dickson and Richard Ar len
luxers.
y^^.Vf'y^Pi.'^L
show out of' town on Christmas and, dinner,
meeting rj'.Vi'!.,..'u"i™.J.'
in the club's quarters
booked for eastern personal tour.
Marcel I/Herbier directing 'La it it is good enough, will bring it to Friday (15).
David Biaron checked out of Joe
Comedie du Bonheur' ("The Comedy the West En.d.
^ilkins.
t°
of Happiness').
Bobby Medlock (Medlock and en^a-eSe°^rher'e^a''s\''''4k''a\"T^^^
"Victor Boucher back on his feet Marlow) operated on for
appendix
U"' mili.;rr'balf
|\ersai lot after foiu- years as story
\.eiM'afler'"oS?"''"''
after suffering from sudden, illness removal, necessitating team being Casa Loma ballroom.
on -Madeleine stage.
idle for three months.
Gladys Swarthout, guest soloist editor.
Merle Armitage filed bankruptcy
Oscar Strau.ss revealed that -his
Tranlt" EavmderTTtoi-y -editor" and With St; Louis- symph last week, was
'Three Waltzes' may be given in director with Gain.sborough' Films guest speaker at luncheon to.ssed by petl.tio'n; has $41,148 in debts- and
$5,550 assets.
London.
He recently became a in the last three years, has had his orch's Board of Control.
Arturo Toscanini guest of JeanFrench citizen.
contract renewed lor two years..Hugh M. F. Lewis, native, is a elte
MacDohald and Nelson Eddy on
Cinemonde, pic weekly, still camPalmer, Ncwbould & Co. take member of Princeton U.'s Triangle
paigning for purging of all foreign over <>ntire Gaumont-British pub- Club, whose 'My Moment Now' plays the Metro lot.
Oren Roberts in town to buy new
elements, especially refugees, from licity and advertising which they single
erigagement
in
Municipal
equipment
for
Pampa Films of
French cinema.
handled for years, with two years! Auditorium Dec. 27.
Buenos Aires.
Jacques Bousquet, 56, dramatist break.
Joseph M. Schenck opened antiwho collaborated with Rip in writing
Ganjou Bro.r. and Juanita, now in
infantile
paralysis
campaign
in
many successful local revues and Stockholm, trying to locate their
southern California.
comedies, died after long illness.
relatives in Pqland, who have not
Harry Highsmith took charije of
'L'Homme Qui Cherche La Verite' been heard of since the Hitler innew studio musical service branch of
("The Man Who Seeks the Truth') to vasion.
.Continued from page 1_
Everett
Crosby agency.
be started Dec. 20 with Maimu and
John'Gielgud's production of The
Don Ameche has recovered from
Jacqueline Delubac heading cast.
Importance of Being Earnest' re- important fair dates from the strictHenry Lepage has completed four turning to the Globe theatre Dec. 26 ly outdoors talent agencies, and the stomach ailment and reports for
scenarios: "Abri, 29 Places' t'Shelter, for six weeks with the same cast as future looks for a speeding up of work at 20th-Fox Friday (15).
Liveright to publish shortly the
29 Places'), 'Quelque Part sur Le last season.
that trend which will result in the
of Edward Arnold under
Front,'
'Auto-Shop'
and 'RadioSandra
Storm, film actre.ss, use of name orchestras, headline autobiog
the title, 'Lorenzo Goes to HollyFrance.'
married to Jack Dun'fee, former
'Bifur Trois.' by Maurice Cam with racing motorist and now of the radio and vaudeville names as busi- wood.'
Joan Fontaine drew a three-monlh
Annie Vernay, Conchita Montenegro theatrical producing firm of O'Bryen, ness getters for the fairs.
leave
from
Seiznick-International
and Aimos, in cast, which was inter- Linnit. & Dunfee.
Like Name Bands
for a Bermuda vacation with husrupted by the war, will resume
On reaching home following celeEspecially are the fair secretaries band Brian Aherne.
shortly.
bration of his first night of a new
interested in name bands which have
Frank Capra and Dr. Lee DeForplay, Gordon Harker found his house
ransackedjD^I _h.is wife's fur c oats already showed considerably ability est initiated into Tau Beta Pi, honmissing in addition to his valuable to-snare-mobs-4n-such- tests- .as _D£=_ orary engjnggrjng society, ^t Callfornia Institute of Technology.
Cleveland
troit, Ft. Worth, San Francisco, Ducamera.
Diana Ward's flat broken into, luth and New "ifork. Fairs also faBy Glenn C. Pullen
with thieves who are believed to be vor straight radio attractions such as
n*ii I
I
part of. active Mayfair gang, getting
Paul Burton breaking in new orch away with mink coat valued at Edgar Bergen, Burns and Allen,
1 ittSDUrffll
Rubinbff, Morton Downey, et al.
at Cabin Club.
$2,000. Police discovered coat after
By Ha! Cohen
There is no question that the varMichael Michale.sko's Yiddi.sh stock two days' .search.
company touring Ohio hamlets and
Warner Bros. (London) awaiting iety entertainers are .set to give the
Singer Freda Borg and Wilbur
doubling in Manhattan weekends.
instructions from head office to start acrobats a run for it on the fairDomb to marry Jan. 21.
Dorothy Stone - Charles Collin making pictures again. Meanwhile, grounds, and the fair sees Ihem.selves
Tony Conforti's party ot six bagged
dance team opens tonight (Wednes- company is negotiating settlement have been highly pleased with the two
bucks on their deer hunt last
day) at Statler Terrace Room for the with Max Miller, who has contract click of variety attractions as at- week.'
with them for one more picture
holidays.
tcndance-snatchers in the few spots
Marianne Rohrkaste out of Plaza
After a couple of years absence. these attractions have played. CarBedford Glens, a roller rink 38
cafe show for an operation on one ot
Cliff
Whitley
is
returning
to
show
years ago, being turned into one
nival owners themselves have urged her toes.
again by Evan Day, with dances two biz. Has revue, written by Douglas that the fairs make greater use of
Ernest Leiberman, WB theatre
Furber, 'Somewhere
in
London,'
days per week.
radio and variety names, but the manager, and Rita Williams will wed
Dorothy Paxton .too bu.sy acting at coming into the Lyric theatre Dec.
Cast will be headed by Will Carney owners are also a little leery day before Xmas.
Play House to see performance of 26.
George Curry, formerly with Stanof' the proposal to. use name bands
her own new play, "Belter Fo' to Hay.
ley
house orch, now playing viola
Sandy Powell's provincial show, for dancing purposes after 10 p.m.
Sing,' being presented locally by the
'Can You Hear Mc Mother,' closed at Usual agreement, between fairs and for Pittsburgh Symph.
Gilpin Negro troupe.
Annual banquet of Al Abrams*
Coliseum.
Until
the
Christmas carnies is that the grandstand shows
Dapper Dan Club scheduled for Wilpantomime opens there, legit suc- will be over and shut
by 10 p.m. so liam Pcnn hotel Jan. 21.
cesses
are being
revived twiceMargie Noble out of Shadyside
nightly,
starting
with 'Goodness, that the midway will h<ive a crack
's
at the customers.
The concession- hosp after month's siege, and home
How Sad' and 'Banana Ridge.'
Earl St. John, in charge of Para- aires are ready to put up a fight to Florida to convalesce.
.Continued from paec lThe Dick Rauhs (she was Helen
mount theatres here, has gone over against the dansipation to midnight
Wayne,
Playhouse actress) expect
man of the investigating body he to Odeon to manage the half dozen and beyond, playing to as many as
their child in the spring.
will be (tailed on. to give a detailed Paramount houses which the Odeon 5,000 people who immediately after
Singer Brian McDonald matchexplanation of- its purpose and the circuit took over. Tony Reddin, pub- scram away, giving the midway a maker
for boxing shows at Johnny
licity manager for Paramoupt, will
complete go-by.
nature of the information sought, as
Harris' Duquesne Garden.
manage the Plaza and Carlton.
In addition to the agen.cies themwell as the use that is to be made of
Eda Toldi has resigned as co-direc.selves which had
Understood the Four
layouts at the tor of tiny Laboratory theatre to
its findings.
Sherman Hotel when the outdoors devote her time to writing.
A's heads have no particular objecPar exchange manager Dave Kimconvention was held, two band leadtion to turning over any pertinent
melman
feeling all right- again and
ers, Paul Whileman and Ted Lewis,
information
to
any
records
or
had their own special offices operat- expected back on job any day.
authorized representative's of a memLeo Morrison stopped off over ing
All-American Marshall Goldberg.
Lewis also
at the convention.
ber union, but it's figured the Equity weekend on way to Coast.
^^j^, Florence Deutlebaum
representatives should have no reaW. H. Stein in for visit at local made a .special appearance at the ^^,„e married here Sunday (10).
Showmen's League annual banquet.
sonable grounds for withholding the MCA office after long absence.
Charlie Gaynor gets in from New
York next week to place his original
John Irving pulling
fini.shing
complete aims of the move.
revue in rehearsal at the Playhouse.
Although the Equity action became touches on new play, 'The Simple
Clair Meeder reelected president
Melody.'
known only a few days ago, it has
ot Musicians Union, Local 60, beating
Al
Zimmey
after
eight
back
already caused considerable speculaJimmy Comoroda by more than 300
months of vaude Down Under with
tion in Four A's circles. Certain of.Continued from r'S* >votes.
the kola bear and kangaroo.
ficials have pointed out that although
Norman Porter, local lad, has a
Johnny Burke was big scorer at
grapes of wrath on (lie gilded lag- role in Harry Bannister's production
all Four A's branches are nominally Showmen's League Banquet with his
gards of Hollywood.
of 'She Gave Him All She Had' on
favorable to the 'one big union' idea, standard comedy .soldier monolog.
were
brief
stage
Remarks from
Broadway,
Charlie Washburn taking over
Equity leaders have actually, been
what
brought
opposing any active application of press job on 'My Dear Children' and in good taste, but
when show si'rams Chi in January.
the house down was their gesturing.
It's figured possible
the principle.
At entrance of each late comer. Richthat certain Equity members may
Minneapolis
in
Christopher
Sly,
ard Whorf, as
hope to unearth grounds on which
By Les Rces
a box from which he heckles Lunl
to base ah attack against the 'one big
Budapest
and Fontanne with a raucous 'hoi,
union' plan at Equity's quarterly
By E. r. Jacob!
Arthur
Either
Lee,
Gaumon't-Britij:)) sales
hoi' would point them out:
membership mcelihg Dec. 22.
manager,
visitor,
a
Fontanne,
both,
or
Lunt or Mi.ss
Another possibility is that the in'Jamaica Inn' banned by censtjr.
would stop in the middle of a' speech -.^uclt fidwell "WB auditor, ill in
vestigation may be intended to un'Macbeth' revived at National tlicand bow gracefully, Lunt sweeping '^^uXryT^^hospiUl.
cover information with which to up- alre.
Ralph LaBcau, Paramount di.strict
n^r.^ wi
hic
v,-,t
I

;

.

•

i

i

T. X. Jone.s, theatre accounting executivis for Paramount, back from
Chicago.
to

Arthur
Boston

RKO

Willi,.

talent-trailer,
in the everlast--

week

la-st

Ing search.

„
Par maintenance-

.

Charlie Burton,
construction exec, going into Ohio on

company

biz.

Browning

Harry

chain

Pinanski

York

few

a

in

of
Mullin &
Soslon in New

day.s.

milk at ii
shocked to get just that.
Bob Weitman has installed a loudspeaker in his oltice so he can listen
to the stage shows from there.
In recognition of his six years'
gave
service over foreign salcsi
Phil Rcisman a v.p. title last week.
All the boys got a terridc kick out
of Boris Morros on the Hobby Lobby
program when those Rasputin beads

RKO

came up again.
Music Hall threw cocktail party

Monday. (II) for Ilona Massey, star
of 'Balalaika,' which opens there to-

morrow

(Thurs.).
Cowen of the .Si Fabian
chain in. Albany in for a quickie to
see his folk; at Woodmere, L.' I., his
father having been ill lately.

Larry

Universal

O'Connor,

Hazel

re-

handbag as a presdirector Henry Koster

ceptionist, got a

from

ent

when he pulled out

after his recent

stay east.

Board of directors of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers has ^elected Atlantic City for org's .;cmi-annual convention in Chalfbnte-Haddon Hall, April 22-26.
[
Walter Abel, who's been in New

York

months trying

for several

to

find a legit script, will return to the
Coast in time for the holidays and
probably do at least one pictitre-

Ihere.

'Scandals' company made a backstage round-robin cash contribution
and .sent it over, via Ella Logan, to
the Actors' Kitchen, and Lounge of
Union Methodist Church, with their
Xmas greetings.
The Xmas luncheon planned for
Loew-Metro
employes
of
home
offices and exchange Dec..22 at the
Astor hotel has been postponed be.

many had made

cause

other plans

for that afternoon.

Walter Winchell was noticeably
absent Monday illt night at the
opening of second edition of 'Hellzapoppin' at the Winter Garden. He
was largely credited for plugging the

show

into a hit.

Averape nitery scale for New'
Year's is $7.50 a head including
supper, favors, etc., liquor extra. Top
is the snooty
Monte Carlo's $40 a
couple; other class joints content
with $25 and $3U a couple.
RKO theatre managers bectsteaked
at the A.ttor Monday night Ul), their
wives being guested by the circuit
Later
to any legit show they chose.
all joined for an after-theatre party
*t the Diamond Horseshoe.

Danny Winkler visited New York
last week on a delayed honeymoon
'

with his bride, Jean Rogers, of 20thFox.-- On the way back they stopped
off at Cleveland to pick up a car
which he presented to her.
, Barney Balaban, Stanton L. GrifTis.
Neil F.

Agnew,

Dragonette

Jessica

and Lanny Ross,' singing voices of
'Gulliver's Travels,' who will do special broadca.st from Miami, will attend

prccm

the

|

i

-

,

.

I

i

i

I

.

!

kiddingly a.sked for
cocktail party and was

Seadler

Si

I

Miami Beach, Dec.

at

Sheridan,

the

16.

.

Names For Fair
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.
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Australia
By

Lunts Tell 'Em

Erie Gorrick

1

:

Jack Lester producing revues in
Perth for indie unit.
Williamson-Tait will revive 'Arcadians' in

Melbourne.
Hoyts reconstructing Princess, Tas-

mania, at cost of $60,000:
Pic industry running miniature
World's Fair in Sydney this month.
William.son-Tail flnislied good run
with
Switzerland
Ice
Show in
Sydney.
Mills Bros, in for five weeks at the
nvoli, Sydney, following good run
In

Melbourne for Frank Neil.
Exhibs and district groups uniting

provide suitable
5
Bill Harrop

fare for soldiers.
and Bernie Freeman be-

hind move.
Stanley Crick,

New

former

.boss in
South Wales,
out of amusement biz, is a

ior_the job of Sydney's
Smiling,'

20th-Fox
but now

nominee
Lord Mayor.
Cinesound's

opus with Will Mahoncy, proems

iasmania shortly.

Mahoney

in

will do

Tivoli theatres in Syd-

...PTuney

this Yuletide.

MiSr^-^^y!? Aunt' is a current logit
Sir Ben
M^'^w Zealand.
P„^^
"POt this one in Melhn."
bourne at Yuletide, with
Charles

Gorman
Ir^!!

in title role.

be bright in Aus* S''od lineup of British
product.
Similar condi-

"^o.ll'ni'es to

amJ T.^'i*"
U. S.

!

'

I

.

:
•

j

I

!

:

'

1

the recent boost in the per capita tax which the member unions
pay the Four A's. Equity and the
Screen Actors' Guild okayed the
raise and have been paying the increased tax, but the American Federation of Radio Artists voted down
the
higher ns.se.'.cmenl and
the

.set

'Repulo dandar' 'Flying Squad'),
patriotic Air Force propaganda film,
ready for release.
i

'Bachelor's Rooms for Lco.se' currently being made at. Hunnia Studios.
Bela Balogh directing.
New theatre, Dun.iparti Szinhaz,

featuring
tuni.s.

American Guild of "Variety Artists Boncz.
Pcsti
has not acted on it.. Seen possible

ciibarcl
onc-aolcrs and
by Lajos Kopcczy-

opened

h his plumed hat. To
Ihc^noor
each he would say welcome, look at
an imaginary, wrist watch and then
to the iithers on the stage. 'Let's on
with il.' Al times he would tap his
foot until the party was scaled.
Miss Fontanne also gave Ihc
.arrivals a sweeping bow but left the
remarks to Lunt. Pauletle Goddard
and John McClain made a lale enIranee on the second act curtain but
didn't get a tumble. Looked inlcn-

Me

oldest
Hungary's
Az Esl. former popular
that Equity is dissatisfied with the daily, and
afternoon paper, have ceased publifact that all the member unions
cation.
lional but mebbe they were overaren't equally paying the lax and
Road companies sponsored .by looked by Sly. who did all the. spotdesires to revoke its agrecinent. Bui Actors' Chamber, taking the place of
ting.
in the welter of speculation already indcpenrlent eoinpaniCK in provinHouite took il all in good -spirit but
raised, several other and more ex- cial town.s, have done poorly .so far.
'Semmtlwei.'-s,' flr.-l Magyar bio- its what Hollywood long needed.
treme po.ssibililies are involved.
N;iplo,

.stopped over,
Herbel,. Warner Brothers'

]

Henry M.

:

district
i

:

in

town,

— —i

»T.,^y
.
manager,
in Nev Yoik
Jp"'^^^^
..

'

"
,

manager,

Sim Heller. Grand Rapids, Minn.,
exhibitor, laid up with flu.
John J. Fricdl, MlnnesoUi Amus.
i,vYng

Gillman

back

from

York with more pictures

New

for

his

'

;

I

I

Esquire theatre.
Clyde Mc(ioy and

Bob

Chester's

among 15 that played
^Qniia^ musicians' ball here
bands

.

,

Orpheum
23,

with

^"^'^

stage

Orrin

at

^°

show week
Tucker,

of Dec.
originally

.scheduled for that date. 'set back to

February.

VARIETY

S4

Wednesday, Deeember 13, I939

Yellow Springs, O, and a

college,

daughter.

OBITUARIES
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,

some

SB.

30 years ago

when he managed

Cahill, Stuart Robson and Marie
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., 55, died Miss
all prominent players of
unexpectedly of a heart attack in his Burroughs,
Other musicals in which
Santa Monica, Cal., beach home that era.
Miss Cahill appeared while under his
early yesterday morning (12).
management included The Boys and
deUils In film section.

Further

'Marrying Mary' and 'Just
Around the Corner.'
Retiring in 1912, Miss Cahill returned to the stage after business
losses suffered by her husband. Last
seen as Gloria Wentworth in The
New Yorkers,' produced in 1930, she
died three years later.
Funeral services were held under
the auspices of the Actors Fund of
America at St. Malachy's church,
N. Y., Saturday (9). Interment followed at the family plot in Holy
Cross Cemetery, Brooklyn, where his
wife is also buried.
Betty,'

EBNEST SCHELLING
Ernest Schelling, 63, pianUt, composer and conductor, who perhaps
best known as the director of
the children's concerts of the New
York Philharmonic, died of cerebral
embolism at his New York home
In comparatively good
Dec. 8.
health, he was stricken the day be-

was

fore his death.
Born In Belvidere, N. J., the son of
Felix Schelling, theosophist and
philosopher, at the age of four he
debuted as a concert pianist in Philadelphia. He was then sent to Europe to study under the masters, and
returning to America, enrolled at the

U. of Pennsylvania, where he received the degree of Doctor of Music. Later, he was tutored by Pader.

ewski and appeared with him in
iSany concerts. A World War vet,
he was mustered but of active service with the commission of a major.
He held many medals for valor.
An injury suffered in an automobile accident in Switzerland 20 years
ago terminated his career as a conHe had since devoted
cert pianist.
most of his time to composing and
conducting.

Surviving

are

22-year-old

his

widow, the former Peggy Marshall,
He
niece of Mrs. Vincent Astor.
had married her but four months
ago, both having recently returned
from a Swiss honeymoon. His first
wife died two years ago.

HELEN ABTHUB
Arthur,

Helen

60,

director

and

manager of the Neigtiborhood PlayhouserNr Y., during the-'12 years-ofthat organization's activity

who

later

turned to personal management of
performers, died of cerebral thrombosis at the N. Y. Neurological InstiRecuperating from a
tute, Dec. 10.
recent illness, she had planned a trip
to California, but suffered a relapse
three days before her death.
Born in Lancaster, Wise, Miss
Arthur practiced law for a time, but
then found the theatre to her liking.
She broke in via the press agent
Grace
for
doing
blurbs
route,
George, then became company manager for Florence Roberts. For several years she was executive secretary for the Shuberts.
For the past four strawhat seasons
she had been executive director of
the Newport, R. I., Casino and also
assisted with the Annual Drama
Festival at Ann Arbor, Mich.
As
managing director of the Actors-

VICTOB WAGNEB

DANIEL

E.

Daniel E, Baker,

and

BAKEB
78,

minstrel

yet musical
performer,
'

for the past ifive years had been
a resident at the Actors Fund Home,
Englewood, N. J., died Dec. 6, after
a short illness, at the Englewood
hospital.
" First appearing In Chicago with
Haverly's Mastodon Minstrels in
1880, at the age of 19, he later played

with

William

Collier,

Sr.,

and

Charlie Reed in 'Hoss and Hoss' and
'Little Puck.'
An original member of the cast of
George Ade's 'The College Widow,'
he also was seen with Fred' Stone in
Tip Top' and appeared in the first
'Follies* produced by Florenz Zieg-

Surviving Is KIs widow, Nellie
Buckley Baker, retired actress, also
a guest at the home. Funeral services were held Friday (8) in New
York and burial followed st the Actors Fund plot, Kensico cemetery,
N. Y.
V. ABTHUB
Arthur, 72; theatrical

DANIEL

Daniel V.
producer and manager, who retired
10 years ago, died of apoplexy Dec. 6
in New York.
Starting his career In the theatre
at the Redmond Grand Opera House,
Grand Rapids, Mich., he came to
N. Y. In 1902 to produce 'Nancy
Brown,' comedy by George Broadhurst and Frederick Rankin.
It
starred Marie Cahill, whom Arthur
later married.

He

achieved his greatest success

Publix.

He leaves
brother.

and

rhother

his

a

.

ings.

^

BOBEBT

B.

POTTEB

Robert B. (Bob) Potter, 63, for
years with the late B. C. Whitney's
theatrical enterprises in Detroit, died
in that city Dec. 5.
Long manager of the Detroit Opera
House, following Whitney's death.
Potter became manager of Orchestra
Hall, serving, too, as comptroller of
the Detroit symphony orchestra until
his retirement from active business
in 1922.

MENDE

atres,

New

York, in 1908.

At the request of the late George
Eastman he went to Rochester in
1922 as managing director of the
Philharmonic.
Subsequently, he batoned orchestras there
on
and WGY, and for the
past five years had been leader of
Eastman Kodak Employees
the
Chorus.
Surviving are his widow, a son,
daughter, and three sisters who live
in Vienna.

Rochester

WHAM

Rogers.
Actual cost of defending the 'action during the trial is estimated at
about one-third of the final total bill
Preparation and cost
for the suit.
of subsequent proceedings, either in
the nature of appeals or defense of
Government appeals, will comprise
the remaining two-thirds.
.

city.

Surviving are a brother and a

sis-

ter.

.

formal

stipulation

agree-

ot

is airing the peculiarities
of*
trade practices in the local presi
charging conspiracy and

ment between the Government and Homand,
United Artists Corp., signed by Thurman Arnold and O'Brien, Driscoll

&

Raftery, and approved

violation of the
act,

by Judge out

Alfred C. Coxe, was filed in the N.
Y. federal court Thursday (7). The
stipulation waives all objections on
S. toward answerthe part of the
ing the 38 questions submitted by

UA.

claims

Sherman

antirtrust

14-day clearaiice meted
newly-built the*

to' his house, a

atre, in protection of

Durkee

house;

two miles away. Is discriminatory
and damaging to his investment.
Edgar Allan Poe is representing the
plaintiff, and James Piper, heading
array of legal talent acting for

de.

The most important part of the fendant. Film companies also Indl.
agreement is that the V. S. prom- vidually represented.
Another suit against Durkee and
ises to furnish all the names rewho specialized in character parts, quested, and will add additional the Rome nabe chain was filed by
died in London, Dec. 10.
names as they become known. Thesef the Linden theatre, an Indie, last
He first appeared on the English names arc the names of Govern- week.
stage at the age of 10 in The ment witnesses which had not been
The Linden theatre suit accuses
Octoroon.' Famed for having played disclosed heretofore, as the U. S. the two major circuits of that city
a minor part in 'Peter Pan' 1,100 had charged that it feared the com- and eight major producing and dis*
tributing
times, from 1904 to 1907, he was panies would coerce the witnesses.
firms
of
engaging in
Baskcbmb,

Daniel

59,

comedian

.

—

V

tack at the home of some friends in
Forest Hills, N. Y., Dec. 9.
Also
known as Hugh Williams, his nomde-plume, he composed 'Isle of
Capri,' 'Red Sails in the Sunset* and
other song hits. He was 45. Mother,
widow and two children survive.
Details in the Music section.

filed
by Columbia Pictures
Schwartz & Frohlich,
the Government Friday
(8).
Some 60 pages of questions are listed,
covering so much territory, that
should Columbia receive answers in
no more than 50%, it will know more
about the Governments case against
them than the U. S. itself.

tion.

ESTELLE DOLAN

JOHN HAMMELL

Estelle Dolan, formerly the wife

of George Sheldon (and Tom Howard), radio comedian, died after a
short illness in Saranac L^ke, Dec.

'monopolistic Pffctices*_and violating the~Clayt6h arid She'ririah' antitrust acts and the Robinson-Patman
Anti-Price Discrimination Act The
Durkee chain operates 22 nabes in

Baltimore and

the.

Rome .circuit

con-

were

trols 10.

Corp.. through

The Linden charges both chain]
with entering into an agreement in
which they do not compete wilh
one another, and whereby they have
'combined their purchasing power
to coercively procuring from iha
distributing defendants priority and
preferences for their theatres over
Independent exhibitors.'
It's
contended that Durkee and
Rome had virtually divided up the

on

LOUIS (CULLT) MOBBIS
In some instances the questions
Louis (Cully) Morris, 71, one ot asked are similar to those filed by
the five brothers who organized the other defendants. In
a great many
Joe Morris Music Co., died in Miami others the questions, which really
which the last four were produced Dec. 6. His widow, a brother, Joe,
constitute another bill of particulars,
by William A. Brady for Mantell.
and a daughter survive. Burial was are specific as to Columbia. For exHe had retired about 10 years ago in Philadelphia Dec. 11.
ample, the first question asks if comand since had been an active booster
Further details in the music sec- petition in production, distribution,
of the Little theatre movement in
Montreal. Burial in Montreal.

companies except RKO, current,
ly being tried before Judge W. Calvin
Chestnut in the U. S. district court
film

DANIEL BASKCOMB

'

ert Hilliard appeared, died after a
two-year illness, Dec. 2, at his home
in Montreal,
In his youth he toured with the
late James O'Neill, father of Eugene
O'Neill, but in later years devoted
most of his time to scripting. Some
of his better known works included
the farce, 'Lost, 24 Hours,' written
in collaboration with the late Logan
Fuller; 'The Light of Other Days,'
'A Free Lance,' 'A Secret Warrant'
and 'The Dagger and the Cross,' of

Trade's Practices

Baltimore, Dec. 12,
Suit of Leo H. Homahd, operator
of the Westway, local nabe, against
the Durkee chain plus all the major

here,

UA's Stipniatlon

A

FUm

.

rated among the more popular Brit~
Lastly— the_Govetnment— promises
WILLIAM -A. TBEMAT-NE
ish'funnymeh.
to answer all queries as soon as posWilliam A, Tremayne, 75, Shakessible, but no later than Feb. 1, 1940.
pearean savant, who wrote a numDB. WILHELM OBOSZ
The most searching and inquisiber of successful plays in which such
Dr. Wilhelm (Willy) Grosz, songstars as Robert B. Mantell and Rob- writer, died suddenly ot a heart at- torial interrogatories, served to date

exhibition, etc., was unlawfully restrained before Columbia was incorporated in 1924. This is an attempt
to prove Columbia entered a situation over which It had no control.
The train of events leading to

She had been a health seeker at the monopoly is asked for, and
specifically wliat territories and areas
Saranac for some time.
Surviving is her husband, John V. (Columbia refused to enter as a competitor,
due to agreements with
Dolan.
other majors. All Tiames of Government witnesses having knowledge of
with the Buffalo Bill and Barnum Si
MBS. B. C. HIGHTOWEB
Bailey circuses before he entered
Mrs. B. C. Hightower, of the dance such facts are requested,
pictures in 1910 as salesman for the team of London and Eloyce, died
Brooklyn Anti-Trust Suit
General Film Co. Four years later Sunday (10) in Montgomery, Ala., ot
Ten majors, Randforce Amus.
he joined Pathe as sales manager. auto accident injuries.
Corp. and three individuals were
He began with Paramount in 1922 as
Details in vaude section.
named defendants In a suit filed In
a salesman, followed by rapid proBrooklyn federal court yesterday
motions to branch manager, division
RALPH HOLLAND
(Tuesday), charged with violating
manager and division chief. From
Ralph Holland, 51, stage and screen the anti-trust act and unlawful rethat post he moved into the censor- player, died Dec. 7 in Los Angeles.
straint of trade.
Suit was filed by
ship position at the homeoffice and He had been in pictures. 12 years
the 395 Amusement Corp., owners
later in Hollywood.
Surviving are after a career in legit.
and operators of the CJloria theatre,
his widow and son.
Surviving is his widow.
600-seater in Brooklyn,
7.

.

city

between them

arid

when

they

both had houses in the same neigh'
borhoods, one chain would operate
as a first-run nabe and the other
as a subsequent run.

The distributor-defendants In the
are WB. Paramount. RKORadio, Loew's, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
Universal and United Artists. Individual exhibitor defendants are
Frank H. Durkee. Charles R. Nolle,
Walter D. Pacy, Gilbert W. Reddish,
suit

Grand Co., J. Loiiis Rome, Leon R
Back. Edward W. Kimpel, Jr., Rialto
Theatre Co., Metco Theatres, Inc,
and Schanze Theatre Co., Inc.

MARRIAGES
Virginia Benning to Hilton Stark,
Dec. 6, In Milwaukee.
Bride li
daughter of musical director at

WTMJ; groom
Dunn

is

former member

of

Boys, radio quartet.

Annette Bretzlaff to Bob Trendler,
Cincinnati, Dec. 4.
Bride 1>
member of Three Graces vocal trio;
he*3 musical arranger and chorus diIn

.

with Frank Daniels in

feld.

Lynch organiServing with Paramountzation.
Publix theatres, he later became affiliated with Sparks, which absorbed

himself with the S. A.

Continued from pace 3_
throughout the proceed- theatre, last week filed suit In
district court here asking iis'n^
Counsel of record on preliminary damages from eight motion plct'm,
motions include, for' Paramount, distributing companies and Rn,!
Simpson, Thatcher & Bartlett; 20th- Martin, of Columbus, Ga., operat<tt
Harris,
Koegel & of theatre chain.
Fox, Dwight,
Odom*s attorneys charged violation
Caskey; Irving Trust Co. (for RKO),
Donovan, Leisure, Newton Sc Lum- of Sherman anti-trust act, claiminj
bard, and William Mallard; Metro, distributors 'conspired with Marlll
J. Robert Rubin and Davis, Polk, not to give him first class films tot
Warwell, Gardiner & Reed; Chase distribution' and forced him to ten
National Bank, Mudge, Stern, Wil- his theatre to Martin at a loss.
Companies named : Paramount
liams & Tucker; Warner Bros,, Robert W. Perkins; KAO, Goldwater & RKO, United Artists, Metro, UniverFlynn; Universal, Chadbourne, Hunt, sal and Columbia.
Jacket & Brown; United^ Artists,
O'Brien, Malevinsky & Raftery; Columbia, Schwartz & Froehlick, and Homand's Trial Airs
for individual defendant, Saul E.
basis

fee

A

eral Broadway plays, of which some
John Hammell, 58, former film
were The Love Nest,' with June censor at Paramount, died Dec. 5 in
Walker, 'Maya' and The Grand Hollywood
after a plunge from the
Street Follies.'
For 10 years the fourth floor of a hospital there. He
manager of Ruth Draper, she had had been ill since April; 1938, when
represented
also
Angna Enters, he. resigned from Paramount and
Marioii Kerby and Mrs. Patrick
took a world tour for his health.
Campbell,
Born in Detroit, Hammell was

comedy

William J. Melvin, 54, who retired
as a theatre manager for the Sparks
circuit in St. Petersburg, Fla„ eight
years ago, died in that city, Dec. 7.
Born in Savannah, he went to St.
Petersburg, 22 years ago, and aligned

Survived by brother and sister.
Victor Wagiier, 64, well known
choral and orchestra conductor, died
FBED S.
in Rochester, Dec. 7.
Fred S, Mende, 58, former member
native of Toronto, he played the
cello at the Royal Opera House, of the Waldorph and Mendez vaude
Vienna, and with the Vienna Phil- tumbling team, but who in recent
harmonic from 1897 to 1906. He later years had headed an Albany Jewelry
joined the orchestra of the Metro- firm founded by his father, sucpolitan Opera Co. Leaving the Met cumbed Dec. 8 in an Albany hospital,
he conducted light opera companies apparently of a heart attack, after
for a time prior to becoming musical being stricken while driving his car
director of the Rialto and Rivoli the- home froin business in the capital'

Managers, Inc., producing firm, she
supervised the presentation of sev-

who

Lawyers^ Star Salaries

WILLIAM MELVIN

I

GEBTBUDE MOTEB
Gertrude Moyer, SO, former rhuslcal and vaude dancer, died Dec. 10
in

New

York, a victim of cancer.

She had played

in

Weber and

Fields musicals with such stars as
Bessie Clayton, Fay Templeton, Lillian Russell, Frankie Bailey among
others.
She later was in Ziegfeld's

dancing with Gertrude VanRosie Green (and Keno),
Mitzi, and Vera Maxwell.
Later, she went into vaude.
Three sisters, Ray, Dot and Irene,
all former vaude terpers, survive.

'Follies,'

derbilt,

mother of

MAX

FIEDLEB

Max Fiedler, 80, former symphony
orch conductor, died Dec. 9 in Stockholm, according to word received by
his son,

Max,

of Philadelphia.
He appeared in the U. S. at various intervals, conducting the Bos-

ton and N. Y. Philharmonic Symphonies
as
guest maestro.
He
had led. the London symph earlier
in the century.
Also surviving is another son, William, director of music at Antioch
,

rector.

Estel La whom to Eddie Foster, In
DefendanU are 20th-Fox, RKO, Yuma, Ariz., Nov. 12. He*s a screen
Warners, Columbia, Paramount, Uni- actor,
Estelle Brown, non-pro, to W. Rversal,
United Artists, Republic,
Samuel Rinzler, Louis Frisch and Wllkersori, trade paper publisher,
William Yost, in addition to Rand- Dec. 11 In Las Vegas, Nev. Fourth
number of years was musical editor force. Rinzler and Frisch are said try for him; second for the bride. 1"
Ida Polls to Ben Perry, Dec. 9
of the Lawrence Wright Music Co., to own 50% of Randforce stock, with
20th-Fox, RKO and other defendants Los Angeles. He's Hal Roach pubLondon.

Fred Bentley, 60, .died in London,
Nov. 12, after a short illness. Well
known in music publishing, he
started his career as a youngster in
the Mohawk Minstrels, and for a

owning the rest.
Yost is the owner of a new Brooklyn house, the Clinton, competitor of
the Ciloria. He is said to liave entered into an agreement with Randforce, which buys and books for
about 50 houses, whereby the Gloria
fection.
and five other indies in the neigh*Benjamin S. Fish, 50, former man- borhood will be prevented from obfirst-run
product.
ager of the Majestic, Beloit, Wis,, taining/ major
died Dec. 10 in Janesville, Wis. Sur- Plaintiff maintains the cessation of
vived by his widow, two sons, pa- firSt-run product is causing him to
lose $200 a week. He asks a permarents, a brother and three sisters.
nent injunction and a declaration
Andrew J. Selbert, 75, former that contracts and agreements comw.k. Louisville band leader, died plained of are Illegal.
Dec. 7 at his home in that city,
Boberl MeClure, 30, with the HarAmus. Co, PitUburgh, for last
years, died unexpectedly in
that city last week from complications brought about by a throat in-

licist

ris

BIRTHS

three

.

Charles Simon,

63, operator of the
club, Ravenna, O.,
in a Cleveland hospital.

Buckeye night
died Dec.

4.

Mr.

and

daughter,

Father

Mrs. Gregory Carter,
Hollywood, Dec. 2,
newsreel theatre owner

in

is

there.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Harry

daughter. In Pittsburgh,
Father's a band leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
daughter. In Hollywood,

Singer,

Dec.

4-

Pagano,
Dec. 7-

Father is Metro writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mather, son, m
Los Angeles, Dec. 5. Both are radio
performers.

Odom'i Trnst Suit
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Higgins, son,
Atlanta, Dec, 12.
in Chicago, Dec. 2. Father is l."
W. H. Odom, of Miami, former op- charge of
sales office in Cliierator of a MilledgevlUe, Ga., film cago.
.
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OUTDOORS

1939

Sez Lord Marley

Lecturers^ Bull Market
being one of the reasons
BO few ether names are big as

limilation.<!

why

lecturers.

liisea

been offered almost an unlimniimber, some at fees up to
unheard of. They're
t3 000, heretofore
the's

No.

ited

1

Glamor Boy

were dim-wits on

Oddly enough, the man who is domore chinning this season
else, and drawing one
the heftiest grosses, has never
been heard of by' the greater part of
the public.
He. is Sydney R. Montague, former member of the Royal
Northwest Mounted Police, and con-

turned down, however, Miss
Thompson maintaining that writing
hearttakes up all her time. Another
breaher is Jan Masaryk, son of the
lounder and first prez of Czechoslovakia, for whom a tremendous
tour had been booked at an average

ing

jli

than anyone
of

It was reof $500 an appearance.
when Masaryk
cancelled
cently
cabled fi'Oin London he was unable

ceded

to

be the top

showman

of the

biLsiness.

Barnstorming from small town to
small town' in an automobile, while
other speakers stick exclusively to
Pullmans, he'll give between 200 and
250 talks this season at an average
fee of about $200.
He does as many
as three a day, 10 a week.
He has
two subjects, 'Tales of the Mounties'
and 'Re-Enforcing the Law.'.'GoodDies committee. It is' understood that looking and appearing in his scarlet
a pushover for the
his movements won't be restricted uniforrn, he's
and every sort of offer is being made femme trade. He carries a display of
^im for lecture dates. New York furs and trophies with him and is
managers are thinking of no measly colorful in every respect.
come.

to

the othev hand, causing impresarios 1o, rub their hands and burn up
wires to Mexico City is the apparent
certainty that Leon Trotzky, exiled
HUs.sian biggie, now isbuth of the
border, will be permitted to enter
this country to testify before the

On

.

Town

Hall;

it

Square Garden

would be Madison
if

available.

A few

1

money speakers now

run al}but' $1,000 an engagement,
sometimes more, depending on the

;

Other important newcomers to the
big demand category for platform
work 'include Eve Curie, author Vincent Sheean, former G-man Leon
Turrou, Ambassador Hugh Gibson,
correspondent and author Pierre van
Paassen and Mrs. Franklin. D, Roosevelt.
Oldtimers who continue as
major attractions are H. V. Kaltenborn, Edna Ferber, Alexander Wooll.

.

top

size of the hall and type of date.
There are about 40 institutions like
universities and large town halls that
can afford to pay these prices. Some
are endowed. AdmLsh generally runs
from S5c to $2.20, although majority
of lectures are on a series basis, with
the average fee around 85c.
Included in the big-money class
are Mrs. Roosevelt and her distant
cousin, Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth, daughter of Theodore Roosevelt.
Mrs. Longworth regularly gets
the highest fee of anyone on a platform, usually around $1,200, but an

,

colt,
Elsa Maxwell, William Lyon
Phelps,
Raymond Moley, Elissa
Landi, Dale Carnegie and John Maton Brown. It will be noted that the
majority of these vets are in the

amusement field, as distinguished
from the newcomers of the past few
insignificant number
years, all serious thinkers and talkabout six a season.
.etf,,

.

of

— Real-topper-lor-coin

;

Decline of Adventure

Detroit, Dec. 12.
British lecturer (Lord Marley) came here in Town Hall
lecture series to pull a honey
of a boner.
He first stepped hard on audience's toes by implying that they

dales, only

ii. Eve Curie,

history. Said

the peer-lecturer, 'Perhaps you
don't know what I mean by the
Balkans. If your knowledge of

European geography is as weak
knowledge of European
history, you probably don't. By

as your

the Balk.ins

I

mean

Yugoslavia;

etc'.

Then a moment later, the
same authority set the audience
to

roaring.

He

George

said

Washington was 'born in England and hence he 'couldn't be
President.'

book all the other important names,
Woollcott goes it alone, taking care
of all his own busines.'-— and very
handily, too, at $600 a shot with
plenty of shots. Dale Carnegie, the
'how

to

win

friends' influencer, lost

when he had a battle with his
agent a while back and also does his
own dating. He's not the figure he
once was as far as fees go. Prices
on the self-booked variety of speaker
fluctuate widely from date to date,
but.Carnegie is believed to be averaging about $350.

one.

The

Literati

On the literary and dramatic end,
Edna Ferber is the real hot stuff.
Equally known in New York or
Squeegee, la., she hits a nice average
Dr. William Lyon
of about $750.
Phelps. Yale's perennial, hasn't been
able to fake as many engagementis as
when he was younger and haler, but
Elissa
does neatly at $450.
Landi, with her talk of the theatre,
grabs plenty of dates at $400, while
on the critical side no one even approaches John Mason Brown, legit
reviewer for. the New York Post,
who gets everything he can handle
also

Not that explorers and adventurers
them have ashcanned their
projection machines) aren't to be.
found on the programs of virtually
(mo.st of

every,

group—many managers

still

them the backbone of the
business but a new genus is taking
lop coin and top billing, while the
con.sider

—

glamor boy
Daniel
booked as stage waits.

Boones

are

Principally responsible for the lectuVe upturn and the changed trend,

managers acknowledge, is the
News reporting on the air ha.s
made the public conscious of world
events, and commentators have developed in Joe Jukes of Oklahoma
all

'

radio.

City a Ihir.st
these events.

for interpretation of
The silver-tongued
and gals who can help to
quench the parchness are cashing in
on personal appearances.

boys

Radio, paradoxically, is not only
held responsible for the lecture
business high state, but also for its bad

&
3ol

giving

i
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a all
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Radio

Demonstrating the growth of interest in forum speakers is the fact
that between 15 and 20 new town
halls have sprung up in the past two
years. 'Sprung up' is hardly accu-

"

!

OUTDOOR SHOWS
UP BY AGVA

New RKO Plan

^r^^^'r^'

knowledge to the extent of a tour
which is. ab.solulely full, no more
talk.

G-man Turrou, who

manager-owner

lips,

of the

Johnny

Jones shows, accusing the American Guild of 'Variety Artists of untactics.
On the other hand,
AGVA claims evidence that the Jones
J.

fair

shows signatured
a
closed-shop
agreement and had advanced money
membership fees and dues.
Meanwhile, AGVA, it's reoorted,
intends to fight Phillips by ordering
for

all

AGVA

grandstand acts not to

play dates with the Jones shows.

Sunday Fairs Seen In
111.,

Upsetting Precedent
Evanston,

III.,

Dec.

12.

RelaNing of the Simday no-show
iii
Is
evidence throughout the
state and county fair field, where no
rule

shows on Sunday have been tradition.
With picture, vaude and legit
theatres and e.specially radio, offering amu.sement on the Sabbath, the
fairs

no longer see any rojison

why

they should keep .shuttered, arid are
now generally .set to operate on a
seven-day, in.stead of a .six-day, week
ba.sis,

At the. outdoors convention here
last week, the carnics, in rnaking
Iheir deals with the fairs, were under con.stant demand for Sunday
.

openings- by the fair secretaries, who
are convinced that Sunday shows are
(he answer to bigger gro.sses.

Top Lecture Fee-Getters

dates being accepted, at $350-$500 a

Curiously enough, however,
radio
nas contributed
few names of its own
w important lecture
lists.
Aside

1 FRISCO FAIR

because behind almost every
one can be found the deft hand of
the lecture booking bureaus, ever
San Francisco, Dec. 12.
out for new potentialities.
New
Looks as though the off-again, onYork's Town Hall, with its radio
plugging, helped plenty, of couicse. again 1940 Frisco fair la more on
than off this week with an announceThe Agents
ment that the promoters of the 1940
Ranking agents are W. Colston
exposition on Treasure Island have
Leigh and Harold R. Peat. Only
other important ones are William B.- enough money to reopeii the fair
Feakins, Clark Getts, Lee Keedick and definitely expect to do so;
and Alber & Wickes. Latter is in
George Smith, manager of the
Boston, the others in New York. Mark Hopkins hotel,
and spokesman
Columbia Broadcasting has entered for the group of promoters seeking
the field within the past two weeks, the necessary funds,
has said that
with Isabel Scott, who formerly ran a plan has
been found in the maze
her o\yn bureau, in charge. She's of tangled
finances, which will make
jult starting to line up 'a cast, whibh possible
a second fair to run four
at present includes such CBS names
and a half months,- beginning May 18.
as Kaltcnborn, Orson Wclle.s, Linton
The plan will be made public toWells, Elmer Davis and Ted Husing.
morrow (Wednesday) and at the
With Welles available for only a few same
time will be presented to
lectures. Miss Scott is booking a
creditors for approval.
group of other Mercury Theatre
More than the $1,600,000 agreed
players.
NBC forhncrly ran an agency, of upon as ijecesisary for rehabilitation
which Peat's is now the outgrowth. has been raised.
He managed NBC's bureau until the
company decided to give it up in 1932
after a year's trial. They found it
12
wasn't succes.sful because there were
frequent conflicts of dates between
SIGNED
broadcasting and platform and, with
radio's high fees, the ether always
won.. It engendered ill will from
Chicago, Dec. 12.
program committees. Peat, incidentOutdoors division of the American
•ally, was a famed spieler himself.
He was billed as 'Private Peat' on Guild of 'Variety Artists signatured
tours following the world war.
a number of shows to ACVA agreeMost of the agencies charge lecturers 25 W, commish.
Some offer ments during the outdoors conveneither the 25% contracts or 50% con- tion here last week, and more are
tracts in which .the agency assumes understood on their way.
all expenses of advertising and travAmong those lined up on closedeling. A. good number of talkers preshop deals are Rubin & Cherry,
fer the latter type.
Hennies Bros.,
Lecture booking is closely compe- Royal Amei-ican,
Sheesley, Oscar Bloom, John Francis,
titive and the agents don't skip many
Beckmann & Gerety, Max Linder_chances. (3ood__exarnple is James B.
-mann, -Thaviu, Ernie Young, Eollack
Poiid, editor of the field's triade paper
and an agent for some 30 years. He's Bros, and Shrine circus.
Plenty of fur flying in the Loop at
now stepping to the rostrum himself,
the convention of the International
talking on the celebs he's booked.
Fair Association and the carnival
get-together, with E. Lawrence Philrate,

Baum does only
moderately well and gets about $300.'
while Carl Sandburg, poet whose audience is limited in scope, takes $250,
mostly from colleges. Attempt is
being made to build John Anderson,
crick of the New York JournalAmerican, as opposition to Brown,
but the going is slow. He may develop after his build-up with the
.Condniicd from pace 5_
Phil Spitalny (General Electric) air
show;
cision .on these appeals is
next
Among the big names. on the ad- Monday (18), it may mean due
that this
venture
lists are Osa Johnson, at
Is
agreement may prove worthless.
generally considered a number for $350; Burton Holmes, $300; John
Atlas declares in its agreement,
Craig,
Father
Bernard
$300;
Hubbonly a highly succe.s.sful speaker.
which is in the form of a letter from
Duff Cooper, former First Lord of ard, $250; Capt. Bob Bartlett, $200; Floyd
B. Odium to RKO, that the
the British Admiralty, is also raking Otis Bairton, $200; Capt. C. W. R.
Knight, $200; Harrison Forman, $200; war in Europe has injured the sale
in heavy .sugar— best of the foreignCarveth
Wells,
$200
and
Theo.-i Bern- of films abroad, e.specially in Engers— at $750 each, for a long string of
land and France. .The price for film
ard, $200.
dates. Dr. Thomas Mann, self-exiled
stocks has dropped since August, but
German writer, gets the same figure
Admiral Byrd's Record
notwithstanding these conditions, the
and is in brisk demand, but is unAll records on recent take, inci- investment house is prepared to go
able to fill more than a limited num- dentally are held by the platform's
through with its offer.
ber of requests because of his health greatest adventurer of them all
The proposal was submitted toN.Y.
and writing chores.
Admiral Byrd. In tours for two
federal judge William Bondy, who
years prior to his Antarctic trip and
Archduke Felix and Pat Hitler
one year after it, he is said to have set a Friday hearing to hear arguAnother foreigner going strong Is gro.ssed well over $500,000. In one day ments pro and <:on, Marland Gale,
Archduke Felix of Au.slria, getting in Los Angeles alone, with two talks, representing the SEC, promised to
about $500 a date. William Patrick the gate was $15,000. The only im- have an early opinion on the fairness
Hitler, son of Adolf's half-brother, portant lecturer to work on a per- of the agreement for the judge. The
is
al.so
doing well, but fees are centage, he always got 60';i of the court was told' that Odium considers
the agreement, in light of world consmaller, about $350.
He will have b.o.
had 40 bookings between Oct. 15 and
Shortest and most profitable tour ditions, an extreme sacrifice, and it
Christnia.s..
'Violently anti-Nazi, in ever was by H. G. Wells in 1937. He constitutes the highest offer Atlas
No one will make a
Boston he drew the largest crowd in gave 12 lectures at $3,000 a piece. will make.
four years to Ford Hall Forum.
But none of these compares with the higher or a better offer, the court
Returning lo natives, Raymond man whom the gab agents regard as was informed.
Judge Bondy reMoley is particularly strong for the the king of all-lime— Rus.sell Con- served decision and declared that he
Chnmber of Commerce typ"* lunch- well. The Philadelphia pastor, who will deride the issues him.self, witheon.
Former brain-lrusler and edi- founded and .supported Temple Uni- out reference to a ma.slcr, a.s w.i.«
tor of News-Week drags down about versity with his lecture income, gave done la.'.'t August.
at_$350.. per._.Vicki.

daughter of the discoverer of radium,
Further marking the trend toward who proved quite the Brenda Frazier
less entertainment is of the lecture platforms last season.
the slide taken by. the explorers and She'll be over from France again in
advent(,irer.s.
While once nine out January, February and March with a
of every 10 lecturers were men who full schedule of dates, most of them
had crowed the Andes, explored the at about $1,000.
Amazon lor ventured to Pago Pago
Another newcomer to'*the high
and had slide pictures to prove it
money hills is correspondent Knickmajority of those, who collect the erbocker. His fee is only half that of
heavy .sugar now are the ones who Mme. Curie, but he more th n comknow public affairs and can inter- pensates on volume of talks. He'll
pret them.
give about 100 this season, which

more meat and

8S

COINRAISEDFOR

a fortune.

.Continued from pace
single figure In
onces than any other
the syndicate writer rethe countiy,
to accept any dates, although

VARIETY
famed talk 'Acres of Diamonds,'
more than ^6,000 times, It grossed
his

tracked

down

a Nazi spy ring, gets $200-$400.
Aulhor Vincent Sheean. Ambassador to Germany Hugh Gibson, historian Philip Guedalla. economist
Isaac Mareosson, writer and foreign
wsimg ,s Clifton
Fadiman, interlocucorrespondent van Paassen, editor
Louis Adamic
8»m HVu^d'T'°.at^i2sf wCn'lEuKene Lyons.
'""^
dales co,!!^
^"' '^ »'-'«^' ^'"^
bel-tuUlor* him prior
group, taking about $200 to $400
ous
'''''"''
he can. have
all .h' .^i.'
on
their efforts.
each
""^'^^ commitment allows
- '
him
.
"im to
fill at $750
each.
Lire-of-lhe-rarty Gal Big B.O.

300
Alice Roo.sevelt Longworth.. $1,200 Julien Bryan
;.
Mull Outdoor Circuit
Curie
300
1.000 Burton Holmes
'Mrs. Franklin D. Roo.sevelt. Flexible John Craig
300
300
$750-$1,000 Pierre van Paa.ssen
H. V. Kaltenborn
Dallas, Dec. 12.
700 Eugene Lyon.s.
Thomas Mann
250
Summer circuit of cities with fair7.'50
Falhcr Bernard Hulibard
250
Edna Ferber.:
grounds and other outdoor show fa750 Carl Sandburg
Alfred Duff (jooper
250
cilities has been piroposed to direc000 Lord Marley
250
Alexander Woollcott
tors of the State Fair here by Harry
500 Ruth Alexander
2.50
H. R. Knickerbocker..........
L. Seay, president, after conferences
500 Capl. Bob Bartlett
200
Elsa Maxwell
with J. J. Shubert.
500 Capl. C. W. R. KniKlii:
200
Archduke Felix of Au.slria
Chain would extend from Omaha
Kallenborn, who has
'.. ...
200
been built to
On the enlerlainment side, top Major George Fielding Eliol. 3.10 .'jOO Otis Barton.
through Shreveport and would pro4,50 Harrison Forman
200
"dio, was a money woman is Elsa Maxwell. She William Lyon Phelps
vide open-air acts to supplement
leclnr^'l"',
450 Carveth Wells....
200
«ver faced a mike, has flock of bookings at $500 and is Raymond Moley
usual
fair entertainment.
but
out ^
wasnt getting the current
400 Thcos Bernard
200
$750 gelling plenty of repeals with her Vincent Sheean
400 Sydney R. Montague
200
"Pwards. Carter last year
Eli.t.sa Landi
novel presenlat ion— games with the
went «
:!f)n-400 Louis Adamic
200
'°^'''
Child Slapped, Claim Upheld
audience ishe supplies prizes') at the Leon Turrou
"P
60 dale" M*"
150
350 Nicol Smith
Atlanta, Dec. 12.
'^^^ each, which conclusion of her gab sesh. That is Osa John.son
is rath!.
150
350 Branson de Cou
D<»nand for him has practically nothing, however, to the Dale Carnegie
Georgia court of appeals last week
•
I1.»
(all
350
Hugh Gibson
upheld $675 damage claim against
°t'. *l°";*ver, since he is off $5,000 or more per night she is getIh.*"
he
350
•'ack'now with tran- ting at big conventions to show the John Mason Brown
Rubin & Cherry Expositions, Inc,
• Mr.". Uo(,«f:\'f[t In In Ki^"t ileiiKind atitl
scrlnllL^''*^?
350 )ft ()i-cu:«lunH]]y offerrd fitbuloilH Mumfl for brought by Harry Bray, of ColumBoake Carter
haven't meant boys and gals how lo have fun,
-^uch v"e;.''"^'*'?y
<Iat«» the won^l iirr«pt, while Ink350 crrtaln
and he Is fining only
bus, Ga., father of 12-year-old Lily
Alexander Woollcott is another William Patrick Hitler
IriK nihers Rt nnialler tttt Ihnn rhe miirket
a
te
300 would ordinarily iMctRfe. .Any romparl.Hon Bray.
this
season heavy coin grabber who is con- Vicki Baum
Both v,f,"^t8?"*e"*«
300 o( hpr riKUrcii wIlW othrrn on the Hit is
Child was allegedly slapped by
*?^'""" ""^ Carter Are sidered .somolhing of a freak by the Philip Guedalla
iimiiert t
unfair, nllhf.uch h^T liv*-l:igr
iiiirif iHt'inil
by their radio
300 If (>< IMfUllll }l,'l'Ki.
employe of the carney.
work, these' men in the bu.sliics.s. While agencies I.saac Marcos.son

Eve

^^^^

C^'"^""' tl^e o"ly cur«nn big
rently
shot gabber from broad-
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NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILERS do bigger and better stunts every day
in the box-oifices of

more than

They
For

12,000 theatres throughout the country.

talk turkey to

a customer-audience

at

every performance.

NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILERS hit the bull's-eye

ring the bell .
the good points of your picture across with
a combination of
action-on-your-screen and high-powered sales copy
that carries streamlined conviction in the shortest possible time.
.

.

.

.

smack

And the price is so low that any exhibitor can afford them

large house
because every NATIONAL SCREEN TRAILER
pays for itself
many times over in extra admissions. ... The shortest,
most consistent,
most forceful advertising yCu can buy.
or small

.

.

.

I
I

.

.

.
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CASH COME-ON BAD RADIO
Bandleader

Yen-Of the Moment-Is

Another 'Oh Johnny Re-Discovery
'The Blackout

Because Orrin Tucker has lifted
major attention through
Oh'
revival
of
'Oh Johnny,
other band leaders are suddenly bent
on scanning the old catalogs for
tuiies that they, too, might record to
garner both the royalties and a rep
Several of
lor bringing 'em back.

Stork Sweepstakes

last

week

The
posed

latest

by

Agencies Are Losing
Perspective
Buying Listeners with Money Givetising

19.

dance here, comConnor, is

Tommy

called 'The Blackout Stroll.'

assigned

their arrangers to dig around among
hits o( 20 to 30 years ago for

the

Transitory

Traveling Acts

numbers they could give a modern
twist and spot on the other side of
tlieir

HARTFORD CASE

next platter releases.

Subject to 11/2%

If this sudden Si?urt of intense interest in the dusty ones develops into
a fad, it will mean hard going for
IHiblishcrs who make a practice of
scrambling for placement of their
current tunes on the 'dog' side ot
the phonograph records. U will also

Uie breaks for disc recogniwill go more and more to llie
firms wliose catalogs date from away

New Phifly Tax

mean

Philadelphia, Dec. 19.

tion

back and are studded with old l\it.s.
The latter publishing house.^ will be
a position to e.^ercise upon recorders more strongly than ever the
In

old bargaining device ot agreeing to
lel one disc company have a certain
old tune exclusively if in return a
current release of 'dog' classilication
is

also given a break.

Could

DoWas HOOO

Weekly, So Flynn Sues
Los Angeles, Dec.

19.

Errol Flynn is suing to break- his
contract with Myron Selznick
Co.,
charging the agency wilh failure to

&

'

render proper services in his behalf.

Labor Commission, before
which the petition was filed, gave
Seljnick until Jan. 20 to answer.
Flynn claims that the best the
agency could do for him was $4,000
a week.
His current weekly salary
ot .$5,000, he asserts, is the result of
his own negotiations.
His new contract calls for a boost to $0,000 a

Slale

week, effective Aug. 17, 1940, for two
In 1942 it jumps to $fi..'jOO,
»nd the next year to $7,000, accord-

years.

ing to

Flyiin's

Penciled In

coniplainl.

18 Years Ago

Philadelphia. Dec.

19.

Meyer Davis claims longest advance booking
of a dance date. On
J^^c. 31, 1922, Mrs. Henry Brinlon
i-oxc,_wealthy Philly dowager, heard
"avis band at
a swanky ball and
penciled

him to play at the comof her granddaughter,
«uth Porter,
who was born a few
fays before
(1922).
Next year, on
Dec. 31, 1940-18
will lead a band
Of Bn M "r°»vis
as young Miss Porter
* cala ball at the
BcUeL"l*o.5T
"cuevue-Stratford

TOakA.T'"!?"'

hotel.

Leading network advertisers, with
Lever Bros an emphatic case in
point, have recently rejected programs offered by advertising agencies which were primarily based on
some money giveaway idea. These
advertisers, in rejecting such presenations, have expressed the viewpoint that bank nights and other
types of cash handouts cannot help
but react unfavorably on both radio
and the accounts in due time, and an
unhealthy state is bound to result
from the circumstance ot one account bidding against another for

outdoing the late
John D. Rockefeller who gave
away dimes, will pay $5 to all
babies born Jan. 1, 1940. This is
a stunt arranged by the Esse
radio news programs to mark
the two new 'babies' of Slandard,
Esso and Esso Extra gas.
Actuarial experts at the Metropolitan Insurance Co. gave Marschalk & Pratt agency the proper
odds on which Standard will pay
off special maternity cases, to

cision
Bros.,

wit:

the spring.

Standard

Oil,

Kennedy is understood to
have returned with a recorhmendation that American producers go forward in good faith with their quota
commitments in England. He is said
to have indicated that this may lead
to a lowering ot the coin-freezing

the trade.

provisions

now

in force

when

rulings

governing the amount of money permitted to be exported are revised in

Kennedy is of the opinion that a
reasonable effort by American companies to produce in England may
very possibly result in production
equal to the amount done in the
United Kingdom before the war. It
is not expected, however, that either
the American or British companies

Twins, $200.
TripleU, $750.

Quadruplets, $4,000.
Quintuplets, $25,000.

Traveling acts, bands, cii'Cus performers, opera singers, legit players,
will be able., to produce as many
playing Philly after Jan. 1 will
films as prior to the outbreak ot
have a slice taken out of their wages
hostilities,
leaving a bigger-thanincome
to pay the city's new
ever market for American-made
lax passed Friday (15). Under the
pictures.
levy, passed by City Council to
Increased income, ot course, will
make up an $18,000,000 deficit in the listeners by the cash route.
virtually
be
meaningless unless coinbudget, residents and non-residents
In the case of Lever Bros., usualremoval restrictions are eased. That
of the city will be taxed alike. The ly regarded
as among the shrewdis why Kennedy, who aided in negotax will be collected weekly at the
est of sponsors, there is a decided
tiating the money-exportation rulIn other words, employers'
.iource.
distaste against anything that doesn't
ings, is anxious that the Americans
agents will deduct the tax from the smack of straight and legitimate enshow their 'good intentions'. He
l)ay envelopes and turn the coin into
This account believes
tertainment.
thinks the chance .they take now on
Washington, Dec. 19.
the city coffers.
that' the listener's primary interest
investment in foreign production
A chorine making $40 a week will in radio is the enterlalnment that he
George M. Cohan made special trip may pay big dividends eventually.
have to drop 60c into the municipal derives from it and that in the long here last night (18) to get quite a
Hitch in the English production,
Performers making $100 a
pot.
(Continued on page 24)
kick out ot 'Yankee Doodle Boy,' ot course, is that it is a chance. It's
week will have to pay $1.50 weekly,
(Continued on page 32)
presented by Catholic LT. Speech and
despite the fact that residents of
other states have to pay taxes there
Drama Department as a 'musical
besides.. Another angle is that Philabiography' ot college's, favorite theaJudge Doubles
dolpliians working out-of-town are
tre name. Cohan, who always visits
also forced to pay the new tax.
school when he's in town, had conPhilly agent booking a local resident
Maestro of Burley
ferred with authors, recalled littlein an out-of-town spot must deduct
known incidents from his life and
(Continued on page 32)
Orchestra in St. Louis
supplied some 2;l of his son^s to be
worked into the show.
Book, written by Walter F. Kerr
St. Louis, Dec. 19.
and Leo Brady, former a teacher and
Doubling as police magistrate in
Disk
de
virtuis
business
Holiday cruise
latter a graduate student at the Venice, III., acro.ss the river, and
Only three lin- school, carries Cohan from an infant baton-waver at the Garrick
ally at. a standstill.
theatre,
end
Publicly
at
the
Sold
ers are definitely sailing
sitting up in a trunk backstage in a St. Louis burlesk. house, is a pushof the week, whereas last season be- vaudeville thealre in 1878, through over for Frank Reidclbergor,
who
tween Christmas and New Year's
The rarest operatic record in ex- there were 40 such trips, and nearly 17 scenes to today. Central charac- hasn't lost an ounce ot the 350
ters are the 'Four Cohans."
Also pounds of avoirdupois he
lote.s
istence, a Jean de Reszke, is being every boat sailed with capacity pascommercially released by the Inter- senger lists. For 30 ot last season's prominent is Sam H. Harris, his part- around during the 10 years he has
ner in the producing end.
been doing the double turn. Past 40
national Record Collectors Club ot holiday cruises, entertainers were
concentrates
First
act
on the years ot age, he's been a police mag-'
The double re- used. Only one of the current three
Bridgeport, Conn.
istrate 15 years.
(Continued on page 45)
cording is Siegfried's 'Forging' song will have a show for the vacationers,
He taught piano to youngsters in
from 'Siegfried,' and 'O Paradiso' it being the Nieu Amsterdam, which
Venice for several years, between
from 'Africana.'
will hug the coast to Miami and
court sessions, and in 1929 became,
The tenor refused to record com- Havana.
$2,000,000 in U. S.
leader at the Garrick. Reidclbcrger
The Graf Spee incident in South
mercially, but these recordings are
stuck through thick and thin with
rcpressings from the collection of American waters led to several can(Continued on page 47)
Paid on Thalberg Estate
Other two boats slated
Lionel MapcLson, librarian of the cellations.
Metropolitan, who experimented with for the holiday trick are the Swedish
Kungshohn and Osoljord.
recording in the wings of the opera liners
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Mrs. F.D.R. Commercial?
house during actual performances in Latter had less than 100 passengers
Court records here disclosed Fedthe closing years ot the last century. listed late last week, as against 600
eral taxes already paid on Irving
Deal for a sponsored series on
They consliUite the only known last ycnr. Early this week the former
by Mrs. Franklin D.
recordings of the lenor, who declined listed 200 bookings, but half are said Thalberg'.s estate approximated $2,- Columbia
an offer of $500,000 from Victor since to be cruise agents. Last season the 000,000 with the state soon to be paid Roosevelt is now being negotiated by
$90,000.
CBS Artists Bureau.
he declared 'Jean de Reszke will liner sailed with 500 passengers.
Estate of $4,470,913 left to his famSeveral commercial
possibilities
In doubt of sailing is the Saturnia,
never be presei;ved on wax."
ily
now has a market value of are available to b.r. the talks, and
De Reszke, born in 1850, was con- Italian boat, while the English and
can- $2,579,094 according to latest ap- Mrs, Roosevelt Is thought to be
sidered the greatest tenor in the French liners have naturally*
praisal.
amenable to accepting.
celled all such trips,
world during the 19lh century.

etc.,

Cohan Looks At

Cohan in Cathohc
U. s Wash.

Selznick Agcy.

'Best'

—

aways Called Unsound and

A connection between the return
Ambassador Joseph P. Kennedy
from London two weeks ago ^nd delast week by RKO, Warner
Paramount and Metro to resume English production is seen by
ot

Trade Observers Say AdverLondon, Dec.

a

leaders

U. S. Resumption of British Prod.

DEPLORE TREND

Stroll'

himself to

these

Joe Kennedy s Influence Seen In

T

Show

350-Pound

CRUISE SHIPS

A

As

AT LOW LEVEL

Rare

Reszke

To Be

Taxes

'

I
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Talking

'Complete Rehabilitation' Is Bioff's

Decrihber 20,

We«liiefi<l«y,

Hollywood, Dec, 19,
and most expensive
single bill film house in the country opened Simday tl7) in connection with the new swank re-

It

1

0;i9

Over

Smallost

Argument, Fighting

III.

Extradition

sort at Auowhead Springs. Theatre scots 130 at 75c. admission.

4I

Chicago, Dec. 19.
on William

HOW

j

IT'S

DONE
Getting

Foimdalion

Carneeie

I.owdown

lor

Fox-West Coast

the house under
operation.

Fix

.

.

organizations were
the extradition; that
'completely rehabiliand therefore does not need
punishment,' Besides, .it was argued,
Bioff thought that the case had been
reversed long ago.
Marovitz asks that the Gov. refuse
to signature any order to bring Bioff
back from California to serve remainder of the sentence.
Meanwhile, the Slate Attorney's
office last week put up a stiff protest
to. the Los Angeles police' departr
ment for releasing Bioff. In a. vigorous wire to L.A, chief of police A. C.
Hohman, the Stale Attorney's office
corjiplained that the first' word they
heard of Bioff's release was from
news dispatches. Telegram read as
follows:
'According to press reports Bioff
We did not reque.st
discharged.
his release, See our letter Nov. 25,
enclosing warrant as your authority
to hold him until governor's warrant issued.
Attorney MaroVitz on
behalf of Bioff requested a hearing
before the Illinois governor.
Case
set for Dec. 19. This caused the delay. Please appirehend Bioff and hold
him as a fugitive until both governors have acted or until this office
notifies you otherwise.
Letter fol-

tion

of

Bioff
tated

for

now

is

Ihen.'

M
K
r

.

INHIOOD

picture production.

jlollywood, Dec.

Owing

Letter with which the State's attorney's office followed up its wire
read in part:
'We were much surprised that Bioff
was discharged by the court in your
city.
We assumed, of course, that

you were aware Bioff was fighting
extradition and consequently there
would be a delay in obtaining a gov
ernor's warrant In this ca.se the action taken was unusual. Before the
Governor of Illinois had passed on

L.

A. to N. Y.

Frank Borzage
Campbell

Sam Coslow
Edward

Ellis

Ruth Gordon
John Halliday
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Hal Home
W. Ray Johnstoii
Charles Lamont
^Melchior Lengyel

certainty of foreign .markets was
consummated during the past we^k
Edward Small. Producer swung"
a bank loan through the Guaranty

Joy-

R, A. Porter

Sydney Towell
Frank Tuttle

Herman Wobber
Edgar Allan Woolf
Herbert Yates

War

Trust Co., of New 'Vork, for financing
totaling about $7,500,000. Coin is to
flnat.:about 10 pix which Small will
make for United Artists release during the next 18 months.

Approximate

TOBACCO BOOM

IN KY.

MEANS MUCH FOR

6.0.

•Louisville, Dec. 19.

Chant of tobacco
auctioneers
opened Louisville tobacco market,
and city merchants, as well as farm
ers of .Kentucky, Indiana and "ten-

volume of

biz done by Kentucky reand wholesalers in months to
It will provide means of emfor 7.500 work;rs in Louistobacco faclorie.s, and will ac-

tailers

come.

ployment
ville

count for almo.st a third of the total
cash income of Kentucky farms and

Other

News

Horace McMahoi\

Ann Parenteau

war

s UDcertainty Will

Probably

Rouben Mamolian
Ralph Morgan
Thomas G. Rockwell

Ann Rutherford

Stall

Any

U.

$6,9.')0,000

another

same old

Chri.<-lmas

coming ddxm

ih»

st.nnd,

conditions

Un.'ettled

m

the

—

for-

and made theatrical history.
NELLIE There were three gals thai were almost always together that
my boss and I liked very much. They were Lillian Russell, Maggie Clina
and Annie Hart. Mike would have Maggie sing "Throw 'Em Down, McClosky,* for him, then would make Annie Hart sing 'The Hat Me Father
Wore.' And many's the lime Lillian Riis.sell sang 'My Evening Slur' lor
his tip, then give him a couple of bucks extra en the next trip.
BLACKIE:— Speaking about singing in a cab, I had Caruso the night
of his debut at the Met. He was just taking a ride through the park to
may come up for discussion when the gel rid of the flggil.s. I was going along nice and easy when suddenly
U'directotlate meets Jan. 7 next
he burst into song. What a voice! People slopped to listen. Some started'
Ltitest indication is that annual
financial statement for Universal for

the

fiscal

year ending

last

October

will be available at the January directors' session; It is expected to be
one of the most favorable statements
in several years, although writeoffs

—

and realignments made

in the final

following the cab. They didn't know then that they were listening to lh»
world's greatest tenor, and for free too. There'll never be another like him.
NELLIE There'll never be another like any of 'em. They were great
artists that loved to live and were on speaking terms wilh Life.
Where
have you personalities today like Jim Corbett, Tod Sloan, John Drew,
Sam Bernard, Eddie Foy, Jerry Cohan, J. W. Kelly, Diamond Jim Brady,
O. O. Mclntyre and Chuck ponnois'.' All different types and greiil per-

—

sonalities.

because of foreign losses,
undoubtediy will make the net profit
than
originally
anticipated
shortly after_ the nine-month report
quarter,

BLACKIE— Speaking about personalities, you forgot lo mention one \h«l
I'd
stood out like the Empire Building; that was Raymond Hitchcock.
drive him down Broadway and he'd tip his pearl gray derby lo everybody,
and_they'd laugh and think. he .was .full of joy juice,, but the funny part
came out.
of it was he never look a drink in his life.
Annual stockholders' meeling and
NELLIE Speaking about traveling down Broadway, it's been yean
directors' annual confab does not
since I've been downHhere. In the old days we drove all over the town,
come until' March 15 next at Wil- we didn't just do the Park. We drove to the Melropole, Jack's, Claridge,
mington. New board" vJill be named Shanleys, Astor Bar,
Knickerbocker. Why they knew me in those spoU
at that time.
as well as they knew the customers. 1 was always good for a few lumps
of sugar from the waiters. I'd wait for my old customers like Junie McCree, Ren Wolf, Scamp Montgomery, Bat H^asterson and Lee Harrison.
BLACKIE People liked to ride in those days, enjoy the fresh air and
9-PlC
take things ea.sy. Today when a co\iple of .squirts get a little slewed they
jump in the cao and want to wear Pat's hat and drive me.
NELLIE But there's still nice people riding around. I get a greiit kick
out of driving an old couple around, they just sit and hold hands and with
half closed eyes they dream of yesterdays.
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
BLACKIE It just seems like yesterday to me when a little dark slender
Charles R. Rogers closed a deal to
produce nine 'A' pictures for Colum- feller wilh grand eyes was sitting in the cab and humming a tune ^ihat
kinda broke up my gait. The tune was 'Alexander's Rag Time Band.' and
bia, three per year for three years,
the feller Irving Berlin. I guess 1 was the first one, that is the lir.<-l horse,
contract effective Jan. I.
Two of the films lined .up for 1940 that ever heard it.
'
NELLIES— Did you know Willie Collier and Pete D'aily yhen Iht-y \ver«
are 'Jane Addams and Hull House'
and 'Senate Page Boys.' William A working at Weber & Field.s' Music Hall'.'
BLACKIE Did I'/ 1. used_lo alrnosl die laughing listening lo them kid
Pierce,
as.sociale
producer
with
Rogers at Paramount, stays with him my boss. Each one would try' to top the other's gags and'when gu.vy lik«
Collier and Daily lop each other well, that's the tops in tops.
under the new contract.
NELLIE;— It's funny how one name. bRngs on another. I recall Gene
Buck when he first came from Detroit and started making picture!- on
crops, livestock and livestock prod
sheet music, and then became one of (h'e great and best liked men of the
ucts during the next 12 months."
theatre. He still rides with us once' in a while, yep, he's that kind of «
As sales proceeded farmers began guy; plenly of heart for the show business and its people. You know
lining up in warehouse front offices he discovered many great stars for Ziegfeld.
And speaking about Ziegat the cashier's cage for their checks feld, I drove Jack Norworlh and Nora Bayes way
back in 1908 when they
—checks that means plenty of appeared in the first 'Follies' on the New York Roof. They were the
Christmas spending, and exhibitors greatest singing team of 'em all. And it was in 1908 when I remember
can naturally expect to get their a handsome leading man called Sam Forrest wilh great big eyes and •
liberal share of the golden flow dur
shock of coal black hair opened in Booth Tarkington's and Henry Leon
ing the balance of 19.39, and extend
Wilson's 'Springtime.''
Now Sam is one of the great directors of the
ing well into. 1940.
theatre. There was another handsome guy called Joe Howard whom I
drove around. He just came from his Chicago where he- made a big hit
at the La Salle theatre. A great ladies' man was Joe, and now at 75 he i*
still working and is as hand.some as ever.
BLACKIE You mentioned Scamp Montgomery before. Well, that
brings back to mind the time I drove Doyle and Dixon, this greatc.^t hoofing
team in show business, and it seemed they got a wire about the p.o.'-sing
of
Dave Montgomery (that was Scamp's brother) in Chicago, and ihey
coin
.Page il
were offered to take out 'Chin Chin' the next season to'rcplace Monlgom..Page 11
ery and Stone.
!,..Pa"e
less

—

DEAL
WITH COL OVER 3 YRS.

ROGERS'

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

!

income for 1039.

Sarn Coslow' a music publisher

Tough Guys

ACVA limits agents lo 5Vf
Dramatists Guild
Warners' halt legit bankrolling

'

When I first started working for Mike we were both pretty
young. Mike came from Ireland' and 1 came from a farm upstate. II was
the first time for both of us ip the Big Town. Actors would hire Mike
lo drive them around town because he had a great sense of humor and
understanding.' Actors liked Mike. I used to turn around and watch the
young actors, composers and writers who carne to find success in the Big
Town sit back in the c:ib, and you could almost see the hope shining out
of their young eyes,
'VoU know, Blackie, hope is the dreams of a guy
Their thoughts kept time to the rhythm of my hoofs, "I'll
that's awake.
knock this town 'dead' from the bolder ones, and 'I hope they'll like my
stuff' from the timid ones.
the time 'Victor Herbert rode
I remenvber
arovmd in my cab for ro\u- hours. It was just before the opening of the
Wizard of the Nile,' his fir.st Broadway show. He Just sat back in the
cab and moved his hands as if he was leading an orchestra.
BLACKIE I drove Al Jolson around for hours after his first opening
night at the Winter Garden.
He felt terrible because he had (lopped.
They .stuck his specialty in full singe with a lot of girls standing around
detracting from his turn.
Bui the next night he did his songs in 'cue'

field resulting from the European conflict probably will force
Universal directors to abandon original plans to pay Off part of the
dividend arrears on the first preferred stock. Plan will be held in
abeyance, according to latest information in Wall Street, although it

;

acts: Little

here's

interesting.

eign

Yanks' Spain setup
U
Film salesman gave NBC its Graf Spee .scoop:
.!..Page 22
Aylesworth as coun.<!el
page 24
Ameche back for radio washup.Page '26
Radio reviews: Norma Shearer, Peter Lorre, Connolly-J.gnes-

ASCAP's

Blackie,

finds us at the

holidays don't seem the .<;ame to me these d.-\y.«.
NELLIE— Oh, it was the same years ago, BInckie, only we're old now
and we think things are different. You know we're doing pretty good now
when we even walk through the park.
BLACKIE— Well, we may not be able to trot and gallop any more, and
these.iaxi driveirs may laugh at us when they see us, but we have ^omething none of these young pimks have.
NELLIE— That's right, Blackie. Say. isn't that natty little fellow with
his coat collar turned up George M. Cohan?
BLACKIE— Sure, that's him. There's nobody else walks ju.'it like that.
1 remember him years ago when his hair wasn't as white as il is now.
He was just a kid then, well hardly more than a kid. A k^d with dreams
and ambition. He was piVtii'hg'o'n his' first~sH6w,"'Liine Johnny Jones:.' He
and his partner, Sam Harris, would drive around the park for hours in
my cab. George would sing his .<;ongs to Sam and tell him the hundreds
of ideas he had for future show.s. And Sam would tell George about the
plan."! he had of building theatres to house their productions and make
And by golly
the firm of Cohan it Harris the greatest in the country.
these kids made their dreanis conic true and the;y're still going strong.
NELLIE I always enjoyed pulling show folks around, they were so

—

Pertaining to Pictures

Aussie's and U.S. films on frozen
Phil Reisman's Aus.sie trip

New

it

—

Pfdr-Dividend Arrears

Martin, Jackie Coogan

N. Y. to L. A.
Shirley Booth
Claudette Colbert

19.

conditions, 20th-Foy

B.R.

$7,500,000

nessee, stand to reap a golden har
vest from the weed.
Prices are
the papers Attorney Abe Marovitz a.bout as high as last year, with
requested a hearing before our Gov. more than 600,000 pounds of bright
ernor and notified us he was object burley on the fioor of one warehouse.
ing to Governor Horner issuing his Top prices were not as high as last
year, but quality superior.
requisition upon the California gov
John Singhiser, official auctioneer
ernor for a governor's warrant. We
do not know what look place in your at a local wareho^i.se, and now airing
on the Lucky Strike show, drew
court, but we believe the judge was
imposed upon. Certainly he would special interest of a Board of Trade
delegation, selling the first baskets
not have discharged Bioff had he un
derstood that Bioff himself caused as guest auctioneer.
Wi.llianL E,
Morrow, Board _of
the delay."
Letter goes on to request that the Trade secretary, who led the deiega
Bioff case be reinstated on the Coast, lion, estimated that in next eight
and al.so asked info as to whether weeks a probable $50,000,000 worth
Marovitz appeared in court and when of burley will be disposed of in Ken
'It
will make a
he had told the court about the Illi- lucky markets.
merry Christmas for thousands of
nois situation.
rural homes in Kentucky,' he said,
'and will contribute generously to

LiOUise

to

plans to abandon its sales conventions abroad next spring and combine them into one general gathering
to be held in the U. S. Site for the
confab has no( been picked, but Hollywood is the likely choice.
Sidney R. Kent explained that it
would be inipo.ssible to hold regional
One of the more important .film conventions in London, Paris or
financing deals since outbreak of the other European capitals under cur.
European ,war and the resultant un rent circumstances.

starling
dates on
films to complete his commitments to
United Artists for the 1939-40 season were set by Small this week.
They will follow completion of 'My
Son, My Son,' which is now in production.
Additional pix will be 'Kit Carson*
and 'South of Pago Pago,' which the
Small office declares would go into
production immediately after the
first
of the year; 'Son of Monte
lows.'
Cristo,' set to get the giin on March
To this wire L.A. Chief Hohmann 1; 'Valentino,' film biog of the star,
telegraphed in replay that 'Bioff case starting May 1; 'Two Years Before
dismissed Dec. 12, Court figured you the Mast,' which will be made durhad ample time to be here. Subject's ing the summer, according to Small.
attorney will produce him when your
Small delivered 'Man in the Iron
governor issues extradition papers. Mask' early in August.
Our district attorney will not issue
another fugitive complaint until

it

SALES CONV.

jpian is to publi.sh the finding.s in a
series of books during 1940 in an
effort to show the inside workings, of

Labor

working'

WORLD

20TH'S

anti-American Federa-

claimed "that

and

BLACKIE:—The

were heard today (TuesHollywood, Dec. 19.
day ), and ended in Governor Henry
Horner's aides taking the case under
Carnegie Foundation's .unofficial
Decision is due Jan. investigation of the film industry has
Advisement,
Assistant state attorney general been extended six more months uri10.
A. B. Dennis sat in at the Spring- der supervision of Leo C. Rosten, direview, perfonalty represent- rector of the Motion Picture Refield
ing Gov. Horner, who was not search Project.

month term for pandering, on which
he was convicted in 1922, State Senator Abe Maroviti, representing Bioff,

NELLIE— Well,
stretch

Tome

Springfield,

present.
In fighting 0)* extradition claims,
tc serve .the remainder of .a six-

Laurie, Jr.

supervises

Sargent

Thornton

hearing?

Exliadilion

Bloff, film labor leader, now in California, in the Illinois state capital at

By Joe

THE SCENE:— T)ie 5!)lh Si. tntTame 10 Cviilrtd' Park.
THE TlMi;:-rClivi,s/mns Ei'e.
THE CAST:—Blai-kie. and A'ellie, f»ro old cob Jior.<!«>»,

,
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31

31
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NELLIE—Ye.s,

there's a lol pf 'em

have gone

lo the

Big Track and no

kindlier soul than Will Rogers!
He told Mike one night that he Jit^f^
met a person in his life lhat he didn't like. He liked people, yes J-'id
horses, loo.
A grand man.
BLACKIE It sure was nice having lived in those days and knowing
those great people. Yes, Nellie, they're just memories and I'll carry, them
lo the grave with mc, lhat is unle.ss the bo.ss decides to make glue out
of me, then maybe I'll help some young actors paste future memorie.'
their scrap book.
NELLIE— Well, here comes Mike. 1 guess I'll be going back lo the it.ibleBLACKIE Do you mean lo say you're gonna celebrate Christmai iive

—

—

in a stable'?

NELLIE— Why

not?

Isn't that

where

il

slarledT
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FILM 600UEGGING GROWS
James Roosevelt's Flyuig
lies in With Goldwyn's
Tieup

'

Is

the notification of
Monday (18) by

wyn

UA

work

on' the Gold-;

lot.

UA

was
Goldwyn's notification to
contained in a letter sent Monday
(18) by his attorney. Max D. Steuer.
It declared the termination effective
Immediately, but that 'Raffles,' which
I
has been completed but not yet reas the final
leased, would eo to
film for its release.
Pictures already In UA's hands,
the letter stated, may continue to be

m

Goldwyn or Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.'
Statement by Murray Silvcrstone,
chief, following directors' meeting yesterday (Tuesday), said, 'We

other

man and

which

might be added.

TIGHTENING UP

S.E.C.

APPROVES

RKOSHARE

every legal way.'
Although not entirely unanticipatyesterday came somewhat

'We waited from June until De-

cember for the court to decide. We
still don't have an answer, so I decided myself that we had waited long
enough, and the time had come to
terminate the contract
are naturally taking the full responsibility
on our shoulders.'
Roosevelt made his announcement
of the indie production unit simultaneously on the Coast and in New
York last Thursday (14), prior to
planing out off Hollywood for Man-

We

'

He remained

hattan.

in

New York

only about 48 hours, winging out to
the Coast again on Sunday (17). The
Steuer bombshell being tossed th'e
next day was undoubtedly tied up
with the flying visit, although it was
said at the time that Roosevelt was

The Security

Sc

go to his
widow, the former Lady Sylvia Ash-

at several

millions,

will

ley.

There's conjecture

whether Doug,

or Mary Pickford are named in
the will which will be opened Dec.
28 at Guaranty Trust In
York,

Jr.,

New

which

is named executor.
New York picture execs, studio
^eads and screen personalities attended the Fairbanks funeral ser.

Lawn Memorial Park,
Friday (15).
Following
JT'et sermon, body was placed in
temporary vault pending decision by
widow on permanent entombment,

vices in

Forest

Glendale,

^nousands,
Quies,

attracted

to sub obsekept oi'derly nearly a

were

nan mile from the
weather chapel.
For the services

"me

Wee Kirk
from

o'

the

New York

Harry Buckley, v.p. of United
Dennis F. O'Brien, attorney

^J^"sts,

'."L^'^t'anks, and relatives ot the

M

la.

.

Already here were Nicho-

a"d Murray Silverston
wne. Every
studio was reprcsenled
wLr«

't^""

'""''^

Pallbearers

M. Schenek. Charles
Grauman, Tom Gcraghtv'"n,^"^
^''"'^^ Ericksen and Chuck
Uwis.
"^P**

.

IndiG,

Revivals

.

hf'""'"'

'"Stances in the

pa.st,

LEAVING UA;

A

-

picked up for return to exchanges.
They are then rushed to labs for

duping and the original print either
destroyed or expressed back to the
exchange.

3D

NATl

ORGANIZATION

^

'*''"^'

sound and

(Continued on page 39)

Scotching reports that David O.
would leave the United

Selznick

Artists fold next season,

Murray

Sil-

GINSBERG BACK TO

verstone, chief of worldwide opera-

for the company, yesterday
COAST,
(Tuesday) indicated that the producer would top its 'prestige' list in
Henry Ginsberg^ who has been la
the future and would probably start
off the 1940-41 season in his new New York for several weeks confabstatus with a sequel in manner of bing on a new spot for himself, folcomplete treatment to 'Gone With lowing his windup as general manager of Selznick-International, will
the Wind.'
New feature, Silverstone indicated, return to the Coast next week. He
would not be another four-hour epic, finishes at S-I Dec. 31.
Ginsberg Is understood to have
but will be based on a similarly, important story and will not be held been huddling at RKO on a deal to
down in length. In addition to start- organize and business-manage a new
ing off Selznick's new season. Silver- counseling him. Ginsberg may wind
stone said, it will head up the whole up at RKO although he declared
Monday (18) that nothing definite
United Artists' list.
United Artists in past years has de- has taken shap as yet and probably
pended rather heavily on Sam Gold- nothing will be signed until his rewyn to produce 'prestige' pictures turn to the Coast.
Successor to Pandro Berman as
for
it.
This condition is now
changed, partially because ot Gold- production chief at RKO is expected
wyn's clouded status with UA since to be named and installed when
his contract termination, and par- George J. Schaefer, prez, returns to
tially because of the preeminent po- the Coast about Jan. 15.
sition taken by Selznick since retions

NO DEAL SET

'GWTW.'

Selznick declared on Monday (18)
night his complete satisfaction with
UA, also revealing that he had been
given an opportunity to buy into the

Trads Mark ItCKlglcred
FOL'.NDED BY 6I.ME EILVEnM.4N
ubllaheil Weekly by VAKfETY. inc.

company, but had turned it down.
'I have been offered an Interest in
United Artists without cost,' he said,
'but I don't want any part of a disRejects Flat $125,00«
tributing
company.
I
am very
Bondy then asked Rickaby If he
Move for a third independent na- happy with United Artists, They
would accept a flat sum of $125,000
have
done a wonderful job on my
as his compensation. This request tional exhibitors' organization prom- pictures.'
ises to gain momentum early next
was also refused.
Selznick will return to the Coast
At the outset of the hearing, year. Realization that the present
Rickaby placed Wilfred J. Merrill, drive for the Neely bill lacks strong by train today (Wed.)' with his wife
George J. Schaefer, exhibitor support from, the simon and mother. He will begin work at
assistant to
president of RKO, on the stand, to pure indies, mainly because they are once to complete 'Rebecca,' which he
said will be ready for release about
testify that the capital to be raised badly disorganized, is reported back
by the underwriting was needed by of the new boom for a third associa- February. He will then take a vation, in addition to the Motion Pic- cation for several -months, during
the company.
Richard B. Horton, co-manager of ture Theatre Owners of America and which time he will make final decision on the. stories for the two pix
underwriting department of Allied States.
the
A new exhibs' association doubt- he is to make for UA to complete this
Goldman-Sachs, was also on the
One, he said, will be with
lessly will have strong backing from season.
stand to testify that $3 was a very
indie distributors and even some Vivian Leigh and another with Inhigh price, and his firm, if interested,
majors who are dissatisfied with Al- grid Bergman.
would have offered only $2.25. The
lied's present anti-attitude on everySelznick said he expects 'Wind' to
present market price of RKO slock
thing, especially if proposed by ma- gross 75% of its domestic revenue
is $3.25. Judge Bondy then reserved

LOOKS HOT

.Sid

1S4

It is

jor companies.
It a third association is framed, it
will bar circuits and partners with

expected that he will

not make up his mind until after the
U. S. Supreme Co\irt decides whether major
company affiliation from
or not to grant a writ. of certiorari to membership.
the appealing creditors, as Atlas has
There are many independent exstated it may withdraw the agree- hibitors who are outspoken in their
ment if the Supreme Court decides criticism over the handling of the
to hear argument on the case.
that a

Neely measure.

They

feel

strong association might have corrected certain loopholes in the bill
now being belittled by majors, before it actually was presented to
Final directors' meeting
Hays ofCicc is scheduled for today Congress. They also believe if such
(Wednesday), now thrtt many direc- preliminary groundwork had been
tiikcn care of Ihcy might now be
tors are back from the Coast.
The foreign situation, particuUuly more adequately equipped via a slalcarry the
that in Great Britain, as result of the wart cxhib association to
connew 50% money 'freezing,' is due for mea.sure Ihrougli to a successful

Hays Meet Today

of

the

heavy consideration.

I

elusion.

Silverman, rrcsldont

Weat 46(h

New York

City

Foreign. .... .in
i Centg

No.

Vol. 137

2

Merry ChrlHtmoK

INDEX
BiUs

38-39

Chatter

46

Dance Bands

31-33

Years Ago
Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
Film Showmanship
House Reviews

34

15

within the next five n.onths, during
which time it will play in about 6,000
theatres.
It will not be released in
England and other countries affected
by the war .until the situation is
better, he said.

Inside— Bands
Inside— Legit
Inside— Music
Inside Radio

Producer declared that Metro put
about 25% of the $3,970,000 produc-

Legitimate

tion

Street.

BUUSCniPTlO.N

'

decision.

jumped the

UA

$2.75.

I

Bilent.

EXHIB

recently

lot at the expiration of a
series ot contracts which have held
him there continuously since 1926,
and Riskin are anxious to turn out
films for
release. However, they
are understood to have insisted during the recent huddles that they be
allowed to buy into the five-partner
stock ownership of the company.
Decisibn as to what will be done
about Fairbanks' stock hasn't been
made yet and can't be made until a
meeting of the board of directors,
which is carded for next month. It

SUVERSTONE

lease of

rights.

taken into consideration in fixing
Bulk ot Several Million Atlas' compensation, and it was
planned that Atlas should get what
Dollar Estate to Widow
was left of the stock by the others

Douglas Fairbanks' estate, estimated

the war abroad. Local police and
copyright protective bureau are expected to move in on the dupe ped-

RKO

at
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Believed here that the bulk of

who

Columbia

'SELZNICK NOT

"

Rjckaby refused,
declaring that that point had been

Believe

19.

dlers shortly.

business.

FAIRBANKS' WILL

Death_ ot Douglas Fairbanks last
v.-eek, unfortunate as it was, may
prove a solution for United Artisti
to one of the principal subjects confabbed on by Murray Silverstone,
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
UA-chief,
during
the
four-week
William Holman, former studio
Coast visit from which he returned
manager at Columbia,- is slated as
That was the
general manager ot Frank Capra's on Monday (18).
taking
into the company of other
independent company.
Currently Holman is serving on producers who desire a stock inthe Producers-Screen Actors Guild terest, particularly the Frank CapraRobert Riskin unit
standing committee.

HOLMANSUTEDTOGM.
GAPRA'S INDIE OUTHT

Bootlegging of films for foreign
markets has again become a widespread practice since the outbreak of

approval of the Atlas ing purposes. Police recently took
mission's
Corp.'s offer of $3 a share on 500,000 into custody a man with 33 prints of
shares of new common stock of
features that had been duped. Films
will probably mean that Federal were the more important of those
Judge William Bondy in N. Y. will that had been made in the past two
approve the underwriting agreement. years.
Bondy has placed great stress on the
All laboratories are being checked
opinion of the SEC, which found to ascertain the source of the dupes.
both the price and the commission It is figured some of the dupes were
asked by Atlas fair.
unloaded to portable operators or
special hearing was held Friday 'jack rabbit circuits,' who show pix
(15) at which time Marland Gale, of in rural areas where there are no
the SEC, made his report, backed by theatres. It is also contended that
two flhancial investigators of the some of the stolen prints, which had
SEC, Jose Espionaza and Lawrence foreign sound tracks, were sent into
Gilaryi. The only objection the SEC warring countries abroad under the
had was that the underwriting agree- assumption that they could be exment raises the question of whether hibited without checkup from the
Atlas' participation- as a holder of officials of major studios, who have
unsecured claims docs not put- the been withdrawn.
investment company in an inconsistThefts ot prints are believed to be
ent position, because Atlas, by re- made while the film is setting In thefusing to exercise its option as an atre lobbies preparatory to being

waive his

Stock Ownership

Now That Other Prods. Want to Join

Investigators in the past two
months traced around 50 prints stolen
Exchange Com-, from theatres or exchanges for dup-

unsecurcti creditor, would be receiving Its stock at $2.75 a share
rather than at $3. Figures presented
In on his
to the court .showed that Atlas holds
Roosevelt's Prod. Plans Vagne
about 15% of the unsecured claims,
Roosevelt refused to enlarge on his "through Pathe notes worth $625,000
bare announcement of the formation and claims of the Security First
ot his owr unit.
Although it Is gen- Bank, holding $1,254,625.
erally cxp/cted that he will release
Judge Bondy declared that he too
through UA, with RKO also being felt this position inconsistent, and
mentioned as a possibility in this asked Hamilton C. Rickaby, Atlas at(Continued on page 39)
torney, if he would be willing to

own producing

Its

Capra,

Hollywood, DeCi

ATLAS' $3 PER

ed, action

.

— Foreign

Sound Tracks Spread, on
Theory International Relations Are Now Disrupted
in Europe

the Frank Capra-Rob-

ert Riskin unit, either of

Factor

On

May Prove UA's

—

Months
'Jack Rabbit Circuits^ An-

ed by James Roosevelt and John
M. Stahl, although Murray Silvcrstone would not deny that he
also huddled, during his recent
Coast trip, with Pandro S. Ber-

shall resist in

declared yesterday:

Solution

Prints in Past 2

UA

as a surprise ot this particular time,
as a court decision is still pending on
Goldwyn's suit to break the termer.
Case was argued and briefs filed in
June in Delaware, after original New
York action, filed in March, was
withdrawa Anent this angle, Steuer

Death of Fairbanks

Investigators Trace 50 Stolen
At least two additional producing, units w.ill.so.on be taken into
the United Artists fold.
They are expected to be head-

UA

distributed by the company, termination opplying only 'to future pictures that may be produced by Mr.

m

Units

Samuel Goldwyn

he has terminated his contract
with the company and the announcement of James Roosevelt last week
that he will form an independent
that

production unit to

[SPECiiLLy

UA Ultimatum

More

.seen as certain between
United Artists on

'

East

Visit

International

18
14

6
16

News

11

33
44
33

—

24
45

Literati

cost into 'Wind.'

41-44
31-33
34
34-37
34
45

Miisic

New

Sclznick-International has givcm
its contract for its present studios
rented from RKO, the. producer de-

up

,

j

He said he would never
clared.
enter into a similar termer again.'
preferring to rent space as he needed.
Free of studio everhead, he said, he
can make pictures when he wants
to and is in a position to, rather than
merely to meet expenses.

Acts
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Night Club Reviews
Obituary

I
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j
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Radio Reviews
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Whibnarsh's Estate

Haysites, Indie and Chain Exinbs

Combine

in

Th«

a General Industry

estate of

GNs

Leo Bergere Looms As

Angel;

Theodor* F. Whlt-

marsh, who died May 12, 1938, was
probated yesterday (Tucs.) In N.Y.
Gross value was $2,792,169, and net

Weeks Respite

3

Hammons

to

Co.

$2,455,942.

Drive to Bmsli Off the Neely

Bill

Whitmarsh was formerly chairman
committee of Famous
Players-Lasky, as well as. an officer
and director of many non-theatrical
of the finance-

150G Fonder
Hollywood, Dec.

companies.

Havin'

A vast campaign, under the guidance of the Motion. Picture Producers

&

Distributors Assn., against the
bill is in full swing throughout
the U. S. Drive Is semi-educational
In nature but admlitedly is designed
to point out the so-called flaws in

to write and star in a
series of five shorts under the
general title, 'How to G«t the

Most Fun Out of

Another Term

Life.'

the series Is 'Fun
Without Money,' to be followed
by 'How Not to Give a Party.'
'Fun Without Society,' 'Funny
Side of Society' and Tun at

-

Your

Own

.

As Acad. Prez
Hollywood, Dec.

Film shippers, bookers, sales and
sales managers are held
liable under this proviso.
Synopsis Headache
general

Problem for distributors and producers under the Neely bill is to dehow they will furnish the synopThere is
sis of each production.
nothing in the bill that requires
showing of the film but a correct
synopsis must be included, in the sale
of each picture, this being made a
part of the exhibitor contract. Thus
a distributor can wait until each picture is finally completed' and then
write a stenographic version of what
occurs.
This apparently would be

cide

000 apiece for playing in Thanks
a Million* and 'Sally, Irene and

Mary' in 1935-36.
19.

Frank Capra has turned down plea

court.'

mount.
20th-Fox paid him about $50,-

Party.*'

JESSE-HECHT'S DEAL

This Is contained in Sect. 5 as follows: 'Every person who violates section 3, or who fails to furnish the
synopsis required by section 4, or
knowingly makes any false statement
In such synopsis, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by
a fine of not exceeding $5,000 or by
imprisonment for not exceeding one'
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the

19.

Hollywood

$150,000 for his forthcoming costarrer with Jack Benny at Para-

of

First

makes

fonder of Fred Allen, who returns to pictures after three
years to grab a salary three
times the size of the one he dre-w
for his last film. Understood the
radio comic is getting aroimd

Capra Declmes

Warners

the measure which is due to come
before the House of Representatives
consideration when Congress
for
convenes next month. Bill already
has passed the Senate and only needs
to be brought out of the House committee before a vote may be taken.
Industry observers claim the biggest problem in directing the fight
on the Neely measure is to familiarize representatives in sales organizations and theatres with what the bill
actually means. Haysians admit that
their real task is to get people acqut Inted with the three vital provisions of the bill as contained in Sections 3, 4 and 5, rather than 'comr
pulsory blockbooking' and 'blind selling,' the outlined purpose contained
in the tiUe of the- bill. They are
especially anxious to make it fully
understood to employes and agents
of a distributing company that they
are liable under the penalty clause.

Absence

Any Fun ?

Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Elsa Maxwell checked in at

Neely

Even should the

FINAL CONFAB ON

REVISED COPYRIGHT

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
He said he had served two terms
What is expected to be the Anal
and that the post should go to some- meeting,, before Congress assembles
starting date on shooting in New body else.
next month, will be held at the Bar
The new board ot directors of the Assn. building, N. Y
York of the CJeorge Jessel-Ben
tomorrow

FOR BIO STUDIO, BRONX

He'cht production; 'Before I Die,' has
been set for Feb. 15, although deal
with Empire Trust Co., which will
provide. 25% of the financing in
credits for use of old Biograph
Studios in the Bronx, which it owns,
hasn't been consummated yet.
It' i$ understood that an arrangement has been worked out and accepted by Empire, but Jessel and
Hecht haven't inked it as yet. They
are still shopping for a possibly better break. Biograph agreement calls
for J-H to make one film, with options. Empire would equip the nowvacant studios by Jan. 20. Jessel and
Hecht claim to have set up a $225,000 budget for their picture.
Al Christie, who 'will make three
Alms for Monogram release, has also
been in confabs with Empire execs
on possible use of the Biograph lot
It was originally understood that
Christie had completed a deal for
use of Electrical Research Products,
ERPI
Inc., studio in Astoria, L. I.
would provide 30% of financing,
'

composed of Capra,
is
Ronald Colman, C. B. DeMille, Howard Estabrook, Clark Gable, Mervyn
LeRoy, Frank Lloyd, Robert Riskin,
David O. Selznick, Douglas Shearer,

,

Academy

Ciliursday) by the conferees committee of the Shotwell copyright
group. They'll attempt to reconcile
as many as possible of the points on
which the various industry groups
Norman Taurog, interested in copyright diller. UnStewart,
J~ames
Walter Wanger, Sam Wood, Darryl derstood there are eight or 10 such
F.

Zanuck.
Producers of short subjects have

petitioned the Academy to make two
additional achievement awards for
briefles.
They are asking an Oscar
for short comedies and travelogues.
Heretofore comedies had to compete with crime, dramatic and other
productions.
February 29 has been tentatively
set as date for annual awards banquet.

Foy Aides Hal Wallis

Kalph Morgan West

With reissues, a complete synopsis
must be prepared on the version
issued for showing and then at-

accurate synopsis provisions are fantastic.

"

'

Neely 's 25 PoInU

Patents Under Justice Dept. Fire
Washington, Dec.

19.

Federal inquiry into the handling
sound film patents is likely when
the Justice Dept. beguis its general
investigation of pooling and licensing agreements which may involve
breach of the anti-trust laws and
restraint
of
competition.
Exact
course of the prospective grand jury

of

.

Stodio Contracts

probe has been kept secret, but it is
expected the Government will throw
Hollywood, Dec. 19,
the spotlight again on the situation
George Reeves inked player pact involving both motion picture and
with Warners.
radio patents.
Metro handed writer ticket to
The D. J. is known to have kept
Harry Clark.
an eye on the patent situation in
Warners hoisted James Stephen- which American Telephone & Teleson's play option.
graph, General Electric, WestingRussell Harlan signed new ticket hause and Radio Corp. of America
as cameraman for Harry Sherman.
are concerned, while repeated comAmi Baxter inked player deal with plaints from independent equipment
20th-Fox.
makers have been presented to the
Universal lifted Frank Skinner's law enforcers over a long period.
option as arranger-composer.
Data gathered by the Federal ComFrederick Hazlitt Brennan drew munications Commission and the

lay groundwork for conspiracy
the old radio trust
action which resulted in compulsory
cross-licensing and ^verance of ties
between the biggest manufacturers.
Policy statement by the Justice De-

is to

suits, similar to

partment remarked on evidence
'showing a widespread tendency to
misuse the' patent privilege', but did
not point a finger at any particular
line.- Attorney General Frank Murphy gave his consent for a broad
inquiry to find out the extent to
which 'certain industries in the
United States are controlled and
dominated by one or several large
conpanies'.

In elaborating on the motives behind the campaign. Assistant Attor-

ney General Thurman Arnold remarked that facts gathered by the
Justice Department indicate that
patent rights have been greatly
abused. Persons holding the papers
pact at 20th-Fox.
Temporary National Economic Com- have split business to avoid compeWarners picked up Orry Kelly's mittee also bears on alleged con- tition, fixed prices, limited producoption as fashion chief;
spiracies to shut out newcomers and tion and quality, discouraged investKent Taylor inked actor deal at squelch novelties.
ment of new capital, and otherwise
•
RKO.
The Government has heard from nullified the anti-trust laws, he conJohn Deering drew new acting various sources assertions that inde- tends.
pact at Warners.
pendent inventors have no outlet
In this connection, the Justice DeMetro haiided Kurt Goetz new for their discoveries except the partment appears to have subscribed
writing ticket.
handful of powerful corporations in to philosophy advocated by individWilliam Tiiomas drew new actor the electrical manufacturing trade, uals trying to obtain sweeping
pact at Metro,
that improvements have been kept changes in the copyright laws. The
on the shelf to avoid inventory losses policy statement remarked that Conto name a committee to combat the and keep up rental
and licerise fees; gress under the Constitution has the
Neely bUl.
that progress in both visual and right to issue patents 'to promote
Palfreyman's 25 points which he aural entertainment arts
has been the progress of science and useful
said were claimed for the Neely retarded; and that the public indiarts', not primarily to benefit invenmeasure follow:
rectly has been mulcted.
tors.
Same contention has been ad1. Establish community freedom in
Conspiracy Suits
vanced at various copyright hearings,
the selection of films.
Purpose of the grand jury pro- but this interpretation never has
2, Relieve independent exhibitors ceeding, which
will open in New been accepted by House or Senate
(Continued on page 20)
York City after the first of the year, Committees.
.

.

Twenty-five things 'we are told the
Neely bill will do for us' were listed
by David Palfrcyman, of the Hays
office, at the AMPA lunheon last
Thursday (14) noon. Charles C. Pettijohn was another principal speaker.
The AMPA members present .voted

Creditors' committee has had a
quiet investigation made of Berger«
since he suddenly appeared before
Bankruptcy Referee Peter B. Olney
in court several, weeks ago with Hit
$1,000,000 offer. They have found he
has a good reputation abroad and li

responsible though pos*

sibly unable to handle the loan him.
self. Nevertheless, it was discovered
that he has connections which make
his obtaining the money entirely
feasible.
Committee's invcstigaton

I

found tljat he was formerly an independent distributor of Metro film
in Rome, Prague and other European
cities. He was reconuncnded highly
by J. Robert Rubin, Metro v.p.
Perhaps hurting the chances ot

GN

.

RFC's Loan
Further details of the RFC loan
have also been made clear in ttie
past

Pooling of Sound Film and Other

.

Major spokesmen
such privileges.
contend that the price-control and

sup>

cation.

few

days. U. S. Corporation

will

contemplated for weeks, was
cially announced at Warners.

PCA

the exhibitor's contract.

may

ply the additional $450,000, it wai
said, if the RFC nixes the appU.

loan GN the coin only if $150,000 li
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Complete elimination of B pictures, forthcoming from another source.
offi- This other $150,000 must be. paid to
New the RFC, which, in turn, will give
program calls for 48 A productions. GN its draft for a total of $600,00a
Ralph Morgan, Screen Actors
Bryan Foy was upped to. the post Government, in this case, is being
Guild, president, planed back to the of assistant to Hal B. Wallis, execu- foxy, taking no chances that it tumi
Coast last night (Tuesday) after at- tive producer.
over its portion of the coin without
the ot.'irr_ji!irf_beinK..fort!iccn?„-5^..'.
which. It is understood, Empire is tending a meeting of the Equity
Kenneth Thomson, SAG
Final ar- council.
Of the $150,000, two-thirds is from
also willing to supply.
ALICE FATE AS 'UL RUSSELL' Electrical
rangements haven't yet been made executive-secretary, flies out over
Research Products, Inc.;
Alice Faye, in New York to spend $25,000 from Loyd Wright, former
the weekend.
He may be accomby Christie.
panied by Henry JeSe, attorney for Christmas with her husband, 'Tony trustee in bankruptcy of the old GN,
the Four A's, SAG and other per- Martin, will go into The Life of as a private investment; $15,000 from
former unions.
Lillian Russell' at 20th-Fox as soon National City Bank, and $10,000 will
Sam Raphaelson Settles
Laurence Beilenson, who was in as she returns to the Coast.
come from one of three laboratories;,
New York for two weeks' vacation,
Studio has nothing else set for her either Pathe, DcLuxc or Producera,
His $25,000 Fox Claim returned to the Coast early. last week. beyond that.
Incidentally, it is the latter lab,

Suit of Samson Raphaelson against
Robert T. Kane, which was to have
carefully in making a production. started in the N. Y. supreme court
Latter method is not favored because yesterday (Tues.) was settled out of
it doubtlessly would mean mediocre court
amount.
for an unnamed
product and would mean infinite de- Author sought $25,000 for alleged
lay if the Hays production code of- breach of a writing contract for 10
ficials
ordered any change in a weeks at $2^500 weekly, made in
scene. Confusion resulting from the the spring of 1938.
request doubtlessly woiild force
Kane, head of New World Film,
the producer to refuse any altera- Ltd., 20th Century-Fox's English protions (because the film had been rucing subsidiary, contended that the
sold under the script being followed) company, and not he, was responsible
or to scrap the whole thing and start as in all negotiations he had acted as
over again.
an agent of New World.

to

offer, of a

$1,000,000 production fund,

getting the RFC loan was the
death on Sunday of Congressman
William 1. SirovicK. Dr. Sirovich
was a close friend of Earle W.. HamAlthough it had previously indi- mons, GN prez, and had been Incated it would not present" a copy- strumental in preparing Hammom^
right bill of its own, the Shotwell way to ask for the loan. It is undercommittee is iiow believed planning stood that his help was also being
to introduce such a measure when counted upon in the final request beCongress convenes.
fore the RFC.

The other method would be to lay
out a synopsis ahd then follow this

Opinion in the trade seems to be
that synopsis provisions under the
Neely act would be followed by
making such synopsis after the film
is in its finally edited form.
However, major company officials avetthat difference of opinion regarding
whether a true synopsis has been
incorporated in the exhib's contract
opens the way for «ndless litigation.
Ramifications of the bill further' pave
the way for an inconceivable amount
of court actions, major spokesmen
claim.
The Section 3 rules which would
make unlawful the sale of pictures in
blocks of two or more is the section
which major companies object to
most strenuously because, they argue,
that eliminates the wholesale an^le
in the industry. They fail to sec why
distributors should
film
be prohibited from -efllng in wholesale lots
when other industries are allowed

who popped up with an

issues.

fool-proof.

tached

sunk. Leo Bergere, the mystery, man

personally

of his associates that he accept reelection as prexy of the Academy of

Reconstruction

Finance Gorp. refuse "Grand National
the $450,000 loan for which It has ap.
plied, th« creditors' committee win
told on Monday (18) that the com«
pany's ship will not necessarily b«

-

-

operated by Jack Cosman, that has
olTercd to provide three standard
features and several westerns to GN
for distribution. The straight pix are
'Cafe CoUette,' 'In the Spring >
Young Man's Fancy' and 'I Murdered
a Count.' They are foreign made.
Deal with Felt & Co., which was to
supply GN with a $1,000,000 production fund, is technically still on,
it
was learned. Termer has been
inked and Felt may supply the
money when and if the RFC comes
through. .However, since Bergere
entered the picture, Hammons apBoth
parently has other
plans.
Bergere and Felt want control of the
company if they put money into it,
Irving Felt's deal providing for his
outfit to be transferred a chunk of
voting control stock each time it put
money into the company. Under the
schedule of payments worked out, It
would gain majority control when it
had put up $75,000. Felt also has
option of paying coin in at once and
taking control right away. As far as
creditors know, no personal agreement has been worked out between

Hammons and Bergere

yet.

Ham-

retained as nominal
prez under the Felt setup.
Grand National's star burns brighter than it has in the last few weeks

mons would be

since,

on Friday

(15),

creditors

of

the company, by unanimous vote,
granted Hammons a three-week extension to Jan. 5, 1940, to carry on
company business. TTie extension
was result of a letter sent to the

RFC

on Monday (11) by Erpl.
committing the recording company

for

the

$100,000 in "terms acceptable to
RK:.
The finance company,

Thursday, sent a letter signed by
f: K. Ahearn, its N. Y. head, to Wellington approving the loan of $450,000.
in
It is expected that the HFC
Washington will act on the letter
some time within the next fortnightBergere'.
who at the last hearing cvid3nced interest in putting up
money for the company, I old the
court he' is working night and day
..

on the books, and the way thmgs
look now he hopes to put up proD"
(Continued from page 9)
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SAG. WARS ON RACKETS
Allegedly 'Smelly Universal Picts

Labor Case

Still

Washington, Dec.

NLRB Mystery

an

WB AH at

19.

what National LaV>or Relations
M. Leiscrson was

Just

Boardite William

getting at when he termed the 'Universal Pictures ' case smelly" In an
Inter-office memorandum remained a
mystery at the end of last week's

able testimony
ditions in the

Over

Sea

Hollywood, Dec.
prepardeness on

Naval
Warner

was heard about conNLRB's Los Angeles

but only incidental reference
to the illm matter.
The bulk of the evidence regarding
the Universal case was in the form

cfCice

.

RE-SCALE EXTRAS
Hollywood, Dec.

W.G. Maxcy, L.K. Brin's

I

Milwaukee, Dec.

On

Cost to Cover Graf

members

tion program,
favors.

a

the municipality bought him out,
and one of the biggest financial backers of the L. K. Brin circuit, which
built and operated a chain of new
theatres in Oshko.<;h, Appleton, Fond
du Lac, Necnah-Menasha and other
central Wisconsin towns.
Maxcy was also head of the Bartola
Organ- Co., which flourished
mightily until organ music in theatil

Memo

'

have gotten that

arc being asked to aid the Guild
matters of collective bargaining,
which are no part of the duties of
the board, and that the Guild wants
us to make an 8 (5) complaint in a
case where collective bargaining has
reached the point ot substantial
egrcement and where the Guild itself refused to negotiate further. I
am afraid that the amended complaint may look as if we are carrying out this purpose,' the newest
member informed his colleagues.
Irt

tres

went

out.

claimed by the First WisconBank of Milwaukee, the
Bank of Oshkosh and the
Farmers' Bank of Omro, Wis., that
Maxcy owes them $76,836 in notes
It

is

sin National

Security

had
the fact'that
SAG
received a wage increase.
this'
defense,
leaders scoffed
at
pointing out the Guild is now preparing to start negotiations for 15%
to

wage

tilt

and

reclassification

'

SWG

stating:

Shutters

Drop

at

of labor for racketeering or rackets.
It organized labor is to maintain Its

Roach

Hollywood, Dec.

'

19.

Hal Roach shutters his studio Friday (22) for three weeks, following
completion ot '1,000,000 B.C.'
Next picture on the lot is an untitled Laurel-Hardy comedy.

position and its good name before
the American public, we believe that
no union or group of unions can permit itself to be used to defend those
accused of violations of-^the general
laws.
In such cases, involving no

German

the

pocket

we

still

out

the

ing Friday

'Once

producers are notified
by the labor board that those
charges arc to be aired, there is a
chance that we will get somewhere.
It tlic producers can convince the
labor
board not
air
to
such
the

charges,

frankly,

we

(Continued on page 11)

naval

battle

battleship

'

reels

rushed

draft a consolidation plan.

In

five

take

had elapsed.

—even-

whether or not they'll
(Continued on page 18)

On

—

Mum

«ew

with the

maximum

agreement,-

$08.

retroactiva

ani'^'?',20lh-Fox,

and Columbia.

Warner

Bros.,

RKO

$100

lo

'CO

easy

on

Nick.'

told the court
that several days before he was to
report on the subpoena, an unknown

To Be Published Shortly

man
made

Special Exploitation Advantages

I

visited him at his
the proposition.

Copy May Be Sent

to

Any

NEW YORK
154

W.

4Gth

St.

54

W. Rondolph SL

LONDON
8

St Martin's PL

all

attorneys in the ca.se
On the

and dismisired the panel.

setting of the case a mistrial was
when one of the jurors
talked to a slate witness after the

first

ordered

trial had been in progress several
The second blowup came
when it was learned that a juror had
concealed the fact that he was acquainted with the Nick fatpily when,
he was being examined
on his
qualifications lo serve.
This juror
was jugged in the city Jail for a week
on a contempt charge.

days.

Variety Office

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vino St

home and

A dozen of the panel had been examined when Weber sought an audience with Judge Aaronson and told
his story.
The judge called a conference of

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

to

«ov. 30, runs until
Nov. 30, 1941, and
"«8otiated with the exchange
workers by Metro,
Paramount, United

to

nunch press operalor,

negotiated by

•hifts,

19.

The veniremen, George H. Weber,

terms, of the

no confirmation under the closedmouth policy agreed upon.
Under the two-year ticket, which
«P>red Nov. 30 last, it was $24 minimum for day work and $26 for night

Dec.

the state to try

of $10,000 durinf! a wage hi'ddlc wi'.h
exhibitors in 1936, was a (loppo l^-it
week when Circuit Judge Robert L.
Aaronson changed a panel of 40
jurors when he learned that pne had
been- apnroached and ortered from

$50

^

of

effort

P. Nick, ousted head of lATSE,
Local No. 143, on an extortion charjie
growing out ot the alleged payment

on Terms

mum

Charge
in St. Louis

John

Contract

the new agreement.
Believed that
the old scale continues,
though there

Try Nick

St. Louis,

Third

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

are sunk.'

Kxlrenip secrecy prevails as to the
new two-year contract
New York distributors
With iiie Film Exchange Employees'
Union, committees on both sides having pledged
themselves to keep
as to what the
scale will be under

to

Extortion

Goes Awry

I

of

Set;

Reis' re-

All
port is due Feb. 15, but he has recameramen when they learned that
fused to indicate in any way what
there was prospect of the Spee havdirection his recommendation will
ing to put out to sea before a week

battle.

Exchange Workers'

New 2-Year

at the Astor hotel,

(22)

N. Y.
ExpecUtion is that Philip
between the Nazi Loeb. chairman
of the investigating
and the Allied fleet en- committee and long known as opposed to the 'one big union' program,
sued.
may try to obtain a membership vote
This alone was expensive because against Four
A's unification at the
the market for such transportation is Friday meeting. Thomson, who Is
Furthermore, all the reels also an Equity member, will attend
costly.
lire rushing footage to New York by the session.
The Four A's board has turned
plane in hopes of scoring a beat.
Best flying time from Montevideo to over to the investicators all the data
N. Y. is 72 hours by regular plane fought, but last Wednesday's interservice. Some q.t. flying to N. Y. by national board meeting, at which the
special plane may mean the subject request for the info was made, recan hit Broadway screens sometime sulted In some heated exchan'^es
today (Wednesday). Otherwise, it's when the Loeb committee was asked
pointedly to explain the purpose of
tomorrow (Thursday).
the probe.
Incidentally, the running gun battle
In favoring the 'one big union*
between the Spee and three British
idea at- this time, the Screen Actors
cruisers caught U. S. newsreel comGuild
is advocating that the various
panies flatfooted. They depended on
branches
await the report of Bernard
local cameramen for material, and as
J. Reis, Four A's accountant, who
far as could be learned not a single
was
named
a one-man committee to
reel has any material on the actual
a

LAST CALL

charges.

actively

the Four A's,' there was considerable
speculation .about' what the legit
union's real plans could be. In soma
quarters it's felt that the

battleship.

3d Effort

Scree'n Playwrights' contract which
important for us, and the most important thing is to air those 8-1

Is

SAG

idea is to
Admiral Graf Spee, oft Montevideo, use the
information obtained from
All the Four A's for presentation
Uruguay, Sunday (16) night.
at the
the five reels had cameramen in es- Equity quarterly membership meet-

'As I told you before, I don't think
the collective
bargaining case is

worth anything, however,
have_ a chance to knock

have been more

which

When it became known that Equity
had moved to probe the Four A's, although the action is ostensibly merely a 'study of Equity's relations' with

pecially chartered planes just in case

Pat Somerset, chairman of the
Guild labor contact committee, gave
out the following statement:
'There is ju5t one issue involved
in the ^Screen Actors Guild withdrawal from the Los Angeles Central Labor Council.
No extraneous
matters brought into the situation
can cloud the single issue of honest
unionism.
'The Screen Actors Guild letter of
withdrawal from ihe Central Labor

and interest, and that the securities
he gave as collateral now are worthless.
Petitioners allege Maxcy com- Council, made public in Sacramento
mitted an act of bankruptcy in fail- by the office of Governor Olson, has
Leiscrson noted that board files
ing to discharge liens upon his prop- been sent by the Guild to all of the
the
•contained
Information
that
erty totaling $124,545. obtained by AFL unions in California. This was
parties were 'in substantial agreeanother creditor, the First Trust Co. done to make clear the position of
ment' and the SWG turned down the of
Oshkosh, which had secured cir- the Screen Actors Guild, that unionproposed contract because 'it was cuit court judgments.
ism must leave no room in the ranks
dissatisfied with three things, none
ot \yhich involved unfair labor practices under the act.* The companies
were willing to continue discussions,
he added, while the Guild insisted
on reopening the hearing. To back
up his accusation that the board
was taking sides, Leiserson called attention to a letter from
last

of

in all

extra brackets.

of Equity

or less openly opposing the. unifica-

resolution
asking the
Chicago
Spee Battleship Stuff
Federation of Labor to aid William
Bioff in his fight to escape extradiused
district court here with the filing tion to Chicago to serve six months
The most expensive single-story
of a petition seeking the involuntary on a pandering conviction.
coverage of the European war to date
bankruptcy of Warren Gardiner
Buzzell charged the Bioff matter promises to be the job done by
Maxcy, of Oshkosh. He was owner was a smoke screen by the actors
American newsreels on the sinking
of that city's wafer works system unnot
extras
hide
19.

of the prosperous days that
to be was heard in Federal

we

may

Newsreels Overboard

labor.
The break came when
W. Buzzell, council secretary,
maneuvered that body into adapting

ized

Echo

'I think if you will read the file
with an open mind, you will get the
Impression

that

Suit

J

was on weak ground.
Lelserson's

Bankruptcy

In

In his memo. Dr. Leiserson questioned the propriety of reopening
hearings on the basis of a hastilyamended complaint. Principal points
of dilTcrence. he remarked, were subjects of collective bargaining, not
disputes concerning recognition or
right to organize. Publication ot the
document disclosed that the Guild
it

Screen

Big Backer, Involved

Writers Guild. No details as to why
Leiscrson termed the matter ismelly.'

folt

19.

Actors Guild has withthe Central Labor Council and launched
a light to drive
rackets and racketeers from -organ-

of discussion at a session of
the Four A's international board this
afternoon (Wednesday).
Ralph ^lorgan, president of the
Screen Actors Guild, and Kenneth
Thomson, executive-secretary, planed
in from the Coast late last week to
push the 'one big union' move. They
both attended yesterday's Equity
council
meeting
to
ar^uc
for
consolidation.
Certain
influential
sulj.iect

drawn from

Screen

and

producers

between

"Tense behind-the-scenes struggle
being fought within the Associated
Actors S: Artistes of America over
the 'one big union' issue. Matter was
given lengthy consideration at the
Equity council meeting yesterday
(Tuesday) and will be the principal
is

Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Nunnally Johnson gets screen
credit as associate producer by
proxy on 'I Was an Adventuress,'
in production at 20th-Fox while
Johnson has been in Now York
on leave of absence for several
weeks.
He arranged all the details before he left town.

was made

LiCiserson
of a memorandum by
dated July 26, 1939, referring critically to the way the board acted in the
controversy last spring and summer

By 4 As Heads

Big Union Issue; Equity Probe

Absentee Credit.

—

Hornblower.'

'1

Watched; Morgan, Thomson East

Is

L.A. Union's Move to Block
BiofF Extradition Sets Off
Drive Against Racketeering Actors Charge Interference with Due Processes
of Law

19.

the
lot reaches its highest
point next month when the huge
rharine set will be ready for
'The Sea Hawk,' first of four
high-budget seafaring pictures.
Following 'Sea Hawk' on the
schedule are 'John Paul Jones,'
The Sea Wolf and 'Captain

hearings before the special Congressional ccimmitlee probing enforcement of the Wagner Act Consider-

Behind-Scenes Tussle

PULLS OUT OF

.

March

Secret

To Cut

will start

New York

May

and

was

reached

late

1

It

Hollywood, Dec.

19.

night, as result of a conference be-

WB

Entire Slate Sticks

Although he withdrew actively
from the company as vice-president
charge of foreign distribution,
Sam E. Morris retains the v.p. title
in the company, being among v.p.'s
reelected at Thursday's (14) meeting
of the Warner board.
in

prosecutor, David L. Podell, Farns-

MOSS' THEATRE
BLDG.

a

Harry M. Warner was reelected
president, while v.p.'s in addition to
Morris are Albert and Jack L. WarStarr, Stanleigh P.
ner, Herman

IDEAS

Friedman and
Albert Warner

Joseph

H.

Hazen.

also reelected treas-

retaining their posts are
Samuel Carlisle, controller and assistant treasurer; W. Stewart McDonald, and Cyril H. Wilder, assistant
treasurers; Robert W. Perkins, secretary and general counsel; Harold

B. S. Moss, veteran showman and
former link in the Keith circuit, has
several sites in the Greater New
York area on which he eventually
proposes building theatres but at
S. Bareford, Edward K. Hessberg,
present has no plans laid.
One of the sites is in Queens, Ray Obringer and Herbert Freston,
which Moss points out is developing assistant secretaries, and Thomas J.
Martin,
auditor.
into one of the best-populated sections of the metropolitan area but
1

does not have' many theatres.
He
has another site at the northern end
of Manhattan.
Moss is interested in the Criterion,
N. Y., and about a year ago built the
theatre at 49th and Broadway which

Re-Edit British Fihn

'

under lease to Trans-Lux.

is

New

:.C.

Propaganda for U.
New commentary

S.

for United States

audiences is being dubbed on "The
Lion Has Wings,' which Alexander
Korda made in cooperation with the
British government to exploit the
power of the English air force.
Lowell Thomas is doing the gabbing
for the new sound track, the work
being done at Fox-Movietone studios
in Manhattan.
Release date for the film is still

1,90«-Seater

'

understood that the U. S. does not
contemplate answering all the majors'

5 New, 4 Texas, 1 In Ga.
DaUas, Dec. 19.
Five .new houses, four in Texas and
one in Georgia, are either just completed or under way. Included are:
Queen, at Bryan, opened last week
on site of old, demolished house, a
SSO-seater; The River Oaks, Houston,
opened Tuesday (5), 1,000-seater; the
Wichita, Wichita Falls, opened last
week by Interstate, with A. D. Dea
son, ex of the Majestic (Dallas) staff
in charge; a new Interstate house at
El Paso, as yet unnamed and just begun, to seat 600, and a new S50-seatcr
at Albany, Ga, just started for C. E.

interrogatories as served upon them
Too many of these are far-fetched
useless, in the Government's
opinion.
It is true that under the
rules the Government must give in
formation, even if that information
Is common knowledge of the defend
antsTbut it is felt by the Department
of Justice that questions of organization set up, etc., are a needless addi
tion of work to them. The U. S. also,
while willing-to give up the names of
its witnesses, feels that it should not

and

be asked to state what these wit'
nesses will be asked, and what their
answers will be. If forced to answer
all the questions, it is likely that the

Hilgers.

companies will have more
knowledge of the Government's plan
of attack than the U. S. itself.

film

MRS. JEROME ODIUM'S

$100 ALIMONY DEMAND

Any

possibility of further stalling
trial, as indicated some time
ago, by the possibility of introducing
a demand for examination of wit-

before

Minneapolis, Dec.

19.

Jerome Odium, screen writer, has
posted a $1,000 bond in district court

nesses before trial shortly before the

was done away

guaranteeing that he will remain
with, as the stipulation will' provide
within the court's jurisdiction until
that any examining of witnesses will
the determination of his wife's suit
be done before March 1, the date of for $100 a week temporary alimony
the pre-trial.
and $750 attorney fees.
Thus ends the long delays and
Although under contract now to
bickering which has endured over a Paramount at $2,500 a month,
Odium
year, with the film coinpanies jockey, is doing his writing here.
In her
ing to delay trial until after Novem' suit for divorce against the writer,
ber, 1940, with the hope of a change Mrs. Odium charges cruel and int>f administration, and the Govern'
human treatment, She alleges that he
ment trying desperately to get its exhibited a violent temper, beat her,
case started before any such possibil- squandered his money on luxuries
ity might become an eventuality.
and other women while in Hollywood and drank to excess.
Colnmbla's Objections

Late Saturday Columbia
Jections
tories.

pany

filed

Government interrogaColumbia was the only com-

that to give the

name

for example,
of each of lis

(Continued on page 39)

NBC

Blue program.

John C. Spears, manager of
the Crosley troupe, reported that
the day's business was mutually
satisfactory.

in

.

for triple
trust laws.

—

'

damages under

the anU.

Pa the claims that DuPont, which In
February, 1935, agreed not

I

to chargt

I

more than 30% over cost for film,
had recently charged it at a rate of Ic,
a considerable -increase.

a-'footv

)

'

It is claimed by the defense that
under the Roblnson-Patman bm,
as the Price Discrimination
Act, the contract as originally signed

known

LOEfSNETFOR

WO

YEAR, $

missal

Loew's net income for tha fiscal
year ended Aug. SI last totalled
$9341,530 .as compared with $9,024,934 in the preceding fiscal 12-month
period.
Despite this improvement,
the company actually reported $5.48
per common share as against $5.65
in the fiscal year ended Aug. 31,
Per share earnings on the
1938.
preferred also dipped about 61c. as
compared with the previous year.
Remarkably strong showing enabled Lo'ew's, Inc., to increase its
balance from $47,787,157 as of Aug.
31 in 1938 to $52,339,175 listed on
Company., showed
Aug. 31 last.
gross revenue from theatre' receipts,
rentals and sales of films and ac-

amounting to $122,577,542.
to this amount was $2,541,801
Loew's allotted
in rent income,
amortization
$46,692,078 "for
and
writeoff of film costs.
Report stated the company paid
out $4,097,565 in dividends to comcessories

Added

mon

shareholders during the fiscal
period covered. This is in addition
to $888,693 distributed in cash divvys
Loew's
to preferred stockholders.
paid $1,958,851 in federal income

!

ia illegal.
DuPont has many cus*. j
tomers in the same business as Pathe^
and charging them more than Path*
destroys competition in interstat*^
commerc«. Patha paid tlie increas*''
with duress or misrepresentation,
and by doing so voluntarily waived
any rights it might have had. A disis

requested.

Hope

for Pathe Divvy

Prospects for a small dividend on
F'athe Film Corp. common shatei
loomed brighter this week, with re>
ports in Wall Street that DuPont
Film Mfg. Co. might declare $30 p«r
share dividend this week.
Patbt
holds 35% interest in any such divvy,
which, at this figure, would giv«
Pathe about $105,000, amounting to
nearly 20c If split among 581,(70

common

>

'
'

stockholders.

Pathe

Film showed 26c on tiM
stock for the first nin*
and the year-end
melon-cutting by DuPont Film would
bring the total to around 40c. TU
establishment of Pathe Labs as ilia
operating company might justify i
dividend distribution as result of thll

common
months

this year,

I

setup.

Act on Laemmie Claim
Los Angeles, Dec. 19.
Executors of the Carl Laemmle estate asked
permission of probat*
court to compromise a $210,000 claim,
filed by John W. Tippet, for $16,2».
Claim has been in litigation here and

in

taxes.

New York

for several

year."!.

Pe-

tition will be heard Friday (22).
Charles. V. Henkel withdrew hli
the foreign $126,000 damage suit iagainst the Sofield only up to last July 29.
Addi- ciety of Motion Picture Film Editon,
tional note revealed that one for- charging unlawful suspension.
Dismissal of the action was thi
eign investment included Italian
Explains Why British Boyalty's Film government bonds, due July 31, 1940 result of a proposal by SMPFE to
Record Did Such a B.C. Brodle
(with. face value of $1,131,900), car- reinstate Henkel if he dropped th«
ried' on the books at $739,977.
It suit.
Detroit, Dec. 19.
showed fixed deposits in the YokoBritish royalty's goodwill visit to hama Specie Bank, San Francisco,
Smith's Salary Claim
Canada last summer did a boomer- due in 1941-42, valued at $230,240.
Suit of Edwin J. Smith, former vj>.
ang in Windsor, Ont., just across the
Stonley Co.'s $1,734,562 Net
of Imperial Pictures, Inc., against tb«
river from here.
Stanley "Company of America, a company for $8,457 back salary waiLast week, looking for big things
subsidiary of Warner Bros. Pictures, revealed Wednesday (13) in N. V.
in view of vast turnout for King
and Queen's visit to town, Windsor's Inc., showed a net profit of $1,734,562 supreme court. Action was started
Palace brought in full-length film for the fiscal year ending last Aug. in June, and claims the. plaintiff wal
record of the royal tour. Canadian 26. Company showed net income of hired at a salary of $100 weekly plus
$5,747,951 before other income and 2M!7e of the gross. The contract waJ
house expected to mop up.
The first day it was lonely for the charges that included $2,332,860 for for two years, but Smith left InS*
and depreciation of perial June 3, after having served
ushers. Second day brought only a amortization
properties, and an interest expense from Sept 1, 1937.
handful of customers.
That's the
way it went for the stay of the doc- of $1,427,046. Corporation paid $32S,umentary film expected to be hot 000 in federal income taxes.
Stanley Co, reported an earned
b.o.
J. P.
You don't have to look for the surplus of $4,946,790 as compared
answer. Windsor School Board, ap- with $5,007,582, shown for Aug. 27,
SUIT
IN
proached for help in the exploita' 1938. This showing was made even
in the face of $1,809,693 dividend
tion, had turned a cold shoulder to
paid during the past fiscal year.
the proposal. They remembered big
Supreme court justice Samuel Hofgest boner of the toyal tour.
.stadter in N. Y. Friday (15) reserved
More than 40,000 school kids,
decision on the application of Ra*
from Windsor and nearby Ontario^ REP.
Nasoff minority Paramount stockhad been gathered at one spot where
holder, to examine Joseph P. Kenthe royal couple were to greet them
U. S. Ambassador to England,
'HIT
PIC nedy,
from platform. Kids stood for hours
tiefore trial. It is claimed that Kenin hot sun, scores keeled over and
nedy, who was engaged in 1936 to
got medical aid, but the pack stood
make a report on Paramounts
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
it out even if train was hours late
Negotiations are under way for financial condition by the board of
Then, making up time, train flashed Rudy Vallee to topline Republic's directors, will be able to testify M
right by 40,000 disappointed faces heavy budget
musical, 'Hit Parade to the waste and mismanagement
and didn't make the scheduled stop. of 1940.' Bandleader is holding out prevalent at the time.
Press, both in Windsor and Detroit,
for a fat acting part, rather than
Miss Nasoff is suing for $20,000,00U,
gave a heavy play to the long wait merely waving a slick.
and directs her action against all tM
and seeming disregard for kids' loy
Frances Langford is the only
Paramount officers and director

Note made to directors by the accountants said that it covered results

of operations

in

'

WOULD EXAMINE

PAR

KENNEDY

WANTS VALLEE

FOR

.

,

PARADE'

alty.

A

Min- So

from 1935 to

'

date.

There are over

9V

charges in the action.

Disney

Moe Snyder

to nine.

declares,

is

Newark,

Co. filed u,
unusual answer in N. Y. federal
court, Monday (18) to the $210,000
suit against it for breach of contract
by Pnthe Laboratories, Inc. DuPont
admits practically every charge, in
the complaint, but alleges that it it
had not breached the contract It
would have been subject to action

—AND

majors

answer the U. S. in fiilL
on Columbia's protests will
Dec. 29 before Judge Vin
LeibelL
The Government
59 questions' on the com
panies, of which Columbia objects
will

hearing
be held
cent L.
served

Columbia

which

personalled

featured player set for the film, which
royal apology came along later.
rolls in February.
did explanations of why stop
neapolis in 1937.
wasn't made. But shunning of the
film would indicate 40,000 kids, their
CHANGING
parents and the schoolboard hadnt
Hollywood, Dec. 19,
Released
forgotten.
'Vincent Sherman replaced William
Los Angeles, Dec. 19.
Keighley as director of 'Married,
LET'S 60, TRIGGER
Col. Martin (Moe) Snyder— The
Pretty and Poor,' v^hich rolled at
Gimp was released on his 6wn
Hollywood, Dec. 19..
Warners yesterday
(Mon.)
*ith
recognizance following reversal by
Roy Rogers opens a personal ap Olivia de Havilland in the top spot
the District Court of Appeals of his pearance tour Jaft. 6 with his horse, vacated by Jane Bryan on account of
conviction for the attempted murder Trigger, and a new act.
illness.
of Merle Alderman, husband of Ruth
Route covers Seattle, Portland,
Keighley is busy editing The
Ettihg.
"Vancouver, Tacoma and other north' Fighting 69th,' which is being rushed
Another trial is unlikely.
west towns.
to release.

The couple were marriei

ob

to

to protest; all the other

WLW,

Others

is

commences,

on

affiliate,

urer.

Kansas City, Dec. 19.
Bertram Rosenberg and associates
have made application to the board
of zoning adjustment for the Conversion of a former ice plant into a
1,000-seet theatre.
New house will
be named the 'Varsity, being near
'Clearing the 'Underbrush'
the University of Kansas City, the uncertain, due to the voice switch,
Pre-trial conferences will take Barstow school and Rockhurst Col but it is expected that it will be
place by March 1 behind closed lege.
within several weeks.
Film went
doors under the supervision of
Rosenberg was formerly engaged into release in Canada and England
In the meantime in theatre biz in South Africa
Federal judge.
and almost a month ago. While the prop'clearing away of the underbrush,' as with the Schlesinger houses, and agandizing tone of the talk was conclassified by Paul Williams, will con
later
with Dr. Lee DeForest in sidered okay for His Majesty's substitute the Government's activities, sound synchronization.
He was ;re jects, it was felt that it would be
This means that Williams expects all cently made a citizen by act of Con more effective in U. S. if toned down.
Interrogatories be disposed of by the gress.
middle of February, at the latest. It
KIDS NEVER FORGET

trial

NBC Red

(13).
On the
screen were 'Meet Dr. Christian'
(RKO), which has to do with a
CBS series, ond a short subject,
'Information Please," linked with

an

'Twinkle,

Shadow

Cincinnati, Dec. 19.

C, Wednesday

VP*

tween Paul Williams, Government

for his approval. Judge Knox approved the date, and shortly is expected to announce the name of the
trial judge. It is expected that John
M. Woolsey or Francis G. Caffey,
both veteran federal jurors, are the
most likely to be chosen.
Trial of the action, \yhich had been
estimated from a minimum of nine
months to a year and a half, will
probably be considerably shortened,
as a result of an agreement reached
between counsel for both sides on
Pre-trial conferences will
Friday.
be held under Rule 16 of the new
Federal rules of civil procedure, in
which it is expected that many of the
Issues at stake will be stipulated to
and agreed upon. There are many
charges in the action which the film
common
are
realize
companies
knowledge as to their veracity.
Rather than have a prolonged dispute over these issues it is expected
that the majors will concede these
points, and thus reduce the time
needed to prove them, Such things
as history of the film companies, definition of terms and the like can be
Included in this category.

Radio's

Law

DuPont Film Mfg.

The Boone County Jambore«,
at the Midland theatre,

E. Morris, Although

Retired, Reelected

Films due for re-naming are
Twinkle, Little Star,'
Turret One,'
'Sweetheart
Of
Cisco Kid Nor 2' and 'Hotel for
Women No. 2.'

Farnsworth,

worth, his assistants,
The approved starting
attorneys.
time was then submitted to senior
federal judge John C. Knox Friday

$210,000 Suit: Deal Violates U.S.

hillbilly unit

Sam

daj's.

the. date of trial
Thursday (14)

and company

fllmizations

preceding 'Grapes.'

cooking up

special U. S. attorney.

The agreement on

Steinbeck

DuPont's Unusual Defense to Patbe's

NECK

'N'

follow each other on Broadway within a month, of which 20th-Fox's
'Grapes of Wrath' may be sold away
from the Roxy, and go into the
Rivoli, N. Y., for a run.
United Artists' 'Of Mice and Men'
(Hal Roach) will go into the Roxy,

Title makers at 20th-FoX are
new names for four
pictures slated to roll within 10

1,

federal court.

WilUam

May

WES/

NECK

an

StipulaUons to that effect are being
drawn now between film majors'
counsel

Two John

You Name

companies, the most iinporUnt litigation the film industry has ever
in,

TWICE'

Anti-Trust Sessions

Trial of the Government's antifilm
trust suit against the major

1940, in the

STEINBECK'S

1 Pre-Trial Expected

Actual Issues Go to Bat

been engaged

Wednesday, December 20, 1939

PICTURES

VARIETY

m

New

Plant

Hollrivood, Dec. 19.
Walt Disney's production stan
moves into the new Burbnnk stuoio

next week.

j

Old Hyperion plant will be.us«
house the promotion deparlnw"
and training school, which has
occupying rented quarters on vm
to

street

W"

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, December 20, 1939

.Qii Pidls

W

Chicago, Dec. 19.
With the stores in their glory, the

Week

much

for the current 10 days.

The Chicago held over the Andrews
on the stage, but switched
band, bringing in
Sictures and stage
replace
le Harry James orchestra to
Johnny Davis" band. Shipped 'ElizaEssex' over to the Roosevelt
and
beth
ind replaced with *Day-Time Wife'
Sisters

the current session,- 'Eternally Yours,' which was at
the Rooseveltj shifts to the Garrick
for what is a one-week additional
loop spell. Other h.o.s are 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington,' which will
stick until Christmas Day in the
Apollo for an approximate eight'or

has

caught

and -Ninotchka,' which
public attention and

in the

United Artists. 'Another

session,

fancy

Thin Man'
Garbo

is

due

to

replace

Dual $12,000

Capitol—'Gone with the Wind*
(M-G) (1st wk).
Criterion- 'Reno' (RKO) (20).

Globe— 'Cisco
Lady* (20th)

—

four days. Frail lure at $3,000. Last
week, legit 'Tobacco Road,' $6,500,
very good.
Strand (Lightm'an) (1,000; 10-2030 >—'Nurse CaveU' (RKO) split with
Should
'Legion Lost Flyers' (U).
get nice $2,500. Last week, 'Fugitive

Large'
CCol), 'Neighbors Carters'
(Par) ftid 'On« Hour to. Llva'- (U),
split, $2,000, good.

NOVIS

-

'SOUTH'

Its

not,

and comes up with fine $5,500
currently in view of run and time of
after
having tucked away
year,
splendid $8,200 last week.
Chloago
•Day-Time

(B&K)
Wife"

(4.000;

35-55-75)—

(20th) and stage
Sisters retained for

the

(23).

Paramount

—'Gulliver's Travels*

(Par) (20).
^Reviewed in Current Issue)
BUIto
'Charley McCarthy,

—

Detective' (U) (23).
CReuieued in Current Issue;

BlvoU—'The Xight
(Par) (23).

that Failed'
^-

(22).*

COLD

Week

$5,500

Astor

of Dec. 28

—'Gone

(M-G)

with the Wind'

(2d wk).

Capitol— '(Jone with the Wind*
(2d wk).
Criterion- 'Night of Nights*

(M-G)

IN K.C.

(Par) (27).

Globe

Kansas City, Dec. 19.
Shopping season is making its customary inroads into theatre takes
and bookings are In a jittery state
along theatre row. Tower and Midland hold rigidly to their Friday
openings, but other first runs are on
temporary basis. 'Remember' and

(30);

— 'The Big
—

Guy*

(U)
of

^Reviewed in Current Issue;

Paramount—'Gulliver's Travels'
(Par) (2d wk).
BIvoll— 'The Light that Failed*
(Par) (2d wk).

—

Boxy 'Swanee

River'

(20th)

Wives'

(WB)

Palace (RKO) (2.500;
(U) and' 'Dr. Christian' n.g. $4,500.
word-ofgreat
Getting
(RKO).
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-29-40)
mouth, which will hold gross to fine
(M-G) and 'Inter$12,000. Last week, 'Tower London' —'Remember'
help(U) and 'Sons' (RKO) brutol $7,200. mezzo' (UA). Star names hero
ing some, but little cure for the
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65Low at $7,700.
Santa opposition.
75)—'Elizabeth Essex' (WB). Not go- Last
week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter*
ing anywhere on second loop session
(UA) and 'Henry Arizona* (M-G),
and looks for dark $7,000. Last week, $9,000, satisfactory under circum•EternaUy
Yours'
(UA), wobbly stances.
Stote-Lnke (B&K) (2,700 25-40)—
(M-G) and vaude. Fair
enough week In offlng at $12,500.
Last week. 'Espionage^ (WB) and
;

vaude,

cama

through

with

okay

$14,600.

United Artists (B&K-M-G) (1,700:
J5-55-65-75)—'Ninotchka' (M-G) (3d
wk). Garbo flicker has been doing
well and will get akay $8,500 after
snagging fine $12,400 last week.

the Yuletide shopping. 'Gone With
the Wind,' which opened last night
(Tues.) at the reserved-seat Astor
and the Capitol, latter unreserved, is
terrific competition to face but managers blithely take the position
there's nothing they

that

.

-

:

-

Strand— 'Four
(2d wk).

CHILLERS

LOAD

DET.;'CAVELL'

FAIR $12,000

can do about

.

.

ending

Its

week

first

tonight at the Music Hall;
Victor Herbert,' with the

'Great
Allan

Jones-Mary
Martin
team which
ended its second week at the Paramount last night (Tues.); and
'Tower of London,' currently on its
second week at the Rialto, have had
no trouble with Santa Claus.
'Balalaika' will hit $88,000, excellent for this time of the year arid

holds over through Christmas.

shopl)ing but doing excellently,
week auguring $88,000 or bit
better. Holds over for Xmas. Last
week, second for 'We Are Not Alone*
(WB), not so good, $65,000 but on the
14 days satisfactory profit.
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)— 'Tower of
London' (U)- (2d-final week). Began
holdover Monday (18) in strong
fashion, probably $8i500 if going the
full seven days. The first week hit
over $15,000, second strongest week
this theatre has ever had.Elvoli
25-55-75-85-99)
(2,092;
'Destry' (U)
(4th-final week).
good moneyrmaker here in spite of
pre-Christmas
engagement,
third
week ending last night (Tues.) was
$17,000, and film goes another three
days.
'Light That Failed'
(Par)
first

—
A

—

MUNI'S

holdovers, but. for Xmas move in
new shows. 'Four Wives' and Abe
Lyman open Friday (22) at the
Strand, while the Riv brings in 'Light

might lure some shoppers.

That

In gen-

Failed,'

bought

from

$12.

LONECLEVE.

winds up today (Wed.) at
the Crit at only about $6,500.
Strand and Rivoli are both on
'Carter'

CLICK

Para-

$5,t00.

—

eral, pic biz is in the seasonal dol-

drums and the houses

week,

'First

aren't expect-

Love" (U)

(2d wk. 2d

(20th) starts a two-day run at

—

'

'Sea/ $5,500, 'Not Alone*

to

$12,000,

fair.

Last week, 'Real

Glory' (UA) and 'Night Nighte'
Topping
Port. (Par), did best in town, $13,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,Portland, Ore., Dec, 19.
30-40-55 )— 'Heal Glory' (UA)
000;
spots
are
holding
up
Most major
well despite the usual pre-Christmas (2d run) and Television Spy' (Par).
slump. 'Rulers of the Sea,' at the If Gary Cooper can hold previous
Paramount, is a particularly good week's pulling power may get up
Last week, 'Not
to $6,000, fair.
winner.
Among new plx. Tower of Lon-i Alone (WB) (2d run) and 'Mutiny

$5,300,

OK

Big House" (Mono), mild $5,500.
Is okay for the Broadway, and
United ArUsts (United Detroit)
'We Are Not Alone' is strong at
United Artists.
(2,000; 30-40-55)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G)

don'

tfiSOcS

Men' (20th) fair $3,800.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,<2.300; 10-30-40)
-?f»"o
^^'>Only fa'"sh at 500; 30-35-40)— 'Another Thin Man
$3000 ?"iC
switch in pictures to
Following two stanzas at
(M-G).
day (T
Last week. 'Chi Id UA. still okay in this house for
m^nW'Ninotchka
week,
Last
^*'5°°'
$3,000.
''^"^'^ than e:
^'
pected
(M-G) and 'Little Accident' (U),
(Lightman) (2.200. fourth week, closed for good enough
lo!??ISS^
Uprising' $2,500.
(RKO) 'rr.i,^"^8,'^®"y
^•'ak $3,000 in four
Orpheum (Orpheum Co.) (1,800;
"lays
"VS. rpnr,°°'l
replaced by Tower
House
Big
'Mutiny
London' 20-30-40)

W

—

week, 'Little Accident' (U) and
'Scandal Sheet* (Col) $1,400, okay on
a split.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Big Guy' (U) Bit too grim for holidays, yet satisfactory $3,000 in sight
Last week, 'First Love' (U), on
'

move-over,
Circle

'

Estimates for This Week
:Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-354({).^Tower London' (U) and 'Henry
""""^"^
Arizona' (M-G). Good $5,000. Last
bette?"
week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA)
Estimates for "rhls Week
and 'On Toes' (WB), scored nicely
(Loew's) (2,600; 10-30-40) with $5,300.
Liberty ( H a mr i ck - Evergreen)
Secret* (M-G). GathsriA i^^^^^S
**'800
In
(2,000; 30-35-40)— 'Barricade* (20th)
four
days,
with
'Cbii
(20th).
President'
and 'Honeymoon's Over'
w»v
weeK commencing (M-G) to finish Good enough $4,500.
Last week.
today (Tuesday)
.'Ninotchka'
(M-G) 'Day-time Wife" (20th) and '20,000

1

(M-G)

'Balalaika'

mas

mum

,

*

—

and stage show. Up against Christ-

Travels' and Glen Gray, plus Jimmy thing Happens' (20th) and stage
Savo and the Merry Macs, open to- show. Sonja Henie's latest is having tough skating at $30,000 maxiday (Wed.) for the Xmas session.
on its first (current) week
Claiming he must live right, Ar- will be retained for Christmas but
none
thur Mayer got over $15,000 into the the less.
Last week 'Barricaile'
Rialto on the first week with Tower (20th), under
$25,000, bad.
of London,' ending' Sunday night
State
35-55-75)
(3,450;
'Inter(17).
This is the second best week mezzo' (UA) (2d run) and,
on
in the history of the little house. vaude
show. James Barton, Estelle
Picture went into its second week Taylor and Ciro Rimac
FortuMonday (18) but whether it will re- nate if topping a weak'orch.
$15,000 curmain all of another seven days is rently. Last week, 'At Circus'
(M-G)
not certain. Reason is that 'Tower' (2d run) and
vaude below $18,000.
goes into
houses tomorrow mild,
(Thurs.).
Strand (2,767; 25-50-55-75-85-99)—
'Remember?', at the Capitol and 'Elizabeth and Essex' (WB) and Al
'Everything Happens at Night' are Donahue
band
(3d-flnal
week).
major first-runs of the week before Pushed a third week but not so bad
Christmas that are having their at $18,000, following second week
troubles.
First-named is very bad of $26,000 and first of $38,000, thus
at less than $10,000 on five days, showing o.k. profit.
'Four Wives'
while the Sonja Henie picture ap- and Abe Lyman open Friday (22).
pears
$30,000
tops.
'Everything
Happens' holds over, regardless, in
anticipation' of a lift Christmas week.
Two minor new pictures of the
week, 'Chan in City of Darkness'
and 'Nick Carter, Master Detective,'
are also suffering. 'Chan' looks only
about $5,000 at the Globe, while

the
run) and 'Day-Time Wife" (20th) Hollywood Jan. 17.
Tower (Joffee) (2,050; 10-25)
'Way Down South' (RKO) plus (2d run), indifferent $4,000.
Estimates for This Week
Donald Novis heading 'Radio Revels'
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40Astor (1,012; 75-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
on stage. Screen-stage combo con- 55) 'Tower London" (U) and 'AmazTlyers' flitting $2,500 siderably over average, but take not ing Williams" (Col). May get fair 'Gone with Wind' (M-G). Opened
Light $5,500. Last $14,000.
in proportion.
week,
'Barricade' last night (Tues.) on a twice-daily
Last
weeK, 'Honeymoon's Over' (20th) (20th) and 'Blondie Baby" (Col), run. Heavy advertising campaign
figures. Tremendous advance sale.
Memphis, Dec. 19.
with
Donald O'Connor heading $10,000, poor.
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
It's the week before Christmas and
stage bill, fair $6,500..
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
'Remember' (M-G). Very slow goall through the showhouses not a
30-40-55)—' Nurse CaveU' (RKO) and
creature is stirring, not even the
May hold up ing with this one, under $10,000 for
'Cat Canary' (Par).

Santa Claus shopping, with
jitores open until late hours at night,
nas taken the play away from the
theatres.
Holiday competition pliis
lack of strong attractions are trim^
""•?£ grosses to the bone.
.Dr. Kildare's Secret' the nearest
,
thing to a good drawing card in
town. Fact is. Lew Ayres opus did
much better than expected on a
tour-day run, but the balance of the
??uses are starving. Warner is yankUl^io ,8 Guy,' substituting a return
01 Submarine D-1' today (Tuesday)
» .tlmsh out the week. The Malco
«lace jerked 'Allegheny Uprising'
four days to bring in 'Tower of

60-84-99-$1.65)

mount on Saturday (23). Final (3d)
week for 'Elizabeth and Essex,' plus
Cleveland, Dec. 19.
the Al Donahue band, at the Strand,
Only film showing any push in a
ing much.
The traditionally off-week here is 'We
'Nurse Edith Cavell,* which had will be about $18,000, mild.
week for 'Destry Rides Again,* Are Not Alone,' at Hipp, making out
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- been held off because the press here third
25-40)— 'Child Born' (WB) and 'Kid had warned citizenry to be wary of Riv attraction, ending last night better than Palace's very slow combo
(Tues) was $17,000 and it remains of 'Return Dr. X' and Dead End
Nightingale' (WB) (2d wk). Light war propaganda in any form, and three
extra days. Dietrich picture Kids on stage.
$4,700, but original week with world the holdover of 'Ninotchka' are get- will
In a nice profit for the
'Eternally Yours* at State Is failing
preem was pleasing at $8,500. ting a fair play. 'Tower of London,' houseturn
on its run.
to get much of a play from Christ'Gulliver's Travels" (Par) opens 20th. at Fox, should do fair biz.
Advance sale on 'Gone With mas shoppers.
Estimates for This Week
Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
Wind,* Including last night's openEstimates for This Week
—'Dr. X" (WB) and 'Reno* (RKO).
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)— ings at Cap and Astor, plus tickets
Alhambra (Printz) (1,120; 10-20plus Dempsey-Willard fight pictures 'Cisco Kid Lady' (20th) and 'High eight
ahead for the Astor 35)— 'Rio* (U) and 'Main Strieet
added.
Opened today (Tuesday) Grey Walls' (Col). First time in startingweeks
today (Wed.), is reported Lawyer" (Rep).
Couple of duds,
and will play through Sunday. Last weeks house, has come up with first- to be near $100,000.
Astor is sold barely $1,000 in four days.
Last
week, 'Not Alone" (WB) and 'Pride runs. Should do fair $4,500. Last out solid to Jan.
21.
'The Bluebird'
Blue Grass' (WB), mild

ushers.

Jones, plus Johnny Green's
band.
First week mighty $52,500,
second $40,000.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

Par
was powerful enough at $40,000 on ooens Saturday (23). Second week
for Dietrich-Stewart western $27,000,
its second week with 'Herbert' to
have held over but prior booking very good.
Eoxy (5.836; 25-40-55-75)— 'Everycommitments prevented. 'Gulliver's

Detroit, Dec. IB.
Plenty of gore and chillers went
on film bills downtown to see if that

Memphis Bine; Xavetl,'

I

Sails

RKO

(29).

headed for so-so $5,500. Tower of
35-55-65-75)
London' (U), got only flv« days ajid

•Co-Ed'

40G 2d,

week before Christmas Allan

the

It's

.

'Hunchback
Music Hall
Notre Dame' (RKO).

$36,100.

week. Orpheum has new show toGarrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
day (Tuesday) in double bill of 'Re"Eternally Yours' (UA). Moved here turn of Dr. X' and 'Reno,' plus
from Roosevelt, but cetting little at- Dempsey-Willard fight pictures.
tention at meek $3,000. Last week,
unseasonably
remains
Weather
'Mohawk' (20th), fairish $4,000 for warm and exceptionally dry with
second loop session.
some daily temperatures over 60.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-40)—
Estimates for Thl« Week
•Roaring Twenties' (WB) and vaude.
Esquire and Uptown (Fox-MidStrong picture item aiding the cause
10-25-40)—
currently and holding to satisfactory west) (820 and I,20O;
Barricade' (20th-Fox). Opened solo
$13,500. Last week, "Pack Troubles'
day and date Sunday (17) and
(20th), all right at $13,900.

$7,100.

'Herbert'

of the Broadway first runs
are limping along waiting for the
big killing over the holidays, but
others,
meantime, are doing extremely well against the height of

'Balalaika,'

—

Roxy
'Everything Happens
At Night' (20th) (2d wk).
Strand— 'Four Wives' (WB)

'Intermezzo' sharing billing at the
show. Andrews
'Gulliver's Travels'
house.
additional stage week and accounting Loew
tomorrow (Wednesday) at the
for good share of business. Harry opens
booking.
James' orch also on rostrum. Take Newman on an early
Uptown and Esquire changed bills
indicates $25,000, not much, but there
Last week, Sunday (17), brmging in 'BarriIs the pre-Xmas alibi.
after 'Tower of
'Elizabeth' (WB) and vaude, healthy cade' in both houses
London' couldn't stand gaff for full

•-'Destry'

I,

and some

CReutetoed In VARicrr,

best foot forward,
and is turning in

offlce

and

Music Hall—'Balalaika' (M-G)

.

.

Kid

(Revteweil in Vaihety, Nov. 29)

(2d wk).

flicker.

Palace has

pre-Xmas

or
some excellent business with 'Destry
Bides Again' and 'Dr. Christian."
Estimates for Tfala Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
^'Mr. Smith" (Col) (6th wk). Has
been a real thoroughbred at box-

W

Very Vodka

'Balalaika'

CReuieioed in Vameiy, Dec. 13;

(U). Last week, 'Amazing Williams'
(Col), $5,600, good.

the

Not Too Bad:

CRevieiued in Current Issue)

'

week

Week Before Xmas But B way

of Dec. 21

Astor— 'Gone with the Wind'
(M-G) (1st wk).

Orpheum (Cullins-Evans) (2,800;
downtown showcases are taking it
on the chin again, but without a real 15-40-55) 'Jones Family Hollywood'
complaint, since all have retrenched (20th), with Evelyn Brent in person,
oretly

'Tis the

(Subject to Change)

Vaude Helps Cagney, $13,500, Also
'Co-Ed,' 12^26.

Rans on Broadway

First

In Its Belt Unto Xmas;

VARIETY

(3d wk.).

Garbo,

Got

Plenty of press gab on

may keep

up

to $6,000, fair.
just that last week also.
it

five days.

'Wind,' day-and-date with
Astor but on thrice-daily basis here,
no seats reserved, opened last night
(Tues.). Scale will range from 75c
to a top of $1.65. Last week here
'Kildare^ (M-G), less than $15,000,
poor.
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)— 'Nick
Carter' (M-G). Ends light week today (Wed.) at $6,500. Last week,
second for 'That's Right' (RKO),

around $9,000, o.k.
Globe (1,70b; 25-35-55)— 'City

in
Darkness' (20th). Around $5,000 in
prospect, mild, and 'Cisco Kid" (20th)
will be moved in Saturday (23) for

Christmas. Last week, 'Mutiny in
Big House' (Mono), $6,500, fair
enough.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Roaring
plus vaude. Rated
Twenties'
(WB) (2d run) and
house at $4,500. Last week, 'Hidden 'Honeymoon's Over' (20th) (1st run),
Express'
Power' (CoU and 'Exile
doubled. Cagney draught through top
$4,700.
average
Vaude,
(GN), with
picture saving the day, probably
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen) $8,000, o.k.- Last week's team, 'Drums
(3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Rulers Sea' (Par) Mohawk' (20th) (2d run) and 'Nightand 'Sued Libel' (RKO). Answer- ingale' (WB) (1st run). $7,900.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-88-99)
ing to heavy exploitation for good
Travels'
(Par),
Max
$5,500. Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col) —'Gulliver's
and 'Blondie 'Baby' (Col), third Fleischer full-length cartoon, and on
stage. Glen Gray's Casa Loma orch,
week, good $4,200.
United Artists (Parker) fl.OOO; 30- Jimmy Savo and Merrymacs, open
(WB) and today (Wed.) for engagement through
Alone'
'Not
35.40)
Getting strong both holidays. Two extraordinarily
'Laugh Off' (U).
Last week, 'Another Thin good weeks for handsome profit were
$5,300.
Man' (M-G) and 'Little Tenor* (U), gotten out of 'Victor Herbert' (Par)
and personals of Mary Martin and
$4,200.
second week, good
Flight' (Mono),
about par for this

(Mono) and 'Danger

—

'

$3,500, nice.

(Marmor^ein)

(1,900; 25-35)

—'Dark Angel' (UA) and

'Paradise

for Three' (M-G) (revivals). In for
full frame and liked enough for good
Last week, 'Love Affair'
$2,000.

(RKO) and

'Bringing

Up

Baby' (2d

runs), $1,600, fair.

Hipp

(Warner)

(3,700;

30-35-42-

55)— 'Not Alone' (WB). Strong getaway and leading the parade at
amiable $12,000, but would have
gone three notches higher in any
other week.
Last week. That's
Wrong' (RKO), took a bad tumble
to

'

$7,000,

incredible
considering
p.a. here.

Kyser's recent

—

Lake (Warner)
15-25)
(800;
'Bombs Over London' (British) and
'Everything's Ice'
(RKO).
Okay

Last week, 'City Darkness'

$1,800.

(20th)

and 'Reno'

(RKO),

$1,500,

fairish.

Palace

(RKO)

(3,200;

30-35-42-55)

—'Dr. X' (WB) and Dead End Kids
on stage. Very weak vaude getting
poor word-of-mouth.
Doubtful if
it
will reach $10,000, poor.
Last
week, 'Daytime Wife' (20th), and
in person, way oft because of opposition by Glenn Milorch next door, $13,000.

Martha Raye
ler's

(Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
— State
'Eternally Yours' (UA). Just averLast week, none of
age $10,000.
house's rare dives into vaude. Glenn
Miller's orch and 'Secrets Dr. Kildare' (M-G), got grand $23,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (1.972; 30-35-4255)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) (3d wk).
(Jarbo still very potent magnet here,
worth pleasant $3,500. Last week,
excellent $7,000.

•

'
.

.
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SHOWMANSHIP

FILM

By John

C. Flinn

Atlanta Nonnal Again

After

Ws' Tornado

Premiere, State Holiday
AtlanU.Dec.

19.

This Dixie roetropolis ol 300,000
(18) following

down Monday

•ettled

Entire film industry will profit from the widespread
public interest which has been manifested in the initial
showings of 'Gone With the Wind' in Atlanta (15) and
New York last night (19). News accounts of the
preriiiere in Atlanta were displayed on page one of
some of the metropolitan dailies. It was smart editing.
Nearly every woman in America who can read newspapers has a personal, if vicarious, concern in the lova
affairs of Rhetl Butler and Scarlett O'Hara.

Handling of the Atlanta opening was a slick job of
promotional work, entailing an unlimited amount of
dynamite which never exploded until the right moment and in the right direction. Although threeHigh spot, of course, of quarters of a century have passed since the war be(M-G).
four-day festival came Friday (15) tween the states, there are plenty of folks in Atlanta
who never have .seen 'Uncle.. Tom's Cabin' and it's a
night with first public unveiling, of
brave Northerner even today who mentions tfie Civil
pic to a glittering capacity (2,100) War until after he is spoken to. Of course, the Martheatre,
Grand
Lbew's
audience at
garet Mitchell novel relates the capture of Atlanta
front of which had been transformed from the Southern viewpoint, and therefore 'Gone
With the Wind' has all the advantages of a sympathetic
Into 'Twelve Oajts,' typical plantahearing. What actually happened, according to a surtion home of Old South days. Pa- vey of the local newspapers, is that the premiere depreem,
for
seat
per
paid
$10
trons
veloped into a civic event of almost national imporCommutance. It was the top ballyhoo of the season.
proceeds going to Atlanta

four-day jamboree surrounding
•world premiere showing of SelznickInternational's 'Gone with the Wind'

nity (Chest) Fund. There were oiv«ral thousand applications for each
eat available.

More than

20,000 Atlantans

jammed

HIGH-POWERED EXPLOITATION
Certain underlying causes beyond the great popularity of the novel itself are responsible for the high
mark of anticipatory interest in 'Gone ^y^th the Wind'
as a film. From the day nearly three years ago when
he bought the screen rights, David O. Selznick never
has permitted within or without the trade any slackening of discussion on some angle of the projected picture. Russell Birdwell as the Selznick p.a. kept up an
unending series of press stunts. Selection of the prinFriends and
cipal players became a national game.
families spilt over the issues raised by comparative
qualifications of differen^ artists.
Then followed the
casting and the producer's final decision on the selection of Vivien Leigh for the role of Scarlett.

Grand night of
irf front of
to see celebrities arrive for
Heading Hollywood coscreening.
tingent were Clark Gable and Vivien
Leigh, stars of 'Wind,' and Oliva de
Havilland, Ona Munson, Ann Rutherford, Alicia Rhelt, Laura Hope
Crews and Evelyn Keyes, Atlanta
Director Vicgirl, featured players.
tor" Fleming was on hand, as was
David e. Selznick and Jock Whitney,
of S-I, and Metro execs, headed by
The inevitable letdown in publicity during producLouis B. Mayer.
tion was compensated later on by the national release
Day of premiere was declared an on a given date of still photographs and personal porofficial sUte holiday by Gov. E. D.
traits of the scenes and principals.
govguests
his
had
as
who
Hivers,
All the national angles were drawn together in the
ernors of practically all southern
gpace

preem

[

,

concentration of publicity for the Atlanta premiere.
Dietz, advertising and publicity chief of Metro,
delegated the arrangements to William Ferguson, William Hebert and E. C. Coleman. Preliminaries were
laid out weeks before the opening. Principal players
in the film, including Miss Leigh and Clark Gable,
made the trip across country from Hollywood by plane.
Atlanta's Junior League took charge of a costume ball
at which the Mayor and Miss Leigh led the grand
march. Loew's theatre was given a special 'fronV of
Colonial design. Newspapermen from all leading Dixie
N. Y. Times sent
dailies were present by invitation.
on its top news feature writer, Meyer Bergcr, whose
two-day accounts were spread on page one and carried
over with art layouts. N. Y. Evening Sun played up
the Associated Press wire release of Saturday (16). The
Times further- loosened up with editorial comment. oh
the street parade In Atlanta which climaxed the Out-

Howard

door

festivities.

PROOF THERE'S SOIIETHINO

NEW

be the experience of 'Gone With the
Itself in key cities and subsequent
amount to even higher
peaks than reached at the Atlanta and New York showImmediately set for openings are Boston, Los
ings.
Harrisburg
and Reading.
Angeles, Cincinnati,
Interest will shift, probably, from the production and
casting angles to the major issue of the length of the
film which requires, with intermission, four hours of
It is likely to

Wind,' as

it

unreels

runs, that the publicity will

'Gone

Four-day

day

(14),

With the Wind

when Hollywood

Mayor

planing and
Into city. Feature of this day was
.street parade in which stars partci

gent

started

They Shall Not Pass

Thurs-

contintraining

pated, 300,000 folk fining downtown
streets to gawk and cheer. Spotted
along parade route were 21 bands.
Including 120-piece all-girl military
band in uniform. Parade ended at
Georgian Terrace, hotel, where plat
form had been erected and stars
and players, including Carole Lom'
bard (Mrs. Gable), Claudette Colbert
.

Metro
losing

is

a

admish

single

—

comes along.
Exchange managers have also been instructed

own salesmen
the film when

only their

and staffs to see
Olivier, who came
they screen it in their projection
along for the ride, were introed to
rooms.
audience
enthusiastic
milling,
a
There followed a press cocktail party
In Georgian Terrace's Grand Ball- tions. WSB
(NBC Red),
room that assembled 250 newsmen (NBC Blue), WGST, CBS outlet, and
from this section and faraway points. WATL, indie, which fed to Mutual
chain.
celebration got onto
Parts
of
Climax of the first day's activities
and
encame with Junior League's costume nets. SUffs of
ball at 6,000-seat City Aude, pro- tered into spirit of occasion by wearing
befo'
de
wah'
costumes, some of
ceeds going to charity. Kay Kyser's
them
going
so
far
as
to
sprout
chin
orch played and Kyser m.c.d. Kyser
also played foir a dance, sponsored whiskers.
by Atlanta Journal, following night
Three Atlanta papers, Constitu-

and Lawrence

at .City Aude, giving' folk who
couldn't get to see preem some place
to go.

Friday was a day of activity for
Hollywood folk, they being guests
of various clubs and organizations

Double-Talk

Mgr. Permits

On Pix They Want
Pittsburgh, Dec; 19.

Charles Shannon, manager of WB's
nabe Brookline theatre, which operates only three days a week, is trying
something new that's getting a lot of
attention.
He's permitting the patrons to book the house, labeling the
Play
policy 'You Name 'Em and
'Em.'
Each week a poll is taken by Shannon and a couple of aides through-

We

Elmer Rice, who for several
years has been trying to get his
Playwrights' Co. associates, Robert E. Sherwood and Maxwell
Anderson, together over a luncheon table with their 50-50 namesake, Sherwood Anderson, last
week picked up a volume of the
latter's plays in a second-hand
bookstore.

He sent it to Sherwood with a
phoney inscription about 'how I
enjoyed your play, 'Young Mr.
Lincoln,' and signed it 'Maxwell

tail

patty hosted by Atlanta

Women's

Press Club in honor of Margaret
Mitchell, who is member of that
Invited guests were
organization.
confined to members of club, stars,
S-I and Metro

Preem
festive

officials.

that night was a gala and
affair.
Despite
milling

crowds and unbounded enthusiasm,
Hollywood folk were not manhanNational Guardsman, extra
dled.
police, state highway patrolmen. Boy
Scouts and flremein kept crowds back
and event was well handled.
Saturday Atlanta suffered from a
municipal hangover, but no loss of

Anderson's aunt, Elsa Maxwell.'

SPOT 'SWANEE RIVER'

ON KATE SMITH HOUR

WAGA

and

$1,60 night tops)
seat sale, all reserved, is well into
third week.
Metro plans to keep
'Wind' at Grand as long as it does
business and chances are' it will stay
here five weeks, possibly seven.

Working from 7 p.m. Friday until
2 a.m. Saturday (16), Jack Harris,
special events director, aided

WSM

by a crew of engineers, made

inter*

mittent recordings of Southerns' reactions to the picture, critics' vie'w^
etc., oyer a three-mike pickup from
the lobby and inside Loew's Grand
theatre.

Approximately 25

first

nlghters^

I

MU.\pKE£

Milwaukee, Dec.

CASUALH,

19,

Dime admissions, the cause of ex<
headaches for many a day, art
out in all the nabes after Dec. 31,
This was the unanimous decision and
agreement of the Independent Theatre Owners' t>rotcctive Association
at a iull and determined meeting

hibs'

(15).

Houses that opened early at reduced admission prices for firstcomers entered into a solertin pact t9
discontinue this practice and start
shows at a later hour at prices that

-

are to continue for the evening, and
in consideration of this pledge thil
10-centers agreed to raise their minifeW' houses that p/oto 15c.
neered a price tilt even before any

A

mum

agreement was entered

into foiind

it

so helpful to their grosses that it was
not difficult for the others to see th»
light and fall into line.

.

gram.

The chains had already

agreed to
Join in whatever action the indies
could unanimously agree upon, so th»
effect of the decision made Friday
will be city-wide.
Exhibs are all
enthused, not only by this action Itself, bu't because it is one of the few
occasions on which there has been

.

such absolute unanimity among them.

French Pic Preems

A

la

Paree

in N. Y.

Typical Parisian premiere is scheduled for tonight (Wednesday) when

KESSNICH'S FALL
Atlanta, Dec. 19.

.

,

public appearance Friday night at
the premiere.
Miss Mitchell (Mrs.
John R. Marsh in private life) was
escorted to the mike down front in
Loew's Grand theatre by Gable and

Miss Lombard, and voiced her apis scaled to gross around $5,- preciation
of Selznick's treatment of
000 daily, so first three weeks total her. story.
looks like cinch to hit or better
Mayor Hartsfield, -who acted as
$100,000.
m.c. in presentation of the Hollywood
•'GWTW Festival' 'came to close contingent after first screening of
Sunday with presentation of At- 'Wind,' paid high tribute to work of
lanta's Civic Christmas pageant at flattie McDaniel, colored actress,
and
City Aude.
asked that Selznick and others from
Four-day celebration was well Hollywood take back to her a tribute
covered by four Atlanta radio star of praise from Atlanta.

House

ing pos.sibTy 1,000 fis'et of film to aji
sure 100 feet of usable shots. Two
and one-half hours of recording!
were made for the half-hour broadcast

This will be the second tieup be
feature,
tween 20th-Fox and the Kate Smith 'Last Desire," French-made
again,
hour, first having been broadcast of opens the Belmont theatre
with a new group of backers taking
'Drums Along the Mohawk.'
over the house for six months.
Charles Kessnich, southern divi'...In all sincerity, permit me to sion manager of Metri, was sole
Besides the customary floodlight^
say: I think David Selznick's 'Gone casualty of four-day celebration surthe premiere Is patterned after thos«
With the Wind' Is by all standards rounding the world premiere of
held in Paris, where the debut of •
Pot 0' Passes
the greatest motion picture .1 ever 'Gone with the 'Wind.'
new picture is held at 11:30 p.m. to
saw.
I think it Is the most ably
permit other actors to attend. AnKessnich attended junior League's
San Antonio, Dec. 19.
written of all the 'big' pictures I 'GWTW' costume ball for charity
other premiere twist is the serving
Francis Vickers, manager of In- of champagne.
ever saw. I am not writing here of Thursday (14), tripped and fell, sufMiss Mitchell's book, but of Sidney fering severe head lacerations. He terstate's Austin, Austin, Texas, is
'Last Deslr^' Is a Transatlantic reHoward's screenplay—a marvel of was rushed to Grady hospital, and varying a familiar gag to make lease featuring Ralmu and Jacqueexpression and compression. I think later taken to St. Joseph's Infirmary. patrons read his newspaper ads. On line Delubac. House will use a revarious days he calls a number of served seat policy for the mezzaninethe new technicolor is the best I
housewives in the theatre's vicinity, Opening attendance is by invitation
ever saw. .1 think 'Vivien Leigh is
and asks them if they can tell him only.
the perfect Scarlett O'Hara. I think
the name of the picture now playing
no other actor (Clark Gable) could B'klyn Bingo Conviction
at the Austin.
have been so fitting a Rhett Butler.'
Keversed; Test Case Those giving the correct answ'er
Margaret Mitchell, shy ex-news-

enthusiasm since the regular run of paperwoman who authored 'Wind*
*Wind' teed off at Loew's Grand to 12 years ago and then hid it away
capacity biz. With two shows daily until three years ago, made her first
($i.lO afternoon

lh»

'

out the Brookline district, and the
pictures that receive the greatest
number of votes are booked. Theatre
also furnishes regular ballots to Its
patrons and has a regulation voting
machine installed in the lobby.
Prominent Brookline civic leaders
are assisting in the judging.
Twentieth-Fox's Technicolor muFour films that won the opening- sical, 'Swane^Biver,' will be given a
poll were 'Four Daughters,' 'Hurri- nationwide air preview from New
cane,' 'Stand Up and Fight' and York on Kate Smith's program over
tion (a.m.) and Journal, and Hearst's 'Rose Marie.'
the Columbia network on Dec. 29.
Georgian-American (now defunct),
Don Ameche, Al Jolson and Nancy
got out special 'GWTW: editions and
Kelly will come to New York from
celebration was covered by all news
Hollywood to guest-star on the proservices and newsreel photogs.

Local critics went into raves over
throughout the day. Parties included tWind.'
Dudley Glass, Georgianluncheon given by Atlanta Better American critic, writing his last re
Films Committee, assembling 1,000 view for his paper, which folded
at Atlanta Athletic Club, and cock- Sunday (17) wrote:

19,

recorded

WSM's slant was that it had em<
ployed the Hollywood idea of shoot-

Friday

Customers to Vote

WTW'

WSM

whole works of Atlanta's 'Gone With
the Wind" premiere Friday (15)
which stretched over a seven-hour
period, and later condensed the show
Into a compact half-hour recording
which was twice broadcast and ijso
fed to a group of southern stationa

OUT

that film business is healthiest when pictures are moving modestly through the distribution channels. Quite
apart from whatever merits" the film possesses, Selznick
has made a constructive contribution by the showmanship which fostered 'Wind' to its present giant commercial proportions. It has set new standards.

WAGA

WSB

Premiere

Nashville, Dec.

DIME ADMISSIONS

from

'Gone With the Wind.'
It has sent out notes to all
censor boards, for whom the film
must be screened, asking them
not to invite any strangers in for
the showing a fave practice by
the o.o:ers when a good picture

to allow

Pitt

taking no' chances on

WSMW

-Nashville's

showing. The public's enthusiasm for
including Margaret Mitchell spokt
Rhett and Scarlett will be soon put to the test in the
for WSM.
New York sector. At the Astor theatre, showings are
given twice daily; at the Capitol three times, the evening show starting at nine o'clock.
'Gone With the Wind' is the complete answer to industry apathy, expressing itself frequently along lilies
that the public has lost its zest and enthusiasm for
IN
pictures, that everything has been done before, and

sitting at a single

states.

Festival,' officially decreed by
William B. Hartsfield, began

HVood Style Discs (More
Than Needed) Give

'Oomph' Goes Mustang

get a couple of passes.

Conviction of a Brooklyn theatre
last June for operating a
bingo game in his; house was reversed last week by the appellate
court in Brooklyn.
Manager was
James May, of the Atlantic, who was

manager

arrested under''the lottery laws last
Feb. 23. Before sentence was passed,
an appeal was taken.
Court of Appeals ruled that May

have to be retried. It was said
that Chief Judge Bayes, of Special
Sessions, who convicted May, had no
power, as three judges must sit .on
this type case. May was represented
by Mel Albert, Independent Theatre
Owners Association of l ew York,
which was using this case as a test
will

HRST

WIS.

MOTOR CINEMA

Milwaukee,' Dec.

19.

First open-air automobile theatre
In this area was assured this week
with the leasing of the old dog track
properly on the Blue Mound road to

an operating group headed by M.

Hollywood, Dec.

Tag on new Republic

film,

19.

'Tn«^

Oomph

Girl and the Cowboy,' is
pected to draw a protest from Warner Bros.
has built a publicity campaign
around Ann Sheridan on the 'oompn

WB

angle.

Murphy

Weiss, of New York. Location is just outside Milwaukee, in the
town of Brookfleld whose town board
is drawing up its first theatre license
ordinance to give it control over the
project.
The 20-acre tract is being
graded in terraces so that each row
of cars may have an unobstructed
view of the screen.

Tough Guys Gn Tout
Hollywood, Dec.
Little

Tough Guys

of

19.

P''-'l"7,';

Harris Berger, Jack Moran and Ha"?
Chester, open a three-month personals tour in Cleveland.

Bert Lawrence wrote the act

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, December 20, 1939

Xmas

Giving Frisco B.O. Honors;

VARIETY

IL A. Acers Dark, And So's Biz;

GN's Angel
_ Continued from pace 4_

'Bright

Boys -Ams Mediocre $13,800

ably $1,000,000 for production pur-

'Hardy Son Fair $20,0i, lives

poses.

Foreign Films Idea

A
to

San Francisco, Dec. 19.
rush of potential theatre patrons

department stores in pursuit of
gifts, combined with a not

Christmas

of fllm fare, forecasts
business at the tov,-n's

so hefty bill

only

so-so

major boxoflfices this week.

off to a good
Friday (15) with personal appearances of Boris Karloff, Bela
Lugosi, Mlscha Auer, Nan Grey and
John Sutton for one day in connection with 'Tower of London.' House
should get fairly good $14,000 for the

The Warfleld got

start

Week

Estimates for This

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 30-40)— 'Hardy
and Son' (M-G) and 'City Darkness'
Last
Indicate fair $14,500.
(20th).
week, 'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
'Henry Arizona' (M-G) (2d wk),
:
eood $13,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55)
—'Bright Boys' (U) and DempseyWillard flght (AU-Star), plus Major
Bowes' 'Prize Winning Revue' on
Looks like mediocre $13,800
stage.
Last week, 'Allegheny Upat best
(RKO) and Blackstone on
rising'
stage, fair $15,500.

Orpheum (F&M)
•First

(2,440;

30-40)—

Love' (U) and '^eware Spooks'

Key

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This week ......... .$1,295,000
(Based on 25 cities, 164 th«afres, chiefly first runs,

includiny

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
LAst xear

(Based on 25

Week

cities,

$1,140,HOO

163 theatres)

Howard-Taylor
Dual Fair $1500

b Punko L'ville
Louisville, Dec. 19.
Looks like a so-so-week currently,
with downtown stores getting the
bulk of the townsfolks' money.

—

—

$7,000.

(F-WC)

Warfleld

(2,680;

30-40)—

Tower London'
(U).

Seems

(U) and 'Laugh Off
to be town's best bet.
Last week,
and 'On Toes'

Should do nice

$14,000.

•Dress Parade' (WB)
(WB), not so hefty $10,000.

DffiTlCHSEXY

$1,800.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Beau Geste' (Par) and 'Pack Trou(20th).
Arousing fair interest
and grabbing some shopping trade
on main stem. Aiming at fair $1,500.
Last week. 'Golden Boy* (Col) and
'Fifth Avenue Girl*
(RKO). mild
bles'

$1,400.

Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 1530-40)— 'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Remember' (M-G). Fair response on
this pair for probably average $7,500.
Last week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter'
(UA) and 'Henry Arizona' (M-G),
chalked up good $8,500.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 1530-40)— 'Mad Empress' (WB). Rated
as tops in town by cricks but puUini;
Boston, Dec. 19.
mild $2,600. Last week, 'Dr. X'
Xmas shopping is denting matinee only
(WB).
on lightweight side at $2,500.
trade noticeably but evening biz
Rlalte (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 15holds up well. In this week's crop,
30-40)— 'Night Night-V (Par) and
•Destry Rides Again' is the best bet,
'Honeymoon's
Over' (20th). Feeling
second.
Yours"
'Eternally
With
atmosphere.
'Gulliver's Travels' and 'Gone with effect of pre-Christmas
fair.
Last week,
the Wind' open same day, Thursday Probably $5,500^
Advance on 'Wind' is good at 'Rulers Sea* (Par) and 'Carters*
(21).

$20,000

GN

Dannenberg-Bogers Accord
Joseph Dannenberg, attorney for
.

(Col) (2d wk). Not clicking as well Streets are crowded and Xmas buyas anticipated and won't better $7,- ing is accelerating at a brisk pace,
Last week, nice $13,000.
000.
but show shops are getting. only mild
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-40) play. No standouts in current week's
—'Secret Dr. Kildare' (M-G) and crop and takings are pretty evenly
Turps Call President* (M-G). Look divided.
Roller Derby at Jefferson County
for $11,000,. which is not so bad, considering competition from Christ- Armory continues to provide some
Last week. 'Not competish to pic houses, while unmas shopping.
Alone* (WB) and 'Heaven Fence' usually mild weather for this season
of year keeps a good percentage of
(20th), only fair $11,000.
St. Francb (F-WC) (1,470; 30-40) patrons outdoors.
Legit is becoming more active
—'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
•Henry Arizona' (M-G).. Moved over here. 'On Borrowed Time' was at
after two weeks at the Fox. Should Memorial Aude Thursday (14), and
do pretty fair $6,000. Last week, 'Swing Mikado' is booked for Colum'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Kid Night- bia Aude Dec. 25-27.
EsUmates for This W«ek
ingale' (WB), got $5,500, okay, havBrown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
ing previously run two weeks at
15-30-40)
'Housekeeper's
(1,000;
Paramount.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35- Daughter' (UA) and 'Henry Arizona'
Fairly even trade after
(M-G).
Daughter'
'Housekeeper's
B5 75 )
State and inmoveover
Loew's
from
fair
for
Heading
wk).
(UA) (3d
Last week. 'An$5,500 for nine days.. Last week, dicates okay $1,900.
other Thin Man' (M-G), alright

good

Bergere's scheme, besides providing newly made films, is to have
distribute foreign films which will be
dubbed in English. He has suggested several changes in the company's status to Hammons which will
be acted upon. One of these is to
institute a'sales drive. With a threeweek extension it is believed that
the piresent figures of an $8,000 weekly gross can be boosted to $13,000.
Salesmen, feeling they may lose their
jobs any day, cannot make good,
Bergere told the referee, and if
granted three weeks will be able to
feel temporarily secure.

IN HUB

(Rep), light $4,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400: 15Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-35-40)— 30-40)— 'Hitler-Beast Berlin* (PDC)
•Scandal Sheet' (Col) (2d run) and and. 'Reno* (RKO). Propaganda pic
not
potent enough to buck opposish.
(reissue),
•H Had Million' (Par)
dual, plus vaude, four days; and Should wind up with fair $2,600,
•Legion Lost Flyers' (U) and 'Rio' Last week, 'Tower London* (U) and
good
(U) (2nd run), double, three days, 'Main Street Lawyer' (U),
On the tepid side, $7,500. Last week. $3,600.
•Grey Walls* (Col) (2nd run) and
•Miracle Street' (Col) (1st run), dual. Liniwin
Side;
With vaude, five days; and 'Cavell'
(RKO) and 'Underpup' (U) (both
'Call Pre?'
$2,300
2nd run), dual, two days, $7,500, disLincoln, Dec. 19.
appointing.
The strong h.o. of 'Mr. Smith' at
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-4085)— 'Dr. X' (WB) and 'Uano Kid' the Liberty monopolizes theatre
Last row's attention, but 'Call on the
(Par), dual.
$4,000.
N.s.h.
week, •At Circus' (M-G) and 'Bad President' running way behind.
Varsity, with a dual feature, hit a
Angel* (M-G), double, $6,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25- new low in something or other, offer85-40-55)— 'Destry' (U) and 'Laugh ing two days two-Ior-one and floodOff (U). Very bullish $20,000 and ing the town with coupons.
Estimates for This Week
assured of holdover.
Last week.
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;
Tower London' (U) and 'Amazing
Williams' (Col), dual, okay $15,500. 10-15)— 'Fugitives Night' (RKO.) and
25-35- 'Trigger Fingers' (Vic), split with
, MetropoUtan (M&P) (4,367;
40-55)— 'Elizabeth Essex' (WB) and 'Cowboy Quarterback' (WB) and
Trlvate Detective* (WB) (2d wk). •Mesa City' (RKO). Light $700. Last
and
Sagging to $11,000.
Initial week week, 'Riders Sage* (Metrop)
with
split
(Col),
very big $20,000.
Alley'
'Blind
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40- 'Stranger Texas' (Col) and 'His ExM)—'Eternally Yours' (UA and citing Night' (U), slowed down. $700.
(NTI - Noble - Federer)
•Blondie Baby' (Col). Medium taker,
Liberty
around $13,500. Last week 'Another (1.000; 10-25-40)— 'Mr. Smith* (Col)

the creditors committee, who, at the
last hearing, had asked for liquidation, this time Joined in with the
request for an adjournment. Dannenberg, who had been accused of
representing both the creditors' committee and secured creditors who

Thin Man' (M-G) and 'Winter Carnival (UA), second week. $13,000.

(MiP)

.

(1,797;

25-35-

about

$6,000.

«-55)—'Dr. X' (WB) and 'Llano Kid'
'Par).

Looks

pale,

Last week, 'At Circus'

AngeV (M-G). good

(M-G) and
$8,200.

Sjoltay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
Alone' (WB) and 'Real Glory'
iVr,iT'/^°* 2nd run). Weak $4,500
^^3st week. 'Disputed
and 'Cat Canary'
(te,».e?: ,(Par)
^f.. ^^T* 2nd run), dual. $4,500.
—•V^! <Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
ttPuMy X?u«' (UA) and 'Blondl8 Baby'
«W
(Col).
Medium

TiSJP*

P...o*i*?-

wk). Very good $3,300. Last
week. $4,300. very nice.
Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 1025-40)— 'Call President' (M-G). Quite
bad, $2,300. Last week, 'Another Thin
Man' (M-G). stretched into 10 days,
picked up nifty $6,200.
Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 1025-35)— 'Dress Parade' (WB). Good
$3,000. Last week, 'Remember (M-G)
split with 'Barricade' (20th), 11 days
In all, slow $3,500.
(NTI - Noble - Federer)
Varsity
(1.100; 10-20-25)—'Espionage Agent
(2d

Peppers' (Col).
$9,500. House two-for-oned, so take down to
'Another short $1,500. Last week, 'On Toes'
(WB) and 'Ware Case' (GB), $1,400
very poor.

(WB)

and

'Five

Two

Total Gross

Saul

Last Year
....$199,100
(Based on 11 theatres)

WAY OFF;

I

TURPS' TRIP

AT

of Chapter XI of the bankruptcy act,
also provides for GN to pay back its
loan in four years, not two^as originally planned.

Referee Olney then granted the
postponement with a word of warning.
He insisted that officials keep

reopening next Thursday (21) and
Carlhay Circle dark until it relights
(28) with 'Gone with the Wind.'
Four Star suspends for two days this
week, (20-21) before opening with
'Mice and Men' on (22).
Business currently—is -nothing .-to
brag about. 'Judge Hardy and Son*
is having a so-so week at the StateChinese, while 'Four Wives' will not
brealt any records at the Warner
Downtown., and Hollywood. 'Allegheny Uprising' opened at RKO
and Pantages (17).

around $8,000, fairish for tliis
time of season. Last week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Bad Angel' (M-G).
topped $12,500, as indicated.
like

bitter

It was disclosed that the RFC approval sent to Washington, besides
being in conformity with the rules

Paramount

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)— 'Hardy and Son' CM-G)
and 'Nick Carter' (M-G), dual. Looks

$2,5i

attorney for GN,
against Dan-

Rogers,

who had been

nenberg, and who has accused him
of being desirous of liquidation, expressed a desire to work closer with
him, thus ending a possible feud.

temporarily,

for one week, to permit remodeling,

Same Week

CINCY

19.

of town's ace first-runs are

shuttered

would gain by liquidation, thus vindicated his prior stands as justified.

Cincinnati, Dec.

Pic

parlors

taking

19.

breather

a.

Downtown

(WB) (1,800;
while Santa's aides finish up on gift- 65)— 'Four
Wives' (WB) and 'Money
Only b.o. jingle currently is Ring' (WB),
from 'Tower of London' at the Lyric. with around dual. Just fair week
$8,500 but holds. Last
'Housekeeper's Daughter,' at Albee, week,
holdover of 'Not Alone' (WB)
and 'Remember,' at Palace, are in and 'Private
Detective' (WE), just
the doldrums and Turps Call on
30-40-55-

ing.

President,' at Keith's, also is poor.
Capitol opens a run on 'Gone With
the Wind' (M-G) Thursday (21) for
thrice-daily screenings at 75-$l-1.101.50 scale.

Estimates for This

Albee

(RKO)

Week
35-42)—

(3,300;

fair $4,500.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) 'Intermezzo'
(UA) (6th wk). Winds up final
(19)
with another $1,300,
added to fifth week's teke of $1,500.
'Of Mice and Men' (UA) preems (22)

stanza

for indefinite run.

(WB) (2,756; 30-40-55RFC's final deci- 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA)/ Poor 65)—
'Four Wives' (WB) and 'Money
unfavorable, to notify $0,500. Last week, 'Rulers Sea' (Par) Ring'
(WB), dual. Will hit around
him at once. The same is true of season's low at $'7,200.
$8,000, okay considering time of year
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—'An- and holds. Last week, 'Not Alone'
any deal Bergere may make or
withdraw from. Should both fall other Thin Man' (M-G) (2d run) (2d (WB) and 'Private Detective' (WB),
Robust $4,500 following last on holdover, $4,100.
through, the referee wants to liqui- wk).
week's great $7,200, which was aided
date at once, so as to have some
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
by two-day p.a. of Ann Rutherford.
small remains left for creditors.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)— 'Big 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO) and
House' (Mono) and 'Kid Nightin- 'Amazing Williams' (Col), dual. Got
him aware
sion,

and

of the

Crooner on Horseback

gale' (WB). split with 'Laugh Off'
(U) and 'Call Messenger* (U). Okay
$2,200.
Ditto last week on 'Everything's Ice' (RKO) and 'Sued Libel'
(RKO), split with Torture Ship'

(PDC) and 'Missing Evidence' (U).
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
'Turps Call President' (M-G). Poor
Last week, 'Amazing Wil
Republic Is whittling down each liams* (Col), big $5,500.
Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—
of its three western series to make
'Tower London* (U). Excellent $5,
room for a fourth, introducing a 500. Last week, 'Allegheny Uprisnew star for whom the studio Is ing* (RKO). scalped at $3,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)— 'Researching.
member' ,(M-G). Awful $6,500. Last
Plan is to cut the Gene Autry, Roy week, 'Dkytime Wife' (20th), n.s.h
Rogers and Three Mesquiteers from $8,000.
Shnbert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42)—
eight to six pictures annually. Ad'Not Alone' (WB). Sorry $4,000. Last
dition of a new series of six would
week, 'Jamaica Inn' (Par) (2d wk)
preserve the present yearly quota of poor $3,000 after okay
$6,500 on first
24 westerns.
week.
Hollywood, Dec.

Pitt
'Canary' -Dead

19.

Upsets

$2,500.

Xmas

Pittsburgh, Dec.

19.

Xmas and

along the line the theatres were

business was fine.
Unusual but true, with neat grosses
being banged out generally and the
customary pre-holiday lull entirely
missing.
'cause

Topping everything is the Stanley,
where Dead End Kids in person,
with
Gray Gordon's band, are
bolstering 'Cat and Canary' smartly
and pushing house into its biggest
At
pre-holiday take in history.
Warner, 'Ninotchka,' on a move-over
from Penn, continues to kick up its
heels and another h.o., 'Destry Rides

Fine

tective' (U) day before Xmas (24).
Last week, second of 'Destry' (U),
fine $6,200.

yesterday
Saturday opening.
non-b.o.

(18)

fore

Theme

Xmas. However,

weak

and

$1,500.

RKO

(2,872;

30-40-55)— 'Allegheny

Last week, four-day holdover,
'That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Scandal

likely.

Sheet' (Col), fair $2,500.

SUte (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-5575)— 'Hardy Son' (M-G) and 'Nick
Carter' (M-G), dual. Town's solo
leader but not very healthy at

week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G)
and 'Bad. Anger (M-G), neat $14,400.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 3040-55)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Bad

$12,000. Last

(M-G), dual. Holding firm
on moveover and should add another
$4,000 to first-run take. Last week,
'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and
'Honeymoon's Over' (20th), weak
Angel'

Wllshlre (F-WC) (2.296; 30-40-55'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Bad
650
Angel' (M-G), dual. Hitting good
clip on moveover and should hit
$7,200 on stanza. Last week, 'Another

Thin Man" (M-G) and 'Heaven Fence'
(20th) (2d wk), okay 54,100.

m

Chips' Fair $17,500,

Disappoints in Brooklyn

figured

way week be

surprising
them a bit at acceptable $11,000. Last
week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G), eight days,
great $21,500.
it's

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 25-35-50)
—'Destry' (U). Third week for picdowntown, having previously
played a fortnight at Alvin.. Sticks
here for 11 days, or until house goes
into vaudfilin policy Xmas day. In
that
extended session,
DictrichStewafft starrer looks headed for
'33,700. not bad at all. Last week,
Again,' fwm Alvin to Senator, is do- 'Barricade' (20th), poor $1,400.
ing okay at latter spot in third week
SUnley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
downtown. 'We Are Not Alone' is 'Cat Canary' (Par) and Dead End
more than holding own at Penn, Kids-Gray Gordon's band. Best presince it was primarily given' this Xmas week in house's history and
Enders getting most oi credit,
Dead
antiaccepted
an
because
of
week
although Gordon orch is growing in
b.o. theme, with 'Amazing Mr. Wilpopularity here and picture was well
liams' dittoing at Alvin.
received. Sock $21,500; Last week,
Estimates for This Week
'Disputed Passage' (Par) and Jimmy
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)— Dorsey orch fell off after fast start
Joan and finished at $18,500, all right
(Col).
'Amazing Williams'
Blondell-Melvyn Douglas co-starrer though.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
rated only so-so, but managing to get
by very nicely. Should settle around 'Ninotchka' (MrG). Moved here after
$4,500 mark, which isn't bad at all big stanza at Penn and still socko in
for this time of year. House shoving second week. Geared to do at least
'Shipyard. Sally' $6,000 here and may even shoot
twin-bill- of
in
(20th) Too Busy to Work' (20th) above that. Last week, 'What Life'
Thursday (21) for three days only, (Par) and 'Kid Nightingale" (WB),
De- nice $4,700.
opening 'Charlie McCarthy,
ture

start

following

and WB-Loew pool planned

to get picture out of

good

Uprising' (RKO) and 'Amazing Williams' (Col), dual. Opened (17) for
nine-day week with around $9,500

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35
50)— 'Not Alone' (WB). Got rave
notices

(17) to fairly

should pile up fair $9,000 on scheduled nine-dr^r
run.
Last week,
'That's Wrong' (RKO) and 'Scandal
Sheet' (Col) on four-day holdover,

—

Enders-Gray

'Twas the week before
blinking

away

$2,500.

Jinx

Gordon Orch
$21,500; Muni Surprises With $11,000

all

Hollywood

if

Republic on Prowl For

Weak

Poor

Los Angeles. Dec.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$246,000
(Based on 11 theatres)

^

tilted prices.

on

ToH.O.on$16,5i,GarboStiUOK

Biz

is

Broohlyn, Dec. 19.
disappointing at Loew's Met-

ropolitan,

showing

'Goodbye

Mr.

Chips' and 'Witness Vanishe.';.' Fabian Paramount is good with 'Elizabeth and Essex' and 'Covered Trailer.*

Estimates for This

Week

—

Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)
'Tower
London'
and
'Honeymoon's
(U)
Over' (20th).
Considerably better
than last week. Will get okay $18,000.
Last week, 'Day-time Wife' (20th)
and 'Busy Work' (20th), weak $14,000.
Met (3.618; 25-35-50)
'Goodbye
Mr. Chips' (M-G) and 'Witness Van-

—

ishes' (U). Fair $17,500 is disappointing.
Last week, 'Circus' (M-G) and
'Intermezzo' (UA), fair $17,000.

Paramount
abeth

(4,126';

25-35-50)— 'Eliz-

Essex' (WB) and 'Covered
First-rate $20,000.
(Rep).

Trailer'

Last week, 'Mr. Smith' (Col) and
'Five Peppers' (Cdl) (3d wk), swell
$18,000.

Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— 'Cat Canary'
(Par) and 'Dr. X' (WB) f2d wk).
Opened Dec. 11 and drew fine $18,000,
holding over.
Strand (2,870; 25-35-40)— 'SmashIng Money Ring' (WB) and 'Laugh
Off' (U).
Satisfactory $5,000. Last
week. 'Road Glory' (20th) (reissue)
and Television Spy* (Par), poor $3,500.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Man

Dared* (Par) (3d week).

Poor

last

week

Cinema de

Paris

Mpls. Not So Bad; Cagney,

^

(France-Film)

week. 'Remember' (M-G) and 'Bad
Angcl' (M-G), $7,000, n.s.h.

Good, larines'-Yaude N.G.

Sommos-Nous Dofcndus.' Dropping
Last week, 'Maison
to $3,500, poor.
de Malpais' and 'Adieu Vienne,' just

(20th), dual.
and biz has dropped with a sicken- Darkness"
tom notchka for $G,000, n.g. Last
ing thud. Scarcity of good product week, movcover of 'Another Thin
Isn't helping the siluash any, most Man' (M-G>, from Omalia, and 'DayOrphcum;
heavy amrnunition being held Time Wife' (20th), from

ol the

$5,000 in six days.

ordinary
back to garner the big holiday coin.
Slate (Goldberg) (900; 10-20-25-35)
Only house showing any sem- —•South Border' (Rep) and 'Main
blance of profit is the Karlton, with Street Lawyer' (RKO), dual firstLast week,
Okay $1,500.
runs.
a second nin of 'We're Not Alone,'
Creepers' (Rep), first-run,
•Jccpers
and the Stanton, featuring the 'Cisco and 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th).
Kid and the Lady' and the Dempsey- split \vith 'Chan Treasure Island'
Willard fight pictures^ Oni (he sad' (20th), first-run, an^ "'Dust Destiny'
(WB), $1,000, so-so.
list are "Barricade' at the Fox; 'ReTown (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
member' at the Boyd and 'Tower of
—'Cowboys Texas' (Rep), first run:
London' at the Aldine.
'Real Glory' (UA) and 'Dust Destiny"
EstimaUs for This Week
(WB), tripler, split with 'Overland
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 32-42-57-C8)— Mail' (Mono), 'Everybody's Hobby'
Tower London' (U). Names of (WB), first-runs, and "Hollywood
Good
Rathbone and Nan Grey evidently Cavalcade' (20th), tripler.
Will $1,100.
hot enough marquee draw.
Last week, 'Saga Valley'
barely gross $10,000. Last week, "Not (Rep), 'Girl Rio' (Mono) and 'Stunt
Alone' (WB), nice $8,900 lor second Pilot' (Mono), first-run tripler, split
(Cap)
week.
Range'
with 'Death Rides
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 32-42-57) 'Escape' (20th), first runs, and 'Rains
—'Disputed Passage' (Par) (2d run). Came' (20th), tripler, $1,200, nice.
Just about par for this indie house
with about $2,800, after so-so first
run at Fox.

Boyd (WB)
•Remember'

(2,350; "32-42-57-68)—

Yule

Feeling

(M-G).

lull badly with pallid $12,000 in the
week,
'Ninotchka'
offing.
Last
(M-G), hefty $10,100 for third trip.

GARBO,

'Judge Hardy and Son' (M-G) opens
here tomorrow (Wed.).

—

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-3550)— "Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
"Grey Walls' (Col) (3d. downtown
wk). Still strong. $2,500. Last week
(2d), swell $3,800.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
Most
'Big Guy' (U) and vaude.
consistent house stepping along to
fair $6,000. Last week, 'Dr. X' (WB)
and vaude, fair $5,500.
.Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Dress Par.ide' (WB) luid 'Missing
Evidence' (U); Catching enough customers to ring up fair $0,000. Last
week, 'Day-Time.. Wife'.. .(20th) and
•Hornleigh Vacation' (20th), poor

hidpis. Biz Brutal

ButOrrinTucker,

.

'Cafe'

OK $14,509

$14,100.

Night'

at

$18,500,

Apollo (Katz-Dolle)

(1,100; 25-30-

40)—"Germany Surrendered'

(Indie)

and 'Beware Spooks' (Col). Mild
Last week, 'Beast Berlin'
$2,000.
(Indie) and 'Big Guy' <U), weak
(Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30Uprising'
(RKO)

Circle

and 'Flying Deuces' (RKO).

WASH.

$4,500.-

'Reno'

Poor

20GINBUFF

(RKO), anemic

$4,600.

Deci
This town is adding poison to one
of the worst theatre weeks of the
year by over-reaching on its Christmas shopping splurge, with downtown merchant groups vieing with
each other in special attractions and
lighted and decorated streets to atBoxoHice figures
tract the public.
look like a row of Singer's midgets
this week.
Only Cab Calloway at the Buffalo
is up there at all and he is far out
in front of. the rest of the field.
'Housekeeper's Daughter' twinned
with "Our Neighbors, the Carters',

YULE HURTING DENVER;

OK

Buffalo,

.

week
'

(1.830;

35-55)— week,

'Destry' (U) (2d wk). Holding despite
pre-holiday tradition to good $8,000.
I,

Down;

B.O.'s

'Tower.'

$6,500

Omaha, Dec.

19.

are dropping while the
here, with unseasonhot weather, combined with
shopping, putting b.o. takes on

—

dual, split with 'Miracles' (M-G) and
•Unmarried'
(Par),
dual.
N.s.g.,
$1,50().

cade'

(WB),

Last week, 'Hollywood Caval(20th)
and
dual, split

'Dust

Destiny'

with 'Hawaiian
Nights' (U) and 'Came Out' (M-G),
dual, fairish $1,600.

Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)— 'Dr. X' (WB) and 'Cafe
Hostess'

(Col),

dual.

Poor

$3,500.

Last week, 'Amazing Williams' (Col)

and

'Sons'

(RKO),

$5,000, nice.

Omaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)—
Tower London' (U) and 'Laugh Off'
(U), dual. Town's best at fair $6,500
in six days.
Last week, 'Elizabeth
Essex' (WB) and 'Blue Grass' (WB),
six days, $7,000, mediocre.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
'Barricade' (20th) and 'Little AcciLast
dent' (U), dual. Poor $6,000,

—

(Hayiinan)
—Lafayette
'Blondie Baby' (Col)

'Remember' N.G. $4,000

$4,500.

(CT)
(20th)

(2,300;

25-34-50)—

and 'What

Life'
(20th).
Empty houses point to flop
$1,800. Last week, '20,000 Men' (20th)
and 'Little Accident' (U), $2,000,

poor.

Orpheam

(Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) and

GOOD $13,000

shoppers.
'Flying Deuces* looks okay
at
RKO Albee, while 'Another Thin
Man' is being held lor third downtown week at Carlton.
-

(3,300: 25-35)

IN

BALTO

Baltimore, Dec. 19.
General letdown all around here,
with shifting of product to build
strong holiday programs not of much
spotting

fair $3,500.

CAN WELL FORGET

I

Combo

Hipp,
in its
annual 'Baltimore Follies,' local talent stage flash staged in co-op with
the News-Post, as a bolstering fac'
tor for 'Blondie Brings Up Baby,' is
topping the doings at hand. followe(i
at some distance by 'Intermezzo,' af
Loew's Century.
Not much to be said for other
help.

.

downtowners.

and Minnesota

will

pa-,

rade forth top-notch vaude starting^
Saturday.
Estimates (or This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
'Hio'
(U) and 'Private Detective'(WB), dual flrst-runs, split with
(U) and 'Inspector
'Lost Flyers*
Hornleigh* (20th), also dual first-;
Seasonal deterrent holiiing
runs.
down gross to light $1,000. Lastweek, Television Spy' (Par) and
'Busy Work' (20th), dual first-runs,
mild $1,300 in six days.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) (2d run).
Moved here after eight big days at
State and still doing nicely under'
circumstnaces. After long absence,
Garbo apparently on her way up.
Even in this Scandinavian,
again.
community she had meant little at
the gate in her last previous pic-'
Satisfactory $4,000 in prostures.
pect. Last week, 'Barricade' (20th),'
$3,000, poor.
Esquire (Gillman) (290; 25-40)—
Nurse Cavell' (RKO) (2d run) (2d
Winds up second canto to-wk.).
morrow (Wednesday). Couldn't Jiit
it oil at the Century where it had
its first-run and hasn't done any better here. Poor $400 about all. Last
week, $600, poor.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—
Series has
'Blondie Baby' (Col).

been popular at this house and present one best liked of all. Despite
pre-Christmas

takings

influence,

Orpheum

(Par-Singer)

(2,800: 25-

Estimates (or This

Week

for eight days.

•

Uptown (Par) (1,100; 25-35>Babes Arms* (M-G) split with 'Disputed Passage' (Par). First ne'g"Light 52,00U
borhood showings.
seems about all. Last week, 'Dusj
Destiny'

(M-G),

^°W<irM

(WB) and
first

'Babes' in

nabe showings,

Armf

$3,000,

(350; 25-35-40-55)
(Par)the Carters'

(Steflfes)

—'Neighbors,
This 'sleeper' is being showered witn
praise and should build and run tor
many weeks here. Good enough
800 indicated and undoubtedly wiU
do much better after Christmas. La«
week, 'First Love* (U) (4th wk.),
good $1,500 after big $2,600 third
week here and $10,000 and $4,20O
first and second cantos at Orpheum.

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15
25-35)— 'Intermezzo' (UA). Holding
fairish pace to possibly $7,000. Last
week,
'Housekeeper's
Daughter'

25-35-40)— 'Big Guy* (U). Opened
yesterday (Mon.) after six days oi
'Neighbors, the Carters' (U) to n.g.

(UA),, uneventful $6,300.

$3 300

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

—

(2,205:

15-25-35-40-55-66 )
'Blondie
Baby'
(Col) iand annual local talent 'Balti-

more

staged in co-op with
News-Post. Satisfactory $13,000. Last
week, 'Three Sons' (RKO) and p.a.
Estimates (or This Week
of Louella Parsons and her HollyAlbee (RKO) (2.300; 25-35-50)— wood troupe, chalked up extra
'Flying Deuces' (RKO) and 'Reno' rosy $16,200.
(RKO). Peppy pace giving good
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,408; 15.

Orpheiun

and 'Trapped

'BLONDIE'-LOCAL TALENT

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Beware, Spooks' (Col); after week
at Rialto, and 'Dress Parade' (WB).
(Jood $4,000. Last week, 'Intermezzo'.
(UA) and 'Kid Nightingale' (WB),

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'U-Boat
29' (Col) and 'Honeymoon's Over'
Montreal, Dec. 19.
Current Is blackout week for the (20th). Fair $1,700. Last week, 'Daymain stems, with three h.o.s and a Time Wife' (20th). after week each
balance of so-so pix that will barely at Denver and Aladdin, and 'Beware,
gross total of $20,000 for the five Spooks' (Col), good $2,000.
English and two French theatres.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT)
(2,70025-45-55)—
'Daytime Wife' (20th). Very poor at PROV.
probable $4,000. Last week, reoeat
of 'Lion Wings' (UA), poor $4,500.
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 25-45-55)— 'REMEMBER', N.G. $8,000
'Each Dawn' (WB) (2d week). Fair
$4,500 best estimate.
Very good
Providence, Dec. 19.
$9,000 last week.
New lows are being registered
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)—
'Remember' (M-G).
Poor $4,000. this week, with only so-so pic fare
Last week, 'Rulers Sea' (Par), weak doing nothing to entice Chri^mas

before the storm, because both the

'

$12,000.

Montreal a Riot of Red;

Princess

has

Sky' (Col). Very slow, maybe $4,500.
Last week, 'Mikado' (U) and
'One Hour Live' (U). nothing to

25-35(Par).

views and word-of-mouth pushing it —'Another Thin Man' (M-G) (2d
toward swell $18,500. Last week, wk) and 'Secret Dr. Kildare' (M-G).
'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA), light Fair $8,500. Last week, 'Thin Man'
and 'Meet Christian' (RKO), big

'Barricade'

heart-

35-40)— 'Roaring Twenties' (WB). In
for nine days and really bringing
'em in remarkably considering the
period. Cagney headed for good $16,crow about at ovier $5,000.
000, opening on Thursday and finish20th-century (Dipson-Basil) (3,- ing Friday (22). Last week, 'Thats
25-35)— 'Mutiny Big House' Wrong' (RKO), $5,700, okay for
00.0;
(Mono) and 'Blue Grass' (WB). eight days.
Dragging
bottom
probably
for
State (Par-Singer) (2,300: 25-35around $4,000.
Last week, 'Main 40)—'Real Glory' (UA).
Fine picStreet Lawyer' (Rep) and 'On Toes' ture, but apparently hasn't tlie box(WB), $4,500.
oflice appeal for the fem trade. WiU
do well to top light $4,000. Last
week. 'Ninotchka* (M-G), big $9,500

Last

$2,500.

fair $2,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,400;
40)— 'Neighbors, the Carters'

$10,500.

Ice.

Tower of London' is the town's
big stirprise at the Omaha, but still
getting only a fair take.
Estimates (or This Week
Avenae - Dundee - Military (Goldberg) (800-600-950; 10-25)
'Real
Glory' (UA) and 'Underpup' (U),

Orpheum. Fair

week, strong $13,500.
Poor $4,000. Last week, 'Geronimo'
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40 )—'Beware, (Par), good $5,000 in second week,
Spooks' (Col). Joe E. Brown won't
Denver (Fox) (25-35-40)—'HousetoD weak $3,000. Last week, 'Dr. X' keeper's Daughter! (UA).
Pulling
(WB), nice $5,600.
good $9,000. Last week, 'Elizabeth
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 35-55)— Essex' (WB), good $9,000.
'Ninotchka' (M-G). Sock bally, reOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

Grosses

ably

at

La.st

mercury climbs

Xmas

or

performijr

climbing toward good $3,000. Last
—Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA) week, "20,000 Men' (20th), $2,460,
and 'Our Neighbors' (Par). Hold- I'fiht.
ing up and' looks like fair enough
Minnesota (Mpls. Co.) (4,000; 20$7,500. Last week, 'Eternally Yours' 30-40)— 'Calling Marines' (Rep) and
(UA) and 'Secret Kildare' (M-G), stage show. Management probably
neat $9,500.
figured trying to overcome seasonal
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: 25-35)—'Night adversities would be futile, so econNights' (Par) and 'Television Spy' omy was watchword.
Poor $3,500
(Par).
Sliding and will probably indicated, making new low since reget only around $4,500, poor. La.^t opening.
Last week, 'Girl Rio
week, 'Barricade (20lh) and 'No (Mono) and stage show, including,
Place Go' (WB), weak $5,600.
Wally Vernon, $4,200. light.

.

light $12,000.

19.

also
moving slightly
Lakes,
at
against ticle.
Estimates (or This Week
Baffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
'Remember' (M-G) and Cab Calloway's orrh. Doing very well, considering everything, and may go to
excellent $20,000. Last week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G), good $13,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

.

(RKO)

box-office

.

—

Keith's

this ad-

'Ninotchka',' marking a real
comeback 'lor Greta Garbo "here. It

Last -week, 'Eternally Yours'

(UA) and

—

Omaha's Temp.

endure

disappointment

any

aches.
Star

(20th),

p.a.,

to

been

HEMEMBER'TO

$1,800.

—

Up

be

CALLOWAY UPS

•

'

have

I

Sonle Henie's 'Every-

Happens
opens Thursday

thing

to

verse influence when there isn't a
Under present circumdepression.
stances nobody's expecting anything
but the worst, so tliat there won't

clicked impressively during eight
Indianapolis, Dec. 19.
$5,000,
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— days at the State and has moved'
Theatre managers in the downtown
'"''"'"""*^"""
""-^ 'H^nrv An. over to the Century for an extension
sector arc trimming ledgers this Remember" (M-G) and. "Henry Ari
its downtown run.
week in traditionally pre-Chrislmas zona' (M-G). Notwithstanding title, of Among
newcomers, 'Our NeighOnly exception is the Lyric, house lioping to forget this one
red.
Poor $8,000. Last week, bors, the Carters' has been receiving
with Orrin Tucker's, which is top- quickly.
the most attention from the critics
ping gross of last year by about 25%. 'Eternally Yours' (UA) and 'Bewith the extra heavy reviewand,
weakie
another
Film houses languish in Xmas shop- ware Spooks' (Col),
should be digging in
boosting,
ers'
$10,000.
ping doldrums. Indiana feels pres'Roaring
Strand (Indie) (2.000: 25-35-50)— for a long World run.
sure most with 'Tower of London'
Twenties' and 'Real Glory,' at the
and. 'Night of Nights,' which are Night Nights' (Par) and 'Llano Kid'
Last week, Orpheum and State, respectively,,
Poor $4,000.
making even the ushers lonesome. (Par).
also are well liked, while 'Blondie
Circle is quiet with 'Allegheny Up- 'Amazing Mr, Williams' (Col) and
Loew's 'Miracle Main Street' (Col), nice Brings Up Baby," Gopher offering, is'
rising' and 'Flying Deu(:es.'
acclaimed the best of the series to
$6,500.
is weak with "Intermezzo' and 'ReComparative quiet on the
date.
member.'
stage show front is simply tlie lull
Estimates (or This Week

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-3040)
'Tower London' (U) and 'Night
Washington, Dec. 19
of Nights' (Par). Very poor $3,500.
Pre-Christmas bugaboo, judging Last week, 'Day -Time Wife' (20th)
(21).
is
week,
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 32-42-57-68) from local situation this
and 'City Darkness' (20th), also in
dewhich
Spots
it
yoii
make
what
—'Not Alone' (WB) (2d run). Muni
red with $4,500.
starrer only bright spot in this fled it with sock attractions are getLoew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—
week's picture with nice $4,800, after ting plenty and those which bowed 'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Remember'
successful two weeks at Aldine. Last to .tradition are in the traditional .(M-G).
Feeling the general slump
with puny -$6,300. Last week, 'Houseweek, 'Housekeeper's Daughter' doldrums.
•Ninotchka,* at Palace, Is easy keeper's Daughter' (UA) and 'Henry
(UA) was also forte with $4,100 for
second week of subsequent riin leader as only new pic of any iiji' Arizona'
(M-G), below average,
now
Again."
portance. 'Destry Rides
showing.
$7,000.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 32-42-57-68) in its second week at Keith's, is
Lyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)—
—'That's Wrong' (RKO) (2d run). second best moneymaker. Both pics 'Cafe Hostess'
(Col)
rnd Orrin
Not hurt as much as the rest. Fair benefited plenty from being in town Tucker's orch 6n stage. Money in
have fun the bank with nifty $14,500. Last
critics
Last week, 'Secret Kildare,' simultaneously,
$4,200.
analyzing 'the new Dietrich' and week, '20,000 Men' (20th) and Ted
poor $3,600.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68) the new Garbo' against each other.
Weems' orch, okay $11,000.
Only other newcomers are at two
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) (2d
wk). Unable to hold the fast pace vaiide spdts, 'Barricade' at Capitol
set in initial sesh. Poor $9,600 after and 'Amazing Mr. Williams' at Earle,
and, with no names to help 'em out
bullish $17,200 in opening cantor.
on the stage, both are muddling
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)
•Cisco Kid Lady' (20th), Dempsey- miserably.
'DAUGHTER'
$9,000
Willard. fight pic. Ballyhoo by local
Estimates (or This Week
sports writers for the resurrected
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
fight film building week up to nice
-'Barricade' (20th) and vaude. Faye
Denver, Dec. 19.
$5,800.. Last week, •Mr. Smith' (Col),
and Baxter, with no help from stage,
With
Xmas
shopping
evidently
oc
splendid $6,200 for second-run showsuffering with pitiful $11,500. Last cupying nearly everybody in town^
ing.
week, 'Eternally Yours' (UA) and all the first-runs are no better than
Stodto (Goldberg) (398; 32-42-57)
vaude, poor $12,500.
average. Some are even below.
-'Return Frog* (Sel) and 'Demon
25-40)—
ColombU (Loew) (1,234;
Barber' (Sel) (2d wk). H.o. of this
Estimates (or This Week
'Drums Mohawk' (20th) (2d run).
double-feature horror Isn't affected Back downtown fet good $5,000. Liast
25-40)—
Aladdin (Fox)
(1,400;
much by the Yuletide slump. Set week, 'Babes Arms' (M-G) (2d run), 'Elizabeth Essex'
(WB), after week at
for nice $3,500 after strong $4,000
Denver. Good $3,500. Last week,
nice $6,000 for six days.
opening week. Will be held third
Earle (WB) (2,216: 25-35-40-66)— 'Eternally Yours' (UA), after week
sesh.
'Amazing Williams' (Col) and vaude. at Denver, fair $3,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 25r35-40)
No-namd vaude leaves pic heading
for sickly $11,000. Last week, 'Rulers —'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Sued Libel'
Sea' (Par) and Charlie Butterworth (RKO) (2d wk). Moved here after

with

enough

.

40)— 'Allegheny

IN

Minneapolis, Dec. 19.
Wcek-bcforc-Christmas got off to
a surprisingly good start at several
o( the loop entertainment cmporibut the tag end looks like
pretty much of a blank.
It's bad

(RKO) and
nice $5,400.

BESTS SANTA

Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-57-68)
'Barricade' (20th). Baxter-Faye team
Jn bandit drama not attracting much
attention. Adverse criticism by pic
ganderers of the dailies likewise
hurting.
Poor $10,400. Last week
•That's Wrong' (RKO), much better

Last week, 'You're Wrong'
"Sons" (RKO) (2d wk),

$5,600.

fair $4,000.^.

The annual pre-Ghristmas letdown
I'aramount (Blank) (3,000:
has hit downtown Philly theatres 40)— 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and

10-25'City
Hitting bot-

$16,1

25-50)— 'Entente Cordiale' (3d

week). N.g. $1,000, after so-so $1,600
last- week.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 2534)_'Femnie du Boulangcr' and

'Remember,' 12G, Tower,' lOG,
19.

$2,500

^2d).
(600;

Philadelphia, Dec.

fair

after

$1,800

Xmas Catches Up With PhinyB.O.s;

Wednesday, December 20, I939

Follies,'

New

55)

(Mechanic)
— Everything

'(1,581;

J.5-25-35-

Happens

Nignr

(20th).
Mild going to possible 53,-;
500.
Last week, 'Cisco Kid Lady
(20th), failed to excite at $3,200.
SUnley (WB) (3,280; 15-25-35-40-

55)-'Dress Parade* (WB). .Opening tomorrow (Wed.) after 10 days
of 'Not Alone*
800.

(U), to lalrish

$.11.-

TABIItTI'S" I.ONHON OrFIOK

INTERNATIONAL

HqiwM

H nt. Mnrlln'a Plars, TntnlK»w

minimize the $8.25

On Rackets

S.A.G. Wars

.Continued from pace S_

union issue, w« believe the unions
MUist take the stand that the malleisi
are between the law enforcement ofTo followficers and those accused.
any other cause would be to produce
devaslating ammunition ior those air
attack
orto
anxious
and
too I'cady

th«

$U

call

The Guild further

check.

proposes to establish a new $13.75
classification for uniforms, such as
soldiers, sailors, taxi drivers, etc.

A

new

section

Onl>l«

VARIETY, M>N1>05

Adilres«>

11

Tulrpkoiw Temitl* H»r BOIl-WK

in favor of

Aussie Sees U.S. Cos. Accepting 20%

would be added to

Frozen Coin Ruling; 2S% Restriction

In the past affiliation has the $1G.50 classification covering speproven valuable to the membership cial costumes such as riding habit,
of the Screen Actors Guild when it ski and ice skating, fancy dress cow-'
was beset with troubles,
boys, etc.
Still another would be
'ft is-Tierthef customary nor ethiadded in'the $25 bracket for mounted
cal,
however, for trade unions jockeys,' polo players, low-board
alTiliatcd with the American Federa- divers, surfboard riders, etc.
Protion of Labor to air internal dif- posed Code changes would call for
ganiwd laboi'.
ferences in the public press.
The payment of $3S check for photo,s issue does not Involve wages.
i
Phil
Actors
Guild,
we
are
mgraphic
doubling,
and
check
$25
for
a, the Central Labor Council would
make it appear,. The Issue is formed, apprised the newspapers of either silent or fine bits.
choose.

In N.Z.

May Be Increased Next Year

.

1

:

•

!

n'

Canberra, Dec.

Reisman Malls

'

lly to
solely one oT honest unionism

Kenneth Thomson, executive
retary of the
inc letter of

SAG,

action prior to receipt of its letter of resignation by the Los Angeles Central Labor Council.
'The position 'of the Los Angeles
Central Labor Council is that we
regret the action of the Screen Actors Guild and we stand ready at any
time to proffer our assistance to better the .economic condition of its
membership. We refuse to engage
in polemics with it over personali

.<ec-

sent the follow-

withdrawal to

J.

W.

'Not Alonp Honest Lines'

time it has been apthe Screen Actors GuiUl
-that the officers and controlling fac
tion of the Los Angeles Central
Labor Council have not conduclcd
affairs ot the Council along Ihe lines
of democratic, honest unionism advocatcci by the Guild.'The Guild has been, informed that
Labor Council has
Central
the
adopted a resolution calling upon
the Chicago Federation of Labor to
the Governor of
with
intervene
Illinois for the purpose of opposing
the extradition ot William Bioff from
Illinois
on a criminal
California to
charge.
'We regard this action of the CenCouncil
as
a climax to a
tral Labor
course of action which will bring
nol only the Central Labor Council
'For .some

parent

-to

is

seeking

to

liberalize

two hours, an additional 3.4 check
for the next two hours, and an additional full check for the next two
hours.
'This would give the player

1

|

'

'

I

|

:

!

members but

condoning or defending Mr. Bioff. It
is not the function of the Screen AcGuild to pass on the guilt or
innocence of Mr. Bioff, and it is
merely noted in passing that he had
admitted the cs.scntial facts and
pleaded the defense of 'youthful intors

:

Phil Reisman, head of

representative ot the lATSE, as

craft

chairman, and
'Whereas, since

in

the film

industry.

picture men.

75% O.K.
It's

take

SPAINSETUP

.

Sorrell

As

Paramount

not

will

undertake any

Propaganda for France

Paris, Dec. 5.
French pic actor Jean Murat will
leave .shortly for the United States
sell French
films.
Annabella's
ex-husband said that he would visit
N.G. IN
19 countries in the two Americas,
carrying with him 12 pix and sevLondon, Dec. 19.
eral documentary films. It's believed
'Ladies In Retirement,' a murder to be part oT a propaganda plan for
thriller, got generally good critical the French government
notices following its opening last
Mural intends to organip.e a chariTuesday nighl (12> at the St. James. ty .show in each capital he visits tor
However, while performances the French milita.ry benevolent fund.
were excellent, play has little popular
appeal.

lADIES IN RETIREMENr

to

LOOKS

LONDON

War-Time London

Mitty Goldin Revue
'Paris, Dec. 9.

I

London. Dec. 5.
Novelist Evelyn Waugh. who recently became a tathcr, has joined
the Royal Marines.

Mitly Goldin, who has already put
on three variety showa at the ABC
since the reopening in October, wi
put on a new revue with the start
of 1940. Before shitting he will put

Robert Flemyng. stage and film
turned soldier, married CarSugars at a London rc'jistry
He quit the Katherine Cor-

on two more vaude shows.
Revue is by Albert Willcmetz and
Pierce Varenne.

'

'7

actor

men

olWce.

nell 'No

,

ot

Labor

to

get

increased

^,

.^"^

^T^'IT"
f^by'n"'"^
the enennes
enumcered
and lim<rd

j
I

•Previous to this action, it refused
to join the rest of the American Federation ot Labor unions in the motion picture studios in the drive for

^'"^ ^^^'^

!

1

increa.se.
As a result, the
members ot the American Fedcra--

who

stood-so solidly

wage boost:
members ot the

together received a 10%'

the lower paid
Screci\ Actors Guild received nothing.

French Gov t Promises Aid to Picture

Ask increase for Extras
Ncgrftiatinns between producers and
the Screen Actors Guild have been
postponed until next Tuesday (26)
at the request of Y; Frank Freeman,
of Paramount, who said that the
major companies are still parleying
with the .studio painters.
Simultaneously, the SAG disclosed

1

a wage

tion of LabOJ:

Ralph

Hollywood.'

:

;

1

that

j

it

is

askinii for a fiat

I

I

Most

Paris, Dec.

5.

Another step toward unification of
propaganda .services in
the

all

.

:

i

I

'

-

.

;

I

;

I
'

i

1

i

I

I

'

•

;

[

'

I

he added, 'we have turned out about
numerous documentary and propaganda picts are
being turned, all under the ausi)ices
200 newsroels while

of

my Bureau.
No one has yet

been appointed to
the bureau's cinema head,
Chalaigneux, who resigned
with two aides. Suzanne Borel, only
woman to pass the French diplomatic
exam, is carryijig on in his place.
Those most, mentioned for the post
are Henri Clerc, deputy and head of
a production committee: De Carmoy,author of several anti-American pic
replace

Yves

Comedy'

now

to c.nlist.

an officer

the peri'ovmci s from 'The
Laughed' and 'Black
have provided special con-

.Tt

Dog

Little

15% wage

for

Richai-d.-ion,

the

Velvet'

'A big luie and cry was
the war.
raised reccntl.y b.v the pic industry,
condemning Giraudoux and his unit
for what industry leaders called a
failure to cooperate.)
'Since the opening ot the conflict,'

Time

Fleet Air Arm, recently
escaped serious injury when he had
to make a forced landing duc.lo engine trouble.
in

Propaganda Unity

Industry, Pushes

reason

;

i

j

France was Uiken at a meeting last
given for the with-, hoiisl for extra.s, and recla.ssification
drawal from the Los Angeles Cen- of exlr.T brackets that, it approved week ot the Commi.ssion tor Foreign
Ihe
tral Labor Council by the executive Will rc.-;uU in even larger increases, Affairs,, which examined work ot
board of the Screen Actors Guild If either ot ihe two demands is re- Information Bureau. Jean Giraudaux,
concerns itself with the pcr.sonality Wcted. SAG will insist on arbitration, the bureau's chief, explained the
of William Bioff, iniernational rep- IThe GuiM also is a.-iking that casting work of the cinema, radio and press
group.
rescntative for the lATSE.
calls by Central Casting Corp. be sections ot his
'Our radio has already produced its
calls
'It is obvious
that the executive limited to six hinir'i daily. Job
addition to
'In
board of the Screen Actors Guild is would be placed only between the effect.' he said.
French, our stations now broadcast
raising this issue as a subtcrfu.qe be- hours of B-IO a.m. and 4-8 p.m.
cause it is unable to offer iLs memNo lastinu c:ills would be made on in 14 other languages, including Engbership a satisfactory answer as to Sundays and holidays except in an lish, German, Italian, Spanish, Hunwhy it failed to join the rest ot Ihe emergoney. When such calls were garian. Polish, Czech, Slovakian,
American Federation ol Labor in in- placed, the players would receive Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat, Roumanian,
Arabian.
an,d
Portuguese
creasing the wages of its membcr.s. 'added compeiisation for 'oat ot hours Dutch
Not so long ago it was willing to [iculls. Extras arc pulling for adpp- Other languages niay be added
rweive the support of William Bioff tion ot this change, since they arc shortly.'
He then paid tribute to the 'progWben it was in trouble,
now required to rciiiain in telephone
There is no compulsion about attendance with Central for at least ress' made by the French pic industry and promised that the utmost
friembcrship in the Los
Angeles Cen- 1? hours a day in order to be sure
>al Labor
would be done to help French proCouncil, Unions are free not to 'mi.ss a job.
complete films started before
'0 affiliate or
not affiliate as they
The SAG nlso is seeking 13 ducers

The

.

production in Spain.

I

era ion

In N. Z.

Auckland, N. Z., Dec, 1.
permissible for U. S. distribs to
75% of their rental coin from
New Zealand, but there's .a possi-,
bility that' next year these percentages bay be rearranged, under-, the
government's supervision,
whereby the distribs will be harder
hit on. remittances overseas.
Spain,
as
in
developments
Right now, it's very difficult for
Latest
compicture
anybody
American
to
send coin out of N. Z.
they affect
panies, probably will be disclosed Monetary conditions prevailing hera
this week when Fred W. Lange, gen- have curbed legit and vaude-revue
Parafor
shows
from
Europe
Australia in playing
eral manager in
mount, arrives in N. Y. from abroad here during 1939.
this week on the Atlantic clipper.
Executives are anxious to learn
disfavorable
the possibilities for
Murat Plans American
^tribution of new product in Spain
under the Franco regime. On what
Pic Sales Campaign
Lange has to say about the situaor
whether
tion probably will hinge

I

'

order to slifie much antagonism
against them among Commonwealth

KEYTOYANKS'

|

'

been said

tANGE'S REPORT

;

|

banks following a conferenca
with Federal authorities here. It has
in some circles that should
the distribs refuse to play along
with those in monetary authority
the ante may be raised to 90%. It's
not thought, however, that the distribs would go against
the- percentage first suggested.
Many film execs locally also sea
an advance in taxation as a means

for-

to ea.se the heavy war burden carried by the government, with talk
John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramounl's about that film rentals must ba
foreign sales chief, and Adolph Zu- upped shortly to meet
part of tariff.
kor. Par's traveling goodwill amNew York's reaction to the perbassador, have set Jan. 12 for their centage proposals is
awaited with
visit to South America. Both recently much interest
here.
American ini-eturned from a swing through Aus- terests, it's known,' are
particularly
sie and N. Z,
anxious at this lime to be on
amicable relations in Australia in

spurned any nc.iiotiations alliance
all
these unions
with
William Bioff, stating the
have been working in cooperation
painters would handle their case
with the lATSE under the leaderwithout any help from him.
work
Mr.
Bioff
William
Bioff,
his
has
ship of
ter which rests between
The
minimum rate for paintnew
officers
ot
such
that
had
drawn
been
it
the adand the law enforcement
thc states of Illinois and California. miration and confidence of the mem- ers will be hiked from $1.34 an hour
to $1.55 an hour.
Decorators will
ttership. and
No union issue is involved here.
receive
a
minimum
conot $1,86 an hour
Council
'Whereas,
these
unions
been
Labor
have
'The Central
ceives as a primary duty .the pro- in negotiations with the Motion Pic- and sign writers $2.20 an hour.
tection ot its reputation and the good ture Producers Association, for in- Hours and working conditions will
be negotiated after the Christmas
name ot all labor, before the bar of crease ot wages, and
'Whereas, at the moment that holidays.
Members ot the negopublic opinion.
negotiations had reached a tiating committee in addition to Sor"In protest against the Central La- these
bor Council, resolution in the case ot climax, there came an attempt to rell were Otto Geiser and Gene
Mr. BiofT, and to make it plain to force William Bioff out of the nego- Price.
law enforcement officers and the tiations by someone asking his arThe Screen Writers Guild is sponpublic that this resolution does not rest on a case in Chicago that hap- soring a move to organize the inderepresei\t the position of the Screen pened 18 years ago and following his pendeiit studio Guilds into a HollyActors Guild,: the Guild hereby arrest an attempt to have him extra- wood Council. Crafts now considerwithdraws its membership in the dited to the State of Illinois.
ing the proposal are the Screen Pub'Whereas, this whole, procedure licists Guild, Society of Motion PicCouncil, effective at once.
'This action has been authorized seems to have been properly timed ture Film Editors, Society ot Interior
by unanimous vole -ot the board of in an effort to break the negotiations Decorators. Screen Readers Guild,
Screen Actors with the motion picture studios and Script Clerks Guild, and Screen Set
ot
the
directors
the Producers' Association, and
Guild.'
Designers,
'Whereas, the Los Angeles Central
Angered over withdrawal of the
The scriveners also are supporting
actors, J. W. Buzzell issued a state- Labor Council has worked in close the drive to organize the white colment in which it was plainly indi- cuuperation with the Chicago Feder- lar workers into an industry-wide
cated he was trying to drive a wedge ation ot Labor on many matters, Guild. The "office employes turned
between the extras and actors in the therefore
down a proposal to affiliate with
higher salary brackets. The state'Be it resolved. That the secretary American Federation of Labor, statot the Council be instructed to com- ing they feared such an affiliation
ment follows:
municate with the officers of the at this time would mean the Interna
Charges Convenient Withdrawal
Chicago
Federation ot Labor asking tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
The executive board of the Screen them to investigate this case
in Chi- Employes, and that the lATSE would
Actors Guild, composed of film playcago and to appear before the Gov- mean William Bioff, They added the
ers in the higher salary brackets,
•«>
1"." °"' a d P.-esent to him workers had nothing but commendahas seen fit to withdraw from the f
-nvolved
in tion for the AFL. but that they
Los Angeles Labor Council at a time ^'^^
^'^'^
'°
wanted no part ot Bioff.
When the lower paid members of the "•'^."f''
^Tn-""^
1° Press Wilham
Screen Actor.>i Guild require the ^1"
f "S'.""'
at this tnne has
B">IT--^ exlrad.t.on
support of the entire American Fed-

discretion.'
It is the purpo.se ot the
Guild to state that it believes labor
unions should not interfere in a mat-

RKO

distribution, who was made a
v.p. of the company last week, is'
contemplating a biz trip to Australia
and New Zealand shortly after the
first of the year.
Originally, he had
planned to visit Mexico and Cuba for
sales huddles but the press of forEurope,
since
eign'
business
in
eased, forced him to abandon these
plans.

-

'

!

I.

U. S. distribs operating in Australia are seen agreeing to leave it
least 20% of their rental coin in lo-

RKO

cal

the overtime payment by providing
three-eighths of a check for the first
ditional one-half check for the next

working eight hours overtime 2%
days extra pay.
Changes will provide 15' minutes
our affiliated unions to get rest after two hours work. Players
wage increases and better working doing athletic and other strenuous
conditions.'
work would receive more frequent
The Explosive Resolution
rest periods.
Central Labor Council re.solution,
A minimum check ot $8.25 is asked
which led to the actors withdrawal for stand-ins; $U for ballroom
and which is expected to result in dancers ahd up to $25 for solo or
renewal of warfare between the act- step out of chorus work. Rale for
ors and stagehands, follows:
singers would be $30 fbr work in a
'Whereas, for many years a num- group of 10 or more voices, up to
ber of local unions whose member- $75 for solo recording. Scale for ice
ships are employed in the motion skaters would fange from $11 to $75
picture studios and which are not minimums.
a part of the so-called basic agree
Resignation of Nate Edwards, who
nxent,
have finally accomplished succeeded Aubrey Blair in charge of
recognition for their meml>ers and Class B membership, has been aca closed shop agreement from the cepted by the SAG.
Motion Picture Producers AssociaOkay Painters Boost.
tion, which has resulted in several
Major producers have okayed deincreases in wages, and
'Whereas,
unions
have mands of Motion Picture Painters
these
Local 644 for 15% wage increase, reformed a Conference to coordinate
troactive to Aug. 25.
Deal was set
their work and protect their mutual
by Herbert Sorrell, 644 business repinterests, and
resentative,
who ha.s twice suc'Whereas, this Conference has seceeded in getting the biggest raise
leclcd William BiofT, international
tor his members ever awarded a
its

'

Aussie Trip for

two hours after eight hours, an adeign

aiding

'

also all organized labor into public disrepute.
'The nature of the crirne of which
convicted
admittedly
Nfr. Bioff was
is such as to stigmatize any group
its

SAG

Our energies are taken up with

ties.

i

.1

and

The

its

cert tor the Guards.

Elmer

Rice's '.Tudgment Day,' pro-.

!

duced here two years ago. was revived at the Phoenix. 'When originally performed hero. the. characNow. there
ters were disguised.
no trouble in identifying the Nazi
leaders. The censor, however, re-

;

fu.sed

'

I
'

i.-<

j

j

to

allow the Hitler character

to

wear

a

moustache and a forelock.

LES WHELAN'S ACCIDENT
Leslie Whelaii. head of foreign
publicity f )r 20tli-Fo.x, was .severely

burned about the right side ot the
face and right eye last week while
adjusting a shell in a firearm. Peculiar explosion incident occurred near
his New Jer.scy homo.
Whelaii was taken to the Orynga
Calve,
head
Commander
and
reports,
liospital. East Oronge.
InMemorial
service.
Clerc
cinema
of the army
will probably keep him out ot
jury
to
friendly
are
considered
and Calve
the office for several weeks.
American interests.
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THE BIG SHO\

V'The Hunchback of Notre DameV inevitably must do these
it must register so sensationally at the box
office as to stand out as one of the biggest money pictures
of not only this but recent seasons. Secondly, it must win
critical accolades anew for those concerned with its production. Thirdly, it must add immeasurably to the motion
things: First,

picture's dignity as a fine art."

"Must take rank as a crowning cinematic achievement
...Studded with dramatic and thrilling highlights...Power-

i

entertainment upon which the showman may justly
lavish his best attention with assurance of real return."

ful

"Rely on it to be among the top grossers of
new year . . . Direction outstanding . . . Laughton]
fine... Maureen O'Hara has plenty on the ball...
Deserves extended playing time."

"Almost hypnotic appeal so powerfully dealt with
heavy grosses and long runs are confidently predi
able... The performances create an impact which
haunt the mind of audiences for days.. .done on a vasi
scale
. will stand among the screen classics."
. .

"Spectacular . . . Laughton and O'Hara great . . .The
sheer immensity of this production and the majestic
manner in which it has been handled mark it as a
motion picture of distinction ... A masterpiece."

Jimmy Fidler: "Laughton's performance terrific. Tab breathlessly
lovely Maureen O'Hara and Edmond O'Brien as future stars".
Edwin Schallert, Los Angeles Times: "It's Class A super-plus"
Los Angeles Daily News: "Charles Laughton's
performance gives film its quality of incredible excitement".
Erskine Johnson, Los Angeles Examiner: "Rates high among
...Virginia Wright,

,

screen's big pictures of

all

time."

VARIETY

EVERYWHERE
NEXT WEEK!

lAUGHfON
in

THE HUNCHBACir
OF HOTRE DAME
R
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o

RADIO
PICTURES'

V

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE • THOMAS
MITCHELL* MAUREEN O'HARA • EDMOND

ALAN MARSHAL • WALTER
HAMPDEN. KATHARINE ALEXANDER

O'BRIEN
Produced by

•

PANDRO

S.

BERMAN

Screen P|oy.by Sonya Levien

•
t

Dlr*ct«d by WILLIAM DIETIRLI

Adaotahon by Bruno Frank

—
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FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY
Z\i
GONE WITH THE WIND ^^^J^^S^o when Hhett leaves

Miniature Reviews

v'e;;;'':^^,

final bit of dialog,

(COLOR)

home and the picnding Scarlett,
R've a 'damn
... doesn't „
declaring he
SUirs I'lnrk
Si'li-.nli-k.,.
DbvLiI I).
what happens to her. The inclusion
\Mvlcn
lrf<.|li> lli.wi.r.l. illlvl:i Oc Hnvlll.lllJ,
of the blasphemous ullerancc, which
IMii' iiMi liv Vii tDr KlonilnK. ScrponJ.pluh
literally from the novels
lifted
Mnr- is
ll.isfrt
llowrtiM.
lilBV 'Iff- Slilncv
faithfulness
the
of
indicative
dcalKnoil
is
rrodiiclion
iiiivfl.
text,
.\lllilii>irs
Kiirfl
liy Wlllliiiii I'iiiiiiMiin Mi'iizlos; «rl Olrcrilon.
of the translation throughout. There
j.ylc \Miocld': i-miieni. Kiiicst llnller; Ti^-hare minor and linimportant eliminaHcnuHhrui. WlUrlil
nli'tilxi* :iHsiiriiilOJi. 1ti»y
tions and transpositions of incident.
linc; s.-.iiv. Jl;ix Sli-liicr; KiiPi-lnl 'fM.
i'lWKVovo. I.rfl //.avUz; BupcrvipBut "Gone with the Wind' is tlie
fi'rl'*
Il.il
c. Klin: iia.iii.-lmo. •:lory
I'.llli.r.
liiK illni
as written by the novelist,
.liiiiipn i:. Sowi'iini: H^HlMiiiils. Ulihnnl \iin
faithfully and accurately recorded
Ml iii.-0>iMwyn-.Miijer rclrusf of Selznlckby
Pi-mluOMl
luculiigtlon.

his

...

Jtileniiilliiniil

ilalile,

i

KiiKfi

Kililio

)'"liyil

Kusiin

Krink
.hiii.-cs.
l.niillry;.
ii.lvisors.
if.'linliMl
I'lln/.:
Will Pil.-o; :i--l. .IliOi-lnis.

Knii'Sl

;

Mviick.

vlnvi>il nl
nlntj time,

N. Y..

.A.il.ir.

at:

lii'i'.

"''J.'

I*-'.

VrolU'i-

MINS.
OoorB* n.-cvfs

Ilionl Tarloinii
.Sliiiiil Tarli-lon
.tiailou n lljii-n...
M»iniiiy
KIIJiili
<ioi.ilil O'lluiii

by camera and microphone.
Therein

some

lies

criticism

the cause
aL-so
of the film. In

for

the

desire apparently to lc:iye nothing
out. Selznick has left too much in.

Latter portions of story could stand
some vigorous
for
constructively
trimming of repetitious scenes and
As entertainment, the film
'^nck Willl.inli; dialog.
Mlli-niill
Thomns
would benefit from the deletions.
Oscar Volk
story
is a good one,
Miss Mitchell's
...U.lilinra O'Nell
and conVli tor Jury and the gruelling contest
V^volyn Keyed flicts between Scarlett and Rhett are
t'l^J <"riinii

..Vivlpn I.«li;h
Mi-Danlel
Kvorvit nrown

.lliKlie

Dig Sinn
•••

Vtivk

Kll«n iVIIiini
WHkii-siiii
Su'lli-n O llini

Jnii;i!i

O'llniH

t?;iririii

I'nllnw.

Il|ilii<'w:iy

Sllici'v.

Ki-ii-

Wodnofi*!!!)',

on the verge ot war with their neighbors becau.se the two countries cannot agree on songs to be sung at
wedding ot the prince and princess.
Gulliver, the ginut, is discovered on
the Lilliput beach one night, and the
inhabitants proceed to tie him up
and transport him in a creaky nii>keshift vehicle to the town. The sailor
easily breaks his bpnds and is both
fascinated and sympathetic to the
little people who arc no larger than

Hintiorforil

..\nn

.HuMerfly M.»Queen

absorbing and_ interesting.

But they

•Gone With the Wind'

(MG-

SelznIcliV Terrific!
'Gulliver's Travels' (Par).

Max

Flci.sfier's initial

in

Technicolor

is

December

20, 1<)39

topnitch pei;formers for each role
Sir Cedric Hardwicke is the v/illam.'

King's High Justice; Thomaa
Mitchell is the king of the beggars-

ous

Maureen O'Hara

(excellent) as tha

gypsy girl who befriends the hunch,
back on the pillory and is saved by
him later; Walter Hampden as the
Archbi.shop of Notre Dame; Harry
Davenport as Louis XI and Edmond
O'Brien as the poet, his first film
role, are all worthy.
Production displays lavish outlay
However, he rehis little finger.
mains in the land of the Lilliputs in costs for elaborate sets and thou>
long enough to .settle tlie pending sands of extras for the mob scenes.
war and reunite the prince and Movement of the large crowds in the
numerous mob ensembles is particuprincess with parental blessings.
larly noteworthy. Director Willianx
Picture is highlighted with many Dieterle sketched
his
assignment
excellent scenes and sequences that against a sweeping
background of
catch audience fancy and approval. sets and crowd movemen|„
which,
The busy Lilliputians, organized ns while effective as such, does not
pro*
an army and busily engaged in tieing vide sufTiciently far story developwith
miniature
down the giant,
ment and definition of- characters in

cartoon feature
an entertaining

fairy tale geared for big gros.sOs.
Hunchback of Notre D«me>

(RKO). Charles Laugliton starred
massive production, vividly
gruesome. Profitable b.o. chiller.
Balalaika' (M-G). Class
fllmusical with Nelson Eddy and
llona Massey that should do
in

satisfactory business.
Fair remake
'Batnes' lUA).
of .society crook yarn. Moderate
b.o. potential.
'Everything Happens at Niebl'
(20th). Dull Sonja Henie starrer.
Grossing potentialities light.
'Charlie McCarthy, DetecUve'
(U). Bergen and McCarthy will
have to-, carry this lightweight
programmer. For the dualers.
'Laugh It Oir («). Lightweight farce; a lesser twin-

cranes ravelling their strong ropes
around the sleeping Gulliver, and
with firefly torches lighting the pro-

the first half. Despite this, the forcedrama of the second portion
fill
carries the picture through to a most
ceedings, is a particularly effective dramatic and climactic conclusion.
episode. Gulliver's flnger dance with
'Hunchback of Notre Dame' Is
the Lilliputian King, and his capture -Piindro Berman's finale- as a -nroof the invading navy to save hi.s ducer for RKO.
little friends from attack are both

-

,

are overlong and overplayed. Brevity
and terseness would add to the dranoteworthy.
matic values of the closing scenes.
Of the tiny charncttM-.s, Cabby, the
Olivin
Mrl.-iilie ItiiiiiKloii
As in the book, so on the screen,
Ilnnd liriinks
('Ii.li-li\«
U.-iiniU"!).
town's fa-st-lalki.ng busybody and
blller.
the most cft'ective portions of the
....I'arroll Nyo
Krnnk Konnoily
main worker, occupies a featured
(MUSICAL)
.
Miin ella M.iriln saga ot the destroyed South deal
'Honeymoon's Over' i20th\
CnlhU'Cn ('.Tlvofl
in both prominence and iuidlspot
laik Ciilile
HIiiMl lliilkr
the
against
with- human Incident
Young domestic problem story,
..I.Aura Mope Crewd
Ml tii..i;,il.Uvyii-Miiyer reli'ii.s-,- uf l.nwuiii'e
Aunt Hnmiltnn
ence interest.
Gabby most likely
between the
....llorry Davcnliort background of the war
best for Marjorie Weaver in a
I)ot:loi- .\lo.iile
will bl6s.som forth in the future us a Wi-iiigiii li-il ln'iidiu-llon. Slai-M.'.Vi Isi.n Kdilv,
Lrona lll^lieiis states and the impact of honorable
Wvfi. .\lr:i<lr
lliiiia
foalurea fhailei llngglvi-*
year. For dual.t.
cartoon .star for a series of peii-and- l''|-;iiik .\la«sey;
....... .Jane U.nrwell .defeat to the Southern forces. FlemMiji. .Mrr.rlwplhpv.
.Mui'Kan,
t*.
.-Nulirev
Stiiitd,
.l4<\,.«
•Bad Boy' .(Atlas). Very weak
inkcrs. The two royal lowers capably I'liniiitiiii.
Albert Morin
Hono I'iiniil
Illioi'ti'd
by Itelnbiild Sbiin/.il.
ing has caught a series of memorable
Moyliollo Morrlwellivr ......Mary Anderann
interpret the .several tuiicful .-iongs ..Vdapiiil by J.eim (lonlon, I'harlen Itt-iimit
gang.ster meller suited only for
Terry Shore views of plantation life and scenes,
Fniniv |.:l...lnK
composed by Ralph Rainger and I.co and .lat-(iiivB Deval from operetta by ICrio
minor dualers.
Vlllinni MeOlaIn and builds, a .strong case for a civilOld l.i-vl
Masi-liwll-/,,
George ronrnrd Hn,l lifiiniMl
Robin.
Lanny
Ross
is
the
singiiiR
Kdille .-Vnilerson
llnrlo IVlcr
Comes the
Tim
'Trigger Finders' (Vic).
of
chivalry.
liiiiiii.
ization
^vllr6 anil aduiilallon by
tleil-irt
Ja.'kle Muriiii
rhil Jlr.idc
voice for the prince, while .lossica Sliubiirt; eonduetor. Dr. Wlllliini
am;
debacle and the characters are cata
McCoy hor.'icy-G-man pic; one of
...Clirt K.lwards
Rrtiiilnl.<ircnt .^iildltr.
Dragonette handles siinllar a.<sign- runirni, .Umepll Jtllllentierg am) K.nl
.Ona Munpon, pultcd into new conditions, strange
Bollc Walling
his weakest;
nddlllunni lyrlrK, tin." Kabn. |ii,h
ment for the princess. A comedy I'lTimd;
Entire
Tlift fJeixeant.
L.Ed Chandler and
hateful surroundings.
Wright and Chel Korre.^t; edilnr.
Roll'
iMono).
'Roll Wagons
spy trio. Sneak, Snoop and Snitch, lliieiiiler. At Iladln Clly Mu.-ili' llall. tieoige
A Woiiniled Soulier.. .GcurKe Hackathnrne passage of the film, from the start of
Y.,
.\.
noflcoe A ton
A (;onvnlcM-ont Soldier....
Tex Ritter adds to western foladds much to the overall comedy.
wi-ek. l)<n: H, '311.
Running lluit. ml
of Atlanta, is
capture
the
war
to
the
.John Arledce
A Dying .linlrtlcr
lowing with another song saga
Of the songs, 'Faithful Forever.' by >IIN.S.
Eric I.lndon a movin" and thrilling experience,
An Amputntlon fane
.Nel.'iim MMRainger and Robin, and. 'It's a Ilap- I'eler
of the pioneer days.
Tom Tyler climaxed by the escaoe of Scarlett
A Commanilln:? Ofllcer
Lydln
.Ilonii
MiiKsiy
William liakewell and the new mother, Melanie. Upon
Hap-Happy Day' t'Timberg-Neiburg- •"^iekl
A AToiinteil Officer
Clwrllo lliig).li'9
Lee Phelps
Thfl Itarleniler
Sharples) loom as hit tune.s. Former Dam-hen
hardship
l-'nuik .tlmgan
Paul lliir.it their arrival at Tara. after
A Yankee Do.serter
..Lionel AiuiU
The t!'arpetbiii;por'H Friend. Kinrst Wlillinan and peril, first hsif of the film ends and apparel excites special interest. is a romantic number, while latter Marakuv
Aubrey .sinlih
carries a marching swing.
Score tlenrral Kiirugtn
Willlnni -StellliiK
A RelurnInK \'oterRn
Most di.'tinguished feature of the The job behind the screen was hefty numbers eight songs, all way above Mnalia
Ji>yr« Ooinplon
I.oiiis Jenn Heydl
A Hunpry Soldier
fabrication.
research
and
in
Klinllrl
opus is the superlative
,
Unllea rrHiili
Isabel .lewell Selznick
Emmy .Slattery.
Same goes for all other ofT-screen par.
i^lblii-ky
Waller Woolf King
Hobort Kllioit scenic and costume investiture which
Ttte Yankee .Major
Fleisher's animation and detail for l.iiMil. .-;inlrno
from other depart..I'lillllp 'liiiy
CHptaln.K. .George Meeker and WallLs t.*Iark the producer has given to the film, contributions
Krederlr Woib-.ik
The Corpoial
IrvInK Itaonn
Steiner restrained himself color values to catch the fine quali- Kanunsky
incomparable excellence of ments.
l.en
Abner nibernian
.Adrian Morris and the
A Carpet liftEger Orator
dipping into con- ties of the new Technicolor process t*ti|it.iiii I'liilnIT
Arllllir W. Cernil'A
the Technicolor photography. From in his scoring from
Johnny Gallegher
J. M. Kerrigan
The ear add much ,to picture's all-around l.ii'iil. .SIkillii
Itnland Viiinii
A Yankee Huslnessmnn.
.Olln Howland first to last 'Wind' is a visual treat, ventional melodic bathos.
.-'l"-kl
llenrgK Toblai"
A Renegade
.Yakhria Canutt the unfolding of innumerable views catches strains from Stephen Foster, quality.
Paul .Sutton
His Companion
.Blue Washington
'Gulliver's Travels' has been a year Anion. ;
anil occasional refrains from the
Willy l.'n^lollo
Tom. a Yankee rnplnln.
.Ward Bond of the architecture and attire of a large library of Civil War martial and a half in preparation and pro- I'aplain Tr.iliiir'.
I'l-lili-e .Mi-i-nillii
I'aiil Irving
Bonnie Blue Butler
t'ammle King by^onie era
airs.
Perhaps the highest praise duction, with Fleisher setting nega- Jeuneile siblisky
.Mildred sbiiv
Beau Wilkes..;
Mickey Kuhn
Among the players. Mi.ss Leigh's which can be given to the Steiner tive cost at around $1,500,000. What's ^nH. Imnt-lirnofC.
MiiiM l\riig*r
Bonnle'y N'urse
l.llllan Kenible Cooper
y.ofiit' 'rilbuiy
Scarlett commands first commenda- work is that the score never pushes on the screen indicates that it was a PrlncoJiH
memorable performance, of for favor above the dramatic ac- painstaking task.
Alter nearly a year of actual film- tion as a
'Balalaika'
is a sumptuously prowide versatility and effective ear- tion.
mixings
were
as
Sound
ing, editing and scoring, David O. nestness. She posse.sses all the physduced operetta, in the opulent Mctrosmoothly achieved as the several
Goldwyn-Mayer tradition. With NelIt
Selznick's production of 'Gone With ical requirements for the part.
visual montages.
of Notre
son Eddy and a new personality
the Wind,' from Margaret Mitchell's is riot as a coquette that she scores
Task of assembling and synchronlooker, llona Massey, topping the
nvost heavily, however, nor as the izing such varied and numerous acHollywood,
Dec.
14.
novel of the Civil War and reconscheming, bitter and ruthless wife tivities called for expert handling.
RKO reioa.ve of Pandro Herman prndne- 93st. it has entjugh marquee values,
Ftriic.tion period, comes to the screen and mother who knows ,no opposiaddition to the production inves.siai-K fluirieii i.aiiuiiiuM: ii'ahin-H Sir
lion.
Fleming had excellent assistance ivdrie
Hai-iiwiike,
rhmnaK
Miiihoii, Mantlture, to Carry it nicely for strong
She is best when from Eric G. Stacey and Ridgeway
Bs one of the. truly great films, des- tion to her will.
rr-en o'liara. Kdmniui o niioii. .Man .\i:,ibusinc.s.s.
and
'Balalaika' is also One of
attributes
demands
Callow.
tined for record-breaking bbxoffice the story
recent musdals to augur,
characteristics ot courage and deterIndustry nnd public have waited iSt)?;;iMe.''^:rl:;:w'r^^^^^^
business everywhere. The lavishness mination, as during the exciting se
Well
lor the foreign market, such a«
adiipiaiiun
i.y iiruno i'iank:'<-am.Mn. ji.«i pii
many months for 'Gone With the Augiifji: edltoi'.-i. wiliiiim
iiaiiiiiiuti.
icii.it is tlicse days.
of its production, the consummate quence of the flight with the helpless Wind' as a film.
Completed job is erl Wise: iiperlal effoeij*. Verinui
care and skill which went into its mother and child in her care. Again, something more than another pic- asst. direi-toia. .\rgyle .NelyiinI,,
'^''^s Massey, the Magyar imporKdwili'ii
making, the asemblage of its fine cast in the brief pa.^sage with the Yankee ture—^ven an outstanding one. Its Kllly; (llalOK diroilor. Will I'riio. Pre tallon, is as heady as tokay for the
and expert technical staff combine in deserter whom she shoots and kills. distribution under the policy of ad- viewed at I'anlageH. lolly wiiud.' l>e«:. 1-1 b.o.— or .should prove so. Thi.s. her
Ilunning time, IIS .MINS.
presenting a theatrical attraction With her youth, looks and abundant vanced admission prices, honestly
second American film, following
The
>lunchbuck.
fharloK
T.aiigliii.n
completely justifying the princely talent. Miss Leigh springboards from earned and willingly paid, opens a Ktollo
brief appearance in Metro's 'Rosalie',
.Kir I'ortrli: llanlwl.ke
investment of |3,900,000.
'Wind' to a boxoffice factor in the new chapter in the picture business. t'lopbi
TlioninB .M Iti-liell where she handled but one number,
Kumeralda
Although its success at theatres is film market
Maureen O'llnra should catapult her into- ihs
It demonstrates again that in en- Grlngoire
ICdmnnd O'nrlen
unquestioned. 'Gone With the Wind'
Gable's Rhett Butler is as close to tertainment tha best Is the most ProehuB
Mi.-s
Alitn Mnmhal sacrosanct marquee division.
starts its. public career as a problem Mi.ss Mitchell's conception
FIi»i.
'Claude
and the easily sold.
Waller Hampden Massey has just about everything lur
child of the boxofflce because of its audience'.' as might be imagined.
I.oulB Xt
Marry Ilavenpi.rl visual and oral cinematic appeal. A
Madame 1>« I.yii
Kallinrlne Alexander
verbose footage.
Actual running He gives a forceful impersonation
beauty ot much personal charm,
Proriimlor.
.t;eorge '/.n
time is three hours. 37 minutes.
fortified by a voice that's a good
A Nobleman
Kril-/. Lellier
of
the.se two, Hatlie
On
the
heels
Punctuated by a brief single interThe King's Phyak'lan.
(Cartoon Feature, In Color)
Klli'line tilrlirdiil
companion piece to Nelson Eddy'-i
McDaniel. as Mammy, comes closest
mi.^.cion, a. viewing of the film beKleuc....^
.lleloiie ^Vhl1lley
stentorion barytone, she's a fetching
(WITH SONGS)
Queen of HeKga
....Mlniia tfnmlieil
comes an amusement adventure re- with a bid for top position as a
blonde whom gentlemen (and tho.
tllivlor
It is she who contributes
Hollywood. Dec. lli.
Ai'lhiir Ifnhl
taining customers at theatres long trouper.
Phillipo
Itod I.H Itoi-rpie femmes) will prefer at the b.o.
moving scene in the film,
riirnmoiint relea.«e nf Max fleliiber proafter the established conventional the most
Court
«;!rik
.Stieni.-er
CliHriei'S
Bu.ved
duciliin.
lilreeted by Dave K'lelslier.
'Balalaika' has a number of factors
hour. Boxoffice turnover, therefore, her plea with Melanie that the latter on ,1i>iialhi,n SwIflN tale. .SInry tidaptiil Ion
to
negate its chances for socko
should persuade Rhett to permit
Is impossible
in fact, exhibition exby ICdiniinil 'Seward si-reeiiplay, Dan GorParading
vivid
and
grue.some reception. For one thing, the Ru.sse
burial
his
daughter.
Time
of
baby
I'/./.y
.^iparlier,
ICdinond horror, with
don. "I'l'd IMon-e.
perience in the half-dozen cities
background of elaborate -idiom is by no means oopular right
Halnger and l.en
Rongy,
rtalidi
where the film is opening this week will .<;el a mark on this moment in .^ewarU;
Uobin, Sum Tlmlierg. .M .N'oiluirg. WInfilon medieval pageantry and mob scenes. now, no matter how you serve
inspirapicture
as
of
those
the
one
ha
and next may furnish the solution
'Hunchback of Notre Dame' is a
.Ringing voireM. Jr.'^slea Dragii.Shftrploi..
Whether of the czarislio
and groove 'Wind* in its best exhibi- tional bits of histrionics long remem- nolle mill T.niMiy Rn.':.*'. .Mninsiibeilc inu^lc super thriller-chiller. As such. It caviar.
vodka vintage, where this film starts,
rompnued «iid londiii-led by X'Irlor Young. carries strong
tion policy, as a two-a-day attraction. bered.
dramatic ingredients or into the post-proletarian revoluPluiiograpby. fharlen .Scbelller: lei'linlriil
Betiause of the extended engagements
Of the other principals. Olivia de advisor,
for
mass
audience
appeal,
and
will
.lohnny liurkR.
lilroclor.i of nnlwhich are certain, even in the small- Havilland does a standout as Me- mnllon, Seymour Kneliel. Wlllnrd Ilownky, roll up healthy grosses at the ticket tionary era showing the former impcrialistlc aristocrats in humble seret—com^niunilies, the film will create lanie, and Le.clie Howard, is convinc- Tom Palmer. Ili-lnv .N'atwick. William lli-n- windows.
vice
Paris the historical elements
Its own high level of .special haning as the weak-charactered Ashley. nlng, Itiilaiid Criindall, Tnin .loliiiKon. RobFrom a strictly critical viewpoint, don'tinrest
I'l-niik
Kellliig.
r.errinKwell,
Wlnlicld
well.
dling, and likely as not establish a
Vivid impressions are retained of ert
picture has its shortcomings. The
HoskiiiH. Oroineji ('nlplnl.
'rrevleu-oit at
But forgetting any RomanofT or
new and more progressive era of ex- the work of Thomas Mitchell, as WentwntKl village. Di-c. 1\ "i'.i. Running elaborate sets and wide production
hibition;
Gerald O'Hara; Victor Jory. as Jonas lime: 75 .MIiNS.
sweep overshadows to a great extent Stalinesque analogies, it's a fetching
neo-Cinderella theme, Mi.ss Ma.'-.'^ey
What is displayed on the marquees Wilkerson: Laura Hope Crews, as
the detailed dramatic motivation of
of the theatre which will .show the Aunt Pitly: and Ona Munson, as
Two years ago Walt Disney re- the Victor Hugo tale. _,While the is the virtuous songstress in the claw!
Balalaika nitery where Uie impci iiil
film is the combination of potent' box- Belle Watling. who makes the mo.st lea.sed the first feature-length car- background is impressive and
eyeoffice values, unequaled by any other of her few appearances.
There are toon, 'Snow White and the Seven filling, it detracts many times from officers take their babes and bubbles
casually, neat, and often. Miss Masfilm at the moment. Mi.ss Mitchell's literally scores of character parts Dwarfs.' Its novelty, production ex- the story being unfolded,
especially
novel as a best seller is said to have and bit'. Harry Davenport is. excel- cellence and entertainment factors in the first half. Charles Laughtons sey's father and brother are nii.xed
exceeded 1,.SOO,000 in .sales, and has lent as Dr. Meade, a long role.
rolled up terrific grosses for all. grotesque makeup as the deformed up in a revolutionary movement and
certainly been the most-discussed
From spectacle to intimate bed- 'Gulliver's Travels' is the second car- and imbecilic bellringer of Notre the clash is thus created, after Eddy,
as a dashing captain, assumes a stupiece of American fiction of the past room drama,, Fleming kept a firm toon feature to hit the market. Dame cathedral is hot exactly
paladecade.
In the leading roles, the grip on the direction of the story. Turned out hy Max Fleisher, who table for patrons .sensitively inclined. dent's guise in. order to ingratiate
himself with the poor but beauteous
castinfi of which was the. subject of Task ot holding audience attention has been making cartoort shorts for Laughtoh's
over-emphasis of his
chanteuse..
national debate and conjecture for for nearly three and three-quarter 20 years, it is an excellent job of characterization in Ihe early
seProduction and direction are lavi-^h.
many months, are Clark Gable, as hours is a challenire to ingenuity and animation, audience interest and all quences is too vividly ugly and
Hhett Butler; Vivien Leigh, a young resoureefiilne.s.s. That Fleming suc- around showmanship. While 'Gulli- bestial, and it is not until the story and not too lethargic, in .spots there
English actre.c.s, who gives a brilliant cecdr .so well mav be attributed to ver' may not reach the grosses of IS well along that audience sympathy are some inspired touches. The seperformance as Scarlett O'Hara; Les- the manner in which he has highr 'Snow White' in this country and IS finally aroused for the pathetic quence where the Au.strians sing
"Holy Night' across the wastes of No
lie Howard and Olivia de Ha'villand, lighted his pri/icipals in every scene, abroad, it is effective entertainment, figure.
Iheir
as Ashley and Melanie and the Selz- regard e.ss of the soectacular ele-. enjoyable as much for the elders as
'Hunchback' is one of Ihe greatest Man's Land, for the benefit ot
nick trademark of workmanship, a ments Thus he has transferred into the youngsters.
horror tales of litcratiiie. As such, combatant' Russians (whose Chrislrecognized guarantee of screen ex
a moving and hearl-rending stanza
With 'Snow White' and 'Gulliver'— it carries wide interest. The silent mas comes two weeks or so lalert is
the oanoramn of wounded soldiers each from a different cartoon pro- version, produced by Universal in a nice touch. However, that doesn't
cellence.
Almost equally well known within lying under the blazing sun in the ducer both interesting and enjoy- 1923 with Lon Chaney starred, is deter a surprise attacK.
Action moves to Paris after the
the trade are the director, Victor Atlanta trainyards. There never is a able entertainment.s, indications point well remembered. "J'he combo proFleming; the musical composer. Max static moment in the telling of the to a new medium for presentation of vides ready-made audience inlefrest revolution. Eddy's orderly is now
Steiner, and the scenarist, the late .story. Fleming keeps characters and fairy tales and fantasies which have for the production.
the boniface of a class Russian, boite
Sidney Howard, who is given sole backgrounds on the fnove.
Film b'^n attempted with only passable
Laughton, despile. his over-playing and many of his former .siiperior.-!
script credit, although half a dozen started with Georoe Cukor In the reception in the past when live in the early stagei to make. Quasi- officers, diplomats, and including, the
topflight writers collaborated during directorial, spot.
Fleming succeeded actors were lised.
modo a most repellent .character, impre.sario of Mie Russian Operathe Dreparatory and shooting periods. him and Sam Wood took over for
'Gulliver' cannot be compared with tones down the be.stial characteristics are his hirelings.
But when the
Perhaps the outstanding feature of n .short period when Fleming was 'Snow White' from either critical or of the role in the latter half to Russian New "Year comes arotind,
the collaborative screenscript is the ill.
audience viewpoints. Both u.se the emerge as the victor, rather than the the old order changeth back, and the
Every technical aspect of 'Gone same color cartoon medium, but from victim, of audience reaction. An Russian nobility and officers take
emergence from many minds and
hands of a drama that bears all the With, the Wind' bears the' stamp of there on 'Gulliver' is on its own. On earlier approach to gaining .sympathy their yesteryear finery, and medals
marks of devout singleness of pur- adv.-inced crafl'-man.ship. De.snite the the entertainment, side, 'Gulliver's for the bellringer would lift the por- out ot camphor while Charlie RuKpo.se. in which skillful construction wide ran''e of srenes d'^nictcd and Travels' is a thoroughly enjoyable trayal to great heights. Laughton's gles (ex-orderly, now French rescharacters shown thorp is unity of package of entertainment for the twisted and distorted facial makeup taurateur) reverts to his humble serof story, incident and characteriza
(ion build to sma.sh climaxes, and design and pattern.
Wi'liam Cam- whole family. It's a fantastic and is a technical standout. His pillory vitude and again waits hand and font
then rush onward to other emotional eron Menzics supervised the gen- whimsical tale that can't help but scene is strongly dramatic, as is his on all of them. The boy-loses-gii
eral inveslitu'"p ;'nd Lvln Whoeler please all.tho.se who see it..
clashes.
gleetul defense nf the church against .sequence climaxes here when Mi.'s
Jonathan Swift's- amusing tale in- the attacking inob.
Mas-sey coincidentally turns up ni
What is actually .shown on the was the art director. The authen(Continued on page 47)
•ci een Is the Margaret Mitchell story, licity of the furnishings, properties troduces the inhabitants of Lilliput, _ Supporting cast la studded with
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MUSIC HALL,

(M-G), reuiewed in
issue of VAWETY.

this

Christmas season.
Per custom, for the seventh consecutive Christmastide, 'Peace on
Earth' (The Nativity) tees off the
presentation, beautifully and reverently staged by Leon Ijeonldoff,
mounted by Sergei Soudelkine. Edwina £u5tis and the Music Hall choir
(Irving Landau, director) handle the
major vocal burden, as the Xmasmassive
the
flanks
decor
tree
auditorium on either side, with the
impressive Soudeikine scenery filling
the eye. There is no overture, Erno
Rapee merely batoning the appropriate secular music.
Instead of the newsreel, a new 'In(RKO Pathe)
formation Please'
short breaks it up. and thence 'Old

sian)

&

&

HIPP,

BALTO

•

&

Rock- dogs in Madison Square, Greenwich
Baby' and Central Park.' Most appreciated
(Gol).
is a South American love song done
in French and Spanish.
The Three Rieders put on a very
Annual local talent revue, staged
in cooperation with the Baltimore amusing tumble act. They come out
News-Post by Ted Routson and Betty with carpenters' equipment and proJane McHiigh, is fast and smartly ceed' to smack each other around.
spotted this week. With only a few Turn is surprisingly similar to the
professionals interpolated, setup has American standard act of Willie West
and McGinty. George Charley sings
considerable entertainment
Neat opening by well trained line a number about saltpeter, which
of 16 and two okay hoof routines authorities are said to put in soldiers"
by Kay Fortez start matters. Tied wine. This one would never get by
He
to a collegiate background, with a the censors of other countries.
special song written by Ben Cantor, fills in the rest of his number with

(Don Hi.x).
ftis ;iadio Gang,
ettes (16); 'Blondie BHnps Up

innings.'

Hilda Eckler as the Farmer's Wife
runs after Vivian Smith, Alice
Young and Alma Lee, as the Three
Blind Mice. The Queen of Hearts
introduces some amazing risley by
The Antaleks (6), one of the woman
a surprisingly sturdy understander
for all her lithe build. 'Mary, I/laty
Quite Contrary,' soloed by Grace
Panvini, produces her fast-growing
'garden' in a novelty staging manner,
from whence emerge the Rockettes
for their usual sock finale specialty
Considaring the pre-Xmastime, biz
was pretty good Thursday (opening)
night Managing director W. G. Van
Sctonus introed Miss Massey for
bow from the rostrum before the
start of the final show.
Abel,

I

I

that

has

builds well

ical

of his stuff.
Turn also employs briefly an un-striking
billed
blonde
who is
plenty decorative although limited
to merely a couple of lines and a
walk-on. For most part, the turn is
patterned pretty faithfully after their
pic specialty, and that s pirecisely
what the mob comes to see. Kids
don't disappoint them and generally
split a nice melon of public favor
themselves.
Tbey fill the closing niche after
its

There are also a couple
Tic-Toe rhythm
acts.
gradually fulfilling promise

repertoire.
outside

showed here at
couple

of

years

New Pehn
ago.

It's

stoddng up on saleable novelty
numbers, previously a weak spot,

and fortifying musical catalog as
well as vocal department New setup has four brasses, three saxes,
drums, bass, guitar, accordion and
piano, and nicely balanced melodicalOpen with 'Jumpin' Jive' and
ly.
then go into a medley of 'What's
New,' sung by unbilled cometist
lots
of personality; 'Goody
Goody,' with vocal by Shirley tiane,
long a Gordon standby, and 'South
of Border,' with Cliff Grant war-

with

George Prentice's Punch and Judy
routine

is

.slightly

changed; he

isn't

doing the closing bit in one, as before.
Act has played here before,
On this occasion the G.ie Foster girls
are scaled downstage like kids enjoying

the

Punch and Judy

per-

formance. The monk character that
has been added could be developed
further.
In an

It's

that good.

scttinc
Foster line has a number midway,
with bells on their ankles and hips.
Ringing out Xnias cheer, they shake
the bells in sections. For the finish,
the girls arc on their backs, with the
aams in the nir.
Margery Daye, dainty dancer. Is
on early, getting across satisfactorily.
har- Paul Ash'.s house orch continues to
Clior.
play the show well.

second

male's

satisfying

monica blowing.
Paul Lavarre and Co., in sailor
uniforms, have dressed up standard
acrobatic bit to good advantage.

comedy vocal-medley,. by.t_better _After_weeks-ot.special -attractions,
Balaban & Katz second-runner

score anyway.

this-

here,

returns to a straight variety lineup
that's suitable enough for the pre

Xmas

session.

There has been a remarkable

rise

of State-Lake grosses during the past

few months, jumping from an aver
age of S9,000-$l 0,000 to a rate bettering $15,000 and running as high as

The story of that increase
is
one of smart showmanship in
operation, particularly in the theatre's willingness to take a chance on
untried headliners.
Even without any name currently,
gross still will be profitable due to
the strong patronage that this house
has built up on a long parade of
show values. Instead of treating the
house as a slough spot the booking
office has given the theatre plenty
VoncouDer, Dec. 15.
of attention, and the results are seen
Eddy, Elmore
Smith, Rogers
Sims, Paul Gordon, Royal Swedish in the steady business.
Texas Jim Lewis and his cowboys
Bell Ringers, Beatrice Hall, Frank
Maracci House Orch (5); 'flight at are the synthetic attraction here currently.
They yodel cowboy times,
Midnight" (Rep).
twang guitars and slap a bullflddle in
Other
Smith, Rogers and Eddy provide typical barn dance fashion.
strong finish to mediocre bill here. warbling on the show is by Alice
Dawn,
statuesque
a
brunet with only
coh«3io;i,
notably
Rest of show lacks
a fairish voice but a. fine sense of
because of lack of m.c.
One of the neater turns is that of delivery and neat arrangements.
Big clicks on the show also -are
Paul Gordon, cyclist who builds up
to a good bow-off with some deft Four Franks with their all-around
acrobatics and engaging chatter. In- clowning, musical stuff and dancing,
teresting twist Is his use of bike with and Bobby Belmont's puppet act.
three seats and three sets of pedals. Four Franks have grown up since
Elmore and Sims, late of Coast they were a kid act, but they still
radio, earn a lot of laughs in No. 2 retain the bulk of their juvenile
spot with familiar routine of black- routine. Basic selling point of the
face chased by sputtering Umbangi. two girls and two boys is their
breathless pace and constant exGags slightly bluish.
Beatrice Hall, 'daring dance crea- uberance. Jump from tap work to
tor,' wears too many clothes for the
comedy tumbling to musical instru'billing, but she gets by acceptably in mentalizing.
Belmont has an in-tiie-open maritwo Spanish routines. Royal Swedish Bell Ringers, always popular onet routine that pleases the general
here, gesticulate with the gongs mob. He scores best with his skelegustily.
ton- item and his finale skating pupSmith, Rogers and Eddjr close in pet. Backed by solid musical stuff
socko style with some comic hoofing, and the soothing, gliding motion of
good looking gal stooging for some the doll, this routine is especially efshady jibes. Laugh-getting bit of fective for the family customers.
business is way In which hoofers Had to repeat the skating number
pass around derby hat from inside here, in response to insistent demand.
Randolph Avery threesome haven't
baggy pants.
Biz at opening show Friday (15) quite got an act There are a few
moments When they almost come to
Slu.
fair.
$23,000.

BEACON, VANCOUVER

ing Bt the same time, a standard bit
with him. It's a filler while Dead
Enders ore changing for a supposed
play, with Gorcey doing the femme,
and making every liiie count, even if
there is an off-color flavor to some

first

the

;

—

it

again this past summer. It usually
plays vaudeville during the winter
is always amusing although seen
so often in set form.

and

-

Miss

brief turn at the

,

{

head-

is still same as
sub leader is getting
a little too large to be wearing
knickers. Or at least he shouldn't be
wearing 'em so tight.
Another well-seasoned turn, also
standard. Is Alf W. Loyal's dog act
which was with the Ringling show

hard-working acrobatic
and Joe Termini and Co.
Sherry oozes personality in
mike with pops and
Miss Brown works hard in two spots
with difficult routines.
Termini group is standard. Including Termini with ludicrous violin
biz, his repartee with girl and then
dancer,

STATE-LAKE, CHI

—

nitery

WOR

Brown,

billing,

rostrum display. .Routine,

minus Minevitch,

usual, while the

STATE,

N. Y.

for flashy effect

Uncle Jack (Don Hix). of WBAL
and a radio set of juve prorrams, appears next In 'School in
Swing' skit which utilizes some of
his most talented youngsters. A potslated to attract its share.
pourie
of vocals, hoofery and comDeed Ehders Leo Gorcey, Huntz
edy, act is well received.
Hall,
(jabriel
Dell and Bernard
Next-to-closing spot is held down
Punslery, four of original six have a
Horton Spur, who also
characteristic turn that incorporates handily by
the thoughie and antic sides of their m.cs- smoothly. His comedy tumbinto
work on the screen. It's a neatly- ling scores and sends matters
marching
written act, geared for laughs, and the proper groove for a
reintroducshould install them even more solid- finale by the line and a
tion of the principals.
ly in the affections of their 'teen-age
Burm.
Biz okay.
fan legions. Kids work with Sam
(Schlepperman) Heam, who has an
Inning of his own in one at the fiddle
when he imitates three violins play-

is

lines the

attempt to capture the
Christmas spirit, Fnnchon & Marco
has put on a scene nf lighted houses,
with rlinrncters in the foreground, as
though on the street, promenading
and singing. It's evening and the atmosphere is that of old England.
Thc Varielv Singer.s. house standbys,
fipurc ill Ihi.s bricfie. with a tenor
show-savers are Elii)or solo (unbilled) included. Stars and
songstress; Isabellc fallin;! snow help to maintain the-

,

15-

Gordon's band has gone through

by now deserves some

Harmonicateers,

Shirlev Lane, Rita Rhey(13),
Charles C^rrrer, Bobby Worth, Cliff
Gnmt, DeVol, Marie & Dee; 'Cat and
Canary' (Par).

crew

An acceptable but not sockful stage
show, witli chances for business being anything but good in spite of the
Sonja Henie name tieup with the pic.
At the final show Friday (15), attendance was pretty light
The Borrah Minevitch harmonica
act, with the pint-size comedian who

girls

megaphone

Dead End Kids (4), 5am (Schlep
perman) Heam, Gray Gordon's Orch

Looks as if this WB deluxer has
copped itself a show attractive
enough to beat the usual pre-Xmas
biz letdown. It's invariably a pretty
bad week around here, but there
were no signs of weateiess at opening, with Dead Enders figured to
keep the kids coming and Gray Gordon's
up-and-coming band
also

Among
Sherry,

N. Y.

Minevitch's
Harmonica
George Prentice, Alf W
Morgery
Daye,
Variety
Gae Foster Girls, Paul Ash

House Orch; 'Everything Hapnetis dt
Night' (20th), reviewed in this issue
o1 Variety.

to a blackout plenty of bright witticisms.
Remainder of the program is filler, Melba, clad in coat of purple paint,
using radium-tinted
Three Delamare opens with a Charlie is in interesting dance solo.
Art Henry and girl are so much
follow with well McCarthy act, and while his venmotion, Henry depending
triloquizing
is passable, his humor wasted
Tiger,'
'Smoke
sold renditions of
Lyane Maircve and Leo solely on parffier for laughs, via talk,
Gets In Your Eyes' done in sweet falters.
out,
and swing .for nice change of pace, Marjane make their stage debuts that just aren't there. „,Rounding
„,
Both have passable singing voices show is Sunnybrook Glee (:iub and
and a jam encore.
Demis Orch., winner of houses
Anna McFaul, next vocals to make but need decidedly more schooling, Vee
Ouvrard screams plenty of funny second weekly amateur show. Band
good spot for Al Trenton and his
isn't quite hep, but that's understandRavo.
Versions of a hotcba stuff about the army.
marionetes.
able considering its status.
dancer, an Oriental piper, femme
Jules Asnis' sub house band, pinch
iceskater and a line of dancing girls,
hitting for Joe Fecher this week,
ring the bell in resounding fashion.
does not have the spontaneous qualIs followed smartly by line manipuity which helped Allen Gilbert's
lating dolls in unison.
three previous shows here.
Chicago, Dec. 16
Milbourne Christopher (New Acts)
Biz slow.
House will drop girl
Los Chicos
Solly
Ayers,
(5),
Suave
local lad, has been around.
and showmanly, he has built a smart Bobby Belmont, Alice Dawn, Ran- show policy temporarily next week,
magic act. Employing a steady flow dolph Avery & Co. (3) Four Franks bringing in Shep Fields' orchestra
for several days.
of good patter, he built to a begoff Texas Jim Lewis Troupe (5) 'Dane
on show caught. Makes It a bit hard ing Co-Ed" (JW-G).
for Gene Archer to follow with mus-

number

STANLEY, PITT

of

ROXY,
Borrah
Rascals,
Loyal,
Singers,

;.

—

Pittsburgh, Dec.

&

ADAMS, NEWARK

wherein Leonidbff— and
Mother Goose again go to town in
a kaleidoscope of novelty and comedy that's cinch fare for the kiddies
and grownups. Settings by Brune
Maine are imaginative and colorful,
and ditto the costumes by Marco
Montedoro, Willa Van and H. Rogge
Edwina Eustis is Mother Goose
Leon Fokine, Carlos Peterson and
Val Gueral cut caoers as the Fiddlers
'Three. The Stadlers, she a boneless
acro-comedientie, well handled by
her male partner, depict Humpty
Dunipty.
The Four and Twenty
Blackbirds are-produced from a huge
pie, and thus the ballet corps gets in
its

Paris, Dec. 5.

Barbara La May, Lys Gauty, They need
re-routining.
careful
Paloma de SonFreddy Vitfop
are the Los
Three Opening the show .and two men
Paulet, The
Rciiie
dotial,
Chicos, three women
Rieders, George Charley, Delamare, in what is indicated as a Mexican
Victor
Leo Marjane, Ouvrard
song-and-dance routine, and wind up
Gillc.
with conga dancing. Colorful aCt
for the minor houses.
With more stress on variety and
Solly Ayers is an m.e. y^ith an
bill
new
and
a
ABC's
singing
tailcoat
the
over-emphasized
less on
maestro on 'Darktown Strutters Ball, would have easily been aces. Inter- monolog routine that's a reminder
with Interruptions by Bobby North, national talent is hard to get now. of several other people. Also does
good for laughs, with Gordon next and as the French are weak on the impressions of notables. He needs
introducing another femme vocalist, vaude stuff, it's more than likely experience sorely, one factor being
Rita Rhey, local gal whom he picked that local audiences are going to be his rather sloppy delivery.
Business good supper show Friday
up here several weeks ago. A cute on a song diet from now on.
Cold.
youngster with a nice appreciation
As it is, Barbara La May, non- (15).
for a lyric, she needs to learn how to warbler, is the most interesting from
project her voice bettter, but that the international angle. The AmeriWiggy
'Piggy
Does
should come.
can, shows more class in her two
Back
to
Baby
My
'Blow
and
of
Wee'
acrobatic dances than the rest
Me.' the first much better of the two. the program. Audience receives her
Ballroom trio of DeVal, Merle and raUier cooly at the start but before
Neroark, N. J., Dec. 17.
Dee start out as a conventional she's half way through her first
Belles A'Poppin' with Joan
adagio turn and then break into Persian slave dance she has all of its Vicfccrs, Art Henry & Co, (2), Elinor
some fair hoke comedy, winding iip attention and, at the end, they're Sherry, Paul. Lavarre
Co, (2),
legitimately to prove they can do it frantically applaudiiiff. She winds up Melba. Joe Termini i& Co. (3), I.-tn
straight, too. Couple of swell laughs as a tough moll, shoving her derriere bfelle Brown, Sunnybrook Glee Club
in their antic version but they need at the audience from the most un(15),
1(3), Jule Asnis House Orch
then
mare of "em. 'Blue Danube' and
Show and Line Girls (24) 'Heroes
believable angles.
a hot number parading all of GorTop-billed is Lys Gauty, who has a in Blue' (Mon).
don's solo specialists wind up band's
vague physical resemblance to Marpart of bill.
Fresh from a South
Spotty show and ditto biz at the
features lene Dietrich.
overture
week's
This
American tour, she's a fnvorite here Adams tliis week. Any similarity
maestro. Max Adkins, as part of sax
and catches on fast with old and between 'Belles A'Poppin* and other
quintet in symphonized pop ballads.
new songs, topping them with 'Le productions in the same vein prove
Cohen.
('The Village there's nothing in a name.
Valse au Village.'
Waltz"). Freddy Vittop and Paloma
Here and there, it flashes a few
de Sandoval look well in three Spanbuildup to headBoth are first rate, use bright spots, but
ish dances.
liner. Joan Vickers, falls down when
the castanets with .skill and are the
the New York World's Fair femme
best seen in the capital in. .some time.
Baltimore, Dec. 17.
takes over in finale. Miss Vickers'
Reine Paulct, also Iresh from a orchid dance" veers toward routine
Baltimore Follies' with Horton
American, tour, capivatcs hurley sti-ip. and is not particularly
Spur, Kay Fortez, Four Co-Eds, South
Three Harmonicateers, Al Trenton, everyone with her excellent song effective. At show caught (ThursAnna AfcFauI, Mtlbounie Chris- repertory. Very strange is n number day) audience was lukewarm to her
topher, Gene Archer, Uncle Jack sung in French about selling 'hot efforts.

Radio City Music Hall is very seasonal this fortnight, both stage and
screen, even the 'Balalaika' (M-G)
feature including a dash of. the (Rus-

Cole,'

wlien Avery Ukes a few acrobatic tumbles, but otherwise there s
nothing to It. With a girl and another fellow Avery attempts some
futile clowning, but It's meaningless.
life

ABC, PARIS

at this

That's'foUowed by Charles Carrer,
novelty juggler who's socko for 10
minutes. It's a turn that's different,
smacking more or less of the continental music halls, a change from the
sameness of this type of act. Xmas
medley next, with Gray givmg out
with 'Silent Night,' then 'Story Book
Miss Lane canarying, and
Ball,'
Comedy number has
'Jingle Bells.'
eccentric
an
doing
accordionist

Edtuiwi Eustis, choir, Leon Fokine,
GopIos Peterson, Vol Giierol. The
Stadlers (2), ballet, Vivian Smith,
Alice Youno, Alma Lee, Hildo Eckler, Tlie AntalcKs (8), Grace Panoini,
Rockettes, Emo Rapee orchestra;

King

Latter had to encore

bling.

N.

"BololaiJca*
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Billy Wells <fr Four Fays. Esfelle
Taylor, Paul Remos & Toy Boys (3),
James Barton. Ciro Rimac Orch (14)
with Charlie Boy, Chiquita and Conr,,j,n. R„by Zwerltnfl House Orch;
'intermezzo' (VA).

Speedy bill, neaUy blended for
novelty, comedy and music, is presented at the State this week. It ran
about 10 minutes longer when caught
Oast show Thursday) than the. usual
60-minute State presentations, but
Show
seldom seemed overboard.
follows the frequent practice of the
house, acts playing the first half to
the tunes of Ruby Zwerling's house
crew, with the latter portion given
over entirely to the guest band.
James Barton, less than a week out
K. C.
of 'Tobacco Road," on Broadway, in
which he starred as Jeeter Lester for
several years, heads the regular
Kansas City, Dec. 16.
Donald Novis, Jans & Lynton with turns. Vet hurley, vaude and legit
Joey Dean, Joan Spaulding, Barney star makes a strong name for the
Gront, Novaline Payne, Terry Tex, marquee as evident from the volume
House Line, Herb Six & House Orch; of palm-pounding which greets him
on his entrance.
'Way Down South' (RKO).
Routine is similar to that which he
Taking a cue from headliner has done in vaude for years. Opens
Donald Novis, stage production is with a tune, 'You Made Me Love
titled 'Radio Revels.'
Runs house's You,' follows it with his old standregularly allotted 50 minutes and ard 'Mad Dog' monolog, does a bit
adds up to considerable show, un- of rhythm tcrping and encores, to
the shouted demands of the house,
usual during pre-Xmas lull.
Herb Six leads the band on 'Baby with one chorus of 'Annabelle Lcc.'
with which he's long been identified.
Mc' to open show he also m.cs.
cellophancd
girls Barton naturally appears just a bit
and
tinselled,
dance to 'Lucky Star." Joan Spauld- rusty from his long vaude layoff and
ing"s aero turn includes her shinny- 'Mad Dog,' in which he demonstrates
ing up rope, followed by her 50 on€- the progressive stages of drunkenarm swings. More circus than vaude ness. is a bit too drawn out though
act but okay nevertheless.
good for plenty of audience laughs.
Early spot in show .is given to onl'hc'otheV hand," 'AnMbel^^
nv.
Novaline Payne's- singing of 'Oh
j^^^
Barton's turn and
Johnny.' After .16 weeks it's her should be considerably extended
farewell appearance, and she gives Dancing amounts to little more than
out neatly, with band jammin' to her .1 selling of his personality, which is
revised lyrics.
^ plenty, although the long layoff is
Acrobatic dancing turn is supplied a(»nin a factor on the offish-terping.
by J.ins, Lynton and Dean. Fast 10 He is normally one of the top
minutes sees three routines each by tansters.
Jans and Lynton as a team, and
Paul Remos and His Toy Boys are
Dean. Team climax is gal's contor- another standard turn, one of the
tions while partner tosses her about top acts in vaude.
Remos and his
stage, and Dean highlights with a. two
cute midgets never miss from
aero tap to hypoed music.
the moment he brings them on in a
Line is back, with a specialty toy couple of valises until their flash
Dance,' fitting

TOWER,

—

j

I

—

,

'

doll novelty to 'Doll

nicely with season.

Barney Grant,

who came as a standard act and
now in third week as m.c, resorts

is

to
his native Missouri for line of chatter in between spurts of 'Dinah* on
his piccolo.
Then brings on Terry
Tex, a moppet from local Monday

opportunity night trials. Terry has
good store of juve personality along
with his singing and trap drumming.
Grant works his ventilated gas-pipe
in the background and the youngster gets good audience response.
Novis takes over for 12' minutes of
tenoring with John Lawder accompanying on piano.
Repertory of
pops, Irish dialect piece and 'Charmaine' is well received.
He does
'Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody* to
line's finale.
Quin.

finale.

Solid

showmanship

all

the

way milks everything possible out
of the turn, Tiny pair tap, do backbends of all sorts and balancing bits,
all with speed, humor and an emphasis on their appealing minuteness.
Billy Wells and the Four Fays
open the bill. Male and gal do a
military tap that's marred by cheaplooking costumes. They're followed
by a femme in an aero terp and then
a very swell bit in which one of the
aulntet terps in a costume comprising a large head, which runs from
neck to thighs of the dancer, and
There's another boy-gal
.small legs.
tap routine, this time with boxink
gloves, and then Wells appears with
his stomach muscle control exhioi(Continiied on page 40)
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IMS ATM
topping Sonja Henie's previous
liit^at RoxYr New York, for sensational pre-Gliristmas business

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUl

RmiM

PICTURES
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FILM B OOKING CHART

RKO'S BILLING

SHIFTS

M—

WEEK
OF

drive has been set by

and end May

cash prizes, not
to

men

RKO, RELEASE

10,

with

be awarded 10/13/39
making the best

listed, to

in the field

showing. Herb Mclntyre, New England division manager, appointed
captain of the drive, and along with
of the home office
will make a tour of the exchanges
shortly after the first of the year to
discuss and lay plans.

Harry Gittleson

Brandts' Pix, N. T.
The Pix, new house on 42d street,
New York, is slated to open Saturday
night (23), single features, both
American and foreign make. Opener
will be 'The Citadel of Silence', produced in France.
Brandt Bros., operating a string of
80 houses in New York city and surrounding territory, have the theatre
under long-term lease.

10/20/39

10/27/39

Feteine Kellenber^

11/3/39

WB

affair.

U

exchange here being completely
remodeled and modernized, with
work now under way in general office.
Another big alteration job how
going on at WB's Ritz downtown,
where new seals, decorations and
front arc being installed.
House
continuing to run, however, during
work.
Harris Newreel-Palace has
just been outfitted with complete
new seating equipment.

hospitalized several weeks with serious stomach disorder.
Still under
doctor's care, however.
Charlie Blatt reopening Grand,

Corry, Pa., in order to play off accumulated profit which doesn't rate

11/17/39

showing at his Rex there.
Grand has been closed for last seven
Entire Cpl sales force started vacation yesterday (18) until Jan. 2.

J.

Haffberg's Chi Branch
H. Hoffberg, distribs of foreign

open new branch in Chi
Arthur S. Benja
head it, Bob Snyder in

11/24/39

cago in January.
will

charge of

sales.

Hoffberg's affiliate. Coast Pictures
Corp., just opened a nev/ branch in
San Francisco.
Dave Nathanson
handling.

Loew's Greenwich Deal Chills
Deal of Loew's to take over the
Pickwick, Greenwich, Conn., from

12/1/39

Ed

Peskay, is- reported cold follow
ing weeks of negotiation.
Pickwick, only house in the Greenwich town, seats 1,900 and has been
operated independently by Peskay
resigned
since
from Grand
he
National as general sales manager
about two years ago. Originally RKO
had the house, built about 12 years

10/25
12/6
11/1
11/22
10/18
10/18
10/25
9/13
1171
10/25
11/1

BEWARE SPOOKS (Col)
BAD LITTLE GIRL (H-G)
MUTINY IN BIG HOUSE (Mono)
DANGER FLIGHT (Mono)
DISP.UTED PASSAGE (Par)
SUED FOB LIBEL (RKO)
20,000 MEN A YEAS (20th)
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER (UA)
LITTLE ACCIDENT (U)
THE ROARING TWENTIES (WB)

11/8
12/20
10/11
11/22
12/13
10/11

BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABY (Coi)
STRANGER FROM TEXAS (Col)

KEEPERS CREEPERS

11/15
11/15

11/22
12/20
11/8
11/22
11/15
11/29
11/15

12/6

11/15
12/13

sion

In N, H.

eastern divi-

R
New

manager, has shifted John

Mahan from

Philadelphia

to

Haven where he takes command

12/13

of

WB exchange there, succeeding
John Pavone. Latter remains with
the company in New Haven, but will 12/15/39
be shifted into another post, a.s yet
Mahan has been
not worked out.
the

a salesman in the Philly territory.

GN

Shifts
Buffalo, Dec.

19.

12/6
12/13

11/22
12/13
12/20
11/22

Paul Richrath becomes Buffalo
branch manager for Grand National

succeedine Bert Frees, who goes to 12/22/39
New York. Richrath formerly at
GN's Albany office. William Murray,
also of Albany office, succeeds Al
Te."!<*hmacher as GN's Buffalo booker
The Star, MiddleDort, taken over
and reopened by H. Paneointo, asso
ciated with Martina circuit.
Plaza, Rochester, reopening shortly

representative, resigned to join

lumba's Syracuse
Joe L^vee.

sales,

Co

succeeding

Bronx, N.

Dec, 19.
Consolidated, which for the past
few years has had the Willis theatre
shuttered and the Forum open, both
in South Bronx, is shortly to reverse
the nrocedure. Chain -is- renovating

12/20
11/29
12/20
12/20
11/20
12/6

Bronx Switch
.

12/13
12/20

12/20
12/20
11/22

foUowinp renovation.
12/29/39
Nate Marcus, Republic Syracuse

Y.,

the Willi.s preparatory to reooening
the house, at which time the Forum
will go dark. Louis Gianazza, man
Biter of the Forum, will go to the
Willis in the same capacity upon the
reopening.

Baze Old O.H.
Columbiana, O., Dec. 19,
The old Columbiana Opera House,
erected in 1873, which has had a long
and varied career, most recently as a
Junk shop, is being razed.

RILE MPLS.

B.T.

CALL A MESSENGER
NIGHTINGALE
KID

(U)

DAY-TIME WIFE

WRONG

1/5/40

1/12/40
11/22
12/13

0

W

CD

M
M

C

M
C
D

W

CD

MU

CD
D
D
CD
CD

W
D
W

CD
D

M
M
C
M
M

W
W
W

CD

D
CD
D

M
M
D

W

BD
W
b
M
D
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
BD
M
BD
CD

HU
MU

BAFFLES (UA)
TWO-FISTED BANGEBS (Col)
THE EABL OF CHICAGO (M-O)

EMERGENCY SQUAD (Par)
LEGION OF LAWLESS (BKO)
SWANEE KIVEB (20th)
FBAMED (U)
A CHILD IS BOBN (WB)
CONGO MAISIE (M-G)
DANGER AHEAD (Mono)
CERONIMO (Par)
MEXICAN SPITFIRE (BKO)
HEBOES OF THE SADDLE (Bep)
CITY OF CHANCE (20th)
INVISIBLE MAN BETURNS (U)
BROTHER RAT AND BABY (WB)
•

W

M

CD

W
C

BD

W

RD
c
BD

C

M

W
W

BD

M
M
C

65
77

Carlisle

M

61
89
65
8S
80

Lamoar-Tamlroit-Howard
K. Taylor-L. Hayes-B. Lane
B. Scott-P. FosUr-M. Lindsay
3. Bennett-A. Mcnjou-W. Garfan
H. Herbert-B. Sandy-F. TJce
Cagney-H. Bo;art-P. Lane
Weaver Bros.-R. Rogers

65
106
69

P. Slnglelon-A. Lake-L. Sims
C. Starrett-L, Gray-D. Cortls
G. Garbo-M. Douglas-L Claire

67
54
111
67

J.

Jack Randall
J. Newlll-S. Blane
S. Lanrel-O. Hardy-J. Parker
George O'Brien
J. Rogers-R. Walbum-M. Rambean
R. Arlen-A. Nagel-A. Devlne
B. Halop-H. Hall-M. Carlisle

J.

65
61
61

63

6*

Payne-J. Wyman

R. Taylor-G. Garson-L. Aycrs
D. PurcelU B. Hayes
B. Hope-Paulette Goddard-J. Beat
E. Ellis-A. Loulse-R. Baldwin

D
DAYS OF JESSE
W
HUNCHBACK OF NOTBE DAME (BKO) D
CISCO KID AND LADY (20th)
BD
(U)

Brown-M.

J.

(Bcp)
JAMES (Bep)

DESTBY BIDES AGAIN

75
69
61

V. Weidler-G. Rcynolds-R. Owen
C. Bickford-B. MacLane
J. Trcnt-M. Rey nqIds-M. Ston*

C

D

(U)

8S
68

Sr.

D
D

C

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (WB)
NICK CARTER, DETECTIVE (M-G)
THE SECRET FOUR (Mono)
WESTBOUND STAGE (Mono)
ALL WOMEN HAVE SECRETS (Par)
SOUTH OF THE BORDER (Rep)

INVISIBLE STBIPES (WB)

12/20

D

M

BIG GUY (U)
WE ARE NOT ALONE (WB)
A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT (M-G)
CAFE HOSTESS (Col)
GENTLEMAN FROM ARIZONA (Mono)
YUKON FLIGHT (Mono)
COWBOYS FROM TEXAS (Rep)
NIGHT OF NIGHTS (Par)
RENO (RKO)
CITY IN DARKNESS (20th)
INSP. HORNLEIGH ON HOLIDAY (20th)
LAUGH IT OFF (U)
RETURN OF DR. X (WB)
FUGITIVE AT LARGE (Col)
TAMING OF THE WEST (Col)
HENRY GOES ARIZONA (M-G)
LUCKY TEXAN (Mono)
THE LLANO KID (Par)
TWO THOROUGHBREDS (RKO)
BARRICADE (20th)
MAN FROM MONTREAL (U)

WOMAN WHO DABED

W
CD
W

M
M

(20th)

THE HONEYMOON'S OVER (20th)
MISSING EVIDENCE (U)
THE MAD EMPRESS (WB)
HIS GIBL FBIDAY (Coi)
JUDGE HABDY AND SON (M-G)
GULLIVER'S TBAVELS (Par)
MONEY TO BUBN (Rep)
MARRIED AND IN LOVE (RKO)
HAPPENS AT NIGHT (20th)
CHARLIE McCarthy, detective
FOUR WIVES (WB)
SLIGHTLY HONORABLE (UA)
BALALAIKA (H-G)
GBEAT VICTOB HBRBEBT (Par)

J. E.

D
D
BD
M
D
BD
M
b
D

(RKO)

Stcwart-J. Arthur-C. Rains

WIth'ers-Ritz Bros.
M. Br'o'wn-B. Baker-F. Knlcht

R. Reagan-M. Stevenson

C

(WB)

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'RE

jr.

C

REMEMBER? (M-G)
HEROES IN BLUE (Mono)
CAT AND CANARY (Par)
MAIN STREET LAWYER (Rep)
ALLEGHENY UPRISING (RKO)
DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK (20th)
FIRST LOVE (U)
ONE HOUR TO LIVE (U)
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX (WB)
ANOTHER THIN MAN (M-G)
THE PHANTOM STRIKES (Mono)
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND (Mono)
RULERS OF THE SEA (Par)
TOWER OF LONDON (U)
THE COVERED TRAILER (Rep)
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN (RKO)
TOO BUSY TO WORK (20th)
ON DRESS PARADE (WB)
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS (Coi)
SECRET OF DR. KILDARE (M-G)
ROLL, WAGONS. ROLL (Mono)
OUR NEIGHBORS (Par)

67
96
69
70
90
93

Garland-M. Rooney-G. Kibbee
C. Lauchton-M. O'Hara
E. Ellls-V. Vale-W. Garran
A. Faye-D. Ameche-S. Erwln
Zorlna-E. Albert

J.
J.

D
D
D
BD
D
D
C
CD
D
CD

(Rep)

C.Farrell-J. Wells
J.

Marx Bros,-K. Baker-F. Bice
W. Hcnry-J. Barrett- W. Collier,
G. Flelds-S. Howard

M

NINOTCHKA (M-G)
OVERLAND MAIL (Mono)

'

RD
C
D

W

FIGHTING MEN (Mono)
THE FLYING DEUCES (RKO)
MARSHALL OF MESA CtTY (RKO)i
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE (20tb)
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS (U)

11/8
12/6
11/1
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
11/8
10/4

D

MU
MU

C
C

SHIPYARD SALLY (20th)
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES (ZOth)
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER (C)
SMASHING MONEY RING (WB)

ago.

Mahan Heads WB
Roy Haines, Warner

M

AT THE CIRCUS (M-G)
TELEVISION SPY (Par)

12/6
11/29
12/13
11/22
10/25
12/20
11/29

12/6/39

CD
CD

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE (20th)
ON YOUR TOES (WB)
SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON (Col)

9/20
11/22
11/15
10/18
11/1
11/1

years.

DAY

Minneapolis, Dec.

11/22

first-run

TALENT

TYPE

FLIGHT TO FAME (Col)
BAUES IN ARMS (M-G)
JAMAICA INN (Par)
THREE SONS (RKO)

11/11
10/18
11/22

U/18

11/10/39

AND COMPANY

Var.
12/14
9/20
5/31
10/4
10/4
10/25

12/6
11/1

Dave Kimmelman, Par exchange
manager, back on job after being

min

TITLE

In

42-56

CLEARANCES

W—

;

Rev.

11/1
12/6
11/22

Pittsburgh, Dec. 19.
C. C. Kellenberg, 20th-Fox local
sales chief under branch manager
Ira Cobn, will be honored Jan, 29
in William Penn hotel at testimonial
dinner marking his 20th year with
Fox. Harry Kalmine, zone head for
here, is general chairman of the

pix, will

PARS'

chart of feature reltaitt of
(For in/orniation of theatre nnd fi\m exchange bookers Vabiety preienU a complete
Dot* of
period.
all the American distributiHff companies for the current quarterly
reviews as aiven in Varilty and the runntng time of prints are included,;
COrVItKillT. I»3». I»V VAKIKTV. INC. ALL BIGHTS BESEKVKD
Key to Type AbbreTlatlont
R«T In V«r.— Revlewrd In Vurloty
..
„
MU—.Miwlfl
nrania;
Wwlarn; D— Drama; KD— ItoninnUo
Melodranm; f—<-.mu-.ly fU—Comedy-Drunia;

DRIVE; STAFF

Billing
to start Jan. 27
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58
82
60
72
72
98
103
84
61
106

Wayne-C. Trevor-C. Sanders

M. Oliver
D. Durbln-B. SUck
D. Nolan-C. Bickford-J. LItel
B. DavU-E. Flynn

C. Colbert-H. Fonda-E.

M. Loy-W. Powell-C. A. Smith

-101

W. Lawson-S. Hale

68

No Cast
D. Fairbanlu, Jr.-M. Lockwood
B. Rathbone-B. KarloB
J. Gleason-L. Gieason-T. Ryan
J. Hersholl-D. Lovett-P, Lee
J. Proaty-S. Bylngton-K. Howell
Dead End Klds-J. LItei
J.

63.

63
64
62

BIondell-M. Douglas

L. Ayres-L,
Bitter

SO
83
58
83
91

Barrymore-L. Day

the fact that Orpheum again is playing upper bracket major pictures
with its big stage shows for a 40c,
top.

The indies contend that they're at
a great disadvantage in consequence
clearance and protection
of this
schedule and they're clarnoring to
have it changed. 'Thus far, however,
they've not succeeded in obtaining
any alteration.

^HEAVEN' NEXT FOR

BEHE

57
85
73
7Z
90
64
60

Downs-C. Moore

66

Morgan- V. Weidler-G. Kibbee
John Wayne
Dunn-A. Mowbray
J. Lydon-J. Kerrigan
Alice Faye-W. Baxter-A, Treacher
R, Arlen-A, Devine
J. Wyman-D. Foran
F.

T. Guizar-A,

69
70
57

W. PIdgeon-R. Johnson-H. Hull
Lawton-H. SIncIalr-A. Lee

Morros' 'We, the People'

RItler
J. Allen, Jr,-J.

Cagney-V, Dale
G. Antry-S. Bnrnette-J. Storey

59

Erwin-M. Wcaver-P. Knowles
P. Fostcr-L Hervey
M. Novara-L. Atwili-C. Nagel

69
64

S.

C. Grant-B. Bussell
L. Stone-M. Booney-C. Parker

Cartoon
Gleason-L. Gieason-T. Byan
A. Marshali-B. Bcad-H. Vinson
S. Henle-B. Milland-B. Cummlngs
E. Bergen-B. Cummlngs
Lane-Sisters-G. Page-E. Albert
B. Terry-B. Craw(ord-E. Arnold

88
73

J.

60
76
78
116

102
84

Day

B. Bogers-G. Hayes-D. Barry
C. Laugbton-M. O'Hara
C. Bomero-M. Weaver-C. P. Martin
M. Dietrich-J. St«w»rt-M. Aner
G. Baft- J. Bryan

63
115
73

96

D. Niven-A. de HAvlIiandrD. DIgges 76

Owen

W. Henry-L. Campbell-B. Denning
G. O'Brien- V. Vale
D. Ameche-A. Leeds-A. Jolson
C. Moore-F, Albertson-B. Armstrong
G. Fitzgerald-J, Lynn
A. Sothern-J. Carroll-R. Joiison
Newlli
P. Foster-E. Drew-A. Devlne
89
L. Veiez-D. Woods-L. Errol
67
B, Livingston-B. Hatton-P. L.' Parsons
L. Bari-C. Aubrey Smith-D. Woods
V. Prlce-N. Grey-J. Sutton
J.

.

Bryan-P. Lane

for rights to the air

Morros left Sunday UT) for ths
Coast, where he will spend the holidays, returning to New York early
in January to further discuss release
of the four pictures now planned.
Negotiations in this direction are
well under way with RKO, Morros
having had huddles with George J.
Schaefer while east.

Big Union

1

favor the formation of 'one big union'
or continuation of the present divided
setup. However, he intends to make
a tour of the various branch. of (ices,
stopping in Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco, early in January,
SAG'S support of the 'one big
union' proposal is understood based
as much on uneasiness over the possibility of another attempted jurisdictional invasion, such as last summer's try by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
as for reasons of economy, efficiency,
With Willie Bioff now the real
etc.
boss of the lATSE, and apparently
deeply entrenched in the Coast labor
situation, it's figured there's a genuine chance that he might try to lake
united Four
over the actor unions.
A's front is regarded as a necessary
precaution against such a move.
If the Equity membership at the

Friday meeting goes on record
against the unification plan the whole
idea will be seriously set back. For
although the legit union is now one
of the smallest

Four A's

affiliates,

it still holds an influential position
because of its seniority in the setup.

Equity's financial status
isn't as strong as It was a few years
ago, whereas the other affiliates,

However,

notably

N. Eddy-I. Massey-C. Buggies

M. Martin-A. Jones-W. Connolly

J.

RKO

For Pix; Huddling
Having closed

program, 'We, the People,' which
will be the first of four more features Boris Morros plans doing in
1940, negotiations are under way for

A

Tex

C. SUrrett-I. Meredith
B. Montgomcry-E. Arnold-B.

WB

Continued from pase S_
71

Holt-P. Ellis

C. BIcktord-O. Davis, Jr.-D.

DAVIS AT

Hollywood. Dec. 19.
'All This and Heaven, Too,' is tht
next starrer for Bctle Davis at War«
ners, replacing "The House On th«
Hill,' which will be fimcd later.
Casey Robinson scripted "Heaven/
based on the Rachel Field novel.

69

Bill Elliott

F.

by the Paramount-Singer's loop 25c.
Gopher and the lS-25c. double feature Aster over the indie 25 and 20c.
nabe houses, respectively, as well as

112

H. Bogart-J. Litel-R. Lane
J.

It's

71
78

A. Sothern-W. Gargan-L. Stone
C. Grant-R. Bnsseli-B. Bellamy
C. Rcynolds-J. King
J. NewJIl-L. SUnlcy-D. O'Brien
R. LIvlngston-R. Hatton-D. Rcnaido
P. O'Brien-O. Bradna-R. Young
B. DIx-G. Patrick-A. Louise
S. Toler-L. Bari-B. Clarke
G. Harker-A. Sim-L. Travert
J.

clearance and protection which.

alleged, the Paramount-Singer pool
Is dictating to its. own advantage.
Particular fly in the ointment Js
the 42 and 56 days'- clearance enjoyed

other properties.
92

Tex

F. Bainter-F. Craven-E. Lowe
K. Kyser-A. Menjou-E. E, Horton
T. Power-L. Darnell- W. William
V. McLaglen- J. Cooper
P. Muni- J. Bryan-F. Robson

19.

Discontent rumblings are being
heard again in local independent
neighborhood exhibitor circles over

SAG

and

AFRA

come much more powerful
years.

And AGVA,

have

be-

in recent

while only a

few months old, already shows signs
of becoming a financial and political
leader in Four A's affairs.
Despite Equity's insistence that it
holds jurisdiction over the television
the
field, there is little likelihood of
Four A's conceding such a claim.
Even if that slight chance were to
materialize, the other unions would
be certain to insist that their members be permitted to work in the
vislo field without taking out Equiy
cards. Therefore, Equity's prospects
of Increasing its income by controlling the television field are fitjured
extremely remote. In the meantime
the situation in regard to television
jurisdiction remains virtually statlCi
with the joint committee representing Equity, SAG and

AFRA

studying the matter.
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a Hap-Hap-Happy Day on Broadway.
Today^j 'GULLIVER'S TRAVELS'
opens at the New York Paramount

''It's

1^ 'j^!^^

Ji

^^^^^

m

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS"
A FULL-LENGTH FEATURE CARTOON, IN TECHNICOLOR

•

PRODUCED

BY

M AX

FLEISCHER

DIRECTED BY DAVE FLEISCHER

A

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

PICTURES
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were grcaned from
Neely's own report on the measure.)
the benefit ide.is

Brush Off Neely Bill
.Continued from page 4l
monopolistic
trade practices.
of

and

burdensome

"l3.~Ciiafahl'ce~that- every- patron
will like every picture they see.

3. Likewise relieve indie distributors and indie producers of monop-

licensing or choice
theatrical pictures in current release
for showing in churches, schools,
non-theatrical exother
and
clubs
14.

Compel the

Harry Brandt Continues
Anti-Ncely, Anti-Radio
Philadelphia, Dec. 19.

Harry Brandt, president of the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York, speaking here betices.
fore
a meeting of 200 exhibitors on
representatives of re- hibitions.
4. Enable
Thur.<;day ll4), disclosed he had re15. Enable the exhibitor to play
ligious, educational and welfare asceived a.";suranccs from the major
sociations to suppress the showing of nothing but hits.
distribw-nolesale
producers that no new players will
10. Compel the
any piciure they feel the public
should not be allowed to see, by pri- utor to sell his best picture alone for be signed unless they agree to keep
vate pressure on the local theatre the same price he would take for the olT the radio.
his
Brandt, who has been leading the
same picture in a deal for all of
management.
exhibitors' fight against screen playpictures.
5. Give local busybodies the right
pro- ers on the air, said the producers
couljle-feature
17. Prevent
to help the exhibitor pick out the
pledged they would see to it that all
pictures lie will show in his theatre. grams.
the e.Nhibitor solely re18. Give every theatre the pictures contract players will be forbidden to
6. Make
•ponsible for the stories produced they want at whatever prices they make radio appearances.
and for the presentation of vice, are willing to pay.
Tliis ban, Brandt said, would not
crime and sex in pictures.
19. Compel competitive selling and apply to film actors who received
7. Prevent showing of any pictures
abolish competitive buying,
their start on the radio like Edgar
clear- Bergen, Jack Benny, Fred Allen,
not adapted to children.
unreasonable
20. Abolish
8. Compel the production of picance.
Oracle Allen et al. The ITOA head
tures on high moral standards.
21. Abolish the score charge.
said the Hollywood producers have
9. Compel showing of socially de22. Do away with trailers, screeno, pointed out that their big headaches
lirable films.
bank night, amateur contests and come from freelance players such as
10. Prevent the production of pic- premiums.
Claudette Colbert and Charles Boyer.
tures dealing with sex hygiene, the
23. Reduce Hollywood salaries and
'We asked Boyer why he persisted
drug traffic, white slavery and use of increase all other salaries.
in making radio appearances to the
intoxicating beverages.
24. Move the Hollywood studios to detriment of the business that made
New York, Chicago, Dallas, Miami, him,' Brandt said.
11. Stop the showing of films that
New Orleans, and Newark, N. J.
'Boyer answered he got $125,000'
refer to corruption in public office..
25. Give us all more work t. do for a picture and $4,000 for
12. Compel
all
theatres to run
a halfhour radio appearance. He admitted,
children's
and
family and less money for doing it.
matinees
(Palfreyman claimed the bulk of however, that he probably wouldn't
nights.

olistic and burdensome trade prac-

,
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rate a nickel if he wasn't built up as from the 12th, I3th, and I7ih
con
gresslonal districts that they
a big picture star.'
forward
Brandt declared thnt film stars In petitions to their Congressmei t>rn
many cases harm their own reputa- testing the Neely Bill.
Lester Meyer, independent
tion by poor radio performances bethea.
cause of the difference in technique of tTi owner from Chillicothe, leaped t«
the-two -entertainment media,_Ani his Jcetj^nd said that such a sug«!°
if they are good on the air, they keep tlon was an Insult.
He
their fans at home listening instead
of going to see the picture they may
be playing in, he said.

Brandt continued,
'they are not playing fair with the
exhibitor who spends thousands of
dollars each year in advertising and
exploitation building them up. They
are in reality usurping our property
when they sell thenr names to an op'In either case,'

upbraided
Walker for 'having the afirontery
invite independents to a meeting
iik«
this and ask them to sign
petiUoni
against their own interests."
'I'm for the Neely r '1," he
said,
'and so are the other independents

If you and the big chains are
for
sign all the petitions jou want
but don't waste our time.'

it!

to'

Other indepedents at the meetina
kept quiet, but only two joined th.
position industry."
Abe Sablosky, operator of the Ar- MPTOA, W. J. Wilkey of Graham
and
Marshall Cook of Strawn. Thev
cadia theatre, and Lewen Pizor,
president of the United Motion Pic- were elected directors.
From his hospital bed later Walker
ture Theater Owners of Eastern
said
that Meyer and the other
Pennsylvania, South Jersey and Delaindeware, were appointed Philly repre- pedent holdouts in Fort Worth were
the only ones he had encountered
sentatives to Brand't committee of 60
in
10
Congressional
districts of Texas
to iron out the radio-film controversy
who
are' not opposed to the
between exhibitors and
Neely

producers.
Bill and willing to petition
against it.
Brandt's appearance was his 21st
He had held similar meetings In
before
exhibitor
groups In his Dallas,
Austin, Brady and El
Paso
cross-country tour. He reiterated his
and found unanimous support for
stand that passage of the Neely bill
tht
MPTOA
and unanimous opposition to
would put every Indie out of busiits bugaboo, the Neely Bill.
ness, and scoffed at reports that
the
Of nine directors elected in tht
bill would aid the industry.
reorganization so far, only two rep.
resent the chains (R. J. O'Donnell
of

Showman

Bill

Robb

Argument

Fort Worth, Dec. 19.
The Texas Motion Picture Theatre Owners" Protective Association
was organized in 1930 to fight a bill
in the Legislature which would have
set up a State censor board. Successful in its fight to nip censorship
in
the bud, the MPTOA languished until November when president
Uoy L.
Walker of Lampasas set out to reorganize for a fight against the Neely
BjU in Congress. An attorney and
owner of small theatres in Lampasas
Brady and Belton (Texas). Walter
had easy going with his reorganization plan until he reached
Fort Worth
last

week

and Harold Robb of
Rowley Circuit) and the

Interstate

Stricken In

Neely

(15).

&

the
rest

are independents. The rest are
P
L. Wolf (ClarksviUe). C. H.
Cox
(Gilmer), Roy Pringle
(Fabens),
Henry Reeves (Menard), Tom White
(Burnet) and Wilkey and Cook, who

were elected here.

President

Walker's

estimate:

'Seventy-five per cent of the independent theatres of Texas are as
opposed to the Neely Bill as the
chains and the producers themselves
arc."

Dallas Huddle on Neely
Dallas, Dec. 19.
Indies and chains of Texas temporarily buried the hatchet last week
and met in this city to discuss the

Here the opposltron, though small Neely bill.
Speakers held bill was ruinous.
was so loud that it broke up the
meetmg. Walker retired to his hotel Harry Brandt, prez Independent
Theatre Owners of New York, told
room, suffered a heart attack
and the Theatre Owners' Protective Ashas been in
Physicians

the hospital ever since
ascribed his attack to

overwork and overexcitement
The meeting here was by far the
most exciting of five he had
held
over the State. The MPTOA
president suggested to theatre

men

here

sociation that the bill will ruin the
biz and urged 1,000,000 letters be sent
the House of Representatives to defeat the bill there. Karl Hoblitzelle
also predicted dire results if bill
passes.
Most Indies favored biJI,

however.

A BETTER SHOW AT THE

mco

THERE'S

JIMMY SAVO

will not be ihown except at idvance pricce
•t leait until 1941.

"GULLIVER'S

GONE WITH THE WIND
3 Conllnuoul Showi

Dally: 11:10 A.M., 41:
e P.M.
llcfore 5 P.M. (3 P.M. Sit..
Sun. fc Hoi.) oreli. & Imlr. 7j(*. Jjogn li lo
After 5 KM. (3 P.M. Sat., Sun. ft Hel..».10. Loiici ii.OS. (No Hcsei vcd Scats)

A Pammoont

at

leail

until

1941.

Dally 2:1S, 8:15 P.M.; .VrIb.
Sat., Sun., Hoi.) 76c lo 11.10
Rv«. II 10 to 12.20. Sat.. Sun. .hd
Hoi. Matlncos. 7Co lo 11.66.
<Reter»ed Seatl 8 Weekf In Advance)
(cxc.

•

Opening

GMT

GLEN.N

AND HIS OHO

Plotun

PARAMOUNT

Will not be tliown
lept at advance prleei

GONE WITH THE WIND
Twice

MERRY MACS

TRAVELS"

i

SAT.,,

TIMES

Dec.

iS

"The LIGHTTHAT FAILED"
"DESTRY RIDES AGAIN"
with MART.ENK DIETniU II
JA.MES STEWART
ARTISTS
nlVOIJ
.t4elh8e.
Ooore Open 1-30 A.M.

MIDNITE SHOWi

STARTS FRIDAY, DEC. 22ND

"FOUR WIVES"
with

The "FO UR

cVx?"°

DAUGH TERS"

"BALALAIKA"

In Person

ABE LYMAN

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER

oTch.

Spectacular Stage Productiont

STRAND
Def. Jl

Thuro.,

W. &
Adding
8c

W.'s

New

Detroit

Wetsman opened

its

New

Harper

here, 2,000-seater, all on one floor.
23,000 seats in Detroit.

It gives

W&W

Lait Timet

House

Detroit, Dec. 19.
to its nabe chain, Wisper

Wed.

Leslie Ilowrvrd

'THE CAT vml
CANAHli"
Bob II«tie

THE

"INTERMEZZO'

I

In

In Tcrfion

Jnmrn
Etitelle

IVirton

Tgylpr

rcrefn

Partont
Hollywood Sliri

Loiiella

and

'
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HOLLYWOOD SAID
"COULDN'T BE

Premiere at the

4

MADE

Star Theatre,

Los Angeles, on December 22nd.

Your brochure on the making

of this great dramatic entertaixmient is in the mail.

'

.

Film Salesman

WBBM's Falknor, Scheppe
Seek New Jersey License

Bowen Gave NBC Top

put Paul
Sohubert, a former naval olTicer-

WOR-Mutual

mcniber of

p.m.,

'

cir-

cuit from the Uruguayan capital and,
promptly on receipt in New York
of the flash; all the newspaper wire
services immediately flashed their
customers with full credit to the
web. NBC also scored when, putlin;,'
the flash on its own shortwave beams

news

staff to

work

Or Any Performance
Fees For Music Use
Washington, Dec. 19.
proposals to force
broadcasters to pay copyright licouse

N. Y.

industry-owned
j

Routine cable confirmation was con^

MAYRATEKID

sidcrably behind.

Bowen. who

from Lowell, Mass.,
the
on
earphonesHe alone spoke
docks.
is

house. Appearing at two recent district meetings, Craney argued forcefully against Broadcast Music Inc..
and then saw practically all of his

Committee of clubwomen repreformed last spring to act

as a clearing bureaii o;i radio matters in contact with

networks and ad-

general was out on a limb
the scarcity of Englishspeaking contacts and the general
previous" lack of radio experience
in

with South America.

,

York,
Dave DrjscoU,
adopted an mgenious method. With
the Spanish-speakmg editor of La
Prensa in New York in the office, he
telephoned a native newspaperman
In Montevideo and got a wealth of
local detail at a cost of $22.50 in tolls,
Translated, this material was in?;rted as DriscoU's bit in the Mutual coop program, 'Show of the Week,' at
6:30 p.m.

I

]
,

I

picked, going shortly after the first
of the year. They will all be in beThe two set are
half of Lifebuoy.
"'The Life and Loves of Dr. Susan"
and 'The Family Man,' with the first
Chicago, Dec. 19.
on a five times a week basis and the
Radio rep firm of Reiter-Spadea latter treated as a weekly (Tuesday)
Lever also clears a
half hour.
is dissolving, with Joe Spadea joining You magazine advertising de- French program, 'C'est La Vic' (30
partment. Sixidea was formerly De- minutes), in the dominion, together
troit chief for the Petry office before with such scries as .'Big Town' and
joining with Vivgil Reiter to hold 'Big Sister.' J. Walter Thompson is
down eastern half of outfit.
the Canadian agency for all the
Reiter continues on his own and Lever business.
As Canadian agency for Colgatewill rep WCAU, Philadelphia, in
Palmolive-Pcet Lord & Thomas Is
midwest out of Chicago.
adding another to the manufacturer's
Dominion schedule. It's an audience
'Share
stanza,
the
participation
Social Security
Wealth,' and the plug is shared by

should multiply, not decline as they
recently have. The clubwomen emphasize their understanding that action and excitement are necessary,
that the children themselves must
be pleased, that goody-goody stuff is
self-defeating.
At the same time, if
,hey gre to get behind the programs
ballyhoo them, clubwomen think
they should be consulted before, not
^h^t, all production plans are compjgte^.

i

After

'

.

Hollywood

19..

WWJ

Station
through its ov/ner,
the Detroit News, arranged a telephone conversation direct with Montevideo early Sunday afternoon prior
to the Spec lifting anchor.
relay via A. T. & T. and with special
FCC sanction used the A. P. correspondent, Harold K. Milks.
NBC was offered, but declined, the

WWJ program.

Radio Transcription Producers Association of Hollywood.
Attorney Ben. S. Fisher directed

& Ryan Works

Dnillfa Wav
^oriac*
UCIICO,
Wax
TldA Series;
VUUgC
On Dodge
ir
n
n
a

IrUCKS to IxOSS'KOy
'

Ryan is working on a
Ruthrauff
It
transcription series for Dodge.
will be a half-hour musical show for
weekly ruhpff over % perio.d of 13

10.

Others on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (31 stations) from this
source are 'Happy Gang,' three
quarter-hours a week, 'Souvenir Romanesque' (in French) for Cashmere Bouquet soap and cosmetics.

Heard Sunday afternoons.
With the security program in full
swing, the programs will be partially
historical, describing past efforts of

the American people to protect their
welfare and the latest New Deal
methods. Build-up for the Roosevcltian reforms is sponsored by Fed-

Education Commissioner John

eral

W. Studebaker, whp

disclosed that
following series will be devoted to
labor problems and housing activi'
ties. The security group debuts' Sun

day

(24).

Wax Stipa

SPONSORED BASEBALL
Socony

May

Stay Out Of Chlcai^o
'
This Season

Chicago, Dec. 19.
General Mills has renewed for another year of baseball play-by-play
option was autoWBBM.
This
on
matic according to the two-year contract signatured last year, calling for
baseball
is available.
renewal if
cither half of play-by-play sponsorship, however, is doubtful, with
Socony-Vacuum firm understood reported retrenchment-minded in ex
penditure due to war conditions.
Wary of local time, charges which

run

to $85,000.
Down in St.

With KMOX

There appears to
be no good reason at this time to
continue to notify the public in the
beginning of all transcriptions to the
effect that the following program is
a transcribed program.
'This places a handicap upon the
transcription that is unfair and unnecessary and works to the disadvantage of transcription over live
distinguishable

programs 'for which there
no sound reason.

no value.

"The public has the privilege of listening to the program of its choice
and whether it be live talent .or
transcription, the latter should not
ben penalized by reason of the fact
that the broadcasting station has
chosen the type of program as being
superior to live talent.'

weeks.
'The public is only interested in
Same agency is no longer handling the substance and quality of the prothe truck division of the Dodge ac- gram broadcast,' the FCC was told,
Latter business, has bsen 'and whether it comes from a transcount.
turned over to the Ross-Roy Adver- cription made by live talent or comes
tising Service, of Detroit, which re- by means of mechanical devices such
cently conducted a motor truck sur- as a transmitter and wire lines of
vey for R. & R. Involved around live talent, makes no difference to
$1,500,000 a year.

magazines, etc., hayc been carrying
on for many years.

series.

attention

again at the old controversy by recommending a revision
of present regulations so that discs
have to be announced only at the
conclusion of a program.
Motion
proposes abandonment of the introductory announcement and the 15minute break, which are termed of

the listening public.
The more recent perfection of
Bill Mulvey, who was with Gen- mechanical transcriptions tended to
make
the quality of both types of proeral Electric's television division at
similar and the effect upon the
grams
Mian>i
the N. Y. World's Fair, ofl to
listening public would be almost inuntil, the next session.

the pubadvertising

It's the most ambitious job tackled by the N.A.B.'s bureau of radio
advertising, set up as an institutional plugger to do the same sort
of thing as newspapers, billboards,

Coliunbia. station in Washington, WJSV, will again
have General Mills but second sponGamble which
sor will be Procter
will be in the Washington baseball
picture for the first time. Cost un'
derstood to be $G0,000 for the pack'
age.
for baseball.

&

Washington, Dec.

all

Rapped in N. T. Post
Leonard Carlton, radio editor of
the N. Y. Post, made tart comment
on the N.A.B. mimeograph release ot
Suggesting that radio
last week.
was here to stay and that N.A.B.
seems to be selling itself that idea
belatedly, he added; 'It hasn't been
such a bad year.' Radio editor went
on, 'if the N.A.B. wants to put its
case to the country, letters like the
above seem admirably calculated to
defeat the aim.'

,

Shows—Rules Change Asked

Renewed plea for change in the
rule requiring frequent radio identification of recordings and transcriptions as such has been made to
the Federal Communications Commission. Waxed program parity with
live talent was revived last week by

down

tection.

Cue and Colgate Shaving Cream.

Transcriptionists Request Equality

'Live'

WWJ

&

country to tear
confidence in

media and all advertised products'
under the guise of consumer pro-

Gene Autry Auditions;
Wrigley Also Considers
Hearst American Weekly
•«ollywood, Dec. 19.
Wrigleys, It is understood, wiU
make a choice between a !;how with
Gene Autry or a tieup with Hearst'i
American Weekly to dramatize yarns
therein as a replacement to Jesse
Lasky's 'Gateway to. Hollywood'
show.
Autry audition piped east
yesterday.
Hearst deal is said to call for
spreads in weekly. Decision will be
made Wednesday by Les Atlass in
Chicago as Lasky finales are set for
Dec. 31.
-

•

SINCLAIR LEWIS TO

WRITE BiAMO NOVEL?

Louis both General
Mill? and Socony have renewed on

Dclrnit

I

of government dictation.
for a imited front, the

Dramas

Washington, Dee. 19.
Dramatization based on records of
the Social Security Board are next
on the educational schedule planned
by CBS. and the Federal Security
Agency in the 'Dcrhocracy in Action'

Revive Issue of

Ruthrauff

Canadian network list and will
have a third new one, yet to be

to its

another meeting early in
January the committee wants to get
together with a group of admen.
Eventually the committee may issue
and recommendations, pos'
Bowen did one broadcast from ratings
sibly printing a bulletin, but will inMontevideo for CBS on Thursday
dulge in no research projects, «r
(14), but NBC hastily made it' clear
anything of that kind,
that it wasn't paying him to share
findings
with a rival
v;eb.
his
(M-G-M in New York has no record of any James Bowen on its payroll. Nor did any of the other film
distribs know him. It was NBC that
so identified him).
Called Up
Detroit, Dec.

Montreal, Dec. 19;
Lever Bros, has added two shows

SPADEA LEAVES RADIO
FOR YOU MAGAZINE

Bovv-an, a former army man, once represent sundry organizations from
manager of the Arherican Club in the General Federation of Women';
Buenos Aires, is expected to receive Clubs to the American Library Assn.
a substantial cash bonus from NBC
Committee has several aims, one
in addition .to his compensation. He of them relating to the wish that
had nearly 48 straight hours of stand- sponsors of children's programs

ing by.

this

of

sentatives,

NBC

WWJ,

21

offering

N.A.B. explained, arises from the
European war, the recurrent trouble
over copyright, the tiff with the musicians, and 'n growing movement in
lic's

23 stations came
through the only recalcitrants being
the two Craney-owned outlets.
territory,

|

™„„ „
of WOR, New

The need

CANADA

Going outside his own. bailiwick,
Craney appeared at Omaha, where
16 out of 27 subscribed. In his homo

SHOWS

vertising agencies, met Monday (18)
at Town Hall, N. Y., in the first of
what is expected to be twice-monthly
Present at the meeting
chinfests.
were Ed Kirby and Paul Peter, of
N.A.B.; Margaret Cuthbert of NBC;
Gilson Gray, of CBS; and Julius
'thrilling.'
Reflecting its own evaluation of the Ssebach, of Mutual. The committee
re-broadcast a transcrip- itself includes Mrs. Harold V. Milliscoop,
Mrs. Nathaniel Singer, Dr,
tion of the flash late at night. gan,
Elaborately explaining that this was Alice Kelliher, Mrs. Rita Hocheimer,
a relaxation of network policy that Miss Mary Gould Davis, Mrs. Dorhad been permitted only twice be- othy Lewis, Mrs. Dorothy McFadden
and Mrs. Dorothy Gordon. "These
fore, NBC didn't hide its light.

Radio
due to

minimum

TWOSHOWSIN

stock.

English and was connected,by telephone with four Uruguayan radio
men, who took up four other poBowen
sitions along the shoreline.
translated what these natives fed
him as well as what he personally
observed. In his several sessions it
was obvious the world was hearing
It
the events as they happened.
was the first real radio excitement
from the war since things settled
down after President Roosevelt's
President
neutrality proclamation.
Roosevelt was tuned in at his home
in Hyde Park and was reported tell
ing friends the broadcast had been

move comprised

every member, of the trade lowpriced batches of new booklet 'Radio's Riches,' a promotional job em-'
phasizing the unique values of American broadcasting. Plugs the desirability of the competitive system
and. advantages to listeners from a

hearers signed promises to purchase

with

crowded

LEVERS ADD

publishing

music

teners.'
Initial

KGIR,

of

Butte, is turning out to be a fine
.salesman for the N. A. B.-sponsored

COMMITTEE

i

to Europe, it was the source of extras published in Paris and London.

stood

Ed Crancy, owner

Washington, Dec, 19.
Joint crusade of members and
outsiders has been launched by the.
National Association of Broadcasters in an effort to build up stronger
resistance against groups attacking
the radio industry. In outlining the
industry's 'next major selling job,'
the trade body is urging every staproprietor to try and 'retion
awaken the slpcping loyally of lis-

claptrap^but beautiful.'

In fighting all

fee.":.

Fan

English

Boston, Dec. 19.
One of the fans of the Carl
Moorc-Ray Girardin 'Top 6' the
Morning' program is an Englishman who has recently taken
residence in this country.
Last week he wrote: 'I arise
In the morning, tune in WEEI,
and listen to you as I take my
Your program is noisy
rinse.

Craney Fights All

once weekly. 9:15-9:30 p.in.
Wednesdays. Titled 'The War at
Sea,' it's obviously prompted by
week's battle off South
last
America.
Schubert has written several
books on sea history and. manpower, etc.. of various navies.
to air

tlie

over the web when he said this.
NBC had the only radio voice

its

will

Dec. 27 explaining the hifih seas
angle of the European war. He's

he shouted: 'Quick— give
air— the Graf Spce has ipxploded. Actually he was on the air

me

An

cycles.

Montevideo, Uruguay, provided
NBC with one of radio's greatest
news scoops Sunday (17), when, at
In

Be Awakened, Sayr"N7-A7^Br-tettef=Rap8
Consumer Agitation

NeecIs~io

WBBM

Spec Spawns Sea Show

James Bowcn, said to be an American film salesman for Metro located

'Sleeping Loyalty of Listeners

Chicago, Dec. 19.
Fran.k .Falknor, WBBM-CBS enRex Sclibppe,
chieftain,
gineer
time salesman, and James
Cosman, with the Federal Tube
Coinpany, have entered application
for radio .Malion in Patcrson, N. J.
Asking for 1,000 watts on 900 kilo-

NewsrScoop On (Jra^Spee Sinking

5:56
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talent

is

.

The
heard

chain-monopoly

Horace Hagedorn Behind
Broadcasters' Bull Sesh
Horace Hagedorn, of the station
rep firm of Howard H. Wilson & Co.,
is trying to revive the Friday roundtable luncheon idea that JoeJWeed
inspired a cpuplc years ago. Hagedorn

calls his

treat rally

the 'broadcasters' bull session.'
Weed coterie used to lift the buyers' checks in return for listening to
the reps' chatter.
.

Orleans, Dec.

19.

WWL

next intended novel.
Lewis is In
New Orleans with the announced
purpose of writing a book about a
radio career girl. Dupre, according
to himself, will supply the technical
information intended to make a fiction story the real mccoy.
While in New Orleans, Lewis,
stage-struck, will play a leading role
in a little theatre production.

BUILDS

LOW COST SHOW

B. B. D. ft O. Designs One Iq Hollywood (or Brown Se Williamson

&

B. B. D.
O. is meeting a competitive situation with regard to lowpriced programs by building a show
9f such description in its Hollywood
office for Brown
Williamson.
The program when set will be

&

committee

long arguments last winter
the fidelity of specially-made
recordings is superior in many instances tp programs transmitted long
distances over land-line^, which do
not have as great a soun'd range. A
half-dozen waxers begged for more
consideration, with the American
Federation of Musicians putting in
its customary objection that employment would ' be curtailed and the
public duped by any liberalization
of the rule,

new Dutch

New

Henry Duprc,
special events
director, will 'collaborate' with Sinclair Lewis on the noted author's

Luckies

94 CBS Links

that-

Lucky Strike

is

adding 28 stations

to its 'Hit Parade'
Saturday nights.

Ups the

list to

cleared over one of the westcoast
networks.

hookup on

CBS

Sammy Kaye

Sponsored

94 outlets.

Sammy Kaye has been picked by
to
(Lorillard)
cigarets
for two years Sensation
was in London appearing on tele- succeed Larry Clinton on NBC startvision broadcasts of BBC is in ing next Monday (1).
84..
to
upped
will
be
list
Milwaukee with his mother, Mrs.
Station
Contract is for 13 weeks.
Charles Reese.
Ken Harvey, who

.

—
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Talent Layoff Clause Follows

Jack Adams Calls

Radio

All the major egeneies are jhseilins clauses in their talent or

clause

Every

Room

.

inleivsiva

week

has

' all

Especially pre-Christmas,
Finds Public Bombarded

.

local

— Another

stations,

newspapers and the utility company co-operating with elec-

Complication
War Victims

European

Is

appliance dealers to interest the public in improved
radio reception by replacing old
sets with improved 194Q models
and, for the better class homes,
installing a radio in every room.
Campaign is sponsored by the
Cincinnati
Electrical
Association's radio division.
trical

is

obligations on talent will
conform with the rule ot tlie networks which limits the layoff period
of an account to eight vireeks, if the
account wants to retain' the same
client's

LAWYERS' ANGLES
Washington, Dec.

Where
ends

'public interest' starts

relation to

in

in the

name

19.

and

tin-cup rattling

ot charily has

begun

to

bother some merribers ot the radio

niche.

Some indie program owners haven't
liked the idea o£ the client arrogating all the discretion as to layoff pebut that hasn't
himself,
riod to
producers
outside
these
stopped
from signaturing the new form of
contract.
The advertisers also fig.ure that they ought to be free to determine whetlrer their radio operations should follow the line of sea-

WLVA,

Damaged by Not

time

to

have occasioned speculation about
the ultimate listener reaction
(1)
and (2) the line ot demarcation between building local organizational
goodwill and conducting a business.
Although no voluble or formal
Lynchburg, 'Va., Dec^ 19.
has developed, the increasControlling
interest
in
WBTM, complaint
ing emphasis on soliciting contribuDanville, 'Va., has been bought by
tions for different charities has inWLVA here to form the nucleus of spired conjecture about the limits
what may t)ecome a Piedmont netwhich stations may rea.sonably be
work. Stations, 69 miles apart, will to
expected to go. Particularly since
be linked by wire Jan. 1 to exchange
the FCC has been jumping back and
programs.
Each will originate air
forth on what constitutes 'public inmaterial tor other.
Wire will be
terest' and the relative importance ot
open 24 hours daily.
local versus chain plants.
Edward A. Allen, president of
The tin-cupping has been more
WLVA. said his firm owns 49% of prominent
in many spots this year
WBTM's stock, the remainder being than ever before. Take Washington
held by about a dozen individuals.
All of the plants
itself as example.
Allen is vice-president of Piedmont
are drumming up hand-outs of some
Broadcasting Corp. His brother, Phil,
kind, as are three ot the four news
will be general manager. L. N. Dibpapers. While nobody wants to douse
rell. Danville tobacconist and one of
Christmas spirit, there is a feelWBTM's founders. Is to remam presi- the
ing that this matter ot asking the liS'
dent. He controls 25% of the stock.
teners to kick in at almost every
J. 'L. (Happy) Howe, former sales
station break is liable to boomerang.
mgr. for WLVA, is WBTM's new
What with solicitation ot dolls,
resident manager.
New studios are toys, shoes, clothes, and cash, the
building in a Danville hotel, and stadialer who keeps his set running for
tion plans to seek up in power after
any length ot time gets fairly fed
first of year.
Will also erect new up. And there is the other angle
antenna.
promoters of the miscellaneous

Airing

Sues for 5G and Salary
19.

Bert Parks, announcer, singer and
under personal contract to
Eddie Cantor, last week sued the
comedian for $2,200 in salary and
$5,000 damages for allegedly being
Complaint sets
kept oft the air.
forth that Cantor picked up his option last summer, which tied him for
2(i weeks from Oct. 1 and that he has
failed to pay Parks the $200 weekly
actor,

contract called for.
Parks claims his career is both
damaged and deterred by being kept
It
otr one ot radio's top programs.
is further alleged his popularity with
the public suffers through not performing with Cantor, who is now o(T
the air.

lii.?

the
charitable activities want

more and

Transcontinental

Web

Report- persisted yesterday (Tues- engineers it the network wants tw
day) that an active operator was use that station's studios.
about to be named for the latest
West Coast Slants
the
Transconti'network project,
NBC denied yesterday that it had
The
nental Broadcasting System.
received a cancellation on the 'Easy
newcomer, according to the report,
Aces' and 'Mr. Keen' show, both on
would relieve Jack Adams, chairman
the American Home Products list,
of the board, of his present co-orwas also as far as the NBC Pacific red netIt.
dinating assignment.
work is concerned. Both series ar«
said that the banking syndicate that
set for TBS' Pacific regional.
has enlisted for
Elliott Roosevelt
Fact that the 'Good Will Hour'
starting aid in the enterprise has
(Ironized Yeast) will also be fed to
Transcontinental at the same tima
Sunday evening has created a probBankers
lem tor Mutual.
Latter network
first got a cancellation
of the acSyndicate of bankers whose incount and then a new order limitterest Elliott Roosevelt has eliciting the hookup to WOR, Newark;
ed in his Transcontinental netWCN, Chicago, and about 15 other
.

.

Meet

work project was

slated to

meet

with him at 4 o'clock yesterday
(Tuesday) at the Waldorf- As-

May Form Piedmont Web

With Cantbr Sez Parks,

Los Angeles, Dec.

Mounting demands for
promote this and that cause

industry.

Lynchburg, Buys

Into Danville, Va., Station;

sonal sales.

New

For
Months,

Three

Midwinter
merchandising
campaign under way here this

Agencies explain that the
also put in so that the

weeks.

in

Cincinnati, Dec. 19.

An

Temporary';

Bankers Reported Seeking Top Exec

Network Discounts Under Hiatus

packaiie proeram contracts giving
them the right to shelve the show
"for any eight to. 13;W«€k period of
Under this clause the laythe' year.
off doesn't necessarily have to be
during the summer months and at
the same time the account isn't arcommitted to give the
bitrarily
program a summer layoff ot 13

M

2S

Group was

toria, N. Y.

sent

to pre-

conditions at this meet-

its

ing, and also decide whether
they would underwrite the requested loan.
was said that the Wall
It
Streeters were interested in having Transcontinental recover the
stock that was in the hands of a
Pennsylvania affiliate o'. the network and in having him in
on strictly a time clearing basis.

Don Lee NetThe Mutual man-

stations, but with the

work eliminated.
agement

later declared that betora
accepting the new order it would
have to consult its alTiliates as to
whether they want to renew under
the duplicating circumstances.

No Chicago

Originatioiu
Chicago, Dec.

19.

WIND

WJJD

Ralph Atlass'
and
will not originate any programs, at.
least
not musical ones, for tha
Transcontinental Broadcasting System.
Atlass
so
advised
James
Petrillo, head of the Chicago musicians union, after the latter had inquired about the form ot WJJD and
WIND'S participation in the proposed new network.
Petrillo pointed out that if Atlass
fed any music to the network he
would be required to assume the
scale of such Ic :al outlets as WBBM,

suggested that the proposed operator
be named president and that Roo.se
velt move up to chairman of the
board. Adams stated yesterday aft
ernoon (Tuesday) that he had no
word of contemplaced shakeup in the
organization, but that he still regarded his jo|> with TBS as a temporary assignment.
The inaugural date for the network
remains as announced several weeks
The first day
ago, namely, Jan. 1.
will be devoted exclusively to sustaining programs, with the commercial schedule going on the following

WMAQ

WGN,

and

WENR

and

also

agree to engage a minimum number
of musicians which would be comparable to those of other Chicago
stations.

No

day.

rhiladelphia Outlet
Philadelphia, Dec.

19.

Transcontinental still intends to
time.
Transcontinental has yet to line up
commercial schedule a release in this city. TBS' propoits
things stand, radio is in the originate
It is under- sition
N. .Y.
position ot begging donations for from
has been turned down by
Young 3c Rubicam doesn't drop a eight to twelve weeks, with little sur- stood that the New York musicians WIP, WFIL, WPEN,
and
There's the Red Cross rollr local has expressed a preference WDAS.
.single one ot its programs with the cease.
are inand
turn into the new year.
All Its call; the Community Chest; the con- for Transcontinental getting the mu- no position to take the new netinstead ot work's service because they're on the
glomeration ot Christmas drives; and sicians' through
shows have been renewed.
These included the entire roster the infantile paralysis Birthday Ball making a contract direct with the air only part time.
has already advised
This year the charity union.
of General Foods stanzas and the movement.
Akron Serial Angle
situation is more ot a headache be- TBS just what the cost sheet would
Fels, Bristol-Myer.s, Gulf, Interna

Happy Are They

more
As

WMCA,

WIBG

WHAT

WTEL

JOHN BRICE ASSURED
NBC ON WSB, ATLANTA

WMCA

—

NBC

reaffirmed last week' that It tional and Half-and-Half business.
had a contract with WSB, Atlanta,
which has seven years to go. After
the deal for the purchase of the Atlanta Journal properties had been
closed with cx-Gov. James M. Cox.
an NBC official was assured in a
by John
conversation
telephone
Brice, the Journal's "publisher, that
the network was thorouRhly protected by the contract in force.
NBC I'lgurcs that its relations -with
Cox have always been friendly and
cooperative and it can't sec him revoking a previous contract even if

WMCA

be

(Continued on page 26)

on

musicians;

announcers

I

LAST CALL!

'

'

,

'

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

NBC

offered a

much

and

better deal.

Akron. Dec. 19.
WJW, heretofore strictly local outnew Transconthicntal
let,
joins
Broadcasting System Jan. Z
And in the midst of a cry against
daytime
aerials
here ballyhooed
through Dorothy Doran's column in
the Beacon Journal WJW, has announccd a program of serials to augment those already offered by WADC
here and Cleveland's WTAM. Script
.shows are to be booked .solid nn WJW

—

—

from

of

J.

Walter

Thoin(tsi>ii

One
active again in the spot field.
will
be in behalf of
while

daytime announcement and the other
an evening chainbrcak,
It's the Marjorie Mill's
women's
Participation show over the Yankee
Network for French, starting with
the first week in January.

'Parker Family' Optioned
_ Woodbury Soap has renewed 'The
on the NBC-blue
effective

Jan.

7.

Makes the third 13.-wcek cycle for
the

ijcrial.-

Lenncn

U

Mitchell

li

the'

19.

tion.

To Be Published Shortly

another

will lie in French's Mustard! Fleischman will use 10 southern stations on
the basis of two announcements a
day for 13 weeks. One will be a

Parker Family,'
^unday nights,

'l>e-

'Web

KWBG,

campaign

Yeast,

New

Wichita. Kan., Dec.

Walter Thompson has become

Fleischniann

.loins

Radio station
Hutchinson,
Kan., will join the Tran.^contincntal
Bro,-idcasting System on Jan. 1, 1940.
The former 100-walt station which
has been operating .since 19"!5, rocenlly increased its power to 250
watts for both day and ni't^ht opera-

In Spot Buying
J.

2 to

fore supper' hour.

Hutchinson

YEAST AND MUSTARD
ThBy Reactivate

from
and through the juvenile

10 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.,

4 p.m.

agency.

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
Copy May Be Sent
NEW YORK
154

W.

46th SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine St

to

Any

CHICAGO

..
'

Variety Office

54

W. Randolph St

LONDON
8 St. Martin's

PL

Arraiifjcments have also been made
for enlarged studios for the stnlion
which will include an auditorium
that will scnl approximately 400.
$1,000,000 Deal for TSN
Ft. Worth. Dec-. 19,
Detail.-i were given out last week
by the Texas state network explain-'
ing the dimensions of the new tie-up
with the larger Elliott Roosevelt web,
Trun.scnntiniMital.
Details had been
under wraps and there had been

considerable curiosity hereabout.s in
the bailiwick of the presidenl'.s son.
Tran.scnntiriental
contribution to
the regional loop out of Fort Worth
was described as 'a million dollar
deal.' Mention of 15 national advertisers, 21 hours of time a week, 1,092
commercial hours a year was made.

—
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Actiye

Deplore Money Giveaways

Chicago, Dec, IB.

.CoDlInutd from pact 1Quiii Hyan, general manager of
'WGNPWtll~foreKO-iniy-"winter-vacaQuickest to
Out Conceded to Be Television tion this year due to the press of run ihe advertiser will ^lnd~th at it l i 15-imfl>rie.<i-oMh&-time-their-nam>
is announced on the air.
doesn't pay to dabble in trick fads
The secactivity.
Ryan
is now down for
ond prizes range in valuation from
and Facsimile Plants
other Sponsors Concur
three daily shots on the station, do$10 to $50 and consist of watches
ing news commentating .chot.s at 11:30
Other advertisers who.sc partici- radio.*!, early
season tickets to the
and
his
interless
extena.m. and 8:30 p.m.;
pation in radio are much
Washington, Dec. 19;
For Return view 'Marriage License Bureau' sive than that of Lever -Bros, have Allyn theatre, permanent waves and
Sues
other merchandise.
Sample yardstick lor computing
at 2 p.m.
voiced similar viewpoints to their
Secret telephone numbers to call
depreciation pn radio equipment in
Of Coin Bankrupt Paid show
In addition Ryan is readying more agencies. They have advised their station for the second awards.
figuring income taxes was given the
are oband business for the star agencies not to lose their sense of tainable only by visits to the
NAB last week by the Internal Richard Tamny, as trustee of the programs
drug,
perspective and appreciation for
gists. Are changed weekly, thus neRevenue Bureau. Ruling is not hard Remodeling Ellbee Furs, Inc., filed tion and Mutual. Blair Wal1is.ser is
sound radio entertainment just be- ce.<!si'tating
frequent visitations to the
and fast, though, and individual sta-ljuit Monday (18) in the N. Y. fcd- on the Coast to investigate likelihood
cause some freak programs with
of obtaining picture names.
drug
stores.
tion proprietors arc wjed by llic
Knickerbocker
against
the
„al court
coin giveaways as their chief lures
Number of .second prizes will detrade body to produce all specific in
are running up high listener ratings.
Broadcasting Corp., Inc. (WMCA),
pend (in the number of callbacks to
formation and ask for rulings on
It is their belief that this trend is
seeking $7,446. It is claimed that in
the station. A maximum amount of
their own cases.
bound to wind up in a messy situaawards
will be retail valued at $500
In a letter to the NAB, Deputy 1938, before a bankruptcy petition
tion, and that the smart advertiser
per night,
while the minimum
Corrimissioncr Thomas C. Mooney ^^.^^ ^jg^, ^1,1 while the plaintiff was
will go on plugging away with what
awarded will be the first prizes of
figured tlie r.verage life of various
^
,
,
he considers to. be jjood .<!traigh.t eni.'"s°'^'en*' P-''y">ents in the sued for
on

Wear

i

WMCA

1

]

I

Paper Folds,

[

|

'

.

•

data
types of apparatus based
•which has been supplied by various licenses. He said the formula
may not be applicable in some cases
where experience showed the equip'
ment had longer or shorter lives.
In general, however, the following
depreciation periods were suggested;
Transmitter equipment, 10 years;
ctudio control equipment, 10 years;
speech input equipment, 10 years;
entenna equipment, 12 years; towers,
IS years; buildings, 20 years; studio
furniture and fixtures, seven years;

1

!

IS
office
furniture end fixtures,
years; pipe organs, pianos, etc., 10
years; television equipment, four
years; and facsimile equipment, five
years.

.-

•.

,

Sun,' just folded, doesn't shine station
is canvassing the zone to pick

Up merchants and other advertising
accounts that formerly patronized
To facilitate this
the newspaper.
campaign KGB has hired the Sun's
ace advertising man. Bill Evans. At
the same time the remaining newspaper of the town is helping matters
for radio by raising its rales pronto
and adopting a take-il-or-leave-il at-

Nights

Instead of using

its present. Wednes.(8:30-8:S5) Chesterputting Glenn- Miller on a
three - times - a - week quarter - hour
basis on CBS. It will be the 10 to
titude.
10:15 p.m. period Tuesday, WednesAlexander
Woollcolt
-Meantime
day and Thursday. Bandman deSavoy
buts for the account next Wednesday came to town to lecture at the
staff are quoting
(27) in the 8:30 spot, with the thrice theatre and
weekly arrangement going into effect him to the effect that newspapers
the following Tuesday (2). Hookup soon will be "as passe as melodrama.'
The Sun's former columnist, Willis
on each occasion will involve 93

day night spot

CLEAR MUTUAL

FOROVALTINE

is

Werner, is now sponsored over
by the local utility company.

What od New

Tear's

Postscript

Both

19.

NBC

and the Don Lee netpassing up the Rose Bowl
New Year's day.
web will carry, the Texas

xvoi-k are

in

4A's Checking Coast
Lcs Angeles, Dec. 19.
Coa.n branch of American Ass'n of
Advertising Agencies has engaged
Hooper organization to make a
Jn^nthly listener survey of the three

C. E.
!

|

i

^

Pasadena

Blue
Aggies-Tulane tame from New Orleans Sugar Bowl under Gillette
sponsorship and Don Lee, as last
year; airs the East-West charity joust
from Frisco. Mutual, however, takes

Washington
and Oregon.- Coincidental checkup
will be made at Los Angeles, Frisco,
Portland and Seattle.
Dialing habits of Coasters on transaire- winning money regularly.'
continental and regional programs
Prescott replied soothingly that it
Bcacoii Joornal, Akron's only daily have long been debated, with agennewspaper, dropped its nightly local cies and stations having to make was another 'case of the middleman
in the theatrical business the felnews broadcast over WADC Satur- their own d^uctions from the nalow
in the office always collects a
day.
tional ratings.
percentage.'
First time perhaps a
detailed squawk had been voiced by
an audience contestant during a netI

Pacific stales, California,

I

Inside Stuff-Radio

work

.

the USC-Tennessee battle for rest of
the country.
Don Lee made a $25,000 offer for
the Pasadena game but was told
that the price is $50,000 for the exclusive.
Feeler was sent out for
Gillette.

KNX

Both
and KFWB, the latter
feeding it to the new Transcontinental Broadcasting System, which is
scheduled to put put its first- signal
on that day, take care of the local
coverage.
Lee's W6XA0 televises the Tournament, of Roses parade, preceding
the game, the first real test for the
Lee mobile video unit. Nearly every
etation in southern California covers
the parade.
NBC's chief objection to airing the

Agencies making inquiries have found that the Boake Carter recordings
are tabooed from Columbia owned and managed station. The ban is made
especially interesting by the circumstance that Carter's business
backer
Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia, is a large stockholder and
director in
the network.
The attitude toward Carter, it was explained by CBS last week, is in line
with the network's policy banning sponsored commentators who specialize
in editorial opinions.
In the case of all news programs the network reser%-es the right to edit the continuity but the natuie of Carter's
presentation,
namely, wax, would make this procedure impractical if
not
impossible.

CBS isn't deducting from its monthly gross billings the rebate it makes
network has recaptured for Elmer
Davis' news summaries between 8:55 and 9 p.m., EST. It
recaptured this
period shortly after the outbreak of the European war. Reason
given for
not taking such rebates into account when computing the gross
figure is
that )t wasn't certain how long the news interpolation
would prevail and
that under these circumstances it wasn't worth bothering
with. It is esti""^ recapture deduction would in gross figure come to aroimd
in^'f^-.^''^^
$10,000 a week.
to accounts for the five minutes the

game on its red web is that it cuts
into peak time in the east and would
entail too much coin kickback.

Moral Re-Armament, the name adopted by the so-called Oxford
group
of England sired by Rev. Frank Buchman, is very
anxious, from reports
to ballyhoo lU message through American radio.
But reaction from broadcasters IS divided. Although the Buchmanites have
\Vealthy and influential partisans they do not ordinarily
rate as an organized church. Radio
Chi Trib Strips Start
"^S"^ '"'"^ ^^"^ *°
'Broadcasts over
wn?,r°«'".^*^..^°i"^'''''u'
WTIC Hartford, have been advertised recently.)
International shortwave
Mutual network will carry a has also attracted the interest of the Buchmanites, who arc apparently
-ppaienuy
very
well informed as to all channels of publicity.
couple of Chicago Tribune cartoon
strips, 'Gasoline Alley' and 'Smilin'
Jack* starting next week.
"^^^ no broadcast of 'Author, Author' program over Mutual
Others
net
1
V'V,^
la.st
Monday
night (18). due to the death of Heywood Broun,
may follow. Trib strips have been
Time was
three-minute eulogy delivered by John Chopman,
in and out of radio for years.
who handled
fwL li'i'.^
'Smilin' Jack' was aired earlier the program with Broun, and remainder was consumed by
the Perole
oujng
djuarlet.
this
year,
sponsored by Tootsie
Nat Abramson, of Mutual's Artist Bureau, quietly
Rolls. 'Orphan Annie,' another News
exhibited a letter he
strip, is sponsored by Ovaltine on received from Broun early last week in response to a
query whether the
writer would be available for a talk in Detroit.
NBC.
Broun wrote "l can't • I
have pink eyes.

Cops

'n'

Robbers

Lorillard'has settled on a cops and
robbers serial -for Union Leader tobacco, and is now trying to clear a
half-hour, hookup on the NBC-blue
for It, with' £arly January as a start-

ing date.

Leonen

tt Mitchell is the ageiicy.

quizzer.

Defeated

'

Lorillard

emceed

—

Hollywood, Dec.

game

KGB

NBC

blue sustainby Allen
Prescott, is now offering $100 for
conte.stants making a perfect score
on four consecutive broadcasts and
This
$200 on six straight salvos.
is in addition to five dollars paid
every competitor and 68c given
them for each correct answer. Dialers draw three dollars for interrogations accepted.
Several listenerparticipants are collecting consistently.
Prescott admitted this on the
air and drew a protest by a young
man taking part in last Friday night's
broadcast. Program being informal,
he blurted: 'We have to come to the
studio five or six weeks and raise
our hands in the hope you will pick
us, while these people staying home
'Don't Forget,'
ing quiz show

Own

$150;

Several, well-known

drug

man-

ufacturers, as well as manufacturers
of allied products are cooperating in
the campaign through the donation
of prizes and advertising,

AYLESWORTH
AS COUNSEL
M. H. Aylesworlh, former

presiNBC, has resigned as publisher of the N. Y. World-Telegram.
is returning to his public relations practice as well as the practice
of law.

dent of

He

It is understood that he proposes
gather a select number of accounts for private consultation work

to

Invidious Ancle

KGB

stations.

Day

same day.

•

Chicago, Dec. 19.
Under Chesterfield new time setup
Mutual has put in a bid with Miller will be competing with Bob
Blackett-Sample-Hummert for Oval- Hope Tuesday, with Kay Kyser
tine's 'Little Orphan Annie' serial. Wednesday, and with Bing CrosbyThe show has been on NBC for the Bob Burns Thursday. The latter
pest seven years, and its present con- three are among the networks' top
tract expires at the end of March. ranking programs.
Chesterfield has
B-S-H has been advised by Mu- had Fred War;ng on a 15-m:nute
tual that it can furnish the serial cross the bozrd schedule for some
-with a coiist-to-coast hookup, there- time and it w^ants to develop Millers
by obviating the necessity of disc commercial identity along similar
versions, as now prevails, on the Don lines.
!*€ Network.
Chesbrough's 'Dr. Christian' serial
will take over the Wednesday spot
the cig account is vacating, moving
COAST FOOTBALL
forward from the 10 p.m. period.

ytha Carries

acting through the postoffice department, suddenly issued an edict
-declaring the various forms of cash
giveaways over the air as lotteries
and ordering them to cease immediately. 'This same soujce further predicted that there will be no advance
intimations about the Government's
course. The opinion will be relea.<!ed
without preliminary trade or public
inquiry and the programs concerned
win have to be dropped the very

KGB

Hope, Kyser, Crosby

field

the cra.«h

last week that when the reaction
does come it will be sudden and
sweeping. "The spokesmen for thi.s
San Diego, Dec. 19.
account stated that he wouldnt be
Making hay while the San Diego
surprised if the federal government,

Glenn Miller Against

On Successive

when

does come he will be there" with
something that will catch the audiences on the rebound.
One of the first five big spenders
in
network advertising predicted

GrabsAccts.

tors for their claims, and the defendant has refused to refund the money,
the complaint alleges.

'

tertainment so that

KGB,SanDiegor

amount were made to the defendant
for moneys owed,
These payments were in excess of
the amounts received by other credi-

Purpose

Philadelphia, Dec. 19.
Here's a radio program that backon its sponsor.
Nevin's Drug, a chain, last week
bankrolled 'Sohgo,' a giveaway profired

on public relations matter.":, and indications have been given that RCANBC will be among the first to retain

him

in that capacity.

TONY WONS RUPTURES
THROAT ON POETRY
Chicago, Dec.

10.

Tony Wons ruptured
in

a blood vessel
during poetry reading

his throat

program for Hall Printing over NBC
on Thursday (.14); and may be off

show

for several days.

Broadcasts scheduled for Tuesday,

Thursday and Sunday through the
Henri, Hurst & McDonald agency
here.

EX-EMPLOYEE SUES
Blair Declares
of Stock

He Was Promised 50%

—Ncwsrecl

Denies

Charging conspiracy to defraud,
non-payment - for- -servjces—lendeted..
and failure to carry out verbal
agreements, Michael Blair, transcription announcer, has served summon.^
and complaint papers for suit In
New York Supreme Court on American Radio Newsreel, Inc.; Erich Don

gram on WIP, it which $1,000 in Pam, president; Ayrcs-Prescott, Inc.;
was to be awarded to listeners Robert J. Prescott and S. Kirby
who guessed tunes and filled out Ayrcs. Action has not yet been
cards— a la bingo.
filed,
but .that is unnecessary in
The program was aired on Friday bringing an action of this sort. He
night, the best shopping night in the is alleged by the defendants to have
week, especially in view of the com- signed a contract assigning rights to
ing Yule season.
So many cus- the radio newsreel idea to them, but
tomers stayed away from the store to claim now that he was a minor at
to listen to the program that the the time.
store managers raised a howl. The
Claiming he originated the idea of
program will be changed to Tues- recorded radio newsreel three years
day, starting next week.
ago on the Coast, Blair seeks 50% of
American Radio Newsreel stock,
which he declares was promised him,
Hartford's Prlzc-loadcd Show
plus $25,000 damages. He also asks

prizes

.

Hartford, Dec. 19,
Inspired by the ease with which
'Pot o' Gold' has steamed up
the public, a local variation thereof

Tums

due

over WNBC, New
Britain.
Hammer agency has devised the formula and sold it to a
county association of druggists, 179
of whose 196 members have agreed
is

to

start

participate in the sponsorship.
Druggists are selling their community service and seeking to counteract notions that cut-rate pharmacists are better places to patronize.
to

an injunction to prevent the defendants from using several recordings he
asserts
he
made before' being
squeezed out* by them. After taking
his idea to Ayres-Prescott last summer, Blair says, he was verbally
promised half the stock of American
Radio Newsreel, which they, agreed
to form, and was put to work obtaining recorded interviews.
However,
he alleges, he was never given the
stock nor paid for his two months'
work as interviewer. He .states to
have witnesses to verify his claims
of a verbal contract.
Officials of American Radio News-

Program, which gets underway on
Tuesday (26), will be aired twice
weekly for IS-minute periods on
reel deny Blair's asserts in toto. They
Tuesday and Thursday nights at
declare he was merely employed by
6:45 o'clock.
Will be a straight 15
them and was discharged for inminutes of giveaway, except for
ability to do<the work. Incidentally,
three commercials at beginning, cenit
is
stated that American Radio
ter and end.
Varies from 'Pot o' Newsreel
is no longer associated with
-

Gold' in that city .directories, of
Ayres-Prcscott.
townships within county, will be
used instead of telephone books,
acquired by I making everyone eligible.
'What's
^""'^^"'^ «f SUndard CommerTen
first
prizes,
each
^K°''i>wti"f
valued
at
cial Co., after the latter had gone into 77B.
'What's My Name' has been re$15, will be awarded each night. newed by Procter JSt Gamble until
Among the agencies that have already solicited th* account is
Campbell- Winners of the first awards will be April 24.
' campaign of flve^minute Jecordings on the basis eligible for second awards if they
Quiz is on the NBC-red Saturday
of^flve B^we'ek*"^
call secret telephone numbers with- eveninfs.

McCann-Erjcks9n loses the Twenty Grand cigaret account
as of Dec. 31
It IS understood that Axton-Flsher
will handle its advertising business
direct for a while. Large block of A-F stock
was fecently

Renew

My

Name*

.

.
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Minneapolis-St. Paul, D«c.

19.

remaining haven ol newspaper-radio sanity.
This
Minneapolis and St. Paul, the three newsJn the twin cities of
papers and the Ave radio stations have constructed a love
display of cooperation. The continual
avid
an
with
bower
the two. media. knows no counterpart
between
footie-playing
anywhere else in the U. S.-r-which is too bad. For in this
everybody
is benefiting to such an, ejctent that
lant
lovers'
newspaper-radio
relations in other cities seem, by
the poor
comparison,

last

Iil<e

childish sulking.

Here's what is going on in the "Twin Cities:
The Star-Journal (owned by the Cowles contingent which
al.so owns the Dcs Moines Register & Tribune plus KRNT,
KSD, WMT and WNAX) has far-flung tie-up? with WCCO
and KSTP. The Minneiapolis Tribune has similar deals with
WDGY, WTCN (in which the paper is part owner), and
WMIN. And the St. Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch is hooked
•

I

DP with WDGY, WTCN (which il'owns with the Minneapolis
Trib), and WMIN.
By way of program schedules, all the newspapers print an
iincenSored version of everything the stations ''want printed,
sometimes even tossing in a few choice display ads lor good
measure. Additionally, all the papers mafntaiii radio: editors
and full radio columns. For their part, the stations go to bc^t
so powerfully for the papers that the Star-Journal, for instance, has 21 programs per week via KSTP and VICCO.
Meantime the Pioneer Press-Dispatch gels credit for WMIN's
news every hour on the hour a plug considered so mandatory by WMIN that even sponsored news stanzas must 'boost

—

the paper in full. To top it all off, the five stations allot
plenty of time to any and all newspaper columnists, personalities, etc., and are trying to buiFd this -whole works into
slill

bigger name-value.

Furthermore, the stations and the papers -five years ago
had a coaference in which was born a permanent association,"
the objects of which are: (1) to pass on agency Tecqgnitipn;
12) to exchange credit information; and (3) to prepare brochures on the twin city marketing area. This association is
a live-wire venture, and anybody violating the rules would
get tossed. It would be not very far removed from committing suicide. At least, the boys who have from time to time
been suspended have always seen fit to mend' their ways in
short order.

From several other angle.<;, the Twin City stations are in a
downy spot. For one thing, the distribution of wattage is
swell— two 50,000-watters, two regional stations, and one local
outlet. For another thing, the stations have a lot of national
advertisers (mainly the big flour-milling cornpanies) and several agencies right under their nose. For a third thing, the
combined metropolitan population is around 1.000,000. which
gives the stations a chance to plug the area as the eighth U. S.
market. Minneapolis-St^ Paul have another radio asset in
that they are great sports towns, and hence this type of pro-

gramming

is

frequently used.

There are some local

however.

Since there
nre a lot of Scandinavians hereabouts, a hillbilly who can
ring in a few Swedish hot licks is better than a hillbilly -who
can only' sing. Texas ballads.' Choirs and choral music go
better here than in most places. Eduoation-civic angles must
surely be stressed. Which is why two of the stations maintain
fulltime educational directors. And by the way of warning,
it can be said that any advertiser who mentions St. Paul
without mentioning Minneapolis to equal extent (or vice
versa) is virtually inciting to riot. Civic rivalry is immense.
/

peculiarities,

Also worth mentioning by way of a genei-al sketch, is the
strong unionism in this area. This applies to the general industrial, as well as radio, setup of the Twin Cities.
Station
engineers and technicians are organized strongly, and in the
majority of the stations the announcers also have some kind
of union. KSTP's spielers, for instance, have a union of their
own. At
the gabbers originally held cards in the
IBEW (engineers' union), but recently split with this group
And WTCN's anto form an independent organization.
nouncers are, through a sheer freak, affiliated with the Newspaper Guild. In short, unions of all kinds are forte here.

WDCY

By way

of incidental intelligence, it should be noted that
and
of the two 50,000-watters
KSTP— are women, a circumstance which is rather rare in
radio circles. The ladies involved fit perfectly into the radio
picture here, for the eternal civic hullabaloo carried on by
either one or both of the rival towns calls for the enlistment
of women, women's clubs, etc., and the femme program directors are therefore able to get into the van of this activity.
WCCO is owned by CBS, and derives its call letters from
the fact that Washburn Crosby Co. (Gold Medal flour) was
the first major stockholder.
Earl Gammons, general manager, came in by the same route in 1924, previou.dy having
been a Washburn Crosby public relations man. Commercial
manager is Carl J. Burkland, here about 10 years. Hayle C.
Cavanor, who once owned her own advertising agency, is
program director. Max Kal is educational director. Arti.sts
bureau duties are steered by Al Sheehan, ex-announcer and

the

,

program directors

— WCCO

Chautauqua spieler. Emmet Heerdt is office manager. Publicity and promotion are under the wing of Bob Hutton,
lately with CBS in New York and prior to that a trade journalist.
Mary Rennie keeps the newspapers supplied with the
special brand of publicity they need to round out their radio
logs and columns.

WCCO'S BOOKING OFFICE HAS
EIGHT THEATRES AS CLIENTS

Operating under a single' rate, WCCO is carrying a full
head of commercial steam, deriving about 10% of its revenur
from local business and the rest from network and national
spot.
By way of merchandising, letters to agencies and
clients plus newspaper and trade paper publicity are available.
Operations of the artists bureau meantime are pretty
lavish. This bureau carries around 100 people on its ll.st (Including troupes for purely visual presentation), has its o wn
wardrobing-production-costuming department, books eifihl
theatre.', and gels 15% commission for both radio and theatre
Work (this percentage is actually about 11% since the bureau
pays artists' social security bills).
Like all stations afflicted with a load of network drnmatlr

WCCO

shows,
production;

aims somewhat toward music by way of lociil
Educational and civic stuff is, however, exccp"""scular. For instance, schools are given prizes for
pftB ?
conducting
t,he best radio classes, books of Minnesota authors
°rj'"at'zed; a new farm series is now being generated,
I,
'"CCO broadcasts 32 news periods per week, handled
v"*^'
^'^'"^ <o' tlie Star), Ed Abbott, and Bob Campbell
giving items gleaned from small-town papers.
%
Edrtis chief sportscaster, while Wallace Olson
ha*n
^2-piece houseband. All told, WCCO has nine person,
ns in
programming-production, six announcers, and a total
i

2S

PAUL- MINNEAPOLIS: OR VICE VERSA
EDGAR
GRUNWALD

ST.
is llie
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A.

of about 70. The station has swell physical facilities,
Including an auditorium seating 425.
WCCO's schedule opens at 6:30 a.m. with the 'Sunrlsers,' a
variety stanza sold on a participation basis with Brown
Lavelle as featured comedians. From 7-7:15 a.m. Clellan
Card conducts a rough-house stanza of nonsense, gags, and
almanac-fodder (sponsored). From 7:30-8:30 comes the musical clock with Belle Winston and Al Harding (sponsored).
On Saturdays from 9:15-10 a.rn. there's an 'Open House' pairticipation show featuring Clellan Card, Ed Gallaher, lots of
music, plus Hayle Cavanor experting on home economics.
Also on Saturday; from 10:15-'10:45 and on Sundays from
10-10:30 a.m. Florence Lehman conducts a 'Ladies First' participation stanza in which the great and near-great are interviewed. Miss Lehman additionally runs a 'Women's Program' at. 6:15 p.rn. giving femme personalities in sports. Currently 'WCCO is grooming a new Sunday night series dramatizing the Federal Reserve Bank in slick fashion. The series
is being concocted by George Grim, radio promotion- manager ol: the Stair-Journal. By way of singers,
h'as the
touting featured stable: the Guardsmen octet directed by
Ernie Garvin; Hal Garvin, soloist; Bob Link, Clem Borland
and Sheldon Gray.
KSTP is affiliated with, the NBC Red, but carries some
Mutual shows, and additionally feeds NBC Red 'and Blue
stanzas to its Minnesota NetworJt a regional which includes
and KFAM. Recently upped to 50,000 watts,
KROC,
KSTP is a peppy outfit. The station harps much on civic
and educational stuff. Carrying a heavy load of business,
KSTP operates on a single rate and divides its dollar volume
thus: 317o local, 39% national spot, and 30% network (as safe
A double-header
a division as has been noted anywhere).
plant is maintained between Minneapolis and St. Paul. By
way of merchandising, market information, headquarters for
advertising,
and audition fasupervision
of
firemen,
visiting
cilities are provided free of charge; for mail publicityi special surveys, posters, and sanipling services a fee is charged.
points here.
promotion
are
strong
market
and
Sales service
Stanley E. Hubbard is KSTP's president and the man who
and KFOY (in 1928) to
effected the- consolidation of
make the present station. Hubbard is very much in active
control. General managerial duties are in the hands of Ken
Hance who has been here since KSTP started, and previously
in 1922 (he was a 'harn* radio operator
helped found
as early as 1910 and once a Marconi radioman). Ray Jenkins, the commercial manager, has been here since 1935 when

four man-on-the-street series, two from each city; George
Higgins, Ted Krey and Bob De Haven operate them.
is the Mutual outlet, but with Transcontinental in
the picture,, the affiliation of this station in the future cannot
be definitely noted here. Before saying anything else about
WDGY, it must be observed that this place has to be seen to
be appreciated. 'Doc' Young, the owner, in a burst qt esoteric
hippodroming rigged himself up an office (familiarly known
as 'the circus' to staff members) worthy of a Balaban Si Katz

staflt

WDGY

&

,

lobby.

of

Which have Mexican

The 'Doc's' desk is also built of mirroi-s and is lighted via
Model airplanes float around the ceiling; colored
lights go. on and off; the telephone bell plays a tune;, lighted
flo\yerpots adorn the walls; and to top it all off, the 'Doc' is
installing a pure white rug with an electric shoe-shiner to

a spotlight.

keep your shoes from mussing it up.'
The 'Doc' (who got his medical nickname via his ownerof' a jewelry-optometrist business) owns the place, and
of radio's commercial pioneers. He also owns an
airplane, a yacht, an estate in Miami, a Rolls Royce, some
worth of cameras, and a collection of antique furniture
and Oriental rugs. He is a man of many enthusiasms and
avocations.

ship

was one

—

$2,00()

Wally Stone, previously with WCCO, KSOO, and several
is program and commercial manager.
The staff
28.
Local business is WD(jiY's biggest revenuemaker, but national spot is on the upbeat, especially since
the station started wooing the farmers. Also- operating on a
single rate, WDGY does, however, give special local discounts
for programs running more than thrice weekly.
WDGY policies are hinged on two factor:s (1) lots of merchandising; and (2) lots of participation programs. On the
latter score, WDQY. beats anything seen yet
Here is the
list: a participating 'Roundup Time' at 5:30 a.m. (recordings);
'Sunrise Frolic' at 6 a.m., an all-request participatibn series;
between 7:30 and 8 a.m. come participating recordings; ditto
from 8:45-9 a.m.; from 9-9:15 a.m. Jean Kimball has the participating 'Woman's World' home economics show; at 10 a.m.
the 'Happy Hollow Boys,' led by Carl Johnson do the equivalent of a Scandinavian hillbilly turn behind participating
sponsorship; a similar show with the same talent goes on at
3 p.m.; more participating platters come at 3:30 p.m. and at
agencies,

numbers

WAMD

WDAY

he came over from KSD. Corinne Jordan is program director—another member of the staff here since the virtual start
of the station; she was previously with WBBM and WCCO.
Musical director is Leonard Leigh, while the newly revitalized artists bureau is handled by Chuck Smith. Tom Rishworth, another 12-year man, is educational director. Joe
Meyers, ex-nfewspaperman, handles publicity and special

5:15 p.m.

By way of merchandising, there are parties and get-togethers for dealers; letters; posters; and surveys. Market reports
and farm news are sturdy features, aired several times daily.

The hous6 orchestra numbers four men. Right now WDGY
adding two new shows to the schedule, one being a children's musical conducted by Thaddeus P. Giddings of the

is

events.

launching a
drive for outside bookings, charging artists commission for
these but letting the performers get away free in their radio
work. By way of civic-educational stuff, there are countless
Unique among these
tie-ins with the PTA, the schools,' etc.
stanzas is a Sunday morning roundtable discussion of re-

KSTP's recently pepped-up

artists

bureau

is

KSTP

broadcasting annually.
The program schedule opens with the 'Sunrise Roundup'
(6-7 a.m.), a stanza in which blocks of time are sold, and
which is presided over by a hillbilly-cowboy-variety cast.
From 7-7:15 a.m. the 'Early Edition' show gives weather,
music, etc. Corinne Jordan has a shopper's stanza for Montgomery Ward at 8:30 a.m. At 11 a.m. Bee Baxter unfurls a
participating women's stanza, somewhat a la Martha Deane.
Marjorie Ellis McGrady
Between 11:30 and 11:45 a.m.
(women's page editor of the Star- Journal) has a household
foriim. Roch Ulmer has a movie quiz at 5:15 p.m. And at
10:15 p.m. there's a 'Looping the Loop' local Walter Wincheir
series gabbed by Jack Quinlan. Dance remotes are plentiful.
Roch Ulmer and Brooks Henderson are newscasters, while
Halsey Hall (of the Star-Journal) is sports announcer. The
house orchestra numbers 20 men and the following singers
are featur^: Flo Seidel, blues warbler; Sidney Suddendorf,

.

and Claude

Minneapolis school system, and^the other being a stanza for
juveniles in the 'teen age.
is the local station, owned and piloted by Edward
Hoffman. The latter deserves particular credit on more than'
one "score for his operations. First of all, he does an amazing amount of market promotion for a station with 250 watts
(some of his folders are way above the amateur class). Second, Hoffman is a thorough student of station operation
which is one reason, why he does not pinch pennies in. an
effort to get rich over night. Third, his operations include
remotes to all hotels in the Twin Cities, lines to the city
halls, and other rather expensive tie-ins which ordinarily
^re skipped.
In addition to Hoffman (one of the few station, managers
who can practice law before, the FCC) the executive staff includes Frank Devaney, program-production manager, who
has been here three years. Dick Enroth spiels the sports.
The latter lean toward the municipal type. Samuel Nemer
handles the Minneapolis studios plus promotion-merchan-

WMIN

ligious problems between a Protestant minister, a priest, and
a rabbi. Labeled 'Religion Looks at Life,' it is getting nice
also conducts a conference on educational
comment.

tenor;

some

DOC YOUNG'S OFFICE CALLED
'THE CIRCUS' BY HIS STAFF

WCCO

KYSM

Solidly built of mirrors,

murals painted over them, the place outdoes the poverbial
•Christmas tree.

—dising.^

—.

:

;

Like all the other stations, WMIN has a single rate. Business is mainly local from the Twin Cities. Merchandising is
actively carried on via posters, mail, the newspaper tie-ups,
a house organ (In poster form) to agencies and retailers, advertising in taxicabs, and trailers in 30 theatres.
WMIN's program schedule, aside from civic tie-ins, remotes, and sports, is solidly filled with music and news. The
latter is aired five minutes every hour on the hour with reviews at 12 noon and 9 p.m. Every variety of music is unfurled throughout the day, mainly via recordings. The 'Modern Hillbillies,' however, fall into the live talent class. It's
one of those schedules nicely framed to buck the jabber on
the bigger stations' web feeds.
In closing, it should be noted that Minneapolis-St. Paul local program production; by and large, is unusually strong on
non-musical shows. Talks, women's magazines, club fodder,
and audience participation shows rank very high here in
amount of time consumed.

EllLs, baritone.

WTCN

is the NBC Blue station, owned jointly by the Minneapolis Tribune and the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press
(the two newspapers are not cross-controlled). Like all its
colleagues,
has a single rate. Business, nicely bn the
ascendant, is 85% local, two-thirds coming from Minneapolis,
and the rest from St. Paul. Merchandising is a big item, and
the service includes newspaper publicity and display ads,
streamers, cards, bus advertising, letters, etc.
Clarence (Swanee) Hagman has been WTCN's general manager since 1934 when he came over from the Dispatch where
he had been 12 years. Lee Whiting, ex-new.spaperman and

WTCN

once with KSTP, is commercial manager. Bob De Haven,
once emcee of the NBC 'Breakfast Club' and later with
KVOO, is program director. Frank Zdarsky batons the string
trio in his capacity as musical director. The station carries a
staff of six announcers.
Sports are WTCN's heaviest local angle— and it's a good
angle because, as mentioned before, the Twin Cities are a
George Higgins draws the bulk of the'
real sports center.
sports assignments and has been built into quite a name. The
Vest of WTCN's local .schedule is emphatic on feature and
feature-novelty stuff. Here is a quick take of some of these
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'News to Come' serie.<; on Sundays at 5:15 p.m. in whicli
newspaper prognosticators go out on a limb ancnt the coming week's news; the participating 'Dawn Patrol' program
from 6-7 a.m.; Ann Ginn's participating .shopper's program
at 9:45. a.m.; the 'Gopher Bulletin' from 11:05-11:15 a.m. where
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by Alfred Stedman, Pioneer-Press capitol man, and airmailed
10 the station; 'Job Wanted' at 8:30 p.m. Mondays, conducted
by Peter Lyman for the unemployed; and Jack Rambler at
11:45 p.m., a local. gossip column fashioned by Peter Lyman.
WTCN has eight newscasts daily, with Bennett Orfield as

news chief. Civic tie-ins are complete, the two most noteworthy being a stanza devoted to church music, and a 'Parents Classroom' in which clubs compete in answering queries
anent the proper way to bring up brats. The station also has
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civic organizations, etc., are allowed, to etherize news, cliib
.nnnouncements and similar chatter gratis; Mary Proal Lin''(leke's 'For the Ladies' series of interviews and news at 1:45.
p.m. (there's also a club hooked to the .show which currently
Is sponsored thrice weekly, and sustaining twice weekly); a
participating musical stanza by the string trio at 4:30 p.m.;
•Just a Story' kids stanza at 5 p.m. .consisting of Charles
Irving's yarns with trio background; 'Washington Spotlight'
transcription cut in W'^shlngton
.'It 8 p.m. Mondays— a special
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Air Charity Rib

LaGuardia-Leminon Plea for U.S.A.

DonestidhortwavrUnenconi^ed
Washington, Dec.

Ai\y important alteration of the
broadcasting
relay
rule' limiliug
hrnks improbable even though strong
political forces are seeking rela.Kation on behalf of New York City's
Special
municipal outlet, WNYC.
FCC committee weighing request oC

.Continued from pace ZS_

'

cause of the attempts to raise cash
for war viclinis, the Poles and the
Finns.

hearings

at

more than

a

month

While there is some sympathy for
LaGuardia. the general feeling is
that evidence was not impressive and
necessity for a nationwide relaxation of present regulations under which wire lines niust

there

little

is

'

Radio altorncys are becoming perplexed with their clients asking for.
advice ab^ 't this and that charity'.
since it is now necessary
Particula.
to get clearance from the State Department, under the re-written neutrality law, before asking cash for
the aid of individuals suffering from
European hostilities and the tricky
international policies of the Federal
Government If the U.S. is to be

Fiorclla LaGuardia got around
1,)
the discussion stage this week,
facing a ratfier long record of testi-

Mayor

mony

Cup Problem

Tin

19.

1

should
neutral,
whole-heartedly
broadcasters seek donations for the

be used whenever possible. Except "poor Germans' as well as the 'poor
for WNYC and WIXAL— interna- Poles?, attorneys wonder.
It is quite different from unschedtional plant at Boiston owned by WalH. Lcmmon, of International
ter
Business Machine Corp.— there is little desire to use short-wave for
regular interchange of program ma-

drives

uled

Americans

'

to

raise

money
homeless

rendered

for

by

earthquakes, f\res and hurriThose catastrophies do not
canes.
And the fact occur regularly and the relief activiterial domestically.
that WJXAL— which would serve the ties ordinarily are hot streched out
Gotham plant is licensed for inter- Bill the November-December-Janunational service, not to deliver pro- ary appeals are now an annual feagrams for domestic consumption ture and there is a tendency to
lengthen the period of solicitation in
weakens the argument
Idea advocated by LaGuardia is to each instance.
Radio is on an uncomfortable spot.
let the bars down and permit development of a wireless network By now it is the fashion for virtually
with no commercialization allow<td. every newspaper to promote a pet
others charity at Yuletide. Each publisher
Little "chance
that many
would be interested, although some asks the help of some local broadis
cool, it
If the station
pedagogs think a change in the rule caster.
might facilitate development of an cannot expect publicity for itself and
is likely to make an enemy for the
educational web.
floods,

—

'

{

whole industry.
So far there has been.no sign that
could the FCC looks askance at such moneyfor
But regardless of
raising activities.
solving
how the regulators feel, broadcasters
their present difficulty and providare beginning to fret over audience
ing a practical test Engineers doubt reaction. They have heard critical
that satisfactory transmission can be comments from newspaper readers
effected, though they admit- data, is who skip the heart-rending pictures
sketchy. One way to find out what's and stories, especially after they
what would be to use the special have sent in their own checks. If
authorization method which may be the radio audience uses this tech
advocated by the committee.
nique, the potential market for spon
Though the question is of limited sors inevitably will be greatly curinterest an important angle has tailed, for the weeks of the annual
caused concern. The fiery New York tin cup season.
Experimental Maybe

|

As things

grant

both

,

an

•

stand;

the

FCC

experimental

WIXAL

and

ticket

WNYC,

.

—

mayor who was aroused when he
was unable to get programs from the

I

.

to set aside a certain per-centagc of time or of earmarking a
fixed proportion o f all fac ilities for
€ducationaI""alfra otner non'^Commer-

stations

cial

19.

'San Salute,' CKLW's four-times
weekly program tor shut-ins, has
evolved a new twist for obtaining
Christmas gifts for patients. Gordon
Castle. CKLW production chief, first
Brown & Killiamson Tobacco
»
^ ,^ authorization for station to col
lect cigarette coupons over ether
and collect full price for 'em at company headquarters in order to buy

—

Such r lo„t ^r^hf «„iJf^h«^«^^^
iH« of
Of compellmg all
Jit commercial
Idea

the S.ilv.ntion Army last week,
which declared: 'Sam Goldwyn

gifts.

broadcasting.

EL PASO AIRS

I

I

Company

will

redeem

also

coupons on anything selected from
company's gift catalog and found
suitable for san patients.
Thus far about 60,000 of the ViC.
coupons have been sent in by listen
ers to program. Superintendents of

I

the 22 hospitals in this area, abetted
by suggestions from nurses, will
select two 'most deserving' patients

FOR TOURISTS

in

each sanitarium and submit 'em

to station. One of the two, and both
sufficient gifts are available, will
receive Christmas present.

.

Fitzpalrick's

Annual

Detroit Dec. 19

With g.m. Leo Fitzpatrick takin.i;
his annual turn at the mike, De
Year's day is the final instalment troil Timeseleventh annual
of the seven-day, pageant which in- benefit broadcast for benefit of Decludes the Sun Bowl football game. troit Goodfellow's Christmas fund last
Broadcast will air 12:30-1 p. m, and Friday night (15) grossed $2,231 in
will use WGN, Chicago; CKLW, De- pledges
from listeners.
Program
troit-Windsor;
WOL, -Washington: startefd at 11:15 p. m. and -lusted till
KWK, St Louis: kSO, Des Moines; wee small hours Saturday morning.

New

WJR

City:

were
WHK. Cleveland: WBAL. Baltimore; Neal Tomy, Norman While
and DunWIRE. Indianapolis; WKRC, Cincin-

nati.

WDGY,

Minneapolis; and

As.sisting Fitzpatrick as m.c.

can Moore.

WGR.

NEW YORK

CITY ..

Dick Moonoy lc;iviiig Earle Forris lo handle Lever's 'Big Town' |)iiblicit7
Arthur 11. Thomiwon, chart and map man, departs
on his own
.RCA's iiniuial pri<-('hristmas elbow exercises occur Dec, 21.
presently.
back in the U. S. A. fronv England, where he sales-promoted for Baird
made a $1,200 donation. Final
television, is S. I. Dinwoodie, who once was an assistant manager at Keilh'j
Herb Swope, Jr., of CBS had the back of his head
checkup revealed top donation
Palace, Tiinos Square
was $3,000 and it was figured that
published by Vo;iue.
Goldwyn would send a check for
liaiu'cncc Hammond moves into town from his Connecticut farm next
$3,500 as announced. The next
week lor the winter. .. .Knowles Entrikin is scripting a special New Year
day the message was repudiated
Brice Disque, in charge of the Kathleen No.rris proprogram for CfiS
at the Goldwyn studios, where
grams for Phil Lord, .serves tea to the actors after each program.it vyas said that Goldwyn was at
Mora Martin and Wnrren Ashe into 'Against the Storm' on NBC...
Arrowhead Springs' opening and
of Ken Smith in 'Betty and Bob'. ..Cyril Ami
Jameson
instead
House
knew noMiing about il.
brister directing instead of Maury Lowell on 'Ellcp Randolph' .serial.,;
Program netted charily around
Dnyid Ross on Philip Morris 'Pipe Dreams' as narrator. .Ben Grauer did
television performance of Fairfax the Magician
$15,000. .,
the
a radio, description of
at the Waldorf ball Friday 115). an' ingeriuily' marathon for 15'leadea
minutes. .Dr. Charles Courboin dedicated new organ last week in home
with Gabber Stcn Modcrski dressed of Richrnond, Va.. millionaire. .Alexander Kirkland, Bobby Readick
and
as Kris Krin.ijle, will distribute the Ann Loring into NBC serial. -Lorenzo Jones,' as Barbara Barton,
James
gifts to every home in the hamlet—
Tranter, Gene Leonard \yritten out
25 miles from here.
Mark Wafnow's secretary. Bob Brioty, married Edith Dcidcl in Harrt.
in Miami for short vason, N. Y., Saturday (l())....Don Shaw of
WHB Works With Theatres
cation. .. .George Jessel fiies to Chicago today (Wednesday) to m.c. Mayor
Kansas City, Dec. 19.
Kelly's Xmas Fund benefit at Chicago Arena tonight. .. .Chicago Motor
WHB tied ils annual Christmas Club picks up Chicago sponsorship oC Mutual's 'Show of the Week* Jan. 7
Midwest
theav^tih
Fox
promotion in
.Frank Novak's Chiclet show renewed for 13 weeks effective Jan. 2;....
tres for a kids' canned goods show Col. Stoopnagle's Mennen show on WOR-Mulual likewise effective Jan. 12.
Saturday (23). Previously station
own Christmas
its
has promoted
auditorium.
Cupboard in the city
IN
. .
sponsoring and
'This year it
is
Bob Hope Pepsodent program moved from NBC (.seating 340) to Holly,
plugging picture programs at the
wood Playhouse (1,030 .seats) but program back at NBC this week. ...AcPlaza, Linwood, Vista and Waldo
coustics bad and comedian found himself straining to reach the back row,
theatres.
overlooking the- mike and the millions at loudspeakers.
.George Rosenberg joined Murry Brophy's staff at Columbia Management to liandla
Cincinnati Actlvltic!)
clients for radio and pictures.
.Sid Ziff, former sports ed of L. A. HeraldCincinnati, Dec. 19.
Express, commenting on KFWB with 'brewery backing. ., .Danny Danker
Cincy stations are doing all right passed fifth matrimonial milepost. .. .Bill Bachcr back from' New York.,,.
by Santa Claus.
Edgar Bevgen will lead Pasadena's Tournament of Roses parade New
WLW's Boone County. Jamboree is Year's day, with Charlie McCarthy on one knee scowling at Mortimer
throwing five performances in Great- Sncrd on the other. Tommy Lee's mobile unit will televise' the padeaiit,
er Cincy this week for the benefit first big outside job for WCXAO. .. .Crane Wilbur editing the scripts for
Besides cash admis- Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town'
of needy folk.
Jack Owens warbling phoned-in resions, food, clothing and toys are quest numbers while on the air at KNX. .. .ClilT Arquette.east to sub Red
accepted and turned over to chari- Skelton on Avalon ciggie program. .. .There'll be no studio audience for
table auspices.
Lux airing of 'Pinocchio' Christmas night
John Contt and Martha Meart
WCKY, .WSAI, WKRC and WCPO flying to Seattle for Hundred Neediest Families benefit
Lum and Abner
are carrying daily programs to boost back from month's p.a. tour. .. .University of Southern California's second
the Post's Mile-of-Dimes campaign, annual Institute of Radio proved another of tho.se drab affairs with little
which cares for poor kiddies.
accomplished towards the betterment of the biz. All the biggies showed
WCKY also is originating a spe- up but it is doubtful if they'll go for it again next year. .Shirley Teinple'j
cial midnight broadcast Tuesday (19) broadcast of 'The Blue Bird" on Gulf-Screen Guild show Dee. 24 will be
in the RKO Shubert theatre to assist shortwaved to Belgium if facilities can be set up.
Enquirer's annual
Christmas
the
Franklin Delano, radio exec fur Young & Rubicam, moving lo New
charity drive. Union musicians and York to go into firm's contact department
He did a short stretch in
stagehands and ASCAP people tak- Frisco after a Hollywood break-iiK .Nelson Eddy duets with Shirley
ing part are donating their services Temple on Gult-Stroam Guild program Christmas eve. .Ken Aitken is the
and Protestant, Catholic and Jewish new program director at KDB,. Santa Barbara. . .Bill Henry's L.A. Times
clergymen and many officials are column, 'By the Way,' also becomes a KNX Saturday night show. A war
participating.
correspondent since .the outbreak, Henry will analyze the highly censored
communiques from abroad and offer his own- commentary .. .Lewis Allen
KFEL's Xmas Auction
Weiss to Chicago for Mutual directors meeting. .Mack Scnnctt's radio
Denver, Dec. 19.
debut on Texaco brought him a bid for a repeat Onetime comedy proKFEL is donating 10 hours to the ducer of the pie-slinging days knows early Hollywood probably belter
Denver Gopdfellow Club this year. than anyone still around. . .Sara Langman launches 'Prelude to InspiraThe time will be used for auctioning tion,' a one-man program with music, early next month on KFWB...
off donated merchandise, proceeds to
Cast of 'Big Town' surprised Edward C. Robinson on his birthday with
be used for poor of Denver. Every- a mocK broadcast at the dress rehearsal. The usual passing out of gift)
thing radio time, messengers, etc.— followed. .Jack Benny talked about taking his Jello troupe to Miami for
excepting phone service, is without a couple of broadcasts. California Chamber of Commerce won't like It
charge.
If he does.
Anywhere but Flori'' .. Jimmy Saphier shuttled hack easl
One of the. city councilmen Harry for a few weeks.
any donation by $500.'
message was broadcast
shortly after Jack L. Warner
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Rosenthal, together with Ed Freeman,'do the-auctioneering. Bids are
made by phone and messengeirs deliver the merchandise and pick tip
the money.
The auction will be
broadcast for three nights.

^OICE OF LABOR'
SHIFTS TO

WDAC

Akron, Dec. 19.
The C.I.O. radio program, 'Voice
of Labor,' banned from the air by
station WJW and then offered an
opportunity to finish out its contract
period,
has been resumed over
WDAC, locar Columbia outlet H.
R. Lloyd, president of the Akron

Ifi

CHICAGO

Nan

.

.

Elliott chief of .newly established

James Allen Joins WFIL
As Program Director
Philadelphia,' Dec. 19.

I

j

|

vacation. No replacement for his old
job has yet- been made.
Fred Dodge, WFIL program director, has been promoted to assistant
general manager.
Arnold Nygran.
supervising engineer at WFIL, hasj
been promoted to acting chief engineer to replace Frank F. Becker,
who resigned to become president of

1

I

:

I

program,

Samuel Benavie's studio

Mummers

dramatic group,

Columbia

Artists' office here, has

returned to Chi following confab in New York headquarters with Herb.
Rosenthal
Understood first deal under way is for comedy hcadliner
replacement for Red Skelton on Avalon "Time cigarette. Clilf Arquette,
recently set on show, would work in crossfire stuff with new comic.
Jane Green, Bonita Kay, June Travis, Patti Willos, Frank Bchrcns, Brel
Morrison into 'Arnold Grimm's Daughter'... Marvin Mueller and Elmira
Roessler in and Doris Dudley out of 'Backstage Wife'... 'The Carters of
Elm Street' meantime has 'Vic Smith, Connie Osgood and Bculah Brandon
added. . .Scramees on the NBC 'Guiding Light' serial include Seymour
Young. Lesley Woods, Bill Bouchey, Hope Summers, Irene Lorainc.

Pre-RecordWJR Shows So TAFT'S TIEUPS WITH
Staflf Can Attend Party
GROCERS, DRUGGISTS
Detroit Dec. 19.

So all members of staff may attend
Union council, said WDAC station's annual Christmas
party
had given as.siirsnce there will be
without inhibitions, all WJR profull freedom to discus.s controversial
issues on the same basis as in the grams for tomorrow night (20) will
past. WDAC is not a member of the be recorded during the afternoon.
National Association of Broadcast- Even stand-bys and spot announceers.
ments will be waxed for broadcast al
WJW held the labor programs night.
could not be broadcast in conformThis will enable every .station emity
with new regulations of the ployee, except
one engineer at conN.A.B. After the contract had been trol- board and
one at trHiismittcr, to

Industrial

'

.

including
band, the

WTBO, Cumberland, Md.

Entire

ticipated in the all-request

Buffalo.

James Allen, program director, for
WIP, resigned on Friday (15) to take
a similar post at WFIL. Connected
with WIP since 1934. Takes up his
new duties on Jan. 1 after a short

IN

the Production Centres

will top

if

El Paso County Board of Developmant will sponsor a half-hour broadcast of the Southwestern Sim Carnival from El Paso, Texas, Jan. 1 over
13 Mutual stations as tourist exploitation for that section of the country.

KFEL. Denver; WHB. Kansas

From

.

For 'Most Deserving*
Windsor, Ont, Dec.

Harvard tercentenary celebration a
few years ago except by paying wire
tolls he termed excessive
has threatened to cause introduction of legislalion in Congress and stir up a hor.,not
.o«..i,f»..o
net's

Hollywood, Doc. 19.
mystery 'surConsiderable
jiCLund.s a. .phono ("til n\a d c to
KNX during the 'Lum and Abnor' all ni.i-ht radio party for

Geraldine EUiott, Eric Hbwiett Don
Lurge, Billy Repaid. Motor City
Chorus. Golden Tower Quartet (John cancelled the station
management attend
McKenzie, Robert Luscombe, Bert announced it had learned
that conMatheson, Harold Belles), Three tracts in force could
be fulfilled.
Aces (Harold Kean, McKenzie and
The C.I.O. programs are devoted
Large).
Cyril
Wezemal,
George largely to round table discussions of
Dorn, Helen Hadley, Tim Doolitlle's the fundamentals
of unionism with
hillbillies and Billy Roy.
-attention to topical issues.

fete.

Ameche Back

Cincinnati,

ec. 19-

Cooperating with the Ohio Valley
Druggists A.ssociation, WKRC' has
inaugurated a sustaining .scries of
Saturday night 15-minutc programs
titled '1.000 Years of Pharmacy' and
designed to stress the i)r()fc.'isional
side of the druggist's service to the
community. Each broadcast prcscnb
the story of a different well-known
drug, its discovery and nppli<alio".
told by the a.s.sociatioirs sci-iclary.
Harold C. Freking.
It's the second trade n.ssticiation
linking for the station since passing
.

for

Washup

Hollywood. Dec. 19.
WPEN 'Adopts' a Village
Don Ameche went back on Cha.sc
Philadelphia, Dee 19.
& Sanborn program last Sunday (17)
Ibndi-bone
Eyes
Spot
Station WPEN has 'adopted' the
to wash up his contract -with two
whole village of Chesilhurst -N, J.
more broadcasts. Both he and Dor(pop. 400) for Christmas,
J. W. Pepper, Inc.. agency, may go othy Lamour drop off Dec. 31, when
Marble Love, director of WPEN in for some spot broadcasting
on show is trimmed to a halt hour.
Women's Club of the Air, is solicit- Kandi-bone, a dog biscuit after the
Edgar Bergen's aiipearance on Suning-toys and clothes for the children first of the year.
day's program marked beginning of
of the town, most of whose parents
Pepper was formerly with Mc- his fourth year as an NBC top name.
are on relief, Next week a truck, Cann-Erickson.
He started with Rudy Vallee.

CBS to Times-Star owiicidhip
took
28, when Hulbcrt Tiifl. Jr..
over as manager and dropped h'*
editorial connection with, the papefniorninS
Other series is a Saturday
quizzcr for housewives, sponsored by
the Cincinnati Retail Grocois and
Meat Dealers A.ssociation.
from
Nov.

Sidney Carflnkel agency of San
Francisco opens Los Angelc.-; ofn«
Jan. 1. Donald A. Breyer in charge
as managing partner.
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BUT MISS DEVOON,

WHENiroV SAID^XTRASV
I

It

THOUGHT you MEANT
TOUR EXTRA LADY
LISTENERS' ON THE
RED NETWORK!

Women-Wise advertisers of cosmetics and sbampoos know what the Red can do. That is why they invested 11,204,000
Red Network during the first nine months of 1939—more than twice as much as in any other network.

in the

Sure,*iVBC

Red Network figures

look "Hollywood"-but they're
'^Colossal" indeed is the Red's regular listening audience

day or night, male or female.

It's

business. ^^Stupendous" too, is the
'listen

radio's

"YY/^TH your own future profits in
tV mind, consider this fact. National
advertisers last year appropriated more
money for the Red Network than for any
other single advertising medium in the
world-over $31,000,000!

we

helieve, is conclusive evi-

dence of the confidence advertisers have

Red Network's

in the
goods.

ability to sell

A confidence substantiated by. facts

unearthed in the only network survey
ever

made which covered not only

"Other Half" of the national radio audiareas

well— the previously "uncharted"

where

families are located!

many

who

proved

produces extra results for

my

clients!**

can ignore. Puzzling time-buying

knots are unraveled. Proof

is

given that

a CAB rating on the Red means a greater
natiomvide audience for a program than
the same rating on another network.
In short, a completely new conception
of comparative network circulations and
values has been born! As one agency executive put

it

— "At last I understand how

radio works, and

why

the

Missing Extra Sales?

Red Network

We

believe that

when you hear all of
know why

this astonishing story, you'll

the country's No. 1 advertising medium... why, ever since network broadit is

casting began,

it

has aired the majority

of the leading day- and night-time programs.

The Red's extra

national cover-

age means extra sales for you.

NBC ^^-^NETWORK
'4

The network most people Ksten

to most

Light on Reidio

The revelations in the "Other Half story
prove

facts

most complete circulation study.

51% of all U. S. radio-owning

iVeto

of families

the

usual radio research territories, but the

ence as

number

the fore which no profit-minded advertiser

—

far the biggest in the

most" to the Red. Nevertheless, they're

by

This,

by

facts !

things of greatest impor-

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A ^DIO CORPORATION OF AMEIUCA SERVICE

tance to advertisers. Facts are brought to
I

/

—
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•We, the People,' remains a slick but their cciuivalciUs.

Tlic

ti

ick

Major Bowes' Chrysler Amateurs and Vox Pop were two
Columbia pr.^gram.-i which within

is

,

not very much to Start with. It is
a conspicuous example o£ created,
not bought, program showmanship.
It could easily be a hokey-pokey
amalgamation of slightly phoney
press-agent-arranged interviews with
celebrities, near-celebrities and nuts.
On paper it has often sounded that
way. More than once, when, after

(or national network prcscn--" tation and good enough to sell a lot
of Sanka coffee.

cough

,

^

Although it was a slightly obscure WIIXARI) POTT ORCIIKSTRA
stanza from a story standpoint, it •Kcvue in MIninlurc'
packed splenty of wallop via the :;Q IMin.s.
Victor Herbert melodies crammed Suslalnine:

'Our Audience*

Follow-Up Comment

A comparison sccnis warranted
here with the new.srccl.s which arc
under similar constant mvitalion
from press agents, to gain publicity
for people with .something to say. a
story, a peculiar experience,
Mark Warnow's circusy curtain- unique
Take the newsreels for
or talent.
raiser, Gabriel Heatter has rattled
the wrong way, the crude, often
oft the preliminary announcement of
phoney publicity plant,
transparently
listener
what's on hand, the critical
hastily okayed and hurriedly comwhere
Ijere's
'uh-uh,
has whispered,
pliled, often indifferently edited and
kitty doesn't land on hgr feet.' Yet
run in its native amateurishness.
the program has a haDit of commg let
Take "We, the People,' as the better
out better than all r.iBht. It could
will slick, professional editing,
be accidental one Week, but not way
rehearsal and
pruning,
selection,
every week.
timing.
Last week was a good typical 'We,
Above all, the timing of the halfOffhand there was
the People.'
'We. the People,
important.
is
hour
nothing very novel, very promising.
a hint of brimming over
The commercial tie-u-' motivation conveys
The tempo has to
was strongly threaded through the with surprises.
pick up, Capra-like, to convey this
tapestry. Tlie author of one current
Each item is snipped
player impression.
show,

was^also Friday, 1:30 p.m.

into such a brief stanza. It
an unusually hefty plug for IhP'pic-roslaur,iiit, -in-thc-lAth sli

of Manhattan, which was tlie locale
oi Dart of tlie sketch.
Connolly was his usual somewhat

Wally Butterworth and
Parks Johnson, in a dialog leading up to a plug for Kentucky
Chib Tobacco, referred to the
fact Vox Pop was going out to
ences.

.

short-of-brcath self, while Jones and
Miss Martin both scored vocally as
well as dramatically.

is

•Betty and Bob* (General Mills')
It
a study in afternoon serials.

happens to be perhaps somewhat
above average in scripting. At least
the people sound human an;l their
concerns plausible. Most of the time
a casual tuner-inner can follow thecharacters and know their rclation-

Announcer when signing on
Major Bowes said that '25,000.000
listeners' (92 stations) of the pro-

gram help to choose the winning
simon-pures weekly.

(although the man
ferred to his blindness as

.ships

who

re-

something
new was an exception when heard
avenue liquor shop who had last week). The study comes in bebeen held up by robbers seven cause each quarter hour, with deductimes.
It was a commonplace .s'.ory tions for commercials, can only carry
another inch and a
that other storekeeper.^ could prob- ^the story along
^
ably duplicate. The radio value con- half and that nlmo.st altogether by
P;>rk

.

,

Any considerable listening
of the
business,
which is wholly
beyond radio. For light and shadinR
the visible bit, the cross, the facial
exp.ession is the difference between
monotony and variety.
dialog.

sistcd in, first, recognizing the simple,

dnves home the importance

I

stage s

;

!

j

,

'

Jriday afternoon spot when nobodv

housewives and kids could

arrangements to rate a nuinbar of
special network shots.
iPott was
once sax-man in George Olsen's out.
fit).
Neatly avoids banal announcements. Last name is dropped proBrum being announced as 'bein?
^
'directed by Willard.'
Lot of ranqe in initial show, jumoing from leader's original theme
tagged 'Chromaticism' to some nicely
styled pop5 and winding up with
'lOlh Century D^-awing Room.'
Besides having excellent piano and
sweet sax section, leader owns couple
of stand-out vocalists. Gayle Gaylord, formerly of Gaylord Trio,
puts
a rich-toned quality and plenty of
heart into ballads while Don Dewtenor pipes arc of unusual

hirst's
clarity.

has
William Esty agency.

Jackie Cooean, currently laying
o/T with the touring legit troupe of
'What a Life,' this week joined the
cast of 'Society Girl," daytime serial
over CBS. Apparently he's in for

1?^

told the amusing and plausible tale
of how his trombone player's peculiar tune-up scale became the theme
tell the blind actress to report for a of 'Scatterbrain.'
World
at
'The
There was a man who spent nine
afternoon
job the next
At this touch some years sailing a boat solo around the
V:e Make.'
His message was "live for
listeners might feet that radio, the world.
was adding an today' (attention radio directors with
great over-doer,
ostrich boa to a silver fox jacquet. ulcers!) and was one of the oddsThe cinematic principle that a gag and-ends the program picked up.
There were, in conclusion, two
must always have a topper was ob-

smart company.

Julian

by radio impresari.
The program opened brightly with
the slightly dialectic proprietor of a

often crossed

1000 WOnS NIGHT
JohnBloirtCo..Repfa«tlQU*

diction.
,

voice of well-educated, middle-class
KOA, Denver, sends through a
American idiom, which showed the
copy-writer has a keen ear.
But pleasant filler program, 'The Ranger's
best of all was Harry Von Zell giv- Serenade,' on Sunday matinees over
ing a blow-by-blow running descrip- NBC nicely orchestrated and sung.
tion of a man fighting insomnia
Peter Lorre failed to show for the
turning,
jabbing,
tossing,
finally
knocking himself out in a- state of second successive week to play a
nervous collapse. Naturally he (the part in Arch Oboler's playlet, 'Noman) could have escaped this by body Died,' but NBC went ahead
with its airing last Saturday night
drinking caffein-free Sanka.
Of such is the kingdom of sales- (16), In this piece the scriptistproducer took another one of his
manship.
dips into fantasy and told what hapcountry
John Gunther seems to be some- pened in a dictator-ridden
disdoctor-scientist had
after a
thing of a secret so far as NBC is
covered an elixir for restoring youth.
concerned. Regarded by many as a
While the theme has been fashinoed
standout commentator, a man with
into story and play infinite times,
unusual and original slants, the one
Oboler's version had a topical touch
commentator on many a day re- that
rhade it especially interesting.
cently who did not echo all other
That draamtic movement of the
commentators, his time schedule
sketch was well maintained and the
(11:05 Tuesdays-Thursdays at presanti-climax, while not so original,
on*i
v,no
tu«-„"
i._
ent) has.been vague and there has
been little disposition to highlight ^ad a grimness and irony which
him according to the merits of his couldn't fail to register deeply.
performance. It almost seems that
Norma Shearer's performance in
at NBC. so far as underscoring is
concerned it's Baukhage or Bauk- 'Smilin' Through' Sunday night (17)
CBS proved a high point in
hage.
No particular disparagement over
Gulf Oil's current series. It was a
of the latter. He knows his stuff and
sterling sample of line-reading and
he handles himself smartly, but Gunmood-pitching not only on her part
ther has, on the whole, been coming
through as the man with something but on the part of the other members
.of the cast, namely. Basil Rathbone,
to .say that everybody else doesn't.
and Halliwell
Since the war .settled down, the Louis
Hobbes. While the piece is essentially
status and the performances of commentators has been subject to the actor-proof. Miss Shearer endowed
role
of Kathleen
and
hard, concentrated light of daily the dual
Muniere
Claire
with
a
wealth of fine
grinding.
Most of them have only
been as rich or as meagre as the poignancy, bittersweet romance and
day's
dispatches
and thsir own mounting excitement.
The .script and direction were also
microphone time. Careful listening
has failed to develop any fresh slants deserving of much credit.
from as early as two in the afternoon to the same hour in the mornHarry
CrImI,
French-Canadian
ing some days.
Notable, too, how character comedian, 'Bateese Heemthe same 'editorial' ideas croo up self,' back on WTIC,
Hartford, sushour after hour. Thus one night, a taining
payroll. Spotted three nights
week back, Elmer Davis on CBS said
^^'**'
almost the same thing at 8:55" that ^
^'i"" JM"^
Harold
Kolb,
Raymond Gram Swing used an hour

1.

.

ALTIMORE)

ABOUT

'What makes
a market good--

PEOPLE or
MONEY?''
The answer

is

"BOTH."

Baltimore is a BIG market
Population about 1 MIlllON (949,247).

1938 Retail Sales: $372,770,000.

Moil* your odvwrlilng (nvMimcnr In m
BoMiiMra'a "ilnt
erowing morfccr.
thotn". radio ttariom, Q

Vm

Index of buying power (according to "Sales Management"
survey, April 10, 1939)
117

—

(national index, 100).

Bank deposits total $669,976,836
of which are

^ON

THE

WFBR
BALTIMORE

National Represantariva*

mutual savings banks.

EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY

NBC RED

NETWORK

Qreetitigs-

Season

.

3. In

Listener Interest.

Community

Servloi.

America's Pioneer Station
NiHeief ffeprMMtcfltrci

Geo.

P. HoUfaigbery

Co.

Merry Xmas

,

!

Hay ward

THE

SMOOTHIES
BABS-CHARLIE-LinLE

.

I

on Mutual.
Gunther seemed alone

later

last

Thurs-

day

in
recalling largely-forgotten
events of 1914 that were akin to the
Uruguayan sea battle of the day. It
was the same 'Von Spee. who went
down off the Falkland Islands, who
gave his name to the Nazi pocket
battle.ship that took its battered hull

the

mer.«e«^

Merry

"'VtU
ana

YORVC

In

2. Adverlisine Preference,

—

in

the

|

SOOOwimSDAY

—ONE THIRD

with

joined

m

only a brief stay, as he's slated to go
out again with 'Life' after the holidays.
Coogan wisely shunned a
pseudo Park avenue accent.
Got
across fairly well by giving his lines
a straight reading. However, whether
from nervousness or lack of sufficient mike experience, he had fuzzy

Sidney

last

.

Ellis,

served;

All^ouMeedmCeHiralOhio

it.

who was

Field,

Sherman K.

As the femme lead, Charlotte
One Manson seemed to lapse into stereothe technique of Major showmanly commercials.
Her so(of
delighted type five-a-week playing.
Bowes, translating ooportunity into stressed 'gratitude'
bread and brown sugar, was fol- listener to generous sponsor), the ciety girl sounds as if she were
Probably it was still safe. other dramatized product 'unique- merely parroting an elocution teachlowed.
Close but safe. Which is part of the ness.' A non-AFRA Mrs. Chalmers er's idea of gentility, instead of conThe shadowy line is so (so announced) gave testimony in a centrating on what the lines mean.
sermon.

COLUMBUS

any way you look at

cien.

grams, strung together end to end,
unbalance the schedule. Each separate item in itself is constitutionally
unbalanced by the inherent nature
of story-telling solely by dialog, with
an occasional' wisp of sound effect.

Kingsley
stepped in after the Lytell scene to

(FACTS

hear

Band has n freshness in dcliverv
rhythm style and good enough

a solid

Small wonder the davtime pro-

'

Playwright

chain, wasn't jjiven much of a
breail
break
for debut airjng of station'*
>'s
new
house orchestra. Instead of gclti'nB
a bing-bang introduction on a
Sun
day hour, he was nearly buried
on
Ij^ut

50 stations and a dialing group
of 'seven or eight millions.'

one-track humor, the vivid mental
Dicture of a wine merchant using
the featured
Broadway
the right point, like a good sur- his expensive imported bottles as
of another, -a blind actress connected at
takes neither too much, missiles to throw at thugs, and. with
with rn organized charity, and geon who
the
inand
each new experience, becoming
Bert Lytell
too little.
••
finally a dance maestro current at a nor
an
did
Hillman.
crcasingly conscious of- the price of
Miss
a
blind actress,
New York hotel. AU or any such excerpt
from 'Accent on Youth' that the impromptu weapons. The script
interviewees might be duplicated in
long. But gave the wine merchant Europeminutes
two
scarcely
was
any day's schedule on any local stato serve the style punctuation, made him and his
enough
long
precisely
people.
same
the
not
Maybe
tion.
purpose and to form a very human story sound McCoy. It was human
touch to the blind actress' thrill of exasperation overcoated with aunational publicity and national op- thentic humor.
Frankie Masters was once a Chiportunity in which Sanka (ever the
gracious sponsor— part of the show- c. o matinee idol in the day.s when
manship) went to the expense to Paul Ash was Allah and all the other
bring in a famous stage and screen glamour boys with batons were his
Still prominent, still able
star to give her the emotional stimu- prophets.
lus of really doing something in to wham over a pop .song. Masters

OUT^-

WIIK, Cleveland
Willard Pott, recently appoints
rCL^jcUou. aui^'c dmacian-Qi wiiK^iMd MutuS—

ture and, incidentally, for Lucluiw'.-;

_t|)e-spaee-of-abou t - au-houivJastwcok, estimated for listeners .the
size of their lespective audi-

of

cWJ

PALMOUVE'S

harbor of Montevideo.

Gunther
In a series

most pros-

N
,
perous oi
Years*

into the

DOIS'T MISS

showed radio mettle
he did over NBC fi-om

first

various European centres last summer before the declaration of war.
Then and since his talent for pithy,
compact, picture-painting reporting
and analyses seemed to many tunerinners way ' beyond the evaluation
NBC itself seemed to put upon him.
His ability not to get entirely lost in
the shuffle of typical big network
sustaining program neglect speaks

^

BESS JOHNSON
By Adelaide Marston
Oadicated to tha

Tha story

of

women of Amarica.
woman who must

choosa betwaen love and tha career
of raising other women's childran.

for itself.

jWStV 2* »^ _^ NIGHT

WABC-CBS— 10:30-10:45
'Walter Connolly, Allan Jones

Mary Martin guested

last

and

week on

the 'Good News' program, originating
a musical-dramatic
excerpt from
Paramount's "The Great 'Victor Herbert' from New 'York as a cut-in for
the regular show from the Coast.

A.M.

E.S.T.

78 Stations CoaBt-to-Coast

BENTON & BOWLES, Inc.
ED WOLF, RKO BUILDING, Naw

Direction

Management

York
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ECHOES OF HISTOEI'

VARIETY

have, as an astute actor, sen-sed this,
for once or twice he seemed on the
point of losing his nerve, which was
what he was running on.

JAMES BOWEV

LANDT

Graf Spee Incident
From Montevideo
Sunday, Dec. 17

Ford's performance was handicapped admittedly by an unfortunate
production to uch, having the imagiNew-York
nary "aucirence make itself realistic
- WJZ^-NBC;
of
by
Federation
Woputting in ^ound effects of coughThe General
ing!
This made it something of a
men's Clubs has this Wednesday struggle
between actor and producafternoon quarter-hour on alternate tion.
Complete authenticity might
weeks with the National Council ot have put in a few wild ducks wing-

NBC, New York

Songs, Quiz
30 Mins. Local
D. & H. COAL
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

With Mrs. lUrold V. Mllllean, Wallace Ford
IS MiDS.

GENERAL FED. OF WOMEN'3
CLUBS

fVednesday, 2:15 p.m.

a collaborator in the field of

Women,

ing their

way overhead.

In carrying out the modern techwhich today (20) presents
nique of covering a speech, interviewPegsy Wood and a 'Quilting Bee' as ing members of the audience, renIn each case the arrange- dering the color of the occasion, the
Its entry.
program
suggested dramatic possiment Is called 'co-sponsorship' beThe
tween NBC's Women's Activities bilities of a first-rate order.
division, of which Margaret Cuth- obvious Intention to contrast the
bcrt is head, and the organization. bombast of professional orator, EdEverett,
and
the
classic
There is a sharing of the energy and ward
brevity of the great man, seemed, at
the expense.
the start, to promise much. It was
'Echoes of History' has an idea to
by the intervening
reproduce famous orations 'as if disconnected
The historic trivia and the disappointing climax.
radio existed then.'
The program opened provocatively
fccnc is reenacled, in other words.
With radio eavesdropping. With this with Everett (a swell bit of acting)
in
the
last
stretch
of his windy
fanciful device the series began last
It thus opened on a high
week. NBC visited the Gettysburg speech.
battlefield where the president of the plane of dramatic expectancy that
'culture,'

United States was to speak.

Program was rather a clever one
In conception and a pretentious responsibility for clubwomen.
It was,
on (he whole, closer to right than
similar trys heretofore. Auspices were
misguided in their choice of actor to
read the classic Lincoln address.
Failing to get Raymond Massey,
Richard Gaines, Walter Huston or
any of the actors identified with Lincol'niana and the right kind of voice,
a hasty, thoughtless

Wallace

In

Ford,

booking brought
something of a

name (which was deemed indispensable) and. in his own line of roles,
a successful, forceful and able performer. But as Lincoln he van second only to that not-altogether-forpottcn classic of radio miscasting,
Clark Gable as Washington.
Ford
lacked the authority for the rich,
simple Gettysburg lines and he may

4HEfW0RK HITS!
CBS N.twork-39
E»«o

station,

11X1:15 E.S.T
RALEIGH CIGARETTES

night but S.t..

for

HOUSE
UNCLE WAITER'S DOG
HBCR.dN.t««rk-6S.t.tlon.
E.S.T.
Tu..d.y nl»ht.-10:30-ll
for

SIR

WALTER RALEIOH TOBACCO

mm

TIME

NBC Red
•*'"s";
t.S.T.
Wednesday nl8ht.-8.30-9
CIGARETTES
for AVALON

PLANTATION PARTY
NBC Blue Networh-76

.tetlon.

rrld.ynl£ht»-9-9:30E.S.T.
for

^
>M

TOBACCO
BUGLER CIGARETTE
PrtunUd bj

KOWNAWILUAMSON TOBACCO CORP,
Laulnlllt. Ktillacif

NBC

MAHB

and

FLTNN

15 Mlns.

—

WGY,

29

HERB CAEN

— Local

REGAL AMBER BEER
Sunday, ,7:15 p.m.
KFO, San Francisco

Schenectady

Having built a following during
the past two years with his gossip
day^ (17)through th_e__instrumentalr
(Lei gliton & Nelson)
James Bowen, who, doing a
Hudson Coal returns with a quiz columri' in'the Chronicle, HertrCaenr"
48-hour standby on the shoreline of show that has novel twists. Listen- punning:, wisecracking newspaperman,
v/inds up on the air.
Fearing
Montevideo harbor, finally at 5:56 ers can win $10 by stimiping Landts
p.m. gave the world the first flash and accompanist Curly Mahr on any that because of inexperience ho
might not be able to carry the quarthat the German pocket battleship popular song of past 30 year.s,
boys
had been self-exploded. Bowen, now being required to sing, hum or play it ter-hour in solo fashion the brewery
a film man in Montevideo, pinch-hit within fraction of a minute.
Mem- tossed in veteran NBC announcer
for RCA-NBC and came through bers of visual audience may grab a Larry Keating to take half the lines,
with a news break that had no com- fiver by doing same thing. An ad- read the breezy commercials, and act
as stoore for Caen.
petition.
ditional dollar if question popper
Actually Caen was free of nervousSpeaking with a clear but non- warbles few bars or recites part of
Script was light, filled with
ness.
professional announcing style, Bowen lyrics.
was on the docks pretty steadily
Landts then turn to name titles, gags some good, some reached for;
through the day and was given the fill in words, identify theme use, etc., such as, in a discussion of Billy Rose
air four or five times during the of pops, and sponsor pays $5 to each and his offer to underwrite a Fair
next year: 'What's a Rose by any
vigil.
It added up to good drama
clicker.
Final brings volunteers to
And the answer, of
that must have held millions glued repeat advertising slogans, for money. other name?'
course, Eleanor Holm.
to NBC during the Sabbath after- Between the quiz biz Landts sing in
Beer plugs short and acceptable,
noon.
their characteristic style.
kidding, following along the
A news story appears In this issue.
Program is ingenious, but without with
lines of: 'Got a date with a tall
This review is for the files. Land. troupers like Landts and Mahr to
buoy it up might be slow, and dull. blonde— a tall blonde bottle of Regal
They register pretty consistently; Pale.' Show was built and delivered
Larry Allen of Consolidated Radio
WSFD, Toledo, recently proposed even on chatter. Program could be by
Artists.
Agency for the beer comthe erection of a fountain, to be built improved in spots and loose ends pany, M. E. Harlan.
with WPA aid, and subscribed $1,000 taken up. Some contestants are not
sufficiently
identified.
Certainly,
the
Steamed
city
council
of
cost.
William J. Bailey, formerly with
questions
(purposely made easy)
approval and ballyhooed raising of should not be left up in air when NBC, has joined with Fred Coll in
chalked up a scooperoo Sun-

,

Tty of

was not sustained. Notwithstanding,
it was pretty listenable throughout.
Mrs. Milligan, radio chairwoman
the group, said a few dignified
funds.
Land.
words at parting.

of

TRIO,

—

contestants

fail.

Jaco.

establishing a puffery.

New Orleans
Unions

Further-And Open-Hearings

—

FCC From Kickbacks

Washington, Dec. 19.
Controversy over the next move in
adopting a television licensing policy
has split the FCC several ways. With
detailed report on their desks for
nearly a month, the kilocycle police•men still are unable to decide
whether to hold general hearings or
put the proposed regulations and allocation plan into immediate effect
without further discussion.Chief question is which course will
provide most protection for the 'public

in

interest'

visual broadcasting.

three-man committee
The
which pondered the policy matter
special

for many months believes that testimony would be superfluous but

some

of the other four

members

in-

imperative to make a
before taking final action.
Ironical aspect is that both sides
that unrestricted
informally
agree
laissez faire, as urged strongly by
RCA, Is not desirable at this stage
sist that it is

record

breach has occurred, but

the opinions are rather sharply registered

in

Television

conversations.

private

Crowd wanting a hearing—chiefly

Unionism

New Orleans, Dec. 19.
in New Orleans affecting

radio is in a strange abeyance because policies cannot be formulated
until preliminaries requiring outside
initiative are completed.
Engineers asscrtedly have pracunanimous membership
tically
a
stations.

But

Wednesday, Deo. 20.
the would-be union hiis no charter,
2:30— Louise Irwin, body building and cannot present the demands
which they intend to make without
2:45— 'Burn 'Em Up Barnes,' film a charter.
Announcers in New Orleans seem
serial.
3:05— 'Inca Land,' film travelog.
unanimous on wanting to organize
3:15-3:30—Wayland Gregory, with under the AFRA banner. But AFRA
Caroline Bergh, on Ceramic Sculp- has no organizer available to send to
exercises!

New

ture.

8:30-9:30—Ned Wayburn's Holiday
Revue, with George Tapps.
Thorsday, Dec. 21.
2:30-3:55— 'The Curtain Rises,' film.
8:30-10:00—Wrestling at Ridgewood
Grove.
Friday, Dec. 22.
2:30— 'The Violin,' film.
2:40— 'Stephen Foster,' film.
2:50—'Flying Fisherman,' film,
3:10— 'Water Boy,' film.
3:20-3:30— 'Skiing in th« Tyrol,'

Television Licenses
But Nothing Happens
St. Louis,

Station

menced

KMOX
its

Dec. 19.
has recom-

annval

campaign

against the smoke evil in St.
Louis.
It's the fifth year for
to hammer the issue.
Other stations, notably KSD and

KMOX

KXOK, chime

in.

Everybody thinks the smoke
in the air is terrible, and year
after year It's still there and the
radio stations still deplore It.

Orleans.

Meantime, with

all

this organiza-

the station operators can do
watch and wait. It is a safe assumption that when the groups are
tion, all

Have Any Chance

Washington, Dec. 19
Approximately half of the pendioo
television applications—either forrel
newals, modifications, or new faclli.

ties—can be granted under the alio,
cation plan offered the FCC re.
cently by its television policy com.
mittoe. The scheme for distributioa
of berths takes care of most pioneers
and existing operators, although a
number of prominent radlo-busineai
names will have to alter their intea.
tions if they are to start or continut
video service.
The comparison of pending re.
quests with the allocation formula
shows that 17 are eligible, providing

two time-sharing arrangements

'Anonymous Men'

worked out
this

is

Pettingill's

Aversion

to

avoid

conflicts.

number, two of the pleas

Class

B

are

01

involve

channels

(those in tht
bracket from 156,000-162,000 to 288,.
organized they will make some de000-294,000 kc), which were not promands on the station management
Self-Reg
posed for earmarking in any speciSo
and seek a contract. And the stametropolitan areas.
tions are naturally curious to know
Columbus, Dec. 19.
Alterations, with different ribbons
what these demands will be. But
Columbus Town Meeting last week mentioned, will be required in
nobody can do anything without ac14
took up 'Air Censorship'. Developed applications, while no allowance
wai
tion from out of town.
into a general melee on the merits of made for erection ot transmitters
In
The engineers have gone through
code as perteining to two other cities where operation
the new
the routine process of organization,
li
controversial Issues. Edward Lamb contemplated.and await only a charter. Francis
of Toledo, a counsel for the AmeriCostly shifts will be forced on t
Jacobs, supervisor of controls at
can Civil Liberties Union, ques- number of stations, including som*
WWL, has been elected head of the tioned, whether radio was 'getting
which
now operating
have been

To NAB

Code

^

NAB

'

9:00-11:00—To be announced.
Satarday, Dc«. 23.
2:30-3:40— 'Forbidden Music,' film.
8:30-0:30—'Little Women,' drama

tized by Martin De Forest, with
Flora Campbell, Frances Beid, Joyce
Arling, John Craven, Wilton Graff,
Molly Pearson, and Frieda Altman.
public debate would be embarrassing Directed by Anton Bundsmann.
since the thre«-man delegation huddled secretly only with individuals
now active in the &eld. Viewpoint
of the committee is that all possible
information is In the hands of the
Union Strikes Men;
Commish and nothing but useless delay will result from anything like

to protect themselves against any
possible criticism is protesting that
adoption' of the committee recommendatlons without opportunity for

—

.

Only About 50% of Applicants For

Eventually;

among New Orleans

film.

of development.

No open

RCA-NBC

Expects

Odd Status Prevails

On- TelevisionJIi^FJaidiL
Protect

Wednesday, December 20, 193$

RADIO

VARIETY

so

New

Orleans group.

de.

religion' or merely becoming 'socially
conscious,' but heralded the code as

linquent In observing the FCC order
that all licensees must come in with
requests for a single ribbon. (Thos«
which did not specify any desired
band must take chances, with th«
Commish reserving the right to ladle
out unused frequencies for such op*
erators.) Among the more important
who will have to change equipment,
in order to take a different berth,
are WIXG, Boston; WIXA.' Bridge,
port; and W3XE, Philadelphia.
Roughly, the pending applicatloni

'a step towards eliminating certain
outrageous abuses of civil rights in

13,000 IN AIR BLURBS

the field of radio.'

TO OPEN DRUG STORE

Lamb

warned, 'If this idealistic recannot be accomplished by
it
should become
plain that the failure of the broadLarge per-day expenditure for casters to keep their promises will
announcements has been assigned by lead to a type of regulation that will
Schwimmer & Scott agency here for make their present efforts seem mild.
To guarantee that there shall be disradio plugs for the opening of what
an open hearing.
Pacts Reported Near is to be the largest Walgreen store cussions of all elements of a con- which on their faces seem to comply
troversy Is certainly not censorship, with
distribution
the
pi-oposed
The issue was pointed up last
in the country, on the comer of rather it constitutes the very es- scheme include CBS and NBC
at
week when formal complaint against
Randolph
and
State;
streets
on
19.
Dec.
Seattl*,
sence of democracy. Under the NAB New York; Don Lee at San Francisco
the proposed channel distribution
code we recognize that the air, at aiid Los Angeles; Farnsworth at
Opening mov* In contemplated Jan. 10.
formula came from Philco, Another
Drugstore opening will be an- least, is free!'
Philadelphia and Fort Wayne; Du.
squawker is General Television of strike of technicians in several local
nounced oil every radio station in
Samuel B. Pettingill, former con- mont at New York, Washington, and
Boston. Both would be unable to radio stations occurred Thursday
the city for a period of 10 days gressman from Indiana and an out- Passaic; RCA at Camden; the Mil*
get the frequencies they want if the
Commish follows the yardstick pre- (14) a.m. when KXA, India, was shut starting on Jan. 10, and the bill for spoken critic of the code, condemned waukee Journal; and Zenith at Chidown for 40 minutes after operators the 10 days of announcements will the radio Industry for what he cago. Few of these specified th«
pared by the experts.
run to $3,000.
termed 'invisible powers censoring power which the FCC committet
Squawks are condemned as sour were called out by the International
broadcasts.' He spoke of free speech thinks ought to be used on the pargrapes in some quarters. Because all Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
as the basis of all other freedoms, yet ticular stripes.
individuals seeking routine assign- tiocal
77, on fallur* of th« outlet
claimed that this freedom Is a perFormula embodied In the report
CAROLS IN
ments were told to get together and
ownership to meet demands of the
mit, not a right, announcing he will allow for 120 stations on seven
try to work out their differences
Commntcrs Sing In Boston & Maine would prefer governmental regula- channels In 91 metropolitan areas,
amicably, through time-sharing if imion.
tion to the code. 'Bad as would be with the other five leading cities
Ballroad Terminal
W. A. Kelly, Pacific Coast rep of
necessary. Furthermore, It has been
an attempted tyranny over free taken care of with unused facilitlei
pointed out, the distribution scheme the IBEW said KXA was permitted
speech by public officials,' Pet- In their regions. On this basis, the
Boston, Dec. 19.
was based on standards recommend- to turn on juice after the 40 minute
WEEI and the Boston & Maine tingill said, 'An' invisible government most stations in one city would b»
ed by the Radio Manufacturers As- shutdown on showing of ownership,
sociation and also Is not Intended directors could not get together In Railroad have teamed again this year exercised by self-elected and un- three— although six applications have
time to further discus* demands be- in a Christmas promotional stunt luown persons is infinitely worse. been filed from New- York City, plus
to be a rigid, inflexible matter.
It substitutes the arbitrary decision others
outlying fringes, whill
in
Underlying idea in minds of the fore the signaturing. Th« control that gets top response.
In the main concourse of the North of anonymous men for a government there are five contenders for three
committeemen was to adopt some crew was allowed to go back to
Terminal) .the radio of .law.'
Los Angeles berths.. Time-sharing.
sort of formula -which would Insure work- when owners . of outlet agreed Station (B Si
(Civic leaders in Columbus sponsor can be employed to end conflicts,
adequate spacing while simulta- to pay them $1.50 an hour from 8 station has installed a Hammond
neously affording room for outlets in a.m. to 3 pjn, and $3 an hour over- Electric Organ which is played every the Town Meeting forums, which although the FCC group hopes that
each metropolitan area, but without time while discussions on tha pact morning, 8:30 to 9 and evenings 5 to are. carried over WCOL, and In some of the applicants will be will'
5:30, by Irene Ha'nify and Del Cas- Zanesville by WHAZ.)
ing to use the higher stripes, charinvolving the danger of a plethora of continues.
acteristics of which have not been
transmitters. Because the berths are
Consensus is no further drastic ac- tillo, staff-organists. During the a.m.
explored so far.
so limited, it will be necessary for tion will be taken and amicable concert only organ music is heard
Ik-Tear Old Singer Gone
the Commish ultimately to work .out agreements will be sign ed by all of But in the late afternoon, a screen
If the committee plan Is placed In
Detroit, Dec. 19.
is set up on which the words to
some such method, keeping in mind the stations with IBEW.
effect, there is slim likelihood that
Police are searching for Jeanne Bamberger
carols are thrown. Community sing'
(WOB)i
Broadcasting
the high cost of operation, the engiof
ing is led then by Bill Elliot, the Holland, 15, vocalist on
here Metropolitan
Inc.,
neering difficulty in distributing
Television
Dorothy Gorden, who hat 'Yester- 'singing cop.'
for past two years.
programs via interconnections, and
Radio Pictures (Long Island City)
During these sings, recordings are
day's Children' program on the NBC
Juve had been skedded to appear can be accommodated In the New
the density of population.
last Tlturs- York vicinity.
It conceivably would be possible network as part of the latter's wom- made and then played over the sta- on a program at
In Los Angeles, the
for the Commish to adopt the regu- en's activities, is doing all the writ- tion later in the evening so the day evening (14), but failed to show next most active scene, two appU*
carolers can hear themselves.
up and father notified police.
lations and rubber-stamp the alloca- ing herself from thli point on.
cants, LeRoy's Jewelry and Teletion scheme, then permitting any
vision Productions, would have to
disgruntled applicant to seek special
split time, while Earl C. Anthony
waiver or revision. The burden in
(KECA) and May's department storj
that way would be on the permitwill have to alter their plans ana
F.
seeker to show that departure is in
fight it out for the remaining spot
the public interest Anyone can ask
The formula will require changed
t
t
for a change or suspension after
applications by Philco and WCAU In
rules are adopted as was done by
South Curollnii; WPBC, areenvllle, granted night powor Philadelphia, General Electric in Aljump from 1 to 5 kw.
international broadcasters ^yho obDECISIONS
bany, General Television in Boston,
Texaa: KDNT, Harwell V. Shepard, Benton, granted change
Bridgeport,
jected to the goodwill-culture reElectric
in
General
Washington, Dee, 1).
in time o( operation from days only to unlimited, uaing prea
quirement which was put on the
ent power of 100 watta.
WTIC in Hartford, Crosley in CinAlabamai WM3U Decatur, granted power and time boost
Viah: KOVO. Citizens Voice and Air Show, Prove, granted cinnati, Midland Television in Kanshelf last summer after voluble pro- from 100 watts, days only, to 260 watta unlimited,
night power Increase from 100 to 2&0 watts.
California: KPSO, Echo Park Bvangellstic Association, Los
in Des
tests;
Eaton
City
(Mo.),
B.
sas
R.
Wuhlngton: KWSC, Slate College of Washington, Pullgranted night power Jump from SOO watts to 1 kw;
Argument has been heard that Angeles,
Moines, and Grant Union High
man granted night Juice-Jump from 1 to C kw.
KKWB, Los Angeles, granted night Juice-Jump from 1 to
'
adoption of the report without a 6 kw.
School in Sacramento. Plan does not
District of Colomblai WRO, Washington, granted night
hearing would be tantamount to
provide for WDRC, Merlden (Conn.)
snubbing the general public and act- power Jump from 1 to S kw.
or Kansas State College, although
riorUla: WDAE, Tampa, granted night Juice-Jump (ram
California: Richard T. Sampson, RIversldfi. new station to
ing on behalf of vested interests. 1 to D kw.
either might receive ribbons earbe operated on 1420 kc. with 260 watts power.
Just who would come in as spokesIllinois: WDW9, Champaign, granted night Increase from
Connecticat: WTIC, Hartford, extension of special expert
marked for other communities (such
mental authority to operate simultaneously with KRLD,
man for the public and what infor- 100 to 250 watts.
as New Haven and Wichita).
KVAK, Carl Latenser, Atchison, granted change
Dallas, unlimited on 1040 kc.
mation he could present of value is in Kiinsas:
Ribbons are available for most ol
power and time of operation from 100 watta, days only,
Georgia: WGPC. Albany, new station to be operated on
admittedly a conundrum. The Com
to 100 watts unlimited.
BIO kc with 1 kw, daya only; Dublin Radio Broadcasting Co
the present applicants who sought
Loulslona: WSMB, New Orleans, granted night power Jump
Dublin, new station to bo operated on 1310 kc with 250 watts. different stripes.
mish is charged with looking out for
Only serious con1 to 6 kw.
MlHsourl: KSD, St. Louis. Jump night Juice from 1 to 6 hw
LO'
the public's welfare, it is noted, and from
gestion
is in New York, though
BllsslHslpiil: WJPR, John R. Pepper, Greenville, granted
NebraHha: KOIL, Omaha, authority to transfer control of
three
in this particular situation is better night power Jump from 100 to 260 watts.
corporation from Sidles Co.. to Star Printing Co., 1 share Angeles has five candidates for
Montana: KRBM, Bozeman, granted night power boost
fitted than any uqofflcial group to
lommon stock: KKOR, Cornbelt Broadcasting Co.. Lincoln, berths.
from 100 to 260 watts.
.ind KFAB. KFAD Broadcasting Co.. Lincoln, authority to
pass judgment.
Nebraska: KOK?, Scottsbluft, granted voluntary assigntransfer control of both corporations from Sidles Co., to Star
ment of license from Hilllard Company, Inc. (a corporation)
Printing Co.. 1 share common stock each.
Galllart to Ft. Dodee
to a partnership consisUng of L. L. Hilllard, Ruth K.
New ileniey: WHOM, Jersey City. Increase power from
Hilllard, and| R, H. Stewart, doing business as Hilllard Com'tiO watts to 600 watts nights, 1 kw days.
BEESON LEAVES TOLEDO
Dubuque, la., Dec. 19.
pany.
New York; WKNY, Kingston, increase power from 100 to
Melville K. Galllart, program manToledo, O., Dec. 19.
Ohio: WTOL, Toledo, granted power boost from 100 to 260
260 wntta and' change hours of operation from days to un
years,
WKBB here for two opened
resigned
ager
at
Jr.,
has
Sterling Beeson,
watts, WFMJ, William F. Maag, Jr., Youngstown, granted
limited; Watertown Broadcasting. Corp., Waterto\^, now
night
power
from
100
to
Jump
260
watts.
KVFD, newly
Toledo,
Mtatlon
moved
to
to
be
operated
on
1210
has
kc with 260 watts.
as station manager of WTOL,
Pennsylvanlat WCAE, Pittsburgh, granted night
North Carolina: J. Wlnlleld Crew, Jr., Roanoko Rapids, station at Fort Dodge, Iowa.
to try luck in Chicago. May return from 1 to 6 kw; WKST, Keystone Broadcasting Juice-Jump
new station to be operated on 1200 ko with 260 watts.
Co., New
(BuO)
Louis
by
at
wife,
Replaced
His
if he doesn't like It there.
Castle, granted change In corporate narte from Keystone
Ohio: The Fort Industry Co,, Toledo, new station t* be
Dwyer, formerly of WRCW, Chicago.
operated daya only on 810 kc with 1 kw.
a concert 'cellist, wants to live in Chl< Broadcasting Co., to WKST, Inc.

form

self-regulation,

Chicago, Dec.
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MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

Vcdnceday, December 20, 1939

95%

Pubs Sign with SPA

of

The

At The Drive' (For No. 1)

T

ASCAP

Other Fields Also Show Improved Performance Fee

members.

among the publishers are Stasny, Red Star, ExGem, Jewel and Melrose. Sam Fox also hasn't

signature' holdouts

Collections

clusive Publications,
has been informed that the delay in his case was
signed, but the
due to illness in his family. Counsel for Famous and Paramount attached a long explanatory letter to these firms' contracts but the SPA
postponed rejecting such riders until Its own counsel, John Schulman, got
back to N€;w York. He is slated to return today (Wednesday). Schulman
will at the same time act on riders which were attached to the contracts

Due to Increase

•

2,200 Licensees Over
Last Year

ESTIMATES

Max

B^efiman, Vocco & Conn and Ager, Yellen and Bornon the advice of -their joint counsel, Francis Gilbert.
Under the SPA-publishers agreement the latter must get from the asso-

Dreyfus firms,
points, while Famous
to 2,250 points.

of Irving Berlin, Inc.,
stein,

Collections

by SPA memTwo forms of conwere made available to the publishers for acceptance. Warner Bros,
negotiated one last October, while the other was worked out by the Robbins-Metro group. List of publishers .that have signed the SPA follows:
ciation releases for raechanical rights licensing of works
bers whose publication dates bai k to June 1, 1937.

ciety

•nroKTiinn.

tl'null-rionecr Muslo

•W. A, Quincke
•Ilemlck Mualc
tKobblnR Music
tn.'.y Music

& Conn

Vocco

•Crnwrord
M,. H. Curtis
tPamoAjn Muplo

WoKo
•Hnrm-s
*Kalniar

Gilbert

&

•Morrer

•I-nrry Sjtler
•Sun .Music

•Superior Muslo
tJerry Vogel Musid

Mu.<ilo

•M. WItmnrk

Muslo

•Woi-ds

Morrle

&

>[U4lo

t.MIIIrr Mu.sic

•Acrcpted Warner Bros. Contract Form,
tAcccpted Metro-Hobblns Contract Foim.

Music
*>fo(lern Muelo
•.Mills

LA Musicians' Earnings in 1
Pass

$6,000,000;

Los Angeles, Dec. 19.
Musicians affiliated with Local 47,

American Federation

of

Tops

SAM FOX

Musicians,

'38

VS.

by 159G

1938.

Work derived from

other than stu-

15,
tice

by N. Y. supreme court Jus-

John McGeehan. Action claims
unpaid royalties on a contract entered into Oct. 15, 1930 to run for
two -years, whereby -Fox granted all
its musical compositions to Metro for

a minimum of $5,000 yearly.
showed an increase of $635,975
It is claimed that $1,787 was paid,
1938 over preceding year, and
and $3,921 was given to ERPI and
first 10 months of this year, ah inRCA, leaving the balance sued for.
crease of $299,057 as compared with
general denial is Metro's defense.
A
iame basis a year ago.
During the present calendar year
work for members of Local 47 was
divided, in round figures, as follows:
Studios, $2,300,000; theatres, $100,
dios
In

TWO HIMBERITES TO
HEAD OWN ORCHESTRAS
of Richard

taking
bands
themselves.
unto
Stuart Allen is starting out with his
own combo, and will probably be

With Allen's bow-out, socialite
Babs Beckwith (Mrs. Winnie Gardner) is singing with the Himberites
at the Pierre's Corinthian room<
Marian Shaw, from Les Brown's
'Wit,

becomes the regular

•Sir*

Oliver Bibbs

New Negro

Famous,

log.

ANOTHER

500

Chicago, Dec. 19.
colored orchestra headed by
sir Oliver
Bibbs has been set in the

New

Savoy ballroom here.
Bibbs has recently been heading
orchestra at the local Koo-Koo
cmo, but has
expanded to a 13-piece
"Sgregation for the ballroom tour.

(The

and

'drive' in

It's

a

heart-

Tin Pan Alley argot

the big campaign to get a certain

tune up to No. 1.
The 'sheet' is
when a plugger solicits the maestro*
to squeeze an extra couple of plugs,
and thus get on the week's tabulation (the 'sheet') showing a decent
quota of plugs.)
The music contact men themselves
hate these artificial hypos because
it puts them in an awkward position
with their friends, the band leaders.
The maestros don't like to be hustled
so energetically, for obvious reasons.

The
ing

leaders accordingly are takinto their

it

be

known

own hands and have
to the publishers in

RADIO HOUSE
STATUS AS
BUILDUP ^

a new
salary while

dance

being welded
Arrangement at

into

a

WCAU

Golden.

SAM COSLOW RESUMES
AS MUSIC PUBLISHER
Sam

Coslow, songsmith, has gone

into the music publishing business
again, with main office in Hollywood where he 'hopes to cash in on
the next big wave in musical pictures, which is already 'well under
way,' to quote him. The songwriter,

To Be Published Shortly

,

unit.

gives Kearns network air time.
Jan Savitt, currently at the Hotel
Lincoln, New York, was a house
band at KYW, Phila., for some time,
leaving the station about a year ago
enter
the dance
band Held.
to
Kearns replaces band of Robert

of

long on the Paramount studio writing

j

is due east next week to set
arrangements in Nefw York.
As Spier & Coslow, Inc., a decade

staff,
|

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Paramount (FaCoslow getting a
Music),
writing contract as part of the deal.
Larry Spier has since gone back into
biz for himself also.
ago, they sold out to

mous

Mrs. Bernstein Better

Orchestra

-

New

Actually the
sympathetic and

•

vocalist.

Has

an

songpluggers are
backing them up.
breaker all around.

let it

ASCAP

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Hummer's men are

handled by Art Michaud.
Hank
D'Amico, sax, is also organizing his
own band and most likely will continue at the Hotel Pierre, N. y: after
Hlmber goes out on one-nighters in
February.
Allen, long vocalist with Himber,
will probably
record for Decca.
D'Amico most likely for Varsity for
Which company Himber also waxes.

of

LAST CALL!

000; radio, $2,200,000.

Two

Lou Diamond, head

had appeared before the committee the week before to protest
against the ranking of his cata-

esti-

.

ME1K0 FOR

COMES UP

earned total of $6,100,000 from all $4,290
JAN. 15
(ources during calendar year (December estimated). This is an inSuit of Sam and Harry Fox, doing
crease of $159,596 over preceding
business as the Sam Fox Music Pubyear, and $3,148,826 more than 1933,
lishing Co., against Metro Pictures
depression time low.
for $4,290 was set. for trial on Jan.
Studio earnings decreased In 1938
1940
as against 1937 in the sum of $166,910. First 10 months of 1939 show a
decrease from this source of $94,911,
comparable with
the same period in
"

is

around
'anti-drive'

bandleaders
constitute

'anti-sheet' fraternity.

MUSIC RACKS

Music
tSoulhcrn MuNlo

& Ruby

tT.rc'ls Music
'f>\vi. D. ^IiirkR

it

2,650

Is Justified

income has
no uncertain terms that any solicitation by the pluggers of this nature
been good in both radio and the rest
would penalize them by no plugs at
of the field, which takes in theatres,
all for a month.
hotels, cafes, etc. The increase from
radio this year as compared to '38 is
Distribution of sheet music has be^
12%. Last year radio's end totaled come such a major part of its opera^
Revenue from the sale tions that the International Circula$3,845,206.
source for 1939 looks as though it tion Co. has decided to increase its
will go over $4,300,000, which would rvusic rack placements in huge quanmake a tilt of around $450,000.
tities after the first of the year. The
The indications are that the boost ICC, which specializes In jobbing
from the rest of the licensee field magazines, took a flier in pop music
will be somewhat over $400,000. Last distribution in cigar, stationery and
year the other ASCAP sources ac- drug stores last fall and found that
there was a rich market for sheet
coimted for $2,242,144.
through such outlets in the
In 1937 the Society collected $5,- music
towns.
926,941. The take from broadcasting smaller
The company has about 500 racks
that year was $43,556 over what it
was in '38, while the increase from out at the present time, and it figPlan to build new bands with
the rest of the field in 1939, as con- ures that on the basis of returns to comparatively little
cash outlay,
trasted with the preceding year, date it should be able in another
which sooner or later will be spread,
came to $193,955. ASCAP currently few months to expand profitably the to stations in other cities, will go
has about 2,200 more licenses than it number of rack placements to 1,000. into eiTect at WCAU, Philadelphia,
Interna'38.
the
District supervisors for
had in
Jan. 17. Under a contract between
tional Circulation Co. have reported
Arthur Michaud and Jim Peppe and
to their home office that dealers have
Doc Levy of WCAU, Joey Kearns,
EUGENE WEST AS PUBUSHER become increasingly enthusiastic former
clarinet-sax player with Bob
income
of
about the music source
New Orleans, Dec. 19.
Crosby, assumes leiadership of a new
racks
Eugene West, ASCAP member and and that they are giving the
house orchestra at. the outlet on that
locations.
writer of 'Broadway Rose,' 'Roll on choice display
date, using local musicians.
Missi.ssippi,' and other tunes, will
Idea is to form a 16 piece crew
establish a music publishing house
KEITH EGBERTS' OWN BAND under an accepted instrumentalist
year, he announced
here early next
such as Kearns, keep the outfit at
~
-Chicago, Dec. 19.
t-.least six months
last week."
Keith Roberts, formerly with Hal the station for at
'The south is ripe for a music pub- Kemp, has organized his own or- and maybe a- year, then lift it, send
lishing house and there are plenty of chestra and is now at the Club it out on dance dates, and repeat
It solves at least
the procedure.
good writers here,' he said;
Chanticleer, at Madison (Wis.).
the musician problem
Lee Emmerich, of the University some part of
West said his new firm will have
in that, local and from the other side
branches in New York and Chicago. of Wisconsin, Is handling the vocals.
band is being paid a steady

The pickup on

*.skl(lmore

1I.C0 Kolsl

American SoAuthors and

at

moves up

800,000.

tSnntly-Joy-S«lect
tSchuster * Miller
•Shnplro-Bernsteln

•Chnpiidl

the

had been for the previous year. The
niembership distribution for the current year will figure around $4,-

tPaniniount MuAlo

•Itvliip Cncsjir

of

Composers,

mated, come to around $8,950,000, or
between 13% and 14% better than it

•Olmnn Music
•Acer, yellpn & Boirintetn
t.Mrinl .MuHio
•M. nnron
•Irvin roilln

of

Publishers for 1939 will,

tracts

The
York

Points

Publishers availability committee of the American Society of.
Composers, Authors and Publishers last week clipped 500 points
from the rating of the Crawford
Music Corp. and upped the availability standing of Famous Music
Corp. by 250 points. The revision
now puts Crawford, one of the

of

SPA

81

Pluggers Agree Bandleaders' Peeve

EIS

With contracts in Its flies from firms representing 95% of the popular
music business, the Songwriters Protective Association will by the end
phonograph record and transcription companieis with
ot this week furnish
a list of the publishers that have signatured the new standard writers
agreement. This list will be accompanied by the roster of the SPA membership, a copy of Article IX of its by-laws and a copy of the assignm«nt
of mechanical rights which the association has obtained from each of its
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Copy May
NEW YORK
154

W.

46th St.

Be Sent

to

Any

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine SL

Variety Office

54

W. Randolph St

8

SL Martin's PL

Mrs. Louis Bernstein, wife of the
head of Shapiro, Bernstein Sc Co.,
was reported yesterday (Tuesday) as
out of danger, after spending a week
under an oxygen tent.
Congestion of both lungs and kidneys was accompanied by a heart
attack

-

.

MUSIC-DANCE BANDS

VARIETY
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Explained to 'Em

Band Reviews

,

happy vocal backstop
FIDDLE BOW BILL'S DEW VAL- and two moke Rand
is deep-throated
for Halstclid.
LLY ACOUNS (8)
ballads while Miss Heed

Midway

Gai'uens,

and tends

i\ipl.s.

cohcenlralos more on swingy tunes
and old favorites, 'Basin St. Blues'
and 'I Can't Give You Anythmg But
Love' being nightly requests.
Essentially organized for dancing
orchestra has line of saxes, clarinets
and brasses. But spotlights fancy
work on piano and drums by local
bovs. Organized particularly fi>r tliis
spjt and at inception was far from a
draw, but constant working together
and rehcarsin,-; has sandpapered ensemble into shape and increasing
popularity.
Mayfair hardly rates classification
of clubs, as its more a bring-yourown set-up spot, but floor shows
and specialties are on the docket
Management of tlTe
after Jan. IV
Mayfair hasn't climbed with its
music and a lesson or two in handling of customers is needed to bring
the atmosphere up to standard.

Sensational hit scored by the
'Schnickemitizeis' as a local nilory
atli-aclion

lalcr catapulieci lo

wnich

or less national renown has
inspired olners ncreabouiS lo try to
follow in Iheir footsteps, w.th varying dfigrecs of success. Latest of tlie
corny, hone outfits, Fiddle Bow Dill
and his uew Valley Acorns, holds
forth in the same pop night spot

more

where

'Schnickelfritz'

.came

into

proinuience, and it's packing 'cm in
and creating considerable of a Twin
City stir, too, as did Freddie Fisher

and

to

his znnics.

Band works perspiringly without
rest- from 9 to 11:45 p.m. nightly,
uncorUing new stull all the way
through and demonstrating unbelieva

.

Network Plugs. 8 AJU. to

Columbia Records waxed a
version of the much-discussed
•She L o st It at the A stor,' recordcd^or U. K. itecords C7SfStKy~

Followlno

,

pcr/ormojices on

Vocalion.

two major networks from 8 a.m.

tlie

t IfO't, all olliera

denotes film song,

Reason advanced for, not marketing the platter is that Columbia didn't realize the tiuie's import when it was made, and ,it
d;)c.<n't go in for anything even
reinolcly suggestive.

You Are. .tVery Warm
What Time. .tToo Many
.

.Forster

.........
of

Can

Help

I

.

.

..Slui

Any

Fun'.'.

.tScandals.

.

ftadlo't Glorious

Song Success*

I

Music by Peter De Ros*

by Mitchell Parish

iyric

For

New

Eve— The Gayest

Year's

DOWN

Party

Song

THE ALLEY

IN

AND OVER THE FENCE
by the

wi:ilers

of "The Mori With The Mandotla*
-

A New

Rhythm

Hit

by 2 Star Songsmithi/

by Johnny Mercer

imiKt

lAusic

by Walter Donoldso*

13
12
11

Honestly

Santly

11

I

,

Famous

Hear a Dream. .'Gulliver's Travels
.

Shapiro
Shapiro

Mood

In the

.

11

.

..

11

.
Singapore
Ager .
You're Letting the Grass Grow
Feist
At Least You Could Sav Hello
Little Red Fox. .•That's Right— You're Wrong. Feist
Mercer ....
'Make with the Kisses
Robbins ...
This Changing World.

11

I

Little Street in

.

.

11

10

'

10

.

.

I

10
10

I

Music Notes

]

I

second is 'Only One Love in
time,' with Marvin and Harry

Werner

Jansscn

is

a LifeTobiaj,

doing

back-'

Joseph McCarthy clclTcd 'You've ground music for Waller Wanger'i
Got Me Out on a Limb' as an added 'Send Another ColTin," for which hi
wrote the original score.
song for 'Irene' at HKO.

\

Pinky Tomlln and Harry TobiM
turned over their new ditty, 'If It
Wasn't for the Moon,' to Paramount
Music Corp. for publication.

Bill Lava's 'We Ride' and' Eddie
Cherkose's 'Hooray' aie being issued
by Exclusive Music Publishers,

Adolph Dcutsch doing the musical
score

'The

for

Fighting

at

COth'

Warners.

YESTERDAY'S HIT

'Mighty
scoring
Hunters,' Leon Schlesinger cartoon.
Carl

Stalllnes

Western

Stars' at

started.

TODAY'S REQUEST
Victor Herbert's

KISS

ME

AGAIN
As featured

Paramount.

in

the Paramount

"THE GREAT VICTOR
HERBERT", with A'lan Jones

film,

Ann Parenteau and Nate Gluck
sold

their

Prairie,"

to

song,

'Night

be used

and Mary Martin,

-

of

authority to designate how the frozen
coin may be used in England.
American company execs, claim
that as high as 73% of net revenue
may be withdrawn from Britain if
the English pound remains 20%
cheaper than it was at the time the

in

on the
Republic's

WITMARK & SONS

M.

RCA

New

Building

*7ctto

IjCti

tUe.

York

LooJz-i

DOES YOUR HEART
BEAT FOR ME?

'Carson City.'

Frank

Loesser
clefTcd
'Jungle
Jingle' for Paramount's "The Farmer's Daughter,' which Andrea Setaro

Metro Again iii England
is scoring.
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
Early resumption of picture-makAlice and Kenneth McNaughton
ing by Metro in England is assured clelTed 'You're a Great Little Girl,'
by the signing of Ben Goetz as pro- to be issued by Whitney-Blake Music
duction chief and Irving Asher as a Publishers, with orchestration by
producer in London.
Nathaniel Shilkret.
Goetz clippers to London. Dec. 27
to start preparations for a number of
Gene Au'ry collaborated on two
films.
Asher will make one picture songs for the 20th-Fox picture,

B
II

I

L LY

ALWAYS DREAM OF

BILL

MEMORY HEMlNDERSi
TONIGHT YOU BELONG
.
TO ME
*.

JEALOUS

f

here before going to Britain. He has 'Shooting High.' First is 'Shanty of
made pictures there for Columbia Dreams,' with Johnny Marvin, and
and Warners.
SIstrora to

London

William Sistrom, currently producing 'Little Orvie' at RKO, leaves for

RKO

re-

lease.

Warner Bros, is going ahead with
production in Great Britain to carry
out British quota requirements. Max
Milder,

lyric

13

Paramount

•

British-made pictures for

SMARTV PANTS

15

Ciri Biri Bin

London Jan. 2 to resume filming in
England. - Assignment calls for two

•

ij

Mills

timism during the past week. Officials fear
his glowing statement
Heinz Roemhold and Ray Hcindorf
might have repercussions with the collaborating on score for 'Brother
British
government,
which
has Rat and the Baby' at Warners.

war

LILACS IN THE RAIN

18

.,

ChainJcU
...Mercer

.

Income from England
Ralph Ralneer and Leo Robin get
50% withdrawal priv- special exploitation by Famous
number of foreign de- Music for their song, 'Faithful Forpartment executives in New York to ever,' cleftcd for Paramount's 'Gulliquestion somewhat the envoy's op- ver's Travels.'

Music by Dana Suesi*

18

;

.

Good Morning. .*Babes in Arms
I Thought About You
Does Your Heart Beat for Me?

.

by Harold Adomson

20

.Famous

Witmark
Indian Summer
Stop! It's Wonderful... tMask and Wig Show. ... Spier
Feist
Last Night
..Feist
Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town
Exclusive
My Wubba Dolly....
....Crawford
Wind at My Window. .tNice Goin'

their current
under the net
ilege caused a

lyric

20

.....Harms

.

.Werner Aeymann drew special asAmbassador Kennedy's statement signment on scoring of 'Shop Around
envisioning
American film- com- the- Corner,' -at Metro,
— -

THIS CHANGING WORLD

21

Crawford
Remick ..
Marks ..

It

As Optimistic on Coin

The Horizon/

,

,.
..

Berlin
Miller

;

Heaven.

El Rancho Grande
In nn Old Dutch Garden
pajti^fi,] Forever. .'Gulliver's Travels

Foreign Distribs Not

On

47
34
28
27
26
25
25
24
24
24
23
22

.

Robbins
..Shapiro
Shapiro

Joe Kennedy

Hit

TOTAl
.

;

Careless

Speaking

After All.
Are You Havin'

,

85%

Chappcll

..

Oh

gave Lunceford his first good break Even WPA workers will have to
with a booking at the room on Xmas pay.
Marlene Dietrich recording six
HENRY HALSTEAD'S ORCHES Eve, and Lunceford has always kept
In the group are
ditties for Decca.
TRA
that date open to return.
'You've Got That Look.' 'The Boys in
Mayfair, Kansas City.
Band goes Into the Apollo theatre
the Back Room' and 'Little Joe the
Henry Halstead eleven-piece band Dec. 29, and on the same night
Wrangler.'
playing for dancing In this semiContinued from page 1
doubles to a dance In Manhattan
club south of town is now in third
month and gaining rep among the Center, N. Y. New Year's Eve it will figured that a couple bombs dropped
Alfred Newman scoring 'Grapes of
terpers and stay-ups. Take at the double into a hop at Rockland Pal- on London would wreck film biz, Wrath' for 20th-Fox.
ace, starting at 2 a. m.
Does three
Mayfair is perking nightly.
leaving the English-produced films a
Singing of Clarence Rand aiid days at new Golden Gate Ballroom, virtually worthless asset.
Victor Toune doing the musical
Margaret Reed, neither new, helps Harlem, Jan. 5-7.
score for Harry Sherman's 'Light of

A New

Girls.

Prayer
South of the Border

week.

as

GRAND
.

......Olm.nn ...
Goody Goodbye
ADC
White Lies and Red Ro.scs
Witmark
Who Told You 1 Cared'.', .*Kid Nightingale

It furnishes the sole
able energy.
The entire slate, headed by Liuzzi,
enter'.ainment and gives up so much
was victorious. Tliey were: secrethat the customers even apparently
tary, A. Rex Riccardi over Glenn
dancing.
are satisfied to forego
Qtiin.
Herbert
vice - president,
Coolidge;
There's the usual routine— lots of
clowning, hoke comedy business,
Woods over Jacob Pomcrantz; sercorn and novelty stuff. Boys locally BUNNY BERIGAN (U)
geant-at-arnis, John Pinelli over Miassembled, prove adept funsters as With Danny Richards
chael Slafli.eri, and counsel, Oscar A.
musicians.
well as
AlPoIIo, Harlem, N. Y.
Moldaucr over Sol Gelb.
A hillbilly scenic background, inAfter playing the stageshow from
Joseph Bossle was re-elected treascluding cowshed, shack, outhouse, benind a curtain, Bunny Berigan and
urer with no opposition, as was
etc., helps provide atmosphere and
his crew emerge for a session of hot
Fiddle Bow is Bill Lund- tooting as the second portion of the Harry Kemmerer, assistant secretary.
laughs.
grenl a veteran vaudevillian who re- bill. With vocals by Danny Richards
cently appeared in several Gene Au- and Berigan himself, band unravels
trv films. He hais a funny deadpan half-a-dozen or so numbers, all on
phiz to start with and boasts plenty the jive side and all well handled.
of entertainment versatility in the Berigan contrasting in a buff-colored
.Continued from page 1
bargain. During the course of the suit, fronts and contributes juicy
proceedings he plays a dozen differ- trumpet bits to nearly every tune.
the Philly slice out of the perent instruments, including the vioBand is composed of live brasses, former's salary.
lin, saws, steel banjo and mandolin,
piano
and
guitar,
bass,
inequalities of the new tax is
The
four reeds,
etc.,
and does some clicko rube drums, plus Berigan. Although numBrennan,
comedy and slapstick with the other bers are all more or less alike and shown in the case of James
organizaboys' assistance. His trick waltz on therefore tends to become monoton- a member of the Warner
tion,
who
lives here and works in
the violin as he turns over on the ous, none are too long, and all have
New
York
olTice.
Brennan
must
floor in all directions is a showstop- impelling rhythm and climb to rous- the
per.
He has mirth-provoking trick ing climaxes.
Of course Berigan pay a Federal income tax, a New
prop mule with, a violin attachment toots a potent trumpet, but when he York Slate income tax, a New York
on its back,
Philadelphia
tax,
Get
sales
tax,
income
a
vocals his themer, 'I Can't
Oliver Handy, the pianist, at var- Started", he wastes a juicy set of in addition to Social Security deducious times tickles the ivories wearing Ivrics. He's also a trifle stiff as an tions, etc.
mitten and boxing gloves and does m.c.
Hobe.
City officials say that even big
other trick stuff. All of the boys
league ballplayers are subject to
extract music from a motley assortpaying the tax on the money they
ment of gad.gets and they play plenty
Lunceford's Sentiment earn during games played with the
of hot, fast stuff with the usual corny
Prize fighters will be
local clubs.
musical screeches and sounds. Jack
succession
For the seventh year In
Bose handles the rri.c. job nicely and the Jimmie Lunceford orchestra will forced to give up
of their
also performs on the clarinet and
purses.
Arne Markinson devotes him- play the Renaissance Ballroom, New
eax.
The new income levy has no ex62lf mostly to the accordion while York, Christmas Evp.
Bob Douglas, emptions. Persons making as low
Mat Mortinson comes through with operator of the spot and manager of as
$1 a week are subject to the tax
yeoman service on the drums.
team, as well as $5,000-a-week executives.
the Renaissance basketball
Rees.

high

Symbol*

BVC

Lilacs in the Rain

as

a.iii.

for May.. Chappcll

.

My
Dec. 10.
Frank P. Liuzzi was elected president of Local 77, American Federation of Musicians, over Romeo Cella,
former president, by a vote of 921 to

taking

to 1

rUBLISIIER

Oh. Johnny,

P'.iiladclphiri,

panies

tiii\f,

are pop.

TITLE
All the Things
Scatlerbrain
I Didn't Know

Liuzzi Defeats Cella

Philly Tax

1 A.M.

a totali zation o j the comb.lned plu ga 0/ ciiTrciit

is

I

NBC (WEAF.aiid WJZ), and CBS (WABC) cotiipiUcd /or t)ic u-ceic from
Monday throuoh Sunday (Dec. 11-17). Total rcpresenls (icciimulatcj

by Johnny Messner, but
Cutting was
won't release it.
d'inc by Al Donahue's _outflt on
label)

531. last

'

..

WB

managing director

In

England, has announced that A. F.
Solomon will be in charge of British production for the company.
Five features have been scheduled
for Teddington studios. First will be
'The Brlggs Family,' with Herbert

Mason

directing.

The

restrictions are offi

Big

And now we

give you the

Hawaiian Ballad HitI

"TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA"
By
This

HARRY OWEN

ain't no idle

rumor

(writer of "Sweet Leilani")

—this song's

got stuff and humorl

"HOLY SMOKE (Can t Ya Take a Joke)
By JOHNNY MERCER
SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, 1619 Broadway, New York

'

15 Best Sheet

llie

Border.

Shapiro

Prayer

El Rancho Grande......
Lilacs in the Rain.
Wig Show')...
tStop! It's Wonderful ('Mask
•Chatterbox ('That's Right— You're Wrong')

&

Careless

•

In an Eighteenth

It

Was

('Too

working on

Marks

tween

Bobbins

cians Union.

This prompted

WPEN

.Berlin

'I

i

•Filmusicol. tProduction.

ON MUTUAL

who

takes

Strand

theatre,,

New

York.

Eddie

Bassist

Wanda and Her
Carlton,

celebrates his 25th
year in the business while at the

time this

Ssfranski has left
Escorts at RitzCity,
to
rejoin

Atlantic

Herman Middleman's band

in Pitts-

burgh.

He opens

there this Friday (22),

Howard Woods orchestra completed nine months at the Village
Barn, N. Y., last week and same iday

Skinnay Ennis' crew opens at the
new Casa Manana, Hollywood, Dec.
29, for

Paul

four weeks.
Sabiii's orchestra,

with Donna

membership in local Lee as vocalist, opened at De Witt
802 of the AFM, which requires nine Clinton hotel, Albatiy, Dec. 16. His
months stretch of work in local terri- is the first band at the spot since last
tory to gain adrnittance. Band now spring, although Ihe^Three Suns.Jioyout on one-nighters.
elty instrumental trio, have been

was admitted

DEC. 31

Mutual network will restrict
band pickups oii New Year's Eve

Inside Stuff-Music

Privins,

Abe Lyman

director, to quip:
guess Joe'U give his calendars

19 BANDS GALLOP

Olman

,

Bemie

place of

program

at a

the Upbeat

times out to get married. Auld once
played in Berigan's band.

Smith,

year.'

Circle
Feist
.Berlin

Red Fox ("That's Right— You're Wrong')
God Bless America ...
Goody Goodbye

Tommy

away seven pages

..Shapiro
Chappell

Girls').

•Little

33

Bonny Berigan will sit in with the of Swing into New Penn, Pittsburgh,
Georgie'Auld band at Roseland Ball- last Friday (15) for month's run,
room this Sunday (24) taking the succeeding Al Wasel band.

.
week-to-week basis
of the squabble bethe station and the Musi-

because

.Chappell
.

Many
Century Drawing Room

Know What Time

Forster
Shapiro

..Spier

•

• •

Beer Barrel Polka. ........

On

'

BVC

*

•

Oh Johnny, Oh

tl Didn't

Philadelphia, Dec. 19.
Every year Joe Franzosa, baton
wielder of the WPEN house
band, has been giving the mem-faers-of-t he. slaliuii sta g a c a'lenr'
dar pad for Xmas. Lately Franzosa's 10-man crew has been

15, 1939)

Scatterbrain

My

VARIETY

Week-to-Week Gag

Music Sellers

(Week ending Dec,
South of

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

December 20, 1939

We(ln<'S<lay»

its

to

playing in the cocktail lounge.
to
Al Donahue's New Year's Eve. date
15 minutes apiece in order to present as many outfits as possible. at the Glen Island Casino, for which
Club Petite reopened in Hotel MoFrom 11:15 to 4 a.m. the net will air the spot opens for that evening only, havvk, Schenectady, Dec. 16, with Sid
Walter Douglas, chairman of the Music Publishers Protective Associa- 19 outfits froni the east, midwest and is a percentage of the take arrange- De Fee's orchestra, and Earl Lindsay
Jack Andrews, trombone girl revue. Miss Lee Chrysler and
again this year picking up ment.
tion, declared last week that the action of the MPPA's board of directors on Coast,
player with the band, now arranging Meriam Nemi, accordionist.
Landt
the Shotwell copyright bill has been rnisunderstood. The board, he pointed Guy Lombardo at midnight to air
for it,' besides playing,
Trio and Mahr,
act, also booked
lOUt, did not approve the measure nor did it express any opposition to the his particularly appropriate thenie
for opening.
It did hoVl that there were many things in the bill it tune "Auld Lang Syne.'
bill as a whole.
Paul Page orchestra with General
Only break is few minutes before
favored but that it was against the provisions which provided for copyright
pickup shifts to Amusement Chicago office.
Jack Lee holding forth at Eighth
on creation and divisibility of copyright. The board also went on record midnight when
Avenue Club, Dallas.
as opposed to this country's entering the Berne Convention, for which the Times Square, N. Y.
Orrln Tucker, who's stock shot up
Shotwell bill was' ostensibly designed.
asi result of 'Oh, Johnny, Oh,' airs
Enrlc Madrieuera's orchestra in at
over Mutual after replacing Tommy Hotel Adolphus' Mural
at
Room, Dallas,
Thorough national defense survey of amateur radio service throughout
Dorsey at Palmer House, Chicago, succeeding Will Bradley.
the U. S. was proposed last week by the Federal Communications ComBooker's Counsel first week in January
Pointing out that licensed hams and their transmitters have inmission.
Tony Pastor orchestra has been
Charlie Barnet's orchestra went
creased from 2,137 at the start of the World War in 1914 to 53,500 at the
Tommy Dorsey answering Artie signed to record on Bluebird label.
.
,u
u
j
over the
head
of its booking office,
present time, commish desires to gather additional info which will permit
Shaw's Saturday Evening Post blast New band plays its first date at a
it to 'meet any
amateur problems which may arise in connection with Consolidated Radio Artists, last week with an illustrated layout in Look. private party in Fall River, Mass.,
arid fulfilled a date that had been
neutrality and national defense and other emergencies, as >well as \yith
made direct for a one-night engage- Lee Castaldo replaced Yank Law- Jan. 5. Follows with another at
normal regulation.'
ment Thursday (14) at the Golden son With Dorsey's trumpet section, New Bedford.
Gate Ballroom, N. Y. CRA has ad- coming over from Jack Teagarden.
Excellcnt exploitation and seasonal stunt conceived by Charlie Green, viped him. not to play the date,
Cecil Bentz doubling on piano and
prez of Consolidated Radio Artists, to plug the CRA recording artists is
Barnet had been signed, according
the special album he has just distributed to trade intimates. It includes. to Moe Gale, to play two weeks at Hammond organ at Hotel Blackstone,
the representative recordings (one each) of Charles Barnet, Blue Barron, the Savoy Ballroom, opening Jan. 31. Fort Worth playing both at same
Les Brown, Reggie Childs, Korn Kobbers, Ru.ss Morgan, Jan Savitt and] Savoy is ooposition to the Golden time.
;
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:

!

1

Golden Gate

Barnet

Over

.

,

•

i

^

|

ORRIN TUCKER'S

—

Joseph Sudy, waxed oh their respective labels.
typify their respective styles.

The

disks selected best Gate; and Barnet's reason for playing the latter, it is said, was to get
out of the Savoy promise. Same evening
Ella
Fitzgerald's
orchestra
which
Santly-Joy-Select
has made its
'To You, Sweetheart, Aloha,'
opened a stand at the Savoy.
No. 1 plug, rates' as a revival, since it has been in the firm's" catalog since
January, 1937. S-J-S had 'Sweet Leilani' riding at the time and it soon
stronger
Hawaiian
number
and
'Sweetbecame evident which was the
heart' remained on the shelf until a Decca Record of the latter tune which
Bing Crosby made recently stirred up action-irom among band leaders Benny Goodman Heads for L. A. and
and inquiries around the sheet music counters.
Other Paints West Until 1941

Skipper Martin, sax, and Lyman
Vunk, trumpet, new men with
Charlie Barnet.

'

CUCKO;a500

,

Win
Brown;

LONG TIME NO SEE

Larry Clinton shoves off for Bermuda, if the war doesn't scare him off
English isle, after finishing his curvent'date at Meadowbrook, Cedar.
Grove, N. J.
He'll lay off for two weeks cKaing which time he is to
complete writing a book on arranging for the modern dance band. It was
supposed to have been finished a year ago. Robbirts Music is publishing.!
During the time out Mary Dugan, the band's vocalist, will have a bad ap-

Wndix extracted.

^ee

U., Va.; 3,

30,

Kansas

Bluebird

Monday

(18), first

on new

contract.

John Goarnleres replaced Fletcher On this scale Tucker ran up around
Henderson on piano with Benny $3,500, terrific take and one of the
Goodman's band. Henderson remains largest at a dance here since PresU
to

do arrangements.

dent's birthday ball in 1934.

Tucker date was fulfillment of a
Bob Bass replaced Cody Sundefer
drummer with Bob CJhester, contract held by Will Wittig of the
Pla-Moor for about a year. It was
Band's opening at Paramount theamade
before leader took his crew to
tre, N. Y.,. has been moved up from
as

- -the. west .cocst for .the_summer..._ On.
.tS^Jan; TO' or 17.
request from Tucker, Wittig canHarlan Leonard's Kansas City celled a date last season but held the
band has been signed by Music Cor- contract and was handsomely reimporation of America, effective Jan bursed.
Russ Morgan and. band held the
1.
He'll be brought east.
bandstand last Saturday night at
Jack Tea^arJen band slightly re- same prices. Turnout indicated by
organized to cut down operating ex- advance sale very satisfactory, but
penses.
Still has same number of not of the Tucker standard.
Wittig
men, however. It opens at South- has Arlie-Simmonds and crew moved
land, Boston, Jan. 22. Plays college over from the Southern Mansion as

February

-

regular attractions.

George Hall and Henry Busse
bands now with Wm. Morris Agency.
Busse's currently at the Netherland Alfid,

&

Minneapolis Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati.

Donahue follows Clinton iiito the spot, coming in Jan, 1, out for two theatre.
Duke Ellington goes to Southland,
Georgie Auld, Jan. 12-13, Duke U.,
Reason for the two days out is the spot will
Jays, then resuming Jan. 4.
Boston, Jan. 8. Plays night before
Durham, N. C.
J>e closed, terhporary shuttering having been imposed by the New Jersey
Inl'-spots, Jan. 5, Adams or Para- at Savoy Ballroom, New York.
liquor board for violating one of the boards rules by running a bingo
mount theatre, Newark.
session for a church benefit last summer.
Col. Manny Prae^er, sax-singer
Bill Bardo, Dec. 31-Jan. 1, Bay
with Ben Bernie will have a band of
theatre. Green Bay, Wis.
Jimmy Dorsey, Feb. 15-16, Knox- his own to go into rehearsal soon.
Intention of local 802 of the AFM to probe the practice of bandleaders
Booked by Frederick Bros;
" pay for their own network wires and remote pickup tax drew verbal ville, Tenn.
Woody Herman, March 3-4, Michiexpressions of wholehearted support last week from several of the leaders
Happy Jones, of Inkspots, father
gan theatre. Ann Arbor, Mich.
aod managers guilty
of such operations. Whether they would carry those
Frankie Trumbauer. Dec, 25, Arm- of twins last week. Pair evenly diexpressions to the point of talking if they happen to be ainoniK those
ory, Port Huron, Mich.; 30. Hoosier vided in sex. Now has six girls and
called on the
carpet, wasn't mentioned.
A. C, Indianapolis; Jan, 6, Ames, one bby. Inkspots currently at FaSay that it's undoubtedly
unfair to bands that can't afford to do the same Iowa;
mous Door.'N. Y., with Woody Her7, Quincy, 111.
as moneyed
outfits, but they have to string along with others if they want
Cab Calloway. Jan. 17, Washing- man band
air tune,
as
be

Georgie

per

afforded.

man remote bapd

D.
Atlanta;
ton,

pickjip lax,

which has been hanging

C;

26,

23,

Chattanooga; 24-25,
27, Mont-

|?.'"^;^,-„o'l,'f.'

Va

-

FeTT fcloUe.'

°*"ey's ^Weadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., for the past several
p , winston-Salem N C- 3
Z^if''^"'^
nwnths was again
deferred last week, at least until April 28, and may not Asheville N. C:
4, Danville, Va.;
again.
Issue had been up for consideration several times Raleigh, ;
1"
N. C; 6, Richmond, Va.
btf
''*e" *et back in each-instance,
aT'.i,
the time it was
first broached Meadowbrook was the only spot in '_
,
«
•
.
,
tAn
from which wires emanated, but several places in Newark 1 ed otraeter tor
r air
itSif f'**"'^
"V* *'"<^e been added. Pickups from Dailey's vary from 10 to 15' Ted Straeter's orchestra, now at
per week,
with name bands;
the Monte Carlo rcstauMnt. New
York, has been signed to play at the
If
Pavilion at the N. Y.
evpr"w'"«! ^'5<=' Artie Shaw's scram-out has gotten him more offers than Rumanian
"^^^ vanishing maestro is still in Mexico, supposedly writing World's Fair when the cxco reopens
*•
a sL'
with 'next spring. If there's a Rumania.
the "l'"°V*°'>'oeraphical book, a mixture of fact and fiction deaUrig
Spot will be run by Felix Ferry
scene, jitterbugs, etc.
HeTJw*:,^'""'""
<=s Slated
to return actively to the podium in February.
|who also runs the Monte Carlo.
.

join

^t

40

1

I

Hal Kemp's Smoothies

trio.

tinue,

I

over the
of
the

Bobbie

to

be

booked

by

Byrne
General

Artie Shaw.
U. S. Record Corp. last week put
Auld's aggregation under • a year's
contract.
Reason Auld put the 'ie'
in
was to avoid auric^"
""^ -^^^
" his first name
confusion with George Hall,
•

R.I.

Debs Debut En Masse;

;

i

Cur-

rently breaking in and will replace
Arline Johnson soon.
—.
Bob Crosby into Stanley theatre,
Pittsburgh, week of Dec. 29 for
fourth engagement there in as many
years.

and

Amusement Corp. Auld and all his
men but £wb were formerly with

Rosalind Stewart, former vocalist
with Jan Savitt's orchestra while
the latter was in Philadelph'a, will

Macon, Ga.;

Auld

bonds, but the two units will con-

•

can

Personal Tonch

Irving Mills has taken
personal
managements

'

it

Byrne Bands Under

i^s

Al

long as

City, Dec. 19.

Orrin Tucker and his orchestra
with Bonnie Baker COh, Johnny,
Oh') played a one-nighter at the PlaMoor ballroom to 4,000 capacity.
Tickets were sold in advance at 75c
per head and at the gate at $1 per.

onie-nighters in between.

Washington
Syracuse U.
1,

Buddy Rogers, Dec.

INK.C.

Mitchell Ayres. cut four sides for

.

Band Bookiiigs
Pob Chester, Feb.

Siddell,

Evelyn Pde.

Stuff-Bands

that

Al

from Les
drums, from

trumpet,

Muggsy Spanier; Ernie Casceres, sax,
from Jackson Teagarden, and W.
Clifford, also sax, new men with Bob
Zurke. Band also has new vocalist,

Benny Goodman orchestra will
Ida Cox, colored singer contemporaneous with Bessie Smith and recently
play westward in early spring of
rediscovered by swingophile John Hammond, did a sesh with the latter
next year and may not return east
on Hobby Lobby radio program and is back at Cafe Society, Greenwich
until 1941. Band opens for six weeks
'Village jive den, which is steaming up this week to celebrate one year of
at the Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles,giitbucketing.
March 19; will follow with four
weeks at Catalina Island and four
Intimations have already been given by several publishers that they stanzas at the San Francisco Fair,
propose to make wholesale shifts in their professional departments after among theatres and one-nighters.
the first of the year. Under the rules of the contactmen's union the'pub- Return trip will bring it through the
lisher must issue notice to an incumbent before approaching his successor southwest, a territory the band hasn't
and the man quitting must give a full two-weeks notice.
played in several years, thence to
Chicago, where it will probably settle for most of next winter.
Story anent the publication of the Dick Rogers-Will Osborrie tune,
While _on .the Coast the. outfit-will
/Wouldst Coiild .l But Kiss- -Your- Hahd,-'Oh -Babe,' erroneously -reported .
make a picture for Universal, with
Breghian, Vocco & Conn as its publisher. Larry Spier, Inc., is the actual
either Deanna Durbin or Gloria
publisher, Rogers is .piano-vocalist in Osborne's band at the Hotel PennJean. U's newest starlet. After leavsylvania, N. Y.
ing its current stand at the WaldorfAstoria hotel, N. Y., Gbodman picks
up a concert date at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y., Jan. 10, followed by several
weeks of theatres and onn-nighters,
before starting coastward.

Inside

Hntton,

Newman

Provides Waltzes

|

i

Ruby Newman orchestra plays a
debutante coming out party at the
Biltmore hotel, Providence, R. I.,
Dec. 22. at which 44 local debs step
into society.
Leader is using a 50-

piece band.
Newman, queried debs of honor on
the type oT music they'd prefer and
Phil Levant band at Casino. Pitls- 'got 23 bids for Viennese waltze.'. Not
.Tjurgh, replscing the Benny Burton many jitterbu.ss on the other side of
outntoutfit.
(he tracks. Poll also placed 'I Didn't
Knov/ Whc-it Time It Was' as most
June Gardner and her Gentlemen requested of pops.
I

]

'

—

1

I

.

'

,

j

'

,

Frady, localile, on bass flddle;
Ralph CoDsy. 300-pound trombonist,
formerly with Ben Pollack and Red
Nichols, nnd Dob Barnes, pianist-arranger, who has pljfiyed with Chicago

'Fats'

Night Club Reviews

bands.

1

.

.

>iand manipulation oi
.sleight - of
He also has
chicks, ciU'ds nnd coins

N. Y.

.

,

,

New
m

i

He a vy on the forn. the Sch niCKClare still ciowiuwS; hatf,-iticrs
changingi pipe, cigarct smoking and
an elective informality nnd works w.vshboaid' and auto-horn playing.
stooge for Fislicr's own 'Colonel Corn' nnd sevwho
customers,
with
the
La Gitonilla, Gloria Belmpiilc, him nicely and without embarrass- eral oilier tunes that achieved popuMaria Luiso Lopei, Doritn & Vulero, ment.
larity on recordings arc favcs along
Hugo Marioni orchestra (10)
Latter factor puts considerable with such tunes as 'Bcor Barrel
power into his act. Warms an audi- Polka' and 'Horsey Keep Your Tail
With NBC maestro Hugo Mariani ence to him quickly and builds to
doing his stuff, this class Greenwich consistent entertainment.
He gets ^Band hits the air nightly on
his and .WSAI, arid has a. Tuesday night
Village nitery has a solid dance com- especially
with
result.<!
fine
bination backing up the sprightly Chicks legerdemain, in itself a sure- spot' on the NBC Red v. eb.
Perhaps the No. 1 nitime lire novelty.
show.
Two liights n week tlic manage,
, „
Latin room of its type in New York
team of Elslelle and LeRoy ment dishes out $1 bills to patrons
Dance
—differing from the more hotcha La makes a good appearance and they requesting any number the band
Conga and La Martinique— Benito sweep through a series of ballroom miglit not know. To ci Uect, quizzers
well-balCoUada's El Chico has a
numbers pleasantly and to good must take to the mike and sing a
On
anced sequence of acts in La score. Can work anywhere.
piece of their choice tune.<:.
G i t a n i 1 1 a personality songstress;
Handling the playing for dancing Tuesday nights and Saturday afterGloria Belmonte, flamenco dancer; and show is Don Orlando's orchestra. noons Fisher gets volunteers to sing,
Maria Luisa Lopez, Mexican come- Group, which turns in a remarkably recite or tell a story for. recording.
dienne; and_Dorita and Valero, terp fine job throughout, has been hero Stunt- i.s popular, as is the 'plav or
Koll.
team.
^since the beginning of the .season arid pay' one.
Latter's jealous-flirtation routme is has proved a genuine ai:set, building

EL CHICO,

m

appeared.

the screen opposite
and, while he is a pleasing cnoupli
juvenile, he is in this case just a
straight man walking on and off.
He tries a song, 'My Prayer.'
A nice enough
but doesn't sell it.
baritone voice, but he can't hold the
key. Ill liie case of Halley Chester,

.

'

one standout, and Senorita Lopez s quite a following.
number, with the som- a reat buildup.
breros, a good sequence as she scatters her chapeaux around the ringside customers for strong laugh re-

Band

is

TULANE ROOM,

Gold.

he seems an embryo Wally Beery
with a corking sense of comedy and
he manages to get laughs. Harris

N. O.

Berger is a throw-back to Gus Edwards' 'school boys and girls' acts.

(JUNG HOTEL)

PERSIAN ROOM,

-

rice for

S. F.

New

FRANCIS DRAKE HOTEL)

of the real 'tuffics are
They nre Hal ley Chester

Hippodrome, Ballo.
Christopher has developed an ex.
cccdingly smart and suavely pro.

magic turn.
Should click
easily in .swank nitcrics or cocktail

jeclcd

rooms. Youthful, clean cut and of
good appearance, lad uses .small stun
for his tricks
ropes.

and

is at

his best with

Utilizes stream of good patter and
worked out amusing musical
and Harris Bcrger. With them is has
to accent his work.
Business
Jackie Moran, who has appeared on icore
Deanna Durbiii, of conversation with recorded voice
in the act.

,

audience

8 Mills.

'

Only two

4

Magic

Colonial, Detroit
This is a flash for those houses
that have been playing Univer.snl
product and have had '-In Society.
•The Code of the Streets,' 'Newsboy's
Hume' and 'Call a Messenger,'
which two of these youngsters have,

,

Acts
MILDOURNE CHRISTOPHER

C lIVS (4 )_
4,ICTfcE-TOtM
Comedy, Singing, Dancing
n MIns.; One and Two

WLW

turns.

Wednesday, December 20, I939
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VARIETY

84

He walks up to the mike and gets
away with two pop ballads in a man-

Orleans, Dec. 16.

_

vi.i portable gramaphone brought on
stage is a good novelty and laugh
producer. Interpolated hero as home
town lad into local talent revue,, he
honors and
cn-sily walks off with
should bo ready for considerably
iJanii.
more- ambitious doings.

Unit Review

HOORAY AMERICA

Orch, Anita Lnne,
With the
'that wins 'applause.
\
Joann, The Swifts, Susan act there is a hoofer in the person
There is seemingly (PARAMOUNT, ANDERSON, IND.) «f
of Hal Bclfer.
no screen record on him, but the
Anderson, Ind., Dec. 13.
J
kid is there with the taps.
Bachelor,
Ralph
Paul
Dootiie,
One of the best features of the
act is the two-minute introductory Rodio Jesters (2), Ty & Yago, Val
trailer which serves to bring the Mahi Bros. (2), Dordthy Murray,
It shows scenes Three Barons, Jean Durgass. Steve
stage.
kids
on the
-.
.
.
which .i
they ha e Dcy, Marcia Harris. 12 Shou'Stirls;
of t^ie pictures
appeared and finally has a scene 'Priuate Detcctiwe' (WB).
which brings them on in a logical
Grounds and
This flash unit, carrying 3B people,
draws as Orrin Tucker and Freddy season.
Pool.
manner.
opened here yesterday (12) for two
Martin. Consequently, the 'Ice Show.'
Anita Lane, looker with nice
days. Fairish entertainment, running
Now tables are in big demand.
mixes a neat acrobatic con- ESTRELITA and APUS.
heavily to flash and action, hits 60
Peggy Carroll is directing and pro- chassis,
Songs,
Dancing-,
Comedy
number,
trol dance with a can-can
minutes.
ducing the show, which was booked
Georges and Apollo, Harlem, N. Y.
getting strong getoff.
Lovers of Icrpsichore can't comfor six weeks through the William
Mixed Negro pair aro so raw
lissome blonde and a darkMorris Agency. A synthetic ice that Joann, a
they'd be chased off most stages, but plain of a shortage of dancing acts.
(PHILADELPHIA)
haired gent, are too methodical but
doesn't deter dancing by the custhe audience at this Harlem house Such turns follow one another in
to mix a Viennese
anyway
manage
quick succession, but are varied as to
tomers is used.
version of the wallows such stuff, yelling at the
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.
Following .a patriotic 'Hooray
type.
Troupe features four solo per- waltz with a modern
particularly blue bits. Under the
Ben Perry. Gary Leon & Tut Mace, formers and six girls, and their turn Cakewalk in a manner that clicks
there's no particular America' opener, Steve Dey, ballet
The Svtfifts present a roUerskating circumstances
Evelvn Dutchess, The Vonderbilts is clicky despite the limited floor
tapster, works in one. The Val Mahi
amazing incentive for the act to show any Bros. (2) are on next with a hand. /
(2), Ginaer Harmon, Lane, Edtrards space.
Stars are Mae Ross and thriller that's climaxed by
genuine wit or skill-thoso out front
Lcilio
f.^^B
^Bmi«r"
fmm
& Allen, Mil-Ra« Girls (8), Fra- 'Frenchy' Hcbert. She's a looker and T^Rt.^l
P^f" smut, SO thafs what they get. stand and balance act. Ralph Doovie,
,.,t,?r?in» fn
setto's Orch (9), 3 Clefs.
deft; he's considerably agile despite !
Short guy with an eccon- comic from burlesque, then follows
Apus is a stiort
This is standout act of show
a seemingly heavy Santa Claus cos- air.
trie gctup, while Estrclita is taller, with some patter.
arid plenty socko.
With the bouncing Ginger Harmon tume.
First real flash is next. 'South
and depends mostly on anatomical
songstress
with
plen
Lange,
Susan
Benny-the
the
spark,
min?bout
25
taking
fast,
Providing
Show is
appeal. They sing a couple of songs. American Way' bringing on the liue,
lum's this week has plenty of_hot utes for each of two performances, ty eye appeal, revives 'Oh Johnny' ««hange dirty banter and wriggle in garish Aztec costumes, and chorus
hir
-T n^P/n
v.,f
moments and deserves a better late at 9:30 and 11:45. Aside from demon.that couldn't gol hoys for a Conga number. Then Ty
?
applause
lare oi
of appiause.
than the sea of white table cloths strating technical ability on skates, thare
further unless they shed,their clothes. and Yngo for eccentric ballet stult.
that greeted it at show caught (diii- performer^ put on some clever, ap(Drake and
'The Radio .Jesters
There isn't an elLen?-of humor in
"/.Ji!
'Object of
Af- it, but like dirty words scribbled on Palmer) follow with Impersonations
In short, the pre plause - winning routines, one of compositions notably ^'AZfl^}
her, Friday).
Xmas slump has hit Benny badly.
which features fluorescent costumes fection. Oklahoman's band is versa- a back fence, it obviously appeals of notables. Best is President RooseDisregarding this, the performers that glow in the darkened room for tile and dishes out sweet and swing to a certain kind of mentality. No velt.
show
dansapaokay
for
and
that's
gave out as it the place was jammed a neat effect.
Dorothy Murray chants 'Night
denying its click „at this^ house. As
Miss Harmon has plenty of zowee,
Carl Ravazza, personable singing tion. Leader's home-spun humor is lor thetr 'gagVThey''re*ail soiled,' pre- Over Shanghai,' with travellers openLiurza,
Is a looker who knows how to use maestro, conducts a smooth band liked plenty, too.
historic and delivered at top lung- ing to reveal Chinese fantasy num- J
her. eyes, chassis and pipes, plus be
(12) for show and dancing.
A novel, cye-pleas- A
power,
ber, well done.
Room, which is smallish, has been
Ing plenty solid with 'Oh Johnny,'
Both return later in the show, ing bat dance by unbilled femme Is
'Old Man Mose' and 'Beguine.' Her re-done In a winter motif for the
Apus to heckle a phony mind-read- next.' utilizing color wheel to good
Ice Show.'
forte is the hot tunes.
ing act froin a box with unbeliev- effect.
Lane, Edwards and Allen are a
ably fllthy gags and Estrelita as the
Doovie takes over hcr<i for bed(From Variety)
whacky trio whose turn is similar to
almost-nude flash in a fan-dance room blackout lifted from hurley,
that of the Pitzes in snots. They click
Hobe.
production number finale,
.some of it questionable material for
Girls assist
in a number called 'Harry tife Hopfamily house.
this
(HOTEL NICOLLET, MPLS.)
head' and a burlesque of 'Uncle-Tom's
MarcIa Harris hoofs, then Radio
William Randolph Hearst and! AL HTLTON
Cabin.' A few of tiieir off -color gags
Minneapolis, Dec. 9.
Jesters are back for a modification of
Metro were in a deal whereby the Magician
are sour, however.
stoogc-in-the-box heckling routine,
Bob Chester Orch (13), Dolores newspaper magnate was to step out 7 MIns; Fall
Apollo, Harlem, N. T.
Evelyn Dutchess, clad In a Robin O'Neill, Al Stuart, Jonnte and Edna
assisted by Doovie. Goes over.
of picture production, the company
Hood costume, is fair in the 'Poet Torrence.
Negro magician confines himself
Most elaborate fla.sh is next, •
to take over his reins. Hearst, under chiefly
and Peasant' ballet. The 'Vanderto the collapsible or 'empty' son^-narrative teed off by Paul Ekicnbilts, two husky lads, have a classy
Bob Chester's aggregation fits nlce- new arrangements, would share box line of tricks, taking a variety of elor, who also m.cs the show.
acrobatic-dancing turn.
ly into 'this class -spot, where-cus:.- equally dn tiroflts;
articles from" 'cases ranging ;ln size 'Shiirighal Sal' Is the tune and fullwith
Leon and Mace, playing their ninth tomers are mainly concerned
from a few inches high to four or stage dive cate setting used. MMt
consecutive week, are still the show': the quality of the dance music.
Promising debut in London of 'Just Ave feet deep. Starts with scarfs of the company is on for a rougnoutstanders.
Smooth and graceful, Swing dispensed by the Chester gang Married,' the American farce by and from that gets to goldfish bowls, and-tumble adagio ending In a. genthey mix up their routine to include usually keeps the floor crowded.
ducks, rabbits and humans. Pretty eral roueh-house.
.
a waltz, tango and conga that
Orchestra leans mostly to brass Adelaide Matthews and Ann -Nichols, much usual stuff, but well done.
The Three Barons follow wim
brought .<ialvos.
and there's little attempt at sweet was credited to nifty performance
At show caught last Friday night knockabout acrobatics which might
Ben Perry m.cs handily, also stuff. Music's a little too loud for by Lynne Overman. He also played (15) Hylton got away poorly by drop- be better moved up In the show.
giving out With several numbers in the room, with the public address the male lead in the New York pro- ping his collapsible cane and expos- Jean Burgess struts a druni-majorhis smooth baritone.
The line
system suggesting partial responsi- duction.
ing his first trick. He failed to be- ette baton dance next, leading into
girls isn't bad to look at, with its bility. However, tunes are okay become rattled, however, recovering 'Stars and Stripes' and general flagtroupe.
routines and costumes above aver cause of neat rhythm and smoothir,of»,« vaude authorities
...jun-sti^o In
1- close aid continuing the act smoothly. He waving finale by the entire
Eastern
age.
Arrangements, too. are satisness.
yggj jwo girls and a couple of male
Frasetto's crew, a Phillv f ave, does fying, with Chester an agreeable m.c. touch with the situation predicted helpers. M.c. added nothing by wanL.
•1.- ......
1.
.
of bigtime
Its usual workmanlike job in accom
Floor show is modest in quantity, the ultimate elimination
jjgj.jj,g
around the stage looking
Saranac Lake
panying the acts and playing for but makes up for any deflciency in vaude.
Hobe,
amazed.
dancing, Frasetto does a few vocals this respect by being aces in quality.
By Happy Benway
husky-voiced
himself, uncovering a surprisingly Dolores
O'Neill,
a
LILLIAN FITZGERALD
Jim Barton couldn't agree on Songs
good voice that Indicates he should songstress with plenty of sex appeal,
Saranac, N. Y., Dec, 19.
salary
with
the
Keith
office
and
so
an
do more of them. The Clefs, three sells expertly. Al Stuart also is
Apollo, Harlem, N. T.
Sizzlers that pack a wallop for the
5als with string instrimients, play the entirely satisfactory warbler, while didn't open at the Hipp, N. Y., as
Colored hot singer is announced
Colony: Waking up and
ull mtisic.
Jonnle and Edna (Mrs. Chester) Tor- scheduled.
Shal,
as a Philadelphia product and has Actors
rence rate well as a dance team.
apparently been in nitcrics and pos- ogling 18 inches of snow with a IZ
Winter
They incorporate some effective
sibly a few minor theatre dates, but below
zero temperature;
"The Vortex,' produced in London,
comedy touches in their ballroom
this is understood to be her first New makes the average ozoner sleep outstacked up as Noel Coward's best
and swing stepping to land solidly.
York stage try. She's a lively per- side and while In bed he wears
playwriling effort so far.
Rees.
former and gets by with the easy heavy woolen underwear, woolen
Chicoffo Dec. 17.
Apollo audience, but lacks subtlety
Hildegarde, Galli-Galli, Estelle
pajamas, heavy bath-robe, -woolen
LeRoy, Don Orlando Orch.
Plans for the most elaborate pre- or more than average skill. Wears
gear,
ankle- socks, aviators woolen head
sentation of a picture's world pre- striking duds, but the tight,
when she from four to five woolen blankets on
For atmosphere and solid enter
miere were being made for 'Peter length skirt hampers her
his hed and an electric pad at his
tainment, the Colony remains one of
attempts a couple of kicks.
Cincinnoti. Dec. 17.
Pan.'
the ace spots in the midwest. No
Schnic/cel/ritz
Her enunciation is muddled, and feet.
Fred'die
Fisher's
line of girls, costumes, scenery or Orch.
she lacks variety of expression, simThe first Santa Claus to hit this
production or. welter of acts. One
There was a noticeable gap of Ply blasting away at maximum pow- column Is E. G. Dodds, manager ol
Hobe.
headliner is the usual show here, but
TTiis downtown dine-dance spot emjjty seats at the Broad way Palace's erS^ows monotonou s.
the Palace theatre. Lake Placid. H«
currently spot goes practically into has surged rapidly to the fore since new show opener
despite, marquee L,rtr'«¥ ainirc ii\
postal-cards that all ozoners ore Inmammoth booking proportions witli last summer, when Paul Penny, hypo in the person of
Mary Nash,
vited to make his theatre their home
manager, went in for comedy bands.
a lineup of three acts.
during 1940. Holiday greetings cam*
Hildegarde is back for a second ap Place seats 425 and turnaways are Eddiie Leonard and Jack Norworlh. Herb Spatola's, Phllly
Worcester.
pearahce here and again indicates regular on Saturdays and frequent
'This is a new combo around town. from Mrs. Ella Perry,
About 1,500 persons crowded the a guy and a pair of good-looking Mass.
her b.o. ability and knack of. enter on week nights.
1 or
No great shakes on iany
taining.
Of late, Saturday matinee session, Orchestra hall, Chicago, to denounce twin gals. Working on a balcony at
No actor need miss his or
physical or technical count, she have bdfen rung in, and to capacity. Houdini's alleged exposures of their this popular cocktail spot in the- Christmas dinner here in Saranac
Mcnevertheless has that ineffable qual There's no couvert or minimum.
heart of the financial district, the Lake.
beliefs in .spiritualism.
A letter from Thomas
Freddie
Ity of showmanship that makes an
Fisher's
Schnickelfritz
trio are tireless, singing any numof the Lone Wolves
president
Vcety.
audience cotton to her every gesture. orch started the uptrend in June and
themSigmund Breitbart, the 'strong ber of requests, accompanying
North, states, 'Any needy acShe sings pops, her style making held over for seven weeks. Then
selves at two pianos, with the boy of the
my
tor that you recommend can bo
them something of an occasion. three of the five men pulled out and man,' was sued by Clifford C, at a xylophone.
soupWorking cozily, Hildegarde can.break started their own combo. Deacon Fischer in a $11,250 damage suit inThey sing either in solo, duets or guest for his or her Yuletide
down any coldness of a nitery mob Moore's crew came in Aug. .14 and volving. Maria Farra, the 'strong all together, each having their own to-n>its-spread.'.
j
and make II: enter into the spirit of did big for 12 weeks. Fisher's re- woman' act Breitbart "Is alleged to forte
Bob Ryan is best in scnti
Jimmy Marshall here for a shon
festivity.
She closes with her sole organized- combo taking over re- have influenced Miss Farra to breach mental tunes: Daphne Stouffer spe- roittinQ of winter ozoning and a gen"
Since re- an agreement with Fischer.
specialty song; In which the Crowd cently for an indet run.
cializes in torch ballads, while Doris' ernl eheck-up.
l
ciuo
joins by walloping cutlery on drink- turning, the Schnickelfritzers are
Stouffer goes heavy with the jive.
Ella (Tiopy) Sullivan, night
ing glass in time with her music, pulling top biz.
youthful, make neat appearan
Bifi-towu wilh
With 'The Outsider' set to close in They're
Fisher, on clarinet, has Harry
It's a neat, p!ei>sant number that gets
ance and know how to handle the dancer, left for the
Chicago,
work.
Lionel
Atwill,
resume
its
star,
was
o.k.
to
Lindeman,
drummer,
from
solidly.
his
origiwhich
freher away
college and social crowd
Write to those who are HI.
New men are Everett prepared for an Orpheum tour.
Galli-Galli opens with his clever nal combo.
Shot.
quents Spatola'a.
^

^

Mariani is giving the spot a strong
hoofing foundation; mixing up the
Latin tempos with the orthodox U.S.
rhythms, and getting 'em out on the
floor fast. He also batons the show
well, doing the preliminary introes,
at which he's not as assured as when
maestroing.
Since the Fair's exodus, Greenwich
Village has been doing a marked
comeback, and El Chico is among the
foremost to draw 'em. along with
Cafe Society, the Village Casino.
Barney GallarifSi Cafe Latino. El
Abel.
Toreador, ct al.

(SIR

PinJcv

Georges

'Ice

-

San Francisco, Dec. 14.
Show' with Mae Ross, Red

•

Toiiiliti

I

w

.

•

&

Laiige,

Bennett. June Ross, 'frenchy' HeSpot breaks out with new show
Rauazza t^^j^u
Carl nuu.i-^u
i^an
(6),
Uftorus
Chorus
b?rt,
bert,
variety and moves
Orch., Neil Bond.hu. Carolyn Gray. ^Ij^^ood fem^^^^^
sec;
ond half of engagement here of
Business at the Persian Room
and
his versatile crew.
Tomlin
Pinky
needed a hypo on account of stiff
to okay^biz
been
Paying
has
Nite/y
three
competition from the town's
since start of racing season at Fair
other leading hotels, which have such
opening of convention
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VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

December 20, 1939

Santa Claus Drops in on Pa. Niteries,

Curfew, Perks

Lifts

Pittsburgh, Dec. 19.
Santn Clans dropped in on nilcry

Phflly Musicians

New Year s Eve
AGVA Meet

Chi

Set

Commissions May Not
Exceed 10%, Regardless
Booking Offices Would Get 5% and
Talent Reps the Remainder
•—$50 Wage Minimum

erators than just those two nights are
the Saturdays, when boys have been
to .<;uspend all music and enIj'iiainmcnt promptly at midnight,
.same time that booze sales cease.
That order has been rescinded, top,
with Liquor Control Board placing
that plia.>;e of it back in the hands of
local communities, as of yore. Which
means, in Pittsburgh, the clubs can

Sherman

now

until 2

a.

In its 'closed shop' code already
submitted to Paramount in New
York, the American Guild of Variety
specifically rules on comto
agents and
booking
Stating
that
'total
commissions may not exceed 10%, regardless of the split,'
indicates that agents are to receive only
i%, inasmuch as every vaudeville
act,
except in isolated instances
where they are booked for a 'net
salary,' pays a booking fee of -5%.

missions

CALKINS WILL

Couple of hours after newspapers
flashed this news, clubs, which had
planned to remain closed New Year's
eve rather than chance a suspension
of Iheir liquir licenses, had big announcements of their celebrations on
the printing presses, and several
other places, which have been closed
because of Saturday curfew, were
making plans to resume biz at the
old tlands.
One of these was the
Schenley hotel, another the Show
Boat.

announcement from

Liquor Board came simultaneously
with a news dispatch from Dauphin
county of a suit filed by organized
musicians of Pennsylvania against
liquor board, charging latter had no
right to regulate hours of music and
•niertalnment in public places.
Although there are local statutes
forbidding music and dancing on
Sunday night.', it was learned here
from reliable sources that orders
have gone out to the police department not to stop or curtail any celebration on Christmas or Nev Year's
eves. Not expected that any of them
will take advantage of the night before Christmas, however, since that's
a customarily bad time for biz and
few spots contemplate running that
evening anyway.
Liquor Board officials were in
lomething of a daxe here about the
coinitermanding of the Saturday
midnight curfew, which went into
effect last July, explaining that newspapers would have to draw their own
conclusions. They did, splashing the
front pages with good news to the
nite clubs that the lid was oft again.
It's eslimated
that since the midtContinued on page 36)

offices.

BECOMEAIDE
IN

been made
a nearby church, reopens as a burley stand

plaints. had

Christmas Eve.

Operators

AGVA

E.

the
Actors,

Calkin.";,

once organizer

American Federation
to become assistant
is

In retaliation, the union has:
Threatened to invoke the Warand bring suit again.^t

1.

ing decision
the theatres

unless they 'stopped
using recordings as overtures and as
musical accompaniment for trailers.

Started a campaign to

2.

drum up

from the ranks of orjjanized labor to boycott the houtej- involved in the dispute.

a.'sistance

Made

3.

plans to utilize radio re-

AFM

members

to

the public through
spot announcements.

AFA MEMBERS

Frank

P. Liuzzi, president of the
local, sent a letter Friday (1,")) to J.

Shipman, 'WB official, and
George Graves, owner of the Carman, demanding they .stop using
discs.
'We will allow them a reaEllis

Possible curb on commissions has
been the New York variety agents'
chief concern. The intimation of this

VOTE AGAINST

AGVA's agency license agreement
factor motivating
the formation of the Artists Representatives Assn,
recently by the
talent reps.

DISSOLUTION

.sonable length of time before we
instruct our attorneys to file suit,'

j

Liuzzi said.
I

In the Fred Waring decision by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court, it was
ruled that performing arti.sts 'in this
case mostly AFM member.^) hr.ve a
properly right in records.

I

I

reported 200 members of the
American Federation of Actors, attending an advertised meeting Friday H5) in Unity Church Hall,
New York, pulled a surprise'' by
voting against dissolution of the
actors union which was di.senfranchised last summer by the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America (Four

A

Seeking to line up union .support,
the musicians, started di.stribuling
of $50 a week for prin500,000
pamphlets
among trade
30-performance, 40-hour
unionists; and sent wagons throuKh
for extra shows and
the city with signs demanding the
overtime, rehearsal pay, probation'return of flesh.'
A 'citizen'.' comary tryout periods, limited layoffs,
mittee' to inform the public is headstandard contracts and union apMeeting had been called for ed by M. Herbert Sym.e, labor atA's).
proval of all contracts, right to rethe express purpose of getting a vote torney.
This phase of Local 77's
quire a bond, AGVA shop and defrom those members in good. standing campaign will, it is believed, be parduction of union dues by the employer
(where the performer up to last July 14 on whether they ticularly effective among the patrons

mum

in onicial capacities.

wage

cipals,

virtually set the spark
which resulted in the investigation
by the Four A's of Ralph Whitehead's management of the AFA. In

Calkins

a

week with pay

(Continued on page 36)

Co-op Young Pro Group,

wanted the

agrees).

AFA

new co-operative org of
Equity and AFRA members, in January,
probably at Barbizon-Plaza,
N. Y. Group, which has about 35
members,- intends to- follow- -with
other shows, mostly, ori inals, about
once a month.
It's, part of the continual attempt
by younger players 'to be seen' and
managers and agents will be invited.

(Continued on page 37)

(Continued on page 37)

.

to continue.

Attendance ot the 200 or so was
small compared to the AFA's total
membership up to the time the Four
A's conducted its hearings on exec
secretary Ralph Whitehead's alleged
submitted to Paramount, but no mismanagement of the union, but the
actual negotiations have taken place meeting had been advertised suffias yet. Nor has the union approached ciently in advance to attract all those
any of the other circuits, such as interested.
RKQj Loew's, \yarners, Brandt,
A motion was then made from the
Fanchon & Marco. It hopes to begirx floor, and pas.sed,"to' appoint Whtte-such huddles within the next couple head a committee of one to draw up
of weeks, but the union has .been too a national program for what may
busy with Its plans for the member- be a new AFA. This is to' be sub-

Pact was drawn up by the union's
Strictly (or Auditions vaudeville committee after weeks of
meetings, at which suggestions ad'Fumed Oaks,' one-acter, and an vanced by the membership were
original revue will be presented by considered. The document has been
Backstagers,

rf

union.

motes played by

Dorothy Bryant, executive secretary
ot the American Guild of 'Variety
Other clauses in the proposed code
Artists, which supplanted the AFA
of fair practice which the AGVA
in the A.'Jsociated Actors and Artistes
seeks to establish in the vaude and
setup. Up till now it had not been
nitcry fields would set a basic minithe policy of AGVA to place former

AFA men

IP.

American Federation

sell 'flesh acts' to

was the primary

of
to

77,

and the Carman, North Philly indie,
who dropped vaude when they
failed to come to terms with the

who.'ie li-

cense Moss refused to renew are out
of the picture, and the theatre will
be operated by Harold Minsky, now
concerned with running the Gaiety,
in the Times Square sector. Coming
in will be Margie Hart at the head
of a stock company.
Reopening will again bring N. Y.'s
burley theatres to seven, partly including the Gaiety, Eltinge, Republic
and People's in Manhattan and the
Star and Century in Brooklyn.

in

Harry
for

of

j

,

|

the

Carman and

the

WB

Alle-

gheny, both of which are in the
heart of the heavily unionized hos
iery di?lrict.
In all night spots and
hotels where musicians play remotes
the announcer will be asked to make
a plug for the return of stage shows,

Liuzzi said.

Despite these development and
picketing around his theatre. Grave.'
said the Carman's business was ]^'^
better last week' with-a .straight film
policy than in the same week of J038,
when he had vaude in addition to
pictures.
He said he'll continue
showing films maybe duals if he's
forced to but was ready to negotiate
with the union if it acceded to his
request for a 40-weok contract in-

—

.<:tead

—

of the 52

weeks asked bv hovA

77.

LAST CALL!

HOUSES
VAUDE EXPERIMENT

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

Detroit, Dec. 19.

Major houses here which formerly
ran vaudeville are keeping a firm eye
on the experiment of Colonial, Just

downtown center, in bringing vaback to Detroit which hadn't
bad vaude for over a year. La.st
week Colonial did healthy biz with
show headed by Rita Rio's femme
orch, Toby Wing and Faith Bacon,
despite
letdown in straight film

.

Local

Musicians,
yesterday
(Monday)
Triboro theatre, in uptown New
launched an attack on three fronts
York, recently clo.'jed by License
in what it termed was 'a lockout' on
Commissioner Paul Moss after comthe part of the Stanley-Warher'chain
from

AGVA

BIG DETROIT
0.0.

REHEARSAL PAY

likely that fol-

m. Sunday

again, merely cautioning
customers to stock up on booze
before the midnight curfew.

I

—

Artists

their

Incideiitally,

It's

lowing the open meeting, there'll be
a closed get-together of the advisory
board to discuss the points brought
out by the general membership.

Vorccd

operate
nxoining

hotel.

of the Split'

for Boycott
Philadelphia, Deo.

N. Y. Burley to Reopen

'Total

and all over Pennsylweekend, a fortnight
Chicago, Dec. 19.
the
advisory
ahead of time, with the best news
First meeting of
In elTect, it board
they've had in years.
of the American Guild' of
Mid they could operate both Chri.st- Variety Artists local will be held
which
fall
eves,
ina-: and New Year's
this week, followed by a general
on Sunday, but that was only half of open meeting for all Chicago memthe windfall:
bers on Jan. 11.
Open session will be held at the
What's more important to cafe oplast

35

Campaign Against

WB, Carman; Asking

•F[[S

liere

owners

vania

VARIETY

The Earle, shuttered for three
weeks since it dropped vaude. will
reopen Saturday (23) as a .straight
filmer.
Prices will be the same us
the other deluxers.
It will run on
a first run policy as long as thtrt's
enough product available, Warner
oflicials said.

mLZAHRF UNIT WILL

off

riety

RESUME CINCY VAUDE
(Uncinnati, Dec.
i

houses.

Colonial is keeping it up this week
by bringing in the Little Tough Guys
lor a three-day
flash.
Next week.
Colonial comes up with Major Bowes'
All Star' unit.

Both Michigan and Fox, which
nave settled down to double-feature
policy after letting

vaude

go,

proposition

of

no^use orchs
to

i^f^l''''

»

viri.r?*.^''y'

7- vanH

>
anri

}}^'

Report

is

that

has been tackled on
permitting smaller
play in the big thea-

are also aware that
''e nitery which protwo-hour shows of

^^^'^

and

l^ad mixed, not
"^^.h^"! to pu.sh out It.s walls

'S^e^s.""'

Special Exploitation Advantages

his oich.

have

oeen watching
letters to newspapers
wanting to know why town
has been
^v'thout vaudeville..
"lusicians Union

To Be Published Shortly

IS.

Stage shows resume at the RKO
Shubert theatre Dec. 29 with the
•Helbafire'
unit headed
by Bert
Wheeler.
During the week of Jan. IS to 2!>
the combo policy will, be traii.stei rtd
to 3,3D0-seat RKO Albee, which has
1.150 more capacity than the Shubert.
for engagement of Kay Kv.-^er and

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
Copy May
NEW YORK
154

W.

4Gth

St.

Be Sent to

Any

St,

LONDON

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

Variety Office

54

W. Randolph St.

8

St Maitin's PL

Buttcrworth, Judy Starr,

Kane Set

for Mpls,

House

Chicago, Dec. IP.
Charles Butlerworth, Judy .Starr
and Eddie Kane are booked (iito the
Minne.sota, Minneapolis, .starling Friday (22).
in

Set through Harry Grebtii htre
conjunction with Leo Moiri.suii-

Jack Curtis.

Wediiesdaj, December 20, 1939
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VARIETY

S6

Jack Sidney Now With
Daniels* Seattle Agency

Unions Throw Picket Line Around

Santa Claus^ Gift

Seattle, Dec. 19.
.Continued from pace 3S_
Jack Sidney, brother ot Louis K.
and-Gcor^e-Siduey-r -Ins iQki£d_J.Uc4-iivigt»t-closing-or4cr-wcnt_inta_ellect- .the-iQrd!aJ3j»x_Alliaiiice,- chiet-Bluo—
staff of Joe Daniels here.
almost six months ago, musicians, en- Sunday advocate here, gave notice to
He's handling special acts and tertainers and nitery owners around Mayor George Connell that his orbookings.
here have boon affected to tlie tune ganization would 'keep watch to sea
that all laws are enforced.'
ot at least $500,000.
laws on exits, standing room, etc.
Detroit, Dec. 19.
The biggest New Year's Eve biz in
here
musicians
In no case, ho"Wcver, does this aftime
some
For
Burned up- by the solid non-union
Benny
about
fect any of the regulations governing history is expected by downtown
sore
plenty
been
have
biglineup ot the Bowery, Detroit's
Because there are no taYear's Eve, theatres.
New
On
in the
sales.
booze
long-standcr
a
orch,
Rcsh's
a
gest niteiy, united unions slapped
everything
will have to tote their own boos against Sunday midnight showj
since
customers
However,
Boweiy.
-spot
picket line 75 strong on the
liquor, and bars will continue to shut these are being skcdded by virtually
nitery is non-union, they
Friday (15). On the picket line are else in
Indies, too, are
action from
at midnight Saturday all Warner houses.
promptly
concerted
down
get
to
waited
bartenthe musicians, stagehands,
and remain closed until 7 a. m. the going to run midnight shows, in adaffected unions.
waitresses, building service other
ders,
dition to continuous shows all day
following Monday.
Last weekend biz in the Bowery
employees and other craft repreSunday.
rapidly
been
has
Detroit
off.
fell
went
sented in Bowery. Unions also
riiilly Looks Brighter
as a union town
D'Orsay, licadliner in growing stronger
Fifl
after
Philadelphia, Dec. 19.
organization ot thousands of
Mpls.' 2-Day Holiday
current show, and threatened to turn with
They have
workers.
Philadelphia law prohibits music,
Minneapolis, Dec. 19.
on tlie heat if she went through automobile
strikes and
own
their
and entertainment at any
dancing
having
been
intended
picket line. Aroused unions
With New Year's eve falling on
lines.
picket
city solicitor's
the
through
but
going
time
Sunday,
aren't
American
to carry their fight to the
Sunday, wlien liquor sales are pro" Guild ot -Variety Artists to inform
office said it would study tlie ordiMinneapolis, Dec: 19.
hibited here, most of the night siKJts
might
law
tar
the
how
nance
and
sec
was
Bowery
that
PUBLICITY SUIT?
Itt membership
City is witnessing fiercest lighting
Philadelphi-" are planning two celebrations one
operating non-union.
With be stretched to permit
ever on the vaudfilm front.
Saturday to speed the old year
Anyway, the Orpheum (Paramount-Singer) ans an old-fashioned New Year's Eve on
Miss D'Orsay refused to cross BHIy Rose vs. Lew Brown
An official announce- out. and the other on Sunday to greet
oelebration.
It's Called French Casino
training its guns squarely on the inline Monday night (18) for the openthis subject was expected 1940.
ment
on
die Minnesota theatre, the scrap is
ing, but went on after picketj were
Clubs operating within the law,
tonight
(19).
Application for an injunction to getting into full stride and looks like
called off on promise of a uniori setNitery props apparently are confi- .such as the Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
be heard in N. Y. supreme court to
battle to the nnish.
up for the nitery.
dent that the mayor and city solici- Terrace, the town's swankiest emporevealed the suit of Billy
Starting Friday (22), the Orpheum
Huge night spot has become a day (Wed.)
Manana Productions, has set four stage shows in a row— tor will be liberal, as they are al- rium, will not serve liquor on Sunphenomenon in show business. It Rose and Casa
accepting reservations for New day, but will permit patrons to bring
ready
against Lew Brown and the the longest stretch of flcsh-and
recently enlarged seating capacity Inc.,
Action seeks blood for that house within recent Year's Eve. Patrons are told that their own and consume it at the
Inc.
by the hundreds to bring it close to Apro Realty Co.,
they must bring their own liquor, tables. The charge will be $5 per
a permanent injunction to prevent memory. The ensuing week it offers
It has been doing a stand-up
1,200.
that
food, setups and entertain- person both Saturday and Sunday,
and
through with his Johnny 'Scat' Davis and band as
business— two" bars, 16 bartenders, 40 Brgwn from going
ment will be provided. Reservations and will include a $2 dinner and, on
Frank plans to open 'Lew Brown's Casa headliner against Charlie Butter
waitresses all on the run.
the niteries Saturday, a $1.50 minimum for which
avenue, N.Y worth at the Minnesota,
In order have been slow because
Barbaro, who runs spot in lively Manana' at 755 Seventh
unable to advertise until liquor or food may be ordered, plus
have
been
-Rose claims that he used the name thereafter, the Paramount - Singer
Kamtramck, has been putting on
favors, Rariny Weeks' orch and other
with a theatre then will have three more hearing from City Hall.
two shows nightly, each running 'Casa Manana' in connection
know
say the entertainment.
Some
persons
in
the
On Sunday there'll
for the first time band
Buddy Rogers,
headliners
close to three hours, and collecting theatire-restaurant
premises, his show running a Tommy Dorsey (against Gene Autry city officials would not interfere be no minimum charges, but a stiff
25c. admish per head on week nights on the
Year's
Eve,
with
places
running
New
rap will be made for corkage, etc.
and 55c. a customer on Saturday and year and a half to an audience ot at the Minne.sota) and Lawrence but would impose nominal fines for
The $5 per person will be top pries
Welk. Orrin Tucker is pencilled in
Sunday. Plays 12-act shows plus a 500.000 and a gross of $1,500,000.
Brown, declared Rose, is attempt, for February and Martha Raye for the breach of the Blue Sunday ord- for the town this New Year's eve,
line of 12.
inances, similar to lhat imposed on compared to $7.50 in 1938, reflecting
Present angle that the unions have ing to mislead the public and cash March.
Woodsidc amusement park each Sun- poorer general conditions. As a matStage shows are the regular Min
taken is that spot is a variety house in on the good-will created by him
day
during
the
summer
because
of
ter ot fact, many ot the leading spots
Theatre's secsince it is collecting admissions at (Brown's spot is advertised as the nesota theatre fare.
'illegal' dances at the park ballroom.
(ailed to sell out last New Year's
th« door. They insisted that the French Casino, its old tag, due to ond 13-week working period expires
Rev. William A. Forney, secretary ot eve when there was less depression.
in mid-January and there's doubt as
nitery be inspected under theatre open Dec, 27.]
Night clubs other than the Nicollet
to what will happen theatreafter. In
will charge from $1 to $5, with some
ability to obtain major screen prod
asking no admission, cover charge or
uct (it's all sewed up by the Para
Toby Wing's Baby III,
mount-Singer pool) makes profitable
minimum whatsoever.
the

—

BoweryrDefcrSo Nilery

Gapitrf^^^^^

.

Upk Vaudiilin
Battle

Between

Orph and Minn.

—

—

.

—

'

The

THEATRE

STARS

of

operation difficult. Plenty of high
Out of
Unit
grade pictures are tossed into the
Orpheum along with the flesti fare
making the going all the tougher for
Pittsburgh, Dec. 19.
the Minnesota. Both houses have the
Toby Wing last week pulled out
same top, 40c, after 5 p.m. dally.
ot the 'Hollywood Glamour Girl'
Harry Hirsch's Gayety (burlesque) unit, being booked tliroughout this
resume operations territory by Joe Hiller, because ot
is scheduled to
New Year's eve after a month shut- serious illness ot her baby in New
tering.
Harry Katz is now in Chi York. Miss Wing quit the show,
cago lining up a chorus and guest which also feature.^ Faith Bacon and
stars for the i-oadshows.
Rita Rio's band, in Detroit couple
of days before it opened in nearby
East Liverpool, O., wliere she had
been given top billing.
Haley-Carlisle
According to HiTler, film player
said she would rejoin the unit when
Roxy, Atlanta,
her infant had recovered sufficiently.
In meantime, no replacement is contemplated.
Atlanta, Dec. 19.

Drops

Yaude

NOW

'UncleTom's Cabin

Nelson's band on stage.

3obby

.

Fplsora

ol

Vttrnloii

IN KIlYTlin
'

on

Willi

c.iST

in Hospital
.(Mrs.

.

.Harold.

Kemp),

conununicn

---.Vjl'lr*M_all

former vaude single^ is
under observation in Mary
Immaculate hospital, Jamaica, L, I..
Kemp, former Warners booker. Is
now with the Stack^Gobla agency

I

ii>n*

t«

.

Chlcuco,

III.

OS radio talent chief.

LORD&

Calkins^ Job

STEWART
Today—

.Continued from page 36.
a letter to Frank Gillmore, president
ot the Four A's, Calkins entered a
scries ot charges against Whitehead
and his alleged vest-pocket council.

had

been

discharged

Tailors of

And Tomorrow

by

Whitehead after an incident at a N.
Y. nitery, in which the AFA's executive secretary charged that Calkins had abused his power. It was
stated that Calkins was 'arbitrary'
and 'abusive' in dealing with chorus

own Johnnie ^Walker

MuHlcal

Ar.r,-ST.\it

Bobby Folsom

Calkins

Scotland's

Swing'

In
A

"TOPSY AND EVA"

Vauder

Reopening of Roxy theatre set for

1940

Jan. 5,

Reopen

Christmas eve by manager James H.
McKoy. Theatre will kick off with
stage arid screen policy, Jack Hilfey
and Mary Carlisle the first week, followed by Johnny ('Scat') Davis and
Rufe Davis. Fi-om then on it will be
with
McKoy
catch-as-catch-can,
booking whatever he can get for his
stage. Pic to be shown first week is
'Everybody's Hobby' (WB).
Lucas 8i Jenkins' Capitol, next
door to Roxy, is operating under
similar policy, just finishing with
Raynell's 'Water Follies.' Same out
fit's Paramount has just played Ozzie

REHEARSAL

IN

Opening On or About

LOND ON;

19 Albemarle Street

PICCADILLY, W. 1
660 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

:

girls.

Black Label plays to capacity
business
to

from Broadway

Hollywood Boulevard!

AT lEAOINO HOTELS, RESTAURANTS

While

it

IIF.I.n

was never made clear that

the Four A's action was directly
predicated
on
Calkins'
charges.
Whitehead himself, following publication ot the attack, asked for a
probe by the parent body. This was
speedily granted and, though. While-

head and Sophie Tucker

later

charter.

Mrs, Bryant yesterday (Tuesday)
slated that the press oC work at the
is now so great that experienced help is needed, hence the reason for Calkins' entry. He'll relieve
some of the pressure on Jean Muir,
also an assistant to Mrs. Bryant.

with

Johnnie Walker
BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY
Inc.,

Kevr York,

II.

AT THE LATIN QUARI'KR CAf*
ItOSTON, MAS.S.

re-

AGVA

Canaila Dry Glnjer Ale,

Proudly Announces
His 5th Week

fused to take part in the hearing, it
resulted in revocation of the AFA's

AND BARS

It's sensible to stick

OVIOK!

'WHITEY' ROBERTS

Y., Sole Importerj

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN

ESME DAVIS

Leicester Square

LONDON,

and
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AUDE-NIGHT CLUBS

Wednesday, December 20, 1939

AGVA Limiting Commish
than half-salary for additional layofTs and' in no'ca se niui e than two
weeks additional layoff permitted,
except at full salary. No layoff may
confiicl
with guaranteed engageAGVA
ments.
12.
Either employer or performer
may give two weeks notice on engagements of more than two weeks
and a: schedule of transportation exu union member.'
agrees to recognize penses is set up to cover such in2. Employer
stances.
bargaining
agent
AGVA as exclusive
13.
only
AGVA
members
Employers may hire performfind to employ
ers on a run-of-the-play basis, projri good standing (AGVA shop).
agrees
impose
not to
un- vided AGVA is notified and the per3. AGVA
or
former
dues.
consents.
reasonable entrance fees
parties to the contract
14.
Written receipts for salary
4. Both
ngree to submit all disputes arising payments to be required.
15.
Union dues, initiation fees, etc.,
cut of the contract to arbitration by
to be deducted from the performer's
the American Arbitration Assn.
pay and paid tO' the union, providedMinimum Saisries
Minimum salaries to be $50 a the performer. so agrees in -tvriting.
5.
IC.
AGVA agrees to help enforce
\veel< for principals, $40 a week for
chorus members, $10 a day for prin- the contracts of performers and to
discipline breaches of such contracts.
cipals, $7.50 a day for chorus mem17.
Performers to be furnished
bers. More than one day or less than
free hats,
costumes, wigs, shoes,
n week to be pro-rated at the weekly
Daily rate of $7.50 e.ttra for tight.*;, stockings./- etc., except that
late.
Extras or super- principals must furnish their own
tiavclling shows.
numeraries not to be included in the wardrobe customarily used in their

AGVA

Transportation, i n c 1 u d'i n g
sleeping accommodations
(regardless if used immediately or not).
Principals may pay own transportation (with their own consent), but
the net pay inust be at least equal to
the regular minimum.
21.
No extra performances for
audition,' 'break-in' or 'tryout.'
22.
if the employer is prevented
from providing employment because
ot an 'act of God,' he may lay off
the performer for a week without
All employees must be propay.
tected under the workmen's compensation laws.

.

more engagement: No pay

for the
fir.sl two-weeks' rehearsals, half the
weekly minimum rate for the third,
fourth and fifth weeks' rehearsals
iind full pay for the sixth and succ ecd ing weeks rehearsals.
And for an engagement of a week
lo 13 days, full pay for all over
five days rehearsal; for dates of less
than a week, all rehearsals at full

pay.
(The above schedules not to
Bpply for periods when performers
arc in the theatre for a current production.)

-

for the extra hour.
When a performer

is in a current
pioduction, rehearsal to be limited
to three hours a day, with none
permitted Saturday or Sunday unless
waivers are i.ssued in cases where the

Monday.

Is

insurance).

Contracts mu.st be filed with
and only AGVA standard
may be used. (Contracts
with the union must not necessarily state the salary, provided a
signed rider is attached stating that
24.

contracts
filed

25.

is

at least minimum).
'regular house polas

The term

icy,' as in Paragraph 6, means
in existence as of Nov. 1, 1939.

of 10 hours rehearsal a

two one-hour rest-eating
Consecutive

rehearsal
periods to be limited to three hours.
(Run-through with orchestra not to
be considered a rehearsal, but this
provision is not to be abused.)
One hour off for lunch between 11
a.m. and 3 p:m. and one hour for
dinner between 5:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. At least eight hours rest be
tween working days.
8.
Overtime for all work over a
40-hour week or in excess of the
limitations provided in the second,
third and fourth sub-paragraphs ot
Paragraph 8 above, to be paid for
«l the rate of $1.50 per hour or frac-

Pauline "TyBaxter, Florence

Marienne
Ware and Betty Landon, were cold
and hungry. The part payment of
back salaries permitted them moving
mon,

to

more

habitable

week's end

it

looked as

quarters.
if

Other

To

offers from
clubs, cashing in on their

have the pick of several

downtown
publicity.

TWO

Prrr PERFORMERS

PULL

A

VANISHING ACT
Dec.

19.

throughout the east were
asked last week to keep a lookout
Police

for two local entertainers who disappeared-from their homes herej One

was Betty Johnson, half of nitery
dance team of Billy and Betty Johnson, who have been hoofing together
since they were kids.
Night after
they closed an engagement at New
Penn, one of town's leading night
pulled
fpots,
gal
stakes
from
mother's home and hasn't been heard
from since. Parent said she believed
Betty went lo New York, since she
had been eager for some time to

known

E.

28.
Employers. agree to pay legal
expenses for all prosecution on account of performances.
29.
AGVA may require employers

Dancer Hurt as Guest

to post, a

bond

...

to insure the fulfill-

ment

1938,- until

November,

Of the officers, Kent, Bernie and
Leddy are individual agents; Freeman is general manager of Consolidated Radio Artists, and Shayon
is an exec of Fanchon
Marco.
^
It is expected that an effort will
be made this week to arrange contact
with the American Guild of Variety
Artists on a working agreement 'between the agents and the actors
union.
Another immediate step by
the
will be an organizing drive
to line up all of the agencies in
N. Y. for membership.
.

&

ARA

Seattle Also

Has Agcy.

Licensmg; Bert Levey's

Branch Mgr. Arrested
Seattle, Dec. 19.
Question of whether a theatrical
booking office is an employment
agency of the common garden va-

and thus subject to the license
restrictions of the Seattle city

riety,

and

agencies,
Manlell,

Ranch, Seattle, Closes

Levey

is

governing
employment
behind the arrest of Len
manager for Bert
His case is set for

local

offices.

in
police
court
tomorrow
(Wed.). He's out on $100 bail.
The license fee is $100 per year,
with-surety-bond of $li000.-- BernardAfter 12 years' operation. The Reiler, son of the late Carl Reiter,
Ranch, swank roadhouse theatre- for many years manager of Orpheum
club' north of Seattle, has closed theatre, is attorney forMantell.

After Gambling Ban

trial

'

Seattle, Dec. 19

'

Horne roadhouso.

down.
Gambling had once been permitled, but the new and yoimg prosecuting attorney of Snohomish county,
where the Ranch is situated, has
clamped down. This meant shutter
ing the casino, and without that the

objects
employment
to
agency restrictions limiting commissions to 5% maximum, which he says

Levey

would make it impossible to operate
a booking agency. L<evey also contends that his branch office here
merely moves the acts around, not
Syracuse; Dec. 19.
Injured while she was a guest and spot didn't jell. Jules Buffano orch giving employment locally.
not in her previous role of enter- last played for the dancing and floor
tainer, Margaret McCann, dancer, shows.
has filed suit for $3,000 against
Wanda Owens had been manager Testing Nitery
Luigi's Italian Village, nitery, as the since the death of her husband in an
result of a fall she suffered there last auto accident last year.

Sues Nitery for $3,000

Tax

Payoffs

Marden's Havana Casino
Set for Teeoff Tomorrow
Ben Marden has the talent set for
the opening show at the Gran Casino
Nacional, Havana, which bows to-

morrow (Thursday) under Marden's
direction.

New Femme

Chez

to

May,

Har-

professionally as Tex,

.

as

cies,

ordinance

-

sides requirements
conditions, etc.

in

He

taken under advisement.

ot contracts.
30.
Individuals signing the conIracLj for corporations are equally
responsible with the corporations.
Performers shall not be re31.
quired lo play benefits without their
consent and then only 'it approved
May.
by the Theatre Authority.

lieved ready for signing within, the
next couple of days. Understood -it
sets minimums of $60 a week fot
principals and $40 for chorines, be-

to the associates, who also pay
dues than their employ ing. agenis not to throw the balance
of power within the
to the
larger offices.
Latter employ anywhere from two to six associates and
could virtually control the association if their employees were also .permitted to ca3t a ballot.
less

,

and half of radio team of Tex and
Ginger. His wife and partner said
he pulled out with couple's midget
horse, family car and .trailer... Team,
who have been featured frequently
on KDKA, also operate a Camp

Miss McCann, now at the Univer32.
No waivers may be granted on
any requirements of the above code sity Club, Albany, alleges that she
except with the written consent of suffered a concussion, a wrenched
back
and internal injuries, which
AGVA.
kept her from working for many
Membership Meets Jan. 1
weeks, when she fell in the imNational board of the AGVA has properly lighted lounge.
approved a temporary code drawn
up by the San Francisco local to
covei: nileries in that territory. Pact
Bouncer
is on a 60-day basis and thereafter
will be subject to revision by the
tion thereof, and may be computed national board, or, with the board's,
Dallas, Dec. 19.
This Te.^as city has blo.ssomed
in half hours.
Reported
approval, by the local.
10.
If a performer is not dismissed
that the Frisco local believes it can forth with its second female nitery
bouncer in lc.";s than a year.
in (he first three, rehearsals he shall
apply the code almost at once.
Now it's Wanda Fayc. at the Nile
be deemed engaged and entitled to
It has been decided to hold the
two weeks notice, or two weeks pay AGVA general rally Jan. 7 at the Spot, who doubles as a hostei^s and a
» the engagement is tor two weeks Palm Garden, N. Y. The first mem- hcaVeroo.
or more, and to-full pay or full sal
bership meeting of the New York
if
the engagement is for less local, to be held at the same place
I"'*
Paree
than two weeks.
Jan. 14, will elect a nominating comChicago. Dec. 19.'
11No layoff shall be permitted ,miltce to pick a slate of officers for
Gertrude Niesen, Paul Draper arfd
'except as specified below) and all the local.
t'ngagements shall be 'pay or play,'
Contract witn the International Romo Vincent arc set as hcadliners
"or shall there be any docking
which has been in ne- on new Chez Paree show opening
of Casino, N.
(22).
pay for omitted performances.
gotiation for .several weeks, is be- Friday

" a layoff is required for irregularity of bookings
after
two
weeks ot consecutive.^mployment. a
'ayoft may be
seven days in any sixweek period, to occur any time after
Wo weeks. Pay shall be not less

19.

city's

disclosed these figures at a
hearing before the State Liquo'r Control Board Thursday (14) on charges
that liquor was sold after hours at
his spot. This case is the second citation against Lynch's cafe, the first
resulting in the suspension of his
license, later compromised by the
payment of a fine. New case was

break away from her brother and do

Other lo disappear was Joe

J.

ARA

opened
1939.

'were C3harles

members from their ranks to this
body. Associates, however, will not
be permitted to vote at general membership meetings.
Idea behind not giving voting

a single.
rison,

.

By

6fficers set

Freemai), Herman Beriiie and Mark
Leddy, as v.p.s, and Samuel Shayon,
I.
Robert
as secretafy-treasurer.
Broder was officially designated attorney for the ARA.
The 10 members of the governing
board of the AR.\, which already has
60-odd agency members, ielected the
officials. " They also decided on
change in the by-la-ws of the organization which will permit associate agents a voice on the governing
board via the addition of two more

leading night spot atop the Hotel
Walton, revealed Saturday (16) he
has received 'tempting offers' to take
over the management of the ArcadiaInternational. His lease at the Walton has until May to run, but hotel
officials are negotiating for ai new
termer. With biz at a constant high
at the Walton, Lynch is loath to give
it up to try running the Arcadia,
which is considered a hoodoo by
nitery nabobs.
The Arcadia was taken over by
William Boolhby Kugler last October
after it had been shuttered for 10
months. Business has been poor and
two weeks ago Kugler killed himself in his penthouse at the Rittenhouse Plaza.
Lynch has paid $378,755 for entertainers and musicians since he

they would

last

power

Philadelphia, Dec.

Jack Lynch, operator of the

girls,

insure employer responsicontracts shall be signed by
the exhibitor (or house owner), the
independent contractor (if any) and
the-.booker.
_
_
27.
All existing contracts to be
made. to, conform with this code, except that such revision shall not involve any less advantageous terms
for performers.
26.

bility

.

No rehearsal after tlie final per
formance or before 9' a.m., except
on opening day, when it may begin
at 8 a.m. provided overtime is paid

Maximum

BAITING JACK LYNCH

Pittsburgh,

not

AGVA

the salary

be present.

intervals.

23.

Maximum Commissions
Total commissions may

exceed 10%, regardless of the split;
No commissions may be assessed
which will' bring the salary below
the regular minimum, except as required by law (as in the case of
social security and
unemployment

to

the following schedule:
Regular 40-hour a week maximum,
tc include all the time of a full performance, plus rehearsal time, one
hour per day dressing room time
during performances and all other
time when the performer is required

day, with

On

Doctor s Orders

By Friday the

band manager, was

week elected first president of the
Artists Representatives Assn., new
organization of New York talent rep."!,

Hub Chorines End

20.

1.
Pay for rehearsals to be according to the following schedule:
For a guaranteed two-weeks enEasement: No pay for the first week
lehearsal, half the minimum weekly
irate for the second and third weeks.'
lehearsals and full salary the fourth
tind succeeding weeks' rehearsals:
For a guaranteed four- weeks or

opening

GROUP
Bill Kent,

TO RUN PHULY ARCADIA

jaled.

to

HEAD AGENT

'

Sit-in Strike

t7

KENT NAMED TO

Vote

Detroit, Dec. 19.
.CoDtlntied from page 3j_
Michigan's Jackson Prison got a
milled to the entire membership of
violinist for its orchestra for the
the_AFA as of July -14 for a referen-next-two-to-14^arsi—Rudolph-Fieht"Hum
ner, 52, was sentenced by Recorder's
It was also stated that T^om Kelly,
Judge George Murphy for laying
Philadelphia branch,
down a rubber check for $40. For head of AFA's
along with local heads from Chicago,
more than 12 years Fichtner -was
Frisco and Los Angeles, assured
violinist in downtown theatres here.
Whitehead from the floor that he had
Previously given probation on antheir support.
other worthless' check charge.
The AFA is also conducting a ballot on whether the membership wants
dissolution of the Death Benefit Fund,
in which there's said to be over
$10,000. This note, in writing, ends
.Ian. 10, but it's reported that the majority of ballots in thus far indicate
that the membership also wants, the
DBF to continue. The DBF pays
around $100 to the family of deceased
members, but if it should be dissolved and the funds divided equally,
the membership would- receive only
$2 to $3 each.
Whitehead presided at the meeting
Friday. Later he stated that his only
Boston, Dec, 19.
future plans were lo draw up the
Four line girls gave up. a five-day national program as quickly as pos-

neW

stay-in strike at the Flamingo hotel sible.
here last Friday (15) on doctors' orders after . they had each received
$15 of the two weeks' wages due
them for an appearance at the hoact.
Resident chorus members may tels nitery.
Hotel, placed under
18.
be laid oft one week in eyery six.
sheriff's lock and key early last week,
19.
No out-of-town performances for a debt security, had no Water,
to be required during engagements lights or telephone connections for
in ciliies having a six-day-week law.. at least two days.

ubove scales, but if they become a
problem, to be negotiated.
6.
Not more than 30 pertormunces a week, except where the regular house policy is less, in. which
case (he regular policy, shall be the
maximum. All extra performance?
to be pro-rated at the minimum rate.
Salary for less than a week to cover
four performances daily and five
Saturday or Sunday, except where
the regular httuse policy is less, in
which case extra shows to be pro-

Limits Working Hours
Working hours to be limited

AFA 's

Sentenced to Prison

.ConUnued from pace 3S_
«hiD rally Jan. 7 in Ngw York to attcnd to the vaude maUCT^ght now.
In substance the proposed code
lists the following points:
agrees to remain an
J.
'opfn union/ except to membeis
or,
suspended or expelled by
in the Four A's or to
affiliates
its
those guilty ot 'conduct unbecoming

B.

VARIETY

Detroit Theatre Violinist

Lou Breesc's orch holds

Wilshire
replacing Arthur

operating the adjoining race track,
off. the same day.

which tees

over.

Hotel

on

Coast,

Murray dancers.

Coast Suit

Los Angeles, Dec. 19.
Baron Long and the Biltmore hotel
filed a test suit to recover' $6,971
paid under protest to the Unemploy-

ment Reserves Commission on

sal-

aries collected from the hotel by entertainers.
Plaintiffs contend that entertainers

are independent contractors and do
not come
under the employeremploye relationship of the URC.

Marsh Montgomery More
Magician Than Ventre
Marshall Montgomery, the vet ven-

Spitalny's Trail-Blazing

Show

Mary Parker and Billy Daniels
moved back into Florentine Room of

working Beverly

Acts set are Guili Guili, magician;

The Townsends, ballroom team, and
Hope Manning, singer. A line and
showgirls augment these acts.
Plus the Casino, Marden is also

b

Phil

fcmme
|

Spitalny's Hour of
orch, after a week

Charm
rt

the

Olympic, Miami, starting J. n. 1,
treks north through several towns
that rarely get major stage shosvs.
Following Atlanta, Spitalny plays
Jacksonville, Fla., for two days;
Birmingham, Ala., four days; Chattanooga, one night; Atlanta, one
week, and Charlotte, N. C, two days.

William Morris

office agented.

triloquist, pi-obably set a traveling-

working record starting Mon'day (Ifl)
afternoon at 4:30, when he boarded
a plane from N. Y. for Pittsburgh
and wound up Tuesday working at
an internal revenue men's luncheon
at the New Yorker hotel, N. Y.
In between, and following the 8
p. m. cub date in Pittsburgh, Montgomery hopped another plane and
worked a Ford factory group's dinner in Detroit around 11 p. m. Monday. He landed back in N. Y. at 10
a. m. Tuesday.

-

.
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Mann

l.nrue
Kdrtio D.ivia

•Ji'-.e|>h bnilt)!'

Geiie Alvar('7,

Uvrne

l-kftthfrrinc

Ontory (52-25)
Ruilolf Krlml Jr Or
WlnJNiir <2I)
T.iicky Mlllindor On
Hui'k Si iruhblea

Kloa
Oi Ih
Kt Ph|io

KsiiMu

Lewis

Ti»|»sy>

Lunna Won.u

BeAnselo A Porter
GeoTKle Tapps

Sanabria Or

KoHlrn
Sef-ftTo
'

C'helm St Olni
AI K llnll Co

Paul Ash Ore

3

lltivnnii-.MHilrlil

.Juatilto

Sla

WIUls ro

Cliaji

Viirlety cflngcvk

i-

Hyans

NInrllivt

Mlvira Bloi*

4

Nano Uodrlpo Oir

KI,1ZAUI-mi
Ubvrty t2-i-2*)

l*renilce

AI(.

Jules de Salvu

Ted Claire

.Moore

Ldu Sailce Ore

Hayc."*

Cochran

Guy

13 Mnrltnlque
nirk Govparre Ore
o.-^fnr de la Rosa O

AniiH Crosby

Kloftunr

l:nnil<tli>h

MarKUi*rtta Paduls
Caits Hvus
Pat Si Palsy .Moran
lliiwtilhin
rjirndlte

Tereslta Osla
Celtna St Alberto

Rpuard Ore

Oi'O

Independent

GrKce

NMck

& B B

Hraudow

Stanley Ore
.Sojnersel lloune
Charles Henly
Hirrj Bln-^liind

Jeffrey ClII

Carlos Molina Oro
HriKo Ore
Bfona Coslello
Hcsl A max

Ito.ven bloom

Totiinck

.>erry
rteil

Jerry Lester
Peter l«ln<l H.iyes

Alma .Turner
(.A ConcA

)';eban

Marinn Hobergd

Muile'e

lt(>vel

Maxio
Sill

Aiuinbelle lf««i>
Eddie Wil.«ons Ore
Griive Huyen l^nlcr
Neville FIee:'Ou

.lonos Boys
Itnb I^arrish

l.i»a

Arthur

Lillian

.1

Uudy Madlsou
Will Ward

3

h^vans
Pierre

Great'

Follies

IVai'l

Jack. Lauf^hlln

Vehna Mlddleton'

I-loward
Shields
Ituby Norton
Klla

(If.)

Arnolds
Milt Herth

SIniilry (li>
(jrity Uor<loii

Itamon Kainns Ore
'.lou

Gae Poster GIs
WJ.SV Slug I'uwbjy

Uluke

l>IT1'SHl'K4iH
Di>hU kind Kius

ViollnNi
t.;n

.V:

French Cutlinu

Connie McLean Ore
Pearl Balnes
Flanh Sz l>ash

(AinbUHKnilur Hole!)

Gray tic X^rancls
Paul 'Winrhell

Al Donahue Ore
Kininelt uldlleld Co
i (Jxford Uoya

Uiincliit:

JenninK^.H St Murray
Billy McOuuald Ore

Day

Si

Lane

Pat

Fliir'iine

Girrcrd
»

I

Ralph Cook

de Wooils

L'^ralne

lllldebriintl*e

Lesllo

BiMy
Pete

Rurffundy Rut
(Hotel llelleviic-

Bo\
Jerry (Hbldeu
(Pnnlher Koum)
Connie Hainc*

I

lied Si Curley
Grant Pae#»
Lucille WIIKIns

<v>'uariette

S1np\r

JFIorenline OHrrien

Kit Ktit 4:iHb

Koum

<*old

Archie Ule>er Ore

J'.rtice-

Sinclair

Inksput})

4

Bush

t:

Marie

Oro

Lane, lOdwiii-ds
t;ai'y

i

Al .Mrlnlyre

T.'iny.-i

Itaiier

Griib.M- Ilnr Ui-au

Tqi Vneo
Bvelyn Dulehess
Mil-Bay Gls

Borne)
Haiuillon

.li>an

L.
.eonard

A

Sis

.Nort'^ns

lliirry'a

npbonalrs
WaH(»r CohppII

Knmoiiw i>iH>r
Wiindy Herman Oro

L>ee

Cliarles C'arror
W.ViHI.N<i'|-0>'

iilrand

Uliirlu

&

l*nree

Harth

Gnind Terrnre
Karl Hinea Ore
Kalherlne Perry

LEDDY

J.

Re(;inold Craig
I»rf>i'

Brooks Kleel Ore
Betty Bruco
^Vlr^re Bros
A Kohhis

Mirallns

Gloria Behnonia

NKW YUKK

MARK

Via

Room)

(Sert

Marcos

lulernntlonnl Then.
Buss Moriran Ore

J ai

(

Bob Danders Jr Qr

Adelaide Mofletl
JJe

Ben Perry,
PcKana

Or

I'^niplre

Ivelt Ore
I'alsy Tlioiiias

Rmll Coleman Ore

U'ilMe Solar

Harry Arm^ilronic
KllzabeXh Murray
El Chtro
HuKo Marlani Ore

Great Grelnnii^

Kenvln Oi

James

.

I

Jack

NEW VORK
MARGERY DAYE
GEORdE PRENTICE

Co

Harmon

CiluKi'i-

G'^iii*

Twliiii

Garvvooit

<iiiy

Grubnr> Hot
Jidiiiy

the llnm

FrifMriin

I

Loi»

Alicia

ROXY,

Helen Forrest
Metcher HenderaUK
'loots Mnndello
Paul Si (; Haclman

Mahifean Tr
I.iirille

Hampton

l»ay
If:inmn

Xlijcy

ltabi>y

llolel
(Celllr Cnfr)

Ktbel Brown
Sylvia Tucker
llnr\ey Charles Ore
tirneniere llor**l
«ilnsH lloiiiie Km)

'

HELD OVER

O

Benny Goodman Or
Lionel
Gloria

Patrlrola
Clyde IlaRer

(IS)

Montnrlnl (sn-SI)
Sylitl Hou'An
UiiiiiielC OldHeld

(Kniplre R<M»m)
Nat Urandwynne

Ore

Tom

Palnoe CS)
Ted Lewis Ore

& M

RolfblnM }:ruH
S

WhlrlwIiiiU

CLRVKI^\M>

Kcliler

ililila

Youne"i<>>^

Wh

J

("jirloft

'rt»by

).».,

Clefs

J<.o

Shfrmiin

sid Scbai>i)?«
Jessie

Oio

Mt.s'tou

Mann
VkIqU
Niidhie
M('n> a Alba

l^^elyn TMiehesa
Vanderbilts

Wow
I

Aslorla

Ovf*

Krlt^l Sch<»rr
ncalviL'* Kay
Claire Scott.
.\lnrKot J:rand«r
KranN T.thuse

4
Arleya
Smiles & Sinllej
Fluff ereue«

(«1)

KUHtic

GilWlllH

<irtjal l*anzfiil

lloraciBlioc

Si'-sle

McCrtne

l'<Mt

f21-20

Lllli.in f;ihson

Kl-ilne

fiO'e

De Nova

DaiiixiH

lin.*;s

Boberts

Il«<niijr

.

3

Oro

Si'Md Stuielaiid

Beed

GIUKer Woods

Guy

Uolil,.H

Dan

Lllll.iu

GunM'>\ Comfort

r

Diitieer.t

Pow

Fredorlvki

Hetl>

Chei

I

Gloria.

Porter and His

.1

I

.Hmmy Ames

M'rllue/

yson

r>aniiy

Muorp

r^la

A

Mary Ueib

Henneo Dlcco
i:ob**ria

.AnchoriiKe Slock
.N'lid< ,Frazoltl

lt»\i>r

DiHdy>

I'hil

Vlllnue

<;iilrly

Serrn Sen*
K'annna
HrwK tShaw
Mel Peterson

Four Hoi Shuti

Lon^r,

Crtler

Arline Owena

Anrlinnive,
Brailfords
Joliuny GrafT Ore

I

Lvuiiai'd

.AUholt.

Helen Miller

n.'l

Susan Milter
Di-r\l W.iPa.o

Ni'ck
.\iiiia

Oro

I'lrlC Masvey
Henry Slonet

l-VnHiei* Mei'cbnnt.-t

Joluu'.y Wootl:*

MfCht ltrlf;ado
Hotel WnlilorN

Nattetie

Kfiii;

'

SunlPN
Oro

NIrskn
La mbertl

Tl'i-ib-y

OMr

PHILADELPHIA

I

.l.'icK

nick (^^nra.^

Chuck Henry Ore

Ani;uliir4lo

l-:d

Howard

Sihtth

t>rc

Cnrroll

Nonehalaur:*

3

Oro

I<lf:ht

Mnnn

l^OKRy

Grove

Heidi

'
.-

Huildy- Klrbv
:*id>

,t

-

Kay Karrol
Tonya

Inti

Hanilltou

iMiuiinlc
M'lrK'rlto
K.'^n llein

I'lntcrl'iiiici-H

Itlirhle.-*

lleli iV FTtx

l>jil>'

Uasca Is

INirItt

Palsy

Sie\ ens
3 Lovely sIm

George Hlnes

Vanessa

Prlnec:*s

Y«KK CITV

aV.W

Enoch

Stumpy

Maxliip Sullivan
AvJs Ahthvws

I

RKO

(.'•iMii-i:<.>

Kiirl

Hotel T^ri

hm

(

Bruji Fletcher

CnriHtniil

KooHevell

Ilofel

-

Uh>

1Imtq_^

Ken

Guy l.ombardo Ore

Armsirone O

I.OUls'

(2^)

Klnreu^

.(iianlia

itiid

r.ucMlo La Marr
Thekla Horn
Norali Gale

-

d>inne Clifton

Ore'

Lo|M>7.

Hal Chanslor Oro
Club Bull
Gcorne Vouiii

lliiruce

Haddon

llnrrlette

l.ti

Phillip

'

Frederick*
Ciii-loy Moljnns i)ro
TiHiy Cabot Ovc
bucia Uarcla.
Vlnn Gurdeiie
Mario MeCleiiry

tesca m ris Ore
Palmar llnnite
(Kmpirn Rmmi)
-Toiniiiy Doi'sey Oro
Hob N,.Mer
L Itoyce A Vjin^ji
.es

Ynr

Ve

&

ParKor

l:i

Ir'W

1

DiMl^.^

nioilrrne

Vlllii

Geoi Be DeCo.il
I

ji:,.^

DlxU

\VlllIi^h
.'mimu.i L:,Ui„|,i Oro
I Inuilia
Ct.ialU

Manner

Mollic

Lii llaiiis
(Viiiip

'jils>

Mar>

l.e.siu

•

June

Hert MeOnvvell

Murplo Klnkaia

Flo Polus
Ae.leo
lriiu«

.robnn> lloMiiert
Scnalityn \)rc
Kntiike'a 4'nMlua

f'lincit

1.11

.Manuel

Cikfft

Kcjrii

Kuom)

lo

Mi>slit(y (>i*o

.Me\er.i

Ken

Leo

Aii.;v la

oeleir

t'ollecii
N.iil

1^

WuKner

Blllj

J'»nmj cmiiyon

Oro
213 Club

Currhit^ioii

Naney Dtimont

.

Baonl Kanlrnw
S.tlly Sharrai
Swts4 Hill Ullllei
Hei bis Oiu
rnddiM k <!lub
Mlliy Knhu.in

Graro Mack
PcKKV Leimaiil
Mar^io Ia'c
l^eou Harrcit Oro
HH.1 Ciub

l.l<i>d PanlaKos
Kav Kalvy
.K rmida

Oro

i»t
di> (;aV*
Luis BlIIUKdOs

Bcrnlece Stewart

C'Hrhten

di'l

Ortl*

I.ulH

Co

Jlerl Whccloi-

CHU'AOO
Pi-Aikk

Miirle

l>lana
.Ittc

<'iillenle

lOinitiue

-Ivlrby

Marie do Forest

Cabric) ^^ tilnildu
NtM CahalkM-OH

Lane Bro?

Johuiiy

tV:

A)

Helena

Onr

\Vra.\s

Whlip|,„rj^

-iit+tiHirH-

.Murnij

Kiiterlnltieri

Cpo poo Johnson 0
It Cafe

Dorothy Urandon

lion

-

Bob

D«n?i«Jue Klsli Ore '"

Hob Allen

O

Ohi llrlilrllH^rr
Old Hetdelborg Co

Cei'll

Ju.'inlhTa Carter
.L'KHe l'r>or

Mftb.i

Paochiia

l»oroiJiy Lewis
H & J lleHHley

Club (iMBrhii
ArKentlnns

T.rtH

Paut Hanknii'
Andrlnl Ltros

<'IT\

iJonvft Ovc
M^Tiy ..Mncs
.liiiiiny-' Srvo
Csi-i^A

S*'liiiii

G Andrews Ore

SudU lt:tl1

Oro

In

Jevv.'.I

Campbell

OuU

Uirhnrit

Oro
Club

.Tackle Allen

ciiiit*

Mary .Marshall
mondH

Molire Mnloue
Mauniiitf

lM»-KerHoii

tl

l^.-jg

Colleiio

Willie

-Joe NItll

Madi'liue tiaVtliier
A> CIS

.

n»tn

Chna Baum CMc

CMfTonr

Lane
J:r>aot

Miillo

Alfredo IHiumha Hd

Jordan

Si

.

Hyors
CaynoH
St Hoys

Leila

Ore

Gy^lsy..^•lnK
He(t>r I'.radtoy
Glen I'dpe
3 Idlers

t-'rankle

C.f^o

Cast

l.oM'u

<'iiib

.Marbiu .Morrow
G>>orKo Shuiery

l>uuM*o

A

Byron

Bob White

—CUiMMuu

Git

Situ Hllloir Oro
Bob:(t-L>n GN

CItib

.\lario
I

Ita nwell.**

<'jirH

l'';i\vn

VW

:i

Iloliit St. Mnritx
Kddle VarT.os Oro

.

Vat Uarrln»;(i>n
.(ana Ke> itohls
J.ttUhji'laytou
\\'ilma Nov nk
(•aye l>lxon

i

Bowl

Foxti'i

hniiiy

Plaio

Consotu

Kisko

L>\vii;lil

Willie

J;i<'k

!

SiMiliT

J l.onnv
Pre'Sji^r

.lull**

Clunk
.1

Ihinna

Si

Pickens
Holel .Sii\i>y.rkHiiii

.lane

j

Rhythm

Wyni.iii

,l-iiit>

Mrdrano

.Matt

llllimore

.

Carolyn llorton

M.iM.itu

Kl*-iia

{

Mnrihu llaye t'n
\v.\smN<;Tt>N

Co

n.iiin«*r

l>av|:<.>n
<"rav('ii
.M:ttiSt*lU

M.dly

I

{l-fi

an

l'"i

Iri'iii*

j

riTV

Wiill. r l.a

Jnno

h:fel> n
Ji bn iLi

•

i j

l-'iHiie

B:t>

Oiiyi

.

Harris

HulH I'lhxA
Kddy Hucliln Oro

Oi

.Mi'rrhrl
;

NKW YOHK

Geurh'ie

Cluli

Cliiilt'ri'llii

H.
Sniiih

Ore

Roclcy Klswnrlli
Paul Biirkette
Pat Piiljce

SoII>

Kokl Ore

Saiit

i>rc

GInver

.Mli-e

Gall
Klla Shiflds

C-ill

t

wiaii

MnlU)

Gerrlts
Jii Leactt

i l.i

Herb

Mel>iin.iUI

l:arliai-.-i

b:a

Kay

l\athtccn

ttoKi'rs
SeliliiKs

Bench

1^-

hh li

Il.irrlel

.

LOS ANGELES
Bay NidtU

'

(ii-e

Mereetles
llarbara .IninlNon

\\'ilhi>i*

.

.I'*'iya

Bay llerbecU Oro
Paul
Kirl

Top—

ttHilrllnii—

.Morris

-

llolel

Hine Oro

—

l^jiilee

(Ueiieli

.KIIeiMi

S|..<||

.lerij

O

Itnra

Vlliitics

'I'oniiny

\Va.\ n.i

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

Ore

c:.'i>

lliirtit.

'

It'Alnieo

i'aneiillo

-

CI

.<!

Menda

I

.lane

Nii'liiilns

Oi'd

(larniM-

rr Miv
l

(December 22)
(December 15)

lilano

FlorloH
Ktlsewiitrr

Ci-iiHN\(. iMinn
.\iarte SiHilding

Tnm

.

Wotliiosday, Dcieiiibrr 20,

Vermtllr*

Uos..*i

'at

I

V

y

.

Red
Day Sis

IS

I'ion Inn

Al Strell Ore
Kilty Smiib
Joe ArmalrOMK
Frnnk DuuHt'H

.

^

.

.

.

Wednesday* Decembep 20, 1939
SunMim IlooM
mclinril lltich

Joe HoiiRlin'r

Hal Thompnon Ore
Fellows

Mldglerhil Bpltolny Oro

Venice Urllle

Du.lilj Nucent
Bill Donahue

Gayle

Gaylord

Romono

.

VARIETY
Sammy LIppman

Hotel BterllDC
^larty Lake Oro
Costello

Randolph Conjurer

Fay Ray

,

Arlene Rico Oto
Lindsay'* -Sky-Club
Poison Gardner
Rita White

Harry Martin
Johnny Frlta
AI DILcrnIa

Mew

I'enn

89
Of the year, antj that its owners will endeavor to induce the Department of Justice to take action
against film distributors for refusing

Betty Nylander
Mabel Harold
Dance Darlings
mil Douglas
Dean Snyre
Dick Smith
Orchard

first

Jas, Roosevelt

.

June (jardnor Ore
Harold Simpson
.Continued' from page 3_
t. service it.
The rumored 'closing'
(»'.Mto Navarro
Muoacp'H Cafo
JIarry Lnioy
Jimmy Gamble Ore is a currently hot topic locally, al- regard. Roosevelt would mention no
Shulia & Kent
Terry Lswlor
Ted, Mary Tatt
Vlklna-Car«
Jay Lorinc
though Gordon Greene, managing di>Inrry Jlclvny
nt' n li iirdi Jr-q
Lu. i. Cu imull
'
pnc^ihla rligtrihiltinp. CO m-Pany. ty pe
"Klxon Cure
Ohuck Miller
•\Varren & IJoilct
nilly KiMiton
Allrth & Mack
Horry Ferris
rectors tor the ownors, inaKes no
Mary Ellen
Romany Three
Al Marsico Oro
of pictures, associates, stars or" other
rines
Jeanne Stewart
Bpnlolii's
definite statement.
Jimmy NaeKra Oro
Ray Englerl Ore
Claude IloaRiand O Uoh Carter
Hotel Statler
Borl" Siauffcr
Sinrke a Dome
Moreover, Greene claims to have pertinent facts. He said a further
NItza ft Ravel
riuia Cute
Ohio Vlllu
announcement would be made during
I>iili1inn Stttuffer
Grace O'llora
Clair Itay tils
Richard Rone Oro
Jimmy Peyton Oro Gene Autry in person spotted for the the first week in. January.
Freddie Carton* Or Margie Noble
nab man
Dorothy Stone
Wurwlck Hotel
Dewey
Moon
Mickey
week
of
Jan.
Katz
which
the
is
after
Angelo 1)1 Pnlmn
5,
Charles Collins
Stiirk Club
Herb HaRenor Oro
& J Hrown
llussell. & Duval
Myrus
Although the exact technical and
tioutliem
J'nTcm
conclusion of the second 13-weck peNorma SJieh
Falla KI9
Welter's Hot Uruu
Frances Ernst
Nut llnuHO
maneuvering betwfeen
the
Eiiill Velaaeo
Mntc. llohafTon
riod for which, contracts with the legal
jHlly (•iiiniii.l"B»
(Cumdrn)
Sam Cusicllo
Ilelcne Gray
Ted IJlako Oro
kilinl Stcivnrt
klvlcri)
musicians and stagehands' unions Roosevelt and Goldwyn moves isn't
Rudy Itrudcr
noogy- Woiigy
Jack £ Eddie's
Famous Door
1)9 Aliiyos
Owen .Pleper Ore
perfectly
clear, it is well agreed in
ISvans
Japica
have
been
made.
Charlie
Gusncll
Hoiiry. I';itilck Ore
Sliy-Vui)
l.lUliin Knberlson
Virginia Kercnce
Jack Mofis.
Davo. Ulfford
there
is an assothe
industry
that
Alan Ou.le
"Town
Morly
Oregor
apparently
Iif'lto
Ore
is
picture-minded
Evans
.lack- Elliott
Syil (loMon
Al Mcrcur
Joiin Dal
Slniiip'a Cure
llocbo Sherman
ICIsle Hart
l.'niun Grill
anii there aren't enough vaudeville ciation. Substitution in some manner
Dalo Harkness
Ann Starr
Major Abel
Szlla & Anila
ifuiray I'nrltcr
Pat MclJowan
Art Vagello
fans to keep a 4-000-seater alive, de- of Roosevelt's product for Goldwyn's
nallip'r r^ldurudlans
Ijort Loinlsli Oro
Frank Natale
Old Shiiy Gardens
spite fact that the weekly change is seen as possible, although GoldKlmor RoIl7cr
Cook * Urown
Mlko Sandrettn
DETROIT
Etzl Covntft Ore
.lack Newman
termer is ironclad in rei
Olnlro & nu.lily
of four acts is supplementea by an wyn's
Webster Hull
nook-Ciidlllnr Hotel Do Sylvaa.
Kashldn Ohada
Frank N<nvman
BuUy Iiiiilli
(lluok
18-piece concert orchestra, an organ- slricting him personally from workCnsinu)
Anno Leo
Ellen VargQ.
Mlchelo Rcrtola
Jorri' Viini'e
AVllfinn'H
ing for any other company or proLillian Paljuer
Johnny Welsh
Joe Sudy C)rc
ist, m.c, a line of 12 girls and inJoe llouKh. i)i-c.
Harry Jarkey
Elaine ^: Harry
viding
with pix he hasn't perdllver Ijike liiD
Ouni-d.smcrt
dependent
pix.
S
Earl Bumniell Ore
(Motor Itar)
(CIrnieiilon)
Marlon
sonally made.
Eddio Frili Ore
I
Nortliwood Inn
tllchry l^aniilanl Or Texas 'I'oniniy
" phamlor and ilarco -J»r(U»n-»t-'Cir«ioo
Goldwyn's contract with United
Homand Trial Over
-- .ftpoo-T&-Spot
noivery
_
- Artists
Clayton Johnson
UContlnuec
Irom
page-Sj^
~
"
"
Alli-o l.ncey
Itoss
1945. - Perhaps
Oeraldlnxi
runs
until
Baltimorer Dec;-19:
Harry Johnson Ore Fin D'Orsuy
J'hil rope
MacFarland Rrown ([us, Howard
"Trial
of Leo H. Homand, local foreshadowing this week's activity,
Oeo llakny
Iklarlyn Mnyncs
Jack Campbell Ore exchanges, manager of ex<:han.§e,
Denlun Jlitorhugs
Geot-RO need
proVtiWil Club
date he was employed, and his du- nabe exhib, against local Durkce he is farthest ahead, of all
Uoweryetles (12)
Oasis
30lh Century
stono
ducers
his
four-pictu'r(5
commitHarvey
chain
on
and
the
.Mlml S'.o«'.irt
all
major film comties, is not proper; that the matter
Ruddy Lester
Johnny King
Joan Coraz
OllK rnr.iatl
Sid Sliaps
He
is not relevant to the issue; that the! panies except RKO, dame to a close ment on the 1939-40 schedule.
t'has Carlisle
carlln
111 I'vonellefl
J & T Poland
already
Shall
in
has
delivered
'They
S.
District
U.
Court
here
Friday
Uonny Resh Ore
J\jno Ilotlclte
information is a business secret; and
:;hannon ft Mcln
Sainmy Stern Ore
Harry. Horn Oro
Ulllls IClton
illue Lantern
that the individuals in question have (15) with'Jiidge W. Calvin Chestnut Have Music' and 'Real Glory,' has
Faint Iledrli
Allan tlerhardt
'RalTles'
in
requesting
cans
'The
.'Westand
briefs
from
opposing
no knowledge of facts.
Jhnmy Yamamotto
Coy Quintet
Nestle Si Norman
Second on the objected to list is counsel and indicating that his de- erner,' with Gary Cooper, well in
lithel A Lewis
Monnio Drake
Patsy Rains
Athlcllo Club
Temple & Marie
a request that all current loans be cision would be rendered in a week production.
Tip Top Gls (0)
Eddie Curry
l<a Cnniparslta
Hal ^runro Oro
Regarded for the past few years as
Amos Jacobs
,
Helen Ifiverott
listed, together with the name of the or 10 days.
Leo Wallers. Ore
Chot & Mnrria
Don Pablo Ore
Judge Chestnut also stated that the a 'trouble maker'' by his four proPcRRy Geary
corporation or person who is a
Commodore Club
illalz Falm (iarden
Geno Einorald
I'owntan
creditor for more than $10,000 and case of the Linden theatre vs. the ducer-owner partners in UA, CkildPeter Hlgglna
Johnny Davis Oro
raul Meeker Oro
Giovanni
wyn
has been with the company
local
Rome
Durkee
nabe
chains,
and
l.yilc
Sis
Lane
Lorna
Itarbara Parks
the time the loan was made.. ProOusIb
Hromley Sis
since
1925.
For the first two
Lew Fl-Jler Ore
testing this, Columbia declares the also i:-».olving clearance, zoning and
CanllonI Club
LIbhy L'angford
Bert Dalley .Ore
years he was just an independent
Redford Inn
Jay Hurt Ore
Hark Thomas Ore
Snooks Hartman
question is too broad in scope; that protection, would be called at' an
Ore
Miller
prodiicer
Don
o'n the lot, being handed
Chateao Club
early
date.
Tiivem
Corktown
Old Keldelberg
it
seeks confidential information;
Vocallans
one-fifth share of the stock to beBi'nrv Jarobson Ore
a
Nelsrin Thoniason
Uddlo /Ipn Oro
would be harmful to the company,
Club Royule
lloKiey Uls
(fleria Reed
Donna LuPau
come an owner-member by unaniJohnny l*oat
and an aid to competitors. The same
mil & Joan Swor
EddIo Penbody
Nonle Morrison
mous vote of the other four partner!
Thelnia Vnrd
Ma<lelyn Lewis
DIono Denlse
Louis Sireoter
objections are interposed to a deI^aurene Novell
Orlando
Demnr & Denlse
on Oct, 13, 1927.
Ilobhio Rao
mand for the gros; income from
"
Harney Starr
Ellen Kny
Dorothy Cr'ookcr
Tommy
ONoal
.Continued
from
pace
3_
Monteria
3Jata
Sou Started in March
DIek Ilnvllsnd
Rovalcttes
1935-1938 with the approximate gross
I'atsy Mack
Zanc & Todd
Eddie Bratton Oro Danny Dcmetry Ore
Sandra Lynn
for production, distribution and ex- is expected at that time that the four
Goldwyn's dissension with
Andre A Delphlne
Ray Von Day
Club Imperial
Saks
hibition, plus the total net profit or remaining partners Mary Pickford, first broke into the open with the
Clover. Club
IMaptaillon Club
4 ningerettes
Trudy Chandler
Charlie Chaplin, Alexander Korda filing of his suit last March. This
loss.
Norman Priest
JInK nrynd Oro
Bud Svveeney
Dert Ualley Oro
Faye Iloberte
Sid Ward
Mugo & Carr
Mary Webb
The request for a division of all and Goldwyn will buy in Fair- revealed that he and his partners
Mury Kuyo
Jean. Russell
Pol Mars («)
I'lnntallon 6
Clrn & Ilutb
Nub Brown Ore
Georgo .Kavanagli O features' frorn 1930-1938 into four banks' holdings. They may be held had been in disagreement since JanDrown «^ Lyoni
t Coeds
classes, as to cost was deemed an im- by the estate (the Elton Co.) if it uary
\yhen the other four Mary
I^ndon Chop House
Hunky Tlrnwn
Ban Diego
Rich & Snyder
Uuddy Tonler
proper classification of pictures by chooses, but cannot be sold except to Pickford, Alexander Korda, Charles
Jolly Frolrs Oro
4 Adorables
Club Forest
3 Jokers'
Eihcl Sheperd
Nancy Leslie
No ob- Chaplin and the late Douglas FairColumbia, and not reflecting the po- the other four partners.
Havenero 4
Virginia Grey
Reno
Marty Wayne
stacle is expected as Dennis F. banks—unanimously overrode Goldsition of the company.
Pura Reyes
Bcrdlne Ulekson
Val Setz
Dirt niaho Ore
Esplno
Carlos
Helen Kayo
George Prcsncll
The total film rentals in the U. O'Brien, attorney for Fairbanks and wyn's formal objections to hew conVivian Hotter
Vera Welsh
Main Mreet Club Al Alexander Ore S. in the 1936-37 season, taking the his estate is also member of coun- tractual product arrangements with
Rusty Hanks
Ulckey Goldman
Frank Sidney Ore
Stntler Hotel
Ann CreRB
Fairbanks and Korda; and also
five films selected by the Govern- sel for UA.
(Ternico Kouni)
Club Madrid
Alma William*
Mayfalr
Wanger a Factor Also
Helen Cln'lro ,
unanimously overrode his lone disment for New 'York, Philadelphia,
Xavler Cugat Ore
Cookie HardlnK Or
-<
Smltly -Jean
Hamilton
Reyes
Eva
Artiiro A Kvelyn
Whethef these shares -would be senting vote against the. adoption of
& Felly Heat Raul &
Kansas City, and Atlanta, and listRomona Urownvlll Lester
Edna I'^nrlco
Tex Gailor
Wlilltler Ilntrl
Hal White
ing all details as to distribution, was turne.d over to Capra and Riskin is the 'Silverstone Plan* for reducing
Kllcn Knye
Jo & Eddie nayto
(Gold Cup Itoom)
Scaler'*
Cleo & Ruth
Phil Olsen Ore
claimed to be too much of an ex- a point which, of course,' hasn't been distribution f:osts as an incentive to
'Guv' Welch
Kally Joyce
Tony Dauor Ore
Morocco
pense, interference with their busi- discussed in any official 'way yet. It. 'outside producers.'
Jim Deland
Wally Johl
Genevieve Woods
Harry Jenkins
Hen Omar
Aside from the time-to-time adArnold Slcln
ness, and that Columbia does not is merely in the realm of possibility.
Gordon Walters
Byron 'Richards
Judith Lawton
Kay & Wally
producers are also under- ditions of 'outside producers,' to
Jessie &. Viola
know which theatres are affiliated Other
Club Terrls
llliiR Uurdick
and which arc not. The same ob- stood, however, to have a desire to which Goldwyn objected, his prinST.
HnnTEAPOLIS
<iorJon Gcnsch Ore noma Costelto
particularly cipal sore point is the situation
Dolores T^amar
jecticin was interposed as to shorts. buy into the ownership
Monn Hcntlersoo
Terrace
Minnesota
O'Dlen
Nancy
CollsrnBi
Klhel Warrca
Also the same objections were Walter Wanger— and it is very pos- wherein he, the most aetive-proJack Kane's Oro
I'hll
KcKtIn
B Chester Ore (It)
109 Club
sible he would get first crack.
ducer-owner, should have to share
Edna & J Torrcnce brought forward on., the .U. .S.. reCiile A Dole
Commodore
nobby Maynard Or
Situatioirmay be changed,- too, by
profits
with- Miss - Pickford,
Dolores O'Neill
Jean Ilenard
quest for a listing of each theatre
<'nb Horvatb
K Davenport Or (5) Al
Stuart
June Hurley
Teddy Capp
Arthur Murray Dan Arthur Murray Dan playing Columbia product in 193C-37 events during the next few weeks Chaplin aiid the late Fairbanks who
Kdlth Rae
Schnnrti
Curly'*
Monte Cuthbert
with..the dates of the opening of the as the resi^lt of Goldwyn's. with- were virtually inactive for years.
Conco Club
drawal
of
his
future product from
Dodo Ratchman Or I, McNabb Ore (4)
.President
Last February and at Numerous
picture, the length and type of run,
Randolph A n
lluy Wick
Jimmy Hegg
Al 'Wchto Ore (6)
Ohrlslino Moyberry Irene Griggs
rental received, and contract terms UA. Distrib company is demanding times since, the other stockholders
Nadja T<eab
Tom Allen
Irma WaRnor
that he return his stock if he pulls have ofTereii to let Goldwyn step out
Claudo Vnrmenter
Pearl Fern & Co
as to clearance, etc.
Sheldon Gray
Tvonno Itroadway
Carroll Sis
8late Gurdene
Joy Bennett
Lastly Columbia declares it does out. It is not expected that he will of his contract on the condition that
Orlslana Iluckner
Happy Hour
Earl RIgg Oro
Tiny Crawford
Morton Drown
shares
pass
his
over,
however, with- he turn back his sto(:k, for which he
not want to list the name of the
Irene Schrank
Leonard Gay Oro
Gordie Dowen O (8)
Silver Tmy
Anita Allen
Madelyn Joyce
O Bellman Ore (5) executive of the company who will out a considerable struggle through paid nothing. They contend that he
Cnriilee Ship
Eddie Kube
Marlowe Sia
supply the information they are will- the courts, which may take several should take nothing out but his earnSt. raul Hotel
_nen Doe. Ore
Flo Dell
-XAnngs llf rT« . Jlwd •PJayboysJ.XO ing- to give,..as_they. .are incapable years.
ings and assets. he acquired himself.
HaTiVlj I7i!\V'l9"
Hetty Lane' " "
Sev
Olsen
Ore
Louis Strecter
(0)
Termce
Cafe
Jean Jaonuee
"No actusl -price-tag-Tcan be placed- Goldwyn-:-refuses— to-give -up- theof giving a definite answer, and the
Allen Dunn
Uetty LeMar
Jack a Jill
Art Mooney Or (12) name is not material to the issue.
on the stock, as it has never been on stock.
Zastrow St U'clls
Marigold
Jean Shaller
Tie Top Tap
the market, but Goldwyn and AlexRoosevelt has withdrawn as v.p.
Devlnci Eiiglrs
Cec Hurst Ore (12) Tony Dion
Jack Ungcr
ander Korda have in the past each of Goldwyn, Inc., to be active in his
Joey Feldstoln Ore
Ace Drigode Ore
Mldn-ay Gardens
Randy Sauls
Minnesota, Mpls., oflfered .$2,000,000 for a one-fifth in- own unit, biit remains as prez of the
Ken l^cslle
Bob Martin
F Bow BjlPs Or (G) Stuart & I/ee
Harriot Cross
Bob iiarrlty Oro
terest in the company.
Goldwyn Studios, job which he. took
Martin & Marvel
Gloria Gale
Will
to
the
Gov't
Jay
Jason
Capra
and
Riskin
Rick A Snyder
have set up over a little more than a week ago.
SYEAGUSE
Jane Mathews
Minneapolis, Dec. 19.
Mnmle'e GroUo
headquarters on the S6lznick lot. Latter concern is merely a studio opClub Cnudee
Kay's
Jackie Green
OuB Urhley Ore
Reports persist here that, because They have on their schedule, as a crating company and has no connecLeon Royky Ore
Geo Wllman Ore
Ton'O and Coantrr Irving
lintel Rchrneder
of
inability
Jacobs
to
obtain
major
screen
probable
first
production
after a tion with Goldwyn's. film-producing
Peggy Jacobs
Club
(Kmpire Riram)
Northern l<Mai»hes
product, the independently operated distribution deal is set, 'The Life and corporation.
Roosevelt went with
Steve Swedish Ore
Clarenco Marcely
Denny Skorch Ore
Mary Dorn
I*rlnre Selandin
I#urry Powell
4,000-seat Minnesota theatre is sched- Death, of John Doe,' story by Rich- Goldwyn in December, 1938, at a reMadge Payne
Chlckl LaHelle
Oruco 1)rysilale
Ireno .Iturke
Marge A c:onn*ham Gladys Martin
uled
to
shutter
immediately
after
ported salary of $750 a \veek.
the
ard
Conncll
and
Robert
Presnell.
Karl Katsch's
Helen' SavnRo
Club Irving
Ptianca
Jack Fhrrcll
Wllllo Keller Ore
I'lerl's Ore
Irina Drnlin
Kve Even
IJneuln. Inn
Antolne & DuBorry Jack's Swlhgslers
Ray Wcncll
l^iliotn'o
nonlln
Call Parker
PrltMin Inn
Jerry Dhle
Bobby Stuart
WIrth's Fulnrlstlo
Mai Noble Ore
Itlla Delano
JuUlanno Desmond
Geo
& It Garden
Ore
Billy Lament
mil Schweitzer
Grcenivlrli Village
l>art Kcllaney
Jack Fexer
Blue Room 3
Anton Cotton Ore
Vnlllo Jay "Ore
Town Club
Mildred Seelby
I'lilda Loy
Maureen Rosay
Bcrnioe llarns
Don Smith Ore
Ivena Mali
Mann
Uogan
Uarle Kecky
Parisian Divorcees
Vera Burnett
Tommy Regis
\Vlsconslii Itool
Arlene Guest
Undy'o
.
.
.
$10 per
Silvia Brown
Kny Hansen
Fran Meekln Ore
Prlscllla I,ceds
Vera Trancouer
Catherine Drent
Clyde Lucas Ore
Francos Parker
Sylvicr Slambaush Tom Shorldnn
Inclo.sed Is S...
for which please enter a Christmas gift subPITTSBUBGH
Cappy Lewis
Miami Club
Arnold' Uupre
'Variety or combination (circle selection),
scription
Variety,
Daily
for
Eileen
Kane
AndinmRn
Orotyin Gest
Maxine liCRUolte
to go to. each of the adilresses below:
liartem Casino
Roberta Haker
Leo Leighton
ITuglile .Morion Oic
Mayiiord Dcnne
SutiHet Royal Ore
VARIETY, Inc., 154 West 46th Street, New Yorli City.
Froshlno
Arllnglon Uidge
Jellla Smith
Dale Somers Ore
$10 per
Alpine Village
Duko Fredericks
Ralph Drown
Name
llnleonades
Genevieve Clover
Sid Jacobs
Otto Thurn Ore
Uarl llodKcrs Ore
Itoberta Green
Earlo & Trances
Arno & Arnette
Street.
Lenclh of Sub...
Sammy Rurke
Knye & Jimmy
mil Urern's
Martha Lee
Jockey Wilson
.Myrtle Wilson
Alplnoites (6)
Phil Levant Ore
Dowey Taylor
Ed MalhowB
Town
Margaret Aenimer
State.
(^ale Uobblns
Esther Jacobs'
Herman PIrchner
lintel Henry
Don GardrinI
n«nilrxvuai
Scnulor)
Enlrlla of niiytlnn
(llolrl

—

& Murgo
Tanya Cnrlh
Geo Mni-cheltl Oro
Shanilor

—
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CLEVELAND

Annum

•

Freddie's Cnfe

Arnlon

Hy Dnrron Oro
Bnnkorr A Cannon
Marlyn Hrliinln
Kay Prnzis

(3)

george Everett Hole
Thelma Sloan

Tony t^mma Ore
Velva Nalley
Jncklo Cornell
Eddlo Harnes
Pedrl Maglcy Line

Gourmet Club

Airway Club
Troy Singer Oro
Judy IJInck
Cedur Gardens

Dill T..oekman

Dulce^ Melvln

Xona

Lillian

Or.

Ethel

Brill

Robinson Oro

]Iann« Grille
Marll

Lenny Cnlyer

Evelyn Dletz

Toung

Lo,yi'"',>'^
Louis
Deppe

nKi , Chateau
Chick
Ohalken Ore
Allen
MoIh y.'^W'ls,
"arrlette
Cross

Norman

E

Oro

I'ete

Zuma

Hotel Allerton
Pat Ryan
Al Lerncr
Hole!

Cleveland

Everett HOaglnnd
Walt Dergon Oro

Club Ilelmont
EddIo .S.-liacrtor Or
Marty Miller
Jean Martin
Edith Morgan
Jack Lecke
Club I'etlte
Piccolo Pete Ore
Aloha Dean
Mahel Ilerold
Klo Parker
Kddio Morris
llernle Lnmbert
Hay stiles

Cork and Dottle
Jack Davis
Entertainer* Club
Danny Mason Ore
ErergrceD (inrdeni
Joe Cole Oro
Don Venture

Lenhs Toldl

(Silver UrIII)
Ncl.''on

Combination

Name

VARIETY and
DAILY VARIETY

Town

KI7.Z0

Sam

Sliomhergcr
(Gay UO'H)
Dorothy Nesbitt
Hotel Roosevelt
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Hotel Sclirnley

\

$15 per

Annum

Howdy naum Ore
Jean Doaz
Jluzz Aston
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Hotel
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,

State.
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Penn

(Chatterbox)

Johnny Long Ore
Jack Edmundson
Helen Young
.Swede Nlel.ien

TruHlv

.

Maple Ore

Itay Cat Izono
llllly

.

A O'Connor

(t.'on'llnrntal liar)

Billy Catlzoiie
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family trade.
Ciro.

in

leading the

to

He demonstrates a
difference.
•Samba' rhythm while warbling a
tune with the self-sacriflcing UUe,
'For You I Will Break My Neck.'
Charlie provides comedy and orch
gives a neat impression of American
swing with 'Hold That Tiger' for the

tle

blowoft.

Biz fair

when

STATE,

Herb.

caught.

HARTFORD
Hartford, Dec, 17.

Lunce/ord Orch with
Grissom, Billie
Holidaw, Billy & Ann, Son & Sonny,
Swan, Lee & Jackson, Sam Kaplan,
Cargo'
'Smuggled
Orch;
House
Jimm'.c

Jimmy Young, Dan

(Hep).

This show doesn't compare favorwith the house standard
ably
Jimmie Lunceford's crew, and Son
and Sonny hold up their end of the
bill but remainder fails to hold pace.

An

vocalists
over-abundance
of
tends toward too much samenesSi
the major fault with the layout.
Maestro carries three male vocalists
in the band while Billie Holiday
plus Swan, ^iee and Jackson also
handle tunes.
Following an overture by the
house pit band, the Lunceford aggregation swings out from behind
.

dispenses
Outfit
curtains.
with a nice mixture of jive and
sweet, with emphasis on the former.
closed

appeal not only to
the auditory but to the visual senses
Uses an effective white
as well.
backdrop set off with sl^arps and
Lighting is good.
flats.
First turn out is Billy and Ann,
mixed tap team, wbo-get -by with
some standard terping. Billie Holiday is better fitted lor night club
work than for a large house of this
Intimacy of ner songs and
type.
A semipresentation Is thus lost.
risque song, though getting a good
response, isn't fit for a family house
such as this. Also, it is out of place
with the theme of the divertissement,

Group makes

Kuey.

performance.

.

addition

band and dancing with the gals, also
m.cs with Charlie. What he says is
hardly intelligible, but it makes lit-

its

APOLLO,

N. Y.

Bunny Berigon Orch, Ueorge Wilt
Lillian Fitzgerald, Apus & £s
Al H«Uon, Sandy Bums, Vi

sJiire,

trelita,

Undertoood, House
•The Escape' (20th).
olo

Line

(lo)

With the exception of Bunny Ber_
and
igan's band, which toots hot

somewhiat unvaried jive for the concluding portion of this over-long
this Harlem
bill, the current show at
vaudfilmer leans heavily on filth
Show itself Is tndiflerently pre

.

KEITH'S,
Catherine

BOSTON

Jean Hubert. Eton Boys (4), Senator fair biz.
Murphy, Honey Familv (6), Larry
There's so much show that the
Flint House Orch: 'Scandal Sheet band gets only two chances, both
(Col) and 'If I Had a Million (Par), well handled.
It opens the hour
stage end in the correct groove with
n speedy selection, albeit brassy due
No standouts in this lineup, but to mikes being set. to hiRh. that sets a
the blend produces satisfactory en- receptive mood, and follows with
Trevor Bacon at the opposite extertainment
J ,
Senator Murphy is ace-billed, tak^ treme In tempo, vocaling 'Going
session Home.' Lighting at this point Is paririg the semi-final spot for his
bandstand being'
good,
of topical chatter framed in ft phoney ticularly
last
Since
speech.
silhouetted against red flood backpolitical campaign
dual.

,

time around

Murphy has added some grounding.

Bacon docs

his

okay

bit

distract attention.
. . ^ .
^
Lillian- Fitzgerald (New- AcU),-hot
numbers and
singer, shouts two
manages to do a couple of brief
kicks despite the dress not suited to

.

Playliouse,

Winnipeg

Winnipeg, Dee.

13.

Al Plunket, Carl and Faith Simpson, Bill Baldwin, Terrv & Walker,
that sort of stuff. She then returns
Nixon & Sansi, Three Aces, Don
with George -Wiltshire (who gives
Wright's House Orch.
her a massaging during the second
Lucky
chorus) and vocals 'You're a
Guy,' leading iiito another ensemble
Holding over from last week, Al
Six male tappers dressed Plunket again headlines a solid proroutine.

various ob

out of different-sized col
jects
lapsible boxes. Ensemble fan dance
foUows, with Estrelita on for a flash

a nudie getupf, but it's badly
IndiaMpoIis, Dec. 15,
staged since it puts her on a brightOrrtn Tucker Orch, Bonnie Bafcer, ly-lighted full stage crowded with
PotCon, Paul Sydell, Jeanne other performers. And she stays too
Blanche, flodyguards; 'Cafe Hostess' long.
Most vulgar turn of the show fol(Col).
lows, a fake mind-reading act, with
A year ago Orrin Tucker's band a gal onstage, Wiltshire circulating
eame'from Chicago to play this house through the audience and Apus and
surprise,
Sandy Burns in opposite boxes as
end took the audience by
revealing one of the smartest show hecklers.
Berigan's (Band Reviews) portion
bands to come to town. This time,
with his recent Coast nitery buildup of the bill follows. With a 14-man
behind him, 6nd the success of the crew (including himself), the leader
•Oh Johnny* waxing giving him an- turns out half-a-dozen or so sizzling
other boost, plus the plugging of numbers.
Danny Richards Is the regular vo.
CBS, he had the populace waiting
for him. Present engagement is the calist, but sings only a single number, 'My Prayer.' His upper notes
only theatre date on his books.
Outfit is neatly garbed in black are alright, but the lower -tones are
mess jackets. In addition to the weak. Richards and the bandsmen
four rhythm, three fiddles, three are the show's only okays. Has an
saxes and three brass, a siriging easy manner and passable diction
group, the Four Bodyguards, is on Viola Underwood, a hefty Negro
the stand throughout. The various contralto, also appears with the
sections are introduced in the open- band, drawing a sizeable response
Hobe.
ing number, 'Why Don't You Practice for several blues tunes.

West

A

.

—

—

.

Phil

- Lucky MilUnder is teaching
Brooklyn how to lead a band in the most
strenuous way here this week, and in
front of his powerful, satisfying outfit Is part of the cream of Harlem's
Tabbed 'Black and
entertairiment.
Tan Revue,' the unit drew healthy
Boston, Dec. 14.
response when caught, last show
Westfield, Frank and opening night (Thursday), playing
to

i'fo""-

(11).

—

tine, sticking to pulling

'Heritage of the Desert' (Par).

when caught Monday

full

A

.

which is non-sophistication.
as waiters hoof a mild stanza durSwan, Lee and Jackson get by with ing her turn.
^
Apus and Estrelita (New Acts),
some comedy patter and three-part
harmony. Unbilled, Son and Sonny, mixed pair, are on next for a lengthy
They session of songs, dances and comedy,
are top applause gatherers.
lead off with nifty unison tapping, all of it loaded with smut Apus is
then break off for fast challenge the eccentric comic to her sexy
Most of their gags are
straight.
work.
Jimmy Young and Daa Grissom, stan(nrd blues from burlesque. Pair
both from the band, plus an un yell every line, apparently on the
billed crewman, vocal to nice re- familiar, theory that if they can't be
Trio come back as part of good they can be good and loud.
turns.
a quartet for more vocalizing. An Dances are ordinary except for some
showman, Lunceford very raw wriggling by Estrelita,
unobstxiisive
gives several instrument specialists which turns the act into men's
smoker stuff.
an opportunity before the mike.
AI Hylton (New Acts) gets across
At show caught, Sunday night (17),
Eck.
an effective, well done magic rou
biz good.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

_

and sh ort-fefrtures.—House

Lucky MilHndcr Orch (16) with
Trevor Bacon; Buck & Bubbles Ada
Broum, Berry Bros. (3). Trajnn
Band (7), Edwards Sisters (2) ''

good, new stuff about the war, while from a perch 'atop the stind, shifton the other hand he repeats some ing to front stage mike for additional
Near midway, Millinder
of his old line. In the, latter he has chorus.
New York traffic cops in towers, thus promises to keep the melody domidating the comedy. Sustains chortles nant if he can be allowed to use the
most of the way, however, and earns cla.ssic.<!. then goes into Rachmaninoff's 'Prelude In C Sharp Minor.'
his encore.
Edwards Sisters (2) lead off a
The Huberts and the Honeys give
out a lot of aero dancing and tum- series of socko turns, from an audicartwheels while spinning lasso, and bling, playing deuce and closing, re- ence standpoint, clicking off clever
panand
and
back
leaping
dance
strong,
Drunk
finish
taps in good uni.son and challenge
pair
spectively.
forth together through -bi£ loop.
tomime of the Huberts click as work. However, their opening stint
Then the Hertli Trio, at piano, usual. Six Honeys open with pre- should be cut heavily and a rhythm
drums and Hammond organ. Finish- cision dancing hightlighted by unison routine interpolated between it and
ing a hot opener, they go into 'I8th backflips, then go into a very good the succeeding number, which is also
Century Drawing Room, whose soft, acro-tumbling session oii the long a speedy unison try.
catchy rhytlim arrangement is in- carpet. Girls on the ground and the
Cotton Club's Tramp Band (7) is
creased in effectiveness by. lifting of men as mounts give it a nice flillip. next.
The house is continually in
drop, to reveal blue-lighted white From a triple mount one of the boys giggles -with the adlib terping and
columns as line appears in blue and backflips to the shoulders of a gitl. Stepin Fctchit announcements, by a
vocal
silver chifTort for swing minuet with
okay
as
a
register
Eton Boys
non-playing leader. Rhythmic music
Drummer then quartet, opening with 'Lady's in plucked from an instrumental setup
trick hesitations.
goes into a straight light classic, Love,' done fast following with a of kitchen utensils is satisfying, but.
whose name means little to the audi- special number in which they josh incidental to the whacky fol-de-rol
ence, on downstage vibraphone and radio quiz programs, especially those of the lone cutup and occasional connabs smash returns. Trio finish hot giving general hints to the con- tributions by various other members.
with 'Pagan Love Song.'
swingy. smartly ar^
testants.
Terp gymnastics of the Berry Bros,
Ross and .La Pierre follow with ranged version of 'Old MacDonald' come in for an equal share of apRoss' gets
their 'big broadcast of 1940.'
a good response. The encore is preciation. Cane tossing, flying splits
vocally,
of
imitations,
excellent
'Tiger Rag' with a special intro. and the flying leap of one to the
Henry Busse and Clyde McCoy's Comedy interpolations are so-so.
neck of another In a scissor grip set
theme songs make 'em sit up imfield and her the trio for an encore, a slowly done
Catherine
mediately, and succession of nut marionets open the bill. Dolls ap' boogie woogie.
commercial announcements, vocal pear singly, doing dance numbers.
Ada Brown goes over solidly with
guitar and banjo imitations keeps
waltz get the turn roll- only one pop, 'Comes Love,' and sevrhumba
and
Femme ing, then a Joe Brown marionct; a eral originals.
'em giggling throughout.
Delivery puts a
scores with Fifi Dorsay impersonaJitterbug, grabs good attention. Best double entendre edge on each, which
tion, and Ross takes it agaui to do
'Voice is sharp
all is the finale— Donald Duck on elicits, fine response.
complete Popeye Cartoon sound ef- of
rollers. Some rather realistic effects and powerful, which, combined with
fects alone. They join in 'St. Louis
produced here.
good personality, sets her off to adBlues,' mixing in instrumental imitaLarry Flint house band has a vantage, Earns nn encore, her setions all vocally and nut double
of
medley
a
using
overture,
Jive,'
appealing to
'Jumpin'
bright
lection.
talk, exiting to a rowdy finish.
featuring fiddle, the jitterbugs. She does it with apLine fills full stage for cowgirl tap' 'rain' tunes and
Fox.
reed groups.
propriate leg work.
ping, replete with plenty of 'yippees,' brass and

—

...

,

,

AvSfeel

nearly

Not really staged in the ac-^
cepted sense of the word, but merely
tossed together with litUe thought
developof compactness, pace or
onf
ment The individual acts, notbuilt
of which is a bell-ringer aren t
up with any idea of a conclusive
besandwiched
peak and they're
ensemble
of
succession
tween a
dance numbers that are poorly conceived and insufficiently rehearsed
What laughs there are depend on
the anatomical or bathroom variety
cer
so, the comedy appeals only to a
tain mental group.
„
For some reason not evident, Ben
gan's orchestra plays the first half
of the show from behind a curtain and fall back around Three Arnolds,
a usual procedure here with guest whose three-high antics especially
Nitery set is used, with when. gal crawls down one side,
bands.
the acts seated' at tables" xm which through bottom pair of legs, up other
are globe lights used in the first side, and then is followed by guy in
number, to 'Two Cigarets in the the middle are received well. ApDark,' presently working into spe
plause lasted continually through
cial off-color lyrics by the chorus. finale at this show.
Nash and Evans
During this and several subsequent on for flash rope 'twirling and mass
numbers, there are not only those at bow of entire cast for t'.ie bow-off.
the tables but also a sort of m.c, a
Croig,
Biz okay.
male vocalist and a couple of others
who do little more than stand around
in front ol the curtain— upstage to

sented

4

.

Carl and Fnith Simpson's manonet
Finale, imitation of
is smooth.
brings
a couple of colored jitterbugs,
teiim back for several bows.
Don Wright's house band (9)
the
with
along
bill
the
out
rounds

show

.

Girl
be said about the entire act- is that is a looker in addition to posscssms;
only
House line is b.ick after six-week
nice rethere is a lot of it. It's saved
capable hoofs, and wins a
acation, with return of gals, whose
from complete skid by shortness of
full-year's ruiv made 'em a local inoverspeed,
sings
resulting
the bits and
^"^Phlf'Patlon, drummer,
grabbing plenty local space.
is institution,
deuce,
of
the
imitationin
Taylor,
an
with
Estelle
ture, encoring
not only in two mass
troduced by the breathless Wells. Charles Lau<;hton and a gag- Oicli They're used
but provide sock backMiss Taylor sopranoes 'Summertime. Uien docs 'Day In— Day Out, My hoofing .'spots,
Milt HerthTrio, are used
•Beguine' and 'Smoke Gets In Your L^t Goodbye,' which has Tucker on ground for
also
cleverly in atmospheric introducEyes' effectively. Her name is
the sax, and 'Jumpin' Jivc.
^
ons of acts and for decorative
Spotty,
good for a sal'vw.
,
.
,
Paul Sydell and his dog.
also is successfully
Rimac band, from the sUndpoint win a round of mitt slaps for the chores. Theatre
a
is
caiiine^ trying plan of having local radio anof music and entertainment
neat balancing tricks of the
Hugh Conovcr. seated at pit
a
nouncer,
from
masters
returned
from
nifty. They've just
Latter docs paw stands
straight announcehandle
to
although
mike
and.
tour
South American
hands, arm and head.
,„j:„„ ments.
the name will mean little for the jitTucker sings a medley, including
Show gets under way with elabterbug trade, it's bound to catch on •Been Looking for Love,' How Many
Dalfor big general audiehc^ pulling Times' and 'I Need Lovin,' with audi- orate overture, featuring Jack
He has a ton, local radio cowboy, second 'Stapower. Band, in native 'costume, is ence, asking for more.
tion WJSV-Earle Find-of-the-Month.
extremely colorful and its entire por- pleasant voice.
,
to Chap in usual cowboy garb warbles
tion of the show moves %yith almost
Entire orch comes down front
returns.
Fol
•Silver on Sage' for good
breath-taking speed.
Blecclub" 'Gettin' Sentimental.'^
ConsisU of 11 men playing a com- lows with novelty medley of drink Bill proper is launched by line,
Northwest
bination of standard American in- ing song:, in which they do a smooth which trots out in trick
Mountie costumes for smooth prestruments and such Jiativc rhythm- routine with lighted mugs.
makers as the jawbone of an ass.
Bonnie Baker gets plenty good re- cision tap and marching routine to
applause.
sock
garner
Singing and dancing is continuous, turns with, her songs.
j„
Bodyguards wind up on All in
being provided by maestro Ciro; nis
Nash and Evans take it next to
..and Miss
son, Charlie Boy, and two femmes. Favor Say Aye.' Tucker
open with amusing patter. Working
Both the Baker joining them..
Chiquita and Conchita.
_v* through heat acrobatic tap. Nash folBoth floors filled nt show caught lows with solo rope twirlinff and
latter are lookers, exuding s.a. Some
sidewalk
of their rolls and tosses, however, are (Friday), with line on
gags, gal returns for rope dance
of third
slightly south of the border for waiting for tickets at end
specialty highlighted by one-hand
.

FLATBUSH, B'KLYN

ha should cut the turn

slightly.

'Washinoton, DeM. 17.
Huqh ConovcT, Jack Dalton, Nash
Ki'diis, Mill HcrDi Trio, Ross
La Pierre, Three Arnolds, 16 Jloxy
vH-cs; •A? nawtfl-JVfT WiUi ax

p
fir^^-^nTHnsinerBJBtr^hat^^^
'^l

although

EARLE, WASH.

which
Sax.' an original tune in
N. Y.
Tucker states his ambition to be a
with the
fireman, policeman etc.,
(Continued from page 10)
him to stick to his
imitation band telling
tlon. Follows with an ape
nuts,
'Little
and then 'A Cuban going winds
""The Bodyguards follow with-TH.-nn..
which is meaningless. Turn
Man Who -Wasn't There.'
^ith » nash bit of twisting a gals
legs, rather surprising:
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gram.

A

seal act, Capt Spiller, booked
for the week, ran into immigration
and couldn't get into Canada, hence
a local tumbling act, the Three Aces,
was rushed In at the last minute.
Latter, while not particularly polished impress favorably, with the

main

Buck and Bubbles work

Minneapolis, Dec.

.

16.

Glyde Snyder, Minnesota Co-Eds
(12), Karolis (2), Dianna McDonald,
Cirillo Bros.
(3), Louie, Hite

&

With the current bill curtailed to
three acts, probably because of pre(3hristmas budgetitis, the house's
orchestra^ line of-girls-and m.c; playa larger part in the proceedings than
usual, going across niftily.
On the elevated platform. Jack
Malerich conducts the 18-'piece orchestra, from the organ, through a
stirring rendition of the 'Orpheus'
overture. For his organ solo he reviews the 1939 hit tunes and his efforts are well received.
The acts are again playing In front
Clyde
of the orchestra this week.
Snyder, m.c, brings out the 12 at
tractive Minnesota Co-Eds for a fast
tap.
The Karolis, man and woman,
Atop
then do click balancing.
steel pole on the man's shoulder, the
woman disports herself acrobatically.
Later, she stands on her head on
the top rung of a ladder balanced
on his feet, and, for a climax, he
swings her from a pole at breakneck
speed.
Demonstrating
proficiency
for
swing as well as concert music, or
chestra goes through a medley of hot
tunes, finishing with a whacky ar-

.

jiving finish.

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

(NEWSBEELS)
The same excellent standard enjoyed by Paramount in its coverage
of the Europeah crisis' is maintaiheo
among this weeks* clips. But parti-

•

cularly notable is Par's exclusive on
the Soviet bombing of Helsinki,
which reached the screen at 10 p.m.
Thursday-show caught (subsequent
clips on the same subject, from
Pathe, were included Friday morning), only a few hours after they
had arrived on the Clipper.
The Finnish capital in flames, fleeing women and children, the thunder Of Russ bombers and their formation flight over the city during
their attack bear testimony to th9
latest horrors of dictator imperialism.
,
After this there's little of sufficient
import that can follow, though the

.

.

clips

on Douglas Fairbanks, stricuy

from the library, are coupled in

in-

terest to the Helsinki cataclysm.
Clips here are shared by Par ana

neat
^^inSe latter comes through for
editing with a supplementary scene
from his last picture, "The Private

Malerich Life of

made him a name in Canada himself ^6es a bit of classy key
with the war-time soldier concert tickling during the jive activiparties. Latter winds up in a com- ties. For a 'surprise' offering, Dianna
munity sing, Plunket garnering McDonald is introduced as being
heavy mitt-slaps all along with ex- direct from the films and Earl
ception of. the sing, where response Carroll's Hollywood restaurant She
was only fair when caught. But sings, but not well.
then again, locals are well known for
Knockabout hiUbllly comedy and
hand-sitting tactics. 'Vets and others, clowning are among the stock in
however, like last week,, forced trade of the three Cirillo Bros., last
Plunket to beg off.
here with Earl Carroll's 'Vanities."
Balance of bill is above standard, Their general tomfoolery is interwith Terry and Walker, comedy song spersed with some flrst-rate precision
and dance team, rating high in ap- dancing.
They garner plenty of
preciation.
Act's forte is the gal, laughs as well as much deserved ap
with boy keeping her well out in plause, the latter, in particular, for
front all the way. Nixon and Sans, their hoofing.
another mixed act, relying chiefly on
Peggy Johnson, of the chorus, has
gag comedy material, maintain the her inning during a Dutch -woodenpace. Blowoff burlesques of Charlie shoe clog dance number by the line.
McCarthy and bubble dancer have Another male comedy threesome are
'em yelling for more. Act would go Lowe, Hite and Stanley, giant,
better
if
femme cut her song midget and fonnal-slzed males.
routine— it has the payees groaning,
The finale has -the Co-Eds manip
Bill Baldwin, of radio, shows off ulating dolls in a novel dance con
while Snyder prances
-sound-effect equipment, backing it tribution,
up with' smooth chatter that's okay about with a dummy attached to his
for layman audiences but to a radio feet for good comedy effect.
man is run-of-the-mill. Lad has
A very light house at the opening
Kee*.
personality and handles himself well matinee Friday.

that

pealing .turn.
Finale brings on whole cast for

Stanley. Jock Malcrich House Orch
(18); 'Calling All Marines' (Rep).

difficulty being an apparent
need for experience.
Plunket bows the show on by
toasting the Winnipeg Blue Bombers,
still hot from winning the Dominion
football championship. Don Wright's
house crew, on stage, then plays
Blue and Gold,' composed for the
team by Alan Caron, local organist
Plunket -then sings more of the songs rangement of 'I,azybones.'

neatly,

each bit and gag drawing its proper
share of return.s. Taps and pianology dressed With little' pieces of
business here and there make an ap-

MINNESOTA, MPLS.

Don Juan, made

whose dialog

l9J*i

In

is sujjerlatively

pos to his demise,

viz, '...I

aproso

am

happy and so sleepy— after all there
comes a time in a man's life when
he needs a rest— and I am going to
have it'.
,
Universals reels on Finland, immediately following the bombing
,

are anti-climatic, merely
being dated scenes of Finnish preparations in anticipation of Soyi«
military moves against the country.
Fox shows the wave of American
that has challenged the
scenes,

sympathy
Russe Invasion, with Herbert Hootne

ver's denunciatory talk against
Red action, scenes of Finns seejtmg
collecto join their native colors,
to d«
tions of clothing and money
£>
sent the Finns, plus the new u.

credit extended to the country.

A somewhat human. showing oi
Is struck In Par's
n«
French soldiers on bikes, f po
i"
that's particularly emphasized by
note

tne
antithesis to the morbidity of
war subject. Rest is mostly routine,

foolbaii_
with the Green Bay-Giants
game for the professional champion
ship, of course, being outstanding.
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What Brokers Pay For
Enforcement board of four will receive $10 jach per session wlien
-^nCTrinff-ghar-ges-bf-V-iolationa-Of-thft-tlckct-code. Mntin n in thlg «.ffcp>

Nev; claim has been filed by the
-Theatrical
Managers Agents— andTreasurers' union, which' contends
that press agents should receive full
pay for the pre-Christmas week layoff
and that company managers
should get half pay. Matter was not

—

was adppted by the League of New York Theatres last week. ' Coin to
pay the managerial pair on the board and the brace on the Equity side
will come from the levy of 3c. per ticket sold by the agencies.
In addition to the $40 item whenever the board meets, cost of time
ttamping machines to be supplied theatres by the League, to be used
for all tickets sold at the boxoffices, will also come from the ticket levy.
Machines approximate $25 each.
Enforcement board or 'a\ithorily' consists of Paul DuUzeU and
Winifred Lenihan, for Equity, with Walter Greaza and Jack Blunkall
Managers side will have James F. Reilly and Marcus
alternates.
Heiman, alternates to be chosen as needed.

Ticket

Code

attractions which went dark the
before Christmas, but currently there are a flock of shows

Would

Affect Associate

5 Unknown Writers Get

week

Rockefeller Fellowships

suspended.

Signs

—

MGRS. BALANCING

are

letting

the revised Dramatists Guild-Holly-

wood pact

U. S.

showmen

Broadway

the

to certain council memthe Guild's attention to craft
in an efthe associate member.!hip,
consisting of authors whose
Dlays have not been produced on

Accordln"

problems was undertaken
fort to help

Broadway.

have

Tyson was the first to sign. The others promptly complied to prevent
• development that could give the
Tyson outfit an advantage in the number of tickets and locations allotted. Known that Tyson has been

Waives Alien

10%

their purchases without a

Actor Rule So Ainley

loss,

Canadian money having that much
less value when exchanged for U. S.
greenbacks. On advice from New
York, however, the plan was changed
and the .5D-50_payrOff_adoj)ted. .._E_x.-

Can Get 'Easy Virtue'
An imprecedented variation from
Equity's alien actor rules was made
by its council last week in connection with the engagement of Richard
Ainley for the male lead in 'Easy
Virtue,' Noel Coward play which
Aldrich
Meyers aie reviving. English actor, who' came here to appear
In
withdrawn after
'Foreigners,'
seven performances, replaced Frank
Downing, but the latter must be paid
six weeks' salary, instead of the
usual two weeks required. His contract is said to call for $100 weekly,
while Ainley is reported getting $600.

plained that while the rate oit exchange is a material variance, the
American dollar has no higher purchasing value over the border than
native bills.

.

&

MIUER HAS
TWO PLAYS ON TAP

ated.
Showmen also are of the tory in England, at first specializing
opinion that if reports are correct, in training ships. The plant nOw is
Strictly on Coin Angle
the authors are passing the buck on making small parts for war planes,
whose fault it is that the pact Is not with enough orders to keep it going
functioning.
at capacity for 14 months.
If Equity Investigates the AssociWarners, which led the move to
Only one of Miller's London thea- ated Actors and Artistes of America,
heal the breach~between the 'autHpfs tres is~6perating, and at present he as reported, it will be the first time
and picture people, has apparently has but one show over here ('Ladies lor an affiliate to_make-SUch a..mov:e_
called a halt on legit participation and Gentlemen,' Beck), but he is towards the parent union.
Equity
after plunging at first. Firm did not maintaining full office staffs in N. Y. says it does not plan an- investiga(Continued on page 42)
and London.
tion in the usual sense of the term
and explains that its committee was
appointed to find out where the association
heading
financially,
is
which would include Inquiry into

the Four A's finances.
arose when
Situation

LAST CALL!
34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

;

of
|

j

r

Variety
I

To Be Published Shortly

questions

were asked by councillors as to ways
and means by which Equity could
get back the money it has loaned
other affiliates, also the Four A's.
Since it has lost the income from the.
Screen Actors Guild, which turned

.

I

over the dues of its legit membership, and the latter contingent has
temporarily withdrawn from Equity,
a big dent in the association's income
is faced.
SAG remittances averaged
over $15,000 yearly. Equity loaned
the radio union $20,000 and the new
vaude affiliate was iiven S24.000.
Yesterday (Tuesday) the American
Federation of Radio Artists made its
first repayment, tendering a check
for $2,500. It is doing very well, but
there is no telling when the American Guild of Variety Ar'.ists svlll be
a position to pay off.
Further outlays outside of Equity
will be questioned, including the extra
as.sessment to the Four A's.

in

.

Special Exploitation Advantages

I

I

Each afTiliate pays $1 yearly, but the
amount asked is 4c per
month per capita, making the total
yearly per member payment to Four
A's $1.48. Equity, its chorus branch
and SAG are the only afliliates paying, which has irked Equityites, who
want to know how long they must
continue to help the other unions.
Equity has cut its operating expense ."several times in recent seasons.
Major .saving is the salary of
a president, an item of about .$13,000
yearly.
Frank Gillmore, former
head of the association, gets about
the same sum from Four A's.
additional

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

erick Lonsdale's play.

Britain.

amounts.

Accordintr to the council members
there is not a chance of the assoa vote in Guild
matters. Pojnted out th.it if «ii"h a
policy were followed it would be
ea.sy for the producers or the Hollywood studios to pack the associate
meir^bcr.ship and outvote the rrjsular
playwrights on vital issues. Certain
council members also state that the
associate membership is more or less
an honorary status, addin" that the
Guild would not be averse to the
associates withdrawine to form their
own orpanization. That idea was
suggested at the recent AdPlnhi theatre meeting, but received little consideration. Explained th.^t the a.ssociate group could scarcely hope to
ever wield much power or Influence,
since all the established playwrights
must be active Guild members
through the Guild's closed shop In

|

by Great

.sub.stantial

'

,

gradually adding to its. hotel stands,
move figured to be part of a plan
to control allotments on the strength
(Continued On page 42)

Ainley is supposed to have a guarfrom the Shuberts,
docs not so stipulate,
»nd it is believed
there is an extraneous arrangement. In
show circles
'ne term contract
caused some surP'','?*' since Ainley
is subject to being
caned to the colors

a

ciates bein<i given

'

thus far.

antee of 20 weeks
out his contract

(S8

weeks ago, but the patter has not
Gilbert Miller, who recently ar
been brought up since and indica- rived from Europe by clipper plane,
tions are that they have no intention
is considering the production of two
The
Although Equity rules do not take of doing anything about it.
plays, but whether either will reach
in consideration the differences in showmen say that inasmuch as pic- the boards this season has n
been
the rate of exchange between Canada ture backing has not appeared, as
decided. Shows are 'Boys,
and the U. S., it develops that a sat- had been anticipated for many definitely
isfactory solution to the problem has months, there is hardly any reason Girls and Dogs' and 'Three Dozen
been worked out by the several man- for okaying the agreement, even if Red Roses.' Showman prefers presentations in the mid-fall period, but
agements who have played American so Inclined.
Reported, however, that the au- figures the legit seasons are now
attractions in Montreal and Toronto
since the start of the war. Casts are' thors are now blaming the managers more elastic due to air-conditioning.
Before he boarded the clipper at
paid off half in Canadian money and for the inactivity of the picture peoShowmen heard such conver- Lisbon the manager was vaccinated,
half in American bills. 'Abe Lincoln ple.
without
much, comment, a requirement for all passengers be- legit.
In Illinois' and 'Kiss the Boys Good- sation
bye' recently paid off in that meas- merely saying that most of the film cause of a small pox scare in that
One of the craft problems that has
Miller's arm was b-.dly in- long puzzled Guild leaders, but still
ure, although it was first understood people who sat in on huddles with port.
the players received Dominion cur- the Guild expressed disapproval of flamed upon arrival here, he being
(Continued on page 42)
certain provisions In the agreement the only one on the plane so afrency.
When 'kiss* played there, O. E. Wee, long before it was sent the pro- fected.
Those picture people who
Manager, who holds a transport
the company manager, advised the ducers.
players to use no American money objected frankly stated they would pilot's license here and in Europe, is Equity Says Probe
and he arranged to pay salaries in not re-enter the legit situation un- more enthusiastic over viation than
advance, so the company could make less those clauses were re-negoti- before. He operates an airplane facInto 4A's Would Be

Acceptance of the code by the 'big
three' is understood to be a tactical
move on the part of at least two.

cast for 'Foreigners,' but he is under
contract to the Shuberts. and the latter insisted
that he be used in Fred-

Although associates nay

comnaratively nominal dues

year), the Guild's activities In regard
to craft nroblems are arnon<» its cc^tliest enterprises.
Counciler.'! point
out that organizations such as Equity,
Screen Actors Guild, etc.. don't
carry on activities designed to teach
beginners the craft, and if the Guild
were to shift to that policy it could

CAN/SLOWER EXCHANGE

lowed by any League members, although some have been able to do

Miss Bennett, her mother Adrienrie
Morrison, who is a casting agent, and
Hassard Short, who is directing 'Virtue,' appeared before council. They
all declared that an English player
was required for the part and they
aslced that the alien rule calling for
8 six months' lapse between legit
assignments be waived. There had
been some doubt about Ainley being

Or-

bers,

GILBERT

Managers
document several

lay dormant.

considered

entirely

policies.

Isfaction among the associate membership, particularly as evidenced at
a recent associate meeting called by
Elmer Rice, Guild president, at the
Adelphi theatre, N. Y,

HALT TO LEGIT

He's a rriember of the San Francisco Opera Co.

Itself

ganization's council is considering
the move, which would be a radical
change In policy. Understood the
idea is the result of reported dissat-

critics.

A

While the ruling apparently placed
a penalty on the managers. Equity
figured that because of the divergence of the pay between the two
players, the Downing award could
hardly be so considered.
Council
also took into consideration the fact
that an American player was being
dismissed in favor of a Britisher, also
that the entire cast, except Constance Bennett, who is to be starred,
'
are English.

problems and confine
to regular trade union

.

unless the agencies fail to accept the
code within a reasonable time.
few others have also signed, but
some are figured likely holdouts,
fearing that they would be forced out
of business because of possible stiff
That such
penalties for violations.
agencies will be able to operate outside the code is problematic, since no
allotments nor sole of tickets is al-

Members

Dramatists Guild may discontinue
its activities on playwrighting craft

WARNERS PUTS

main unchanged.
Three leading agencies McBride's,
Tyson and Leblang— led off the signaturing by the brokers. The socalled independent agency men have
held off, but are expected to sign this
week.
No deadline was fixed by
the League, but such action is likely

Eqinity

important last season at this time because there were comparatively few

in Operation Despite

Despite the protests and complaints
of ticket brokers, the 'code of fair
practices,' as revised by the- managers (League of New York TheaOne
tres) and Equity, is in force.
concession was made to the ticket
I>eople, but the terms of the code
and its enforcement regulations re-

41

JUl Craft Work Except Unionism;

Producers have registered objecRockefeller playwrighting fellowtion to the pay idea, pointing out that
shiws
were
awarded
yesterday
actors are not compensated for such
(Tuesday) by the Dramatists Guild
lay-offs, also that there is no proto
five
more 'unknown' writers.
vision for the situation In the basic
selected were Tennessee Wilagreement.
TMAT responds with Those
liams, Ettore Rella, David Howard,
the argument that because of that
Caroline Francke and Alexander
3'
its members should be compensated,
Greendale. Awards are for a year
particularly because they continue to
and are for $1,000. each. They will
function during the dark period,
be paid In 10 monthly Installments.
Union people said early this week
Five previous awards were made
that they are willing to talk it over
BARTLETT IN RECITAL
last year.
with the showmen and may settle
The only one of this year's reon
the
same
basis as last season,
cipients who has had any plays proDraws Good Turnout, l>ut Bad Press when
some' advance men and coinduced is Miss Francke, whose 'ExIn New York
pany managers received halt salaries. ceeding
Small' was done several seasons ago, and whose 'Bombshell'
Michael Bartlett,. legit, film and
Was bought by Metro and used lor
radio tenor who recently invaded
a Jean Harlow vehicle. Author has
the operatic field, made his New
been a little theatre actress and a
York concert debut last Wednesday
play reader for film companies, legit
(13) with a recital at Town Hall.
producers and agents, (ireendnle is
Draw virtual capacity of around
the author of 'Walk Into My Parlor,*
$1,500 at $2.20 top, with show busiwhich the Group Theatre is considness people well represented in the
ering.
-Singer, however, drew
audience.
adverse reviews from the daily

Brokers Protests; 'Big

so,

VARIETY

TMAT ASKS SALARIES
Dramatists Guild Mulls Dropping
ON SUSPENDED SHOWS

Copy May Be Sent
NEW YORK
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to

Any

Variety Office
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54 W; Randolph St.
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SL Martin'a PL

Equity CouncO

—

Bows

Shows

in

Rehearsal

to Criticism;
Two

Heywood Broun, Columnist

er.

Evans Dashes to Coast

wrights.

Clintic.

Los Angeles, Dec.

'The Man Who Killed Lincoln'— Jos. W. Gaites.
•Kindred'— Edward Choale.
'The White Plume'— Shuberts.
'Easy .Vlriune'- Aldrich Si My-

19.

Maurica Evans and company will
of a definite measure.
New
Issue was> a special order of busi- travel by special train from
ness yesterday (Tues.) but council York to open four-day engagement
deferred it until next week.
in 'Hamlet' at the Biltmore Jan. 10.
Resolution to raise the minimum Troupe winds up at the St. James
had been adopted by a preponderant theatre, New York, Jan. 6, and leaves
majority of 27 councillors the week immediately for Coast.
previous, but it is understood the
Katharine Cornell, in 'No Time for
motion to reconsider was voted by a Comedy,' opens at Biltmor* Jan. 15
it appears for two weeks' stay.
definite majority, too.
that criticism of the idea had some
effect on the body and some of those
who voted for the boost changed

minds upon more

their

reflection.

no question about some
is
opleaders being firmly
posed, declaring that the increased

There

Equity

than beneficial
One result of the boost will be an
increase in the initiation fee and the
probable raising of dues. Pointed out
that, with the minimum set at $50,
outsiders will be attracted and seek
membership in Equity, thereby making the association's unemployment
problem more difficult than ever.
ation,

'

Woold Clip TooneeT PUycrs
Jumping the initiation fee would
doubtless be a hardship on young
Fee requirement will be
to $100, the contention being
that an outsider could join for $50
and at least double that figure in his
first engagement, since players must
be paid two weeks, in addition to re

players.

jumped

hearsal pay.
Reconsideration was favored after
data was introduced to show that the
present $40 minimum has worked
out as a sort of boomerang. Stated
that case after case was recorded
where $50, $60 and $75 actors drew
lesser salaries and many either had
Jp accept the minimum, or else.
"Those opposed to raising the mini'
say the same result would be
inevitable and that even, higher
bracketed players in the $100 and up
class would be offered lower pay.

mum

821 Withdrawals

Revealed that during November
821 withdrawal cards had been isEquity editorially
sued, a record.
complained over what was virtually
a mass move by players currently
in Hollywood and working under- the
jurisdiction of the Screen Actors
Applications for the withGuild.
drawals followed the termination of
an arrangement with SAG, whereby
the latter paid Equity a part of the
dues it collected from Equityites on
the Coast.
Such members were notified that
they could, secure withdrawal cards
upon application to the council, and
facilities to so act were placed at
their disposal. It means that Equity
will lose a considerable sum from
that source.
Equity commented that whilie a
considerable number of withdrawals
represent players who figure
they are permanently oil the stage,
there is a percentage who earn high
salaries and are well able to afford

modest dues ($18
Although they are well

annually).

ers.

'Caribbean Cruise'

N. Y. supreme court Justice Philip
Mc'Cook, Monday (IS) granted an

(Hobe) remarked

'a

speedy

flop.'

his

lost Interest in the theatre,

daily

articles

were not

and

infre-

quently devoted to shows, especially
those he liked.

Broun went from the N. Y. Morn-

Engagements

when

it

.

Ticket Code

'

with the other
lost a job as company manager of
Hall Shelton's 'Herself, Mrs. Patrick
Crowley,' having been engaged at
$125 weekly to start Nov. 22, 1937.
In granting the injunction to prevent the TMAT from preventing the
plaintiff from securing employment,
Justice

McCook

stated, 'It clearly

ap

pears that the action by the defendant in respect to the plaintiff
violated the 'working rules' of the
defendant. The plaintiff was entitled
to a hearing before the trial board
of the defendant at which he could
defend himself against any charge
against him.'

Hmnphrey M'Loekka
Devi Mada, second leading dancer
with Devi Dja's Ballnesa end Javanese

troupe which recently

liallet

New

played

York,

mother of a son

last

became

the

Friday (8) in

-Brooklyn. -Her- husband.. la-PandjlM'Loekka, artistic director of the
-

.

company.

.

Couple have announced

Ihey will name the child for Humphrey Doulens, Columbia Concerts
representative handling the troupe's
U. S. tour.
Mother continued to dance with
the company until two weeks ago
to rejoin the others in
about another week. Outfit will tour
to the Coast and return to New York
for an engagement during the holi-

and expects

to

longshots entered.

A weekday

interlude

which he

looked forward to was the 'Author,
Author' radio program for WOR,

Program

Monday

was

.

promptly

cancelled

(18) as a gesture of esteetn.

Spot was filled by John Chapman,
with whom he worked in radio.
Daily News columnist giving a brief
eulogy and the balance of the period
filled with chanriber music.
Solemn requiem mass will be
held at St. Patrick's Cathedral today (Wednesday) at 10 a. m.
Boy Howard's Salnla
final
column for the
Broun's
World-Tele on Thursday (14) was a
any feud existed between

denial, that

him and Roy W. Howard,

Scripps-

chief. A postscript by Howwhich follows, further emphasized that all was clubby between

Howard

ard,

them. Howard wrote:
'With the above Heywood Broun
concludes his column In the WorldTelegram. Heftceforth his It Seems
to Me will appear daily in the New
York Post. The change may prove
a bit of a shock to the shade of Alexander Hamilton, but time will adjaft
the situation, and both the Post and
its readers will profit.

'Despite the uninformed and unimportant 'busy bodies who have longwhispered and rumored of a feud
there was a feud between the au- which never existed, the editor, like
thoress and himself. Then, to prove Heywood, has not now, and never
is to have broker members and is
Mr.
his admiration for Miss Eioothe, he has had, a squawk coming.
expected to act in an advisory capenned the introduction to 'The Broun was hired to be hlntself. In
pacity to the 'enforcement authorWomen' in book form. Most recent 12 years no column, paragraph or
ity.'
Attorneys foi; ATT.\ and the
lauding of a play by him was 'Farm phrase of his was killed or censored
League have drawn up a resolution of 'Three Echoes,' current at the by the editor because of disagl-eeing
to the effect for the approval of the
Cort. Last season among the- shows viewpoint or conflict with the WorldLeague. and probably Equity.
Telegram's editorial policy.
he favored was -!Hellzapoppin.'
Gustav A. Gerber, counsel for
'In the note accompanying his fareBnt One Post Colamn
ATTA, was called to the League to
well column Heywood says: "The
voice the brokers criticism. In adWhen his contract with the World- jokes if any aren't meant to be
dition to the point that they had no Telly
expired last week, Broun taken seriously.
But if you don't
voice in the administration of the switched to the Post. He was able to
want this and want another piece,
code, because the enforcement setup contribute but one column, which aplet me know.'
The sentence is -In
is one-sided, he stated that the plan
peared last Friday (15), having been keeping with his 12 years of service.
to 'organize' audiences by selling removed to the hospital the night be
'Not because of anything he wrote,
blocks of tickets to suburban parties fore and immediately placed in an
and organizations will doubtless di- oxygen tent. Because of his heavy but sometimes because he was a little
minish the volume of agency sales. build, the chances of recovery were overworked from extra-curricular
However, the plan for such distribu- slim. So well liked was he gener- activities, such as producing a Broadway .show, running for Congress, or
tion can hardly be set aside, because
ally that his condition was reported directing a picket line, Heywood waj
it is a stipulation in the basic agreefrequently by radio,
occasionally a bit of a headache. But,
ment between the managers and
Broun made several stage appear like many another headache, he was
Equity.
Brokers are uniformly opposed to ances, first major showing being as a worth the price. On his leaving.'ours
the payment of 3 cents per ticket, monologist at the Palace on Broad- is not merely a polite wish— It Is a
declaring the levy to be excessive, way in 1930. In the fall of 1931 he sincere one that his luck In the
but- it-is doiibtful-:lf -this provision jsponsftred...end_ apEearedJn._a .revue, future may J3.e_e.ven., better .than_h«._
will be disturbed either, for It will called 'Shoot the Works,' which was has known In the past.'
Broun's battle, for life attracted
cost more money to enforce the presented at the George M. Cohan
regulations this season than last The theatre (razed). Brpun's chief idea wide attention and sympathy. Presipenalty possibilities are regarded behind this show was to give per- dent Roosevelt on Saturday .(16)
apprehensively by agency people, formers and chorines jobs, It- is un sent him a telegram reading:
for the enforcement authority could derstood that he spent most of his
'Sincerely sorry to hear of your
deny allotments to code violators for newspaper 'eartungs to keep the show illness and am hoping that the suextended periods, besides also pos- going for a fairly extended period
perb courage which has brought you
sibly imposing heavy fines.
HowHis so-called radical activities, through so many fights will win thiJ
ever, the added advisory committee which ofttimes resulted in his being one, too. Mrs. Roosevelt joins me In
won by Gerber may act as a buffer labeled a communist, an appellation best wishes for a speedy recovery.'
for the brokers.
Broun's first and last column for
that he always denied, several times
summary of the code was sent got him into the toils of the law. the Post on Friday was in support of
members of the League this week, On at least two occasions, as presi- a third term for President Roosevelt
with the order that all employees be- dent of the American Newspaper
come familiar with the regulations. Guild, which he founded In 1933 and
Under- the revised code, box'offices headed until his death, he was taken
*
must render to the League a report Into custody, along with others,
of the tickets sold by brokers the while picketing various newspapers
Continued from paee 41
previous day, the number obtained, against which the Guild had struck;
number returned, the location of Once he was pinched for picketing openly state iU stage activities untickets sold and whether they were a dressmaker's establishment. That til the revised pact was announced
Latter's
regularly allotted, or were 'extras.' was in his early years. Broun was as adopted by the Guild.
rewriting
certain
of
Reports of a similar nature was re- always enthusiastic about unionism. last-minute
quired from accredited brokers lor
His first wife, Ruth Hale, who is clauses resulted in the present situation..
checking purposes.
deceased, was also a writer and was
Brokers cannot secure allotments connected with
Understood that Warners may not
the theatre, for a
of tickets for more than two weeks
time being press agent for Arthur do further financing directly, but
in advance, but the allotment shall
Hopkins attractions. She divorced will probably go through a third
not be, changed for a further period
Broun amicably a year before her party. This hardly, jibes with anof two weeks.
Agency people say death. His widow was professionally other report that Warners has a list
that this regulation makes the disknown as Connie Madison, who had of 36 plays \yhich were, <5r are, betribution of tickets by them diffibeen married to Johnny Dooley, ing considered for stage presentacult, especially when a hit is in high
vaudeville
comedian, and whom tion. Firm's attitude is partly exdemand. Equity insisted that the Broun met when he produced 'Shoot plainable by the quick failures of
regulation be adopted, though the
Brown.'
the Works,' in which she appeared. 'Ring Two' and 'The Woman
managers felt that the brokers were Also surviving is
the ina son by the first Latter play was secured at
Davis,
right in objecting to being limited
marriage, Heywood Hale Broun, stance of Warners' star, Bette
to two weeks of actual sale.
about whom he wrote The Boy who saw It in a summer show shop.
Further detail imposed on the box- Grows Older'; his mother,
presented ostensibly
a brother Attraction was
offices is the recording of reservaand sister. 'Young Broun is a stu- by Margaret Hewes.
tions and applications for such by
dent at Swarthmore.
W.B is in on the successful Too
mail or telephone. Idea of that proMany Girls,' as well as 'See My.
Weak Heart Bothered Him
vision Is to discern the amount of
Lawyer' .vand 'The World We Make,
digging by speculators.
It was known that Broun had a latter, duo being moderates.
Only
Of course
buys are out, and payment of a fee weak heart and. cardiac complica- additional show they are definitely
to brokers, or selling tickets to agen- tions caused his death.
He used to backing is 'The Unconquered' (fir.st
cies at less than the established price, complain when he played tennis, but called
which
the Living"),
'We,
is not permitted, although that does
desisted from such exercise about 15 George Abbott will pre'sent at the
not apply to cut rates.
years ago. Aside from his devotion St. James duripg Hew Year's week.

agreed to the formation of a 'theaindustry

tre

commission.'

Latter

.

—

—

—

'

A

days.

'

'

never

Jeroma Flynn for a
temporary injunction against Louis
Werba, secretary-treasurer, of
F.
ing reviewers.
TMAT, and denied th* defendant's
Some time after The Women'
application to dismiss the complaint
opened at the Barrymore, N. Y., a
Broun colunui in the World-Teleon the grounds of failure to state a
.Continued from page 41
gram took the Clare Boothe comedy
Flynn claims he
cause of action.
apart and she was miffed over the
was a member of the defendant of the number of tickets the agency comment. Last season,, however, he
could dispose of.
imion since 1937 and in August, 1938,
expressed a distinct liking for her
Ticket
Associated
Theatre
The
Boys Goodbye,' even
'Kiss
the
joined another union, the Treasurer
which vigorously objected though he was supposed to be travesand Ticket Sellers Division of the Agencies,
there is no protied in the character of the columnist
lATSE, also an AFL affiliate. He to the code because
representation
on
vision
giving
them
in Miss Boothe's play. Far from bewas then informed he was suspended
enforcement board, were ap- ing angry, Broun permitted the show
from TMAT, as they were warring the
parently appeased when the League management to Instill the. Idea that
union. As result he
application of

WOMAN BROWN

Nq. 1 bore.' Whipple
(World-Telegram) wrote it was

ed along Broadway.
critic, who rose to high ranking as
general commentator - columnist,

a

was located on Park Row. He
switched from sports coverage to
Colin Keith-Johnston, 'A Passenger play reviewing, and then went to the
Broun
to Ball'
Morning 'World as critic.
Sidney Lumet, Anthony Blair,
made a showing in Varictt's Critics
Michael Macready, 'Christmas Eve.'
Box Score, and at mid-season during
Joan Wetmore, Robert Williams, 1924-25 he led the list. During that
Martin Ritt, Charles LaTorre, Lucille
season he resigned from the World
Sears. Roberta Bellinger, Sara Peystaff, being followed by Alexander
ton, Herschel Bentley, Rudolf Weiss.
WooUcott, who moved over from the
Eva Langbord, Norma Green, Doro- Sun-Globe. He was contemporaneous
try
Darling, Helen Renee, Mary
with the latter and Percy Hammond,
Fowler, 'Two on an Island.'
the trio being regarded as outstand-

Dramatist Guild

'the season's

Donald

the Newspaper Guild, his pet
hobby was attending the races, being
a familiar figure at the New York
He rarely wagered more
tracks.
than two dollars on a horse, and genFormer drama erally placed one dollar on all the

Passing of Heywood Broun, 61, at
the Harkness Pavilion, Medical Center, N. Y., Monday (18) after a brief
illness with pneumonia, was lament-

ing Telegraph to the Tribune

within their rights, Equity feels they
should continue to pay, especially
'people who have continued to. maintain their memberships in various
.Continued from page 4I_
theatrical clubs from sentimental attachment, though they make no more awaits solution. Is advising beginner
There are
use of those memberships in the fu- playwrights on scripts.
about 1,100 associate members, of
ture than they will of Equity's.'
whom 800 are in New York. If even
a minority of them requested advice
on scripts, it would Involve a serious
'Brown' Red, Folds
problem in the mere reading of such
scripts, let alone giving advice to the
The- Woman Brown' was with- writers. Also, authors Invariably indrawn from the Biltmore, N. Y, last sist On the biggest name dramatists
week after playing one week and reading their scripts. That would not
two days. Show took a press lacing only be a physical impossibility for
dramatists with little enough free
and boxoffice got nothing.
time at, their disposal, but It might
involve a risk of future plagiarism
THE
suits if the aspiring writer got the
notion the successful author had
Opened Dec. 8, '39. The constolen his script ideas.'
sensus on this Warner-backed
Other Guild activities on behalf of
play was emphatic in pointing
the associates include awarding playout its lack of interest.
Colewrighting
fellowships,
man (Mirror) described it as
obtaining

'unquestionably the worst play
that has appeared this season
outside of the Nora Bayes theatre.'
Atkinson
(Times) entreated,
'O,
Warner Brothers,
* don't do this to us!'
Variety

—

Heyward.

JEROME FLYNN SCORES
IN TMAT INJUNaiON

minimum would be more harmful to
the average member of the associ-

the' association's

—

George
'The Unconquered'
Abbott.
•Christmas Eve'—Guthrie Mc-

To FOl 'Hamlet' Date

Actor, Dies at 51

—

Herman
'The Male Animal'
Shumlin.
'Two On An Island'— Play-

actors minimum salaries from $40 to
$50 weekly at last week's council
session. This was Indicated when it
was decided to reconsider the move,
which was made a proposal instead

And Quondam

'Couple Wanted'—Jerome May-

Reconsiderin^Minimuml^yBoost

Critic

For the Show'—Gertrud»

Macy, Stanley Gilkcy.

There was a surprising reversal of
opinion in the matter of increasing

.
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passes for Broadway shows and having the novices admitted to rehearsals
of Incoming productions. Idea would
be to discontinue virtually all these
activities except the awarding of fellowships.
At the recent' associates
meeting a committee was named to
consider the various proposals sub
mitted and to report back to the

counclL

Warners Legits

.

——

)

LEGITIMATE GROSSES
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Current Road Shows

Chi Overcomes Usual Pre-Xmas Lag;

(Week of Dec.

W

4

in

Christmas night

are

Shows

In 4th Boston

and No. 2 compacy of
to Dinner at the
7 Constance Ben-

Who Came
Harris.
On Jan.

nett, in 'Easy Virtue*

Week

Estimates for Last

<My bear Children,* Selwyn
week) (1,000; $2.75). With the
ing

in
the -lapers,
to brilliant $13,000.

notice

climbed

'Married'

revival, takes

over the Selwyn from 'Children' and
the all-colored ^Hot Mikado' then
moves into the Auditorium. On the
following evening 'Abe Lincoln in
Illinois,', with Raymond Massey, arrives at the Grand for a limited slay.
Beyond that there are few bookings,
with indications of a slackening of
excellent pace that legit has
th->
shown so far here this season.
(31st
clos-

show

wood

24i/2G,l)iimer'2()G/Falherll9,(l

'Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)—
Mosque, Richmond (19-20).
'Kindred' (Aline MacMahon, Barry
Fitzgerald, Wallace Ford)
Mc-

Week;

NG

(18-21).

—

'DuBarry Was

Carter, Princeton (23).

sical

3G, Ont

here last week, with 'When We Are
Married' as opposish. On Christmas
Night three new entries appear:
'John Henry' by Roark Bradford,
starring Paul Robeson; 'Mamba's
Daughters* with Ethel Waters and
'Tonight We Dance' with Ruth Chat-

'Scandals'

vance

and Eugene
(Willie
Philadelphia.

$11,000 last week.

good

tallied

BALTO BOOKED HEAVILY;

mSE' SATISFIES, 15G
Baltimore, Dec.

19.

Currently dark for legit, town,
has full lineup of
bookings slated. 'The Unconquered,'
by Ayn Rand, with Eugenie Leontovich, Onslow Stevens and Dean
Jagger, will be given its pre-Broadway trial by George Abbott at the
Maryland, Dec. 25. Beginning New
Years Day, the same house will of-

nevertheless,

fer

Herman Shumlins

latest

elTort,

The Male

Animal, by James Thurber and Elliott Nugent, with the latter also in the cast. Ford's on same
day will house 'Outward Bound,'
" tHir'd^f"six plays^to Me giv6h under"
subscription by the American Theatre Society and the Theatre Guild.
Last week, hungry for a musical,
Btubhulders responded in pleasing
fashion to 'Three After Three,' at
.

Ford's, in spite of
tlon by local crix

lukewarm

Three
$3.33).

recep-^

and public.

Estimate for Last

Week

Three,' Ford's (1,900;
Extra strong advance sale
for

for first musical here in a long time
helped to satisfactory $15,200 in spite
of disparaging word-of-mouth generally.

Massc?-'Ahe' Snare

27G

in Cleve.,

$9,000.

'When We Are Married,' Wilbur
(2d-anal week) (1,227; $2.75). Had a
very thin following during its fortnight here and closed with a $3,000
week.

SPOTTY PITT TURNOUT
Pittsburgh, Dec.

Legit house here is a bigpany.
seater and— considerable~vo1ce"'"pro-something
necessary,
jection
is
troupe didn't attain. Notices, ranged
from' very good to very bad.
Nixon is currently darR, relighting
Monday (25) with 'Hot Mikado' and
continuing next week with 'Vagamusical version of
bond. Hero,'
'Cyrano de Bergerac' Date for 'My
Dear Children' moved up to Jan. 8
after having originally been penciled
in for Jan. 22.
On basis of present showing, together with future bookings and
other shows available, Nixon is heading for its most active season in
almost a decade. Management confidently expects at least 33 weeks,
which would be a new high in recent
years. Since boom days maximum
-

$2.20).

season's

19.

Not much
Broadway

interest
hit,

in

15

A

$24,500

in

press attention but business under
expectations so far; rated around
$8,000; number of parties helping,

in

'Time of Your

Laying

$10,000;

Tobacco Boad,' Forrest (315th
viieek) (C-1,107; $1.65). Continues to
operate at modest money which provides some profit; road companies
are making the coin; $4,000.
'Too Many Girls,' Imperial (9th
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). Had been
list leader; last week gross quoted
shaded $28,000. which is plenty good,

Broadway isn't expected to have
the usual break on New Year's Eve,
because it falls on Sunday.
Most
shows are retaining the usual top for
Saturday night (30), figuring that
the real celebration will be staged
Sunday night. Hotels and cafes are
figured to get the big money because
of the general holiday the next day.
There are three performances scheduled, however, for the year's final
Sunday, the extra pay requirement
stopping others from taking a chance
The Wornan Brown' was taken off
at the Biltmore after a brief stay.
Due next week: 'Christmas Eve,'
MiUer; 'When We Are Married.' Lyceum; 'Kindred,' Elliott; 'Folies Ber-

Laying off after Monday (18);
resumes Friday (22) with no Saturday matinee; dropped to. around
$11,000 but advance sale for holidays

$3.30).

reported

off

gere'. (rated vaudeville),

and

New

.

.

(CD-1.059;
$3.30).
If
it
A long way below capacity week)
weathers pre-Christmas slump, may
Has no competish in this, go
through winter; around $7,500;
'week.
be moved to Golden.
Tonight We Dance,' Locust (2d- may
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
Dwindled
final week) (1.500; $2.85).
(66th week)

LUNTSSLi

its final

to

a poor

$7,000.

'John Henry,' Erlanger (1.800; $3).
Notices sharply divided but general
public seemed unanimous in saying
Only $7,000 with
'thumbs down.'
high scale, not enough for heavy
production.

WATERS RAVES BOOST
IWAMBA' TO
DET.

\m

Detroit, Dec. 18.
in this
in 1932

Ethel Waters, whose pull
town was demonstrated back

last

when 'Rhapsody
weeks

in

Black* got seven

in four different dates at the

Cass, still can draw plenty. 'Mamba's
Daughters.' in which she's starred,
drew critical raves and additional
column comments, including one
as
'greatest
hailed
her
which
tragedienne of these times,*
Consequently, 'Mamba' is a holdover to the holidays when 'Kiss the
iBoys Goodbye' takes over the Cass.
Estimate for Last Week
'Mamba's Daughters,' Cass (1st

Stands

War

OK

'

*2 top helping.

FINALE

WITH NIFTY $22,000

(R-1.671; $3.30). New
edition got the nod from press, most
of which was skeptical when revue
originally opened; agency call up;

I<os Angeles, Dec. 19.

Piling up a nifty $22,000 on final
stanza, Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne wound up two weeks at the
Biltmore (10) in their version of
'Taming of the Shrew.' House goes
dark until Christmas Day when it
opens two weeks' run of 'I Married
An Angel.'

got strong $24,500.
'Key Lar^o,' Barrymorc (4th week)
(D-1,096; $3.30). First .serious play
this season to command strong attention; not up with leaders but
drawing excellent attendance;

'Blossom Time' is. now in final
(third) week of repeat run at Holon lywood Playhouse. 'Vagabond King'
opens there Christmas Day.
Estimates for Last Week
around $13,000 last week.
"Taming of the Shrew,' Biltmore
(7th (2d week)
'Life with Father,' Empire
.
(1,700; $3.50).
End of
„
week) (C-1,096: $3.30) Standees all week was marked by sellouts, with
performances; laugh showr predicted take close to $22,000.
to run at least a year; takings quoted
Blossom Time,' Playhouse, Holover $19,000.
lywood (2d week) (1,130; $1.65).
'Man Who Came (o Dinner,' Music Satisfying $2,300 on second stanza,
Box (10th week) (C-1.012; S3.30). with five days more to go.
Same goes for this laugh provider,
which stands 'em up all shows: Chicago company stop.<! over first in
Buffalo Thursday (?1); quoted at 'Mikado' Gets Sonthern
$20,400; up over previous grosses because of balcony re-scaling.
$17,000.

'Ladles and Gentlemen,' Beck (lOth

week)

(C-1,214;

Going

$3.30).

tour after another three weeks; business moderately good, with pace

^

.

|

|

.

i

Hospitality in D.C.,

'Margrln for Error,' Plymouth (8th
(D-1,036: $3.30). One of the
good things; getting fairly

2IG

week)
list's

strong grosses though

somewhat

Washington, Dec.

off

19.

With Eleanor Roosevelt responding
last week: $13,000.
to invitation from Bill Robinson to
'Morning's At Seven,' Longacre
attend opening night, 'Hot Mikado.*
(4th week) (C-1,019; $3.'J0). Another
first
show
play

all-Negro
to
Capital
comedy that should make the grade; since "Porgy and Bess.* drew rave
has Theatre Guild sub.scription sup- notices and built steadily to capacity
port during .present offish going;
Friday (15) and Saturday (16).
rated around $8,000.
House is dark currently, first blank
'See My Lawyer,' Adelphi <13th
.ettanza

week)

Approached

(C-1,434; $1.10).

okay at scale: one-set show
operates to profit at that level.

$6,000,

'Skylark,'

Morosco

(lOlh

day

of season, and relights Mon(25) with The White Plume.'

new Shubert

(C-961: $3.30). Like the other standouts, this comedy hardly affected last

week

when

proached

the

gross

again

ap-

$17,000..

'Streets of Paris,'. Broadhur.^l (27(h
Hi«h scale
(R-1,116; $4.40).

week)

musical

version

of

de Bergerac' Another preweek) Broadv/ay
musical,
'Three
After
Three' (also Shuberts), follows Jan 8.
'Cyr.Tn.o

'Hot

,
'

booking.

has

strong;

ADDED
Uamlet,' 44th Street. Full-lenglh
version doing okay and slated to go
out again after five-week repeat engagement; estimated around $14,000.
'Pins and Needles,' Windsor (107th
week) (R-961; $1.65). Plans call for
playing through season, with another
revue to follow next fall; $7,000 is
very good for intimate show.
'Once Upon a Time,' Lalior Stage

700: $3).
at $19,000.

Minneapolis, Dec.

|

exceptionally

completed 24 weeks.

'

Week-before-Christmas

convalesce.

Booth (9th

(CD-704; $3.30).
Another
oddity that has attracted attention;
business
profitable;
quoted over

•

.

Mending

.

Life,'

week)

i

despite the

Two

week;
com-

Broadway, (Princess). Presented by Harold A.
possibly a mixed cast show, Salzman;
written
Lawrence
by
'Caribbean Cruise,' mentioned for the Joseph
Dugan;- opens tonight
Yorker.
(Wednesday); described as 'satirical
fantasy'; %2S10 top after opening.
Estimates' for Last Week
'Billy Draws a Horse,' Playhouse
'Steel,'
Provincetown Playhouse.
(1st week) (C-878; $3.30). Presented Presented independently; written by
by Lee Shubert and William A. Harold Igo; tried at Pasadena two
Broadway last summer.
Brady; written by Lesley Storm; seasons ago.
Last week's biz was' generally opens tomorrow night (Thursday).
'Alternate Cnrrent,' Daly's 63rd
'Scandals,* at the" Forrest,
jrea^y.
'DnBarry Was a Lady,' 46th Street Street. (Cooperative venture with
'J though
th,
it was well behind other
led,
(3d week) (CD-1,375; $4.40). Drew non-Equity cast; written by Syd
musicals here this fall. Tonight We highest gross on Broadway for first Porcelain; opens Friday (22); $1.65
Dance* got a cool reception in its full
week;
takings
approached top.
Locust.
week
the
at
second and final
$31,000.
.
Estimates iot -Last. Week
.'Farm-of"'nife"e" EcKaes,'"Cort "C4ni"
'Scandals,' Forrest (1st week) (1,-

Xmas Week.

currently, it's due for Boston opening Monday (25).
The Ix>cust is tenantless next
week, with, the management trying
to get 'In Vienna,' the refugee show
which tried to make a go of it on

ComeH-Lederer Sock

and Tobacco Road,'

off this
(25);
has

The Woman Brown,' Biltmore.
Yanked Saturday (16) after a week
and two days.
'The World We Make,' Guild (5th
week) (D-914; $3.30). Accorded fair

.

Philadelphia, Dec. 19.
Philadelphia looks to be in a bad
week
way for the holiday season.
appeared that four
it
ago,
or so
houses would be lighted. Now there
is only one definite booking. Three
After Three' at the Forrest, opening
Monday night (25).
At the Erlanger last week the
highly-touted 'John Henry,' with
Paul Robeson, had sharply divided
notices, but the raves didn't belp the
b.o., and by midweek it was decided
to close the show here after a single
stanza instead of trying to hold it

week) (1.500: $2.75); Highly satis19.
handicap factory $13,500 for eight performances.
meant little or nothing to the Katharine Cornell-Francis Lederer combo
at the Lyceum and they breezed
Jack Cole
Revue
through to sock biz for two nights Canadian
and a matinee here last week in 'No
Boston, Dec. 19.
and cus$7,300 in Toronto
Jack Cole, dancer, is slated to Time for Comedy.' Critics
unstinting in their
leave the Phillips House of the tomers were
Dec. 18.
Toronto,
praise of play and performances.
fChin Up,' fii-st of the Canadian
Massachusetts General Hospital here
war-lime revues, opened cold last
soon after Christmas.
Estimate for Last Week
Cole injured
(1.451his leg during
'No Time for Comedy,' Lyceum week at Royal Alexandra
his appearance with
seater) to a good $7..300 for its first
Goin' seven weeks ago, and has (2,200- $3.30). A trifle short of exholding over curis
'»een laid up
pected capacity downstairs at the session and
ever since.
two evening performances, but many rently.
A bruise became infected
lined
nights
'military'
and
Plenty
of
";
~ ~ turned away at matinee. A very bii<
nece.i<:i»,<«j 4
^cLcssiiaied
with patriotic .societies behind
two bloodj transfusions $24,500 rung up for entire week
before th'e" dVncer
Scale of
'really "began" to Madison,*" wfs„ "sha^i'n'g- The'lessl^^s the tickct-seliing drives.

dren, Jan.
Jan. 21.

Monday

'Philadelphia Story' is laying off
week, while 'Yokel Boy* is play
but three performances, all good.
ouiers operating -on schedule. Four
'Very Warm for May,' Alvin (6th
shows, however, will not go on Mon week) (M-1,355;
$4.40). Operating on
day (Christmas) night. On the road revised eocpenditure budget; slipped
this week there are no less than 15 to $11,000 but
advance sale for holi-'
shows Idle, several, however, playing days somewhat encouraging.
a few performances.
'Yokel Boy,' Majestic
(R-1,107;

Robeson $7 j

matinees.

performances of 'Hot Mikado.' Jan.
8 booking is 'Man Who Killed Lincoln,' followed by 'My Dear Chil-

Laying

(C-1,367; $3.30).

pleted 38 weeks and looks set into
spring; quoted close to $18,000.

this

'Scandals' 19G,

Raymond Massey had town in his reduced scale, theatre's lowest tariff
lap last week with his 'Abe Lincoln of season. Finished at around $7,500,
In .'Illinois.'
Biz was near-capacity which probably represents an even
at every performance, bringing out break under low cost setup.
bout KM) extra balcony chairs at two
Seven performances here
and two in Toledo wound up the
week with $27,000.
Hanna dark this week, reopening
New Year's Eve with two midnight

Holdover

$3.30).

ing

has been 25.
Estimate for Last Week
'Kiss Boys Goodbye,' Nixon (2,100;

Toledo

Cleveland, Dec.

19.

Not much b.o. excitement at Nixon
last week for 'Kiss the Boys GoodShow
got over fair despite
bye."
^
previous Broadway rep, but dissatisfaction with play itself wasn't anything compared to that with com-

jumps

big

(D-1,163;

resumes

$17,000.

Philly Biz light;

through

'KISS BOYS' $7,500 IN

assure

Straight show leaders were not affected last week and takings for a
number of others did not decline as
much as usual at this time of the
year. 'The Man Who Came to Dinner' is now getting more than $20,000.
possible because of rearrangement oi
the balcony scale.
'Life With Fa
ther' is getting all the house will
hold, over $19,000, while 'Skylark'
and 'Key Largo' are well up in the
big
money with approximately

terton.

Estimates for Last Week
(4th
'Tobacco Eoad,' Plymouth
week) (1,480; $1.65). Pacing along
okay through first month with indications of a few more stanzas here
for Slim Timblin troupe. Last week

sales

grosses.

•Sprinctime for Henry' (Edward
Everett Horton)— Erlanger, Chicago.
'Taming: of the Shrew' (Alfred
Plaza, El
Lunt, Lynn Fontanne)
Paso (18); Paramount, Amarillo (20);
Convention Hall, Tulsa (22).
Tobacco Hoad' (Slim Timblin)
Pljrmouth, Boston.

'Young Man With a Horn,* by Dorothy Baker, with Burgess Meredith,
and staged by Vinton Freedley and
Abe Blatt, is slated for Jan. 29 opentryout.

'Springtime for Henry,* Erlanger
week) (1.400: $2.75). Last week

(5th

'The LiUle Foxes,* National (45th

week)

drarha nearing year's run and should
span the winter; around $10,000.
'The Philadelphia Story,' Shubert

.

Howard )— Forrest,

'Oatward Bonnd,' Harris (3d— final
week) a.OOO; $2.75). Final .session
without ATS backing, though first ing here. 'Two On An Island' by
biit lifted nevertheless, to Elmer Rice, is mentioned for Jan. 15

currently in this house, moving next
door, to the Grand on Monday (25).
Slumped a bit,'but held to satisfying

a Lady,* newest mu- may have affected attendance lately;
into Broadway business tapered, with takings around
$18,000.

went

—

—

Boston, Dec. 19.
'Tobacco Road' carried off top coin

arrival,

'Leave It t« Me' (Victor Moore, leadership last Saturday by approximating $31,000 at the 46th Street for
William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker)
itis first full week.
"Too Many Girls,'
Victory, Dayton (18-19)..
which was the topper, felt the pre(Ethel Christmas dip, but turned in a big
'Mamba's Daughters'
Waters)—Cass, Detroit
$28,000.
'Hellzapoppin' with a new
Mao Wbo Came to Dinner' (Clif- edition held up strongly, too, with
ton Webb)—Erlanger, Buffalo (21- around $24,500.
Boxoffice activity early this week
23).
'My Dear Children' (John Barry- is accounted for by the early arrival
of holiday visitors. Ticket sales arc
more) Selwyn, Cliicago.
mostly, for a two-week span, with the
<N« Time for Comedy' (Katharine current week likely to be better than
Cornell)—Auditorium, St. Paul (18); last, despite the closer approach to
Fox, Spokane (21); Temple, TacOma Yuletide.
Managements of show;
that slid off state that holiday ad(23).

two were,
$10,500.

B way Lead

JGirfs:2(LiiLMJLe^^^

—

cellently.

Coming

43

—

Chicago, D«c. 19.
Slightly Off-Key
Three
Getting near Christmas.
»hows drop to two currently as 'OutIn
Indpls.
ward Bound* calls it a run at the
Harris after three Blanzas,' two of
Indianapolis, Dec. 19.
them under American Theatre So'Bound* lays off for
'Leave It To Me,' here at the Engciety auspices.
this week and then reopens Christ- lish theatre for three evening performances and a matinee last week,
mas Day in Cincinnati.
did only
(11),
Staying on through the pre-Xmas starting Monday
ession are 'My Dear Children,' moderately well at the b.o. despite
which will close its long run here on the town's preference for musicals.
'Abe Lincoln' is due Thursday (21
Jan. 6, and "Springtime for Henry,'
currently at the Erlanger, but which for three nights and matinee, and
moves to the Grand Dec. 25 to make advance sales indicate healthy biz.
room for George White's 'Scandals.'
EsUmmt* for Last Week
With the 'last weeks'- notice up,
'Leave It To Me,*^ EngUsh (1,500;
the John Barrj-more show scam- $3.30). In the black but under expered up the gro.ss ladder despite the pectations with $8,800. Lightweight
traditional pre-Xmas show biz lull, matinee pulled down total.
and came through last week with a
remarkably fine take. 'Bound' upped
on its finale .session also. 'Henry'
did last week, but still holds up ex- Koad'-Good $9,000

•Man

VARIETY

'DuBarry' 31G» Goes Into

18)

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois* (Raymond
Massey ) Hartman, Columb us (18
^OTTEiiglish, Indianapolis (JFZ377
'Blossom Time' Playhouse, Holly-

Thadren$1310:munJOutl0y2G

'Scandals^

.

S2.75).

Estimate for Last Week
Mikado,'
National
Built

steadily

proximately $21,000.

to

(1,6.<)8;

clear

ap-

'

Plays Out of

18.

Rpvnii In two arts (2fl sconoB): pri-nonlcl
by l'.')ly Yi>un(r; BlaROil by VInfonI ilv Vila;
music Bn.l lyrUs. U<-BlnMli1 Sloan, Sliliipy
nmii.I.

Thumb';

Invlii

Cooppr,

Hnl

(laii.-o»,

Rnss N'nplcr. llnly
M.irnurllit; musical

l.ip.

plenty of production and personality.
Scaled low. but already 5ct on several 'military night' buys by patriotic
alon? the trans-Canada
societies
route, and will make money for all.
It's fast-paced after some judicious
early cutting; production numbers
are elaborate, and it's topical on such
war-time aspects as hoarding, backbreakinR taxation, love-life in airraid shelters, etc.

Pretentious sets Includis the deck
of a pim-turrefed destroyer; the Pacific Coast Indian vilbse. the subArctic community for the big 'Eskimoaning Low' number, the silver
birch forest and the big-sca'e airport
finale complete with a bomber. Entire setuo reveals that the orodticer
has soent plenty but wisely and In
Imaijinative taste.
Biegest brurit of the work is carried bv Ross Hamilton, 'Red' Newman, lusty singer of Cockney smgs.
and Pat Rafferty, graduate of English pantomime and the musichalls.
Trio hold a warm place In the affections of Canadian theatregoers, and
with the forces, first
particularly
^
rocketing to popularity as vets of the
in
parties
early
soldier-concert
France, and then consolidating here
in the many post-war tours of the
Diimbells troupe.
their
with
Rafferty,
Newman and
low-comedy antics, set the: pace:
Hamilton, with a costly wardrobe of
gowns and wraps, is the class angle
of the triumvirate and In fine voice.
Opening night saw the orem'er present in the v-ice-regal box, the carriage trade out and the house plentifully sprinkled with the army, navy

all

adopted with the idea ot strcngthen-

j

'

air force.

They were

still

.

Show Abroad

Paris, Dec.
In

sinscil l>y Cullry; presented hy
bor, at the Madeleine. Tixrls.

Robert Trc-

Digest of Plays' (Crown: $3), and. the other, 'Encyclopoedia of the The*
Coincidenlally also, bolh us*
atre,' by George Jean Nathan (Knopf; $3).
the same format of presentation— the unchaptercd but straight alpha,
belization according to theme and idea, Nathan's book, around 450 pagesSobers runs twice ns long, and In the same ratio is more attractive as a
production and creative job.
Both undoubtedly will find wide usage for the purpose intended, but

was more scientifically planned,
is more replete and seemingly
George Frccdicy, who did n foreword, )s in charge of the Theatre CoU
lection of the N. Y. Public Library, which appears vitally behind the venSobcl's

ture as a necessary encyclopoedia for research. Sobcl also has assoinblcd
an array of contributing talent for by-line pieces on specialized subjects,
the articles, including Tallulah Bankhead, Lucius Becbe, Aline Bernstein,
Louis Bromfield, John Mason Brown, Barrett H. Clark, Richard Cordell,
Howard Dielz, William A. Fields, George Frcedley, Robert Gessncr, Carl
Click, Abel Green, Leit Eid, Willie Howard, Nat Karson, Raymond Masscy, Johii. Martin.' Ward Morehouse, Arch Oboler, Brock Pemberton, Antoinette Perry, Arthur Richman, Gilbert Seldes, Hunt Stromberg and
Stuart Walker.
Nathan's book Is 100% Nathan, piquant, succinct and saucy as befits hii
moods. Sobel's anthology is a practical handbook of the theatre; as its
title implies practically a one-volume encyclopedia.

THREE DAUGHTERS
Comeay-Uj'aina In
by Abraham Uluni;

tliiee a, l.s (four sieiu'sl
fontiirca .Mlihael Ito.scnJu.lah lllei.h. Kiiia llalpein, .Muni
Serebroff. Wolfe Uarzcll; slaKC.l by lliwcnb:MK; niusir. Alexaniler (il..ihatieisk.\ : hrli s,
Clialm T:iu::er: aeiimk-s. Mii-hael .sa.l'.!inan:
pic.senliil by ihe Yllllli^h folk I'layeis. at
tho I'd Ave theatre.
Y.
UevlewcJ .Nov.
-i>.
:i'J:
(\x:t top.
Uavlii Uotilleb
Juilah Uleleh
berfc-,

shuttered.

call-

too,

.

A Sacha Guitry comedy still remains a Parisian event despite the
war. Furthermore, to 'Florence' goes
the honor of being practically the
first legit oitering since the start of
hostiliUes and the trail-blazer for
another halt dozen plays since un-

Like the majority of Guitry plays.
rneans much to a select
Guitry audience and little or nothing
Alieriiuleil by Wolfe llarzell
The dramatist long ago Kyi her
to others.
:>alcl»o j^rnotr
Annie
Ai.na Telle. bauni
discovered that his private lite is no Ucillia
UiiKih llali.ern
-M.n le timber
affair of his own and has exploited it l^uO'
,
i-hariic
.Ciim lfa
stage and .Mis. Jvurlinun....;.:
the- fullest on the
to
Liza Silberl
.Miihail llusenliei'K'
screen. Just where Guitry the dra- Abe /,ablin^.,y.
lloberl
.Muni .serebiull
matist ends and Guitry the individu:il itosaij n llufdiiiin
iaa.j, i.« W u.'-iivniian
begins no one but his most intimate Jleleii
Helen Uley
friends probably know.
cbauiicur....,
i,-, „is
UeiK
Florence' is this and nothing more.
A hokey, lachrysmal comedyIt is a sort of skit on Guitry's own
life
with its multi-marriages and drama, "jiliree Daujjnicrs' affords tne
escapades.
Played abroad or even yiduish Jr'olk Piayers with their sec.

'Florence'

Curtain of the last show of 'Swingin' the Dream,' which closed a week
ago Saturday (9) after a 13-day run; was held nearly 30 mins. by a delegate
from local 802 of this AFM, there to see that the show's two bands. Bud
Freeman's Summa Cum Laudcs, and Beniiy Goodman's sextet, were paid
off.
Performance was allowed to proceed after a representative ot tht
Rockefeller intertisls guaranteed the salaries.
Freeman's bunch say they did get paid for the 13 days of work, but
claim they're still owed over $1,900 on an unfulfilled four-week contract
Goodman was likevvise guaranteed a month and also collected for what
he played. He and his band were getting $1',25() plus a percentage with i
certain amount extra to the Waldorf Hotel for allowing Goodman to absent
himself from the spot until 11 p.m. each night.

'

....

-.

i

.

at a stone's throw in some large
boulevard theatre, it would losemuch of its meaning. Played by any
one other than Guitry himself it
would be a hollow and superficial
offering.
Whattaman likes, or finds
it good business, to wear his private
life on his sleeve and the small, informal Guitry audiences love him

and

ond picsenlalidn of the season. However,

'Florence' plot

13.

Comedy In thrco acta by Auronla and
.Spenre Rnurerol: staged by Thomas Browne Henry: presented at Pasadena
nunlty playhouse Dec. 15. '39.
Cast:
Robert Stark, Gwen
Anderson.
Tlmmy Sabor. Frank Ferguson, Julia Case.
Martha Lundy. Pauline Dnvls. Madalyne
Paulson. Hyron Dorr. Michael Ames. Robert Stlrrett, Wllllnin Erwin, Tom .Skinner.
Ann Arthur, Colleen Collins, Jean Sehubach.

W illiam

Com

Brisk and warming is the Rou-'
sequel to 'Growing Pains,'
which achieved some success a few
The ninv uranpe In nntViinn ,t
years back in the east after a breakme.enq out since
thrend
s"nce it
if is
h mote
m'o?i
in here. It was from the characters
personality sketch where
X'crols'

.,11

frequently between the devil,
emerge from. his new chaructenzation with any degree of cer-

etc., to

tainly.

Gone are the false whiskers, baggy
trousers and mannerisms usually associated with his roles.
In their
place ii e's—the somewhat subdued,
successful businessman, though he
doesn't completely seek to shroud his

South Arru^rica on a good-will tour
is familiar with conditions in a

who

dents in that city are rather well acquainted with English, Miss Dalrympli
avers.
It's conceded that such a jaunt would not be profitable.
Only on«
limited-capacity theatre could be used and the top price of admission
would be seven pesos, or about $1.75. Slated that South America has
never seen an American .stage play. Outside ot girl shows, the ranking
visiting attraction appears to be a No. 2 Comcdie Francaise company.

Brock Pemberton had a birthday (the 54th, he thinks'* last Thursday
Ethel PefCer and Ruth Green, secretaries in the League ot New
(J4).
York Theatres, thought something should be done about it, remembering he
helped draw up the ticket code. So they sent him a toy wagon, with
several blocks of glass representing agency 'ice' and a pair of tongs, with
a card inscribed: 'From the Brokers.'
He also received a bill for $5 from a doctor whose office Is nearby his
quarters. Doc had been called when a stew elected to recline on the floor
in front of the Little theatre building elevator. The medico took one look
and gave the diagnosis, 'the man is full of booze,' and sent Pemberton th«
bilL

'

comic

sell.

However,

there's

enough

to the new part to suggest his aesire
to exii the 'lyped' ranks lor someining dili'erenl.

But Yiddish audiences won't permit Rosenberg the dramatic player
to shroud Rosenberg the madcap. To
them his cry of deleali^m at the
thought thai he's lost his young,
pretty wife to a younger man cannot,
and will not, be acceplcd lor the
drama that author Blum ha$ intended it to be. And so the audience snickers.
Otherwise, 'Three Daughters' is a
misnomer, for it lells only the story
of two, with a .hird merely a character that's been thrown in for an
cllect that holds liltlc Significance in

,1

o
a
of
a

in this

It's

self too

^'j* P'^'^u

'

Actually,

it

telts

of Berlha,

pjayed by Dina Halpern, who weds
and Rosenberg only because
it
permits
fiction are interwoven, the audience
does not expect more. Guitry and her to shield her younger sister, Lucy
(Mirile Gruberj, froni the disgrace of
the exhilarating Rumanian Popesco
play their roles with skill and spirit. havinc borne an illciiimai^ child
inis s,ie does
Thirflie
does-and
and the ^ac^^^^^
tactics arc
reality

of this adoIe.scent spree that the cinema sjri^s, 'The Judge Hardy Family' took root.
'Young April' won't
wham 'em but moderate success
looks assured.
The Rcuvt.ols, mother and son,
have taken the unpredictable youngsters into a sophomoric sphere of
romantics and the goings-on of the
kids with their dates make for
laughable situations. Script is punpent with well-sauced dialog and
the cast is among the best rounded

Proposal to send tbe Lunts to
originated with Jean 'Dalrymple,

number of points there. Press agent believes the stars would be a strong
draw in Buenos Aires for a three-week engagement. Upper class resi-

the fact that

drama

a valiant
attempt, but Rosenberg finds him-

—

YOUNG APRIL

is

Abraham Blum work.

quite ordi-

is

imjjoriani

characier for a try at

his plays exactly for this reason.

The

more

one of Secohd avenue's buU'oons,
Michael Rosenberg, steps out of

nary but is skillfully used as a convenient framework for Guitry's witticisms on marriage, betrayed huskmrds-airdHfrtfi-gEherai: ITs "coiP
cerned with a love tiff based on a not
very convincing misunderstanding.
Elvire Popesco, playing an abandoned mistress, comes to the theatre
to kill Guitry, who is about to go on
the stage to act in a play based on
their former life together. She sits
with the audience and spoils the
play with her stooging until Guitry
has her thrown out by the police.
The next two acts take place in
Guitry's apartment, with his misunderstanding with Miss Popesco and
the scandal she caused in the theatre
forming the central theme. Everything ends according to Hoyle when
Guitry accidentally discovers through
his sister (Helene Perdriere) that
Mijs Popesco had never been unfaithful' to him.

—

Dec.

5.

wMh

proloc. hy
throe nets,
Elviro
flullry,
tcaturoa
i:nltrv;
Snrha
Popo.ico, r.encvlcvc Cullry, Ilflpn Perilrleri'.
FusiorGlr. nolir-rl Seller;
J(-onni>
Ntnif.

•

Calif.,

Twn hoi)V«! of similar na t ure have colncidentnllv made thi»ir itp pnara^^^,
the one edited by Bernard Sobcl, cx-N. Y, Mirror critic and now with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in New York, titled 'The Theatre Handbook and

'White Plume,' musical version of 'Cyrano de Bergerac,' was dedicated
by composer, Samuel D, Pokrass, several months before his death, to Jack
Century-Fox publicity department, and his wife, a muwere Saul Abraham, Mulachy, of 20th
sician.. Mulcahy, now on a brief leave of absence from studio and on road
vice-president; Harry Benson, finanmanaging Louella Parsons' unit, wfis one of first of HoUywoodilcs to becial secfetary:. Harry Nelmes, treasfriend Pokrass when latter went west originally to work for films and
urer, and Charlec Bowman, recording
secretary.
Newly named as direc- they later became clo.se friends. In fact Mulcahy and Gregory Ratoft are
now working almost single-handed .lo_ get Pokrass' tangled estate straight-'
tors:
Patrick Liddy, Lee Arnold,
Murray Lang, Mike Onerato and ened out
'White Plume' was originally done at St. Louis Muny Opera several
Harry Snowden.
summers ago and each season Pokrass has been promised by Shiibcrls that
it would get a legit production.
It finally went into rehearsal— six months
after composer died.

named,

FLORENCE
r.imcilv

Indian powwow war dance and the
'Rainbow' number. Costumes are excellent throughout and nothing tawdry, whole adding immeasurably to
the 'Vincent de 'Vita decor.
Among standout songs by the quintet of writers are 'We've Rolled Up
the Old Umbrella,' sung by Newman
in
Prime Minister Chamberlain
makeuo; 'Look for the Rainbow' and
•You're
Adorpble,'
by Hamilton;
•Keen Your Chin Up,' opening chorus
wr-itten-Jjy-Roly—Young,-and-rou."4ng'Over A?ain' finale, written by Sidney Bland.
'Chin Up' goes into His Maiesty's,
Montreal, holiday week.
McStay.

Pasadena,

Inside Stuff-Legit

Was

poneara'-'ce. Marnuette does a 'mart
Terp job, particularly on his 'Street
Scene' ballet with corps of 22; his

Factor not previously considered- in big gross Ethel Waters in 'Mamba'l
Daughters' ran up at- Nixon in Pittsburgh was. the public acclaim for *.
portrait of star by Luigi Lucioni, ah Italian, which hung at International
Art Exhibit at Carnegie museum just before play's engagement in Smoky
City, Each year during exhibit, public votes for its favorite picture, with
a cash award going to painter. Day before tMamba* opened in Pittsburgh,
newspapers carried stories announcing that Lucioni's portrait of Miss
Waters had walked away with prize. 'Mamba's Daughters,' by the way,
had the best week in Pittsburgh since it's been on the road, getting just
a bit above $15,000.

Rules of the Theatrical Managers, Agents and Treasurers union worked
to the distinct benefit of a member recently.
Ted Goldsmith, who was
press agent of 'Foreigners,' worked on- the job one week, which was the
span of the show's engagement at the Belasco, N, Y., but received three

weeks

salary.

He was engaged by the Shubcrt press department.
discerned
that the p.a. should have been put on as an associate two weeks previously
The
because of the number of shows the management was operating.
coin was paid without protest,
Goldsmith, this week, joined Richard

TMAT

Maney's

staff.

.

"

Robert

I

•

Seller,

as

Guitry's

hapless

Wh

brother-in-law. Play their roles
understanding,
T>,« second
c.„„_j half
u-i» of
-» .u
The
the program

I

,

j

^

^

3

revised,,

radically

^yp,-e

r^iig,

-

Inn for encores after 11 o'clock.
On the ballroom and ballet side.
Marcuette and Lynda are over easily
on si'avC manners and fashion-plat?

"

alfiuinl mcL'tiiii! uf

Ticasurois Club, a number of the

;

infi- the orijanization's llnancial setLife memberships were voted
up.
picture material.
out of cxistoiice and dues were raised
Action centers around the home froni $12 to $15 annually. Ilerclolife of a coUeye prof and his pafore those whowere in good stand
tient frau, who pass most of their
bclime helping their son, daughter and mg fi:>r 25 years aiilomiilically
the neighborhood adolescents to tin- jeame life members and were relieved
tangl?. their love lives, of the pup from paying duos,
youngas'the
Stark,
vai-iety. Robert
There were 70 who had life momster home on vacation from college bership rating out ot a total of 200.
and with big things to do. dominaten ^„
j, ^^..,5
pay
He's a
the heart-throbbing soiree.s.
only way the club could fi.^iire to
breezy lad. handles himself like a
provide enough surplus to pay sick
pro and rates a nod from the film
Another likely bet for pix and death benefits. Resolution was
.scouts.
adopted after it was discerned that
IS Gwen Anderson, who has looks
and poise. From' among "the other in five yi>ars CO more "would be enjuves there's promising talent in the titled to life membership ui.ider the
Ferguson, as the prof, old rules, so that the club's revenue
Frank
cough.
and Julia Gage, the long-sntTering would be restricted to a minority,
mater etch nicely shaded delinea- save for the net c:u'ncd at annual
Helm.
tions.
Upping of dues was
benefit show.s.
also stated to be necessary..
Allen Schnebbe
re-elected
president for the. fourth year.
Re-

..

and

At the Mlh

Playhouse b6ai-cls"lir

A

|

In on a wave of advance flag-wavIng buildup, 'Chiri Up' is fi r.<;t qt the
Canadian war-Ume revues, and has

.

the

Pla.V is fast on the pickup
veai-s
"and keep? "the pace tlirouRhout the
little tiRhteninR of the
Ihiee acts.
idiot anil il's ready for bidKcr
It shapes up as first rate
IhinHs:

Olrecllnn. Jack Ayrc; coslumos, Mallabnr.
Slam U.iss HnnilUon. 'Heir .\o«inan. Pal
r.^ffiTlv; nllh Mnraucttc nnil I.ymln, I.aN/>r
.Mi>x MorKan, the Tliroo Clicoro.
Trillfr.
tifno Manners. Bub nrowii. llcrnlo Mannlon. Ill" Lowolla; Jlosc nurkcll, Ooorcc
-M thi>
Moran, Carr llalnu-r; Ifi-Rlrl lln*.
Itoval Alc\andra, Toronto, Dec. ll-St. "311;
$•-•

TREASURERS NIX LIFE
MEMBERSHIPS, UP DUES

Town

scca on

CHIN UP
Toronto, Dec.
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Copyright rather than com exchange restrictions forced the cancellation
bookings in Vancouver and Victoria. B. C, according
to Hilker-AUen Enterprises of the former city. Stated that Richard D'Oyly
thn youngsler as her own,
with Carte of London, who holds the Gilbert & Sullivan copyright in the British
Entpire, refused, to sanction a parody on the original operetta, resulting iii
o^^^^^
cancellation of bookings.
There are .no restriclioos on the export of
"\"ui"2iUmate.
^
Thereafter, ii's a qiiestion as
to Canadian money paid in the course of iSgitimate business.
It had been
'^"w
the subterfuge can be main- reported that coin ruf^s forced cancellation' ot the (jariadian- dates.
talned. The return of an old suitor
(Muni Serebroff ) and Bertha's affair
Money capacity of the Music Box, where 'The Man Who Came to Dinner
with him ultimately lead to a climax
balof forgivance and marital rchabilita- is current, has been upped about $1,000 weekly through rescaling the
Show call now approximate $20,500, or slightly less. Although the
.tidn that, while corny, has loiig since cony.
passed muster in the Yiddish theatre $3.30 lop for the lower floor has not been changed, it was explained that
different
no matter iti repclitiu,,.
the first six weeks' tickets ordered were to have been used by a
Featured along with Rosenbercr type attraction.
who also staeed are Misf Hal^
Show's gross at standee gait had been around $19,500.
JUd^h Bleh:h^?wh^s%ui'rnaU^^^^^
lernating the
role with Wolfe Barzell), and SerebPhilip Loeb Is off the staff of the American Academy drama school, havroff, relegated to a somewhat minor
part.
They give adequate perform ing resigned when he took over the staging of 'Swingin' the Dream,
....'..1
annoo
„,:»i.
Ql..:.!.
....
ances, .with Bleich, as usual, out- costly flop which was taken off at the Center, N. Y., after a brief enstanding in a compartively small gagement
part, as the father.
Miss (jruber is
Loeb, who Is one of the most active members of Equity's Council, was
decorative, while Charles Cohan is rated among the. top instructors on the school faculty.
the play's most distinctive comedy
element Tunes are incidental.
Gladys Hurlbut, who vtrote the book for 'Nice Work,' the Rodgcrs-Hart
For typical Yiddish legit audiences
the pi'othat enjoy a cry— and what one musical which D wight Deere Wiman is readying, sent a wire to
doesn't— this l3 a pip, despite the re- ducer after her straight comedy, 'Ring Two,' recently flopped at the Millefj
action to Rosenberg^s draiiiatic play- N. Y. 'Willing to do the revision* on the book,' it read, 'using an assumed
,

.

.

I

Is

quite a novelty, with Guitry present
in? a film. 'Ceux de Chez Nous'
('Those ot Our Country') turned for
Guitry himself in 1913 ot France's
most notable personalities of the day
It was, as Guitry himself says, an
answer to the German manifesto of
that period- to show that France had
«^ ereat as those
"'="".V,'f
across
the 'n-J:^."'''
Rhine.

The pic is extremely valuable as a
document, and
the
photography
amaZmi'lV
eanA
Tt
amazingly good.
It nmc
runs nn«
one k^,..
hour
and shows Rodin, Claude Monet,
Anatole France, Sarah Bernhardt,
Camile Saint-Saens, Renoir, Degas,
Edmond Rostand, Henrl-Robcrt, Antoine, Mirabeau and Lucien Guitry,
the author's famed father, in some
characteristic phases of their artistic
activities.
Each is complimented by
a few words of supplementary, sentimental comment by Guitry, Ravo.

.

1

'

i

I

'

ing.

name,''

'
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•ShorUge' a K. T. Gnlld Issue
Broun's Heritage
Alleged disappearance of $5,800 in
New York Newspaper Guild funds
Obituaty stories In several
during the time of the Brooklyn (N.
New
York newspapers alluded to
provided
a
hot
y.) Eagle strike has
_th.e_jstr8rigfi
paradoxes which
issue 111 Hie G uHd%—eleetion^-oam^
marked the life of Heywood
palgn,- which closes today (WednesBroun;
An
uncompromising
That, plus charges that the
day).
fighter
for
the
principles he held
N. Y. Guild is rupnlng to seed, has
to be right, and at the same time
stirred members no end, and has rea
kindly,
soft-spoken
and friendsulted by far in the liveliest elecly man was an almost universal
tion campaign in the history of the
-

Both charges have been levelled by
Oliver Pilat, of the Post, first opposition candidate for presidency of
the N. Y. Guild since its formation.
Pilat, nominated, by petition, insists

view of the exceptional
amount of newspaper space devoted to Broun's life and work
which appeared in print after his

on 'knowing' just where the $5,800
went to. Carl'Handau, of the Worldrenominated
by
the
Telegram,
Guild's Representative Assembly, insists that the alleged shortage rep-

that Broun by his passing made
a greater contribution to the
newspaper craft than ever during his life-time, replete as it
was with active reporting and
commentating. For the Broun
obit
articles
dramatized
the
newspaper man in a manner
which presented him in his best
light to the reading public.

bookkeeping errors.
Apathy of N. Y. Guild members is
it's further charged by
blames it on a small
Pilot, who
'vested' group of leaders. He would
not only -completely clear up the
resents

pronounced,

Monday

Living,

he

strove

'

corded him for the things he
tried to accomplish for others.

is

the only opposition can-

of

his

81,

;

BEYWOOD BROUN
Heywood Broun,
of

lished autobiog, Mrs. Kelly began
her newspaper career on the Topeka

51,

died Dec. 18

in New York.
but four days.

pneumonia

been

ill

He had

Details in legit section.

(Kans.) Commonwealth. She worked
on a number of other papers ''before
joining the staff of the N. Y. Times in
190.6,
where she remained for 30
years. Besides her newspaper work
she authored a number of books.
William E. Hayes, 61, state editor
of the Wilmington ( Del.) JoumalEvery Evening, died Dec; 15 in Newark, Del.
Death was sudden, with
Hayes about to board a bus for Wilmington when he collapsed.

manager of the Grand Opera House
there.
Joining the Shuberts, he
acted in a similar capacity for many,
of their road shows before coming
to Philadelphia in 1920 to manage the
St. Little Theatre. He had
also operated the Lyric and Adelphi,
Philly, which have since been razed.

Delancey

DR.

WILLIAM

I.

SIROVICH

Dr. William I. Sirovrch, 57, play^
Wright, physician and N. Y. con^
gressman, died of a heart attack Dec.
17 while taking a bath in his N. Y.

Once road manager for Al Jolsbn,
and for Willie and Eugene HowThe Passing Show,' his last
position was that of assis.tant manager at the Foirrest, Philly.

'

.

ard in

home,

Born in York, Pa., but a Gotham
resident since the age of six, he attended N. Y. public schools and- was
graduated from the College of the
City of New York in 1902.
Four
years later he received his medical
CHA'TTEB
Richard Walsh, Jr., has joined the degree, from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia
book-publishing firm of John Day,
which his father heads, as associate University and started a practice on
the lower N. Y. east side.
editor.
He wrote eight plays of which
Milton Kaufman, exec v.p. of the two saw Broadway production. One,
American Newspaper Guild, has 'Schemers,' was presented at the
taken Anna Goldsborough, of Life Nora Bayes on Sept.
15, 1924, by
mag, as his bride.
Herman Timberg. A comedy

Dead,

was

recognition

Kelly,

New

raise

to
craft.

standards
universal

siasm.
Pilat

Finch

until
Jiecxeti ce.m.ej>.t.in 1936. died Dec. 17
in
Hartford, Conn. Claiming to
have been the dean of U. S. newspaper women in her recently pub-

(18), it is likely

matter of the $5,800, but restore the
Guild's membership to its old enthu-

Florence

newspaper woman for 56 years

In

death

OBITUARIES

i
'

Mrs.

ac-

45

I

|

pneumonia,

estimate.

organization.
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town, O., and formerly a publisher in
Hillsdale, Mich., died Dec. 14 of

Surviving are his widow, son and
daughter.

'

KALMAN JUVELIEB
Kalman Juvelier, 76, Yiddish
who retired four years

legit

ago,
died in Brooklyn, Dec. 14.
A director of the Heturew Actors
Jewish
TheUnion and v.p. of the
atrical Alliance, he was born in
Lemberg, Poland, and began his
career as a choral singer. Coming
to the U. S. in 1899 as director of
the Windsor theatre Co., he later
portrayed many character parts, appearing with such stars of the Yiddish theatre as Bertha Kalich, Jacob
P. Adler and David Kessler.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Bina Juvelier, known on the Yiddish stage as Bina Abramovitch; a
son and two daughters.

actor,'

.

con'Lighting the Stars,* Gene Korn- cerning a manager who had a string
man's guid$ to camera portraiture, of four successive failures, the play
hits the bookstalls this week.
He's sought to show how the critics
2 Southern Dailies Fold
a film cameraman.
wielded the power to ruin a play by
Newspaper fatalities were in- fan, which Louis H. Hertz will pubJohn L. Underbill elected new the mere stroke of their pen. It ran
creased by two over the past week- lish and edit. First issue to appear
prez of The Inner Circle, N. Y. or- but IG days.
end when the Chattanooga (Tenn.) shortly, after the start of the new
Aside from reform in Congress, he
ganization of past and present poNews and the Atlanta (Ga.) Georg- year. Publication offices in N. Y,
often went upon one-man campaigns
litical writers.
He's of the Times,
ian-American ceased publication.
Monthly illustrated mag, as yet un'reform' the critics. More notable
Eleventh volume of Prof. George to
Demise of the Chattanooga paper titled, appears initially around the
among
these attacks was a discus
SABAH BRUNSWICK
was accompanied by a great deal of middle of February, being brought Odell's 'Annals of the New York sion held on contemplated revision
Book
Mrs. Sarah Brunswick, 95, who, as
verbal fireworks by George Fort out by Anglo-Canadian Publishers, Stage'' is On the market.
of the copyright laws in 1931.
Dr.
covers the period from 1879 to 1882.
soprano and founder of the BrunsMilton, its.prcz and general manager, Ltd., Toronto. J. K. Thomas edits.
Sirovich used the occasion as an opPhilip Greene likes New York so
wick Opera !C;o., toured the U. S. for
who charged 'certain Interests' with
portunity to assail the N. Y. reviewmuch he may dispose of the ancestrail ers, pointing out their opinions 40 years before it was disbanded,
being responsible for the paper's finUTEBATI OBITS
place in Rhode Island and move his
ish,
Milton accused a majority of
usually hampered the theatre's busi- died in her sleep Dec. 15 at her home
HIcbman Price, 53 author and for- typewriter to the metropolis for ness rather than aided it Another in (jraniteville, Staten Island, N. Y.
bondholders of desiring the paper's
Educated at Evanston college, now
suspension for the. alleged purpose mer newspaper exec., died Dec. 14. good.
of his favorite projects was that of
Edna Ferber, Lillian Hellman, Ar- the'Federal Theatre. He was one of Northwestern University, Evanston,
of selling the assets to the rival aft- at Delray Beach, Fla. Formerly pub-,
(Tenn.) thur. Guiterman and Lin Yutang talk
ernoon paper, the Chattanooga Free lisher of the Nashville
111., she taught for a time in Chicago
its staunchest supporters.
Democrat, he had served as v.p. of at the next Book and Author LunchPress.
Funeral services were held yester- public schools before going abroad
In Atlanta, the folding of the the American Press Assn. His writ- eon at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., on day (Tuesday) in N. Y. He had been for six years to study voice. Upon
Georgian-American followed by a ings were varied, and appeared in Jan. 9.
her return she formed the opera
unmarried.
Frank C. Henry, sales manager of
few days the purchase of the same many national publications.
troupe.
Lippincott's for the past three years,
city's Atlanta
For the past 34 years she had reJournal by former
ALEXANDER FRANK
Arthur B. Chivers, 66, former pubGovernor Cox of Ohio. Feature and lisher of the N. Y. Evening Journal, is resigning as of Dec. 31. He was
Alexander Frank, 73, vet actor, sided in Staten Island and had been
news services of the Georgian- arid Hearst exec from. 1921. until his formerly sales manager for Double- who in. more than 40 years in the a music teacher. Surviving are two
"
American, which was a Hearst pa- retirement two years ago, died Dec, day Doran. , theatre had essayed scores of roles, daughters and a son.
Twentieth annual convention of died after
per, began appearing in the Atlanta 11 in New York. He began his newsa lirigering'^ illness Dec.
Journal on Monday (18). Severance paper career on the' Washington (D. the New York State Publishers' Assn. 14 at his home in Long Island City,
DANIEL W. BOBEBTSON
pay was given to about 450 em- C.) SUr in 1895, and joined the opens in Albany Jan. 23, with the N. Y.
Daniel W. Robertson, 81, vaude
ployees of the Georgian-American.
Born in England, he served for a performer, maniager and operator of
Hearst organization as publisher of Associated Dailies to meet on the
-1
time as political secretary to Sir a booking agency in downtown New
the Atlanta Georgian. He was also preceding day.
Daily Fined on Contempt Charee
The Press Photographers' Associa- William James Ingram, who then York for more than 40 years, died
at one time assistant general manNew Orleans llem and Tribune and ager of the Hearst enterprises.
tion of Philadelphia has reelected
was a member of Parliament and Dec. 14, after a month's illness, at
two of its employes were convicted
Norman F. Mevius, of the Evening publisher of the Illustrated London his home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles Frederick Carter, 76, au- Ledger, as president for the fourth
of contempt in Federal court for
News.
After studying under Sir
His. first experience in vaudeville
publishing certain headlines and thor and former newspaperman, died consecutive term.
Henry Irving for several seasons, he began in San Francisco, at 17, when
One-time
Orson Welles' famed broadcast on achieved a considerable reputation he played musical
articles dealing with trial of Abra- Dec. 11 in New York.
glasses and Swiss
ham Shushan, former prez of New managing editor of the Denver News, Mars to be published in a book by on the London stage.
bells.
After touring Europe, he
Orleans Levee Board, and four he also served on the old Chicago the Princeton University Press. VolComing to America In the early managed American vaudeville houses
others charged with mail fraud in Inter-Ocean, Chicago Tribune, old N. ume will also contain the experi- 1900s, he was first seen, here in
where
such
stars as Weber and
connection with $490,000 bond re- Y. News, N. Y. Journal and Brooklyn ences of a number of the fright vic- Charles Frohman's production of Fields,
Sandow, the Strong Man, and
funding fee they allegedly split (N.Y.) Eagle.
tims.
'The
Spec'.ded
Band' and 'Love John Philip Sousa played.
among themselves.
R. O. Eastman, director of editorial Among the Lions.' Later, he
St. John McClean, 60, former New
was as- ".Surviving are his widow, three
Publishing firm was fined and the York,
Philadelphia
and Buffalo research for the McGraw-Hill Pub- sociated with leading stars of the sons and a daughter.
employes, J. W. F. Moore, Tribune newspaperman, was found dead Dec. lishing Co., quitting that organiza- American theatre, including Mrs.
hight ed, and James A. Wobbe, as- 13 in his apartment in N. Y.,
ad- tion to set up his own editorial re- Leslie Carter, with whom he played
AUGUST HEBMAN
sistant city, cd, $25 each.
Contempt judged a suicide. Assistant to Queens search organization, and talcing in 'DuBarry'; Richard Mansfield,
August Herman, 52, vet Omaha
proceedings were sought by Shus- Borough President George U. Har- members of his department with Ethel
Barrymore and James K. exhib, who operated the Muse thehan's defense counsel, charging head- vey, he had previously been manag- him.
Hackett.
atre there, died at his home in Omaha
lines arid stories were 'prejudicial' to ing editor of the
Other plays in which he appeared, last week of a nervous disorder. He
Long Island City
their clients.
were 'Monsieur Beaucaire' with had been ill several months.
(N.Y.) Star and had also worked on
Mansfield, 'Whispering Friends' with
the Staten Island (N.Y.) Advance,
Herman had been in the theatre
Lan.slnger Again a Publisher
Milo Knutson to Beatrice Wigdahl, George M. Cohan, 'Waterloo Bridge' biz 33 years,
Flushing (N.Y.) Evening Journal,
starting as a projectionJohn M. Lansingcr, who recently and on the Philadelphia Ledger and in Mason City, la., Dec. 3. Groom in 1930, 'Richard of Bordeaux' and
ist.
He was later manager of the
quit Chicago to return to his home Bufl'alo News.
is
salesman and announcer with 'The Vagabond King.' His last part
Rialto, Strand and Orpheum theatres,
town of Portland, Ore., is back in
KGLO, Mason City.
was that of Gladstone in 'Parncll,' Omaha, at various times.
O. R. Tucker, 55, publisher of the
the publishing biz tlierc. He has beHorace Heidt to Mrs. Adeline produced three years ago.
come co-publisher of a local fqod Knox County Citizen, at Frederick- Slaughter, in Reno, Dec. 4. He's the
Hs leaves his widow. Funeral
WILBERFOBCE J. WHITZMAN
business paper, the Oregon Merorch leader.
(18)
services were held Monday
Wilberforce J. Whiteman,
chants Magazine.
Kay Hatfield to Norman Pincus, in under auspices of the Actors Fund. of Paul Whiteman, died Dec.82,17father
in
In Chi. Lansinger founded and
New York, Dec. 2. He's general Interment followed in the Fund plot, Denver hospital, following severala
published College Humor and Real
manager of the Alvin, N. Y., legit Kensico cemetery, N. Y.
weeks' illness. Surviving also .is a
Detective
.Continued from page I.
Magazine, subsequently
theatre.
daughter,
Mrs. Feme
Whiteman
disposing of both. Former has since
LOLA LASZLO
Maryam Meflerd to Jimmy McSmith, of St. Louis.
cocky, adolescent Cohan who grinds
been acquired by N. L. Pines, and „„4
Lola Laszlo, 21, Hungarian dancer
CuUa, in Des Moines, Nov. 30. He's
.
„
V 1-. i-t:
The elder Whiteman, for
is
now published in New York. out a song a day, who highhats stage- announcer at KSO-KRNT, Des and stepdaughter of Aladar Laszlo, years superintendent of musicmany
dehands and raises the devil when he's
Latter, also moved to N. Y., is being
Hungarian author and. playwright,
Moines.
partments
in Denver public schools,
put in opening spot on a vaude bill.
published by Stanley V. Gibson.
Carmene Calhoun to Edgar C. plunged to her death early Satur- had been the orchestra leader's first
Second act covers 1906 to 1917,
(Skinnay) Ennis, in Glendale, C^al., day morning (18) from a 10th floor
Cohan's spectacular rise as a comFed Asks War Aid
Dec. 13.
Bride is vocalist with apartment in New York.
poser - author - producer - star; with
Baron Frederick von Oppenheim,
International Federation of JourEnnis' band.
EUGENE HENIG
hefty emphasis on his patriotic
German banker, from wliose suite
nalists, which has affiliates in all but
Eugene Hcnig, 39, pianist and viothe totalitarian countries, has sent a mania, and .then leaps via slides up
she had leaped or fallen, was queslinist in nitery bands, died Dec. 12
plea to U. S. newspapermen to con- to 1933, with *rd Rather Be Right'
tioned four hours by the district atwhile
playing
a late session at Donup in fireside
Mr. and Mrs; Steel Morris, daugh- torney's office but could offer no
trib to its fund being raised to aid influence cropping
ovan's Loop Club, Cleveland, from
ter, in Pasadena, Dec. 10.
jfather is satisfactory explanation of the girl's
newspapermen and families of nevi^s- chat imitation.
heart ailment.
Planning to leave for San a
death.
Cast is entirely amateur, but drew with CBS .<Miles promotion.
papermen in countries affected by
Born
in Austria, Henig was a forthe war.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Nelson, daugh- Francisco, he agreed to postpone his
all
four local first-string critics,
mer attorney who gave up law 10
Plea was sent put by Stephen snagged bevy of Broadway and pic ter, in Hollywood, Dec. 14. Father is departure pending completion of the
years ago to become a music teacher,
investigation.
Contents of a note
Valot, of France, secretary-general scouts on strength of Cohan's widely- Columbia director.
doubling'in night spots. Survived by
of the Federation, who reports the reported interest in the production.
Mr. and Mrs. Denny Thompson, which Miss Laszlo had left was rewife and daughter, 14.
need great among members in Brit- Life Mag also sent a special goes-to- daughter, in Akron, O., Dec. 12. leased in part by police. It exain and France.
a-party photog down to cover Cohan- Father is a radio and dancc-band pressed her disappointment in disLEO KENNEDY
covering the baron was a' married
watching-Cohan. Eddie Plohn, man- leader.
Leo Kennedy, 56, legit actor, died
-r
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Balthrope, man with three children.
NEW PERIODICALS
ager of National, Cap's sole legiter,
Surviving, besides her stepfather, in New York Dec. II.
Living Romances, monthly mag. and formerly Cohan's general man- son, in San Antonio, Dec. 9. He is
He
had
appeared
in various Broadadded by M. L. Annenberg to his ager, took care of details of fiying commercial manager of KTSA, San is her mother, with whom she lived
way productions, including 'June
i-ecilia Publishing
in the Yorkville section of Manhat
Antonio.
Co. string of peri- visit.
Moon,' 'The Fool,' 'Night of January
ooicals in January.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Owens, son. in tan
Show is packed with dances,
Other Cecilia
16,' "Merrily We Roll Along,' 'Scarlet
PUbs are Click, Screen
Guide and specialties and production numbers, Los Angeles Dee. 12. Father is the
Sister Mary,' and in the road comHadio Guide.
CHARLES H. PLUMMER
all worked into script cleverly and orchestra leader and composer.
Charles H. Plummer, 86, theatre pany of 'Rain.'
Winter Sports Review, monthly strictly as part of the. swift-moving
Mr. arid Mrs. Wayne Morris.- son,
He leaves his widow, known proFather is manager, who had been as.soci3ted
17.
"ature
of
which
It would take plenty smooth.", in Hollywood, Dec.
is indj- story.
^7 j V"®
^"sionally as Warda Howard,
up'for'professionnl film aclor; mother is the former with the Shuberts for more than 40
Edward
aWpeppTng
Leader
Inc
i»
[years, died Dec. 15, m Philadelphia,
,P"Wisher. with publication use but it presents a definite frame- Bubbles Schinasi, tobacco heiress.
nf»i
GEORGE HARM
"flt'ces
in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haight, following a week's illness
work for what has been subject of
George Harm, 54, owner of KARM.
Native of Rochester, N. Y., he
Hollywood, Dec. 18.,
in
*' Railroaders' Digest, monthly Broadwav and Hollywood convcrsa- daughter,
di^»^f
"'eest
(Continued on page 46)
star'.cd his career in Syracu.se a.s
mag for the
Father is an RKO producer.

Balance of the regular ticket
unopposed!
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He must sell the idea
a straight musical, twice nightly.
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in

Us

Intern.itional Cnsiiio reopens Friday ^22); Lew Brown rcdpens the
French Casino (lonumcd from C;isa
Manana) the 27lh; Nick Dlairs

be featured in
'Le Journal Tombc a Cinq Heures'
Five
nt
Appears
Pappr
('The
O'clock'), 0 pic on French news-

and Marcel Vallcs

London
Robert Morley going
soon.

to

.

.

mother.
Pauline Cooke, the agent, convalescing nicely at Roosevelt hospital.
Mat Saunders conducting annual
Christmas party for Bridgeport kids.
Sam Sidman, the old burlesque
his

WB

ing.'

St.

reopened

;

its

at

the

Louis

By Sam X. Hurst

m

Home

Masonic
.

,

.

,

.

.

,

pictures.

Coast after several weeks' vacation
in New York.
, ^
,

Jurgens.

hoffe have bought nearby farms in
Bticks county, Pa.
Eddie Wittmer opening a new restaurant spot on the east side around
the first of the year.
W. French Githens, of Newsreel
Theatres, operators of the Embassy,
on a cruise to South America.
Polish restaurant conducted by
same steft as at the World's Fair
opening on east 57th street.
Will Hays was an invited guest at
the Diplomatic Reception at the

Louis, a benedict.

.

John Monks,

and Fred Fmkel- designer for the
,

Jr.,

^

Gordon Carter, director and scenic
Little

Theatre of

St.

.

....

Alfred E.sdaile, theatrical manager, who runs the Prince of Wales
married Irene Klausner,
theatre,
non-pro, in London.
Ministry of Labor has intimated to

Hollywood
Ray Sebastian

critically

111.

Frank Locsscr to hospital with flu.
Fill Dorsay to Detroit for nitery
jobr

"-^

-

Don Ameche back from Bermuda

Ohituaries

holiday.
Leo Fitzgerald to hospital for ob.
servation.

.Continued from page 4S_
Fresno,

Cal.,

Dec.

died

11,

Eugene Hornbostel
in

a

Fresno hospiUil following a heart attack.

NELL KELLY

Tcddmgton

studios Dec. 4, with five pictures set
for production.
Henry T. Ainley, son of the famou.s
actor, married Angela, daughter of

Ronald Jeans, Nov. 25.
Bradbury Pratt has appomted Sidman,
agent for tlie
Louis LaBage, former circus acro- ney Burns exclusive
Utica, N. Y.
J
Laclede Kit Kat and Rectors night clubs.
Cynthia White agam conducts bat, now desk manager at
Worton Hall studios, formerly
Greenwich ViUage ball at Webster hotel.
^
.
Films, have
Joe Reichman orch into Chase propertv of Criterion
hall Dec. 31.
for five
Corfield
,
.
,u
John
by
Dick
leased
succeeding
been
Laurence Beilenson- back to the Club Friday (22),
is

by Raymond

I

^-The-Arehibald-Had(lnns_cclchralcd
'^trEfcid-^dmfiW-^i'oli*--inee--Ii.-\w
anni\Vrsaiy.
discV opens the 'iOtli. at .>!am(> time Ihoa- silver wedding
ill, going to home at
Joe E. Lewis piceius at Voi^^^^
First time in 20 years that Bertram
~
Redlands, Cal.
Music Iliill lo.ssing cocktail party Mills circus at Olympia will not
F.lsa Lanoperate
Ruth Schwerln eastern publicity to Charles Laughlon and
Rivol
chcster today (Wed.1, whilt
rep for Sol Lesser.
Charles Cochran produced his warPai-ainouiit hosts the pi-ess and
levuc, 'Lights Up," in ManCapt. Jack Potter company man- and
time
con-,
tThurs.)
others loniorrow
ager of 'Easy Virtue.'
On ches^^er,
nection with Xifiht That Failed.'
Noel Coward's 'Design for Living'
Warwick hotel cocktail party yes- Friday (22) tlic Rialto throws a
•
theatre
host- being revived at the Savo
terday (Tues.) for Louella Parsons.
birthday" party, Arthur Mayer
Doe. 26.
„
Danziger to Cincinnati to
Bill
.

spend Christmas with

Scenario

America paper life.
Mancvy,

town
Edna Hibbard

m

to

Nell Kelly, 29, red-haired comedienne, who had performed in vaude
and musicals as a singer and dancer
diafor the past 23 years, died of
betes in a New York hospital Dec. 16.
Born in Memphis, she first appeared on the stage at the age of six
and later was booked on leading cirAustralia.
cuits, including a Jaunt to

to hospital for

observation.
Clarence Slater back to work after
10-day illness.
Irene Dunne back to work after

eye infection.
Frank Borzage to spend holidays
in Manhattan.
Warners throwing party for 350
scribes' Dec. 23.

Ruth Donnelly
work.

In

from Broadway

for picture

Ed Wynri divorced In Reno by
Frieda Mierse Wynn.
Fay Wray granted a divorce from
John Monk Saunders.
Gene Autry bought a piece of a
wrestler. Dude Chick.
She had roles in the musical comPenny Singleton granted divorca
edies 'Upsadaisy,' 'Boom Boom- and from Dr. L. S. Singleton.
'37 she
Bob Huss.cy wearing srnoked
•Street Singer.' In 1936 and
She also glasses after eye operation,
toured with Sally Rand,
Osa Johnson back from lecturt
played in Paramount's fllmusical,
tour to .work on her picture.
'College Swing,' released a few years
Dave Bader joined Artists Agency
ago.
in charge of story department.
Surviving is a sister, Flo Kelly, asJames Stephenson checked oR
contract
list
after
sociated with stage productions at Warners
IB
months.
at Roxy theatre, N. Y.
Lance Heath joined Columbia

Four extra performances of Ah,
Wilderness' presented at Little Theathe Foster agency that Peg-Leg
tre, Play did neat biz.
he
Benny Strong orch current at Bates must leave Englai.d, though
here,
Crystal Terrace in Park Plaza hotel, has some more dates scheduled
Ganjou
t' at
indicated
also
it's
swank west end nitery;
American theatre, dark fpr several Brothers and Juanita, who are in
weeks, relights Xmas night with Copenhagen, but have offers to come
studio publicity staff 'as Lou Smith's
back here for pantomime, have also
HAROLD *.
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.'
assistant.
Gertrude Niesen planed here to been nixed.
Harold R. Morton, 30. former burFred Marshall checked out of
Vicomte de Mauduit is suing Gausing at Missouri Athletic Club and
lesque producer, died in Brookline, Columbia's publicity department to
then returned via air to New York. mont-British, claiming damages for
regain his health.
copy9.
the
Dec.
the
of
Mass.,
at
been
infringements
alleged
Sammy Walsh, who's
White House, last Thursday (14)
Johnny Maschio severed connecWho
Man
survive.
Brooklyn,
'The
book,
father
nearby
his
and
on
Mother
in
right
Club
Loew's-Metro Xmas lunch on again Brooklyn
tions with Sam Jaffe agency after
His contention is
at Continental Sold His Brain.'
for its home office and exchange em- 111., opens as m.c.
five' years and now on his own.
Fifi D'Orsay the film, 'The Man Who Changed
MRS. MANNIE LOWNIE
ployees at Hotel Astor Friday (22) Club, Miami, Dec. 25.
29.
His Mind,' is a plagiarism and makes
Katharine Hepburn and Tallulah inked for former, opening Dec.
Mrs. Mannie Lownie, 64, bareback
claim to 53 similarities between his
Bankhead diverted other guests at
rider and trapeic artist in the old
book and the picture.
party last week with barbed chit
Pittsburgh
Forepaugh circus, Philadelphia, died
chat.
Honololu
the Abington hospital, Elkins
at
By Hal Cohen
Harry Flelschman, general man
Thomas
Mabel
By
Park, Pa., on Dec. 14.
Bger for Gilbert Miller, under treatParis
Luke's
ment for skin Irritation at St
She was the granddaughter of
'Ice Follies' cast tossing dinner for
E. K. Fernandez toying with showhospital.
By Joe Rayoito
Adam Forepaugh, who faund^d. the press day before Xmas.
of boat idea for Honolulu.
treasurer
O'Keefe,
Eddie
M-G booker Jim McGuinness and
circus in 1865.
(CBS) building new plant.
Morosco, lost mother, who fell downthe missus have just cradled a son.
Ted Dawson's band, with Dorothy
Comedie Francaise troupe shortly
stairs when about to feed their
The Ed. Stuves off for Florida and
Dare, at Lau Yee Chai's Shangra La. off to Turkey.
ROT L.
police dog.
In alrhost a
their, first vacation
Malcolm Beelby entering his secLouis Pirard, head of publicity for
Joe Moss will conduct seventh
Roy L. Walker, president of the decade.
ho- the Pathe circuit, is dead.
Hawaiian
Royal
the
year
at
ond
annual New Year's eve party at
Texas Motion Picture Theatre Own
Elmer Kenyon off for the Coast
of
tel.
Friedmann,
Joe
and
Segal
Jack
Hotel Edison ballroom, Belle Baker
showed Jack Columbia, in on the Clipper.
ers Protective Association, died un- ahead of Maurice Evans' marathon
Kahanamoku
Duke
topping entertainers.
about during his one-day
Bob Schless, of Warners, in from expectedJy in Fort Worth Dec. 13 'Hamlet.'
For Ben Marden's Casino Nacional, Dempsey
Clement Kiesel directing Catholic
following meeting there of North
London and off to Scandinavia.
Havana, premiere tomorrow (21), visit here..
production
of
Guild's
Theatre
Ray Kinney, returning for six
Irene Hilda, American songstress, Texas theatre men.
he's flying over ^^a clipper-full of
Brother Orchid.'
weeks in February, will be at the at the Scheherezade night club.
newsmen from Miami.
Hawaii.
The Jake Richmans ht's veteran
*
Colonne and Lamoureux symphony
Albert Deane, head of Paramount's Royal
EMERICK
BESSE
his
reorganizing
Noble,
exhil)— celebrated their
Johnny
orchestras merged, as in 1914-18.
foreign censorship department,
Emerick,
64, oldtime musical silver anniversary.
Besse
the
Waiaopening
at
original
band,
Un Histoire d'amour' CA Tale of
elected secretary of the Australian
film actress, died
lae New Year's Eve.
Johnny Long's vocalist, Helen
Love') to be Yvonne Printemps next comedy and silent
Society of New York, Inc.
Ed Sawtelle, organist at the Wai- pic.
Young, out of commission several
Dec. 13 In a Boston sanatorium.
E. Henry Lewis has taken the
celebrate his 700th broadBorn in Rochester, Ind., she had days with laryngitis.
Chatelet theatre reopening shortplace of Marc Daniels' as associate kiki, to
shortly.
over
Abe F^ldman, boyhood chum of At
ly with Maurice Lehmann's 'Nina made several pictures for Fathe..
of Mildred Weber in the William cast
Mercur, named steward at latter'*
Rosa.'
Morris Agency casting department.
Nut House In Millvale.
Proceeds of 'Hotel for Women'
Film writer Budd Schulberg, son
JAMES HOUSTON
Detroit
Harry Reiff, jr., son of the vet
(20th) premiere at Le Paris turned
of B.P., at farm in Norwich, Vt., near
James Houston, 65, father of Renee showman, now working for Art
over to charity.
his. alma mater, Dartmouth, writing
and
an
old
Houston,
and
BUlie
Levy at Columbia exchange.
Ginctte Leclerc, who made a hit
satirical novel aimed at Hollywood.
trumpeter,
has
Fisher,
Ralph
in
Lonhimself,
died
vaudevUlian
Eleanor Denmark putting together
tryBars,
now
stint
at
in
'Prison
Without
Because Ben Bemie did a
joined Danny Demetry's orch.
don Nov. 27.
an all-femmc dance band composed
the Fiesta, Broadway danceteria. the
Leota Lane, of Lane Sisters clan, ing a turn at vaude.
exclusively of Pittsburghers.
Red-shlrted Garibaldi legionaires,
Hotel Astor cancelled him out of the in to sing in Wayne U.'s 'Messiah.'
Bill Robinson and Marty Forklns
New Year's booking, previously ad- Warbler Joann Maylen in Woman's mandolin and guitar band, entertainDonald A. Barpee, 50, partner In
days
vertised.
hospital after emergency appendec- ing at Medrano Circus.
the firm of Burpee & West Enter- get in tomorrow (21) for few
Forty French films exhibited In prises and secretary of the Quebec vacation during 'Hot Mikado' layoff.
Shirley Booth planed to' the Coast tomy.
Bill Doll in drum-beating 'Hot
after last Saturday's (23) performGiovanni, 'pickpocket' act, held Italy during past season as compared Allied Theatrical Industries, Inc.,
ance of 'Philadelphia Story' to spend over at Club Powatan until after with 25 previous season.
Mikado' and Sam Stratton also
died
in
Montreal
Friday
after
(15)
Madame
VHerbay,
member
of
Christmas with her husband, Ed Dec. 28,
around ahead of 'My Dear Children.
Gardner.
Milt Broudy, of Columbia exPeter Higgins lingers twa more Comedie Francaise for 26 years, and a long Illness.
Coming to the latter from the change and son of orch leader Dave
Jack Bobbins, the music piib, Is stanzas at Commodore Club, then widow of dramatist Fiorentino, died
after long Illness.
quite 111 at his Essex House apt. with clears for Ethel Shutta.
maritime provinces 20 years ago, he Broudy, okay again after bone operaFilm player Monta Goya hurt when joined Maurice West In 1921 to form tion.
a nurse, etc., but it's more in the
Marian Anderson, in for two apnature of general debility through •pearances with Detroit Symphony car struck unllghted signal'post dur- firm operating picture
Steve Bradley off to Sun Valley
houses in
overwork.
Orch, honored at inter-racial ing blackout near Rambouillet. She
for holidays after winding up run In
Quebec and New York State.
received contusions.
"rblnk-a-Drink' Hoffman will skip luncheon.
Playhouse's 'Ghost of Yankea
Felix Merle, 57, distributor of
the final bow on Monday (26) In
Eddie Peabody stays for a third
Herman Saxon, 58, former Toledo Doodle.'
'Streets of Paris' to scram for
week at Club Royale but Alice Dawn American picts In Marseilles region,
Mark Daniels, who used to
train to Philly. Hell perform at a quits after two to keep engagement and- one of the pioneers of the French legit theatre manager, died Dec. 15 Danny Marcus here, stage-managing
industry, died after long Illness.
deb Purty there.
at Chicago's State-Lake.
in an automobile accident near Fos- new Broadway entry, 'Young Couple
Stanley Rauh, freelance screen
Pic,
'Cavalcade d'Amour,' with toria, O. He leased the Newsboys Wanted.'
writer, who has done the Jones
Michel Simon, Corinne Luchaire, Auditorium,
Betty Bruce husUed back to New
Toledo, In 1918, and
Family scripts, in New York for his
Claude Dauphin and Saturnin Fabre,
transformed It Into Saxon's Audi- York after Stanley engagement to
premiered 'somewhere in France.'
father's funeral. Hell remain until
rehearse
new International
for
By Les Bees
after the holidays.
Roger Capgrass, who backs plays torium, operating it several years for Casino show.
road
shows.
Wayne Pierson, formerly of show
at^the Paris theatre,
announced
Florence Green wed to Lester
Twin City Little Theatre company he's putting on new has
business, now a general deputy U. S.
Son, sister and grandson survive.
one soon with
Biederman, last week in Winchester,
tax collector, as chairman of the en' offering 'Bishop Misbehaves.'
Fernand Gravet and Alice Cocea
Va. He's baseball writer for PittsRanny Weeks' orch into Minnesota heading list.
tertainment committee, put together
Gny Albert Chesbrbngb, 49, broth burgh Press.
.
a show for the Internal Revenuers. Terrace, following Bob Chester.
Bouffes Parisiens opened with er of
William C, Chesbrough, presiPolly Rowles and Carl Dozer, who
Jack
Johnson,
ex-heavyweight 'Nous ne Sommes
Clifton Webb, lead in the Chicago
pas Maries' ('We
together
company of The Man Who Came to champ, 'guest star' at World's Fair Are Not Married'), by Michel dent of the Garden Amus. Co., cir- finished Tech drama school
Museum.
In '36, will be reunited in 'Private
cuit
operators, died Dec. 13 In a Co
Dinner,' is so confident the
Duran, with receipts of premiere gowill
Paramount
Pep
club
holding
Playhouse.
anLives'
at
liimbus,
have a long run there that he's given
ing to soldiers,
0„ hospital, after a year's
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Rea became
up the lease on his N. Y. apartment. nual Christmas party at Twin City
Robert Trebor announced at ac- Illness.
daughter also survives.
parents of a son in Pittsburgh last
Nancy Carroll, back In New York, Variety club.
tors'
that cabarets, restauHarry Katz off to Chicago In con- rants luncheon
week. Father's assistant manager of
Is aiming at an opportunity to appear
and showcases may shortly exBeWy Stevenson, 22, for several the Stanley theatre there.
nection with Gayety (burlesque) rein one of the eastern-made pictures
tend closing time until midnight
years a member of the Girl Friends
which she expects will be produced opening New Year s eve.
Harry Dickerman, local Indie, with government okay.
under Mayor LaGuardia's prodding.
Baron Fils, 69, who abandoned Trio over WJR, Detroit, died Dec. 10
Richard Smart, who owns Ha- bought the Grand, Durand, Wis., in- jurisprudence to go on stage and following long illness. Survived by
creasing his circuit to four theatres.
waiian Plantations, warbles nightly
became France's greatest comedian parents and three brothers.
'Nickey' Goldhammer, RKO dis
at the class Fefe's Monte Carlo. Lawof the 1910-20 period, also appeartrict manager, taking up quarters
rence White, who owns a seat on
Richard Lynch, 70, director of the
Winter opera season inaugurated.
temporarily in Des Moines to pinch- ing in numerous pics. Is dead.
the Stock Exchange, dittoes at the hit
First wholly new film to go On lot Deluxe .theatre, Detroit, died in
Benassl-Carli company debuting at
for ill branch manager there.
since Sept 1 started at the Marcel
Hotel Ambassador.
andotte, Mich,, Dec. 13. Survived by the Quirino.
Metro handing out Xmas bonuses
Pagnol Studios, Marseilles. It's 'Le
Baritone Pignatari, 'discoverer ol
this year to employees under $40 per
Roi des Galejeurs' ('The King of brother, tWO daughters and two
Caruso,
dead at 73 in Milan.
South Africa
week. Up to two weeks salary is
Humor ). piloted by Fernand Rivers. grandchildren.
Theatre at the Villagio Balneara
pro-rated according to length of
By n. Hanson
Paris Soir dispatch from Switzerswitching from opera to operetta.
service with the company, with $50
land reveals that Dr. Loehner-Beda
Henry Lovejoy Bouton, 60, for'
Robert Sherwood's 'Petrified Forset as the maximum.
Colosseum (ACT), Cape Town, had Franz Lehar collaborator and libret- merly advance man for Ringltng est.' In Italian, at the Teatro delle
Monte Proser's angels at his new a big boxoffice winner in 'Gunca tist, committed suicide In Buehen- Bros., Barnum Se. Bailey circus, died Artl.
.
Beachcomber in the Winter Garden Din' (RKO).
wald concentration camp In Ger- Dec. 13 in Ridgefleld, Conn.
French pic; 'Entree, des Artistes,
opening next Tuesday are Harry
Otto W. BoUe, South African man- many.
given gala opening at Barberini
Kaufman,
Lee Shiibert, Walter ager for 20th-Fox, who recently had
'L'Homme Qui Cherche La Verlte'
,,
Marie Shaw Janis, 61, mother of cincina.
the
Batchelor and Emile Friedlander. an operation on a knee, is conva- ('The Man Who Seeks the Truth')
Edward G. Robinson's 'I
lescing.
Proser controls 50%, however.
started at Neuilly studios. Being di- Hal Janis, of WMCA, N. Y., publicity Law' most recent American film to
African Cons. Theatres Is said to rected by Pierre Wolff with Raimu, department, died in Great Neck, L. go the rounds.
Ken Harvey used to send his
,.
.
mother Variety, but stopped last be unaffected by the war as' far as Alerme. Jean Tissier, Tramel and I., Dec. 14.
Minister of Finance started new
week when he realized she had the importing of .films is concerned. Jacqueline Delubac in cast.
workers theatre with 'Ruota, by
saved up nearly four years' issues Chain carries ample supplies to meet
Louise Carletti, 17, latest French
,
Jules Hurtlg, manager of the Shu- Cesare Ludovicl.
Cuore
waiting for him to come home and demands for some months.
find, whom Hollywood .scouts have
Viennese revue, Tutto al
Richard Taubcr and Co., with been ogling, announces she won't go bert burlesque theatre, Philadelphia,' ('All to the Heart'), peopled with
Interorel the linso for her.
Dec. 13 of a heart attack.
Clifford C. Flsher.has been so long Mara Losseff as leading lady, are at to the States until she gets French died
Germans, at the Valli.
_
associated with cafe entertainment, the Alhambra (African Cons. Thea- citizen papers: She was born in MarVivianne Romance back 'ro"!
Ernest Rauh, 80, father of Stanley France to complete 'Rose of BIooo,
his leKit 'Follea Eerceres' openTng at tres), Cape Town, in Franz Lehar's seilles of Italian parents, circus perBroadway Xmas night has operetta, 'Land of Smiles.' Show formers.
Rauh, screenwriter, died in New which was interrupted- when war
the
numerous Inquiries for doing good business.
fetched
Pierre Renoir, Valentine Tessier York Dec. 14.
started.
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^KrViliX'sdny*

LAUGH

^

.

Krnuo<)y,

KrilflfU.

Iliii-olil

While.

Itolu'rlKoii

l,y

by

Edward

Si'rt'ciiidiiy
by'
lllfhnnl
.^iiiiniile.

TuUlp.

oriKlHRl

Dlrwlod

Siicnl.'

/.Miirliiiii'i-

•ftrtliy,'

Frank

.Mack;

Ware;

Oai-rell.

Itnlilnsnn: cdllor. ^e^^nl11
ini(>rii,
(!eori;4>
Hiirion; RtiHt; illiwUii'H, I>*revl I'Vank, Kalpti
><Irr; fiiinKH,. .S41 in I.i'riHT. Hen i';uilclHflif].
Prevlcwetl
Kil'U« CherkoRO., .Iiifoiii's I'i-c.«n.

nunJ'linlUKPR. Hollyw.iiiil, Dei-. Hi. "aa.
nlnR iline: 7* .MINS.
i£tl;;nr HrvKen with 't'hnrlle McCftrthy' Anil
I

his singing is a bell-ringer.
ii-iual,
Biianles as the orderly and Frank
Morsan as the impresario are capiIheir comedy assignments;
in
tal
Lionel Atwill is the benign music
teachei'; Dalies Frantz, as the girl s
brother is a new face and promises
I much; C. Aubrey Smith well fits his

'Mnrltmt'r

Itlll

Sjirrtl'

Stuart

.Miiore

C'(iiiijlnnc6

\u)m Siillon

ttannliiK

Arthur

Aldrli'li

.

napci'tnr llallcv
!nui't .Mtlrirh...
I'lin.v
t^arcla....
Iiplrh' ..."
HnrrlHiin 'Oravy

role of an imperialistic Russian genJoyce Compton is brightly
fral;
.vpotted as Buggies' comedy vis-a-

TUiIitI I'^ummlnim

]liiinlU<iii.':

.*!cvlly
.SlifllH

rolhern

I.uuis

Kdmi r Kennedy
Siiiniii'l S, Mlnda
Hiiber

Iliii'iiln

Wnri'.rn

Handiilidi

Itiiy

llymer
Turner

and

struggle as top half o( the dualers.
It won't as.'iist the .screen progre.ss of

entry for liineCul exploitation, since
it lends iUielf well also for general
(lansapation. The rest of the score is
incidental, including an operatic excerpt from 'Carmen' which plausibly
is introduced as part of the audition

Bergen and his pal.
Bergen and Charlie, with spasmodic appearance.-! o( Mortimer
Snerd, are burdened with a secondrate .story which is not lifted on the
Charlie's monologs
directing side.
with Bergen are naturally the high
spots of the picture, but aside from

sequence before impre.-jario Morgan.
Eddy'f 'Volga Boat Song' with the
Ru.'-'sian Cossack choir clicks big.
Considering everything the }fl2
minutes', footage is a good editing
:

those appeariiiices yarn, is a trite
,md: poorly done cops-and-robbers
theme, which, in its attempts to be

Photography excellent, joining
job.
Wit Tefi of this ultra production.

18.

UolU.w>ii -(•loiliM'iltin.
Slara .Uavlil. -NIven ami
t<i:\iH ill'' llavinnnd; features Dame Mae
"Irected by
Whilly and Dudley DIkk'".
Sum Wriuil. Srrefnplay by John Van Drur
lloword, baae<l upnn "I'he
li-n mill Sldni*y
Aiiiiiiiiir Crai-kanian.' by E. W. Harnunn;
• iiiiicra.
UrrgK Toland: editor. .Sherman
llBVlewed At
rnunU-, VIrlor YounK.
•riiilil,
M-loiiae

iif

.

Wli

lliillywnod, <I>ec.

11

Itunnliig

I9SU.

Id.

lU .MINS.

David NIven

Ilarilr.-.

liwi

.lillvia lie

.'

.

.

Dudley DltfROH

Miii'kt.|i'/.lF

'

DoURlaV Walton

Himny
I.cmI

Havllland

.Dame May Whitly

.Mfliiiyo.

I»ii1y

Filonel rape
K. E. f'llve

.MflritRe.

Hiiriii.-liiUKli.
i*i]i\\>liiiy

.

•WIlM'M

Peter Godfrey
-MarKuret Seddon
.lillberL Kinery
MlldR PlnxvrlKht

Kiilli-i

VpRey O'Davoren

Msiiiil

tliilden.

(tiiiKliain.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

ings.

.^aiiliiel

.

lliiir.

Plot is a melange of strange and
convenient-happenings for the scripters.
A magaiiine publisher, is in
cahoots with a gangster, who proceeds to knock off those who. cross
the path of the publisher. Bergen,
entertainer at a swank night club, is
invited to the home of the publisher
for a party, and becomes involved in
the eventual murder of his host.
While a rowdy fight goes on in the
basement of the home. Bergen calmly
picks up clues to. eventually disclose
the real murderer but by that lime

. . . .

t^oorg* ('alhroy

Kiii.Kiilin

Keith HIlchcM-k

Mrili'il

laughablt:.

Into the maelstrom o( dramatics
are to.ssed numerous slapstick situations on the broad and elemental
Most of them are too old and
side.
nadequate to pep up the proceed-

RAFFLES
Hollywood, Dec.

becomes

serious,

Abel.

AllNiR

create mild b.o,
spots where picture
might follow release of 'Gone With
Wind.' name of Olivia de Havilland
will add to boxofTice lure; otherwise
the starring duo of Niven and DeHavilland is lightweight for the
marquee. 'Raffles' will struggle for
biz in key top spots; best groove is
for strong supporter altfaption.

Previous

will

Goldwyn production

o(

Ronald Colm'an and
Kay Francis as main figures in the
had

'Rairie.s'

^

romantic motivation to dovetail with
the crook angle.
Hcve, however,
script concentrates on cat-and-mouse
by-pIay between Scotland Yard in
spector Dudley Digges and the elii
sive cracksrnan, Niven,
with the
romantic interludes of minor im
portance. Present version al.so lacks
the sparkle and good humor of the
original with Colman.
Niven, as Raffle.s, is intrigued' by
nis ability to continually outwit the
policts,
withal collecting profitably
on his thefting ventures to associate
With the elite. As weekend guest of
Lord and Lady Melrose, he di.scovers his buddy an'd brother of his
sweetheart needs funds quickly to
prevent being cashiered from the
army. Under the nose of the Scotland "Vard inspector, he plans to
P'"er the
hostess'
necklace, but
eventually finds he has to lift the
?ems from a thief who had the same
meas. Through ingenious secretion

or loot in his
apartment Niven cir
^""'•yents the police and leaves In
specter Digges with admiration for
"Is abilities,

Hoinimg tale has moments of
]"„"est and suspense in its present
«"'ng, but overall is able to generate only
slight reaction
for
lamiiiar yarn.
Too many copies
slruck off from the origin,,* i''*'?
Pa'it

^nTin.

i

decade

to

provide

sustain interest.
Xm.
Dieiil*" " "tlcquate as Raffles, with
inp^l/foviding interesting, amu.s""Porlant characterization
(hi

—

nobody

>^'II^P*'=*<'""-

Miss DeHavilland

footage as the romantic
Niven, while Dame
Mav
li,njtw"'lty Ccls but minor opporLady Melrose. Othws in
nterSl.^*"

«

And.

—

—

Mcis languid.
called into action to, settle a
much ru.stled area's policing problem ; and hp wa des in a s a g ypsy,
who tens toriun'Ci"a"mJ piajs, draw^
to get 'fingerprints on playing cards
for checking. Outlaws try to lay the
valley problems on him, and he,
incog, finds himself in a hole, because the valleyites don't know who
Newfield's direction

KeiiUiicM

Coy

—

— —

Ih-ooWlyn,
dual.
KunnliiK llnic,
Sloi>hen llaiiniii

lUuh

wcpk Dec.

Sii<-n»'ci

.

.

.Cunningham
iHedda Hopper

.Cecil

KtlKnDPlh llno!Jivul):iiii.
Miiry t'lirlrr
.lU'lire

.McC.uiniil.-;.

.

.

.

.

llod TJatos.
IHrnrv tNdo.
Kllot niKby.
Vhll rrrrnnd.
Llndii L.-ino

. . .

.

is

he

is^

'Trigger'

.Jnnei Beeirher
Meiir Kennedy

is

weakest, and
Tom DuKBn league plenty

.

Demnrpfit

Wllltinn

.Ch(»«ior

......

"

.

Jrtinny Downs
.('onHtancc .Moore
MarJorlR Jlamliciiii
, .

.

Sylvia Swiih

'3U.

17.

.MINS.

fi-l

Ti FS Ollwim

McCoy's

probably

he's been in the
lately. Stooge is

bush

Ben

Corbett,
who is victim of the
scenario's most glaring error— he's
sent to bring McCoy into the case on
the sly, then comes into the territory
with him garbed in gypsy getitp, but
with a pan as familiar as the shape
of a baseball and gets, away with it.
Not many westerns have boasted
two femme leads, biit this one does,
Jill Martin and Joyce Bryant. Latter
is a looker, and when in, appeared
capable enough to dQ better by a
larger assignment Carleton Young

Clul**

.HoFHre MarMnhon
Taula Stone

The kindest thing 16 be said about
'Laugh It Oft' is that nearly all performances are far better than the ala scoop, one of the newshounds finds leged original story or screenplay.
the missing doctor and cables his It's light musical farce that may satpaper, which is mentioned as the isfy, in certain dual location.s. Why
New York Times, but the other re- so much effort was crowded into
porter intercepts the message and such an insipid yarn probably will
perplex most
shifts'- it to his sheet, the London
Plot tor this picture read, like
Globe, instead. It's a case where a
newspaperman made no effort to something the Hollywood scribblers outlawry, doing okay.
check the story to see for himself if whipped up over an idle weekend.
'

.

^rT^'^^^^i^^^^

Barn.

'

Film is a
was right.
-Meantime, the. two reporters are fair The
on the make for Miss Henie, with. of former
Robert Cummings, a cub-type, win- search of
it

disjointed,

mixed up

af-

authors set down a group
showgirls in New York in

ROLL WAGONS ROLL

work when

the Spencer
(WITH SONGS)
Home for Retired Ladies goes bank- M<tiiiiKr:im release of Kdwavd Plniw-y proning over his adversary, Ray MilThey al.so show a juvenile diiriliin. .Siarfi Tex Hitler. iJlrtntd l.y Al
rupt.
land, who is the more romanticallylaw- 1lfi'in:iii. Stiivy «nd "ciconr.lny i.y \U iitr
While the ro- band leader trying to become a
accieptable character.
w.n
help the group salvage some .\i|:iins*<n. fMniond K*'lKti. ltoK*^r
yer
and
mantic side of the story is fairly well
1)1(11. l-'roil >l:iln; M)nc;n liy nnrcnr Cdrlirtin
money from the estate. After that ind
ChiLrlt-a Itt)}^ulT; *t) Su'zhnuiih' \\y Sr*-developed, it is dulled by the trite
(and||iilifn- Foster, With n»*w wiii'tls Ijy 'Ox llil.li r;
it is pretty much every man
little comedy, but
dialog. There is
for 'himself, with a touch of mil
s'-ore and diro tion l»y I'mnk >*Hngi"!-!")
very little, and Leonid Kinskey is gangster-gambling-hight clubs tossed ur-i: <-:iinrra, Mart-el A. .•^IMi-anl.
Al
virtually left out in the cold: Fritz
Aiciift. X. v., Deo. 17, IS.
dual. nun.
in.
iiinK lime,
.MINS.
Feld, in one brief scene as a genJohnny Downs is lightweight as
X Mapters.
.T**N mii<-r
darme hitting the cognac pretty the juvenile but a lot better than his
I.ucky
.NelM.in' .\U-|ir,\\«^)l
heavily, on urging of one of the re- material. Costance Moore is pretty Iliith....
.Miirl»-1
KvanF
porters, does a brilliant job of it.
Nidan Wini*
as the romance 'intere.st while the siade
.*i|CVi» ClBlk
Like Kinskey, however, he is gone elderly show, femmes, played by Mar- TrlKKer.
Orlnif."
.Toiyi London
too fast.
Beecher, Coleman.
jorie
Rambeau, Janet
r»i'rd Mi(w»*y
In one scene in which Miss Henie Hedda Hopper and Cecil Cunning- I)"K'
Krank Klllc
and Cummings are being drawn by ham, come close to making some- Clny
..l\i-nnoih Hiiiienn
Men-'oii.
Kraiil; J,nH)ie
a sled, the proce.<!sing is not so well thing
Edgar
of
the production.
*"hl(:k Mannhn
done as usually. And how come Kennedy, as the judge, contributes Piiinenr nidcr.
Cummings topples- with his skis, get- one of his more restrained comedy
ting his head into the snow ahd can't portrayals, Horace MacMahon makes
Monogram has developed Tex Ritpull it out himself? The sled chase, a first-rate gangster menace while ter
into,
a substantial boxofTice
with the shooting, as Gestapo agents Tom Dugan, Chester Clute and Paula favorite with western cinema deare trying to get Doc Norden, is Stone head the support.
votees.
Latest cowboy drama of
else
again.
something
Tunes by Ben Oakland and Sam the wagon trains forcibly shows it.
In addition to the main .skating se- Lerner ate conventional; "My Dreams In many respects, this is just anquences to 'Blue Danube' and Latin and r having the best chance.
other hoss opera but the presence of
music, exceedingly well executed by
the
southern-drawling
Weor.
Tex obMiss Henie, former Olympic champ
viou.sly will mean extra wampum
does a few twirls on the ice in conat the. wickets for houses that denection with what's supposed to be a
in.nnd western fare.
She's out
winter' sports Contest.
'Roll Wagons Roll' is a saga of the
'AilA.i IMrtiireB-relpasF -n(
fliiiewio" Pi-O'
there sans a hat and in short sldeves,
.strijggling wagon trains trying to
with no gloves, so she 'must be a (liirtlon. l-'ei^tiir«H .liilinny iJniMiy, Uti.'alinil
Kellh.
l>lre<-leil
by Heiliert Meyer. reach Oregon and new homes. Pace
pretty hardy little lady.
Sereemiliiy hy Klchai-il C, Kulin: ('tiniei'a, quickens whenever Ritter is in the
Alan Dinehart plays an editor and .lurk' (;ret*nhMlKli; eOltor, Kay l.iil.y. St limelight. Picture
has more than its
in addition to nice plugs for the Lon- (Viiiilil. N. v.. week liei'. H. ':<!i, iliml bllL
share of injun fighting, including an
don Globe and N. V. Times, the Ful- Itunnlnfl lime. 156 .MINS.
unusually gripping rescue by the
.liiliniiy Dnwiiit
ler Brush people get a good deal of .1«.hn Frafior
western star as he halts a speeding
Kiiyalliiil Kellli
.Miulclln Kll'by
mention.
Chnr.
.Mr.*. Frnscr
Ilclrn .Miii-Kelliir team of six horses by jumping over
Terry...
Spencer Wltlliiniii. .Ir. the back of two pairs of mounts to
Steve tVl-^'nii..,
.luiiief Hiiblllns
corral the leader team.
Film has
Mi'.
Iloliiieii Herlierl
McNeil..
CeiD-fte
Dirk (^niiner been put together with a nicety of
ViinettI
.Harry Ijing care' for a western, even the two
201)1- ('ux-.'<pl M.
WiM'l7.cl prixlucliiiii nnd
.
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Kentun-)i

rt-li'itfO.

Krwin,

,siii:ii't

Dli'4>(-tpil

b.v

iMinle.

Night

|ii'nilili.|lttn.

Sl:irs

Krtuvil

ut

TTiirry

.Ti.e

lleltii;;

Sinitli

reiitiirea
Ituy Millaml. Itnlirrl t*iiniiiiiiii;i«.
.Maurlre .MnwovU-h. liemilil Kinskey. Aliiii
OInehHrl, Krritji Keld.
Dlrrcleil liy Irvin^r

t^ullimlni:^,

thur

iinrt

.sinry
nnt>.ert

.nil

.Art

n>iii|>iiilii>ii.

Ar-

Harntl: eililnr. Waller
liy
aknllng. 'iiiiiiiher!*
flafteil

Thnmp^on;

F^Ownnl
.S'ieliiiI'MH
t>alle;
phfitnurapliy.
tironjnter.
At Hi>iy.' .V. V., week Uoc. ITi,
niiiinlnK time, *« MIN.<i.
30.
.

Ken

Henlo

..^iiiijn

Kiiulne.

Otwffrey

'riiinini.'ion

llii.v

Miirjriin. .......

.

Kolirrt

.Mlllnnil

I'llllinilllKS

fairly nice
side.

pic,

wonder why.
Whole fable telegraphs

the

into

a
in

and

tails

all

reasonable

1

Dowell supplies
as Lucky,

comedy

a
side-kick.
Hitter's
Mttriel Evans, formerly from .<:hort.s,
is unusually effective as the blonde
heroine. Support is standard lor this
little

low worker and then ditches him type of tilm.
has managed
when he's jailed. Film is one of - Director. Ali. Herman
•,
.j
attention ronsider
those quickie eft'orls where the yarn ^'"'""'^
.

,

I

develops to a certain point and then
left dangling.
For example, the
plot concoctors apparently wanted to
show the weakling as making ."onieIhing of himself and then IhoiiKhl
better of it, ueimitting him lo become a busini\ss-shakeduwn racketeer
At another point, the cops
.sUrt shooting at the now siKce.ssful
gangster and chase htm down a fiieescane, although nothinw before Indicated that he was even yought for
his racketeer exploit.<:.
Johnny D0«rns does well, all corisidered.
James Robbihs is cast as
the crook who brings about the lad's
downfall, but his portrayal is noth-

,

J"" "-

I

lis

short

budget

Maestro-Judge
,

.

Condniicd from paK*

>.

i

William M. 'Bill' Pickens when lalltr
Originally,, it was a play, 'Six
Cylinder Love.' authored by William
^„j„ye^ fat and lean .sea.sons in the
„. iu- r-,,.,.;,!,
t.
_
Anthony McGuiie. and it's about a
»"''.^^')*"
"P*^^''^""'
'J^T^'
couple of fairly .sensible people who
P't^ens bowed out
at the begmning
get married, then proceed to unwind
of the current sea.son after IS .seafrom conservatism, swinging over to
sons
stand,
at
Ihe
RtJidelberser
new cars, country club and the social
inked a pact with Jack Beck, who
leeches.
Latter is Anally the means
represents the
Hirst circuit,
as
of getting the pair so deeply in debt
re.sident manager
they Io.se everything, and one of
them steals to escape from a jam ur
Reidelberger holds .several se.-^sioh.i.
"
.V,;''llfhoe^"t"'-K
"!lf some
^^"^rl:
lar strives
hard to breathe
life
,u_ „„,
„, <=°"'^'
,„,,,, ,i„;i„
.,
only to get into a bigger one,
starl:ng
at
°'
''^''y."r"'t
into the mother role. Othcis include
Stuart Erwin, as a type, couldn't Rosaline Keith, Spencer William.i:, 9 a
.and continuing until noon,
step into a screenphiy without being Jr., and Holines Herbert.
unless the docket is cleared byJihat
Wcnr.
be.set by. more than one major probr
time. Then he treks across the Tfljslem, and he has a. fistful here as a
jsis.tippi to reach the theatre by 1
young advertising, man who marries
p.m. After the matinees, he returns
Marjorie Weaver, the gal who sat
to Venice, to see what there is for
V'li-lory
reli*aj'e
(it- Siiiii
next desk. Before the scenario runs
Kiilr.mnn prulili-linn.
Slara Tim .Mf;i*iiy; leiil
lien
him to adjudicate. Then back lo the
its course, she turns, into the main
riirliell. .1111
.loyi e Kiyaiil. I'mleGarrick for an evening performance.
problem. It's okay stulf for both of I'ln Vulin);. .Mniiln,
ilt'ei-lrrl
liy
Sai'il
.VewlipIO.
them, and the first part for Miss iiiiKlllal ai-i'eenj,l;i%-, Ila.vll Jilrke^; ,.,lllf,i
Speeders, etc., who may have been
Weaver in a year. She romos off ii,.ii.io..k Tn.i.i: aiiieia hill M.V.., M the shunted into the village hoo.segow
l.ini 'iln,
uliinliil
UkhI.
J.uiinliii;
time,
,
with a couple of glainoiii'-building
between T p.m. and midnight, get a
.Mi,\s.
shots in the bathtub, which aren't mil i;ari..,n
....Tim M,r„y chance to tell it to the judge when
bad,
'"'""'"
he returns to the court, which is
.nil MarTin
E. E.
Clive. June Gale, P.-ttric Joi-Kle
.MalHaiei
.I'i.vi-,.
iiryaiii
generally
in the early a;m. This rouOrepne
Knowlf.s, Harrison
and Lelah I.ee
'JTyler form a quintet of hangers-on, Jeff
'S broken once a week when
.'.'i'."." I'lUnll
as long as the liquor last.s as well III. III. a.
)"lin '•i..-'^
Reidelberger and the looters remain
KIIIiill
.im.l M.TanKarl
c.nst a pack of parasiirs a.« could be Jerrv.
performance of a curafter
last
the
Mini
Itiilpli I'elei'M
Ilobart Cavanatigh. the
a.sked for.
"i.anr
rent show to rehearse for the one
.KiiM
Taylni
manager, who pa.isps every Ji4iii>..n.
oli'icc
Ken liiini'Hn .starting the next afternoon. Reideicrack from the bo.'is. Hu.'iscll Hicks.
berger's
also plays local dance
orch
/right' on down to the help, seizes
Very run of mill is 'Trigger: engagements in spare lime if any.
every comedy opportunily. and lands
Jack Fingers,' a continuation of the adthe most generous lau;!h.":.
One of the accompli.shments of
ventures
of
the
G-man-mounty
.series
of
auto
brand
insulting
Carson's
which Reidelberger boa.sis mo.":! is
with Tim McCoy as top han<l. I'l inl
salesmanship is okay, too,
<l'at during h:s tenure he ha.^ olliis hard on the eyes a poor camera
;
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In 'Everything

Happens

at

Night'

few inconsequential things occur
during the day. but at no time does
very much happeii that is of interest.
The only briKht spot in the whole 76
minutes is Sonja Hchie's 'Blue Danube' waltz and consa sltating routine,
Castle.
Nick
by
capably staged
Posted as a Chi istmas-wcek release,
this one will need more than holiday
hypo to put il acriiss. And Fox's
Nordic star will need belter material
than a.ssiuncd her here to keep from
a

With
a

little

a

view
for

tips,

ing,

hTve

to

Miss

vaiying the routine
Henie.

the

scflpt

There are no closchowever, of her doing any skiithe whole thing appearing to
bcon"co;ered

puts her on

I
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slipping badly.

.<ki.>:.

up. alifi^lhe skii-

re-

lief

definitely tabbed eai'ly as an unwho cheats his tcN

principled crook

I

skilfully.

in

'"6 "«w words furnished by Ritter,
putting across the.se songs with the
Nelson Mcbest of cowboy fayes.

dedevelop-

plot

The conniving Steve Carson

ments.
is

.

.

.'

.

Qn

architect

this indie opus.
None of the transition is half-way believable, with the
result that the entire plot is hard to
stomach.
Dearth of name players
and, absurd story limit it to lower
section of dualers. and even then
.«ome
double-feature addicts will

,

.

a

city

blended

Background refrain 'Roll Wagon
Wheels,' an infectious new prairie
tune, is handled well.
Tex Ritter is rapidly becoming
one of the few western heroes who
does not overact.
He sings
both
.„ „ ,.,
, ,
,
„
Roll Wagon Wheels' and 'O Su'^nnah,' latter being credited as hav-

and horse-racing turn an

crook ahd'then a gangster chief

.

is

life

industrious

1

at

being

.songs

M:ivjurl«

riiiirene

.-. .

.

rehsiye

;

.
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BAD BOY
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Happens
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WVaver.

Night
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cares.

Everything
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Humillon
McKailden,
CJay
McCarthy's routines are entertain- Srrpeiiiday,
.Ailiiiiiy,
1.4'onHril
tliirrmiin; Uavcil on /Ite
ing, clo.sely following procedure of
lilH.v. '.six t*.vlinUer
jAtvir.' by William Anhis
radio
monologs.
Mortimer Ihiiiiy MrGiiIri'; «-Hmtrrii. \'lri;ll .Miller; e<llSnerd's infrequent appearances al.so tnr, SlfU ,\)t>M:\KH'w. .M 111*' l.iiu-iilii. l^lnare good for laughs. But in between, i-oln. iliiiil, lliinnlnK liiiti>, "lO .Ml\.'<.
Poniilil
Slewiirl Erwin
it's ordinary stuff and r"ther tireUrlly
Mill Jiirie
Weiiver
some.
hi...
I'liiric KnowleR
First film song for Charlie, 'I'm Walker
Iliiynell Hirks
I:ii-k
Charlie McCarthy. Detective,' is a Donroy
f'Hrgon
..HiiLiHi-t I'Hv.nniiiiKh
comedy number, during which he Iluiipi'llrlil
lone t^aleswitches disguises and moves his new I'cKny
t'oliinel
K. K. (-live
optics .(insUilled. recently by Bergen). A nnlf
Iti'nle
Uliino
MHtritinu (ireene
Constance Moore, .as night t-lub en- Wlnsliiw
WIni'hiw
f.elHh Tyler
tertainer-,
sings
two tunes, both .Mir.
Itiirton. ., ......
....... Marry
llHytlfn
pa.ssable.
Supporting cast is handi- Mrs. ItiirlMn...
Neililii
Uiri'lf:.in
capped by the material, although riiin .\l:in
Ki.iiik .MiCl.i nil. Sr.
...*...» "Ilfsn-r ("line
Edgar' Kennedy and Warren Hymer )II)euiltsl*v
IJnl'i'rl
Krll.iRK
Urelff
hit .some broad comedy antics for
Crime
..Williiirn JiiiviilKiin
moderate laughs in the latter half.
Production looks like a corner-cutWith enoCTgh entertainment to
ter, turned out within a budget as
make it stand well as a second fealow as po.ssible.
ture, with provincial and nabe reception the be.st. 'Honeymoon's Over'

•

h'L

ni<Kel1

P.

JiihiKiy Downn. KUkkv
ltuinht>ou.
orlKlnHl by
Miirc
HrauN; HcrMnplny,

At Stnind,

'

Samuel Goldwyn's second telling
the adventures of the amateur
ciacksman is a moderately interestbf

ing tale that
reaction.
In

HitK«-n.

I

Whatever boxolTlce reaction
Walter Woolf King iis 'dashing
McCarthy, Detective.' is able
a capable supportmg cast in- Charlie
chides Phillip Terry, Abner Hiber- to generate depcncls on the ability of
nian. Paul Sutton and Willy Cos- Edgar Bergen and his wooden .stooge
to carry this inadequate script and
tello.
wilj have to
Tlie title song, a tango, is a likely inept direction. Picture
vl--:

l'iill*i)

-Mhrrr

liy

>(iirji>i-le

iMoh

].r-e

I

by word of mouth chiefly
on the comparison to the DietrichShe sounds like
GJibo qualities.
Die former and reminds of the SweEddy is he-mannish and
slar.
<li.<-h
Per
dashiiij;, well fitting his role.

—

u(

(•*«>
l^irJi;
l+HH'y ^4irrk ii ml
«""r^i
Oiikliind,
riiuii
innslrnl dirootor.
l.orniM*:
' "hnrlo.s
Piovln; cHineiR, Sl:inley CortPK.

-I

.

Miss

.

atmosphere on the opening
are awful. A minor dualer.
Story suffers from all angle,« the
Basil Dickey scrit>t is weak, and Sam

M'MMP.

('(iiistoni'e

es-

ne'r-'Oiiality

Olm-u-il

pni'liuMliin,

snow cap which, ac
A centuates the roundness
of her face
production values throughout, with
Story is backgrounded in a Swiss
photography and .sound recording village where Miss Henie lives with
ijit Biilalii'k".
the
of
counterpart
excellent.
But on the entertainment her father, a Nobel prize-winner
lablishccl as «
boite where the star's side, it's a lower A.'.
who, being believed dead, is hiding
ftimcci missian
his identity.
He's played satisfacromance Ihsl started.
torily by Maurice Moscovich and
There's much of the 'Bitter Sweet'
Charlie McCarthy,
while the story is a bit vague as to
libretto, the operetta
tleineiil in the
why he shoulij be incog, or why he
considerably
revamped
Detective
murdered, ostensishould
have
been
been
having
bly it's because the Russians are
he Eric Maschwitz-Georjje
(WITH SONGS)
from
after him.
original,
Griien
I-oslord-Bernara
Hollywood, Dec. 16,
Also seeking him are two rival reporters, working on tips that Dr.
playins down the tune end and reTlnlvrt-HB) |-«.lr:i>((> of"Fr:ilik TliUIe liiwtupHugo Norden is still alive. Double.un; J)>i'ry Siirhhi'liu, nnyiiulille |il'4>t1ur«.r.
inforcini; the book.
Willi
'('httrlle
Mc- crossing each other in order to get
Massey will become a b.o. .Slui-H 'KiIkiii* I(*TKC-n

.

OFF

IT

rrW-as«»

1,*nlv».Msril

Miss Hcnie comes into the picture
supposedly on skis when she runs
into a couple reporteis at the foot

th e c.-ist are adoqiiatelv -jfle cted for
^t-a-bilJJakini
-Bnlisl^ accent and manneriTms.
funny^king
Rairics' has been given Class

which Ruegles has

'

to build

(WITH SONGS)

tively unimportant.

from page 14.

{AfcAL-M

;

.
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suspiciously as though
doubles were Used. In any event,
the action on the feet sleds is rela-
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ing. looking

.

.

j

'

|

:

;

.

Eugene Fordc's direction is able,
and all technical slaftcrs par. B„r«,

i

job,

and some of the incidental

clips

I

t'lalfd al

2,m

marriages.

.

,
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me

"VTeJuesday,

December

20, I939
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BROTHER SAYS:
"My New Year*s

dish

is

musical comedy, pretty

dames. Td like to be

THEY ALL
LIKE

alone with Ilona!"

A

BALALAIKA

NEW

YEAR'S!

(Holiday Bookings are Zooming! Hurry!)

SISTER SAYS:
"If

it's

gorgeous, gala)

melodious androman-"
tic, it's

New

Year's to

RADIO

Weekly at 15i Wcjt 46th Btrget, New Tork, N. T., by Variety. Inc. Annual aubscrlptlon. |10. Single rnplei S5 centa
Bhtereil aa Secotid-clasi matter December 22, ItOt, at th* Post OITIca at New York, N. Y.. under the act of Marcb I. 137t,
Piibll.ihal

COrTBIGIIT,
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PAGES

RADIO'S 1939 PACE-SETIERS
Year's Attention-Getters
Programs which, as newcomers or established

favorites,

AUDIENCES

M

indie Mpls. Vaudfilmer Trailerizes

were most in

the radio spotlight during the year, are listed below. This
a nxatter of news, reflecting general trade opinion.

is

That Its Non-Major Co. Fix Are NSG

printed as

eElNG SIARIIED

COHEDT
Jack Benny

;

Bob Hope
Fibber

Tommy

Not a Very Encouraging
Year for Professional Performers, Although Dance
Orchestras Did Well Lot
of Radio Names Not on Air
in 1939

Riggs

Burns and Allen

—

VARIETY SHOWS
Texaco
George Jessel

Kate Smith
Biiig Crosby
Major Bowes
Alec Templeton

'Pursuit ot Happiness'*
"

NOVELTIES
Kay Kyser

NO NEW STARS

My Name'

Me

'Stop

'Vox Pop'

'Battle oC Sexes'

If

DANCE ORCHESTRAS

1939 were, in the main, the same
standard turns and setups that have
been drum-majoring the parade for
two, three or more years. Again
in 1939 there was not much to hail,
either in. personality or in ideas, as
original to the year itself.

Fred Waring
Wayne King
Larry Clinton
Glenn Miller

Bob Crosby

STANDARD MUSICAL
Andre Kostelanetz

Arluro Toscaninl*
Phil Spitalny

Mark Warnow

('Hit Parade')
Percy Faith (Canada)*

'First Nighter'

'Blondie'

'One Man's Family'

Orson Welles
'Amos 'n' Andy'
'Woodbury Playhouse'

of

We

Love'
'Dr. Christian' (Jean Hcrsholt)
'Lum and Abner'
'Gang Busters'

NEWSCASTERS
John Gunlher*
Elmer Davis
• Weluiorfc,

Templeton, blind
British
He
was one exception.
ona ot the few fresh
charm and oft-thetalent.
In the realm
stooging,
ona characterization,
(Continued on page 45)

Catholic Priest

Asks Boycott Of

(Commentators or BuKetiu-Ceadcrs)

Raymond Gram Swing

Walter Winchell
Paul Sullivan
Drew Pearson-Bob Allen

Pittsburgh, Dec.

TAKE
'Hellzapoppin,'
currently in
its
*7th week on Broadway, will have
piled ui)
52,000,000

This

is

an estimated total gross of
by the end of next week.
believed to be the biggest coin
in a similar

«ny show ever grossed
length of time.

As ot last Saturday night (23) the
pisen and Johnson revue has taken
of $1,955,700. according to
boxofTlce estimates. Figuring on the
increased take for this
ana next week, including
extra mall^liould easily pass the $2,000.nn^^'
"W mark. Show is at the Winter
garden, having moved
from the 4Cth
oireet a few
weeks after opening late

a total
^variety's

•

ELECTRIC EYE TO

RECORD FIELD GOAL?
Detroit, Dec. 26.

Leo Fitzpatrick,

loritT". ^

"•8-

'"ating

critics

by the ma-

when

almno?'"?'*P'"' nevertheless

'j"niediately,

WJR

ern division ot the National Football
League in the final game of the season with Washington.
'Our engineers believe they can
make an eye which will record the
kick immediately and throw a light
on the scoreboard to indicate whether
it was good or bad,' Fitzpatrick declared.

opened,
picked up

Wax Air

Raid Warnings

it

registering an
65 im \
the first full
weet ' n
U continued to gain steadily
(Continued on page 47)

at

26,

Protesting against 'indecent plays
being presented at the Nixon theatre
Father Thomas F. Coak
ot the Sacred Heart
church, one ot the biggest Catholic
parishes In the city, warned his
this season,'
ley,
pastor

members

last

week

to

stay

away

Without such patronage and
without the 'good' pictures, it's explained, the theatre will be com-

age.

ROYALTY

UP IN

m

pelled to close.

Minnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount-

BEST

Singer pool) has all the loop major
screen product sewed up and thera
have been threats ot an appeal to
the Government in the theatre's behalf.

IN 12 YEARS

Trailer, which is somewhat of a
at the Republic, Monogram and
features which the
theatre has been running exclusively
along with its big stage shows, points
out that 'as residents of Minneapolis
you (patrons) are entitled to know
the' truth.'
It states the number of

slam

Grand National
Music publishing business will
take In about $750,000 this year from
royalties on phonograph records,
which rates as the highest amount
that has come, to the. industry from
that source in 12 years. Royalty income from transcriptions figures
around $270,000, some $30,000 more
than was realized in '38.
About $230,000 of the transcription
coin came through the office of

.

—

all localites who
tiere and the
in taxes and for elec-

people employed

spend their salaries

amounts paid

—

emphasizes the importance of the screen portion of the
type ot entertainment offered.
'The Minnesota theatre is operated
by a group of C50 Minneapolis
tricity.

It also

trustee.
The people,' the trailer states. 'We have
increase in Fox's instance is $20,000. 97 employes and we deal with Minthe tunes that fetched big neapolis firms entirely for everypayoffs were 'Beer Barrel thing required to operate this thePolka,' 'South ot the Border,' 'Deep atre. Our electric bill is $500 weekly
Purple' and 'Sunrise Serenade.'
and taxes run approximately -$1,000
a week.
'Because of the fact that the Minnesota theatre is the only theatre
operated by its owners, we have been
experiencing difficulty :n obtaining
good pictures in competition with
other Minneapolis theatres that are
Hollywood. Dec. 26.
part of theatre chains.
It always
Rudy Vallee is laying down his has been our honest endeavor and
baton Jan. 1 to become a film pro- desire to give you the best possible
ducer. Crooning maestro checks in stage sho\ys and talent and motion
at Republic as production assistant pictures, and we urge those who
to M. J. Siegcl to learn the picture
would like to see this theatre conmaking technique in various studio tinue in operation to attend regu-

Among

royalty

VALLEE QUITS MUSIC

TO PRODUCE PICTURES

and a from town's only legit site. Warning
director of Detroit Lions pro football was made in an open letter to the
team, has put station's engineers to Sun-Telegraph,
which that paper
work on an electric eye that will printed in full few days ago, and
decisively record whether a field goal stirred up quite a tempest in show
Fitzpatrick got the circles locally.
is good or bad.
idea after watching the hullabaloo
Harry Brown, manager of Nixon, departments.
larly.
Without your support and
raised by referee Bill Halloran's deHe is slated to supervise two musi- with the lack ot screen product, tha
(Continued on page. 45)
cision which gave the New York
cal productions in 1940. beginning operators of this theatre may be
Giants the championship of the eastwith 'The Hit Parade ot 1940.' which forced to close it.'
v.p. of

In September,
1938.

•Wii

now 40%

Harry Fox, agent and

Nixon, Pitt Legit

but unsponsored.

HELLZNEARING

-is

touches
ot
bcaten path

'Easy Aces'

'Sherlock Holmes'

Average

DISC

brought

'Those

i»

At

pianist,

Lux

Screen Guild
Helen Menken

Trailer confesses that the showhousa
has been unable to offer 'good' pictures and that its business 'has suffered because of lack of good screen
entertainment,' Blaming major distributors
serfor
refusing
to
vice it because it is an lnc:vldually
home-operated institution, the theatre pleads nevertheless for patron-

on

is

and unemployment
ing.

Alec

Pet Milk Serenade
Johnny Green

NIGHT-TIME PLAYLETS

'Big Town'
'Silver Theatre*
"'Aldrich Family*

the depths of the depression, theatres were registering
about 50% of their take in tha
afternoons and 50% in the even-

U. S. prosperity

circuit

At year's end the pace-setters
among sponsored radio programs for

'Professor Quiz'

Guy Lombardo
Paul Whitcman
Benny Goodman

Minneapolis theatre to the public ara
contained in the trailer being run by
the independently operated 4,000seat (vaudfilm) Minnesota theatre.

from

it

matinees and 60% at night. To
tha circuit heads, that rrieaiis
more people are working.

You've Heard Thla*

'Information, Please'
•

execs,
tha risa
decreas-

Taka

ings.

_ 'What's
'I. Q.'

'We, the People'
.

Frankest admission and one eft
most unique appeals ever made by a
..

Al Pearce
Joe Penner

!
J

McGee and Molly

Minneapolis, Dec. 26.

Prosperity Keynote

Fred Allen

1

Edgar Bergen

Paris, Dec. 20.

Film theatres here are using phonograph records to warn audiences

where
siijnals

to find shelters

are given.

when

air raid

BILLY CONN IMPATIENT
Drcldcs Not to Walt For V'a 'Jim
CorbelC Film
Pittsburgh. Dec. 2C.

roll.<;

Feb.

15.

making his
band leader

Currently Vallee is
appearance as a
Miami, Fla.

final
in

Caribbean Sercnaders
Praise Crosby, Winchell

Unwilling to stay idle in Hollywood
One of those comical, tropical,
while plenty ot dough in the ring
awaited him back cast, Billy Conn, topical chants from the Caribbean
light heavyweight boxing champion, calypso minstrels will be available
returned here, after only a week in shortly on Varsity wax in praise and
explanation
Walter Winchell.
of
the film colony.
Conn has ostensibly gone out to Gerald Clark's calyp.so band with
screen test at Universal for title role Cecil Anderson ('the Duke ot Iron")
in 'Life of Jim Corbctt' but studio improvised the hurricane belt salute.
This bit of Winchelliana follows
was in no hurry to gauge his possiDccca's calypso disc on Bing Crosby.
bilities.

Strike-Coin Tribute
Instead of sending flowers to tha
funeral, friends of Heywood Broun
on the staff of the N. Y. Telegram
sent the coin collected for that purpose to the strike fund ot the Chicago chapter of the American Newspaper Guild. To be used for relief
of striking envployees of the Chicago

Herald and Examiner.
Idea was that Broun would have
approved of that use of the money.
He was president and one of the
founders of the Guild.

ROOSEVELT'S GLOBE

2 Thanksgivings Buoyed Pre-Xmas

Caviar In The Poorhouse

PRODUCTIONS FILES

--B;9rStreleh^nsiderably=Balabaii
Even iit there is a substantial business boom in this country, the clomestio film' market cannot )iop€ to
jmke up lor more than about 40%
suffered
ol the loss that is being
from abroad, in the opinion of Barney Balaban, president of Paramount. Foreign business itself, he

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

PICTURES

VARIETY

DANCE-MIME LOOKS SET
FOR DREISER'S XARRIE'

Sacramento, iDec.

By William Kerry Halligan

26.

James Roosevelt's new picture^
Hoiiywood, Utc. 2fi.
making outfit. Globe Productions,
We are sitting in the garden under a peachtree. It's December in Manwas incorp<irated here, with J. F. T.
The thermometer registers a amtg, as
in Hollywood,
O'Connor and J. M. Hale as lellow hattan, but It'i June
and the roses are in bloom. We are reading the Racing Form and scinming
directors.
Papers
preferred

lor 10,000 .sharM of
stock at $iOO par. and

call

common at no par.
Roosevelt "opened offices for his
Angna Enters, dance-mime cur- new independent producing outfit in
rently giving a series of performsuite
next to Mary Pickford's on
a
ances at the Alvin, N. Y., may play
the Samuel Goldwyn lot.
declares^, is now down froiti 35% the title part in a picture version of
Theodore Dreisers 'Sister Carrie'
to 40%.
^
,
This deficit in sales abroad, af- when she gets to the Coast this
fected also by the decline in money spring. The novelist is adapting his
exchange, could get worse but.it also own story, but there's some hitch
could improve as occurred in the about the rights, with both RKO and
But Universal involved. Before leaving
last war after about six months.
the effort meantime must be made to the east. Miss Enters will make three
get the maximum out of this country shorts of her dance-pantomime routines- lor 20th-rox.
to offset the foreign loss.
Balaban is satisfied with the stale
Dancer played to the best business
she's ever drawn last Sunday night
of business so far this fall and win
ter as compared with last year at (17) at the Alvin, having a capacity
this time, although the upturn is not house, plus standees, at $2.75 top. As
10,000

.

FOREIGN FILMS

EUGIBLEFOR

the day's entries at Tropical Park, a race covu'se

iii

son-ie

God-forsnkvn place

named Florida,
The thought occurs

to us that we have not weighed in with our annual
our No. 1 boy to letch \is a portable and .some ideas.
The only problem we have on our alleged mind is whether we should go \o
Santa Anita or the Rose Bowl gams on New Year's Day. We can hear the
synthetic sleigh bells on Santa Claus Lane (Hollywood Boul.) and in the
distance some luture Rudy Vallee is practicing on a saxophone. We grope
Why not enlighten the multitude with a fewstory.
lor an idea lor
cryptic facts about the origin of the motion picture.. Wlio".s Who and
What's What. No sooner .said than done.

report and

we

call

-

[The yirst motion picfur'e sliidio was locnfvti (it 41 West 2\sl slra-l,
Ntw York. II was Edison's. Then cnriie tUe Biporapli at 11 East I4()i'
Mack Sciiiiett u'as gctling five-bucks a drn; Jot
street the year 1902.
appearing in hnl/rcet coiiipdics.]

Our phone rings in the ranch house. It's the butcher, and he roniind»
us that $200 is a lot of pork chops. Merchants are mercenary. We turn
on the radio and hear thnt a German luxury liner has been sunk by her
crew in mid-Atlantic. We remember her well. One April night in 192fl
Jack Kearns, Mickey Walker and I went <<bwn to the North Gernian Lloyd
The Paramount pres- result ol the. Increased attendance,
substantial.
docks to see Lester Allen and Sam Bernard off for Europe. Wc sat in •
ident is inclined to credit this more she is substituting a perlormance
big suite on the Columbus and drank chumpagne and joked about the timti.toHollywood, Dec. 26.
to a better quality in film product this Sunday night i31) instead of
We would have when we met them in Paris later. We were sailing th»
All major award.« of the Academy next night on the Bcrcngaria. Mickey was matched to fight Tommy Millithan to industrial activity, which is morrow afternoon (Thursday ). After
spotty.
lour perlormances in three weeks, of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences gah in London for Charlie Cochran, 'and j was going along with Kearns
This year very positive benefits she's set lor about 40 dates on tour, this year are open to foreign films. and Teddy Hayes.
were derived from two Thanksgiv extending to the Coast for the first Changes, adopted by the rules comWe sailed as per schedule, and a few nights later I saw on the wireless
mittee mean that aUen pictures are
Balaban believes. He also time.
ings,
board thai we were in touch with the Columbus. For a gag 1 .sent Lester
permitted to compete for Oscars in
states that the level of business be
telling him that 1 waiUed 50% of Sam Bernard's pinochle
cinematography, art direction and Allen a wire
tween Thanksgiving and Christmas
sound recording, from which classi- play.
has held betteV than in former years.
I had an answer in ah hour.
Sam had died the .second night oui on the
fications they were previously barred.
1940 Lochs Good
Columbus. My comedy had turned to trage<ly.
Annual dinner is slated for Feb. 29.
Paramount, from other sources, Is
Rules committee voted a regular
[The first vciiidei.-ille aclor in (he jlickers was a man named Max
reported to be in the best position
award lor colc)r photography to take
Aronson, who had changed his mime to G. M. Anderson, mid then
on distribution that it has been since
the place of the special statuette
Broncho Billy. The picture teas 'The Great Trui>i fiobberV-' An artist
bankruptcy, with a larger number
awarded last year. Idea is that color
named Marie JVfiirrnj/, ii-lio )iad been a photographer's Dtodel, irn.s niso
of contracts closed for the 1939-40
has achieved enough importance in
ill the picture.
We kiioto her as Mae Murray.]
season than last year, and everythe picture industry- to be placed on
thing pointing to 1940 as the best
My pal, Nick Dandolas, who spends more money on a rabbit hunt than
an equal basis with black and while.
year Par has had since depression,
Committee nixed proposals lor the most big shot.s out here do on a honeymoon, just phoned me to ask if I
both in sales and in theatre operaestablishment of Oscars for short would dine with him tonight at Chascn's. Who am I to say no? I was
tion.
Washington, Dec. 26.
comedies and travelogs, and ap- there last night with a dream, but she hadn't heard a word I had said.
Carl Dixon, Paramount financial
Sun beamed again in October for proved a request' that extras be'per- She is celebrity crazy. At one tuble with a parly was the great To.scanirii,.
executive, who has been abroad lor
business, according mitted to vote in the finals lor the whose lace betrays his genius. At another table was the youthful Orson
four-and-a-half years studying the the entertainment
After a selection ol best performances and Welles with the gang who worked with him when they were all getting
latest Ux figures.
situation, returned to New York dur- to the
period which caused despond- best supporting roles by actors and $22.75 a week in Manhattan. Welles, has them all working for him at real
ing the past week and says that he's cloudy
Salaries now, and it won't be long before he is as w.k. as. the great It.ilian
the 'I'reasury's monthly report actresses.
cgoing to r^ain here now. Dixon de- ency,
that October was the best
Under Mhe rev-ised rules,- awards- maestro. Mark Hcllingcr and his beautiful wife, Gladys Glad, arrive and
clared that in France, where he was showeJ
years.
friend and she" is'thrilled. Barbara St'atiwyck", whbst
when the war began, business in the month in nearly two checking dis- will be handed out lor best pro- vie introduce our lady
Healthy comeback,
duction, best performance by an heart is as big as the Yosemile, and her good-looking leading man, Robert
theatres was actually less than 5%
appointing slump which accompanied actor, best performance by an ac- Taylor, are in the next booth with Buck Mack, the Princeton graduate, and
of normal but that when he left
return of cool weather in Sep- tress, be.st supporting performance they smile hello. Sidney Skolsky, the byliner. joins us and tells us Bryan
Paris it was running about 65% of the
tember, sent the Government's 10% by an actor, best supporting per- Foy has been promoted at Warners and our thoughts go back to the Foy
normal.
admissions levy yield bounding to formance by an actress, best direc- mansion in New Rochclle when the Foy fils were all in short pants and 30
the highest mark since the end ol tion, best screen play, best original for dinner was the usual gathering each evening.
Payments in November (re- story, best art directing, cinematog1937.
The first vaudeville actor to ijirorpornle pictures in his offering icct
October turnstile clicks)
flecting
PROD.
raphy, sound recording, film editing
Lexo Docfcslnder. He and Jean Hncer, his gag man, took a picture on
were $2,177,644.
and music scoring. Musical classifithe White House laum one moTniiij; before the ounrds toere iip. Leio
hitting the $2,000,000 mark
UNIVERSAL lorBesides
cation calls for two awards, one for
blacked «p and he had an aclor made up fo look like Tedily
was
the first time in 1939, the October
the best original scoring and one for
Rooseuelt.
People u-alkiny by thou(;ht (he President ti'as lalk'iiifi to
month
best
topped
1938's
yield
the best scoring regardless ol the
Booker T. Wdshinfilon, and the Secret Service grabbed the /ilm /rom
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
(December, with collections of $2,- source of the music.
Leu>. They were a/raid of the soulhern vote.]
Jesse L. Lasky is reported mulling 020,376), and was $792,923 above the
Class A members ol Screen Actors
We tell Skolsky that wc had been on the set at Warners to watch Eddie
en offer to return to film produc- low point of the current years' Guild will nominate candidates lor
Goulding direct 'We Shall Meet Again.' In the picture George Brent, Pat
tion with Universal.
April.
the actor division, but both Class A
workBullishness carried the Treasury's
He held several confabs with
and Class B members, composed of O'Brien and Frank Mcllugh are playing the lead.s. They havt; been
prexy Nate Blumberg during lat- haul from the wicket bite more than extras and bit players, will vote in irig steadily at Warner.s for seven years, a lot ol income tax to pay. I'm
$50,000 above the best 1938 stanza
glad I haven't got it. Merle Oberon, whose real name is O'Brien; Jane
ter's recent Coast trip.
the finals. Nominations in the diand $449,713 above "the previous rector division will be made by the Bryan, whose real name is O'Brien, and Pat O'Brien, whose real name ii
month. This was the fattest monthScreen Directors Guild, and those in O'Brien, are all working at First Nalional. The studio is making "Three
to-month gain since'the close of 1936.
Gering's Easterner
writing classification- by the Cheers for the Irish,' but none of them is in it;
the
.'I'his
November' payments were
The phone rings again, and. this time, it's John (Skins) Miller, and he
Screen Writers Guild,
$192,517 ahead of last year and only
Frank Capra, president of the invites me to Christmas dinner with an apology. All the good wife will
Marion Gering, former director $64,929 behind the exceedingly good
lor Paramount and Columbia, is ne- figure rcgisteried in November, 1937. Academy, declined to be a candidate have will be a 20-pound turkey with eastern oyster dressing. Cape Cod
at the next election, which was post- cranberrie.<;, Kalamazoo celery, early Ohio potatoes, English plum pudding
gotiating with Col to produce a film
As a result, the running .score for
poned because so many members of and some champagne from Rheims. This is a great country'for vej-elableS
Jn the east
the pre.-ient calendar year has been
Picture .would be 'Song on Your carried to $17,971,773, which is $330.- the board of governors we're out of- from the east. We hate to hurt the lads' feelings, so-we accept.
Bugles,' by Eric Knight, on which 000 in front of the first 11 months of town. He will continue in office until
[The first exhibitors of motion pictures in dali/ornio'uiere Sid Grnwa new proxy is elected.
Gering has obtained an option from 1938.
mun's father, David, and Tonev Lnbelski, in Son Francisco; iii I.o»
Walter Wanger Is reported having
Berg & Allenberg.
Angeles a man named Tfllley, trho had a store at Third and Main
an inside track for the presidency.
streets.
The first exclianye was in the parlor of a boarding hoii.-^e at
LeMaire in N. Y. on Deal Of the several names suggested, the 116 Turk street, San Francisco.}
L. A. to N. Y.
him.
Rufus LeMaire. a^ent and former board majority is said to favor
We
gel a Christmas card from Robert J. O'Donnell ol Dallas, and we go '
committee
consists of Melvyn
Rules
Don Ameche
a.sKistant to Pandro Berman at RKO,
Dore Schary, King Vidor, back to the lime when' Bob was an usher at the Chicago Opera House. H«
Bill Bacher
planed from the Coast yesterday Douglas,
Aalberg, migrated to Manhattan and was the first one we got an advance from when
John
Walter Batchelor
(Monday t lor New York on a prp- Mervyn ,LeRoy,
Edwin
Stanley, he was the treasurer of the Orpheum, Brooklyn. Then came promotion al
Dwight Taylor.
David Broekman
duclion deal.
Marshall. Darryl Zanuck, manager of the Harlem Opera House. Eddie Mannix was the manager- if
George
Joseph Calleia
He'll return during the weekend.
the Loew's Seventh Ave. just around the corner. Today Bob controls 150
Trowbridge,
Arnold,
Charles
John
Josephine Dillon.
Sheridan Gibney, Lewis Milestone, picture hou.ses in Texas with Karl Hoblitzelle and Paramount; and Eddie
John Emery
bavid O. Selznick, Walter Kingsford, Mannix Is a dominant factor at Metro. Neither one ol them has changed
Clarence E. Ericksen
iota, and that don't mean the Independent Owners Taxi Association.
one
Hertz,
Bernard
Brown,
David
Jack
Bernardino
Flick
Molinari,
Jo.<ieph
Pat C.
SziWarner, Irving Pi(:hel, Allan Scott,
(The first motion picture director was Wally McCutcheon, the father
George Frank
geti, Helen Kirkpatrick.
Walt Disney, Farciot Edouart, Milton
Martin Freed
of Wally McCutcheon. the actor. He made a picture called 'Personal'
Sperling,
Beulah
Bondi,
Fred
Gagethe
Ben Goetz
idea taken from a colnmu in the Tinies, and in it he pfoducid the
Hans Peters, Waller^ Wanger "and
The boys took a good slvfi at
Harry M. Goetz
first chase ever to appear in o flicker.
Dec. 20 (London to New York), four Academy repre.sentatives to be
Roy Holmes
the idea later and they haven't stopped yet.]
Jooss
Ballet
(Volendam).
added
after
the
election
officers.
of
Milt Howe
charming companion wants to know, if I know any producers? Sh«
My
Charles Hunt
certainly came to the right man. In the last few years the younger generaNancy Kelly
.-(^'ith
'tion .has been forging to the front and today the studios are sprinkled
Walter Lantz
lads who are bound to make their mark as creators ol the national pastime.
Paul Lukas
Anthony 'Veiller, the son of Bayard, is a producer lor Paramount. Bill
Abe Meyer
are doing the same at Columbia. Bill
Kohlmar
Freddie
and
Perlbcrg
Montague
Abe
at
Jacobs, the son of Abe Jacobs, the Majestic (N. Y.) stage manager, if
Robert Montgomery
Warners, as is Mark Hellinger, the man who made 'The Roaring Twenties,
Leon Schlesinger
Bea Lillie's London x:lick
Page 11
At RKO, young George Stevens is their ace man, and Benny Thau is going
Virginia Verrill
hit, 'Babes in
the
with
Arthur
Freed,
who
made
along
great
at
Metro
guns
Fear
anti-Yank
laws
in
Aussie
Page
11
Herbert Yates
Arms.' At 20th Century-Fox Sidney Lanfield, the ex-vaudevillian, is tops,
Japs seek adjustment on U. S. pix
;Page 11
and I wouldn't call Mervin LeRoy an old man by a long shot.
Dick Powell-Fannie Brice show
N. Y. to L. A.
Page 22
Youth is the background of the industry, It's very comforting lo have
Gale Page with' Boyer
T.emple,
Page 23
stars that pull them in at the b.o. like Mickey Rooney, Shirley
Stella Adler
Gloria Jean's air break
Page 26
Judy Garland, Bonila Granville and the girlish Galli-Curci, Deanna Diirbin,
Harold Clurman
Radio reviews: Helen Menken, Jack Benny, Shirley Temple,
all
'not to forget the grosses rolled up by the Dead End Kids. I hope they
Olivia de Havilland
Peggy Wood
Pagff 28
take a lesson out of Jackie Coogan's book.
Benjamin F. Holtznian
Revel-Gordon reunite
...Page 23
(The first independe)it- producers called their company 'Imp' in 1910.
Ward Morehouse
B&K's Chicago names
'.Page 35
They lured Mary Pickford auMV from Biograph with the- tiiiheard c;
J. J. Murdock
New act; Dead End Kids
Page 36
salary of $175 a toeck. In Ihe company wert Owen Moore) King BiWLaurence Olivier
Legit ticket situation wide open
Page 41
got and Tom Ince.]
Harry
O.shrin
/
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UJS. Gives Bnishoff to

Pre-Trial

Rumors That

PUNS TO OFFSET Metros District

Ai^s Any Compromise

Washington, Dec.

Department has abandoned

the principal assault In Its anti-trust
campaign against the film business

week.

a flat-footed denial last

drew

Willingness to hold pre-trial parleys

with the accused majors

Is

not any

confession of weakness, but a
to expedite the actual court
ceedings.

It

was made

move
pro-

clear.

intention
to
their
Reaf Arming
press the Issues to a conclusion,
spokesmen stood pat oh statements
of Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold that divorcement of exhibition is Imperative to Insure sufflClent competition In the film indus-

Unusual move was Issuance
of a formal declaration that there Is
no truth In any rumors about prossurrender
on the part of the
pective
law enforcers.
The ofHcIal statement read:
•Information has reached the Department of Justice that reports are
being circulated in the motion pic-

An

try.

industry that the equity action
Of United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., et al., pending in the District Court for the Southern District
of New York, will not go to trial.
These reports are being circulated,
notwithstanding the fact that it was
stipulated by counsel for the Government and the defendants that the
Case will proceed to trial ;on May 1,
tiire

mo.
'Any. such reports as are being circulated to the above effect are utterly without foundation. The department fully expects that the case will
go to trial on that date. All necessary steps for preparation are being
taken.
'Through pre-trial conferences, to
be held commencing March 1, 1940,
it Is hoped that the length of the
trial may be materially shortened.'
.

While

departmental
spokesmen
were loathe to go further, the pronouncement was regarded as refutation of whispers that the Commerce
Department has smoothed the way
for a consent decree.
In the past
fortnight there have been tips that
the Commerce peacemakers expect
"something big' to happen when
talks are resumed with the majors
early In the year. No date has been
•et, but aides of Secretary Hopkins
have whispered that the 'cooperation*
efforts now are likely to bring some
worthwhile results and that' much
progress has been made during the
Blx-month Interval since the last
group session.

Judges Woolsey, Caffey
Unlikely in Trust Case
Two possibilities that loomed
•trong as trial Judges In the Gov.

'

ernment's anti-trust action against
the major film companies have disappeared,

leaving

win have
the case.

th«

probability

from an outside

that a Judge

district

be appointed to hear
Judge John M. Woolsey

to

disqualified himself as his .wife owns
loo shares of Loew's, which he does

not

deem advisable

to sell now.
Judge Francis G. Caffey, mentioned
as the other possibility, has been sitting on the aluminum anti-trust case
for almost two years In the federal
court.

Since

Caffey Is no longer
young, u would not be advisable to
isnove another long and technical
procedure Into his lap, without giv"18

him a much needed vacation.

Uoyd-Skirball Starter
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Frank Lloyd and Jack Skirball,

new

indie

nAvi''
nexj

production combination,
General Service studio
Tree of Lib'^"^ently purchased from Co-

wcek

k

to nvake 'The

^^^^^

releasing

rights*'
^^'"^ *° ^'^

OOn "^S-i
^'^"''y

hi."
"la own

around

Buchman

script.

is

$1,000,-

polishing

TeOs NW Exhibs

On

Hail the Losers

26,

Suspicion and trade gossip that the
Justice

FORFIGN LOSSES

Perhaps most unique of all the
Christmas parties, which caused

work

to halt in

company

film

Other Perspective Argues
Against Odd Admission
Prices
However, 16-21-

—

home

offices at noon last Friday (22) was that arranged by
Larhey Goodkind, Universal's

eastern talent scout.
He Invited all the talent he had
interviewed during the year and
had not ^gned. About 25 people
attended.

26-32-42-57C. Scales

Not

Many

Parts

Unfamiliar in
of the U. S.

MUST BE WIDESPREAD

Sales
to

MULLS

GN

LOAN

$450,000

TODAY (WED.)
Christmas rush to get out of Washington last Friday (22) held up consideration by
the Reconstruction
Finance Corp. of the $450,000 loan to
Grand National which was on the
agenda for consideration that day.
Next meeting of the RFC directors is
carded for today (Wednesday) and
an answer to the long-hanging negotiations is expected to be forthcoming.

^

,

V,

Saul E; Rogersr GN" attorney, Is
meantime preparing the answer
which must be filed this week to the
$10,000,000 suit filed three weeks ago
against Educational;

Earle
ball,

its

subsid,

W. Hammons, prez;
who was formerly

GN;

Jack: Skirassociated

Using figures supplied by the Hays
major circuit execs in New
York point out that an increase of
but Ic in the nation's current average 23c admission levy would take
care of the loss of Income to American producing companies by England's -coin-freezing regulations and
drop In attendance. Possibility of
an increase of at least this minor
proportion
which wouldn't even
conflict with the 40c ceiling caused
by the Federal amusement tax is

Tuney

Los Angeles, Dec.

Titles

Hollywood, Dec. 26,
Gene Autry is doing a cycle of
dramatized song titles at Republic,
beginning with 'South of
the Border,' recently completed.
Schedule consists of 'Rancho
Grande,' 'Down By the Old Mill
Stream' and 'Carolina Moon.'

office,

CommV

of

its

Seuisance value,

Commerce

C. J. Ryan, Jr^

Other Big Biz

Want

m N. Y.

Producers & Distributors of
America, Inc., show that there are
85,000,000 theatre admissions every
week, it is pointed out. A Ic tilt
would mean additional gross revenue

ture

tled down to 48 features, as against
52 for the current year. Studio is
moving toward the complete elimination of all films in the lower-B
bracket.
Films now budgeted at
of $850,000 a week or $44,200,00Q a $135,000 will be upped to $200,000 or
year. Inasmuch as distributbrs re- $250,000."
ceive an average of 30% of the gross
Two high-budget pictures origiaccording to present estimates, their nally skeded for 1939-40 release,
share of the increase would amount 'Brigham Young' and 'The Calishifted to next
to $13,260,000. If the tap could be fornians,' have been
-

'

additional income of almost $9,000,000, which would go a long way to
offset the foreign cuts.

picture-making between Great Britain and the United
States when he completes current
picture in England ori the work of
the British navy. Korda has several
ideas for films, some of which could
be best made in England, while
others require facilities, and stars of
Hollywood. UA chief said he be-,
lieved Korda would arrange his affairs accordingly during his present
stay in England.
Exclusive contract held by Da-Oid
O. Selznick on Vivian Leigh, star of
'Gone With the Wind,' permits her to
make one film for Korda, who is laywill

divide

his

ing plans for a film for her.

Theatre

Owners,

under

whose auspices the Portland meeting
was held, Hickey told the theatre
operators that it was up to them to
clean their own house, and then to
share in greater profits brought about
by a more equitable setup of zoning
and clearance, in which all would
benefit.
Kletro recognizes the laudable aims and purposes back of the
PCC, Hickey told the exhibs, and will
be a party to any new zoning and
clearance setup that would benefit
tlie theatres, providing it did not cut
into Metro's revenue as a whole from
the territory.
Constructive organization, such as
is made possible by the newly formed
PCC, Hickey said, is only thing that
can benefit the theatres. Such constructive organization, the Metro supervisor slated,' must be 100% lor

Warner

Democracy

Type Walks

.

S Chains Gross $285,000,000
type.
,
Grosses of the five leading circuits
has decided to abandon subabout $285,000,000 a year. That's jects like 'Nazi Spy' in obedience to
figured at $120,000,000 for Paramount President Roosevelt's emphasis on

and

.

WB

total

Its

partner-affiliates;

$45,000,-

each for Loew's Fox-West
Coast and Warner Bros, and $30,000,000 for RKO. Average admish
is about 30c, higher
sioner of sanitation in New York to than the general average because of
devote full time to Mayor LaGuar- the greater proportion of first-runs
this
30c were upped by 3c,
dia's drive to bring film production If
to the city, moved into now head- O'Connor explained that would be
quarters In the RKO building, Radio 10%. And 10% of $285.p00,000 is
City, yesterday (Tuesday). He had $28,500,000, which would be the anbeen working, since his resignation nual Increase, Inasmuch as distribs
two weeks, ago In the Mayor's office. get an average of 30% of this, their
Ryan's new title is Commissioner take would hit near the $9,000,000
of Commerce.
Working with him, mark.
but concentrating on bringing other
Theatre men do not only point to
industries but films to New York, the Ic and 2c tilt figures for illustra
will be James Pettit.
tion, but advocate that if any increase be made it be in such odd

Alexander Korda, English, producing-member of United Artists,

of the major distributing companies to help pave the way for exhibitors in the Oregon and Washington territories to shake off inequitable zoning and clearance woes that
have been one of the chief obstacles
to successful theatre operation in
those states for number of years.
Addressing a conference of Oregon
exhibs at the Benson hotel, Portland,
to which he was invited by Robert
H. Poole, executive secretary of the
Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-

is first

mutual benefits. Such a step, he emphasized, did r^of necessarily mean
that Metro would demand higher
terms from the exhibitors, but a
season.
readjustment of clearance would be
almost certain to increase company's
receipts from the territory..
Portland and Oregon exhibs, as
'Juarez' Sets
well as majority of theatre operators
throughout the Pacific Northwest,
Precedent;
have for past number of years been
at loggerheads, due to inability of
'Nazi'
Plank these forces to get together on an
amicable platform, Hickey stated.
The first thing necessary, he reSuccess of 'Juarez' In the world
marked, is for a thorough housemarket, where the democracy idea
cleaning by the exhibitors themhas won considerable appeal, will
selves.
likely prompt Warner Bros, to make
Setting up of a proper zoning and
other such films about national figclearance, he added, would work out
ures in foreign lands, probably sup(Continued on page 18)
planting pictures of the 'Nazi Spy'

neutrality.

000

Trad» Mark Registered

IndU
Bombay, Dec.

'Jaarcz' Clicks In

J.

KORDA TO COMMUTE
PROD. IN U.S. AND ENG.

26.

.

Ryan, Jr:, who reto circuit houses
cently resigned as deputy commis-

Clendcnln

Hollywood, Dec.

Fewer and more expensive piccontinue to improve.
tures is the idea at 20th-Fox, where
Figures issued by the Motion Pic- the 1940-41 program has been whit-

He

been brought for
Rogers said.

BIGGIES

—

if the
foreign situation remains status quo
and domestic business conditions

26.

Metro, through George A. Hickey,
western district sales supervisor,

its

pendent

PK MOSTLY

—

declared there might be a kets.
Taking another tack J. J. O'Connor
general denial; a motion to dismiss;
a motion to strike out certain por- chief of RKO circuit operations, detions; or a motion for more particu- clared that if the major affiliated
lars.
circuits would up their average adSuit,
which was filed by two missions only 3c they could bring
stockholders, is regarded as having Into their producing companies an
ous.'

20TH-FOX'S 48

seen as strong for the spring

pushed up 2c, the increase, of course
with him; relatives of the two men, would amount to more than
$26,000,and others. Rogers said there has
000, a much higher figure than
been no decision as yet as to what
American distribs are now losing
type of answer would be made to the
throughout all of their world marsuit, which he doesn't 'regard as seri-

Clean Own House

Inequitable Zoning-Clearance

.

RFC

Manager

ainounts instead of the usual 5c or
10c.
As soon' as admission Increases
get In the larger category and the
United States is not quite ready for
that yet— there is the 40c ceiling
problem and general tax increases
all along the line.
(Forty-one cents
is where the Federal tax starts.
It
has long been a bugaboo against increasing prices for if levy Jumps up
a nickel from 40c the tax must also
be added.)
It Is pointed out that local and
state tax laws in many sections of
the country already make total ad-

—

,

mish

prices

come

amounts, such as

uneven

to
16c, 21c, 26c, 32c,

and so on. The very miniof squawk would be heard from
those places where the 10c would be
made 17c or the 42c made 44c. There

'Juarez'

(WB)

is

FOUNDED BT SIME SILVERMAN
1.

doing

big biz
India due

here and elsewhere in
mainly to Its democracy theme and
on rule by the people.
Home rule has long been the bone
of contention between England and
her India dominion.
stress

1S4

Welt 4<th

110
Copies.

Detroit, Dec. 26,

Idea of what theatre biz had

io buck in this town was revelation
by Retail Merchants' Bureau that
shopping rush which started early
after Thanksgiving poured $28,000,000 into the stores. This is up 6%
over 1938 and comes close to record
for last decade.

New Year

Advance Production Chart.

on Blue Sunday of Michigan,

when

liquor can't be bought nor
the boys and girls laid in
liquid
refreshments.
In
With New Year's Eve coming along
on another Sunday, liquor stores expect similar hypo.

38-39

Dance Bands
15 Years Ago.....
Film Booking Chart
Film Reviews
Film Showmanship

32-33

'

Forum
International

20
12

8

,

'Nymph'

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
would be more beefs from customers
Merle Oberon will be starred in
'The Constant Nymph' atiWarncrs.
in locales with even admish fees, such
as 20c or 50c, but even so. It would.
Production starts early in February.
(Continued on page 40)
.
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Be Good

Ladies,

Confabs have been held during
the past few weeks between reps of

Goldwyn,

it

understood,

is

iUand, Warner stars who refused
to play TH~*Marrrcd7-Pretty- and
Poor," have been consigned to a
couple of -two-reel doghouses,
Miss
known as featurettes.
Bryan draws 'The Japanese Mystery,' and Miss de Havilland gets
'Lucky Baldy.'
Studio has scheduled six melodramatic shorts to replace the
abandoned B productions.

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Perc Westmore renewed as makeup
chief at Warners.

Paramount picked up player opon Susiin Hayward.
Kurt Goetz inked writer pact at

Bee the legal reaction by United Artbreak-off with
to. Goldwyn's
ists
them of last week, before inking any
kind of pact.

tion

Metro.

had

WITH NAME

pos- Warners.
of a distribution deal beMetro hoisted Darla Hood's opthe break with VA. tion.
However, he is said to have been told
20th-Fox renewed Joan Davis"
by the company that it would take p^ct.
no chances on sticking its neck out|. Metro renewed writer p^cts with
In a legal involvement with UA.
Leon Gordon and George Frocschel
sibilities

.

boxoffice scale pushed to 7Sc. mots and $1.65 eves, money possibilities
in the Capitol at these prices can come dose to $90,000. Film in first
seven days reached within a few dollars of $70,000. Considered good,
in view of the absence of audience turnover and unorthodox starting
times.
In Boston film will collect $38,000, as a three-a-day at the Orpheum,
and will do about $33,000, two-a-day at the State. The Atlanta engagement, premiere opening, finished first week with capacity biz of
In Cincinnati the first week's take will
$25,000, showing two-a-day.
touch $20,000, on a three-^a-day policy. Plan to switch the Cincy Capi,.
tol policy to two-a-day, reserved seats, has been abandoned.
Picture opens In Los Angeles tomorrow (28) at Carthay and United
Artists, day-and-date.

FEATURETTES

some assurances from Par on
fore he.

.

made

CASTS

,

1

Talks were also held by Goldwyn
before the bust-iip with other distribution companies on a deal for the
one picture. All exhibited the same
wariness of court tangles and the
unpleasant publicity of being made
to appear that they have been sharpshooting to bring Goldwyn over to
their lot That there will be legal
fireworks as a result of the Gold-

wyn move

is certain,

Murray

James Edward Grant pacted by
Metro on one-picture writing deal.
Entirely new type of short subject,
John Golden (not the producer)
given term contract as writer by to combat double features by a sort
same studio.
of compromise, is being considered by
Warners has handed new long- Warner Bros, for next year's schedterm writing contract to Milton ule. New shorts, if a current poll

Silver-

UA chief, having made a
statement to that effect last week.
Par is understood to have the inside track on Goldwyn's pix if the
legal end can be worked out, as it
Is said to have ottered most advantageous terms for financing 'The
Westerner' and perhaps later' picstone,

Company

tures.

also definitely in

UA's Goldwyn Answer Thars.
Answer will be filed tomorrow

.

(Thursday) by Charles C. Schwartz,
counsel for United Artists, to the
months
action
in
eight
second
brought against the distributing

company by Sam Goldwyn, one of its
^owner-producers. UA will. reve,al in
Its reply to the siiit why it refused"
to pay Goldwyn, on the date he al-

was

due, his $54,559.26 diviproducers' bonus for
dend in the
1936, which was declared early in
leges

it

UA

September, 1939.
.

Montgomery-Goetz To

Sistrom's

RKO

Pix;

(Goldwyn's suit, filed through Max
D. Steuer, is a demand for interest
on the bonus from last Aug. 25, date
technically became due, until an
indeterminate date, supposedly until
Suit charges, coit is finally paid.
incidentally, that UA at first refused
to pay the bonus altogether and reIt

veals that when a check was finally
sent (believed to be around Nov. 15),
it was returned because the interest

(Continued on page 11)

GABLE 60NUSED 50G

Wm'

BY M-G FOR

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Clark Gable's work as Rhett Butler- in 'Gone With the Wind' has
won him a $50,000 bonus from
Metro, to whom he is under contract.
He was loaned to SelznickInternational,
which produced

ers.

Setup

which

10%

are many complaints from organizations and parents that duals keep
patrons in theatres too long at a time.
New type short would give the cxhilji
something tangible to put on his
marquee and yet keep down the
length of the show. New two-reelers are compared by
execs to
the 'shortshort stories' in magazines,
which have proved very popular.
Questionnaire sent out by Norman
Moray, Vitaphone sales chief, asks
exhibs more than ^35 questions on
for setting up RKO's English pro-,
duction at Denham, which he will popularity of- varidiis subjects, seTwo stories are 'being ries, musicals, band .shorts, value of
supervise;
readied for resumption of British color, comparison of one with two
reelers, rating of
shorts with
filming, one dealing with evacuation
competition and asks for general
of children from London and one
ideas.
Included in the 5,000 exhibs
built around British naval activities.
were
to
whom
they
mailed
last week
Herbert Wilcox and Anna Neagle
were 440 Warner house managers,
are returning to England in Februeach of whom is expected to fill in
ary to resume Britisl* production.
the quiz completely and' frankly.
Moray recently returned from a
trip to the Coast on which he visited
17 exchanges.
He will leave again
about Jan. 1 to visit 20 niorc exchanges in a further endeavor to
TILL
learn what type of shorts are most

Guaranteed

Profit'

WB

WB

.

WARNERS BACKLOGGED
JUNE
WITH PIX

sellable.

All companies producing the briefHollywood, Dec. 26.
Heaviest backlog in recent years is ies are holding off as far as possible
being carried at Warners, with on decisions concerning type or numenough pictures wholly or partially ber to be made next season. It is
finished to meet release dates until felt that the war-created trend of
virtually all companies to produce
June.
Production of the 1940-41 program fewer features will offer a definitely
larger market for the' one and. twostarts eatly ih February,
spoolers. Producers are waiting to

how far this slash in the number
of features actually will go.
Passage of the Neely bill would also have
a profound effect on short-sales policy and influence the number to be

see

Sehnick Orders More

Camera Work on 'Becky'

turned out

New

The

Newsreelers' Union

Deal K.O/s Interchange

Of Footage by the

Go's.

New

tographers shortly before the

was killed.
The 10%-tilt
ed

in salary

was

NRA

.regard-

a cleancut victory for the
This is based on the $100
weekly base rate, meaning that most
cameramen will receive $110 weekly
minimum. Whether salaries exceeding the old $100 minimum are to be
included in the raise likely will be
Wage boost
settled by arbitration.
as
union.

is

-

retroactive to Octol>er

last.

Workers hired by the day will get
a $40 minimum instead of the old
$35 scale. Insurance clause will be
decided at a later date.
One vital change as. the new contract reads prevents the interchange
of prints .by various newsreels unless Government regulation or the
physical setup surrounding a story
makes necessary the coverage by a
single camera crew. In case of any
interchanging of prints otherwise,
the union scale must be paid to the
photographers thus forced into idleness by the interchange of prints.
This is. a new form of the old 'standin' rule of musicians, and obviously
intended to sustain employment in

In Five Claims

U Renews

RKO

SCHWAMEEE'S

Swap

.

believed, and to some extent
is
feared, in various operating and dls<
tribution circles that Metro's will*

that.

While Metro may take if oh ttit
chin in a- few ^instances, should
'Wind' fall down on the account, the
general feeling in the trade is that
Metro is taking only a very small
gamble in view of the property it Is
distributing.
Moreover, the record
high of 70% from the first dollar
serves as a tremendous cushion
against such possibilities and even it
business does not live up to expecta.

some cases, Metro may. still
come out with 60%.

tions in

However, if a theatre's overhead
is $3,500 and the picture, for the
sake of argument, grosses only $2,500,
then it's a different story, vastly reducing the return to Metro or leaving virtually nothing. In guaranteeing a 10% return to the account,

Metro docs that only after agreement
has been reached on what the overhead should be on the engagement,

how

percentage to apply be rubbed down'
since a distributor doesn't have sufficient confidence in his product to
chance a guarantee. It places the
distrib on the spot to some extent.

RKO Trustee Would Cut $2,775,142

.

on 'Gone With th«

long the picture shall play, advertising to be spent, etc.
Tlie thought in certain circles Is
that Metro may be spoiling the ex-,
hibitor and latter will demand some
guarantee of profit when a big picphotographer imion ranks. It will ture comes along and the percentthe newsreels had for trying to op- age demands are stiff. Either that,
erate on the 'Associated Press idea.' or a demand by the. account that the

part of the deal by
Metro obtained distribution

Federal Judge William Bondy in
three weeks for new footage replacN. Y. Friday (22) reserved decision
ing advance shots at that location.
on an application by Irving Trust,
RKO trustee, for a reduction and exLos Angeles, Dec. 26.
punging of certain claims against the
Herbert K. Sorrel), business agent
company, and allowing increases in
Dietrich
of the Motion Picture painters, and
others. The total amount of the five
Ralph E. Teckham, his assistant, won
claims filed is $2,775,142, and the ala $13,000 verdict when the District
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
lowed amount, if the judge agrees to
Court ol Appeals reversed a Superior
Marlene Dietrich closed a deal tp the application, will be $107,284,.
Court decision in their suit against
star again for Universal as a result
The first claim is that, of Joseph
Blayney Matthews, Warners police
of the b.o. reports on 'Destry Rides J. Cavanaugh
and the Union Guardchief, for false arrest during the
Again.'
ian Trust, covering a lease on the
painters' strike two years ago.
Next picture, still untitled, rolls in
Downtown, Detroit Claim for
At the previous trial, the jury early
spring with Joe Pasternak pro- $208,333 will be settled
for $45,000.
awarded the plaintiffs $13,000 but
ducing.
Next is the claim of Laura F. Albee,
Judge Walter S. Gates set it aside.
filed for $187,500 based on a note
guaranteed by RKO Rhode Island
FLAT
Corp., to be allowed at $21,000. Then
Ellen
Schwanneke,
2-For-l Story
continental there is the claim of the U. S. Naactress who played in screen ver- tional Bank of Denver,
filed
for
sion of 'Maedchen in Uniform,' ten- $407,335, based on
a defaulted bond
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
tatively inked for lead in a new issue of Denver
Orpheum, to be alStory swap between Paramount play to be produced by Courtney lowed at $37,522. Next is
a claim of
and Warner Bros, gives Par 'Shep- Burr. Labeled 'Not for Children' the First National Bank of Birmingherd of the Hills' in exchange for and written by Wesley Towner, it ham, for $14,549, based on a lease
'One Sunday Afternoon' and Somer- goes into rehearsal in mid-January guarantee of RKO Southern Corp., to
if deal goes through.
set Maugham's "The Letter.'
be allowed at $204.
Burr is angling for Herbert MarArthur Landau negotiated the
Last, and largest on the list is a
shall for the vis-a-vls.
deaL
claim of the American Co. for

soles policy

Wind,' under which an account Is
guaranteed a 10% profit, regardless
what happens, may set a precedent,
on the bigger pictures in future. It

of

wage-hour pact for the Inter- ingncss to indemnify "a theatre
national Photographers (made up against loss may start something that
largely of newsreel cameramen In can't be stopped so easily.
Theatre operating sources point to
the east) ..was signatured last week, the fact that
a 10% profit on any
with details agreed on late Friday engagement is not tp be sneezed it
(IS).
Pact differs little from the and that no exhibitor should be reoriginal agreement handed the pho- luctant to make a deal under which
he is assured of a net as good as

as

Verdict in Labor Tiff

On

Idea

'GWTW Creates Many Pros and Cons

Warners feel that this type subject might find a valuable place as
a compromise for double bills. There

Hollywood, Dec. 26
Montgomery and Ben
Robert
Goetz leave for England today
(Tues.) to revive Metro production
in London. Two pictures are on the
slate, with Goetz as production chief
and Montgomery as star. First to
roll is 'I Had a Comrade,' a yarn of
Nazi intrigue.. Second is 'Busman's
Honeymoon,' a detective mystery.
William Sistrom is pulling out for
London within two weeks to arrange

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
David O. Selznick, upon return
over weekend from eastern premiere
rights.
Bonus is part of the pact made be- of 'Gone With the Wind,' ordered his
tween Gable and Metro when they 'Rebecca' back on shooting schedule
Jan. 2, with indications pointing to
loaned him out.
extensive camera work.
While studio contends only minor
reshooting will be necessary, other
Warners Loses $13,000
reports are that principals may be
sent to Monterey, Calif., for two or

•GWTW,

of 5,000 exhibs proves favorable, will
consist of scries of two-reel adaptations of such Warner full-length feature series as 'Penroid' and Torchy
Blane.' They will be made in regular
feature style and with name play-

.

is

need, for prestige purposes, of top
budgeters by a name like Goldwyn.

.

Krims.

London for 2 M-G

4 Keys

|gir.ct-wt>ek^boxoftice_jetums frc^m initia l .showings of 'nnnp_ JSUththe Wind' reveal the Selznick film version of Margaret Mitchell's novel
to be pointing to hefty grosses. Vabiety correspondents in Boston, Clticinnati and Atlanta, the only out-of-town spots already opened, besides Broadway, report the extraordinary length of the film (three
hours and 40 minutes) as holding down receipts despite boxoffice
queues.
On Broadway the small capacity Astor has been a sellout since last
Tuesday's opening, on the basis of two-a-day, reserved seat policy.
Astor receipts for the first seven days were $23,000, tops. At the Cap.
itol, the Loew organization is. trying out a continuous policy^ three
shows daily, with the last complete unreeling starting at 9 p.m. V/ith

McEwen drew new

contract as assistant to Hal B. Wallis at

Walter

in

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Jane Bryan and Olivia de Hav-

re-

lease of Goldwyn's next pic, 'The
Westerner,' but nothing has been
signed as yet, it was learned yesterday (Tuesday). Par is waiting to

Goes

Hlfind'

Par Woiddlike to Release Goldwyn s

Sam Goldwyn and Paramount on

Wednesday, December 27, I939
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Down

to $107,284

Metro-RKO's 75c Test
For 'GWTW Scheduling

Cincinnati, Dec. 26.
Firist half of this opening week
for 'Gone With the Wind' at the
Capitol, where it's doing socko biz,
permitted M-G and the local mCO
theatre management to learn the
public's time-and-price preferences
interest.
on the pic's thrlce-daily screening
Underwriting Plan Set
setup.
Judge William Bondy in N. Y. apStarting scale, a tester, was fixed
proved the underwriting agreement
at 75c for all seats at the morning
for the new
common stock, and and afternoon sessions, and $1 for all
ordered the officers and directors of
but 230 reserved lodge seats at night,
the company, and Irving Trust, its
the latter priced at $1.50.
trustee, to proceed with consummaAttendance and requests the first
tion.
The approved agreement is three days developed a new scale
slightly different from the one subwhich becomes effective Thursday
mitted Dec. 11, in that the Atlas
It is the same 75c general
(28).
Corp., the underwriters,

based on a guarantee of
bonds of RKO Western, to be allowed at $3,558. This claim was allowed in a larger amount previously,
and this amount added represents

$1,857,425,

RKO

has volun-

tarily relinquished its

demands

that

admish for forenom and matinee
shows .and reservations for all

as unsecured creditors (15% of all
at night, when the number of Sl-SO
unsecured claims), be allowed to
scats will be increased.
participate in the purchase of the
stock. This would have meant that
Atlas would be receiving the stock
Butler's Crosby Pic
at $2.75, and not the $3 as agreed
to in the underwriting.
Hollywood. Dec. 26.
Atlas has
nou withdrawn this provision and
David Butler gets the dircctinS
will- not participate as unsecured ct)oro on
the Bing Crosby-Glona
creditors, but will still receive all Jean eo^starrer, 'If 1 Had My Way,
stock not taken by Rockefeller Cen-. at Univw-sal. ,
(Continued on page'39>
Starting date is Feb. 1.

it,

n
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Predict Other Studio Labor Will

Alp With lA

in '41

be renewed

at

International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees returning as a signatory, it
predicted in Informed circles.
l3
lATSE withdrew to handle its negotiations with the studios individually,
leaving four other Internationals under the basic agreement.

these
four
Presumption
unions, all affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, will seek
1941
with
a renewal in the spring of
the producers and that they will not
only want the lA back with them,
but that the George E. Browne organization will itself desire it. Is
founded on dissatisfaction that has
come up. It Is also believed that
negotiations for all five large internationals in the studios will be returned to New York. Recently the
has centered its negotiations on
li'
th Coast, while Just a week ago the
other big unions met in Atlantic
City to formulate a new year's scale.
that

,

Tlie musicians, of this group, decided to string along at the same
gcale as has applied for the past year,
but the others, the. teamsters, electricians and carpenters, asked and
received a 10% boost It is effective

Immediately.

Musicians are assumed

to be willing to remain ^t the same
scale, since In the studios it Is re-

WELLES' CUFFO

FILM FOR RKO

Hollywood, Dec.

playing the top filnvs on double bills
more convenient times of the day,
notably in the evening. It is claimed
that ptiblic protests against the way
most theatres schedule the showing

of their pictures must mean that
St. Louis, DeCi 26.
plenty of people pass up theatres befew days alter the plea of Fan- cause the; film they want to see' Is
chon & Marco for an Injunction being spotted at bad hours.
against members of lATSE Local No.
If a campaign to enlighten the ex143 from picketing the 5,000-seater hibitors, awakening them to the fact
Fox and six nabes of the St. Louis that it is poor policy to continue, as
most do with respect to their top
Amus. Co., operated by F&M, had pictures on duals or where stage
been nixed by Circuit Judge Julius shows are played, fails to get anyNolte of Clayton, St. Louis County, where, It is a question whether the

A

could force action in
Making it a part of the
contract to assign the best hours of
the day to the choicer picture might
However, occasions
' Itifunction
plea be "attempted.
which had been under advisement are certain to arise where two picfor several weeks after a trial lasting tures on a dual are of comparable
a week. Judge Nolte made no com- value.
ment. The libel suit alleged damThis does not occur so often, howages to F&M's business through false ever, the majority of double bills
statements contained In handbHls being made up of what is generally
distributed by union pickets.
referred to as the No. 1 picture, the
The petition filed In the Circuit other being of secondary importance.
Court asks for $100,000 actual and The No. 1 picture is usually the per$100,000
punitive
damages
and centage film, while the other Is
charges that the handbills
dis- bought flat
tributed to patrons and prospective
Principle complaint Is that the No.
patrons were 'calculated to expose 1 feature is being spotted at what is
the plaintifTs to public hatred, con- deemed the 'wrong' hours, with retempt and ridicule and injure its sult that fans who want to see the
good name and business standing.'
lead picture, not caring about the
The picketing began Sept. 30 and other, have to catch it at a time that
was tlie outgrowth of
trans- is Inconvenient. Too often, it is deferring
projectionists
from one clared, a customer will call the thehouse to another without the sanc- atre, only to learn the film he or she
tion and knowledge of the Local. wants to see goes on. at a time that
During the injunction suit C. B. Nel- interferes with dinner, or it's on the
son, personnel director for F&M, last show, so late, that getting out
testified that bir has dipped 257o would be around midnight or theresince the picketing began.
(Contlnued on page 47)
a

$200,000

libel

suit

mem-

distributors

some way.

.

'

'

F&M

Orson Welles is making The
Smiler with a Knife' for RKO withHe's using many of the
Mercury Theatre players he took to
the Coast for 'Heart of Darkness,'
which was originally scheduled to

out pay.

Six checks came through the
day.

first

Fix Extras in '39;

Bigger Checks, Too

chore

that It's a partial recompense to the studio for the unexpectedly heavy expense on 'Heart.'
Not only were a number of Broadway actors taken to Hollywood for
the picture and paid several weeks'
•alary without work, but story and
technical difficulties have held up
production since early In the sum-'
mer. Now understood that Welles
figures on using the most ambitious
letup of sound stages for 'Heart'
that

16,000.

.

Camp-

bell

olTicIals
could be closer to
agency-production confabs. But with
Welles tied up In a picture deal, the
series must, originate on the Coast.

'Brother Orchid'

Back

Hollywood, Dec.

1938
15,655
23,326
15,326
18,531
23,958
27,418
29,316
20,524
16,693
24,698
20,981
..... 20,000

Feb

March
April

May
June
July

Aug
Sept
Oct

Nov
Dec.

256,428

LAST CALL!
34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

«

•

rt„^''^*'^''<l

r „

ConneU's story was turned
months ago by Edward

several

Eirfa'aWwlk.

"

NEELY

AHACK

1939
21,253
25,280
24,204
22,918
27,596
34,940
32,229
23,540
26,421
23,918
10,883
15,500

Major picture companies and their
principal organization, the Hays office, have outlined main points of
attack In combatting the Neely bill
before the House of Representatives
in the forthcoming session of Congress next monthr All angles which
drastically alter the present methods of doing business are being
stressed as likely to be ruinous.
Seven principal objections have been
detailed for those now
294,688 drawn up and
actively engaged In trying to defeat
the measure, already passed by tha
U. S. Senate.
.

One outstanding complaint

In ttila

of antl-Neely objections Is that
the bill Is a price control law which
prices on
forces retail
wholesale
transactions.
It complains that 1h«
bill
requires
the wholesale
distributor to sell a sin.^Ie item to the
retail dealer at the same price that
would be quoted for the same item
as part of a large order.
Further
charged that to Impose such a price
control by law on wholesale distribution is unheard of in other buslne.";ses.

Opponents of the Neely measure
this series of arguments by

of

sum up

contending that the curtailed foreign
markels for American motion pictures
present a serious problem
which is not helped any by the Neely
bill.

Special Exploitation Advantages

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Claimed that a law

to abolish

wholesale selling and advance buying on top of the uncertain foreign
situation 'may weir wreck the busine.<!s for years to come.'
Third argument against the bill
points out that the only other enforceable part of the measure, besides
that
eliminating
wholesale
selling <Scc. 3. which is tabbed the
es.ience of the bill),

oullines

how

a

is Sec. 4 wljich
true synopsis must

be made of each feature and made a
part, of the sales contract.
Opponents also contend

26.

'Brother
Orchid,'
semi-religious
Kangster yarn, coriies
off the shelf
'or February production
hi
by Mark
Hellinger.

MAJORS PLAN

pointed out that the Increase in Jobs
refutes the claim that producers are
aiming to cut down the use Of extras.
Following is a comparison of jobs
for this year and last:

Jan

U)

,

attempted at

end, as well as the fact that

(Continuejd on page

Central Casting reported a trend

toward more use of players in the
$8.25-a-day and higher classifications
and less in the $5.50 bracket. It was

Meanwhile, Campbell's soup is
said to be dissatisfied with the way.
Welles is handling Its Playhoiise
dramatic series Sunday nights over
CBS. Sponsor would prefer to air
the program from the east, because
of simplined tex problems at this
•

26.

list

RKO.

,

for others.

Present five-year pact between
decorators and producers runs until
1942,
but contract recently was
opened by the Society to negotiate
wage tilts.. Special classiOcation will
be asked for decorators who hav«
worked on A pictures for two years
or more, with members in this division seeking $135 weekly instead
of present $100 per week wage.

I

is

have yet been

more

Regular division of decorators employed on less expensive productions,
currently drawing $100 weekly salary,
are seeking increase to $110. A
Film extras drew $3,107,896 in salaries from the studios for 1939, a demand will also be made for a $15
gain of more than $400,000 over 1938. wage increase for assistant decorators,
presently drawing down $60 per
Total of atmosphere jobs placed
through Central Casting hit 294,688, week.
Producers
executive
committee
against 256,426 in 1938 and 296,107 in
meets
this week to consider demand
1937, one of the top years.
of Society of Motion Picture Film
June was the most prosperous Editors for
hike. Under10%
wage
month for extras, with 34,946. jobs standing is that producer-labor
conhanded out. Second was July, reg- tacts who have handled negotiations
Low months were will recommend granting the inistering 32,229.
November, with 10,883 placements, crease. 'Tentative' deal callr for hike
and December with approximately to be retroactive to Aug. 25 last, at _

Hollywood, Dec.

be produced first, 'Smiler* is being,
filmed while technical preparations
ire still going forward on |HearC
Reported explanation for Welles'
(ratis

uled for Jan. 3. Demands will also
cover settling up special classification for some of society's members,
and provide wage jumps of 10% and

.

$3,167,896 Paid

at

FUes $200,000 Ubel

filed

lor

for the Blind.

Lost, Theatre Chain

F&M

Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
Wage increases up to $35 a week
demanded by the Society of
Motion Picture Interior Decoratori
at a meeting with producers schedwill be

26.

the L. A.. Times, turned the
Christmas spirit to good use by
informing studios that her most
valued gift would be a $5 check,
payable to the Nursing School

In line with the squawks that a lot
of customers are being alienated by
bad scheduling of pictures in the
theatres, action may be taken with,
a view to forcing exhibitors into

Week: Pact

PA s Near; Inkers Move

Hedda Hopper, columnist

CONTRACTUAL MUST 7

F&M's Union Squawk

bers of the Local.
In nixjng the

represented the
producers in his capacity as labor
adviser-contact, at the Atlantic City
^meeting, plans to leave for the
Coast today (Wed.> and will spend
the holidays there.

—

Demand For

to $35

Hedda's Good Deed

ward Hours Discourages
B. O. Patronage
Frequently On Too Early or
Too Late

American Academy of Dramatic
Art and casting plays as assistant
to producer George Abbott.

against eight oiTicers and 44

who

Signing With
Spotting the No. 1 Film (Percentage Picture) at Awk-

Among his chores in the east
are playing 'Henry Aldrich' on
the radio and 'See My Lawyer'
on the stage, lecturing at women's clubs, teachinjg at the

result of the 10% Increases
voted in Atlantic City, the overhead
to the studios will be increased about
$1,000 each weekly.

Pat Casey,

Wage Boost Up

STIlLftTE BIZ

Man

Hollywood, Dec. 28.
Ezra Stone finished his picture
assignment in Paramount's 'At
Good Old Siwash' and checked
out for New York.

garded as high.

As a

Studio Decorators Push

E IDEAS TO

New Deals

Busy Young

The five-year studio basic agreement, which expires April 1, 1941,
will in all probability
that time with the

on
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that the
Neely bill paves the way for pripressure censorship of American film-''They claim the charg*
that blockbooking compels' the exhibition of Indecent or immoral pictures is completely unsupported and
vate,

has been exploded repeatedly at public hearings.

.

'

Hunchback' Dodges

M-Foxs Test Case on Daddy
~ton|tep*
Tendencies in Holland; Other Suits
of approximately $500 was
by 20th Century-Fox last
Holland in the copyright
brought more than a year
ago against a Dutch film producer for
Infringing on what 20th claims is its
worldwide motion picture rights to
•Daddy Long Legs.' Case has now
been placed on the calendar awaiting trial and should ordinarily be
reached in four or five months.
Possibility exists, however, that it
will not be pressed, as it was brought
to the attention of the Dutch Minister of Justice last month, who is
said to have endorsed the American
view ot the copyright law and proposed a confab with the Minister of
Foreign Affairs. It was suggested
that 20th's rights— and those of other
film companies— will be protected in
the future without resorting to
courts. Advance along this line has
been delayed-, however, by thie European war.
'Daddy Long Legs' case was
tirought against Neerlandia Filmpro
ductie, N. V., on the theory that 20th

Bond

week
suit

in

it

More Taxes. Relief Coin. Etc^ Again

Being Tmked' in Chi

—

posted
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OMMUNTTY SINGS NEW
TYPE RAH-RAH B. 0.

— ehicBgo,-Defr.-a6.-

-

'Hunchback oi Notre Dame' (RKO)
just escaped having an 'adults only'
pink ticket slalpped on it by the local
censors, with district manager Tom

Gorman, along with

RKO

exchange

chief Jack Osscrman, finally convincing 'em that there was no reason to
exclude the children.
Basis of the censors' complaint

—Make Fdm Biz L^lativ&Target
SAG. AFTER NEGRO AND
YIDDISH FRJHERS EAST

Screen Actor* Guild, which rewas that tlie picture was too grueproducer of Yiddish
some for the kids, but they were cently placed
finally satisfied oh the point that the films on its blacklist will extend
kids have been reading the book in
to the Negro field In a few days
school for years with no ill effect
Champaign, 111., Dec. 26.
its drive to get contracts from indies
A substitute for double feature and
making pictures In New York and
money giveaway has apparently
been found in the revival of comvicinity.
munity singing In this town and reGuild will demand the same scale
ports from surrounding territory inat It ia getting from major filmdicate that not only the young colmakers. PaychecM rang* upward
lege and high school crowds, but also
from $5,50 a day allotted extras in
the regular towners are veering back
'

'ONE BIG UNION'

towards wholesale warbling.
Exhibitors who have tried out
community singing here have met
with such a response that they have
expanded the sessions to the degiree

DEA GAINING

mob

scenes.

Colored Vande Story

VaudeviUa story, Ugged 'Show
Business,' is next on the slate of all-

SUPPORT

After an avalanche of state

leglslg.

tlon last year, the film Industry again
is confronted with some 10 regular
sessions and threa or four statei
which threaten to call special meet,
ings in 1940, Necessity of obtaining

added revenue

is

expected

to

wit.

ness the picture business being sia<
gled out for pet assessment projectt
States which will huddle early
next year are Kentucky, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Jer.
.

sey, New York, Rhode Island, South
Carolina and Virginia. California Is
slated to go into special session on
Jan. 15.

Numerous states among the 4g
their tax problems and the task
of raising relief money. New Jersey

have

has a bond issue to look after. Wisconsin, which battled through until
late in 1939 over tax- affairs, threatens to huddle again.
Battles over " taxes and means of
raising revenue in Georgia, Idaho
and. Illinois probably will see slat*

Negro productions by Joe Seiden at
Fort Lee, N. J. Film will star Frank
Wilson. Story la now being broken
down for shooting and it Is expected solons goin^ back

they are taking the place of the ex1
tra feature. Tried out first purely as
Way for the proposed reorganlza'
into session again
an experiment, the community vocaltion of the Associated Actors Sc Art
izing in the theatres has become real
lenses in several early next year to iron out their
the
go
before
to
ists of America (Four A's) along th«i
b.o., exhibits billing the tonsil exer.
weeks.' Seiden is also currently cut- difficulties.
lines of 'one big union' was smoothed
cise In their ads and on the screen.
In Pennsylvania, where legisla.
ting a two-reeler with an all-Negro
Why this sudden shift to com somewhat last week in a series of cast which he has just completed. tors are reported to be lamenting
munily yodeling is not completely conferences among heads of the vari- With Eddie Green in top role, it is the repeal of the state admission tax,
concensus ous affiliate groups: E^quity's quartet'
the
but
understood,
a special legislative session loom's to
Goes
Up.'
"Whatever
called
was entitled to copyright protection around here is that the war atmos- ly meeting, at the Astor hotel, N..Y.,
push through some legislation to takt
Yiddish film,. 'Motel the Operator,'
in the Netherlands under a reciprO' phere has a great deal to do with it. was also regarded as having made
Fort Lee, goes the place of this taxation, or vote t
cal agreement with the United States. This is evidenced by the actual re- some progress toward acceptance of made by Seiden at
similar tax.
will open
It
into release soon.
There has never been a decision in quests on the part of the audience the idea.
After flying east with Ralph Mor
simultaneously at the Ascot, Clinton
a Dutch court on this reciprocal for the old-time war whoops such as
Pitt May Bcvive Rap
agreement. The two other important 'Smiles,' 'Pack Up Your_Troubles,' gan. Screen Actors Guild president, and People's theatres in New York,
Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.
copyright cases involving American Tipperary,' 'Long, Long Trail,' etc, Kenneth Thomson, executive secre- and the Little theatre, Newark.
tary of the same organization, hud'
Although still in discussion stag*,
rights, both in regard to book publi
died all week with officials of the
there's a strong possibility that Pills,
cation, are on 'Gone With the Wind'
other unions. He also appeared beburg's old amusement tax will be re«
and 'Fu Manchu.' In those, com!x-Exhib,
Also
Bracketed
Martin
fore the Equity council to argue for
vived shortly after first of year In
plaint of infringement was based on
the solidification program and atan effort to get city out of it.<i pres..
the fact that publication was simul
Louis tended the quarterly meeting for
Allen at
Under Fire in
ent financial hole. Mayor Scully li
With
taneous in U. S. with that in a couU'
known to have requested C'ty Solid,
the same purpose. He planed back
try which is a signatory to the Berne
tor William A. Stewart to make t
to the Coast immediately after the
pact, basic international copyright
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
St Louis, Dee. 26.
study of law on amusement Uix levy
meeting Friday night (22).
Morr
law. U. S. is not a signatory. Un
George R. Hart, who disposed of
top
femme
gets
the
Mary Martin
to see whether city can enact it with>
der this pact, if there is publication his picture theatres in. St, Louis gah had returned earlier in the week.
Benny-Fred
While no definite points were spot in the untitled Jack
out assent of state legislature.
in a member country, copyright holds
County several years ago foc.theipost
'for
July
scheduled
•Plan would be to Impose a- levy
good in all. other member countries, of Justice of the Peace, is under fire 'agreed upon in the series of "hud- Allen comedy,
similar to one state used in 1936, It
The U. S. State Department has as the 'marrying justice' and a suit dles among Four A's execs, it was production at Paramoimt.
long urged thtat the U. S. A. sign the
felt that Thomson's visit at least
Meanwhile, she is slated to star in on every 25c admission. Takes In
to oust him from the job was filed
Berne pact to give protection to the
tended to clear the air of a few Kiss the Boys Goodbye' if she com- every form of amusement, including
last week In the supreme court by
works of Americans in Holland. Film prosecuting attorney Stanley Wal- smouldering issues that had de- pletes her stage work in time.
theatres, sports and night clubs.
copyright experts are of the opin'
veloped between the east and Coast
Understood Scully won't propos*
lach who charges that Hart is carryion, however, that the energy would
factions in th$ parent union.
Althis levy if City Council approve!
ing on the duties as a J. P. despite
be better expended in getting Hoi the
though Thbmspn's session with the Dies Committee Avers 20
his measure to raise proper^' taxes
fact that his term; expired Nov.
land to respect its reciprocal obligaEqtiity council didn't bring all the
locally
on lands and buildings.
1938. This is the second time eftion with the U. S.
If it doesn't
results he had hoped, it was reported
Filmers
Storm of protest aroused everywhera
forts have been made to stymie' Hart
respect this agreement, it is argued,
over this proposal, however, likely
who advertises by air, billboards, to have ironed out several items open
Washington, Dec. 28,
what reason is there to expect that
to misunderstanding.
to defeat it in council, in which event
street cars,' etc., that he will wed
Dies
committee
by
Report
to
the
It would honor the Berne convention,
Mood of the Equity quarterly
mayor will come up with his alternacouples at any hour of the day or
its investigators today (Tuesday) dC'
Netherlands have long been noted
night The first suit is still pending meeting, which was sparsely at- Clares that at least 20 prominent Hol- tive, the amusement tax. The state,
for their alleged piracy of works of
tended, was sa,id to have been defiwide levy, discontinued in 1937 after
in the State's highest tribunal.
lywood actors have been Com^
foreign authors. There is public sen^
Hart insists that he has been or- nitely favorable to the 'one big munists. It says that an eight-month a year, brought in more than $8,000,.
timent against such protection, it is
dained as a minister in the 'Church union.' Philip Loeb, Equity council investigation of Communism in the 000 in revenue.
said, which was evidenced as long
of His Holiness' and he will continue member and chairman of that orfilm colony reveals that at least 40
ago as 1891, when the U. S. first
Texaa' Arnna. Tas Tap
perform marriage ceremonies. ganization's committee probing the industries contributed to Communist
to
permitted protection in America to
San Antonio, Dec, 26.
Hart's turbulent career as a J. P.' be- Four A's, spoke in favor of the
front organizations, giving some of
the work of foreigners.
A new worry Is being added to
gan on Dec. 28, 1934, when he was unification program, although criti- these groups incomes
as high as
theatre owners throughout the slat*
appointed by the County Court. He cising the Screen Actors Guild's almonth.
$3,000
a
Joe Kennedy Dodees Exam
with a new amusement tax now bewas not a candidate for reelection in leged inconsistent policy on the mat
Joseph p.. Kennedy, U. S. AmbaS' 1938, but on
Investigators
purported to get ing proposed to the Texas legislaNpv. 22 of that year, fol- ter. He denied reports that he was
sador to England, need not submit to lowing
the general election, applied opposed to the 'one big union' plan .their info from former Communist ture in Austin; Proposed tax would
an examination before trial in con' for
Any definite action on the con- party officers, Whether the report be on admissions above 50c, and
reappointment' If was denied,
nection with Rae Nasoff's minority
but Hart stuck on the. job. In ad- solidation plan will probably await will be made public has not been de would be in addition to the regular
stockholder
action
against Para dition to wedding
couples Hart sells thC; 'report of Bernard J. Reis, who cided. It it is released, a committee Federal levy now in effect
mount, its officers and directors, ac' trousseaus, rings, etc.,
An added revenue of $21,000,000,
to couples who was appointed by the Four A's board iriember. Rep, Voorhis (Dem., Cal.),
cording to N. Y. supreme court JuS' visit
combo olfice-home in St Louis as a one-man committee to study the declared the names of persons ac- the largest in the history of the
tice Samuel Hofstadter.
Apparently County.
problem and submit a possible plan. cused of Communistic activity should sUte, would be the result if the biu
Kennedy's own affidavit was the de
His report is due Feb. 15, but a' 'in all fairness' also be made public. is passed.
ciding factor, as the ambassador dC'
preliminary statement may be forth
Dies committee authority expires
clared, 'All the knowledge that I or
coming before that time.
on Jan. 3.
Still Tongh en Snndayi
Seek
my assistants derived came to us by
Lynchburg, Dec, 28,
means of examinations into the corBurghers of Danville, Va., are getporate records, or consultations with
Raphael and Robert Hakim, who
ting Sunday shows the hard way.
employees. All that I could con
have made pictures in France, have
Although a jury turned loose hous«
ceivably contribute to the present gone to Hollywood, seeking name
manager jailed in a Sunday test casa,
action consists of my personal opin
players for 'Volpone,' which they
police department went out the toiions and conclusions.'
plan to make in English in this
lowing Sunday and arrested four
The plaintiff claims $20,000,000 has country.
Cartoon version of 'Peter Pan,' for which Walt Disiiey has purchased more theatre employees. Shows were
been lost to stockholders through
The Hakims have the Stefan story rights, will not be ready for release before 1944 or 1945. Preceding not stopped, however. Trial of the
waste and mismanagement. It is his Zweig story under option and are it on the Disney sked are 'Pinocchio,' now
in final stages of production; tha new defendants due shortly.
contention that Kennedy, who was seeking either Charles Laughton or Stokow.>;ki-collaborated
Ministerial group, meantime, li
musical, tentatively titled 'Fantazia,' for 1941;
hired by the Paramount board
Edward G. Robinson for the lead if 'Bambi,' 1942; 'Alice in Wonderland,' 1943, and 'Don Quixote' or 'Peter circulating petition against Sabbath
1936 to make a confidential report they can set production details.
Pan,' 1944.
films. Signers have been warned they
on the Paramount financial status,
The 1944 date is figured as minimum, if Disney can hold to his schedule will not be eligible for jury du(y ia
could disclose information proving
of one a year. So far it has been impossible, but with completion in a trying Sunday show cases.
Sherman's
Oater
the allegations of the complaint
month or so of the new Burbank plant, greater speed is hoped for.
Sherwood Vs. Fox Starts Jan. 2
Hollywood, Dec, 26.
Sir James M. Barrie, its author, bequeathed the copyright to 'Pan' to
Trial of Robert E. Sherwood and
Republic upped George Sherman London Children's Hospitel. In Disney's
Slated to
deal with the institution, it stiputhe Playrights Producing Co.'s suit to a producer-director berth and as- lated in addition to
coin, that two charity performances for the benefit of
Serials
against 20th Century-Fox will begl
signed him to handle the company's the hospital be given in
3
London, when the film Is released.
Jan. 2 in N. Y. supreme court before new western series for the 1940-41
Hollywood, Dec, 28.
Justice Peter Schmuck.
program.
wiU produce threa
Darmour
Larry
President
Roosevelt
and
family viewed 'Gone with the Wind' last night
Action seeks an injunction and acGene Autry, Roy Rogers and Three
1940-41
serials for Columbia during
counting of profits of thp Fox film, Mesquiteer series will be reduced (Tuesday.) in the White House after producer David O. Selznick bowed out
season, in addition to his regular
'Young Mr.
Lincoln,'
Sherwood from eight to six each to make room of an invitation to be the guest of the family from dinner yesterday until Jack Holt starring series.
this morning (Wed,).
claiming the title and thence de- on the schedulie for the newcomer.
will
serials
new
First
of
Invite
came
via
presidential
secretary Steve Early to Selznick in New
ceives the public into believing it to
Cariff newsYork. It said last night would be the last the Roosevelts W^duld be together screen version of Milton
be an adaptation of his play, 'Abe
Terry and the Pirates,
Cal.'s Paralysis Drive
this holiday and they wanted to view 'Wind' 'en famille' before separating. paper strip,
Lincoln in Illinois.'
February.
Selznick replied that he would be delighted to be with the Roosevelt starting sometime in
Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
family,
but
hoped
they would appreciate that he would like even more to
California's theatrical drive for the
Par Sued for Fire
1940 anti-Infantile Paralysis fund is be with his own familjr at this season of the year after hLving been away
'Lillian Russell' Leads
Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
Louis D, Lighton, Metro producer, slated for the last week in January, from them so long.
Hollywood, Dec, 28,
is suing Paramount for $10,000 as with a goal of $100,000.. Half the
Alice Faye and Henry Fonda share
a result of a fire which destroyed contributions_ will be' devoted to
„ the Greatly improved sentiment for picture corhpany Lssues showed up in top billing in 'Lillian Russell,' wnicn
haystacks, barns and a silo on his national campaign and the remainder Wall St. during the past week, two factors directly contributing to this rolls Jan. 15 at 20th-Fox with Irving
shift in attitude. One was the strong financial report of Loew's (with virturned over to local charities.
ranch last December,
Cummings directing.
«>•
fire
State's theatre audiences contrib- tually the same net profit as in the preceding fi.scal year) and the other
Plaintiff charges the
was
William Anthony McGuira did
caused' by a Par location company. uted $65,000 last year.
(Continued on pag« 39)
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Chi Shuffles

Preems;

Hlfives

First

Pins

Rons on Broadway

(Subject to Change)

Week

Vaude Good

VARIETY

m'BigBlowonB'way.

of Dec. 28

Aster—'Gone with the Wind'
-(M-G.)-(2d-wk.),-

InTwMfiuses;

'GuDiyer-Gle^^^^

Capitol—'Gone with the Wind'
'

Okay 14G, 'Gulliver,' 'Hunchback' In
Chicago, Dec. 26.
Plenty o( mlx-up this week, with
houses trying various openings in
order to crack the best money

(Col), seventh

week, nine days, okay

$3,500.

Box (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
27-42)— 'Remember'
(M-G)
Two houses decided on and 'What Life' (Par). Moveover
chances.
Christmas Day get-aways, the Roove- from Fifth anticipates only $2,000,
slow.
week 'Another "Tnin Man'
Last
Travels'
'Gulliver's
In
velt bringing
(M-G),
eight days, nice enough
'Hunchback
singling
Palace
the
and
Both look for big $2,700.
of Notre Dame.'
Orphenm (Hamrlck - Evergreen)
''
(U)
on Saturday (23) the United Art- (2,600; 27-42)—Tower London'
Thin Man' to work and 'Honeymoon's Over' (20th). Exists put 'Another
week 'Barriand flgured that the weekend stride pect good $5,500. Last
would aid business, despite the two- cade' (20th) and 'Pack Troubles'
mild
(20th),
$4,400.
day pre-Xmas period. Other houses
FaloDur (Sterling) (1,235; 21-27remained on their reguUii Fridayopening schedule. As expected, the 37-42)— 'Four Wives'^ (WB) plus local
three days before Christmas were kiddie revue. Pulling big $5,600. Last
plenty slack, with even the pride of week 'Jeepers Creepers' (Rep), 'Privaude,
the recent releases failing to garner vate Detective' (WB), plus
Music

(850;

(M-G)

boxoffice strength in the face
shopping rush.

of the last-minute

Chicago has a strong enti,v in 'Four
Wives," which is getting plenty of
* talk from the femmes.
Starting last
night (25), the house perked up
.plenty of speed and figures to wind
hp the session with a good account
of

itself.

Oriental got plenty of free Hearst
advertising for the Cosmopolitan
'20,000 Men a Year,' but unfortunately these ads all broke during the
Christmas shopping rush. Should get

good

however.

figure,

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B. & K.) (1,200; 35-95-65T5)— 'Mr. Smith' (Col) (7th wk).

Heady to call it a run, with 'Intermezzo' (UA) slated to replace for
the New Year's trade. Capra picture
Indicates okay $3,500 currently after
turning in fair enough $4,800 last
week.
Chicago (B.

Sc

K.)

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
27-42)— 'GuUiver' (Par) and

Paramount
(3,039;

'Neighbors Carters' (Par). Indicate
big $8,500. Last week 'Destry' (U)
and Dr. Christian' (RKO), second

week, slow $3,500.
Roosevelt (Sterling)

(800;

21-32)—

'Jamaics Inn' (Par) and 'Under Pup'
(U) (2d run). Looks like fair $2,200.
Last week 'Fifth Girl' (RKO) and
Touchdown' (Par), second run, $1,800, poor.
(800; 16-

(20).

(Revleuied in Vahieiv, Now. 29)
of

Music
Hall— 'Hunchback
Notre Dame' (RKO).

(Reviewed In Vabietv, Dec. 20)
Paramount ^"Gulliver's Trav-

—

WIVES'.

Wife'

T6)— 'Barricade'

(20th).

(20th)

Not much

tor this one, which sneaked in .and
will sneak oiit with less tliah $3,000,
lad.
Last week 'Eternally Yours'
(UA), not much better at $3,100.

Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-40)—
*eO,000 Men' (20th) and vaude. Heading for good' $16,900, almost every
dollar of which will be taken in
during the last four days. Last week
'Roaring Twenties' (WB) and vaude,

wound up with so-so $11,200.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-79)
•-'Hunchback'

(RKO).

On

single-

feature basis and started yesterday
$25,000, great. Last week,
(U) and 'Dr. Christian'
•bestry'
(RKO), finished 12-day run to fair
$7,000 for final seven days.
Roosevelt (B.
K.) (1,500; 39-5565-75)— 'Gulliver'
Opened
(Par).

Looks

&

yesterday (Monday) and should get

beth-Essex'

$8,^00,

Seattle, Dec. 26.
finds plenty new
pictures. 'Gulliver's Travels,' at Parwnount, and 'Hardy and Son,' at
Fifth, are particularly fitted to the
Yule season.
Palomar is stepping

week

Jrances Lederer in 'No Time for
Comedy,' at Metropolitan, are pulling capacity biz.

Estimates for This

of Jan. 4

with the Wind*

(3d wk.).

forced to turn away a lot of people
during the past four days but dragging em downtown, is responsible
for considerable overflow that is
'Wind'
falling into other houses,
opened to the general public last
(Reviewed in Variciv, Dec. 6)
Wednesday (20) but the first couple
Music Hall
of days did not come near to filling.
Notre Dame' (RKO) (2d wk.).
Theory is that with all the publicity
Paramount 'Gulliver's Travthe picture got, the average fan felt
it was no use trying to get near the
els* (Par) (3d wk.).
Capitol b.o. Last-minute Christmas
Rivoll—'Light
Failed'
That
shopping also flgured, plus pre-holi(Par) (3d wk.).
(3d wk.).

Criterlo n—'Joe and

Turp Call
(M-G) (3).

on

Ethel

President'

the

— Hunchback
—
'

Week
'The capacity at the Cap, with all
25-35-50)
'That's seats sold three times daily, is around
'Barricade' $90,000, not counting the Federal tax.

Estimate tor This

^^e.'M.

$2700

days,

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

fair
(1,-

Estimates for This

Week

Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
(1,000; 15-30-40)—'Intermezzo' (UA)
and 'Remember' (M-G). After move'
over from Loew's State, deer hunting
is

in order.

Looks Uke dull

$1,400.

moveover to Brown.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 1930-40)— 'Four Wives' (WB). Looks

pretty good, considering general pace
around town, and will wind up with

good

$4;000.

press*

Indications are fot light $6,000. Last
week, 'Night Nights' (Par) and

strength, considering general dullness in town, and early pace Indicates good $3,600. Last week, 'Beast
of Berlin' (PDC) and 'Reno' (RKO),

lightweight $2,800.

ArnTs' (M-G)
(20th) (2d run).

'Babes
Island'

y 52,700, moderate. Last
snM .TT^^^ywood Cavalcade' (20th)
^"^^ ^^"^ '""^
slow tZM.

the holdover

the $50,000 figure is
virtually certain to be beaten, however.
Last week, second for 'Her-

Mar-

bert' and the Allan Jones-Mary
tin duo, $40,000, fine.

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 4060-84-99-$1.65)
'Balalaika'
(M-G)
and stage show (2d week). Stepping
high for
probable $103,000 and may

—

ei

hold a third stanza. First week $86,000, very good for before Christmas.

—

(3,274;

—

MUNU19,000, STRONG

(RKO) and
Okav $17,000.

Last week,
and 'Honey-

Initial week at the Astor is $23,
000, which is every seat sold. Thea-

(Rep).

'GULUVER' OKE
$8,000

IN BUFF.

probable $30,000, following a first
week of about the same figiure,
'Gulliver's' has the added pull of
Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra
at the Paramount, while 'Four Wives'
has Abe Lyman's band. Latter, at
Strand, looks about $45,000, not sensational but still very good, while
first seven days of 'Gulliver*, with
Gray's orchestra, is $50,000, again
very nice though not capacity. Both
houses are getting strong matinee
business.

Second week of 'Balalaika', at the
Music Hall, is so good that the picture may be retained a third week.
Grosses, which plummeted sharply Current (2d) stanza will be around
during very tepid session last week, $105,000, as against $86,000 for the
'Hunchback due
are still slow after pre-holiday open- first seven days.

—

show (2d-flnal week). Didn't
do much on its first week at $30,000,
but held for Christmas and will get
about the same figure', disappointing.
'Swanee River' (20th) being moved
in Friday (29) for' New Year's.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)— 'Cat and
Canary' (Par) (2d run) and Louella
Parsons unit. Plenty of action here
this week, $30,000 or thereabouts,
very nice. Last week 'Intermezzo
(UA) (2d run) and James Barton,

stage

Estelle Taylor, Ciro Rimac orchestra,
around $15,000, poor.

Strand (2,767; 25-50-55-75-85-99)—
•Four Wives' (WB) and Abe Lyman.
Opening a little off here, Xmas buying hurting, but hitting fast stride
now and will end the first seven days
This is
at $45,000 or around that.
fine business, though not quite sensational.

next at the Hall.
'Light That Failed' should hit $50,"Hardys* and 'Gulliver* are at Buf000 or near, extra good for the
falo and Lakes, respectively.
Rivoll. House is the nearest to the
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)— Capitol but does not believe It is get'Hardy Son' (M-G). Getting $15,000, ting much of that overflow. Theatre
good. Last week, 'Remember* (M-G) is claimed to be filling at the same
and Cab Calloway orch, took sharp time as the Cap, dispelling the overdrop and came in with only so-so flow theory.
$16,000.
'Cat and Canary', with the Lo\iella
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50) Parsons unit, should have no trouble
Attracting juve getting $30,000, very good. The stage
'Gulliver* (Par).
Last week, bill includes June Preisser, Arleen
trade for okay $8,000.
'Housekeeper's Daughter* (UA) and Whelan, Jane Wyman, Joy Hodges,
'Our Neighbors* (Par), tapered oft to Ronald Reagan and Susan Hay ward.
mild $6,500.
Botb the Rialto and Globe ushered
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-35)— 'Every- in new fllms Saturday (23) 'Charlie
thing Happens Night' (20th) and McCarthy, Detective' appears a nice
'Henry Arizona' (M-G). Fair enough $9,000, while 'Cisco Kid and Lady
week,
'Night
Nights'
Last
$7,000.
will get the Globe $7,000 or better.
(Par) and 'Television Spy' (Par),
Estimates for This Week
skidded to poor $4,000.
75-85-$1.10-$1.65(1,012;
Astor
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300: 25-35)
(Col)
and $2.20)— 'Wind' (M-G) (2d week). Be'Amazing Williams'
'Scandal Sheet* (Col). Started Sun- gan second week last night (Tues.),
day (24). Last week. 'Blondie' (Col) following first seven days of $23,000,
They are all
sold.
being
seats
all
and 'Trapped in Sky' (Col), humdrum biz at under $4,500. 'South of gone for New Year's week, too.
75-$1.10-$1.65)—
(4,520;
Border' (Rep) and 'Sabotage' (Rep)
Capitol
three-day filler program, hit low 'Wind' (M-G) (2d week). Day-anddating with Astor, but Mth no seats
$1,500.
20tb Century (Dipson-Basil) (3,000; reserved here, first week's take is
30-40)— 'Covered Trailer' (Rep) and near to $70,000, good. House on
'(^omedie Francaise* unit. Berni Vici a week, with all seats old, can do
stage show should get around $13,000, around $90,000, not including tax.
okay. Last week (25-35). 'Mutiny Teed off a little, slowly, people fearBig House* (Mono) and 'Blue Grass' ing inability to get near b.o. 'Wind'
(WB), eight days for this drew un- set sail at top speed with arrival of
der $4,500,. very tame.
the holiday weekend. A total of 100

Final (3d)

week

for 'Eliza-

beth and Essex' (WB), plus Al Donahue's band, $18,000, mild.

ROONEY FORTE

Buffalo, Dec. 26.

13GINBALT0

ings.

—

.

.

—

cops were necessary Sunday (24).
IN
-Jh^IIj**?""' (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
'GABIES' FOB
Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)— 'Reno'
and 'Witness
VaniVvT.^.
(RKO). Out today (Wed.) after a
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Anticipate $6,500,
Goori
sad week of only $5,000, and replaced
Dao. S6.
Brooklyn,
task
on
gets
director
the
May
Joe
expectitions. Last
week
(iarter'
currently is the filming of the Nathaniel Haw- by 'Night of Nights.' 'Nick
getter
attention
(M-G)
Top
and
'What
k LiflwD
(M-G) got $6,500, o.k. for before
Fabian Fox, which has Paul Muni In thorne classic, 'The House of Seven Xmas.
Lihifi"^;,"'"* days, fair $5,000.
^•'-VH) (1,650; 21-27-42)— 'We Are Not Alone* and 'Mutiny In
'Amo,Gables,' at Universal
Globe (1,700; 25-35-55)— 'CLsco Kid'
Fabian Paramount is
House.*
(Col)
and
Big
with
Deo.
29,
slated
for
or
great
nuns
at
$7,000
(20th).
Not
Start
Is
•Blondio* B yi)"*'"'^
Looks for holding 'Elizabeth and Essex' and
JCol).
good *5%nn''''?^
Booa
producing.
better, but satisfactory /roflt for this
?5,S00.
Last week 'Mr. Smith' 'Covered Trail,* a second stanza, and Burt Kelly

B'KLYN; KYSER, 17G

this straight filmer is pulling 'em for
a week of $50,000 or close, excel-

lent.
Begins second week Saturday
Final three days of 'Destry'
(30).
was $5,000.
'Tower London' (U)
Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)
'Everymoon's Over' (20th), good $18,000.
tre is not offering any standing room
Met (3,618; 25-35-50)—'Ninotchka' and there probably wouldn't be any thing Happens at Night' (20th) and

(20th),

Excellent $7,500. Last
week. 'Smashing Money Ring* (WB)
and 'Laugh Oil* (U), quiet $5,000.

'Honeymoon's Over* (20th), impotent business getters at $5,500.

Week

Last week 'NlS^**!.*^''^ 52,500.
SP.w'ika' (M-G) and 'Co-Ed' (M-G)

Chan

—'Gone

Capitol— 'Gone with the Wind'

ers'

sun.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 19dS!"'. Mouse (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
flSO; 27-42)—
1^
'Destry' (U) and 'Dr. 30-40)- 'Charlie McCarthy' (U) and
CI
'hristian' (RKO).
Moveover Indl. 'Big Guy' (U). Displaying amazing

w^K*"'.!?",

Week

Astor

(M-G)

—

'

(2d wk.).

'

Last week, 'Mad Em(WB), lacked draught and returns meager at $2,300.
Blalto (Fourth ^^venua) (3,000; 16out with 'Four Wives' and the an30-40)—'Everything Happens Night'
nual local kiddie dance revue of the
(Par) and 'All Women Secrets* (Par).
Barclay school.
Cooler weather Is
holiday week, and
nelpmg^biz. Katharine Cornell and Feeling pinch of
returns won't create any cheering.

«nrt

(20th)

(WB), after week

Vaude, S'/zG, Seattle Clix

Bft^""??"-"

River*

(Reviewed in Current Issue)
Wives'
(WB)

Strand— 'Four

(M-G) and 'Nick Carter, Detective* takers if it did. At present the ad(M-G).
Opened yesterday (Mon). vance sale at the Astor for a couple
Last week, ^Goodbye Mr. Chips' (M- months ahead is well over $100,000.
G) and 'Witness Vanishes' (U) (2d
With 'Wind' not monopolizing, the
wk). okay $17,000.
town entirely, fancy grosses are
Paramonnt (4,126; 25-35-50)— 'Eliz- being run up by 'Balalaika', 'Gulli'
Louisville, Deo. M,
abeth Essex* (WB) and 'Covered vers Travels', 'Four Wives', 'Light
XmAs doldrums hit here in earnest TraUer* (Rep) (2d wk). Okay $18,- That Failed' and second-run State's
show of 'Cat and Canary', plus the
and biz Is at • low ebb. Product Is 000. Last week, good $20,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-35-50)— 'Not Alone* Louella Parsons unit. (Dnly disap
oh the so-so order^ but It probably (WB) arfd 'Mutiny Big House* pointers
on the street are 'Every
doesn't matter much, m patrons are (Mono).
Nice $19,000. Last week, thing Happens at Night', in its second
•Cat
Canary*
(Par)
and
'Dr.
X'
(WB)
week at the Roxy, and 'Reno* at the
not very Interested.
Criterion. Latter washes up Its week
Nine-Inch snow Saturday (23) also (2d wk), good $18,000.
25-35-40)—
Strand
'Beast
The
(2,870;
of
(Wed)
at only $5,000.
today
hurt biz, but Sunday and Monday
Berlin* (PDC) and 'Jeepers Creep- Sonja Henie picture will end at
(24-25) It disappeared under warm

—

Christmas

Boxy—'Swanee

to

niLLE

Last week 'Eliza- Last week, 'Housekeeper's Daughter'
in
(UA) and 'Henry Arizona' (M-G),
Chicago, didn't mean much In the
pretty good $1,900.
hopping rush and faded out with
Kentucky (Swltow) (000; lB-26)—
sojourn.
for
10-day
|6,500
State-Lake (B. & K.) (2,700; 25- 'Hollywood Cavalcade' (20th) and
40)— 'Thunder* (M-G) and vaude. 'Honeymoon Bali' (20th). Copping
Figures .for $15,000, okay.
Last some coin. Everything considered,
week was off at $10,100 for 'Co-Ed' fair enough at $1,400. Last week,
r'Beau Geste' (Par) and 'Pack Up
(M-G) and vaude.
United Artists (B, tt K.-M-G) (1,' Troubles' (20th), came through for
TOO;
35-55-65-75)
'Another Thin fair $1,500.
Loew's SUto (Loew's) (3,100; IBMan' (M-G). Opened Saturday (23)
•nd looks for okay $14,000 for initial 30-40)—'Raffles' (UA) and 'CaU Presweek.
Last week 'Ninotchka' (M- ident' (M-G). ReflecUng the Xmas
G), took oke $6,700 lor third and letdown and not much hoped for
under circumstances. Probably $0,lest session
I,ast week, 'Intermezzo'
500, light.
(UA) and 'Remember' (M-G), best In
town, wrapping up fair $6,400, and
•GuUiver,'
*WIves,'

$18,000, excellent.

Live'

Failed'

(20th).

$4,000,

PLEASING IN

$35,0(M).

and vaude, mild $24,200.
Garrlck (B. & K.) (900: 35-55-65-

May

That

Rivoll— 'Light
(Par) (2d wk.).

Albee
Wrong'

stage show.
pre-Xmas shopping,

Last week

(Par) (2d wk.).
Blalto— 'That They
(French Made).

Business is heavy in the downtown theatre.
'City in Darkness* (20th)
area for Christmas week was $5,000, fairish.
and the cops are going crazy trying
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Daytime
fill rush calls, from managers who
Wife' (20th) (2d run) and 'Laugh It
are being beleagured by .beavy Off' (WB) (1st run), doubled, plus
crowds. This is not true of all thea- Dempsey-Willard
pictures.
fight
tres but holds for the majority, par- Films of the Toledo fight of 20' years
ticularly on the matinees. Over the ago believed accounting for much of
three-day Xrhas weekend the- mobs
fair $8,000 that is being grossed.
were knocking down the doors at the Last week 'Roaring Twenties' (WB)
Capitol,
Music Hall, Paramount, (2d run) and 'Honeymoon's Over'
Strand and some other houses, while (20th) (1st run), $8,100.
yesterday (Tues.) the daytime crush
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-88-99)
was very heavy, so much so that,
Gulliver' (Par) and Glen Gray's
some storekeepers next to theatres
were beginning to complain. The Casa Loma band, Jimmy Savo and
Par yesterday (Tues.) played to others (2d week). Begins holdover
today (Wed.) after coming through
13,738 people by 3 p.m. all-time atthe initial seven days,
tendance record for any day up to to $50,000
which included three pre-Xmas shoi)that hour.
ping days. Thus this is fancy busi'Gone With the Wind' has been ness, although not the tops here. On

New York

.

(4,000; 35-55-76)

Held back by
put should round out good
'Day-Time

Colman 50G Each, Hlfives'-Lyman 45G

'Charlie
BUlto (750; 25-40-55.
32)— 'Rains Came' (20th) and 'Bright
McCarthy' (U). Doing very well,
day parties.
Boxy—'Swanee River' (20th)
and may be held over
Boys' (U) (2d run). See big $2,800.
However, on Saturday 'Wind' around $9,000
(2d wk ).
for New Year's. 'Tower of London'
Last week 'Lady Tropics' (M-G) and
started its strong upward climb and
Strand— 'Four Wives' (3d wk.).
went 12 days, doing remarkable
Sherlock Holmes' (20th), $2,000 modon Sunday (24) went into high gear.
rS
erate.
On Monday (25) the house was jam- $19,000.
25-55-75-85-99)—
Blvoll
(2,092;
med to the rafters and on the week
there's fairly^ood response at Strand ending
(Tuesday) the Light That Failed' (Par), In spite
yesterday
showing 'Beast of Berlin' and 'Jeep- gross stood at nearly $70,000 in spite of the strong competition, including
era Creepers.'
Wind' and the stage-show houses,
of the somewhat indifferent teeoff.
'4

Winter Garden (Sterling)

(WB) and

•-'Four Wives'

(25).

n.g. $3,400.

*

Nights'
of
(Par) (27).
(Reviewed in Variety, Nou. 29).
Globe—'The Big Guy' (U)

'

much

•

(2d wk.).
Criterion—'Night

MAY

Baltimore Dec.

2S.

Shifting opening days and product to get most out of expected holiplay, local exhibs are anticipating extra active b.o. on heels of reported biggest retail store buying
Smartly spotted Is p.eu
in seasons.
of Dead End Kids, at the combo
Hipp, 'Gulliver's Travels,* at Keith's,
and 'Judge Hardy and Son,' at Loew's
Century.

day

De luxe Stanley held oft 'Four
Wives' until Sun. (24) and is building to bullish proportions.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 1525-40)— 'Judge Hardy Son' (M-G).
Building smartly to strong $13,000.
Last week 'Intermezzo' (UA), not

much

at $5,600.

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

—

(2,205;

15-25-33-40-55-66)
'Amazing
liams' (Col.) leaning heavily

Wil-

upon
show headed by p.a.
Dead End Kids. Chalking up
fine $15,000.
Last week 'Blondie

strong stage
of

Baby' (Col.) had annual production
of local talent, 'Baltimore Follies,'

thank for fairish $11,300.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.406: 1525-35-40)— 'Gulliver's Travels' (Par).
to

Opened Sat. (23) and anticipating
big biz after promisin;^ getaway. Last
week 'Big Guy' (U). stayed five days
to

uneventful $2,800.
(Mechanic) (1,581; 1 -25-35'Everything
Happens
Night*
(2d wk). Marking time with

New
—

55)

(20th)

'Swanee River' (20lh) announced to
open Fri. (29). Henie film adding
possible

round

$2,500
at $2,700.

uneventful

to

first

Stanley (WB) (3,200: 15-25-35-4055)— 'Four Wives' (WB). Opened
.

Sun. (24) and building nicely. Last
'Dress Parade' (WB), stayr-'
10 days to mildish S8.800.

week

'

EXPLOITATION

VARIETY

Wednesday, December 27, I939

SHOWMANSHIP

FILM

-By JoIm C. Flmn

W«isfeldF« Theatre

'BagdaiT Also

Have a Commercial
Hookup

Licensing

on pictures, originally developed by Kay
Kamen and Walt Disney, grows
EnFox
Bud
with
competitive
more

Commercial licensing

•

field

terprisea reported planning the sale

licenses to manufacturers on
Thief of Bagdad,' Alexander Korda

of

release

for

production
organization

presently In the

is

'Pinnochio,' while.

on

through

the Kamen-Disney

United ArUsts.

.field

Paramount

set

department for licensing six
months ago on 'Gulliver's Travels,'
followed by Metro for 'Wizard of Oz'

up

a

•nd 'Gone With Wind.*
'Gulliver' will return in commernet of at least $100,000, it is
Picture cost $1,400,000,
estimated.
Including prints, and a budget of
$225,000 for advertising has been set

cials a

up.

On 'Snow White,' Kamen-Disney
netted a total of $498,000 on manufacturing licenses. Split is 50-50 between Kamen and Disney.
Out of deference to Paramount
•nd its release at this time of 'GuUiver's

Arthur

Travels,'

who

Joe Burstyn,

Mayer and

distribute foreign-

mades in this country, have withdrawn The New Gulliver,' from circulation in the domestic market. This
is the Russian version of 'Gulliver.'
Their U. S. rights to this foreign-

made expire

had

manship.

received more money for the rental of the pictures
that would have played In place of these.
'Of course, with the system of selling Individually,
there would be the Inducement to make more worthwhile productions to gross more at the boxoffice and
a penalty imposed on poor productions because they
would not be bought by the exhibitor. The result
would be greater interest In motion pictures by the
public and more of its entertainment dollar spent for
motion pictures than Is at present
'If the entertainment value of pictures Is increased
as above stated, in my opinion there would be no necessity for changing the scale of admissions, but If the
present practice continues and the Industry continues
to give the poor quality of pictures that is being delivered now, there Is nothing left for the exhibitor to do
but reduce the admission scale in order to tempt the
public to go to the boxoffice.'

fact that these communications bear postal cangives
cellations from nearly every state in the union

The

when
their contents imique value. In a day and age
Business leans heavily on national surveys,. ballots and
who don't,
polls, percentages of those who do and those
those' who are for and those who are against, there is
something refreshing in the informal replies to a brief,
but earnest, recent letter of inquiry as to what was
going on in the far-flung film industry.
'As

I

understand

It,'

declares one correspondent,

*I

Just blowing off, steam and not writing for publication. You are responsible for any printed articles,
and not I.' That seems a reasonably accurate state-

am

ment of the case.
Thereupon the writer launches

Into discussion of
various phases of current trade practices, or clearance
'

and admission price protection. The subject never was
handled with clearer analysis. From another theatreman comes an expression of deepest concern as to the
ability of Hollywood producers to adjust their budgeU
and,
to cope with shrinking film rentals from Europe
which
at the same tim'e, preserve entertainment quality
will keep American boxoffices at the peak demands.
Another writer declares that unless exhibitors promptly abolish the abuses of giveaways and premiums and
re-emphasize the film end of their programs as most
important and essential, the next move will be to offer
And from
the theatres themselves as bingo prizes.
the west comes the plea for fewer and better pictures,
and quick, too, because so many well known film stars
have ruined themselves with the public through radio
appearances in which they have shown so little talent
that their drawing values are fast disappearing.
And in the midst of dire misgivings and distraught
expressions ccmes also from the head of a large and
expanding circuit a statement of bright optimism as
follows:
'So confident

am

the Industry will continue to
Par has warned Pocket Books, go forward and will continue that growth which has
company, that it marked it up to the present time, that my company is
Inc.. publishing
must cease all reference to Para- now committed to an extensive building program— In
mount and Max Fleischer in its edi- fact, the largest in its history. My associates and I
tions of 'GuUiyer's Travels,' which Is could exhibit no more convincing proof of our confiIn the public domain. Although any dence as to the future of motion pictures.'
mention of Par and Fleischer might
From such a widespread source of film topics, ably
be regarded as of publicity value, discussed, outstanding conclusion of theatre operators .is.
Par takes the position that the the conviction, almost unanimous, that the time is at
Pocket Books people are trading hand for drastic revision of distributor-exhibitor relaupon the picture, version of 'GulU- tions. The issues no longer are confined to methods of
ver.'
sharing the public's boxoffice dollar. It goes deeper
than that, to the problem of retaining public interest
In 1942.

I that

OMAHA, GOES TO

CHOICE

FLAmG-TDIE FBOBLEU

CLEAllAIICES
Typical of numerous expressions on the problems of
clearances between first and subsequent runs (a subject soon to be revived for discussion when the U. S.
Government anti-trust suits go to trial In the spring.
Is the following:
'Outside of the fact that the exhibitor Is In for a bit
of intensive selling, merchandising his feature, serving
the community, providing comfort, security and convenience, as well as escape into the land of makebelieve, there is a situation In selling and distribution
which is being consistently neglected by the producers
and distributors, and that is the lack of pride In' their
product—and I don't mean that part of their product
which is machined out for the second half of a double
bill progran^.
'The out-moded method of selling all the contracts In
a territory over a period of 90 days is responsible for
a practice which ia surely but steadily undermining
the admission price structure of the flrst-run theatres.
"There is no rhyme or reason for a picture deserving
of 'A' house 'A' time to be released to a second run In
any situation under BO days, and the third, subsequent
and suburban runs in proportion.
'Consider, for instance, the engagement of a topbracket picture for a week's run In the key town of a
territory. _From $700 to $l,50b Is sperjt on exploitation,
'niis 'is done 52' tirnes" tf yearr90% of the" selling goes
to the star, title and producer; a single- salvo with very

little

How

cumulative beneAt.

can there be cumulative

when by Thursday

of the playing week they
are already loading the exploitation guns for the folbenefit

"The producer-distributor accepts this exploitation
imbllnkingly, perhaps here and there offering a cooperative campaign if the original budget Is hiked up
He repays the first run campaign,
expenditures by dropping these same pictures into
Inferior theatres at admission prices not half that of
the first run houses anywhere from 20 to 45 days, •
period in which a second run downtown and several
suburban runs will have played the picture two days
only, possibly three, with the selling expense one-tenth
that of the first run and mostly of indexical character.
'From there It goes on to the dumps, and in most
territories within a period of 90 days of release, all
runs have been satisfied, with a couple of campus theatres and non-theatrical institutions thrown In for good
.

YAUDFnJ«;PARSTR.PlX
Omaha, Dec.

26.

Trl-States Theatres have switched

Paramount,

3,000-seater,

from stage-

creen policy to 'big pictures' policy
•nd will keep house open for the
few months at least, according
to R R. Cummlngs, district manager.
An acknowledged white elephant

liext

because

it Is off

the beaten, path, the

Paramount has

been

open

inter-

mittently for the past several years.
Trl-States recently unshuttered on a
tage policy with so-so results.
Idea is to play best pix there at
40c top for a week and then move
product to the Tri-States' Omaha in
heart of main business section for

*At present the situation is very unhealthy,' a prominent exhibitor writes. 'With the picture costs mounting, the distributors keep increasing the number of
pictures to be played on percentage, and turning out
a lot of quickies that exhibitors have to absorb somehow or other. The result is that they (exhibs) have
to use their good playing time to exhibit mediocre
product, as well as poor product, and drive the patrons
from their theatres.
'If an exhibitor could only play the type of picture
that his patrons want he would be in a position to pay
more for the product and even give it a longer run so
that he would benefit as well as the distributor. This
means, as you can readily see, the voluntary or compulsory adoption of the Neely bill prohibiting block
booking. This is not purely theoreticaL I am encountering the same difficulties in my own operations daily.
Only recently we had to play pictures like 'Fifth Ave-

507o or doubled.

nue Girl,' 'In Name Only' and 'When Tomorrow Comes,'
and give them preferred playing time because we had
committed ourselves to playing a certain number of
percentage pictures. The result was an economic loss

,

measure.
The producers want more money. Let them take
their million or $2,000,000 productions and handle them
Intelligently without seeing how many nickels and
dimes they can get in before the prints wear out or
notes

fall

due.

'And speaking of

prints,

States.

New
Don

lineup of managers moves
Allen, Omaha manager, to the

Paramount.
assistant

the

at

DEL MGR. CASHES
IN ON A MISTAKE

their

would be cut 25% by using horse-sense
the release and booking of top bracket

ground

Don Shane, formerly
Orpheum, goes

the

Omaha, and

Bill

pheum manager who

Miskcll,

Detroit, Dee. 26.

to

Or-

has been doub-

ling at the Par, will return to his

After cashing In on poor opening
of new nabe here by staging the
gala opening all over again, manager

Joe LaRose comes up with another
nifty. Near his New Harper theatre
was the dedication of Detroit's new

regular post.

Denby

highschool, a million-dollar
structure.
So energetic LaRose
hustled over cameras to take newsPersonal;
'Bluebird' reels and let it be known to the 14,000 citizens assembled for the affair
that he was going to run the pictures
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Shirley Temple makes her first in his house.
Plenty of film was ground out
personal appearance in connection
With a picture when 'The Bluebird' with most of the 14,000 pretty sure
opens In San Francisco, Feb. 1. Mop- they were in the newsreels. When
pet has attended banquets and other films were printed up; however, it

Shirley Temple's First

Free Eats
Eats

$200,000

Minneapolis, Dec. 26.
are gaining

IN 2

giveaways
in

local

in regulating

product.'

customers on Friday
House admission is 20c.

Hollywood functions, but never
walked on the stage to plug a film.
addition
In
to
Shirley,
Don
Ameche, Alice Faye, Henry Fonda,
Brenda Joyce, Linda Darnell and

was found

Will Distribute

WEM?

Milwaukee, Dec. 29.
tie-up between a radio s'.atl'on
and a film theatre prevails here that
may be unique In the nation for Itj
closeness and many-sided character.

A

Relationship In question exists bc<
tween the Riverside theatre, man.
aged by Ed. J. Weisfeldt, ,ind ."station

WEMP, managed by C. J. (Chuck)
Lanprier. Both the show shop and
the kilocycle cabin are situated In
the same building in downtown Mil*
waukee.

Amateur shows In the theatre art
broadcast on Monday nights. 'What'i
the Answer?' a quiz show in tht
theatre, goes on the ether Thursday nights from 9 to 9:30. 'Stag*
Door Charley* Is a
program'
consisting of Interviews with newly
arrived actors on Fridays (the day
the theatre week begins) and thea«
tre organ is used for daily recitals
from 10:30 to 10:45 a.m. Whenever
the theatre has a band attraction tht
music Is broadcast over WEMP,
Talent from the theatre Is frequently
taken to Charlie La Force's Radio
Theatre In the Boston Store wheit
the daily (11:45 to 12) man-on-the*
street type of show attracts an csU*
mated 8,000 persons per month.

WEMP

TEXAS PLAYS UP MARY
MARTIN'S HOMECOMING
Ft Worth, Dec. 26.
Mary Martin's heart belonged to
Weatherford and ylie versa over thi
Christmas weekend.
Her home*
coming Friday (22) was a p.nrad* ol
welcome banners and highjlnki^
hypoing- her preem here In 'Victoi
Herbert' (Par).-

n

Photographers from nearby
Worth and Dallas appeared to havt
snapped hundreds of pictures of her,
and the proudest person in town wal
Billy Jones, Negro mammy who
helped raise Mary, and has been with
the Martin family for 35 years. Sbt
posed for a picture, too, with Mary
on her lap singing 'My Heart B«longs to

Mammy.'

Miss Martin sang at three showl
Weatherford Friday, four in Sau
Antonio Saturday (23), and four in
Ft Worth Sunday. She sings In
Dallas today (Tuesday), then IcavH

in

for Chicago.

101,300 Seats Pledged

To Tot of

Gold' Campaign

Lake Charles,

La., Dec. 26,

P. J.

'Pot of Gold' campaign. MaM
meetings were conducted by Wood
In Columbus, Cleveland and Cincin*
natL A total of 200,000 seats is necessary before the campaign can gti
under way.
Each theatre owner Is to be «•
sessed 3c. per seat, a total of $6,00(\
to guarantee payment of double tho
Tum's award. It Is understood tbw

Tums

The Paramount, second largest the campaign wlU commence
cinema here, was destroyed by fire
Sunday (24), with loss estimated at
$50,000 to $60,000.

'Gnlliver's'

A

small afternoon audience left
the building quietly after the flames

Jan.

ft

Break

Detroit, Dec. 29.
Sick and crippled children here got
in
trance, undetermined'. George Bail- the beat on the rest of the town
Ma«
'Gulliver's
Travels.'
seeing
lio, official of the Southern Amus,
0
Co., operators of theatre, carried to Fleischer gave -the okay to have
town
into
special,
print
film
flown
of
safety

nights.

broke out. Origin of the blaze,
which began near tWe street en-

With

NSS

DAMAGES
THEATRE HRES

neighborhood

houses.
On heels of free cornbeef sandwiches for Homewood patrons
and free coffee in St Louis Park
lobby, the Franklin, another uptown spot, passes out free hamburgers and coffee to the first SOO

Close Tieup With

Radio Station

Columbus, Dec. VI.
Wood, secretary of the Ohio
ITO, announced that a total of 104,300
present allotment seats
was pledged last week to tho

another week.

Stage shows will be
booked to the Orpheum, another
3,000-seater also operated by Tri.

h

1

lowing week's broadside?

in films.

ORPH.,

The Industry as a whole would be belter off
been able to use that playing time for some other
receipts
pictures that were not under contract and the
would have been better. There would have been more
money after paying for the pictures than was left where
have
would
company
I played the others, and the film

Sprinkled through the holiday mail expressing good
and gratitude for the national
good will on part of the earth,
anyway, there have been letters from theaH-e operators
who have taken time oft to discuss angles of film show-

for us.

cheer, encourageme.it
blessings of peace and

Par

.

the ticket girl who had faint
In her glass cage outside the blazing foyer.
$150,000 Fire Loss
Kansas City, Dec. 26,
Orpheum theatre building at Parsons, Kans., destroyed by fire last
Tuesday (19). Theatre was part of
three-story structure which also in>
eluded shops, and entire loss is esti-

ed

Accessories, Trailers;

Losing$25,000 a Yr.

that the camera was
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
shooting at pace of 16 frames a secNational Screen Service will disond instead of normal 20. Every- tribute
Paramount trailers under
body in the film when" it was pro- deal closed
over weekend, and Is
jected look like halfbacks bound for taking
over nationwide distribution
Eddie Collins are slated to appear at a touchdown.
of Paramount sales accessories. Don
There was no way of slowing up Velde, who
the Frisco preem.
has been in charge of
his projection machines, so LaRose
Par accessories, moves over to Nadecided to gag the newsreel.
He tional Screen and wherever possible
COIOIAIID'S' 75G BALLY
shot in such captions as. ''Vou never- Par
personnel in the field accessories
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
saw so many people in a hurry to departments will
be absorbed.
Exploitation budget of $75,000, ex- get to school.' 'They must be giving
Par has been reported losing as
clusive of advertising, is allotted away something inside.' The folks
high as $25,000 a year on its acces'Dark Command,' the Civil War pic- who came to see themselves in pic- sories
sales.
ture at Republic.
tures took it big, laughed plenty and
Studio will continue making Its
Idea is to cash in the public interest never knew that a blunder was be- own
trailers, National Screen func•roused by 'CJone With the Wind.'
ing covered up.
tioning only In the distribution.
'

mated

minor damage,

machinery for the charity
shows and the Motion Picture Operators Union furnished the projecjection

tionists.

at $150,000.

Fire Takes an Encore
North Baltimore, O., Dec. 26.
For the second time during 1939,
fire broke out in the 'Virginia theatre
on Dec. 20. Ernest Walters, manager,
was trimming a Christmas tree in the
lobby when informed of the blaze by
the arrival of firemen.

showing In seven hospitals to
kids.
Showings came a few
hours ahead of opening at Michigan,
which wasn't bad, since kid parties
got plenty newspaper space.
Local Variety club loaned its pro-

for
the

Smoke

WB'S DE. EHRLICH BALLY
Groundwork to crash editoriJ

pages throughout the country wltn

comments on

Ita

new Edward

O-

»
starrer, 'Magic BulleU,
being laid by Warner praiscry.
Picture, based on life of Dr. Enrcaused llch, Will be given special preview m
30 key cities during January, cyenv

The building was damaged to the
extent of $30,000 by • fir* last May.

Robinson

being staged principally for those
who cuide editorial policies of pr^s*

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

Lincoln Drops

'Gulliver' $15,500.

Me

'

s,

HenieJHOOO.

$10,000, In

San Francisco, Dec. 26.
With plenty of advance ballyhoo,
•Raffles,' at United Artists, bids fair
Hottest
to turn in a good week.
film this week, in keeping with the
season, looks to be 'Gulliver's Travels' at the Paramount.
Biz generally is on the upbeat now
ihat the Xmas shopping is over and
kids are at liberty for a full week.
Estimates (or Tbis Week

Fox(F-WC)

(5,000;

and
(2d week).

(M-G)

Son'

Key CHy Grosses

173 thea-

tres, chiefly first runs, iTurluding

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
last Tear .......... .$1,663,000
(Based on 25 cities, 189 theatres)

30-40)— 'Hardy

'City

Darkness'

(RKO),

Should get very

(20th)
ffood $12,000.

Last week fat $14,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850: 35-55)
—'Flying Deuces' (RKO) plus vaude.
Last week
Indicate $14,300, okay.
'Bright Boys' (U) plus Major Bowes'
(2.440;

$2,900,

'Barricade'-Vaude

30-40)—

Tirst Love' (U) and 'Beware Spooks'
(Col) (3d week). Third week looks
for mediocre $6,500. Last \ eek, second, also

weak

(2,740;

30-40)—

riod.

Warfleld (F-WC)' (2,680; 30-40)—
•Everything Happens Kight' (20th)
end 'Cisco Kid, Lady' (20th). Sonja
Henle's drawing power hereabouts
should bring pret^ substantial $14,000, Last week 'Tower London' (U)
and 'Lau gh Off' (U). good $ 14,000.

find* High 20G
In Forte Cincy;

Destry' $11,500

Judge Hardy and
Fast and Furious'

coupled with
with single
feature, is second with 'Gullivers
Indiana is in the p):ofits
Travels'.
column with 'Four Wives"^ and
Circle,

Honeymoon's Over.' Apollo, back
on a single feature policy, is taking
a beating from its stronger competitors with 'Amazing Mr. Williams'.
Lyric, with only vaude in town, is

.

Albee
•Judge
$12,500.

VarsKy (N'H-Noble-Federer)

—

$2,500.

Last week, 'Espionage Agent'
'Five Peppers' (Col), very

(WB) and

light $1,500.

RAYE-KYSERBIG
$2a000lNPTSBG.

.

running again with 'Day-time Wife'
after two-week shutdown, and hopeful flicked will ride two weeks. Senator reinaugurated vaude yesterday
(25-30-40)
(Loew's)
(25) with 'Blondie Brings Up Baby,'
•Judge Hardy Son' (M-G) with 'Fast opening
bill in for four dayS only.
Furious' (M-G).
First pic taking
_Estlm9tes_to.r. This. Week
credit for robust- $12,500. - Last-week, _
'Intermezzo' (UA) and 'Remember'
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—
(M-G), puny $5,800,
'Charlie McCarthy' (U). Picture disLyric (Lyric) (1,900; 25-30-40)— tinct disappointment for Bergen fans
'Barricade'
(20th)
'Moulin and pretty lucky it has holiday week
and
Rouge' on stage, profitable $11,000. to ride through on. Figured for' the
Last week. 'Cafe Hostess' (COl) and kid trade, and that should pull it
Orrin Tucker's orch, built to socko through modestly, anyway, for $6,000.
$15,900 for healthiest week-before- Last week, 'Amazing Williams' (Col)
Christmas. in theatre's history.
just fair at $4,500, and 'Shipyard
Sally* (20th) and 'Busy Work' (20th),
in for three days only, around $2,000

—

.

Hardy/

$12,000, Big in Denver
Denver, Dec.

26.

•Gulliver's Travels,' at Denham, is
packing 'em in and handing over the
best gross in months and months.

Total Gross Same Week
Last Tear
$410,506
(Based on 12 theatres)

on Bank Night draft.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde)

(1,700; 25-40)
—'Day-time Wife' (20th). Returns
site to action after two-week shut-

down and pulling favorably on marquee draw of "Tyrone Power and
Linda Darnell. Headed for around
or better, and likely to stick
for second holiday week, inasmuch

$7,000,

Capitol

(RKO)

(2,000; 75-$l-$1.50)

—

natu-

regular 35-42 scale, okay $4,000.

(U)

Denham
—

Oft* (U)

Estimates (or This

Night' (20th) and '20,000

Week
Merf

(20th).

Opening in admittedly worst
of the year for show biz, Henie
pic did not pick up very good mo-

dual.

week
Boston, Dec. 26.
'Gone With the Wind' is grabbing
top coin and attention here this week,
with two Loew houses (Orpheum and
State) playing the super-epic at 75Between the two
$1.10-$1.50 scale.
it will take around $71,000 the initial

mentum on

four days and week
looks like around $7,200. Last week,
'Hardy Son' (M-G) and 'Nick Carter*
first

(M-G), almost

$7,500.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-5565)—'Four Wives' (WB) and 'Smashing Money Ring* (WB) (2d wk.).
Holdover of this bill fo Christmas
week hardly warranted and current
stanza looks like $5,000, after first

With 'Wind' running single feature, seven days brought okay $8,300.
Four SUr (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)
there were three solo pix on bigtime screens Monday (25), when —'Mice and Men' (UA). Debuted
'Hunchback of Notre Dame' opened (22). Holiday business heading it for
at the Memorial. Probably more of excellent $7,000.
Last week, 'Intermezzo' (UA) on final (sixth) week,
a coincidence than a trend..
fair $1,200.
'Gulliver* is garnering medium biz
holdover of 'Destry Rides Again' is
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55satisfactory.
65)—'Four Wives' (WB) and 'SmashEstimates for This Week
ing Money Ring' (WB) (2d wk.).
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 25-35-40)— Hitting around $5,000 on holdover,
'Heroes Blue* (Mono) and. 'Crashing holidays helping, after first week's
Through* (Mono), with vaude, four fairish $7,100.
days; and 'Fugitive Large' (Col) and
Pantages (Pan) (2,812: 30-40-55)—
'Beware, Spooks* (Col), with vaude, 'Hunchback* (RKO).
Opened solo
three days." Indicates -good $11,000. on Christmas day. -Last week, 'AUe-"
Last week, 'Scandal Sheet' iCol) (2d gheny Uprising' (RKO) and 'Amazrun) and 'Had Million' (Par) (reis- ing Mr. Williams' (Col), eight days,
sue), dual, with 'vaude, four days
not so hot $7,000.
and 'Legion Flyers* (U) and 'Rio)
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

(RKO)

(2d run), double, three days,

$6,500, off.

(M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)
—Fenway
'Remember' (M-G) and 'Nick Carter' (M-G), dual.
Getting pallid $4,00b
Last week, 'Dr. X' (WB) and
'Llano Kid' (Par), double, same.

Keith Memorial
35-40-55)— 'Destry*

(RKO)

(2,907; 25

and 'Laugh
Off' (U), dual, (2d wk-4 days); and
'Hunchback*
(RKO), three days.
Looks like-strong $20iOOO.- Last-week,'Destry' and 'Laugh Off,' dual, very
good $19,600.
Metropolitan

(U)

(M&P)

(4,367; 25-35

40-55)— 'Gulliver* (Par) and 'Neigh-

—'Gulliver's

Travels'
(Par)
and
stage show. Geared for the juvenile
and Xmas trade and should hit neat
$21,000, easily town's leader.
Will
h.o:
House dark last week for re-

modeling.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55) 'Hunchback' (RKO). Got underway (25).
Last week (8 days) 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO) and 'Amazing Wil-

—

liams' (Col), okay $7,200.
- -State (Loew-Fox) (2,-414; 30-40-55.

—

'Everything Happens Night'
75)
(20th) and '20,000 Men' (20th), dual

Juve patronage helped on four days
last week and normal trade started

bors Carters* (Par). Hitting medium Sunday for around $11,500. Last
groove, $15,000. Last week, 'Eliza- week, 'Hardy'
(M-G) and 'Nick
beth Essex' (WB) and 'Private De Carter* (M-G), $11,700.
tective' CWB) (2d wk), $10,000, fair.
United ArUsts (F-WC) (2,100; 30Orphenm (Loew) (2.900: 7S-$1.10- 40-55) 'Hardy Son* (M-G) and
$1.50)— 'Gone With Wind' (M-G), 'Intermezzo' (UA), dual. Doing nicely
Opened with strong advance sale. on moveover and aided by noliday
Packing the house at night, but get- trade. Should hit around $4,000. Last
ting relatively light morning biz and week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'Bad
Initial week Angel' (M-G), neat $3,700.
better matinee trade.
will hit around the $38,000 maTk, big.
WHshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55Last week, 'Eternally' (UA) and 65)— 'Hardy Son' (M-G) and 'Inter'Blondie' (Col), dual, $12,000, weak. mezzo' (UA), dual. Excellent $6,000
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 35-35-40 on moveover. Last week, 'Ninotclika'
55)— 'Remember' (M-G) and 'Nick (M-G) and 'Bad Angel' (M-G), very
Carter' (M-G). on the pale side, $6,- good $7,000.
000.
Last week, 'Dr. X' (WB) and

—

.

Scollay

(Par), dual, $5,500.
(2,538; 25-35-40-50)

(M&P)

(Cockrill)

(1,750;

Price

Started

Apollon Unit-Turf' Fine

split

"

RKO,

the

is George Raft's 'Invisible
Stripes' at Warner, but it will at
least spell a small profit.

cerned,

.

slowly
a bargain.
(RKO) (1,000; 15-25)— 40) 'Gulliver' (Par). Drawing big Xmas scale
day and no opportunity of getand 'CaU Messenger $12,500, with plenty of kids in tap. ting line
on policy's chances yet. Last
with 'Blue Grass (WB) Last week 'Neighbors Carters' (Par), week, 'Destry*
(U), after fortnight at
and ^Black Limelight' (Ind), Aver only $4,000, ooor.
Alvin, got 11 days and good $3,600.
age $2,200. Same last week on 'Big
Denver (Fox) (2,525: 25-35-40)—
SUnley (WB) (3.600; 25-40-60)—
(Mono) and 'Kid Nightingale" 'Everything Happens Night* (20th).
"That's Wrong' (RKO) and Martha
(WB)*
Fair $7,000. Last week 'HousekeepReal b.o. combo, with
$9,000. Raye unit,
Keltlis (Libson)
(1,500; 35-42)— er's Daughter' (UA), average
Raye exerting heavy draft and
TJr. X' (WB).
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 25-35-40) Miss
Poor $3,500. Last
He's alKyser
dittoing on screen.
'Mexican
week, "Turps Call President' (M-G) —'Hardy Son' (M-G) and
been big on stage here, holding
ways
big
$12,000.
Pulling
(RKO).
Dasement-scraper at $1,800.
Spitfire'
house record. Should come through
Ln'lo (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)— 'South Last week 'Another Thm Man* (M- with $28,000, swell. Last week. Dead
•Border" (Rep) and 'Beware Spooks G) second week, and 'Secret Kildare' End Kids in person helped 'Cat and
(M-G), $8,500, fair.
"-ol).
,
Fair $4,500.
(Par) to excellent $20,500.
Last week,
Paramoant (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)— Canary'
^"^P^'^^S'y 'Mutiny Big. House' (Mono) and best pre-Xmas week house has ever
»'Od'$5,000.'"'°'''
Only $2,500, had.
'Blondie Baby' (Col).
^^ViO)
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)— 'Call
(2,600; 35-42)-'Des
Last week 'Beware Spooks'
poor.
trJ*l???
JU)
Okay
President'
(M-G) and 'Dr. X'
on
and
$11,500.
Last
week.
(Col), after week at Rialto,
55'
(WB). Twinner has all of the ingre^^y^'
^'""°^'
$6,000.'"''"
'Dress Parade* (WB), good $4,000.
getting over.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Eliza- dients, but it's not
after week at "There were raves, too, for the Joe
(RKO)
(WB),
35-42)Essex'
beth—
(2,150;
•Not""??*'
Turps' debut. May roach $5,000, but
i^S^ (2d wk). Very Denver, and 'Money Rini? (WB).
Boors^'SS?
'What
poor
$3,000. Last week, sorry $4,000, Poor $1,400.
Last week 'U-Boat 29 that's only fair biz. Last week,
Over Life' (Par) and 'Kid Nightingale'
'Honeymoon's
and
(Col)
day^(29)*^""'^* vaudnim policy Fi
(WB), fairish, $4,300.
(20th), fair $1,700.

Family

^ugh

at

opening Xmas Day and winding up
with $3,500. The Pantages got better than $3,500 on the day.
The State-Chinese, with the Sonja
Henie pic, 'Everything Happens At
Night,' is moving to a fair week,
while the WB day-dater. Downtown
and Hollywood, are faring so-so with
second week of 'Four Wives.'
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)— 'Everything Happens at

—'Gone With Wind' (M-G). Three- 'Housekeeper's Daughter' (UA), after
a-day showings. Pre-Yule opening week at Denver. Poor $2,500. Last
no barrier to great $20,000 for first week 'Elizabeth— Essex' (WB), fair
week of this long-awaited and sen- $3,500, after week at Denver.
sationally . ballyhoped
pic.
With
Broadway (Fox) (1,040: 25-35-40)
change to reserve-seat plan to bC'
—'Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
gin on eighth day (28), and Noel to
do passed, plus advance New Year's 'Secret Kildare' (M-G), after two
Only $2,000,
weeks
at Orpheum.
Eve sellout, it is destined for bigger
Last week' Ninotchsecond week. Last week, 'Another poor, in sight.
ka' (M-G) and 'Sued Libel' (RKO),
ITiln Man' (M-G) (2d run) (2d wk)
okay $2,500, after week at Orpheum.
at
.

also okay.

strong

particularly

$71,000

'Gulliver's
(Par). A
Estimates (or This Week
ral for the juves and should attract —'Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Dress PaAladdin
25-40)— enough
(Fox)
(1,400;
N.s.h.
of them to insure $14,000 at rade' (WB) (both 2d run).
least.
That's not bad. but still not $4,500. Last week. 'Not Alone' (WB)
up to expectations, either for picture and 'Real Glory' (Par) (both 2d run).
or for holiday week. Last week, 'Not $4,500.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
Alone* (WB) got raves but little biz,
only about $10,500.
'Gone With Wind' (M-G). Adding
SenaUr (Harris) (1,750: 25-40)— up to biggest week this house has
Stage seen in years, around $33,000. Last
'Blondie' (Col) and vaude.
week,
'Eternally Yours' (UA) and
shows resumed yesterday (25), opening bill headed by Barry Wood run- 'Blondie Baby' (Col), double, weak
ning for four days only, house going $8,500.
to Friday inaugural this week (29).
25-35-

Travels'

is

Par did better than $8,000 on Sunday-Monday, while 'Hunchback* was

IN HUB

as spot still isn't too well heeled
35-42)—
(RKO)
(3,300;
Hardy and Son' is doing fine with product.
Hardy Son' (M-G). Good 'Judge
eight
Last week 'Housekeeper's at Orpheum and will stick for
Pcnn (Loew's-UA) (3.600:25-35-50) •Llano Kid'
days.

Daughter' (UA). fairly good $10,000.

town

of the

'WIND' BLOWING

BIG

2d N. G.

Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
'Gulliver's Travels,' at Paramount,
'Hunchback of Notre Dame,' at RKO
and Pantages, and 'Mice and Men,' at
Four Star, are piling up lucrative
grosses this holiday week. Balance

week.

IBetter than
moon's Over' (20th).
average, $8,200. Last week, 'Tower
arid 'Night Nights' (Par)

'GuBiver/ 12iG,

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$432,0M
(Based on 12 theatres)

(1,-

London' (U)

'

$21,(1, Heniejair $18,700,

'Mice' Potent 7G, Hfives

week,

riding nicely with 'Moulin Rouge'
Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.
on stage and 'Barricade' on screen.
Looks like Xmas week will have to
Estimates (or This Week
spill its b.o. goodies down the stretch.
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (25-30-40)—
that's always been the way, and
Amazing Williams' (Col). In the Still,
nobody's worrying much and confi
basement with brutal $1,600. L,ast dent pickup will come through as it
week, 'Germiany Surrendered' (In- has in past year. Slow getaways this
die) and 'Beware Spooks' (Col), poor
time of season are usual, and pres$1,800.
ently no exception, first two or three
Circle .<Katz-Dolle)- (25-30-40)—
days' of current stanza being 'way oft.
Traflic
Gulliver's Travels' (Par).
Only spwt to withstand the weekmoving back into the house again end successfully was Stanley, where
with nifty $10,000, helped by 25c
combo of Martha Raye and 'That's
price for kids, upped from 10c. Last
Wrong* kept 'em comweek, 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO) Right, You're
ing and should blaze through with
and 'Flying Deuces' (RKO), very bad hefty
week. 'Gulliver's Travels' got
$4,000.
pluck off
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (25-30-40)— away slowly, but looks to
most
of the kid trade during vaca'Four Wives' (WB) and 'Honey- tion
week. Fulton is back in the

in cellar at $3,800.

Fme

Night'

10-20-25)
Spooks'
Beware,
(Col) and 'Married Cop' (Rep). Good

100;

9

.

LA. Bullish; 'Gulliver'-Vaude

'Dress Parade' (WB), better than expected, $3,100.

Son',,

Loew's

Cincinnati, Dec. 28.
Riding on the g£(le" of 'Gone With
the Wind's' swirling debut, combo
takes of ace houses are making a
mighty jump from last week's subcellar grosses and exhibs are again
believing in Santa.
'Wind is pounding out a smash
flrst-week figure at the Capitol and
ceems a cinch to set an all-time high
for a run at that theatre.
Albee's 'Judge Hardy and Son' and
"Destry Rides Again', at. the Palace
ere doing okay. Dualed 'South of the
Border' and 'Beware Spooks' are
black markers for the Lyric. Keith's
has a no-dlcer in 'Return of Dr. X'.
Shubert is marking time this week
ftSth a h.o'. on 'Not Alone' pending
vaudefllm revival Friday (29).
Estimates (or This Week

right.

35)
'Everything
Happens
(20th).
Fair $3,400.
Last

•Gulliver's Travels' (Par) and 'NeighLooks like
(Par).
bors Carters'
town's best with an estimated $15,500.
Indianapolis, Dec. 26.
Last week 'Secret Kildare' (M-G)
With Christmas coin loose, in theend 'Call on President' (M-G), fair town, downtown managers have
|U,000.
booked in their best bets to cut themAs a reSt. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 30-40)— selves a slice of the lucre.
•Tower London' (U) and 'Laugh Oft' sult the b.o.s are ringing a yuletide
(U). Moved over from the Warfleld. symphony.
Loews leads the .pic houses with
Should get okay $5,500. Last week

•Another Thin Man' (M-G) and
'Henry Arizona* (M-G), $8,000, very
good considering bill ran two weeks
Bt Fox before moveover.
Vnited Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 3585=75)— 'Raffles' (UA) plus 'March of
Time.' Heavy ad space in local papers helping to neat $10,000. Last
Daughter
'Housekeeper's
Vreek
(UA), poor $5,500 for nine-day pe-

aU

Nebraska (LTC-Cooper) (1,236; 1025-40)— 'Ninotohka' (M-G). Mostly
matinee strength, but will go eight
days to fair $3,000.
Last week,
'Call President' (M-G), sad $2,200.
Stnart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-

—

Profitable $11,1

at $7,200.

Paramount (F-WC)

light $700.

Liberty (NTI-Noble^Federer) (1,10-25-35)— 'Amazing Williams'
000;
(Col).
Fairly good $2,600.
Last
week, second for 'Mr. Smith' (Col),

In^ls. Perks Up;

unit, so-so $13,000.

Orphenm (F&M)

Normal biz ain't this \veek, so
•everybody-will-flnish-up-shortr-Night-

10-15)—'Peck's Circus' (RKO) and
'Phantom Stage* (U), split with
'Roving Tumbleweeds' (Rep) and
'State Police' (U).
Nether regions
the first half, but whole week heading for fair $800.
Last week. 'Fugitives' Night'
(RKO) and 'Trigger
Fingers' (Vic), split with 'Cowboy
Quarterback' (WB) and 'Mesa City'

...$1,779,200
cities,

Lincoln, Dec. 26.

time pace was slowed over weekend
by stores holding open house until
10 p. m., which sucked all the money
into the Christmas birring tills.
Estimates for This Week
Colontel (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750:

Estimated Total Gross

(Based on 25

VARIETY

Off;

Garbo Only Fair $3,000

Healthy Frisco

Thb Week

Way

110,000, Leads Memphis
Memphis, Dec. 26.
Santa Claus brought happy days
back to Dixie. Dave Apollon's new
stage unit is setting the Christmas
week pace at the Orpheum, supported by 'King of the Turf.' Town's
business is generally good, snapping
back over the weekend after a terrific pre-holiday letdown.
'Judge Hardy and Son,' at Loew's
and 'CJulliver's Travels,' around the
corner at Malco Palace, are fighting
Both
it out for the family trade.
are very good at the b.o., especially
at matinees.

'

Only weak sister among the pictures, as far as local draw Is con-

Estimates (or This

Week

Loew's (Loew's) (2,600; 10-30-40)
'Judge Hardy Son' (M-G). Boosted
Rooney's boxoHice oomph and
may go to fine $9,000. Last week.
Dr. Kildare Secret' (M-G) and 'Call
on President' (M-G), split, $5,000,
better than expected.
Warner (Warner) (2,300; 10-30-40)
by

.

'Invisible Stripes' (WB).
Raft's no
bait alone, but should take around
$4,500, iair.
Last week, 'Big Guy*

.

and revival 'Submarine D-l'
(WB), $3,000, poor.
Maleo Palace (Lightman) (2,200;
(U)

10-30-40)— 'Gulliver' (Par). Kiddies
go for this one, maybe to the tune
of $8,000. Last week, 'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO), 'Tower London' (U)

and 'Pack Up Troubles' (20th) in
three-way split, $3,700, poor.
Orphenm (Cullins-Evans) (2,800:
15-40-55)— 'King of Turf (UA) and
Dave Apollon's unit. Pacing town
for fine $10,000. Last week, 'Jones

Family Hollywood'
lyn

Brent's

unit,

(20th)

four

and Eve-

days,

frail

$3,000.

Strand

(Lightman)

(1,000;

10-20-

30)— 'Flying Deuces' (RKO). Doing
all right on its share of week which
is to include 'Little Accident*
(U)
and 'Call Messenger' (U), two days
each, to good $2,100.
Last week,
'Nurse Cavell' (RKO) and 'Legion
Lost Flyers' (U), split, $2,200, good.

•

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

"N^hf

Phaiy Improves; 'GulKver;
'Hardy.'

$15,700,

$l6j0, Raft, 14G.M Good

io

Okay

'Wife -Davis Orch.

'Money'-Butterworth. $7,000. in Mpls.

Portland, Ore., Dec. 20.
All houses are aiming for nice biz

Libel* (RKO), garnered okaf $1,200
in four-day run.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-3550)— 'Dress Parade' (WB) and 'MissChristmas pix are 'Judge
Evidence' (U). N.g. $2,000. Last
Hardy and Son', at Parker's UA, and ing
'Another Thin Man* (M-G) and
week,
Gulliver's Travels', at Liberty.
eek
•Grey Walls' (Col) (3d- downtown
(WB), second week,
Estimates for This Week
ightinaale'
wk). swell $3,200.
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
,10-25-40)
^^Orlhlum (RKO) (1.500;
40)— 'Four Wives' (WB) and 'Blue High School' (20th) and vaude. Get—'Hunchback Notre Dame (HKO). Grass' (WB). Bonanza at $6,000. ting good $6,500. Last week, 'Big
Opened Christmas Day. Last week Last week, 'Tower London' (U) and Guy' (U) and vaude, fair $6,000.
•Dr X' (WB) and. 'Reno' (RKO), Henry Arizona' (M-G), nine days,
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 25-35-50)-with Dempsey-Willard .'"ight pictures, good $4,800.
'Destry' (U) and 'Laugh Off* (U).
six days and very slow $3,500.
(Hamrick - Evergreen) Picking up daily and should finish
Liberty
Tower (JoHee) (2,050; 10-25)— 'Big
The Raft starrer is thumbing its nose
with
nice $7,000. Last week, 'Dress
(Par)
30-35-40)—
'Gulliver'
like
(2,000;
at the Yuletidc hoodo and looks
Evidence
Guy' (U) with Kiddie Revue and
'Neighbors Carters* (Par). Get- Parade* (WB) and 'Missing
Thurston Magic Show on stage. and
a so-'ko $14,000 for the week.
Last week, 'Barri- (U), good $6,500.
Not quite uo to par is Everything Light $5,000. Last week 'Way Down ting good $9,000. 'Honeymoon's Over'
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
cade' (20th) and
Novis
Donald
with
Happens at Night" at the Fox.
(RKO)
Soutli'
'Hardy Son' (M-G) and 'Fugitive
(20th), average $4,000.
heading stage bill, $5,500 light.
series
Estimates for This Week
Hardy
Popular
(Parker - Evergreen) Large' (Col).
Mayfair
week,
Aldine (WB) (1,303: 32-42-57-G8)—
Thin good for swell $13,000. Last Ari30-35-40)— 'Another
(1,500;
•Remember' (M-G) and 'Henry
"Tower London' (U) (2d wk). PickMan' (M-G) and 'Little Terror' (U) zona* (M-G). poor $8,800.
in? up after slow start and is set for
Okay $2,500. Third week
(4th wk).
(2,000; 25-35-50)—
(Indie?
Strand
fair $9,400, after netting $11,600 for
$3,000, following first two big weeks 'Gulliver's Travels' (Par) and 'Main
Gulliver,'
the initial sesh. 'Raffles' (UA) opens
at UA.
Street Lawyer' (Par). Opened Suntomorrow (Wed.).
Orpheum (Orpheum Co.) (1,800; day (24). Early pace indicates big
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 32-42-57)
20-30-40)— 'Mickey Kid" (Rep) and $12,000. La-st week, 'Night Nights'
—•Nurse CavelV (RKO) (2d run).
'Swing Professor' (Reliance), plus (Par) and 'Llano Kid' (Par), disapFilm still hurt by the stigma of open$7,000,
$5,200. pointing $4,000.
average
than
better
vaude
Yule slump
ing at the Stanton.
Big House'
Last week, 'Mutiny
dragged it down to weak $2,200, and
(Mono) and 'Danger Flight* (Mono)
(Monday)
It was pulled yesterday
with vaude, par $4,700.
after six days for opening of 'Another
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Thin Man' (M-G). Last week, 'DiS'
(3,000; 30-35-40)— 'Everything Happuted Passage' (Par), fair $2,800.
pens Night* (20th) and 'Dr. Christian*
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 32-42-57-68)—
(RKO). Strong $0,000. Last week,
•Hardy Son' (M-G). The Rodney se•Rulers Sea' (Par) and 'Sued Libel'
Omaha, Dec. 26,
rial still has plenty on the ball and is
'Gulfiver,'
im(RKO), over the top for $5,600.
set for profitable $16,300. Great
Double holiday should help hypo
provement over the pallid $10,000 biz after a sorry pre-Xmas season.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30grossed by 'Remember' (M-G) last Drop in temperatures to near-winter 35-40)— 'Hardy Son* (M-G) and 'Priweek. 'Hardy' holds until Saturday clime also helping to boost b.o. takes. vate Detective* (WB). Strong holi(30), when 'Four Wives' (WB) opens.
day program registering good $5,700.
'Four Wives' getting the town's Last week, 'Not Alone' (WB) and
Earle (WB) (2,758; 32-42-57-68)—
nine days at the
nnvisible Stripes' (WB). Starting off best for $7,000 in
Philadelpliia, Dec. 26.

^

The old Christmas bugaboo some
living up to advance notices at
wcel:.
ot the downtown houses tins
period
In fact, biz is higher than this
theatres with
last year, especially in
s._
such films like 'Gulliver s T,ave
.'Ninotchka
•Judge Hardy and Son.'
Real sleeper is 'Invisible Stripes
Satat the Earle, which unshuttered
urday (23) with straight pictures
due to
after being closed tor a month
union.
difficulties with the musicians
isn't

(Par).
25-40)— 'Gulliver's Travels'
biz,
Started Wednesday (20). Good
despite shopping rush, and holiday
ade carrying along to big $9,000^ for
Last
cck. Expected to stay longer.
'Child Born' (WB) and 'Kid

large

ner

is

way and another natural win'Everything Happens at Night*,

.

at Paramotint.

Two

fine

.

.

'Wives;

Nifty in

Omaha

DetVampsJuves;

$18,000.

Leading the Way

Brandeis. 'Gulliver's Travels' pulling

foot as a straight fllmcr
with
with plenty of black ink for neat Paramount out of a slump
snappy $8,000.
Estimates for This Week

on the right

Laugh

$12,000. Vs.

Rosy Port

tor the holid.iy season. 'Four Wives
putting' the Broadway over in n

is

.

Plenty Bright

$6,000

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

Off' (U), $5,000.

Minneapolis, Dec. 26

War-torn Europe hasn't got much
on the local loop entertainment emporiums currently. Tossing the tradU
tional seasonal goodwill into the discard, the showhouses are slagini; another of their recurrent bailies. 'ITie

hot stage fight between the Minnesota and the Orpheurh is crabbing
most of the spotlight.nlthough 'Gulli.
ver's Travels' and 'Our Neighbors,
the Carters', on their own, iilso are
landing considerable public aticnlion.
Orpheum has tossed in Johnny
'Scat' Davis and his band plus other
acts against Charlie BuUerworth,
Judy Starr and the usual impressive
Minnesota theatre supporling array.
With 'Day-Time Wife' on the screen,
the Mort H. Singer Orpheum has a
advantage over the Gordle
film
Greene spot, which is compelled to
struggle along with an indie release
ot no great consequence.
"The State went to town advertise
ing 'Gulliver's Travels* and the cartoon feature apparently merits the
buildup. There's mixed critics' opinions regarding 'Remember,' Century
offering, but customers seem to ap-

prove It.
With most of the houses opening
Friday, the three pre-Christmas days
naturally got the week off to a bad
start, but the canto is expected to

wind up

in a blaze of boxoffice glory.

Saturday and Sunday (23-24) wer«
'

surprisingly good.
EsUmates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
'Law Pampas* (Par) and 'Bad Angel'

(M-G), dual flrst-runs in for six
Heading for good $1,800. Last
week, 'Rio' (U) and 'Private Detective' (WB), dual first-runs, split with
(U) and 'Inspector
'Lost Flyers*
days.

Hornleigh* (20lh), $1,400, okay.
Detroit, Dec. 26.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25After the seasonal doldrums, pic 35-40)— 'Remember* (.M-G). Robert
houses here are hoping for a big hypo Taylor, Lew Ayres, etc., in cast a disduring the holidays. Town has spent tinct boxoffice help. Patrons approve
-unprecedented and should build. In spite of some
with
itself
poor
reviewers* dissent, to good $6,000.
tractions.
G), dual, split with 'Blackmail'
Christmas shopping, but theatres Last week. 'Ninotchka' (M-G) (2d
Fox (WB) (2,423; 32-42-57-68)— (M-G) and 'Indianapolis Speedway'
hope there is some money left.
•Everything Happens' (20th). Noth- (WB), dual. Good $1,600. Last week,
wk). $4,000, good enough after big
ing to write home about with $13,400 Real Glory' (UA) and 'Under-Pup'
With the kids out of school for a $9,500 first eight days at State.
better
than
but
much
the
sesh,
for
week, nearly all ot the bills reflect
(U), dual, split with 'Miracles' (MEsaulre (Gillman) (290 ; 25-40)—
the very poor $9,800 for 'Barricade' G) and 'Unmarried' (Par), dual, $1,juve stuff and family trade pictures': 'Rasputin* (French) opened today
Washington, Dec. 26,
(20th) last week.
has
had
Travels,)
which
'Gulliver's
so-so.
500,
(Tues.) 'Man Godfrey* (Col) (reisKarlton (WB) (1,066; 32-42-57-68)
With entire weekend falling into plenty of bally and small-fry tieups sue) filled in acceptably for 'RaS"
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10
run)
(2d
'Ninotchka'
(M-G)
the pre-Christmas category tor all •here, should bring the Michigan well putin' (Ficnch), which was kept out
and
25-35-40)—
(WB)
Wives'
'Four
Laughing Garbo still plenty socko
'Smashing Money Ring' (WB), dual. but one spot, even a hefty spurt for up, while Charlie McCarthy, Detec- when C.ntholic Legion of Decency
with $5,700 after husky three-week
the other four days can't bring total tive,' should do as well for the Fox. protested against its ."ihowing.
Did
$7,000 in nine days.
run at Boyd. JLast week, 'Not Alone' Town's best at
(WB) and 'Cafe up to more than barely respectable
That the bills are aimed at the satisfactory $800. Last week, 'Nurse
(WB), nice $5,200 for second-run Last week. 'Dr. X'dual,
level. Christmas Day found 'em comfamily trade is reflected in such Caveir (RKO) (2d wk), $400, poor.
Hostess' (RKO),
$3,500, me
showing.
ing back in droves, but the damage
diocre.
scries affairs as 'Judge Hardy and
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 32-42-57-68)—
was done. 'Huncliback,* only pic to Son,' 'Secret of Dr. Kildare,' Sonja
'Allegheny Uprising' (RKO). AdaptOmaha (Blank) (2,000; 10-25-40)— bow on holiday, looks for swell week
•Remember' (M-G) (2d run). Easy
Hcnic and Dead End Kids on current ed from novel written by a former
to forget with poor $4,000. Last week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and 'City Dark- and should lead town.
bills.
newspaperman and getting
Moveover from Parlocal
'That's Wrong' (RKO) slightly better ness' (20th).
'Ninotchka,' which braved Christ
some extra publicity because of that
amount fairish $5,000, Last week, mas slump for solid take last week,
Estimates for This Week
with $4,200.
Last
tops.
'Laugh
Off'
'Tower
London'
(U)
and
Stenley (WB) (2,916; 32-42-57-68)—
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 30-40— Fair $2,800 looks about(Col),
is holding to within $2,000 of same
$3,000,
week,
'Blondie Baby'
in
six
days.
good
(U),
$6,500
home
(Par).
Kids
Travels'
•Gulliver's
'Tower London' (U) with 'Amazing
figure.
from-school-fot Xmas .vacations reOrphenm (Blank) -(3,000; 10-25-40)
Of the-two big vaude spots, neither -Williams' (Col) (both second-run). good.
MlnbMoia " (Mpls:"Cb;) (4;000; 20sponsible for the neat $15,700 for this —'Everything Happens Night' (20th) of which, has an ace stage name, the Moveover from fair week at Fox.
animated cartoon feature. Last week, and 'Women Secrets' (Par), dual. Capitol appears to have the edge, May climb to $6,500. Last week a 30-40)— •Money Bum* (Rep) and
Judy Starr
'Another Thin Man' (M-G) good $11
N. g. $6,000. Last week, 'Barricade' with 'Everything Happens At Night,' drab $4,500 with 'Cisco Kid Lady' Charlie Butterworth and
As usual,
200 for second round.
(20th) and 'Little Accident' (U), over the Earle, with 'On Dress (20th) and 'High Girey Walls' (Col). heading big stage show.
for the low admission
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 32-42-57)— $6,000, poorish.
Parade.'
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 30-40- lots of show
and Starr not
•Rulers Sea* (Par). Fair $5,000 for
55)— 'Everything Happens Night* price. ButterworthWith
Paramount (Blank) (3,000; 10-25Estimates for This Week
slow start
a
proving
magnets.
•Cisco
Kid
Last
week,
this thriller.
40)
'Gulliver's Travels' (Par) and
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66) (20th) and 'Charlie McCarthy, De- because
of three-day pre-Christmas
Lady' (20th) and Dempsey-Willard What Life' (Par), dual. Nice $8,000
—'Everything Happens Night' (20th) tective* (U). Slow .start, but shows influence will do only about $7,000,
fight pic, good $5,300.
Last week, 'Ninotchka' (M-G) and
promise of neat $15,000. Last week, mild. Last week, 'Calling Marinear
Stndio (Goldberg) (398; 32-42-57) 'City Darkness' (20th), dual, $6,000, and vaude. Al Trahan helping behind
footlights, but week won't better fair 'Tower London* (U) and 'Amazing <Rep) and vaude, terrible $3,500..
'Return Frog' (Sel) and 'Demon n.g.
$15,000. Last week, 'Barricade' (20th), Williams* (Col), fair $14,000.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25Barber' (Sel) (3d wk). About $2,000
10-20-25-35)
(Goldberg)
pathetic $10,000.
SUte
(900;
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; 35-40) 'Day-Time Wife' (20th) and
for third round after neat $3,200 last
25-40)—
—'Mr.
Smith*
(Col)
and
'Blackmail'
Columbia
(Loew)
(1.234;
30-40-55)— 'Gulliver's Travels' (Par) Johnny 'Scat' Davis' band heading
(French) opens
'Harvest'
week.
(M-G). So-so $000. Last week, 'South Drums Mohawk* (20th) (2d wk). and 'Secret Kildare' (M-G). With vaude. Stage show vvell liked; ditto,
Thursday (28).
Border* (Rep) and 'Main Street Law- Second week of repeat holding to plenty of juvenile interest, cartoon picture, and looks like big $12,000
yer* (Rep), first-run dual, $1,1^00, satisfactory $4,500. Last week,, good should lead town with $18,000. Last
six days. Last week, 'Roaring Twenfairish.
$5,200.
week, 'Nurse Cavell* (RKO) and 'Cat ties' (WB), $6,500 for nine
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)— Canary* (Par), only fair $12,000.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Marshall
Mesa City'
(RKO), 'Dress Parade' (WB) and vaude.
State (Par-Singer) (2.^00; 25-35Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,'Smuggled Cargo* (Rep) and 'Sky Dead End Kids' swing into eentle- 000; 30-40-55)— 'Cat Canary* (2d run) 40)— 'Gulliver's Travels' (Par). HelpPatrol' (Mono), first-run tripler, split manlikencss roundly panned; no- and 'Dress Parade' (WB).
Should ed by fine advertising campaign.
with "Trigger Fingers* (Cap), first- name vaude looks 'to get passable get good $8,000. Last week, didn't do Critics and customers spilling mucn
run; 'Speedway' (WB) and 'Prison $14,000. Last week, 'Amazing Wil- bad with $6,000 on 'Real Glory' (UA) praise on this one and matinee trade
Gates* (Col), tripler.
Nice $1,200, liams' (Col) and vaude, sad $10,000. (2d run) and 'Television Spy' (Par). Is terrific. Stretching toward good
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
(UA),
Last week, 'Cowboys Texas* (Rep);
United Artists (United Detroit) 48,000. Last week, 'Ileal Glory'
first-run; 'Glory'
(UA) and 'Dust 'Hunchback' (RKO). Only new pic
„.
30-40-55)— 'Hardy Son' (M-G). $4,000, poor.
Destiny' (WB), tripler, split with bowing Christmas Day opening, with (2.000;
Uptown (Par) (1.100; 25-35)—^Mr.
Overland Mail' (Mono), 'Everybody'i hefty buildup for weeks, plus critics 'Hardy's* steady lure should cop nice Smith' (Col).
Kansas City, Dec. 26.
First neighborhood
$10,000.
Last
week,
'Ninotchka'
(Mhailing
pop
it as
spectacle, may get
showing of boxoffice sock. Heading
Christmas holiday bringing the Hobby* (WB), first-runs, and 'Holly,
G)
(3d week), good $6,000.
big
Last
week,
'Destry'
.'Babes
$15,500.
(U)
wood
Cavalcade*
(20th), tripler, $1,'
Last weeic,
for bia $4,000.
b.o. back to normal after weak'
(2d wk), nine days, good $9,000.
Arms' (M-G) split with 'Disputed
nesses during shopping week. All 100, good.
Met (WB) (1,000; 25-40)— 'Flying
Passage' (Par). $2,500, mild.
fronts are blaring strong films and
Deuces' (RKO). Maybe oke $4,000.
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
biz is better in every house.
Last week. 'Beware, Spooks* (.Col), Durbin, $10,000,
'Neighbors, the Carters' (Par) (2d
'Gulliver's Travels' broke at the
weak $3,0Q0.
wk). Has the benefit of a record
Newman Wednesday (20), solo, and' Steinbeck Trying To
Palace (Loew)
35-55)—
re(2.242;
Only
Is set for extra playing time.
4G, Montreal Winners rave from one of the newspaper
'Ninotchka* (M-G). (2d wk). Holding
viewers and is building, but no cerChristmas Day opening is the OrBeat
beautifully for $15,000. Last week
tainty yet that it possesses the stuff
pheum, where 'Hunchback' moved
same
pic
slid
slightly
to
good
$17,000.
to make for a profitable extended
Montreal, Dec. 26.
In and likely to play 10 days or two
such
spot
weeks. As usual, the Midland and
Upturn in grosses currently should run. even in a sure-seater
With announcement by 20th-Fox
as this one. Fairly good $1,800 InTower stuck to Friday openings.
that 'Grapes of Wrath' will go into
see a five-figure take on Durbin opus
dicated. Last week, $1,400, mild. ^
Weather took sudden turn Satur'
$8,500,
at Loew's, with others also above
day (23), with steady rain and chilly the Rivoli, N. Y., on Jan. 24, United
j
temperature making driving hazard- Artists has put on added steam In its
last week.
Zero weather is cutting
Trailer' (WB). Pacing for fair $4,000.
Past 60 days had seen spring' effort to get the other John Stein'
ous..
IN
into grosses.
Last week, 'Barricade' (20th) and
beck story filmization, 'Of Mice and
like atmosphere.
Estimates for This Week
'What a Life* (20th). poof $2,000Men,' on Broadway first.
EsUmates for Thl.<? Week
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)-Providence, Dec. 26.
PaUce (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)— 'Not
Esquire and Uptown (Fox MidAttempt was made by UA to pre
Usual pre-Christmas slump has Alone' (WB). Big baUyhoo for Muni 'Mice and Men' (UA). Looks like $«.repeat
west) (820 and 1,200: 10-25-40)— cede 'Grapes' in the Riv, but that given way to a peppier pace, with getting $6,500, good enough.
Last 000, go«d. Last week, third
'Everything Happens Night' (20th>, appears impossible, as it is expected main stemmers prepared to greet the week, 'Daytime Wife' (20lh), poor filler of 'Housekeeper's Daughter
Brought iii unexpectedly for Thurs- to hold the current pic, 'Light That New Year holiday with stronger pic $4,000.
(UA) and 'Man Dared' (Par), poor
day opening. Getting along smooth- Failed,* in the
fare.
house,
long
25-45-55)—
enough
to
Capitol
'Dr.
«rr)
(2,700:
ly, but not too big at $8,000 combo
New pix are at RKO Albee, with
Cinema, de Paris (France-Film)
Cordiaie
Last week 'Barri- carry it up to the 'Grapes' date, etc. 'Hunchback of Notre Dame,' and Kildare' (M-G) and 'Henry Arizona' (600;
for eight days.
25-50)— L'Entente
cade* (20th), was a filler in both As result, an effort is being made to Strand, with 'GuUiver's Travels.* (M-G). Lucky to get $5,000. feeble. (4th wk).
This is equivalent ft
spots for a four-day run and slow put 'Mice* into the Music Hall. Loew's State is also riding high with Last week, 'Dawn I Die' (WB), poor Xmas week for French, and P'^.^fJ!
$4,000 on repeat
$l.zw
death at $2,000 combo.
Whether it will get in before Jan. 24, 'Judge Hardy and Son.'
gross at best $1,000 after poor
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 30-40-60)— last week.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-29-40) however, can't be determined until
Estimates tor This Week
,
,„ „. . «e
25—'Hardy Son' (M-G) and 'Blondie after the New Year's weekend. DeAlbe« (RKO) (2,300; 25-35-50)— Tlrst Love' (U). Getting all the biz
St Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
Baby' (Col). Started Friday encour- ciding factor will be the length of 'Hunchback Notre Dame' (RKO). in town, with excellent $10,000 in 34)—'Men Pere et mon Papa ana
agingly and looks for good trade at
Heavy ad campaign, which stirred sight. Last week, 'Remember' (M-G), 'L'Etrange Nuit de Noel,' Pacing for
runs ot the current 'Balalaika* and
$11,700. Last week 'Remember' (Mpre-opening Interest, should help this faded to $4,500, poor.
poor $3,500. Last week, Fcm^e^"
w«
'Hunchback
of
Notre
Dame'
which
'Sommes-Nous
one clear swell $8,500. Last week,
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)— Boulaneer' and
G) and 'Intermezzo* (UA), low $7,000.
'Dr. Christian' (RKO) and 'Sued 'Dress Parade' (WB) and 'Covered fendus,*^ weak $3,700.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- follows.

Warners is trying to run
$14,000.
this house witht Class A, first-run
Has had
films as an experiment.

Avenue Dundee - Military ((Goldreputation of showing only turkeys berg)
10-25)— 'Mr.
(800-600-950;
In the past in addition to stage at Smith' (Col> and 'Xmas Carol' (M-
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Fears of Anti-Yank Laws in Australia

by the Class
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had been approved
membership.

120 Foreign Films for

It is also denied by SAG that Class
cannot call a strike without consent of Class A members, aiid
points otit that only recently Cla.<;s
B members voted -almost unani-

B members

Home Distrib

-

Eased as Theatre Circuit Deal Nears
Feai's by American film coint>anies
legislation

of anti-American
interests
distribution
'

y/ei-e

aimed

in

somewhat allayed

at

Australia
last

week

with the report that the Australian
arrangement beproduct-pooling
tween Greater Union and Hoyls,
nia)or theatre circuits operating in
had reached the
the Antipodes,
*ignalory stage. Approval shortly by
Hoyls, tlie final obstable to the pact,
has bccii indicated.
While Ihe deal, when first broached
lasl spring, suggested few possibilities for a snag, lately there have
been reports that some Hoyts execs
had been wrangling over certain
phases of the arrangement, thus
threatening completion of the deal

Decorators, Etc,

to remain in Guild, Answer
also denies that Guild exercises control over employment of Class B
members, pointing out that they may

secure employment on any favorable
terms that can be secured.
Helm's attorneys contend that
court action will be continued in
event present plaintiffs withdraw
Final inking of new wags pact
from suit. It is claimed that mawith Screen Publicists Guild is set
jority of extras, who endorsed acfor some time this week by protion, have expressed their willingducers, with last minute details now
ness to continue drive for full voting
being ironed out. Flacks' pay under
new clause is based on an hourly representation in the SAG.
rate to equal minimum of $100 per
week for seniors, with corresponding
scale for juniors and apprentices.
Scale will cover 42-hr. work week,
.Continued from pace I_
which tim« painters and other
were given salary boosts.
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4 More U.S.

Pictures

U.

Okayed in Japan;
Coin Pact Likely

S.;

crafts

maximum under Wage and Hour

Act, plus 12 hours of overtime at
double regular hour rate, to make
up 54-hour week publicists have
measures agreed upon.
Down Under against American comJunior pay scale of $50, $55 and $60
panies.
per week, and apprentice pay of 60,
However, Dan MIchalove, exec of 70 and BOc per hour will be worked
Theatres, 20th-Fox sub- out.
National
Breaking down agreement's
sidiary, is understood to have gone minimum weekly pay into hours will
to Australia in the fall for the pur- avoid, it is hoped, any possibility of
pose of instructing the Hoyts direc- suits to recover extra pay if, in futorate— 20lh controls Hoyts— to push ture, coiu'ts declare flacks non-pros
through the proposed project, which and subject to 42-hr. week procalls for the revival of General Tlvea- visions.
tres to serve as a joint booking orInkers Ready Demands
ganization for botti Greater Union
New cartoonists union, witich reHoyts.
Both chains would cently affiliated with International
and
share product of U. S. major circuits Brotherhood of Painters as Local No.
under the setup.
852 of Painters union, has started
BotlV Norman B. Rydge, chairman drafting its demands for submission
Parleys are expected
of Greater Union, and Hoyts ofTi
to producers.
Carcials approved the plan last sum- to get under way this week.
mer while Rydge and Charles Mu'nro, toonists are notifying National Labor Relations Board they are waiving
Hoyts head, were in New York.
Until recently, Greater Union had jurisdiction over ca'tntramen in car
content largely with in
toon departments of studios in favor
to be
dependent production, plus Univcr- of International Photographers Lo
SAetro cal. 659.
second-pick
of
aal
and
Extended conferences were held
and Paramount fare, while other'ma
Jors were giving their pictures to last week by committee from Society
Hoyts, leading to Greater Union's of Motion Picture Art Directors with
Groups
charges of monopoly. Now Greater producer repi-esentatives.
Union has Universal, Columbia, discussed various clauses in proMonogram, Republic and second posed closed shop pact submitted by
choice on. much of Paramount, and directors^ Latter ar^seeking a min"Metro's lineup. Metro also supplies imum wage and substantial pay inIts own seven theatres In Australia. crease for members in lower salary
possible

and

In 1940 Reported

mously

m

Get

Paris. Dec. 26.

Clear; With

number

This boosts the

French and

foreign,

Looks

Last year, about 188 pictures wera
Setting of film quota is
to be preliminary to a
pact calling for withdrawal of distrib revenue collected in 1939.
allotted.

understood

which have had

withdrawn to 66.
pix banned are

'All

Following

Quiet on Western Front' (U), 'The
Road Back' (U), 'The Big Parade'
(M-G) and 'They Gave Him a Gun'
(M-G).
Last week's list included eight
pix, two each from Paramount,
and M-G, one RKO, one Universal
plus a probable UA.

United Artists.

See American Indies
Producing in Mexico

any time since the start of the
war, and this factor must be attributed to the premieres of 'All's
Clear,' some of whose material is

at

the

way

the quota

ia

7.

Highly FavorableReported quota lineup for Japan
is regarded in New York as measuring up about as expectM.
It
Is
viewed as highly favorable to U. S.

26.

The past week" has seen the West
End assume a greater normalcy than

is

reported divided among American
firms: Metro, 13; Paramount 14; Columbia, 11; RKO. Universal. 2pthFox, Warner Bros.. 9' each';' and

Like London Hit WB
London, Dec.

28.

Britain and Scandinavian countries.

of pictures,

New American

Lillie,

.

brackets.

Tokyo, Dec.

Government here is reported to
set the 1940 quota for foreign
imports at 120 pictures, with U. S.
companies landing 81. Remaining 39
are supposed to bb divided largely'
among France, Germany, Great
have

in France

Four more American picts, added
to 15 already named, have been
added to the list of films tabooed in
France for the duration of the war.

their visas

Bea

legislative

.

War Ban

firms since American distributors get
about 75% of total 'allotted foreign
Mexico City, Dec. 26
distribs.
Prospects of producing in Mexican
Picture officials in N,Y. are infrom Noal Coward's 'Set to Music,' studios have been asked by the
and Firth Shephard's production of American Independent Producers' clined to believe that additional
productions might be allowed inside
'Shephard's Pie.'
Assn., according to the pic studios
Japan
next year because England,
'All's Clear,' presented by H. M. workers' union.
France and Germany, which always
Tennent, Ltd., and staged by HarThe Mexican organization expects
old French, revealed itself as an that some American indies will pro send many pictures there, doubtlessly
will
have a shortage of prodoscillating revue, l>eing alternately duce in this country.
uct.
good and bad. in its opening at the
No official confirmation of the
Queens
theatre
last
Wednesday
Tito Guizar is returning here from
quota
was
forthcoming
at press time
(20) with Beatrice Lillie in the lead the U. S. early in -January to play
because Major Frederick L. Herron,
With the comedienne han- the lead in a pic as yet untitled.
part.
head ot the Hays office foreign dedling the same numbers that, she
Fernando de Fuentes will direct. partment,
was
out
of
the
city.
did in 'Music* when it was presented
on Broadway last season, 'Clear'
in these
staying power
suggests
Japs Push U. S. Accord
.

.

'

'

Goldtvyn-Par

when the theatre has become
more a means of escape than enter-

times,

Hollywooa. Dec. 28.
Despite the Japanese embargo_on

.Continued from. page 4.

tainment.

With a cast that also includes wasn't added
Bobby Howesi Fred Emney, Adele manded.

foreign" pictures, anB the" reon the export of dollars,
is
still a definite desire- to

all

as

Goldwyn had

de-

striction

there

Dixon, Gladys Henson. among others,
Ten days after first papers were create goodwill between that country
Studio Painters, who have offered
the revue also Jias a
couple of served in this latest action on Dec. and the U. S., reports Morton
to trade 10% of their 15% pay inE.
Feiler, American film contact for the
Paris in
crease for job security, have notified sketches by Arthur Schwartz and 8. Goldwyn announced the 'termina
independent producers that new Howard Dielz, while the American tion' of his distribution contract with Japanese government, who has just
minimum wage scale of $1.54 per fav^ tunes composed by Richard UA. His basic complaint is addition returned here after a three months'
hour, approved by major companies, Rodgers and Lorenz Hart, 'Let's of too many producers to the comstay in the Orient.
Paris, Dec. 12.
Japan has always been an excellent
First French propaganda pic, 'Nos will be enforced in the Indie field Make Memories Tonight' and 'Have pany and failure to give him the
Freres
o'Afrique'
African Copy of new rates .for all classifica- You Met Miss Jones?' are other amount of control over its affairs c^itstomer for American films, Feiler
('Our
Brothers'), started, with Aimee Na- tions has been mailed to individual clicks.
that he believes due him because of states, and with the present situation
The Shephard show, which came the preeminent position among its in Europe and the 'disruption' of that
varra, former Odeon femme lend, di- producers by Herbert Sorrell, busirecting.
Pierre Bra.sscur, Lisette ness representative of the Painters, into the Princesss Thursday night producer-owners which he alleges he market for American films, the
conglomeration of the holds. _ ...
(21), is a
Oriept Jjegpmes a more important
^Lanviiir-Constant Remy, Claude^May,. Local.644
_
_
Simultaneously, major studios were farcical and~inusical,"' "with'' gehefbus"
Aimos. Azais, Aime Clariand, Felix
UA execs regard the latest action sphere, he added.
Oudart, and the Arab tenor, Mahied- notified that following rates are re- excerpts from previous Shephard as continuation of the 'sniping" this
Feiler, who was appointed advisor
shows. It's set for twice-daily pertroactive to Aug. 25, last:
dlne, comprise cast.
to the Japanese picture industry sevtime over' an insignificant matter
Painters and paperhangers, $1.55 formances at popular prices and the which Goldwyn began last January eral years ago. left here Sept. 23 for
premiere audience, which applauded in seeking legal ways out of his Tokyo on'irtvitation of the Japanese
Comedian
Fernandel
left
his hour: location, $18.30 per day: loca
camouflaged army truck to entertain tion weekly rate, $108.81; gang bosses loud and often, indicated that it's in termer with UA, which was signed government to discuss goodwill reand color mixers, $1.77 hour; loca- for a successful run.
fellow soldiers on the front.
July 22, 1936, and runs 10 year's from lations.
Cast for 'Pie' includes such Brit- Sept. 2, 1935.
tion $20.97; location weekly rate,
Duke and Duchess of Windsor at- $122.12; marbleizers, grainers. deco- ish names as Sydney Howard, ArSidelights on (be Flan
tended entertainment given at St. rators, furniture finishers. $1.85 hour, thur RiS'Toe and Vera Pearce; a' vet
Papers in the new action reveal
Germain in aid o..' the Light Ar- location. $21.60 day, location weekly combination in London musicals.
The other week's opening was at several sidelights on Goldwyn's conmoured Brigade, witli Josephine rate, $129.61. Spraymen and agers,
IN
Baker. Noel-Noel, Claude May and $1.85 hour, location. $21.60 day; loca- the opposite extreme. 'You of All tract and on the 'Silverstone Plan,'
rale,
Sign People.' which bowed at the Apollo the schedule under which UA pro$129.61.
Jean Maugier appearing in sketch, tion 'weekly
It's an
in- ducers' bonus is paid.
writers. $2.21 hour; location, $25.76 on Friday night (22).
Goldwyn's
.'Somewhere in the Ile-dc-Francc'
Mexico City, Dec. 26.
comedy that has little pact, it is said, provides that if any
day: location weekly rate, $154.56. nocuous
Pic production this year isn't exother producer gets a better break
French public cannot get used to Shop helpers. $1.04 hour; mainte- chance to survive.
pected '.0 be so bad despite current
Forefrom UA than Goldwyn, the same effects of labor difficulties that
standing at attention at the end of nance painters. $1.39 hour.
terms automatically apply lo Gold- closed mpst of the studios for
stage programs while the 'Marsel- men on call will receive $102.19 and
keymen $91.19. Apprentice first year Seven-Langoage Dabbing
wyn except as regards shorts and several weeks last summer. Output
lais'e' and 'Cod Save the King' are
foreign language pix produced in
being played.
Papers writing edi- will be paid $5.75 day, $6.90 second
will be 43 features, of which three
year, and $8.05 third year.
non-English speaking country
torials about it.
are now in the making.
For Disney's Tinocchio' any
and not released in English-speaking
Stady Labor Attack
Producers afe satisfied, though they
countries.
VVilh thp rplurn lasl week from
Convent Garden actrcs.'scs Violet
had
expected to make at least 70 pix
Terms of the Silverstone Plan proHollywood, Dec. 26.
Lorraine and Binnic Hale seciiiusly New York of Kenneth Thomson,
Foreign voices for Wall Disney's vide that should the total payable
Injured when their auto was hit by a executive secretary. Screen Actors
Establishment of pic studios in
50%
.truck while cnroute to entertain Guild is expected to take possible 'Pinocchio' will be dubbed in by pro- under it in any one year exceed
Chihuahua
state, on the U. S. border,
the total
Tommies. Mae Bacon, musical com- action on letter received from Amer- ducer in all seven countries now of the UA net for that year,
is being arranged by Miguel de L,ebn,
m-,...
~ j, „
must be held
nevertheless, iiiusi
bonus, neverinKicss.
->t
j
»
j »u
^
edy star, rushed over from England ican Federation of Labor Conference slated to get the animated feature. oonus.
>.''^\ P^o^""?'
of Motion Picture Studio Unions First of these versions will .start in down to 50% of the net; that if the dios will
""f
to replace Miss Lorraine.
in Chihuahua
be
City, the
than $500,000. the bonus
Stuart
censoring

Wartime

-

.

,

—

I

MEXICANS TO MAKE
43 PICTURES

.

1940

—

|

,

'

.

it
for withdrawing from
French actress Edwige Feuillcre Los Angeles Central Labor Council.
Matter likely will be discussed by
now godmother to an entire regiment
plus 10 soldiers: Lise Delamare god- board of directors of SAG during
mother to entire staff of officers of current week. Letter to Guild, signed
of the Conanother regiment; Madeleine Renaud by Joe Touhy. secretary
fell SAG withKoits between .acts at the Comedie ference; stated it
attack upon the inFrancaise for tier military godsons, drawal was an
tegrity of all unions in this Conferwhile Jeanne 'Boitel is a nurse.
ence, severally and collectively.
Screen Actors Guild has filed an
Pic director Alexander Esway has
answer in Superior Court alleging
Joined the Foreign Legion.
was
suit of Ed Heim

Buchanan,
February when
accompanied by a sound technician,
leaves for South America to record
Spanish at Buenos Aires, and Porlugue.se in Brazil.

In -addition Disney plans Italian
Holland and Swedish releases, and
is undecided about French and Danish versions.
Also po.ssibility of another Spanish version being recorded in Spain.
Each foreign version is expected
to cost Disnev around $10,000/ for
vote
test
against the wishes of ma- extra prints and dubbing, adding
British army now has 20 mobile brought
Senior around $65,000 to final budget of
cinema units in France for the Tom- jority of Class B members.
body insists action was not started to Aim,
mies.
protect any alleged interest in matCiBr-ar jr.
If
ter of collecti%'e bargaining. _'but.for
V^scar,
sole purpose to enable plaintiff to
The
.

Home

Front
obtain control of internal management of Guild, its funds and propLondon, Dec. 26,
erty.'
-,,y^«''nm.enl perturbed over semiHeim is demanding Class B mem""^aret shows and undesirable bers be given full voting privileges.
™ent resorts springing up
to en- Guild claims that extras have right
"•Me officers on leave.
to participate in collective bargainraided
number ing, and point out that present con1."^^,.
of
«t bottle
club joints.
tract with majors did not become efp

net

is

les.j

state capital.

only the amount in excess of $250,000; that to an acceptable
outside auditing firm will be left the

should

total

task of determining the net and that
the bonus should be paid as soon
after June 30 of each year as the
[auditor makes his report,
Goldwyn claims that until May 12.
conSelznick-Internalionars
1939.
tract with UA was the same as his.
but on that date a new agreement
was made with S-I whereby it was
declared in on any Silverstone Plan
bonus decided on. Goldwyn's participation in the plan was optional.
but he did not take advantage of it

Fuller Dickering

For

Colbourne-Jones Tour

j

Melbourne, Dec.

i

I

notified

for a season of Shakespeare throughout Australia and New Zealand next
year,
Troupe of 50 would be imported
.

|

!

when he

5.

Sir Ben Fuller is dickering with
Maurice Colbourne and Barry Jones

'

i

following completion of

its

current

Canadian tour. Only difficulty would
be securing a suitable theatre in
Sydney, but arrangements may be

UA

g.j contract had become made with William.son-Tait for lease
^^^^^
Mexico City. Dec. 20.
more favorable than his and. under of the Royal.
A. group similar to Hollywood's his agreement he must automatically
Academy, to pick the best made-in- participate in the Silverstone Plan,
Mexico pix, best players and best too.
8[ 'c Divvy for
On Aug. 25. Goldwyn says, the
director, and to award them suitable
London^ Dec. 28.
prizes every year, has been organ- auditors made their report for 1938
Despite
the
war,
Charles
M.
and his bonus automatically became
ized by the national pic industry.
General Film Distributors
Woolf's
which
date
from
he
that's the
Its first awards are to be made next due.
declared
has
an
dividend for 1939.
8%
his
coin.
wants interest on
month.
I

'

GFD

I

I

.

.

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY
form

film

SWANEE RIVER

previously

was

which

1916 and Paramount in 1923. Prespi
ent version, carrying advantages
sound and dialog, is productionally
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
pornne. Combination of excellent
20lh Oenliiri'-FM rele»so of Kenneth
powtrayals, vigorous direction and
Light That
force.
>ine>,he, Anilrea I-eeJs, Al Jolson. DlrccUil erful dramatic
Screcnplny by John
ty Sidney I-nnllelil.
Failed' aims particularly for class
trade rather than general audiences.
Icnl

direction.
inojci'tlon

miidlo

In

K,

Chrliily

1*.

^' Henry Klcber

.\IcUo«i;i.

Old Joo
Hnll Johnson t*.i
Turn linrper
Mnrlon Fosioi-

Pond
Ambrose

..J

'3!)

.

Al Jolson
.Felix llressnrt
.Clil'^k t'hnndlcr
HK-ks
, ..Uussell

.CeorKe need
,
.Themselves
.niohnrd Clnrko
Dl.me Flolicr
Unllon
..Charles
..nar.r, Oeorge Drenksione
Al iiermnn
.

'.i'

,

I

.

>

Tambo

..1'h.irles

Mr. Foster

Henry

19.

.Don Amecho
..Andrei Leeds

. .

.

llones

Andrew

Bee.

room,

RtinnlnK time, «0 .MINS.
Stephen Foster.
Jnne

Foster. .
Mrs. Foster
Morrison Fosirr.
.

Miniature Reviews

turned out in silents by Pathe jn

(Color)

(WITH SONGS)

|

TrowbrldBe

..OenrKO Meelier
.I.cona Iloberts

lar runs, catching attention of the
carriage trade, literati crowd and the
Lacking appeal for the
critics.
women, picture has to hurdle a substantial obstacle in this respect
Although the story has its dramatic
and tragic moments, it unwinds at a
most leisurely pace that drops at
times into a study of characters in
unevcntful siluation.s. Thcres tragedy in the grim realization of a man
time,
^|,j,t i,e will go blind at any
but it's 'not a particularly happy
premise for picture purposes.

Life
'Swance River' t20lh).
an unimof Stephen Foster
prc.?sive story; will hit profitable

but not big

lacking in spontaneity.

The

classic.

Production

„

,

tPar).

Kipling

gerheads.'

mod-

line for

gang and

Between these episodes, the story
unreels in London through a maze
of characterizations and undramatic
come the cumbersome story.
sequences. But through it all, scripter
as
1-reeds
Andrea
and
Ameche, Jolson
Robert Carson and director Wellman
nominal marquee attractors, picture maintained the tenor and spirit of
carries sufficient entertainment fac- Kipling's story, passing up opportors to sustain it for profitable biz in tunities to inject obvious and overthe regular runs.
,
^
theatric situations in place of the
Story .of Foster's life, struggle to originals.
success and tragic death has been
Colman, as the war correspondent
provided with convenient dramatics
and artist, provides depth and sinand
Foote
JohnTaintor
by scripters
Failure to gain cerity in a difficult assignment He
Phillipe Dunne.
adventursympathy for the frequently-imbib is a typical Englishman ofhis
success,
complacent in
ing composer, who neglected both his ous strain—
jvhen he
wife anS child while on benders, is but concenterated energy
withal calm when
hot entirely the fault of the writers, faces darkness, but
to die indecision
his
final
The background of Foster's life ne- he makes
it
all.
end
battle
to
cessitated sketching him that way,
Walter Huston is excellent as Colresulting in lack of audience symman's plal, who steers him through
pathy for the main character.
bUndness.
Foster visits Louisville to get his the tragedy of impending
Ida Lupino highlights with an exfirst inspiration to write negro folk
episode as the
songs. While there, he falls in love, ceptionally dramatic
and composes 'Oh, Susanah.' Pe- prostie who posf s for Colman's paintthe
cunious, he sells the composition out- ing,- and eventually cracks under
destroy
right to minstrel man E. P. Christy strain of constant work to
his
(Jolson) who makes it famous. Pair what the painter anticipated
eharacMiss Lupino's
^
strike, up a lasting friendship, with masterpiece
com^ terization is .vivid and inemorable;
I.....
Christy responsible for the
Following will gain attention to her as a draposer's early successes.
marriage to Andrea Leeds, Foster matic actress of top rank. Muriel
goes to New York, but his periodics Angelus, In her first film appearance,
interforce his wife to leave with their is adequate for mild romantic
unevent
child, and he hits the downgrade, est btJt handicapped by an
Picked up in a slum saloon byUulrole. A scotch terrier, Mr. WhisChristy, Foster straightens out long kers,' adds intimate touches in Col.

.

,

.

River,'

but man's London quarters,

Utilization of a prolog establishing
adolescent love affair of Colman anc
Miss Angelus two decades before

a heart attack strikes him down before its initial presentation.
Picture's main iattractions to retain audience interest is the liberal
spott^rie of eight Foster songs tha'
are both familiar and popular. Jolson sings 'Oh, Susanah,' 'Camptowii Races' and 'Swanee Rivier' in
Miinstrel show setting,- putting them
over in showmanly presentations.
His offering of 'Swanee River,' after
teUing The^udience "tharFost'er "has
just died and the song will live as the

ern.

All around, family pic, with

okay

action.

'Days of Jesse James' (Rep).
Actioner, built around several
suppo.sed exploits of the James
brothers. A dualer.
(FA).
Silence'
import of better grade,
of

French
based on strong romantic drama,
should do OK in U, S.
(French).
Sacre*
Bols
•Le
Adultery theme okay in France
but would have censor trouble
in U. S.
Yiddish
(Maymon).
'Tevya'
languager starring Maurice
Schwartz, one of the best of its

kind.

thc exteriors have not been so well
photographed. Film does not list a
photographer, nor does the press
Char.
book.

Marshal

Van Neat PolKlase; editor, Frederick
Knudston. At I'olonlal, Lincoln, dual, llunning time, «D MINS.
....George O Hrlcn
Mason

by

.Snkouskint
A' Friend

Douoher,

Andri

Dnllo

Annnnd Urrnnrd

'Le Bois Sacre* is a fa.st-riinning
witty story of a wholly French vinlage with a battery of established

draw names which should combine
to a.iisure good boxoffice in domestic
It should do well, particularly because of its spicincss and
contagious humor, which is the order
of the day since the war.

showcases.

is

The

Citadel of Silence
(FRENCH-MADE)

,

Virginia N ale

Virginia

Ames

1-eon

Sheriff
Allison...

Henry Urandon
Ingrahnm

I.loyd

Mayor

Slim WhIttRker

Hutch

Mary Cordon
Horry Cording

.Ma

Hender.ion
Joe

Joe McGuInn

Frank

Harry

Ellis

This is a good George O'Brien
western, an edge better than his previous ones, and he has always maintained a good average for the saddle
opuses. It's a story and screenplay
by Jack Lait Jr., and among other
things has as the romantic attraction,
Virginia 'Vale, second Gateway to
Hollywood winner (Des Moines,
July 2).
^
Miss Vale, Dorothy Howe prior to
being Laskyized, is no newcomer to
films, having been, on a termer at
Par for some time and in several fea
tured roles before being given the
buildup and moniker re-vamp of the
Gateway program. She goes into
this western, frontier school teacher
role easily, and does well by it. She's
obviously in for some training while
the studio finds something better for
.

CRASHING THRU

'.

.'

impressive production background,
Good action 'film of the north in
accentuated, by the excellence of
Technicolor throughout, especially the Henfrew moiiiitie series, with
the exterior scenes along the river
plenty of shooting, suspense, agreeand in Kentucky.
able romantic flavor and -a fist fight
in a cabin among several men that
has beeii very effectively staged.
Hollywood,. Dec, 20.
James Newill, striking outdoors type,
Paramount release of William. A. Wellman production. Stars Ronald Colman; shoulders the vocal burdin entirely,
features Waller Huston, Ida Lupino. Mu- two numbers, 'Crimson Sunset,' and
Screenplay by "You're So Easy on the Eyes,' both
riel Angelus. Dudley DIgges.
Robert Carson, based on hovel by Rudyard listening acceptably.
Newill sings
camera. rheo<lor Sparkuhl; eill-

LIGHT THAT FAILED

them

•

Unllo, Afmand nernnrd
I.eon
Msdioi,
Dlaluit nni

features

udaptnllon, from nobert de Fler:j* and A
ilo Calllavel's piny of llio sanxo ii.ime
by
Carlo lllm: camera, llene Cnveau, Miu'i
Vnn Hooreliecke.
At. th« Olympin nml

Mesa

'

Ttiomas .Scott; second unit director.
Joseph C. Toungcrman; asst. directors.
Fritz Colllng.s. Clem
.Stanley Goldsmith,
Previewed at Westwood Village,
Jones.
Running time, 08 .MIN'S.
Dec. la, "M.
Ronald Colman
Dick Heldor
Walter Huston
Torpcnhow.
Muriel Angelus
Mnlsle
'•""'"'^
Bcssio Broke
u",?''*
Dudley DIgges
'Ihe .N'llghal
Ernest Cnssart
jjeeton
Ferike Boros
Madnmo RInai
I'edro dc Cordoba
Monsieur Ulnat
Colin Tapley
;
Oardner
.....Fay Helm
Rcd-hnlred GNi
Ronald Sinclair
Dick— ns a boy
.Sarltn tVooton
Malsle-as a glil
Halllwcll Hobbes
Doctor
Charles Irwin
Koldier Model
Francis McDonald
Coorge
George Regas
'ras.<invetll
Wilfred Robcrla
Burton

Victor

.ilorlay.

r.efniir;
Dlre<'lo<)

that he can't be trusted even in that f"""* "a,"™?- ^?^L"Ai'.?^.'':.^''.,^L'f
its chief fault is that it rerole. He has always played heavies. '20s, and
piece.
It is a
Gabby Hayes supplies his usual mains a theatrical
laugh quota as Roger.s' partner, minor offense, however, since the pic
Pauline Moore isn't effective as moves along at top speed with but
Hayes' eranddaughter and Roger.s' few lapses, and these could be easily
City
of
heart Interest.
Donald Barry and remedied lay more judicious cutting.
Carlo Rim's dialog and adaptation
KKO-nadlo volcnse of 6ert Cllroy jfroduc- Michael Woi-th are okay as the James
are exhilarating, with his subtle
Stars UeorRe O'Urlen; features Vir- brothers.
tlon.
Camera standard.
satire being poked with equal skill
ginia Vulc. Henry Itrnndon, Leon Anica.
Screenplay,
directed by David Howard.
at the morality of present-day soJack Laii. Jr.; cnmern, Harry Wild: nrt,

I

Kipling;

Onby

Although it is undoubtedly the
with the u.sual singing westerns. Has
new season, it has
Rogers and part of the James gang best effort of the
commercial possibilities abroad.
singing sdlo and in group with ac- no
Like so many other local picts which
cordion accompaniment. When the
action On dialog .-nd a cerbase
mob is supposedly hiding out and tain their
of
humor, this one
native
type
Even
if
silence should be required.
for export purposes as dubthe musical accompaniment were is not
bing would rob it of much of its fun.
visible, which it's not it would still
be a wonder what sort of an outlaw The censors would do the rest, for
they would certainly object to the
would tote one around with him.
theme.
Installing Harry Woods as a peace adultery
It was adopted from a play of the
enough to tip action fans
officer

story opens, is unnecessary and wast
ed footage. Sequence only serves as
medium for meeting of the couple
many years later, and script could
have provided this situation without
the handicap of the- prolog -footage, - Marshals- have -been increasingly
'Light That Failed' is authentically important as film subjects during the
British in its underlying texture and past year, especially the peace officer
background. As such, it will click migratory type of the Wyatt Earp
heavily in various parts of the Brit- school, who talked little but shot
Empire, where it can be released well. It's one of these, who is the
ish
composer's memorial, is dramatically
Every O'Brien characterization, called in by
Jolson gives out here within a reasonable time.
impressive.
as in the old days at the Winter Gar- where it will get critical attention on a citizens' committee to routfrom
its top production standards.
den on Broadway.
office a gang of range terrorlstr who
Ajneche, as Foster, sings three
work under direction of the county
sheriff. I.eon Ames.
numbers-r-'My Old Kentucky Home,'
...
O'Brien piris oh the badge, which
•Ring the Banjo' and 'Jeanie With the
Light Brown Hair.' The Hall Johnelects him as an immediaite target
(WITH
SONGS)
the
son choir presents 'Here Comes
Knowledge of his aptitude in gun
^fonogram release of Grlterlon-Phlllp N. matters
stalls
the mobsters for
Heavin' Line' and 'Old Black Joe.' ICrasne
production. Features James Newill,
Henry BranThe latter, sung at grave of the old Jean Carmen.
Mllburn Stone. Directed by awhile, but they import
Negro coachman, is memorable in Kimer Clifton, llascd on novel 'Henfrew don, a quarrel-picker with a lightItldes the Range.* by I.anrle York Ersklne;
its setting and rendition.
ning draw, to indulge in some leaden
.Sherman l.otve; editor, Roy persuasion.
Brandon, impressed by
Ameche has been handed a most ndnptatlpn.
and Jules
Luby; 86ng.«.
Jack
I1roo!(a
unsympathetic role as the composer, Lomnn. At CentrnI, .N*. V.. dual, week Dec. the whiteness of O'Brien, elects to
and has further handicap of unin- I'l, '3U. Running time, 61 AIINS.
become his deputy, instead, which
spired direction to prevent him .*Jgt. Renfrew
James NcwDI brings things to a head fast
Warren Hull
from injection of some semblance of Corporal Kelly
Dave Howard, who has handled
Jean Carmen (D'Brien for a lone time, directs him
sparkle in a toiigh assignment An- Ann
Herrlngion
.Mllburn Stone
Howard again
drea Leeds is adequate, although re- McClu.iky
...Walter Byron again in 'Marshal,' and
strained, as the understanding wife LaMnntP
delivers him in an anpropriately
'...Stanley Dlystone
'.....nobert Frazer paced vehicle.
'Marshal' is in the
of a dreamer; while Jolson puts both IJr. Smjili
Jo5;eph Glraril
ver.ve and punch into the role of the Captain
bracket western class, will go
Fred
David O'Brien upper
Felix Bressart is .':|ant K.ve
minstrel man.
very well with the juve pa.steboard
liarl Douglas
prominent, in support as the. music EsMmo I'ete
Ted Adams sale, and has stuff for the family trade
Green
Barn,
Roy narcroft generally.
teacher and friend of Foster.
Iron Eyes Cody
Picture has been provided with Indian Joe..-

tor.

('Saored woods')

(FRENCH-Ivhu>E)
Paris. Dec. 12.
Plnlrlbuletira Asaoclnilon re1en«c of TItrvU
Fllnjj |)Vo<1uctlon.
Stars F:ivlr4\ 1'oiie.irn

getaway with the cash.
That ends the story— no telling
what happened to the James boys
Story shoots off. in all directions, and
the finalo, wherein the missing cash
recovered and bank depositors
is
paid off, is weak, inasmuch as most
of the talc's telling is concerned with
grabbing the James gang. Rogers is
plenty adequate in his role, singing
.several fairly impressive range tunes.
One such scene, however, conforms

Very good George O'Brien west-

•Citadel

joins the James
proves to his own satisfac-

Former
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LE BOII^SACRE

tion that the bank robbery was done lllarrllz, I'arla. nunnlng llnic: lu.i .Mi\||,
by bank officials and blamed on the yi. Mnrgcrlo
I.. Victor Homlier
James bunch. By a ru.se he .scares Mme. Mnrgerle
Klviro I'npeuro
Andre Lefnur
the guilty bank officials out of town M. t'hnmpmorel
Onby Mnrlny,
and collars 'em on a train making a .Mme. ('humpmorel

excellent

With

enough to write 'Swanee

iii

erate b.o.
•Crashing Thru' (Mono). Action item of the north that suits
for the lower half of dlials.
•Alarsliai of Mesa City' (RKO).

Trxnnon

color and showmanly presentation,
however, assist materially to over-

•

'

FalltO'

starred

The story cari be summed up in
Ilnrry It.nydcn
Vrwln
A man's man faces
Clora Blandlck one sentence.
M.^. Grlfiln
the doom of blindness, and rushes to
Mrs. McUoivell
-^^".I
Dole paint a masterpiece before darkness
Esther "A
Temperance Woninn
William Wellman, with his
.falls.
'Swanee River' is a cinematic biog- fjajj. for broad sweep of action, opens
picture with a colorfid battle in
raphy of Stephen Foster, composer
of American folk songs nearly a cen- jj^g Sudan between the small British
He
tury ago. Beautifully photographed force and the fuzzy-wuzzies.
In Technicolor, and parading several jiojes with the same type of vivid
picture
tunes,
melodious
when the blind war corFoster's
panorama
of
carries handicap of conventional, and respondent returns to ride out with
dramatic theme the cavalry to his death
slowly-developed
(.'harlrs

b.6.

That

•I.lsht

Colman

December

We«liics<lay,

gun-throwing, battles and chnse.<!, etc.
Rogers is hired by a bankers association to solve a $90,000 bank robbery for which the James brothers
are blamed. Harry Woods, as Capt.
WoBthington, head of a national deteifive ngenjcy. is brought in by the
railroads to curb James depredations on that quarter. .Rogers and
Worthington are contimmlly at log-

well.

Story concerns the efforts of a
brother and sister to hi-jack a shipment of gold that is going to a mining company that has been stolen
from them. Jean Carmen, the girl,
is a screen personality that should
go places in time. She figures in the
cabin fist fight and herself takes
.some punishment in the free-for-all
that transpires.
Balance of the cast is made up of
characters who are typed, but nevertheless quite satisfactory. These in
elude Warren Hull, also playing a

mountie;
Milburn S'tone, Walter
Byron, Stanley BIystone and David
O'Brien, among the more important
memb'ers of the cast
Technically, Philip N. Krasne's
This is the third appearance ot
Rudvard' Kipling's tragic drama! in production is okay, although some of

Film .Alliance release of Imperial Film
prodnctlon.
Features .\nnnliclla. Pierre
Renoir,
llernard
by
Lnncrct.
Directed
Marcel L'llerbler.
From novel bv T. H.
Herbert: adaptation. T. H. Herbert; English
titles.
Joe ^Vell;' pholocrapbv, A.
Thirard and I.ouls Nee.
At I'lx. .N. Y..
eck Dec. II.'I. ':I0. Running time. Ul MINS.
lana Wolonska
,\nnabella
Commandant of the Citadel. .. I'lerre Ilennir
Cesar BIrsky
llernard l.onrref
rrlBon Chief...
Robert LcVlpan
overnor
Prison Spy
Prison Tj-usly

ciety.

Elvire Popesco plays a novelist
the best seller ot the day, who is
deeply chagrined because she is overlooked when the Legion of Honor is
given out. Refusing to pay the price
hinted by the rakish, ogling Director
ot Beaux Arts (Andre Lcfaur), she
Out of the
essays other channels.
clear
comes the- rather dubious
Gaby Morlny, as the dichance.

Alesnnder RIgnault
I.ucas Grldnux
rierre l.nr(itiey

(In Frejrch; toilh English Titles)

A

strong love story, hackgrounded

in Russia in the days shortly preced
ing the world war, 'The Citadel of
Silence' is a French import of major
conseciuence and its chances in
America are far above the average.
In spite of the fact that the film is
lengthy, as most from abroad are,
and the dreariness of prison life be
comes somewhat tiresome, the gen,
eral worth of the production more
than compensates for these shortcom
ngs.
The story is of imperialistic Russia but being based on the struggle
of Poland a quarter ot a century ago,
it strikes a note of timeliness for all
audiences since Poland had-a secontl
recent taste of Russia. An exploitation approach might be to point up
the Russo-Polish angle, in view ot
what has happened in the 1939 war.
While much of the production
deals with the meanness of life in
a prison fortress ruled by hard Miis
covite hands, the theme
is
the
spirited fight of Poles and Russian
plebes against the system that existed
25 years back. Following a foreword
explaining that a girl's father had
been executed, Annabclla being the
survivor, the plot lays a foundation
in efforts of a small group to bump
off the local governor.
Annabella

escapes and flees to Paris, but her
b.f., played by Bernard Lancret, is
knocked off for a prison 'erm at a
place where the inmates are not per
mitted to speak.
Hence the title,
'Citadel of Silence.'
The producer
has made it one of the grimmest
bastilles yet pictured, with .some of
the methods to maintain discipline
considerably on the gruesome side.
A unique turn in the plot is the
marriage of Annabella to a colonel
who is placed in charge f the prison,
the wedlock being for the purpose of
finding out what happened to her
.sweetheart. In the end, the lad and
of Jesse
other prisoners effect an escape that
(WITH SONGS)
has been well filmed and particu
larly well directed by Marcel L'Her
Republic release of Joseph Kane produc
Stars Roy Itogers: features Cleorgo. bier.
lion,
His short sequence dealing
Hayes. Screenplay. Karic Snell, from orig,
with the assassination plot early in
Inal by Jack Naltefoitl; lamera, Reggie
Re the footage is also a t,em.
Lannlng; musical director. Cy l-'enr.
Joe Weil's pithy English titles
viewed In I>roJe<-tlon Room. N. .Y., Dec. H,
':iU.
Running time, C3 ^INS. ^'
make it possible to follow the story
Roy RuKCr •with
Roy ......... ^
ease, but in some respects the
.tjeorge •dubby* Hayes
Cinbby
..Donald Harry action is too conversational. Cutting
Jesse James
it for American consumption might
1*aullnc Moor
.Mary

James

Days

hard for Victor
Boucher, the authoress' dentist-husband.
The red ribbon tantalizes
Popesco, and she puts the devil in
hubby's head, telling him ho could
help her get the Legior) of 'Honor by
responding to Morlay's affections.

rector's wife, falls

,

That's the yarn's basis.
All the ends finally meet and even
Ihe most conventional should approve of the final pastoral scene.
Performances are superb. Mile.
Morlay, as the vivacious, flighty wife
who periodically falls f jr some passing male, makes a difficult role appear easy. As much can be said for
Boucher. Lefaur is first-rate, keeping the audience guffawing with his
satire.

.

Mile. PopescQ stays will within her
It is strange to see her as the
betrayee rather than the betr.iyer.

role.

Dalio, as the Russian ballet m.ister

who preceded Boucher as Morlay'e
lover, and Armand Bernard, the
diplomat who comes near .spoiling
-

of getting the
decoration, contribute sizably to Ihe

Popesco's

chances

action.

Photography
music good.

lis

'

and

sets

ordinary;
Riivo.

Etaient

Neuf

Celibataires
('There

Were Nine

Bachelors')

(PBENCH-MADE)
Paris, Dec.

12.

r.C.F.C. release of Films fSlbc prwlurilars .Sachn Gultr.v. Klvire I'olMfc";
features Max Dearly, Victor linucher. Andre
I.*lI^fanr, A1mos. .Marguerite Moreno.
rrcted by fJuItry.
Storv and M-enario,
Uullry; music. Adolplio Ilonhard; ciimeia,
Armenlse.
At tho .Morlvaux and i'olIi.e«,
llcin.

Paris.

Cast: Sacfia Gullry. Flvlre rnjirsro, JIns
Pearly,
Victor Itnuclici'.
Andre Lrfnur,
Marguerite M«,reno. Siiturnln-l-'abre,
Hetty
Marguerite I'lenv, <.
Slorkfeld.
lienevlove Uullry. Mnrguerlie DeDulmsc. Morion,
viil,
SInoel. (Hides. C.
neorgwi
Krwin.
Princess i-hylo; .Iac<]ues
Grey, Cremlcux. JIiinnlnK time, 120 .MINS.
.

.-Minos,

I.IIieuu.

Neuf Celibataires'
Etaient
'lis
back Sacha Guitry to the
in one of his less Inspired
moments. The film's chief demerit
too
much Guitry, wilh
to
be
seems
the French Noel Coward pulling an-

brings
screen

other 'jack-of-allrtrades' stunt as
author, scenarist dialogist direc-

tor and actor. It results in a composite that brackets the pic as ordinary.
Plot has some claims to origiriality
and a battery of local draw names
Captain Worlliliitcloi)
Harry Wood: be desirable.
.should make it a b.o. success in
Arthur Loft
.Sam Wyntt..
Annabella, brought to Hollywood France. Yet it lacks crack exploitaWade Roielei
Pr. Samuels
by 20th-Fox, turns in a ine perform- tion possibilities. The fault lies, not
-.Mrs. SaniuelfKthel Wale;
Busier Samtiols
St'oliy Itockett ance, with all the charm at her comin Guitry, the author, but rather in
Frank Jitmes
Michael Worlh mand going 'into her work.
Lan Guitry,
Its chief apthe director.
("olc Y'ounger
(ilonrt Strange
cret, opposite her, plays his role ca
i;nder-.')herlff
Olin Howlnnd
peal will be to a limited group ol
Fields
.Monlo Blue pably but, being a prisoner, is out of Guitry fans for whom a few of tne
MrDajilels
Jack Rockwell the dialog for about half of the picauthor's quips and bon mots will be
Sheriff
Frod Durns ture.
At the beginning, he gets a well worth the price of admii^ion.
little noisy in spots, tending to over,
onIts chances abroad seem to be
'Days of Jesse James' as a title act. The fine character actor, Pierre
.,
. .,
means little in this in.stance.. The Renoir, acquits himself very credit side.
It fails to click because of "s."train robber's activities in this un
ably, as do lessers, including Robtempo
caused by ill timing,
regular
folding are incidental to a feud over ert LeVigan, Lucas Gridoux and
of
repetition and the introduction
Pierre Larquey, Last-metnioned is
a bank robbery solution James
Irrelevant material which, of course,
supposed to have committed. Its un excellent while he's on, as a prison
strut
is nece.ssitated if Guitry is to
reeling is interesting enough, though trusty.
far too long and a more
the story and direction leaves many
General workmanship on the film about. It is
have
liberal use of the shears would
loose ends still unraveled at the fin- rates much over average,- with very
welcomed. The finale wilhei-'
ale. However, faults aren't so glaring good
photography figuring.
Two beennothing,
with Guitry himseii
that action fans won't derive satis- cameramen are credited, .'V. Thirard to
(Continued on page 49)
faction.
Char.
It's replete with the usual and liOuis Nee.
.,

.
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WHY DID
Hfln luns OHi

DDinWDOD?
Why did Helen Hayes decide on her very
in a studio that she
~

^

How

would never be a

first

day

success in pictures?
'

was "The Sin of Madelon Glaudet" remade

firom a "colossal" failure into a colossal success?

What
fool

actress called

and the

Why did
Step

buy

up

Helen Hayes "the biggest damn

best actress I have ever

one studio threaten

to

the Post

seen"?

to sue her for

$96,000?

your newsstand today

— or

— and

millions of people

find out

are reading this biography of

why

wherever you

Helen Hayes.

044^

^

.
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Number Numher
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Com.

Features
AVesterns
Serials
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Totals
Piclures

rromisril

pleted

40
IC

Now

Hare,
Walton. Andrt'w Pona, Tony Guerrero, Lawrence Porter,, Lumsden
John Mellon, Olaf Olssoii.
'CONGO TVIAISIK,' comedy; produced by J. Waller Ruben; directed by
H. C. Poller; iio wi-iling crodils released; photographed by Charles Lawton,
Jr.
Cast: Aim Sothern, John Carroll, Rita Johnson, Sheppard Slrudwick,
J. M. Kerrigan, Eily Malyon, E. E. Olive,
'THE SHOP AROUND THE CORNER,' comedy-drama; no production
credit; directed by Ernst Lubitsch; adapted by Sampson Raphaelson fi-om
the Hungarian .stage play by Nickalaus Laszlo; photograplied by William
Cast:
Margaret SuUavan, James Stevvart, Joseph Schildkiaut,
Daniel.
Frank Morgan, Sarah Haden, Felix Bressart; Inez Courtney, William Tracy.
Metro Pix Now In Production
'FLORIAN,' romantic-drama; produced by Winfleld Sheehan; directed
by Edwin L. Marine original novel by Felix Salten; photographed by Karl
Cast:
Robert
Young, Helen Gilbert, Reginald Owen, Rand Brooks,
Freund.
Lee Bowman, Irina Baronova, Lucille Watson, Joe Yule.
'NEW MOON,' Siginund Romberg operetta; produced by Robert Z. Leonard; directed by W. S. Van Dyke H; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh, Cast: Jeanette MacDonald, Nelson Eddy, Billie
Burke, Bunty Culler, Buster Kcaton, Nat Pendleton, Mary B.oland, Richard
Purcell, John Miljan, Grant Mitchell, Claude King.
'YOUNG TOM EDISON,' biography; produced by John W. Considine, Jr.;
directed by Norman Taurog; adaptation by Dore Schary and Hugo Butler;
Cast: Mickey Rooney, Gene. Reynolds,
photographed by Sid Wagner.
Virginia Weidler, Fay Bainler, George Bancroft, Bobby Jordon, Victor
Kilian, Eily Malyon, Lloyd Corrigan, Clern Bevans.
'AROUSE AND BEWARE,' historical adventure; produced by Edward
Chodorov; directed by Leslie Fenton; original novel by MacKinley Kantor;
photographed by Ray June. Cast: Wallace Beery. Dolores Del Rio, John
Howard, John Wray, H. B. Warner, Victor Varconi.

'

CiidiiiR

inff

R

3

4

4
0

0
0

60

12

Ilalancr to

ill
ne Placed Stories in
Before Prcparation
Ruunis Cameras

Shool-

23

2.1

0

8
i

A

10

35

35

(i

4

.

8

now in (he culling roomy or nwailing release arc:
'CRIMINAL CVRGO,' formerly tilled 'MUTINY ON THE SEAS,' formerly
titled 'ILLICIT CARGO,' drama; produced by Barry Darmour; directed by
Lewis-.D. Collins; screen play by Eric Taylor and Albert DeMond from
Cast: Jack
oriRinal by Eric Taylor; pholo(;raphed by James Brown, Jr.
Holt, Eduardo Ciannelli. Dick Purcell, Harry Carey, Donald Briggs, Sifi
Bumann, Irene Ware, Kathleen Howard, Eddie Kane, Paul Fix.
'HIS GIRL FRID.\Y,' romantic comedy produced and directed by Howard Hawks; no writing credits released; photographed by Joe Walker. Cast:
Cary Grant. Rosalind Rus.sell. Ralph Bellamy, Helen Mack, Ernest Trucx,
Abner Biberman. Frank Jenks, Roscoe Karns, John Qualen, Frank Orth,
Clarence Kolb, Porter Hall, Isabel Withers, Pal Fcirr.
'BLAZING SIX SHOOTERS,' western with songs; produced by Jack Ficr
for'the Irving Bri.<;kin unit; directed by Joe Lewis; no writing credits re-

photographed by George Mcehan. Cast; Charles Starrett, Iris
Meredith, Sons of the Pioneers, Henry Hall, George Cleveland, Dick Curtis,
Al Bridges, Bruce Bennett.
leased;

'CONVICTED WOMAN,'

formerly titled

'DAVGHTERS OF TODAY,'

meller; produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irvine Briskin linit; directed by
Nick Gridine; no writing credits released; photographed by Benjamin
Kline. Cast: Rochelle Hudson, Glenn Ford, Lola Lane, Frieda Insecort,

Mondgram

June Lang.
'THE LONE WOLF STRIKES,' formerly titled 'DOUBLE IN. DIAMONDS,' mystery meller; produced by Fred Kohlmar; directed by Sidney
Salkow; no writing credits released; photographed by Henry Freulich.
Cast: Warren William, Joan Perry, Alan Baxter, Astrid Allwyn, Robert
Wilcox,. Eric Blpre, .Montagu Love, Fred Kelsey.
'TEXAS EXPItESS,' western with songs; produced by Leon Barsha; directed by Joe Lewis; no writing credits released; photographed by George
Meehan. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith. Ed Le Saint, Dick Curtis,
Bob Nolan, Sons of the Pioneers, Kenneth MacDonald, Harry Cording,

Number Number
of Pix
Com1

e
0

6

e

5

MY

STAGE,' formerly

titled

4
2

IS

24
13

37

37

24

'UNDER WESTERN

SKIES,'

musical western; produced by Edward Finney; directed by Spencer Ben
nett; screen play by Robert Emmett from story by John Foster; photographed by Marcel LePicard. Cast: Tex Ritter, Nelson McDowell, Murial
Evans, Nolan Willi^, Steve Clark, Tom London, Reed Howes, Frank Ellis,

Jason Robards, Pauline Drake.

'FRONT PAGE LADY,'

•

directed

photographed by Joseph
Jean Arthur .Melvyn Douglas, Fred MacMurray, Harry
McDaniel, Walter Sondering
comedy; produced by Robert Sparks,
^ 5"?P"'' '^"'''y
no writing credits released; photographed
by Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton. Arthur Lake, Larry Sims,
Daisy (canine), Danny Mummert, Rita Havworth, Don Beddoe

Paramount

Cast:

d reeled by

Sam

Fran'tc H. Slrayer;

Number. Number
of Pix
Compromised, plet^d

Harry Sherman..
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14
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14
4
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18

18
0
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18
0
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Now
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Plac'cd' Stories in

58

...^Pictitres no'w' in the cutting

rooms or awaiting release

18

18

are:

'ALL WOMEN HAVE SECRETS,' formerly tilled 'CAMPUS WIVES.'
drama; associate producer, Edward T. Lowe; director, Kurt Newmann;
Cutting Before Prepara'
promised pleled
screen play by Agnes Christine Johnston, based on story by Dale Eunson;
Rooms Cameras ^ tion
51
photographed by Theodore Sparkuhl. Cast: Joseph Allen, Jean Cagney,
20
4
8
19
19
Virginia Dale, Peter Hayes. Betty Moran, John Arledge. Joyce Matthews,
1
1
0
0
0
0
Audrey Haynard. Wanda McKay, Kitty Kelly, Janet Waldo, Lawrence
52
Gro.'ssmilh. Una O'Connor, George Meeker, Dick Elliott,. Lambert Roger.s,
21
19
19
Phyllis Adair, Fay Cotton, Barbara Denny, Gwen Kenyon. Marjorie Boll,
in. the .cutting rooms or .awaiting .preview.s are:
Margaret Roach, Mildred Shay, Constance Keene, Fay McKehzie, Loraine
•HENRY GOES ARIZONA,' comedy-drama; produced t> Harry Rapf; Miller, Lorraine Krueger.
directed by Edwin L Marin; ba.sed on the W. C. Tuttle
'OPENED BY MISTAKE,! drama, produced by GMO; a.s!!Ocialc pro
Argosy magazine
yarns; photographed by Les White. Cast: Frank
Morgan.-Glorge Murphy, ducer, Stuart Walker; director, George Archinbaud; .screen play by Stuart
Weidler, Guy Kibbee. Slim Summerville, Robert Palmer and Garnett We.ston; based on a story by Hal Hudson and Kenneth
^"'S'u"'^
Emmett Keane,
Chester Conklin, Tennen Holtz, Jim Thorpe, Robert Earl; photography by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast; Charles Ruggle.':. Janice
Logan, Robert Paige, William Frawley, Florence Shirley, Byron Foulger,
Cy Kendall. Sam Ash, C. L. Sherwood, Walter Soderling. John Hartley.
°^
'""'*'cal: produced by Jack Cummings
"^"H?"^
diiected by Norman
Taurog; no writing credits released; photographed by Lawrence Gro.ssmith. James Burke, George McKay, Lloyd Corrigan. Al
Stewart, James T. Mack. Jack Norton, Edward- Marr, Scolty Groves Kay
Ohver Marsh. Cast: Fred Astaire, Eleanor Powell, George Murphy, Anh
Deslys, John Gallaudet, Dick Rush, Douglas Kennedy,
Carver,
Gladys
Blake,
Florence
0*",
^Z"^-Jj^l'^^J^°f^?"Rice,
'DR. CYCLOPS' (Technicolor), meller; produced by Dale Van Every
Herman Bing, Joe Yule.
directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack; original screen play by Tom Kilpatrick,
CHICAGO,'
comedy;
producer,
Victor
Savilledirector
!Fm?*'
Richw't'itcredits released; photographed by Ray jSne Cast' photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast:. Albert Dekker, Janice Logan, Thomas
Coley, Charles Hallon,. Victor Kilian, Frank 'Vaconelli.
Robert Montgomery ^;dward. Arnold, Reginald Owen,
EdmuncrGwenn
'ADVENTURE IN DIAMONDS,' formerly tiUed 'DIAMONDS ARE
Sinclair, John BullerV Barbara

Number Number
of Pix
Com-

Now

in

Be

Shoolinf

-

•

Wade
'I

Srd:

B?teler.

TAKE THIS WOMAN,'

formerly

titled

'NEW YORK CIMnPRPiiA

produced by Lawrence Weingarten;'^directed by F^ank
sJ^rage o^^^^^^^^
|tory by Charles MacArthur; photographed
by Charles LTw?on
Cast
Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, Walter Pidgeon -Thurston
Hall Car o^Val
dez, Leonard Penn, In« Claire, Marjorie Main,
LoSiShern
^"""^

Mne%mes'*"

Lana Turne^^^
^"""^ Pu6"a. Ad"'

'STRANGE CARGO,' formerly titled 'NOT TOO NARROW
DEEP," drama; produced by Joseph Manciewicz; director FrankNOT TOO
Borzaee-

no writing credits released; photographed by Robert Planck. Cast:
Joan
Crawford, Clark Gable, Melvyn Douglas, Paul Lucas, J. Edward
Bromberg,
Albert Van Dekker, Sara Haden, John Arledge, Eduardo Ciannelli Peter
Lorre, Paul Fix, Francis MacDonald, Betty Compton, Bernard Nedel'l
Jack
Mulhall.

'NORTHWEST PASSAGE'

(Technicolor), hisforical drama; produced by
Hunt Stromberg; directed by King Vidor; no writing credits releasedphotographed by Sid Wagner. Cast: Spencer Tracy, Robert Young, Walter
Brennan, Laraine Day, Donald McBride, Truman Bradley, Isabel Jewell
Helen MacKellar. Regis Toomey, Hugh Sothern, Addison Richards, Douglas
•

rights.

WB

Angle of the transaction is that
bankrolled the production and was
therefore figured to have the in.vide
However,
track in the bidding.
Metro topped the oiler. Under.'ilood
there is a phase of the deal by
which Kingslcy will take over Warners' share In the production, but
just how that will be worked out
isn't revealed.
Likewise not known
how the maniageriai share of the pur-,
chase price will be split between
Kingsley (who Is producer as well as

Kingsley's

•Men

in

third

picture

.sale,

his

White' and 'Dead End' hay-

ing previously been filmed.
Par followed on expenditures, paying $85,000 for 'Skylark,' legiler by
Samson Raphaelson, currently .in Its
11th week at the Morosco, N. Y. Play
had been spoken of as. a possible film
vehicle for Its star, Gertrude Lawrence, in an eastern-made picture.
John Golden, who produced the legit
version, had been confabbing, with
Mayor LaGuardia on possible filmIzation of the play in New York, but
the idea has now been scrapped. Par
will star Claudette Colbert in th«

Hannan, Kenneth Duncan, Frank LaRue,
•MR. WONG AT AeaDQUARTERS,* meller, (1938-39 release) produced
by William. T. Lacl^y; directed by William Nigh; screen play by Scott
Darling; story by J.oseph West; based on the James Lee Wong stories by
Hugh Wiley; photographed by. Harry Neumann. Cast: Boris KarlofT, Grant picture.
Withers, Marjorie Reynolds, Charles Trowbridge, John Hamilton, Craig
Third big buy of
Reynolds, Jack Kennedy; Lita Cheveret, Frank Puglia, Stanford JoUey,
the best-selling
of

(^hick

.

Davenport,

'

author), and Warners. King.sley will
get the regular author's. 60 "^b share,
Balance lo
Re placed Stories in but must split that with Milton
Before PreparaBrand, from whose 'Outward Room"
tion
Rooms Cameras
he adapted the play.
'World' it

B^JF^""^^

ro"'?.nt>c-comedy; produced and
Kv'^wSMiJ^Li""*"*^".^''
writing crediu released;

Metro's purchase yesterday iTik'sday), of 'The World We Make,' Sidney Kingsley's drama at the Guild
theatre, N. Y. Price is $100,000 and
the release data of the picture is next
July 1. Sale was negotiated by the
author, who personally cont;ictcd
story editors of the various film companies to refute earlier reports that
Warners had acquired the .screen

in

meller; produced by T. R. Williams; directed
by Howard Bretherton; screen play by C. B. Williams and Marion Orth;
photographed by Harry Neumann. Ca.st: Warren Hull, Kay Linaker, William von Brincken, George Cleveland, Fern Emmett, Willy Costello, Vince
Rush, Ed Keane, Hans Wollenberger.
'PIONEER DAYS,' western; produced and directed by Harry Webb;
Columbia Fix Now in Frodnclion
screen play by Bennett Cohen; photographed by Edwin KuU. Cast: Jack
PEPPERS AT HOME,' formerly titled FIVE LITTLE Randall, June Wilkins, Frank Yaconelli, Nelson McDowell, Ted Adams,
FEPFEES MIDWAY,' family drama; produced by Jack Fier for the Irving Glenn Strange.
firiskm unit; directed by Charles" Barton; no writing-credits" released; - -^CHASING TROUBLE,'-my.stery-comedyt-produced- by Grant Withers;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Edith Fellows, Clarence Kolb. Ron- directed by Howard- Bretherton; screen play by Mary McCarthy; photoald Sinclair, Dorothy Ann Seese, Charles Peck ,Tommy Bond,
Rex Evans, graphed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Frankie Darro, Marjorie Reynolds,
Dorothy Peterson.
Mantan Moreland, Milburn Stone, Lillian Elliott, Alex Callam.
,

buying

Cutting

Pictures in the cutting room:
'YUKON FLIGHT,' meller, produced by Phil Kra.sne; director, Ralph
dtsV. James Newill, Louise
Staub, photographed by Mack Stengler;
Stahley, Dave O'Brien, Carl Hackett, Warren Hull.

WESTBOUND

of story

since the outbreak of the European
war and the drop In foreign markpl*
was marked last week by the ex.
penditure of $260,000 by three companies for two books and two Broadway legit plays. Putting up the coin
were Paramount, Metro and RKO.
Largest single deal of the lot was

Now

Now
Shool-

Promised pleted

Francis Walker, Lillian I,awrence.
HEART,' formerly titled 'PASSPORT TO HAPPINESS,'
'MUSIC IN
musical comedy, produced by Irving Starr; director, Joseph Santley; no
writing credits released; photographed by John Stumar. Cast: Tony Martin, Rita Hayworth, Andre Kostelanetz, Edith Fellows, Alan Mowbray,
Eric Blore, George Tobias, George Humbert.
'BULLETS FOB RUSTLERS,' western; produced by Jack Fier' for the
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; no writing credits released;
photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Charles Starrett, Lorna Gray,
Bob Nolan. Sons of the Pioneers, Dick Curtis. Jack Rockwell, Ed Le Saint,
Kenneth McDonald, Lee Prather, Francis Walker, Hal Taliaferro,. Eddy
LaugMon, Tim Spencer.
'PIONEERS" OF TfifE FRONTIER,' for^
titled "'GUN LORD OF THE
FRONTIER,' western, produced by Leon Barsha; director, Sam Nelson;
protographed by George Meehan. Cast: Linda Winters, Bill Elliott, Dick
Curtis, Richard Fiske, Stanley Brown.
'CAFE HOSTESS,' formerly titled 'STREET OF MISSING WOMEN,'
meller; producer, Irving Briskin; associate producer. Jack Fier; director,
Sidney Salkow; no writing credits released: photographed by Ben Kline
Cast: Preston Foster; Ann Dvorak. Bruce Bennett, Don Beddoe
Wynne
Fowley. Peggy Shannon, Lorna Gray, Betty Compson,
?•
f
j
Linda Winters, Beatrice Blinn.

w,ii;f.
Walker.

4 SCRIPTS

.

/or

(."/ii'islDins.

Columbia
'

PAID

$260,000

tlie week ivas
novel,
'Kilty
Foyle,' by
for $50,000. Par was
al.so interested In this, making the
first offer for it, but was unwilling
to pay the steep price demanded.

RKO

Duting
the
negotiations
RKO
stepped In arid copped it. Metro had
an eye on it, too. Christopher Morley wrote it,
Metro purchase, for $25,000. wasof
an as yet uhpublished ndveT. 'Bfolh-"""
er. Here's a Man,' by Kim Bealtie,
an officer in the Canadian army.
Macmillan brings it out in February,
tinderstood that vehicle is for Spencer Tracy. T'weiitielh-Fox wa.-; iiilere.sted in it at first.
Max Becker negotiated the deal.
Other Story Buys

Deal by which Metro purchased
screen rights to 'Escape,' best-selling,
on a" sliding sciij.e. bsisi.":, hasbeen called off. Studio will pay a
flat fee of about $60,000.
Original
plan was to pay $35,000 and $2,000
additional for each 10,000 copies sold,
with the maximum $70,000 in 18

-novel,

months.
This was the first deal of this lypo
ever made. It fizzled because of disagreement over the tabulation system.
Involved were- reprinlf, foreign rights, etc., although it appeared
certain Jhnt, on. virually any bo^is,.
Metro would have paid near the
maximum.' Original deal wa.s negotiated in October by Monica McCaU,
then

Brown

the Curtis

of

and the new one by Allen
the

same

agency,

Collins, of

office.

lfemp.stcad's KIckoff
.

Hollywood, Dec.

26.

First production lor David Hempstead under his hew contract with
Hempstead Jt
is 'Kitty Foyle.'
due in Hollywood Jan. 2 lo put
scripters on the job.

RKO

GMO production; directed by George Fitzmaurice; screen
play by Leonard Lee and Franz Schulz; based on .story by Frank
Keighley's Disraeli Film
O'Connor; photographed by Charles Lang.
Cast: George Brent. Isa
Miranda, John Loder, Nigel Bruce, Elizabeth Patterson, Matthew Boulton. Rex Evans, David Glyde, Rex Downing, Douglas Gordon, Harry
Hollywood, Dec. 2fl.
Stubbs, Norman Ainsley, Guy Bellis, Nikolayeva, Hi Roberts, Walter
William Keighley's next pilot in
Kingsford, Ralph Forbes, Gerald Rogers, Janet Waldo, Major Sam Harris
Roger Gray, Tony Mar.sh, Ed Gargan, Bobby Hale, Vera Lewis, E, E. Clive job at Warners Is 'Prime Minister,'
Keith Kenneth, Wilfred Roberts, Susan Paley, Jack M. Lee, Ernest Truex, based on the life of Disraeli.
He had been tentatively a.^signed
Charles Irwin, Charles Bennett, John Ward.
'UNTAMED' (Technicolor); produced by Paul Jones; directed bv George to 'Torrid Zone,'
Archainbaud; screen play by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan and Frank Butler;
based on 'Mantrap' by Sinclair Lewis; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast:
at
Bette
Davis
Ray Milland. Patricia Morison, Akim TamirofT, William Frawley. Eily
Malyon, J. M. Kerrigan, Esther Dale, Jane Darwell, Bahe Denetdeel,
Hollywood, Deo. 26.
Charlene Wyatt, Gertrude Hoffman, J. Farrell MacDonald, Sibyl Harris,
Bette Davis, on vacation for tevClem Bevans, Fay Helm, Darryl Hickman, Roscoe Atcs.
eral months, returns to the Warner
•REMEMBER THE NIGH'T,' drama; GMO production; directed by lot Jan, 2 to start on 'All This
Mitchell Leisen; original .screen play by Preston Sturges; photographed by Heaven, Too.'
Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray, Beulah Bondi
Actual shooting starts Jan. 19 un(Continued on page 16)
der Anatole Lltvak's direction.
DANGEROUS,'

Back

WB
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 14)
Elizabeth Patterson, Snowflake, Tom Kennedy, Sterling Holloway, John
Wray, Georgia Caine, John Beck, Thomds W. Hoss, Virginia Brissac.
'THE BISCUIT EATER,' drama; produced by Jack Moss; director, Stuart
Heisler; screen play by Stuart Anthony and Lillic Hayward; based on a
story by James Street; photography by Leo Tover. Cast: Billy Lee, Helene
Millard, Richard Lane, Lester Mathews, Snowflake, Gordell Hickman.
•THE
production; associate proOF. ALL FLESH,' drama;
ducer, Eugene Zukor; directed by Louis King; no writing credits released;
photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Akim Tamiroff, William Henry,
Gladys George, Muriel Angelus, Norma Nelson, James Seay, Roger Imhof,

WAY

GMO

Berton Churchill, Douglas Kennedy.
•AT GOOD OLD 'SIWASH,' drama; produced and directed by Ted Reed;
screen play by Don Hartman; based on the stories by George Fitch; photographed by Victor Milner. Cast: William Holden, Bonita Granville, Ezra
Stone, Vaughan Glaser, Judith Barrett, Phillip Terry, Richard Denning,
James Seay, John Laird, John Hartley, Douglas Kennedy,' John Arledge,
Jean Phillips, Audrey Maynard, Kay Stewart, Paula De Cardo, Kathleen
McCormick, Jimmy Dodd, Harry C. Bradley, Dick Winslow, Michael Gale,
Lane Allen, William Orr, Dave Dunbar, Aldrich Bowker, Kent Rogers,
Frank Coghlan, Jr., Robert Scott, Alan Ladd, Gaylord Pendleton, James
Flavin, Stanley BIystone, Lux McBride, Hal Brazeale, Richard Clayton,
Bradley Clark, Billy O'Brien.
•HIDDEN GOLD,' formerly titled 'THE MAN FROM BAK-20,' western;
produced by Harry Sherinan; directed by Lesley Selander; no writing
Cast: William Boyd,
credits released; 'photographed by Russell Harlan.
Russell Hayden, Ruth Rogers, Britt Wood, Roy Barcroft, Minor Watson,

Lee Phelps, Ethel Wales.
•EMEBGENCY SQUAD,' GMO production; associate producer, Stuart
Walker; directed by Edward Dmytryk; no writing credits released; photographed by Harry Hallenberger. Cast: William Henry, Louise Campbell,
Robert Paige, Richard Denning, Anthony Quinn.
'KNIGIITS OF THE RANGE,' western; produced by Harry Sherman:
associate producer, Joe W. Engle; directed by Les Selander; screen play
by Norman Houston, based on a story by Zane Grey; photographed by
Russell Harlan.
Cast: Russell Haiyden, Jean Parker, Harry Humphrey.
J. Farrell MacDonald, Rad Robinson, Britt Wood, Victor Jory, Morri
Ancrum, Ethel Wales.
'THE UGHT OF WESTERN STARS,' western, produced by Harry Sherman; director, Leslie Selander; screenplay by Norman Houston, original
by Zane Gray; photographed by Russell Harlan. Cast: Victor Jory,
Jo Ann Sayers, Russell Hayden. Morris Ankrum, Noah Beery, Jr., Ruth
Rogers, J. Farrell MacDonald, Esther Estrella, Alan Ladd, Georgia Hawkins, Earle Askam. Tom Tyler.
'ROAD TO. SINGAPORE,' musical-comedy, produced by Harlan Thompson; director, Victor Schertzinger; screen play by Don Hartman and Frank
BuUer; based on a story by Harry Hervey; photographed by William
Mellor. Cast: Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Judith Barrett,
Charles .Coburn, Anthony Quinn, Jerry Colonnai Johnny Arthur, Pedro
Regas, Belle Mitchell. Nina Campana. Benny Inocencio, Gloria Franklin,
Carmen D'Antonio, Bob O'Connor, Ed Gargan, Greta Grandstcdt Don
Bfodie, Jc*n Kelly, Kitty Kelly, Freddie Walburn, Payne Johnson, Larry
Harris, Roger Gray, Monte Blue.
•THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER,' comedy-drama; associate producer, William Thomas; directed by James Hogan; no writing credits released: photographed by Deo Tover. Cast: Martha Raye. Charles Ruggles, Williiam
'
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duccd by Max Gordon and Harry Goctz; directed by John C^romwell; play
and screen play by Robert Sherwood; photographed by James Wong Howe. Hays Meeting Covers
Cast: Raymond Massey, Gene Lockhart, Ruth Gordon, Mory Howard,
Dorothy Tree, Harvey Stephens, Minor Watson, Alan Baxter, Howard
Neely, Foreign Coin,
De Silva, Aldrich Bowker, Maurice Murphy, Louis Jean Heydt, Cl6m.
Bevans, Hnrlan Briggs.
The 1940 Budget, Etc
•SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON,' drama, produced by Gene Towne and
and
adaptation
Towne
stoiy
Baker;
director,
Edward
Ludwig;
Gnibani
by
Baker; screenplay by Walter Ferris; photography by Nick Musuraca. Cast:
The Neely bill, tentative discussion
Thomas Mitchell, Edna Best, Freddie Bartholomew, Terry Kilburn, Tim
Holt, Bobby Quillan, Christian Hub, John Wray, Herbert Ra^ylinson, Fred of the 1940 budget and the foreign
coin situation occupied the meeting
Kohler.
•MARINES FLY HIGH,' melodrama; produced bv Robert Sisk; directed of the Hays office directors Thursby Ben Stoloflf; screen play by Jerry Cady; photographed by Frank day (21 ) after lack of quorum forced
Redman. Cast: Richard Dix, Chester Morris, Lucille Ball, John Eldredgc, an adjournment from the previous
Paul Harvey, Horace MacMahon, Dick Hogan, Steffi Duna, Bob Stenton, day. This was the regular quarterly
Doris Lloyd, Frank M. Thomas, Nestor Paiva.
year-end session, with the directorate
'LITTLE ORVIE,' drama; produced by William Sistrom; directed by Ray showing its concern over
foreign
McCarey; screen play by Lynn Root and Frank Fenton from the novel losses by calling in all
foreign de<
by Booth Tarkington; photographed by Roy Hunt. Cast: John Sheffield, partment
chiefs for a doseup verErnest Truex, Dorothy Tree, Ann Todd, Daisy Mothershed, Ray Turner,
sion.
Fay Helm, Dell Henderson.
Although the matter was taken up,
'VIGIL.IN THE NIGHT' (1939-40 release), drama; produced and directed
by George Stevens; from novel by A. J. Cronin; photographed by Robert Only preliminary discus.<uon was held
De Grasse. Cast: Carole Lombard, Brian Aherne, Anne Shirley, Brenda on the Motion Picture Producers &
Forbes, Robert Coote.
Distributors' Assn. budget for next
•SAINT'S DOUBLE TROUBLE,' melodrama; produced by Cliff Reid; year. That will be decided when the
directed by Jack Hively; screen play by Ben Holmes and Jerry Cady from directors huddle again Jan. 3.
novel by Leslie Charteris; photographed by Roy Hunt Cast: George SanLast Thursday's session was the.
ders, Helene Whitney, Jonathan Hale, Bela Lugosi, Donald MacBride, John
first since Great Britain had decided
F. Hamilton, Thomas W. Ross, Elliott Sullivan, Byron Foulger.
to freeze approxhnately 50% of the
RKO PIx Now In Production
net annual revenue of seven majors
'PINOCCHIO' (1939-40 release), Walt Disney adaptation of child's folk in Great Britain, or about $17,500,«
000.
The British quota law remaintale by C. Collodi; an animated feature in Technicolor.
•THE PRIMROSE PATH,' drama; produced and directed by Gregory ing as it was, until Mfirch 31, that
La Cava; no writing credits released; photographed by Joseph August. must force a majority of the major
Cast: Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea, Marjorie Rambeau, Henry Travers, companies to go ahead with producCarmen
Carol,
Vassar,
Joan
Mander,
Queenie
Vivian Osborne, Miles
tion in England, which had been
.

.

Morales.
temporarily halted. A large portion
•IRENE,' romantic comedy with music; produced and directed by Her- of the frozen currency probably will
bert Wilcox; screen play by Alice Duer Miller from the James Montgom- be used for this production.
ery play; photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: Anna Neagle, Ray MilBesides Will Hay? and Major Fredland, Roland Young, Alan Marshal, May Robson, Billie Burke, Arthur
erick L. Hcrron, head of the Hays
Treacher, Isabel Jewell, Doris Nolan, Tommy Kelly, Ethel Griffies, Marsha
olTicc
foreign
division,
Maurice
Hunt, Stuart Robertson, Juliette Compton.
'MY FAVORITE vWIFE,' drama; produced by Leo McCarey: directed by Silvcrstonc, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Garson Kanin; screen play- by Sam and Bella Spewack; photographed by W. C. Michel, Jack Cohn, Nate
Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne, Cary Grant, Randolph Scott, Gail Bluinberg, Barney Balaban, George
Patrick, Ann Shoemaker, Scotty Beckett, Mary Lou Harrington, Donald J. Schaefer and Joseph H.' Hazeh atMacBride.
tended the board meeting.
•MILLIONAIRE PLAYBOY,' comedy; produced by Robert Sisk: directed
The foreign chiefs called in were
by Les Goodwins; screen play by Charles Roberts; photographed by Jack Arthur M.i Loew, David Bernstein
McKenzie. Cast: Joe Penner, Linda Hayes, Russ Brown, Fritz Fcld, Tom (who accompanied Loew), Phil RelsKennedy, Granville Bates, Arthur Q. Bryan.
man, John
McCbnville,

A.
Walter J.
Hutchinson, Arthur Kelly, Karl McDonald, J. W. Hicks, Jr., and Joe H.
Scidelman. McDonald appeared in
the absence of Joseph Hummel, for
Warner Bros.
Plan to lend financial aid to varl«
ous units such as the AMPA commit*
tee, recently appointed, to combat
the Neely bill, was reported as ono
of the topics up for consideration.

'BILL OF DIVORCEMENT,' drama; produced by Robert Sisk; directed
by John Farrow; screen play by Dalton Trumbo from the stage play by
Clemence Dane; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Maureen O'Hara,
Adolphe Menjou, Fay Bainter, Herbert Marshall, Dame May Whitty, Patric
Knowles, C. Aubrey Smith, Ernest Cossart, Kathryn Collier, Lauri Beatty.

Frawley, Richard Denning, Gertrude Michael, William Duncan, Ann Shoemaker, William Demarest, Inez Courtney, Lorraine Krueger, Betty McRepublic
Laughlin, Anne Harrison, Tom Dugan, Jock Norton, Benny Baker, Bill
Boggess, Bert Hanlon. Grace Hayle. Wanda McKay, Wilired Roberts,
John Hartley, Darryl Hickman, Pat West, Jane Webb, Si Jenks, Sam Ash,
Now Balance to
Eddie Borden.
Number Number
Now
In
Be Placed Stories In
of Plx
ComShoot- Cutting Before Prepara'WOMEN WITHOUT NAMES,' formerly titled 'STRANGE MONEY,'
Promised pleted
ing
Jlooms Cameras
tion
drama; associate producer, Eugene Zukor; directed by Robert Florey;
Z4
8
1
2
13
13
no writing credits released; photographed by Stuart Thompson. Cast: Features
24
7
0
1
16
16
Ellen Drew, Robert Paige, Judith Barrett, John McGuire, Thomas E. Westerns
4
2
0
0
2
2
Jackson, Warden M. Thomas, Joseph Sawyer, James Seay, Louise Beavers, Serials
John Miljan, Charles Williams, Esther Dale, Marjorie Main, Charles Waldron,
Totals
52
17
1
3
31
31
Cy KendalU Weldon Heyburn.
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting release:
•THE SHOWDOWN,' formerly titled 'FOUR ACES,' formerly titled
'GUN CHORES,' Hopalong Cassidy westen; produced by Harry Sherman;
•THE WOLF OF
YORK,' meller; associate producer, Robert North;
directed by Howard Bretherton; screen play by Harold and Daniel Kusell; directed by William McGann; no writing credits released; photographed
original story by Jack Jungmeyer; photographed by Russell Harlan. Cast: by Reggie Lanning. Cast: Edmund Lowe, Rose Hobart. James Stephenson,
William Boyd, Russell Hayden, Britt Wood, Morris Ankrum, Jane Clayton, Bill Demarest, Jerome Cowan, Maurice Murphy, Ann Baldwin.
Walter
Wright Kramer, Donald Kirk, Roy Barcroft, Kermit Maynard,
•HEROES OF THE SADDLE,' western; produced by Harty Grey; diShumway.
_.
.
_ rected by-William- Witney; no writing credits released; photographed -by
•TYPHOON,' meller (Technicolor);
production; directed by Louis William Nobles. Cast: Bob Livingston, Raymond Hatton, Duncan Renaldo,
King; screen play by Allen Rivkin; based on story by Steve Fisher; photo- Loretta Weaver, Patsy Lee Parsons, Byron Foulger, William Royle, Al
graphed by William Mellior. Cast: Dorothy Lamour, Robert Preston, Taylor, Douglas Deems, Darwood Kay, Patsy Carmichael.
Lynne Overman, J. Carrol Naish, Paul Harvey, Norma Gene Nelson, Jack
'VILLAGE BARN DANCE,' drama with music; associate producer,
Carson, Al Kikume.
Armand Schaefer; directed by Frank MacDonald; no writing credits rePar Ptx Now In ProdacUon
leased; photographed by Ernest Miller.
Cast: Richard Cromwell. Doris
•BUCK BENNY RIDES AGAIN,' comedy; produced and directed by Day, Barbara Jo Allen, Robert Baldwin, Esther Dale, Don
Wilson, Lulu
Mark Sandrich; no writing credits released; photographed by Charles Lang. Belle, Scotty.
Cast: Jack Benny, Virgmia Dale, Eddie Anderson, Phil Harris, Andy
Republic Plx Now In Prodncilon
Devine, Merrlel Abbott Dancers. Ellen Drew, Lillian (Cornell, Kay Linaker,
'THE DARK COMMAND,' meUer; associate producer, Sol C. Siegel;
^
Theresa Harris, Dennis Day, George Guhl, Billy Bletcher, Allen Wood,
Raoul Walsh; no writing credits released; photographed by
T""?*^i^° ?y
Monte Collins. Harry Baldwin, James Burke, Edgar Dearing, Eddie Acuff, Jack
Marta. Cast: John Wayne. Claire Trevor. Roy Rogers, Walter Pidgeon,
Marte Faust, Eddie Chandler, Dick Rush, Roger Gray, Willie Fung, Sonny Porter Hall, Joseph Sawyer,
Marjorie Main, George Hayes.
Chorre,
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Hollywood, Dec.

NEW
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.

within threie weeks.
•Charlie

.

..

editing

room

WENT

Steffi Duna, Esther Howard,
ling, Harry Hayden, William
Stewart, Jean Phillips.

Donnie Kerr, Mary Thomas, Walter SoderEdmunds, Dorothy Vernon, Sylvia Andrew,

Kay

Edington Idle

Promised pleted
-

Studios

Westerns
Sol Lesser
•The Plays' the

Thing
Plays

&

Fix Corp.

Now

,

Shooting

Balance to
Be Placed Stories In
Cutting Before Preparain

Booms Cameras

52
6
2

10.

4-

4'

2
2

9
0

0
0

4

.0

•

1

2

0

•

1

1

•
•

34
'.4

0

tion
34
4
0

(English)
1
3

0
•

1

4

1

I

52
in the cutting

30

Now
Shooting
3

Now

Balance to
In
Be Placed Stories In
Cokttlng Before PreparaRooms Cameras
tion
11
11
11

Pictures now
rooms or awaiting- release are:
'THE BLUE BIRD,' fantasy in Technicolor; a.ssociate
Markey; directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ernest producer Gene
pSc^ from b^k
photographed by Arthur Miller. Cast^ShW^y
T?^n,nfo"''ilt**rn''-''"';''=
Temple, Spring Byington, Eddie Collins. Sybil
Jason, Gale Sondcrcaard

S&liL^ie^R\y;h,^?lhfar^-

^-«'

'^^"^y

Mary

Boland,

Kelley

^'ssTSi

by Ernest Palmer

Cast: Joel McCrea, Nancy Kelly, Roland Young
Healy, Lyle Talbot, Elisha Cook, Jr.. Ba"nelt Parker '

3
1

.3

0

0

1

1

2

2

1

fl

6
0

0

0

0

0

73
16
6
fl.
Totals
45
45
Pictures now. in the cutting rooms or awaiting release are:
<aiiK r.tvrof.N in ILLINOIS'^ (1939-40 release), historical drama: pro

March

QV„

m;«? ;X

T^viS
Wilson
_

.

-

drama; produced by Raymond Griffith;

Lesser Tests Legiter
Hollywood, Dec.

Chris-Pin

meller, produced by Sol

.

26.

Lois Hall, currently in the cast of
John Barrymore's 'My Dear Children,' planes in today (Tues.) from
Chicagq for a screen teit
If 'she clicks she gets the femme
lead in Sol Lesser's 'Our Town.'

'

'PHARLIE CHAN IN PANAMA,'

26.

di-

writing credits released; photography by Leon
Al'ce Faye, Fred MacMurray, Richard Greene. Brenda
^"""^ Stephenson, Ben Carter. Clarence Hummel

director, Norman Foster; no writing credits released;
Virgil Miller
Cast: Sidney Toler, Jean Rogers, Lionel

Made U Exec
Hollywood, Dec.

'

JUilT^u^rP^^v^^'""0

26.

Dan Kelley, casting head at Universal for six years,- was upped to
associate executive, with authority to
negotiate with directors and writers
as well as players;
New contract runs for two years.

Mary

'^1?"'°= associate producer, Nunnally Johnson;
flirpMnr''*Voh?*"Tr^?'^''"''
no writing credits released; photography by Gregg
^iS"^^!

'

Uajor Pictures
Harold Lloyd
Stephens-Lang ....
Boris Morros Prod.
Walt Disney

Premised pleted

.

Totals

YORK

Now

Till

is taking a siesta
because Cary Grant is unavailable as
star of the company's next picture,
'La Chienne,' until March.
Currently Grant is playing in 'My
Favorite Wife* at RKO. after which
he goes into 'Tree of Liberty' at
Columbia.

Bowdon, Charlie Grapewfn. JanI
nprwfn
o"^""?- ^°"rfes- ^9.^K
^"^P^'^"'
Frank Vrien" Fran'k^SulIy'^*''^'"

RKO-Radio

.

.

tions at Universal

(1939-40)

„
Number
Number
<rt Plx
Com-

Tni,nS

„ ^ .Nnmber
Number
of Plx
Com-

week.

Harry Edington's Famous Produc-

20th Cenhiry-Fox

'GOLBEN GLOVES,'

YOUR

this

Hollywood, Dec.

Whitman.

-

Detective,*

Waiting for Grant Keeps

GMO

drama; G. M. O. production; associate producer,
WiUiam C. Thomas; directed by Edwcrd Dmytryk; no writing credits released; photographed by Henry Sharp; Cast: Robert Ryan, Jean Cagney,
'
Richard Denning, Robert Paige, William Frawley, Edward Brophy.
•HOLD
HORSES,' western; produced by Harry Sherman; directed
by Lesley Selander; screen play by No;.*'.nan Houston based on a stoiy by
Clarence E.. Mulford; photographed by Russell Harlan. Cast: William
Boyd, Russell Hayden, Britt Wood, Harvey Stephens, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Julie Carter, Rad Robinson, Frank Lackteen, Edward Waller, Jack Rockwell.
•DOWN
McGlNTY,' drama; produced by Paul Jones; directed by
Preston Sturges; no writing credits released; photographed by William
Mellor. Cast: Brian Donlevy, Muriel Angelus, Akim Tamiroff, William
Demarest, Allyn Joslyn, Harry Rosenthal, Libby Taylor, Thurston Hall,

McCarthy,

'Green Hell' and 'The Invisible Man
Returns' are ready for delivery. 'My
Little Chickadee,' the Mae WestW. C. Fields co-starrer, goes into tho

.

'SAFARI,' drama;
production; directed by Edward H. Griffith; no
writing credits released; photographed by Ted Tetzlafl. Cast: Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., .Medeleine Carroll, Tullio Carminati, Lynne Overman,
Muriel Angelus, Fredrik Vogeding, Clinton Rosemond, Thomas Liouden,
Fred Godoy, Jack V. Carr, Billy Gilbert, Hans Von Morbart, Darby Jones,
Henry Rowland, George Melford, James Davis, Al Duval, John B. Washington, Ben Carter, Hassan Said, Major Sam Harris, Jesse Graves, Ernest

36.

Universal has delivered half Its
1939-40 quota of pictures and Is set
to release four additional features

M. Wurlzel;

photographed by
AtwiU, Sen Yung,

Martin, Kane Richmond, Mary Nash. Lionel Royce, Helen
Stanley; Don Douglas. Frank Puglia.
•THE
WOULDN'T TALK,' meller; produced by Sol WurUel;
SUIT
DraECTOE THIELE'S
no writing credits released; photography by
.,'jy David Burton;
yirgil Miller. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Jean Rogers, Richard Clarke,
Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
Mae Marsh,
Joan Valerie, Douglas Wood, Onslow Stevens, Eric Blore, Irving Bacon.
Stanley Bcrgeman agency filed
'SHOOTING HIGH,' drama; produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; directed by suit for $2,120 against William Thiele,
Alfred Green; no writing credits released.
Cast: Jane Withers, Gene Metro director, charging breach of
Autry, Manone Weaver, Katharine Aldridge, Jack Carson.
contract Plaintiff asks commissions
Ericson,

Edwin

MAN WHO

•YOUNG AS YOU

%

FEEL,' Jones Family comedy; produced by John on Thiele's $600 weekly salary since
April 10, 1939, plus percentage of
his earnings under the studio ^n(Continued on page 18)
tract.

Stone; directed by Malcolm St. Clair; no writing credits released; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast: ,Jed Prouty, Spring Byington, Ken

I
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GEO. RAFT
.„

-

JANE BRYAN -WM. HOLDEH

'INVISIBLE STRIPES"w.H

HUMPHREY BOGART • FLORA RQBSON
PAUL KELLY

•

Directed

by LLOYD

BACON

Screen Play by Warren Duff • From an Ortqinal Story by Jonathan Finn
Warner Broi.-Firit National PIctur*
Based on the Book by Uwit E. Lawet •

A

THESE
BROTHER RAT

THE FIGHTING
SIXTY-NINTH'
Jam** Cognay
Jtffray Lynn •

©•nnU Morgan

•

fat O'Brien

Alan
•

HaU

•

•

0«6rg* Brant

Frank

Otck Foron •

Wm.

McHugh
lundlgan

AND A
Th« wholt

BABY'

brilliant coit

of 'Brathtr Rat'

and Ih* wondar-baby,
Palar B.

Oeod

A CHILD

IS

BORN'
Oaroldlna Fltigarald • Oladyt Oaorga
JefFray Lynn • Oala Poga
Spring Bylnglen

'BRITISH

INTELLIGENCE'
Borii Karioff
,

....

... ...

•

Margaral Undtoy
. fAJ^S^y.'A':V.'/r7?f.-f??T^t!^.

JAOCUWAftNllt ,

..

V
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by Lew Landers; no writing credits released; photographed by
Elwood Brcdell. Cast: Edmund Lowe, Margaret Lmdsay, Ellzabetli Rlsdon Anne Gwynne, Jerry Mnrlowe, Joyce Compton, Julie Stevens, CnicK
directed

Advance Production Chart

Chandler, Cliff Clarlc, Lillian Yarbo,

Vnlyeraal Fix
Howell, George Ernest, June Carlson,. Florence Roberts, Billy
Valerie, Dorothy Dearing, Irma Wilson.

Now

20th-Fox Fix

'DANCE WITH THE D;i;VIL,' drama; produced by Harry Joe Brown;
Henry Hathaway; no writing credits released. Cast: Tyrone
Power. Dorothy Lamour, Edward Arnold, Lloyd Nolan, Charley Grapewin,
Lionel Atwill.

WAS AN ADVENTURESS,'

In

drama; produced by Nunnally Johnson;

directed by Gregory Ratoff; no writer credits released; photographed by
Leon Shamroy. Cast: Zorina, Richard Greene, Erich von Stroheim, Peter
Lorre.
'HOTEL FOR
NO. »,' drama; produced by John Stone; directed
by Ricardo Cortez; no writing credits released; photographed by George
Barnes. Cast: Lynn Bari, Joan Davis, Joan Valerie. Robert Lowery, Henry
Wilcoxon. Etise Knox, Mary Beth Hughes. Katharine Aldridge. Helen
Ericson, Dorothy Dearing.

WOMEN

•FLASH

GORDON CONQUERS THE UNIVERSE*

(1940-41

Warners
(1939-40)

(1939-40)

Samuel Goldwyo.

4

Walter Wanper ....

4
6

,

(Laurel-Hardy)

,

Alexander Korda

.

Lesser-Lubltsch
Donclas Fairbanks
.

Now

Now

Number Number

Rooms Cameras

3

1

0

1

0
0

2

1

fl

1
1

0

1

2
0

5

2

Number Number

Balance to

of Fix
Compromised pleted

in
Be Placed Stories
Cuttinc Before Prepara

Shootinc

•
2
2
0
2

1

•
2

2
•

4

1

B

1

«

0

1

0

3

•

3

1
1

•

•

0
0

2
2
4
5
3

0

t

0

1
1

1

40

10

3

5

22

22

2
4
S

1

'SEND ANOTHER COFFIN,' formerly UOed 'CITY FOR SALE,' formerly
'SEND ANOTHER COFFIN,' mystery meller; produced by Walter
Wanger; directed by Tay Garnett; screen play by John Lay, Robert Tallman and Ken .Englund; frorn novel by F. G. Presnell; photographed by
Merritt Gerstad.
Cast: Pat O'Brien, Ruth Terry, Broderick Crawford,
Edward Arnold. Claire Dodd, Alan Dinehart. Phyllis Brooks, Bernard
Nedell, John Sheehan, Howard Hickman, Douglas Fowley, Eve Arden,
Douglas Dumbrille.
.

Now

In

Production

UNTITLED COMEDY; production, direction and screen play by Charles
Chaplin; photography by Karl- Struss and Rollie Totheroh. Cast: Charles
Chaplin, Paulette Goddard, Henry Daniell, Emma Dunn, Maurice Moscovich, Max Davidson, Nellie V. Nichols, Esther Nichelson.
/
Gerstad. _Cast: Joan Bennett, George Raft, Lloyd Nolan, Gladys George.

.

'THE WESTERNER;' western" drama; produced by "Samuel CJoldWyn;
directed by William Wyler; no writing credits released; photographed by'
Gregg Toland. Cast: Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan, Fred Stone, Doris
Davenport, Dana Andrews, Tom "Tyler, Virginia Gilmore, Paul Hurst,
Lupita Tovar, Forrest Tucker, Chill Wills, Charles Halton.

'MY SON,

MY

SON,' drama; produced by Edward SmaU; directed by
Charles Vidor; no writing credits released; photographed by Harry Stradling.. Cast; Madeleine Carroll, Brian Aherne, Louis Hay ward, Frances Dee,
Josephine Hutchinson, Henry Hull, Sophie Stewart, Bruce Lester, Lionel
Belmore.

Universal
(1939-40)

Number Number
of Fix
Com-

Now
ShootIng

Now
Shootln(
B

The

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
State attorney-general's offict

on Saturday (23) announced that it
would take no action against bingo
and bank nights In theatres, assert>
ing that the question was entirely
up to local and county authorities.
The announcement scotched reports
that the State Motor Police would

make • statewide drive against the
games.
Russell
Shockley,
chief
deputy attorney-general, said there
Balance to
In
Be Placed Stories in was no specific legislation on
Pennsylvania
statute
books covering
CnlUnf Before Preparssuch
subjects
and
that
none
Cameras
tioa
was
Booms
enacted by the last session of the state
«
IS
«

New

legislature.

now in the cutting rooms or awaiitlng release are:
Pennsylvania motor police are
•BRITISH INTELLIGtJNCE,' formerly titled 'SECRET ENEMY,' formerly
•ENEMY AGENT,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; associate pro- charged with enforcement of gamducer, Mark Hellinger; no writing credits released; directed by Terry bling laws only where suspected vioMorse; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Boris Karloff, Margaret Lind- lations seem to be too broad for
say, Holmes Herbert, Maris Wrixon, Bruce Lester, Leonard Mudie, Clarence local
authorities
to
cope with,
Pictures

titled

Fix

24

Bingo in Pennsy

;

titled

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting release are:
•REBECCA,' meller; produced by David O. Selznick: directed by Alfred
"Hifchock; from novel by Daphne du Maurier; photographed by George
Barnes. Cast: Lawrence Olivier. Joan Fontaine. Judith Anderson. Reginald
Denny. George Sanders; Gladys Cooper, Philip ^Winter. Nigel Bruce, Edward Fielding, Florence Bates.
TWO'S COMPANY,' feature-length comedy; produced by Hal Roach,
directed by Gordon- Douglas; no waiting credits released; photographed by
Arthur Lloyd. Cast: Laurel and Hardy, Jimmy Finlayson, Eddie Conrad,
Claire James.
'HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY,' Walter Wanger production, directed by
Archie Mayo; screenplay by Kathryn Scola; photographed by Merritt
Gerstad. Cast: Joan Bennett, George Raft, Lloyd Nolan. Gladys George,
Walter Pidgeon. June Knight, Pat O'Malley, Emmett Vogan.
'1,000.000 B. C' produced by D. W. Griffith; directed by Hal Roach;
screen play by Mickell Novak and George Baker from an original by
Eugene Roche; photographed by Norbert BrOdine. Cast; Victor Mature,
Lon Chaney, Jr., Carole Landis, John Hubbard, Mamo Clark, Jacqueline
Dahlia, Inez Palange, Edgar £dwards. Gale Fisher.

UA

48

Totals

tioli

•
•
•

.

Drire Against

release),

serial; produced by Henry MacRae; directed by Ford Beebe and Ray Taylor; screen play by George H. Plympton, Basil Dickey and Barry Shipman,
based on the Alex Raymond cartoon strip; photographed by Jerry Ash and
Cast: I^rry 'Buster' Crabbe, Carol Hughes, Anne
William Sickner.
Gwynne, Charles Middleton, Frank Shannon, Roland Drew, Shirley Dean.
Victor Zimmerman, Don Rowan, Donald Curtis, Michael Mark, Sigurd
Nilssen. Lee Powell. Edgar Edwards, Ben Taggart, Ray Mala, Chief Yowlachic, Harry C. Bradley.
'RIGADOON,' meller; produced by Ben Plvar; directed by Harold SchusCast:
ter; no writing credits released; photographed by Milton Krasner.
Lola Lane, James Craig. Eduardo Cianelli, Tom Fadden, Henry Victor,
Robert C. Fischer, Clarence Muse.

United Artists

of Fix
ComPromised pleted

No Widespread

rrodnoUoa

Nngel, Margaret Hamilton, George Moran;

in Production

directed by

•I

Now

IHT LITTLE CHICKADEE,' western comedy; no producer credit; diphotographed by Joe
Mahan, Joan rected by Edward Cline; no writing credits released;
Valentine. Cast: Mae West, W. C. Fields, Joseph Calleii, Dick Foran, Anne

(Continued from page 16)

Now Balance to
In
Be Placed Stories In
Cutting Before Prepara-

Derwent

Shockley

said.

ME A

A

CHILD IS BORN.' formerly titled 'GIVE
CHILD' (1939-40 release), drama; executive producer, Hal B. Wallis; associate producer, Sam
Bischoff; directed by Lloyd Bacon;. screen play by Robert Rossen; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Geraldine Fitzgerald. Jeffrey Lynn, Gale
Page. Eve Arden. Johnnie Davis. Gloria Holden. Spring Byington, Henry
O'Neill. Jean Sharron. Nanette Fabares, John Litel.

L. A.

Law

His Theatres

Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
ordinance against pingames is being jockeyed by local
reformers to operate against film
houses where numbered wheels and
other mechanical devices are used to
determine the winners of giveaways.

New

city

ball

'PRIVATE DETECTIVE,' formerly titled 'LADY DICK,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Noel Smith; screenplay by Earl Snell;
photographed by Ted McCord. Cast: Jane Wyman, Dick Foran. Maxie
Rosenbloom. Gloria Dickson. John Eldridge. Don Douglas. John Ridgely.
John Harron. Selmer Jackson, Morgan Conway, Julie Stevens, William
Law was aimed speciflcally at pinDavidson, George Irving.
ball machines, but contains a joker
CALLING PHILO VANCE,' formerly titled 'PHILO VANCE COMES that might be construed as applying
BACK,' meller; produced by Bryan Roy; directed by William Clemmens; to theatrical gimmicks.
by
photographed
screen play by Tom Reed from story by S. S. Van Dine;
William O'Conriell.
Cast: James Stephenson, Henry O'Neill. Edward
•Auction' Gag Causes Arrest
Brophy. Margot Stevenson, Sheila Bromley. Jimmy Conlin, Don Douglas,
Martin Kosleck. Ralph Forbes. Creighton Hale. Harry Strange, Richard
Indianapolis. Dec. 26.
Kipling. Joseph Crehan.
Orvin Moore, manager of the Ohio,
'YEARS WITHOUT DAYS,' formerly titled 'CITT OF LOST MEN, operated by George Sollos, was
formerly titled '20.000 YEARS IN SING SING,' meller; executive pro- hauled down to the bastille by the
ducer, Hal B. Wallis; associate producer. Samuel Bischoff; directed by local gendarmes Tuesday
(19) for
Anatole Litvak; screen play by (Courtney Terrett and Robert Lord from a operating
a scrceho game. Lotteries
story by Warden Lewis E. Lawes. Wilson Minzer and Brown Holmes;
photographed by Arthur Edeson. Cast: John Garfleld. Pat O'Brien. Ann have been nixed legally here, and
Sheridan. Jerome Cowan, Willard Robertson, Robert Strange. Billy Wayne, Moore thought he had an out, which
police are giving him a chance to
Eddie Kane, Tommy Jackson, John Ridgely, Burgess Meredith.
INVISIBLE STRIPES,' meller; produced by Lou Edelman; directed by prove ire court.
Nabes are getting away with
Lloyd Bacon; no writing credits released; photographed by Erne.'st Haller.
Cast: George Raft, Humphrey Bogart, William Holden, Flora Robson, Marc money giveaways in form of an aucLawrence, Joseph Downing.
tion, with auctioneer offering to bur
'THE FIGHTING 69TH,' war picture; produced by Lou Edelman; director, different articles from people in auWilliam Keighley; screen play. Norman Reilly Raine; photography by Tony dience at prices far- above their ac;
For instance, in one
Gaudio. Cast: James Cagney, Pat O'Brien. George Brent, William Lundi- tual worth.
gan, Jeffry Lynn. Dennis Morgan, Henry O'Neill. Dick Foran. Alan Hale, house, $5 was paid for a cigar lighter,
John Litel, Frank McHugh, Sammy Cohen, De Wolf Hopper, Big Boy which turned out to be a match.
Williams.

'BROTHER RAT AND THE BABY,' comedy; directed by Ray Enright;
screen play by Earl Balwin, Finklehofl- and Monk: producer and photography credits not released. Cast: Eddie Albert, Wayne Morris, Priscilla
Lane, Jane Wyman, Ronald Reagan, Arthur Treacher, Nana Bryant, Jessie
Busley.
'FUGITIVE

Clearance
.Continued from page 3_

FROM

JUSTICE,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; director, to mutual advantage of all exhibiTerry Morse; original story by Leonard Neubauer, screenplay by Alex tors, and would automatically inGottlieb; photographed by Arthur L. Todd.
Cast: Roger Pryor, Lucille crease distributing company's revFairbanks, Don Douglas, Morgan Conway, Sheila Bromley, Eddie Foy. Jr., enue
without hurting any individual
Lottie
Williams, Joe Devlin, Stevan Darrell, John Harmon,
John Gallaudet,
Executive secretary Poole of the
Robert E. O'Connor, Thomas Jackson,- Eddy Chandler, Ed Keane. Willis
Pacific Coast Conference, commentClaire. Gus Glassmire. Bernice Pilot, George Lloyd.
ing on Hickey's advice to the Port•GRANNY GE-r YOUR GUN,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; director,
George Amy; screenplay. Kenneth Gamet; photography by L. William land area exhibs, said he was satisO'Connell. Cast: May Robeson. Harry Davenport. Margot Stevenson. Vera fled the Metro sales executive had
Lewis. Archie Twitchell. Ann Todd. Clay Clement. Max Hoffman, Jr., emphasized the desirability and need
Arthur Aylesworth, Granville Bates, Clem Bevans, William Davidson, for a thorough .house-clcartng in
Hardie Albright, Walter Wilson, Nat Garr.
their own ranks, and that the re-

'MAGIC BULLETS,' formerly titled 'DR. EHRLICH.' biographical drama; marks indicated the position of a
company,
whose stand
producer, Wolfgang Reinhardt; director, William Dieterle; original screen- friendly
play by Heinz Herald and John Huston; photographed by James Wong would be certain to work ine.stimable
Howe.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Gordon, Montague Love, Albert benefits to everybody concerned.
Actions
7
4
0
1
2
2
Basserman,
Charles
Halton,
Donald
Meek,
Torbin
Henry
O'Neill,
Meyer.
Westerns
7
5
0
James Hone, executive secretary of
0
2
2
Mane Ouspenskaya. Harry Davenport.
Serials
4
3
1
1
0
0
the Independent Theatre Owners of
Famous Productions .3
0 ^
0
1
%
'KING OF THE LUMBERJACKS,' action meller; produced by Bryan the PaciQc Northwest, embracing the
2
Foy: director. Bill Clemens; screenplay. Crane Wilbur and Lee Katz; state of Washington, part ot Idaho
Totals
61
26
3
8
28
28
photographed by Sid Hickox: Cast: John Payne, Gloria Dickson, Stanley and Alaska, will shortly arrive in Los
Fields, Joe Sawyer, Victor Kilian, Herbert Haywood, Earl Dwire, James
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting release:
Angeles to confer with Poole and
'THE GREEN HORNET,' serial; produced by Henry MacRae; directed by Conlon, Creighton Hale. John Deering, Cole Panzer, Jack Mower, Pat various distributing company di.-strict
Ford Beebe and Saul'Goodkind; no writing credits released; photographed West, Nat Carr, G. Pat Collins, John Sheehan, John 'Skins' Miller.
chiefs, regarding zoning and clear'GAMBLING ON THE HIGH SEAS,' meller; produced by Bryan Foy; ance
by Jerome Ash. Cast: Gordon Jones. Anne Nagel, Wade Boteler, Keye
territory.
conditions in his
Luke, Philip Trent, Walter McGrail. John Kelly, Gene Rizzi, Douglas Evans, directed by George Amy; no writing credits released; photographed by Lou
first of the Pacific coast
Ralph Dunn.
O fr,°""«'- Cast: Wayne Morris, Jane Wyman, Gilbert Roland, John Litel,' Hone will beorganizations
identified
exhibitor
'THE INVISIBLE
RETURNS,' comedy-drama; ..associate producer, Wilhani Pawley, Murray AJper, Robert Strange, Roger Pryor, George Mea- with the Pacific Coast conference to
Ken Goldsmith: director, Joe May; no writing credits released; photo-' der, John Gallaudet.
come here for confabs, with Portland
graphed by Milton Krasner. Cast; Vincent Price,' Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Warner Fix Now In Production
expected to follow suit in the- ImmeNan Grey, John Sutton. Cecil Kelloway, Ivan Simpson, Forrester Harvey.
'

Promised pleted

Features

40

14

2

Rooms Cameras
5

19

tlon
19

Arlcn-Devine

'

.

•

MAN

'FRAMED,' formerly titled 'TROUBLE'S MY MIDDLE NAME,' comedy;
associate producer, Ben Pivar; director, Harold Schuster; original screen
play by Roy Chanslor; photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Constance Moore,
Frank Albertson, Robert Armstrong, Jerome Cowan, Sidney Blackmer,
Judith Allen, Herbert Rawlinson, Jerry Marlowe. Barbara Pepper. Dick
Wessel. Harold Daniels, Anne Gwynne.
THE DEVIL IS YELLOW,' meller; produced by Ben Pivar; directed by
Phil Rosen; screen play by Harold Buchman and Roy Chanslor; based on
a novel, by Frederick P. Davis; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast:
Wayne Morris, William Gargan, Margaret Lindsay, Roscoe Karns, James
Burke, Eddy Chandler, Robert Emmett Keane.
YOU CAN LOVE,' drama; produced by Ken Gold•OH, JOHNNY,
smith; directed by Charles Lamnnt; screen play by Arthur T. Horman;
photographed by Milton Krasner. Cast: Tom Brown, Peggy Moran, Juanita
Quigley, Allen Jenlcins, Donald Meek, Isabel Jewell, Horace MacMahon,
Betty Jane Rhodes, Joe Downing, Matt McHugh, Renie Riano, John
Hamilton.
'GREEN HELL,' drama; Famous Productions; directed by James Whale;
original story and screen play by Francefi'. Marion; photographed by Karl
Freund. Cast: Douglas. Fairbanks, Jr., Joan Bennett, John Howard. Alan
Hale, George Sanders, George Bancroft, Vincent Price, Gene Garrick, Francis McDonald, Mala.
'HONEYMOON DEFERRED,' formerly titled 'DOUBLE ALIBI,' formerly'
titled- 'HONEYMOON DEFERRED/ drama; produced by Ken Goldsmith;

HOW

.

produced by Robert Fellows; execu- diate future.
^I-^""^'Michael Curtiz; origina screen
S-'"'=*«''
Hward Koch: photographed by Sol Polito.
Hopkins, Randolph Scott, Alan Hale, Donald

n^V^S,}u,lt^ll7'^'"»f^^'^
nlflv "^v

Ca^t-

B«hn'r»"n

L?ni FiL.""=^""

rlfL
fft»P'

r .,,,„iii^?^D

"i®**'

mlnl' c'ha'les'T^^^^^^^

^y^'^*?''

-1°/^'

^O'^ot^i

Olsen,

Henry

O'Neill,

John

Drum

-TRUE,' produced by David Lewis; directed by Lew
Seller, from the Lewis Bromfleld novel; photographed
by Ernest Haller.
Cast: Ann Sheridan, Jeffrey Lynn, Humphrey Bogart, ZaSu Pitts.

Roll for 'Fu'
Hollywood, Dec.

^ynan. Harold' Hick-

'AND IT ALL CAME

Republic

rolled

its

new

26,

serial,

'Drums of Fu Manchu,' with Henry
Brandon in the name role.
with

H. S. Brown als producing,
-^'' AGAIN,' drama; produced by David Lewis;
directed
"[f
by Edmund Goulding;
no writing credits released; photographed by Tony William Witney and Jack English as
n^'''* Oberon, George Brent. Pat O'Brien, Geraldine Fitz- co-directors.
„fJiTi°"n-^ane Gilbert. Frank Wilcox, Maris Wrixon, John
l1S„fi'»,?'i3?'5
Ridgeley,
Marjorie Gateson, Herbert Anderson, George Reeves.
Pie Waits on Parker
CHEEKS TOR THE IRISH,' meller; produced by Sam BUchofl;
K
writing credits released; photographed by
Hollywood, Dec. 28.
P-hf^Jf Rosher.
n^u'^^°^''^°?'=°Ii!."9
Charles
Cast: Pnscille Lane, Thomas Mitchell, Dennis Morgan,
Jean Parker moves into the fcmme
Alan Hale, Morgan Conway, Wade Boteler, Henry Armetta, Frank Jenks,
lead of Monogram's 'Son of the
J. M. Kerrigan, Edward Gargan, Ferike Boris.
Navy' as soon as she finishes in 'And
AND
POOR,'
comedy-drama; produced by Henry
^^^'^^
pi'iJJv^^'^i*',
Bianke directed by Vincent Sherman: based on a play ^ly Maxwell Ander- So Goodbye' for Academy.
son; photographed by James Wong Howe.
Navy film is based on the Lux raCast: John Garfleld, Claude
Rams, Una Meikel, Dennie Moore, Frank McHugh, Elisabeth Risdon, Ger dio skit which starred Ginger
'

trude Nils.

Rogers.
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We Dwurr wbmte nas mdi
comparable
Is aimed

is

to 'JHoxaader's Ragtime
lor popniar appeal

and

Band/

can't miss!"

—Dai/y Variety

comes close

upon the heels of 'Gone With the Wind/
They are both in same cycle so to speah*
And 'Swanee' is certainly fam-packed
with the same beantifnl sentiment and
.charok Don Ameche's portrayal of Stephen
as good as Paul Mnni's Pasteur
and Robert Donates Bir. Chips*''

IFoster to

—Jiinmy 5/arr,

L.

s*i'v,

-

,

A. Herald

another great
Technicolor film from 20th Gentnry-Fox.

Tensely dranuitic story that has captured
the true American spirit and brougiit to
the screen a vivid nostalgic piece of celluloid entertainment

and beauty. 'Swanee

River' Uke 'JUexander's Ragtime Band' wiU

have

entire nation

dnglng old songs."

^Erskine Johnson,
_

L. A.

Examiner

JSL^-fifejJ»S

pit

the best blend-

ing of story and song the sound screen
has ever had, with the combination of

and song magnificently acted/ produced and directed. Should ring the box
story

office bell

ment."

everywhere as swell entertain-^Hollywood Reporter
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FILM BOOKING CHART

Noble, Jr.s Return to Dent Chain

.
i

Causes Gen'l
T, B. Noble,

Other Moves

Shifts;

holder of the Monogram franchise
Lincoln, Dec. 2B.
Buffalo and Albany sectors.
as of Jan. 1, goes in

present* a complete chart of feature'^ reUaiti
fFor In/orniofion of theatre and film exchange bookeri Variett
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Jr.,

back at the helm ot L. L. Dent's
Westland Theatres, Inc., as Rencral
manager and will headquarter in
Denver, Colo. He will still keep his

Nabe Permit Denied

Class

Kans.is City, Dec. 26.

WEEK

OF
RELEASE

Application of Bertram Rosenberg
and associates to convert the City 10/20/39
Ice Co. property at 47lh and Oak
into a 1.000-seat theatre was denied
by the board of zoning adjustment.
Protests against commercializing of
the neighborhood were made by the
University of Kansas City, Nelson
Art Gallery and the Barstow School,
Bob
and
manager,
Colo., as city
Pfotenhauer. now at Pueblo, being ail nearby.
10/27/39
^
In line with the trend In the
sent into Oklahoma City, as city
Howard Federer, presi- neighborhood, Rosenberg's plans inmanager.
cluded expenditure of more than
dent of NTI here, will stay on.
decoT. B. Noble, Jr., with Dent as g.m. $40,000 for landscaping and
the
until three years aao, left to set up rating, but this failed to sway

theatre properties, in Oklahoma
and the Nebraska Thc.itres.
Inc., here, since they're affiliated
with the Dent string anvway.
This will cause wholesale movinfi
of execs, Larry Starsmore, present
acting g.m., going back to PueblO:

own

City,

Rev.
in

u/ii
10/18
11/22
11/1
12,6
11/22

10/25

,

the theatres in

Oklahoma

City.

SL Louis Active
St Louis, Dec. 26.
Kerasotes Bros., Springfield, 111., to

Milwaukee's New Exchange
Milwaukee, Dec. 26.

improve the Senate, Springfield.
The LaRose, Roseville, 111., oper11/3/39
ated by George Spicer, damaged by

National, as Vilagraph, Inc.. took out a building permit this week to erect a $40,000 film
storage, exchange an-i office building
next door to the Fox exchange in the
W. State-N. Eighth St. tlock where
all the city's film distribution activities are being centralized.
RKO's new $50,000 building In the
film center is rapidly nearing completion and will be ready for oc-

Warner-First

fire that started in projection booth.
The Savoy, 366-seater, one of the

ing dismantled.

Hayward Opera House, Pana,
and dance

WB

Upstate N. Y. Huddle
Albany. N. Y.. Dec. 26.

House managers from WB Albahy,
Troy and Utica theatres gathered last
for conference on 1940 pictures
and policies with Moe Silver. New
York state manager for Warner
houses, and Charles Smakwitz, east-

week

ern district manager.

conduct-

Sllve;-

ed a similar meeting in Buffalo with
Ralph Crabill, western district manager, and hou.'se bosses in Warner
theatres west of Utica. James Faugh"nan; cbhfacf manager: 'Max- Friedman, head booker, and Joe Wein'

destroyed by

hall,

fire.

Goodstein's 1,000-Seater
Denver, Dec. 28.
Goodstein will build a 1,000stadium-type house on East
seat,
Colfax next spring. Owning the entire block, he will'use the balance
for parking.
C. W. Hermes has reopened the
Bayfield, Bayfield, Colo.
Nathan Salmon, Sante Fe, N. M.,
the Mayo hospital,
operator,
to
Rochester, Minn., for several weeks
treatments.
F. A. Polich, assistant at the Orpheum, resigned, succeeded by Phil
Douglass, chief of staff, which job
was given to Leland Stewart.
Thos. Sutton, assistant at the Ta
bor, named student salesman for
20th-Fox. and will start on his du
ties in Denver, then to Salt Lake,
the west coast, to -New York, and- in
about a year is slated to go to South
America for the Company.
Larry Paulson, 20th-Fox salesman
together with his family and some
friends from Shanghai taking the
auto trip to Mexico City.

11/10/39

J. J.

years.

.

111.,

recently used as a roller-skating rink

approximately 30 other RKO new
exchanges to be built throughout the
country in the next three or four

.

be

Crescent chain in Princeton, Ky...

cupancy in about six weeks. It will
be an ultra modern structure streamlined throughout, and not a mere
warehouse; to serve as the model for

I

stein, assistant booker, also made the
trio to Buffalo.
Screencraft Pictures. Inc., char-

—
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York Theatres
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THERE'S

11/1

H/8

to conduct business in New
York, with Bernard H.. Mills, of AlGlenn Miller, former Brighton
bany, and Jacob S. Berkson, of Bufftheatre owner, leased the
alo, former upstate Republic fran- Colo.,

tered

12,-6

10.'25

board.
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Spectacular Stage Productions

•

IN BIG HOUSE (Mono)
DANGER FLIGHT (Mono)
DISPUTED PASSAGE (Par)
SUED FOR LIBEL (RKO)
20,000 MEN A YEAR (20th)
HOUSEKEEPER'S DAUGHTER (UA)

MUTINY

LITTLE ACCIDENT (U)
THE ROARING TWENTIES (WB)
JEEPERS CREEPERS (Rep)
BLONDIE BRINGS UP BABT (Co!)

STRANGER FROM TEXAS
NINOTCHKA (M-G)
OVERLAND MAIL (Mono)

(Col)

FIGHTING MEN (Mono)
THE FLYING DEUCES (RKO)
MARSHALL OF MESA CITY (RKO)
HEAVEN BARBED WIRE FENCE (20tb)
LEGION OF LOST FLYERS (U)

CALL A MESSENGER (U)
KID NIGHTINGALE (WB)
REMEMBERT (M-G)
HEROES IN BLUE (Mono)
CAT AND CANARY (Par)
MAIN STREET LAWYER (Rep)
ALLEGHENY UPRISING (RKO)

Looella
ILnnt
and Her
Stan

On

rartiaiiB
Hollywood
0)

1940

f!.TCcn

CAT AND
THE CANAKy

"TIIE

"MR. .SMITH
to WASH.'

GOES

In INr.fin

Benny

11/22
12/13

SQUARE

Deo. 28
Jnmcs Slennrt
Jenn' Arthur

FI«Ii)«

Otliem

1/19/40

a.T.

(Par)

DAY-TIME WIFE

WRONG

J. E.

D
D
D
RD
D
D
C
CD
D
CD
C
W
CD
W
D
C
W
CD

R. Soott-P. Fost«r-M. Lindsay

Bennctt-A. Menjtia-W. Gartan
H. Herbert-B. Sandy-F. .rice
J. Caicncy-n. Borart-P. Lane

Weaver

THE HONEYMOON'S OVER (20th)
MISSING EVIDENCE (U)
THE MAD E MPRESS (WB)
HIS GIRL FRIDAY (Col)
JUDGE HARDY AND SON (M-C)
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS (Par)
MONEY TO BURN (Rep)
HAPPENS AT NIGHT (20th)
CHARLIE McCarthy, detective
FOUR WIVES (WB)

(U)
IS BORN

(WB)

CONGO MAISIE (M-G)
DANGER AHEAD (Mono)
GERONIMO (Par)
MEXICAN SPITFIRE (RKO)
HEROES OF THE SADDLE (Rep)
CITY OF CHANCE (20th)
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS (U)
BROTHER RAT AND BABY (WB)
iVIuSCC IN MY HEART (Col)
SHOP AROUND CORNER (M-G)
ENTITLED
UNTITLED

(Mono)
(Mono)

REMEMBER THE NIGHT (Par)
MARRIED AND IN LOVE (RKO)
UE MARRIED HIS WIFE (20th)
Cl££T of CARSON CITY (U)
REBECCA (UA)
BRITISH INTELLIGENCE (WB)

IT

111
(7

R. Taylor-G. Garson-L. Ayers
D. Purcell- B. Hayes
B. Ilope-Paalette Goddard-J. Beat
E. Ellls-A. Lonise-R. Baldwin

H
C9
II
61
13
14
t8

82
(8

C. Coibert-H. Fonda-E. M. Oliver
D. Dorbln-R. Stack
D. Nolan-C. Bickford-J. LItcl
B. Davis-E. Flynn

72
72
18
I«3
84
«I
101

M. Loy-W. Powell-C. A. Smith
W. Lawson-S. Hale

101
61

Wayne-C. Trevor-C. Sanders

J.

No Cast

D

D. Fairbanks, Jr.-M. Lockwood
B. Rathbone-B. Karloff

C

J.

D

J.

C

J.

L. Ayres-I'.

Tex

W
W

W

D
CD
D
_J*_

M~
D

W

RD

W
D
M

_ D_
CD
CD
CD
CD

RD
M
RD
CD

M

_CD
W."

C

RD

W

RD
C
RD
C

M

W
W

RD

M
M
C
M
M
M

CD

RD
RD
C

W
M
M

88
83
28
83

Barrymore-L. Day

RItter

F. Balntcr-F. Craven-E. Lowe
K. Kyscr-A. Menjou-E. E. Hortoo
T. Power-L. Darnell-W. William
V. McLaglen-J. Cooper
P. Muni-J. Bryan-F. Robson

M
M
C
M
M

IS
IS
14
12

LItcl

Blondell-M. Douglas

J.

D
W
CD
CD
D
D
CD
CD
W
D
W
CD

MU

(1
82

Gleason-L. Gleason-T. Ryan
Hersholt-D. Lovett-P. Lee
ProDty-S. Bylngton-K. Howell

Dead End Kids-J.

SLIGHTLY HONORABLE (UA)
BALALAIKA (M-G)
MU
GREAT VICTOR HERBERT (Par)
MU
THOU SHALT NOT KILL (Rep)
D
DAYS OF JESSE JAMES (R«p)
W
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME (RKO) D
CISCO KID AND LADY (20tb)
RD
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN (U)
W

RAFFLES (UA)
TWO-FISTED RANGERS (Col)
THE EARL OF CHICAGO (M-G)
EMERGENCY SQUAD (Par)
LEGION OF LAWLESS (RKO)
SWA NEE RIVER (20th)

(9

D

C>)

(U)

Bros.-R, Rogers

G. Garbo-M. Donglas-I. Claire

M
M

D

PRIVATE DETECTIVE (WB)
NICK CARTER, DETECTIVE (M-G)
TME SECRET FOUR (Mono)
WESTBOUND STAGE (Mono)
ALL WOMEN HAVE SECRETS (Far)
SOUTH OF THE BORDER (Rep)

ei

89
(s
13
80
CS
108

P. Slngleton-A. Lake-L. Simi
C; Starrett-L. Gray-D. CortU

Jack Randall
J. Newlll-S. Blane
S. Lanrel-O. Hardy- J. Parker
George O'Brien
J. Rogers-R. Walbnrn-M. Rambeaa
R. Arlen-A. Nagel-A. Dcvine
B. Halop-H. Hall-M. Carlisle
J. Payne-J. Wyman

M
M

(j
77
|«

Owen

Trent-M. Reynolds-M. Ston*

Lamour-Tamlroff-Howard
K. Taylor-L. Hayes-R. Lane

C

(2eth)

IS
S9
CI

Carlisle

3.

M

A CALL ON THE PRESIDENT (M-G)
CAFE HOSTESS (Col)
GENTLEMAN FROM ARIZONA (Mono)
YUKON FLIGHT (Mono)
.COWBOYS FROM TEXAS (Rep)
NIGHT OF NIGHTS (Par)

Brown-M.

V. Weldler-G. Rcynolds-R.
C. Btcktord-B. MncLane
J.

M

(RKO)

12«
ts
51

R. Reagan-M. Stevenson

M

(WB)

RENO (RKO)
CITY IN DARKNESS (20th)
INSP. HORNLEIGH ON HOLIDAY
LAUGH IT OFF (U)
RETURN OF DR. X (WB)
FUGITIVE AT LARGE (Col)
TAMING OF THE WEST (Col)
HENRY GOES ARIZONA (M-G)
LUCKY TEXAN (Mono)
THE LLANO KID (Par)
TWO THOROUGHBREDS (RKO)
BARRICADE (20(hl
MAN FROM MONTREAL (U)

J.

M

Sr.

Wlthers-Rltz Bros.
M. Brown-B. Baker-F. Knitht

J.

W

D
RD
M
D

(20th)

BIG GUY (U)
WE ARE NOT ALONE

C
C

D
D
RD

SECRET OF DR. KILDARE (M-G)

OUR NEIGHBORS

Marx Dros.-K. Baker-F. Rice
W. Ilenry-J. BarretUW. Collier,
G. Fields-S. Howard

D

ROLL. WAGONS, ROLL (Mono)

THAT'S RIGHT, YOU'RE

i Stewart- J. Artbur-C. Rains

BD
C
D

C

DRUMS ALONG MOHAWK (20th)
FIRST LOVE (U)
ONE HOUR TO LIVE (U)
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX (WB)
ANOTHER THIN MAN (M-G)
THE PHANTOM STRIKES (Mono)
RAIDERS OVER ENGLAND (Mono)
RULERS OF THE SEA (Par)
TOWER OF LONDON 'V)
THE COVERED TRAILER (Rep)
MEET DR. CHRISTIAN (RKO)
TOO BUSY TO WORK (20th)
ON DRESS PARADE (WB)
AMAZING MR. WILLIAMS (Col)

A CHILD

TIMES

—

TALENT

TYPE

SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON (Col)
AT THE CIRCUS (M-G)
TELEVISION SPY (Par)
SHIPYARD SALLY (20th)
PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES (ZOth)
OKLAHOMA FRONTIER (U)
SMASHING MONEY RI NG (WB)
BEWARE~"SPOOKS (Col)
BAD LITTLE GIRL (M-G)

FRAMED

1/12/40

'Tliara.,

TImrs

12/27

GLENN OBAt
AND HIS ORC.

PARAMOUNT

^'.Vi"*

30

JIMMY SAVO
MERRY MACS

—

—

W—

—

AND COMFANT

INVISIBLE STRIPES (WB)

STRAND ^Scr tM
HELD OVER

"The LIGHT

TITLE

Var.

A. Sothern-W. Gargan-L. Stone
C. Grant-R. Rnssell-R. Bellamy
C. Rcynolds-J. King
J. Newill-L. Stonley-D. O'Brien
R. Livingston-R. Hatton-D. Renaldo
P. O'Brien-O. Bradna-R. Young
R. Dix-G. Patrick-A. Louise
S. Toler-L. Bari-R. Clarke
G. Harker- A. SIm-L. Travera
J. I)owns-C. Moore
II. Bogart-J. LItel-R. Lane
Holt-P. Ellis
Bill Elliott
F. Morgan- V. Weldler-G.

91
71

78
112

71
S7
IS
13
It

t8

J.

KIbbce

John Wayne
T. Guliar-A.
J.

Dnnn-A. Mowbray

19

Lydon-J. Kerrlran

Alice Faye-W. Baxtcr-A. Treacher
R. Arlen-A. Devine
J.

79

Wyman-D. Foran

5I_

W. Pidgeon-R. Johnson-H. Hull
F. Lawton-B. Sinclair-A. Lee
Tex RItter
J. Allen, Jr.-J.

Cagney-V. Dale

(*

G. Autry-S. Burnette-J. Storey
*9
•*

Erwin-M. Weaver-P. Knowlet
Hervev
M. Novara-L. Atwill-C. Nagel
S.

P. Fostcr-I.

C. Grant-R. Russell
L. Stone-M. Roney-C.

88
7J
60
71

Parker
Cartoon
Gleason-L. Gleason-T. Ryan

J.
S.

Ilenie-B. Milland-R. Cummings
E. Bergen-R. Cummings

Lane-Sisters-G. Page-E. Albert
R. Terry-B. Crawford-E. Arnold
N. Eddy-I. Massey-C. Ruggles

78

111

102
84

M. Martln-A. Jones-W. Connolly

C. Bickford-O. Davis, Jr.-D. Day
*3
R. Rogers-G. Hayes-D. Barry
115
C. Laughton-M. O'Hara
e. Romero-M. Weaver-C. P. Martin 73
99
M.> Dietrich-J. Stewart-M. Aner
Bryan
Raft-J.
G.
D. Niven-A. de HavUland-D. Digges 't
C. Starrett-I. Meredith
B. Montgomery-E. Arnold-R. Owea

W. Henry-L. Campbcll-R. Denning

-

G. O'Brien- V. Vale
>'
D. Ameche-A. Leeds-A. Jolson
C. Moore-F. Albertson-R. Armstrong
G. Fitzgerald-J. Lynn

A. Sothern-J. Carroll-R. Johnson
J.

Newill

P. Foster-E. Drew-A. Devine *
»J
L. Velcz-D. Woods-L. Errol
R. Livlngston-R. Hatton-P. L. Parsons
L. Barl-C. Aubrey Smith-D. Woods
V. Price-N. Grey-J. Sutton
J. Bryan-P. Lane
"t. Martin-R. Hayworth-E. Fellows
M. Sullavan-J. Stewart-F. Morgan
Boris Karloff
Frankic Darro
„
B. Stamvyck-F. MacMurray-B. Bonoi
A. Marshall-B. Read-P. Knowles
J. McCrea-N. Kclly-R. Young
J. M. Brown-B. Ba!cer-F.
L. Olivler-J. Fontalne-J.

M. LIndsay-B. Karloff

Knight
Anderson

_
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"You've never

I

doin\ Doc?"

been in better

LeoV*

CAN M-G-M KEEP UP
THAT SIZZLING PACE?
HARDY & SON"

While "JUDGE

"BALALAIKA"

are in the

here are two more

and

hoUday spotUght

M-G-M hits just previewed:

PREVIEW! "EARL OF CHICAGO " SENSATIONAL!
enthusiasm greeted surprise preview in Los Angeles of Robert Montgomery's
picture **Earl of Chicago " Performance rated of Academy Award calibre. This is the

Terrific

American production from Victor

PREVIEW! "SHOP

Saville

new
first

of "Citadel" and "Mr. Chips" fame.

AROUND

THE CORNER " GRAND!

Ernst Lubitsch fresh from "Ninotchka" triumph clicks again in heart-warming entertainment
with tenderest romance the screen has ever seen. Great cast! Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart,
Frank Morgan and others. The preview audience raved! Another Topnotchka hit!

HELLO 1940! LEO

IS

HOT!

:'

Heinie's

German Band,

Coin-Getter,

Wednesday, December 27,
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Draws

WTMJ

Dolphc Martin Will Train
50-Voice Juvenile Choir

Pdlish Ire;

Dolphe Martin, leader-composer
wlio recently roturncd from Paris, is
organizing a juvenile choir of "50
voices out of the talent on Bob
'Rainbow House' Sunday
morning show on WOR, N. Y.
Believes it can be sold commerEmery's

May Be Re-Named Liberty Band

cially.

19.19

Fan Letter Blasts PhiUy
A

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
long-suffering Philly radio listener sent the following letter to the

.

Evening Ledger Sat. t23) ns a commentary on the local radio scene:
I have lived In four ot the biggest cities on the Eastern sealjoard,
but I liave never heard worse radio programs than those that i.ssua
from all the local stations night after night , . . 'Oh, Johnny, Qh,
Johnny' without end.
'I see by the papers that decent radio programs are still prodt^ced,
and can even be heard in other cities. But you can't hear 'em here. I
tried for weeks to get the New York Philharmonic Orchestra on Sunday afternoons, but found out it didn't come over any. Philadelphia
station until last week, football taking precedence.
•I
am nightly driven to desperation and further by the same old
records, interspersed at about one-minute intervals with plugs for
clothes, 25-cent lunches, installment plan dental work, all of which I
know by heart by now, and consequently wouldn't get a new suit or
•

.

Milwaukee, Dec.

\

With

city's

tlie

much

also that of

population

Nicer

20.

Now

tossed a cockCBS execs last
During the event
v.p. re-'
executive
the network's

toil

BUYSWMBCDET.

t21).

marked:

get

nice to have you all gathThe last time I
ered here.
brought you together was in 1934
to announce a cut in your sal-

•

SCHENECTADY

Booth's
I

WMBC.
months
the

DRAWS 3RD

annually to capacity
the Auditorium' for a
number of years for charity, was
called off this year. However, when
a special program
,
the band put on
_
.
In observance of the birthday of its

WOULD-BE

held
in

'[

j

;

i

|

!

- pianist - commentator at
were among the directors
when company was incorporated.
Two other petitions now pend betore the FCC for Schenectady (home

-station,
i

I

WGY)

of
also has a

—

the crowded
Washington Hotel,
youngsters
from the 'liquidated'
countries of Poland and CzerhoSlovakia, and from war-torn Finland, tweaked the heart-strings of
their audience with grave explanations of 'sad Christmases' and 'trying times' for their own small com-

authorized.

where

WSYR

and

WFBL

I

i

:

'

«f the Finnish Legation, and to the
13-year-old son of Witold
Wankcwicz,
counselor
and
Charge
d'Aftaires of the Polish Embassy.
Young Wankowicz declared that 'I
would like to' say Merry Christmas
to the children of Poland, but I cannot do so. as it will be a sad Christmas for them.' Explained that 'The;r
country is not free, their homes liavc
been destroyed, many of them are
orphans, and they will have little to
eat... But we pray with them that
Poland may be restored and that
Christmas shall again, become a day
of rejoicing, not only for them but
also for so many other suffering
children throughout the world.'
Jittery

NBC

ofliicials,

who

weeks have dreaded the annual

for
af-

Notice of the new move has been
served on T. Sherman Marshall,
Broadcasting
Civic
of
president
Corp., which has been granted a
license as WOLF. Civic opposed the
re-hearing application in the scramble tor third-station permission here.
No date has been set yet for the
hearing before the circuit court of
appeals in Washington, D. C.

1

I

|

j

limit.'

fo the

Ground.

CONCERT STARS

Industry Praise

But

Little

That's

New

BOOKED QUICK

Communications Com-

ONWGN
Chicago. Dec. 26.
WGN's sudden scheduling during
the holiday period of a series of
high-priced concert artists has caused
much speculation in the trade. One
report had it that Col. Robert R.
McCormick decided ort this way of
disposing of the station's surplus
profits for 1939 rather than p.-iying
it in taxes to the Government.
denied the report;
The bookings were patently of the
last-minute stripe, so much so that
there was little opportunity to get
out much advance publicity on Grace
Moore's appearance Christmas night
(25). Jan Kiepura is set for tomorrow night (Thursday), while Allan
Jones will head a list of name giies-

WGN

tees in a special

Eve

program

New

Year'f

(31).

NBC
Be

Breakfast Club
Locally Sold

May

by Web

.

programs as sustaining

educational

features, initiated in recent months,
was revealed in the report. With a
script clearing hbuSc already operating oil a broad scale, Studebaker
said the Federal Government intends to wax some of the more

Affiliates

After

Jan.

Chicago, Dec.

1

20.

Starting with the first of the year,
the "NBC- Breakfast Club' shows will
be offered for local sponsorship by
Milwaukee, Dec. 26.
worth-while pieces and make them
NBC
WTMJ broke a habit of years' available gratis to stations which will the various NBC blue stations.
standing in not carrying the NBC play ball. Start was made with the will charge the stations one-quarter
rate,
Christmas program which tradi- prize-winning Interior Department of the station's gross evening
the
lionally starts with 'Silent Night' series 'Americans All Immigrants with the station privileged to sell
and winds up with the tolling of the All,' financed by a special grant programs in 15-niinute packages.
Show will retain its 60-minute run,
New York's Trinity from the Carnegie 'foundation. So
of
chimes
Church, at the stroke of midnight. far, 1,008 programs in the series have however, with the present talent set- WTMJ got into the habit originally been distributed by the Script Ex- up Including Don McNeill, Jack
Baker, Evelyn Lynne, Nancy Martin,
when the song was sung by change, report said.
Sisters, Vagabonds,
Ernestine Schuman-Heink, a great
The Script Exchange has devel- the Cadets, Morin
Escorts and Betty, Three Romeps,
name in this German city.
oped into a substantial activity,
Although heretofore making much Studebaker said. Clearing program Dinning Sisters and orchestra u«der
direction of Walter Blaufuss.
of the program in Milwaukee Jourideas, it distributed 210,427 up to
nal publicity WTMJ this year deJune 30, 1939, the bulk to e'ducational
cided that Marjorie Lawrence of the
and civic groups planning programs
Metropolitan opera was not well
and instructors and radio workshops
BRICE
enough known in Milwaukee and in colleges
and universities. There
that,
in
any event, the Trinity
are 5,000 subscribers, although but
chimes rang out when it was only 11
354 have actually aired programs
p.m. in Milwaukee.
'

NBC Has
'

to Hire '» Hall or Two Outaide Its Home Plant

POWELL,

.

Spotting of two new radio shows
in the east forced National Broadcasting Co. last week to hire outside
Instead WTMJ went to a local
'Cavalcade of
auditorium space.
America,' DuPont program, opening Lutheran church for Christmas eve
'FANATICOS
JAZZ'
tomorrow (Thursday) night, goes candle light services and 'Silent
into the Ritz theatre on West 48th Night' rendered by a home town so- 'That's Chilean for Jlttcrbags Feminc
prano belter known than the Met
Street.
Radio Exec in N. T.
NBC also engaged the B.nrbizon lady.
Concert Hall, with about COO- riat
Blanca Anthcs de Bombal, mancapacity, for The Aldrich Family,'
Bill Shomette new voice at KMAC, ager of Radio Chileana,- Santiago,
which starts In tiM east, Jan. 2.
San Antonio.
Chile, arrived, in New York last week

DE

'

—

,

for

Loriilard

Demand for Spot Data

Impedes Reps Christmas iarity

confabs

with

execs of

W.

R.

HEAD

SAMPLE JAVA PROGRAM
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Another wax of a half hour show

has been shipped east for inspection
by General Foods and Benton &
Bowles as possible replacement of
current hour 'Good News' setup for
Maxwell House. Dick Powell and
Fanny Brice in her 'Snooks' turn
dominate the prospective program,
with Hanley Stafford continuing as

Grace Si Co., owners of the station. Miss Brice's feeder. Meredith WillOnly fcmme station manager in son conducted the miisic.
Latin America, she will buy new
Understood trim- to a half hour
equipment for coming power boost to will occur late next month.
5,000 watts.
powered at

The

station

is

now RCA-

one kilowatt.
Senora de Bombal also will study
presentation and advertL^ng technique.
Programs now feature Yank

WIP on Mutual

Jan. 1

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
WIP will take ten shows a week
Collins Misses First
from the Mutual Broadcasting System starting Jan. 1. This makes the
Broadcast in
Years In younger generation. They, call second outlet MBS will have here.
them 'Fanaticos de Jazz' down there, The major portion of the network's
Kate Smith on her Grapenuts
she says.
shows is aired via WFIL.
broadcast over CBS last Friday night
Commercials at Radio Chileana are
WIP will get the overflow, prostepped in immediately following restricted to plugs -for Grace enter- grams that WFIL cannot clear.
prises—Grace
Line,
Panagra
AirAndre Baruch's sign-on to explain
lines, etc.
the absence of Ted Collins.
Latter
Dolan's N. Y. Pitch
Propaganda battle on Latin Amerwas home abed with a heavy cold, ica airlines still going full blast,
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
but was listening in.
Senora de Bombal reports. Germany
Ken Dolan goes to New York
Singer explained this was the first still ahead but Britain gaining since Thursday (28) to open a radio agentime she had !->een on the air In nine recent wattage increase.
cy for Dolan fit Doane. He'll remain
years without her manager-producer
American reception just middling, there for sfeveral months.
present.
she says.
Too undependable for
Shirley Ross (Mrs. Dolan) starts
At the Kated oflices in N. Y. Tues- regular re - brdadcasts but good rehearsals after first of the year for
day morning it was said Ted Collins neighbors enjoy our programs when Dwight Wiman's 'Nice Work, In
was expected on the job momen- they do come in. She'll be In New which she is to .share starring with
platters brought down by
plane in fresh weekly batches. Result is development of 'jeetcrbogs"

swing

Lorillard's idea of a cops 'n' robshow for Union Leader over an
hookup has been put on ice
until the account sees what might be
done in plugging the tobacco by way

bers

NBC

-Ida Bailey Allen (Chapman), radio of spot broadcasting. The alternate
household hints expert, filed a volun- campaign 'would be local live protary petition of bankruptcy in N. Y. grams on the basis of two quatter'

CTuesday), hours a week.
The tobacco company's decision
to take a look at the possibility ot
ance policies.
spot was a sudden one. It came last
Miss Allen declares .that she has Friday (22), and instead of the usual
been earning only $1,500 yearly for prc-Christmas office parlies the
the pnst two years. Among creditors staffs of the various station reps
re B. Williams, ^1*000 for services; were kept busy that day checking on
Edward Peyton Harris, RKO Bldg.. availabilities and compiling data that
N. Y., $300 for services; Charle.^ the agency on the account, Lennen
Premmar, 1,030 Park avenue, $2,630 & Mitchell, said it had to have on
court yesterday

listing liabilities of $11,527 and assets
of $7,500. all of the latter being insur-

'

on a loan.

Some

last

escaped with but 'few mistakes

federal

Ear

—

'

RADIO CITY TOO SMALL

Some squawks from
In protocol.
frosty mothers over the order ot
precedence in which their tots appeared in the program, but these
were expected.

Ida Baiiey Allen Broke

There's a

of

control

WTMJ Subs Local Yodeler

year.

Principal applause went to the
daughter of Risto iSolanko, secretary

Studebaker Report Has

reported in VAnu-rrv several
ago. were finally crowned by

have been

the case.
I

gain

is

Not a Milwaukee Name;

blanketing the field, has filed notice
of appeal from, the F.C.C. rejection
of its application for a rehearing of

Air of pathos hung oyer mop?e'..s
as, dressed in colorful native costumes, they piped their greetings via
shortwave to all parts of the world.
Possibility ot unpleasant diplomatic
episodes, however, was avoided when
aggressor nations sent '.regrets' that
their children would not be present

tlie

Marjorie Lawrence, Met,

successful so far in efforts to obtain
a licejise to operate in Syracuse,

:

the

patriots.

fair,

new one

of

,

nearby,

Troy,

stations.

32, scion
family,

:

Syracuse Fetitloner Appeals
Syracuse, Dec. 26.
Sentinel Broadcasting Corp., un-

on the annual In.ternational Children's Party broad
(20)

From

|

announcer

';

this

apart or out.

.

'

Diplomats' Kids In D. C.
Washingion, Dec, 26.
Prevented by the war abroad from
wishing the children of the world
aptheir usual Merry Christmas,
proximately 40 children— sons and
daughters of foreign diplomats staappeared
tioned in Washington

NBC.

fell

WMBC

WOKO

!

[

at.

they

by

here

Washington, Dec. 26.
week.
Confidence .that joint effort will
Son of the former U. S. minister to
Denmark laid out $125,000 for 1,642 bring about fullest utilization of
possibilities -vvas
radio's
educational
shares of W.MBC's stock, representing
expressed last week in the report of
OZri of the capital slock. The shares
four years of mulling, and experiwore owned by E. J. Hunt, who's re
Radio EduFederal
the
menting
by
Booth for
tiring because of illness.
Commission. Sandwiched besonic time has been a minority slock- cation
WJBK here, which is tween numerous generalizations, the
liolder in
point
noteworthy
was a
only
other
skedded to join the new Transcontipat on the back for the N.A.B. code.
nental network Jan. .2.
Asking more questions than were
on
Assuming control of
Studebaker,
answered.
Dr.
John
W.
Jan. 2, Booth will become president
and general manager of station. He the Federal Education Commissibner,
convinced the indussays he plans to retain the present said that he is
try, the educators, and the governstaff, headed by Hy Steed, who's been
ment are on the right road in trying
station manager for several years,
through cooperative
exploit
radio
to
but several shifts in capacities of
present staff are expected. A 200- means. He indicated a feeling that
arbitrary requirements -cannot be imfoot tower atop the Boulevard buildposed,
silent
on the idea of setwas
ing, in 'basemenl of which station is
ting aside any fixed proportion of
located, will transmit the new night
power of 250 watts (until FCC's ap- broadcasting facilities for pedagogs'
conceded
that advei^lising
use,
and
Proval last week station had only
revenue Is imperative to keep the
100 watts at night). Booth, a former
salesman, industry going.
advertising
newspaper
rep^ort was
extent,
the
this
To
plans to devote full time to radio.
There is no indication that he in highly gratifying to industry observers, although they felt genertends to alter station's present setup
ally
that
it was a relative unimof foreign-language programs.
txortant document.
A plan io carry on vigorous campaign to get stations to use recorded

1

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 26.
Mid-Hudson Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
emchartered last spring by
ployees for the purpose of operating
Alex Mayr, who also a station in Kingston, N. Y., has
clarinetist.
plays in the nationally famous Blatz changed its location to corner of
Le- Washington and Iroquois streets in
Post, American Legion band.
Schenectady,
of
suburb
gionaires packed the studio, for the Scotia,
broadcast and there was so much Papers. to this effect have been filed
waving of the American flag tliat with the Secretary of State by Samthere is now talk of renaming uel Jacobs, Albany.
Grenadiers 'the Liberty'
Duel! Richardson, assistant manHeinie's
ager of WOKO, and Forrest VVillis,
Band.'

to

efroi-Ls

Federal

m;.':.'!ion

I

WTMJ

The usual Christmas party sponsored and participated in by Heinie

WMBC

exBooth Newspapers
pected to result in numerous changes
station.
indie
the
at
policy
in

aries.'

Isn't 'neutral.'

of

if

(Signed)
Acquisition of
John Lord Booth,

|

largely responsible for a number of
squtiwks reaching the station against
the broadcasting of the German proThese attacks say
grams.

stage

teeth fixed

Detroit, Dec. 26.

I

most profitable program. However,
Milwaukee's second largest nationality group is- Polish, and, with the
war in Europe continuing, this Js

cast

my

'It's

the program has been the station's

Wednesday

32,

party for the

Thursday

one of WTMJ's most popular daily
shows for a number of years has
been Heinie and His Grenadiers
with a band program of German hiuWith its German dialect comsic.
edy and many spot announcements,

crowds

BOOTH,

Edward Klauber

of the surrounding
German descent,

territory largely of

band,

L

J.

and

hand by Tuesday noon (yesterday).

Ted

Nine

•

tarily.

York about a month.

two others not yet

selected.

!1
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NEW WEB AT DEADLINE
N.Y. Guest Booking Almost

NO

cums

iRiiDE

focal School

ating out of New York on NBC or Columbia which regularly program
by program makes use of guest names from the entertainment world.
That lone program is the Vitalis-George Jessel event on the NBC-red
Friday nights, This narrowing down has made it tough for booking
agents who used to look forward to such weekly spots. for no small

THOMPSON WINS ACCT.
Vagueness

shnre of their income.
Kate Smith still uses guests but her tieup with the Group Theatra
makes the line of importation erratic. With the Fred Allen show tha
penciling of name guests is even- less regular. Booking agents felt the
blow hardest on this score last October when the Rudy Vallee show,
the original major user of guestees, folded.

T.

velt's

Sponsored by Blackett-Sample-Hummert AccountWill Drop Wax Series

is

directed

Elliott

at

holi-

Roose-

new web.

Although schedbegin operations on Jan. 2

uled to
the course of the organizers of the
proposed Transcontinental Broadbecame further
System
casting
blurred by rumors and behind-the-

Fifan

scene manouvers during the past
week. One report had it that Elliott
Roosevelt resigned, as TBS president
following his inability, after repeated pressure Irom the H. J. Brennan interests in the organization, to
put up a required additional $100,Joan Crawford.
000, but this was denied by RooseHa continues with his radio plays velt in Fort Worth on Christmas Day
and gets time off to go to New York (25). Roosevelt was slated to meet
for airing of 'Johnny Got His Gun' with Brennan, who owns WJAS and
KQV, Pittsburgh, and the bankers
with James Cagne^,
yesterday (Tuesday) but he was un
able :to get Into New York on time
because a southwest snowstorm had
grounded passenger planes. Instead

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Transcontinental web next week (2).
Arch OlKJlar, NBC producer, has
He'll be sponsored by Dr. Lyons
turned scenarist and checks In at
Toothpowder via Blackett-Sample- Metro to adapt Francois Croisset's
Hummert at 7:45 p.m., his old Philco 'A Woman's Face' as a starrer for
time.
lu line with the code of the National Association of Broadcasters,
tha spieler will avoid controversial
comment, sticking pretty much to
straight reporting with some background interpretation carefully balanced to avoid taking sides. BlackettSample-Hummert, agency on the account, is understood to hold veto
power on the copy. Broadcasts will
New York,
originate from
with Carter moving over from his
home in Philadelphia to handle

.

JAMES ADAMS'

WMCA,

BIC SOAP JOB

them.

is

listed

at

3.8

handles news mlka.

$3,1

Wrlfley

Thompson agency, which

(Continued on page 46)

first

of

in

Radio

against

$3,000

Patsy'

Marchese, youthful tenor, who has
been appearing on various New York
indie stations, was awarded the Anthony Scotti Studios last week following trial of the breach of contract
action before Justice E. R. Koch in
the N. Y. supreme court. Scotti, who
had sued for $10,000, charged that
under a contract he made with the
boy's father several years ago he

was

to share in the singer's

income

he was 21 year old. Marchesa
usually billed as the 'boy Caruso.'
Dulling the trial Nick Kenny. N. Y.
Mirror columnist, was named as a
once frequent booker of the boy tenor

until
is

on

his (Kenny's) various programs.
Justice Koch reserved decision on a
to set aside the verdict.

came

motion
up with the Autry program idea.
Show will originate on the Coast
and is set for a 13-week gallop for
the starling contract.
Danker Flylae In

Danny Danker, Coast head
JWT, flies to Chicago Tuesday

GOOD

of
for

Audition
program, which clinched tha Wrig-

C.A.B.

contracts.

signaturing of

SAVES COPS'

deal, was produced by Paul
Rickenbacher and Bob Brewster,
from the script of Carroll Carroll,
Lyn McManus and Eddia Helwick.
Wen Niles announced.
Half hour program is a mixture of
songs by Autry and dramatics.

ley

YARN
Pepsodent will go on with 'Mr.
Attorney,' even though it
In a cancellation with NBC

District

had put

WESTINGHOUSE

week before last. The
week extension becomes
Jan.

Westinghouse is tha latest to buy
an evening half hour on the NBC
blue network. It's the Thursday 8
to 8:30 period. There will be 80-odd
stations in the hookup.
Show will ba set within the next
few days and will start sometime in
January. Fuller, Smith & Ross is
the agency. Entry of Westinghouse
will mean the shifting of the Thurs
day inning of "The Green Hornet'

KCMO,

some

efCectiva

14.

Account had previously decided to
call it quits for Pepsodent after a run
of 41 weeks on the ground that its
1940 budget did not allow for both
Bob Hope and the cops 'n' robbers

ON NBC BLUE

(sustaining) to

latest 13-

the

serial.

The

reversal

account saw 'Mr. D.

and Hooper

came when the

A.'s' latest

Lord

ratings.

C.A.B.

& Thomas

the agency.
In the meantime the show had
been submitted to a number of other
is

agencies.

KOA FEEDS REGIONAL

other., spot.

COMMERCIAL TO

City, will carry
tha East-West Shrine football game

Denver, Dec.

-

.15-piece

orchestra

will

KOA

LAST CALL!

{

|

Jimmy Saphier Quitting^
MCA's Air Department
I

;

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

i

I

i
'

Jimmy Saphier has resigned from
the radio department of Music Corp.
He
of America, effective Jan. 1,5.
was with the org about nine month.s.
having been in on the 'Pot O' Gold'
sale.

He'll go we.st in about six weeks
reopen his Hollywood press
agentry biz.

and

!

of

I

i

:

StFolz Gets a Y.-P.

I

Penner

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Larry Holcomb of Sherman K.
agency has taken over producthe Joe Penner program for
Ward Baking following withdrawal
ot Glen Heisch.
Latter returns to'full time duty as

Special Exploitation Advantages

Strotz took over the chieftaincy of
the NBC midwest office last year to
replace Niles Trammel] who went to
as executive v.i).

tion of

New York

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

Detroit, Dec. 20.
Earl Ebi, actor and producer at
has Joined NBC in Chicago as

under Wynn Wright,
former program director at WWJ,
wno'a now production chief at NBC,
Chicago.

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Charles Boyer will have Gale Page
support when he returns to Woodbury Playhouse Jan. 3. As femm«
lead of the scries with Jim Ameche,
whom Beyer's return replaces, she
has 11 weeks remaining on her contract. Deal with Ameche was settled.
Understood the Ameche-Page duo
will be reunited during the summer
la.voff of Boyer.
in

Copy May Be Sent

WWJ

* producer.
Will work

Gale Page with Boyer

director.

E&£L EBI TO CHICAGO

22.

Sidney Strotz, who has been in
charge of the NBC Central division
for the past year, has been elected
a v.p. of the company.

Ellis

KFI-KECA program

be

Occasion will be celebrated by
studios.
special party in the

Chicago, Dec.

Pilots

26.

from San Francisco Jan. 1. Station
KOA debuts its first regional comjoins a temporary and extempora- mercial, Chamberlain Laboratories,
neous network lined up Coast to Jan. 7. The show running a halt
Coast especially for tha charity hour will be fed by KOA to H outgame.
lets in the Rocky Mountain area.

Acuities which were a factor in his
losing sponsorship.

Hoicomb

11

Kansas

part of the show.

Davis at

survey by Fortune of most widelyread
newspaper columns, Carter
ranks third, only Winchell and Dorothy Thompson preceding him. These
flgures are said to have played an
important part in B-S-H bringing
him back to the ether.
Carter's last spon.sor was General
Foods. They bankrolled him for six
five-year
months,
his
following
stretch for Philco.
Gabber's strcnuous side-taking ran him into dif-

to

Gum

KOA's

and Ebner

3.5, with the remainder of
the airers also-rans. In a coincident

Autry Show

Gene Autry has been set for the
Wrigley program, replacing the current Jesse Lasky 'Gateway to Hollywood' show', which quits on Sunday
New program starts on Jan. 7,
(31).
with Autry to be used in a semidramatic show which has not yet
been completely decided upon. Show
continues on Columbia, same time.
With the shift to the Autry set-up,
that particular slice of Wrigley business is taken over by the J. Walter

soma northern point.
The uncertain situation

James S. Adams, rated as ona of
tha most important cogs in tha Benton Si Bowles machine, has quit
the agency to become executive vicepresident of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
It's a newly created post which puts
him secend in command to President
E. H. Little. With B&B Adams held
the titles of v.p., secretary treasurer
and general manager.
Theodore L. Bates, B4cB v.p., associated with Adams as executive on
the C-P-P account, moves up as
No. 1 contact between tha agency
and the soap company.

country for local sponsorship. This
.icrvice will be discontinued on Jan.
26. He had, at the top, 31 clients for
the. platters and at the moment has
about 25. It is understood the scheme
developed many unseen headaches,
as It was found that radio listeners
were unwilling to accept comment
48 to 72 hours old, as they are in
newspaper columns. Timeliness was
discovered to be much more important on the air than in the dailies
where there is a front page to turn
to for spot news before reading the
columnists. 'Vagaries of local sponsorship were also found a headache
Figures Helped
Although Carter was last heard on
tha networks in Sept., 1938, survey
of -favorite" radio commentators in
the Januai-y issue of Fortune places
him flfth. He is topped by Lowell
Thomas. 24.8%; H. V. Kaltenborn,
20.8: Ed. Hill, 9.3, and Winchell, 6.8%.
Carter's score is 6%. Raymond Gram

Swing

he and Jack Adams, chairman of the
TBS, who was also spending the
holiday in Fort Worth, took a train,
with the idea of planing In from

also re
fleeted Itself with tha prospective
station affiliates of the new network.
They had been advised that there
would be a minimum of 20 hours of
TBS commercials for the start and
they now find that the most that the
organization can deliver on Jan. 2,
the scheduled starting date, is 16^
hours. Many of tha prospective af'
filiates hesitate dropping some of
their more choice local customers
until they feel sura that tha income
from TBS will put them on the
credit side of tha ledger.
Brennan, whose stations are af
filiates
with CBS, is secretary'
treasurer of TBS, and, according to
reports, Brennan's faction has been
Erla SmUh. KMBC, Kansas City, at frequent loggerheads with Roose
new s editor (B. Cj_ Headache Pow- velt's group on the financing of the
der ),~lrr~Miami 'for Orange Bowl project. Among the banking firms
game. In his absence John Farmer still named as figuring importantly

Carter, since last September, has
been airing via discs which are airmailed to stations throughout the

Sells

Chicago, Dec. 26.

ANGLE

Trade attention between the
days

Oboler Scripts

Within Agency

Behindof Start
the-Scenes Stuff Reported

Boake Carter on Transcontinental

Carter, out of network
broadcasting for almost a year and a
halt, is scheduled to return five times
a week with the start of the new

Is

—

Week

&

Verdict

Prevails as

Still

Transcontinental

A. T.

Boake

Wins Award of

On Boy Tenor Working

With the advent of 1940 there remains but one variety show eman-

NEW YORK
154

W.

46th 5t.

to

Any

Variety Office

HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

1708 No. Vine St.

54 W. Randolph St.

LONDON
8

Si Martin's VI
I

—

MILWAUKEE: A
By
Milwaukee, Dec.
"What's the worst

week

in

show

All of which should suggest that Milwaukee oiJght
campaigns.
to be an ideal dog town for radio programs and
Because
If Milwaukee goes for it it should be something.
Milwaukee goes hard.
FCC
here.
Radio has performed its sales job admirably
conthings
records for 1937 (last available) show that, all
Netsidered, national spot and local business were good.
indicating
work business, on the other hand, was anemic,
from
Milwaukee
that some time-buyers think they can coyer
Chicago, and also indicating that the Milwaukee stations

tionally.

Finally, all talk of overlapping coverage between Milwaukee and Chicago could just as well be
applied in dozens of other instances where that problem is
never thought of.
That Milwaukee in the past has been the victim of a sitUr
ation from which other cities escaped is perhaps due, to some
extent, to Chicago's self-praise and Milwaukee's habitual,
dour silence. Perhaps, too, Chicago's wattage had plenty to
do with the matter. At any rate, time buyers might well ask
themselves why they believe that Chicago can influence Milwaukee when they don't believe, as a rule, that Baltimore
can influence Washington, D. C. (which is much closer to
Baltimore than Milwaukee is to Chicago). Meantime the
Milwaukee stations can well ask their parent newspapers

as in purchasing habits.

ticklish situation just coming to a close,
the papers persist in listing. Chicago stations atop their radio
logs.

in

view of a

Getting away from a coverage discussion—which is not the
object of these articles anyhow— again 'brings up the matter
of Milwaukee population. Largely composed of German and
Central European origin, it specializes in a 'gemuetlich' type
of living i.e., a contented, conservative, and yet mildly
jovial existence. Because of the big emphasis on family and
fraternal life, plus the innate dislike of this type of population to spend money on a b.inge, Milwaukee is an atrocity
as a theatre city. That goes for night clubs, too. Anyone
who doesn't pull in the sidewalk at 9 p.m. is not a true native.

—

A TOWN WITH DEPT. STORE
ACCOUNTS ON THE RADIO

SHOW
A.

1928 (he was originally in the
Commercial managership is handled
while Russ Tolg supervises continuity
Cream of WTMJ's locally produced

since

.

real estate business).

by W._F. Dittmann,
and publicity.
shows include plenty

of participation stanzas to eliminate the hazard of too many
announcements sans production. The day's schedule opens
with a prayer at 6 a.m. (WTMJ probably has the world's
largest library of recorded prayers— 1,385 invocations by 277
clergymen of every creed). From 6:02-8:30 a.m. a participating 'Top of the Morning'' musical clock is ismceed by Bill
Evans who, uniquely visited an average of 50 listeners per
day throughout the summer to find out about his stanza and
give away prizes to those who heard a certain musical selecFrom 8:30-9 a.m. Nancy Grey has a .'What's
tion on it.
New?' participating series in which books are reviewed, inannually
terviews are cooked up, etc. Incidentally,
pays this gal's expenses to tour the U.S. and get up new
An old standby 'Heinie and His
material for her stint
Grenadiers' goes on (participating) from 11:30-12:30 p.m.
This is a German band stanza which has been running for
eight years. The station owns the title to the show, but the
same band has been on it right along (the outfit also makes
over 60 annual p.a. dates, and once staged a Softball game
witnessed by 22,000 spectators).

WTMJ

Other programs include: Johnny Olson and His Rhythm
Rascals for Oshkosh overalls; a sidewalk reporter (Bill Evans
G.; a 'Bulletin Board' from
and George Comte) for P.
1-1:15 p.m. giving news, market reports, etc.; the 'Song Doctor* (participating) from 5-5:30 p.m. in which Jack Teter,
singer, and Bob Heiss, emcee, run a stump-me contest; Russ
Winnie's and Charlie Nevada's sports stanzas; 'Today's
Events' at 10 pjn., spieled by George Comte, sponsored three
nights and open two nights; plus tie-ins- with universities,
On
colleges, PTA groups, civic committees, etc., galore.
Sunday the station lets would-be soapboxers blow off their
steam via a 'Public Speaks' stanza. Running from 12-12:30
p.m., the series affords the speakers each five minutes to have
their say-so. The WTMJ schedule has nine newscasts daily.
Sports spieled by Russ Winnie (assisted sometimes by Bob
Heiss), are liberally used in season.

WISN is the CBS outlet, affiliated with the Milwaukee
Sentinel (Hearst). Operating with a staff of 52, the station
maintains swell labor relations with its employees, uses a
single rate, and is doing an increasing amount of business.
The latter divides as follows: 22% network; 60% local; and
18% national spot Merchandising is liberally dished out via
cards, limited amounts of mail, etc. The house band numbers eight men. Polish and (German hours (participating)
are aired on Sundays,
General manager is Gaston W. Grignon, here since 1924
end' previously on the editorial department of the paper.
Grignon- also supervises the commercial department Local
sales manager is Fred Zindler. Programming is handled by
Woods Dreyfuss, an eight-year man who previously did announcing and vocal work. Elmer Krebs is musical director,
while Alan Hale is the name sportscaster.

WISN meantime leans toward everyday
etc.
local affairs, niusic, sports, and chatter.
And^WEMP takes
a whack af foreign languages plus music, meanwhile doing
a superlative (the word is used in the full sense here) job
of selling the department stores.
WTMJ, NBC basic Red outlet is owned by the Milwaukee
Journal, and— perhaps more than any other station noted on
this trip
is infested with a pioneering spirit.
During 1935-36
the station experimented with facsimile, later dropping this
angle on the grounds that facsimile is still in mechanical infancy and that public reaction to it is far from ripe. Cur-

WISN's locally-produced show.- include: Milton Brandl's
musical clock, featuring request numbers, from 6-9 a.m. (participating); .'Ann Leslie's Scfapbook' from 10:45-11 a.m.,
spieled by Mary Ann Le May along home economics lines
under participating sponsorship; 'Down by Herman's' from

—

WEMP—

programming,

—

rently WTMJ is building a high-frequency setup to test both
frequency-modulation (Armstrong) and amplitude-modulation in the shortwave sphere. Meantime, an application has
been turned in asking for privilege to experiment with television programming. WTMJ furthermore was a pioneer in
the coincidental type of audience survey, and has innovated
(if not pioneered) in several other matters: all its salesmen
are equipped with portable radios; sales presentations often,
are recordings with dramatic and musical embellishments to
give 'em pep; and a big music and copyright file system is
maintained.
WTMJ has two rates. About 26% of its revenue cOmes un-

der the

local rate classification; 26% is network intake; and
is via the national rate.
However, about 56% of the
national rate stuff, originates inside the slate and is, in other
words, regional business. By way of merchandising, the. sta-

48%

Ripley Recoimoiters Troy

For

New

Wilder

WTRY

Troy, N. Y, Dec. 26.
Construction on WTRY, a new one
In the. Harry C. Wilder list, is slated
to start in a few weeks unless the
losers in the litigatron over WTRY's
franchise take the case to the U. S.

supreme court. The District of Columbia court of appeals last week by
a unanimous decision denied the appeal of WOKO-WABY, Albany, and
the Tri-City Broadcasting Co., of
Schenectady, from an FCC decision
conflrmiQg WTRY's assignment
Fred L. Ripley, now with Wilder's
W.«VP .«;vraRiKe. and the desienated
'

WEMP

alities,

uses fare directed at Creations, Swiss, Hun.

garians, Italians, Jews, Czecho-Slovakians, Poles, Germans;
and Slavs. Most of these stanzas are spotted on Sundays op.
posile big network shows. The Polish and German stuff,

Except for a Jewish dramatic group)
is run daily.
'
is musical.
before,
has been very cagey in the
snares department store business. This is how the
figuring
primary
worked:
that
the
inlerest
was
deal
pf any
store (especially in a tough city like Milwaukee) is to get
'em into the emporium, the station sold the sponsors on the
idea of using institutional shows with audience-participation
the
programs
are
put
on
directly
All
of
in
twists.
the store,
thus luring customers there. And most of them run daily!
The Boston store, for instance, has Charlie La Forces manon-the-street from a radio theatre. ..in the store.
Interviewees, instead of spieling over the air, spiel into a recording machine and the resulting disc is aired so the participants can hear themselves talk. Later they get the discs for
Gimbel's meantime has an 'Open House' in
souvenirs.
which clubs, women's organizations, etc., use the store for
clubroom and broadcast their meetings. The same store a9ditionally has a 'Radio Workshop* in which dramatic groups
from colleges, clubs and schools broadcast plays from the
store,
Schuster's and Sears-Roebuck also
customers use straight announcements plugging merchandise.
The rest of the schedule includes lots of music, five news
periods daily, and some sports. Allen Trimm pilots the participating musical clock from 6:30-7:45 a.m., and also has a
session of songs. There's a 'Lost and Found Column' at noon
Elmerk Ihrke has a sponsored
as a service to listeners.
'Stiimp Me' show at 4:45 p.m. Eskimo pie sponsors -grade
school dramatics, while the used car dealers operate a
mythical auto race and give away prizes. There's also a
sponsored series called 'Union Label* in which the A. F. of L.
tells listeners the advantages of union-made goods.
By way
of civic stuff,
has a series on- the lives of famous Wisconsin people, and ties in heftily with civic and fraternal
groups.
Business is largely local, although some national spot and
regional accounts are starting to come in. Merchandising is
however,

the whole works
it

—

—

12:45-1:15 p.m., a participating German band idea cooked up
by Elmer Krebs; 'Mary Ann Presents,* another stanza by Miss
Le May, this one presenting guests from 1:30-1:45 p.m. (sustaining); Jimmie Conway's participating man-on-the-street
at 4:45 p.m.; an Xmas script show for kids at 5:15 p.m., sponsored by Gimbel's department store; 'Styles in Rhythm,* a

participating house orchestra production at 6 p.m.; plus several transcribed shows. Local and visiting big shots are interviewed each Sunday at 9 a.m. on a 'Breakfast Club' stanza.

Alan Hale and Jimmie Conway are featured as newscasters.
Civic tie-ins are adequate.
is the local station, being jointly owned by Gene
Dyer (who bought out Ralph Atlass' interest some years ago),
Charles Lanphier, Glenn Roberts (attorney), and Herb
Mount (attorney). Contrary to industry gossip, the LaFol-

WEMP

lettes

(traditional Wisconsin political family)

dime

soft-pedalled.

THE CUSTOMERS
National and regional spot accounts or^ the three Milstations are as follows:
Anielcan llnme TroOucM
CUickclt-Snmplc-iliiminrrt

waukee

manager for the new outlet, was in
Troy last week checking on trans-

WEMP

Robinson, Munson

And

mitter details. Studio will be in the
Stevens East for 'Town'
Proctor Theatre
building.
Troy
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Record, which with the Timej^ RecEdward . G. Robinson takes up
ord Jias favored the Troy station, edithree-week
origination
for
'Big
torially scored the appellants for
Town' in New York Jan. 16. Ona
their 'dog-in-the-manger attitude*'
Munson, Leith Stevens, Crane Wil-
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never had a

in the station.
Charles Lanphier, once with WHFC,
Cicero, runs the place. Charlie La Force is program
director. The. total staff includes 37 members.
Three union musicians are the quota, but
employs eight
Music, sports and news are big ijtems here. But since Milwaukee has about 150,000 Poles, plus numerous other nation-

WEMP

WEMP

Life

SMART LABOR RELATIONS MARKS
OPERATION OF HEARST'S WISN

WEMP

As mentioned

way

&

And, as indicated before, the population is a tough customer. Department stores, in order to perk up business, run
a continual series of sales and bargain-days to get the recalcitrants into the stores.
On the other hand, sports are
avidly followed a fact recognized thoroughly by the Wadhams Oil firm which has bought up all the major sporting
events in sight. To make a long story short, there's nothing
economically wrong with Milwaukee, but the population
possibly something like the population of St Louis is a
special breed with special characteristics. Milwaukee simply
is not rhetropolitan despite its immediate urban population
of around 750,000.
All of which— again— could make Milwaukee a good test
city. In fact the three stations— WTMJ. WISN, and
have more or less slanted their operations in that direction,
although each specializes in something different. Indeed in
few cities have the broadcasters so completely differentiated
themselves. WTMJ, for instance, comes close to being a real
metropolitan outlet, but its emphasis— well geared to the
population— has been on things close to civic pride: new technical developments, civic and educational angles, smooth

—

GAG

BIZ

GRyNWALD

vantageously employed.
Walter J. Damm is WTMJ's general manager, and the fellow who nursed the place from infancy. Until Oct. 1 of this
year Damm was also public relations manager of the parent
newspaper, but subsequently WTMJ (which originally came
under the paper's promotion department) is now in a separate setup, and Damm has dropped his duties on the paper.
Station manager is Lewis Herzog, previously with the Jour-,
nal's promotion department. Assistant station manager, program director, and ace sports announcer is Russ Winnie, here

when it came to applauding. The point is that Milwaukee
can sUrc down a buffalo nickel, never wearies of the legwork necessary in bargain-hunting, is slow to behave emo-

have not done much in sales promotion.
That old bugaboo of Milwaukee radio— i.e., Chicago station
overlap— is by now pretty well broken down. They are a
good two hour train ride apart and the population makeup
of the two cities is entirely different sociologically, as well

EDGAR

tion will provide any 'reasonable* service at cost and lists Its
accounts in the 'Retail Journal.' But anything which might
be construed as rale-cutting is strictly out. Very few electrical transcriptions are used, no records whatsoever may be
played after 9 a.m., and the house orchestra of 16 pieces,
batoned by William J. Benning, musical director, is ad-

26.

business?' the theatrical

wags used to ask. The answer was 'the week before Christbeen told
inas or Milwaukee.' Of course the same eag has
on Memphis and one or two other burgs that had fish-hooks
their hands
Jn their pockets when it came to buying or sat on

why,
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Direct*
•.

,

Electric

I'oivei

Accounts marked with an aslerlsk

u.-e

or time Klunnls.

WNEW^s New

Plant

Wm. Ksty*
AdvcrllsInK*
Direct

;

announcemenle. chnlnbrenka,

Loose-Wiles

May Expand

Transcribed 'Uncle Jimmy'

WNEW, New
modernizing

its

York,
studios.

is

currently

Refurbish-

ing includes everything from new
control panels to mikes* ofTice equip-

Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co. may ejcpand its 'Uncle Jimmy' (transcribed)
Newellcampaign- in. a big way.

Emmett

is

looking into the stations

bur and William Robson make the ment and repainting. Should be com- and time availablei
jaunt
Series is now being carried in sevpleted by first of year.
It's the customary trek to please
eral midwestern and southern marPart of the cash set aside is for a kets.
the sponsor.
new antenna; when and if the FCC
okays a current application for a diAfter a holiday recess. La Fend- rectional radiator. Included in that
Janet Murrow recently broadcast
rich cigars resumes sponsorship Jan. application is a plea for a boost in with Ed Murrow on a CBS transchief.
14 of the Sunday afternoon Smoke night-time power to 5,000 watts. atlantic from tiOndon to give a picArnold will also double as press Dreams series fed by WLW, Cinn., to Outlet currently operates on 5,000 ture of Christmas shopping in the
chief temporarily.
the NBC Red network.
day, 1,000 night
English capltaL
Arnold Turns Respectable

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.

Murray Arnold, press agent for
WIP, has been upped to the post of
program director, to replace James
Allen, who resigned last week to
join the staff of WFIL as program

'

•TARivnr'r

mndon

ofticb

INTERNATIONAL RADIO

• M. MartlB'a rUc«, Trafmlcmr Bgaai*

Ckble

Addremi VAWItTS, IX>NDOS
Tempi* Bar 11041-1042

ASK QUOTA ON YANK
IBishop

Was

Safe

DOCTOR'S 2ND STATION
New Brunswick

CBC

BAN APPEAILD

AIR CONTROL

10.

Australian legislators are expected
bow to the demand that the
Broadcasting Act be so amended as
to take the authority over the governto

ment-owned and commercial stations
away from the federal postal department and invest it in a newly created
Air Commission. Advocates of the
change declare that the time is ripe
overhauling of
for the complete
ladio as operated by the government
and that the medium would advance
were
it shorn of
rapidly
more
much
much of its present red-tape.
It has also been suggested that the
privately owned stations get a share
of the revenue now flowing to the

government station as a result of the
license fee on receiving sets.

JOSE BOHR AND WIFE

PLAYING TEXAS DATE
26.

Joss Bohr and his wife are making
their home in this city for the pres-

He is heard twice each week
through XEQ, Mexico City, in a muent.

program written by his wife
'Remote Control From the
The skits will continue
be presented by electrical tran-

sical

called

Bug

Dec. 26.

HAS U.S7NAVY SHOW
San Diego, Dec. 26.
In Mexico, just over the
border from here, is conducting a
thriving radio program devoted to
the United Stales Navy. Formula for

Bohr opens at the Shadowland
Night Club on Dec. 24 where they
will feature an exchange of talent
from Mexico and the United States.

includes

BiU McCluskey an Exec Of
Crosley Booking Subsid
26.'

Cincinnati, Dec.
Bill

WLS

McCluskey, formerly with the

Artists Bureau, Chicago, and
for the past two seasons booker for

personals by the Renfro Valley Barn
last week took on an

Dance troupe,
exec

poitt
with General Program
Inc., which directs theatre
and fair dates for the Boone County
Jamboree hillbilly combo and other
WLW and W5AI acts.
The Renfro Valley Barn Dance,
One In Polish—One Has Ty Tyson
which originates a Saturday night
'Pilcbing' Qdcslions
show on WLW, recently deserted
Cincy and neighboring cities for
Detroit, Dec. 26.
There's no indication of a letup in permanent location in the outfit's
own barn-auditorium setup in Renquiz
programs

LOCAL QUIZ SHOWS

WWJ

and

WJBK

.

hereabouts,

with

just adding

two of

the quizzers.
WWJ's show, bankrolled by Lakeside Biscuit Co., uses

Ty Tyson, sportscastcr, and originates
twice weekly from WWJ's radio
theatre. Sponsor shells out from $1
to $3 for correct answers to Tyson's
'pitches.'
Runs 15 minutes Tuesdays
and Fridays.

WJBk's quiz show is in Poli.sh,
sponsored by a local ready-to-wear
ladies apparel shop.
Highlights two
competing teams, who vie for pur-

dramatic

serial

programs

idea advanced

is

that the gov-

Show

fro Valley, near Berea, Ky.
McCIuskey's wife is half of the
Girls of the Golden West team that
lately switched from the Renfro to
the Boone County crew.

Ski

News Sponsored
Montreal, Dec.

26.

NBC

Montreal, Dec. 26.

out if reported increase in sale of
radio receiving sets during past three

offices of the

comment

to

make

CBC

either

had no

way when

.

FOR

longer a novelty despite the annual
London, Dec. 15.
$2,50 radio license fee.
Conservative British Broadcasting
Volume of time sales on Canadian Corp. after 16 years of history is
stations has been holding up well so making a break with precedent by
far, with cancellations the exception agreeing to give billing to staff anrather than the rule. Two of largest nouncers. Policy has hitherto been
ports. The Mac^uarie network has agencies here advise they have not to hide identities of staff gabbers bebeen the heaviest importer of Amer- lost a single radio account, with re- hind a veil, but will now be relaxed
ican waxes. Imposition of a 75c per newals mostly as expected, since the so that where the lads are doing
war began.
other than a straight job of anside duty had already cut down the
nouncing they get credits for their
importation of U. S. transcriptions,
contribution to the program.
but the recent ban has virtually
First to score is Alvar Liddell in
ended it. Any further shortage will
'Great Occasions,' whose task is more
see another boost in domestic-made
comparable to emceeing this item
ET's.
At the time it was imposed,
than merely introducing it.
Close
the government's ban was described
runner-up is Elizabeth Cowell, first
as a wartime measure.
Sydney, Dec. 9,
woman announcer to be added to
Tele-Vox,
recording
Australian
permanent strength, who debuts by
company, has taken over its com
ushering in a 'Kentucky Minstrels*
petitor, Feature Radio, and will ex
5,000
program, with advance credits 'n' all.
tend its activities to cover the commercial transcription field as well as
IN
records.- Both firms were leaders In
INTO
the Australian recording business
and the acquisition of Feature is
Fi. Worth, Dec. 26.
Outside Talent Not Emphasized On
figured to give Tele-Vox a commandArrival in Winnlpee
has sold some 5,000 Rand
ing position.
McNally maps in the past fortnight
Due to the government import tax
Winnipeg, Dec. 26.
through a program called 'Today's
on transcriptions, the manufacture
Talent staff strengthening of th»
Battle' which traces the war in Euof discs in Australia has increased
Winnipeg end of the Canadian
rope. Station pays a fee to a United
months.
in
recent
tremendou-sly
Broadcasting Corp. Includes DoroStates army ofTicer to provide the
Local broadcasters used to import
thy Alt and King White. Miss Alt
cxperting and so ballyhoos the pronearly all commercial tran.scriplions
gram, although Government regula- from the U. S., but a duly of $7.50 a was in New York awaiting- a boat to
England when th'e war broke out.
tions prohibit oflicer's actual particiside, or $15 a platter was slapped on
White, formerly of WLW, returned
pation on air.
the government and the cost is
by
to Canada, his native land, to join
This gives an idea of inlere.tt at
now figured to be prohibitive.
the army, but that being already,
this distance in the European waltz.
makers,
transcription
Domestic
over-manned he was returned to
formerly inferior to tho.se in the

AUSTRALIAN

HRM

KGKO SELLS
WAR MAPS

2 WKS.

Neb.,
26.

Ninon, fashion editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle, will begin a
series of weekly broadcasts for Latin

America on women's

fashions,

via

General Electric's shortwaver, KGEI,

San Franci.sco, Dec. 27.
They will ride the air from 8 to
*eek.
8:15 p.m., EST, which will bring
salvos into Mexico City and most of
Bob Dalley, news editor of WTAM, Central America an hour earlier, into
New York studying Peru and Chile on EST, into Argen1=1*^ ""^'
^wst news-handling methods at tine an hour later, and into Brazil
two hours later.

GUMSHOE

250-walter, KORN, Fremont,
He
as commercial manager.

KMMJ

by Ted Matthews, lately a sales exec with
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and formerly
station manager of WNAX, Yankton.
Jack Todd has been made manager
at KANS, Wichita, and Hollister has

was replaced

TOWN

.

Grand

San Francisco, Dec.

WAX

ABSORBS RIVAL

KGKO

new

Fashions for Latins

San Antonio, Dec. ,26.
series of exchange programs from Mexico to the United
States will be
presented over the
JIBC Red Network each Tuesday at
* p.m., CST.
Program will include the DominPJW Bros. (4) and a 16-picce native
orchestra and a guest soloist each

Since War's Outbreak

BBC

•

first

Big Radio Set Increase

be advised to bring
pressure to bear on the management
through a trade union should realize
such a course in war-time would involve grave considerations which
His Majesty's government in Canada
could not disregard.'
While, it was pointed out, the actual wording of the note did not officially forbid the formation of a
union, employees would be dumb if
they didn't get the point Murray
wants no collective bargaining. Free
Press asked if this policy, if such it
was, confined itself to the CBC and
advanced the thought that possibly it
was the thin edge of new anti-labor

called on the matter, referring all
callers directly to Ottawa or the
ernment should permit the importa- months is any indication. In some head office.
tion of a percentage of mother ma- parts of the Province of Quebec, and
elsewhere
in Canada, sale of radio
trices, from which duplicates could
sets
have
trebled since outbreak of
be made by domestic producers. At
present it is pevmissable to bring in the conflict. Increase has been noted
SANCTIONS AIR
samples and a few mother matrices. in cities as well as rural districts.
By samples is meant recording of a Dealer circles speak of the phenomeCREDIT
SPIELERS
single program of a series. But sub- nal increase in large family homes
sequent chapters in the series are where two or three sets are no

One

Black Horse Ale will sponsor
weekly ski broadcast t!iis winter
Randy Ryan Shifted
Marconi
station
Canadian
over
chase certificates good at any of CFCF, with Gorman Kennedy as
Lincoln, Dec. 26.
in
conditions
giving
dope
on
sponsor's
spieler
team's
stores.
Losing
Shifting exec personnel marked
trails
and
share goes to Polish relief fund. the Laurentians, new
the closing days of 1939 in NebraskaM.c. is Eugene Konstantynovicz, with various ski competitions.
Kansas radio. Most of the changes
Mary Grabowski giving commercials
Reliable Toy (Ronalds) also sponwere due to reorganization of the
in Polish.
soring new weekly half-hour proHerb HoUisler-Don Searle interests
gram over station CFCF. National
the two states.
Drug taking thrce-tiiiie weekly spot in Randy Ryan, manager of KIVIMJ,
skits.
with scries of
Mexican
to
Island, Neb., left to join the

The

Canadian Figures Show

CBC who may

radio
mentions of sa'ilors wanting sharebanned.
expense auto trips for visits to homes
According to Frank Marden, of the
in east plus information about ships
Commonwealth network, local pro
that helps navy wives figure when
ducers are now turning out what's
their widowhood may end.
known as 'home brew' transcripProgram is sponsored by a credit
tions in place of the former im
jewelry house.
free

Service,

.

26.

worded but quite clear letter.
The CBC g,m. shot a letter to all
CBC pen pushers and others Stating
in part 'Members of the staff of the

Canadian radio listening audience wedge.
Local
were has jumped 40% since the war broke

shipped here in volume.

XEMO

House.'

to
icriptions.

-

S.

MEXICAN STATION

program

Winnipeg, Dec.

•

allowed 15 days in which to make an
explanation,
ff
the reason isn't
forthcoming or satisfactory the license will be cancelled.
Sydney, Dec. 26.
Ministry issued the rule
after
Federal commercial stations, com- XEKLi operated by Hemmer & Roprising the so-called 'Class B' broad- mero, a German-Mexican company
in
the
shoe
manufacturing
town
of
casters, are requesting the government to ease its recent ban on the L*on, suddenly quit operation.
importation of American transcrip-

years ago (CHNC), is broadening out
in the radio field and founding another station.
The second one in
Campbcllton, N. B., which is exactly
on the Quebec provincial line. The
The frecall letters are CKNB.
They're urging that tranqufuicy is 1,210 kilocylcles, and, for a tions.
start, it will be n 100-watt station. scriptions be classed the same as
To be boosted to 200 watts soon.
films, because of their entertainment
Stanley Chapm.tn. for several years
angle, and admitted on a quota basis.
an announcer at CHNC, has been appointed resident manager of CKNB. Present restrictions permit only onesixtK of last year's import figure,
Opens next week.
but formerly waxed editions of U.

the

San Antonio, Dec.

B.,

Dr. C. H. Houde, of New Carlisle,
Que., who began managing a broadcasting station at New Carlisle six

REVISION?
Sydney, Dec.

A

station which goes off
the air without permission will be

nounced.

STOPS IMPORTS

John, N.

Must Not Unionize

The Winnipeg Free Press fired a
Australian 'B' Stations (PriMexico Will Cancel Licenses of Sta- questioning editorial against the
vate) Want Government to
tions Tliat Close Down
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. when
Relax Stringent 'War
it became known through local labor
Mexico City, Dec. 26.
Measure* Now Preventing Mexican Broadcasters that suspend circles that the CBS's general manAmerican Transcriptions operations without a good reason ager, Gladstone Murray, had advised
will have their licences revoked, the all CBC e'mployees to reject all overFrom Entering
Ministry of Communications has an- tures by labor unions, in a carefully

Up

Fhyslclan Sets

Staff

CAN'T JUST TAKE STROLL

Another 100-Wattcr
St.

WAX

Gladstone Murray Broadly Hints

Montreal, Dec. 26,
Ht. Rev. Arthur Carlisle, Bishop of Montreal, was permitted to deliver an address to the Rotary Club, which went over a local station,
first
submitting
text
without
of
his
speech
to the Canadian
week,
last
Broadcasting Corp. for censorship.
Due to previous difficulties after McGiU Professor Adair's speech
officials
granted
CBC
permission
for
the
the
talk with warnwas aired
anything
of
an
untoward
nature
was
heard
on
the
air
the
if
ing that
Rotary Club would be deprived of broadcasting privileges in the future.
Rt Rev, Arthur Carlisle spoke on the need for religious faith in time
of war.

AUSTRALIAN

25

Tcleplioiw

at

U. S., have expanded their facilities
since the application of the tax and
are now capable of turning out waxes
in sufficient quantity and quality to
meet local needs. They sUlI copy
U. S. patlcrns, for the tempo of
American performance as well as the
flavor of American jazz and swing
has always been popular in Australia.
Prevalence of slang and American
idiom in dramatic transcriptions was
formerly a drawback with imported
platters, but since domestic discs are
now being used that difficulty is virtually non-existent.

Byworth Takes Over

radio.

Wihnipeg studios have

also

ac-

quired other personages of varying

prominence
in
Canadian
radio.
Geoffrey Waddington, musical conductctr from Toronto, and Jack Kannawin, now head producer here, are
cases in point.
The several moves to strengthen
Winnipeg radio programming have,
contrary to the obvious and customary
ballyhoo,
been
carried

through with what seems

to be a deliberate intention not to emphasize.
of Miss Alt and White

The advent

were unnanpunced.
This may have something to do
with local Winnipeg pride which
once before, years back, overflowed
with indignation that CBS sent outsiders here io entertain.

Montreal, Dec. 26.
E. A. Byworth, former president of
himself in as general manager
Ida Allen Discs Bought
the Company's Montreal and Toronto
with KFBI.
Salt Lake City, Dec. 26.
Searle is still head man with setups, has taken over the Toronto
Midwestern t)airy is set with KSL
KFAB-KFOR, Lincoln, and KOIL, division of Associated Broadcasting
Limited and changed its name to the for two quarter hours weekly to proOmaha.
Commercial Broadcasting Services mote use of Arden milk.
Ida Bailey Allen transcription!
Harold Moon at KTSM, El Paso, Limited.
will be used.
J. C. Tobin is vice-president
KXOX, Sweetwater, Texaa,
set

from

.

.

.

'

.
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WITH AID OF MIRRORS AND STAGE MONEY
OBSCURE NOBODY BECAME BROADCASTER
—

Hears Testimony Hotly Denied by Accused—
That WSAL, Salisbury, Maryland, Was a Classic
Example of Hidden Ownership of a Radio Station

FCC

interested

viduols

In

olhcr stations

and applications. The Commish already has inquired into the facts surrounding true ownership of two

WBAX,

Wilkes-Barre,
and WQDM, St. Albans, Vt., In
which the engineer reputedly has an
other plants,

White House SpecUies

When

The While Hous« now marks news releases not onTy for the time of
new.spnpor publication but for the earliest moment at which th«
This occurred over th»
release may be broadcast over the radio.
week-end in connection with th« appointment of Myron C. Taylor ai
special American delegate to the Vatican.
Albert Wrtrnor of

CBS

called attention to this

new

practice In

Washington giving the item In question.

broadca.st from

FOUR YEARS ON DOCKET

WDAF Losrs No Tim* One* FCC
renewal
on
Hearings
interest.
Okays NIkM Power Boost
Washington, Dec. 2G. ($10,000 as the price for the job and licenses of both of these outlets have
yarn of Agure-juggling, '"^^Jj'^';^Yce^
inciresult
of
scheduled
as
a
been
Kansas City, Dec. 26.
^^^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^
during last year's
disclosures
dental
which met nal-footed denial, and ui-|
WDAF, Knnsas City Star station,
ggo which he had loaned
chain-monopoly hearing, and the went on evening schedule with 9,000
tiinatlons that some criminal action the attorney, was withdrawn and reinquiry
in the WSAL proline
of
bearing,
walls last Wednesday following returned, to Guni after
may result went into official records "
^^^f.
ceeding hinted the Commish may ceipt of the FCC okay day before.
Gillette declared. The engineer said
last week as the FCC conducted its
revoke the papers for
he refused to give back the cash un- threaten to
Station now operates full time at
first license revocation hearing on til he received the note signed by both of these.
watts, as will KMBC, CBS af-

hU

'

TELEVISION

,

HEARINGS

I.Urigui..g

:

JAN. 15

j

5,000

charges of misrepresentation In ob- Stearns. .Shortly before the 'hearGillette
loaned Gum $1,500,
taining a permit for construction of ing,
which was deducted from the $10,WSAL, Salisbury, Md., local outlet.

was

Proceeding

unfinished

000, the

when

H

Telling

Brow^

presiding Circumstances surroundmg
the activities of James W. Gum, lawj
partner of former Senator Clarence
C. Dill, Gene D. GiUette.^one of the
Industry's leading consulting engineers, and Frank M. Stearns, ostensible owner of the Maryland plant
were probed intensively in the most
serious move yet rnade to compel
respect for the Communications act.
Matter is far more important than
the incident a couple ef years ago
which .led to the suspension of a local barrister for making misleading
statements and using 'dummy corporations' to thwart rival operators.
In a double-barreled inquiry, Assistant General Counsel George H.
Porter produced voluminous testimony indicating that funds for construction of WSAL were put up by
Gum and that Gillette, not Stearns,
was the real proprietor of the 250watt outlet. Clear intimation given
by the commish prosecutor that action more serious than cancellation
of the station's papers is a possible
consequence.
With Stearns, a former filling station proprietor, in the role of star
witness. Porter elicited testimony
that Gum and Gillette were the real
parties behind the application for a
construction permit. While Gillette
backed up most of Stearns' asser'
tions, the most damaging statements
were hotly denied by Gum, who
spent more than two days under
sharp grilling. Not only the commish
lawyer, but counsel for the WSAL
,

manager and Commissioner Brown
pounced on

Gum

told.

Out
a split between Gum
p;„^^^ ^.g^^,,^^ ^^^^ j,^

MUTUAL SELLS

WDAF

Fell

holiday interruption took place.

With Commissioner Thad

Commish was

repeatedly.

Testifying that he never lived in

ol

j^,.,^^. ^^^^
J-^^^^

^j^j^^^

^^^^ ^.^.^^

^^

money

TWO BIG ONES

In-

,0,11;

about the
project could go
ahead. Finally Gillette said he went
ahead to protect his own investment
of time, money, and effort, taking
the mortgage on the station with the
idea he would be paid out of earnings and possibly might exercise the
option and assume complete control.
^j^.^j,

^^^^

Although, other witnesses

for

hookups

to

the chief accusations met with stubborn denials when Gum was placed
on the stand, The lawyer insisted he
never put up' any cash, never borrowed $1,500 from Gillette, had no
connection with the note Stearns
gave the engineer, never took
Stearns to the bank to open an ac
count, never received $6,500 back
from Gillette, and knew- nothing
about the $10,000 supposed to repre

sent the applicant's assets.
Ah important point which the
Commish had not settled when the
irecess occurred Thursday (21) con'
cerned Gum's purchase of a small
home in suburban Maryland about
the time the money supposedly was
being shuRled. After bank records
were introduced to bear out the
testimony by Gillette and Stearns,
Gum maintained be did not use $1,
500 which the^ngineer said, he bor
the

to

make

residence.

a down
Instead,

payment on
the

money

was borrowed from

his law associformer Senator Dill, Gum insisted,
and an additional amount
came from turning in U. S. Government baby bonds.
ate,

the eastern shore town until the staPossibility .that the WSAL case
tion was authorized in 1937, Stearns
recited how Gum propositioned him will have ramifications was seen in
about filing a petition for the plant, some of Porter's-questioning. Testiwent through the motions of putting mony by Gillette under direct examcash in the bank, prepared a false ination included mention of indl
exhibit showing his financial qualifications, had him give the engineer
a note, and then demanded all. stock
in a potential corporaTion be signed
over.

From

Admits Untruths

Frank

admissions that he gave
false testimony at the original hearing were entered by Stearns, who
said he never had $10,000 as previously asserted; conceded his stake in
the station was only a few hundred
and observed he never knew Salisbury existed until he signed the papers requesting a construction permit.
Many of the assets which he
was listed as having were the legal
property of his wife, Stearns added.
About a week before the hearing,
Stearns related. Gum took him to a
local bank and opened an account in
which he said $10,000 would be deposited. The lawyer kept the passbook, he added. After a favorable
report on the application was published by the commish examiner,
Gum took thef money back, giving
him a note made out to Gillette for
the nominal owner said.
$10,000,
Later the note was cancelled when
Gillette received a mortgage on the
station in the amount of $25,000.

IN

CFTY

.

ostensible proprietor, who
gets $60 a week and 10% of
earnings for running
that arrangements for bank
to finance operations were

W^L,

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

Austin, is new announcer at
San Antonio.

KABC,

.

4

.

Edwards also wrote FCC that his
constituents had' appealed to him, as

Lowndes county rep
vigorously oppose

Governor,

in

in House 'to
the application.'

Atlanta, refused to
against his appli-

comment on drive
cation,
ber, at
Griffin,

permit

which was filed in Novemsame time as that of Marvin
aide to Rivers, who seeks
operate station in Bain-

to

bridge, Ga.

John Greer, twice campaign HQ
manager for Rivers and clerk of
Georgia House, was recently granted
permit to operate station at Cordele,
Ga., where he edits The Cordele Dispatch.
Rivers' second term ends in Janu-

and Georgia law reads that
he cannot succeed him.self.

ary, 1941,

.

sion.'

The idea is to limit, the items for
which sponsors can pay. Under such
a statement, it is felt that licensees
will not be able to reimburse themselves for equipment, technical personnel, routine operating costs, etc.
But they would be allowed to have
advertisers foot the talent bill, pay a
fair share of the outlay for production staffs and otherwise spread the
expense of finding out what sort of
public
visual
the
entertainment
wants, how programs should be constructed and the suitability of different types of talent.
To meet objections that operators
might swell these items and lifihteii
their financial load for operation, the
committee suggested quarterly reports be required covering 'charges
and costs as well as other pertinent

picture will

in

Break

production.

House

|

1

I

WFAA

HOLLYWOOD

ticipate.

information which may be of assistance to the commission in evaluating
the economic feasibility of television
broadcasting as a regular service to
Gloria Jean, who debuted in 'Unthe -public on a. commercial basis.'
derpup,' is getting a radio break bePhraseology is broad enough lo aucause of decision by Universal to put
thorize demands for detailed breakher into Bing Crosby's next starrer,
downs of revenue figures.'
'If I Had My Way..
Another move to plug loopholes
Crosby in turn will spot her on was
a stiffening of thp rule prohibithis weekly network program for 10
ing 'solicitation' of business. Neither
weeks, covering most of the time the
type of operator would be allowed lo
be

Gloria Jean's Air

Drops

j

report

stringent rules

said

Rupert LabcUe, June Meredith, Karl Weber, Bernardine Flynn into
'Affairs of Anthony' on NBC
Kathryn Card out
"The Avalon show
Dole
Billy
has Bud Vandover doing characterization, Don McNeill and Cliff Arquette
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
replacing Del King and Red Skelton
Final program of 'Anne Thomas,
Billy House's option on the At
Career Wife,' was Dec. 22. .. .affects Feme Persons, Henry Hunter, Mary
made by Gillette, while money spent Desmond, Cliff Soubler, Michael Romano, Lester Damon, Laurette Fill- Pearce program for Dole pineapple
Newcomers to 'Houseboat Hannah' has been passed, and Artie Auerbach
for equipment and construction was brandt, Betty Arnold, Linda Barrett
charged on the books as a liability. serial on NBC are Nancy Douglass, William Amsdell, Donald Gallagher, moves into his spot.
All others were picked up.
Carl Kroenke, Virginia Dwyer.
Gillette, he added, borrowed cash to
Frank Worth, .former assistant musical director of WTMJ, Milwaukee,
pay for building the outlet.
A story which coincided in many who was released with other musicians when the heavy NBC chain proSAL HEPATICA ON
details was told by the engineer, grams. forced a cutting down on local stuff, is now doing arrangements for
Dallas, Dec. 26.
who said that all initial transactions Glen Welty, director of NBC's National Barn Dance.
Sal Hepatica (Bristol-Myers) has
were with Gum. Gillette testified
bought three quarter-hour periods a
that Gum gave, hjm $10,000 at the
week on WFAA, starting Jan. 1. It's
..
downtown bank where Stearns had IN
to be news with Don Ross during the
opened the account, as well as a conJoe Thompson directing, John Frazer announcing. Bill Sabransky con- casting.
tract signed by Stearns employing sole peddling for 'Arch Oboler's series
Ward Bread show has three new
Young & Rubicam placed the bus!
him to build the station and fixing writers for Joe Penner, viz, Oscar Brodney, Max Hayes, Hal Raynor.
ness..

The

said he
the net
related
credit

committee

recommending more

covering 'limited commercialization'.
Proposed regulations will be discussed at session scheduled for Jan,
15, with all comers permitted to par-

FOR STATION RAPPED

Eric Dressier succeeds House Jameson in 'Young Widder Brown' serial
NBC. ...new players in 'Young Doctor Ma lone' are Eustace Wyatt, Nancy
Ed East's 'Name It
Peterson, Reed Brown, Jr., George David Baxter
folding of 'Orphans of
and Take It' now has The Norsemen in support
Divorce' by.Dr. Lyons last week affected Effie Palmer, Richard Gordon,
Claire Wilson, Pat Feardon, Vivia Ogden, James Kriegcr, Madeleine Pierce,
Warren Bryan, Geraldine Kay and director Martha Atwell
Gabe Hcatter out, Don Goddard in, on
only for Peter Paul candy.
Didier Van Ackere awaiting arrival from France of entrepreneurs that
may result in speedy action on Caribbean station that has long been pending. .. .Mutual made a Santa Claus bundle of sponsor samples. .. .Mora
Martin and Warren Ashe into 'Against the Storm'.
I. J. Fox linked up WaBC, N. Y., and WEEI, Boston, for a special variety
show Christmas afternoon (25). Program emanated from Boston and ran
for 30 minutes. .. .CBS has had several nibbles for its 'Pursuit of Happiness' show (Sunday afternoons).
Major obstacle to a sale has been the
commercial price, $10,000. N. W. Ayer has auditioned for the American
Telephone fie Telegraph Co. a program consisting of a 60-piece orchestra
batoned by Don Voorhees, James Melton and Francia White.

WEAF

another

ceiving

GOVERNOR'S APPEAL

.

M ********* **

on

icy wound up last week In victory
for the takc-it-easy side wheo the
FCC scheduled a gabfest after re-

'Little

the Production Centres

NEW YORK

WDAF

Washington, Dec. 28.
Controversy oyer next move In
adopting a permanent television pol.

The chief question to be threshed
out is whether any sponsorship
should be permitted and if so to
what extent. Scenting possible, obstu- jections to their proposal to relax
Mutual Jan. 22, using in each in- dios is expected about Feb. 1, and a present conditions, the special tels
stance 65 outlets from Coast to Coast. program featuring the K. C. Philhar- committee Friday (22) offered an'Annie' will retain the 5:15 EST monic orchestra of 90 niusicians will other draft which clarifies the Ideas
time but no period has been set for be originated to the basic red net. that caused some bewilderment when
Carters.'
New studio will be only one iii area the tentative code was made publis
large enough to provide fltfor 'space more than a month ago.
Besides stating more plainly what
for a full philharnionic.
Net show^
Schenectady Society
from 12 to 1 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 4, it had in mind, the committee sugwill also include dedicatory speeches gested the commish should ride herd
on
Class II (program experimentaSchenectady, N. Y., Dec. 26.
by execs of net (probably Lenox
tlon) plants by requiring regular reBill Meenan, press agent for WGY, Lohr) and station.
ports on financial aspects. No mov*
and Mrs. Meenan won the prize at
was made to permit Class I transthe station's annual Christmas party
mitters,
conducting
research
ia
for the most original couples cospiirely techiiical fields, to recoup
tumes. They were Hitler and Stalin
their expenditures by passing prowith wings and halos, as 'Angels of
duction costs along to sponsors.
Annette McCullough wore
Peace.'
After specifying that no charges
the best children's outfit; Bernard
of any kind can be imposed by Class
Cruger, assistant chief engineer, the
Valdosia, Ga., Dec. 26..
I operators, the committee proposed
most original, having built himself
H. B. ('Hell Bent') Edwards, mem- a revision of tentative Rule 4.73
into a perfect .five foot replica of a
A burlesque ber of Georgia House of Reps and reading as follows:
velocity microphone.
sketch on WGY, written by Vic ardently enthusiastic political foe of
'No charges either direct or indiCampbell,, had seven male members Gov. E. D. Rivers, has notified FCC rect shall be made for tlie transmisthat he objects to granting Rivers* sion of either aural or visual proin drag.
Guests included: Philip D. Reed, application for permit to operate ra- grams by Class I television stations;
new chairman of board of General dio station here. Advising FCC that however. Class II television broadElectric; Charles E. Wilson, new he wished to appear before that cast stations may make charges to
president; Martin P. Rice; Chester H. body when question of permit comes cover cost of program production,
Lang, William Meerihue, John Gil- up, Edwards explained that he rep- including advertising material, which
mour, director of television for the resented 'numerous business firms programs may be transmitted as an
and businesses here in Valdosta who experimental program service but
company, and others.
oppose the granting of a permit to without
charge for such transmisLester ScoU, formerly of KNOW, E. D. Rivers.'
carry the
programs,

<*
»«

rowed

mediately to its new allocation.
KMBC has construction of a directional antennae under way and will
be able to use its new power stepup about Feb. 1. KCMO,- owned by
the rival Journal, now uses 5,000 day
time and has application fur same
amount night time. Application of
had been on the FCC docket
four years. Increase of power amongthe three stations has brought no

Wander Co. (Ovaltine)
Orphan Annie' and increase in rates.
The Carters of Elm Street,' curDean Fitzer, g.m. of WDAF,
Shows switch to completion of the station's new
tended rently on NBC.

and Stearns,

to substantiate Gillette

Chicago, Dec. 28.
Fred Weber, Mutual general manager, today (Tuesday) received orfrom the Blackett-Sampladers

Hummert agency

On

610 kc. with only three
other stations, WIP, Philly; KFRC,
San Francisco, and WIOD, Miami,
Is not required to construct a
directional antennae and went imfiliate.

advertisers 'on
a regular commercial basis.' Under
the rule 'the limited commercialization
shall not take precedence
over the experimental service, but
shall in fact be subordinated to It-'
Meaning that the FCC still considers
visual broadcasting permits are intended to benefit the public before
the experimenters.
Otherwise, the latest version of the
proposed rules coincides with the
draft published Nov. 15. No attempt
was made to alter the suggested allocation formula, which has drawn
objections from some present operators as well as prospective newcomers who could not get the ribbons they desire in the spot where
'offer' his facilities to

.

.

.

they are located.
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TEXAS RANGERS
of

KMBC-CBS-HOLLYWOOD
ONE OF THE MOST VERSATILE MUSICAL- DRAMATIC ACTS

IN RADIO-featuxing more than 20

instrumttnt8...with Hollywood'* new laugh sensation. HERBIE "ARIZONA" KRATOSKA, and his hot
guitar..."MONTY" SELLS and his sweet accordion... "IDAHO"
and his original felt hammer
technique on the bull Hddle...the romantic songs of IRISH MAHANEY. who with CAPT. BOB CRAWFORD. DAVE
and TOOKIE CRONENBOLD make radio's sweetest quartet. All set to theemooth
continuity of
COOL.

HARTMAN

MAY

GOMER
MORE THAN TWO YEARS ON THE COAST-TO-COAST COLUMBIA NETWORK-Tezas Rangers"Night Time On The Trail"-"Under Western Skies."
THREE 1939 MOVIES NOW SHOWING THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY:

Gene Autry
Flying

for Republic;

"Oklahoma Frontier" with Johnny Mack Brown

"Colorado Sunset" with
"Chip of the

for Universal:

U" with Johnny Mack Brown for Universal.
Ridin* high;

and

rorin' to go, for

on alert advertiser who

will

—

odd the magic touch of
now— network from

ond set himself for the Big Payoff. Available right
Hollywood; Kansas City; Chicago; New York; or transcriptions.

exploitation

Believe

award wiU appeal to

trade generally as obviously fully iustified"
"Bob" Luidxy

CAROLINE EIXIS-Aulhor-SUi of "Cuolinc's 6oId«n Stoi*" on CBS

for Ganeial Milla Gold Madal Houi : FRAN HEYSER— KMBC
pioducot in chmig* of "CMoIino's Goldan Sloio"; aTaiUbU for oUiar productions in Chicago; MARGARET KM) GORDON MUNRQ,
"AcroiB Tho BrcaUasI Tabla" aarly morning chueklo maken who hava atolon tha haarts of tha Kanaaa City audience; BRUSH CREEK
FOLLIES— KMBC'a big bam dance ahow originated to CBS from Kanaaa City Saturday afternoons; PHENOMENON, "Elactiifylng
History"— world's most romantic adTenture story, load-builder for power and light industry transcribed in 65 exciting episodes;
LIFE ON RED HORSE RANCH— Adventure-packed dramatic-musical featuring The Texas Rangers; 63 episodes a sure bet lor the
all-family audience. These and other Arthur B. Church Productions— doTeloped at
have done outstanding jobs for
national advertisers. Variety's award proves we know how it'a done!

KMBC—

Call one of iheso offlcea for an awttilon'^you^ll hear eomeihlng, brother t
Columbio Monagement,
HARRY SINGER
Inc.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH
GEORGE E. HAtLEY

COLUMBIA ARTISTS,

485 Madison Ave.
Wickershom 2-2000
New York City

400 Demmg Place
DiTeisey 4400

Chicogo

KMBC—Pickwick

Hotel

Hanison 2650
Kansos City, Mo.

Inc.

Columbia Square

Personal Manager
The Texaa Rangers

HoUywood 24B4

CBS— Columbia Square

Hollywood, Calil

Hollywood
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^EGGY WOOD QUILTING BEE

.SHIRLEY

Talk

The Blue Bird'
GULF-SCREEN GUILD

15 Mills.

NATL. COUNCIL OF

WOMEN

2:15 p.m.

WJZ-NBC, New

&

This one, mothered by the NaWomen, is tho alternating program to 'Echoes of History.' The latter NBC and the General Federation of Women's Clubs
co-sponsor in the same Wednesday
Screen Guild officials and
tnatinee spot.
For the 'Council minions. fellow-players
even the
on the show.
Quilting Bee,' Lu^la Laudin is the Whether she caught the virus from
clubwomen's liaison with Margaret those around her or because she herCuthbert, of NBC's Women's Activi- self has grown enough to be self-con
ties Division.
The network con- scious, the moppet star was appartributes the time and Peggy Wood's ently on edge at the start, but presently relaxed and hammered across
salary.
her lines and
songs like the
No little showmanship was evinced veteran troupertwo
she now is.
Disin picking the initial subject for the played one
of two flaws due to lack
'Quilting Bee,' namely, 'What Makes
of mike experience, but Zanuck can
a Happy Marriage.' Miss Wood not again breathe normally,
calm in the
only did a slick job in pacing the knowledge that his tiny
boxoff ice
chatter but proved equally charming giant has safely
negotiated another
and resourceful in her commentary hurdle But while the program
was
contributions. As guests for the oc- on, a careful
listener could almost
casion she had Dr. Valeria H. Parker, hear the
snapping of production ejtdirector of the Bureau of Marriage ecutives' nerves.
Like a housewife,
Counsel, Mrs. Harold V. Milligan, of a producer's
work is never done.
the General Federation,' and Mrs.
Certain inescapable elements made
Richard Mason, housewife.
a cold-blooded analytical attitude
While the cross-flre was studded impossible. For one thing, the ocwith the usual bromides and plati- casion was Christmas eve, with all
tudes on the topic, there was some the emotional factors that involves.
Incisive thinking and some humor For another, the show was exceland wit. About the only point that lently tailored to set off the star.
got any nimble side-stepping was Then too. Nelson Eddy not only
that of 'physical harmony.' One of made an ingratiating foil for the
the participants named the quality little actress, but just before introas a prerequisite to happy marriage ducing her he put over an inspirand before the namer could do any ing song number. Finally when the
expatiation on the factor another tyke piped a trebble greeting to 77voice hurried in the statement that year-old Maurice Maeterlinck, lisIn its opinion no marriage could be tening to his tender story by shorthappy where the money question wave in his home in Belgium, it was
was a constant source of worry. An- a touching moment that infused the
other member of the bevy thought entire program in a sentimental
that wives and husbands spent too glow.
much time together with the result
Except for Nelson Eddy's songs
that conversation wears out and and Roger Pryor's introduction and
boredom sets in, while still another close. Screen Guild stanza was alconferee stated that she was a firm most entirely taken up. with a few
believer of talking things out but episodes from the forthcoming
20thWithout venom or urge to hurt the Fox picture, "The Blue Bird.' SomeOther party.
what overly fairy-tale-like for adults,
The quarter-hour period was but probably fascinating for the urcrammed with the cerebral stuff that chins who were doubtless already
crackles and incites counter thought blissfully
drunk with Christmas
The series itself ought to be a de- atmosphere.
cided relief from the other class cf
Somehow, it was convincing and
chatter (serial drama) which dut kinda cute when she
bowed off with
ters the matinee schedules. Odec.
the usual Merry Christmas greeting
and added that It was an exciting
Christmas for her.
Probably the
20th-Fox nabobs murmured, 'She's

tional Council of

IN

telling us.'

BALmORE

Refugee Talks
IS MIns.
2 GB, Sydney

Jewish refugees are brought before
the studio mike to tell of their experiences in Germany under the
dreaded Nazi regime. There is no
attempt made to create any atmospheric background; no effects are
brought into play for a build-up, yet
the 15 minutes employed thrice-

lumNAi BmBENnnvis

ptm it ca

EDWARD

Hobe.

'NAZI TERSOB'

ITS p^'

weekly make

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

skip that section of the daily 'COURT OF MISSING HEIRS'
prci-s.
Indeed his delivery and for- Probate Dramatizations
mat were so smooth last Friday (22) 25 MIns.
Follow-Up
night in his session for Phillies cigars IRONIZED YEAST
over Mutual that it seemed a pity Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.
he was limited to subjects of less WABC-CBS, New York
'Pursuit of Happiness,' CBS', most than-universal appeal.
This may
(Ru()ira«#
ili;an)
pretentious sustiiiner next to the sound distorted, ns its his obvious ex
These are tales from tho. piobau
N. Y. Philharmonic, is gradually slip- pertn^s.-; at his chosen field that courts, money lying about
ping into the sort of groove that makes the show click and there is Vanished heirs of people unclaimed
who lived
should make it a sound candidate for no guarantee he would be equally or died under peculiar
circumstances
a commercial spot (its mis.scd a adroit with strange themes.
It is The idea is good enougli,
but ns pre
couple of prospects) and would be one way of suggesting that Baiter's sented on its first time
out over
ideal, particularly for an advertiser timing and showmanship are,
by the new CBS hook-up of G2 stations,
who is strictly Interested in institu- common standards, too good for the the entertainment was
undistintional objectives, a la DuPont-'Cav- average sports fan.
guished because the script was as
alcadc of America.' The underlying
Ordinarily Variety makes little or well as the production. It left a'net
sweep and motivation of the two no comment on sportscasters over impression of being rather
hokeyshows ere as wide apart ns a hiS' the air. On the whole, this gentry pokey and trashy.
An
organist
torical.theme treated by both a news
dishes out routine news and gratui- striking a note was not very hot as
Saper syndicate columnist and the tous adulation, even- when the sports a dramatic sound effect.
eards.
'Pursuit' has reached Jhe
This one has been tested in a repersonalities involved are fairly well
point where it fuses a keen underknown to be racketeers, heels or gional campaign and has presumably
standing' of American background
won its right to a wider spread. Thst
cgoccntrics.
lot of the sportscas
with a strain of irony and humor,
ters have raucous voices and are may suggest that the broadcast of
with the appeal delicately balanced
last week was belo\y average,
hard
to listen to.
Baiters slick per
Sufbetween the cerebral and the emoformance, by comparison, makes fice that the showma'nly flair jvas as
tional. About the only weak spot in
many of his ilk seem amateurs, and missing as the heirs of the four
the stanza as it now stands is Carl
estates dramatized.
Carmer, the novelist, whose function not British style.
The c.ises are supposed to be real,
is to report Yankecisms from 'somenames ore used, the missing heirs
where
America.'
Jack Benny put across a whacking are sought over the radio. (After all
On the Christmas Eve installment good show last
Sunday night (24) radio found that missing copy ot the
(24) Carmer was picked uo from his
over NBC red (WEAF). As usual 1887 St. Nicholas magazine for AlexGreenwich 'Village, N. Y., home, for his pre-Christmas
stanza, he did ander WooUcott!) Ca.ses were r.ither
where he and his wife were sup- it in the form
of a party at his home, lack-lustre.
posed to be trimming a Christmas with
all the regulars on the proAnd that was a pretty coldtree. The episode as transmitted was
gram as guests. As a result, almost blooded and brutal murder of the
neither interesting nor good Amerithe entire 30 minutes was devoted to miser.
Very close to the sort of
cana.
High spot and sparkling phase of straight gags, most of which were grisly thing some folks deplore on
aimed at Benny. It all struck an un- the air.
this hearing was tho characterization
usually high comedy standard and
The idea is to sell Ironized Yeast
that Jane Cowl laid down in a dramended
on
a
note
of hilarious distrac- to thin, weak and nervous people.
atized bit around the life of Mary
Dyer, the Quaker who sacriflced her. tion, with Benny on the phone ex- selective market presumably. Maybe
plaining to the director why he that kind will like the show. Land.
life in resisting the suppression of
liberty of conscience by the Boston refuses to make that sclieduled picPuritans.
The scripting (presum- ture with Fred Allen, while his polar
Taylor Grant, gabber and Lou
ably by Erik Barnouw) was deft, and bear and ostrich fought it out in the Tiernan, salesman, at KWK, St
Miss Cowl's acting served as a vivid living room, with Rochester trying Louis, down with streptococci throats.
and impressive revivification of this to untangle 'em and the guests apAn
auto accident fractured nose ot
parently taking the joint apart piece
black stain on American history.
Charlie Ruggles provided pleasure by piece. Commercials were neatly Sue McCaslon, continuity writer of
his recital of "The Great French worked in, too, and were cut, like the same station on her eve of vacathe
Christmas
turkey,
to
the
bone.
tion.
After repairs at hospital sha
Fuel incident from Mark Twain's 'A
Tramp Abroad,' while a Calypso
departed on leave of absence.
minnesinger from Trinidad, Lionel
Mary Mason joined the 'Betty and
Belasco, lent a piquant touch of color Bob' opus last Friday (22).
on NBC
with a sample of the curious type of red. Installment heaped up
the hoke
native impromptu versifying that has agony, As a new character
on the
within recent months caught the series, a young wife.
Miss Mason
fancy of Decca Record buyers. Mark was told her husband
been murWarnows orchestra scoring added dered. Her disbeliefhad
gave her a
much to the event's stature.
chance to be told again and have
another smiliar scene a few minutes
Helen Menken got away with the later. The second one could have
impossible— a half-hour straight gab happened only on a daytime serial.
Part was extremely difficult to
interview— in a session on the 'Uni°^
Air' program over play. First scene had to be dramaWEVp.N.Y. Under the prodding of tically played down so it could be
Meunce Spiecer of the station, she topped in the later one. Miss Maspieled on her theatrical career and son handled the first part with res
theatrical theories, the first colorful straint and conviction. But the second portion as written required the
and the latter arresting.
Best bit of the session naturally melodramatic hysterics and it was
was an excerpt from 'Seventh pretty tough to take, although skillHeaven,' her role of roles. Without fully trouped.
even a chord in
Arlene Francis, as Betty of the
on the Wurlitzer
to set the mood, she went into
the show's title, was as acceptable as a
reading and made it a very nifty thankless
part
allowed.
Show
bit.
doesn't use musical bridging for the
The star's presence seemed to affect scene changes.
Kix commercials
the interviewer, for at several
mo- must be just about the longest on
ments he gave the questions a Shake- the air. First one ran about four
spearean delivery.
minutes (out of a 15-minute stanza).

Comment.

York.

&

Rubicam)
Shirley Temple -made her formal
network commercial debut last Sunday night (24) after considerable advance fanfare (She was heard once
Studio
at a Hollywood premiere).
atmosphere was one of obviously
nervous anxiety on the part of the
20th Century-Fox executives, agency
(youiisr

Yoric
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who

Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

WABC-CBS, New

Sustaining

Wednesday,

TEMFLE

'

A

m

.

A

m

>

G

Happy

New

pitiable,

soul-stirring
radio fare. In broken English the
outline personal experiences.
Riclc.

refugees

Jimmy Shields has proved a worthy
replacement for Donald Nov is on the
McGee and Molly stanza
^i^^V
(NBC-red, Tuesday nights). Shield's
previous commercial assignment was
the Enna Jettick series (CBS). This
tenor is not only equipped with a
fine pair of pipes but he
has the

Chase

&

Sanborn show

night (24) over

NBC

and was fortunate

Sunday

last

red

the

(WEAF)

of interpretive

Gabriel Heatter

warmth and

now

has the as
sistance of Jean Paul King in
mak^^^^
sponsor of the

program is
v£Si "u '^^i'^P"
"^^^y pour this
so thickly, so often, so earnestly
that they succeed in getting into
the
?i?

listeners hair.

nur.?e.

It

was

THE

in getting several

assignments of just the sort of stuff
he does best. Topper was a semidramatic sketch in which he played
a plumber who comes to repair a
flair for selling a song.
On last stopped-up basin and makes friends
Tuesday's (19) fibber session he did with the kid of the
household, at the
the sentimental ditty, 'I'll Take
You same time taking the measure of a
Home Again, Cathleen,' with a high
shallow mother and a conniving
degree
clarity of tone.

Year

•

Don Araeche was back on

Incisively

SMOOTHIES
BABS-CHARUE-UTTLE

scripted,

with a deft feeling for indirect character etching, and Ameche played it
with appreciative relish.

He

also tangled up Charlie McCarthy with his Italian accent and then
did a skilled straight to Vera Vague's
grittery comedy patter. Gloria Jean,
moppet film player, guested on the
snow, singing daintily and joining
McCarthy in a slightly altered version of his usual chatter to the

Heatter, on the news front, remains
pretty sensational.
Noticeable that visitor.
although he made much at 9 p.m
of
rumor about the Nazi fleet putting
to sea out of Hamburg, an
hour late?

a

Raymond Gram Swing on
station never

mentioned

the

same

it.

Benay

Venuta. consistently improving as a stylist of song, did
'Oh,
Johnnx Oh' Frida, last on
«. X. This was ineviUble. For the
past week, wherever singers
have
opportunities to ply their
{l^»'ii'"ijJ"=
'/ade, they have done
'Oh, Johnnv
And usually there has been an
introductory reference to Orrln
Tucker
and Bomue Baker with biographical
data.
The song is getting su?h an
over-plug and so fast,
its
sniral
descent will probably be
as prec'pas .>t3 roman candle ascent
Meantime this musical enterUinment remains one of WOR's
best
^" additionto the
Sieniflur'
mellifluous "^^^
mike manner of the
program has Bob
tlTI^'"!
and his orchestrations, whichStanley
are as
lively and fancUul as
Mickey Mouse
.Pauline Alpert continuli
2?
to draw rich effect; from
a piano
keyboprd in solo chores and the pro"^l^oral
touches
fi?
from
the Charioteers.
For a giggle, or two via the interview route there was a lady truck-

ISHING

WOR

.

.

.

we're

Ka|>|)y,

merry too!

For you kave made

W^SAI's

current year of t93Q

tke most J)ro3j>erou8 in our kistory.
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York

Chicago
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San Francisco

driver,

Sam
sports

Baiter contrives to make
absorbing even to listeners

YOU A VERY

PROSPEROUS AND

H
Affiliated

with Loew's theatre!

and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Chicago Office:
360 North Michigan Ave.

Room

902
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N
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^
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ARMSTRONG
A

COMMISH MULLS

TELL FCC

Bob Hawk, qulzzer on tha
'Name Three' show (Revelation)

modulation method now In use by
standard broadcast plants, together
with less interference and distortion
due to electrical noise and static.
The technique Is said to be particu-

over Mutual asked a contestant
for three ways to keep water In
a sieve. The contestant wise"

larly adaptable to various types of
radio service clamoring for berths,
such as police end aircraft stations.

Meanie

Benny's Title Gift

ZTDl AT

'66'

SPECUUTION

the

Atlanta, Dec. 26.
Denials have failed to stop talk

scribes for use of the handle in
the picture starring Benny.

In Atlanta

WRR's

Profit

Pace

Dallas, Dec. 26.

badly needed service in to Its mike KTUL. got much camera
WRR, municipally owned, scored
numerous areas now dependent on attention In the newspaper pictures a net profit of $9,460 for the first two
only one station or for secondary of the event that appeared the fol- months of the fiscal year.
This
News reels and Life cheered the city fathers no end. Insignals from remote clear-channel lowing day.
plants. Technical arguments arc that mag also had men on the job.
cluded was net of $4,890 for Novemviding

the system provides greater services
with low power than the amplitude

Washington, Dec. 26.
Eventual desertion of the standard
broadcast band, with commercial stations moving upstairs to the ultrahigh, frequencies for which unusual
characteristics are claimed, appeared
possibly nearer last week when- the
FCC called a hearing on the rela-

to

.

Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 26.
Modulation Methods Up
mess.'
KTUL ran lines to BartlesviUe and
Hearing* Feb. 28 in
picked up the '6C' birthday party
years on an experimental basis. which was tossed for Frank Phillips,
FCC Reply to Charge It Is two
Sponsors insist that it will open the head of the Phillips Petroleum Co.
Too Cautious Toward door to a host of new stations, pro- By attaching a large Insignia banner

MORE STATIONS?

rights

Understood Paramount will
have to make a deal with the

-'fo/'

Changes

all

'Buck Benny Rides Again.'

title,

MAN'S PAETY

fievf

Radio Engineering

WSB INSPIRES

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Jack Benny Xmas-gilted his
Morrow and Ed

writers, Bill
Beloin, with

cracked:

'The woman who gent that
question In must be In an awful

29

Broadcast lasted 66 minutes and ber.
to other stations.
Charles Jordan

was fed

'

that

WSB

will

at

some

vague future date go to Columbia
Broadcasting System as an affiliate.
Transfer of ownership to interests
dominated by one-time Democratic
presidential nominee, James M. Cox
will be consummated with the okay
of
the
Federal
Communications
Commission, the okay being taken
lor

granted.

persists,

now managing.

too,

Much
as

to

conversation
prospective

(Continued on page 30)

r

advantages of frequency and
amplitude modulation.
Testimony
also will be taken on a score of applications now pending for permits
to use the channels above 2S,000 on
a regular, as distinguished from ex-

tive

perimental, basis.
The inquiry will be directed at the
Armstrong system, which some exoutmode every existing transmitter and receiver, paving the way for unprecedented expansion In the business. While regular reports have been received concerning experimental operations by
20 stations using frequency modulation,
nothing resembling a real

perts contend will

weighing of conflicting opinions has
been attempted. -Recently, with
Fortune magazine, among others,
focusing attention on the subject,
charges have been made that the
Commish, with undue conservatism
and fearing to injure present licensees, has been regarding the
Armstrong theory from an old fogey
'

view-point.
The informal hearing, scheduled to

be conducted before the full Commission and to open Feb. 26, is the
first direct step toward establishing
• permanent policy toward both frequency and amplitude modulation.
Until a course has been fixed, the
Commish will loosen up with special
authorizations. Pending the outcome

74 years musical cxpeHcnc«
ia rcprcMiited by Director
Cherniavsky, Co-Ordinator RogerB and PcrtMsnnd
here
Director Weiner
canning one of the 2827

—

•pecial

of the hearing,

the regulators will
grant permission to carry out programs of fundamental research not
authorized in the past, providing
there is reason for expecting subitantial contributions toward the art,
and permits to existing licensees to
broaden their experiments with additional
stations
on frequencies

above 25,000 kc.
Proceeding Carefully

The Commish made
a

permanent policy

only

after

it

clear that

will be- laid

down

thought

and

careful
dUcussion.

thorough
Among the
matters to be considered are the
patent situation (to avoid any pos•Ible monopoly), the frequency needs
of all radio services, whether amplitude or frequency modulation or
both should be used for other services than broadcasting, and the relative 'value of the two systemis.
Great claims have been made for
the Armstrong system, which has
been allowed ether space for the past

MAKEANOTE

TO USE

the

WLW

-

orcheatrations in
Music Library.

WLW

Music

Library Facts
Over

100,000 pieces of

music.

by

16,252 stock orchestra'
960 vocal arrangements

Popular tunes filed chron'
ologically from the year
18S4 on.

Show

tunes filed chron'
ologicaUy from the year
1884 on.

One of the oldest libraries
in Radio, valued at well

over $250,000«

the high quality

millions.

Maintaining this high standard re-

more than

brilh'ant presentation before

orchestra'

WLW arrangers.

tiona.
4,

star,

music draws the appreciative ears of

quires

2,827 special
tions

Like a lode

WLW

of

the microphone. Back of
musical literature— the

a vast fund of

it is

WLW

Music Library.

So carefully is it systematized and cross indexed,
each of the 100,000 pieces

is

Pride of the Station, this

Music

is

surpassed

radio station.

reason

why

instantly available.

WLW

Library of

by no other independent

Another "behind the

scenes'*

they listen to

THE NATION'S
most ''Merchandise-Able'*

STATION
DUIRtCO.RipmsHHiivt

—
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And SHU More Lawyers

BASKETBALL SOCK
STUFF IN

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

n. WAYNE

C

F.

C's

WASHINGTON DOCKET

Washington, Dec.

Another batch

»»»»«««>*

"

*'
t»«4-»-««««« « »*i
'
t t t t
t t
Wayne, Dec. 28.
churaKO, lUonse furtlior axlondoil tomporaiHy iinlll Fob. 1,
lu'iiiliiif; action on roKUlar renownl application.
Four out of Ave WOWO-WGL
DECISIONS
.Vrlxttini: ICW'Jlt, Globo, pro.iiMit lloi'nae cctondoil toniporar'basketball packages' have been sold
lly for u poiiod of tlu*oa monllia; KCltJ, Joronio, grunlod oxLoulsliinn: Final okay for a Juice-bounce from 600 watts lo
tcnsiiiii of llecn.so on tonii)oriiry ba»l8 only, poniKitff dolorPerfection 1 kw for WJUO, Uaton Uouge, was Commlsli ("hrlsmms presIn th« last two weeks.
on ronnwal applloiillon. In no evont Intor llinn l'\>b.
nilnnilon
Friday
last
Inc..
ent to the Balon Rouge Broudoastlng Co.,
1940; KTUC, Tur.ion MoCor Kpivico Co., Tucson, crantcd
1.
Biscuit bought the Allen county and (22). No exceptions were filed to the previous llndlngs of
nlirlii po«(T Jump from loi) to 200 watts.
state sectional tournament at Fort the F.C.C. and no rotiuost for oral argument wns mndo.
<'iillfi>rnlu: KXO, B. H, Ircy. F. .M. Jlowlon, El Ocntro, pioBMiiaiBCliusotiM: Amended ai)pllcatlon of WKKI. Columbia
Wayne, and Peter Eckrich & Sons
ont llci'n.%0 oxiendod (oinpornrlly fur three months only, aubSystem, Inc., Boston, for a night power Jump
Packing Co., absent from the •com- Broadcasting
Joot to Coinnilsh ncilon on peiullnn renewal application;
from I to 6 kw and use of Its present authority lo employ
K\'(.^V, Golden

nM M

I

I

H

I

admitted

contests to

new

heights.

NEVADA
GOES
NBC!
with

KOH in Reno Joining tht

Located at 1380 on the dial
and operating on 500 watts,
KOH— owned by McClatchy
Newspapers— provides advertisers withstronglocal coverage

of a market well worth reaching.
•

KFBK,

Sacramento,

Stockton and

KERN.

Bakersfield, under the

same

management as KOH, have become a part of the NBC Pacific
CoastBlueNetworkasbaacstaand thus qualify for reg-

tions,

Network

North
wails;

rh* World's

1940,

1.

to 6

pending determination on regular

kw

Johnson

of

NEW

&

a

I'crry,

TANIVDAS

to

RICHRST

MARKET

APPLICATIONS
Washington, Deo.

Arluina:

KYCA. Southwest Broadcasting

19.

Preacott, new
tatlon to be oiieratcd on 1500 kc with 2S0 wntta.
ArkunsHs: KOTN, PIna JJIulT, Jump power from 100 to 290
Co.,

watt.').

from 100

WSB-WEOO.

Atlanta Journal Co.,

Atlanta,

au-

to transfer control of corporation from James R.
Inman Gray. Mrs. James n. Gray, Cordelia Gray
Brumby. Frances Gray Yankey, Mary Inman Pearce Smylle,
Jennie Gray Pearce, John A. Brice to James M. Cox, Spring
fleid Newapapera. Inc.. and the Evening News Publishing Co.

thority

Gray,

to 600 watts nights,

1

kw

CFCF

—

CANADIAN MARCONI

daya. charrge houra ot operation

COMPANY
NUC

night.

New

KAWM,

.Mexico:
from 100

A.

W.

MINOR DECISIONS
,

V.S.A,
W«i< 4 Comptsy

Oinadt RtdU FicllltiN

A A.

A 4 A A

i

CFCFa

Jv7riifiate6

Gallup, Increase night
power
to 250 watts;
W. B. Whitmore,
Hobhs. change hours of operation from days lo unllmlled.
North Cnrolinn: Ralph M. Lambeth. Greensboro, new station to he operated on 1380 kc with 600 watts, days only.
Norllt Dakota: KGCU, Handan. Increase power from lid
wails to 600 watta nights, 1 kw daya.

Alaskai KGBU, Katohlkan, present license further axlanded temporarily until Feb, I, 1840, pending action on renewal application; KFQD, Anchorage Radio Club, Inc An-

Afflllat*

Ropreaanlatlvaai

CAN.\DA
All

Kansas: KFBI, Farmers & Bankers Broadcaatlng Corp.,
Wlchlla, change power and hours of operation from 6 kw
limited to 6 kw at sunset K.VX Cl.oa Angeles) end 1 kw
thereafter; The KAW Valley Broadcasting Co., Inc., Topeka,
new station to be operated on 1600 kc with 260 watts.
MnHsneliunetts: WCOP, Boston, change hours ot operation
from days to unlimited, using GOO walls.
.MIclilgnn: WELU Enqulrcr-Ncws Co., Battl* Greek, Increase power from 100 to 260 watts.

the proposed new aaalgnraant the Richmond tranemitter
would b« claaaiaed as » Class III-B station, normally expected to render primarjr sarvlc* t* the 4 m/vm contour at

Short

owned and operated br

meyer. Jacksonville, new atatlon to ba operated on 1160 kc
•with 250 watts, days only.
Iowa: KVFD. Fort Dodge, new atatlon to b« operated on
1370 kc with 250 watts.

programs of NBC's Blue
Network under th* new reglm*, and others not now available from any existing atatlon.
'Substantial bcneate' wore
seen by the Commlsh, •Ithough WBBI, Boston, will limit
WRTD lo Its approximate ( m/vm contour at night. Under

You
Wav* OFOX

Will Build Salt! for

OFCr and

from aharlng with WSBT, South DendT'Ind., to unlimited
(contingent on WSBT going to 830 kc); W,MBI, Moody Bible
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, change houra of operation
from limited, sharing with WCBD, Chicago (contingent on
WCllD going to new frequency) Stephenson. Edge & Kora-

to

Mills,

KWEW,

BI-Lli\GlJi\L

AUDIENCE

Coleman goes Mutual In mid-Janu-

WSB Rumors
SEASON'S GREETINGS

ary. At the moment WGST Is sang
a manager, W. H. Summerville having gone to WWL, New Orleans,.

Continued from page 29

changes of personnel at

WAGA,

which

WSB

also

Is

1,000,000

and

affected

through a 40% ownership held by
the Atlanta Journal, which operates
both

WSB

CBS

WSB

ERNEST CHAPPELL
PRODUCER and COMMENTATOR

also

and

formed

WAGA.

known

is

an

as

known

have coveted
years and i£

to

affiliate for

to

of the

have been

WSB

fully in-

Cox well
before NBC itself was. A high Journal executive has given assurance

to NBC that WSB will stick with
NBC under its- contract but his apparent failure to inform NBC of the

pending sale and the principal Involved has caused insiders to speculate If
clause.

an

EXCLUSIVE WITH

NBC

there

is

some

not

escape

Cox now has WIOD, Miami,
but his

affiliation,

Dayton, once NBC,

is

WHIG,

now CBS.
Ten

Constitution's

WARD WHEELOCK COMPANY

Another local report is that the
Atlanta Constitution, morning paper,
would like to get
and the
Should CBS bag WSB the
WGST affiliation would be bUie or
else as WATL operated by Maurice

WAGA

red link.

THE O'NEILLS'

sale to

By

now

JANE

WEST

most popular
family brings you more
radio's

Laughter Jears

/>nd

Presented by Ivory Soap

}-]eart-throbs
99"

loo

'

c

pure

IICTCMTWICE DAILY
NBC

IN..
Dir.

MGT. ED

Red Network, 12:16 to 12:30

P.

M,

EST

COAST TO COAST
COMPTO^ ADTEBTISIMH AOSNCT

WOLF— RKO

I

Put your ules message over flulckly,
economlcully and HueccssfuUr by Usliw
OIXIF, tlia Vole* of Canada's Metittpollliui market. Over ONE MTtLION
people In (iroater Montreal ar* *ll))ar
KngUsh or Illllugual and re(uLul7
tune to CFCF for tha beat In radio
entertnlnment and th* latest MWS*

to 2^0 waits.

Georgia:

TTTT

WW W

W

Callfornln; KTM3. News-Press Publishing Co., Santa Barbara, [ncre.tse power from 600 watts to 1 kw.
Colorudn: KVOI>. Denver. Jump Juice from 1 lo 5 kw.
Connecticut: WELL New Haven, boost power from S60
watts nights. 600 watts days to 600 watts nigiits, 1 kw daya;
WTHT, Hartford Times, Inc., Hartford, Increoaa night power

necessity.

Gnaftt

Granted power Jump from 100 to 360
High Point, granted exletislon of license tom-

Feb.

operate KSUiJ from Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 1940, on a temporary
basis only, subject to whatever action may be taken upon
any formal application for regular authori'/atlon that may
be submitted with respect to the atatlon.

told.

tional listeners during
city with a signal of 211
night.
LIstreners In tha area will recalv*

Broadeasttna System

to

Itnh: KUTA. Salt Lak« City, granted power boost from
100 10 250 watts; KSL'B, Leiand M. Ferry, Cedar City, ox
tended special temporary authorlzailon to Leiand M. Parry,
Burvlving partner
partnership,

approximately 241.900 addithe daytime and serve the entire
mllllvolta per meter— 'or better'
at

A MDH) GORPOMTION OF DMEIHCA SERVWI

granted power Jump from

Orrgim; KOIN, Portland, granted night power Jump from
1

Frank D. Scott appaarad for both appllcanta, with Ix>uls
O. Caldwall, Reed T. ToUo and Feroy H. Russell, Jr., plugging tor KFI.
Puerto BIco: New atatlon, to ba operated on 1340 ko with
1 kw, waa okayed last week In « Unal order from the Commlab. Additional Information flied by applicant, Porto-Rlcan
American Broadcasting Co., Inc., of Ponce, has met 'Issues
specified by th* Commlaalon' and tha regulators now ar*
able to find th* request Im th* public Interest, convenience

would render primary service

BROADCASTING

B A L

unllntlted

KOK-KERN

KFBK

COMPANY

T R

N

Oklalionui: KIIUG. Okmulgee, granted increase in power
and lime of operation from 100 watts daya only to 260 watta

discounts.

NATIONAL

0

renewal a)>plicatlon

and boost In wattage -for;
wTp°r?*T?!'.'..^Ili;^!! "5.51^"*°^'
is one of the four highest
1120 ko and power Jump from 100 watta
nlghta, 260 watta daya, Qntll local aunaet, to 112» kc with
powered stations on the Pacific 600 watta
nlghta, 1 kw daya, unlimited, was given tha goCoast and winner of a 1939 Va- ahead signal In a final order stamped Friday (22).
Virginia: Bulld-up from 1600 kc, with 100 watts, to 690 ko
riety Showmanship Award.. with 1 kw was tentatively okayed by the Commlsh for WRTD,
Times Dispatch Radio Corp., on a finding that the atatlon

ular Blue

City,

M

Curolinn:

WMfH.

porarily

ao final decision In the Nevada case
for a almllar graen-llght for the California

—

and

WDAF, Kansas

Jr,

Xebnisku: KGKY, Scoltsbluff, granted temporary extension
of license to Feb. 1. 1940, pending determination on appllcotlon for regular renewal.
New^ ^loxlnr; KLAH, Carlabad, granted night power booat
from 100 to 230 walls.

Slap on th* wriat waa admlnlatered In the
decision to two outalda tranamltters KVOD, Denver, and
KFI. Request ot th* Danvar atatlon that the Commlsh at
least wait until action was taken upon Its plea for a JuiceJump to 6 kw, becauaa tha F.C.C. was allegedly pledged to
'give first consideration to atatlona already existing on the
various Class III ohannela who have expressed a desire and
a willingness to Increaaa their nighttime service,' was
smacked down with a curt ratort from the Government body
that 'nothing In our decisions or In the rules and regulations
la cited In aupport of tha words quoted.
Nor In view of the
provisions of the Communlcatlona Act, can tha claim to auch
a position o( priority ba defended.'
KFI fared hardly twttar when Commlsh reminded Earle
C. Anthony, llcenaea ot th* Iioa Angelea station, that hia
complaint that no public need waa shown for additional
service In the Bakarafleld area waa not upheld by facta.
Only other atatlon presently rendering 'programa ot local
Interest* to Bakoraflald Is KMFC, th* Los Angeles Intervenor

was

to

renewal;

Mls.sourl:
to 6 Itw.

1

atatlon.

be available to advertisera
Coast Red

either the Pacific

m

Hawaiian Broadcaatlng System,

to

WI.TiH,

IjuwuII, present license extended
Fob. 1, 1940. pending doleriulnntlon on
Wt'>OB.- Yarmoutii. gr.intcd Increase In
nlBht jiower from 100 to 260 watts; )[amiidan-IIampshlre
Corp., llolyoko, Comnilsh set aside Us doclslon of Dec. 23,
193S, In so fnr as it denies the appllcnttun of the HanipdonIlHmpshlre Corp. for the use of 1240 kc with 1 kw days, COO
waits nights: dismissed petition for rehearing In ra thia oppllenlion and granted petition only In so far aa It raqueat
the i;ominlsh to accept an,endmeni of application Dl-T-lTOl
so as 10 seek'the use of the frequency 1310 kc with 260 -wotta.
Instead of 1240 kc with 1 kw doys, 600 watta nights.
.MIciilgaii: W.Mnc, E. J. Hunt, Detroit, granted authority
to trnnsfer control of .Michigan Broadcasting Co., licenseo
(rcjireseiillng 1.C43 ahares. or C:»; of issued and outstanding
cupli.il Slock of licensee corp.) from B. J. Hunt to John li.
Doolli. for R consldciallon of ;i26.000.
AliHHisslppI: WFOR, llaiiie.sburg. granted extension of license lemporarily until Feb. 1, 1940, pending determination
on upiillcslion for renewal.

pending

plea,

way

Ltd..

Co.,

iMiiNsiiehuseltH:
tenu>or.irlly only

Powell,

Robert P. Smith and Verne R. Young
all of WashinRton. D. C.

Ltd.

WWJ

KOH

or Blue Network.

P. S.

Bnmdcnstlng

and Boiling R.

Ind.;

C()..

would not be able lo enlarge lU nighttime audience by more
and GOO walls
than 11.000 persons. If the plea for 1 kw days
Request for a change
night were gr.inted. Commlsh held.
from 1310 kc to the regional frequency ot DSO would not be
worranled under condltlona where so Utile Improvement
transmitters
renwould occur— partlculorly where 14 outside
der service lo tha portion of Minnesota which KROC servos.
Transmitter, licensed to the Southern Minnesota JlroadcnstIng Co.. recently received authority to Jump Its night power
from 100 to 2G0 watts, Commlsh pointed out In Us decision
same power which It usea during the day. This enabled
It
to serve a larger population. IL w.ts contended, and a
further Jump to 600 watts at night would only result in
limitation by
to KROC's 6 millivolt per meter contour.
Elmer W. Pmtt appeared on behalf of KROC.
NeTnda-Calltomla: Cogitation over tho predicament of
KOH. Reno, Nov.. and KERN, Bakcrsflcld. Calif.. Inst week
led to an order rashuflling assignments of the transmitters.
After weighing the Joint request for more than six months,
Commlsh decided to permit The Bee, Inc., licensee of KOH,
to change from 1380 kc with 600 watts to 630 kc with 1 kw,
and to grant McClatchy Broadcasting Co.. KKltN ticketholders, a switch from 1370 with 100 watts to 1380 wlih 1 kw.
Arrangement woe made after a finding that KOH
would render a primary aervlce to the area of Reno and
Sparks. Nev. replacing secondary aervlce now received from
Approximately 27,100 liateners will bo
KFI, Los Angelas.
cut oft from KFI through the process but those already
have 'an alternatlva source for the same progro'hi aervlce
as that of KFI' through KPO, San Francisco, which la affiliated .with the same network aa the Los Angeles transntltter.
Also. KOH (which will lose 400 of Us present nighttime listeners through the change In assignment) will show
a gross gain of 3.800 a fact which the Commlsh found 'of
great weight' In granting tha plea.
Application of KERN was made contingent on the granting of the
smoothed tha

—

KWG,

1-^niplro DroadcafttInK Co., Reddlnff,
IM>wer Incronjto from 100 to 250 walla.
I'inrldn: \V1'"T.M. Foil Moyera, h-ranted IncroAsa
power from 100 to 250 wnlta; WrSl", IMnellos Broadcastlnic
St.
Petersburg, granted Ineren.sa In nljcht power from
100 lo 250 wntla; WMF.T. W. WriKlit Eacn. Daytona Doach,
granted tcnipjrary extension of license until Feb. 1, 1940.
penilint; Ctiniinl.^ih iictlot) on renewal application (also granted
power boost from 100 to 2S0 Walts).
Jiitwuli: KCMU, llonoluUi, griiiricd nitrht iiower Jun\p from
1 to G kw and change In nanta of elation from Honolulu

(20).

—

pany on January 1st, Nevada
goes NBCI For KOH Is th<
only station in the state and
on

Commlsh Wednesday

Rochester,
.Minnesota: Nixing of the application of KROC,
bea chsnpe In operating assignment was proscribed
cause of Interference to the atatlon which would result from
WWJ, Mich., and doubtful Increase In benefits to the present
listening population of the transmitter.
with 260 watt.i.
Station, which now operates on 1310 k4
for

—

National Broadcasting Com-

will

tile

cialize in broadcast matters, were:

Vincent Garvin Hart, New York'
Herbert S. Miller, Middletown, Ohioj
Manuel Morse, Worcester, Mass.*
Joseph Thomas Murphy, Philndcl.
granted
phla; William R. Seaton, Detroit;
Jr., Evansvillel
In niKht Henry B. Walker,

a daytime anienna for both day and night operation granted
by

before the Fed-

eral

MAJOR

mercial airlanes for over five years,
took on the state semi-Bnal and final
tourneys, the former at Muncie and
the latter at Indianapolis. Johnny
Hackett and Neil Searles will cover
the games in the series.
Lincoln National Bank & Trust
has bought out entire season of home
games for city's three public and one
Catholic high schools. Two games
''are aired weekly, on Friday and Saturday nights. South Side high, 1938
Gtate champs, going strong again this
year and are hiking local interest In

28.

of radio atlorneyi

to. practice

Communications Commission
approved last week. Swelling tht
list to a point where natives are
wondering whether all lawyers spe-

Ft.

BLOC.

NEW YORK

CITY

RADIO
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Woof-Man's Offer

Blackout on Long Commercials

Chicago, Dec.

26.

FCC Delays

Bob Becker, who does a weekNBC Dog Chat for Red Heart
dog food, has a sound effects man

Until

May

1

Denial

ly

While Cash Customers Are Present

who

part of the broadcast
out an understandable
realistically that a
listener wrote in to say
that she recognized the bark
as that of a particular breed of
dog.
She then asked what the
charge would be to mate the
animal with a female of the same
species that she owned.
Her idea was that it might be
possible to breed a line of talking dogs with great commercial

Of Stations' Right to

as

Sell

barks

message so

By

GEORGE WIEDERIIOLD

Louisville, Dec. 26.
•Kentucky Play Party' which occu2,400-seat National theatre
every Saturday night (admission 27c
and 41c) has a signincant policy
when the various long-winded commercial blurbs on behalf oi Consolidated Drug Products are internies the

Boston, Dec. 26.
Gene Krupa, appearing with band
at the Southland, guested on WORL's
920 Club Friday, when a program of
his own recordings was played. Club
will hold a Christmas party at the
Southland when Krupa will beat it

•

mittently injected by Randy Blake
Into the proceedings. Auspices foreresentment
or
restlessness
stall

Any Extra

woman

Flashes from Boston

'Experimental'

Washington, Dec. 26.
Enforcement of the rule which
ij
i
i
would
enda severaly ;„
important syn
chronization experiments has been
deferred by the Federal Communications Commission for four months.

possibilities.

i

The latest date of effectiveness is May
out.
to come in by
The rule, adopted last spring,
WBZ song team, the Smarties,
remote controlling the advertising played
s primed to make inoperative the
a four-day engagement at
from the wings and covering the
FCC's special authorization which
Boston vaudeville last week. GEN.
period with flll-in entertainment not RKO
has made it possible for the experiQuartet consists of Donna Wood,
heard over the air.
menting stations to sell the addiA typical made-to-order entertain- George J. Jackson, Jr., Edward T.
tional time provided through such
ment for the buyers of Peruna, Jones and James B. O'Brien.
Kolor-bak and Zymole Trokeys the
experiments.
Gene and Glen went off WBZ
hillbilly rodeo begins at 8 p.m. with
Detroit, Dec. 26.
The suspended rule stipulates that
three days last week when Gene
jix pit musicians doing a marathon
Star
Refining
and
General
White
in case a special experimental auoverture under the leadership of Carroll was hit with laryngitis.
William Lundigan of films, visited Mills signed last week to bank- thorization permits additional hours
Louisville's woman maestro, Elsie
roll broadcasts of the Detroit Tiger of operation, no licensee shall transWeber. Radio part of the evening friend Kingsley F. Horton, WEEI
baseball
games
at
home
and
away
in
mit
any commercial or sponsored
at 9:15 and sales manager, last week.
hits the air via
runs until 10 p.m.
Evelyn Thomas, telephone opera- 1940. Mobilgas and Wheaties also programs or make any commercial
Buddy Brock, youthful m.c. paces tor at Doremus agency, broadcast split sponsorship of last season's announcements during such time of
the show nicely, and works in sev- over WBZ-WBZA.
operation.'
It would not shut down
Yuletide pro broadcasts.
Rural fun
routines.
eral comedy
Although
several
details
are
yet
to
the
transmitters,
but would have a
gram based on her hobby of col
permeates the entire proceedings.
fancies be worked out, it's believed both very serious affect on their income,
Guffaws are scored by the antics of lecting Christmas fads and
arid
WXYZ'
state
network
will
inasmuch
most of the special auas
Sally and the Coon Hunter, and vari- around the world.
carry
-the
games
heretofore.
as
Ty
thorizations
cover
night-time operaous other rustic comics. Blacked out
Tyson would supply play-by-play tions, and would deprive networks
teeth and jumbo freckles are much
Union Electric Back on
accounts for Detroit fans, with Harry of outlets in several leading marin evidence, and even a 'HellzaHeilman
miking
the
Michigan
to
kets
after
dark.
poppin' idea is worked, with the
Louis,
Dec.
26.
St.
Coon Hunter firing a pistol and
Adoption of the rule came over
Union Electric Co. of Missouri will web. Sponsors will probably again
racing through the aisles and back resume 'The Land We Live In' series alternate as they did last season, strong protests but was brought about
to the stage.
Shirley Seifert will with Wheaties being plugged on to large extent by criticism from
over KMOX.
Plenty of guitar plunkers, bass
Mobilgas
and
on
MRN
one
day
Hill. It was aimed primarily
produced
Capitol
programs to be
slappers, and nasal warblers alter- write the
and vice versa next day.
at WLW, Cincinnati, when the Crosnate at the mike, the smoothest of under the direction of Arthur Casey.
which were Sunshine Sue and her
Gordon
and
Rangers,
Rock Creek
and Betty Sizemore. Sunshine Sue
has a mellow set of pipes, and she's
ably backed instrumentally by three
personable young chaps.

among those who paid

MILLS-WHITE STAR

RENEW DEL BASEBALL

WHAS

WWJ

EMOX

WWJ

'

WLW

special privileges, besides following a
course contrary to the- underlying
principles of the Coriimunication Act
and the expectation of Congress. In
theory, the special authorizations
were to permit some unusual operation which might produce information advancing the art of radio, not
to fill the pocketbooks of the 'ex-

perimenters.'
When the rule

Re: Christmas Bonus

many

normal hours.

Among the plants with a direct
stake in the rule are- WBBM, Chicago; WTIC, Hartford; WBAL, Baltimore; WWL, New Orleans; KTHS,
Hot Springs; KRLD, Dallas; KFAB,
Lincoln; KVOO, TuUa; WAPI, Birmingham; KEX, Portland, Ore., and
KOB, Albuquerque.
Allan Jackson, former announcer
with WHAS, Louisville, added to
staff of Texas State Network.

$

Situation in K. C.

Kansas City, Dec. 26.
Radio biz at end of 1939 looking
that of 1938 as evidenced by
bonuses and payroll increases at several stations. KMBC under Arthur
Church passed out bonuses Christmas week to every employee,
amounts being based on term of
service and amount of salary.
In
most cases it approximated a week's
salary.
Bonuses have been policy
here before, but 1938 was a missout

up over

year.

KCMO announced a wage increase
employee effective Dec. 1.
Jack Stewart, g.m., stated that the
increases average 15% to 25% per
for every

person.
New salary scale also included considerable realignment as
to basis for pay with amount of increase dependent upon both service

and responsibility.

WHB

eliminated the 10% wage reduction which has been in effect past
year. This amounted to a virtual increase to all hands, and a fin was
handed to each of the roster of about
50 employees Xmas week.
WDAF, the Kansas City Star station, like the Star, is operated by
employees on profit sharing basis.
$25,000

Melon

Detroit, Dec. 26.
Following custom of several years'
WJR passed out bonuses,
amounting to 10% of annual salaries,
to all employees at station's annual
Christmas party last Wednesday (20)
in Recess Club.
Bonus figured to
have cost WJR about $25,000.
Station
recorded all spot and
Btand-bys for use over ozone while
party was on, thereby enabling every
employee, except one engineer at
control board and one at transmitter,

•tanding,

to

attend fete.

Lcishlon-Nelson's

employees.

WHAS

Slices Big One
Louisville, Dec. 26.
of Courier-Journal and
Times, as well as WHAS, were recipients of 6% Christmas bonus from

Employees

publisher Harry
dition

to

Bingham. In ademployees of the station

and newspapers, entire staff of the
affiliated
Standard Gravure Corp.
Will participate
in the bonus.

Some

1,000

employees

eligible,

largest Christmas melon ever distributed by the newspapers.

All

were

San Antonio, Dec. 26,
employees of WOAI here
given a Christmas
bonus.

Amount not reported.

THE POWER TO DO THINGS FOR ADVERTISERS

10%

Schenectady, N. Y., Dec. 26.
For the fourth consecutive year
Leighton
& Nelson agency distributed a 10% Christmas bonus to

with
• KLZ jumps out of bed at six in the morning, eyes wide open and
a vigor that shows no sign of sluggishness.
pieces of
Take the 6 a. m. KLZ show that pulled more than 1,600
KLZ mail count 39% of the
mail in two daysl Take the three-month
programs aired before 8:45 a m.1 It u
total mail response came from
listener attention
greater
a
commanding
time
any
difficult to imagine
than these early morning hours over KLZ.
part of the 629,000
Who starts spinning dials so early? A goodly
listening area begin their day with
urbanites in KLZ-s regular day-time
time tun«.
^rly Wsers- Club exercises and KLr« breakfast
get up wit^ the
who
section
this
in
folk
Then there are 829.000 rural
these folk to start their day off by folchickens. KLZ has educated

fSne
jTds

and direct-from-the-stockUs maAerreports, weather forecasts
melodie..

bJc^^caste

.

.

So

breakfast to

KLrs

early

mormng

KLZ

program planning for its rural listeners,
Jjfi*^^,
block to sell '?je[^^ha"'''^- '[^
a. m. time into a farm
available-to^ sponsors
threeWarter hour period is recommended-and
sTn^l sales swell in the Denver-Rocky Mountain area.

By

specific

the 6:00^:45

S^ant to

effective,

is

ization stunts,

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

WJS's

becomes

expected to end the synchronwhich are regarded by
engineers as of dubious value.
For with revenues^ shut off, there
would be little reason to keep step
with other stations just in order
to be al)le to spray programs beyond

it

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
I

Tune

Comley plant was using 500 kw.
plaints were heard that the FCC was
ffivinff WT.W favored
favftr«>H treatment
trpatm**nt and
anH
giving

MUSIC-DANCE BANDS
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Ohio and W.

Western, Pa.,
Joe Hitler for CRA.

On

Upbeat

the

Va.,

15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Rube Wolf's orcliestra returned
Paramount theatre in L. A.

to

(Week

the

Will Osborne pencilled Into SenaSklppy Martin, Charlie Barnet sax Noi dslraiid was once a Kemp piano tor thcalic, Pittsburgh, week of
tooter dropped in the street in Bos- player.
Jan. 5.
ton last week, where the band was
playing, with a burst appendix. In
Nick Stuart has replaced Jimmy
Jimmy Lalngr starts a season run
Beth Israel Hospital there. Okay at the Glenlca Country Club, Hull, Joy at Plantation Palm Club, Dalnow.
las.
Quebec, Jan. 5.

Bradley band does a shot on
-Young Man With a Band'

IVly

Don Bcstor due Jan. 6 for ten
nichls in Baker Hotel's Mural Room,
Dallas.

Emll Coleman

leaves-

Waldorf-As-

toria Hotel, N. Y., Jan. 3, to shift to
the still uncompleted Ciro's in Holly-

wood middle January. Plays
dates .on way out.

Fio-Rlto's nag, Ted's Clover,
expected to run In the Santa Anita
Handicap this year.

Ted

several

Larry Clinton orchestra will be on
the air almost eight solid hours this
week. Did 'Show of Week' on

joined
singer,
at El Tivoli, Dal-

Goody Goodbye

»at

in

Blue Orchids
the Things You Are ('Very Warm for May')
•Chatterbox (That's Right— You're Wrong')
Red Fox ("That's Right— You're Wrong')
Beer Barrel Polka

•

leaders of a band, building another
outfit, currently in rehearsal.

Wanda and Her

Maurice Spltalny and his KDKA
Larry Clinton band shifts to the staff orch set for New Year's Eve
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, for ball of Pi Lambda Phi fraternity's
lour weeks Jan. 18. It's his first date annual convention at Schenley HoIn that city, Clinton never having tel, Pittsburgh.
played that far south or so far west.
Howdy Baum band set as house
Tommy Martin of General Amuse- crew at Senator theatre, Pittsburgh,
ment conducted and supplied talent for two weeks with options. House
Graduate Hos- resumed stage shows Monday (25).
pital, N. Y., last week.
Herman Middleman, with Janet
Bob Chester plays Davidson Col- Heller doing the vocals, went back
for benefit for Post

lege Feb. 2-3.

into

Price, $1,750.

Show

Boat, Pittsburgh,

when

It

reopened as the Yacht Club over
C. A.

Van Nordstrand now road week-end.

managing Hal Kemp's band reShep Fields set for flock of oneplacing John Peterson who shifted
to same spot with Bobby Parks. Van nighters and split-week stands in

Feist

Feist

Famous
Berlin

tProdtiction.

•f"i/7ini.'!ical.

Network Plugs, 8 A.M.

to 1 A.M.

combined plugs o/ current tune* on
(WABC) computed for the week from

Follotoinj; (s a totalization o/ t/ie

TAG Swing Sesh

Escorts, strolling

flvesome out of Pittsburgh, into HoEdward Wittstcin outfit plays St tel WiUard, Toledo, for an Indefinite
Cecelia at Charleston, S. C, for sixth
stay after a run at Ritz-Carlton in
straight year. Date is split into two
Atlantic City.
separate days, Jan. 11-25.

Chappell
Chappell
Shapiro
'.Olman

Careless

Blackstone,

WOR Johnny Burkarth playing holiday
Mike Rellly and Ed Farley, writers Sunday (24), own Sensation com- season stand at Casino Park, Fort
the yesteryear novelty 'Music mercial finale, and about 14 sustain- Worth.
Goes Round' when they were co- ing shots from Meadowbrook.

of

Famous

•Over the Rainbow ('Wizard of Oz')
•Faithful Forever ('Gulliver's Travels')

las.

Layton Bailey
Fort Worth.

..'.Marks

-•Little
-

Blake,
Richard
Lloyd Snyder band

,

tAU

'

outfit.

BVC
Shapiro
.Robblni

Prayer

Lilacs in the R.nin
El Rnncho Grande

jg

^j^^^^,

Shapiro
Forster

Scatterbiain

,

^gg.^

endlnff Dec. 22, 1039.)

South of the Border
Oh Johnny, Oh

.

Mnda Kcene exited from vocalist
ipot with Lennie Hayton. ,Sclieduled
to step in with Tony Pastor s new

Wednesday, December 27, I939

by

NBC (WEAF

n»d WJZ), and

CBS

through Sunday (Dec. 18-24). Total represents accunmloted
performances on the tu)o major networks from 8 a.m. to 1 o.m. Si/mbol •

JWondni/

Second annual Theatre Arts Committee benefit encompassing 'Spirituals to Swing' was given Sunday
night (24) at Carnggie Hall, N. Y.
Extensive line-up of talent clicked
with well filled house, but the presentation suffered from the parlor
style of handling a Carnegie Hall

Brown,

of the faculty of Howard University, Washington, D. C, Negro school, did the introcs, he being introduced at the
outset by John Hammond, of Columbia Records and lil white father of

Sterling

affair.

the boogie-woogie hotcha cult.

Brown made

a short talk before

&inoXc% /ilm sons,

t legit, all

others are pop.

-.

.

.•Gulliver's Travels

My

Prayer
All the Things You Are...tVcry

Careless
Stop! It's Wonderful.
Lilacs in the Rain
a Hap-Hap,
Didii't

It's
I

.

GRAND

PUBLISHER
BVC

TITLE
Scatterbrain
Faithful Forever.

Warm

TOTAL
38

....Famous ..
Shapiro ..
for May.. Chappell

33
30
29
29
29
25
24

.

Berlin ....
Spier

.tMask and Wig Show

bobbins

Happy Day ..

.tOulliver';- Travels..T!'amous

Know What Time...tToo Many

Girls.

Dutch Garden
Oh. Johnny, Oh
Santa Claus Is Comin' to Town.
Speaking of Heaven

..

In an Old

Chappell

23"

Harms

22
22
22
21

Forster ....
Feist
.--....Miller .....

Indian Summer
Witmark ..
the show got underway, explaining Last Night
Feist
the purposes of TAC and going on Who Told You I Cared?. .•Kid Nighti
Witmark
to touch on the race prejudice an
Goody Goodbye
Olman ....
Robbins :..
gle, reviewing quickly the Marion This Chan^irtg World
.....Paramount
Anderson-Daughters of the Ameri- Ciri Biri Bin
Shaniro ...
can Revolution case. (Miss Ander- In the Mood
White Lies and Red' Roses
ABC
son was barred from singing at a
After All
Sun
Capital affair). Lyrically expressive At the Balalaika. .•Balalai
Feist
of same theme were a number of Can I Help It
Rcmick
the tunes used by several of the Darn That Dream. ..fSwingin' the Dream
BVC
spiritual vocalists.
Brown also told El Rancho Grande
Marks
Feist
of the early life of the American Hello Mr. Kringle
Mercer
negro, Including notes on the slave I Thought About You
Mills
trade from Africa, from whence Billy
Shapiro
South of the Border
came the colored interpreter of mod- Are
Crawford
You Havin'.Any Fun?. .tScandals
ern hot jazz.
Feist
Fit to Be Tied. .'That's Right, You're Wrong
Shaoiro
Presentation didn't exactly follow Little Street in Singapore.
Mills
the title formula but rather mixed Does Your Heart Beat for Me?
Santly
spiritualists and exponents of swing. Holv Smoke
Perhaps the healthiest click was the Little Red Fox. . .•That's Right— You're Wrong. .Feist

19
IB
18
17
17
19
18
18
15
14
14
14

'.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

OF Hli>

,

14
13
13
12
12
11
11

'

.

.

Jl

.-

Week.'
The HrtCXTh.

AT

10
Remick
Piggy Wiggie Woo
sextette which did
10
You're a Lucky Guy. .tCotton Club Parade. ... Witmark
tunes, 'Flying Home,' 'Honand Tve Got. Rhythm' and
two encores, 'Honeysuckle Rose' and
Lincoln Ballroom Change
'Stompin' at the Savoy,' on demand. Rainchecks Given Out
Lincoln, Dec. 26.
Acts were all solidly appreciated,
R. L. Ferguson assumes full conby
swing-wise
a
congregation.
As 5,000
Gifts
trol of King's Ballroom here (1) and
On tap also was the 'Golden
Harry King, who has operated it for
Gate Quartet,' a group of spiritAs Ballroom Runs Short two years, is out. Latter will proD*
ualists
uslne
brisk,
synccsated,
ably go into the band booking biz.
folk tunes, their work bespeaking
Spot Is located at the Capitol
discipline, detail and extensive reGolden Gate Ballroom, N. Y., Is
hearsals. Sister Tharpe has been, re- sued rainchecks for Christmas pres- Beach, the sole amusement park here
viewed several times while at the ents Suhday night (24) after the spot which Is also Ferguson-owned. J.
Cotton Club, N. Y., and Is currently had exhausted Its supply of 5,000 Clair Lanning Is slated to manage the
at the Apollo theatre, N. Y.
The tinsel-packed giveaways. The rain- spot, which will close during Lent for
three Boogie Woogie pianists cur- check holders will get their belated an interior redecorating, and a bow
later with the opening of the park.
rently at the swing den. Cafe Society, gifts at the end of this week.
did their stuff. Then Sonny Terry
The opposition spot in Harlem, the Biz has been off at'the spot for someand Bull City Red, former an un- Savoy, had Glenn Miller booked fof time.
usual blind harmonica player, latter the evening and to offset
this situaassisting him on a kitchen washtion the Golden Gate used the Christboard, entertained.
mas premium Idea. The Golden Gate
Jimmie Johnson, pianist for the opened several weeks
ago and It's
late
Bessie
Smith,
contributed been battling with the Savoy ever
several selections solo then worked
since for patronage. The Savoy's ace
with Joe Sullivan, white pianist who has
been top band names.
now has a mixed band at the Cafe
Society; Big Bill,
singer-guitarist
from Arkansas injected neat humor with original tunes; and Ida
The Band Business
Cox, contemporary blues singer of
the above mentioned Bessie Smith.
MobUe, Ala., Dec. 26.
She's also at the Cafe Society. Hammondesque Is the word for the
Tough luck dogged Jack Waerdwhole repertory.
law during his one-night stand in
In addition to Goodman's group Mobile a week ago last Saturday
th^ Count Basic orchestra was on (18). After drawing less than 300
Featured in th« Paramount
tap. Parts of his outfit played as the persons at Fort Whiting auditorium,
Film, THE GREAT VICTOR
Kansas City Six and K. C. Seven. the bandleader found on getting back
His entire band was used later to to his auto that a window had been
HERBERT, with Allan Jones
good effect and for a finale out- broken and two tuxedos stolen. In
and Mary Martin.
standing men from the Goodman and addition to the band there was a vaBasic groups sounded off to round riety bill with admish set at 75c.
out the program sdidly.
M. WITMARK & SONS
The local national guard unit
It's reported the layout enriched which promoted the event had previNew York
RCA Building
TAC with a gross of $4,000-4,500.
ously booked such bands as Jan Garber and Russ Morgan In the armory.
Wood.

Benny Goodman

THE BALALAIKA

•

-Thof»rttflM-Vou«

.

three

estly,'

Xmas

>t7T>wo Top Tunesfrom Koy ^y»«»

10
10
10

ujrona
Wrong

FOX
THE LITTLE RED
WoU.rOo«o.dson-.GreoJ.U
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1940
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MUSIC—DANCE BAHDS
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Westchester Site for

New Ballroom

Recording;
RCA Victor is

By Tommy Dorsey-Frank DaOey
Frank Dailey, owner of the pres-

Meadowbrook, name band spot
J., and Tommy

ent

Cedar Grove, N.

at

Established

Recording Companies
Deplore Newcomer's Oatpnt

Dorsey will be partners in the construction and operation of a similar
dancery to be erected somewhere in

Recording biz is looking askance
County above New
Location is not definitely at the U. S. Record Co.'s series of
double entendre platters.
Starting
is the date for the start
Spot will use name with Johnny Messner's 'She Had to
Go and Lose It at the Astor,' the
bands and probably will be opened
According to outfit has followed up with 'Robby Dorscy's outfit.
ert
the
Roue,'
from the legit
Dailey it will be an entirely new
'Streets
of
Paris';
'Three Little
building not a reconstruction job.
Maids from Paree,' 'Don't Give Me
Dailey conferred with Dorsey in
No Goose for Christmas,' and 'FloatChicago last week at which time
ing Kidney.'
Sequel to Messner's
plans were completed. Latter's band
a stand at the Palmer 'Astor' has also been issued.
Westchester

York

City.

neither

set,

of construction.

On

28 Sides

Songpluggers Regulate Conditions

For

Stiff -Priced

Such

are coin machine
fodder and U. S.'s idea in turning 'em
out is to put the company into those
outlets, and otherwise gain attention
it would be unable to get due to
present lack of talent.
Opposition
recorders deem the setup a bad reflection on the record business and
something to be deplored.

3.

Rumors which had been

floating

around recently that such a project
were correct,
contemplated
Dailey explained, adding that a site
had been picked along one of the
parkways, but the authorities who
govern those roadways refused to
build a parkway exit convenient to.
Would have meant thnt
the site.

was

motorist patrons would have been
forced to use a roundabout path to
gain access.

MCA

Acting for the first time on the
tier.
question of attendance at opening
Fourteen double-faced disks will Canadian Inqairles on Cepyrirht
nights, the executive council of the
he necessary to complete the job,
Clearance in Manhattan
contactmen's union last week ruled
which will constitute the first comthat its members were not to put in
plete operatic recording made by
Gordon Thompson, of Canadian
Victor in over a decade.
Music Sales, was in New York re- an appearance at the unveilling of
cently inquiring about special prices the new show at the International
that he might get in connection with Casino, Broadway spot.' The couvert
a songbook which the Dominion gov- for the opening event last Friday
ernment might want to distribute (22) was $7.50 and the council took
among Canadian soldiers, either in the position that this figure would
training or en route for France.
put the contactmen with slim exThe numbers would be cleared pense accounts at a disadvantage.
through the Music Publishers' Pro- The Casino management later sug-

ASCAPCUTS

BIGGEST PIE

gested that the publishers' men instead attend en masse on Christmas
night (25) when the cover charge

tective Association.

platters

&

Mercer

Moves In

Morris Bay

Melrose Catalog; Job

the old

Dorsey's outfit goes into

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers last week

By introducing this policy the
union has not only revolutionized the
opening night angle but curbed the
influence ,of the publisher having a
distribution which was for the final
big bankroll.
Through the device
quarter, of 1937 and amounted to
of dictating conditions of attendance
Columbia Records expects to shift the union has also
$1,290,000.
succeeded in putquite a list of artists from its current ting
the spending relationship beDouble A writers this time got
35c Vocalion label to the recently tween
publishers and band leaders
around $4,600, which was $700 bet
created SOc Columbia tag.
Within on a pretty even level.
tei than the divvy for the third quar
recent weeks Otrin Tucker, whose
ter of 1939. But it was in that final
Under the system which previously
'Oh, Johnny, Oh' platter has reached
'37 quarter that the same class of
over 250,000 in sales, hopped over. prevailed the publishers were exwriter got its biggest plum, namely,
Count Basle's latest eight tunes were pected to have men on hand at all

M

tities

It's a
past year and a half.
coveted build-up stand due to its
many radio wires, which often reach
There's no
as high as 15 weekly.
musician's pickup tax for wires

may

Melrose
swing

its

WALLACE NEW HEAD
MUSICIANS ON COAST

with 'Sweet-

D. Sadler Sans Orch.
St.

John, N.

B.,

Dec. 26.

The J. D. Sadler orchestra, one of
the oldest of Canadian dance bands
(working out of Halifax),^ offers an
Artie Shaw in reverse. After the
group had been together for a decade, men took a walkout powder on
their leader. Divided into two factions, Sadler was all alone in his
faction.
At the time, the band had
been at the Nova.Scotian hotel, Halifax, where the orchestra continued,
but the leader was out

affect that.

BILL

for

Ward
J.

The newest counterpart of Meadowbrook will undoubtedly furnish
competition for Murray's, Tuckahoe,
N. Y., a MCA buildup spot with the
current Tommy Tucker band drawing 12-14 wires weekly, and Glen
Island Casino, which operates during
the summer months only.

PHHin

be maintained.

the top perLos Angeles, Dec. 26.
latter group
J. K. 'Spike' Wallace is new presi
Takeover of the Melrose catalog
dent of Musicians Protective associa'
makes the second for Johnny Mercer
and Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris since tion. Local 47, beating Prexy Jack B.
the two organized their partnership Teitney by nearly two-to-one vote at
several months ago.
Other catalog last week's selection, Wallace polled
was that of the Joe Morris Music 1,511 votes to 829 by Teijney, who is
Co. It is understood that Simon will winding up his. second term in ofhave stock in both firms.
fice.

emanating from Meadowbrook although the Newark local tried to set
such a rule recently.
Being a partner in the new project
will give Dorsey a look-in on sev
eral ends of the business.
He recently acquired the Milton H. Weil
Music catalog, operating currently
under the title Sun Music. Recently
he is supposed to have become a
band manager, signing Johnny Long
and Dick Barrie, and also bought
himself a piece of Barney Rapp's
nitery in Cincinnati as a buildup
stand for his properties. This deal
with Dailey

will

catalog is best known
and college catalogs,
heart of Sigma Chi'
formed number, in the

Replacing him Is Don Low, and
with Weldon Nieforth, as pianist

SMITH

would be $2 and this arrangement
was readily approved by the union.

Dealers Pushing 50c

cut the biggest royalty pie in the
history of the organization.
It exceeded by $30,000 the previous record

Meadowbrook Feb. 20, the first Music Corp. of America band to go into
For Simon Provided $5,100. Top publisher money this
the spot in some time, on a direct
lime between $30,000 and $40,000.
booking. However, o deal is in the
At a meeting held last Thursday
Mercer & Morris has acquired the
works to put Gene Krupa, another
(21) the Society's board of direc
MCA outfit in on Jan. 30. General Melrose Music Co.'s catalog for a re- tors
voted the usual Christmas bonus
George
Amusement up to now has had an ported price of $75,000.
for the organization's executives and
exclusive hold on bookings and are Simon, principal owner of Melrose,
interests as gen- personnel.
Obvious rea- joins the M &
still first, said Dailey.
son then for the MCA cut-in is that eral manager of both Melrose and
GAC has exhausted its band list Mercer & Morris. The two firms
there, some of which have been in will after Jan. 1 be quartered in the
OF
Meadowbrook two or more times in same offices but their separate identhe

retary,

B. Harrington, financial secre-elected.
John Groen

was

Discs,

So Columbia

Talent Follows Drift

openings, regardless of the minimum
price set for the occasion.
It became customary for major publishers
to try to outdo the other in showing
up with big parties, with the result
that the small publishing firm's attendance was practically lost in the
shuffle.
Similar situations marked
Columbia label is selling so much the various other come-ons instituted
Dealers by bandleaders,
faster than the Vocalion.
in connivance with
are inclined to push the SOc platters, the management such as celebrity
which net 'em a bigger profit.
nights, lottery nights (in which the
holder of the lucky ticket was assured of ^o many plugs) and closing
Scores Point nights. All the latter 'command apE. B.
pearances' are now banned by the
union.

released on the higher-priced sides
only week or so ago, and Will Bradley's new band, which has made less
than half dozen Vocalion records,
will also change. Many more are to
come.
Reason for the shifts is that the

Marks

In

Hancho

Grande' Snit

Federal Judge Edward A. Con^
ger in N. Y. has struck out the
affirmative defenses of the Stasny
Music Corp., but allowed the com
pany to file an amended answer and
counterclaim to the suit of E. B.
Marks Music Corp. against it Action seelcs an accounting. Injunction
and damages for the alleged infringement of the plaintiff's copyright in

defeated Owen Bartlett for vicepresident and Frank B. Pendleton,
former prexy, beat veteran Harry the song. 'Alia En El Rancho Grande.'
Baldwin for recording secretary.
The defense which was not allowed
Pendleton and J. W. Gillette were declared that the song was in the
elected as delegates to American
public domain in Mexico, and hence
Federation of Musicians convention. should be in the U. S. The new deNew officers will be installed fourth fense claims the song's author,. SylMonday in January.
vanus Ramos, was not the real author, as he had used a traditional
Milwaukee, Dec. 26.
composition in his song. The counVolmer Dahlstrand, president of terclaim asks that the defendant's
the Milwaukee Musicians' (AFL) As- new arrangement of the song be
sociation for the past six years, was declared Its own, and an injunction
re-elected to that post at this week's be Issued to prevent the plaintiff
from interfering.
annual meeting.

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
William Smith, head of the United
band bookers,
good graces of
Musicians Union and granted a
band-bookers franchise, at a hearing
at Local 77's
headquarters on Sat"foay.
Smith, who was blacklisted
for more than
three months, because
of alleged

scale-chiseling,

34th ANlflVERSARY NUMBER

promised

adhere to union rates and work-

Jo

sicians

HARRY REVELS MUSICAL
REUNION WITH GORDON

Union.

Department of Labor
had threatened to prosM ^^^^^ on charges of booking
acts without
a license but agreed to
«op the charges when he applied
}"f a permit.
He had been put on
°°
by the AFM after com.
Piwnts he had booked
a local band
on a one-nighter
tour below scale.

Harry Revel, who flew back to the
Coast over the weekend, has three

Special Exploitation Advantages

.

Here for

USlfAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

NBC

d„^™ardino Molinari, lUlian con^"^^^'^ on the Conte de Savoi« ;
* ^^''^^

five concerts
F
" conductor of the NBC SymOrchestra beginning Jan. 6.
^iwinan conducts
and directs the
concerts
in Rome.
^"ff^t^o

a. o

Bhir

^^O'""'!

HiirT"'

was Joseph

Szigeti,

here for his an*"**'''can tour beginning in
Bnrt
"fton as soloist with the Boston
A

symphony.

Sp-Ups

of

The state
and Industry

Molinari

With

&

ing

conditions, uriion ofTiciiils said.
Smith will now be granted a state
booking license, which was refused
nim by state agents unUl he straightened out his difficulties
with the Mu-

Berlin &ided

The action was
lin, Inc., in 1938.
filed while the industry stood pat
against similar SPA terms and it
raised the question whether the publisher had a right to deduct from
the writer's sitare of synchronization fees the 10% service charge paid
Harry Fox, as licensing go-between.
In the complaint itself Edgar Leslie and Joe Burke were named as
Through them the
the plaintiffs.
SPA contended that the percentage
paid the writer should be based
strictly on what Fox collected from
the picture producer and not what
went to the publisher after Fox had
deducted his fee. The application
for withdrawal of the case occurred
Gilbert Berlin
just as Gilbert
counsel, was prepared to go to trial.
It was near the top of the M. Y. supreme court's trial calendar.

LAST CALL!

the

SPA Suits Vs.

With the publishing industry having already accepted the new standard writers contract almost 100%, the
Songwriters Protective Association
lest week called off a test suit which
it had brought against Irving Ber-

STRAIGHTENED OUT
Orchestra Sei-vice,
was reinstated in the

Opening Nights

SONG BOOK FOR SOLDIERS

completes

House there Jan.

33

reported planning

to record the complete opera of
'Louise' with Grace Moore.
Others
in the cast will probably be Rene

Maison and Ezio Pinza. The orchestra
will be that of the Metropolitan under the direction of Willfred Pelli-

INDIGO DISCS

VARIETY

Complete Opera

Victor's

'

Copy May Be Sent
NEW YORK

violinist,

154

W.

46th

St

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

to

Any

Variety Office

filmusicals for as many studios lined
up which reunites him with Mack
I

Gordon. Each had been writing with

i
•

other partners the past year or so.
Revei also has been working for
six months on 'I Pound an Eardrum,'
his autobiography on the Hollywood
scene through a songwriter's eyes.
It's due for spring publication.
Cbas. Spivak's Orcheslra
Chicago, Dec. 26.'
Charles Spivak, formerly one of
the managers c and member of the

Jack Teagardcn orchestra,
.

St.

LONDON

CHICAGO
54 W.Randolph St.

8

St Martin's PL

is

now

rehearsing his own orchestra. Due to
be ready for a' public hearing shortly
after the first of the year.
It

will

be

Amusement

repped

by

General

'

VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

VARIETY

84

Piuily Musicians

Union

Faconi Forms Band

Ms lATSE

To Strike vs. M, Carman Tiieatres

Norbert.Faconi, fiddling halt of the
violin-piano duo at the Algonquin
hotel. New York, has formed a 14^
piece sweet-swing band which he's
presently auditioning.
French citizen, in the U. S. on
a French quota, he had- a Continental

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

G-Man Hoover Has Been Studying
Fla.'s

Crime Since July; Much of

It

A

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
Officials of Local 77, American
Federation of Musicians, were marking time this week awaiting the re-

2 MPLS. VAUDE SPOTS

BOOK HEFTY OPPOSlSH

ply of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees to the

'

Minneapolis, Dec. 28.
In the battle of stage shows bemusicians' request that projectionists tween the Orpheufn and Minnesota
here, Ted Lewis and his band have
arid other theatre help back them up
been substituted for Gene Autry at
In their controversy with the War- the latter house the week of Jan. 5
ner chain and the indie Carman to oppose Jimmy Dorsey at the OrMusicians union officiaU
theatre.
This Week finds Charlie
pheum.
conferred with lATSE heads in New Butterworlh and Judy Starr, MinneYork last week and were expecting sota headlincrs, pitted against Johnny
their answer at any moment.
'Scat' Davis' orch, holding forth at
Local members of the lATSE said the Orpheum.
privately they didn't believe their
Next week brings Helen Morgan
national officers would issuse a strike
to the Minnesota to stack up against
call, in response to the musicians.
Buddy Rogers at the Orpheum.
They pointed out that the present
The Minnesota has been having
eituation does not constitute a 'locksome tough going, despite its bargain
out' as claimed by the Musicians
scale, and it looks as though it will
Union.
soon drop stage shows, if not closing
The musicians for the past month
entirely.
have been picketing WB's Earle and
six nabes and the indie Carman
since each dropped vaude when they
could not come to terms with the jUbany Police Chief
The Warner circuit deunion.
manded the right to hire musicians
Nitery
Puts
only at the Earle, while the union
asked that orchestras be kept at all
Performers to a Quiz
Carman
the
In
seven houses.
squabble, the union demanded a 52week contract, while the Carman
Albany, Dec. 26.
management asked that the termer
In an unexpected action. Police
be made for 40 weeks.
Chief David Smurl had 18 femme
The lATSE agreement with the Albany night club entertainers
AFiyi calls for a walkout by pro- ordered to his oHice Saturday (23)
jectionists only during a lockout of morning for a case history checkup.
musicians.
Later, Chief Smurl told reporters it

band prior to his American arrival
five months ago, but the Prague debacle earlier in the year resulted In
the unit's dissolution and Faconi's
short imprisonment In the Czech
capital because of his Jewish ancestry.

—

'Disagreement over terms doesn't was mere police routine 'we want
lockout,'
an lATSE to find out who we have in town in
constitute a
said.
However, officials of the

way of entertainers.'
The chief called the girls In one

the

FORUNITS

for a strong

has.see.

play shows alternate weeks, mostly on two-day
Units will be booked by
stands.
D. Kemp, Jr., out of this city.
Shows already set to play the circuit include Evelyn Brent's 'Streets
de Paree,' which opened at the Palace' theatre in 'Jacksonville, Saturday (23); Oswald's 'Shooting High,'
which starts Jan. (13), and Ted and
Art Miller's 'Midnight Scandals,'
Kemp has also set two
Feb. (2).
name bands for southern theatre
Hour of
Spiltalny's
Phil
dates:

The

circuit

will

Room

Mass

To

Tap

Lower Than

and

London, Dec. 26,
United Stales Immigration laws are
keeping apart Harry Foster, Loudon
agent, and his American-born wife.
Soon after the war started, Foster,
who's a member of the Officers

OPENING UP

comeback in 1940 when
the Spnik Theatres, Inc., reinstates
stage shows in key cities of its
All shows open at
Florida chain.
the Palace, Jacksonville, and will
be seen in Daytona Beach, Orlando,
St
Tampa,
Lakeland,
Sarasota,
Petersburg, Gainesville, and "Talla-

Chicago, Dec. 2C.
agent, joins

the Consolidated Radio Artists ofTicc
here to handle vaude booking for tlic
He takes
Chicago and midwest.
over the spot vacated by Irving
Yates, who shifts to the Coast ofTico
of

CRA.
making the

In

handle his

own

switch, Graham will
list of acts in addi-

tion to C:R;A talent.

bow Room,

New

will

Year's

Eve

Dallas, Dec. 26.
nitery prices here
'38 tariff.

band

Biggest a

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y Dec. 26.
Real wallops that Santa Claus gave
this Actors' Colony: Every patient
was remembered by Sophie Tucker;
Yuletide greetings with a real meaning to this Colony came from Phil
Harris, Charlie Mack, Sam Roberts,
,

.

Ruth Morris, Bill White, Manny
Lowy, Bobby Graham, James ('WorGazette') Lee, Jerry Vogel,
Nick Kenny, William Morris, Jr.,
Margaret Newell, Doc Baker, Jay C.
Flippcn, Mary Ward, James Mead
cester

Miami

much

area,

said

in the

that

all

same man-

ner ns pickpockets used to follow
the circuses.
'It's not a very wholesome picture
here,' the head G-man said in
an interview at the Flamingo hotel,
Miami Beach. 'There are a lot of
rackets that have been in operation
here for a long time.'
Hoover explained that the Feds
were not interested in gambling as
gambling^only the income garnered
from it.- The G-men also will investigate associates of Al Capbne,
who, it was said, have come to Miami

'

down

As

for Capone's

own

although rumor has it that the fofmor public enemy purcliased a' yacht
and will spend the winter floating

on the

seas.

Local

oITicials

and

politzci

inter-

viewed maintain they are overjoyed
that a complete investigation is in
prospect, although the statement by
Hoover that 'rackets can only exist
in cities with laws against them
when there is corruption or venal
politics,' makes it look as though
there'll be many a shakedown and
shakeup.
claim

that

Miami

and

Wm. ('Mother') Morris,
Saranac's Santa 365 days a year.
and Mrs.

their share. In this same connection
the local politzci are doing their best
to clean up a certain section in
Miami Beach where big shots of
crimedom circulate in large numbers.
The investigation coincides
with charges in a pending Circuit
Court suit that one restaurant at the
beach is a hangout for underworld
characters. These charges were filed
by the City of Miami Beach in an
elTort to refuse issuance of a night
club license.
Hoover said that the Investigation
of the Miami area has been proceeding quietly since July, at which time
the FBI staff here was increased.

The comeback of Eddie McDonald,
now a member of the leather-pushing
Golden Glove boys. Is something very
rare for an ex-ozoner. Other good
news: The annual report of Dr. War-

15

YEARS AGO.
(From Variety;

iner Woodruff; the 'you-go-home' reports handed out to the actor-ozoner

by Dr. George Wilson; the time out
taken by that old-time blackface

N. Y., becomes the No. 1
same spot Jan. 11, with
also due in then
violinist,
Manuel King,

New York's newest radio station,
WMCA, was scheduled to start operating around New Year's.

at this

new show

New

m

'

,

Hoover

G-mcn.

his

kinds of rackets arc attracted to the

G-men

Saranac Lake

26,

42c.

close surveillance' this winter season
by J. Edgar Hoover, in person, arid

Miami Beach are filled with hood*
lums already. They allege Tropical
Park and dog tracks have more than

coR^c, Slipfoot Clifton, to greet us
here while he Is so much bedridden
In a Farmlngdale, N. Y., sanatorium
himself; the gross of Yuletide greetbe lower than
ing cards from Cecilia TafTerman
hotel spots. Century Room in A'dol-i LeBaron's
Coast Niteries See
phus and Mural Room in Baker, plan will head the conga-rhumba ensem- sent to this desk to be distribiited
among the ailing gang so that they
$5 per person couvert, $2.50 lower ble.
Biggest
Year's
might be able to greet others; she's,
than last year. Plantation Club will
Another switch
In
the
class
an ex-ozoning chorine; the free taxi
get $2.
nitery's policy will be cutting the
E?e Biz
10 Yrs Another
service
extended to this ozoning gang
new nitery Is bowing in $1.50 and $2.50 couvert to $1 and $2,
here soon. This time It's Giro's Club as a bid for the younger, crowd, and by the Eight-Three Taxi Co. during
in
the
heart
of the downtown sector, also starting a selective dinner at Xmas, with the nifty gesture, 'If you
Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
an
are
actor and want to visit yourJimmy
Stewart's
band will open, $2.50, rather than $3.50, also for the
Heavy early run of reservations
friends, or go to your Christmas
with Rosemary Sullivan warbling.
augurs for the biggest New Year'
same purpose of mass capacity.
Beginning next month. White Rock
celebration the town's niteries have
Shows henceforth will emphasize church services, call Us. We are at
service
your
gratis.' The grand fight
Showboat,
nitery,
will be converted the dansapatibn, with only a single
experienced in 10 years. Most of the
into replica of frontier dance pal- personality on the cafe floor, instead made and won by Chris Hagedorn,
better spots are already assured ca
Frisco DeVere, Tommy Vicks, Bobby
paclty. Tariff this year runs from ace, complete with giant bars, mir
of the three or four acts' as heretoHatz,
Betty
Huntington,
Bert Ford,
rors
and
cowboy waiters.
fore.
$1 admission at Slapsy Maxie Ro
,
Ford Raymond, Alice Carman, Russ
senbloom's to the $15 plus tax ob
Colimo, William Headley, Babe Taytaining at Earl Carroll's and Cocoa
lor, Henry Hearn, Herbert Carlson,
nut Grove. Other of the more fa
Roy ('Buddy') Bliss, Henry ('Zip')
vored few have fixed the cover at
Meyers, Ray Ketchem, Joe McCarthy,
$10 and $12.50.
Charlie and Harry Barrett.
Even the cocktail bars, with
Leo CExNVA-Ite') Massimo, who
piano and singer the only floor atnow saps up ozone in Alexandria,
tractiOD, are bidding for the cele,
It
Va., got his 1930-40 100% good health
brants and for the first time slapping
O.K.
May resume tooting his tromon a cover charge. Town will be
bone.
pretty much overrun with out-of
Tribute paid to Eddie Dowd, Rogertowners,
what
with
Pasadena'
Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
With the leniency shown by the Ite,
by
Nick Kenny packi^d such a big
double attraction— Rose Bowl foot
Philly nitery ops were agreeably city administration, cabaret props
wallop that the boy is now upplng on
ball game and Tournament of Roses surprised
last
week by Mayor are going ahead with arrangements
parade—and Santa Anita's season' In George Connell's announcement that for New Year's Eve celebrations. mild exercise with an anticipated
N. Y. two-week vacash O. K., his first
cugural of racing.
there were no taboos In the city Customers vcere told to make resertime out of the san.
As In season's past, a half dozen ordinances against dancing on Sun- vations and 'bring your own liquor^
Louis Betz, film service worker
night spots will give up the ghost days. Until now all night spots have No newspaper advertising has yet
from Philadelphia, is a new arrival
after the New Year's eve receipts are shuttered tightly
lecause it was been tried.
It's all word-of-mouth.
at the Rogers under observation.
counted. The better inns will keep thought that music and dancing
Jack Lynch announced a $3 cover
Paul Dean, Rogers-ozoner who was
going while the race track mob
were verboten.
Now night spot charge at his club, with food and recently visited by his frau from N,
still around.
props see the possibility of an extra splits extra. The bar will be closed
Y., gained 52 pounds in 10 months.
night's biz. The sale of liquor, how- Benny-the-Bum's
will have a $6
Maxine Miller was handed an okay
Herbert Stbibart conducting 90 ever, is still banned.
minimum, including dinner.
for a holiday at home In Kansas City.
piece orchestra with special driim
Mayor Connell made this surprise
Other smaller clubs are selling
Chas. W. Wright, who "now toils for
corps and two organs to' score disclosure in setting forth rules of tickets under the guise of 'private
the New York Central Lines, Is an
'Northwes. Passage' at Metro.
conduct for New Year's Eve for the parties,' during which liquor is a; ox-trouper
and ozoncr.
city's niteries.
In addition to okay- lov,-ed to be sor»'ed.
The Stale
Write (o those who are III.
Betty Ann '^hor, daughter of
ing dancing. Mayor Connell said Liquor Control Board announced it
Philly denvisi., 's the new vocalist floor shows will be permitted after will have 40 extra agents in the
Lee Shelley's orchestra opened at
with Neil iuiil^ine's orchestra play^ 1 a.m. Monday morning. This, too, field to check violations of the the Edgewood, near Rensselaer, N.
Jno at Jark T.vnch's. Phillv .
has beei) forbidden heretofore.
liquor Iqws.
Y., Dec. 20.

and

like

plans Hoover denied any knowledge,

CRA's Chi Office

Danny Graham, vaude

the metropolitan Miami ai-ca
a hydrant, is going to be under

ofT in

for the winter.

Graham Vice Yates
In

Miami, Dec. 20.
Gambling, which is turned on and

KEEPING

Reserve, sent Mrs. Foster,
23-year-old dancer from Alabama, to
her native, country, since he expects
for service.
called
to be
When Mrs. Foster arrive^ In
America, the authorities confiscated
her passport, which means that she
can't return to England for the duration of the war. The U. S. still regards her as an'^Amcrican citizen,
and, as such, she can't visit a belligCharlotte, N. C, Dec. 26.
erent country.
Stage units, for several years absent from Florida houses, are slated

musicians
union were confident that the lATSE by one and, with Assistant Chief Wilwould support them. They reported liam J. Fitzpatrick at his side, talked
results'
from tlieir with each of them for several min- Charm orch, opening a two-week
'encouraging
campaign to get organized labor to utes. Their backgrounds before ar- tour of Wilby-Kincey houses at the
boycott the theatres involved in the rival in Albany were probed, Smurl Ritz, Birmingham, Ala., Jan. (13);
string
controversy.
said. He stated the investigation es- Hal Kemp's band, opening a
Meanwhile Philly vaude fans were tablished that 'most of the girls are of one-nighters
Ambassador
at
given another vaude house with the married women.'
They were in Raleigh, Jan. (9).
opening of the New Tower theatre, structed to report at police headCamden, N. J., just across the river, quarters at 11 a.m.
Nashville Resuming
on Christmas Eve. The Tower and
Nashville, Dec. 26.
Under an ordinance adopted by
Fay's, in West Philly, are now the the Common Council more than a
Princess theatre (2,500) here will
only theatres showing vaude in this year ago, the commissioner of police resume playing stage units the first
area.
and the police department were of the year, playing shows the last
The Tower, entirely rebuilt after vested with sweeping authority in three days of each week.
being shuttered for nearly five years. regulating night clubs, dance halls
operated by A. Martin Ellis, etc.
Is
This applies not only to the
Philly exhibitor. The opening bill licensing- and fixing of hours, but to Rainbow
Cutting
features Steve. Evans, Randall SiS' the character of persons connected
ters,
Danny "Drayson, St. John with and frequenting them.
Shows, Covers; Trying
Brothers, Earl La Vere and Helen
Ware, Edna Joyce and a line of
Patronage
Get
Lonergan Girls (16).
Picture
Year's
In
'Money to Bum' (Rep). Policy of
the new house is two-a-day on week'
Eddie LaBaron, for years the
days; continuous on Saturdays, Sun'
Dallas
'38 tango-rhumba maestro at the Raindays
holidays. Prices are
32,

New

UWS

HARRY FOSTERS APART

SPARKS CIRCUIT Emergency

18 Femme

member

U. S.

i

'

John Barrymore reported preparLondon production of 'HamArthur Hopkins, who presented

ing a
let.'

the

Broadway 'Hamlet' with Barry-

more, was
London.

sending

equipment

to

With (Sertrude Lawrence's Illness,
Beatrice Llllie became the main feature in 'Chariot's Revue,' playing In
Miss
Jessie "Matthews,
Lawrence's understudy, took over
the latter's numbers and clicked.

Toronto.

"

Plenty of legitimate atmospher*
around the Broadway Palace. William Courtlelgh, Robert Benchley,
A. E. Matthews and Violet Heming,
Victor Moore and Emma Littleficld
(Mrs. Moore) were on the program.

After All These Yrs., Holly Learns

If It weren't for an excellent cast,
'The Youngest,' Philip Barry's comedy, which opened on Broadway,
wouldn't have had a chance. Henry
Hull, Genevieve Tobin, Paul Hervcy,
Veree Teasdale, Effie Shannon and

Can Dance on Sundays-Yippee!

Alexander

Katherine

were among

the players.

Katharine Cornell stood the

'

test of

great acting in hA' title role ol
'Candida,' revived for special matiThe Dudley
nees on Broadway,
DIgges stager had Pedro de Cordelia
OS the Rev. Morell.

The rebuilt Moulin Rouge, Pans,
with a semi-American revue, opened
again six years after being origiJacques
nally destroyed by fire.
Charles was the producer.
Three

show

|

1

marriages among
Ruth Chalterton to Ralph
Greenwood to
Charlotte
notable

folk:

Forbes,

Martin Brooncs and Frank Conroy
to his ex-wife, Helen Robbins Conroy,

VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

Wednesday, December 27, 1939

«

Equity

Tabs Fischers Tolies Bergere

proadway, N.
was carefglly

the
.

It

Y.,

Monday

(25),

of Cliorus
and Dorotliy Richman
Equity observed, a run thi-ougii of
perfonnance, it was classified as
the

revue. Although listed
e vaudeville
ad 'directory' carried by
In the legit
dailies, the 'Folies' admission top

law of

in

Syracuse

RKO-Schlne Strand Jan.
gram calls for a vaude film

5.

B&KDICKERING

Under

numbers.

Rather Than SKce Agents' Take

and his featured
Janet (Shirley) Heller,

LOOKS

IN N.Y.

BULLISH
New

Year's eve grosses

York look
debut ol

New

in

terrific for the
according to advance
are pacing the

New joints have opened in ex
pectancy of getting part of the free
.spending coin anticipated. But most
important factor in the. anticipated
market is the rescaled tariff to
drag 'em in, leaving It to the parties'
a.ssorted thirsts to boost the average
check.

IN CHI

ACTORS TO TEST

bull

—

—

•

at

had much to do with
putting the show across, since as
vaudeville It might have had a limHowever, even after
»tay.
ited
•Hellz' was an undoubted click, It
took a number of weeks to straighten
rating

It

legit

financial differences, such as
pay for rehearsals, which does not
apply to vaude outfits.

out

Missing Hubby Brought

Wife Tries to

Kill

Him

Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.
Pittsburgh's two missing entertainfor whom police throughout the
were searching a fortnight ago,
turned up again last week, one a
blushing bride after a Virginia elopement and the other almost to find
himself
corpse.
Latter was Tex
Harrison, of radio team of Tex and
Ginger.
After being haled Into
court on a desertion charge by his
ers,

east

wife,

she pulled out a gun and fired

1 couple' of shots at him.
Wild, however, and she

'

week in the State-Lake, following
the Jan. B date of Billy Halop and
Jackie Searle as the second company
of the Dead End Kids. First group
of

They went

was overpowered before she could aim again.
Seems that when Tex di.sappeared
from roadhouse the Harrisons operated here, taking family car and
trailer along, he was accompanied by
a young
waitress and they were
picked
up somewhere in Ohio.
Brought back to Pittsburgh, Mr.<!.
Harrison faced her erring hu.'band
m courtroom, screamed 'you won't
cheat on me again' and began the
gun-play. Told police she'd get him
the ne»t time and that her poor
jnarksmanship was a disgrace to
home sUte of Texas.
Both were
jailed and held under $1,000 bail

Dead Enders

hit a new money
high in the hou.se.

and

attendance
Around the corner at the Jones,
LInIck t Schaefer Oriental, Martha
Raye has been set for week of Feb.
16, with Johnny Jones also figuring

names

a fiock of

for the

new

year.

Niteries,

A

On UEA's

'Unfair List'

Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
Seven small niteries were put on
the 'unfair list' by (he United Entertainers Assn. Friday (22), charged
with chiseling on salary of performers.
They were accused of making
actors work for as low as $5 a night,
and deducting the price of transportation from this sum.
The spots blacklisted are: Recreation Club, Frospect Park, Pa.; Florence, Conshohbcken, Pa.; and Barren, Villa 'Venice. Jack and Jill's, De
Pinto's and the 32nd Ward Republican Club, all in Philly.
The UEA's minimum is $7 a night,
net, plus transportation expen.sef.

Al

group

by the dying City Council to make
$18,000,000 deficit in the municipal budget. The tax is to be
levied oh everyone making their sal
ary in Philadelphia, whether they are
In ad
residents or non-residents.

up an

dition,

other

Heller Sticks

With

N. O. Nitery
New Orleans. Dec.

26.

Heller,

who

NTG

joined

iinvi

lnt\!ul

lurn^

^^'^

'^''^^ to

own^,

WhTj
cently

work

as a

protesting against worku*"
"er brother any longer, but
''ad slipped away to
"^ato become Mrs.

AIpI. f"^
JohJ^V'"'^''

T*".^'''

Husband is one of
Shay Garden.s, cafe
worked only re-

a.

'Spot

NTG

At

from

fices

than

rather

may

LAST CALL!

curtail

own

their

from

Suing Blair for

On

of

The

ealaries,

playing
present eub-

vaude
Its

"

Burke, Shuberts

Billie

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

treasurie.s,

actors'

their

time even more than
basemeiit level.

250G

Ziegfeld Frolics

Tag

Select Operating Corp. (Shu-

berts), Loew's, Inc.,

and

Billie

Burke

Ziegfeld filed a $250,000 damage acsupreme court "Thurs(21) against the Ziegfeld Midnite Frolic Corp. and Nicholas Blair,
claiming plagiarism of the name
'Ziegfeld Follies.'
The three plaintiffs claim to control between them
all uses, of the name in any portion
of the theatrical Industry.
The complaint declares that the
Shuberts and Billie Burke are planning to open with an edition of the
'Follies'
the Winter
Garden.
at
Claimed, also, that Blair, who operates the Paradise restaurant, has
changed the name of his spot to the
Ziegfeld Midnite Frolics, and is thus
deceiving the public into believing
the show to be a production of the
plaintiff.s.'
A temporary injunction
pending trial is also .sought.
Blair's Paradise Is almost directly
across the street from the Winter

tion In N, Y.

day

cans

i

Agency (also the ExAgency for the Or-

used to average en-

half of the Keith agents'
commission!!, for collecting the latter
from the actors.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.

Jackie

oispute

Johnsoft, who have been work8 In cafes here ever since they
kids.
Mother of gal reported
" police she thought dancer had

time)

2'/fe%,

.

«!

™iiy

other

die booking offices are not theatreowned and their chief income is via
the booking fee. They are more or
less in the position of a middleman
unit at Oriental in Chicago fort- between the actor (or agent) and the
night ago and also played Akron with employer and it's on that ba-ijis that
a new night spot named for himself
the show, will .stick witlr Granlund they, and not the th.enlre.';. are
In the French Quarter.
Location
Plunkett's Post
for five additional vaude weeks. Re- licensed as employment agencies in
was formerly operated by Louie
joins the beauty parade Friday (29) N. Y. Elimination of the 5% bookPrima and has been dark for nearly
Winnipeg, Dec. 26.
layoff here at home ing commissions would be a disa year.
Al Plunkett, former star of the after week's
Mel Washburn, former columnist Dumbell's company,' war-time sol- headlining opening revue at 'Yacht astrous blow to the indie booker^.
and dramatio critic of The Item and dier concert party, has been ap- Club, nitery his brother hai just It would mean their going on a flat
salary basis from theatres and it's
The Morning Tribune, Is managing pointed production head at the Play- taken over.
the nitery. Spot features floor show house here.
Following flock of Ohio dates, NTG doubted that, the pay would be very
instances..
with a line of can-can. dancers. MuPlunkett Is c\u'rently building spe- goes to Loew'a State In New York high in most
Stopping the booking office comsic Is by Eddie Conti's orch..
and wants Heller for that date, too.
cial show for New 'Vear weck.
mission might also bring a reaction
from the major circuits, which, fared
with operating their show-buying of-

New

Martin Buike, former light heavyweight fighter, Friday (22) opened

North Side cabaret, they attempted

form a 'hill-billy' union after a
with musicians union. Musipicketed spot because, they
Harrisons weren't members
na several fights occurred, which
resulted in both
the team and the
pickets being
arrested.
Blushing bride was Betty Johnson,
w nltery dance
team of Billy and

pheum

Times have changed, however, and
some of the indie vaude booking
offices have more playing time than
any of the major circuits. The in-

on the front-pages

Claimed,

ville Collection

celsior Collection

Indies in

Philadelphians working in
are also subject to the

cities

tax.

once before about
a year ago, when,.
While working In the floor show at
•

that time all of the major book-

offices were operated by the
circuits
themselves,
with
KeithAlbee also buying shows for many

ing

grounds that it constituted 'taxation independent houses out of its United
without representation,' a violation Booking Office, and the totals of
booking office commissions ran into
of the U. S. Constitution.
Labor groups were also readying staggering amounts. Plus the 5%
booking fee, the Keith-Albee 'Vaudesuits to fight the new levy, passed

each.

Harrisons were

was

work.

into effect Jan.. J.

of actors are reported getting together to hire a high-powered
counsel to combat the tax on the

Paying

Actors $5 a Night, Put

Langford and Ken Murray. Henry
Armelta Is being signatured for a

on

Back, Whereupon Friend

7 Pa.

it

If

TAX

•

run thro.ughs. When the attraction ing for Benny Goodman's orch lor
opened in Boston, Equity people the Chicago in late January, but deal
tabbed It as legit, against the man- is being held up on money angle.
agement's protests. Later, when the Goodman is reported asking $10,000.
Also in the offing' is a three-way
attraction proved a sensational sucpersonal of Kenny Baker, Frances
cess. Equity felt that lt« action in

clause as

written.
AG'VA carries through with its
idea, it will be the first orgiinized
effort to force the booking oftice? to
cut oiit its self-directed commissions
since the 'White Rats tried il in 1916.
The booking office fee was one of
the contributing causes to the 'White
Rats' strike in that year, although
Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
not the major issue.
Actors freOut-of-town entertainers, playing quently complained at that time
theatres,
local night clubs and
may that the tap was unfair, inasrnuch as
be the first to test the legality of it literally meant that an employer
was exacting a fee for giving an act
the city's new IViVo income levy that

Chicago, Dec. 26.
Heretofore some fancy couvert
Booking office' of Balaban & Katz and/or supper scales which still ob
opened at the 46th Street ii currently involved in a number tain in many a spot, however kept
the Winter Garden) last of negotiations for stage names after 'em away. New scheme of things is
jeason. The Shuberts Insisted It was the first of the year at both the State- to lure them in at a low basic fee.
vaudeville and it so Indicated at Lake and Chicago. It's^ now dickergoes
it

.

WAGE

PHILLY

'York.

Councillors stated that, while the
code does not make this ele;ir, it is
AG'VA's intention to eliminate the
booking office fee, rathei' than cut
agents' commissions to S-);, which
was the only interpretation of the

slightly

1940,

New

fice in

reservations which
best in a decade.

was some time before 'Hellzawas classified by Equity be-

It

(now

maximum

commissions should be a

Galli-Galli holds over. Edna Sedg- of '10%, regardless of the split,'
wick will handle the dancing as-i^ign- which has already been submitted to
the Paramount theatres' booking ofment on the line-up.
'

poppin'
fore

Show

Chi Colony's

NEW YEAR'S EVE

FOR NAMES

Equity's interpretation of performances, when vaude acts double in
blackouts and a girl line Is used, the
peforniance is a revue and nilist conBetween the
form to legit rules.
two classes of performances there Is
a variance, too, for the stage crew
and riiusicians.

American Guild of Variety Artists,
the new union for vaudeville and
nitery performers, is. drawing up
plans of attack on the. booking ofl'ice
fee of 5% which all theatres playing stage shows exact from the gross
Chicago, Dec. 26.
salaries of acts and bands. Two difFrank Fay comes In from the ferent councillors of AG'VA last week
Coast to headline the new show at explained that this was the reason
the
near-northside
Colony
Club for the clause in the union's code of
fair practice, stipulating that actors'
starting Friday (29).

Frank Fay WiD Top

show

brother.

Pro-

policy on
a
three-day-a-week
basis,
every
Friday, Saturday Sunday.
Double
features billed other lour days. If
policy clicks, Strand will swing Into
seven-day vaude shows, according to
Gus Lampe, city managing director
twice nightly, with matinees Wednes- for
Schine interests hei-e.
day, Saturday and Sunday, a total of
Prolonged negotiations with mui^ performances weekly, as against sicians and stagehands preceded final
Under Equity
eight for legiters.
okay of plans.
lules, acloirs must be paid pro rata
for more than eight shows and double
'Folies,' as prepay for Sundays.
sented by CI idord C. Fischer, has 12
specialty turns and around 50 show
girls, latter mostly used to dress xip
the Stage and not called on for enhalf that for the average
It was one of the winttage play.
ning attractions at the 'Frl.sco Fain.
'Folies' has a playing schedule of

dance

is

Headlining the inaugural floor
is Little Jackie Heller, a

Syracuse, Ceo, 26.

major experiment with, stage
shows here will be launched by the

Fee (Old Actors Squawk)

Heller's,

vocalist

A

of $1.65 is

semble

Office

a sister.

tffe

I

Boat,

managed by Nick Andolina and
Sol Heller. Band is Herman Middleman's, who is a brother-in-

RKO-Schine Trying

Vaude

Yacht Club, formerly the

which reopens this
after a two-month shutdown, will be pretty much of a
family affair. Spot will be co-

by

scrutinized

having been iome
tiiere
Equity,
Question wlielher it was a Icgiter or
Alter two Equity staff men
not

S5

AGVA Would Eliminate 5% Booking

Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.

New
Show
week

As Vaude; Twice-Nighdy at $1.65 Top
Before 'Folies Bergere* opened at

VARIETY

Family Affair

Special Exploitation Advantages
I

i

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL
GopY May Be Sent
NEW YOHK
154

W.

4Gth St.

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No. Vine

St.

to

Any

!

:

Variety Office

CHICAGO
54 W. Randolph St.

LONDON
8 St. Martin's

PI.

Garden.

"""ong

I

Show

is

being .staged by

Seymour Felix, and is scheduled
preem Thursday (28),

1o
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talent content, but the show should
be dr-islically cut (at least 30 minutes) to

Night Club Reviews
Theatre Restaurant

Int'l

(NEW TORK)

It this n«ure is correct,
Karson and Siivdcr did some shrewd

$25,000.

IradinR.

AKso in their f:\vor

is

the

fact that tlie salary nut, with 34
chorus girls, boys and showRirls, out
revue in two acts, 18 of a total cast of around 50, is not
scenes, staged by Nat Karson and very high. This may spell the difCerie Snyder; music and Ivies by ference between red and black ink.
Irving Brodsky and D. Bernard
The show has eight major produc5tnion, Pam Davenport, James Shel- tion bits, each of thein gems of scenic
ton.
and costuming execution. They clearCast: Walter Cassel, The Debonairs ly indicate the Snyder-Karson trainSergio
(6), Carol Bruce, Betty Bruce,
ing within the ultra-ultra confines of
DeKarlo, St. Clair & Day, A. Robins, Rockefeller Centre, and perhaps it. is
V/iere Bros. (3), Chorus Boys (6), a little too chi-chi for a dining-winChorus Girls (16;, Showgirls (12), ing spot like the International. The
Russ Morgan's band, Brooks Steele s Rockefeller influence is^Also quite
Opened Dec. 22, '3»; $150 evident in the entertainment, there
orch.
7iiiniiiium.
not being the slightest evidence of
'Let's

Co,'

This looks like an opium dream.
its success will be more
solid remains to be seen, but meanwhile it is probably the most lavish
night club entertainment, from the
standpoint of scenery, costuming,
general all-around beauty and lahde-dah ever presented and gambled

Whether

with.

nie.

is

Rene Racover, who has alway been

had a head-start of about two
months, thereby ca.-ihing in on name
value and making it difficult for secChicago, Dec. 22.
ond group to appear in Spots where
Gloria King, Tito other company plnyod before. This
Vicfci
Alleti.
Coral, Marc Ballero, Ted Fio-Rito situation exists here.
Orch tuitli Patrico Trovers & Candy.
Halop and Jordan are aided by
Bob McClung, Jack Scarl (both ot
Giving little value for a $2 mini- the films), Florence Halop and David
mum, this spot can hope for little Gorcey. Act split into three/ sections
opens with an olT-stage anmore than New Year's Eve biz and
nouncement that local cops have 24
perhaps some from a couple of Janu- hours in which to clear out because
ary conventions.
Dead End Kids are in town. Entire
Other spots with similar minimum group comes onstage and indulge in
hoodlum horseplay, with Jackie
are giving their customers considerSearl, the foil, as the rich boy trying
ably more show so that the Ca- to join the neighborhood pang. More
sino doesn't stack up favorably with horseplay follows when Halop gal,
nice-looking
blonde, struts across the
its present fare.
stage.
Ted Fio-Rito's orchestra is a fair
Midway the girl is reprieved in a
name, but otherwise there's little' to love scene with Searl, in which she
offer in the four singles who comacceptably vocals a couple of pop
prise the show. Marc Ballero is m.c. tunes. Spotted here also
is McClung,
and impersonator. Working with a who does an impersonation
Presi.

but

is

—

—

Subsequent production numbers

with ventures Continental
Each
fronting an entertainment Could Go Places wtih You.'
carries a special song by either Dathat looks 100% Yankee in produc
venport, Irving Brodsky and D. Bertion.
Responsible for the show are Nat nard Simon, or James- Shclton. While
Karson and Gene Snyder, with the none is of click calibre, they're suitformer also doing the scenery, and able.
Opening night the singing specialthe result is a picture of the RadioCity Musical Hall iri a nitery setting. ists were all hampered somewhat by
Both are on loan from the M. H. faulty operation of the public address
identified

They've

olT belter.

(CONGRESS HOTEL)

in the first halt are 'Musical Chairs,'
Out of a Dream.' surrealist stuff,
and 'Turn of the Year.' In the second half are 'Ballroom for Two,'
Everything Happens to Me.' which
looks like something out of 'Pins and
Needles': 'I'll Wait," and the finale, 'I

Finn, whom he formerly angeled
here, and Joe Moss both being out.
In their places as managing director,

it

Congress Casino, Chi

nudity or blue material. This also is
inclusive of the show's unusual character for a nocturnal playground.
The initiar 'History Repeats itself
scene presages the gorgeousncss to
coiM. Walter Cassel. baritone, sings
the theme song by Pam Davenport
and chorus boys and girls depict famous lovers of history, from Adam
and Eve down to Frankie and John-

Bill Canning, New England gas
(tation owner, is now holding the full
financial reins of the spot, with Alex

show

done such an excellent job on the
scenery and costuming, with Snyder's
training of the IG-girl line also standcorrections
the staging
oul,
intr
about everything (including a pre?«.
DEAD END KIDS (6)
should come easily.
agented undress appearance on Parw
Both Karson, who is the Music (Scroiici Troupe)
With Billy Ilalop, Bobby Jordan, ave, for the cops— and ncwspauero
Hall's scenic designer, and Snyder,
Jack Seiirl, Florence Ilalop, David is back in vaudeville. She's repeat
who stages the dances for the M. H.
ing the nudie routine to Dcbussv'.
Gorcey, Bob McClunr
Rockcttcs, return to the M.H. Jan. 1,
'Afternoon of a Faun' which she dirt
but will stage subsequent shows here. Comedy
at the World's Fair last summer
run three 20 Mins.
will
ir
This production
the dancing Is something Nijiiiskv
months, indicating that the Inter- State. Harlford
should
be spared, Rita Rio band's
Two of Ihe original Dead End Kids, playing of
national plans four shows a year.
the score is enough to Hiv»
Scho.
Billy Halop and Bobby Jordan, arc
Debussy
the
horrors,
too.
Fact
is, it
in this act, making two companies
working theatres under the same isn't much of a turn from any standname. Handicap is that other group point, not even as strip stulT for tha

now

of

opening night, he tried Fred dent Roosevelt and some trick harAllen and Edward G. Robinson and monica playing for good returns.
then Steve' Evans. His impression Halop is forte in a character bit from
of the bohunk drunk was fairish, the picture,
'Angels Wash Their
with the material overshadowing the Faces,' in which he portrayed
the
delivery.
role of a chieftain ot a neighborhood
Vicki Allen opens with an acro- gang.
batic
specialty
which
is
:'ust
all
right.
All climax with a takeofT of a Holand it's their effort that gives the system, plus last-minute rehearsal About the same quality
is
Gloria
lywood set, with the prop filming
International its slight change of and attendant throat-tiredness. Hence
Carol Bruce, „
a .King with her toe dance ballet. Tito and directing of a shor{. 'The Love
Cassel. baritone, "and
—.v. >^-.w.
facie from the former Casino billing. wM.......
Com! sings tropkal^ songs and scores Lives of Queen Elizabeth and Sir
Now it's called 'Theatre-Restaurant' rt^n^ing looker,' dldn't'so'un^
*
'
Bruce especially looks remarkably with the friendly open- Walter Raleigh.' It's a corny bit,
and Canning frankly admits that he best. Nliss
wants to subordinate the drinking like a click when she s heard more ing-night audience. Another scorer but it gets laughs with Searl in charand build up the entertainment. clearly. Sergio DeKarlo, a guitar- is Candy, who steps out of the Fio- acter of Raleigh and Jordan as Queen
Hence, he's not so anxious to trim playing troubador, likewise sounded Rito orchestra for his unusual wide- Elizabeth. Love scene between two
range voice novelty. His strange tal- is comical as directed by Halop.
the show, which ran two hours open- too quiet.
Pace
There were five distinct smashes ent is particularly stressed in the and dialog need tightening up. Opening night, to any great extent, although it's contrary to all precepts of opening night, with the ballroom 'I've Gotta Note' number, which per- ing section could stand the use ot a
nitery operation to curtail the bar team of St. Clair and Day (New mits him to range from key to key backdrop or props depicting slum
with tonsiled fluency.
sales via long entertainments. Basic- Acts) and Betty Bruce, hoofing spenabe.
Eck.
Fio Rito should reestablish himshows, cialist, no relation to Carol Bruce,
ally,
the production-type
which have kept customers' atten- the major applause standouts. Miss self with the public here. He has a
tion glued to the stage and the wait- Bruce has been in Broadway shows, good network hook-up over CBS, FAITH BACON (2)
with careful attention to songs Danclnr
ers inactive, spelled red ink for the most recently being in 'Boys from and
indicates
hitting a new stride.
He 6 MIns.
deluxe niteries. The International Syracuse.' but possibly was seldom
know> this from Its past experience. presented in such sock fashion as she has a solid orchestra musically, but Flatbusb, Brooklyn
Dancer, who's been doing a fan
The Karson-Snyder production is is here, and her topfiight buck 'n* without the distinctive touches that
very close to being more legit than winging, with a strong dash of ballet go to make a band outstanding these routine for years and has played just
nitery, but if that's the way it's go- entwined, cinches her impression. days when the public is looking for
ing to be sold it is sorely lacking in Close behind her are the six Debo- novelty and new twists. His new localite, won figure-skating honors at
the comedy department. As a re- nairs, troupe of boy hoofers who singer, Pat Travers, is a looker with national amateur meet last year.
Cold.
vue, there's plenty of beauty, but too have also been seen around on pleasant pipes.
Everybody dips on and cuts up durfew laughs. And while it's a terrific Broadway. They present their standing the swift finale, leaving the
bargain supplement to a dinner at ard mechanical. dance in the first half
crowd ready for more.
minimum, Canning already and are doing an entirely new rou$1.50
It's a swift show, about 32 minknows that a nitery's after-theatre tine about explorers in the nether
(HOTEL BOOK-CADILLAC)
utes, and goes on for two nightly
registering strongly both
trade, which is the drinking mob, is portion,
performances, at 8 and 11:15.
very important. Billy Rose's Casa times. Another click in the first haU
Pool.
Detroit, Dec. 21.
Manana, the Paradise, defunct Hol- is A. Robins, whose novelty has long
'fceolife Revue' loit/i Dot Franeu,
lywood and the International, which been standard in vaude. However.
was closed for four weeks prior to Karson and Snyder make their only Kendall Willianis, Sammy Jarvis,
this reopening, are all classic ex- major mistake in reprising his quick- Edith Dustman, The Iceolettes (4),
Jack
Myers
Orch.
changes
and-^irops
amples of niteries running into the
for the second
(PHILADELPHIA)
red with good dinner trade, but poor halt. It's too repetitious. The next
Here is a slick miniature ot the big
smash doesn't come until very late
supper biz.
Philadelphia, Dec. 22.
Aside from the corny "Let's Go' in the show, when the three Wiere ice shows, and is seemingly headed
Monty Wolf, Maurine & Norva,
Bros, present their perfectly timed for
title, this teeofi show under the Insome healthy biz in the Book's Kay i4IIen, Kay King, Mildred King,
These boys were In one
ternational's 'new* policy looks like zanyisms.
one of the most expensive put on a of the very first productions at the Casino and in towns where Sonja Pat Shevlin's Orch (6).
nitery floor within recent memory. International, and this is familiar Henie and similar troupes have been
Cutting tha show budget, elimiterritory for them. They're European big
It's stated, however, that the show'i
draws. Beautifully costumed by
and give Racover at least one taste
production nut is actually lower tha
nating a line ot girls and other frills,
Irene Terry, neatly balanced and off
this spot's previous extravaganza of home.
Harold Larzalere is set to keep this
Five strong clicks Indicate that to big responses in its first show.
the cost of the multiple scenic and
It's a new layout, assembled by Dot class spot, on the outskirts of Philacostume changes running around Karson and Snyder have sufficient
Franey, who, after copping 11 speed delphia, going all winter instead of
titles as an amateur, went into showshuttering Jan. 1, as in other years.
producing a couple of years ago. More than 15 miles from the heart
ot
Acts are working on a new synthetic the city, the Casino depends upon
ice process, first tried out at De- the auto trade to keep
going and so
troit Automobile Show, that doesnf far
of the
has had good weather breaks.
hurt dance floors, is easy to dance
Show caught was smoothly paced,
on and slows up skaters just to the in contrast to usual opening night
right degrfe'e for smaller floor work. deficiencies.
Monty Wolf capably
Unit opens with the chorus doing m.c.'s and keeps things moving. Kay
snappy military taps on skates, fine King, dancer, opens, doing a turn
intro for Kendall Williams' strut and with a dummy of the popcyed Esfancy baton twirling to a medley of quire mag cover character as a partcollege tunes. Little Sammy Jarvis, ner.
It's a neat satire on ballroom
as the Charlie McCarthy dummy; dancers.
with slick mask, is riotous. The lad
Kay Allen, chirper with Pat Shevcan really go on the ice and his size lin's crew, doubles into the show
helps make it look even faster.
with 'My Prayer' aind 'Oh, Johnny,'
From then on the buildup is steady. and encores with 'I'll Remember.'
Edith Dustman, a skating danseuse, A looker with a neat chassis, she's
catches quickly with her dainty work improved vocally since caught last.
to 'Pretty Girl Is Like Melody' and
Mildred King, aero dancer, follows
into a faster tempo with 'Stop, It's and
gets
a
moderate reception.
Wonderful.' Miss Franey and Wil- Wolf's turn leads off with a recitaliams team as a nicely balanced pair tion, 'If Washington Should Come
to do a 'boy meets gii l' number, tak- to Life Again,' which could easily
ing in the full sweep ot the ice and be eliminated since it's not a bit
funny. Goes into 'vbcal, 'Things Look
featuring her splits.
The chorus, a little too limp dur- Brighter," and continues with a meding its military number, gets one of ley of oldtimers, 'Waiting for the
the best responses in its next spot, a Robert E. Lee' and 'Give My Regards
hot'rhumba. It has the crowd in the to Broadway,' which is good nostalright mood for the Dustman-Ja'rvis gia stuff.
Maurine and Norva, favcs at this
comedy which follows. Here is slick
funny stuff, with Jarvis wearing an- spot, close the show. Their first turn
other mask, that ot Esquire mag's is a syncopated foxtrot tabbed 'Cafront-cover roue, and working into sino Rhythm," first done in profesh
several routines, including a min- style, and then simplified for the customers to try after the, show. 'Esuet, to such music as 'My Heart Bepani Gani,' a tango, is their next and
.
.
I
longs to .Daddy,' 'Mulberry Bush' and
they encore with 'La Conga,' the au'10 Pretty Girls' for minu«t.
dience joining at the finish.
Miss Franey really opens up to
Shevlin's cvew is an odd combo,
cold, on

i
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Then pokes her head through

the

curtains for a coy bow.
it may all be great stuff tor a midway, but is neither-skillful nor bare

enough

to click in theatres.
The
ultra-feeble lighting makes it look
as if she's wearing thin tights— which

she probably is.
At show caught
Thursday night (21) the audience
was tepid, frequently laughing at the
wronp places and voicing audible
criticisms.

Holie.

ST. CLAIR and DAY
Ballroom Danclne
International, N. T.

This team

New

not in the

is

Act

but looks as though it has been
around plenty. No dancers could be
so clicko without plenty ot experience—and they are one of the standfiles,

outs in the new production at the
'new' International Theatre-Restaurant.

The femme

is

especially striking

with her bright red hair^ It immediately- arrests attentionr though her
dancing and grace don't really need
such a drastic physical hypo. She
suggests being the better dancer, executing some difficult ballroom acrobatics, twirls and spinv in topflight
fashion.

They're dqlng around six routines
show, all excellent. Only one
of the dances, however, is a novelty,
a comedy takeoff on a South American routine. It gets by, but is not
as forte as their straight terps.
Whether or not new to New York,
they should win a following here and
rate spotting in a legit musical. They
are a perfect fit for niteries. the
classier the better.
Scho.
in the

NEW ORLEANS CREDITS

WAR FOR

1939-40

New

BOOM

Oneans, Dec.

26.

War

in Europe, with tha accompaniment of mines and subs, has
proved a bonanza to Louisiana and
this city in particular, 'which expects
the greatest tourist crop in history
from now on. Steamship, railroad,
bus and airline executives speak like
Chamber of Commerce enthusiasts
on their glowing predictions of the
folding money harvest to be gathered from the traveling outsiders.
They are unanimous in attributing
the expected influx to the war in Europe and the dearth ot transatlantic
travel, as well as to the Sugar Bowl

game on Jan 1 between Tulane
and Texas A.&M., Mardi Gras, the

grid

spring fiesta and other fetes.
Niteries and theatres, not to mention eateries and hotels, are doing
the biggest business in years this
winter.
Ticket offices of the carriers have been swamped with inquiries from all parts of the country.
Joe Leze, president of the National Association of American Railroad Ticket Agents, said here Salurady (23) that all things point to
the biggest winter season this city's
had in years. 'It is surprising the
number ot inquiries receTved from
Central and South America.'
'

LORD &
STEWART
of Today—

Tailors

And Tomorrow
LONDON;

19

Albemarle Street

PICCADIULY, W.

NEW YORK

:

660 BI^TTH

1

AVENUE

N

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

guys down front.
With the Rio femme band playlne
from behind a curtain, Mi.ss Bacon
reclines on the dimly-lit stage, slowlv
squirming around in what's aoi
parcntly intended to be voluptuouj
poses. Presently prances around
tite
stage a bit and makes a couple ot
stabs at ballet steps, but her aim's
poor.
Winds up back on the floor

'South American Way' and by this
time customers, at this catching, had
callouses on hands. Show tapers ofl
with chorus doing a ballet, all four,
Patsy O'Day, Lu Jean Hansen, Lucille Hassett and Laura Jean Brown,
getting solo chances. Miss Brown, a

including electric organ, harp, sax,
trumpet, bass, and drums. Band follows the show smoothly and plays
subdued dance tempos with Miss
Allen warbling choruses.
Biz o(T when caught (Friday, dinner).

Shal.

Best Coffee in England

QUALITY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

.

'

VA3METY HOUSE REVIEWS
STRAND,

N. Y.

Abe Lyman Orch with Joey Rar-

A\n Rose Blane and the Caliiornia
Wing, Calgary
Varsity Eioht; Toy

&

which colored water

flows. It's suprepresent the wooing of
Bacqhus (in Greek mythology, the
god of wine), but actually it's just
like any well-shaped gal taking a
shower.
It clicks with the men,

Dosed

to

however.
Joe Termini and Co. (a hefty gal
Joe Termini and Co. 'latter a hefty
Strand show tees oft to a snappy gal and a harmonica-playing stooge)
routining
bogs
it
for
poor
are clicko with the older people in
but
elart
a too-licsurely blowoflf. It's an okoy the audience. The act is full of oldlayout withal, however, and with time hoke, with Termini, long a
this remediable defect ironed out, favorite here, downing as he guiUrs,
would stack up as an excellent holi-' banjos and violins. The stooge harmonicas with his nostrils, while the
day presentation."
gal gives out in a baby voice.
Abe Lyman and his crew, repeatShow's fadeout has the line doing
ing a Strand date of about a year
toy-.soldier dance.
Harry Kahn's
six Addles don't lean
ago, with
band is a bit on the loud side.
toward the jitterbugs. They arc a
Biz when caught tThurs. night)
cweefish aggregation made up of two was good,
considering the general
pianos, bass, tymp, five brass, four pre-Xmas lull.
House
runs on a
guitar,
in
addition
to the
reeds and a
two-a-day basis at
top. Seating
Bros (2): -Four Wives' <WB).

PARAMOUNT,
Glen

Cray Orch

N. Y.

with

PeeWee

Hunt, Kenny Sargent, Murray McEachern; Selma Marlowe, Jimmy
Savo, Merry Macs (4), 'CulUver's
Travels' (Par), reviewed in Vabietv

Dec. 20,

VARIETY

hoofing.
Man's loose-jointed gyrations evoke plenty of. laughs.
His
impressions of a street-car straphanger and of various types of theatre-audience
applauders
register
strongly.
He and his partner, a
looker, also land solidly with a burlesque adagio and illustrations of
various types of dancing couples.
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STATE,

Cautier's Steeplechase,

N. Y.
Bob

Hall,

Lonella O. Parsons unit u>ith Ronald
Reagan, Arleen Whelan, Susan Hayward, Jane Wjyman, Joy Hodges, June
Preisser,

Mecca Graham;

'Cat

and

Canary' (Par),
Genial and amiable, Butterworth
has the aid of Eddie Kane, also of
The several weeks' hinterland
the screen, in his fun-making. They
trek
by Lolly Parsons and her
amuse with the old burlesque hoke
skit of the barrom pair seeing imag- -Hollywobd starlets hasn't done a lot
inary things.
Later, Butterworth to improve the act. It's still one of
sings and dances with Miss Starr to those tired personal-appearance routines that doesn't capitalize all the
demonstrate considerable ability.
Miss Starr, bubbling over with values of the personable, young and
rently, they're surrounded by a fairly
personality, also works singly and somewhat glamorous components.
tasty layout which, combined with
They all agree Lolly is a great kid.
makes every one of her pop sotigs
'Gulliver's Travels' and the school
stand out, having the audience beg- First, a film trailer (Durbin), Errol
holiday season for youngsters, should ging for. more.
Her dancing, too, Flynn, Temple, Rooney, Henie, et
spell pretty good business for the clicks.
al.) bon-voyage and cheerio Miss
theatre. Opening night, however, biz
42c
FoTmS sQsk finale Snyder appears' Parsons on her p.a. tour. Then in
Besides, there are
bow-wielders.
capacity, 2,020.
was oft along with the general Bro,ad- as Santa Claus and his girls as var- person the programmed young film
Shal.
plenty of other attractions to lift the
wav show biz lull.
ious toys. They parade and -prance, talent dittoes, compounds it and reburden from the band's shoulders.
Gray's fine group of instrumen- winding up with a speedy dance.
iterates it, all in deepest gratitude
Lyman's okay as m.c. except for
talists
one
was
time
rated
at
the most
Lower floor well filled at last for Lolly and her Hearst column and
FIX, N. Y.
popular outfit in the country but later show Friday, (22).
occasional tendency to clown in the
the many nice things you've said
Recs.
(NEW)
tobogganed, and for no apparent
wrong places. One of the latter is
about me.'
This 900-seater in Times Sq. is the reason except for the fact that some
Set is a hybrid drawingroom-office,
during the appearance of the Calisupposedly the columnist's jourfornia Varsity Eight, male warbling latest addition to the growing Brandt of its stuff just isn't in the currently
nalistic sanctum.
Latter is showmanly outfit Bros, chain of houses in the metro- popular groove. Tipoff that the outMecca Graham
group.
who, in real life aides Miss Parsons,
Theatre is lo- fit still has more than is necessary
that works in. all-white inilitary uni- politan N. Y. area.
Chicago,
Dec.
22.
goes the complete stooge in the
forms. Dignity is an important part cate'd on 42nd street between Broad- to develop a new audience is in a
Bert Wheeler with Hank Ladd & stage road company. He's
a combo
of their stock in trade, especially in way and Sixth avenue, a block that number announced as written speFrancetta
Malloy,
Tito
Guizdr,
is
secretary,
none
too
alive
at
night
but
very
personal
cially for this date.
aide and m.c. as
Tagged 'No
such formal toggery, and- Lyman's
Only other Name Jive' it has rhythm galore, Grandma Perkins & Co. (2J, Orrin & he herald's the starlets.
gagging by polishing the braid and busy during the day.
house in that block is the small- with all sections contributing solidly Betty Lou, Doris JWae, Sylvia &
Sole male sex-appeal is Ronald
other such tomfoolery upsets -that.
Christian, Gregory & Raymond with Reagan who
seatcr Cameo which specializes in an
makes
capital of his enAt
the
other
extreme
is a very
Eddys,
of
Nelson
line
Resembling a
There are no other weak opening with 'Old Man River' Cherio; 'Thunder Afloat' (M-G).
arty policy.
gagement with Jane Wyman. As
they do military and college tunes houses to the east for about five
might be suspected, it's the youngdone in slightly increased tempo. It's
for best results. Chirping, however, blocks, but plenty to the west.
sters with the stage experience who
All-around holiday show that indi
bad and only the foUowup and exseems entirely too much on the
plenty
of
entertainment repeat their rostrum clicks, this apThe Brandts are devoting the Pix pected 'Sunrise Serenade' pulls the cates
strained tenor side, without enough
to single features, American and for- outfit out of a hole. At other points, strength and boxoffice draught. Two plying to Joy Hodges, seen opbass to balance.
headliners
in
Bert Wheeler and Tito posite George M. Cohan in 'fd
eign, with Shorts and newsreel to PeeWee" Hunt sings 'Havin' Any Fiin'
Varsity Eight follows the band's round out.
The scale ranges'from and the newer ''Yodelin' Jive' enter- Guizar handle the wicket-whirling Rather Be Right,' and June (and
Cherry) Preisser, the boneless acroopening set and right after them 25c mornings to a top of 65c.
tainingly; Kenny Sargeiit contributes assignment.
comes another Lyman satellite, Joey
Wheeler remains a quiet type of dancer and comedienne, a petite
With 900 seats including an orches- a finely done 'My Prayer' and
comic, being back in Chicago with blonde personality click ever since
Hardin. Rardiii's a five-foot edition
tra and mezzanine, the Pix is a Cried for You,' and Murray Mc
her childhood years on the stage.
of Jimmy Cagney in appearance, takconsiderable Eachern runs the .gamut of wind and Hank Ladd and Francetta Malloy
with
house,
roomy
There's plenty of s.a. in the act
with whom he has been working of
ing advantage of the physical siminner lobby space, lounges, etc. reed instruments, using trombone,
late.
Former is a neat crossfire and it might somehow have been put
ilarity to the star and vest pocket
Outer lobby is of fair size. Theatre alto end tenor ^ sax, clarinet, and partner for
Wheeler, who works together to better showcase adstature for a good momentary setto
motif is along luxurious, colorful trumpet, to fair results.
vantage. As is, it's a shallow parade,
imRardin
easily
and
Otherwise,
wins
over
the
aud.
Lyman.
with
The only thing keeping the orand modernistic lines but not too
held together merely by the thread
Guizar
registers
solidly
with
his
itates vocally hot cornet, slide tromstrong a leaning to the latter. It was chestra from competing strongly for
bone, electric guitar, bagpipes -and designed, by -Eli Jacques Kahn, who a high spot on current band lists is warbling, whamming home his south that Reagan is supposed to pick 'the
Other new star of 1940,' which results in
BUto horns. It's a fair turn; due more was the architect on Squibb's 5th that the youthful audience which at of the border numbers.
to Hardin's personality than talent Ave. building, Longchamps restau- one time rated it tops has grown up. vocalizer is Doris Mae, who opens all the ingenues, making a heavy roHose Blane, Lyman vocalist, fol- rants, Bergdorf Goodman and vari- There's a new crop to clamor at the her single with a neat singing rou- mantic pitch for the juve, plus '^ome
Substance of their
She's a solid winner with ous buildings at the N. Y. World's b.o. and the band hasn't yet learned tine, and then shifts into a xylo- artful bribery.
lows.
plenty of style and an ability to sell. Fair. The lighting is indirect except what it should be treated to. Lead- phone turn. Handles the woodpile talents, of course, is the obvious seAlso has the faculty of selecting for the outer lobby where a new er's announcements and conducting cleverly and punches over a gener- quence of specialties.
During their costume changes Miss
ally good act. Orrin and Betty Lou
right numbers for her foggy pipes, type of directional illumination is here could be improved, too.
Parsons
reels
off
some "newscasting
start
the
show
with
a
neat
little
tap
and
'100
1,'
'Oh,
Johnny"
to
including
used. It leans to brightness. House
Trio of turns working with Gray turn. Youngsters make a pleasant from the rostrum. In a nice, well•Yodelin' Jive.'
is claimed to be the first to be built include Jimmy
Savo, Merry Macs appearance and are distinctly in- modulated and modest manner, some
Toy and Wing, Oriental terp duo, in N. Y. under the new safety code, and Selma Marlowe. Latter is com- gratiating in their style and deliv- of her chit-chat is familiar, being
booked separately from the Lyman with all exits leading out into en- petent enough in a session of clear, ery. For the ballroom dances there reprises from yesterday columns.
They're tops all the closed passageways, purposely sepa- cleverly executed laps, but is lacking were Sylvia
outfit, follow.
and Christian, who are One or two are up-to-the-minute.
way, the strongest single effort on rated from the auditorium.
as a real applause^puUer. It may be particularly effective with a tango.
Her recapitulation of one trade
With a view to getting a line on her costuming, which seems a bit
the bill. Dancing is a combo ballNovelty instrumentalists Gregory paper's b.o. ratings of the 1939 stars
room-tap effect, followed by a fast audience reaction, theatre is hand- dated, being a heavy-looking, rhine- and Raymond score with their hoke was spieled sans credit to the source.
toe bit by Miss Tov and some trick ing out 'applause cards' on which stoned, knee-length dress with a flare stuff on vacuum cleaner and bicycle
The titian Arleen Whelan comes
patrons may write their comments skirt.
splits by her male pard.
Audience here responded, pump, preceded by a legit harmonica back for her specialty, 'Siboney,' voconcerning the show.
however.
It's from then on that the show
opener. Wind up with the Theremin calized with but a modicum of
Initial bill on opening of the house
goes into low gear. Band and VarSavo makes every piece of business electric music box, a fine variety Latin - rhythmed
terp
accomp.
the
of
consisted
(23)
night
Saturday
sity Eight (this time in dinner jackpay dividends. He's smooth and has novelty stunt. Cherie is also in the Reagan and his (announced) fiancee,
of Silence'
'Citadel
Jane Wyman, do a comedy skit with
ets) do a' medley of fava western French-made,
the ability always to keep his audi- turn but is primarily decorative.
short dealtunes, which are, by nature, rather (FA): 'Jai Alai' (Col), a
Good comedy hoke by Grandma hokum variation.
Hodges*
ence in the palm of his hand with
Joy
'Aghileen
bits.
talk
Perkins,
who
gives
'em
a
then-andswingo
version
slow. Then come the Calgary Bros., ing with the Latin sport;
singing
and
of
'Blue
Skies'
rings
his pantos
release in the
(20th),
continental-type comics, who are Pinnacles*
Goes through the slinjgshot, cigar- now act, and it adds up to consider- the bell, reflecting her mike and
series
plenty funny, but also typically lan- Father Hubbard Adventures
and sundry pieces, al- able laugh material. Has plenty of stage technique, she being originally
lighting
clownine and surefire. Audi- good talk and is aided cleverly by a a vocalist with bands on the air.
guid.
They wind up with a slow- and Fox-Movietone New::.
ways
Alfred NarofI is the manager.
motion fight.
Following, for the
ence wouldn't let him off, demanding plant in the box for crossfire. Winds Susan Hayward with Reagan, in anCJior.
finale, Lyman's crew goes into the
the hilarious 'River Stay Away from up with a waltz-clog vs. jitterbug other comedy meller sketch, and
waltz, 'March of Rhythm,' which folMy Door,' which he follows with a number that is fine and lands solidly June Preisser's 'I Oughta Dance'
burlesqued tight-wire sequence, using to /lead into a Sophie Tucker vocal specialty, including her lithe and
lows the snail pace of the Calgarys.
limbre acrobatic falls, stop the show.
It speeds up to swing, but not sufa piece of string laid out on the floor. imoersonation.
Business was good at the first show
Miss Parsons does some quiz stuff
ficiently so for the needed lift as
Savo is a tough turn to follow
Gold.
next, answering a number of writordinarily but the Merry Macs turn Friday (22).
the elevated pit stage fades.
BnlCimore, Dec. 24.
ten audience questions that sound on
Foursome of stylized
the trick.
Worthy of nottf are the Strand's
Joe and June McKenna, Everett rhythm singers click handsomely
the level.
She handles that in
stage trappings this scsh.
Manage- West,
Dead End Kids (4) with Sam with 'Runnin' Wild,' 'In the Mood'
innocuous If not particularly conment outdoes itself in attractive and (ScMepperman)
Gxoynne,
Hearn,
spicuous manner. Thence 'Oh Ron(which isn't often attempted vostrikingly decorated bandstand and
Three Soiiiuels & Harriet Hayes (4); cally), and encore with a neatly
nie,' parody on 'Oh Johnny,' with
Buffalo, Dec. 25,
backgroimd.
Herb.
'The Amazing Mr. Williajns' (Col).
tricked-up 'Oh, Johnny.' This tasteCount Berni Vici's 'Comedie Fran- Reagan the subject for the finale.
Opening is Gautier's Steeplefully costumed quartet can offer its caise' unit with Yvette Dare, Carlton
Increased talent quantity and- qual- highly acceptable fare anywhere.
Emmy's Pets, Ted Waldman & chase, standard pony-and-dog act.
FAY'S,
four
Shetlands
are
clever
here this week is helping to
ity
Finale has them dropping on the Susie, Billy Farrell, Lucy Boots & The
caperers, and ditto Gautier'.s terrier.s.
otlset pre-holiday effect on b.o. and felevator with the band, vocalizing Billy Taylor, Jans & Wheeler; 'CovTheif' rnaster paces them brightly,
dobullish
Rings,'
a
of
the
"Smoke
advantage
w.k.
theme,
(Rep).
take
ered
Trailer
to
Gray's
Philadelphia, Dec. 21
briskly and fetchingly through their
Tirza, Harry Savoy, Edwin George, ings anticipated immediately there- nice touch.
His
six minutes to a strong score.
Joe Tertiiini & Co., Vic, Lamarr & after. ^Booking of Dead End Kids
This spuriously titled exhibit is the smiling easy stage style is ideal for
Keene Twins, Frank Hall, Line (16), (Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel
third so-called French revue to hit
a kiddie turn of this type. Bob Hall
Harry Kahn's Orch (10); 'Bad Little Dell and* Bernard Punsley) is, on
this spot in the last couple of months.
is still Bob Hall in the deuce, with
the whole, a natural for school vaAngei' (M-G).
Judging by this one, they are retro- his longwinded, somewhat forced
when
cationers, which was evident
gressing in quality and entertainment
Abel.
rhymes.
Minneapolis, Dec. 23.
value.
An odd mixture of burley (called caught.
Clyde Snyder, JMinncsota Co-Eds
Gwyiine opens program with his
Considerable of the .shows' lalent
'artistic nudity' in the bill) and oldfashioned vaude constitutes the stage <:moolh niagic emphasized by his (12), Doiinn May, Large & Morgner, falters and most of its production
Trick of disappearing Barr & Estcs, Charles Butterworth & aspects are cornily impotent. When
fare at B'ay's this week. It's the only good patter.
'Stormy
remaining house in Philadelphia still girl in tiny house run through with '.Co. (2). Judy Starr, Jack Malerich's it goes girly, it's burley.
Followed by House Orch (18); 'JWoiieu to Burn" Weather' crooned over a mike, with
on the .vaude standard. For more swords is standout.
Boston, Dec. 21.
the girls in cellophane waterproofs,
than a hour and a half the customers, Joe and Jane McKenna with their (Rep;.
Henny 'Younoman, Smiles & Smilei,
is its idea of a high spot in vocal and
mostly family trade, are entertained knockabout, good for laughs and a
adagio
fare,
amusement
Burlesque
choice
Providing
Costumes and Four Arleys, The Smarties (4) Three
production number.
by. the whole gamut of stage biz, .series of bends.
from a nude cutie taking a 'wine' is still the act's standby and a fitting this show if an audience pleaser. scenery is show-worn, redeemed White Whirlu>intis, Larry Flint House
headlining
Butterworth
Charles
undress
clincher.
Orch;
With
attractive
'Heroes
in
the
Blue'
(Mono) and
somewhat
by
bath to a juggler who mixes up his
Everett West is a legit singer and Judy Starr to top the strong of the ensemble. Berni Vici's girl 'Crashino Through* (Criterion) dual.
routine with a flock of corny gags.
Opening number brings on the whose turn is accented by a few supporting talent, layout stacks up orch is loud and careless, and Ihe
line dressed as choristers in a cathe- standard gestures and high-scaled among the best ofi'crcd at this spot. leader's playing and conducting apOne
of the best bills of the season,
closing notes. Of good appearance, Jack Malerich's orchestra (18), the pear superfluous.
dral chapel setting, with Frank Hall
with credit going to the entire lineYvette Dare's 'sacred' Balinese par- up. Henny Youngman headlines and
a fine baritone^^inging the old carol he .'•cores with 'Souln American Way,' 12-giii line and m.c. Glydie Snyder,
O Come Ye Faithful.' From this Good Night My Beautiful,' When all house Standbys, are also at their rot dance seems a long wily to go for m.cs, and has the laughs coming
the girls swing into a skating number Iri.sh Eycse Are Smiling' and a combo holdiday best, and that's plenty good. just a strip tea.se. They're doing it often and fast with his patter.
ReGuielevated
'Two
the
'and
on
action
in
Eyes'
linit,
and
with
quicker
Malerich's
'Dark
well
of
as
encore
which is better than average.
peals a few of his best quips from
Boots and Taylor an earlier appearance this season and
pit, is in fine'' fettle for its 'Toyland the local hurleys.
The aero dance team of Vic, La- tars,' done in the original Russian.
Taking hold of a made-to-order. Fantasy," which features a click ren- open the variety with scrambled tops 'em with a flock of fresh malemarr and the Keene Twins starts
slowly but earns plenty of salvos be- spot, the Dead Enders enter in typi- dition of 'March of. the Toys,' a mite. chatter in the coffee and cake man- rial. His burlesque of a rugged bariwre it closes with a spectacular cal tough-guy .style, utilizing fairish Donna May, who pops out of a large ner. Carl Emmy's dogs are among tone giving out on a messed-up lyric
nnish that finds the whole troupe do- material for an army enlistment box to warble briefly, and an inter- the few clicks. Waldman and Susie is a neat climax. Sandwiches in some
Paced by Sam lude of tooling on toy instruments. try to dress their excellent harmon- fiddling, but it's nothing more than
ing difficult somersaults.
piece of buisiness.
Harry Savoy makes his entrance (Schleppcrman) Hcarn, who interpo- Playing the more famous Yuletide ica playing turn into a smart patter background for his horseplay.
Billy
violin bit in which songs. Malcrich, as usual, conducts act with indifferent success.
at this point
Four Arleys, opening, hand out
to m.c. A clever comic, lates his standard
™"h a keen sense of timing, he's he imitates a trio of fiddles eflcctive- an audienpe-sing from the console. Parrel's plain and fancy taps would plenty of thrills with their risley
Snyder, who's also the producer, be better without the persiflage. Jans turn.
good for plenty of guftaWs with his Ivi turn builds to fairly good results.
Pulse quickeners include a
pgs. some off-color, but none of- Hearn also plays the enlistment of- utilizes a festive note in keeping with and Wheeler hit the high spot of the head-to-head stand, with a man
Takeoff of a the season for his ensemble num- show with their smooth comedy acro- carrying a girl up, over and dowri a
lensive. Tirza does something called ficer in the sketch.
>ne Dance of the Marihuana,' sup- dame by Gorcey is good for laughs bers. A .speedy skating ballet by batics to go over for best Returns.
ladder by sheer balance, and
The general impression is one of double
posed to portray how one feels after in spile of some blue stuff that's out his dancers creates the proper atmosa balance by a girl silting on a chair,
phere and gets the show off to a fair vaude talent surroundecj by elab- teetering on a norizontal bar which
ajiokmg reefers. She winds up by of sorts for the juve trade.
orate but road-weary nudity show.
removing everything but a G-string.
Three Samuels and Harriet Hayes zippy start.
tops a high pole balanced by an unone-legged
unit
will
have
to
The
get
by
for
enMorgnef,
Large and
"ieaves the aud cold.
Solid hoofery highlighted by
close.
dcTstander.
in tertainment on the strength of the
George is a fair juggler but nicely injected comedy, makes for balancers, amaze by the manner
Three White Whirlwinds close
Solo aero by femme which' they"ve overconie their physi- former, despite the obvious appeal with their showmanly rollerskating':
patter depreciating his work ideal chaser.
and are able to per- to the stags of the latter.
Poesn t help put over
routine
holds constant attention.
the act. Tirza is very strong,' and' final military tap cal handicap
Caught Saturday night (23), house Deuce that
with her 'Fbuntein of Wine' by the quartet is cleverly worked form difficult feats requiring great
act is Smiles and Smiles,
stubholders scaled for strength and muscle control. Barr was about three-quarters filled, most- dusky, swingy ballroom team. Duo
keeping
nothing
out,
different
if
ef«
^J^^'^^
and woman team, ly men, which is good business for
» series of grinds and an extra series of curtains. Biz Okay. and Estes, man
(Continued
"
liL
on page 40)
Burton.
""ties,
Bum. are big socks with their comedy and the date.

Glen Gray's Casa Lomans make it
four out of five Xmas-week dates for
the band at this house since the pit
band and vaiide policy was inagurated in 1935.
They were unable
to come in one year due to a stand
at the Hotel New Yorker. N. Y. Cur-
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coioRioi

Caff« Society
Joe Sullivan Orb
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(;»)

NTO Rev
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Diamond Broa
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Ore
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3
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Club 18
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St
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ft

J
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Geo Renard Oro
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I, It
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4
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Harney Zeeinan
Dob Rungell
Olainoiir Ola

(H)

Herb Dubroiv
Sally Lainnrr

Helen Wllaon
l.ydla * Jnroro
Jewel Kilo
>;ilnn f!ln>i>!<"n
Irvine Uraalow Ore Hetty Anne .'^lior
3 Peiipcr.H

WllUa.ma
Dorlene Jonea
Kl Chl<«
Al Moore'a Ore
KobortI Roberta
Pal Chandler
-Jack Randall
Paula Montoya
t WlndHora
Kay Laverly
T.oula

Embsaay
Geo Climird
Johnny ParrlaU

lilla

Murry

Betty
Carlos

Ray

Slelber Ors

Mlinl

Jessie

,

ItrHilforda

Krank Hall
Wnib; Wander die
Kadlc Lnnf;
Paul Rlrh
Eddy Morgan Ore

"Ruth Joffca

Miir.sli

Klhellna
Gruber'H

UloBHoni Cla

Jerry Glldden
(Panliier Room)

Rarl Hlnes Ore
Katherlne Perry

BenchcomUera
Red ft Curley

Coraz

.loyctlea

liarry
Sulle

Grant Page
Lucille Wllklna
Leonard Reed
Harry's New Turk
Ralph Cook

Churk

Laalla

(CiltiiKTHtar
llghta,
N. J.)
Jf».'in

l>r

Onrilen Terrnre
Pole l''"»li'r
l.niiK Thi>mi'J<i>n Or
PCBk-y S»\:\i<

llMrbrAnil'a

Arden
Ayrea

Jaros Sis
(l>ome)

Palsy

f\orir»ns

KlnR.x of Sttlnic

PeKRr Mrrloud
Ted & Al l.a no

l.nniar

'(<^Hti

OW

Klalne Ulnrli
I^orene Rhitda
Dolores Merrill

Syiiru|inler..|

Mr. X
Klhel Itradley
Kveljn Sanntlera

:

Shelhr

MiiKlc-Hiill
)!ay
liernica Bern

Ilolel Ileo Frnnklla

MUolal

G^ne Kerwln Oro.

ft
Bud Roherla
Helen Rogers

Vivian Vincent

Stewart
Ore

Hilly llayea

lialle

Ten*

C.U'rla

Uruher
Mario

Donley Ore

Phil

I.oeuat

1323

Fthellnd

irnmco.'* l,eni>a

New Ion

Sylvlii

"

Mllliu Jeslrah

Nadlne

Carl Mars
Sllhonelte CInb

Thomas
Gmnd Termce

Jlelen rhuiklea
Vee Amei« til"
Pol Shevlln Ora
Madebn Wnllnca

Kr«nl;le Itirliar'lKOn
Koti TitniRNcn, Jr

(Celtic <-Nre)

Rm>

J^cona l^iilie

lluiiblea

l< & A'Irli'nna
Knierairi Sia

Krank Milton
J ark

Kay KInr

Tnram

Uaacala

l<ouf.so

Sylvia Tucker

Brand mout

rnrtlllac

Cndlllnr Coatietlea

Crovant Imk Tabln

firaemere Hotel

Lydia Harris
Val Williams

Hall
Ulurla Vanderlillt
riitr

Klaiiie

Harvey Charles Ore

Dot Carlson Gls

Rm

titrafford)

S

!»

Cai

Nora

Ruth Helaelman

C;i!i

nuniaHd.1
(HiMel Hellevua-

A

^^

Allen
Joe Cook. Jr
Counte.'U Menoft

Wiirner

DlllK->M'S

Jack Ivetl -Ore

(CryalAl Kooin)
Annatle Kennedy
Joe Nardulll
Gertrude Tobin
Bob BIlHngs

Mll-ltay

Steve Stuieland Or
Sherman Hotel

Bob Danders Jr Or
Gay Pnree

Aristocrats Oro
Dale Evonif
Brevoort Hotel

"*

AlHtittt

.

Alicia Barth

Rm)

Maureen

& A Kay

Aiilia llfi>i>r
.)nfW Le'liiard

Aflricnne

(llnlhirKe

UtIwardH
l.oon

Gay M'a
Ginger Woods

Kthel Brown

Blneksinne Hotel

Kaite,

Tul Mare
lYarhara Weeka

C'lilleipe

Va nya
Jr

^-

Kremrorn

nic

tiary

N.'llei
l.itim.

Staiihanle Snyder

llHi-.nittii

I'orry,

Gloria Reed

1'ohy Lee
Jessie Garwood

Sis

lien

Poiolhy Murphr
Mary Wllllaina
Trudy Martin
Pedro Bl.'inco Ore

Ore

l<'r..t.^elto

tiliilfer

I

Kliift

ltn.\

Betty Fredericks

Sid S('hai>i>s

Joe Sunders Ore

Jod

Plllaner

Louisa MaRco
Sidney Day
Alleen Cunnlnictiam
Curl Welter Oro
NIkka Nlkol
Ylrrlnia llrnault

Kay Keeny

Hum

<!••

fiefa
V'velyn Dtichcaa
Vnnilfrbills

Siork

Pnlmer

li

Kfnr.olll

Uenny
s

Krinikla Srlillllh
Wall Teiitple Oro

.

DnCosla

l>o8t-ami>s

Hitit

Edith

(juinpy Comfort

Manner

Nii-i4

Ue Nova Twins

Gibson

Nli-k

Allan

l>ori>thy

Uraff Oro

Iteniiro l>lcro

.\il:kl

coHeph

Lqi

Lpo

Mnplea

Ullly

Aarhoruffo
,loliitn\

HiMiy IVilllama

TomnVy Dnrsey Ore

Gaiety Village

John HaTe
Peppy ft Peunuts
Ti'dily Kline Ore
WllHhlr«> Kowl
Phil Harris Ore

Club

Milly Krdman
Fto Pol IIS
Aeden ft tjine

Ciein-ge

Unas Dishop

Koberln ICoberta
Ani'honice sio^k Co

Kiiiinle

Sally Sharrat
Swias Hill Billies

MolliA
Nad J a

Dan Daniels

not Landv

Boh w'rays Ore

Bufldy Kirhy
Dirk Conrad

Jimmy Amoa
,

to

Victor Hugo
Garwood Van Ore
While Klepliant

'

RnU

Marliiii

Helen Fox
Kay Knrrol
Tonya
B"*h TiMslt-y. Ore

Lillian

i'lino
Kvi'lyii ('Hmpbell

(Kinpire Knoin)

Klicliles

RysiiJ*
(iinrla Itnhdalt
Ardi>ll ft ^Monel

Paige

ul

J>iane Cllfion

Swniinn Jnii
Taluin
Charlie Kvann
Topsy's

An

TJlllan

Ifnnnert

Senators Ore
Fmnke'e Casino
Palsy Lu Rains

CHICAGO
Ambassador Hotel
(Pump Room)

Margie I^e
Leon Darrell Oro
SAB Club

Chet Robles Ore

Collins

I'enana

June

l*itddiH^k

I'eggy T.eonard

ilirry Kin';lii nd
Lou Snilce Ore

Jan Garber Ore

MriMhy Hill
'uulln^ Blai-k
>ol Itohlnsiin
Jane Lavoniie
Annette Arlue
Kayrt Rogers
"Od SellinRs Ore
97(te Club
Roeky KIswnrlh
Paul BurKetlo

Herl>le Ore

R B Johnny

Paul

Nnppo Gardens
BobeKe Gls

Mollle Malone
Cecil Manning
(trace Mack

CUarlei^ Henly

PaUlPl

Ay era

Bner

Murray Ocleit
ItaoMl Kantrow

-

A

monds

Madeline Gardner

Mantrod Gotlhelf
Jims St Claire
NamelesB
DIsne Henry
Karl Baokns Oro
Kihlle I^eon
Lntirrlta De

Arllne Owens
»lary Beth

Rae

Hr.4ilron1.H

IluaHe)

Stan Rittoff Ore
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Knlertalnere

Moore ft Lewla
Red Stanley Oro
Somerset Hnase
June Slllman

Peter Llnd Hayes

Cochran

lta>

l?olly

Hoscnbloom

MaKla

Sid Toniack

Fri-d

Nick

Gerrllrt

Lillian Gibson
Al Melntyre
E Bush Quartette
SInitSf Maale'e
Loralne de Woods
Great Revel

Susan MillerBeryl Wallace
Reginald Craig
ft

Florioa

iTCorge ft Nanette
Iiomlnle
Marg'rlte & M'rtlner

Whlimnn

Yar
WIttlch Ore

Dorlas

Nyra Lou
Sharon
Muriel Joseph

Harlhi

Morrlsna Hotel
(Boston Oyeler

(Glass Hat Rm)
Johnny Bnnga Oro

Janlna La Uoda
Claudia (*orallt
To Olde Cellar

PHILADELPHIA

F.dna Riley

.

Cnllison

Dixie Lee

FrAiik Dnnla

GU

Meyers

Pops ft Lurle
Buiierbeans A Sue
Nick Brooks Gls
Tliompsoa'a 16 Cluk
Kay Reynolda
4 Sharpe Oro

.Mlllslnnea

Red Saundera Oro

Hnmlllon

.luanlla

I
8

Pait*lJf

Diane Dcnice

Parle Inn

Palsy

Jitterbugs
Willie

Rhythm

Chttrloi^ Lsoin

Kiiih

Rhythm Rascals

Ken Stevens

Jack Roland Oro

C

Wayne King Ore
Day

Marcns Paly

Don Knrlque Oro

Chippie Hill

Wagner

Winona Gardebe
Ken Irftsli*
June Day

-

Reynolds
Stsn Ritmrr Ore
.OU

,liine

Al

JXllly

Johnny Long Ore
George Gould

Flo

TllHon

ai-k

Hrlaaughlla'a

Km)

K;ty J\ii ley
Wrtlly Burke
Phillip loiter. Ore

Chinard

'hll

Ore,

(«ls

CInb f>rTl«a
Dorlse Bradley
Sam Theard
Marion- Abernathy
Wesley Long

(Pearock
Joe Vera
(rompellnn Rm)
Irving, MnrRrafT
Brake Hotel
(Gold Const Koura)

Conga

McGrnwe
Ned Ssntrey
Bub Kvans
mlley Dooley
Ullen Klener

Ore

Vine ^iurdeaa
Marie AlrClenry
Colletto ft Gals
Angelo Lippech
Richard Denzler
Joe KItih Ore
Whltehnrse lna

Jimmy

5%vlBslHud

J(dins(>n

Andy Freeman
'buck Andrews

Cnngrees Hotel

O

Psnlagei

T.loyd

Alfredo Rhuinba Bd
Dorothy Brandon

AatorJa

Will ,\Vjird

Anne Crosby
Val Vollane
Kleanor Wuodrt
Julen da Halvo

Mann

George HInes
Smith Howard
Ljght Brigade
Hotel Waldorr-

Ruby Norton
Lea Barbnrl
KIta

Hotel Tttti

Enoch Light Oro
i*tKey

Mary Olcott
Hen Yosl %

Dudley Boys

TeVan *

&

Oro
Jordan
(•ypny Nina
Betiy Bradley
(;ien Pope

B

Marlon Koherse

iM)

N'a;ito#Tr.

Ma rev Bros & Bea

HAtie

ttc

FoltoM Oro

Tf«pp>

Hrtyes

lki:nH;Kl*OKT
ryrlr
Cuiyion

Hole] SflToy-rJaia
Kinlle Petti Ore

Bob DuPont

1::iln

K*f.(il West
9 Suiniiolx

Jane Pickens

Chas Baum Oro
Dorothy Lewln

Vera Niva
Vacopl Tr
Gold Knom
(AnibnsHHdor llutel)
Itamon Unntns Ore
.loe

Berry Broa

3

M'll^liljtineii

HippfHlmm^

(2A)

Lucky Mlllinder

Vit-tl)

Stnt««

Park

JAMAICA

nAI.TlMOKK

lnl{sj>i>ls

Cully Rlihards

Johnny I>ownF

H'wortd f'linlnf fi
Rnlpli Roccrn

Carolyn Horton

Dv.iKhi Fiske
llolel St. Morlta

1.o)>e7-

T^arry Alller
Fraxee Pis

(23-*-M)

P & J Hul>ert
Ramona Ore

Adrian Uotllnl 3
Jnric Bt-nny Ore
Hftnev Kaiii

(;iianllln

Bert Froluncin

FlnthtfHli (2B)
ftlorion l»owney
)li»nny YoiiiiRinan

Eddy Duchln Oro
Medrano & Donna

Dixie Dunbar
Mary Burton

Hall

HAKTFORO

UKOOKr.YN

El Cliiro

French Cn*»lt»o
Nat HruHllofT Ore
Hen Nelson Ore
Velor, A Volanda

Rlue Devilft

Clenienls

Harry Armslronfr
Ellzaltelh Murray

4

Juanllda (*arler'
Jesse Cryor
Cee Pee Johnson
'
It Cafe
Joe MoHhny Oro

Fred Seoit
Grev St Kathleen

Igor

Gall

Ella Shields
GeorKle Horris
Hotel Pluxn

FnmoHS i>ot»r
Rddle
Herman Kjrc Fa»n

f27-?»)
f>udlev Knya

4

Ucll

Gah

\V<M>dy

(3 to nil)

Al
Illltoix

Sylvia

Fred Lowery

Gloria Uelntonle

Ruth Craven
Ted I.eary

(SB>

Rtta niu Ore
I-'aini l>NC0n
T'>l>y Whiff

Hotel Pierre
Richard Himber Or
Kihol Levy

Maria

Bobby HenMlip.w
Sim» Sc Uftilcy
Frank C»*nviII/»

(Coconnut Grove)

Ralph de Villa Dcra
Dinora

Frank Llbuse

l.a

KiDiilre (3l-»)
ReA'cl PaiicerH

Krito lln|toe SynipU
P:iul

R1VKR

FAI.r

Panchb Ore

Claire Scott
MarROt >{rander

Hugo Marianl Oro
Soledad Mtrulles
Oorlta Sc Valero

Dedlnl
Murvel!et!PH

linllet

Friizl Scheff
Beali-lee Kay

<'laylon

Oaya Club
I^vee Lane
Marie Hr>ant
Dud lev Dickerson
Snowl.all Sc Johnny

Daniels

Billy

Pennsylvania

Will Osborne Ore
Hotel rtirk Central

Willie Solar

(%U-3i)

& Thomas

Tanner
Lender

RloHKhtI IJppy

('•irpH ilo

KIJZAItKTH

UbeHT

Ho4e1

Dliimona Horaeshoe
Noble Si^sle Ore
Dnn McCrnne Ore

To»P Phtrlcola
Clyde Hafcer
Maneean Tr
r.ucille Johnson
Kmina Francis
Luhi Bnte.1

Al Ss Jean .Tolinyon
Wa:;iier & J^ta

Top & Toa

TI|»,
D(>l

OU

Pmnaph

LOS ANG£L£S

.

Maxine Sullivan

Martha Ray^

Rose Blan^

Ruth

UlUmoro BohI
Chuck Foster Oro
Jimmy CasUe
Sunnv O'Dea
Peggy Taylor Trio

Bobby Kvana
Slump & Slumpy

WASHINGTON

W'.tig

Crtlsnry Bros

Leo Relsman Ore
Jack J>urHnt
ICunlce Henly
NU-k l.ftnc Sr

Beverlj WlUhtro
Ray Noble Oro
Mary Parker

Argentina Mia
Louis Rvou
Collon Club
Louis Armstrong
Alan Sc Anise

ClTt

Ha rha ra McDonii Id
Zlegfeld ReatnamnI

Mnry

Joe FJlls Or<
Harriet Hulchlna
Lou Williams
Martalyn Wliite
Wilson Lane

Al

NTG Revue
Kve Arden
Yvelte Dare
Kddle While
Frank (jtialrell

Snxle *Q'

Yvonne Nova

S|»Bn('*'r

Dunn

ft

^

Theliim Marlla
Texas Lee
Jerr> Gerard
Red Wllaon Ore

BuirhU
Melba Pasiiusy

Olile

Fernando Canay Oi'
Don Orlando Ore
Colosfmos
Jack Prince

Barbara Johnson

Ann Durson
Hotel noMert

jos (*abalIf'ro!«

MKW YOKK

Vincent De Costa
BUI Farrell
<|neeii

CroHB

Marcella Claire
Kileen Mercedes

Don Manuel
Me.\ mo ilolt;
KIrby ft de Gage
Hotel Lincoln
Luis Banuelos
Jan Savlit Ore
Cafe La Mnae
Hotel MrAlpIn
Hal CltfinBlor Oro
J Messner Ore
CInb Hnii
Jeanne D'Arcy
George ITouni
Hotel New. Vorker Brux Fletcher
Paul Whlteman Or
Cocoanut Grove
Joan Edwards
Horace Heldt Oro
Clarke Dennis
and Kntenalnera
Modernalres
Rnrl Cnrroll
Maurice & Cordoba

Oirnlda

JC:

Franz
Arthur Tube't
Criteiit

Harrison Sla
4 Bachelors
Patsy Parker
Jean Blnlr
Vera Fern

Marie del Carmen
<ule

Paul Taubman
Ell Splvak
Faith Little
IMnce KlegAnle

Hotel Ifiilihoo
Blue Barron Ore
Hotel Esees Houm
Frankle Maaters O
Marian Frances
Jay Kfattheira
Bums Dillon
Hotel LexingtuB
Ray Kln.noy Oro

Ounan

Vlnre

LEDDY

J.

Jean Mona
VIUhko Ham
Tommy Blue Ore
Whirling Top
Geo Morris Ore

Ore

Mtlle Club

Cal'fit

Lucia Gari-ia

Mlgnon
Aim Dahl
Harry Sals Ore

I.liaehonae
'I'olTs Oi c

Van

Frederlcfce

ft

Carlos Molinris Ore

Tony

Adele Filipa

O'Neil

Wiley

Karl

Parker
.

I

Pepi>y Otis
Marlon Miller

linmi.«

Club Spanish
Wesley Davis
Palsy Snyder
Moss
Leo Franz Oro
Cc^ony CInb
Sophie Tucker

Carringiun Ore

S13 Club
Anjila Lee
Nancy Duninnt
Hort Mi'Do\v«||
Marglo KInkald
Villa ftloderae

Morrlsnnetle Gls
Gad»ell
A

Ituwaril
^orgia l.eUeau

l>olly

lOlliman

I, .tin

Pentltousn

(Brooklyn)
Bddle Lane Oro

Novak

Gaye Dlion
Frankle Hyera
Leila Gaynea
Bcala St Boya

MAKINa FICTVm
FOB H-G-H

Commodore

Hfttel

Sammy Kaye

Fran Craven

Jackie Heller
Eddy, Jack & Betty

ShBbert (S»)
HellzaAra

H'lel Belmmtt-i'liiza
Basil Fonieen Ore

Stephen Isles

UAYTON

Bowan

Sybil

Hotel Ahtor

Mary Cohan

Ina

iihii

Johnny Tucker

O

Buddy Marino
Subwuy

Mary Davlos

DelK-ies

VentMllIre

Ore

Slry

Wayne

Mshel Stotl
Withoe

Williams Ore

Siindlgli Thomna.
Frank Lit us

HhMle

Morion

Alvira

NIrhnlas D'Amlco
Panrhiio Orr
Joe K I. eft- is

Mon PnrU
TiBrry

Art Flsciiera Ore

.

llolDH

Belly Hill

Jerri

AM'Ott

Nlte WIta

Dick Kuhn Ore
Sande Williams Ore

Gua Wlcka
Harry Donnelly

ri.K\'EI.:\XD
ralara (•»)

Ted Lewla Orr

Pat Henninir
Heat Waves

H & H

ClendH Hope

Ore

tjuiiin

C

t

TilIm?

nt

Gambel

Inez.

^innne
R'jdy Carr OVo
SlevoiiN Hotel
(Contlnciitnl Honm)

Hnlel l.n 6n1le
(Blue Front RtMim)
Llitlo

Lee
Gls

La\ira

OrlfT

J

Jloh Alli-ii
Ifelenn
Tessie Mitcholl

Jioiieito.

l.oa

I.lt»erly

Hitb
MtniHli* (iarnrr
Vrlni'o A- Clarke

Jant»

Donald Burr
Huih Sam

Lawrence White

Bliri Gay 9Q>
Charles Klnf
Kthel Gilbert
Billy I^rraina
Splko Harrison
Harold Wlllara

Kdille'e

t'iMii

l:o>otlM

AriM)

,li(1i>

SI Club
Jacklo Allen

MclCenna
Baron

Jprry

Mil nurl HnJy
I'nll NnKar Oro

UaUiIern

norothv Pale'
Kdr^lr Roth Ore
Club Minuet

Troc
Frcfdloy Ore

Tannic Haylon Ore'
T.ou Martin Ore
l-:dd!e Davis

Hot hu ell Browne G
Hotel Ambn^Midnr
(TrlnnoB Roout)
Rosalean
Seville
Pel Courtney Qvo
Marissa Florea

Roberta WelchUllly Cancadd
Dorothy BInlna

lolin Bolea

HMTON

Ore

&

La Pierre

i>ave Unell Oro

HriiiiKri.-

ItttlUTlH

Gra/.iella Parrii;;a

l.enn

Bcrnie Adler

-

L'

Judy

Joe Nlttl Ore

Ho

Dirk Hughes

Or

L * L Club
ftormnn

ii>>llii

i:rTio Burton
l*at:ll( ttc

Ivossi

I

U>>ll>

Itlnhsiono
CHfipar Hen rdon

Don Sylvlo Ore
Georseita
Ancelo'a Rh'mba Bd Kamona

Dob Belmont

Mhsou

Mells.'ia

Bill Bertblotd's

PH

llHil

Itli'D

Nan

Doi'Othy 'Manners
Riia Kenaud

Corlea

Slai>y

VH)
Welk Ore
Lorr&lne Ic Rognan
Orpbonni

Ijiirranca

Mxiy Marl in

VInriMii l.anB
.lanicH Hall.

Molly Mahu'ck Ore

& A
Mayo
OMAH.t

Klorenc*

(«»)

Jtowls

ltt«arliroinlM*r

Wynn.

Nitnnaa
CHir.\(io

AllHn Jnr.CM

£

Carter

Ou'nns

Bill

r«trt('.a

rillrBCn

Nellia I'Hley

Julia SliaVwIii

Kraiil: r»Tl»
Knil .Skellnii

KMjH Vnllndnres
Hickory Houh«
Louis Prima Ore
Hollyvrd Keslnurunt

i'lilmer

Ircno HaiTlay

Johnny DavlB Oro

Or«

.lame.H

Ann

Mcri\i Ore
Mi-Mahon

M;n-l.t
l.ari-v

1^ Kulnin

* Maclovia

T.tpia

n^irnej GuUrtnCs

Ann Frnnclne

CITY

Oriiltt*iim (^10

BudOy

Jliiiniy -Snvo

Ore

l>:ilc

Kathleen Kay
Byron ft WliUa
Hob WhUi^

LaUe Oro

Tripoli X
-So

KllpatrJok

Kdilie

tjliirla

Bee Havei»
Hernnrd ft Henrle

Pnalor'a

TtHiy

Tisdale 3

NEW YORK

jnNNKiroi.is

Mflir«

•

Siiialra

Uorrences

<27>

Ore

ljiinl.1

Mirr>*

Kay

YOKi; flTlf

rMramuunt
Crtsji

Cabaret

W

i^iilxotii

Miinio ItoloKnlnl

Or

Franl.ia Do'nla
Eloiso Land

»t
Allen
Burrif

Woud.o

Joan

l.\\lg1oir

Mtrv

Club Alnham

Margie

Taylor
Sill

Kiisehio <'nni'inld1

Z

U'l Gil

Town Club

Ann Valonlino
Jtiinis

Coi»k

Don

T.yi.ilrtts

Italpli

Ailalr

a

Al

Itlo ft llita
Sadli*..'l'>ore

t;irt

litnoi*e

ToiVhy Karro

Kvon

llvf

WlitmcU

Paul

IVinl I'MoriMJK

I

o

Ha walians

a

Prank DavU Ore

^lacltaon ft Nodra
I'urrid Flnnvlle

l>t»\ I'll

<'lMlt

.l:.ik Hllliard.
I>itn*l1iy lllnine

Jloh

Virginia Prorior

I. II

Dalton

Dill

Di'tra

Leonard

Dagiuar
Marion Rogers

WilHs Ore
Kent
Siin^lrn l.> nn
ni'li*n Hart

.li'iiri

Knlh Dcano

11t>liHor«

H-trliHr.-i

Ijiriie

Le Cnq Rimiko
NI<.-KI Ka.Muond Oro
>on Marlon Ore

Bills

Wili*nn

Sii'/an Kes»-lyr
Alit-e Urartl

Surf <'lill»
Harry Unt^ Orr

Rddia Daxif Ore
Joseph ^niith Ovo.

Paramount

DcMuUo

\'lri;inia

Ore
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and the balance of the
cured creditors at $2.75.
Judge Bondy's opinion,' in okaying the agreement, w'as brief.
He
declared, 'Without any determination by the court that the underwriting proposal dated Dec. 11, 1939, was
unfair in any respect, the Atlas Corp.
has voluntarily agreed to a modification thereof, wliereby it agrees to
pay $3 a share for each share of the
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&
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moving camera work.

new type, designed by Leon Shamroy at 20th-Fox,
first time in 'Little Old New York.'
Invention was
changed conditions brought about by the new superWith the new film, Shamroy pointed out, ordinary

Tiny spotlights of a
are being used for the

made

to cope with
sensitive negative.

lamps often throw too muchi

light.

David O. Selznick's 'Gone With the Wind' ran up a cost of $3,800,000,
Metro put up $1,000,000 of this total and in addition loaned Clark Gable
Selznick International provided remainder of
for the Rhett Butler role.
new common stock to which it is the coin outlay. Metro gets its money out first from the incoming reyenua
entitled to subscribe, without any for its contribution to the financing, after which S-I cuts its share. Profits
deduction for the compensation with will be split down the middle between the two companies. Figured that
respect to such shares provided for M-G win have its investment back within a. year while Selznick not ex-,
by subdivision B, Paragraph 5, of the pected to retriieve his coin before two years. Unofficial estimates of
underwriting proposal. After a care
probable profits on the picture run between $3,000,000 and $5,000,000.
ful consideration of the evidence, in
eluding the very thorough and help'

ful reports by the SEC, the Court
approves the underwriting proposal

as modified.'

Control of Pathe Labs is developing into a quiet undercover fight, according to latest information in Wall Street. There are currently about
11,600 shares outstanding, all traded on 'Over-the-Counter' market Recent
buying in the issue is supposed to have been by one single purchaser who
now is reported to hold about 2,000 shares, this buying having eliminated
approximately 200 stockholders, according to latest information.: The first
five largest stockholders thus far own nearly 50% of the total number of
shares outstanding but the interesting development is just how extensive
the present buying campaign for company control will extend.

Judge Bondy on TTiursday (21) ap
proved allowances to Irving Trust
and its attorney, William J. Donovan,
giving the trustee $32,500 and $50,000
to Donovan. This covered services
from October, 1938 to October, 1939.
Irving Trust had requested $65,000,
Lewis Howard, who plays feature role with Deanna Durbin In Unlverand Donovan's firm $75,000. Both gal's 'First Love,' turned down the top male role in her previous film,
together have now received $585,000 'Three Smart Girls Grow Vp.' Son of a wealthy New York family, th«
from the beginning of the trustee- 21-ycar-old youth was appearing in 'Fabulous Invalid' and wanted mor«
ship in 1934. Prior to this application experience on the legit stage. Day the film was released In New York,
and allowance, the trustee had re- however, he called the Universal office and admitted he was sorry about
ceived $192,500, and the counsel what he had fmegone. He" was signed lor the new film and went to th«
$310,000. Price Waterhouse was also Coast last May.
allowed $4,800 for auditing RKO's
Discontinuing its 'Lone Ranger' serials this season, Republic 5s making
books in 1938. They reported they
spent $5,195, but the smaller amount an effort to carry over part of their theme into the "Three Mesqulteer*
was the maximum allowed to them series, which goes into its fourth year with the current release of "Th*
agreement.
prior,
Terrors.'
virtue
of
Kansas
by
a
Bob Livingstone, who played the 'Lone Ranger' In the serials last year<
Board Action Reyealed
has beeii returned to the top role in the 'Mesquiteers.' In 'Terrors' he dons
Aftermath of the approval by his 'Ranger.' mask and whisks away on Silver, only omitting the 'Hlyo.'
jiidge' Boiidy of the Atlas under- John WayriS was in the 'Mesquiteers' lead this season.
writing agreement for the RKO new
common stock occurred at the board
Szoke Szakal, wholl make his first American film appearance In Deanna
meeting (12) when one-half of the Durbin's next, 'It's a Date,' was brought over from Hungary by Joe Pasagreement. ternak about seven months ago. Pasternak has kept him under wraps
the
rejected
board
Minutes of the meeting were filed in while having him taught English. Szakal is a w.k. vaude and legit comic
the N. Y. federal court Thursday in Europe and has played in numerous films in various languages.
Pasternak imported Felix Brcssart under similar circumstances several
(21).
-

Raymond

Bill,

Thomas

P.

Durell,

Frederick L. Ehrnian and N. Peter
the directors who
voted in favor of the agreement.

were

Rathvon

James G. Harbord, John E. Parsons, W. G. Van Schmus and L. P.
Yandell voted to reject the agreement. After the deadlock, the board
chairman, Richard C. Patterson, Jr.,
voted in favor.
Three members of the board did
not vote, these including George J.
Schaefcr, Ned E. Depihet and L.
Lawrence Green. The latter refused
to vote because the interests he represents are not in favor of any

agreement

at all.

Schaefcr and Depinet, both speak-

RKO

management, deing for the
clared that continuance of the company

in

bankruptcy

is

proving em-

barrasing to the management, and
distinctly harmful In the operation
of -so highly competitive a business.
Early consummation, declared Schaefcr, would be beneficial to the estate.

C & P D Wayne

Ted

spotlight gun, mounted on a regular machine gun standard, Is getting a tryout at Metro by cameraman George Folsey. Folsey trains hla
(Ights like a machine gunner and keeps the player covered wherever h*
or she moves. He says it solves the equal light distribution problem In

'
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which created only a

film,

S. when released a year ago,- is still something of an
international incident in Great Britain, where they like the way it smacks
the Nazis, but loathe the fact that the smacking is done by Communists.
As released in England, there is no hint iii the credit lines tha, th pic is
of Soviet origin, in fact, newspaper ac90unts blandly state it was banned in
the U. S. S. R. Any superimposed title that the film's heroes are Communi.sts has been blacketl out, making the screen a succession of smudges,
which baffle the fans. The final scene, showing young German Communists in an underground meeting of victory, has been cut, so the fadeout
has the Nazis winriing with their murder of Prof. Mamlock, the Jew.

University of Chicago round table on 'Propaganda— What It Means to
You,' broadcast on Nov. 26 c ^r NBC brought a mention of The Monroe Doctrine" (\yarner short) as an instancis of 'coloring' or 'cartj stacking.'
H. C. Peterson, author of 'Propaganda for War' and history proTampa, Florida, Jan. 1
fessor at University of Oklahoma, said the short made reference to Ausoutfit is to play a date.
It's now' a
tria. Prussia and Russia as 'enemies' but omitted 'England or France.'
cooperative group, which arrangePeterson remarked that the film did not even touch on the Venezuelan
ment will be given up when Prager
affair.
This was a boundary dispute between that country and Great
steps in.
Britain which President Cleveland insisted should be arbitrated, to protect
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Instead of building a new orchesManny Proger, former sax
player-singer with Ben Bernie, is
taking over a group of Alabama
Polytechnic graduates who call themselves the Auburn Cavaliers. Prarjer
will join them a week before they
are schtiduled to open under his
baton at the Radison hotel, Minneapolis, Jan. 6. in order to break in
as their leader.
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was the prominence given 'Gone With the" Wind.' Latter was one of thos^
intangible things, those in the street being suddenly apprised of the fact
that the day of big coin grosses in the U. S. was not entirely past.
The Loew financial report covering the fiscal year ending last August
reflects that the loss from the foreign market, because of the European
war, would not be nearly as bad as originally expected. There also was
growing conviction that a substantial part of this loss would be more than
made up by improved sales both domestically and in certain countries
such as the Latin-Americas and Australia.
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Middleman Ore

Howard
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Owei» I'leiter Ore
Sliow Itnnt

Jack Campbell Ore
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Cooper

Mayos
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huck Miller,
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Spec & Spot
(ieraldine Ross
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Vunco
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Count llomoft
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Jimmy Gamble Ore
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I

Slinion llnrvey
Victor IlMKil "To

Harry Jarkey
Earl Bammell" Ore

HonafTon

.Mme.

II

Ulll

Ben Omar
Lillian Palmer

Inside Stuif-Fictures

Norma Shea

Janet Heller
Jaeklc Heller
Sky-. V lie

Joan Hope

Rddle Fritz Ore

Slork rinb
Margie Smith

Raymond

ila

Betty Nylanilcr
.an<-e Darlings

'

Douglas
Dean Sayre
Dick Smith

Franey

Hob Ryan

.ScllUim

Finiilt

Dewey Moon
J Hrown

W

Mi'Gowan

Kashldo Okada

Gay

Morocco

dllh Dusinian
01

"lo

nilii

4

UlfTurd

Al Mercur
Dale Harkncas
~'at

39

Plaza Cafe
Jimmy Peyton Oro

Joo Klein
Old fihay Giirdrns
Etzl Covato Ore

Koonuy, Jr
Sidneys

Sally

Siimmy Jarvia

Toll Sis

4 Glniixi"''

FiuiiUii'

.

Harry McKay
Wnrron & Doilee

Vrnic*

J.lilo

Dave

J

DETROIT

Rhythm

at

f^plrlts
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jlniiy

Jlolcn Jliiycs

I'lii7n

nonh-Cadlllne notel
(Hook Casino)
Jack Meyers Oro
endiill Williams
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J C.oKlcn Onto

Charlie Goanell

I'at

Michael Zai-in Oro

ICondezvoua

I'listcl'o

Holon Wilson

Conit

Ituitey

Crawford Sc Caskcy
John Uppman
Boverly Kirk
Harry Dovlne
Murray Dancers
RotrI I*nlm

Horman TImbcrg,

Donahue

Dill

Ailio Nelson

Oiihio

nilly

Richard Hach
Joe DouRhorty
liuddy Nugent

Wlillo

nob

Clifford

^

Ijcona

00 Armstrong
Franic Duinont
S.(nfiom llouaa

Oro

Clinrllo <;iiiiios

Sis

Al Strolt Oro
Kitty Smith

Canlno

IxiUiKlo"
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VARIETY

Ann' Lc.sler
Nev/ell it Sieger
Rogers & Morris
Klpdde Club
Bob Tates

.

Ralph Eastwood
Hrd Lion Ion

years ago.

Bressart's latest role

was

in 'Ninotchka.'

H. Jacobson, in charge of Mctro-Goldwyn, In Batavia, Java, and
Indies, is looking for a farm. He answered an ad offering sala
of a 53-acre farm published in the May 16 issue of the Youngstown (O.)
Vindicator.
His letter, dated Oct, 24, came via Amsterdam, Holland, to
the farmer, one J. L. Eisner, of kellogsville, O. Jacobsen said he picked
up the local sheet and saw the ad, so he wrote for full particulars and
photographs. Paper is now boasting of its want-ad results.
J.

Dutch East

Big-budgeted hoss opera was ready to start two weeks ago but the sUr
took a slant at the .<icript and decided that one of the featured players was
getting too fat a role. Lines had to be revamped to cut down the featured
player and build up the star. Meanwhile, the other members of the cast,
already fitted with costumes, are sitting around waiting for new copies of
the script.
Characters In new Aldous Huxley book, to be published In March by
Harpers, are said to be very thinly disguised .and recognizable as a newspaper publisher and a film star. Book, which will be titled 'After Many
a Summer Dies the Swan,' has already been published in England under
the tag, 'After Many a Summer.' Anecdotes similar to those in the death
of a top film director some years ago, are also said to be discemable.

RCA

Highest little theatre In the world Is on the d3rd floor of the
buildN. Y. It Is the air-conditioned projection room of Technicolor, adjoining the company's offices on the same floor. Auditorium, seeing 30
completed
Technito 25 people, Is used exclusively for showing recently
color films end those of client firms. Technicolor layout Is higher ebov*
the street level than the auditoriums In the Chrysler and Chanln buildings.
ing,

.

Fox-'WC Tale Largesse
Los Angeles, Dec.

26.

Although the whereabouts of Marian F. Jordan, Paramount manager at
Warsaw, still is unknown, receipt of his personal card Inside a Christmas
insurance dividends among circuit envelope from Berlin convinced Par officials that he was safe. Ever since
employees, Outlay for the current Warsaw was bombarded and captured by Nazi troops. Information on JorYule Is about the same as last year's. dan has been lacking.

distributed $55,000
in Christmas bonuses and $5,000 In

Pox West-Coast

—

,

VARIETY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

40

KEITH'S,

BOSTON

(Continued from page 37)
off a good variety of steps, including taps, bucks, rhumba and a
few acrobatic whirls, and boy has a
buck solo tliat's particularly okay.
Team has plenty on the bnll, though
not yet ready for big time.
Local radio act. The Smarties,
three boys and a girl, are swingy.
making best impression in 'Piggy
Wiggy Woo' and 'In the Mood.'
Voices blend well, and although their
mike technique manifests plenty of
radio experience, none but the girl
has professional stage presence.
Larry Flint rates a bow this week
for a cleverly arranged Christmas
overture.
Designing and executing
of a timely seasonal stage set which'
lands spontaneous applause is the
work of John Wheeldon and Harold
Fox.
Avidisian.

ahow

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

.

to seek a house which speThe Chicago,
cializes in ncwsreel.s.

ed enough

Roosevelt,

Oriental,

State-Lake,

United ArtUts, Palace, Apollo and
Washington, Dec. 24.
Garrick are first-run news spots on
The Gauchos, Jack Lenny & Stattheir own and can r.in ncwsrecis Icr Twins, Don Ciitiiniliifir.s-, Jeanne
day-and-dale with the Tclenews in Devereaux & Valya Valcntinoff, Al
programs.
regular
their
to
addition
Trahan, 20 Rhythm Rockets; House
Then there's the rather expensive
uiith Don Donato; 'Everything
nut.

Orch
Group operating the Tclenews Hnppens
year

is paying a reported $40,000 a
for the "bare walls, having paid for
With a number of
all equipment.
operators, plus expenses for operation, the weekly overhead cost is estimated at approximately $2,500-$2,That's a pretty stiff figure for
000.
a 60Q-seat house at 2Sc.

This house is operated by the same
syndicate which operates the Telenews, San Francisco, the Embassy
and other newsrcel houses iti New
York. Both president Herbert Sheftel and W. French Githens were on
hand for the getaway here, with
Sylvan Goldfinger, ex-B. & K. manager, in active charge of the house.
House can look forward to plenty
of stiff competition from the other

at Night' (20th)

House productionist Gene Ford has
done neat job of welding this one
into both Christmas revue and clever
adjunct to the pic. Holiday twist is
inevitable, but dolling toe dancer up
in white pompons to spin against
elaborate snow scene aiso Is clever
bow to the Sonja Henle film. Latter
number, handled as 'Arctic Fanta.sy,'
also includes new novelty ditty, written by Ford. 'Gertie's Gnloshcs,'
building out of nut penguin bit into
production ijplash with line in boots
with bells on 'em.
Another new guest conductor, Don
Donato, opens doings with overture
featuring

'Jingle

Bolls.'

done

a

la

Minneapolis, Dec. 24.
Loop houses. Already these have Liszt, Mendelsohn, Bach, et al., DoJohnnie 'Scat' Dovis Orch (12), begun spotting display stuff in their nato t.iking both piano and hot trumBill Owens, Gene 5/ieIdon & Co. (2)
pet solos. His arrangements and his
ads regarding their own newsreels.
Julie Sliertvin, Vfynn, Brock & Ames,
music-making are strong, but supGold.
•Bansy the Horse! 'Daytime Wife'
po.scdly whimsical announcement is
(20th).

EMBASSY,

a hep-cat's holiday here this
'Scat' Davis and
his orchestra fairly blasting the roof
With the oroff with their swing
chestra working overtime,
Davis
gives it to 'em in large doses, and
judging by the reception at show
caught, there's no surfeit of the jitterbug stuff, the customers eating it
Enthusiastic shouts, whistling,
stamping and applause out front vie
with the noise on stage.
Excepting the bass viol and piano,
brasses hold complete sway, unit
tossing restraint to the discard in
up:

'

nearly every number. Davis is his
usual smiling, energetic self.
He
m.cs, batons, occasionally trumpets,
,

and

also vocalizes.

Bill Owen, baritone, scores with
the band's help, singing 'South of
Border,' 'Day In, Day Out' and 'My
Prayer' to chalk up heavy returns.

N. Y.

(NEWSREELS!

It's

week with Johnnie

War on

the nigh seas, a sprinkling
of sports and an array of publicity
blurbs for forthcoming film productions clutter up this week's reels.
Even the sprightly shorts, 'Stranger
Than Fiction,' and a Magic Carpet of

Movietone about Australia fail to lift
the program out of the doldrums.

With

warfare

sea

in

America's

a skidder.
Curtains open on the Gauchos (7),
all-male teeterboard outfit, who tear
off usual routines with two boards,

opQning-perforniance mob voted her
slap-happiest,
the hottest,
easily
slam-bangingest singer of songs to
drop anchor at a local port in a blue

moon.
Loses no time getting started,
shooting right into 'Want the Waiter'
with all the eye-rolling, hip-weaviiig
and leg-swinging she^ familiarized
and then breezes
celluloid,
on
through ii six-year-old's version of
'3 Little Fishles.'
There's a bit of
off-color biz In this, incidentally, that
could profitably be eliminated. For
a wind-up. Miss Raye gives 'em a
socko 'I Can't Dance' and gets off
smartly when she comes back to invite the audience to join in some
hand-clapping and hot-licks, the curtains closing on the finish.
Max Adkins' house band, after an
overture in the pit that's too slow to
be anything but meaningless despite
the Xmas-caroling background, moves
to stage during newsreel and -plays
for show. Jack Williams does a matter-of-fact, serviceable m.c. and unit
starts gingerly with the Lazandcrs,
three boys and a gal in n corking sesFoursome dip
sion of acrobatics.
their spectacular falls and tumbles
into a comedy pattern and needn't
apologize to very many similar turns
in the biz.

Following them Senor Wences, one
of most, unusual and, at same time,
Troupe most entertaining vehtriloqulal acts
Highlights, making the rounds.
The $4.40 reholds 'em throughout.
fiipping.two to one-high and 'young- vues. If they haven't already, can
Turn
est member of company' via two- use a fellow like the senor.
and-a-half somersaults into -chair, get has a sleek continental polish and
hefty plaudit.*:. Jack Lenny, in tails, his dummies are one he forms atop
and Statler Twins, platinum blonds a doll's body with his llpsticked
in light blue satin housecoatish get- thumb and forefinger and another
iips, follow with smooth and standthat consists only of a head Inside a
ard taps, mixed with nice jitterbug wooden box. "Three-way conversabreaks. He also takes it alone, gals tion and song session are smart, witty
return in briefer garb for short duet, and winning. He's a cinch for high
and all three finish okay with what favor anywhere.
appears to be a speed-up repeat of
Adkins breaks It ud with a hot
their opening routine.
platter of 'Darktown Strutters Ball,'
Don Cummings, a white-tie-and- doing an okay sax solo himself, and
tails Will Rogers, is next, and keeps then the Gracellas, three boys and
'em chuckling constantly with run- a gal again,, take over. Adagio turn
ning patter, and the intermittent is hampered by limitations of the
buildup of his camel-through-the- Stanley stage, but they show enough
a 20-foot tower

and a

chair.

backyard, including the scuttling of
the Columbus, dash of the Nazi
Arauca for a Florida haven, and the
Graf Spee incident off Montevideo,
the newsreels are disappointing compared with coverage by radio and
newspapers of same subjects. Pictures on the Spee incident show the
German pocket battleship after its
ilun fight with British battlewagons.
Ship, at anchor, is sloppily photographed, with whole subject being
needles-eye rope stunt.
Ijatter is
generally dull. Both Movietone and
surefire finish.
News of Day use library shots of the still
Traveler spreads -on fuUstage toyColumbus, latter being best.
Remainder of story by the two reels shop set, with line posing as wooden
soldiers and assorted dolls, as old,
is of the Tuscaloosa's arrival in N.Y.
storekeeper wields dusand shots of crew survivors. Latter, grey-haired
ter and offstage voice recites burincidentally, were on the Embassy
lesque of "Twas the Night Before
screen several hours after they were
Christmas.'
As shopkeeper exits,
taken (Thursday).
Valya
Valentinofl
and Jeanne DeveUniversal managed to get clips of
reaux, he In period full dress and
the Arauca's arrival in a Florida
gal in long net skirt, flit on as cus?iort after escaping a British cruiser,
tomers to awaken the six wooden
t's more exciting.
.
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times, her zony zest has seemed
forced; on the stage, it's natural and

CAPITOL, WASH.

to demonstrate they're flrst-rate when
Wynn, Brock and Ames, two men in
warrant their taking
conditions
tails and a girl, are topnotch precichances. Preceding Miss Raye, Wilsion and rhythm tapsters whose diffiliams drops his m.c.lng long enough
cult steps, routines and whirls, exto demonstrate his hoofing excelceptionally well executed, win favor.
Lean, lanky, good-looking
lence.
The girl solos well with a kicking
lad chalks up a series of rolling and
tap and the boys do a fast routine in
stecatto taps with grace and an easyunison.
Wilgoing, engaging nonchalance.
•When Buddha Smiles' Is right up
liams is there, and should, go places.
the orch's alley and the boys, includMis? Raye Is on right after him.
ing Davis on the trumpet, get plenty
huf by that time show's In the bag.
hot. Gene Sheldon, onetime MinneSb» only makes It more solidly so.
Paramount de- soldiers, six Mickey
sota theatre m.c. cops laughs here
and Minnie mice
Biz was better, than capacity at
picts scenes in Helsinki after the
with his mugging, a la Simple Simon,
and four pairs of dolis for specialties. first show, with standees In the aisle,
first Soviet bombings and Finnish
and his click banjo playing.
fem- white-clad soldiers maneuvering in Valentinoff does spectacular conven- surprising for next-to-last-.<:honning
inine looker stooges during a part
tional ballet solo, and Miss Deve- day before Xmas.
Cohen.
the snow. All the reels chip in. with
reaux
of the act, which is familiar here but
scores
with
spin-filled
toe solo.
assorted clips on the v/estern front
nevertheless gets smash results.
and sinkings by mines in the North Number p.nds as usual, with old
Julie Sherman, husky-voice<S-warshopkeeper returning and curtain
Sea, Paramount's 'headlines' were
bier, also is a big winner. She sells
anything but as projected in this closing on still scene and poetry reprisel
such surefire pops as 'Oh, Johnnv' in issue,
indicating an off-week.
a distinctive style. 'Hawaiian War
Al Trahan, perennial favorite here,
Pathe shows the new long-range is appearing
Hartford, Dec." 25.
Chant' is especially notable for its
for first time with new
'mytery' bombing plane of the U. S.
Dead End Kids (Billv Halop and
appeal.
partner. Rose Perfect, supplanting
Davis also joins her for a Navy as it
arrived^in the east, while
comedy song that's expertly sold.
Yukona
Cameron, his divorced wife, Bobb]/ Jordan) toifh Jack Searl,
Universal has deft coverage of the who's
David Gorcey, Bob
Florence
Halop,
The band swings 'Jingle Bells' latest
now
on
tour
with
'Kiss
the
400-mile-per-hour
pursuit
blistermgly and the pianist goes at
Boys Goodbye.' Act is precisely the McClung; the Huberts (2), Johnni;
plane. Former reel also pays tribute
Eleanor Knight, Ramona
breakneck speed for a solo bit
same, with Trahan's piano slapstick Douin,
Shapely Virginia Mayo, a treat for to Heywood Broun's passing. Para socking as always, both in solo be- Orch (12) with Jack Fay, Sam Kapmount
contributes
the
neatest
ginning and when he messes up the lan's House Orch; 'Money to Bum'
the optics, puts her make-believe
camera work of the bill and the blonde coloratura's
horse, 'Pansy', through merriment
concert. Mauling (Rep).
greatest
laugh in handling the in
provokmg antics.
the Romeo and Juliet Interlude,
It's
a clicky
mike appearance by which
comedy turn in which two men con- (Christmas
is
unnecessarily raw, sours
youngsters of foreign ambassadors most
neat Xmas package.
stitute the animal.
of house, but her solo of 'I'll
Following an overture by the pit
in Washington. Same reel is effective
See You Again' wins 'em back, and
Davis sings 'Can't Give Anything
the Pope's peace plea in Rome.
screwy opera duet winds pair up to band, Ramona's all-male aggregation
But Love' and then the band goes onPublicity
bally on 'Gone with the
themes out from behind a
(12)
smash.
Into 'Old King Cole,' 'Jumping Jive'
Wind' in Atlanta and 'Hunchback of
scrim
with 'Ramona.' With the splitand several other such blazing num- Notre
'Arctic Fantasy' opens with snow^
Dame' In Hollywood are from flakes
band goes from
bers In rapid succession.
and two of line, dressed in ting of the curtains,
Pathe.
plugs 'Gulliver's penguins,
sweet to swing in this number, and
House nearly flUed at the second Travels' Paramount
doing a cute peckin' bit.
with^ duU princess-crown' Scrim
remainder
of its turn remains in this
Sunday performance.
rises on fullstage with brilRees.
ing down in Florida.
Movietone liant
idiom. Ramona- continually remains
aurora
borealis
backdrop. seated at the ivories, from which she
publicizes the Roxy theatre (N. Y.
hides behind 20 Christmas trees,
Gae Foster Girls and their Yuletide Line
which gals put through effective directs, vocals and m.c.'s effectively.
bells.
Another ballyhoo clip is the drill,
and then comes downstage in She also carries another pianist.
(NEW)
usual on Florida winter resorts. IL«w
Ramona gets a nice reception 'Of
fur and black galoshes, covLehr grabs a few smiles kidding a white
ered with bells, for jingle hoofing as songs she claims to have Introed
Chicago, Dec. 23.
group of lions.
Lew Davies, pit guitarist, warbles when with Paul Whiteman. One of
For years now there has been talk
Gertie s Galoshes.' Femmes run be- the boys in the band. Jack Fay, does
that Chicago should or shouldn't
OF TIME
two
acceptable numbers, but the
hmd
trees
again as Miss Devereaux
have a newsreel house. At one time
('Crisis in the Paclflc')
dances on for flash whirl climax. brunt of the canarying Is being borne
Balaban
Katz was on the verge of
Particularly timely subject be
converting the Garrick into a news- cause it takes In the f uU scope of the Single penguin waddles on and de- 'oy the leader.
First turn out Is Eleanor Knight,
reel spot Essaness tried it half-way present European conflict and prob- posits huge white egg in center stage
who does nicely with two tap rouat the Woods by baUyhooing the lems which it presents in the Far for sock curtain.
Pre-Christmas biz at show caught tines. Her Mexican dance wins, palm
newsreel portion of the film show. East for 1940.
Although it runs
patter.
The Huberts, mixed team,
But now Chicago at last has Its own nearly 18 minutes, from an exhibitor was bruUl.
Craig.
are socko with their standard drunk
newsreel house, on State street, ad- viewpoint this represents a vividact.
jacent to the B. tt K. Chicago flag- two reels. Subject presents the cur
*
Top applause-gatherer Is Johnny
ship.
rent problem in the Orient and then
Downs, of films, who sells himself
Physically, It's a splendid house. allows the audience to judge the outeasily with patter, songs and hoofing.
There are 600 seats in a modem the- come.
Closes with soft-shoe taps and enatre, 400 downstairs and 20O In the
Pittsburgh. Dec. 22.
Employing the European conflict
cores with a novelty terp number,
T
L.T.,-,,balcony.
Jack
Treatment throughout is as a background for the present-day
Willjams, Senor Wences, Gra'Spook Town Blues.'
Sleek and modem in the almost com- picture in the Far Ea-t, the film cella Dancers (4). Martha Raye,
LaThe Dead End Kids (2) (New
plete absence of architectural deco- shows varied phases of the war on zanders (4), Max Adkins House
Orch
Acts), assisted by Jackie Searl. Florrations. Seats, screen, sound and at- land and sea. Particularly
7'^''* ^^'^t, You're Wrong' ence
effectual
Halop, David Gorcey and Bob
mosphere are all fine.
are the scenes of the French guard- (RKO),
McClung, have the last Inning.
But the problem Is: What about ing the Alps, one of the borders not
They're partially of the original Dead
business?
protected by the Maginot line. Views
Santa
has been good to the Enders, some others of
are
House thus far Is signatured for of the British fleet protectln" or act- Stanley—Claus
it's
a real holiday show. also presently touring In vaude.
four of the five newsreel services ing as convoy for merchantmen, Usual
practice
Biz off Sunday night (Christmas
with negotiations still on for the fighting on the western front and in who assemble of Hollywood names
their own units has Eve).
Eck.
Chicago Daily News-Universal serv- China build up to the main point
been to conserve on talent, thus pocice.
Also uses the local Illinois what part U. S. will play in the keting the
extra change and at the
NewsreeL In addition, there are Asiatic arena.
same time focusing attention
one
shorts of all companies to round out
in L.
The problem of Japan's military obvious direction. Martha in
Musicals
Raye's
•a 00-mlnute show which retails at ambitions
while Great Britain is too the exception to the rule. Gal's been
Los Angeles, Dec. 26.
25c. at all times, grinding from 9 busy elsewhere to devote
much at- around long enough, having been
a. m. to past midnight.
Three legit houses relighted for
tention to the Far East is illustrated a yaude and nitery
standard before
quarter is a lot of money in the with its numerous ramifications. How gomg
Christmas,
all
of
them
housing
mupix, to know supporting
Loop these days for entertainment, the aims of the Nipponese to domi- talent into
can make or break both a sical attractions.
considering the fact that the Chicago nate the South Pacific eventually show
and a personality, and so she's
First to get tinder way was El Capnext door gives you a topflight feai- may drive the white man out of Asi
surrounded herself wisely and well
Itan
in
Hollywood,
where
Charlotte
ture and headline names on the atic trade is skillfully presented.
Her 'Hollywood Revue' Is a crack Greenwood opened a brief engagestage for 35c.
At the State-Lake
This development is shown to call erjack unit all the way,
so good, in ment (22) in 'iShe Couldn't Say No,'
across the street and the Oriental for protective measures by the U.
S. fact, that any
around the corner, 25c is the admis Navy, strengthening the vital island would have a but genuine talent comedy with music. Biltmore opened
tbugh time successslon price for a stage and screen of Guam and taking an active role fully following
two weeks' run of 'I Married an Ansuch an array of
show during the afternoon and 40c at in policing the South Pacific. The smash acts. But Miss
Raye, 'working gel' Christmas night, and Hollywood
Bight.
Philippine situation also is covered at the close, not only lodges
hci'selt Playhouse revived 'The Vagabond
It
becomes,- questionable,
first, because of threat that it might come
into immediate favor but ties up the King' (Federal Music Project) on
whether Chicacoans are news-mind- under Japanese control.
Wcor,
proceedings as well. On screen, at same day.
.

'
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FLATBUSH, B'KLYN
Rilo Rio Orch, Catherine WestlieW
Hilton
Dell, Tobu Wing.
Mani
Wilson. Sylvia
Clcmence. Fiuh

&

This bill has ample b.o. draw,
as
witness the capacity-plus house
for
the last show Thursday night (21)
but it's an entertainment dud. An
all-girl lineup, the s.a. lure, is seemingly o.k. b.o„ but it lets down once
they're in. Overboard on length and
only a couple of the acts get across.
either barely get by or
else do an outright brodie.
As a

The others

&

.

Flatbush audiences aren't too

rule,

discriminating, but there was critical
whistling and audibly adverse comnients from those out front at the
show caught.
Rita Rio's all-gal band '(Band Re.
views) is headlined and, with Miss

Rio showing

off

her

slick flgger In

gowns as she wiggles and
waves the baton, there's enough to
look at, but little worth hearing. It's
the kind of stuff that wows the impressionable boys out front. Nothing subtle about It, but it seems to
slinky

work.
Marie Wilson, who's played

not-

quite-bright roles in films, fiiwers

on some, of the most woebegone material that ever bludgeoned an audience into insensibility. The actress
Is an okay looker, but even a BeaLillie couldn't enliven those
dire gags.
She finally resurrects
that ancient routine of pretending to
be about to play a fiddle, then giving
herself away and scurrying offstage.
Miss Rio, as m.c, keeps the applause
going at least long enough for her
to get Into the wings.

trice

Toby Wing, still looking tlie 'teenaged .edition of sexy girlishness, is
becomingly togged in brick-colored
crepe jacket and black crepe skirt
Her two numbers are harmless versions of specialized ditties and her
high-power effort isn't enough to
hold the audience.
Faith Bacon (New Acts) offers the
'Afternoon of a Faun' routine she did
at the N. Y. World's Fair last summer, but even with the unsophisticated Flatbush audience It arouses
more giggles than heavy breathing.
Nudie routine and the sensuous
movements are more suggestive than
alluring. Miss Bacon Is In on a stunt
for the finale, having herself offered
as the prize In a lucky number
drawing 'holder of the winning
ticket can take home the Bacon.' But
that fizzled at the show caught apthe
audience
because
parently
thought It a frame.
Two best acts on the bill are Hilton and Dell, femme pair with com-,
ClemSylvia
and
and
edy crossfire,
ence. femme knockabout dancera
Maude Hilton, with a line of broad
has had numerous femme
gags,
straights, but is now using Patsy
Dell, a taller red (at the moment)
head. Nothing remarkable about the
turn. The material Is familiar and
the girls bang it over with proficient
punch. Sylvia and Clemcnce, also
a standard turn, do nothing particularly startling, but their customary
roughhouse hooferv is expertly put
over. Possibly both acts get across
better because of the an.ilogv to the
headlincis. Catherine We.<!tfleld, the
remaining act, presents three puppets for passable results. House was
anything but cordial during most ol
the show caught and there was widesnread criticism among those filing
"Obe.
out afterward.

—

ADAMS, NEWARK

TELENEWS, CHI

MARCH

&

Bacon; 'Flight at Midn ight' (Rep).

Neuiorfc, N.

J..

Dec.

24.

Shep Fields Orch (14). with Clan*
Nunn, Jerry Stewart, Hal Dcrwin,
Danny Jay, Caesar; Vallce & Donne,
Jerry White, Lucy Barnes, Bert Nagel

&

Co. (3), Lillian

Denn

Trio. Joe

Fecher house orch (U); 'Thou Shalt
Not Kill' (Rep).

-

STANLEY, PITT

whom

3

A

Now

A.

Adams swings back
this

to

name bands

week, Shep Fields' combo

top-

ping unspectacular but well-balanced
holiday bill. Biz fair, hypoed slightly by appearance of Lillian Dean
trio, winners of local amateur show.
Maestro opens and closes with his
'Rippling Rhythm* theme, does a
mixture of swing, sweet and specialties, and plays back of five acts
which round out the bill. He sticks
to stick-waving, with exception of
brief bit with sax section In finale,
leaving vocals and novelties to comely songstress-pianist Claire Nunn,
Jerry Stewart," Hal Derwin, Danny
Jay and Caesar and his accordion.
Miss Nunn is particularly effective
with her renditions of 'On, Johnny
and 'Jumpin' Jive.'
Femmes Vallee and Dorlne give
novel twist to standard acrobatic
turn, and Jerry White's pantomime
builds up to hilarious climax with
the familiar imitation of a young gl"
preparing for a bath.
,
Lucy Barnes' tapping Is tops, wmie
Bert Nagel and Co. present novelty
that clicks with juves. Nagel, clad
femme
in black cat costume, and

demure white
Persian feline, go through eccentric
dance which highlights puss idiosyn-.
crasies, IncUidAng back-fence mew-

partner, disguised as

ing,

nose-ruWing,

Lillian

Dean

etc.

trio comprises three

moppets who do quite well warblin.?
and tapping to 'Alexander's Bagtime
Band.*
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TICKET SITUASH WIDE OPEN
Critics Take Worst

Four Siiows,

Beating of Season;

No

Hits, Plenty Errors

Tha presentation low In legit this
was touched last week, when

f eason

INTEREST

ANEW

IN

HOT TOBACCO ROAD'

.

was

'Billy

Draws

VOTE

18.

Boosting MinimumWage to

CODE

ATTA Members, Revealing 14 to 1 Against
Signing, Comes as Surprise
—-Claim That Rules Are

But Council at Odds Over Issue

Poll of

there were lour new entrants listed,
The
all getting an adverse press.
degrees of panning handed out
ranged from mild to violent Most
Film Interest in "Tobacco Road,'
notices were brief, but Included record-holding legiter, is again hot,
iquawlts from the critics, general with several companies bidding for
lense of their beefs being that there it.
Twentieth Century-Fox Is unstand as
Is a limit to what they can
derstood most likely to buy the Jack
reviewers.
Sale Is expected
Kirkland play.
It appears that the critics were within
a week.
tricked into attendance, two of the
Because of its numerous censorous
ihows having amateur casts and a
been considered
has
'Road'
angles,
third peopled with unknowns, or
various
Only regulation and dropped several times by
lemi-professionals.
reca studios. Since it surpassed the

production

Membership Favors

lEquity's

SINCLAIR LEWIS STARS

FOR

Based on Force and Not
Reason

ACME DROPS APPEAL
Broadway's

ticket

situation

was

N.O.

New

AM GROUP

Orleans, Dec. 28.

Bernard Szold, director of the Little Theatre, really got a leading man
for his next play, 'Shadow and Substance.' The actor Is Sinclair Lewis,
who will drop his pen for greasepaint.

,

The fourth stiff on the
mas card was something

pre-Christcalled 'Alternate Current,' Daly's 63rd Street,
written by one Syd Porcelain, who
acted In It. He described the piece
as conceived 'in a formula which
has not been previously used in
Cast
was nonplaywrightlng*.
Equity and co-operative, which was
a tip-off. The critics took a swift
look and walked out after the first
(Continued on page 46)

Shuberts Delay Tlume'

Preem

in

Wash. Dae To

Mediocre Advance Sale
Washington, Dec. 26.
"The White Plume,' Shubert's mu'
production of 'Cyrano de Ber'
gerac' was due to open at National
last night (25), but light reservations
for Christmas night, plus desire for
extra rehearsals, resulted in premiere being postponed until tonight.
Cancellation of Monday show was
announced in Friday's papers and
llpal

Equity's

salaries

'

—

!

MEMPHIS BAN

TMAT MAY HAVE

TO PAY FLYNN

HAROLD JOHNSRUD

OFBURNSINHOTEHRE

LAST CALL!

week, first blank stanza of season,
and faces another unoccupied week
Jan. 1. Three After Three' is due
Jan. 8 and San Carlo Opera, which
hasn't been here in at least seven

week

Is

in

minimum

from the present $40

LUNTS RESCIND

what tickets had been sold for Monday were exchanged for other nights.
Cap's only legiter was dark last

years. Is slated for

evident

difference
of
council over
for legit
to $30
weekly next season, but the general
memberships favors the boost. This
was indicated at a quarterly meeting
Friday (22), when the idea was endorsed, but not, however, before
lively discussion.
The subject being controversial, it
may come before the members at a
special meeting, although when the
$40 level was established and when
one grade of minimuin pay was
adopted
for
juniors
($25
being
dropped) the council made the decision without putting it up to the

raising
actors

torn wide open again at a meeting
Father Murphy, of this city, had
yesterday (Tuesday) morning, when
with his old friend, Eddie
the Associated Theatre Ticket Agen- arranged
rebelled against signing the Dowling, to use his play whenever
cies
he and Szold got their
code as stiffly revised by the man- he wished, so
together and the play will be
agers and Equity. ATTA is the in- heads
Szold had
dependent group of brokers who staged early In January.
membership. Pointed out, however,
little trouble securing Lewis to play
Harry Cohn, Columbia production claim to distribute 40% of preferred the lead in the show.
that when the minimum was first orchief, was interested in the play, theatre tickets.
dered It was a carry-over from that
which has run continuously for six
They voted 14 to 1 not to sign the
put into effect by the NRA.
years, but wanted assurance .of an code as now constituted, only one
At last week's session, E. J.
okay from the Hays o^Jce before member being absent Result was a
Blunkall argued in favor of the
purchase. That would have required surpris« even to those close to the
boost, he originally making the pro*preparation of a new scenario and indies. Only six agencies are known
posal that the minimum be estabshooting script In advance of buying to have signatured the code, includlished at $75 weekly. Winifred Lenland the matter was dropped.
ing the big three McBride's, Tyson
han spoke against the proposal, sayand Leblang. ATTA adjourned until
ing the result might be that the new
last night, when ways and means
minimum might also become the
interests
contheir
were
to pifotect
maximum for too many members.
sidered.
According to those who fear rais26.
Dec.
Memphis,
ing the minimum, there are plenty
Feeling
among the protesting
The Lunts hava changed their of players who formerly got between
brokers was that the code is based
They are going to play $50 and $100 now being offered the
on force and not reason. Under the minds.
all, re- minimum.
after
this
season
Memphis
Proponents have a differregulations they would have to pay
much-publicized decision ent slant and insist the idea is for
all the costs of administration and versing a
enforcement, yet be placed in the of last year against revisiting the the good of the average actor. They
say the higher paid player should
position of being 'kicked around.' town ever ag^in.
dates at have no objection because it is not
fpring
their
Following
Temporary Injunction against the Previously it had been indicated that Ellis Auditorium, Col.
Lloyd T. reasonable to sucpose that a probrokers, who were accredited
Theatrical Managers, Agents and some
the city censor
last season, would attempt to operate Binford, chairman of
(Continued on page 44).
Treasurers union obtained by Jerome
to the efoutside the coda and, when the board, issued a. statement
(Jerry) Flynn is regarded as Imcould
Fontanne
Lunt
and
that
major agencies signed, it was ex- fect
portant, since the action Is coupled
would fellow. Virtual never return to Memphis without
With a claim of salary, lost when pected others
copy
of
advance
a
submitting
In
DIES
refusal to the 'field' reTMAT refused to permit him to unanimous
managers their script. Binford said he didn't
work as a company manager. In- sulted in a hurry call to
Delight' or 'Amphitryon'
for a huddle in the League of New see 'Idiot's
dicated that the union Is liable for
complaints
some
but
had
himself,
offices.
two weeks' salary or $300, although York Theatres
that they were pretty hot stuff. He
it
may not be payable until the
Acme Drops Salt
Harold Johnsrud, one of the leads
wouldn't take any chances in the fuargument for a permanent stay Is
Appeal from a decision handed ture; he'd see the scripts or the In 'Key Largo,' Barrymore, N. Y.,
decided.
died Saturday (23) of burns received
couldn't return.
comLunts
down last July, dismissing the
Flynn claimed he lost three weeks' plaint against the League of New
Statement got widespread atten- in his apartment in the Brevoort
work with 'Herself, Mrs. Patrick York Theatres by 'the Acme ticket tion and drew counter announce- hotel on Friday during a fire beCrowley' (withdrawn after trying agency, was dropped in the supreme ments that the stars would hence- lieved at first to have been caused
out) because TMAT advised the pro- court, N. Y., last week. Understood forth pass up this Dixie stop. But by defective wiring. According to
ducer that he was not in good stand- that Mike Atlas and Walter Fried- now the Lunts have booked 'Taming the police, the actor fell asleep with
ing. Flynn Is a treasurer and com- man, who conduct the Acme, reserve of the Shrew' for auditorium here a lighted cigaret in his hand.
He
pany manager. When the treasurers the right to appeal at some later matinee and night Jan. 6.
succumbed in the Miserecordia hosgroup withdrew from TMAT and date. They had applied for an inNobody Is saying what will or pital following his removal there
went over to the stagehands, Flynn junction against the managerial body won't be done about the script, but from the Bellevue. He was 35.
The blaze had been confined to his
(Continued on page 44)
It's Shakespeare.
(Continued on page 44)
quarters.
He could have escaped,
but after awakening Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Ellis,' who have the apartment adjoining, Johnsrud returned to

ord Broadway run of 'Abie's Irish
Horse,' an English comedy which deRose' a few weeks ago, however, rebuted at the Playhouse. While renewed interest was shown when the
garded as fairly diverting, the critics
property
was again passed around by
gave it thumbs down. It is figured
its agent, Miriam Howell of the Lethat the Import was panned because
land Hay ward office.
the 'boys' were still suffering from
the beating they took from two flopperoos earlier in the week.
Two fragments from Yale, or its
drama department, were given a severe brush-off, they being 'Steel,'
reported off but claimed to be still at
the Provincetown Playhouse, and
•Once Upon a Time,* which stopped
after a single showing, at Labor Stage
(formerly the Princess). About that
play. Brooks Atkinson (Times) finished his brief mention with 'Well,
anyhow, Yale put a good football
team on Soldiers' Field last month.'
It was authored by Lawrence Joseph
Dugan.

There

opinion

of Jan. IS.

MPLS; BIG ROADSHOW

34th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

his quarters to retrieve belongings,
then collapsed.
Actor suffered first, second and
third degree burns of the face, hnnds
and body. He enacted the part of the

blind father in 'Largo,' his performance winning attention. Ellis, who
In the cast, but appeared
Is also
in the prolog, replaced Johnsrud Friday night and will hold that

only

role indefinitely.

Johnsrud's first excursion into legit
in 1927 when he was active with
productions of the Provincetown
Players, N. Y. He had one unproduced play to his credit and often
acted as director for various pro-

was

SEASON JUST AINT

of

.

Minneapolis, Dec. 26.
Legit roadshow season, which was
expected to prove one of the most
eventful and flourishing in years,
has suddenly taken a nosedive here
and apparently vanished into thin
^r. Although a long list of important attractions had been announced as 'coming,' there's not a
•Ingle one definitely in prospect now.
The fact that only three out of
the six shows to play the town thus
lar this season did profitable busln«ss probably has something to do
with the present situation. Attractions that came through at the boxoffice were Lunt and Fontanne, 'Tobacco Road' and Katherine Cornell.
The brodies were 'I Married An Angel.' 'What a Life'
and 'On Borrowed
Time.'
It's expected that the two
remaining attractions of the Legitimate Theatre Corp. series, 'Golden
Boy' and Eva LeGalliertne, will be
cancelled because of the fate of the
nrst two.

ducers.
Victim's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnsrud, of Spokane, survive.

Special Exploitation Advantages

Reade,

formerly

of Equity's council,

week injuring her back. She

NEW YORK
154

W.

4Gth

SL

HOLLYWOOD
1708 No, Vine

St.

to

Any

Variety Office
LONDON

CHICAGO
54 W. Randolph

St.

8 St. Martin's PI.

active
last
will be

fell

abed about one week. Miss Reade
was appointed executive .secretary of
the American Guild of Variety Artists when the new vaudc union was
formed last summer, foUowih;; the

mix-up that

Copy May Be Sent

T.

Maida Reade Iniored
Maida

member

USUAL ADVERTISING RATES PREVAIL

I.

led to the revocation of
charter of the American'
Federation of Actors.
She resigned the post before long,
however, failinc to agree on matters
of policy.
At the time she took the
.A.GVA job. Miss Reade resigned from
the council.
Mrs. Dorothy Bryant
iS now exec secretary of AGVA.

the union
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This segues into Harald and Lola's
serpentine dance specialty.

Town

Plays Out of

Rue de Lappe background for tlie
Apache number— what would a
French revue be without a maqreau
and gigolette routine'/-wherein Lucieiine and Ashour highlight with
starting the day with a cheeery their sock specialty. It's a switch on
Are Married bieakfast
regardless of any untoward the 'My Man,' the worm finally turnBaltimore, Dec. 25
Princeton, N. J., Dec. 23.
Dniina In lliroe acta by Ayn Land
Comedy In three nets presenleil at the ncidents.
,
„
„ „ ing, as the gal throws her tough Drnnm In two octa and prolog by Pom) nditpu^d
Bell,
Hayley
blond
friiin the author's novel, '\Vo
Lyceum. N. T.. r>er. 2.1. '30. by nobcrt
newcomer,
A
thi
Apache partner about a bit.
iLilwanl
presented
by
Can-i>ll;
VlnriMit
lloiiilci.xnii;
wriiien by J. U. l>ile.iiloy;
Living'; presented and atnged by (loorcl
comely English actress, impresses
Lalage follows with her aerial spe- Oluiate on.l Arihur Shlolila; fouimcs Alino Abbnlt; neUlnKS, llorln Arousnn;
IHRed by Hemleiaon: Heldnit doslRneJ by a
al the
person in the cialty on the flying rings and loose Mni-Mahon,
likeable
Wiillaco Jord,
most
F-ltzgerald.
the
llnrry
as
Kai'le .\iiiciij; fJ.To lop.
Maryland Theatre, llnlllmore, l>oc.
*3o
S:illy O'Xell
proceedings. She is Clare Fleming, tape. She does some extraordinary Arlbur Shields; alaged and ilealgneil by Soldier
K\ibv nirile
'uhn I'lirlsli
Hubert Edmond Jones; at McCnrter theatre, Loo Knvalensky. ,. .. ....Onslow Stevens
Winston O' Koefe the mother of eight-year-old BiUy,
CioiMld Foi bes.
her
body
catapulting
stuff,
Leitzel
!a.,.8*'-„
De;-.
oiwnlpg
N. J.,
Alison Sklp««rlh
Mrs. Niirllirup
.
Uiimvdoin
Clin Dunatan
never appears. Story has noth- herself in full body swings 50 times I'rinceton.
.AlIno MncMnhon
Orlfnn..
Jane ."^U'lllni: who
Nnhcy Molines.
Kli-a Argounova
I'-ugeulo I.oonlovlch
sweep- head over hand. Mile. Lalage makes .Marv
:.t^e I'Hrry ing to do with, racing or
Dennot O'ltognn, an obscuro pnlnler.
l''ie.l Dyson
w
Paul llallantlne
Wallace Fonl •Siudent.
Kid had drawn a horse on for a sock interlude.
Jlenry Ornionroyd
J. C NuKont
stakes.
Pavel Syei'ov
Arihur Plerson
Wannn Paul Older
Tom I'uwors
Primrose Carr
Alderman Joseiili HelllivcU
Kxiimlner
...J. Ancher
wall near his doctor-father's con-

Plays on Broadway

THE UNCONQUERED

KINDRED

When We

,

'

.

.

.

Alice Flpmlns
A. P. Kiiye
Eatpllc Winivood

Mnrla Helllwcll

Councillor Albert Pnrker

Annie I'arker
Herbert foppltl
Clnru Soppllt..

I'blllp Tunce
..Ann Anilrewa
Leona I'onern
I.ottle Grndy
The Rev. Clement Mercer. .Henry Mowbray

the
sulting room, riling that individual
because of the lad's thoroughness in
detail.

hubby

Christmas present that will likely
be cast aside before long. It is the
second English import within five
days, and not the best of the two

over the
way BiUy is being reared and she
offs to mother. There they are readying for her younger sister's wedding.
Bridegroom is bored with accompanying the bride to the shops, so
ie and Clare are left alone, to spend
the day. They see an excursion boat
about to leave for Dieppe and go

either.

aboard,

Latest J. B.' Priestley play, which

opened on the holiday

night,

is

a

Fact that the play is definitely
dated is hardly in its favor. Author

Clare and

hei:

getting

spiffed

tiff

in

the

re-

and missing the last trip back.
That supplies more complications

sort

It turns out that
for the third act.
was given_ to introspection fn his little Billy wins a newspaper prize
dramatic works seen over here, the
for 'the most natural sketch,' which
time element figuring in the last two
is the scene at breakfast in grand'When We Are ma's
tries from his pen.
house. They fear that she- will
Married' is a comedy which might
instead, latter rates

oflense but,
more diverting. take
the sketch okay, with finale finding
Locale is a small town in North
the family on good terms again.
England, supposedly 30 years ago.
Arthur Margetson, as the doctor,
Doubtless British people of the provhas had better chances, but he helps
inces seem more enjoyable over
atmosphere.
the
English
supply
there.
Lumsden Hare does as well, playing
At the opening there is to be a the grandfather who finally rebels,
triple 25th
wedding anniversary, gets nimself aU lit up and loses his
three couples having been married pants at a radical meeting.
That
on the same day and in the same cues in the appearance of a soapbox
chapel. The husbands are informed lecturer, a bit capitally enacted by
that the temporary parson who tied Leo
Bulgakov.
Douglas Walton,
the knots had not been fully or- Florence Edney and Jules Epailly,
dained and the marriages are there- also in smaller parts, help but the
fore invalid. The men try to keep it chances of the new play are dubious.
from their mates, but a tippling
Ibee.
charwoman has been listening at the
door and then the fun should really

have been- made

Algiers provides a colorful backin the next flash, paced by

ground

Roderick O' Regan..
Jerome (V Regan .....

Nita Carol and Leopold (again as a
gigolo) who shows her about the
place. Leopold incidentally is a tall,

J.

good-looking

gent

who

Itobrri Fenet

K. Koefe
MU-haei Fena
Agnes Koefe

promises

for the juve lead department.
This sequence porriiits for the u.sual
slave, Casbah, i|.irpet vendors, orange

much

.

.Charles Kennedy
Ilale Norcross
..Uarry Fltziieiald
.Thonina Fhldlay

. .

Harry Young
....lliilla Stiiddar.l

..Aldeen O'Connor

Alice....

nermot O'RcKnn....
Serseant Hnnnlgnn..

.

.

."T

Arthur .Slilelils
Byron Russell

.

.

Smith
Andrei Tagnnov
••••••'I«an J.igger
Attundnnl at lustltuta. ....Paul nallnntlne
Malashkin
.
Kdwln Philips
(?timra<le Sonla.'
...Qeorglana Brand
:i>tiu-a(lo Itllluk
l>ora .Memnds
Mil clerk
..Virglnln Dunning
Hoy (.'lork
U'llllam Hleea
'oinruJe Voronuv. .
Ilorat-e trooper
Slepban ThnoHlienko. .
.Grorgo Cotton
Railroad Guard
George Kossoft
.

.

.

.

.

,

Kurp

.

.

Howard

.VIoruzov

Freeman
once \ntonlna l*nvtuvna
his third play,
Mnry Cecil
Ludnillla Toretzka
Paul Vincent Carroll an .N'elclilior
1>.
II. Chief
I.
Mnritiall Ilrudterd
four
world
a
A.-'slslanl O. P. U. CUlet. Frank O'Connor
denounce
to
opportunity
three
girl
eclipsing
her
cialty, the
'any Club Attendant....
John Pnrrlsh
partners in the ground tumbling stuff. which places the accumulation of lluriler Sentry
Qeurge W. Smith
The Menciassis with their comedy wealth and worldly hbnor above incamel routine, coming into the audiGeorge Abbott has wandered again
beiauty.
As in
ence for an afterpiece, are a fitting tegrity and love of
from his accepted metier of comedy
and Substance' and and is atlempting a serious play with
his 'Shadow
laugh interlude.
More comedy by Sieve Geray, again in 'The White Steed,' the for- his presentation of 'The Uncon>
originally from London, with his
mer Irish schoolmaster sounds the quered.' Set against the fumbling,
Italiano and Hitler drolleries. In the
if
altruistic,
background of tha
against the cockeyed
revolt
tocsin
of
with
drawlfirst he's contrasted
the
Russia of 1924, play takes 13 scenes
ing British fight announcer, where- standards which permit misery and

merchants

atmosphere

and

lemon

stuff.

The Robenis, more
bounding Arabs in a nifty spe-

'Kindred,'

introduces

It

'

offers

.

to unfold its rather familiar story
in a universe ruled by the
the girl who loved a guy so much
Saints.'
He lambasts the of
she cave herself to another to supply
its disciples as well as
necessary funds for No. 1.
the politicians and money grabbers
Kira (Eugenie Leontovich) is an
to turn the populace's cheers and for 'imprisoning' God.
ex-aristoci'at in love- with Leo (Onheils oil and off, with facility. This
This earth, says Carroll, should be slow Stevens) who has become
calls for some skillful offstage as- allowed to develop under the guid- broken in health by an unfair imsistance, plus, of course, Geray's ance of its poets and artists. Its cre- prisonment. Leo is quite bitter about
basically good synchronization with ative genius, not its moneyed lords it all and Kira wants only to be
the disks.
and cheap lawmakers, should mold left alone to pursue her studies in
More s'.a. via Tino Crisa and Mal- it.
engineering. Her class status, howcia, a pair of personable dancers in
ever, gets her into difficulties with
It's a theme that's meat for Caran exotic routine. He wears nothing roll, and although he does not shroud party powers and she is forced to
but an aesthetic athletic supporter, it in the mysticism of its predeces- give up her dreams of creating skyand she is accoutred in but little sors, he has ampl? opportunity to scrapers and bridges. But Andrei
more.
Their impressionistic terp- draw on the spiritual.
In short, (Dean Jagger), a GPU agent and an
sichore is a classy conception, black- 'Kindred' is down-to-earth stage lit- idealistic communist, is intrigued by
begin, it doesn't.
out veils aiding the illusion of bird- erature.
her. courage and manages to get her
The wives are upset no end and
in-the-night, which
the basic
is
Cllltord C. Fischer revue In 19 acenca, one
when a music hall barmaid from act,
'Love,' says the author, 'is not placed so that earning a living U
twlcs nightly at T:80 and
m., theme.
|>.
Blackpool, who is friendly with the three matlneea a week, 11.10 top
ecstasy, but transfigured pain. ..Live no longer a problem.
Fred Sanborn, skillfully foiled
($1.60 on
The ailing Leo grows rapidly
men, turns up that complicates Saturdays and holidays), opening Dec. 2i, Charles Laurence, registers with by life loyally, not royally.' .Of such is
his
worse, and not having the proper
matters, especially when the husat Shubert Broadway, N. T.
clearly
Dances, comedy
is
so
Carroll's barmer, yet it
xylo, but should
bands contemplate righting the George Moro; costumes, Irene Karlnsky about three or four minutes. be cut defined that it is reduced to terms social status, he can't get into one
Runs a
from sketches by Freddy Wlttop and Erte,
of the state-controlled institutions
'wrong.' One wife, a bit flirtatious, Paris;
elementary
theatre.
simple,
of
plastics.
Femand Buzon. Farla; shade overboard; however,
located in sunnier climes.
After
doesn^ think she wants to be mar- scenery, Rsymond Deshaya, Berlin. Lavlff- good laugh contrast. Finale another
Kindred' offers no controversial vain and considerable effort by Kira'
is Nobilried again to the same man because nac & Pellegry, Orosbola ft Lambert, all
subject matter, nor does it offer a so- to get him so placed she finally
ity of France, spec sequence. Abel.
gives
he's stingy. It isn't all on the distaff Paris.
In essence
lution for worldly Uls.
Coat: Andre. Roberton, Male, Malcia,
herself to Endrei, who has been makside that there are recriminations, Karln Zoska. Leopold.
Lea Shyrettoa O),
it is a series of beautifully worded
ing
an
heroic
struggle
with
his
ideals
for a. henpecked hubby asserts him- Juliette, Andree Lomlo. Berkley. Lime
and expertly turned idealisms mak- to stave off his terrific yen for her.
self, which isn't any more new than Trio, Betty Brlte, Irla Wayne, Florence
Drama In three acts (six scenes) by Syd ing for lofty theatre. While these Through funds provided by Andrei,
the gowns and hair styles supported Spencer, Little Fred and Football Doge, Porcelain:
presented by C. P. S'. Produc- same idealisms, when hovering on
Hal-aid and Lola, Luclenne and Aahour,
via Kira, Leo makes a comeback and
by the old girls.
Lalnge, NIta Carol, Fahy, Tha Robenis (4), tions: Btaged by Paul Stewart; at Daly'a, the spiritual, continue to find Carthe girl then finds herself torn beN. T.; opening Dec. 22, '30; (1.66 top.
The leading rector, a fussy fellow. Tlno Crisa, The Mencloasla (2), Steve Roy
Ivory Tower they will
Syd Porcelain roll in his
tween two overpowering emotions.
Is called in, but dismissed.
It seems Qeray. Fred Sanborn: 83 glrlf, li ballet,
Jed
Jamea Raleigh not prevent 'Kindred' from finding a
'Thievery, .profiteering, graft and
that the story will leak out to the Vincent Travers orcbeatra.
Clare
For,
Helen Francis ready response on Broadway.
beaurocralic stringpulUng soon encommunity if no solution is agreed
Harvey
Joseph Mantel like its predecessors, here is intelRehabilitating
tha
original
B.
S
Popsy
mesh them all and the- truth is out
Irving Darker
on. Situation, however, is suddenly
lectual drama, tinged with the salty,
Moss
Colony,
later
th«
Broadway,
Rita
Patricia
Porker
Leo, though, doesn't come up to th«
cleared when the drunken photograMother
Julia Leighton Irish flavor that distinguishes Carsacrifice made by Kira, and
heroic
pher from the town's newspaper later ttie Cine-Roma, and again re- Aunt Dorothy
Barbara Harklns roll's works.
Andrei gets himself bumped off beshows that the marriages were thor- named -the Shubert Broadway (the
Chief fault of the play as unfolded cause of it. A final and very brief
oughly legal, since the registrar was Shuberts having just acquired the
'Alternate Current' is just an exlease), Clifford C. Fischer's 'Folies
Saturday night (23) lies in the over- scene reveals that Kira, too, gets
present.
cuse
to
occupy
a
theatre.
It
it
as
Playing the more oriess a.k. parts Bergere' brings to Broadway legit amateurishly written as it is pre- long prolog, and miscasting of Wal- hers when she makes an effort to
are several names and It seems the a new idea— a twice-nightly revue on sented, with little suggestion or orig- lace Ford as one of the idealists. cross the border out of the USSR.
cast is better than the play. Alison a reserved-seat policy. Compressing inality in Freudian theory expostu- Neither his voice nor histrionics fits
Miss Leontovich is tensely dramahim for the part. However, his ap tic and tragically overawed by her
Skipworth is fhe charwoman, _ a wealth of color, arty nudity (in the lated by author Syd Porcelain.
restricted to the pro- role,
sloppy tippler, part being only so-so. Frenchy idiom) and, above all, surecompelling
which
reveals
According to Porcelain—and Freud pearance is
Ann Andrews seems best among the fire variety entertainment, thla policy —certain situations bring out a per- log and for a brief moment in the snatches of good trouping. Most auWith this exception, the thentic reading is that of Jagger.
wives, the other two roles being as- has an excellent cl^anc* at th« box- son's real thoughts and shroud the final act
signed to Estelle Winwood and Alice office.
filay has been endowed with a bril- with
Impassioned
sustained.
his
apparent
guise.
He
has
taken
a
It has proved successful for Fischer
Flaming. Tom Powers, A. P. Kaye
group of people, sent them through iant cast which brings forth all the oration late in play one of highlights.
and Philip Tonge are the husbands, at the £1 Capitan, Hollywood, and the love wringer and the result is beauty of Carroll's craftsmanship.
Stevens handles himself surely and
that at Treasur* Island
all having an inning now and then, before
that one girl learns that she doesn't Biggest surprise is the beautifully re- compellingly throughout and Arthur
mostly in a mild way. Leona Pow- (Frisco Fair). This show looks like- care for her fiance, but actually loves strained performance of Aline Mac- Plerson, as a grafting official; GeorMahon, returning to the stage after gianna Brand, his proletarist sweeters tries hard as the girl from the ly as a good expo entry at the N, Y. another. And so «n.
lengthy
a
sojourn
in
Hollywood.
Halls. Same goes for J. C. Nugent, World's Fair In 1040.
It's aU something new In being
heart, and Dora Merande, a straightAs a stage entity it blends the best
the cameraman. There is a dash of
As the connecting link between laced party worker all have their
terrible.
romance, lovers being played by at- ingredients of the sundry 'Folies
spiritual and earthly values, she por- moments. Action needs considerable
(Closed Saturday after two nights.)
tractive Jane Sterling and Winston Bergere' revues that Fischer has untrays a difficult role with a warmth speeding, and scenic investiture by
O'Keefe, but It hardly figures in the veiled in recent years on Broadway,
and richness that highlight the pro- Boris Aronson, although effective In
at
the
French
and
International
going.
a
duction.
Seldom, if ever, has the spots, proves most cumbersome.
Play offers too few amusing inter- Casinos, both cabaret-theatres. While
need
will
Comedy In two acta (Ave scenes) by Law- screen offered her the opportunity to
'The
Unconquered'
now he's housed in strictly a theatre, rence
ludes.
Ibee.
Joseph Dugan;
by Richard Z, display such genuine dramatic talent, plenty of heroic effort to make It
so well identified with nltety produc- Segal; presented by staged
Hal A. Salzman, at Barry Fitzgerald, the crusty old ready for the Broadway grade, altion has Fischer become that inLabor Stage, N. T., Dec. 20, '80; $2.20 top
canon
of
'The
White Steed,' and Ar- though in justice to the cast, there
(t3.30 opening).
quiries still come in anent table resthur
Shields,
co-producer
'Kinof
Olaf
hingBilly
were opening night difficulties
Alan Fleming
a
ervations.
Mllea
Robert Busch dred' with Edward Choate, likewise ing on the injuries sustained in a fall
Essentially a variety entertainment ^oit
Comedy In three acta by'I.eslle Storm;
Charles Powers turn in magnificent portrayals. Both by one
of the players, Howard Freepresented by Lee Sbubert and William A. Fischer has blended th« many in- Rose
Mildred Stone hail from
the Abbey Players, who, man, that were beyond its control.
Brody; aiars Grace George: features ArA. Courtney White
gredients with lavish decor :and Mr. Moon
thur Marsetson, Hadloy Bell, Lumsden
Ditty
Burnt.
Jewel Hart incidentally, produced 'Kindred' in Detailed story on Page 43.
colorful scenic and costume investi-

as the fascistic spieler gets excited
The Hitler
at the boxing match.
takeoff is well-blended with a soundeffect recording, which enables him

filth

'Black

Church and

-

FOLIES BERGERE

,

'.'<ft,

ALTERNATE CURRENT

.

Once Upon

1^

Draws

.

Horse

Hare; siaged by Horry Wagsiaff Orlbble:
setting, Watson Barrat; at the Playhouse,
N. T., opening Dec. 21, '30; $3.30 top.

Mra. Smith

Tim

Shields..

Clare Fleming
Dr. Howard Fleming

Ornce
Grandnapa..
Ellse Parsons
Mrs. Parsons.
Alfred Parsoiis

Aenea
PscheDschynoff
Walter....
Customer...
Miss Burt:hlll...<

A

Florence Edney
.Douglas Walton
.Hnyley Bell
Arthur Margetson
Edna Bennett

ture.

It

unreels in staccato fashion,

compressing some 19 ntimbera Into
an hour and a half of well-sustained
divertissement.

Following Vincent Travers' pit
band overture. Illusion of Paris disHarry Pllmmer closes the first unpeeled
stuff, includElizabeth Inglls
Grace George iriR a galaxy of lookers in sparse
Lumsden Hare bras and g-strings, but all done with
Carol Curtis Brown that frank Gallic touch that does
so
Leo Uulgakov
much
Jules

Enallly

William Chambers
Marlon SIttlcr

Time

to offset

The

any

official frowning.
with their
(3),
stuff, next.

Shyrettos

unique bike and unicycle

Soldiers: Leslie Gorall, Charles Brotlsky,
Perry Burton, Johnny Lynn, Walter Word,

John Foster.

These semi-pro skirmishes on the

Broadway 'are a trial to
everyone concerned. There's something inevitable about them, like the
measles that every normal kid has to
get sooner or later. Like the measles,
fringe of

too,

'Once Upon a Time' might be

Dublin

last

September.

In the prolog an obscure painter
in a small town on the Irish coast
casts aside the woman he loves in
order not to perpetuate his 'rotten'
seed. But a visitation from his ancestors convinces him that he must
help keep alive the 'silver thread'
until that day when the disciples of
beauty shall inherit the earth.

A

quarantined, though possibly that woman, the ancestors argue, is only
would be dignifying the inconse- the vessel. Under threat of dire
quential.
In this case public indif- physical, pain they force him to cast

Thence a fur fashion parade (cour- ferehce will accomplish the same his seed. The villagers call him daft.
comedy from London, tesy I. J. Fox, 5th Ave.), blending in thing.
A generation later there appears
where it was called 'Tony Draws a Waynei, Barsley and Malo in their
Grandiloquently billed a 'satirical on the streets in Altmoran a threadHorse," 'Billy' seems somewhat more boxing routine, the gals battling it fantasy,' the piece is a kind of fairy bare
and half-starved violinist playdiverting than indicated by first- out for Malo, the gig.
Per usual, story about a grbup of youngsters ing the ancient folk tunes of the
nighters.
It's
essentially a stage plenty of gig and gigolette stuff looking for their ideal and who find Irish people.
Once more the father's
trifle, however, too light for the av
it In their various ways.
throughout.
One lad taint-^d strain is recalled and the arterage playgoer over here.
Lime Trio with their standard sees a girl for the first time and so ist's son (Shields) is also shunned
American showmen have been contortive work next; thence the finds a wife and home. Another and jeered. Mary Griffin (Miss Macfooled time after time with English French Can-Can, Including the usual learns to kill and destroy, so becomes Mahon) has since married the grocer
plays which were popular over there, challenge sequence with those ener- a dictator. A third wanders afield, Fenet (Fitzgeraild) and has a son
but only in rare instances have getic, high-pouncing splits. Betty goes to war and finally also discov- perpetuating the grocer, but lacking
shows of the 'Billy' type scored on Brite,.Iris Wayne and Florence Spen- ers home and hanpiness with a girl. in the more .spiritual qualities of the
Broadway. While the same is gen- cer are standouts here with special- According to the author, the formula mother. O'Regan, the painter's son,
erally true of the American hits ties.
for hapoiness is love, while evil- and Mrs. Fenet instantly
sense their
when tried in London, the percentAnother dumb act. Little Fred and doers can be thwarted with laughter. spiritual kinship and there ensues a
age is probably in favor of this side, His Football Dogs, a novelty pooch
That may be a oleasant idea, but conflict between her maternal obligaGrace George with several talented routine, breaks it up. The terriers in this Instance it's a pretty embar- tions to her own son and the great
British players in support constitute and bulldogs use rubber balloons as rassing show.
The whole thing is feeling which draws her to her erstchildishly conceived and written. while lover's offspring.
a rather attractive cast, and they the ball in this soccer sequence.
achieve about as much as possible
Follows an unusual terp routine, It's as arch as a garden party, and
performances are given
from the comedy, which tends to Le Charmeur de Serpents, by the about as dramatic. It must be ad- in Capable
supporting roles by Haila Stodmore fbr giggles than laughs. Miss ballet of 14, all tallish, lissome girls, mitted that there are a few laughs. dard,
Harry Young, Thomas Findlay
George, retaining her svelte figure, again in sparse accoutrements, going Probably it wasn't the author's in- and Wauna Paul.
Robert Edmond
plays a grandmother, a irather domi- through one of those exotic, Ger- tention, but when the two hero 'sol- Jones directed and
designed the
nant figure, one who insists upon man-school interpretive routines,
(Contlnued on page 44)
play's twb settings.
Rosen.

A

light

;

VANITIES
(IITB EDITION)
San Francisco, Dec.

29.

Revue presented by Earl Carroll: dialog
and lyrics, Dorcna Cochran: mualc. Charles
Uosarf; seltlng", Jeun le Seyenux: at the
Cenry, San Fmnclsco; 13.30 top. Opening
Dec. 2C. '80.

New edition of Earl Carroll's
'Vanities,' which preemed here tonight (Monday), was well received,
but showed need for much revision
and the addition of several names to
assure a positive b.o. It's much too
long, requiring plenty of pruning to
speed it up. It lacks smoothness and
coherence, first and second act finales
being particularly rough. Comedy
material and chorus terping are also
weak.
Standout comedy is supplied by
Jerry Lester and Prof. Lamberti. Top
acts are dancers Ygor and Tanya,
Three Nonchalants, Cass, Owen and
Topsy and Nirska.
Femmes in the line .are lookers and
plentiful on s.a., but th,-t doesn t
shroud their need for considerable
•

smoothing of routines. Music is in
and out, with 'Angel' a possible hit.
.Costumes are colorful and attractive,
and the sets are occasionally eyefilling.

This is an elaboration of the nitery
revues Carroll has done at his cabPat.
aret-theatre In Hollywood.

LEGITIMATE GROSSES

Wetlnesday, December 27, 1939

^

Chi; 'Scandals,'

Dinner Advance Big

Chicago, Dec. 26.

Pre-Xmas week found two shows

In the Loop, and both turned In favorable accounts of themselves conwere bucking the worst

m

Shows

'Children f/iQ, 'Springtime' $9,000 In

Maris Wrixon Draws Lead
In Reinhardt's 'Husbands'

•The Male
Shumlin.

Two

Rehearsal

lor the

B'way Generally Off Though Leaders

—
—

Show'

Okay; Dinner

Gertrude
Macy, Stanley Gilkey.
'Conple
Wanted'
Jerome
Mayer.
'Two on an Island'—Playwrights.

—

—

week)

(6th

Moved

(1,400; $2.75).

session at $9,000.

Saw Daughter

Fall;

Fatally Hurt Last

Week

Baltimore, Dec. 26.
Paralyzed by a 15-foot fall from
his upper-tier dressing room Jua;
before the curtain was about to go

Howard Freeman was unable to
go on at the opening of George Ab
'The Unconquered' at the
Maryland theatre here last night
Freeman early today
(Monday).
was still unable to move from the
waist down and doctors believed his
They said he
condition serious.
might be suffering a fractured spine
or pelvis. His role in the show was
taken by John Parrish, doubling
F'arrish read
from another part.

up,

bolt's

some

the

of

from

directly

lines

script.

.

'3 After 3' Prenueres

—

—

—

—

W
IN

Center, L. I.
station at
where he lived, to meet his 14-yearold daughter as she returned from
only
her
run down by
school,
to see
an automobile and fatally injured
He returned here yesterday just in
time for the final rehearsal after at
tending his daughter's funeral
N. y.
Freeman appeared in numerous
Broadway shows during the 1920s,
but then left the stage to become a
newspaperman. After a few years,
however, he returned to the boards
In 1937 in Maxwell Anderson's 'The
Star Wagon.' As a youth he played
with Dustin Farnum and left Yale to
tour with a one-night stand com-

Down

East.*

war service shortly

HEFTY $18,000
COLUMBUS, INDPLS.

remains
promises to

lin

sixth
last at least
for

piece

(C-1,012; $3.30).
Companion
'Father'
as standout
of season so far; well over

with

comedy
$20,000.

'Margin for Error,' Plymouth (8th
week) (D-1,075; $3.30). One of the
better fall entrants; while not up
'Life With Father', and 'Du.
Barry Was a Lady', the approximate with leaders, is drawing satisfactorily;
off with most others last
takings being $20,000, $19,000 and
$30,600, respectively. Outside of 'Du week; $11,500.
Barry', all other musicals were af
•Mornings at Seven,' Longacre (4th
fected downward.
week) (C-1,016; $3.30).
Business
Last week's new crop was given after this week will indicate chances
unfavorable reception. The press for of another fairly recent laugh arthe English comedy, 'Billy Draws a rival; around $7,000.
holding their boxoffice pace last
week, 'The Man Who Came to Dinner',

-

Horse', at the Playhouse, was adverse, while "Steel', Provincetown
Playhouse; 'Once Upon a Time', Labor Stage, and 'Alternate Current'.
Daly's, were panned as severely as
any offerings in years. Latter trio

•See My Lawyer,' Adelphi (13th
week) (C-1,434; $1.10). Can get by
modest money; parties helping;
quoted around $5,000, which is okay

at

at scale.

week.

—

House, CHiicago.

'Taming

of

the

Shrew'

(Alfred

Billy Draws
(C-865; $3.30).

a Horse,' Playhouse

Drew

holiday going; estimated around $12,500.

rather adverse

Lunt,

4 Plays, In an Involved Litigation

Three-way action

to obtain film
rights to 10 musicals and four plays
written by C. M. S. McLellan, English writer who died about 10 years
ago, has been filed in N. Y. supreme
court. Suit brought by Mrs. Marie
writer's
the
McLellan,
Adelaide

widow, against William A. Brady, Al
Woods and Hopwood Plays, Inc.,

H.

has been followed by counter-claims

from Brady and the Every Hopwood
estate.

One
week and Little
two more mount

of the musicals involved, 'The
Cafe,' was bought by Parain 1930 for $7,500.

Mrs. McLellan claims that in
Estimate (or Last Week
March, 1929, she entered into a con(5th tract with Woods by which he was
'Tobacco Road,' Plymouth
(1,480; $1.65). Lost very little to attempt to sell the film rights to
havweek,
Christmas
speed during
her dead husband's works. Woods,
ing no opposish. Took around $7,500.
for the rights, gave her $5,000 in a
non-returnable advance and was to
over to her 50% of any coin he
(Mrs. Greaza) turn
received after the advance was
in N.Y. deducted, she alleges.
Undergoes Maj.
March, 1931, according to her
In
professionWife of Walter Greaza,
claim. Woods transferred his rights
ally known as Mary Young, underin the plays to Brady. Seven months
went a major operation at the New later Woods went bankrupt, whereYork hospital Wednesday (20). She upon the trustee in bankruptcy sold
was reported in favorable condition the same rights, as part of Woods'
early this week.
assets, to Hopwood Plays.
Greaza, formerly of the Broadway
Mrs. McLellan maintains that her
stage, is assistant executive secretary
Although devoting full contract with Woods was personal
for Equity,
and couldn't be transferred, and that
rights to the amount of more than
$10,000 were sold and she is de-

stanzas.

$6,500 IN BUFFALO

.

week)

Buffalo. Dec. 26.

Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clifton Webb), playing three of the
worst days on the theatrical calendar
(Dec. 21-23), grossed fine $6,500 at the
Erlanger at $2.75 top.
Troupe then went on to Chicago,
Where it opened a run, last ni^ht
(Monday) to a big advance sale.

Mary Young

Op

.

Lunts' 1-Niters Gross

Stands
26.

Lynn Fontanne,

three

performances last week,
©ossed about $10,000 in 'The Tarn-

i-onventlon Hall here.

week)

Deceased McLeOan s 10 Musicals,

WEBB-'DINNER' NEAT

Dec.

no letup last week, with gross
again over $19,000.
'Man Who Came to Dinner' (10th

ful:

—

after.

Wk.

3

Ladies and Gtntlemen,' Beck (10th
week) (C-1,214; $3.30). Another two
weeks to go before again going to
road; business moderate after excellent start;, rated around $12,000.
Life With Father,' Empire (7th
week) (C-1,082; $3.30). Packing 'em
in at all shows with standees plenti-

—

He en

yesterday to attend last night's
Boston, Dec. 26.
Season perked up again here,
and probably replace
Freeman for the balance of the en- Christmas. Night seeing 'Mamba's
Daughters,' 'Tonight We Dance' and
gagement.
'John Henry' opening.
'Tobacco Road,' with Slim Timb-

Okla.,

$3.30).

OK

left

in

hits are credited with

(D-931;

•Three After Three' (Simone Si- tonight (Wednesday).
by recent arrivals; paced at $18,000;
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' English
•DnBarry Was a Lady,' 46th Street now 39th week.
Hefty $18,000 between mon, Mary Brian; Mitzi Green)
Forrest, Philadelphia.
New
"The World We Make,' Guild (5th
(3d week) (M-1,347; $4.40).
Columbus and local stands.
Tobacco Road' (John Barton)
socko musical which went to list week) (D-956; $3.30). Some doubt
leadership at once; held up excel- about sticking; business did not deEnglish, Indianapolis.
lently last week with better than velop as hoped for; takings dropped
'Tobacco Boad' (Slim Timblin)
'Mamba'
$7,500 In
to around $6,000.
$30,000.
Plymouth, Boston,
Farm of Three Echoes,' Cort (4th
Time of Your Life,' Booth (9th
'Tonight We Dance' (Ruth Chatterweek) (CD-1,064; $3.30).. Has not week) (D-712; $3.30). Doing very
Det. Despite Pre-Xmas
ton)— Wilbur, Boston.
yet struck real gait; moderate takings well for one-setter; comedy drama
•Vanities' Geary, San Francisco.
so far, with last week estimated should be winter stayer; around $10,Detroit, Dec. 25.
•White Plume'—National, Washing- around $6,000.
000 estimated.
Despite
late buying rush store ton.
Winter
Garden
'Uellzapoppin,'
•Tobacco Road,' Forrest
(315th
biz here is estimated at $28,000,000
week) (C-1,195; $1.65. Gross usually
for Christmas shopping, 5% above
jumps around holiday time; extra
1938—Cass filled in nicely with a
matinee this week; also plays New
holdover of 'Mamba's Daughters'
Year's Eve; average lately a bit over
during a week that otherwise might
$4,000.
have been dark.
'Too Many Girls,' Imperial (9th
Advance sale on 'Kiss the Boys
week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Has drawn
Goodbye,' which opened last night
excellent business; only topped by
(Monday) at the Cass, presages some
'Du Barry'; pace went off in past
healthy biz during holidays.
two weeks; around $25,000; still big.

performance

TuLsa,

day night
Only three

Elliott

(26).

(1,500; $3.30).

formance in Baltimore. It has been
open at the St. James, N. Y.
next Wednesday (3). Cast will be
dismissed and the production stored,
Estimate tor Last Week
but the show may be put on again
'Mamba's Daughters,' Cass .(2dafter script revisions. Understood it
flnal week).
(1,500; $2.75). Neat $7,was the most expensive straight play 500, with most show biz off, to follow
production Abbott has done in some a highly satisfactory $13,500 first
seasons.
week.
Meanwhile, Chick He.ss, electrician
with the show, was taken ill and re
moved to a Baltimore hospital for an 3 Openings In Boston;
operation. His place was taken by a
•Road' $7,500 5th
local electrician.
Ralph Morehou.se

^ Lunt and

.

•Kindred,'

Presented' by Edward Choate and
Arthur Shields; written by Paul Vincent Carroll; opened Tuesday night

the

•lated to

$10,000

There are several plays whose
chances have not been clearly indicated, since they had to buck the
slump prior to the holidays. Business generally from now on will be
their barometer. Altogether Broadway suffered during the late fall,
starting with the confusion of the
dual Thanksgiving.
Five shows passed up Christmas
(Monday) night performances and
seven will hot play next Monday (1)
Attendance on the night of a holiday
is invariably off and so this time the
New Year's night will be dropped
by those shows (six) playing Sua

'

Abbott Folds •Unconquered'

lu

night.

'The Little Foxes,' National (45th
Lynn Fontanne) — Auditorium,
holiday
week) (D-I,162; $3.30). Expected to
and Saturday matinee starting Thurs- Ft. Worth (25); Melba, Dallas (26-27); press; cards a number of George)
matinees and star (Grace
tour, starting in February; around
day (21), played to sellouts at every
draw; $10,000
performance but Saturday night (23). Paramount. Austin (28); Texas, San should be somewhat of a
last week, still profitable.
opened
late last week.
Antonio
Music
Hall,
Houston
(29);
Then, populace stayed away to trim
'The Philadelphia Story,' Shubert
'Christmas Eve,' Miller (CD-940;
Christmas trees. Early part of the (30-31).
Presented by Guthrie Mc- fC-1,402; $3.30). Resumed Tuesday
'Thanlcs for My Wife'- Savoy, San $3.30).
week was played in Columbus.
Clintic; written by Dr. Gustav Eck- (2C) after week's layoff; straightDiego (25-26).
show
leader
last season topped only
Estimate for Last Weeic
stein; cast with several names; opens

Dissatisfled with the way the show
at the tryout, Abbott yesterday
(Tuesday) decided to close 'The Un^
conquered' after Saturday's (30) per

.

only a limited number of performances will be given on the Sabbath

—

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' here at
the English theatre fur three nights

went

In
m

Seasonal drop in Broadway attend- (66th .week) .(R-1,519; $3.30). Laugh
ance the week before. Christmas revue expected to play out second
saw the lowest gross levels for most season with new material figuring;
shows.
Only the leaders held to dropped to $21,000; Xmas matinee
form, protected by the advance sales. drew standees.
It is doubtful that the usually, big
Key Largo,' Barrymore (4th week)
figures between Christmas and New Attendance went off last week, as
Year's will be registered because expected before Xmas, but ended
the latter comes next Monday and week okay; takings around $13,500.

•Slcylark,'
Morosco (10th week)
were rated amateur.
Three new shows are listed this (C-939; $3.30). One of the season's
Only one, 'The Unconquered, comedy successes which should span
the season; star (Gertrude Lawrence)
slated for the St James next week,
is the principal draw; over $15,000
real.
cancelled. Number of shows in re'Scandals'
(Willie
and Eugene hearsal has dropped and January last week.
•Streets of Paris,' Broadhurst (27th
Howard) Erlanger, Chicago.
wiU see but comparatively few pre
week) (R-1,142; $4,40). Nose-dived
'Springtime for Henry' (Edward mieres.
last week, but should do well ^n
Everett
Horton)
Grand
Opera
Estimates for Last Week

—
—

(25-27); Erlanger, Buffalo (28-30).
•Holy Toun;' His Majesty's, Mont-

Indianapolis, Dec. 26.

Rockville

tered

Eva LeGalllenne (repertory)—CurSan Francisco.
Hot Mikado' (Bill Robinson)—

ran,

Nixon, Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia, Dec. 26.
•I. Married an Angel' (Dennis King)
Philadelphia staggered through the
Biltmore, Los Angeles.
pre-Christmas week with one legit
show and that one, George White's
•John Henry' (Paul Robeson)
'Scandals,' managed to do fairly well Colonial, Boston.
without competition. While revue's
•Kiss the Boys Goodbye' Cass, Detwo weeks' stay at the Forrest wasn't troit.
up to the average of several recent
•Leave It to Me* (Victor Moore,
booking at the house, biz was okay
William Gaxton, Sophie Tucker)—
considering the time.
Another musical, 'Three After Taft Auditorium, Cincinnati.
•Male Animal' McCarter, PrinceThree," opened at the Forrest Jast
It has two weeks skedded
night.
ton (30).
sans opposition.
•Mamba's Daughters' (Ethel WaOn January 8, 'Mamba's Daughters' ters)— Shubert, Boston.
bows at the Locust and 'The Vaga•Man Who Came to Dinner' (Clif'White
(erstwhile
Hero'
bond
Webb) Harris, Chicago.
ton
Plume') is set for the Forrest. A
•Man Who Killed Lincoln'— Masonrecent booking is "The Fifth Column
Auditorium, Rochester, N. Y. (29ic
Erproduction
the
of
Theatre Guild
nest Hemingway opus, for the For- 30).
It will be on
rest on January 22.
•My Dear Children' (John BarryAmerican Theatre Society subscrip more) Selwyn, Chicago.
tion.
•No Time for Comedy' (Katharine
Estimates for Last Week
Cornell)— Metropolitan, Seattle (25•Scandais' Forrest (2d-final) (1,700:
Without opposition, this revue 27); Mayfair, Portland (28-30).
$3).
•Outward Bound' (Laurette Taylor,
bucked the traditionally bad preFlorence Reed ) Hartman, Columbus
Xmas week for $20,000.

Accident was the second misfortune for Freeman in a few days
Las# Wednesday (20) he went to the

pany of 'Way

LuU for 20G,

'Easy Virtue* (Constance Bennett)
•Playhouse, Wilmington (29-30).

—

Freeman Badly Injured

By

Philly

—

al Victoria, Victoria, B. C. (25-26);
Empress, Vancouver (27-30).

to

next door Grand yesterday (Monday) to make room for George
White's 'Scandals.' Had a fair enough
.

Weathers

'Scandals'

$20,000, Tather' 19G;

DuBarry' 30G, Set Pace, New Crop NG

—

•Easy
Virtue'
Aldrlch and
Myers.
Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Maris Wrixon draws a leave of
week in show biz. 'My Dear Children* held on at the Selwyn, and absence from Warners to headline
•Springtime for Henry' continue at Max Reinhardt's legit show, 'Too
Current Road Shows
the Erlanger, with both shows slated Many Husbands,' opening in San
to close their Chicago runs Jan. 6.
Francisco Jan. 15.5
Last night (Monday) two indicated
(Week of Dec. 25;
Currently she is working in 'We
winners arrived 'Man Who Came to
Shall Meet Again.'
Dinner,' at the Harris, and 'Scandals,'
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' (Raymond
Advance on both was
Erlanger.
Massey) American, St. Louis.
plenty, with the 'Scandals' now pracColbourne-Jones
(repertory) RoyNew
-
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Animal'—Herman

"^siaBTinc they

tically sold out for the two
Year's Eve performances at $4.40.
EsUniatei tor Last Week
•My Dear Children,' Selwyn (32d
week) (1.000; $2.75). Did splendid
$9,500 despite pre-Xmas.
'Sprlnetime for Henry,' Erlanger

VARIETY

I

contract.

•Very Warm for May,' Alvin (6th
week) (M-1,357; $4.40).
Current
that sum from the defend- week and next should be test of new
ants without naming any particular mu.sical's chances; so far light; $11,She also claims $2,500 for 000.
one.
radio rights and asks for return of
'When We Are Married,' Lyceum
Defendants deny (C-I,005; $2.75). Presented by Robthe manuscripts.
that film sales exceeded the sum due ert Henderson; written by J. B.
Mrs. McLellan and that there were Priestley; opened Monday (25); using
moderated ticket scale.
any radio sales.
'Yokel Boy,' Majestic (24th week)
Jacob J. Schwebel, prez and attorney for Hopwood, in his counter- (R-1,715; $3.30). Resumed Monday
(25) after laying oft most of last
claim, maintains his company owns week; slipped
to $11,000, but lively
the rights as they were purchased in holiday attendance anticipated by
good faith as assets of Woods' bank- advance sale.
ruptcy.
ADDED
Brady, in turn, claims he owns the
•Hamlet,' 44th Street
Final two
he paid
rights, maintaining that
of limited repeat engagement
Woods $15,000 advance on them. weeks
of full-length version; up to around
Schwebel replies that Woods paid $15,000; jumps to Coast after
present
back the $15,000 and rights again stay; 'John Henry' follows we^ik of
became Woods', but Brady denies Jan. 8.
he ever got the money back. Woods,
•Pfns and Needles,' Windsor (108th
represented by Alfred Beekman, of week)
(R-873; $1.65).
Averaging
House, Grossman, Vorhaus & Hem- better than $7,000 since new version
ley, makes no claim to the rights, went on; labor unionists' intimate rebut denies that Mrs. McLellan has vue making fine run.
•Once Upon a Time,' Labor Stage
Next
stated the whole contract
move in the matter is the examina- (Princess). Lasted one performance;
opened last Wednesday (20).
tion of Brady, which has been set for
'Steel,'
Provincetown Playhouse.
Jan. 17.
Reported closed, but boxoflice inMusicals involved are 'Glittering
si.sted play is still on; panned.
Gloria,' 'Nellie Neal,' 'Oh, Oh, DelAlternate Current.
Daly's C63d
phine,' "The Little Cafe,' 'The Pink
wcekj. Got critic' razz; also amaLady,' 'The Telephone Girl," 'The teur; opened Friday;
stopped SaturLady Slavey,' 'The Whirl of the day.
Town' and 'The Girl From Up I'here.'
'Folies Bergere,' Broadway. VaudePlays are 'On the Love Path,' 'Leah ville revue presented by (Clifford C.
Kleschna,' "The Strong People' and Fishor opened Monday (25) at $1.65
'The Jury of Fate.'
top; mixed press.

manding

.

Outdoor

Shubert-Gallo to Stage

Operettas in Miami; Town's Stock Co.
Is

to

have two stage

When

okayed open air operettas, an
item appeared in a New York

associated in similar ventures
at Jones Beach and Randall's Island,
N. Y., also other spots.
had
It was understood the duo

but without including J. J. Shubert, his partner in such ventures. Latter burned and wanted

split last

the

daily to that effect, mentioninj;
Fortune Gallo as the impresario,

to

know who was

the omission.
Gallo:

summer, when they ducked
around the
air shows

open

to

blame for

Said Shubert to

'What do you think

metropolis, after going into the red
the previous wet summer.
The other' presentation In the
Floridian resort will be stock, for
which a new theatre has been built
at Miami Beach. Gant Gaither and

I

am, your

,

Nancy Cushman

stooge?'

crawling around the
chubby Uncos, ponnln;;

painted-cardboard

the selectmen of Miami

•win be operetta revivals to be preented in the Orange Bowl by Fortune Gallo and J. J. Shubert, who

were

bi'siii
llicir

on

toy Kuns nl each other and donning
Has maslts, and when the man in the

No Answer

at-

K-

Once Upon a Time
dicrs'
static

tractions during the winter season,
one to be In the open air. Latter

Inside Stuff-Legit

Plays on Broadway
.Continued from pace

Miami

Wednesday, December 27, 1939
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Gallo laughed.

moon

the

tells

little I'irls how to find babies in the
cabbaitc uatch, it causes the sort of
.snickers hand whon someone's makin>t n fool of himself.
Nothing much to be said about the

st.nyinf;

or performance.

The young

hopefuls have that air of self-conscious nrocociou.sness ot a children's
charade. Only, grownup in the cast
is A. Courtney White, who, as the
voice of Mr. Moon, is enough to give
the Ghost of Hamlet's Father a severe case of the creeps. Jewel Hart,
as one of the girl-wives, is at least
direct and as sincere as such a transnai-ently artificial cart allows, but
the others may charitably be imored.

Last Wednesday (20) was the 27th anniversary of the opening of tha
marble-fronted Cort theatre. West 48th street, N. Y. Completion ot th«
building and its premiere With 'Peg o' My Heart,' which made a corking
run (Laurette Taylor)," introduced John Cort to Broadway. That showman
was hijihly successful in the northwest, headquartering in Seattle. Whea
Cort came east, Barney Klawans, who managed the Cort for 20 years,
accompanied him.
At that time there was a sort of Influx from Seattle. Tliose who cam*
from there were Guthrie McClintic, who developed into a producer; Dixie
French, now general manager for John Golden; Dick Maney, who took
tickets out there and is now a press agbnt, and Oliver Bailey, whose chief
success was operating the theatres (Fulton and Republic) on Broadway In
which 'Abie's Irish Rose' made its record run.
Saturday (23) marked the iBth anniversary of McCHnlic's start as a
director-producer in New York.

-

Kobe.
Wiflidrnum after one per/onnance;

Flop, Flop

printed for the record.

very-fast flops were recorded
and a third, 'Steel,'

Two

who
op-

last

week

Follow-Up
Provincetown Playhouse may lam
erated summer rural
New England. Miss Cushman has anytime, none actually rating a place
'Once
list.
socialite connections and is said to on New York's show
to Dinner
at
Wednesday
opened
Time'
UpOn
a
financing.
have promoted the
(SECOND COMPANT)
There were 220 stock companies the Labor Stage, then disappeared.
throughout the country in 1929. CurBuffalo,
Dec. 21.
showing
one,
it
but
rently there is
ONCE UPON A TIME
Sock reception jjiven the premiere
In Salem, Mass., under the direcperformance ot this second company
Opened Dec. 20, '39. Billed as
Business
tion ot Guy Palmerton.
of one of the season's Broadway
'satirical fantasy,' Lawrence Jomanand
the
so-so
has been
the'
hits, which is headed for Chicago folsrph Duean's anti-war play, preager is figuring on selecting another
lowing four performances at the
viously produced at the Vale
stand. Last summer there were apErlanger here, holds much promise
Dramatic School, was rejected
proximately 90 stocks in the sticks,
for successful stanc's in the Windy
by the critics who found It lackCity and elsewhere on the road.
but limited so much as to season that
ing even In vIrllKy. Lockridge
Although it has less homey humor
little revenue accrued to authors and
(Sun) declared 'It Is precisely as
and is more brittle and caustic than
managers who ,may have still re
Whipple
silly
as it soands.'
some of the authors' (George S.
tained stock^'iri^ts.
(World-Telegram) insisted 'Once
Kaufman and Moss Hart) recent
Stock was formerly Important to
dramatic output, it possesses enough
Upon a Time' would be • flop
authors, producers and play brokers
insulting wit, plus broad and rowdy
before a Saturday morning audiWhile that income has dwindled
comedy, to make it a solid laugh
ence at the Ueckscher theatre.'
towards the zero mark in the past
click anywhere.
Only partially de10 years, the .value of amateur and
pendent for humorous appeal upon
little
theatre rights has steadily
^e tongue-in-cheek expose of the
'Alternate Current' began at Daly's
risen.
eccentricities ot its reputed heroG3rd Street Friday (22) and went prototype (Alexander WooUcott), its
into eclipse the following evening, audacious
dialog,
pungent wise
amateurish cast sure there'd be no cracking and deft, swift action make
it a standout comedy strictly on its
Santa Claus.
ventures

Legit

in

Man Who Came

Ticket Code

_ Continued from page
from enforcing the code of
limiting
the
tickets to 75 cents.
tices
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wright, into rewriting

Olsen and Johnson, the Winter Garden, N. Y., hellzapoppers of 'Hellzapoppin,' did plenty ot Christmas gagging off stage. They gave away ties
(and good ones, too), woven label on the back reading 'Stolen from Olsen
and Johnson.' They originally had a bunch made and sent 'em to J. Edgar
Hoover.

They also sent out aprons for holiday partying carrying name of show,
their mugs, a lin«' 'the drinks are on us' and 'Meri-y Xmas and Happy
Hangover'
Seventeen members of the chorus ot George White's 'Scandals' wci»
taken ill Thursday (14) from drinking Philadelphia's notorious 'chlorine
cocktail' water.
They were treated by hotel physicians and went on at
the Forrest feeling rocky.
Tlie occasion was iseized upon by the show's press agent to garner plenty
of free space in the dailies showing the chorines in various stages of disarray in their beds.
Because of the Monday (25) break there were any number of preChristmas parties along Broadway tossed by those in various amusement
fields.
One was staged in the offices of the Actors Fund. Half a dozen
turkeys were carved and served and there was a crowded house.

Number of oldtimers called at the Fund quarters and several vamped
of the number of free loaders. They mildly squawked that
they were too a.k. to push close to the table.

away because

Equity on Wages

own

_

ALTERNATE CURRENT

fair praC'

premiums

bus

ingly thiru

will be associated

In the stock showings. Former,
hails from Hopkinsville, Ky.,

Authoritative sources in Pittsburgh last week, while 'Tonight Wl Dance*
at Nixon theatre, said Ruth Challerton had flov.-a from Colum.
to New York [jrcvious weekend to talk John Van Druten, English playfirst act of corncdy by Marcella Burke and Gladys
Unger. Understood Van Druten agreed, despite fact that he's wanted her
Opening, stanza of 'Dance'
all season for a play ot his own, 'True Story.'
has already been revised several times since piece started on road mors
than two months ago and still needs plenty of fixing. Sm-ky City crix
didn't think much of the vehicle and rated its Broadway chances exceed-

was current

Opened Dec. 22, "39. Richard
Watts was the only flrst-strlnger

on

who

Agency men ostensibly were the
principals in the action, but it had
the moral and financial support of
other brokers. Latter contributed to
the costs ot the suit, but when additional coin was sought for appeal
to the higher courts they declined to
put up any further money. Court
was openly opposed to hearing the
case and handed it over to a referee,
who recommended dismissal. In so
doing,
Judge Samuel Hofstadter
stated that the code was designed for
the good of the public
Equity was more than an interested bystander, since it helped
frame the code regulations and is a
party to the ticket control system.
During the period when the Acme
matter was pending, most agencies
held back the payment of 3V4c per
ticket, levied by the League for en^
Xorcement costs, on the grounds that
It Acme woni the decision the code

felt sufliciently insulated to

endure Syd Porcelain's play.
Watts (Tribune) declared the
practice of presenting miserable,
amateurish plays and palm them
00 on reviewers as productions
worthy ot critical consideration
should be stopped, forthwith.'.

Vivien LeigIi-Oii?ier's

'

Realistic 'Romeo-Jufiet'

merits.
Professional
Interest
naturally
centers around Clifton Webb in the
title role
(Monty Wooley has the
lead on Broadway).
The former
hoofer displays a fine flair for the
gentler implications ot the charac

Continued from page

String of Legit

ducer would offer a $1,000 actor $900
weekly because he had. to pay a
small-part person $10 more weekly.

Any number of small-part players
double as stage managers and underbut his fragile demeanor and de studies, for which they get extra and
are hardly in key with the would hardly
be afTected.
more robust. Rabelaisian opportuniIf the boost is adopted, presumpties which the role frequently, affords.
Moreover, playing from an tion is that producers would prefer
armchair throughout the perform- seasoned players, if they accept $50
ance, as called for by the characteri- pay, rather than embryo actors.
zation, might well handicap even a That
further
indicates
tha t the
more seasoned dramatic actor. Webb's younger element on the stage would
serious efforts are further compli- find it more difficult to secure encated by his reputation as a dancer, gagements, besides which the exwith the audience quite obviously
pected increase in initiation tees
holding out for a few trick steps
which, when they finally eventuate, from $50 to $100 would make it more
are hailed appreciatively as one of difficult for them to join Equity.
As previously reported, the prothe high spots.
Doris Dalton's Maggie Is rather posed boost has not seriously concerned the producers, although they
wooden.
Gerald Savory's. Beverly
_ ,.
P^^lton is nifty mimicry, as is also, did complain when the plan was so
abruptly announced after the signing
ter.

livery

Lawrence Olivier and Vivien
Leigh, mentioned to team in 'Romeo
and Juliet' next season, are reported
set for the dual starring appearance
in April on Broadway. According to
'H^Vr/^nt^^'ii^^.LL^.^^glvi^Tn
show business rumor, the showing by indistinct portrayal of what is other
the English couple will have a ro- wise a sharply characterized romp.
mantic angle, they planning to wed Remaining parts are well cast and
when obtaining their respective di- played, even down to the bits, and
Kaufman's facile and incisive direcwould have been Invalidated. Levy vorces.
tion is manifest throughout.
under the revised code is 3c.
Olivier Is married to Jill Esmond
For
Moore, while Miss Leigh's husband pany a first performance, the comBookers Get Concession
was generally adept.
Both
is a banker.
Gustav A. Gerber, attorney for the
Hart and Kaufman were on watch
out front during the proceedings and
Associated Theatre Ticket Agencies,
backstage mothering the brood durconferred with Milton Weinberger,
ing
the entractes.
Even If the preKaufman spent
oiit ot business.
counsel for the League, they draw
Ing up a regulation for the advisory mium maximum Is not exceeded, most ot the evening clocking the
patron responses from an upper box.
commission, a concession made by there are other, pro visions which the
Burton.
the managers. Advisory body, which ticket men declare are virtually imwill have broker representation, is possible to follow to the letter. This
supposed to huddle with the code includes various reports of sales and
enforcement board or 'authority' interchanges. It is certain they will
when complaints are filed against be required to make explanations of
transactions in any number of inagencies for breaches of the rules,
The advisory commission matter stances. League uses expert acwas placed before ATTA Tuesday countants to check on theatre
tickets, stamping of data on the re('REVUE OF REVUES')
(2G> by Gerber, but it had no inverse side as mandatory by the fedParis, Dec. 12.
fluence upon them and they voted
Revue In iwo acts (l.l .iccncsi; producerl
eral admissions tax law and the
against signing.
code, making it possible to trace by Urnolt-Leoh lJeut.ich; written nnd staKCd
There is no doubt that a' number every ticket from the time it leaves by Dorlh, Uatinllle-llenrl. Pierre Varenne,
At the Nouveautes, Parle.
of agencies still figure they will be the boxoflice until taken
up at the
liable to penalties under the stiff door:
Seldom did a revue give more
At least that is the League's
code revisions that could force them claim and expectation.
promise and fall more flatly than
does 'Revue of Revues.' Everything
As pointed out, there are no reto be expected with a list ot
....
...
r ^strictions on the sale of tickets other names that include Jeanne
Aubert
than legit, it being assumed' that Marguerite Moreno, Rene Dorin'
agencies charge more than 75c pre- Drean, Duvaleix and Mile. Parysis.
However, they cannot be blamed
mium for other attractions and
for
the
results
attained since the vesports in high demand. Instance curSketches
rently is the film 'Gone With the hicle is greatly at fault,
are poor, dancing shy, puns quite orWind,' showing at the Astor and
dinary and much of the humor sacriCapitol.
Exhibition at the Astor is ficed to obtain
a moral and even patwo-a-day, with all seats reserved. triotic effect The sets just ain't.
Top is $2.20, with agencies reporte'd
Two sketches are passable. Mile.
getting $5.50,
Tyson agency. How- Moreno and Duvaleix put on a doever, which is headquartered ne^xt to mestic scene in 'My Experience.'
'the theatre entrance, declared it is 'Duvaleix refuses to, be touched by his
^he bets hubby
adhering to the 75c premium limit T^f,/'^?''?"''''
for 'Wind.' Capitol, where the pic^he dolt rL"l^nZ "nf'n^ZT^''^
ture is Shown three times daily, ^oes ?{Ja't
no"ine'^e"ve?'°p"'hts°^y'experl!
not have reserved seats.
ence, and even the fate of nations
,

.
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accompanying the

agreement, over the revised ticket
code. Stated that the minimum plan,

around theatrical clubs
and other meeting places. Is favored,
with comparatively tew dissenters.
Proponents ot the raise discount
the effect upon managerial reaction.
,Showmen strongly objected to pay
in discussions

Shows

Atlanta, Dec. 26.

What amounts
of

legitimate

been

to

stage'

booked

by

an Imposing

list

attractions

has

manager

W.

T,

Winecoff, ot Erlanger theatre. Kick-

come New Year's Day, whea

off will

Harry Rogers' version ot 'Swing
Mikado' will open six-day engage-

ment

at Erlanger.

Alfred Lunt- and Lynne Fontanna
are booked for three performances
of "Taming of Shrew,' Jan. 0-10, to

be followed' by musical comedy,
•Leave It to Me,' starring Victor
Moore, Sophie Tucker and Billy
Gaxton.
Katharine Cornell will appear in
'No Time tor Comedy' Feb. 13-14,
with 'I Married An Angel,' starring
Dennis King and Vivien Segal, due
Feb. 27-28. fidward Everett Horton
will appear at Erlanger March 15-16
In 'Springtime tor Henry,' and last
on list ot bookings is Ruth Draper,
March 29-30, in one ot her rare appearances In this sector.

tor rehearsals.
It is true that the
actor who introduced the motion to
that effect could not land a stage
Job tor 18 months afterwards, but
managers have accepted the rehear-

TMATSuit
.Continued from page 41_

pay requirement and no longer stuck to the boxoffice people. Ha
make objection.
was back in dues with TMAT, but
Crowley' Job camt
and men is dragged In to prov« her after the 'Mrs.
point.
along ha offered to pay the union,
Another sketch, 'A Judicial Error,* which refused to accept. Stated by
presents Drean charged with adultery and Hemdey as the commis- TMAT people that even if the dues
sioner who believes he is cross- were paid to date, the treasurers had
examining a prisoner charged with been 'treasonable' In walking out and
murder. Obviously,- there's quite a were not eligible to managerial Jobs.
dizzy mixup and terms are bandied There is a possibility that other
around quite loosely to the audi- treasurers may file similar actions
sal

ence's great

amusement

The individual numbers are better.
Aubert an old favorite, rings
the bell with old and new songs. She
adds some caustic remarks about
Hitler et Cie but is not at her best
when she sings, risque verses. Drean
is the funny boy of the show.
Not
much on voice but great on mimicry,
with his Eddie Cantor eyes to get results.
His best numbers are an imitation of a singer of the 1900 epoch,
Mile.

with

exaggerated

against
ary.

TMAT

with claims tor

sal-

Layoff Pay

TMAT

that presi
Contention ot
agents t>e paid full salary for the

pre-Christmas week layoff and com-

pany managers half pay, was not
During a session with the
settled.
managers, the union offered to consider half pay tor both Jobs during

movements,

and the pre-Easter layoff if its Christmas claims were accepted. Managers decided the matter be further
considered on the ground that It apshowing peared the union was making It*

I'm the Victim of My Heart.' Rene
packs plenty of irony and
numbers. His best is
about'Sacha Guitry's 'confession' to a

Dorln

subtlety, in tour
priest,

latter

supposedly

great disappointment when his confessor assures him that no one will
ever learn what he confessed.

Gerlys and Lydia put on two dance
numbers but they rate no higher
than the rest ot the show. The other

numbers rate no comment

Ravo.

rules, outside the provisions of
the basic agreement.

own

Managers Individually may pay
company men what" they wish for
the layoff, but collectively they are
opposed to setting a 'precedent.

Wedncsdoy, December 27, 1939
y. Dally to Appear April 1
paper for
afternoon
Projected
New York will begin publication on
^''^ ^'^ without the
Aoril 1
Stanley, one of
cervices' of Edward
behind the undertaking.
the forces
won't be called P.M., as first sug-

V

It

**Ralph

McA.

Ingcrsoll, prez of

Pub-

Research, Inc., sponsor of
daily; declares this
the forthcoming
be official. Most of the money relications
to

nuired for the paper has allegedly
the balance
been subscribed, with
Stanley,
assured in a few weeks.
who's now handling the McNutt-forcampaign,
is
publicity
president
definitely out for the present, but the
possibility still exists he will return
the
publication.
on
work
active
to
He remains a stockholder.
Just what the paper is to be called
disclosed just yet. Daily
Is not being
will be less th an s tandard size, and
will go heavy'^rr pictorial matter.

Many innovations are promised,

in-

cluding a new and extensive radio
Staff will not be hired,
coverage.
or even interviewed, until February
at the very earliest.

LITERATI

Rose-Scented

NEW PERIODICALS

,

Neuf

.

OT ORA NEGYVEN

pers.

John

E. Hippie,

of the Pierre

(S.

vet publisher
D.) Capital-Jour74,'

Dec. 23 in
that
city.
Prominent in the newspaper biz and
politics, he was instrumental in getting his state admitted into the union.
Survivors include two sons, Robert
and James, who were associated with
their father in the publishing biz.
nal,

died

.

(O.)

Ited

^

""^'^^

Alvah Eastman,

81,

before

Theodore Ura7
Maria Tasnady
Ferenc Kiss

;

MarKlt Makay
Qreeuss
Kopeczy-Boocz

.Zoltaiv

First crime thriller

made

Him-

In

is among the best features
well
photography above average. This does
not mean that 'Five-Forty' is a smash
hit; actually, it's just an honest production good enough for the more
discriminating in Hungary.
A minor mystery is why it was
thought necessary to locate the story
in Paris. Apart from this, however,
therp is little objection to the story
of Marion, who is anxious to get a
divorce fropn her adventurer-hus-

garian

made

locally so far.
Story is
knit, acting generally good, and

—

band and marry Judge Tessier. whom

profit.

ally enough, being the crearn.
CJenevieve Guitry makes her pic
debut as the American night-club
warbler and shows a promising
voice. French directors are us'UaUy
rough on American characterizations,
and it does the heart good to see an
American, for one, represented as a
normal, decent, moral being. Marouerite Moreno, Chinese Princess
Chyio, Marguerite Deval, Marguerite
Pierry, Betty Stockfeld and Pauline
(ilarton, as the maid do what is expected of them. Popesco overacts.
Musical score by Borchard rates
well, while photography is passable.
Ravo.

of the organization.

.

TEVYA

Boycott

she loved as a girl. Tipssier, investigating a murder case, has reason to
believe that Marion's husband, gigolo
to an antiquated opera singer, had
strangled the latter. At the last moment, the murderer turns out to be
the doctor who made Marion's husband appear as the suspect, but the

I

house's

attractions,
incoming
'Mamba's Daughters' and 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye.', in front-page edi-
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magni-

ment. This was more than an Isomany observers' opinit was symbolic of the prevailing scamper away from entertainers, as such, to stunt programs using
.*Ntari«1llna
Harris
Al
ZnKulla
cash or prizes as an insurance policy
church, this is the first time locally Uriidnik
Iliiez YounR
for circulation and starring the audiat any rate, that such a blanket inence, as such. Air absentees of the
dictment has been made against legit
(Jn Yiddish; with English Titles)
Among the last of the old-time moment include Al Jolson, Eddie
in general and one theatre in particular. 'The movies are spotless,' Father Yiddish legiters to attempt th: talk- Cantor, Phil Baker, Jack. Haley, Joe
sehas
Schwartz
E. Brown, Jack Pearl, Joe Cook,
Coakley went on, .'compared to the ing film, Maurice
lected one of his greatest successes to name only the more conspicuous
filth of the Nixon performances.'
on the Yiddish stage for the try.
'Years ago,' he added, 'I was ac- Adapting Sholem Aleichem's Tevya, ones.
Giveaway Trend
customed to hire the Nixon for char- the Dairyman,' has proved a wise
The much-discussed 'Pot O' Gold'
ity benefit shows. One of the reasons choice for the No. 1 Yiddish actorwe discontinued this practice was manager, affording him a stout role program for Tums sums un the
our unwillingness to drag decent to which he resi>onds with a mag- story of the present love affair between certain sponsors and certain
people into an atmosphere that the nificent characterization.
'Tevya' is one of the best Yiddish program gimmicks. 'Gold' is enjoyprevious week smelled of the barnfilms made to date certainly the most ing a substantial rating In C.A.B.
yard; I bcTieve in free speech and
free assemblage. Anyone who wants ^S'^^^Sst"anr,SS?e."o^°rhe and while it does it will exercise an
to go to the Nixon may do so; but it strength of the Aleichem-Schwartz undoubted influence over the minds
Time
is my duty to warn my people of name, particularly with 'the old-time of many, if not all, admen.
what they are likely to see and hear adherents of the Yiddish theatre who alone can prove whether predictions
the play as produced in New of an eventful blow-up of the. money
if they go, and it is my privilege of recall
York years ago.
come-on stuff will follow and swell.
free speech when I do so warn them."
Schwartz
has graced this folk tale Nobody can now foresee the saturaOpinion on the charge was divided
of the Ukraine with a shrewd comlocally, but in some quarters it was edy flair that his stage roles of re- tion point on audience participation,
felt that Father Coakley's blast may cent years have not called for.
In the results of which in some "inwell mark the beginning of another fact, on stage or screen and he has stances have been brilliant.
The year's clickeroos in novelties
Legion of Decency, this one aimed at played in the silents the actor-man-,
number Kay Kyscr and 'Informathe legit theatre. Others thought the ager has seldom' had a part so con
blanket call upon hi.s parish lo 'stay siderahly inclusive of diverse moods
u tion. Please.' Two other new entries
philosophical, though
t'he wittily
^j^.^ character, 'I.Q.' in the midfr^im the Nixon' was extremely
away
dairyman
one
moment;
unschooled,
,-.
„,
„i<,«c
west, and 'Slop Me If You've Heard
unfair, ma.smuch as that hoi .•.e plays
,,.^0 ^^sl
j,,^ ^^3^;^ ^^^^^j.
Hershcountless attractions lo which the ^i^j^^ by helplessly while his young- This' (Milton Berle-Harry
neld-Jay C. Flipper in New York,
Catholic church ha.<:n't the slightest
daughter marries a Gentile,
Old World racial prejudices of an- are doing well.
objection.

Although films have been J^lasted
vigorously in the past by Catholic

Jesslund. She does publicity.
Vera Brittain coming to the U. S.
next month for the publication of a
new book, and to start a lecture

was a disprofessionally

it

stellar

Rudy

Vallee, after October,
was in .semi-re;irem.?nt fr- V^n first
time in 10 straight years of employtude.

Pproio Marfui

Surrlr

them 'wholly objectionable to decent-thinking people.'
torials, labeling

It was Fulton Oursler who suggested to Rupert Hughes that he do a
biog of Thomas E. Dewey.
Emmet Crozier, of the N. Y. Herald Tribune staff, married to Mildred

frolic.

Established stars and combinations
their regular or even
higher planes of popularity; Bob
Hope quickened his pace; Fibber McGee and Molly were gaining steadily;
Burns and Allen were undimmed by
time or wear; and Jack Benny mainAdd to
tained an incredible pace.
the
established
successes
those
steady-going Majpr Bowes, Kate
Smith's sharp spurt, Bing Crosby's

went along on

But on the whole
couraging year for
performing talent of

Maurice St^wartz
Mlrium UIbcIIc
ncbrrcn Wrintraub
Paula I<uhpl»kit

Coldc

ciflc

tion

King.

time, 9S .MIN8.

Zeitel

Jo Allen's 'Vera Vague'
long familiar to the Pa«
Coast) attracted trade atten-

(actually

Spitaln'y, Warnow, Easy Aces, the
sure-shot Lux boys. The-return of
one or two oldtimers, such as Wayne

rclcnsa of Henry siskin producSlant Maurlott Schwartz: features
Directed by Scliwort/.
KIselle.
Screenplay by Schwartz, from piny by
Sholem Alolchem; music, Sholem Sccundn:
editor,
Sam Citron; camera. Lorry ^VIIUnniR; EnKlltfh tUIca, F/eon Crystal. At the
rontlnont.il. N', Y.. opcnlnp Dec. 21, •3'J.

considered issuing an answer to
Father Coakley's 'ban,' but later
thought better of it and let the matter ride. Temi>est started early this
month when the Pittsburgh Catholic, Hunnln?
Tevyn
weekly, denounced two of Chnvc
local

.Continued from page I-

Barbara

consistent popularity, the staying
qualities of Lombardo, Whiteman,

(YIDDISH-MADE)
Mnymnn

tion.

Mlrlnm

the advertising biz.

he new novel.
Helen Kirkpatrick, British newsdean of Min- paperwoman and author of 'Under

shortly

Pro-

p.a.

.Continued from pare 1.

as his bride.

and

J

jPeck,

John W. Harden, news editor of
Salisbury (N. C.) Post and
Vaweiy mugg, will conduct a newsroom clinic at the annual North
Carolina newspaper institute at the
U. of North Carolina in January.
Before going to Canada to report
on activities there for the N. Y.
Times, Frederick T. Birchall, who was
the paper's chief European cor-

.

nili

12.

Takaca

Pace

members

InUmate Detective Stories is the
Future books of William McFce
of a new periodical mag which are to appear under the Random
M. L. Annenberg will add to his House imprint.
string of periodicals on Feb. 1.
Oliver La Farge collabing with
Another new Annenberg pub, Living Helen Post on a book about the
Romances, announced just recently, American Indian.
debuts Jan. 5.
Savington Carmpton has quit the
LIbros, mag to be printed in Span- editorial staff of Fortune to return to

LITERATI OBITS

. .

Henri Tcsfilcr
Leonora Tacanl
Louis Meloltl
Dr. Marecha)

Marriages take place
as per schedule but his plans go
awry. His married bachelors bolt
his hospice following the wedding,
after having received 25,000 francs

Robert B. Ross, 50, retired editor
and writer died Dec. 23 in White
Plains, N. Y.
He was formerly in
charge of the International Year
Book for Dodd, Mead Sc Co., and also
had been with the Literary Digest
and Conde Nast publications.
Dr. Leo Wiener, 77, widely known
writer on history and philology, died
Dec. 13 in Belmont, Mass. He was respondent until recently, deposited
also translator and editor of the two with Viking a book on the foreign
complete works of Tolstoy in 20 vol- situash.
umes.
T. E. Amos, 74, president and gen-

Joseph A. Brady, 49, assistant city tour.
Mitor of the N. Y. World-Telegram,
Muriel Elwood has done a biog of
called
aied .Dec. 21 in
his office at the pa- the late Pauline Frederick,
per.
He joined the World-Telegram Pauline Frederick, On and Off the
?s a staff writer
six years ago, and SUge.'
had previously
Madelein Goss' blbg of Maurice
served on the old
Y. World and Evening World,. Ravel, the composer, to appear Jan.
Tribune, Syracuse 22. Volume will bear the title ol.
\- .Herald
Journal and the Yonkers 'Bolero.'
(N Y.)
Martha Gellhorn will get back to
Herald, on which he began
J^?*his
newspaper career 30 years ago. the U. S. early next month on the
"ction,
had com- Clipper for the publication of her

,

Marlon

—

some

Antal

each, to visit their brides of a few latter is also sufficiently comprohours. The sequences which follow mised to clear out and leave his wife
are amusine.
free to marry the judge.
for the Italian
The bachelors were selected with
Ferenc Kiss gives a fine characup the other day, care. Victor Boucher shows charm
Meeting Grover Whalen on the Sat and dignity; Andre Lefaur repre^ terization of the amorous jurist
Theodore Uray. the husband, is also
urnia, he outfitted ship news photogs sents the
bonviveur in reduced good.
But Maria Tasnady-Fekete
in cardboard high hats and paper straits; Saturnin-Fabre the failure falters. As usual in Hungarian picwith illusions of grandeur; Max tures, tempo is slow, and all details
gardenias.
Dearly, Sinoel and Aimos are amusJocoW.
Overseas Press Club will give a ing and draw many laughs. All, in over-acted.
dinner at the Park Lane hotel, N. Y. fact, turn in good, workmanlike jobs.
on Jan. 29, coincident with the pub Guitry is his standard self, charmlication of "The Inside Story,' chap- ing and witty with his characterizaSetters
ters of which were contribbed by tion, throueh his own writing, natur-

George

title

Ish, has been prompted by growing
«tin'.American interest in American
Jwoks printed in English. To be published in N. Y., it will circulate below the border to acquaint Latin
Americans with U. S. books. First
issue to
appear in January and
monthly thereafter.

Robert Pelrovlch

widow,

—

ot

MINS.

and American
night-club singer and a wealthy
Britisher who want to marry in order to remain in the country
French woman in order to cheat on
her taxes and the expected Popesco.
They accept the husbands of
Guitry's choice and his price, with
latter cutting himself in for a handArgentine

the

manager of the Cambridge

Budapest, Dec.

Line, thought one

old Life.

eral

(HUNGARIAN-MADE)
Hunnia relenm

duel Inn. Directed by EnOre Toth: scenario,
Jojtepb Duliay nnd Kugeno SzntmnrI; music,
Sznbolcn Kenyes: cnmern. fntvnn Elben;
editor, victor Banky.
AC Royal Apollo and
.\ntrlum,
Dudapest.
Runnlnfir time,
80

resident of Paris, falls into this
group. Guitry, a man about town,
who abhors honest labor and lives
on his wits, learns of her predicament. He^rdecides to exploit the new
law in order (1), to make some easy
money (2), to enable him to ineet
the blonde foreigner.
Guitry founds a hospice in Neuilly
for old men.
Necessary requisites
are they must be bachelors, over 60
and willing to give their name and
nationality in marriage to any woman he picks for them. They must
promise not to exercise any of the
conjugal. rights, of a husband. Profits
are to be split.
Nine down-and-outers accept. An
ad in the local press quickly birings
seven women— a Chinese dancer, an

Sessions court at a salary of $6,000
a year.

Chins Monthly, news and feature Jeffersonian, died Dec. 19. in Camoil that country, which a bridge.
group headed by Right Rev. Msgr.
George Barry O'Toole is publishing
CHATTEB
in New York.
Msgr. Q'Toole, forEdgar Ansell Mowrer back from
mer college professor in Peking, is Europe.
editor-in-chief.
Oscar Levant's book, 'Southward
American Theatre Magailne, some- Ho! skcdded to appear Jan. 12.
what along the lines of the former
Roland Barker has joined Carlyle
Stage mag, but with a departmental- House in an editorial capacity.
ized setup, bows with the February
Irving Stone is at Encino, Cal.,
Issue, out Jan. 25.
readying a biog of the late Clarence
It will be published monthly, priced at 25c.
Edi- Darrow.
tor-in-chief is Albert McCleery, forHenry J. Super, of the United Press
merly of Stage. Understood there's sports staff, has taken Cecilia Mooney

.

Siory Itself is amusing. A new
decree calls for the expulsion of a
certain category of foreigners from
France. Elvire Popesco; as a Polish

eve in Omaha. Quinn is VARicrT
mugg in Kansas City.
Eleanor L. Van Alen has joined
Forum Magazine as associate editor.
She was formerly literary editor of
the North American Review.
Allen Rivkin, the film scenarist,
has delivered to KnOpf the manuscript of his biog of Frederick
Weyerhauser, the lumber baron.
Frederick Lewis Allen, associate
editor of Harper's Magazine, has
done a sequel to his 'Only Yester
day,' to be called 'Since Yesterday.'
Harold B. Berke and Anita Diamantf who are associated in a N. Y.
literary agency, now have a marital
asso^tion, too. The two were wed
last week.
Publishing activities of Joe Bon
omo, tlie former staf;e and screen
performer, expanding to the extent
that he's taken a whole floor in a
midtOwn N. Y. office building.
Russell Owen, the N. Y. Times'
expert on things oceanic, will finish
that book about the Pacific Ocean
which Felix Riesenberg left uncompleted upon his death recently.
William F. Meade, former mem
ber of the Philadelphia Ledger staff,
has been appointed chief deputy
clerk of the Philadelphia Quarter

periodical

financing for 12 issues..

Film Reviews

.

N. T. Gnlld Reelects Randau
Carl Randau, of the N. Y. World- writer and playwright, died Dec. 15
Telegram, was reelected prez of the in Chicago; He was the author, coNew York Newspaper Guild, defeat- author, editor or compiler of 90
ing Oliver R. Pilat, of the N. Y. books and pamphlets. Besides writPost, by a vote of 776 to 327. Pilat, ing a number of plays, he also cOnthe tribbed to hundreds of mags and
first opposition candidate since
formation of the organization, cen- papers.
tered his campaign on an alleged disGerlrade Kay, 55, author and illusappearance of $5,800 in Guild funds trator of many books, died Dec. 18
during the time of the Brooklyn in Youngstown, O. Her death re(N. Y.) Eagle strike.
sulted from injuries in a traffic acci
opwithout
elected
offices
Other
dent the week previously. Authorposition were Monroe Stern, Jour- ess had nearly a dozen books pub
nal-American; Tom Cassidy, News, lished since 1916, many of which she
and James Whittakcr, Mirror, v.p.s; also illustrated.
treasurer,
Eagle,
BenUey,
Gladys
Julian O. Hall, 39, editor of the
and Nat Einhorn, exec. sec.
Dothan (Ala.) Eagle, was killed Fri
day (22) when his automobile over
Nieman Feliowshlpa
turned near Round Lake, Fla., while
newspaperopen
from
Applications
en route home from fishing trip. He
men for Luciiis W. Nieman fellow- succeeded his father as ed of tlic
ships at Harvard University next Eagle in 1924 after latter's death in
year, with March 1, 1940, as the clos- car crash.
which
fellowships,
The
date.
ing
Louis A. Holman, 73, writer and
provide newspapermen of more than illustrator, died Dec. 14 in Boston.
three ye"ars' experience with a full He was a former art editor of the
academic year of study In any Har- old New England Magazine, assistvard department at the same salary ant editor of The Youth's Companthey are receiving from their papers, ion, and had contributed to Scribare expected to result in the usual ner's and Century Magazine.
overwhelming number of entries.
Wllliston Fish, 81, whose sketch
Fellowships were created by Mrs. 'A Last Will,' published in the old
Agnes Wahl Nieman, widow of Lu- Harper's Weekly in 1898, is regarded
cius W. Nieman, founder of the
as a classic, died Dec. 19 in Chicago.
Milwaukee Journal.
He contribbed more than 600 pieces
to Harper's Weekly, Puck and the
Contest (or the Book Trade
contest for a best novel, open
only to those connected with some
branch of the book trade. Is to be
held by the Greystone Press, with
$1,000 as the prize in addition to the
usual royalties.
Individuals or eollabing teams may enter, with June
15, 1940, the closing date.
Judges are to be Mildred C.
Smith, editor of Publishers' Weekly;
Francis Ludlow, editor of the Retail
Bookseller, and Adolph Kroch, the
Chicago bookseller.
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the British Umbrella,' in U. S. for
lecture tour.
Roark Bradford's play,
'John
Chicago Tribune last week
Henry,' to be published by Harper
printed a rose-scented adveron Jan. 4, .a week prior to its BroadContinued from pace 12.
tisement tot the Allied Florists
way opening.
Assn. of Illinois.
Annual dinner of the Baseball
other era are closely dovetailed with
lis
Etaient
Tribune used 60 pounds of
Writers Association of New York is
the story's primary element of interperfume in the regular red ink
to be held at the Hotel Commodore,
marriage, and a fine supporting cast,
Celibataires
to obtain the aroma.
notably Miriam Riselle, as the daughN. Y., Feb. 4.
ter who weds the Chtistlan, helps
An original screenplay, 'Debt of
maintain the brisk pace.
Honor,' has been turned out by Vera holding out in quasi-monolog style in
ncsota newspapermen and editor of
The film has an enterprising score
Caspary. Being offered the studio by a music-hall setting.
newspapers in St. Cloud, Minn., for
Guitry's
theatrical
background by Sholem Secunda and the camera's
Monica McCall.
47 years, died Dec. 24 in that city.
shows its guilty hand throughout. exteriors, made on Long Island, help
assurably the Ukraine atHe became editor of the St. Cloud tonRobert A. Erwin, of the Washing- Pic depends almost entirely on the re-create
Evening Star editorial staff, dialog for its action, his character inosphere.
Daily Journal Press in 1892, and
elected the new p,rez of the Ameri- groupings being far too stagey. Many
when the Journal Press was acquired can Press society.'
of the backdrops are too obvious,
by the St Cloud t>aily Times in 1929,
Parents of John W. Quinn cele- with production as a whole, in fact,
was made editor of the combined pa- bratjed gdldeh anniversary Xmas indicating a light budget
('Five-Forty')

Wallace de Groot Cecil Bice, 80,
former newspaperman, mag-book
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Newport, R.

Bandcia,' with AmuibolUi, in for :in
extended run.
With 'The Aicadiiins Koini; into rc-

Broadway

,

whcra he

left

the

Hollywood

family for. a few weeks.

London

...

I.,

C. Kcllcnberg another Film
He's
to hit the diet wagon.
shelved 15 pounds in two months.
Charlie Gaynor gets in from
York next week to place his original
Playhouse.
the
at
rehearsal
in
revue
C.

Rower

look.s as thoiiKli
viviil in
Willi;>m.soh-T;iil plans to look into its

Zorlna laid up with flu.
Stanley Walhon in Egypt for the
Clark Gable to hospital with laryn.
New
.mas holidays.
gitis.
1-.
storehou.se Cor Icfc'it.
'All Clear.' Charles Cochran's new
Clnlre Trevor bedded with bron.
Gpoiuo Fonnhy i;= the bo.st l>.o.
House. Mancently.
comedian for Now ^•<-^-',l-'"«' ""j'!? revue, o|)enod at Opera
Jean Moorhead plugs her show, chitis.
advance sales.
May 11 is official reopening date of dices. 'Trouble Biewinfi' (BhI ) h t chestor, t»> over $20,000weeks,
Norma Shearer on vacation at Sun
Lady,' in her Xmas
a
Was
'DuBarry
now
it's
half
sock
In for three and
the World's Fair.
four weeks in Auckland t'>
hoping you Valley.
Glasgow for four weeks over cards. They say: 'Hcres
in
Ruth Hussey to Providence. R *Brother of Charles and Waller trade.
,
t
sale 'Du Barry' \vell during the New
ftlcKay successful with Christmas season, with advance
Staiilcv
for rest.
Stewart died recently,
"^000.
Year.'
vaudc-rcviic at nop prices in Mel- already cxccedin't
George Bagnall vacationing in
Ahii Clark, legit actress, ill in
Rene. Sadie Gale,
his mind
Roy
changed
Morley
bourne'.
Robert
Canada.
Woman's Hospital, N. Y.
and Stan Foley fca- about going to America, where he
Hurd
Georsc
Henry
Tlie
Fondas
back
from
MexSid Harris back with George Abwas duo to tour 'Oscar Wilde.' Stayico City.
Miami Beach
bott's 'The Unconquered.'
'"Motibn Pictures Distrib Ass'n has ing in England to star in Gabriel
Allan Jones back In town, winding
Raymond and Selma Spector to okavcd plans to supply free pix to Pascal-Bernard Shaw's filming of
up to hop off oh another tour after
military camps once 'Major Barbara,' Which starts shoottrainees in
Hollywood, Fla., on vacation.
Greatest Xmai holiday spending New Year's.
Commonthe
ing at Denham film studios Jan. 15.
Willard Patterson seriously
Dick Moon and Blutch Stone in weekly throughout
spree this area has ever known. Even
at
wealth.
..
.
^
Adelphia ('See My Lawyer') b.o..
Associated Briti.<!h has completed the merchants admit It-^which .is Palm Springs.
Greater Union Tlieatre spotting
the merchants here.
Ray Sebastian recovering from
Victor Jory sails soon for England Deanna Durbin's 'First Love' (U) as filming 'Tlie Middle Watch.' a com- something for
surgery.
here nine
Postoffice rush, garbage collections major
to play in two British International Yuletide attrnclioii at the State. Syd- edy successfully produced
Rouben
Mamoiillan
thereafter
shortly
back
and
season
is
years
ago,
from
films.
and water output indicate
follows.
(Gol)
'Mr. Smith'
ney
his
done on the screen. Stars are Jack off to a bigger getaway than ever Manhattan holiday.
Dr. Harry Martin here while
Latter is first pic under new ColumJames Graingcv in from ManhatBuchanan, Fred Emney. Jean Gillie, before. Most night clubs, eateries,
wile, Louella Parsons, played LoeWs bia contract with Greater Union.
Kay Walsh, Romney Brent and Greta racetracks and other spots continu- tan for studio huddles.
State.
Eric Solomon, politician-publisher
John Shelton Price changed his
Gy'nt.
crowded.
ally
doinc
in
is
Howard
publication,
Bob
film
o£ a Sydney
Herman Fuchs and
name to John Shelton.
Franchot Tone, Ted Husing and
Broadway CFolies Bergere ) box military duty. Joe Joel, Columbia's
Edward AlpersQn back from MilHarry Richmah anjong the notables waiikee for the holidays.
publicity director, has joined the
offlce.
Australian navy for the duration of
here. • Richman gave the U. of Miami
Paris
The Leo Morrisons at Sun Valley,
J. J. Murdock left for the Coast
Lear takes over the
a big telescope for an Xmas present. Idaho, for indefinite stay.
Friday (22) to spend the holidays the war. Jimmy
By Joe Ravotto
•Mother' Kelly's beach bistro is one
Columbia job.
Darryl Zanuck spending holiday
there.
,.
of the fave spots for the hitery mob, week at Sun Valley, Idaho.
'Yes, My Darling Daughter being
Claude Lee, Par theatres public
Martin at his
Chester Hale's French Cancan
relations counsel, in town for the oresented by Dave
Clara Bow to Mayo clinic at RochGeorge VI theatre un.shuttercd
at the Royal Palm ester. Minn.,
Minerva. Svdncy: includes Ian Keith
holidays.
17 Years troupe opened
for observation.
,
,
with 'J'ai 17 Ans' ('I
the
was
one
This
troupe
larger
Burke.
where
his
at
Marie
Miami,
and
Club,
Herb Berg back at his desk
Charles. J. Hunt leaving for twowhen plavcd Old').
of girls has been held over.
Paramount after being bedded by in- year's biggest leeit flon
week vacation on Broadway.
Williamson-Tait.
In new ruling. Paris court senby
Melbourne
in
girls
Hale
Chester
flu.
testinal
A new troupe of.
David Lewis new general sales
imported for the tenced playwright Henri Jcanson to open Jan. 18 at Ben Marden's Gran
Friars Club getting a sudden in- with Pauline Lor-d
for
Metro in Brazil.
manager
four months in prison and lOO-franc
fusion of new blood with many new major role.
Casino Nacional, Havana.
Fred Astalre resting his insteps for
fine for article published last Feb. 9
membership a'^nlicants.
three weeks at Palm Springs.
censuring French colonial methods.
New Yorker mag preparing a
Andy
Devine
opens at Indianapolis
to
18
months
condemned
Originally
•profile' on Frank Capra lor publiJan. 12 on an eight-week tour.
prison and 5,000-franc fine.
cation in five or six weeks.
John Flinn, Jr., and Jaik RosenFrench cabaret singer Lys Gauty
The Charles Sterns (Eastern sales
stein joined Warners* publicity staff.
page 41_^
from
Continued
25th
anNazi
radio
anindignantly
denying
celebrate
from
page
23.
.Continued
manager lor UA)
Mal St. Clair wound up his direcnouncement she would speak from
niversary today (Wednesday).
tor contract at 20th-Fox and checked
frankly saying so in their Stuttgart stntioii praising Nazi regime
act,
in the money talks are Kuhn, Loeb out.
Elaine Shepard, model, inked to a
and that she would conclude with
term pact by RKO last week, planed notices.
Co. and Merrill, Lynch & Co.
Myrna Loy and husband. Arthur
'Steel,' by Harold Igo, was tried some .of her songs. Says she has two
cut immediately lor the Coast.
Hornblow, Jr., to Mexico City oq
Lines
Phone
Bob Reinhart staged, booked and out at Pasadena two years ago. brothers at the front in the French
yacash.
Workmen from the American Telarmy.
a Christmas
did a magic act
W. S. Van Dyke named chairman
other
the
triology,
Five new French picts that are bephone & Telegraph Co. were yes- of Southern California Jefferson Day
kiddie circus at the harmony club. It is the first of a
Suzanne Reade, daughter of Walter parts being 'Low Hangs the Moon' ing released are 'Cavalcade d'amour' terday (Tuesday) engaged in mak- dinner Jan. 8.
Cavalcade'),
Danube ing the preliminary installations at
'Le
Beade, theatre circuit operator, en- and 'Add to Your Great Expecta- ('Love
Maurice Hanline checked In at Reshow
of
not
Gage,
Edwin
('The
Blue
Danube"),
'L'Homme
to
from
Bleu'
said
to
be
are
Players
ions."
faged
WMCA, N. Y., in Transconlinental's public as assistant story editor to reiz^
Antioch College. Whether the other du Niger' ('The Man from the behalf. Intimations from the tele- place Henri Vcrstappen.
Sidney Singerman, Universal exBig
Clay Adams tofok charge of the
parts will be presented is uhcertain,- Niger"), 'Le Grand Elan' ("The
phone company were that although
ecutive for many years, has joined
Start') and 'Le Chemin de I'Honstory
idea department for t)ie Sol
will
be
critics
the
the final hookup order had not been Wurtzel
Maymon Pictures as business man- but it's a cinch
neur' ('The Road of Honor').
division at 20th-Fox.
Same bunch had a show
absent.
passed through it was taking preager.
Frank and Mrs. Morgan slightly Inspot
Village
Harold Clurman has gone to the down in the Greenwich
cautions not to be caught unawares jured in auto accident in New MexiBryan
Jane
which
with
confer
Matrimony,'
Coast to'
called 'Cure for
if the network was all set to start
co.
Chauffeur died of injuries.
about the lead in the new Clifford was left on base, too.
St. Louis
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope defeatoperating Jan. 1.
Odets play, 'Night Music'
ed Jimmie Fidler and Ed Sullivan In
Critics Circle had a dinner early
By Sam X. Hurst
Ann Rutherford plans to do a
charity golf match at Lakeside.
couple of months of strawhats next last week. Function was reported
Bolmes In Hollywood
William Pine planed to Ottawa,
summer if she can arrange her va to have been a dull affair, only two,
Brooklyn Club, East Side casino
Canada, for official approval of
Hollywood,
Dec.
26.
cation at Metro to allow it.
John Anderson and John Mason nitery, shuttered.
Transcontinental traffic manager, 'Northwest Mounted Police script.
Plenty of calls coming into Par be
Brown, claiming to have had any
Frank Swann, Jr., a native, con
Guinn Williams taking over temcouple
of
days
Roy
Holmes,
passed
a
his
Xmas
Freeman
sent
cause Frank
Had they been aware of the tracted by 20th-Fox.
Dorary management of his father's
fun.
cards from N. Y., whereas he's still premieres' to come, there might
Ruth Nichols, local songstress, dis- here readying operations at this end. Texas ranch during latter's Illness.
on the Coast; ditto Jimmy Durante.
charged from DePaul hospital after He parleyed with Harry Maizlish,
Jeanette MacDonald has okayed
issued.
Arthur Mayer on Friday (22) un- have been a protest
KFWB; Howard Lane, of the Mc- Los Angeles date to wind ud her
battling pneumonia.
veiled those horror murals in the
Amateurs More Active
Advance for the Ballet Russe, to Clatcliy chain, and Lawrence' Mc- spring concert tour, starting Feb. 1.
lobby of his Rialto, with Sir Cedric
be presented at Municipal AuditoriAmateur and semi-pro dramatic um Jan. 5-7, heaviest on record here.. Dowell, KFOX, Long Beach.
Hardwicke engaging in the cere
KFWB's first contribution to the
monies.
groups, always niore or less active
Troupers, Washington U vaude agElliott Roosevelt web will be the
the
Charles Laughton leaves for
in N. Y., have been getting more than gregation, presented 'The Hot MikaMinneapolis
Coast shortly after the new year, usual attention this season.. Besides do's Holiday,' a combo of 'The Hot Rose Bowl game in Pasadena. Hour
By Les Rees
With Elsa Lancaster (Mrs. Laugh- the quality of such non-commercial Mikado' and 'Knickerbocker Holiday.' salute show will follow, in 'which
ton) he's spending, the holidays in
Acts from niterics and hotels par- stars from the Warners picture stupresentations as 'Once Upon a Time,'
New York.
ticipated
dio
participate.
in
'Our
Town
Follies,'
will
preSylvan Leff, Universal salesman,
Jack Mclnerney's 7-year-old son Steel,' 'Alternate Current,' other sented by city administration in Mu
off
to
Montreal to wed.
amateur or semi-pro ventures which
made his professional debut in
nicipal Auditorium to raise money
Helen Morgan Into the Minnesota
Christmas play at lona's school, New sought and in some cases received for clothing going
Milwaukee Joins Hook-Up
to underprivileged
theatre New Year's week.
Rochelle, and reported to kave been first-string critical attention were kiddies.
Milwaukee, Dec. 26.
John Cliplef, Montevideo, Minn.,
plenty temperamental.
'Court Street,' presented by a lawyer
Board of directors of Fox-St. Louis
WEMP,
until now strictly local, manager and the family here for the
Dorothy Parker, Quentin Rey group
the Heckscher theatre; Theatre Co. voted 50c dividend on will
at
become part of the new Trans- holidays.
nolds, Art Young and Peggy Bacon
'Cure for Matrimony,' at the Prov- oreferred stock. It is payable Dec.
Wife of A. P. Stern, RKO office
are some of the authors sponsoring
Broadcasting
System,
29 to stockholders of record Dec. 19. continental
manager, escaped injury when her
Cynthia White's Greenwich Village incetown, and a couple of assorted A similar dividend was
paid in De- and Wisconsin terminus for the net- auto cracked up.
efforts at the Bayes. There were a
Ball on New Year's Eve.
work. WHBL, Sheboygan; WHBY,
cember, 1938.
Joe Prill, Paramount assistant
Fred Kohler, Jr.. RKO featured number of amateur flops last season,
Employes of Loew's State earning Appleton, and KFIZ, Fond du Lac, booker, to wed Corinne Jaren, forlegit
player, in New York seeking a
too.
less than $40 per week received two will run lines to WENfP to pick
up mer Paramount employed.
role, may go into 'Steel,' at ProvinceWithin the next couple of weeks weeks' salary as Xmas present if the chain programs for the central
Welworth circuit offlce was host to
town Playhouse, replacing Don de
several more off-Broadway presen- they worked in the house for more and northern parts
Eddie Ruben, the boss, and the
Fore, who goes Into 'Th'e Male Ani
of the state.
tations are slated to preem and, from than a year. Those there more than
mal.'
WEMP'a transition from local to missus at a Christmas dinner.
six
Ben Blotcky, Paramount branch
Arthur M. Loew, Metro's foreign advance indications, may be covered pay. months received a week's extra chain commitments is, of course,
manager, wife and daughter in Florichlet returned from a combined by some of the flrst-stringers: They
Barney Rosenthal, co-manager of necessitating various commercial ad- da and Cuba for
business and pleasure visit to the include 'Youth in a Democracy,' prethe holidays.
Pictures here, has inked justments, but it is hoped any losses
Fellow employees presented C. K.
West Indies last week in time to at- sented by' the English-speaking di- Republic
pact with Bill Feldstein, booker for in local revenue sustained by reason Olson, Warner
tend the premiere of 'Gone With the vision
branch inanager, with
of the Workmen's Circle, at the Frisina Circuit, which operates a of the
wrist watch as Christmas gift.
change will be more
Wind.'
number of houses in Iowa, Illi- set by the gains resulting than offGordon Greene, Minnesota theaTwo war fronts currently are be Stuyvesant high school; 'Two for To- large
from
net
nois
and Missouri, for
1939-40
tres managing director, spending
Ing covered by March of Time cam night,' to be given by the Promenwork affiliation.
Christmas in Omaha with John Boles,
eramen, one being the distant Arctic aders, at the Cherry Lane theatre, product.
C. J. (Chuck) Lanphler, manager
Randy Merriman, Minnesota house
front of Finland recently so much in and 'Boom-Boom Clopper,' by the
of WEMP, has been advised that El
manager, pinch-hit for Clyde Snyder
the headlines and the other the more East Side Dramatic Group at the
liott Roosevelt, president of TBS, as m.c.
peaceful area of Canada.
when the latter's father died
Neighborhood playhouse.
Pittsburgh
and James Baldwin, public relations last week.
David Gould. Metro's manager
Spots which have come to be asmanager, will be here shortly after
When Harry Hirseh's Gaxety reBy Ha! Cohen
Puerto Rico, started back there over
opens this week (29) it will house
the weekend. He had been recup- sociated with amateur efforts are the
the first of the year.
stock burlesque instead of roadshows,
Hechscher, Daly's, Labor
erating in New York after several: Bayes,
Dance team of Sydney and Ames
which held forth first half of season.
abdominal operations, though he Stage, Provincetown, Cherry Lane,
home for couple of weeks..
orieinally came here for home-oiTice Neighborhood playhouse and the
Harold Lund home from a Miami
huddles.
Union Methodist church. One of the vacation with his boss, Harry Ross.
angles of the recent prominence of
Hope Day has gone to Palm Beach
Detroit
. Continued from pace >_
the semi-pro presentations has been with her family to spend the winter.
Ira Cohn, 20th exchange manager,
Aostralia
their success in having their ads inbe comparatively minor to a nickel
Romany Trio on way to Florida
cluded among the Broadway shows and the missus off for Florida shortly. or dime rise.
By Erie Gorrick
Nat Nazarro, Jr., has hit the road
nitery.
in the dailies.
As an instance, ads again
Catch in the entire scheme, of
in 'Wake Up and Cheer' unit.
Eddie .Peabody out after three
Department stores spotting short for 'Alternate Current' and the forthMrs. Archie Tarshis, wife
Jimmy course, is that it would haye to be weeks of nice biz at Club Royale.
coming 'Two for Tonight' were listed Peyton s saxman, has just of
pantos with juves.
Mimic Dean Murphy back in vlub
cradled a applied on a wide scale to be effecIt's understood Hoyts will look for among the regular Broadway shows son.
tive and really meaningful in total Royale, where he clicked earlier.
some more nabe houses early iu the in the theatrical section of last SunBetty Benson back from New York
Xavier Cugat says 'so long* to the
grosses.
It's
the
old
theory
of
small
a
new year.
Statler on Jan. 8 when Clyde Lucas
day's (24) Times. There was noth- for flock of nitery dates in this dis
amount
multiplied
large
numby
a
'It Hapoened One Night* (Col)
comes in.
ing in either ad to indicate the of- trict.
ber.
being revived again in Melbourne by
Bill Lewis, drama editor of Sun
Joe Busch, Peter Kent's former
fering was non-professional.
Williamson-Talt.
Admish
changes
In
houses
of some trumpeter, joined Jack Myers at
Telegraph, on his annual mid-winter
'Mikado' (U), while not successful
During recent seasons only one vacation.
of the larger circuits, incidentally, Hotel Book-Cadillac.
In nabes and stix, has pulled top biz amateur shjw has proved to have
Viola Mitchell, local violinist, to are no longer being made on a cirAl Cox and Tony PattI, guitar and
In the city spots.
commercial merit. That was 'Pins guest-star with Pittsburgh Symphony cuit-wide biaslsl Instead of a general accordion, to open in Cleveland's
Musicians union has decided not
and Needles,' presented by members rn February.
decree that every house up its tap Hollander Hotel Jan. 1.
allow members to play at charity of
Film Row hospitalees Include Milt
Giovanni, pickpocket turn, left
the International Ladies' Garment
concerts without pay.
Broudy, Jack Kohler, Carl Miller and 5c or lower it a dime, each opera- Powatan Club after long stand to
tion is now studied in itself. If the
Pressure is still being applied for Workers' union at the Labor Stage Hilda Alvin.
open Jan. 1 at the Waldorf-Astoria,
government financial aid to New (it's now at the Windsor) and curSwede Nielsen plenty worried downstairs is filling and balcony N. Y.
rently in its 108th week. After the these days, what
South Wales pic producers.
with most of his isn't, balcony prices are dropped; or
Joe Sudy, after six weeks in Hotel
Greater Union Theatres opened revue's click the cast joined Equity family in Finland.
four in
if jbalcony is filled and back of
Book-Cadillac,
left
for
new house in Adelaide wth 'Pyg and have otherwise conformed to " Mary West has quit line at Casino mdin floor empty, latter seats the
are Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, and then
malion' (G-B) as the opener.
professional standards. Profits from to captain chorus of 'Red Lamp' reduced in price or balcony increased. Miami's Bath Club.
Leon Snider, Snider-Dean, has the show have been used to refur- show on Hirst wheel.
her
following
Henle
Sonja
is
gotten h'mself a financial interest
RKO district sales manager Nat There's a continual shifting of ad screen self into town.. 'Every t'U"*
bish the Labor Stage and to acquire
a resort hotel. It's just a sideline.
Levy in town, for a few days on bl missions in various park of the Happenr'a^ N7Rht* 'current on Fox
the Windsor. It is the longest-run
house to keep it as evenly occupied screen. She comes to Olympia Jan.
Continental nix arc catching on
with Herb Grcenblatt.
ning
revue
in
Broadway
history.
Melbourne for Savoy Theatres. 'La
John Walsh back from a visit to as possible.
J 2 with her Ice troupe.

Melbourne

Jake Wilk to Miami for holidays.
Lewis E. Gensler lost mother re-

it
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WHAT THEY THINK
Ar(or» Meet BO Year*

cast on
others.

Vahietv:

lew (lays before mine.
stopped at the town of Lodge
I
Pole'and at a drug shop asked if Mr.
Oberfelder lived on the ranch. They
informed me that he was livinfi at
Sydney. 18 miles west of this town
Then I
on the Lincoln Highway.
gsked how old he was and they i^nformed me that he was past 80 and a
very active man—drives his own car
lot ot farms
aiid owns and manages a
svire
gnd ranches. Then I was not
my old friend and
that it was
Oberfelder,
dancing partner, Bobby

me when

1

Niblo s
only 10 years of age at
den

New

in

The

first

York.

thing

I

did

was
Gar-

when we

ar-

him

rived in Sydney was to seek
There was a large stone
ont
name Oberthe
with
building
At his office I found
felder Block.
him working on a typewriter. When
did not
1 walked in I saw a man I

at the would-be smart lines
dialog. Playwrights need
to create real character together with
a situation that will allow one to

A

Da.vt Bacal's Billing

Chicago.

resembling the novel, not the rub-

up
remake

A

Editor, Vahietv:
In your review

last time.

'The

of

Man

Who program

Laiislis.'.by Victor Huko.
And any story by Harrison Ain.<;worlh would make enthralling film

would

If

'The

'

Mr, Disney would produce 'Peter

'Bad' Scheduling

,

Pan' and 'Alice in Wonderland* the
world would be in his lap. I.Disney
plans to do Peter Pan." Ed.]

—

so as far as Hollywood goes, that's
what we M, England would like from

;

:

.Continnvd from pace 5_

^

customer doesn't go at all, and
tliem. This is not only my personal
the exhibitor who thinks he is smart
opinion but of many.
in trying to get business on the good
And now for. (he New York stage, hours
with the poor film; relying on
If any producer has spunk enough to
the No. 1 feature to gel *cm at dinner
present any ot the following he
time or very late, is ending up by not
should be well rewarded and I offer
getting half the fans that would
them for what Ihey are worth. I btherwi.se come.
have no way of knowing if any or
Siagt Show Angle
all of them are available for Ameri-

word

ernors.

He took me

to his apartment In
same building, which is a real
art gallery. I could only remain part
of a day but that part gave me more
pleasure than any day on my trip.
The last time I danced with him
was at a benefit for some poor actor
who got hurt, which was held at
Kelly & Leon's theatre on Broadway
the.

Pnlnicr, Jr.

One Englishman's Views
Shoreham, Sussex, England.
Editor, VARicry:

As a regular reader of your paper
(what showman name isn't) for some
years, I recently, whilst disposing of
copies of the last five years, glanced

and a predominant

note appeared to me as follows:
Holly wool's
male
shortage
of
'names.'

Hollywood's shortage of stories.
Broadway's lack ot stage hits.

The

latter, in spite ot

•urns being

Now

am

I

tremendous

poured into productions.

well

aware that the averr
upon an English-

age American looks
"lan,

either play

or film producer,

somewhat, slightingly.

I,

^^^^

I

Ostrich,'

therefore:,

there are a lot of
In
complaint-s not only where theatres
play .sta.ge shows, but also in the
which
are almost unineighborhoods,
versally dual. Houses like the Music
Hall, Roxy. Paramount, Strand and
Stale usually do not go on with the
last showing of their pictures until

WMC

MRS. rilOEBE DIAMOND

Icrs survive.

Mrs. Phoebe Diamond. 46. who was
forced by ill health to leave the comedy knockabout act known as the
Four Dianionds about 10 years ago,
committed suicide by inhaling gas
at her hoine in Malverne, L. I., Dec.
21.
A gas company employe, calling
the
to
read
residence
at
the
meter, smelled gas and summoned
police who forced the door and discovered the body on the kitchen floor
with all jets on the stove turned: on.
Since her retirement, the turn has
.

PRANK MESSINGER
Frank Messinger, 48, unit manager at Metro, died Dec. 19 in Holly-

I

wood

from

a

selt-infiicted

bullet

wound.

He had been despondent
over ill health. His last picture assignment was 'Northwest Passage.'
Surviving, are his widow
and
daughter.

JOSEPH SINGER

Joseph
Singer,
United
Artists
been composed of .her husband, salesman
In Philadelphia for more
Hughie, aiid his brothers, Harold and
than four years,- and a vet film man,
around 10:30. sometimes later. Th,e Thomas. Separated from her hus- died suddenly of a heart attack Dec.
some
Mrs.
Diamond
band
time
ago.
Ihoughl there is to-get customers for
18 on his way to the office.
the stage bills at the belter hours, but is said to have made two previous

—

altogether.
Even the smallest of the double-

neighborhood hoii.ses receive
plenty of complaints over the scheduling of top pictures, many a fan
bill

going away from a theatre after inquiring as to when such-and-such a
film goes on, learning it is now on
and won't screen again until 10:30 or
II p.

m

MARRIAGES

attempts at suicide.

HAROLD JOHNSRUD
LEWIS

f.

NATHAN

Harold Johnsrud,

WB

35,

legit

actor,

succumbed Sunday

(24) to injuries
Nathan, in charge of the
suffered while fighting a fire in his
photographic department of ParaN. Y. hotel apartment.
mount at the home office and with
Further details in legit section.
Par 19 years, died Christmas day
(25) following an Internal hemorDavid Thompson, vet film man, one
rhage.
After having dinner at his
home in Ydnkers, N. Y., he took a of oldest of RKO homeoff ice emnap, suffering the hemorrhage. He ployes, died in Jackson Heights,
was 46.
N. Y., Dec. 22 of a heart ailment
Not in the best of health lately, He had been a cashier with RKO at
Nathan had a stroke last summer the time of his death.
and was laid up for a couple months.
Mrs. Nathan, the widow, and three
Mrs. G. B. J. Frawley, wife of tha
children survive. . Funeral services
chief of Paramount exchange operawill be held today (Wed.) at the
tions, died at the Frawley winter
Nathan home.
home in New York on Friday (22).
She was 56 and had been ill lor iome

Lewis

F.

Rita Williams to Ernest Leiberman,
He's manin Pitt.sburgh, Dec. 24.
Squirrel Hill theatre
ager of
GRIKOB.
SUNI
Boston.
and
a brother-in-law of Harry KalGrikor M. Suni, 63, Armenian
Editor, Variety:
zone manager in fiitt.
Warner
mine,
Will
composer, died in Philadelphia Dec.
Your article, 'World System
Lazaro,.in
John
Johnson
to
Betty
Disc'
13 after an operation. Born In RusAgain Deadhead Christmas
which appeared in VarietV Dec. 6 Alexandria, Va., Dec. 20. Bride's sia, he was a student at the Imperial
has been called to our attention by nite club dancer, he owns Old Shay Con.scrvatory of St. Petersburg and
Pittsburgh.
cafe,
Gardens
received much of his instruction from
Waller Prichard Eaton, author of
'The Man Who Found Christmas.' He
Helen DeWitt Johnston to William Rimsky-Korsakoff.
One of his first composition.s, preresents the fact that he is referred to. ShifTrin. in Tecate, Mexico, Dec. 17.
sented in 1902,- received the Theatre
and we quite agree He's a Hollywood agent.
as an 'e.state'
Art of St. Petersburg award. Two
with him ... as he is very much
Piltz to David H.

M

J

time.

j

.

.

.

Evelyn Dresden
Wick, in Youngstown. O., Dec. 18.
Mr. Eaton Is head of the Drama Bride is vocalist on WFMJ, YoungsDepartment at Yale University, New town.
Haven. He is al.so \vcll-knowh as a
Dolly Mathias to Paul Brown, In
lecturer and dramatic critic.
He's
Toledo, skedded for Jan. 1.
Alfred A. Wilde.
brother of Joe E. Brown, film star.
Tech to Jack Spatz, in New
Paula
Not Blondlnrd
proYork
New
He':
24.
Dec.
York,
New York.
manager for Bregman.^
fessional
Edilor. Variety:
In your reviewing La Ruban Bleu Vocco & Conn, music publishers.
the other day I was grieved— pf
Frances Burge.ss to Lee Bennett,
course over the fact that your critic in Chattanooga. Christmas Day. He's
so definitely felt that I do not fit with an aniuiuMcei at WAGA. Atlanta.
a smart public, but my place would
Mary Jane Bierman to Noel Gerstill be on 52nd St.
He's in publicity
.son, in Chicago.
I have kept out of New York for
deparlmenl at WGN, Chicago.
a number of years trying to overin
the
come this opinion, hoping that
posdignity and appearance I now
would have been eligible for
.se.ss I
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Williams.
something else along with, let us. .say,
52nd St., but apparently I have daughter, in Hollywood, Dec. 21.
missed my point and so must accept Father is culler at RKO.
your criticism as constructive.
Mr, and Mr.s. Billy Wilder, twin
But in one thing you were very .son and daughter, in Hollywood, Dec.
wrong— my I'lair has not been blon- 21. Father is writer at Paramount.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Goodwin, daughdined as you staled; my hair is grey,
you
hojsing
Father
ter, in Los Angelc.":. Dec. 20.
silver grey, and I am

—

Mrs, ,Tobn Cleghorn, 30, wife «f

WMC,

BIRTHS

licity

Memphis, program and pubdied by suicide last

director,

Armenian operas, 'AIsi Keram' and week in leap from apartment in
'Areknazan,* a symphony and several Memphis.
treatises on Persian and Armenian
music were among his accomplishLawrence Weaver, 32, theatre opments.

erator in Tuscon, Ariz., died there
Surviving are his widow
Dec. 19.
ROBERT BREWSTER
nnd two children.
Robert Brewster, 64. pre.>:idcnt of
Mother, 80, of Elliott Foreman of
the Metropolitan Opera and Real
Estate Co., which owns the structure Metro, died Dec. 23 at her home in
and site of the Metropolitan Opera New York, a. victim of pneumonia
House, died al his home in New complicated by a heart condition.
York Dec. 24 after a three-month illFather of Nate and Abe Piatt, reness.
A director of the opera associa- •'=pectively Balaban & Katz booking
lion .since IS.IS, he had been instru- manager and northside district rnanmenlal on .several occasion,"^ in aid- agcr, died in Chicago Dec. 24.
ing the Mel by raising funds for it.«
DauKhter of Howard Freeman,
perpetuation.
Surviving is his widow, three! actor in "The Unconquered,* Dec. 21
in New York.
She was 14.
children, a sister find brother.
!

|

I

:

I
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BEX BROWARSKY
Ben Browarsky. Sl. vet Pittsburgh
exhibiter, who had been in film biz
for more than 20 ycar.s. died in that
city
his

last

week from

cancer..

With

|

'Hellz'

;

I

2 Million

Continued from page

|

i

:

two brothers, Ike and Harry, and when it moved to the Winter
Browarsky operated houses in the Garden late in November, 1938, had
is radio actor; mother was Ph.illipa
North Side district and in BelleVue. lopped the $30,000 mark for 10 perHilber. 20th-Fox actress.
It
He had' becn in comparatively good formances the previous week.
Mr. and Mis. jack ilollistcr. .'on, health until a short time before his continued to draw standees almost
Father's a death.
He leaves another brother, every performance and gro.ssing not
in PittjburKh, Dec. 21.
sports commentator for KDKA, Pitts- Mark Browar, also a PitlsburEh ex^ less than $33,000 a week, pa.'.scd the
hibitor, owner of Roosevelt theatre. 81,000.000 mark in its 33d week, the
burgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Williams, Browarsky was unmarried, a sister, first -show ever to gross that much
daughter, in Hollywood, Dec. 22. in addition to the three brothers. in a .'•in.ijle season on Broadway,
When it completed its nrsv full
surviving.
Father is cutter at BKO.
year last September, the total gro.ss
Mr. and Mrs. ,lame.« Graham.
liact mounted to an eslim.nted $1,560.FRED LESLIE
H(>llywood, Doc. 22.
in
•

|

:

j

,

i

'

(jau.nhler,

Frederick Leslie Price, 09. profesFather is in RKO ciittin.i; departsionally Fred' Leslie, died Dec. 23
ment.
at the Elks Na.tiona) Home, Bedford,
ignoble
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A.-'hley, .'on, in
trayed in many a play are
Va., wherfe he had lived 10 years.
is pcr.sonnel
Father
18.
Dec.
and often silly people. They are not Dallas,
Death was due to a heart ailment.
to manager of the Dallas S.vmphony
written about in -Miih u way as
Price began his career ay an acroone feel deeply with them in Orch.

make

Charles Van Wlc, 82, who had organized and directed band.c in Hudson River Valley towns for more than
60 years, died in St. Peter's ho.spilal,
Albany, Dec. 16.

.

alive,

.

noilywood should make full investi"
players at hand before
tllw
'scarding ihose
...^^^ „.
some
ot ^v...^
in favor
io,u. vv
^'w face who,
after a brief spell, is

.

New York

Eatoa Not Probated

to ofTer any comments on
how the American scene appears to
•xe.
However, knowing your policy
to keep an open mind, here goes.
Firstly,
Hollywood's problem of
"Dole 'name.s.'
There are at pre.senl
•ix men in
Hollywood who, properly
cast and exploited,
would prove a
ysritable gold mine to the companies
w whom they were under contract. I will, in all fairness to me and to
refer
to
Robert Wilcox, Joseph yourself, correct this statement. I
^nildkraut, John Eldridge, Ran- have no age complex and would, not
think for
dolph Scott, Van
Heflin and Henry have any of vour readers
blondine
wicoxon,
one moment that I would
''^we-players have large follow- my hair: Could it be that you are
""SS over here, especially Mr. Wilcolor blind? A funny Ihought!
BInkstoiie.
Wxon, but due to the trashy stories
Nciii
wfnch all of them are placed many
Whul'd Wioiii: With I.esit
danger of disappearing from
Chicaiio.
.screens, which to players of real
'"'ty is, ot course, extremely di.sEdilor. Vahiktv:
One drawback in Uie legit of the
"^^^ lesson to be gained
*l"*f'
frft
people por'"'s happening Is surely that day is the fact that the
Rnn

hesitate

]

bat but later became a clown.
He
was on the road with such .'hows
Bros.-Barnum h Bailey,
Sparks, Al G. Barnes and Sell.s-

as RIngling

following the operation. ^
Gross for years worfied for the
JANE STARR
Shuberts and other producers, then
Mary Jone Starr, 38. in private
turned to producing .shows himself, life the wife of Gene Page, leader
including 'We Are King* and 'Colo- of Circle GP Cowboys, with whom
rado Waif.' Latter starred his wife. the sang as featured femining. voBelle Gold, who survives him.
calist, died of pneumonia last week
From 1915 to lOlJ, Cross operated in Memphis.
the Hudson Feature Film Co., PittsHad also toured with George
burgh, largest exchange between Adams* Rodeo Troupe, more recency
New York and Chicago. He was on
and WMPS, Memphis.
severely burned and permanently
deafened by the explosion in 1919
JOSEPH MIIXET
;.
which killed 12 people and wrecked
the Sauer Building, Pittsburgh, in
Joseph Millet, who with his wile.
which his exchange was locled.
Avis, formed the dance team of PerHe had recently been publishing mjka and Millet, stricken at the
The Broadcaster, a weekly paper in close of an engagement in YoungsLeonardo, N. J., where ht had made town, O., died Dec. 15 in Cleveland
from bronchial pneumonia. Widow,
his home. mother and several brothers and tis-

believed in various trade circles that
plenty of people want to dodge pre.sentalion. and since the pictures are
may I suggest: 'Goodness, How Sad,' on at bad limes of the evening also
by Robert Morley; 'The Astonished on the matinees— they stay away

by Archie Menzies.
I am only a minor English manager myself but am looking forward
to when I come' to New York to show
Broadway what a real English play
is.
Then maybe U.S.A. will change
nearly every year but never thought
its mind about our theatre, although
It was me.
myThe world, has been good to him in self-defense I shall provide
.self with a return passage to Eng«i)d he is the owner of many thouland in case I underestimate your
rand acres of rich farm land. '
His office is hung with photos of drama.
Jolin EdiMund Uackt Jurralt,
'big .shots' from presidents of railBeach Theatre Productions.
roads to U. S. senators and Gov-

them

my

.

like to

Phantom Ship,' would give
Tyrone Power two o.\ccllent parts.
pit's

invited him to visit my ranch in
next winter and the
California
strange part of It is that he visits
California every year for the past
60 years and has passed my ranch

through

Albany you had

mention that
Sum worth's 'Old St. Paul's' under notice of the program.
Dave BncdI.
another screen title and Capt. MamWBBM-CBS.
I

I

W.

fronr!

of the Dari-Rich

name spelled incorrectly; it should
be Dave Bacal instead of McCall,
although they may sound alike over
the radio. Thank you for the nice

fare.

Here

ALBERT W. CROSS
Albert W. Cross, yet legit advance man, producer and film ex-

MARY

.

'AH Men Ave Enemies'— something

for five minutes.

near Aslor Place.
Georjic

OBITUARIES

Long
in
change operator, died
Forepaugh.
He was a widower.
have some natural sympathy about Branch, N. J., Monday f25) followFouc_chiklren are said to survive,
the outcome.
ing an operation for a tumor on Dec.
12.
He was 70 years old the day but their whereabouts are unknown.
Sidnev JVoren.

A

bish dished
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boredom

and comic

can presentation:
Traitors Gale,' by Morna Stuart;
'Bridge Head,' by Rutherford Mayne;
'Virgin Queen's Daughter,' by Will
W. Whalen: 'The Rumour,' by C. K.
1'
think was a day over 60 and asked Munro;
'Public
Saviour
No.
him if Bobby Oberfelder was in. He (author not known to me);"rhe Vircame over and said, 'My name was. gin Goddess,' by Rudolph Besier
Bobby Oberfelder many years ago,' (Author of 'Barretts ot Wimpole
and I said that many years ago I St.').
daiicedi with a boy in 'The Black
Finally, if any manager is desirCrook* at Niblo's Garden in New ous of giving his patrons a real treat
York. Before I could say one word by presenting two excellent plays
more he jumped in my arms and that are bound to click in New York,
taid, 'George Palmer," and then I
don't think either of us said a

!

of comedy.
Piffle and nonsense have their way, and many a
playgoer feels the heavy weight of

the

I

remake ot Alfred Hitchcock's
'Rich and Slraniie,' filmecl .some years
ago in Enjjland.
remake of Vincent
lasco
Ibanez's 'Enemies of Women.'
.A remake of Richard Aldington's

'Oberfelder
stated
wliich
don't know why I stopped,
ot over 70 years ago
Sut memory
„me back to me ^hen I saw that
boy about 10
name, for in 1865, a
and myself danced in
veaFS of aue,
uncle was one of the
B Dlay that my
Jarrett
n,ana«ers, Mr. Palmer,
name of the play
nd Palmer. The
I did not
Crook.'
was "The Black
be still alive, as
think that he would
he would be at least 84
I was sure
was just a
years old, as his birthday
I

who danced with

stories,

ing:

Mle

•

may

suggest
for future consideration the follow-

Lincoln
on the
west
town called
Michway, nearing a
large sign over
inri-e Polo, I saw a
Tianch

one ilda along with

Regarding

Driving

.

particular .situation the playwright has. created for them. The.'
result Is thin and empty plays.
Particularly is this true in the
field

LaUr

Los Angeles,
Editor

VARIETY

the

600.
thi.s
I

I

\

The show

ha.s ea.se'd off slightly

bul has never dropped as
New matewas added several weeks ago.
of
last
Saturday, 'Hellz' had
fall,

far as the $20,000 mark.
rial

As

played 556 performances.
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guy who's happy and

Here's one

been fun ond
ment

.

,

course*

up

I'm not picking

business.

.

you know me,
I

if

had an

publishers (so they

I

is

okay.

offer I

might

what the

hell.

Anyway

this is to

business

and

me

on

just

look at

record

it's

all

.

shortens your
the fun

in

and

to

a

music

always

any arguOf

while), theatre

in fact the

.

December 27, I939

the Satevpost that music

life

whole music

20 or 30 years but

you have.

send Season's Greetings

personal,

both

tell

have a bad song once

It

in the

never argue about aiiythingl

owners, agents and managers
business

be

gratehil to

marbles, because

I'm not taking sides in

is.

still

my

Wediiesdajr,

to all

my

friends,

thank the fellows who've booked

breaking

and

non record

breaking

AND HIS CALIFORNIANS
NOW AT THE STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK,
UNTIL JAN. 11.

A low bow to Harry Mayer,
Zeb Epstin and Irving Windisch.
And thanks
to Harry Gourfain for a swell productionr

Waltz Time,
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9 P.M. EST.
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